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drones retired.

office

The experiment proved

a failure as to the fertilization of the
queen, which I attributed to the fact

United States or Canada.
ftO cents extra.

Europe

Entered at Chicago post

span the delicate waist of her royal of extracted honey, from unfinished
highness, the loop being provided with sections. None but 15 cases of the comb
a knot to prevent it from cramping her honey is sold, and that here at home at
waist— a performance, by the way, that 15c. per lb., as it was the "011113" i. e.,
required no little skill. Thus cabled, combs hardly fit to ship, but a little too
her wings and limbs were left free from good to extract such combs as were
incumbrance. The thread was now tied full of honey, but not all capped over.
to the end of the transverse bar afore- The 15 cases brought $43.50.
We will
said, and the pole hoisted a few rods put the 93 first class at 20c. net (we feel
from the apiary. The queen performed sure we shall get it, for some of this
nicely at the end of the thread. There apiary's honey is now sold so that our
were plenty of drones flying, and soon net receipt is 23c. per lb., all in the
(I should think in 2 minutes' time) the spruce figured sections), which will
air was black with drones circling about amount to 2.232 lbs., at 20c, will bring
the fettered queen. Now and then one $446.40. We will put the 800 lbs. exof them would give her chase, but when tracted at 10c. per lb. net, which makes
the thread would bring her to a sudden $80
honey sold at the apiary and
halt, he would dart to one side and dis- brought home, say $5.00 total receipts,
appear. Several times a drone struck $574.90. The small increase will, in
her with considerable force, but would value, nomore than offset winter losses
bound away as though suddenly fright- perhaps.
ened. I watched the proceedings closely
Now for the expense account
till the queen became weary
the
;

press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
in the

that the queen was somewhat injured
by catching hold of a tuft of grass when
the pole was being elevated.

as second class matter.

Hired help

It is evident from what I saw in connection with this experiment, that a
great number of drones follow the queen
when flirting through the air, while out
on her hey-day spree, and perhaps the
swiftest cavalier of them all overtakes
and is accepted by her. Thus it would
appear that nature in this way selects
the swiftest specimens of the race to
propagate the species. If this is not
mere " theory," it goes very far to show

For the American Bee Journal.

Fertilization in Confinement.

I

W. DEMAREE.

have been something of an enthu-

why nature

lias provided so many males
comparison with the number of dethat after so much has been accom- veloped females, and why the latter
plished in the way of reducing bee-cul- must take the risk of fertilization in the
ture to a respectable science, the good open air.
I gave much time last season to the
work would go on till the much-desired
secret of successful fertilization in con- study of this subject, and I find that a
finement would be discovered. With well-developed virgjn queen plies her
this hopeful state of mind, I deter- wings with lightning velocity, and flies
mined not to be an idle spectator while with wonderful rapidity. Now, if she
others were prosecuting the work. In does not give chase to the drones, how
the month of August last I made what are we to account for the fact that she
I called a fertilizing cage, provided with usually makes three or more trips into
a steep glass roof. Thus prepared, I the air when drones are plenty ? I saw
watched for a virgin queen, and when one beautiful, slender little princess
she came out to take her bridal trip I make 16 trips before she was caught by
captured her and placed her in the cage, a drone. When she returned for the
last time— having been gone 22 minutes
which was set on top of the hive.
First one drone and then another, till —she fell short of the entrance of the
a half dozen or more were put into the hive, like a worker bee over-loaded with
cage. The queen appeared to take her honey and pollen. Three days later she
inflated to the was laying.
confinement quietly
If nature has determined that the
fullest extent, she showed her beauty
" race is to the swift" as pertains to the
If you would
to the best advantage.
propagation
of the honey bee, then persee a virgin queen in all her glory, you
must look at her when out on her hey- haps nature will forbid the interference
day spree. The queen and drones flew of the wisdom of man in this matter—
lively in the cage, but the latter would or, in other words, fertilization in condo nothing but beat their cowardly finement will never be a success.
Christiansburg, Ky., Nov., 1880.
heads against the glass roof, unconscious of the presence of the queen.
After well-nigh baking myself in the
For the American Bee Journal.
hot sun, I gave it up and returned the
queen to her hive.
My Bee Report for 1880.

siast on the subject of controlling the
fertilization of queens. I have felt sure

in

;

SECOND EXPERIMENT AND FAILURE.
The next day I proceeded to try the
following experiments hopes of throwing some light on the subject. I pro-

This deducted from the income.

Now that the end is past and our bees
are once more prepared for winter, I
will give you my Glenwood apiary report

-I

when she came out

I

for 1880.
I began the season with 185 colonies;
increased, by natural swarming, to 235
obtained 108 cases of comb honey, containing about 24 1bs.net per case say
;

caught her. and

by the aid of the deft fingers of Mrs.
D., one end of the thread was made to 2,592 lbs. of
I

—

comb honey—and

.

Leaves a net of

The investment

$227 SO
574 90

$347 10

is

about as follows

:

RB colonies of bees, at $8.00
$l,4ft0
Buildings and land
000
Surplus arrangement to hives, wintering
boxes and other fixtures and tools
320
10

00

W

800 lbs.

1.
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Alsike Clover for Bee Pasturage.
M. M.

BALDRIDGE.

Alsike or Swedish clover (Trifolium
hybridum) as its name indicates, is a native of

Sweden, where

it

grows wild-

being both hardy and productive. It is
commonly known by the name of Alsike,
that being a parish in Sweden where
this clover originated. It was brought
into cultivation in Sweden about the beginning of the present century, was introduced into England in 1834, and soon
thereafter found its way into the German States and other parts of Europe,
and was finally brought into the United
States, through the Patent Office, about
the year 1853.
Alsike clover is regarded by botanists
as a hybrid between our common red
and white clovers. The stem and
branches are finer and less woody than
the common red, and when cut and
cured for hay, it is perfectly free from
fuzz or dust. It does not turn black,
but remains the color of well-cured timothy. It has. as the following cut shows,
numerous branches and a multitude of
blossoms which are rich in honey. The

00

Total
$2,400 00
per cent, of this to cover interest, insurance and taxes
240 00

If I

have made no mistake in this

hasty figuring, it shows I have $107.10
for superintending this apiary, more
than its worth would amount to at 8
per cent, interest, even in this poorest
of all seasons. It will be further seen,
that because the scarcity of surplus is
general, the price being higher holds us

above loss this poor year. We hope for
more honey another season, and shall
be willing to accept less per lb. for it.
should rather have established one or
two more apiaries than to have made
the large sales I have just been making,
but for the fact that I know not where
to get reliable, active and skilled help.
I

Some may think that the capital invested need not be so great, but I cannot see how I can get along with less
and " do what is worth doing, »eW,"
unless, perhaps, about $300 might be
deducted for a dwelling-house that we
do not need or use very much, having
two other capacious buildings.
The foregoing is a better result than
1 had supposed the figures would show,
inasmuch as the pro rata yield is only
about 16 lbs. of comb honey (counting
2 lbs. of extracted honey as 1 ot comb).

My home apiary, of about the same
number of colonies and investment, did
about as well this season, for the first
time since the other was established. I
find that well-bred stock, and well-kept
apiaries, buildings and tools, pay the
best interest on investment, either in
good or poor seasons. If we have a
" shower" of honey, we mean to be ready
for every drop of surplus
if only a few
drops, we mean to make sure of that.
;

JAMES HEDDON.

cured a pole 16 feet long, to one end ol
which I nailed a strip of wood about
feet in length, at right angles with the
Armed with a line thread 4 or 5
pole.
feet long I watched for the queen, and

$172 00
20 Oft
15 CO
10 40
1U 40

Railroad fare and freights, say
1011 glassed cases for como honey
sections
Foundation for same
1,300

WHAT THE EXPERIMENT SUGGESTED.
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By the way.

I

came near forgetting $50

worth of feed, fed in the Glenwood
apiary, to make up the little that some
colonies lacked. This reduces my pay
for superintending to $57.10; however,
my hands there spent far more time
here than I did there. The above is
probably very close to the final results,
when all is closed up for 1880.

Dowagiac, Mich., Nov.

11, 1880.

FIG. 1.— Alsike Clover Plant in bloom.

bees have no trouble in finding the
honey, as the blossoms are short and
the heads no larger than white clover.
The blossoms at first are white, but soon
change to a beautiful pink, and emit
considerable fragrance. The leaves are
oval, of a pale green color, and may
readily be distinguished at any stage of
their growth from the white or red
clover by the total absence of a pale
white blossom on the upper surface of
each leaf, a peculiarity unnoticed by
previous writers.
It ripens, in the latitude of Chicago, in
the latter part of July, but needs not to
be cut till August, if the weather should
be unfavorable. The crop of seed is always obtained from this cutting, in
which respect it is unlike the common
red.
It is not advisable to cut this clover more than once each season, but it
may be pastured moderately during the
When cut for seed, it may be
fall.
threshed from the field with a common
clover machine but, if more convenient, it may be stacked and threshed
during the fall or winter.
;

;

:
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Care should be taken in handling this forth in this article are facts and not
theories.
clover, as the seed shells very easily
But the main object of this article is
but this is looked upon as a point in its
favor, as the land thus becomes re- to call special attention of bee-keepers
seeded every year, and so early, that if to Alsike as a honey plant. It is well
the autumn' proves to be a wet one, known to the fraternity that my favornearly every grain will germinate, and ite honey plant is Melilot clover, than
a tine growth of new plants will be se- which none better has yet been found
cured for the following year. The seed in the United States. But Melilot will
being about the size and never be cultivated to any extent except
is very fine
shape of white clover a pound contain- by bee-keepers, as no farmer would
ing, it is said, about 600,000 grains, or think of such a thing as growing it for
three times as many as the common red. hay and pasture. But Alsike clover is
The seed- pods contain 1. 2. 3 and some- a plant "that every farmer can and
times 4 grains, which explains why it is should cultivate, whether he keeps bees
so proline— a moderate yield being* from or not, as it is superior to the common
red. for hay or pasture, for all kinds of
150 to 200 lbs. of seed to the acre.
When sowed by itself, 4 lbs. of seed is stock.
Now, let me indicate to bee-keepers
a great plenty for an acre ; but this is
not the best plan to pursue, especially what should be done, and that right
with our dry western prairies. It is speedily. Suppose you have 50 or mo
much the better way to mix Alsike with colonies of bees, more or less, then visit
timothy or the common red, or with the farmers in close range and ascertain
thus mixed, they are a help how many acres they intend to seed
both.
to each other. The Alsike being a na- down to grass the following spring, and
tive of a cold climate, does not winter- induce enough of them to sow at least
kill, and besides, it acts as a mulch in as many acres to Alsike, timothy and
winter and spring to the common red, red clover, as you have colonies. The
and keeps the latter from being de- more land you can thus get seeded down
stroyed by the heaving-out process. As the better. Induce them, if possible,
the red clover shades the roots of the to buy the seed at the cost price, but if
Alsike, which grow close to the surface, you cannot do this, let them have it at
it protects the Tatter from the effects of half the cost price, but if this fails, then
drouth. The timothy and red clover make them a present of as many pounds
being both upright growers, lift and as they will sow acres. They certainly
keep up the Alsike from the ground, could not and would not object to this
whicli is very desirable. The stem of last proposition, as it would be no more
the Alsike is too tine to support its many work to sow the grass seed mixed with
branches in an upright position, and Alsike than if it were left out. As the
hence is more inclined to lodge than the Alsike seed can now be purchased for
common red. For the reasons given, the about S25 to S30 per 100 lbs., instead of
combination of the three named plants S75 to S100, the price when first brought
is very important, and will prove suc- here, a bee-range can now be supplied
with one of the very best honey plants
cessful wherever tried.
When mixed, sow the usual quantity at a trifling expense. One hundred
of timothy and red clover, and not more acres of Alsike, mixed with other
than 2 lbs. of Alsike seed to the acre— grasses, in full bloom during June and
in fact. 1 lb. will be ample. If wanted July, in the neighborhood of 100 colofor seed, it might then be best to use 2 nies of bees, would insure a large crop
Timothy and of the choicest honey every year, and
lbs. of Alsike to the acre.
red clover do no harm, as the crop may cause the bee-keeper to swing his hat
be cut so early that the Alsike will be with joy. Now, if every reader of the
the only plant ripe enough to furnish Bee Journal will act upon this advice
seed. Timothy seed being about the the present winter, hundreds of tons of
same size of the Alsike, cannot very the finest honey will be added to the
well be separated from it ; but such is crop of 1882. and I am quite sure you
not the case with red clover, as a fine will thank me for calling your attention
sieve will quickly do the work.
to the project ; if so, I shall feel amply
Alsike clover, as a fertilizer, must be repaid.
as good a plant as red clover, if not betSt. Charles, 111., Dec, 1880.
ter, as an examination of figures 2 and
Having often dug up
3 will show.
For the American Bee Ju-uruul.
specimen roots of both Alsike and the
common red clovers for comparison and
"Wired Comb Foundation.
:

—

—

]

1

Jan.

and those that are weak can be strengthened, by giving them comb, bees or

this that induced me to invent the press
to put it all there at one impression,
and I believe no one has complained of

honey.

Bee-keeping well deserves a place

the brood dying, or being skipped by
the queen, where the frame was filled
on the press. If so, I would be glad if

it is

;

it.

111.,

Nov.

18, 18S0.

;
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Adulteration of Syrups,
s.

K.

etc.

MARSH.

!

I

i

|

i

Last year I had 4 samples of syrups
analyzed by Prof. R. F. Kedzie, at the
HONEY' REPORT FOR CANADA.
laboratory of the Agricultural College
Facts and figures from all parts of the
of this State. The syrups cost, respectively, 54c, 60c, 65c and 80c per gallon, country, indicate that the entire cropof
the average price being 65c per gallon. honey for 1880 is but one-half of the
I requested him to compare the price of usual supply.
Nile, Out
the actual sweet the syrups contained
with extracted honey, at 10c. per lb., and
result
here is the
For the American Bee Journal.
No. 1.— 65c. per gal.— 30.91 per cent, glucose sugar.
"

2— 54c.

"

3.-SUC.

"
"

4.-(jUc.

"

I

'

"

Average

:

i

d.

s.

GIVEN.

The brood is reported as dying over
the wires, and the queen skipping the
cell over the wires, and some nave seen
the bees trying to remove the wires, and
these statements have come from those
whose word I cannot doubt. To say
different bees treat it differently would
be nonsense. Wired frames have been
my hobby for the past 3 years.
Although wired foundation was given
through Gleaning* as an invention of its
editor, a description of it can be seen 2

months before

in the

American Bee

Journal, over my signature.

Though

this is an invention I am proud of, I cannot raise my voice with this .second in-

and say. " you
most assuredly are mistaken if you

ventor, against all these,

mean

to say
larva?."

Alsike Otowr Root and
Grown, average etoe, one year

].[<,. :.

old.

8.
R«d Otover
Hoot awl Crown,
one year 0lA\

Via.

exhibition, fully as much difference in
the size of the crowns and the quantity
of roots and rootlets have been found
as the cuts indicate. The representations are very accurate, and the reader
will do well to examine them closely
and note the difference, which seems to
be decidedly in favor of the Alsike.
Having now grown Alsike on a variety
ill'
soils for the past 12 years with good
success, I know that what I have set

our fine tinned wire kills
frank to say my experi-

lam

ence has been much the same as others
have reported. In the spring of 1878
I had to pull the wires outdf 200 frames,
just as that British cousin had to do, and
found it a bad job. But I changed my
wire and found it better, and have observed that in the cells which failed, the
wires crossed the cells and were not adhered to the septum. After a while I
found, by giving it much time, I could
obtain a perfect frame of brood, on the
plan I gave in the Bee Journal for
July, 1878.
Since that time all my frames have
been wired. The points I noted were
these: The wire must be fine tinned
wire the wire must run the way the
line runs in the foundation, and be
placed along the line of cells and well
pressed into the flat side of the septum.

39.01
35.5B
33.44
34.73

"
"
"

Fertilization in Confinement.

"

"

HH

A

gallon of syrup weighs about
lbs., and contains about! lbs. of glucose
sugar on an average, and costs IOVjC
per lb. of glucose sugar.

This subject appears to be losing inprominent apiarists. It is a

terest with
little

surprising that so

many

experi-

enced bee-keepers who have studied the
habits of the honey bee for years, and
BUT ONE PURE IN TWENTY-ONE.
have tried this experiment, should proFour analyses of honey gives an ave- nounce it a failure. It was by diligent
rage of 83.01 per cent, of sugars, 2.01 study of the nature and habits of the
per cent, of which is cane sugar, the bee I made this important discovery.
remainder being grape sugar ll 1 lbs; I have five queens fertilized in a cage
of honey at 10c per lb. costs $1.15, and made for the purpose. Every trial was
contains 8}4 lbs. of sugars, which cost a success I found the dead drone on
12,'jC. per Id., while the glucose sugar in
the bottom of the cage, each time. I
syrups costs 16J£c per lb. Of course, returned the queen to the colony and
;

-.

;

is a great difference in syrups. all was right.
These five queen's are
Some. doubtless, are better than those I very prolific their workers are large
sent to Prof. Kedzie, while some, no and handsome, giving entire satisfacdoubt, are poorer; but the following tion, thus far; what they will do in the
will give some idea what a small chance future, remains to be seen.
we have to get any pure cane syrup
This cage is more nearly adapted to
Prof. Kedzie says" " During the past their true natures than any other plan
specimens
of
21
examined
year I have
1 have seen described.
The labor of
syrups. Of these only 1 was pure cane ttie hive goes on unmolested, the bees
syrup, 2 were mixed cane and glucose passing out and in as before.
No
sugars, and the rest were glucose sugar catching, confining or scaring of the
syrups."
queen she acts upon her own impulses
proper time.
HONEY CHEAPER THAN MIXED SY'RUP. and at the one
If any
has made further disSome of my customers find fault with coveries. I would be glad to have them
having to pay 10c per lb. for, honey, report. Before the work of 1881 rolls
when they can buy syrups so much round. I will give a full description of
cheaper, but I am now prepared to show my cage and its use.
them that they pay much dearer for
Fincastle, Ind.
what little poor sweet they get in syrups
at the average price, than they do for
For the American Bee Journal.
the sweet they get in honey at 10c. per lb,
Sugars are also being so badly adulLower Ventilation in Winter.
terated that this year I have made a little
WM. CAMM.
experiment in early amber sugar cane,
and think I can raise ISO gallons of syrup
to the acre. It fills the place of sugar
After our cold snap in November, 1
in nearly every place.
raised some of my hives and found an
Palo, Mich., Nov. 4, 1880.
unusually large number of dead bees on
the bottom boards and on the lower part
of the combs and frames, also considerFrom the Canada Farmer.
able ice on the stands. I am forced to
To Beginners in Bee-Keeping.
think that one. of the greatest points in
wintering anywhere, or in any reposichas. r. DODD.
tory, is to keep the hives perfectly dry.
I notice this winter that some of my
Formerly bee-keeping was carried on hives that had 12x12 frames cut down to
with "box hives" or "log gums," the III in. deep, and hives left unchanged.
insides of which were a complete mys- so that there is a space of 2\, inches betery. The bees were generally left to tween the bottom board and bottom bar
themselves until the close of the honey of frames .show no ice, and few dead
season, when they were brutally smoth- bees, though the hives are no better conered with brimstone, and the colony be- structed or sheltered than others whereing thus exterminated, its stores were in there is such a great mortality.
appropriated to the use and luxury of
am al a loss to account for the

there

;

:

;

1

the owner.

Now we have

the movable frame hive,
which gives the bee-keeper access to
the interior of the colony, perfect control over it, and liberty to take the surplus honey without lulling the bees.
Those who will take all this care, can With such hives the loss of absconding
have every cell laid in, and the eggs swarms can generally be prevented,
hatched. It was the trouble to do all queenless colonies can lie re-queened.
;

the industries of the farm. As
wise to keep poultry to pick up the
waste grain and stray seeds, so it is wise
to keep bees to gather the nectar of
clover, orchard blossoms and wild flowers that would otherwise go to waste.
The chief trouble with beginners is
that they will not go to the slight expense and small trouble necessary to get
information on the subject. They buy
a hive of bees, about which they know
nothing, except that bees can sting and
that their honey is nice, and then leave
It is needless
it to take care of itself.
to say that this is a very foolish course
that.
only failWhat wonder
to adopt.
ure and loss are the result it would be
the same in sheep-raising, dairying or
any other line of farming. While,
therefore, we advise the farmer to make
bee-keeping one of many lines of industrial pursuit, we qualify the advice by
urging that it be by no means entered
into without seeking information in regard to it.

among

they would speak out.
All foundation in the wired frame
has the center of the comb in the center
of the frame, whether the frame hangs
exactly perpendicular or not. The wired
frame was invented to avoid sagging;
it will not only do this, but I am more
than paid for all extra expense by the
nice straight combs, that do not break
in handling or in transit, or by sitting
in the sun
and where the extractor is
used, only those who have used the
wired frame can appreciate the great

advantage of
Hoopeston,

5,

recommendations of shuck and others.
who are presumed to have experience,
to have a hole in the bottom board 6
inches square, covered with wire-cloth,
for the purpose of lower ventilation.
tried this in my earliest experiments,
and have one such hive left yet, but it
was a complete failure, for though there
1

was

a slide

underneath

to

darken the

J

;

;
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aperture, open or shut the bees sealed
up every mesh in the wire-cloth. Nor
have i been able to cover my bees with
anything that they would not enamel
With propolis, unless it was already

V cttcv

Xlvawcv.

Foul Brood.—In the proceedings of
the Convention at Cincinnati, I see Mr.
C. F. Muth gave his plan for treating
foul brood, to which I can heartily sub-

enameled.
The double-width hive, with division
hoard and root'. or a set of lluber frames
surrounded by an outer case, are the scribe.

3

I

Journal.

Long may

Winona, Minn., Dec.
is

Pennoyer.

2, 1880.

upon us so early and so

I fear many of our little pets will
for stores before next May. and
sonic may lie triad to know how to make
candy that will be right, without any

want

guess-work.
coffee A sugar 4 lbs., water lib.
(add wheat or rye Hour 1 lb., if you wish
to stimulate brood-rearing), put in a pan
over a moderate tire (being careful not
to scorch it), boil for 20 minutes ; then
place it in a pan of cold water or on
snow stir until quite stiff, which will
make it line grain place in frames that
will cover one-half the brood chamber,
leaving a space under the candy so that
the bees can get at the whole surface
place the blanket over the other half of
the brood chamber, and the chaff cushion over the whole, and they are in fine
shape. Moisture enough will gather on

Take

;

;

;

the candy that the bees can take it
readily, and the balance will escape
through the quilt and cushion. As this

candy may be given any time during
the winter, when the weather is mild,
do not let your bees starve from neglect,
nor poison them with grape sugar.
Perry Center, N. Y., Dec. 13, 1880.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Bees Deserting Winter Quarters.

to the

knowledge

have principally

I

American Bee Journal and

advertisements; and

its

"speak well

me

shall ever
I
of the briidgc that carries

Jos.

safely over."

Napoleon, O., Nov.

II.

FISHER.

17, 1880.

Caution to Healers.— A little over two
months ago 1 received my first lesson,
and I think the last one while I am in

.

'

the supply business. Mr. W. L. Woodward, formerly of Salford, Out., wrote
to me stating that he had gathered up
for me 275 lbs. of beeswax. 1 offered

He
28c. per lb., cash on delivery.
thought as we had dealings with each
other the last 2 years, I ought to remit
first, which I declined to do, as it would
A. A. Decker.
amount to $77, we being strangers to
Granger, Wis., Nov. 19, 1880.
each other personally. Finally, he said
[Of course you can.— Ed.]
if I would remit $28, he would forward
the 275 lbs. of wax at once on receipt of
My Report.— I started last spring with the money, at the same time stating
44 colonies and I have at present 54, that two other parties were after the
nearly all in good condition for winter. wax, at the same offer. I remitted the
My expenses were $41 .50 and my income $28 in a registered letter, which he reis about $22.00 for honey, and the in- ceived, and that is the last of it, for he
crease of 10 colonies of bees. It was a left for parts unknown as I am informed
by people in Salford.
poor year for bees here.

it live.

L. A.

severe.

little bee.

I

BENEDICT.

F. C.

the best lice paper and adviser on everything pertaining to bees and the interestsof bee men I ever saw. I owe what

surplus honey, give us warm nights, for
then the Mowers secrete nectar. We
Obtained but little honey during a season when we had cool nights. There
are, however, some good feat ores about
this bee business, when we have no
hone; crop, i.e. we have plenty of empty
hives, sections, separators, foundation.
glass, etc., to run us for many years to
conic if we do not use more than we did

bought some old combs last
best ••contraptions" 1 know of. and if spring that bees had died on. The retwo seasons.
these were kept under a shed so that in sult was that I had one case of foul during the last
D. D. Palmer.
winter they could be covered with straw, brood. I took a new hive and filled it
New Boston, 111., Nov. 14, 1880.
and the straw kept dry, it would be the with foundation and fed the bees with
best we could do. and the easiest and honey containing a little salicylic acid
cheapest way of doing it.
mixed with it. This fall it was as good
Mustard Plant.— We cannot keep up
Winchester. Dec. 6, 1880.
a colony as I had in the yard. Bees with the times in keeping bees without
hardly made a living in the early part of the Bee Journal. The honey season
the summer, but they did splendidly in for 1880 was good in this locality. Can
For the American Bee Journal.
the fall. I am well pleased to know we we get mustard to blossom by the 15th
How to Make and Feed Good Candy. are to have weekly visits from the Bee or 20th of June, if sown very early V

As winter

,

Lale Breeding.— 1 can remember no
time when bees presented such activity
so late in the season as they did this.
As late as Oct. 10 they gathered honey
with great profusion from asters, red
and white clover. In the first week in
October the bees gathered more honey
than they did during the August drouth,
and by an examination, I also found
that a majority of my colonies were
then rearing brood to a great extent and
in some cases the queen was then laying.
Does this indicate a good winter for
bees V The great progress now in beekeeping is not lacking here. Mr. E.
Market, an old bee-keeper of 15 years'
experience, formerly used the common
box-hive, but now uses the Langstroth,
with all other additional improvements
He has partially Italianin the apiary.
ized his apiary. It is a great credit to
him to bring such fine honey in 2-lb.
the
sections to the LaCrosse market
American BeeJournal is his constant
guide in the mangement of his apiary.
I am glad that we are to have a Weekly
paper during 1881. It has long been
needed, and I hope all the old sub-

him

i

!

I

,

John Boerstler.
Batchtown,

111.,

Nov.

M. Richardson.
Port Colborne, Out., Nov., 1880.

21. 1880.

[We

publish the above, as a caution

The Mitchell Hive.— Do not stop my to supply dealers and others, at Mr.
Journal if I should not get you the Richardson's request. We can sympamoney by the first of January. Put me
down for the Weekly Journal for thise with Mr. R., having had many
I cannot do without it. My bees
1881
are packed for winter on the summer
stands with 12 inches of straw around
except in front. I am using the Mitcliell hive but have never yet paid $5.00
for the privilege of using and do not expect to. I am glad at the prospect pt
getting the Bee Journal every week,

similar experiences. One such swindler, after running into our debt, had the
audacity to write thus to us " Let me

;

;

:

1

J°

i

m

'

Calvin Hollowell.

Dunreith, Ind., Nov.

give you a piece of advice— never to
tnist stra ngers."' What a pleasure it
»
-n weie
W ere
1)usiness
business, ; tf an
cl °
wo » ld be
honest. But there are black sheep
every flock; dishonest men in every
community, and annoyances in every

,

23, 1880.

I

requested to do so, we
send on the Bee Jour- business.— Ed.]
scribers to the American Bee Jour- nal and give a few month's time. We
Keeping Bees for Pleasure.— My bees
nal will promptly renew their subscrip- do not desire to be uuaccomodating—
I
(35 colonies) have done very poorly.
tions, and thus show their appreciation
do a general credit business fed about half a barrel of sugar during
cannot
but
of this "new departure" of the Editor.
Bees
still there are exceptions to all rules. the early part of the season.
L. H. Pammel,'Jr.
some honey late in the season,
If anv one desires the Weekly Bee gathered
LaCrosse, Wis., Nov. 20, 1880.
to the colony, and put it
t
i
it i D ™t
to about 10 lbs.
com ement to
not mmve.itent
[This is a good idea no one can show Journal and it is
My beeg are jn
combg buiu [q
send
can
they
once,
at
year
a
for
my winter repository, in fair condition.
their appreciation in a better way than pay
but my pleas
cents
for
resource,
my
or
3
not
50
Bees are
by promptly renewing their subscrip- $1-00 for 6 months
that way ure, so I am not as badly disappointed
more
no
costs
It
months.
1881
.-Ed.]
tions for the Weekly for
as some. My farm of 450 acres demands
except the trouble and postage, i or all my attention sometimes when the bees
or
one,
two
send
need it, so I do not expect the largest
Preparation for Winter.— I have just fractions of a dollar
Alvah Reynolds.
results.
finished putting my bees into winter three-cent postage stamps.— Ed.]
tine
all
in
nearly
re
Oneida. 111., Dec. 8, 1880.
quarters. They are
condition, to gb through the winter,
..
Side Storing.— This season 1 have had
having an abundance of sealed honey
Bees Starving.— I had to teed this fall;
chance T to test the utility of
and a fair amount of bees. I winter another
them
I
fed
comb.
was
until
had
all the bees
W e had no honey
them under a shed, facing the east. I side-storing
°0th when we knew it was too late coffee A sugar melted, and I think may
Aug
contract the brood-chamber, by use of
safely,
let two crates of honey from any get them through the winter
division-boards, and then pack straw or to
year we have
hive but most of our colonies would This was the worst honey
think
1
them
and
on
top.
around
leaves
than fill one crate, hence I could had for a long time. I think this winqueens may be too prolific. Several of more
" tier up " Here is how they did it ter will about clean all of the bees out
my hives were overflowing with bees not
" those hives with 15 frames surround- of the old box hives, for I do not t
during August and September, and two
them to winter on.
the brood-nest, they not only gave there is any honey in
ins
of them threw off large swarms. All
beautiful crate of honey, (35 lbs. We had lots of white clover, but the
nine
one
ie
not
others
of these are now poorer than
Qf wm k begg dja |)ot wQrk o]] u the wbo]e year
The !"";-, "" "„" chambers.
atthat
that time.
time
,-,.„
v„„
having
bavins* so many bees at
tn'fn
m (> ranw
nv ntlinr.
suppose
other. I sunoose
cause or
some
offered to
for, «,
None „#„«„
abundance of bees consumed the spring in the side
those in other hives took there was no nectar, and it was so dry
while
swarm,
supply of honey and were not able to
golden"
from
nothing
obtained
that bees
swarming fever just in time to
gather any in the fall. _ I jiave^recenUy the
rod; it just burned up, without bloshoney.
^^SpSfiilbr
traveled over parts of six
sur- soming out full, and I have had a siege
hies" in "such hives, and would be
Ky., and find many colonies in a poor
of feeding. My bees will not pay exto find one dead next spring.
condition to stand a hard winter. Un- prised
penses this year, but still I live, in hopes
Hiram Roop.
less they are well cared for, and freely
of a good honey crop next year. SucCarson City, Mich., Nov. 25, 1880.
fed, many merry hives will be silent in
cess to the weeklv Journal. I could
death long before spring. When, Oh
not do without it for twice its cost.
Newman
when will farmers give their bees the
R. L. Aylok.
Well Pleased.— Friend
perof
hold
the
get
on
same care they do other stock
Waterloo, Ky., Dec. 8, 1880.
I read everything I can
deem
and
I
Johnson.
men,
L.
bee
farm ?
taining to bees or
Walton, Ky.
you the most devoted and unselfish
Wintering Bees.— I had 20 colonies
friend the bee-keepers now have. I am
last spring, which wintered without loss;
I have ev<
though
you,
to
stranger
the
seaa
started
Report for 1880.— We
sold 800 Ibs.of honey
Sc
son with 240 colonies in good condition.
American in 5-lb. boxes each colony
Our surplus boxes were put on early and first conimenced taWng theyears ago I average 50 lbs. of honey to winter on.
everything was done to secure a crop of Bee Journal, over two
I winter in a shed covered with hay, dug
During fruit was first induced to subscribe for the in the east side of a hill, 24 ft. long, 8 ft.
honey that could be.
Kepler, a
D.
Mr.
through
Journal
gathered
bloom and white clover, bees
u.e
u on the
DanKeu up
nign banked
ft. high,
who was wide and 6 tt,
enough to keep even. On bass wood neighbor and friend of mine,
they filled their hives. Nights were
cool all spring and summer till July,
bee-keeper could
bees
then we had warm nights when there lished, and which no
reading weather I remove the hay for the
was no bloom, cool nights all fall. Our afford to do without, After that his to have a fly without removing them.
find
I
years,
2
Journal
the
surplus, therefore, from 246 colonies is
in this way withwere good and I have wintered twiceAlfred
10 lbs. of honey and 1 swarm, and that "words and advice
Gale.
always remember out loss.
10 lbs. is honey-dew and not honey— the timely," and I shall
issn.
9.
Lowell, Ind., Dec.
introducing to me

[Certainly

;

if

{

will cheerfully

,

!

]

D.

S.

KAI.LEY.

'

Will you, or some of
your readers, tell me what is the matter
with my bees ? I put IB colonies into
winter quarters on their summer stands,
wrapped veil in straw and chaff, on the
20th of October, and all through November and until now (Dec. 8) they are coming out and flying away, leaving plenty
of honey to winter on. Great numbers
come out on the platform after night
and die by the handfull four colonies
have all absconded. I am perplexed
over the matter. The coldest mornings
we have had, they come out at daylight
and fly away. Success to the Bee Jour-

Mr. Editor

:

;

nal

;

From the Prairie Farmer.
for the Eyes.

Honey- Wash

is

an excellent remedy for

a teaspoonful of lukewarm water, and
stir with the finger until thoroughly dissolved, then lie down and drop three or
four drops into the eye, lying still a few
minutes, then wiping the face and eyelids, but not washing out the eye.
Repeat this 4 or 5 times a day, and the last
thing before going to bed. I followed
directions faithfully, got immediate relief, and in a few days the inflammation
was entirely gone.
111.

m

1

\

j

|

'

,

;

™™j

^^

J

.

,

:

in-

flammation of the eyes. In 1878 I was
afflicted with inflammation of the right
eye, which became very painful. Mr.
C. O. Perrine, of Chicago, told me honey
would cure my eye. His method was to
put a few drops of pure liquid honey into

Oquawka,

I

!

WILL. M. KELLOGG.

_

|

,

8, 1880.

[Without knowing the exact manner
and amount of packing, the appearance
and condition of the combs and honey
left in the hives, and peculiar motions
of the bees on coming out, it is impossible to more than surmise or guess at
the cause.— Ed.]

Honey

m9

^

,

;

I like it well.

Mansfield, Ind., Dec.

;

l^^^^^O^O^ilMBJhim-,
i

:

nectar of flowers.

Of

all

conditions for

him

gratefully for

;

—

:

—
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—

One thing must not be forgotten and
which to plant the germs of lingering
Where are we Drifting?
the Bee Journal points to it with
disease in t he new generation. Jellies,
The following advertisement we clip beautiful to behold, supposed tobemade
pride its contributors are among the
most experienced and successful apicul- from one of the Chicago daily papers, from the rarest and best fruits, were
turists in the world. We take this op- and is only one of several of a similar sold from grocers' counters at less prices
portunity to express our thanks for their character which have from time to time than honest apple-parings could be purvaluable communications, which have appeared in the same sheet
chased. Every bushel of corn, that in
WANT A MAN THAT IS POSTED IN MANUdone much to develop progressive apiI facturinK margarine or lard-butter, either Salary the days of our grandfathers would have
3?9i2ti
culture, and bring it up to its present or interest. Address T 96, Daily News.
made but a gallon and a half of honest
standard of excellence.
Now, were a person to advertise for a whisky, now, by the use of poisonous

—

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

CHICAGO,

JAN.

ILL.,

5, 1881.

As

New
To-day

it

review

will

all

the

giving each proper credit for all extracts
selections— the aim being not to injure them, but to foster and lend them
a helping hand, whenever and wherever
necessary. It will seek to act in harmony with all, and should it have cause
to differ with any, it will do so with the
best of feeling, and with convincing but
kindest criticism.
Its interest in progressive bee-culture
will cause it to labor for methodical
work and organization for these it will
continue to exert itself with unabated
zeal and devotion. Its influence will
continue to be felt for progression, both
at home and abroad.
The many friends of the Bee Journal are invited to continue their cooperation and support, and assist in
making the present volume even more
valuable than any of its predecessors.
To one and all we tender our compliments, and fervently wish each

The American Bee Jour- and

nal presents itself in a new form— with
open page and smiling face tendering
its

a weekly,

monthly magazines as they come out,

Year's Greeting.

salutation to

all

its

readers.

The

present form and style of page is the
most convenient (all things considered)
in which a periodical of its class could
be presented and it will doubtless be
esteemed and admired.
;

The Bee Journal

enters upon the
present year with a record of unparalleled success as an apicultural journal
started as a monthly twenty years ago,
to-day it blooms into a full-grown
WEEKLY, with a promising future.

number, published in January, 1861, was the first publication ever
issued in America "devoted exclusively
to bee-culture," and now it is the only
Weekly paper devoted to apiculture in
the World
The American Bee Journal was
called into being by the necessities of
the times. It was designed to advocate
Its initial

!

;

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
A

the cause of progressive bee-keeping.
To its mission it was ably and faithfully
dedicated by its founder. To support
its " high calling," we are fully determined to use every means within our

Christmas Present.

—Now that the

volume of the Bee Journal for 1880 is
complete, we find that we have a few
complete sets of numbers, and shall
immediately have them bound. As a
power. Our watch word is "Progress," volume of reference it will be very
and our motto, "Improvement."
valuable to the beginner or the more
We do not desire to boast, but we advanced bee-keeper, and will be an
want every subscriber to feel that the excellent Christmas Present for a beemoney paid for it is but a tithe of its keeping friend. Price bound in paper
covers, $1.50, postage paid; in nice
real and practical value in the manage
mentof the apiary, and the production leather and cloth binding, $2.00. Those
who wish one, should order early as
and sale of pure honey.
Its old patrons, to whom it has long there are but a few of them to dispose
been a guiding-star, as well as its thousands of new readers, will together
hail this issue of the

of.

^"Dr. N.

Bee Journal

to be realized, and we trust that
neither the Journal nor its friends
will ever have occasion to regret this
" progressive step."
The Bee Journal will take a lively
interest in all wise efforts looking to the
advancement of the art and science of
bee-culture. We shall aim to give "all
the news" respecting inventions and

to assist in building

tions

and

—

!

—

;

P. Allen, President of the

with joy. For many years its friends National Association is contemplating
have desired more frequently to see its a trip to Florida, Texas or California, to
smiling face and read its refreshing ar- spend the winter. His object is to imticles.
Now their dream of the future prove his health, and at the same time
is

confederate to assist in making counterfeit money or bogus coin, we doubt
not detectives would work the case up
and by skillful means soon arrest, convict and imprison the proposed counterfeiter, as he would richly deserve.
But
as it is only a popular article of food to
be counterfeited, it resolves itself into
mercantile and manufacturing enterprise, and is " business."
Suppose,
however, the advertiser finds his "man
that is posted " (as undoubtedly he has),
and they manufacture " margarine,"
"lard-butter," or, in plain English,
bogus butter, using 20 per cent, of good
butter and 80 per cent, of fat matter
rendered from cattle, hogs, horses, dogs,
and other carcasses taken up from the
streets, the stock yards, Bridgeport and
elsewhere, and carried "just over the
line into Indiana" for manufacture, and
brought back to be sold as " pure leaf
lard" and one of our readers ignorantly
buys this stuff for genuine butter, and
innocently pays for it with counterfeit
money (which is as genuine as the butter he buys), he will immediately be arrested, and the innocent butter-vender
becomes the most indignant and clamorous prosecutor.
This matter of food adulteration is
nothing new. The question no longer
is " What is adulterated ?" but " What
is pure ?"
Tea, coffee, spices, bakingpowder, sugar, syrup, honey, flour, vingar, liquors, drugs, medicines, oils—
everything, even butter and cheese
But who is at fault for all this, except
the apathetic public V For many years
honest bee-keepers have suffered in two
ways from the adulterous tendency of
the times first, from being brought
into competition with glucosed sugars
and syrups and, second, from being
obliged to sell in a market flooded or
ruined with glucosed honey.
True,
in two or three States they have succeeded in getting well-meant but mistaken laws passed prohibiting the sale

up

local associa-

to further the cause of apicul-

tural progression.

President Allen has

the reputation of being a good dentist,
and will incidentally practice his calling

some extent

mixed honey

but these were and
are inoperative dead-letters on the
statute books. Nowhere have they received the support and co-operation of
the masses of the people, and we have
of

still

;

and chemicals, will make several
times that amount, and an hundred
times the amount of delirium, pauperism and crime. Drugs and medicines,
on the purity of which many lives are
dependent, have been mercilessly adulterated, and the honest, time-honored
and venerated physician, in his prescription not having kept pace with the
acids

latest adulteration. loses his patient
is

berated for a want of medical

We
forbid

and

skill.

want no special or local laws to
and threaten to punish adultera-

The people will not be satisfied
with a law which declares it a crime to
make butter and cheese from the fatty
tions.

portions of hogs, cattle or carrion, and
leaves the inference to be drawn that it

honest to sell as pure and wholesome
sugar and syrup made from glucose we
do not want a legislative enactment
which makes it a misdemeanor to manufacture and sell as "strained honey"
the product of anything but nectaryielding flowers, and leaves the matter
to enterprise to make maple sugar and
syrup from anything that can be flavored
and colored. We do not want any law
that will punish swindling, and fraud,
and obtaining money under false pretenses in one locality, and to countenance the same in another. We do not
want a law which is vindicated when
the makers of bogus butter are punished, and allows all kinds of counterfeit and even jjoisonous food to be sold
under every other name but the proper
is

;

one.

We do want a law as general and comprehensive as the government itself, to
punish all fraud in the sale of food ; we
want

it

as applicable in

New York

as in

Chicago as applicable in the West and
South as in New England. We want a
law as easy and certain of enforcement
as any other police or sanitary regulation.
We want a law which will guarantee to every purchaser that he is buying just what he calls and pays for. Each
special law is a stumbling-block and
hindrance in the way of a general law.
Every local law makes general legislation more difficult to obtain, and but
adds to the long array of inoperative
enactments. If parties must make vile
compounds, oblige them to be sold for
jusi what they are. The time is in the
;

in the places he may
yet to hear of the first attempt at their
one in these States inter- enforcement.
ested in scientific apiculture is invited
Never has the subject of food adulteto correspond with him, in reference to
ration received the attention it has near future when these laws will be
improvements in management, no mat- his proposed trip. Should he carry out urgently demanded, till now when the irresistibly demanded of Congress, and
ter where they may emanate— whether this programme, we hope he will spend disgusting but most unhurtful side of until that time comes, the already
overin the States, Territories or Provinces a pleasant winter, recruit his health, the question has been presented. Glu- indulgent and heart-sick public
must
of America, or the countries of Europe, and also render substantial assistance cose made from refuse corn was sold as suffer and bear.
Asia or Australia. For some we may to the cause of apiculture.
pure sugar in every grocery in the land,
be too broad in our views, for others too
and even the poisonous acids used in its
Bees in Kansas.— We have received
narrow to some we may seem too pre<£S°" Will it injure my bees to be cov- manufacture scarcely provoked a re- the third quarterly report of the Kansas
cise, to others too liberal
but no matter ered up with snow V" This inquiry is mark glucose syrups, as innocent of State Board of Agriculture. In it we
whether praise or blame be heaped upon sent us by a correspondent. Certainly contact with sugar-cane as the butter find that only about
one-third of the
us or our efforts, we are fully determined not; and the more snow the better, and cheese of to-day are innocent of counties of the State
report a fair crop
to give as near "exact justice" to all providing it is dry snow. Sufficient origin from the beastly cow, were tempt- of honey. Brown
county has 108 colo
as our capacity and knowledge will ventilation for the bees will pass through ingly poured as silver-drips over the nies of bees, which
produced 6,983 lbs.
permit.
ordinary dry snow, but with the "wet" warm cakes with which to poison our of honey ami 150 lbs. of wax. This
is
In givingour readers " the news" the or " heavy" article it is another thing. little ones. Candies, beautifully painted an excellent
report, and " Brown"
Bee Journal will not lose sight of the Care should be taken that the entrances yellow, green and red, formed into evidently the banner county of is
the
fact that opinions and discussions them- do not become closed with ice, and to attractive toys,
lozenges and hearts, State for honey production. Doniphan
"
selves are
news," while presenting keep the hives on level or high ground, and inscribed with Christian mottoes county reports from
10to.501bs.of honey
facts that are new, or even old ones un- to prevent them from being flooded and love-tokens,
were made from terra for each colony. In another county 65
der a new aspect.
when the thaw comes.
alba (white earth) and glucose, with lbs. are given as the average.
to

visit.

Any

;

;

;

—

;
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pealed to for subscriptions to the importing fund, by Mr. llawley. It cannot
In the report of the Southern Califor- do any harm to give all the facts that
nia Bee-Keepers' Association, on page are known about the stingless races of
6 of this Journal, mention is made of bees in South America.
By all means,
IN(;s.
an article from the New York Argus, let them be imported and tried to the
Novice
is about to issue "Our Homes"
'•
Stingless
Honey
15ee;"
and
we
on the
fullest extent.
If they are of any value
have a circular on our desk from Mr. our experienced queen-breeders will in pamphlet form.
Doolittle sold his honey this year at
llawley. of Rochester, X. V.. advoca- very soon ascertain the fact.
from 18 to 22 cents per pound.
ting the formation of a " Stingless Bee
Novice has started a 5-cent lunch
Association." In it Mr. llawley eviiff We regret to state that Mr. G. M.
counter at the depot in Medina, O.
dently refers to the article in the Argus, Doolittle has been very sick for a month
man by the name of King, in Noras its parent
past. He is now able to sit up a little.
thern Georgia, claims to have a patent
"On the 15th of September last the undersigned His many friends will be glad to learn
on division boards, and threatens to
published in an Albany newspaper an article on the
of his full recovery.
subject of 'Stingless Bees,' which, so far as I am
prosecute those who use them. Novice
aware, was the first intimation the bee fraternity of
emphatically, but truthfully, denounces
1®°
to
be
Three new bee papers are
the United States had that there existed anywhere
There is no paton the habitable globe a species of the honey bee started for 1881— one in Wisconsin, one this claim as absurd.
By accident the writer of
that havenO4tftl00rs
ent on division boards never w as, and
in California, and one in Louisiana.

it is

Stingless Bees of South America.

GLEAN

r

;

first

made acquainted with the

fact that this

singular species of bees existed
then by reading
history, travels, and persona] inquiry, the fact was
demonstrated and proven that the species really
existed.
"Then, by correspondence, these further facts
were elicited That these bees are indigenous to
Brazil, south of the equator, inhabiting a climate similar to that of Italy, and with surroundings very like
those of that country that, with a single exception
(where a French sailor, having some knowledge of
bee-culture in France, had for a few years been conducting an apiary on a very primitive scale— his hives
being cut from the forests with the bees already in,
hauled and set them up at his cabin— and, to obtain
the honey, he kills the bees and appropriates their
stores depending upon increasing his colonies by
natural swarming), no one in the whole empire paid
any attention to the cultivation of bees, and for this
reason it would seem necessary, tn order to introduce them here, that some competent person make
the trip to South America and bring them here."

never can be.

;

:

;

;

Mr. Hawley is rather unfortunate in
his statement that the publication of his
article " was the first intimation the bee
fraternity of the United States had that
there existed anywhere on the habitable
globe, a species of the honey bee that
have no stingers." Evidently he has
not read the American Bee Journal,
or he might have seen in Vol. I., pages

—

<ff The pinnacle of the dome of the
Chinese Bees. Mr. C. D. King, a miscourt house at Gainesville, Texas, was sionary in China, expects to return to
last summer taken possession of by a America and bring some Chinese bees
swarm of bees. They still " hold the with him. He describes them thus
tort."
" These bees in the bottle before me
are more slender, and but little longer
8i° Those who have subscribed for than the common house-fly, which is so
the Monthly or Semi-monthly, and may plentiful with you. This latter pest is
want to change for the Weekly, can do as scarce here as are the bees themselves, if not more so. The head and
so at any time by paying the difference. thorax of these bees before me are black.
:

make.

The deep

" By the use of foundation we can always secure straight combs, which is a
great desideratum in a huge apiary

where it is often necessary to exchange
frames with other hives."

Two Queens

A

was

difficult to

of the cells.

in a Hive.

— A.

II.

Fra-

denburg says: "I think lean throw a
new ray of light on this subject, which
is now-a-days attracting some attention

:

this

more

depressions in the rolls of the machine,
to impress the high side-walls, make the
sheets of wax more difficult to deliver
from tlic rolls than when made on machines that give the mere septum of the
comb and the mere outlines of the base

among bee-keepers.
,

I

have come

to the

conclusion that there are but just two
causes or conditions in which two laying
queens will be found in a hive at once
the first is the superseding of an old and
failing queen, in which case each queen
seems to have a sort of reverence for
the other ; the second condition is that
the bees in one part of the hive do not
know at all times what is going on in
another part of the hive. This assertion
may raise a storm of opposition among
the fraternity, but I believe I have the
positive evidence to support it."

BEE-KEEPERS' EXCHANGE.

The Future for honey production, says
H. A. Burch, " wears a rosy tint, since
Their waists are a reddish yellow, but it is more than probable that all the
honey we can raise
years to come,
number of the Bee the abdominal portion for more than will command goodfor paying
figures.
half its length is black, marked with

g We
1

send this
to all our subscribers for the
three white stripes across the back, with Honey at 10 cents per lb. pays the spepast year— kindly inviting them, by this a slight pencil-mark, apparently meant cialist who is favorably located, better
notice, to subscribe for 1881.
tor another stripe, near the extremity. than wheat at SI per bushel does the
On the under side, the yellow predomi- farmer and when honey sells readily at

Journal

;

iff Those who may have heretofore
concluded that the Monthly Bee Journal contained too much to be digested
at a single meal, may find consolation
in the fact that hereafter it is to be given
installments during each
in four
month, and will be more easily digested,
and more acceptable in every way.

234-5, published twenty years ago, a dis-

nates, and takes the place of the white, IS to 20c. per lb., the relative profit will
so that they seem to have black stripes be obvious to all. Every occupation is
across the yellow. Their wings are white invested by many difficulties, which
and transparent, with a very delicate must be met and overcome; that the
brown stripe along the outer edges. By apiarist is, we feel sure, as free from
looking closely, one can also see a brown them as any other calling."
net-work traversing the delicate white
Referring to D. A. Jones' plan for obwing. On the under side, their black
heads and thoraxes seem to be covered taining surplus, the editor says: " We
have experimented a little in the direcwith a white down or fuzz."
tion indicated by friend Jones, and canBees and Honey in Florida.— W. S. not therefore think highly of his plan.
Hart remarks " The honey tlow here, For in the first place, we do not underinstead of being continuous, is divided stand in what way the yield is to be
into 4 seasons, with 2, 3 or 4 weeks of greatly increased, and secondly, the
drought between. The honey here is as perforated zinc or tin will not materially
smooth as any in the North, and most hinder the bees from depositing pollen
of it as light-colored in fact, our cab- in the frames or boxes thus placed bebage palmetto honey, which forms the tween the brood. Holes through which
big crop of the season, is so smooth and the queen cannot pass, greatly retard
so light-colored, that many fear that it the passage of the workers, and, if used
will not sell in the North, on accountof to keep the queen from leaving with the
consumers thinking it a manufactured swarm, the hole covered with perforated
have but one crop of dark material must be from 4 to 6 inches
article.
honey, and that is the last one of the square, or the bees will smother, and in

cussion concerning their utility. At
iff" To our friends who will spend a
the close of this article, the late Mr. few hours in working for the Bee JourSamuel Wagner, our respected prede- nal, we have concluded to make the
cessor, made the following editorial following offers for all clubs sent in beFor a club of 2, xoeekly,v>e
fore Jan. 31
comment:
" The Mexican and South American will present a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
stingless bees might probably be made for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
a source of profit in their native lati- copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
tudes, if their instincts and habits were
thoroughly studied and well understood. cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
We
They are not suited to northern cli- the Journal for a year free. Do not
mates, and cannot be preserved here, as forget that it will pay to devote a few
season, and is used to feed back during
mere curiosities, without great care and
hours to the Bee Journal.
the next spring. As to the profits here,
difficulty.''
I fail to see why they should not be far
Page 54 of Vol. II., contains a descripiff An old subscriber asks: "If I greater than in the North, as we have to
tive article on bees and bee-keeping in
go to no expense to winter, and we never
subscribe for the Monthly, shall I get lose on account of the cold. The bees
Brazil. On pages 24, 25 and 26, Vol.
all the matter contained in the Weekly, increase very fast, and we nere?- have a
IV., is a very interesting article on the
in a condensed form '?" No subscri- year without a good crop of honey. We
habits of the Mexican bees. On page
bers for the Monthly will receive the can ship our honey to any of the big
markets by water, which is always cheap
179 of Vol.
we find a description of
first weekly number (likethis) published transportation
and as we have more
bees in Yucatan, concluding as follows
on the first Wednesday of each month, good pine growing in Florida than in
" They (the log hives) are well arranged
and will miss the next three numbers. any other State in the Union, hive lumunder sheds erected for the purposeSemi-monthly subscribers will receive ber is cheap."
opened monthly and the honey exthe first and third weekly of each month
tracted. They do not yield so much
BEE-KEEPERS' MAGAZINE.
(missing the second and fourth). Subhoney, or of so good a quality, neither
scribers tor the Weekly only will get all
Comb Foundation.— Dr. Brown reare the bees as lively as those of the
"
correspondent desires to
the reading matter. We advise all to marks
north. Their bees have no sting." The
know whose foundation is the best. As
take the Weekly who are keeping bees
there are 'many persons of different
following is Mr. Wagner's editorial
Any one who
it will pay them to do so.
likely that all may be
comment " These bees are Meliponas, has subscribed tor the Monthly or Semi- minds,' it is quite the
flat-bottomed, the
best.
I have tried
and might perhaps be cultivated in
monthly, can change to the Weekly upon wired, that with tin base, that made on
Florida, but all attempts to introduce
the Root machine, with only the outline
paying the difference.
of the side-walls, and that made on the
them in the North have hitherto failed."
Dunham, with the high side-walls and
Last year's volume of the Bee Jour0°The Northwestern Illinois and with sufficient wax around their base to
nal contained an article on bee-keeping Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' enable the bees to complete the entire
in Brazil by Mr. Hannemann. It is Association will meet in the Temper- cell-wall, and I must say, without a moquite evident, therefore, that Mr. Haw- ance Hall, Freeport, 111., on Tuesday, ment's hesitation, that the Dunham has,
Jan. 11, 1881. Mr. T. G. Newman, edi- thus far, proved the most satisfactory.
ley has not been watching the Bee
the bees
tor of the American Bee Journal, I have not found it to sag
Journal very closely.
has consented to be present and will soon set to work on it and build it out
We have no desire to discourage any deliver a lecture on Progressive Bee in much less time than the other takes,
reasonable attempts to improve the race Culture. Several other prominent bee- and consequently it is soon filled with
brood.
keepers are expected to be present.
of bees, but we'think the facts quoted
" While the Dunham, I believe, is sold
general invitation is extended to all infrom former volumes of the Bee Jour- terested in bee-culture to be present.
for the same price as the other sorts, it
is really worth more, from the fact that
J. Stewart, Sec.
nal are due to our readers, who are ap:

:

;

;

;

V

;

:

:

A

:

;

A

hot weather such an opening will hardly

suffice."

BEE-KEEPERS' INSTRUCTOR.
Mr.
tor to

S.

D. Riegel has sold the Instruc-

W. Thomas & Son, and

retires be-

cause of other pressing duties. The
Salutatory of the new editor is good.

—

Imported Queens. The retiring ediwriting upon the desirability of obtaining imported queens, says " If real
tor,

:

improvement is desired, why not get a
home-bred queen from a reliable breedone possessing in the highest degree those qualities which are so much
sought after by our best bee-keepers.
I would much rather risk the introduction of a good home-bred queen, possessing the best traits of character, into
my apiary, with a view of continued
improvement, than an imported one
whose traits of character or good qualities are not known."
er

'?

The National Convention.— The North
American Bee-Keepers' Eleventh Annual Convention, which met at Cincinnati on the 28th of September, seems to
have been of unusual interest. The
meeting was well attended by the leading apiarists of the country, and a commendable degree of interest was manifested by the

members of

the Associa-

Everything passed off with zeal
and harmony, and much was done that
is calculated to encourage bee-keepers
all over the land to move forward with
greater confidence in the work in which
they are engaged.
tion.
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Conucntions.
Madison County,

Ind., Convention.

ignite a number of the most enthusiastic lice- keepers of Madison county met in the City Clerk's office at An-

derson, Nov. 5th. The meeting was
called to order by Mr. Ji
Mahan.
is
who stated that the meeting was called
for the purpose of forming an association of the bee-keepers of Madison
county. lie hoped the meeting would
be a success. He was satistied that
there were enough bee-keepers in the
county to make a good association, if
they were called together. There were
a large number of bees in the county,
but the greater part of them were in box
hives, orpatent hives of all conceivable
shapes and sizes. He was satisfied that
this could all be remedied by the forming of an association. He therefore
moved that the meeting proceed to a

permanent organization, proposing the
of A. J. Davis as President, who

name

was duly

elected.

Hall was made Vice President,
James Mahan, Secretary, and F. JVI.
Williams, Treasurer. By resolution, the
society is to be known as the Madison
County Bee-Keepers' Association.
constitution and by-laws, similar to
those of the State Association, were
then read and adopted. Mr. J. <;. Brown
was called, and read the following:

Mr.

;

:

.

(r*.

what the bees will do under any
circumstance.
I do not believe that
any one will succeed as an apiarist who
has not a genuine love for bees. The
successful bee-keeper must feel enough
interest in his bees to know at all times,
winter and summer, their exact condition. and he must be careful to do for
them what needs to be done, and to do
it at the proper time.
As my conviction is in favor of chaff
hives, and out of door wintering, I face
all the hives to the east or south, with
the bottoms of the hives three inches
above the ground. I remove all the
frames but those covered with bees and
put in the division boards each side, or
chaff cushions, and also on top of the
frames place chaff cushions. Then your
bees will stand the most severe winter.
But to those who have no chaff hives. I
would recommend covering the hives
with flax straw or stack corn fodder, and
it will amply pay for time and trouble.
Frank L. Dougherty, delivered an
addressafter which the following resolution was passed
"Resolved, that the
thanks of this association be tendered
Frank L. Dougherty for meeting with,
and assissting in the organization of
just

:

the association."

The meeting then adjourned

till

It)

the last live years. All of us can rethe commencement of the
presenters of scientific bee-keeping and
its wonderful progress from small beginnings to its present position, as one
of the important industries of our
country, and especially of Southern
California. San Diego county, where I
reside, lias the largest number of beekeepers, and produces the largest
amount of honey of any county in the
State, or perhaps of the same population in the world, and I may be pardoned for referring to its progress as an
illustration. The business commenced
in 1871 by Messrs. Harbison & Clark
bringing there 100 colonies of bees.
There had been a few there before, but
scattered about, very little attended to,
and only used for home consumption.
This was the first attempt at establishingan apiary or making a business of
bee-keeping. At present Messrs. Harbison & Dowling are owners of over
3,000 colonies of bees, and the total crop
for the present year is 310,000 pounds.
They have shipped to the various markets in the Eastern States and California in the year 1880, 265,000 lbs. and
have on hand yet to ship about 33,000

member

;

,

lbs., all comb honey, except
lbs.
In 1874-5 a good

many

about 2,000
others en-

o'clock the next day. On re-assembling
the minutes of the previous meeting

Jan.

5,

and unattractive appearance, more than
makes up for the saving in first cost.
As to comb honey, the Eastern dealers
inform me that small packages sell better than large ones, though I know many
think otherwise. At all events, they
should be strong, neat and well packed.
A great deal of honey loses, not only in
weight, but in price, by being badly
packed.
In regard to shipment, our railroad
freights are so high that we can scarcely
ship overland in competition with Eastern producers and realize any profit
but ocean freights are cheap, though
slow, and the saving is of itself a good
profit to producers.
It is a mistake to overload the market
of San Francisco while there are so
many others, for it causes low prices
and general disappointment. The increase of our industry has been greater
than the demand, ami every one interested should do all he can to make more
markets and increase the consumption
of honey.
good deal has been done in this
way. Two years ago I made direct
shipments to Europe to the amount of
over 150,000 lbs. Although it did not
bring as good a price as I expected, yet
I learned that but for this and other
shipments, the price in San Francisco
would have fallen far lower than it did,

A

gaged in the business, and in 1878 there
were over 20,000 colonies of bees in the
A were read and approved. The attend- county,
and the export of honey ex- and would have been nominal
ance was much larger than on the pre- ceeded 2,000,000.
C. J. Fox.
vious day.
Several good papers were
The following figures represent, as
Mr. Gilchrist read an article on floriread and fully discussed. There was a nearly as I can obtain them, the conculture, at the same time exhibiting
great deal of enthusiasm shown. The dition of the business the present year
meeting adjourned to meet on Saturday, San Diego county had March 1, 1880, as specimens of the different plants, which
Hints to Beginners.
returned to the assessor, 331 bee-keep- were placed on tile for publication.
The old opinion, which ought to be December 18, 1SS0.
Mr. J. W. Wilson being called, read
James
Mahan,
See.
ers, 15,621 colonies of bees, and has exentirely exploded, that bees will take
an article on " A Step Backward in
ported, including the amount now in
care of themselves, and bring us large
Apiculture.''
store in the city of San Diego, 418,700
returns for little or no investment of
Adjourned until 9 a. m.
Southern California Convention.
lbs., of comb honey and 488,700 lbs. of
capital or labor, is still a stumbling
extracted honey in barrels and cans.
THURSDAY, OCT. 21.
block to prosperous bee-keeping.
A considerable' amount has not been
Ignorance of the business, then, is the
The Southern California bee-keepers brought in. and the total product will
President Pleasants in the chair. Mr.
proportion
cause of a large
of ill success. convened at Los Angeles, Oct. 20, at
Barber's article on apiculture was read
What then is essential, is a thorough 10 a.m. The President, C. J. Fox, not be about 1,000,000 pounds. I could not and
placed on tile.
knowledge of the business, plenty of being present, Mr. J. S. Harbison was obtain exactly the number of colonies
Dr. Galny spoke for some time on
of
bees
at
present,
but
Mr.
Horbison
application and hard work. Much use- elected temporary chairman, and X.
and I estimate it at from 24,000 to 25,000. various subjects in apiculture.
ful information may be obtained by Levering Secretary.
Mr. Harbison gave some of his exSanta Barbara county, by a report
reading the best bee journals and best
Mr. Levering stated that the object of
perience in the bee business in Calibee books, but actual practice in the the meeting was to give an opportunity from Mr. Frank Flint, Secretary Beefornia,
and gave the association many
apiary is indispensable. Many persons for exchanging ideas, and the more Keepers' Association, had March 1,
points of interest, both in the manageare naturally unlit for the business, from thorough organization of the honey pro- 1880, 31 bee-keepers, 1,757 colonies of
ment of the apiary, and also in the plan
carelessness and inaccuracy about their ducers. The boundaries of the district bees, and has produced for export this
of marketing honey.
He thought the
work. I know of no out-door work were decided to be the same as the season 257,800 lbs. of honey, nearly all
of putting up honey for different
where so much depends on the right boundaries of the Fourth Congressional extracted. The number as estimated mode
markets should be in different packages.
October 1, is 3,655 colonies.
thing being done at the right time and District.
Ventura county, by a report from R. He placed great stress on the proper
in the right way.
On motion, the chair appointed a com- Touchton
curing
of extracted honey, and in havSecretary of the Bee-Keepers'
Avoid the common blunder of rush- mittee on programme for business of
Association, had last spring 70 bee- ing comb honey in straight full combs
ing into bee-keeping just after there convention, as follows
L. S. Butler.
keepers, about 4,600 colonies of bees, and neat, clean frames.
have been one or two good seasons. Frank Flint and C. N. Wilson.
Mr. Levering read an essay on the
and has produced for export 700,000 lbs.
The fact is, that an extra good yield is
Tire election of officers resulted as
of extracted honey.
The number of industry of honey producing.
followed
very moderate
:

usually
by a
or follows
bees at present is estimated at 7,000
poor one.
President -J. E. Pleasants, of Anaheim.
Beginners should purchase but a small
Vice Presidents— J. S. Harbison, of San Diego A. colonies.
W.
Hale,
of
San
Bernardino
Wilson,
J.
W.
oj PasaSan Bernardino county, by report
number of colonies at tirst, and the bees dena R. Wilkins, of Ventura Frank Flint,
of
from M. Segurs, Secretary Bee-keepers'
will increase as fast as their knowledge Santa Barbara G. M. Hamilton, ot Visalia.
Secretary—
J. A. Haskell, of San Fernando.
Association,
has now about 6,000 coloalways
Buy
the best that
will increase.
Corresponding Secretary—C.
Fox, of San Diego.
nies of bees, and has produced about
can lie found, even if they cost more,
Treasurer— E. F. Spence, of Los Angeles city.
350,000 lbs. of extracted and 100,000 lbs.
for it will often pay you the* lirstseason.
Mr. Flint was called upon and read of comb honey.
Spring is the best time to buy bees, for the address of
C. J. Fox, after which a
The totals from four counties show
then they are through wintering and motion was
made and carried that the that there are at present over 41,600
you have not much risk, and they will address be placed
on tile and furnished colonies of bees, and that the product
some
you.
good
profit
to
Fse
then be a
for publication.
the present year is about 2,315,000 lbs. of
movable frame hive, for with the box
President's Address.
honey, or 1,157 tons. The return from
hive the best results cannot be obtained.
A very great hindrance to the success Fellow Bee-Keepers :— It has been Los Angeles county would very much
of many who would like to have bees, found by experience that, in most oc- increrse these figures.
An industry that has grown in so
is fear (if the sting in handling them.
cupations, co-operation is exceedingly
Every beginner should supply himself useful, and of late years almost a neces- short a time to such large proportions,
It is especially advantageous to naturally is not so well conducted as
or herself with a good bellows smoker, sity.
for it is as necessary to the bee-keeper farmers and producers.
There are fruit one that has been of slower growth.
as a plow is to the farmer. Then, by a growers', wool growers', wine growers', Thus we see a good many different
you
handle
can
bees as and other associations, the members of kinds of hives in use, different methods
little practice
easily as any of your stock. There is a which meet from time to time for con- of handling bees, of taking out honey,
difference in the quality and prolfflc- sultation and to arrange plans for mut- of packing, shipping, and marketing it,
and a good deal of complaint among
ness of different queens, and different ual counsel and assisstance.
families of black bees. Some arc more
During the past live years, the bee- dealers, of the poor condition it is revindictive and more difficult to manage keepers all over the country have formed ceived in for market, and among prothan others. The difference is not in county, State and national associations, ducers, of unremunerative prices.
the treatment they have had. but in the at times and places, where much good
I leave the question of management
The same is true of Italian has been done by exchange of ideas and of the apiary to others more able than
blood.
bees. While, as a rule, they are more opinions, and by comparison of differ- I am to discuss it but, having had conpeaceable and every way more easily ent methods of managing bees, secur- siderable experience in marketing, will
handled than black bees, 1 found in ing honey, and marketing it iii the best mention a few points that may be
my experience this season that the way.
studied with profit. For foreign shipKeeping bees and obtaining or. as we ment, a well made, iron-hooped barrel,
Albino bees are still more peaceable.
In successful bee-keeping more de- say. raising honey have been practiced holding not over 15 to 20 gallons, is the
Eends on the bee-keeper than on the by people in all ages and countries, and safest, strongest, most easily handled,
ive, or the particular strain of bees; at times in the past, honey has been a and most economical package.
New
in order to succeed in the pursuit, a more important article of food than tin cans, holding 60 to loo lbs., and well
good degree of intelligence is needed, now. 'when so many other articles are boxed, are very good, but more costly,
but a man may be intelligent in other used as sweets, few of them, however, and not so acceptable to the European
things, and lie' a tlat failure as a bee- so healthful as pure honey is.
buyers. Small cans, of course, suit the
He must become thoroughly
But past history does not inform us Arizona and other retail trade. It is a
keeper.
acquainted with the bees' instincts, so whether bee-keeping was ever pursued mistake to put good honey in old tin
as to know with approximate certainty as systematically as it has been during cans. The loss by leakage', breakage.
:

;

j

:

;

;

.1.

1

;

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

Mr. Harbison was requested to write
the next annual address, with Mr.
Flint as alternate.

Mr. Levering had framed an act to be
presented to the legislature, (after such
modifications as the convention saw tit
to make), for the suppression and extermination of foul brood. The same
was referred to a committee, with power
to act in the matter, without further
instruction.
The committee being C.
X. Wilson, L. S. Butler, X. Levering
and J. E. Pleasants.
Friday. October 22. 10 a.m. President
J. E. Pleasants in the chair.
The subject of freights on packages was discussed, and left to local organizations.
The Secretary read an article from
the New Fork Argus, entitled "The
Stingless Honey Bee."
On motion, the executive committee
was authorized to co-operate with the
vice-presidents of the different counties

in

gathering statistics relative to

the present crop and also of the crop of
1881 the vice-presidents reporting, from
time to time, to the committee, and
they in turn reporting the aggregate to
each of the vice-presidents. An invitation was extended to all apiarists to
:

communicate anything
to the

of importance

committee.

The meeting then adjourned until fair
week. 1881.
J. A. Haskell, 6'ec.

i^The Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Convention was held at Lansing, on tin8th and 9th ult. Prof. A. J. Cook was
elected President, and T. F. Bingham
was re-elected Secretary. The proceedings were received too late for this issue,
but will appear in our next Weekly.
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I rejoice that you are going to give us
a weekly. If you ever conclude to issue
daily, count on me for a subscriber.
We .uive the following ;is samples of itI wisli
von success in the present underthe many words of welcome given to taking."
J. S. Hughes..Journal:
Bse
the Weekly
Macon County, 111.

Welcome

to the

Weekly Bee

Journal.

pleased with the " new
departure," and although my subscription runs to August next, 1 gladly pay
the difference between the monthly ana
the weekly, believing I can more conscientiously welcome its visits. I have
long been of the opinion that monthlies
were behind the spirit of the times
events transpire so rapidly that to keep
posted we must have the press going all
the time, and as you have promised us
all the cream of the current events, we
will mix it ourselves with a little honey,
and we shall certainly have a rich feast.
I wish the Journal and its editor a
I.

for one,

am

Happv New Year."
Jajees D. Chadwick.
Louisville, Kansas, Dec.

Weekly American Bee Journal. I
would sooner miss my dinner once a
week than do without it. E. Drane.
Eminence. Ky., Dec. 7, ISSO.

1

Sample copies

of

names

'ntitlociie of Vegetal*!*- ami
Flower Seed for 1SH1, rich in engravings from
photographs of the originals, will be pent FREE to
all who apply.
My old nistoraers need not write for
it.
I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sant out by any Seed House in America, a large portion of which were grown on in v sixseed farms. Full directions for cultivation oii'eneh
package. All seed warranted tnbe both fresh and true
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise, / will
refill the order gratis.
The original Introducer of the

12mS

and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column (rives tbe regular price of both
:

WM.

.

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, |1.50 less.

less.

if

12

South Francis

you are

in

CHICAGO.
comb honey

HONE V.— Light

held at

20<s,22c. in

BEESWAX— Prime

qualitv. 20fe22c.
H. K. & F. B. THUKBER

Collins,

N.

Y„

The Bee Journal

is

so interesting

and valuable as a guide to scientific beekeeping, that I cannot do without it.
H. N. Cornelius.
Hope. Ark., Dec. 11,1880.

The thought of a Weekly Bee Journal is a welcome one here, I assure you,
James Heddost.
Dowagiae, Mich.. Nov.

am

ments

in

white, 7@7>^c.

off-colors,

;

1

&

Stearns

It

cents forSpeci-

cor.

Third

& Pine

Streets, St. Louis,

Mo.

N.

12t4

for jiee-Keepers.

and elegantly illustrated,
is fully up with tbe times on "every conceivable
subject that interests the apiarist. It is not only instructive, but intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, JS1. 25 ; paper covers, Sil.OO, postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,
$12.; paper, $9.50.

has the largest corps of practical breeders as editors
,

CLAEK

182

Qulnbv's Blew Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
in a manner that cannot fail to interest all. Its style

CHICAGO.

-

ST.,

is plain and forcible, making all its readers sensible
of the fact that the author is really the master of the
subject. Price, *»1. SO.

ABC

ofBee-Culture, by A. I. Root.
Novice's
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, Sll.So; paper, JSl.OO.
King's Bee-tteepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, & l.OO; paper, 75e.

To Enquire
if

you have received

DOOUTTLE'SIieeKeepers' Club-List
for 1881. If not, you
can SAVE MONEY
by sending your ad-

L-angstroth on the
This

is

Hive and Honey Bee.

a standard scientific work.

Price, S-S.OO.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

of
bee-keeping, lull of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $>1 OO.
.

Bee-Culture or Successful Mauaeemeut
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
—Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transf erring- Italianizing— Introducing Queens— Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Eng-

dress, plainly written, to

Front Street.

423

;

:

M. DOOLITTLE,

(J.

Local Convention Directory.

Borodino,
Onondaga Co.,N Y.
.

Jan. 11— N.

Time and Place of Meeting.
III. and S. W. Wis., at Freeport,

W.

13, 14— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
18— Northeastern Wisconsin, atOshkosh, Wis.

Feb.

2— Northeastern, at Rome, N. Y.
5, 6— Ashtabula Co., O., at Andover.

D. Uowells, Sec, Jefferson, O.
April 5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester. Ky.
7— Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
E. Drane, Sec. pro tern.. Eminence, Ky.
bridge,

Guernsey

Valley, at

«gp

Description*,— Sec.

Cam-

Co., O.

J. A. Bucklew. Sec, Clarks, O.
at Lansing, Mich.
Williamson, Sec, Lexington. Ky.
National, at Lexington, Ky.

5— Central Michigan,

Wm.

Sept.

—Kentucky

State, at Louisville.

fST' In order to have this Table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time

and place of future meetings.— Ed.

GIVEN AWAY.
TRIFET'S

12

MONTHLY,

THOMAS

.

in order to do so, we propose to otter the most
liberal terms ever offered by any publisher. WeisBue
a Premium List, which gives a full description of

and

hundreds of

Decalcomania or 1 oil chromn, 24x30 in.: or villi foreign sbamps or 75 chromo cards, no two alike or 3
panel pictures. 8^jx2l in.; or 1 chromo mottoes, s'^.x
or4 sheets white, tinted, black and silver perforated card or a fine selection of Christmas cards:
;

21 in.

;

;

:

or a fine selection of Birthday cards or 5 sheets of
Paper Soldiers, Theater Scenery, Animals, etc, for
picture books or any of hundreds of other things.
also give for two or more subscribers such preminms as Books, Coin and Stamp Catalogues, Stamp
;

We

:

Albums, Scrap Books, Photograph Albums, Mechanical Orguinettes (playing any tune by turnihg a
crank). Perforated-Card Ornaments of all kindB,
Photograpbsof all prominent men and women and
celebrated paintings, fancy papers of all kinds, etc
Send for a specimen copy, which will be sent free
to any address mentioning Youth's Companion
Premium List. Address all commiinitarions to

TRIFET'S MONTHLY,
25 School

township

4,

7,

south range

7

west. Franklin county. Florida, situated about5u m iles
south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the cityot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
andti) of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned ti sections, including the
above* to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. oth,
1S77, by him conveyed to the undersigned for$o\000.
The title Is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk ; the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are In my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm! or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing

;

Ky.

are desirous of obtaining, during the next
40,000 subscribers to

Land--640 Acres.
CHEAP FOR CASH. jES

Florida

O.

W.

May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum

lish and German. Price for either edition, 40
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
Food Adulteration; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 5©c.
The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.

111.

;

;

15

ami

any journal of its class in Aroeric and is
lit FINEST POOLTET JOURNAL IN TIE WORLD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION:—
SI. no per year.
Specimen Copy. 10 cents.
C. J. WAKD,' Editor and Proprietor.
of

color.

Smith,

&,

:

once have I " delayed operations" for
the monthly to put in its appearance.
Friend Newman, you have taken a step
that the bee-keeping fraternity may
well feel proud of I for one feel thankful that we are to enjoy its visits weekly
instead of monthly. Allow me to congratulate you for the enterprise you
have displayed.
Wm. H. Graves.
Duncan. 111., Dec. 6, 1S80.

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

34,

W.

Tarise

Curious, Beautiful and Useful Articles,
priced at the lowest figures. Our offer is
send
cannot do withoutthe Bee Journal Monthl v one year to any new address on.toreceiptthe
of
Fifty
and to give, free of cost, to the person
even one week. I think more of it than sendingCents,
the name, fifty cents' worth of any of these
take.
any paper I
articles. We have not room to enumerate all the
bargains, but the following are a few samples
H. M. Williams, M. D.
Fifty cent* for Trlfet's Monthly one demBowden, Ga., Dec. 10, 1880.
and 15 sheets of embossed pictures; or 2 sheets of

am highly pleased to have the Bee
Journal come out weekly. More than

wm. w. CART,
Send

POULTRY, PIGEON'S AND PET STOCK.

Co.

I

I

or Colonies.

men copy. H. Skaek,
The Valley Naturalist;.Publisher.
Room

a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazine

6<§j7c.

BEESWAX-22<«24c., as to

delighted with the idea of hav-

0., Dec. 11, 1880.

circular.

Co nib,
journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal card, written plainly, to A. I. Root, Medina, O.

months,

Van Wert,

Queens

Eighteen years' experience in propagating Queen
Bees from imported mothers from the best districts
of Italy. Persons purchasing Queens or Colonies
from me will get what they bargain for. Send for

Hives, Honey Extractors, Artificial
Section Honey Boxes, all books and

BEESWAX-18&22C.
C. F. MUTH,
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY— Comb honey, 12(?U4c. Extracted, choice

20, 1880.

ing a weekly paper devoted to bee-culJ. F. McCoy.
ture.

Italian

in

3-tf

for the best.

We
I

111.

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

market for extracted clover honey
is very good, and in demand at 10c. for the best, and
7w.8c. for basswood and dark honey. The supply of
comb honey is good, with a fair demand. We pay

I

D. A. Palmerton.
Dec. 9, 18S0.

& JOHN BARNES

F.

HAWLKY.

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

HONEY.— The

1881.

next year.

W.

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

8Ha82c.

16c.

am greatly pleased to learn that the
Bee Journal is to become a weekly

Illustrated Catalogue.

Rochester, N. Y.

any way interested

CINCINNATI.

their

It will

keeper to send for our

devoted to

;

American Bee Journal

Making.

BEES OR HONEY

Is

17(it.

constant support, as a weekly, so that it
may become a success, and be an advantage to its owner as well as to its
thousands of readers. H. H. Brown.
Light Street, Pa., Dec. 8, 1S80.

S.

adapted to Hive
payevery bee48 page

especially

Books

—

the

SCROLL 8AWS
Hand. Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of our

;

Bee-keepers everywhere should give

St.,

and

Cook's Manual of the Apiary.— Entirely re-

2 lb. sections
in larger packages. I.v« 18c; dark,
wish you great success in the publi- and
12&14C. Extracted, 9@10c.
BEESWAX.-Choice yellow. 20@23c; darker, 15@17.
cation of "the Bee Journal weekly. It
is a great undertaking— but one we shall
NEW YORK.
to give us fresh apiculall appreciate
HONEY. — Best white comb honey, small neat
lite; fair do., 15<al6c.; dark do.. 11*3)3
tural news every week. It is just what packages,
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
is needed, and is real progression.
extracted, HydOc.; dark, TySc.; southern strained,

S, 18S0.

CIRCULAR

written, greatly enlarged

I

(iahanoque, Out., Dec.

HARNES' PATENT
Foot-Power Machinery

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

B. M. Tankesley.
arrangement.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Dec. 6, 18S0.

The American Bee Journal is indispensable. Send me the Weekly for
G. N. Assei.tine.
next year.

l

Honey and Beeswax Market.

your proposed new

2, 1880.

No.

Friends,

i

i

Smith's Grove, Ky., Dec.

.',

J.

12t2

Newman)

(T. G.

..$2 00
Gleaningsin Bee-Culture A. I. Root) 3C0.. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King).. 3 00
2 60
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellist. 2 75.. 2 50
The 4 above-named papers
4 75.. 3 75
Bee-Keepers' Instructor iS.D.Riegeli 2 50.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 50.. 2 35
5 75.. 5 00
The above-named papers
Prof. Co«>k"s Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman

111.

N. P. Allen.

I2tf
rt,

By sending your address to the undersigned, on
the back of a postal card, you will receive by mail,
free, something entirely new in relation to bees.

Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee Journal

Lewison

urn '?'Ji b |ett8an,t'P fltahle employment.
Af/PUt^Local
Printing House. Sliver Creek, N. Y.

4

TO BEE-KEEPERS.

We supply tbe Weekly American Bee Journal

the

Bed

My A mi n nl

VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
NEWJAMES
H.GREGORY, Marblehead.Mass.

to this office.

CLUBBING LIST.

American Bee Journal.
Wm. A. Ohaver.
I am highly pleased with the prospect
of more frequent visits from my favorite bee paper, and hope you will be

B.—There to no patenton

t<>

and

in

WIM,

N,

the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
Squash, Phinnev's Melon, Marbleheail Cabintending to get up a club can have Hubbard
bages, Mexican Corn, and scores of other vegetables.
patronage of all who are anxious
have
sample copies sent to the persons they I invite the
their seed ilinctly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
desire to interview, by sending the thr vru best strain.
igg"

Fifty-two times a year is none too
often tor such a welcome visitor as the

amply rewarded

;

9, 1S80.

The progress of apiculture is assured
by the announcement of the birth of the

Monmouth,

Tin' bout movable-frame Hives; Oh- best Hone;
|{.»\.'-.
L.-wls' IMic-l'irr,. SertiniiH, Onvi'tiiilril ;ilnl
NulltHi Sections, I'd., lur tin- l.'iiM immcY. Miinnlnrtiiiinn c xpi'ilenfe ul lit vi-urw. Semi lur I'rlee
<J. IC. I.I
List.
SiH-eessur to Lewis ,t Parks, Wliterluwn, Wte,

my

praises on the tone
and quality of the American Bee
Journal. I have long given a silent
approval to the many encomiums proE. L. Dresser.
nounced upon it.
Shopiere, Wis., Dec. 13, isso.

add

wisli to

1

:

•'

CHEAP HIVES.

Street, Boston, Mass.

•

.

074

West Madison

O.

Street,

;

;

NEWMAX,

CHICAGO,

CYPRIAN QUEENS

ILL.

for 1881.

We are now -registering orders for these bees for
the season -Of l&U. Send for uurCvprian Queen Bee
...
Circular.
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

EVERETT'S

Honey Extractors and Everett

We

LangBtroth Hivesa specialty.
challenge eompetion in price and quality. Our circular and price list
of apiarian supplies, itiilinn Bees and high-class poulltry sent free.
BROS., Toledo, O.

EVERETT

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.
The

British Bee Jaurnalis published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
tbe time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture. Fairlawn.Southall, London,

$1.75.

ET f\
\A/
WW Imw
*h^

\f
« ET
bi

Social Visitor,

30

Mm

largest

['.

CtS. Stainpataken. Thiaofler is made
introduce our paper into new homes. Address

Pencil, for

j

Cloth,
1

1

't"

and best storv
I paper in the world, 6 Months, on trial, and a Beautiful
IKrcitrh Writing Dux, Itnt'n Morocco, containing Lead
iPfiicil, Priihol.Vr, ::<;..
n-, KuMht. Piitn.t Top
|

upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and German. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, SOe.
Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essavson thisimportant subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $2.3 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.
Bees and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20 cents to lOcents.
The Hive I Use— Beinga description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Kemlnirs Horse Book — No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It lias 3."> engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and romprehensive manner. It lias a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
oilier valuable horse information. Paper, 35c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on ttfl
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains information on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
We doubt if any one could be induced to do without
few hours in looking it
it, after having spent a
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.

S3.SO.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These
tallies

for

all

are haiuly
kinds of merchandise and interest. It

renllv a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, $ l.OO ; Morocco, 8S1-50.
J3?~Sent by mail on receipt of price, by
is

THOMAs O, \EWMAJ(,

JM West Madison Street, Chicago,

111.

:

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

8

Back Numbers.—We need a few odd
numbers to complete some volumes of
the I3ee Journal. Any one having
them to spare will oblige if they will
let us know which ones they have and
the price they will sell them at.
We
hope no one will send them before receiving our answer, or we may get a lot
of duplicates.
The following are the
numbers we want:

SATES FOR ADVERTISING.
words

A

line will contain about eljeht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One

to three weeks, eiich insertion,
" or more"
"
Four
'
"
Eipht,
"
"
"
"
Thirteen
"
"
"
"
Twenty -six

fourteen

;

20 cts.
18 "
IS "
IS
lO

"

S

"

Kifty-two

per

"

line.

2—Nos.
3— Nos.
5—Nos.

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

"

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Of the contract, will be eharued the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.

Ha! Ha! History!
Ha! Ha!
*

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

DTJXTXXAM

FOUNDATION
MACHIUE,

The Hetherington Brothers are the most extensive
Bee-Keepers in the United States. Bingham &
Hetherington Smokers and Knives were the only
ones at the last American Bee-Keepers' Societv, also
at the Mich. State Society— the oldest in the United

11.

7 to 11.

States.

They were invented

iH° Postage stamps received in payment of all sums due this office, when
bank bills are not available.

»74 West

NEWMAN,

G.

Madison

Street.,

Chicago,

Sections ! Sections !
111.

They are perfect

Contents of this Number.
Correspondence
.

.

Clover
Given's Wired Foundation
Adulteration of Syrups
Honey Cheaper than Mixed Syrup
Success in Fertilization in Confinement
Lower Ventilation in Winter
Bees Deserting Winter Quarters

Our Letter Drawer

1

M.

&

Cyprian

Italian,

Fertilization in Confinement, experiments in
Heddon's Bee Report for 1880
Alsike Clover fur Bee Pasturage
Comparison of the Roots of Alaike and Red

M AM

Addison

Bristol,

1

By

3
3
3
3

1881.

Rev. a. Salisbury.

Camargo, Douglas County,

;

4
4

Stingless Bees of South America
Bee- Keeping in Kansas, report of
Snow not Detrimental to Bees in Wintering....
Words of Welcome concerning the Weekly Bee
Journal

;

BySend

Comb Founoat ion — What make

Best?

is

Zinc Queen- Excluders
Desirability of Imported Queens
Benefit of the National Convention

—

|:-.

•

J-

.

.

—

Sole .Manufacturers,

150
ISO

gifWhen changing

Honey

289

new

prove very conclusively that U le a plain, practical
work. Invaluable to the beginner aBwell as to the

j

ROOT

\

Mohawk,

9-12

Bee Journal as a bee
flower— draw from its well.

%

D«*l

\ IC

I

I

Ilerk. Co.. N. V.

Its

FOR
ITALIAN

QUEENS AND COLONIES FOR
I

make queen-rearing

to those Ordering

Decem-

from

me

1881.

a specialty, I guarantee
just what thev bargain

Address,
I>. A. P1K.F,
Smithsburg, Washingtnn County, Md.

Circulars free.

for.

Box

from the bottom of the 1st
column, read " 8 or" instead of "300."
ber, 8th line

19,

CONNER, BURNETT &
South Water Street, Chicago,

1U5

„T. F.Bingham's advertisement

CO.,

111.,

pROQUGE COMMISSION.
honey a specialty.

Q ENERAL

m

(O cents.

I

ALBINO AND

PURE
A^

OUly

Price, postpaid, 181. 50.

more advanced bee-keeper.

If you desire practical Information, such as has
enabled us to secure over 15,00u lbs. of honey from
17« colonies, the present poor season, send for our
fall circular.
Address,
I
«V HRO.,
C.

tin-

.

New Bee-Keeping.

(Juinby's

The number and the character of the commendawe are continually receiving,

L!

the December Journal, the pure of
li\11 single Sample smoker was Omitted
,i
riu „
..•
i-ii t
,
1 lie pilCe till Jail. ISt IS
illl OVerSlgllt.

;

$1.00.

We ask

you t<
rresoond with us before disposing
ltol\ as we can be of much servof your lloN K V
ice, having constant Intellhjenee fro mall partsof the
country. Wewould referto Jameh Hkimion, Dowagi ac iiich. and J. oatuan & Sons, Dundee, 111.
(

'

;

I

i

,

I

(
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end of Janua-

tions of this book, tbut
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PETERS.

;

Single Blast.

Badges

(^"Instead of sending silver money in
or 3 cent stamps.
letters, procure
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

*rz

En

Memphis, Tenn.

Testimonials from the best bee-keepers in all quarters, and, best of all, larger sales than ever before
prove its superiority.
Price by mall. Medium, J1.50 Large, »1.75 Small,

tor bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

I'm-

B.

Street,

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER.
The Double- Blast Outdoes Itself.

one.

Journal

Main

Quinby Smoker

Improved

IjgpA few copies of the lirst edition
of Cook's Manual may still be obtained
at this office, at 30c. each or 4 for $1.00.

578,

CO

H

AHEAD!
STILL THE

a postoftice ad-

as the

.
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mention the old address as wdl

1
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dress,

We have prepared Ribbon

—

in two-8tory Xjangstroth hives.
"
Simplicity

"

ry, 1881.

6

6

Railroad and Ocean Freights on

Colonlen

All in good condition to last until the

for Shipment to For-

The most Marketable Packages

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

BEES CHEAP FOR GASH.

6
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—

SONS,
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eign Markets
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VAN DEUSEN &

I

i$z~zir^4 Utf

ti

free.

•.'-"£

"-"'•:':".;d

!:•>-::'". "'"
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Convention

16

4

ll'vv-

5

Bees
Chaff Hives for Wintering
Southern California Convention
Co-operation Essential to Success
Systematic Bee-Culture.
History of Bee-Keeping in California
The Honey Crop in Southern California

t

lwly

high side-walls,
to
square feet to
E^g^,
—
the pound. Circular and samples

5

<»
Hints to Beginners
6
Ignorance a Cause of Failure
6
When to Buv Bnes
Amiability of Pure- Bred Bees
6
Intelligence more essential than Hives or

How to prepare Honey

lb.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

5
5

;

Ind..

per

35c.

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foundation la not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction, Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, III.

5

The Future Prospect of Honey Production

Madison County,

or over,

for Circular,

and
5
5
5

HgrOu page

lb.

25 lbs.

Given's Foundation Press.

™

5

Patents on Division Boards
Chinese Bees, Description of
Bees and Honey in Florida
Two Queens in a hive, reasons for

does a

per

10c.

4
4
4
4

No

igTsc

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,

^ilrians, 8 frames, $10.00.

Dunham Machine.

on

Among our Exchanges

(@T

1

;

:

5

most Honey.

;

1

;

3

4,

CO

;

;

1

my circulai giving
'
ili'lails regarding the
rare of bees, and how to get_

111.

Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens, tz.00 Cyprian Queens, j'-'.OO
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00
frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Haitians, 8 frames. $8.00 Colony of Cyp-

easily
cleaned, and
will last a life-time.
In fact they have only
to be used to be appreciated. Every Beefor

V.Caldwell.

J.

WIS.

The Extractoi is made
of nil metal and is always ready for use,

Keeper should send

SALISBURY & CALDWELL.

3

Year's Greeting
are we Drifting?
Adulterations of Food— Call for a General
Law Against

BROWN CO.,

COFPINBERRT,

3

Where

^g$

200

3

New

DEPERE,

lsmlim

We want to purchase lOO or
colonies, if to
be had at a bargain. Address, with full particulars,
care American Bee Journal,
Chicago, 111.
lwtf

3
3
3
3

Editorial Items

COMB
FOUNDATION,
%W New
FRANCES DUNHAM,

Im6t

BEES WANTED.

Mitchell Hive— the Weekly Welcomed
Side-Storing in Rnop Hives
Well Pleased with the Weekly
A Caution to Supply Dealers
Keeping Bees for Pleasure
Poor Honev Yield — Bees Starving
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ing tribe venturing to help himself to doubt that these are the bees referred

some of this apparently wild honey and to by Mr. St. John. On examination I The Last Honey Season in California.
wax would be punished for theft." found them half as long again as Apis
<\

This is the first hint that is given of
bees being considered in any respect as
Published every Wednesday, by
private property, but the following passage would seem to indicate that the
G.
domestication of the honey-bee is not
Editor and Proprietor,
altogether unknown in the island
"During the night, our rest was much
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
disturbed by bees, which stung us several times, and Mr. Lowe, with that
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WEEKLY— 5? numbers) $3.00 a year, in advance. ac'uteness which never deserts him in all
questions of natural history, pronounced
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advance.
each month, at Sl.OOa year, in
as he had last seen thirteen years ago
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at among the Sen ah Dayaks, in Sarawak.
VJO cents a year, in advance.
(ST Any person sending a Club of six is entitled About midnight we were visited by a
to an extra copy 'like the club' which may be sent to
big fellow, who, our guides assured us.
any address desired. Sample copies furnished fret.
wanted to pilfer; but we found next
Y3T Hpmit by money-nrder. registered letter, ex- morning that he had come to complain
press or hank draft on Chicago or New York. payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on of his hives having been plundered. On
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
nquiry, we discovered the man who had
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
done the deed. He was tined three
Postnge to Europe 50 cents extra.
times the value of the damage, and the
amount handed over to the owner."
Entered at Chicago post ojfice as second class matter.
In a subsequent part of his journal of
the same expedition, our author says
" I never was in such a country for bees,
they everywhere swarm in the most
disagreeable manner, and ants and
other insects are equally numerous."
When on their return and nearly
starved, the party had " a very happy
London Journal of Hort.
find, for while passing under a fine ta-

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

:

'

'

and their brood comb proporHOLMES & SCOTT.
tionably thicker. They were in fact, a
variety of the magnificent Apisdorsata,
As we see a great many individual
which is described as flourishing abun- reports from bee-keepers in the eastern
dantly throughout the great Indian pen- States, we thought a report from this
insula, from CapeComorin to the Hima- locality might interest some of your
layas, as well as in Ceylon.
readers.
mellifica,

'i

Mr. Darwin subsequently introduced
me to Mr. Wallace, to whom I am indebted for the following particulars :—
" In Borneo and Timor the wax forms
an important article of commerce. The
combs hang on the under side of horizontal limbs of lofty trees, often one
hundred feet from the ground. I have
seen three together as above, and they

Bees in Borneo and Timor.

A DEVON BEE-KEEPER.
Having recently perused Mr. Spencer
John's very interesting work on

St.

Borneo, published in 1862, under the
the Forests of the Far

title of •'Lite in
East," I have

made notes of several
passages relating to the apian aborigines
of that magnificent tropical island
Speaking of the agricultural pursuits
of the " Sea Dayaks," Mr. St. John says
" They obtain beeswax from the nests
built on the tapang tree, and climb the
loftiest heights in search of it, upon
small sticks which they drive in as they
advance up the noble stem that rises
above one hundred feet free of branches,
:

—

and wuose girth varies from fifteen to
twenty-five feet. Once these pegs are
driven in, their outer ends are connected
by a stout rattan, which, with the tree,
forms a kind of ladder. It requires cool
and deliberate courage to take a beehive at so great an elevation, where, in
case of being attacked by the bees, the
almost naked man would fall and be
dashed to atoms. They depend upon
the flambeaux they carry up with them,
as, when the man disturbs the hive, the
sparks falling from it cause, it is said,
the bees to fly down in chase of them
instead of attacking their real enemy,
who then takes the hive and lowers it
down by a rattan string. The bees escape unhurt. This plan does not pppear to be as safe as that pursued by the
Pakatan Dayaks. who kindle a large
lire
under the trees, and, throwing
green branches upon it, raise so stifling
a smoke that the bees rush forth, and
the man ascending takes their nest in
safety.
Both these operations are generally conducted at night, although
the second
might be, 1 imagine,
practiced in safety during the day."
With regard to'the "Land Dayaks"
it is stated that, "To the left of the
Sirambau are some very line tapang
trees, in which the bees generally build
their nests; they are considered private
property, and a Dayak from a neighbor-

of 1879

was a complete

and left us with 75 colonies in
the fall, which the cold winter following
reduced to about 54. We then bought

weak colonies, together with a lot of
hives of the same pattern as our own.
We increased these 60 colonies to about
100, and extracted about 7,000 lbs. of
honey. This result was not as good as
we expected, and not as good as we had
a right to expect from the amount of
rainfall we had last winter, which gave
such bounteous crops of everything
else. Our first general extracting, early
in May. gave us about 2.000 lbs., from
about 75 colonies the. remainder being
nuclei too weak to extract from. Our
next week's extracting was only 1,200
lbs., and the next 600 lbs.; then we
skipped a week and onlv extracted

6

are often four feet in diameter. The
natives of Timor I have seen take them.
They climb up a tree carrying a smoke
torch made of a split creeper bound up
in palm leaves, and hanging by a rope
from their waist. They cover up their
body and hair carefully, but their arms
and'legs are bare. The smoke directed
on the comb makes the bees fly off in a
He
cloud as the man approaches.
sweeps off the remainder with his hand
and then cuts off the comb with a large about 700 lbs.; next we skipped two
knife, and lets it down to his compan- weeks and got about the same.
ions below by a thin cord. He is all the
Now for the reason, or our theory of
time surrounded by a cloud of bees, and it. About the time of our first extractthough the smoke no doubt partly ing we had an intense hot wind, lasting
several days, and after that we had fogs
and such cool weather that honey did
The whole mountain
not flow much.
side was one seaof flowers and ourbees,
though very strong and working as well
as bees ever worked, could not fill up
the hives as they did two years before,
when we took from our strongest colonies 40 to 50 lbs. of honey per week for
several weeks in succession.
Our colonies are now in splendid condition for winter, and our onlypreparaManner in which Bees in Borneo and Timor build their combs.
tion for keeping them over is to close
the entrances to about two inches, shut
put stones on the
pang tree we noticed the remains of a stupefies them, he must be severely up the ventilators,
covers to keep the wind from blowing
bees' nest scattered about, and every stung. While looking on from a conhave honey enough
particle
was eagerly appropriated. siderable distance a few came down and them off. and if they this we have you
are all right. In
From the marks around it appeared as attacked me, and I did not get rid of they
eastern bee-keepers at a disadvantage.
if a bear had climbed this lofty tree and them till I was half a mile from the
Now. Mr. Editor, if this is too long,
torn down the nest to be devoured by place and had caught them all, one by
The sting is very boil it down if good for nothing do not
its young below, as there were numer- one, in my insect net.
publish it— but send us your valuable
ous tracks of the smaller animals severe. I should imagine that in Timor
another year, because we like
around, but whether the comb had been the dry season answers to our winter, as Journal
much.
sucked by the bears or not was very im- the drought is very severe and much of it very
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 21, 1880.
material to our men, who rejoiced in the foliage is deciduous. Eucalypti are
securing the little honey still clinging to the most common trees, and their flowers I suspect supply the bees with their
it."
For the American Bee Journal.
That wild bees are exceedingly abund- honey. In Borneo combs are placed in
Winter-Quarters.
Deserting
Bees
ant in the forests and jungles of Borneo a somewhat similar manner, perhaps
may be inferred from the foregoing pas- formed by the same species. The only
E. A. MORGAN.
sages as well as from the numerous bee I have seen domesticated in the
references to parties of native " wax- East is one at Malacca the natives hang
I notice on page 3 of Bee Journal
hunters," which occur in almost every up bamboos and hollow logs for it, but
chapter of the work. Although no clue it is, I believe, not a true Apis, as it for 1881. Mr. D. S. Kelley asks why his
this season of
is given by Mr. St. John to the identity makes clusters of large oval shells of bees desert their hives at
the year. Having had a similar experiof the Borneon honey-bee, or any in- black wax."
I may add that the Timor bee was ence two years ago, 1 traced the cause
formation as to the manner in which it
builds its nest, I am enabled in some named Apis testacea on account of its to disturbance after cold weather had
measure to supply the deficiency from color, which is very light, and is. in fact, set in. Some colonies will rouse up
the only point in which it differs from even though disturbed very little and
other sources.
Some half dozen years ago T received Apis dorsata. When some years ago I buzz and heat up the whole interior of
from Mr. Charles Darwin, the distin- compared the specimens in the British the hive, causing a damp sweal to setguished naturalist, a few specimens of Museum, I became impressed with the tle on the combs; lie bees gorge thembees named Apis testacea (Smith), to- idea that those which represented Apis selves also, and if the weather congether with two pieces of their comb. testacea were nothing more than newly- tinues cold and they have no flvfor!5
Although these had been brought by hatched, immature specimens of Apis or 20 days thereafter, they will come
but if they
Mr. Alfred B. Wallace, the celebrated dorsata, and so strongly did I urge my out just as he describes
traveler and author of "The Malay views upon Mr. Smith, that I believe I have a good flv soon after it sets them
Archipelago," just published, from the almost induced him to doubt the cor- right again. I never knew a colony to
a pitch
island of Timor in the Eastern Archi- rectness of his own nomenclature, until live, where once aroused to such
takes
pelago. I believe, them to be the same as he was afterwards assured by Mr. Wal- in cold weather that this sweat
the
changes
also
those which are indigenous in Borneo, lace himself, that they were really place; I think it
somewhat.
so that there appears little reason to mature and fully-developed adult bees. nature of the honey
i
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The season
failure

;

;

;

t

;
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am conducting careful experiments
wintering, and believe that if well
understood, we need have no trouble.
My bees had no tlv from Oct. L'li until
Christmas; being r>2 days. They then
flew all day and cleansed themselves
nicely. There were not over a dozen
dead bees in any hive no bees Hew
away or fell in tlie snow, anil at night
They were all
all were quiet and dry.
packed on the summer stands early, and
had several Bights afterwards, before it
froze uii. The weather during 52 days
was severe, several times going as low
as 20 and once 34 below zero one or
two showed ice in entrance but nearly
Will Mr. K. inform us
all are dry.
through the Journal, whether his bees
have been disturbed in any way since it
froze up. also state whether they have
been moved from the summer stand to
another location, or the hives turned
around to face a different direction or
not; also at what time the first frosts
occurred, causing the queen to cease
laying. I am anxious to hear of all
disasters of this kind that we may trace
up the trouble and benefit ourselves and
if possible find the cause.
Arcadia. Wis.
;

j

I

queens from

rigidly bred
and Syria.

Cyprus

Italy.

Lansing, Mich.

[We are among those who have observed " that some bees are far more
valuable than others;" at the recent
meeting of the National Convention, in

tween light Italian queens and dark
At the National Convention, which
ones, only in a less degree. I do not lately convened at Cincinnati, the state- Cincinnati, were many old and intellidoubt that I would save money by pay- ment was made that the light-colored gent bee-keepers who have observed it
ing one dollar apiece more for young Italian bees were superior to the darker
some of whom have kept bees for
tested light-colored Italian queens than ones, or, what means about the same
more than a score of years for a livelifor dark ones, all things being equal.
thing, that the Americanized Italians
Williamstown, Iowa, Dec, 20, 1S80.
are more valuable than the imported hood others who keep bees as a combiThis assertion seems to have nation of recreation and profit; some
ones.
been the voice of the Convention, at who keep bees as breeders and to supply
For the American Bee Journal.
least the report gives no protest against
a public demand while not a few keep
it.
Importing Bees from Italy.
For one, I do not believe this state- them as a source of study and recreation
ment. In fact I feel very certain that alone. With all these persons, close obREV. A. SALISBURY.
it is incorrect.
My attention was called servation, continual experiment, and
With the bee-keepers of this country to the matter seven or eight years ago. discriminating judgment are proverbof America's most
it is yet no doubt an important question, At that time two
movable frame
whether we shall continue to import able bee-keepers the late Adam Grimm ial. With the use of the
Gallup—
whose statements contributed by the great Langstroth,
and
Mr.
E.
bees from Italy. The National BeeKeepers' Convention, assembled in Cin- on matters pertaining to the apiary and a close study of the scientific Mancinnati in November last, had. before it rarely needed other support than that ual by Prof. Cook, bee-keepers are adgiven by their own opinion, both spoke
the following as a test question
out boldly in favor of the darker colored vancing in their views as rapidly as
Resolved, That the importation of Italian queens Italians.
Since that time I have closely science and research develops new
is no longer advisable, as an improvement of our
observed, and have always found that truths. The unanimous verdict of the
present race of bees.
they were correct. I believe this opinCincinnati Convention, in favor of the
The resolution was laid on the table ion is also held by such authorities as light strains of American-Italians, was
James
Doolittle,
Chas.
Dadant,
G.M.
almost without debate, .-_s "coming
the undoubtedly based upon discriminating
events cast their shadows before," it is Heddon and T. F. Bingham. At
last week,
not hard to diviire the impression now Michigan State Convention
observations.
sustained
opinion
was
unanimously
this
resting upon the minds of our leading
We wish it distinctly understood, that
all who had observed carefully in
by
bee-keepers. The points of excellence
while we believe the intelligent and
si
eagerly sought for by the enterprising this direction.
On the other hand, Mr. T. (4. New- discriminating bee-keepers of America
American bee-master, viz. Good honey
ability and judgment I
gatherers, longevity, beautiful to look man, for whose
have succeeded in breeding a strain or
soupon, gentle to handle, and good powers have great respect, believes that the
Americana,"
(of course strains of bees equal, if not superior, to
"Apis
called
of endurance, are to-day so strongly
variety any to be found in Italy, we would not
developed in the American improved this should be Apis Mellifica,
Americana), is to be the coming bee, if discourage any from importing, if an
Italian bee, that Italy is surpassed.
it is not so now.
It is no longer a question, the. Italian
Now I wish to urge an opinion, which improvement is possible. But an inbee of Italy is not a distinct race, yet I believe to be a fact, and a very impor- discriminate importation, as is too much
many of us once thought they were. tant one, too, to the effect that so soon the case of late, may be the means of
Later investigation proves the fact that as we cease to import bees we shall find
there are as black bees in Italy as any- that our apiaries are deteriorating. I flooding the country with a lot of second
where else, even in the vicinity of Rome have found with Mrs. Raker and others, rate queens, far inferior, butat ahigher
itself.
If the first Italians imported that when I bought the beautiful light price than much of our really excellent
into this country were a superior race yellow bees which had been closely bred improved stock. We do not doubt there
of mixed bees, and have been bred up for a long time without any foreign
to a standard of higher excellence and blood being incorporated, that I had are many tine queens bred in Italy, but
beauty in this country, why continue to got bees that were as valueless as they we do believe none are better than some
import inferior queens to our shores ? were handsome. On the other hand, I of our best. If some queens and some
We want to hear from leading bee men have found my imported Italian queens, bees in Italy are light and others" black
of the country on this subject.
which, though often as black as those of as those of the German race," is it not
If new beginners are taught that the German race, gave me invariably
nothing will do but queens reared from not only three banded workers, but true that the same shades of disposiimported mothers, ot course they must those that could be counted on for right tion prevail ? and has a purchaser any
have them— must have what they order royal work. I repeat that these queens assurance that he is obtaining the betand pay their money for.
were very prolific, and their worker ter variety
do not believe, with
After this subject is thoroughly in- progeny always three-banded, though
our careful and discriminating breedyelbright
not
of
that
were
bands
the
vestigated, if found to be a step backward to drop the importation of Italian low which characterizes our American- ers, it is possible for our superior bees
i
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"Here's an

States, it is well known that some bees
are far more valuable than others.
Some colonies of bees, with no better
chances than have others in the apiary,
so far as the bee-keeper can see, give,
often, two or three times as much honey.
The Italians give us more surplus than
the German or black bees, and it seems
probable, though it may be too early to
speak with certainty, that the Cyprian
and Syrian races will surpass even the
Italian in quantity of their stores.

•

|

assistant,

apiarists, and they are
in the United

becoming very abundant

—

POl'PLETON.

!

my

COOK.

;

I see that Mr. Dadant, in a couple of
published in different bee
articles
papers, takes issue with the opinions of
several bee-keepers who expressed
themselves at the Cincinnati Convention as preferring the light to the dark
I have also
strains of Italian bees.
noticed that for several years back
nearly every writer in the bee periodicals. who expressed an opinion at all,
seemed to think the dark or leathercolored bees would store the largest
amount of honey, other things being
equal. Mv own observation seeming to
point so decidedly the other way, led
me to make personal inquiries of a large
number of practical bee-keepers while
at Cincinnati, as to their individual experience, and I think, without a single
exception, all I spoke to (some 15 or 20
in number) expressed a very decided
preference in favor of the light-colored
bees. Several went so far as to say that
"The claim that the dark-colored
strains of Italian bees are the best
honey-gatherers is all bosh, and the
reason of the claim being so persistently
made is ou account of its being so much
easier for queen-breeders to rear dark
than light queens."' Of course I know
nothing about the truth of the last
opinion.
In my own apiary I have for years
kept a tablet in connection with each of
my colonies, on which is recorded, besides other things, the grade of both
queen and bees. I divide the bees into
four grades the No. are those that I
do not feel certain about their purity,
on account of being so dark and irregular in coloring, although showing all
the No. 2 are those I am
three bands
satisfied are pure, but somewhat dark
the No. 1 are the light-colin color
ored, pure bees, and the X No. 1, are
the few colonies that, in addition to being very light-colored, are also very
regular in color, size, shape and marks.
Of course I aim to rear my young
queens from these latter.
As I do not rear queens for sale, but
devote my attention entirely to the production of honey, I desired to breed the
coming year from those queens whose
colonies have given me the most honey,
and have given especial attention to
that point. The difference in favor of
my lightest-colored colonies was so
marked, that I got in the habit, during
the season, whenever I lifted the cover
from one of those colonies of saying to

—

To observing

J.

;

Dark-Colored Italian Bees.
O. O.

PROF. A.

look to some fancied superiority, like
white fuzz on orange shield, banded
drones, golden color, etc. And we can
hardly hope, because of such prejudice,
even were there wisdom sufficient, for
that hard cold selection, which knows
only genuine superiority, that nature
always adopts.
I will, therefore, close by saying that
the most progressive apiculture demands the frequent importation of these

—

For the American Bee Journal
vs.

Qualities in Bees, Improvement, etc.

A

;

Light

Farmers' Review.

three or four years previous to this last
year, I have kept as many bees as I
could handle alone without assistance,
and it has been one of my studies to so
arrange everything about my apiary as
to save as much labor as possible. The
less time it took me to manipulate each
hive the larger number of bees I could
keep, and of course the more money I
great many of the
could make.
operations of the hive requires the finding of the queen, and all bee-keepers
will agree with me that the lighter in
color the queen, the easier and quicker
can she be found on the combs. If this
was the only point of superiorty the
Italians have over the blacks, it would
amply repay us for their extra cost, and
of course applies to the difference be-

I

in

Jan. 12,

X

No.

1

colony; we'll get lots of honey now,"
and we almost invariably did get more
than the average amount of honey from
those colonics.
President Newman, in one of his addresses at the Convention, gave beauty
as one of the essential points of a queen,
"So they will attract the attention of
the fancier of live stock." This is all
right so far as it goes but could he not
have given another reason V For the

it be continued with great bred Italians.
I believe this matter is very
care, always to get the best Italy affords.
Demand says what the character of the easily explained and a good reason given
queens shall be that are supplied. If for the facts as I have stated them.
public demand says give us queens bred
All the European bees, and this is
from imported Italian mothers, they peculiarly true of the Italians, Cyprians

queens, let

Now

We

to deteriorate, but, rather, that we are
to perfection, and

on the higher road

may be developed to meet
the most exacting exigencies.

that strains

Suppose, however,

it

should

prove

must have them or, on the other hand, and Syrians, are bred under the most true, as now believed by many observFrom the. rapid
if from the most excellent and beauti- trying circumstances.
ing apiarists, that the bee of Italy is
ful improved American Italians, they increase of bees, the limited pasturage,
will get them. In a free Republic like and the fact that nature is for the most itself across, is it not quite possible, nay
;

i

j

part the breeder, with the three last
mentioned races the struggle for life is
fact, duty demands that the truth intense.
Color and beauty are of no
should be given through our bee papers, account except as they aid their posso as to educate the public mind to de- sessor. And so there is the most severe
mand the best.
pruning. Those alone survive which
Progress is God's law, by infinite wis- can gather sufficient stores despite the
dom and an unseen hand reached down drouth, and their numerous competitors.

this,

the

While

people are

this is

and

the

sovereigns.

!

will

remain

a fixed

j

1

to earth—-a sparkling gem. It is more
than probable, with the improved Italians we now have, and the Cyprian and

Holy Land bees brought

to

our country

Mr. Benton, who has spent the past
at Larnaea, Cyprus, writes me
that the drouth upon the island has been
very severe, and that unless he had fed
he would have lost all his bees. Such
hard conditions must of necessity breed
a race of bees which we cannot expect

summer

the past season, we will in a few years
have the finest bees in the world. Yankee enterprise ami genius will combine
the most excellent traits of all, and, we to rival.
hope, drop the imperfections of their
Our American breeders will be very
ancestry, leaving them on a foreign slow to adopt the severe pruning which
shore.
nature practices with relentless hand in

Camargo,

111.,

Dec,

1SSS0.

Italy,

Cyprus and

Syria.

probable, that the years of careful and

observant breeding in this country and
portions of Europe, have more fully
developed some of the better qualities
possessed by one branch of the cross,
while it has obliterated the undesirable
characteristics of the other?
Undoubtedly "our American breeders
will be very slow to adopt the severe
pruning which nature practices" with
bees, as with everything else. This is
only another expression for " nature's

According to
Mr. Benton, nature last season would
have pruned out all his bees hail not
Our breeders humauskill provided for their survival
survival of the fittest."
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we do
September. I860; hut they were found ment, and production. Why
not even have to pay one cent to be addead after the first cold weather.
In tbe American Agriculturist, Mr. mitted to the membership of bee conMoore gives a full description witb ventions, being regarded as superior
several illustrations of the bees anil beings or asornauients of enough value
He says, that they cannot to pay all admission fees, badges, etc.
sirable instincts and powers: for in- their combs,
be kept witb other bees on account of If we compete with the other sex in
stance, in developing tbe physical torhaving no sting for self-defence. Mr. making pants or in teaching, we will be
mat ion of bees, during a long period of Moore was about :i months in Central obliged to accept less pay than they do;
time, to withstand the hot, scorching America and paid particular attention but who ever heard of a pound of honey
bringing less because it was produced
winds and frequent drouths of Cyprus to these bees.
Fremont. Ohio.
by a woman ? No " vines" bail better
and Syria, may it not have been at the
embark
in the business, or women of
[In reference to this scheme the Arm r- means, who know nothing practically of
expense of physical developments to
bee-culture, but purpose to hire tbe
enable them to withstand our northern ican Agriculturist "says
" It is proposed by W. S. Ilawley to bees eared for by others, and expect to
climate, unless crossed with a hardy
reap a rich reward from their investrace, or acclimated by careful breeding introduce the stingless bees of South
America as soon as a sufficient number ment; but any woman who can make
through several generations ? Or, may
bread, pick a goose, milk a cow, or
good
of subscribers warrant the enterprise.
not nature, in the course of fitting bees Tbe circular states that an article in an harness a horse, can make bee-keeping
to survive months of starving drouth, Albany paper in September last was a success.
We know a woman who is going out
deprive them of that ambitious instinct the first intimation the Bee Fraternity to wash by the day in order to earn
of the United States had that there exto store large amounts of honey during
money to purchase a colony of bees.
isted anywhere on the habitable globe
We opine that she will make bee-keepa long and bountiful season of bloom ?
ing a success as she is bright, smart and
With the Italian bees, our honest breedself-reliant. She has tbe misfortune to
many
ers have perpetuated the best
have a paralytic husband, and thus
some
to
breed for certain charteristics—
exerts herself to make a comfortable
living, and educate a feeble son. All
develop longer tongues,others to encourhonor to her and other brave women
age amiability, a few want an increase
who never shirk the burdens of life.
have
specialist
would
in size, and the
There is nothing connected with beeSide View.
keeping but what a woman can do as
bees that can gather honey all summer
long
but the progressive bee-keeper a species of the honey bee that has no well, as tbe other sex. She should not
stingers.'
It was because the Bee Fra- be expected to manufacture her hives
of to-day wants all these qualities comternity' did not read the American Ag- any more than a house-keeper to build
bined in the same bee, and what with riculturist, as we, in 1S01, not only fig- her own house but as hives, frames,
omimproved Italians, and perhapsafew ured and described the stingless bees, and surplus boxes can be purchased
reason
features borrowed from the best of the but had a colonvof the bees themselves cheaply in the Hat, we know no
on exhibition at our office when it was in why slie cannot learn to nail them toCyprian anil Syrian bees, he trill realize
our
hand
have
tried
Water street. Figures 1 and 2 represent gether. We should
tin. fruition of his wishes.
different positions of the queen bee of at it long ago, if we had not a partner
The wise bee-keeper will buy the the Jicote variety of the stingless bees. who is an expert at it.
No one should engage in the business
best home-bred, or breed from what he Figure 3 is one of the workers."
expecting to find a " Bonanza," but any
finds best ; do not depend upon " naMr. Ilawley was unfortunate in many woman may reasonably expect fair reture's severe pruning," for her hand is expressions in his circular.
Gleanings turns for the money and time expended.
indeed relentless. Tbe dogma of "the for January imagines that he stated that One or two colonies is sufficient to comknowledge increases
survival of the fittest," is antagonistic the Rev. W. F. Clarke was killed by a mence with, if your
in like ratio w'ith your bees, all will be
to civilization and progress, is fatal to bee-sting on the back of his tongue, smooth sailing and a prosperous voyage.
education and science, and calculated and having written to Mr. Clarke to
Peoria, 111.
to encourage slothfulness and barbar- know whether he was dead or not, reism. No successful stock-breeder, far- ceived a long reply stating that he was
For the American Bee Journal.
mer, poultry-raiser or bee-keeper will alive and well, and that he "hoped to Spring Feeding— Spring Dwindling.
be satisfied with what is left after nature do a little more good in the world before
1V1I. S. BARCLAY.
has completed her pruning.
leaving it." This was the result of Mr.
At the last session of the National Hawley's awkward manner of expressThese two subjects, although apparConvention, M. Hayes, Esq., offered ing himself. He did not intend to say
ently so different, are so nearly related
the following resolutions, which were Mr. Clarke was dead, but a man who, that we consider it not at all improper
unanimously adopted
later, accidentally got a bee in his mouth, to treat of them together, some of our
fraternity having gone so far as to insist
Besolved,Tba,t the importation of pure which stung him, etc.
that the former is even the cause of, or
Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land bees
Then, again, Mr. King, in the Bee- productive of the latter, assigning as a
into North America, ought to be en- Keepers' Magazine, complains of Mr.
reason that feeding causes an undue
couraged for the sole purpose of adding
of the bees in such seasons, as in
new and different strains of blood to Hawley's bungling way of expressing flight
many cases they are unable to return to
himself, carrying the idea that Mr. King
that we already have.
their hives, and many being prevented
i.
That the strain of Italian blood endorsed his project, which Mr. K. from so doing, produce a decline in the
we now have has reached a higher emphatically denies.
population of the colony, and thus they
standard of excellence than is to be
dwindling. However
Now comes another circular from Mr. account for springfrom
found in the native home of the Italian.
this view of the
we may dissent
3.
That queens reared from pure se- Ilawley, stating that he will stay in Bra- case, it occurs to us that this unseasonItalian
mothers, zil two or three years, in tbe employ of able flight, as it is termed, may be the
lected home-bred
should command at least as high a marthe Brazilian government, " to intro- means of saving us from that other disket value as those bred from imported
aster so much dreaded—dysentery—
mothers, where pure Italian stock is the duce the mysteries of American bee- which I cannot look upon as a disease,
sole object desired.
keeping" into that country.— Ed.]
but, as Mr. Doolittle well disposes of
the subject, the unnatural condition of
The resolutions met our hearty approFrom the Prairie Farmer.
the organs of the bee consequent upon
bation at that time, and we have had no
long confinement to the hive.
Bee-Keeping as Woman's Work.
occasion to change our opinion since.
As to spring feeding, opinions do not
—Ed.]
differ so much on the subject itself, as
MRS. L. HARRISON.
to its time of commencing how it shall
For the American Bee Journal.
Some women love to be dependent be conducted for what purpose it shall
and to be compared to clinging vines, be resorted to how long it shall conStingless Bees of South America.
which are lifted into air and sunshine tinue, etc. When we have concluded to
by sturdy oaks ; there are others again feed, it will be our first purpose to see
JOHN F. D1PMAN.
who scorn dependency, and can stand that the hive and the bees are in proper
for giving the feed. Our
I am highly pleased with the new erect guided by light from heaven and condition
Weekly Bee Journal and think every true womanhood. This kind of woman practice in the past has been like the
We make our hive perfectly
following
bee-keeper should try to give the loves to be a producer, and in olden
Weekly a good support. Allow me to time found abundant range in manu- comfortable for the bees to go to any
" she part of it when necessary, by the use of
congratulate you tor the enterprise you facturing cloth. Solomon says
seeketh wool and flax, and worketh wil- proper packing,sui table division boards,
have displayed.
side
On page 5 of the last Journal is an lingly with her hands she layeth her etc. We place the bees in the west
South hands to the spindle, and her hands of the hive (hive standing to face the
article on stingless bees of
diviplaced
chaff
having
a
first
south),
The use of steam
America. Are the bees of South and hold the distaff."
Central America alike ? Are our bees has almost entirely dispensed with spin- sion board next the side-wall of the
from the house- hive. As to this division board, it may
looms
wheels
and
ning
inferior or superior to the stingless bee
it is made by
of Central America ?
If not, it will hold, so self-reliant women are prying not be amiss to say, that
not pay Mr. Ilawley to import them, into every nook to discover some other taking an empty frame and tacking
paper
on one side,
he will only lose his money. Mr. A. O. avenue where she can develope her thick pasteboard or
lay it flat and fill tightly with wheat
Moore, of New York, imported sting- mind and energy.
Scientific bee-culture is an open field chaff, then tack on the other side of the
less bees from Central America, about
old
1860, and had them on exhibition in the to all women of energy and brains here frame heavy woolen cloth, such as
the frame is then
office of the American Agriculturist in is a free range for discovery, improve- comforts or blankets
it is a question whether nature, in the
coarse of her pruning processes, does
not frequently perpetuate an undesirable feature at the expense of more de-

11
ready for use the same us any other
division board,
We leave only enough
Combs for the bees to cover entirely,
then insert along side these combs another chaff frame; on the opposite side
of this chaff frame we plact
frame
containing the honej we wish to feed,
or a feeder of suitable kind containing
either honey or sugar syrup, and an
empty comb, the cells or which have
been Idled with water. We may then
insert another chaff frame, and if space
still remains in the hive, it may be Idled
with wheat chaff. Let me here say.
that I consider clean wheat chaff as a
proper absorbent of moisture, superior
to any packing 1 have ever used.

I

:

:

It may be asked why, at the time of
feeding, we have given a comb containing water. In reply we say. to prevent
the flight of our bees in search of water
which they consume very eagerly when
being fed. Water may also be given in
various other ways, as, for instance,
small sponges may be tilled and placed
over tbe combs containing the bees and
brood cotton rags may be saturated
with water and hung in the same manner.
colony thus treated will be
found to adhere more closely to their
hives when being fed than they will do
in the absence of water.
When the feeding is to be conducted
as proposed, after the food and water
have been properly introduced, the next
important matter to receive attention is
the careful covering of the combs. For
this purpose we use a soft woolen quilt
or blanket to securely cover the combs,
and then place on top of this a box or
frame I inches dee)). Idled with wheat
chaff, observing carefully that no space
is left open for the passage of a current
of air through the brood combs. But
little fear need be felt of making the
bees too warm. Should such be the
case, a portion of the top covering can
easily be removed. After the hive has
been placed in the condition described,
all that remains for us to do is to be
watchful that at no time the feed or

'

;

;

A

;

'

;

water supply shall be permitted to fall
and when the condition of the
colony and the state of the weather will
permit it, place an empty comb for eggs
between two of the brood combs, observing carefully that we have enough
bees to entirely cover all the combs.
short,

The importance of keepingup the feeding until nature supplies ample stores
for the bees, will be apparent to anyone who will go to the mouth of tbe hive
on a cold morning, and there find the

I

young

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

I

larva'

which have been carried

out of the hive during the night. This
is also an additional reason why we insist that no more combs be given than
the bees can protect, in which case loss
of brood from being chilled will not
take place.
When, unfortunately, in some cases
our bees have suffered from dysentery,
we have found the best remedy we
could apply was a supply of water inside
the hive; especially did we find this
was the case when the bees had free
access to artificial pollen, such as rye
meal or other suitable substance. It is
better in all cases where the colony has
been severely affected with this trouble,
to remove the soiled combs to a populous colony, and in their place furnish
clean combs, and to do this even at a
loss of brood combs of the afflicted colony. No danger need be apprehended
in giving those combs to a strong colony,
as they will soon clean them off without
being at all affected. This is another
reason why we cannot assent that dysentery is a disease.
Beaver, Pa., Dec. 21, 1880.

^° The Rock River Valley Bee-KeepAssociation will hold their annual
meeting the second Tuesday in FebThe weather was such
ruary, 1881.
that our Secretary was not at our last
meeting and our Secretary pro tern having failed to send in his report, I send
A. Rice, Pres.
the above notice.
ers'

10" The Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their Annual Convention, on the 10th and 11th of February,
1881, at Plattsmouth, Cass Co., Neb.
Western Iowa bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend.
Hiram Craig. Pres.
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Compulsory Honesty.

We are

frequently in receipt of letters

NEWMAN.

C.

now

Editor and Proprietor,

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

JAN.

largely

so

practiced.

The

last

number

of the American Grocer gives
the copy of a bill recently prepared under the auspices of the National Board
of Trade, embracing the suggestions of

12, 1881.

the ablest of the competitive essays
received by the Messrs. Thurber, in
When is the best time to ship bees response to their prizes of $1,000 offered
from here to Dakota, and please give for the best on the subject. The followdirections for preparing them for shiping is a copy of the bill as prepared by
J B. Ellison.
ment that far
the committee
[The best time for shipping that disA BILL to Prevent the Adulteration ot
in
quite
early
April,
or
tance would be
Food or Drugs.
May, before the combs are too heavy
Lie it enacted, &c, That uo person or corwith brood but with proper care in poration shall knowingly transport, or cause
to be transported, from ttie State, district,
preparing them and ordinary usage in 01 territory, in winch he resides or does
handling, they may be shipped at any business inlo any other State or territory, or
From any foreign country, or other State 01
time with comparative safety, except in territory, intotlie State or territory in whicu
quite cold weather.
lie resides or does business, for sale or barter, or to be offered lor sale or barter, any
The lirst work is to go through your article
of tood or drugs adulterated witniu
hives and extract about all the un- the meaning of this act, and any person
capped honey, as the least daubing will violating the above provision shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
prove fatal to the bees then procure a conviction thereof Shall be lined not more
block one inch square, and as long as than fifty dollars for each offense.
Sec. S3.— That no person shall, within the
the hive is wide, in this cut notches and District of Columbia or in any ot tne terriwhich
in
hive,
of
the
tack in the bottom
tories, or hi any tort, arsenal, dock-yard, 01
reservation, or other place under the juristo place the frames to keep them steady
diction ot tne United States, manufacture,
now select the new combs and those offer for sale, or sell any article ot lood 01
heavy with brood or sealed honey, se- drugs which isadulterated within the meaning of this act, and any person violating tins
cure them well in the frames with strip- provision shall be deemed guilty ot a unsbinders, and place in the hive tack the Uemeauor, and upon conviction tnereof shah
be punished by a tine not exceeding titty
ends of the frames Urmly to the rabbets dollars.
on which they rest dip the blanket in
Sec 3.— If, on examination of any article
clean water, lightly wring, fold about 6 of food or drugs imported from any foreign
country, it is touud to be adulterated witlnn
thicknesses, and lay on the front ends of tin- meaning of this act, a return to that
the frames. If your hive has no porti- effect shall be made upon the invoice, anu
articles so noted shall not he permitted to
co, leave off the cover, and instead use pass the custom-house or be delivered to the
wire cloth, nailing on top of that three consignees, unless on re-exaunnalioii, as
provided for in this act, it shall be found
1-inch strips, 2 inches wide— 1 across the that the said articles are not adulterated.
centre, the others across each end— to
Sec. 4. The owner or consignee shall
ot calling at his own exinsure ventilation when piled on each have the privilege
pense tor are-examination, and on depositother. Now tack wire cloth over the ing with the Collector of Customs sucli sum
entrance, and your bees are ready for as he may deem suftieient to defray such
expenses it shall be the duty ot tne Colshipment to Australia if needs be.
lector of Customs to procure a certificate,
in
prepare
portico,
under oath from a public analyst, ot a carehas
a
If the hive
lul analysis ot the articles m question
and
the same manner as above, except to 111 case the report by certificate of the anabore a IJ2 inch hole in each side of the lyst shall declare the report of the officer
brood chamber, and also in the cover, who examiued thegoodsto be erroneous and

How to

Prepare Bees for Shipping.

.

'f

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

the said articles to be unadulterated, the
said articles shall be returned to the owner
or consignee, and passed without reservation
But in
on payment ot the duties, if any.
case the officer's return shall he sustained
articles
shall remain
by the analyst the said
in charge ot the Collecter of Customs, to he
disposed of in accordance with regulations
to be prepared by the National Board 01
tf ealth and approved by the Secretary ot the
Treasury: Pkovided, That tne owner 01
consignee, on payment of cuarges ot storage
and otlier expenses necessarily incurred by
the United Stales, and on giving bond, with
sureties satisfactory to the Collector, agreeing to remove said articles from the United
States, shall have the privilege of re-exporting them at any tune within the period ot
six months after the date ot the report ot
the inspector or public analyst.
Sec. 5.— In order to carry into effect the
provisions of this act, the Secretary of the

will be used in place of the wire
cloth over the frames ; the holes to be

which

covered inside and outside with wire-

admit of ventilation.

cloth, to

Leave

the entrance open full size, but cover
the entire portico securely with wirecloth, leaving free access to it from the
interior of the hive.

Prepared in this manner, we have
all seasons from

shipped full colonies, at

May

1st

till

Aug.

appended as

results of the analyses duly authenticated
by the analyst under oath.
Sec. 7.— It shall he the duty of every district attorney to whom the Secretary of the
National Board ot Health or any collector
of customs shall report any violation of this

A bill should be, in

10th, to Connecticut,

the tines and penalties in such case provided,
unless, upon inquiry and examination, he
shall decide that such proceedings cannot
probably be sustained, in which case he
shall report the facts to the National Board
of Health. And for the expenses incurred
and services rendered in all such cases the
district attorney shall receive and be paid
from the Treasury such sum as the Stcretary of the Treasury shall deem just and
reasonable, upon the certificate ot tne judge
before whom such cases are tried or
disposed.
Sec. 8.— An article shall be deemed to be
adulterated within the meaning of this Act:
A. In the case of drugs.
by a name
1.
If, when sold under or
recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia, it differs from the standard of
strength, quality or purity laid down therein.
2.
ft, when sold under or by a name not
recognized in the United Slates- Pharmacopoeia, but which is touud in some other
pharmacopoeia or other standard work on
Materia Medica, it differs materially from
the standard ot strength, quality or purity

._ Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee JoUKN'AI. will lie sent Jree to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
,wi!i to
tn interview,
i,,t„rvipw
by sending the
desire
to this office.

\

8

meet with our

fact will be, intro-

Bee-keepers' societies, every society or
person who is a producer, every mechanic or person who is a consumer.
every merchant or grocer who is a buyer
or seller in fact, every honest person is
interested, and should do all in his
power to consummate the much needed
reform.
_

!

!

tion of

specimens of food and drugs collected

under

its.

country, and shall publish in its weekly bulletin the results of such analyses.
If it
sl >all appear from such examination that auy
°< u e provisions of this act have been violateu tlle be let r y ot «?e Board shall at
?
?
once report the facts to the proper United
States district attorney, with a copy of the
|

'

!

direction in various parts ot the

—

—

Plant Sweet Clover.

—

The following extract is from a recent
number of the Indiana Farmer, and it

gratifying that their experience has
been so identical with ours, as given on
page 361, August, 1880, number of Bee
Jouiinal. We believe all bee-keepers
will fully concur with everything we
have heretofore written in favor of
laid down 111 such work.
planting for honey pasturage, after givIf its strength or purity fall below the
3.
ing the matter a fair and impartial trial.
professed standard under which it is sold.
We suggest that it will pay to plant
B. — In the case of food or drink.
1.
If any substance or substances has or sweet clover in the East where land is
or
reduce
have been mixed with it so as to
valuable, for the reason that it is a perlower or injuriously affect its quality 01
fectly hardy plant, requiring no great
strength.
if any inferior or cheaper substance
2.
care in the preparation of ground, no
is

or substances have been substituted wholly
or ill part tor the article.
3.
ft any valuable constituent of the
article has been wholly or 111 part abstracted.
4.
If it be an imitation of or be sold
under the name of another article.
If it consists wholly or in part of a
5.
diseased or decomposed, or putrid or rotten,
animal or vegetable substance whether
manufactured or not, or in the case of nnlk,
if it is the produce ot a diseased animal.
If it he colored or coated, or polished
6.
or powdered, whereby damage is concealed,
or it is made to appear better than it really
is, orof greater value.
7.
If it contain any added poisonous ingredient, or any ingredient which may render such article injurious to the health ot a

special adaptability of soil,

no

scientific

or expensive culture, nor an especially
favorable season harrow in the seed,
;

on

a

waste spot, wet or dry, clay, sand

or gravel, hillside or gully, anywhere,
and it will take care of itself. In the

cheap, it will pay
takes no time from
other crops. It will pay to plant it in
the North, where the winters are long

West, where land

to plant

it,

for

is

it

spring bloom late, and frost early in
tall,
because it gives a continuous
Provided, That bloom in summer, after white clover
person consuming it
the National Board of Health may, with the
and basswood have failed in their nec:

approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
troiu time to time declare certain articles 01
preparations to be exempt from the provi-

sions of this act: And puovided FURTHER, That the provisions of this act shall
notapply to mixtures or compounds RECOGNIZED as ordinary articles 01 food, provided
that tlie same are not injurious to health,
aud that the articles are distinctly labelleu
as a mixture, stating the components ot the
mixture.
Sec. 9.— It shall be the duty of the National Board of Health to prepare and publish from tune to time lists ol the articles,
mixtures or compounds declared to be exempt from the provisions ot this act in acThe
cordance with the preceding section.

National Board ot Health shall also from
tune to time fix the limits of variability perniissable in

Sec

any

— The

article or

compound.

term "food" as used ill
every article used foi
lood or drink by man. Tue term "drug
shall
include all mediin
this
act
as used
10.

this act shall include

'

cines tor internal or external use.
Sec 11. All the regulations and declarations of the National Board of Health, made
under this act from time to time and promulgated, shall be printed in the Statutes-atLarge.
Sec 12.— This act shall take effect ninety
days after it shall have become a law.

—

Canada, Pennsylvania, Virginia, South
Carolina, Georgia, and many other
States, North and South, with perfect
We would suggest amending \ 1, 2d
success. In August last Mr. Alfred H.
Treasury is hereby authorized to appoint line, by inserting " manufacture, sell,
Newman shipped a colony, prepared in from
names submitted to him tor that purthis manner, to New Zealand, via San pose by the National Board of Health one or cause to be manufactured, sold, or"
Francisco. The trip occupied six ireeks or more suitable qualified persons as special between the words corporation shall.
inspectors and as public analysts for adulby railroad and ocean steamer. Return terated food and drugs at such ports of entry The penalty for violations should be not
months,
lapse
of
three
advices, after a
as the Secretary of the Treasury may deem less than $50 nor more than $100, and
stated they arrived safely and in good expedient, and it shall be the duty of the confiscation — one-half the fine to go to
National Board of Health to prepare incondition, but many of the bees were structions governing the work ot such in- the informer, when collected. The secdead, which were probably old bees. spectors and analysts, which, when approved tions should all be modified so as to
by the Secretary ot the Treasury, shall
He has an order from New South Wales govern their action, and thatot collectors ol simplify prosecutions and render more
We are
for two colonies in the spring, which he customs, iu preventing importation from certain their enforcement.
foreign countries of food
drugs adulterinforms us will be prepared in the same ated within the meaning ofor this
aware some doubts exist as to the proact.
manner.— Ed.]
Sec 6.— The National Board of Health priety or power of Congress to meddle
shall make, or cause to he made, examinain the matter
but properly amend the

names

a part of

full approval.

duced in Congress at an early day to relaw, applicable to and prohibitory of, the act to cause proper proceedings to he com- form the outrageous abuses now pracalmost universal adultera'tive poisoning menced and prosecuted without delay for ticed. Meantime, continue to agitate.

asking for the draft or form of a general

THOMAS

Jan. 12,

;

sections of this bill to prevent the manufacture, sale or transportation of com-

pounds intended to deceive consumers,
theu view them collectively in the light
of a sanitary measure, and all scruples
will at once vanish. The specilications

tar secretion
it

I

;

and it will pay to plant
where the summers are

in the South,

long and the drouths severe, for winter
frosts and frequent rains are not necessary to its development. We doubt if
there is a locality in America overstocked with bees, that lias not in its
immediate vicinity enough of non-productive soil to give every bee-keeper a
remunerative yield of honey, if properly
utilized iu the production of honeyyielding plants. To be sure, a little expenditure of time and money would be
necessary but not nearly so much as is
expended every year in feeding to prevent starving. More bees die each year
from want of honey pasturage, than
would doubly pay for the time and expense of providing it. Moreover, the
consequent increase of stock would repay all expense incurred. At 25 to 30
cents per pound for the seed, any beekeeper can afford to put in at least one
pound for every colony. Try it, and
try other plants try everything.
;

;

years ago we received a
package of sweet clover (Melilotus alba)
seed from Mr. C. P. Muth, Cincinnati.
We did not believe at that tune that
planting for honey would pay. Still we
concluded to give the matter a fair test.
We scattered seed iu several different

Some

live

places, selecting as many different kinds
of soil as possible. The sequel proved
that there is no soil so poor in which
melilot will not grow, and it will thrive
under almost any or all circumstances,
and in all kinds of weather. We have
watched this plant closely for the past
three years aud we are satisfied that it
is one of the very best that we can
plant for honey alone. Blooming as it
does from the tirst of July to September, makes it of still greater value, lilliug the gap from basswood to fall
dowers. The most ilisagreeable fact is

:

J

:
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is only as a means of an
The manner, however,

additional tax.
in which the
honey is collected is so curious, and so
worthy of imitation, that it, merits a
1 iim much pleased at the prospect of obtaining
The contrivparticular description.
weekly news on the subjeot of bee-culture.
ance is very simple, ami was doubtless
B. E. Mii.es.
suggested
the more ancient 'custom
by
The Weekly Bee Journal has put in its appearance
still used in the Crimea, of harboring
and I am highly pleased with it. To think we are to
see it one., n week makes smiling faces at our house.
bees in cylinders made of the bark of
am Improving very slowly from my long sickness
trees.
Tiiey build up a wall formed
and hope soon to be able to send you a short article.
G. M. DOOLtTTLE.
entirely of earthen cylinders, each
if our attention is called to it.
about three feet in length, placed one
The Weekly Bee Journal is received. I like it very
much, and must have every number for 1881.
above the Other horizontally, and closed
Samcel d. Riegel.
(g^ Our stock of No. 1 having been at their extremities with mortar. This
the Bee Journal to pay the
I learn enough from
subscription price four tones over. I have now 41) exhausted— we have not been able to wall is then covered with a shed, and
colonies in good condition on the summer stands,
upwards of one hundred colonies may
but sheltered. Hoes did not swarm much during the send it to many hundreds of names
thus he maintained within a very small
past season— though they increased from 25 to 4U, and
We send this compass.
gave me lido lbs. of surplus honey. I wish the sent in for that purpose.
Weekly every success.
G. T. S.mith.
From this Monastery (Saliani) it is
No. in its stead.
Vou have made a long stride in the furtherance of
practicable to ride the whole way to the
the science and art of bee-eulture by issuing a
summit of Hymettus, but we preferred
Weekly Bee Journal. I congratulate you and hope
igfThe Indiana. State Bee-Keepers' walking, that we might the more leisuit will be as great a benefit to its publisher financially
as it is to the bee-keeping fraternity generally.
Association
will hold its annual ConR. Corbett.
rely examine every object, and collect
vention in Indianapolis, January 13th the few plants in flower at this late seaIt seems like parting with a friend to give up the
The Convention will be held son of the year. We saw partridges in
familiar face of the old Monthly Bee Journal, that and 14th.
has made me regular visits for so many years yet I in the State Agricultural rooms, corner
great abundance, and bees in all parts
know that this progressive age demands a journal
Re- of the mountain, not only at the monTennessee and Market Streets.
that will be more frequent In its visit.
Lee emerick.
duced rates have been secured at astery, where a regular apiary is kept,
I am thankful for
I want the Weekly for 1881.
Many in- but also in such numbers dispersed and
several first-class hotels.
which I have learned from the Bee Journal. In fact
owe about all 1 know about bee-keeping to its teresting papers will be read on the feeding about the higher parts of HyI
teachings anil wish it success. I have tia colonies in different subjects
pertaining to the mettus, that the primeval breed may
Langstroth hives in the cellar.
JOHN MEADOR.
science of apiculture. Samples of the still exist among the numerous wild
Place me on the list for the Weekly Bee Journal latest improved implements used in
colonies which inhabit the hollow trees
for tssl. 1 know it will bo good. You have "hitthe
with modern bee-culture and clefts of the rocks.
nail squarely on the head " that should have been connection
driven long ago. in giving us a Weekly Bee Journal. will be on exhibition.
Their favorite food, the wild Thyme
I wish it prosperity and a host of subscribers.
John W. STURWOI.D.
Frank L. Dougherty, .Sec.
(Thymus Serphylluni), in almost every
The Bee Journal comes in its new garb it has
variety, grows abundantly upon the
greatly assisted me through the trials of the past.
mountain together with Salvia pomifera
May its visits in the future bring good news of increasing prosperity for us bee-keepers.
and Salvia verbascum, and to this cirR. H. Weir.
cumstance may be owing the very heatI hope the Bee Journal will be an abundant success.
ing quality of the honey of Hymettus.
I have learned much from it in the past, and confiThe pawerful aromatic exhalation of
dently expect still more the coming year. Give us
all the light and knowledge at your command.
these plants tills the air with a spicy
B. S. MILES.
odor; indeed, this scented atmosphere
I have been greatly benefitted by the Bee Journal
is very striking characteristic of Greece
in the past, and expect much profit from it in the
GLEANINGS.
Wai. Beard.
future.
and of its islands, but it peculiarly
I am well pleased with the prospect of having the
g3T Novice reports his lunch room a distinguishes the mountains of Attica.
Bee Journal Weekly, and wish it abundant success. decided success. It is supplied with all
John Baxter.
that heart can wish for, including lus1 like the appearance of the Weekly very much,
BEE-KEEPERS' MAGAZINE.
and think it will be much more satisfactory than a cious Florida oranges.
publlsherof tin American Bee Journal, barepublished Monthly, now issues that wellit is a
favorite periodical Weekly.
beautifully printed 8-page, 4-column paper, and Is
seni to subscribers at $3.ti0 a year. -Fruit Grower.

hat it is lit tor nothing else. Cattle
will sometimes browse on it early in the
spring, otherwise it is not touched by
Stock. List season, although the bees
could find nothing else on which to work.
the melilot kept them busy, enabling us
to continue queen-rearing, and to build
up nuclei without cessation, until late
It may be sown at any
in the season.
tune it is biennial; does not bloom hut
little
the
very
Brst year, ami at the close
of the second year dies out root and
Some objections are raised.
branch.
claiming that if it becomes fairly established it is a pernicious weed but,
as it dies the second year, root and
branch, it is easily gotten rid of if not
allowed to go to seed. As an ornament
to roadsides it is far superior to dogfennel or ras-weed. To those who own
rough, broken, or waste land, we can
well say it will pay you to plant melilot.
It yields a delicious honey, equal to, if
not superior to white clover, especially
as regards the flavor. Four pounds of
seed will sow an entire acre, although
we would advise sowing it only in waste
places, along the roadsides, along creeks,
brooks, on hillsides, along railroads, etc.

1

'i'ii.>

tofore

|

known and

.

1

;

examine the date after
the wrapper label of this
Journal and see that proper credit is
given. Such is often a sufficient receipt,
now that the JOURNAL comes weekly.
In the great rush of the past week or
two, some mistake may have occurred
which we shall he most happy to correct,
your

name on

1

;

;

Congratulations to the Weekly.
"While thousands have approved and
praised the Weekly, and congratulated
us upon its appearance, weare surprised

;

more who preferred
and shape— those who have

that there are no

the old size

g^ Please
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spoken of this preference being only
about one to a thousand who have signified their approval. The enthusiasm
over the birth of the Weekly exceeds
our most sanguine expectatations, and
it is exceedingly gratifying to know
that our efforts to make an acceptable
paper are so universally appreciated.
I send you seven subscribers for it, and
To all we return thanks for their gen- Monthly.
Test of Adulteration.— Professor Haswe all wish it and you success.
O. J. Hetherington.
erous encouragement.
The Weekly
<gf Novice gives the following very brouck gives the following test of
" Honey is very difI received the first number of the Weekly Bee
purity for honey
starts with very nattering prospects, and
kind notice of the Weekly
Journal and am highly pleased with the change from
ferent from commercial glucose. It is
the
indisto
Weekly.
With
me
it
is
one
of
Monthly
began,
we
are
to
is a success from the very first.
since
the
world
From penBables. 1 have 17 colonies packed with straw on For the first time
a mixture in very nearly equal parts of
the many letters or commendation the the summer stands with quilt and chaff cushion over have a Weekly Bee Journal, and I presume it is in dextrose and lacoulose.
The dextrose
the frames. I have had one colony destroyed by the hands of many of you by the time this reaches
attention of the reader is directed to mice, the combs was not much disturbed but the bees you. The first number makes a very creditable ap- is the part that candies,' is the same
were eaten up except the head, wings and sting end.
the following
pearance, and as it will be quite a task for friend kind of sugar as that which is found
I have now cfose the entrances of all my hives with
wire-cloth.
C. J. Ohuhch.
Newman to get up such a one every week, shall we dried in raisins, and is about one-third
The initial number of the Weekly Bee Journal has
The lacloulose
The" Weekly Bee Journal is received and lam well not turn in and give him a lift, in the way of subscrip- as sweet as cane sugar.
made its appearance. We expected a good paper,
pleased
it.
I should feel lonesome without the Jourwill not candy, and is sweeter than cane
tions ? If I am correct, a sample copy will be mailed
and the first number indicates that we shall not be
Henry S. Lee.
nal, and wish you every success.
disappointed.
F. N. WILDER.
on application.— Gleanings in Bee Culture.
sugar. Glucose made from starch is a
I am very glad to see the Bee Journal in its new
I am much pleased with the first number of the
mixture generally of one part dextrose
This step indicates the progress of apiculture,
Weekly Bee Journal. I have Ions wished tor a form.
with which the Journal is keeping abreast.
weekly bee paper.
Geo. T. Wheeleh.
Imported (jueens.— Mr. G. M. Doolit- and three parts dextrine a gummy
A. B. Weed.
book, substance used for stiffening calicoes,
The Weekly has arrived and I like it. As of old it
tle, is reviewing Novice's
SucI like the change to the Weekly very much.
is a model publication.
" I have had and for gumming the backs of postage
Now get up an Emerson
and on this subject says
E. R. Wright.
Binder suitable for it and we will not only wish the cess to you.
Dextrine is never found
imported queens stamps.
edi lor a Happy New Year— but the Weekly Bee
Send me the Weekly. I wish you great success three daughters of
pure honey. Now the test of dextrine
journal B successful year.
James Heddon.
with it. I am quite sure it will be a success financially. from as many breeders, and none of
is
the
solution
of sub acetate of lead,
S. C. OoDGE.
them compared with the stock I had
[We have had a large lot of Binders made especially
I have received the first number of the Weekly
pains to breed for honey. With or Goulard's water, which can be found
taken
for the Bee Journal, and will sell them at wholesale
Geo. Drury.
Bee Journal and like it first-rate.
at any drug store. This precipitates
rates just to accommodate our patrons. They retail
the majority of apiarists, probably, your
lam pleased with your new departure in starting a
for a dollar, but we will send them to any address
correct but we have a few the dextrine in any mixture as a thick
Weekly edition of the Journal. I have not been a remarks are
white curd, which remains floating in
postpaid forS5 cents.— ED.
reader of the Journal for the past year but will now breeders whose queens are far ahead of
my acquaintance with an old friend whose a promiscuous importation from Italy— the liquid. The same solution put into
The Weekly is received. I like it. All will be renew
J. H. Martin.
will greet tue every week.
pages
events
transpire,
honey
does not change its color. This
as
occurs,
pleased to know what
Five
at least, such is my opinion.
rather than thirty days after date.
I am very much pleased with the Weekly Bee
not hire me to simple test is very striking, and always
T. F. BINGHAM.
Journal, and would not think of doing withoutit, and hundred dollars would
some more breed all my queens from an imported reliable. The glucose formerly manubut I like the Weekly better. I will find time after a while to> write
I liked the Monthly
M. Mahin, D. D.
foreign matter
articles for it.
Geo. d. staats.
mother, and iet my present stock go factured contained
gathered in the process of making, by
There was only one thing lacking in the American down."
1 very mucli appreciate your change of the Monthly
said
of
it,
that
cannot
be
and
now
even
Bee
Journal
which it could be easily detected; but
H. Gripe.
to the Weekly Bee Journal.
for we are to have our beloved Bee Journal four
the specimens I have seen recently contimes where before we had it only once. It is a great
1 want
I like the idea of the Weekly Bee Journal.
Fire Weed is reported by E. Tarr to
tained so little of these that they could
and must have every number. I cannot afford to advance in apiculture when there is a demand for a
good Bee Journal once a week. The weather has be the greatest honey-producer down in
W.T.STEWART.
miss one of them.
be demonstrated only by the practical
been very cold for the past week, thermometer 10° to Maine.
4 to 7 feet high,
from
grows
It
25° below. It will go hard with bees that are not
I have received the first number of the Weekly
chemist. The way on which we rely to
Henry G. Burnet.
and commences to bloom about Aug. 1. distinguish honey from its adulterants
protected.
Bee Journal and am uiurh pleased with it.
1>. L. WHITNEY.
It give white honey of tine flavor, and
is by the polariscope, with which we
The Weekly Bee Journal is the one thing needed to
T. reports thousands of acres there,
<^° We have to ask the indulgence of Mr.
tell the difference between honey
complete my happiness as a bee-keeper. 1 cannot
and the few bees in that locality, therein can
do withoutit, and shall not as long as it is published.
and
grape sugar, and cane sugar, and
bur correspondents. Notwithstanding revel with delight.
H. Jones.
Success to the Weekly Bee Journal.
glucose, as plainly as one can distinguish
we have increased the capacity of the
I am very thankful that the Bee Journal is to issue
gold and iron, by the unaided eye.
every week formerly it seemed very long to wait a
Carpenstill
there
J.
C.
to
a
Weekly,
Separators.—
Journal
Perforated
month for it. So it is with pleasure that 1 Bend my Bee
subscription. My it colonies of bees are in my cellar
machine
for
hand
a
gotten
up
has
ter
is such a quantity of matter sent in
packed in straw and are in good condition.
JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE.
perforating separators. He says it will
CHARLIE H. BltADISH.
that we can only give a tithe part of it
perforate tin or paper rapidly, and costs
Weekly
the
I am pleased with the appearance of
chance
all
a
will
give
but
we
this
week
Bees in Ireland.— It has been stated
Bee Journal. I have the pleasure to hand you the
but $5.00. It makes holes three-eighths
difference between mv subscription for the Monthly
The enthusiasm of an inch in diameter and three-eighths so often that 1879 was disastrous among
and the Weekly for the balance of my present time. as fast as possible.
bees that I need hardly endose it as
H. U. Littell.
with which the Weekly is greeted, ex- of an inch apart.
regards Ireland. Rain and wind preMr. G. H. B. Hooper, editor of the Dominion Apiexpectations.
sanguine
most
ceeds
our
but
vailed all the honey season here
arian Bazaar, writes: "The Bee Journal is well
worth all it costs, and should be in the hands of every
for three or four seasons it has been so
BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
bee-keeper in America, as 1 hope it will be."
honey
gathering
that
unpropitious
for
l®" Those who have subscribed for
I am very glad we are to have a Weekly Bee JourJ. S. Wood copies from the travels of nearly all the old apiarists have been
nal.
think it will he a great benefit to bee-keepers
the Monthly or Semi-monthly, and may
A. D. stocking.
in general.
Edward
D. Clark, LL.D., the following discouraged. I fed the bees abundantly
want to change for the Weekly, can do
in autumn, winter and spring, with
I welcome the Weekly Bee Journal, and wish it and
Cyprus and Hymettus bees and syrup made from I lbs. of loaf sugar, to
items
on
WM. Christ.
its editor much success.
so at any time by paying the difference.
Weekly
Bee
honey
a' quart of water, one spoonful of vineI have received the first copy of the
Journal. It is just the thing, and is what 1 have been
In these little cottages we found very gar, and half a glass of best whisky.
for years wishing for. I hope it will be a success.
JgJ" We are happy to state that Mr. large establishments of bees, but all the This mixture I gave them in a dishfuls
J. H. MCRDUCK.
Doolittle is slowly recovering his health. honey thus made is demanded by the of 2 or 3 lbs. well covered with small
r I like the Weekly Bee Journal and think it will a
benefit to bee-keepers and hope it will pay the pubHis many friends will be glad to hear it. Governor so that keeping these insects pieces of sticks.
D. Lovejoy.
lisher well. I wish it success.
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ot 50 colonies can be easily
Id constructed from a portion of any ordiwinter-quarters when tin
if square, it
hope your Society nal \ vegetable cellar,
Cambridge, Gurnsey Co., Ohio, was snap ea ue upon us.
'"' about i'
with
feel each waj
OS the plaee for the nest lueet- w ill not fail to appoint delegates to the should
with
double
wall
air space,
to
me
plastered
Permit
a. Bucklew, Clarke, 0.\ R. L. National Association.
Tuscarawas and Muskingum, 0.
operation in plastered overhead, and made imperShoemaker. Neweomeistow n. ().. iilld ask your Society for its
making the National Association a vious io frost. If the Boor is not dry
*.. were
Muskingum F. .1. Wardell, of Uhrichsville,
Tin- Tuscarawas and
The door should
ih. .sen as a committee to arrange a power for good and that it may prosper nave and cement it.
Valley Bee-Keepers' Convention met
window is not
\
and prove a blessing 1" the hee-keepers be tight-fitting.
.ii
Newcomerstown,0.,on Wednesday, programme.
bees,
should by no
for
the
America, hut the necessary
)u motion the Convention a. limn ned of not only North
President L. B.
p.m.
at
means omit it. however, as it makes the
.iii Cambridge,
N. I'. Allen,
»hio,on the Bret world.
President
Wolfe being absent, Vice
room a treasure, worth all it > cost, for
I'r.-.. National Association.
Wednesday in May. 1881.
Rev. W. Ballentine, of Muskingum.
a milk room or pantry in the heat of
smith's Grove, Ky.
A. 8. Thompson exhibited Pee t's comAfter reading
was called i" the chair
summer. The window should be doubleand approving the minutes of the last bined shipping ami introducing queen
glassed and provided with a close-litfing
is very difficult to write anything
It
meeting, the following questions pro- cages. .1. A. Bucklew exhibited samshutter that will exclude every ray of
papers
eopies
of
the
four
leading
bee
taken
u|>.
ple
posed tor discussion were
fresh and new upon the subject pertain- light when desired. The room thus ar('olivine
States.
The
Initial
ion
of
the
beconstant
brood-combs
b]
ing to apiculture, and
hesitate to
The cells in
ranged is complete, and its ventilation
use become small, does this reduce the tendered their thanks to the eitizens of gin; but 1 like the friendly way you is a-- simple and inexpensive as its conThis quest ion was Newcomerstown for the use of their brethren in the tar north have of calling construction. Connect one side of the
size "i the bee?
upon your southern friends to join you room, near the Boor, in the most conbj Mr. A. B. Thompson and hall.
/...
A. A. FltADKNItKUll. PlCS. prd
in your onward stride towards improvefollowed bj A. A. Fradenberg and Rev.
venient way with the chimney in most
Sec.
J.
A.
Bucklew,
\v. Ballentine.
After being ably disment in our pel science ot apiculture. constant use. i.y means of a Btove-pipe.
A.
A.
from
it
Fradenwith
gentleman
refem
d
to
was
talking
a
was
1
cussed
From the opposite side of the room.
berg for consideration at next meeting.
your State yesterday, and he expressed midway between floor and ceiling, run
Michigan State Convention.
his surprise at the thrift of our people, a common liv
Do bees make hone; ? The opinion
six-inch drain tile
and the friendly reception tendered to at any convenient angle, wtdl below the
of the Convention was that honey was
a natural secretion of the Bowers, and
The Michigan State Convention id' any and all gentlemen from the north frost about .mi feet in length, bringing
that bees iii'i not make hone] but hee-keepers met at Lansing, on l>ee. S. by the southern people,
[f any one of it to the surface In a right angle, and
gathered i: from the Bowers.
As usual it was well attended and you have any fears, from political rea- covering it in such a way as to exclude
1880.
What is the best method of wintering harmonious.
sons, to come among us. tell him or leaves and other substances while
bees? A. B. Thompson's method oi
Imitation honey and sugar were con- the in. one and all. that they are deluded, allowing a free ingress Of air. It vou
wintering was in chaff-packed hiv es on demned and a committee, consisting of for our hospitality is as broad as our close he door you will perceive a steady.
s. c. Dodge.
summer stands. Mr. .1. A. Bucklew's the State Board of Health, was ap- tields.
quiet flow of tempered air through tin
isso.
method was ti. crowd the bees in the pointed to bring the subject of adulteraChattanooga. Tenn., Nov.
room. The draft can be regulated by a
the
division
hive
means
of
by
center of
tion before the State Legislature at once.
damper in the slo\ e-pipe. In extremely
boards, ami then packing at each side
A committee was also appointed to
Several other letters Were received by cold weather the air should flow through
the bees with loose chaff, also tilling bring the question of foul brood before
..i'
the secretary too late for theConvention, the tile very slowly, that it may be
the in.]. ei' story with chaff. The Ion
view
to
prevent
a
with
Legislature
the
among which were one each from II. brought to' the temperature of the
vention after considering the different its spread ami assist in its eradication. A. Burch and O. .1. Betberington.
earth surrounding it.
methods ol « intering bees gave prefer- FoufbrOOd was reported to have existed
In a cellar similar to this I have kept
The following essay, by .Mrs. I,. B.
mi to wintering in chaff-packed hives around Battle Creek last summer, to
bees for the last four Vears without the
Baker, was lead
on summer stands.
some extent, but it is now believed to be
We estimated the
of a colony.
loss
The By-LaWS were read and six new eradicated, exeepl in one small apiary,
Cellar vs. Out-Door Wintering.
lam informed
cost of the cellar at Sin.
members received. Adjourned till 9 consisting of 6 colonies, in West Leroy.
that a chaff hive like Shuck's cannot be
I assume that the three following cona.m.
The owner refused to destroy it. even ditions
are essential to the best success manufactured for less than $4.00, a price
HORNING SESSION.
when Mr. Salisbury and others offered in wintering bees, in-door or out. name- just double that of a single-wall hive.
colonies
of each kind the difference
In the absence of the chairman pro to give him (the owner) healthy
For mi
money ly, perfect quiet, total darkness, and ill (.ricehives
inn.. Vice President A. A. Fradenberg in place of his sick ones, without
would amount to $100. Deduct
air of uniform temperature; and
pure
ol
ease
this
price.
It
is
ami without
occupied the chair
further, that these conditions Should all $40 for the cellar and we have a balance
Do you work lor extracted or comb seiiisli disregard to the interests of be under control by the apiarist.
of $60 in favor of cellai' wintering.
or
palliation
that
excuse
without
Others
honey, ami from which do you realize
For the present purpose we will conAnother item in its favor is that a
Convention
to
our
induced
bring
the
the best results ?
sider the most approved chaff hive on hive securely housed one half the yi
We
the
matter
Legislature.
before
some
one
of
imwas
This question
the one hand and the best arranged cel- will last, much longer than one that is
On hope to have a law similar to Utah's on lar on the other, in the attempt to prove constantly exposed. A common objecpoi tance, ami was ablj discussed.
account Of a lark of a home market for the foul brood matter, and if it works that the indispensable conditions re- tion made to cellar-wintering is the
Yellows in
extracted honey bee-keepers had almost as well as OUT law relating to
ferred to may be more nearly approxi- labor of carrying tin- hives into and out
peach trees in this State, which was mated in the cellar than out of door-.
I. honey as there
entirely WOl kea lore
of it. and perhaps doubling the operathe
by
forward
Michigan
brought
sale
iiad
tor all that
was a reaily
been
The rst condition in the order is per- tion i.\ giving them a mid-winter flight.
Pomological Association, this action of
produced.
That this cannot be so
fect i|iiiet.
We paid a man 50 cents for putting 25
will be regarded as of
R. 1.. Shoemaker strongly favored our Association
nearly attained out of doors seems evi- colonies into the cellar mf course under
extracted honey, advising nee-keepers great value i" bee- keepers everywhere. dent when we consider that there are our supervision). At this rate the cost
Parties receiving queens in cages
to use the extractor, and to place it upon
six months of exposure to storms of for the season of moving nil colonies
the market in neatand attractive shape, were urged to put them in other cages rain, bail and snow, with the accompany- would amount to $4.00.
Will that sum
clean,
lie fore putting thera
in
known
be
that
was
H
and.
pure,
with a guaranty
ing changes of temperature, which, cover the cost of packing 50 ehalt hives?
to destroy the bees
their
hives,
End
in
had
as
he
been
consumers
just
b
A superiority claimed for the doublewere despite the double-wall and packing.
getting in c
b honey, only hey would ami boil he cages in which queens
must have a disturbing effect upon the wall hive is tlial it will better protect
The opinion of the received from other apiaries, as a means sensitive cluster within. Furthermore, the bees from the heat of the sun.
get ii cheaper.
Convention was that more hone] could ot avoiding the risk of obtaining foul unless the apiary i.e securely fenced, Will it not also retain the heat generated
he taken with the extractor than in the brood in the purchase of ipieens from disturbances may arise from swine and within by brood-rearing longer than the
comb, hut tor lack of a market and other apiaries.
unruly cattle, or possibly from human single hive, the walls of which come
Many congratulatory letters and depredators.
demand tor extracted honey it paid best
into immediate contact with the cool
essays were received and read, and
in the '-'.lull.
The obstaelesin the way of the second night air? for summer protection we
Can fertilization in confinement he votes of thanks were unanimously condition, namely, total darkness, are think we have something that has all
if so.
how ? It was passed to the writers; among them U..I so gnat, bill do in a degree exist.
made a
the advantages with some of the disadanswered that i! was not as yet a sue were the following
Tic entrance left open for air will vantages of a chaff hive, and at a slight
ami maj never he.
wish to call the attention of the also admit light, and although hut a cost, n is an awning made ot canvas.
I
Introducing queens? A. A. Fraden
Michigan state Association to the im- faint ray. nuiv be sufficient to tempt .il" nil three leet wide b\ four lent long.
hern practiced the Betsinger plan ami portance of thoroughly organizing your them to flight when a disturbance oc- furnished With slats at each end. and
Mr. Nico- State by counties, into liee-keepei s' iOCi- curs, at a time when exposure would be with four screw hooks, one a', each corwas generally successful.
demus used a wire-cloth cage, of his eties. There are many who will attend fatal, thus gradually depleting the ner, which fasten I" four stakes. The
owai make, ami mi oduced b] Novice's County Associations hat will not at lend colony.
In the cellar special]} prepared canvas is prevented from resting on the
method. .1. A. Buckle w removed the the State or District Societies. The fur them there is not as can show, the top of the hive by a strip of board three
queen to be superseded ami placed the attendance at our meetings is
slightest obstacle ill the way of secur- or four inches wide, which serves as a
stlj
new queen in a wire-cloth cage. between local and therefore the necessity of ing total darkness.
sml of ridge-pole, ruder the awning
wo ot the brood COmbS lor is hours at county organizations not that would
The third condit Ion pure air of uni- the breezes play, and the line is shaded
"I
the end ol' that time he removed
form temperature although last in the and fanned when desirable, and when it
listrict
do away with the State and
he cage and in its Associations, but build them up b] order, is. am sure, first in importance. is ii.it it can be laid aside. In the hotthe stoppei B
plaee put a plug "I comb honey and spreading the knowledge of bee-culture This secured, and the problem ol u in
tesl weather, with our hives and awnallowed the bees io liberate the queen among tie farmers and thai class of lerillg bees has been practically so hid
ings, the bees do not cluster out except
themseh es when all was quiet.
who
are
still
ignorant
of
temperature,
produce
when ventilation has been neglected.
Changes
of
if
felt,
bee-keepers
How shall we feed bees that lack win the inventions and discoveries In disquiet That a colon] of bees wit The aw n ig. it must be remembered, is
Asall the Bchools ill their packing and oilier absorbents n pi nlccl ion Io (he hiv e from weal InTw hal ami w hen to feed ?
Ii
ter siores
scientific apiculture.
was answered that the tune in feed was of learning in various sciences have can be as thorough!] protected from beating as well as a source of comfort
In August ami September, ami louse adopted titles to distinguish them from these changes when the niurcury stands to the bees.
above zero and on
am now done with the subject under
ime '"in of he bee feeders now in use. other professions.
suggest that yon on one day at
or to lake a glaSS fi nil jar, Bll It, tie a bring the matter before your Associa- another at In below as the] could in a special consideration, but would like to
he mouth Of lie- jar and tion for investigation, &c., of adopting dry repository, with a range .a tem- add a few w.uds. personal and othera cloth over
May your light perature not to exceed lb docs not wise, Upon bee-keeping for Women.
invert it over the cluster oi' bees, and a title for beekeepers.
believe thai till- COD
nun c and nun e. until igleu anCe seem possible.
Within the last two Or three vears have
in that way a gallon of feed could be
h
Feed
in August
dition call be better secured ill tin eel
led in a few hours.
heard from various sources Hint I was
ami Bupersl ii Ion w ill be vanished
and September in order that the bees ..in land ami the light of scienl Iflc bee lar than by any method Ol out door about to give up i.e keeping, and the
under niv inference was invariably that it was
culture shall be seen ami appreciated packing that has yet CO
maj ha\ e one io cap ii o\ it befot
no longer profitable. The facts are that
For feed, use hone] oi by all the world. We are having Very obsen al ion.
cold weather.
ins climate, he ber
III
e not given Up bee keeping. Mill
Precise!] the best kind ol cellai n ill
best coffet A lugat made into s] up ol cold weat her for
various
like
the
kind-,
doubtless,
Ol
mi .meter w as dovi n to zero In No> em
about the consistency of honeyprobably never shall entirely. To what
the
new
lis
use.
a
Ii
aid
is
something'
with
ber.
Thai
fordiffi
shall continue it will depend
.v.
A
adenberg
by
of
a
bives
we
be
subject
extent
Mr.
but with the Chiefly upon whether or not it will confear many colonies ol bees will of opinion and del. ale
hive favored the Convention with an and
explanation ol 1>. A. Jones. a Canadian perish tins winter. We w inter on sum- essential characteristics secured, meth- flict with other duties that cannot be
bee-keeper's method of working bees as mer stands and with but liltle proteC ods may vary. A cellar for the accom- ignored.

explained b] Mr. Jones

(Touucutious.
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at
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the National
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and many of us had not put our modation
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To
I

all women, at some time or
come the query "What can

nearly

other, will

do for self support

m

ease

a

the

possible

1

emergency makes it necessary ?" it
came to me eight years ago, ami
would see what there was in
thought
Every year up to the
bee-keeping.
present has found me amply satisfied
returns
for my time and labor,
with the

it.

1

1

The

out the

I could rely
tor self support.
Whether I
could or not I was anxious to demonstrate by actual experience, for the

American Bee Journal

for

three times its cost, As to the wintering of bees, all that the JOURNAL contains on this subject is worth nothing to
benefit of other women as well as my us. as our bees winter themselves.
own. for although a failure on my part They go into winter-quarters with
would by no means signify failure for plenty of honey and are therefore, preothers, it would most certainly prove pared to take care of themselves. I
that what I could do others also could procured a Henderson queen last summer she is a real beauty. I am going
do.
1 wished to see how many colonies
to supply my apiary with queens from
I alone could do the work for. and also
Please send me the
how manv mi. re I could have sepervi- her next year.
This I Weekly and the money will be sent in
sion of and make profitable.
T. F. Biard.
have not been able to accomplish, and a short time.
Biardtown, Texas.
perhaps never shall. Duties that cannot be laid aside would now make the
[Certainly
if requested to do so, we
It may be that
attempt impossible.
other women have made the experiment cheerfully send on the Bee Journal
and brought it to a successful termina- and give a little time. In fact, we much
tion. I hope so, but do not know. There prefer to do so, rather than to take the
are many of us. however, who have
our " List " and then submade it profitable in proportion to the name from
time afterwards. All
it,
a
short
stitute
extent to which we have engaged in it.
All vocations are now open to woman, we want to know is— that it is desired
and it is a matter of little or no surprise to be continued, and hence give this
to see her try her hand at any of them
general notice.
while from the necessities existing we
r
eekly Bee
If any one desires the
are glad it is so, yet there are multitudes
of women who rejoice at opportunities Journal and it is not convenient to
toward self-support that do not lead pay for a year at once, they can send
away from home— "the woman's kingSI. 00 for 6 months, or 50 cents for 3
dom."
months. It costs no more in that way,
Officers elected for the ensuing year except the postage. For all fractions of
President, A. J.
were as follows
a dollar send one, two or three-cent
Cook, Lansing: Vice Prisidents, J. A.
Robinson, Battle Creek A. W. Colm, postage stamps.— Ed.]

upon

last*

was the best for upwards of 50 years. tor Of the American Bee JOURNAL,
The weather has been stunning for the has consented to be present and will
past 10 days, but more settled and mild deliver a lecture on Progressive Bee
Culture. Several other prominent beeJohn I). Hutchison.
to-day.
keepers are expected to be present. A
Glasgow, Scotland, Dec. 14, 1880.

;

but has not proved that

Illinois and
££?* The Northwestern
Southwestern Wisconsin P.ee- Keepers
Association will meet in Hie Temper
ance Hall, Freeport, 111,, on Tuesday,
heather honey harvest here Jan. 11, 1881. Mr. T. G. .Newman, edi-

Bees in Scotland.— As far as I can
learn from various districts in Scotland,
lues are all in excellent condition; I
hope thej » ill cont inue so till spring.

Wintering Bees. -1 have just received
Weekly Bee Journal with which
pleased.
would send you
I am much
now but quite a numthe money for
ber of US will send for it in a shorl
time, which is mucli easier than sending
We are using
for one copy at a time.
it
the Golden bee hive in this county
1 cannot afford to do withis a success.

j

15

general invital ion is extended to all interested in bee-culture to be present.

it

Space under Combs.— I
with the first number

Bee Journal.

Bee-Keepers' Exchange i.l.ll.Ni-llis). 2 75..
The 4 above-named papers
4 75..
]!eo Keepers' Instructor W.Thomas) 2 60.
2 60..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
5 7.',..
papers
The 6 above-na
25..
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth)
240..
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)

Not a Pound of Honey.— Another season is past and our labors are closed in
the apiary for 1886 and what is the result; simply a failure, not a pound of For Semi-monthly Bee Journal. $1.00 less.
surplus honey from 23 colonies; being For Monthly Bee Journal, tl-50 less.
the poorest season for honey since I
have kept bees; but I am not dishope for better things
I
couraged.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
next year. I must have the Weekly
BUYEKS' QUOTATIONS.
Bee Journal, cannot afford to lose a
number, even if I did not get any honey
CHICAGO.
i

i

:i

;

H.D.Edwards.

last year.

j

W

Delhi,

12

my

N.
with them r
North Union, O.

W. Williams.

[No if cold enough to chili them.
Let them alone till warm enough to fly,
then change the quilts.— Ed.]
;

r
Adulteration.— The W eekly American Bee Journal is at hand; I am

well pleased with it, particularly with
your article on adulteration. Continue
Let
to sound the trumpet of warning.

our brother bee-keepers read and reread. All such articles should be taken
to our county papers and copied into
them, so that every reader in the land
will become posted and a general cry
will go up to our legislators for more
stringent laws in the matter. The first
step is to educate our people against
Is there any better
adulteration.
chance to do this than through our local
E. Liston.
papers V
Virgil City, Mo.. Dec. 27, 1880.

comb honey held
in larger

;

HONEY.— Best

bees unprotected.
is to be a

I

nal

hereafter.

17(,<

ISc.

36
00
00
25

at lSft20c. in

1

packages. 15@16c; dark,

yellow, 20&24c; darker, 15® 17.

white

YORK.
comb honey,

fair do.,

;

small neat

:

;

BEESWAX—

am glad the Jour-

Weekly

2 35

2
5
3
2

15<;< ll'.e.
dark do.. 11@13 ;
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9@10c. dark, 7<a8c. ; southern strained.
S0@S5c.
Prime quality, 20@24c.

packages,

My

H. K. & F. B. THURB1JK &
CINCINNATI.

CO.

HONE

Y.— The market for extracted clover honey
is very good, and in demand at 10c. for the best, and
7@8c. for basswood and dark honey. The supply of
comb honey is good, with a fair demand. We pay

I

James S. Lord.
wish it success.
I have
Losses in Winter Feared.
16c. for the best.
Linden, N. Y.
BEKSWAX-18@24c.
C F. Muth.
about 50 colonies of bees they did well
here in the early part of the season, but
SAN FRANCISCO.
Good Yield.— I have 50 colonies of HONEY— Comb honey, 12614c. Extracted, choice
not so, in the latter part. I fear heavy
7(-r7 ,,c; off-colors, t;i-,7e.
losses in
bees before spring, the hybrids, and have sold $185. worth of white,
BEES WAX—22®24c. as to color.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
I wish the honey at 12J£ cents per pound, and have
weather is so rigorous.
Weekly Bee Journal all possible suc- consumed and given away some $60.
the
worth more.
Put me down for
James A. Buck.
cess.
Local Convention Directory.
Weekly Bee Journal.
Washington, D. C.
A. D. Buckly.
Weston, Texas.
1881.
Time and Place oj Meeting.
Jan. 11-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Freeport, 111.
Prospect for next Season.— Bees in
13, 14— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
the
DunComb Foundation.— While
our locality done poorly this season. I
18— Northeastern Wisconsin, atOshkosh, Wis.
have 125 colonies all in good condition ham foundation I believe is sold for the Feb. 2— Northeastern, at Rome. N. Y.
5, 6— Ashtabula Co., O., at Andover O.
in the Mitchell hive, all packed with same price as the other sorts, it is really
W. D. Uowells, Sec, Jefferson, O.
clover chaff, on their summer stands. worth more, from the fact that it is April 5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester. Ky.
7— Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
We look for a big thing in the way of more difficult to make." Twice have
E. Drane, Sec. pro tern., Eminence. Ky.
honey next year. The white clover is we read the above in the Bee Journal. Mav 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley, at Cambridge, Guernsey Co.. O.
abundant. Success to the Journal in May we add and for the other reason
J. A. Bucklew, Sec. Clarks, O.
that it does not sag, and entirely does
S. M. Oldhajl
its new form.
5— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
Wm. Williamson, Sec. Lexington, Ky.
away with any use for wax sheets, Sept.
Reynoldsburg, O., Dec. 28, 1880.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
pressed on strips of wood, paper, wires,
—Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
will excuse us we
friends
etc.
Our
In
order
jy
to have this Table complete. SecretaGood Crop.— The first number of the
Weekly Bee Journal to hand. lam hope— why mumble the truth as the ries are requested to forward full particulars of time
does a thistle, cautiously?
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
My bees have donkey
well pleased with it.
Hiram Roof.
Carson City, Mich.
done very well this year. I obtained
40 lbs. of honey from a second swarm,
Binders for the Bee Journal.
Had a Fly.— My bees have had a good
all in 1-lb. sections, and have plenty
Bees are well packed fly the last two clays, the first since the
to winter on.
out-doors.
The weather is very cold; end of October 'they are yet on the
10° below zero here now.
summer stands. Most of them are in
double-walled hives. I have about 40
D. P. Campbell.
colonies in Langstroth hives, and am
Park Hill, Ont., Dec. 30, 1880.
undecided whether to put them in the

—

;

1

1

;

sections

2 SO
3 75

Extracted, IkalOc.

NEW

A

;

Disturbing Bees in Winter.— Will it do
winter by putting on
mats? I have some mats on that are
made from old quilts they will not absorb the moisture, but let it freeze on
top of the frames. What shall I do

2 lb.
lie.

BEESWAX.-Choice
for Bees.— I have sold
comb honey in Buffalo at 18c. per
pound.
60 colonies are packed in
plainer shavings and are in good conman reported to me
dition so far.
to-day 9 colonies dead out of 90— frozen
he says. It will be a hard winter for

;

to disturb bees in

HONEY— Light
and

111.

Hard Winter

:

£cttcv Jlraiuev.

:i

i

:

[Several essays were read which have
been omitted from this report, but will
be published hereafter.— Ed.]

Sec.

:i

i

;

Treasurer. L. B Baker,
Belleview
Lansing; Secretary, T. F. Bingham,
Otsego.
Battle Creek, will be the next place
On account of being exof meeting.
tremely busy now I am not able to
write out the official report of proceedings, but hope to be able to furnish
them soon.
T. F. Bingham, Sec.

Stewart,

J.

this

:

;

[

My honey crop for

CLUBBING LIST.
season was over 5,600 lbs.; average over
50 lbs. per colony. I had more honey
We supply the Weekly A mcrlc:in 15ee .1 om -nal
ibis season than last.
My experience and any of the following periodicals. Cor 1881, at the
I prices quoted in the laBt column of figures. The
this fall is like Mr. Win. Canirn.
should
quite a space first column gives the regular price of both
there
be
think
under the combs in winter.
PublitlurB'Prioe. Club.
..*2 00
The Weekly Bee Journal CI'. O. Newman)
Ben.t. Franklin.
and Gleanings in [iee-Cultui e A. 1. Root)
00.. 2 75
Franklinton, N. Y., Dec. 27, 18S0.
en
2 60
Bee-Keepers' Mawtztne (A.. King)..

;

i

am well pleased
of the Weekly

'

:

j
'

'

;

j

!

cellar or not.

I lost

two-thirds in cellar

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
Cold Weather in Kentucky.— The ex- last winter.
Hiram Craig.
the back, for the American Bee .Journal for 1880,
extremely cold weather ot November
at the following prices, postage paid
Fort Calhoun, Neb., Dec. 13, 1880.
many
weak
colonies,
has killed a good
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
Leather and cloth
75c.
and the strong ones have suffered more
Z8~ The Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association
or less. But few bees here are prepared will
hold their Eleventh Annual Convention, in the
B3T" Binders for the Weekly Bee Journal
thoroughly enough to endure such cold Common Council chamber, at Utica, N. Y,, on the 2d.
and 4th days of February, 1881. The Executive postpaid, 85 cents.
weather, and I fear many will perish 3d
Committee are determined to maintain the high
B^" We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
before spring comes.
N. P. Allen.
standing the Association has justly gained in the
past, and propose to out-do all former efforts at the or Magazine desired.
Smith's Grove, Ky., Dec. 13, 1880.
coming Convention. Essays or addresses are exTHOMAS G. NEWMiSf,
HasWilliams
Prof.
J.
from
Capt.
W.
F.
pected
974 West Madison Street, Chicago, III.
James Heddon
brouck Mrs. Frances Dunham
:

;

Much Needed.— I am

;

;

;

greatly pleased Chas. Dadant H. A. Burch Jno Y. Detwiler C. P.
Dadant A. G. Thurber w. A. House A. J. King
that our editor has concluded to give us Julius
Hoffman and others.
The want of A gold medal will be awarded
weekly
Bee
Journal.
a
for best essays, on
" The different racesof bees
following subjects
such an aid to our labors was much felt the
and their crosses." "Wintering bees," "Marketing
honey season, when timely honey." "How can we make the apiary the most
The Outlook.— The present outlook during the
?"
articles from our best writers were profitable
For best essay upon any subject outside of those
for bees is not at all encouraging in this
gladly
perused
eagerly
looked
for
and
mentioned,
one tested Cyprian queen, donated by L.
bees
their
on
section. Many have left
C. Root.
Diplomas will be awarded for best display of imsummer stands wholly unprotected, as soon as received.Wm. S. Barclay.
plements
the best comb foundation tor broodwhich means, live if you can. The bees
chamber for surplus boxes best honey extractor
Beaver, Pa., Dec. 20, 1880.
best bee smoker for the most practical bee hive.
went into winter-quarters much less in
One dollar each, for the best craie of honey in the
numbers per colony than usual many
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

QS ENGBAVINGS.

:

TheKENDALL,
Horse
BY

M. D.

B. J.

;

:

;

;

;

most marketable shape, and for the best package of

;

Bees Need a Fly.— My bees have all
more dying late in the fall and early
winter than usual, leaving bees gen- been housed for some time they need
Heavy losses in bees are
erally in poor condition for the long a fly now.
winter. I much like the appearance of reported among those who use box or
the Weekly Bee Journal and I single-walled hives.
M. G. Reynolds.
heartily wish it a happy new vear.
A. Rice.
Williamsburg, Ind., Dec. 21, 1S80.
Byron, HI., Jan. 3, 1881.

extracted honev.
For the neatest and best honey crate and section
boxes (cost, quality and finish to be considered), one

—

;

|

tested Italian queen, donated bv Geo. W. House.
All are invited to send implements for competition
or exhibition. Articles sent to the Secretary will be
sold or otherwise disposed of as the owner may
direct. It is desired that all articles sent be thesame
as kept iu stock, or forwarded to purchasers
L. C. Root. Pres.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms ; cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drnus used for the Imrse. with
the ordinary doafi, eflecte and antidote when a poison: a table with an engraving o1 the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information,
Price 35 ceuts.— Sent on receipt of price, by

THOMAS G. XEVVMAX,
974

WeBt Madisou

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:
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RATES FOR ADVEBTI8IXG.
words

A

line will contain about elsht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One to three weeks, each
" ormore"
Four

;

fourteen

«0 cts.
18 "
15

insertion,
"

Eight,

per

line.

'

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

1-2

"

lO

'

8

Fifty-two

'

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the coiTtract. will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
THE AMERICAN BEE JOUBNAL Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
evi-r, -t;it e. Territory and Province, nmnnt: farmers,
mechanics, pr. >fesM"r>;il unil business men. and is.
therefore the best advertising: medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.,

Chicago,

111.
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local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of t^e Association printed in the blanks
forTo cents extra.

g^When
dress,
as the

%g-

changing a postotfice admention the old address as well

new

one.

We have prepared Ribbon Badges

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
lame bee in gold. Trice 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

^Instead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or S cent stamps.
can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.
letters,

We
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to the seasons alluded to, will entirely

prevent the closing of the ventilator
with propolis, and at the same time
prove the value of " lower ventilation
in winter " and in summer.
Des Moines, Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Rocky Mountain Bee
d.

—

s.

Plant.

GRIMES.

Some

of the descriptions of this plant
Cleome integrifolia— hardly do it justice

as a honey-producer. It grows to the
height of four or five feet, with hard
woody fibers like mustard, often measuring more than one inch in diameter.
The seeds are borne in pods much the
size and appearance of the black mustard. It blooms early in the spring,
in

bloom

until frost.

As

to all others.
It is not troublesome in cultivated
grounds, but prefers the roadside or
waste places. We value it highly, and
without doubt, is worthy the attention

Stingless Bees of South America.

REV.

3.

the season advances the spikes of the
beautiful flowers continue to grow in
length, with seeds and flowers in all
stages of growth from the full pods to
The leaves
the new opening bloom.
throw off a very offensive odor when
handled.
As a honey-producing plant it is
second to no other. In our apiary we
have forty colonies of bees, and although
we are located among vegetable and
fruit gardens our bees prefer this plant

For the American Bee Journal.

The

No.

and continues

the United States or Canada.

Europe oO cents extra.

Entered at Chicago pout

HONEY.

19, 1881.

A

NEWMAN,
ST.,

JANUARY

hive begins to drive the bees to the outside for air, say when the mercury
stands at about 90° to 100 lJ in the shade.
Work in hives thus treated will usually
go on without interruption, when hives
that are not suitably ventilated are
and a faithful guard must then occupy almost wholly idle. On the approach of
the place of the smoker, bee-vail and cool weather the ventilator should be
guantlets. As for myself I think the closed until preparations for winter.
latter preferable and decidedly the
About November 1st in this latitude,
cheapest. While we all want the best (better October 1st) the hives should be
bee the world affords, we should not, suitably packed for winter, when the
increase our present difficulties by ventilator in the bottom may be opened,
grasping at the near shadow of these and coarse straw or litter stuffed under
untried rovers of the tangled wilds of the hive to prevent the cold air entering
Brazil.
the hive until sufficiently tempered by
Walton, Ky., Jan. 3, 1881.
its passage through the straw.

Editor and Proprietor,
974

ILL.,

hives against their depredations, except
the fear of being stung.
Let it but
once be generally known that our bees
cannot sting, and our honey will be
pilferred as constantly as our mellons
and fruit.
big dog, and shot-gun,

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

^0^

JOHNSON.

of bee-keepers.

a few days ago, a copy of
Mr. Hawley's circular upon the stingless bee, mentioned in the American

Denver, Col.

I received,

Bee Journal

of

January

5th.

As

For the American Bee Journal.

I

My

suppose thousands of these circulars
are distributed among the bee-keepers
of America, many of wkotn are yet

W. D. WRIGHT.

inexperienced,

new advocate

it is well to notice this
for public favor.

I have to report the poorest season
since 1869 in this section. Last fall I
placed half of my bees in a bee-house,

think the introduction of an
entirely new variety of bee at this time,
whose merits are yet untried, is exceedingly injudicious. Only last year we
received the Cyprian which is still on.
trial.
We do not yet know their true
merits in their purity, much less when
crossed with other varieties.
We all
know the difficulties we have encoimted
with mixtures in the past. Let us not
increase them, by introducing, to any
great extent, new families, until we
thoroughly test our present importations. Think of approaching a hive of
"bees we thought stingless, yet in which
one-fourth or one-eighth are vindictive
1st. I

above ground

hybrids, armed with "venom-tipped
javelins I" The very thought settles it.

Cleome

2d. From the testimony of Mr. Wagner and others, who years ago investigated the merits of all these new
claimants, their honey gathering quali-

integrifolia, or

Lower Ventilation in Winter.
uncertain, and their ability to
.T. M.
SHUCK.
endure our vigorous winters is exceedingly questionable. In truth from Mr.
The ventilator in the bottom of the
Hawley's statements, some of these
bees produce a honey which is unfit for hive, recommended by the lamented
use.
3d.

|

I

apiarists,

advocate

that the bottom ventilator be open and
Quiuby. seems to be misunderstood by unprotected during the entire winter.
some of our bee-keepers (see article by While this latter practice seems exin American Bee Jour- treme, some very fine results have atnal of Jan. 5, 1881.)
tended it, but nothing equal to the more
This hole in the bottom of the hive conservative practice of opening the
was doubtless intended, originally to ventilator for winter and protecting
ventilate the hive during the heated with straw in the way indicated.
term of the honey season, and was
Strong wire-cloth should be used, that
afterwards found to be useful in winter. cannot be cut by rats or mice, and not
In use, the ventilator should be closed more than ten meshes to the inch.
from March 1st until the heat in the Such wire-cloth as this, with the care as

Wm Camm

l

It may not be known upon what
theory this ventilation is beneficial in
winter, but long continued use and
frequent tests have proven its value,
which is of more importance than the

mere theory.
.Some eminent

;

they were in good con-

dition when put in, and wintered quite
well, considering the warm weather we
had. As I was building a shop, with a
bee cellar underneath, the rest of our
bees were left upon the summer stands,
until the cellar was ready to receive
them, which was much later than I expected; and as they were totally unprepared for wintering out of doors, they
suffered considerably from cold snaps
in the early winter. When removed to
the cellar quite a number of them
showed signs of dysentery. The weather
was so warm after placing them in the
cellar, that I could not keep it at the
temperature, consequently
requisite

Bocky-Mountain Bee Plant.

For the American Bee Journal.

ties are

We consider the stings of our
blacks and Italians an actual advantage.
The bee-keeper who is careful and intelligent in the management of his bees,
need not be stung, and even if stung,
in the course of a year or two he becomes so inoculated with the poison,
that he is no longer affected by it.
Thieves we know are prevalent everywhere, and nothing often protects our

Report for 1880.

The cellar was
damp, which of course did
not help matters any, and the result
was that I lost quite heavily. As the
they were very uneasy.
also quite

weather turned out, they would probably have wintered quite as well if they
had been left on their summer stands
the remainder of the winter.
The spring was one of the worst for
bees that

I

have ever experienced.

There were but few pleasant days on
which bees could flv with safety cold,
bleak winds, and cloudy weather pievailed most of the time, when it was
;

almost sure death to the little workers
to venture beyond the entrance of their
Instead of increasing as usual
hives.
in May. they were at a stand still, or
even decreasing in numbers,

:
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The different ways we have tried to
commenced the season with 165 colo- proper name, the dear people buy it in any other of our animals will perfectly
some of them were very small. their honey, candy, sugar, golden syrup, copy the parents, or be just alike. It is prevent swarming are, distroying queen
and so Mr. Moon is cells, introducing empty comb in broodI received an increased of 68 swarms drips, and in other commodities we contrary to nature
nest weekly, exchanging strong with
surely correct.
(mostly natural) and 4,503 lbs. of sur- know not of.
The nearest approach to perfect re- weak colonies, dividing colonies, inIf your druggist sells you poison the
plus honey, all from buckwheat (3,325
or offspring, creasing by the shaking off process
lbs. of the above was comb honey, the law compels him to label it.that no harm production and uniformity
balance extracted). This gives about may come of it. Then why not compel which 1 have met, is shown by the Pal- (see G. M. Doolittle, American Bee
page 355, 1879), introducing
38 per cent, increase, and an average of these men to do the same V 'Tis true estine bees— Holy Land bees. This, of Journal,
I

nies,

;

little over 27 lbs. of surplus honey to
each colony, against an increase of 65
per cent, and an average of 91 lbs. and
a fraction (J of which was comb honey;
of surplus honey to each colony last

a

they

may

not

sell

,

New

menced

storring

buckwheat honey, and

For the American Bee Jouruul.

continued moderately for about four
weeks.
The Duplication of Queens.
I notice that several correspondents
complain of the frequent failure of
D. A. PIKE.
buckwheat to secrete honey. In this
section it is our main dependence for
It is not my intention to stir up the
surplus, and has not failed to give us a much-vexed question of queens dupliyears.
past
six
fair yield for the
cating themselves, but I wish to show
My bees are all in one location, and to the readers of the American Bee
there is probably 150 colonies besides, Journal that it was no fault of mine
within a radius of one mile. I am con- that the test did not come off. I sent
fident that this locality was over-stocked the queen to Prof. A. J. Cook on the
this season, and think that I could have 14th of June, according to contract. I
made as good a report from half the did not hear anything from him direct
number of colonies.
until Sept. 12, but I heard from the ediKnowersville, N. Y.
tor of the Journal that Prof. Cook had
received the queen, and he was rearing
the queens to make the test. Here is
For the American Bee Journal.
what he says about the queen and her
Adulteration of Honey with Glucose. daughters
L. H.

Lansing. Mich., Sept.

SCUDDER.

Dear

Sir

:

The queen came

and was safely introduced

;

I

2, 1880.
all right,

feel certain

Feeling as I do the importance of that I acknowledged her receipt at the time.
waging an incessant warfare against She is very Deautiful, and her young queens
the use of the " vile stuff " in adulterating honey, sugar and syrups of all kinds,
I desire to urge upon all the necessity
of agitating the question until we secure the passage of a law by Congress
against the adulteration of food of any
kind. It will be useless to undertake
to secure the passage of a law simply to
prevent the adulteration of honey, for
we will not be able to secure the necessary pressure to accomplish it. I recently had a conversation with our
member of Congress on the subject, and
he informed me that a general law prohibiting the adulteration of all articles
of food would be more easily obtained,
because more would be interested in the
passage of such a law, if we could
cause them to see the importance of it.
We as honey producers feel the effects
of the adulteration of honey keenly, because it is a death-blow to our business
unless we can secure protection. Just
let me call your attention to a few facts
in relation to the matter. First, please
notice the fact that now with less than
one-fourth of a crop of honey, there is
no appreciable advance in the price of
Why? Because
extracted honey V
" Glucose " is cheap and unprincipled
long as enough
so
men numerous, and
honey can be obtained to flavor the compound, the market will be supplied with
" pure honey." Notice the market quotations on extracted honey for the last
three years and you will discover no
fluctuation worthy of notice, notwithstanding the great difference in the
annual products. Our friends have long
been wishing for firm prices for honey,
and they seem at last to have their wish
7 to 8 cents seems to be the fixed price
at wholesale in Chicago for extracted
honey.
Let me caution you not to be too confident that even such prices can be obtained in the near future. Just note, if
you please, how rapidly the manufacture of glucose is increasing factories
are being started in all parts of our
country, enough are already in operation to consume five millions of bushels
of corn annually in the west alone. Now
when you take into consideration the
fact that they obtain over three gallons
"
per bushel of what they call " glucose
or " corn syrup " you will see that over
fifteen million gallons annually are thrown
upon ora markets to be sold and used
But mark you, not
in various ways.
one gallon is sold to the consumer by its
;

and drones have been greatly admired by
many visitors; her young queens are all
beautiful. I am very busy, but will try to
A. J. Cook.
send you a queen soon.

The
will

readers of the

Bee Journal

judge for themselves in regard to

the queens. For their benefit let me
say that I have had the albino bees since
1873 in my judgment, they have proved
they are
to be a superior race of bees
better honey gatherers than the Italians,
and are more gentle to handle. Suecess to the American Bee Journal.
;

;

Smithsburg, Md.

[As Prof. Cookisquoted inthe above,

we requested him to
the test for the Bee
as follows :— Ed.]

report the result of

Journal, and

it is

Mr. Pike's letter gives me the opportunity which I desire, to rise and explain. The facts as given by Mr. Pike
are wholly correct, though he fails to
add that 1 wrote him that the young
queens were not exact copies of the one
he sent. I wrote the result to him, as
I thought he was the proper person to
give it publicity, inasmuch as I understood that the sequel had no importance
so far as he and Mr. Moon's contract
was concerned, as I supposed that was
given up.
I repeat here substantially what I
wrote to Mr. Pike. The queen was a
great beauty so every one said, and I
showed her to many. Her worker progeny were also well marked, very bright
and beautiful. Her drones were also
exceedingly fine, the most highly colored ones I have ever seen. The young
queens were also very beautiful, but not
one was there which was not easily distinguished from the mother, and that,
,

too, after they had fully developed and
were well to laying. The workers were
not all just alike, nor were the drones.

These conclusions were not mine alone,
but were those of my students and many
others whose opinions I asked. I may
add, that the colony did not equal some

my

others in rapidity of increase,
it was a good one.
I believe this queen and her progeny
are what we may expect from long,
careful and faithful selection, with color
as our chief object. The longer we thus
carefully breed, the greater uniformity
will we secure
but we can never attain
that point where we shall be perfectly
certain that the offspring of our bees or
of

though

;

a young queen, giving plenty of empty

a mixture so destruc- course, is the result of close in-and-in
breeding by nature. While from the
most severe selection of the fittest by
the same relentless hand, no deterioraNow
tion, but rather the increase in excellence, have been the unvarying result.
Yet even here we shall see variation
from perfect uniformity. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., Dec. 13, 1S80.

tive as arsenic or any of the deadly
poisons, but just as certainly injurious
my friends, in
as any of them.
justice to ourselves and humanity, let
until the peocontinue
our
warfare
us
season.
White and melilot clover yielded no ple by their Representatives in Congress
honey this season in this section. Bass- assembled, say to those men that their
wood yielded well for three or four days goods must be properly labeled and sold
and then stopped short, but as the hives on their own merits.
I fancy when that is done there will
contained but little honey at this time,
the bees appropriated it for their own be a decline in the Sulphuric Acid and
as
five
or
ray market.
it
much,
old
needed
they
use, and
Boston, 111.
six weeks of 'scarcity followed this short
flow. On August 10th, the bees com-

comb and

chaff hive as non-swarmer.
In the beginning of our bee-keeping
bee-keeping
friend told us that
career a
swarming could be very easily controlled by destroying queen-cells; we
did not know any different at that time
That
and consequently believed it.
season turned out to be a good honey
year and as we had only transferred
colonies (which are not very liable to
swarm anyhow), under our care, they
For the American Bee Journal.
did not swarm, to speak of.
Loss of Bees in Winter.
The second year proved to be a good
honey season also a good share of our
HIRAM ROOP.
bees being transferred colonies, plenty
of surplus room was given and all queenWe have often hinted in the Bee cells destroyed, they worked nicely in
that
one-half
of
all
the
bees
Journal
boxes and swarmed very little that year.
were lost, each winter, in the Northern By that time we believed in destroying
States. Our assertion was based upon queen-cells as an infallible means to
facts, gleaned from a wide scope of prevent swarming and made our plans
country, each spring, as to the condi- for the following season accordingly and
tion of bees, how wintered, etc.
what was the result V The season failed
We are now having another severe to give us any great amount of surplus.
winter what the result will be on the Honey came in just fast enough to keep
honey gatherers, is easily conjectured. bees breeding nicely, but too limited to
We apprehend that two-thirds of the induce them to work in boxes. Swarmcolonies in Michigan will be lost. Shall ing time arrived and in spite of our
we, then, after a few ineffectual trials distroying queen-cells, swarms poured
at a more rational method for safe win- out by the wholesale, our increased latering, sit down and allow this sweep- bors in cutting out cells availed us
We can nothing the more we worked the more
ing destruction to go on ?
winter, safely enough, in a good cellar, these swarmed, with or without queenbut, alas, the spring; for our part, we cells.
would rather have 100 colonies left out
We transferred, that season, 15 coloof 200 wintered on summer stands, than nies for a bee-keeping friend, he aswell
to have 150 left out of the same num- as ourselves felt very anxious, that
ber wintered in any cellar or depository. these be kept from swarming and to
Carson City, Mich.
accomplish this, we made it a point to
examine them once a week, taking particular pains that no cells were overthe
American
Bee
Journal
For
looked. Everything went well until the
the next day, after
latter part of June
Prevention of Swarming.
we had again destroyed all queen-cells,
out,
the
next day another,
a
swarm
came
GRE1NER BROS.
the third day still another and the fourth
When we take the above heading for day three more, and by the time we
our subject, it is not with the intention called again, a week latter, 8 of the 15
to take the position of instructors we colonies had swarmed and before the
only wish to give our 5 years experience season had passed, we had changed our
on this point, to show that it requires ideas in regard to prevention of swarms
time and experience to get acquainted by destroying queen-cells.
We read, that the introduction of an
with the business, and persistent labor
empty comb in the middle of the broodto make it profitable.
Amongst other difficulties, swarming nest would keep a colony a week from
seems to take the lead in causing disap- swarming and also that bees with a
pointments, and to illustrate this we young queen would not swarm. This
will relate an incident, which came we tried the next year; we had lost
under our observation this season.
quite a number of colonies that winter
We had occasion to pass a neighbor, and consequently had a good many
who kept some bees in the old fashioned combs at ouj disposition, these we used
box-hive way of letting bees have their as stated, forming a new colony with a
own way, very frequently this summer, young laying queen of every 8 frames
and the bee question formed a good of brood, which we took, one from a
share of our conversation whenever we hive, to make room for the empty comb.
met. These few colonies of our friend Now did this keep our bees from swarmwere nicely to work in boxes they were ing V No no more than did the distinctilled with comb and honey ready to be- tion of queen-cells the year previous.
gin capping about the middle of June.
After that we divided our Dees this,
The next time we passed, our neighbor if queen-cells are destroyed, will unmet us with joyful countenance and in- doubtedly keep them from swarming,
formed us that his bees had swarmed, but on account of the heavy increase,
considering himself the lucky gainer of colonies are weakened too much for
so many swarms.
On questioning working in the boxes, consequently the
" Do they work yet in boxes V" he an- object to produce the most surplus is
swered
better way is to increase by
"No; they not only stopped missed.
working, but they have taken all the the shaking off process we commenced
honey they had in the boxes, with them, with those that were making strongest
when they swarmed." We learned at preparation for swarming and by close
the close of the season, that our friend watching and repeating this operation
had only comb without honey for bis as often as other colonies would show
share, his bees never went to work in any inclination to swarm, we kept the
said boxes.
upper hand of our bees pretty well but
Cases of this kind all bee-keepers have still they swarmed more than we wished
experienced and it is a settled matter, and hoped for. We transferred 6 colothat swarming must be controlled, the nies late this spring, in June, and as
only question is, which is the most profit- honey was coming in plentiful at that
able way. To ascertain this, we have time applied our section cases right off.
studied every thing that has been writ ten One week after we divided or rather inon the subject for the last 8 or 4 years, creased these by the shaking off proand have experimented on nearly all the cess, giving the three sets of comb and
week later,
different methods, which older bee- a young laying queen.
keepers have pronounced the best. We one of these three swarmed, this or
would say here that we never had the course did not meet our approval for
privilege yet, to be with our bees con- we wished to have them continue work
stantly through swarming time, but in the sections as they had commenced,
could visit them only once a week; of and for that reason we hived them back,
course we had to adopt plans according catching the queen and clipping her
to this unfavorable circumstance and wings at the time, thinking that this
could not manage our bees to suit our operation would put a final stop to the
ill-behavior of thisuumanagable queen.
own ideas.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

A

;

;

A

—

—
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But no, another week and out they came
again, this time a queenless oolonj tor
tEe queen was wingless and unable to
ilv
we picked Lei out of the grass and
as soon as the swarm returnea, put her
back in the hive; this was their last
attempt and the colony made us abont
90 lbs. of comb honey this summer the
whole lot has averaged 76 lbs. per colony
from the original six.
.

;

:

We

have also exchanged weak with
Strong colonies; this may have a tendency to keep both from swarming but
it is by no means a certainty, and as we
do not aim to have weak colonies in
swarming time for that purpose, the
plan cannot be very well followed up.
it has been supposed and remarks
have been made to that effect, that a
hive with sufficient chaff protection and
plenty of empty comb would form a
To test
most" perfect non-swarmer.
this, we built a hive with about 4 inches
of chaff all around, supplied the necessary comb and transferred a colony into
the same; we did not expect that this
colony would do anything but work, at
least not until all the combs were Idled
with brood and honey. But how great
was our surprise, upon returning home
from one of our weekly trips, to hear
that our non-swarmer had followed suit
by also giving a swarm.
To sum it all up, our 5 years' experience has brought us to the conclusion
that under our present circumstances,
the shaking off process is the most
desirable way of managing to keep bees
in working condition through swarming
time, but if we could be with our bees

hole 3 inches long and
inch wide in the honey-board, and
look the lid Off the cloth, when the
young bees and the drones Hew around
within this box, as if they were living
Every afternoon
in and out of a hive.
the lid was taken off the cloth 2 hours,
and then replaced.
I have 2 queens in my apiary that
mated by this process, and they were
the only ones that I tried, as it was too
late in the season to experiment further;
but I can with safety say, that by the
end of another season there will be
hundreds of queens mated by this process, and fertilizing queens in confinement will be proclaimed a success.

made a small

I

'..

Dent, O.

s rUCT/OXSM^OM
aRLEim
<£f.

Bees

in

that the

Minnesota.—I

am

well pleased

Journal

to

come every

is

week in place of once a month. Last
spring I had 12 colonies, which were
wintered in a dry cellar without losing
any sold 1 increased to 22 ; obtained
about 350 lbs. of comb honey, and plenty
of honey for wintering. I bought 20
colonies of blacks in box hives last fall,
then I heard of diffor $00, making 42
ferent persons who were going to kill
I obtained
their bees for the honey.
permission to " drive" the bees out, and
thus obtained 16 colonies more, all
;

;

;

constantly, we would let them swarm blacks. In December I bought all of
the natural way. Of course, we would Mr. Nelson Perkins' apiary, there being
take the precaution to get our bees as 30 colonies of Italians and hybrids, 30
strong as possible by the use of division empty hives, 2-30 combs in frames, exboards and changing combs, and rear tractor and boxes, making in all 88 colour queens in the forepart of the season onies. I have lost 2 queens up to date
to have them laying and ready for use. they are wintering well to all appearThen, when a swarm issues, we would ance. It has been down to 40° below
hive it on the stand of the strongest zero here this winter. The fanners here
colony that is the nearest ready to are going to sow considerable Alsike
swarm and remove this one to a new clover in the spring. I intend to enlocation. The mother colony, which is courage it all I can, I will sow all the
then queenless, must be provided with sweet clover I can in waste places. How
a young queen, and all queen-cells of close can I put my hives together in the
those from which no swarms are de- spring and have them do well ? Will it
The entire do to feed amber cane syrup to stimusired, must be destroyed.
apiary should lie managed in this w-ay late breeding in the spring V
and by close attention and judicious
Wm. Lossing.
application of surplus room an abunHokah, Minn., Jan. 13, 1881.
dant crop of honey may be expected.
[Four to six feet between hives at the
Maples, N. Y.
sides, and 8 to 10 feet between, at front
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Poor Winter for Bees.—The Weekly

best, had queens bred from a colony
that I procured from Mr. Oatman. The
queens are very prolific and the workers
great foragers, being fully up to the
reputation given them by Mr. Ileddon.
I intend to give the Cyprians a thorough
tesl next season.
I expect to get two
Cyprian queens next spring from Mr.
Alley. I am highly pleased to have the
E$EE JOURNAL weekly, surely you have
taken a step that bee-keepers may well

Bee Journal comes to hand all right.
am well pleased with it contents, and
only wish
knew how to get as much
1

I

information in regard to bee-culture
with the same money as I expect to receive from the

Weekly

in

the next

12

The past season here was
months.
rather poor for bees, but I think they

generally went into wtnter-quarters
with enough honey to carry them
The winter so far, lias been
feel proud of.
I cannot understand through.
how any one can undertake to keep very severe and bees that are neglected
bees without the aid of the Bee Jour- will be lost. I feel very easy about my
nal. The writings of Mr. (i. M. Doo- bees. I have them packed in chaff on
I have wintered
litile in the American Bee Journal their summer stands.
for 1880, were of infinitely more value them in that way for the past 9 years.
John I. Martin.
than the year's subscription. In fact
Falls City. Neb., Jan. 8, 1881.
each number is a feast of good things
Leonidas Carson.
to the apiarist.
Frederick, O.. Jan. 7, 1881.
Superiority of Italians.— Bees done
poorly here last seaion. Many will die
Sections.— Will you please advise me this winter for want of stores, though
through the Bee Journal, which size mine have plenty to winter on. except
of sections would be preferable to adopt. a few black colonies. I took about 700
I am a. new beginner in the bee busi- lbs. of comb honey from about 30 coloness, and have not produced any comb nies the Italians and hybrids leading
Your
honey as yet to speak of, and before ma- the blacks about 75 per cent.
king frames, buying sections, etc., I valuable Journal is read with much
profit.
W.
H.
Smith.
would like the opinion of some one ex- interest and
Burlington, Iowa, Jan. 10, 1881.
perienced in the business, as to whether
bees will store as well in the small
4 14 x4 14 sections as in larger ones, and
Wants the Weekly.— You will have to
also whether honey in the larger sections change my subscription to the Weekly
will bring as good prices as in the small Journal. I subscribed for the Semiones ? Will bees store as rapidly where Monthly but I cannot do without the
separators are used as where they are Weekly. It has been a good Monthly
E. Hunt.
not?
and I have no fear but it will be just as
Sheridan, Mich.
good a Weekly. I wish you success.
Big Springs, Mich.
J. Precious.
market shows no preference be;

'

[The
[We do so, with pleasure, and if there
tween 1 and 2 lb. boxes, nor do the bees.
Opinion is divided regarding separators are any others who desire to change to
being a hindrance, on which question the Weekly, we will with pleasure accomodate them. Ed.]
we take negative grounds.— Ed.]

;

and

rear,

which

will give

ample room to

Catnip and Jessamine.— These are exToo cold for anything.— The mercury
cellent honey plants in this locality
up on January 8th and again last
much better than others I see noticed
night at 10 p.m., and remained frozen
froze

The cold is ina.m. to-day.
All business is suspended. The
zero since
above
not
been
has
mercury
Christmas much suffering prevails. I
fear it will kill most of the bees here
many are dead now. Mine are still dry
and nice being strong and well packed.
The weather since Nov. 1 1S80, is the
severest known to the oldest inhabitant.
E. A. Morgan.
iucadia, Wis., Jan. 14, 1881.

until
tense.

;

;

,

Bees in good Condition.— I had a light
yield of honey the past season, but
Mating Queens in Confinement.
1 doubled up my colonies and they have
They
plenty of honey to winter on.
KING CRAMER.
are on the summer stands and are at
this writing in excellent condition.
For several years I have read in the
They have not had a flight since the
American Bee Journal the different
middleof November. The weather has
methods tried of mating queens in conbeen steady and very cold. I hope you
finement, and all the experiments that
will make a success of the Weekly Bee
I have read of were made with a box or
Journal for I think that it cannot be
it.
the
end
of
a barrel with a glass in
published and read too often by the
If a queen or a drone flies up and strikes
Upon the close reading of the
apiarist.
that glass, there will be no more mating
Bees had a Fly.— My bees are in fine good experience of the many, our sucthat day. There is no better way to condition, on summer stands, under a cess greatly depends.
kill bees than to let them butt against a
Wm. P. Evritt.
Davis, Mich.
shed eight feet wide and fifty feet long.
glass. Not only that, who can tell just
Yesterday was warm enough for them
queen
for
out
the
the right time to take
I
to take a fly, but to-day is very cold.
Dysentery.— I had 18 colonies last fall
confinement or mating V I at once saw have not heard of any material loss of
most of them well packed in chaff on
that could not be practicable, and began
bees in this section this winter. I have
with plenty
some experiments, the result of which, received two copies of the Weekly Bee their summer stands, andsoon as cold
of sealed honey, but as
together with the modus operandi of arpleased
Journal, and to say that I am
weather set in, they began to come out
riving at it, I purpose, with your conwith it would not fully express my ap- of their hives and die, till about onesent, to lay before your readers.
preciation. I always expect to work for fourth of them are dead, and the rest
I took a frame of brood, with as many
its interest and for the noble work in
Some left
young bees as I could get, and put them which it is engaged. I wish it a rich are in a very bad condition.
from 10 to 20 lbs. of nice capped honey
the second story of a Langstroth
W. W. Lynch.
harvest this vear.
Some of the combs are
in the hives.
hive, with a strong colony of bees in the
Maysville, Ky., Jan. 14, 1881.
badlv daubed up. Will that honey do
lower story in order to get their heat for
to feed other bees in the spring V Or
the occupants of the upper story, as the
Result of last Season.— With 56 colo- will those daubed combs be injurious
nights (about the 1st of September)
it is dysentery
were getting cold. Now we have a nies last spring (poor as the season to young bees ? I think
honey gathered late in
small swarm of bees in the upper story, was) I obtained a nice lot of honey. I caused by bad
J. M. Pearson.
with the honey-board between the bees purchased an extractor last spring and the fall.
Troy, Ohio.
below and those above, and also a honey- the result was really surprising. From
9 colonies I obtained 93 gallons or over
board over the upper bees.
[When the bees can fly in the spring,
On the second day they were there I 1 ,000 lbs. of as nice honey as ever graced the honey, even though a little sour,
gave them a queen-cell. In two days it a table or tickled the palate of an epihatched out. I then gave them 10 or 15 cure. Of comb honey I cannot say to a will not injure the bees. The daubed
young drones. Now 1 had the queen, certainty how much I obtained. I ex- combs will very soon be cleaned up by
drones and bees all confined in the upper perimented with one colony to see what the bees.— Ed.]
story of the hive. The bees were fed could be done scientifically and I obtained 79 lbs. of nice comb honey in
and watered every morning.
Cold.— It is 26° below zero here this
The fertilizing box is 2 feet high, and small boxes. The others, to a great exmorning, but we think it will not disfits the hive on the top.
It has a muslin tent worked on the let-alone plan, gave
136 colonies of bees very much.
cloth tacked over the upper end and the me from 5 to 10 lbs. of honey or a fine turb our
Rust Brothers.
swarm of bees. I also reared a number
lid of the hive over that.
Ellicottville, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1681.
of queens. Those colonies that did the
three
the
For tne American Bee Journal.

m

When

queen was

days

old,

manipulate one row without interfering
with the next. We think a good article of amber cane syrup could be used
to advantage for spring feeding. When
the bees can pass in and out of the hives
with perfect freedom, many kinds of
feed may be sparingly given, which
would prove disastrous if given in large
quantities to winter on.— Ed.]

in the

Bee Journal.
Albert

E. Foster.

Covington, Ky.

Wintering Well.— I am wintering 72
colonies, they are all right now, except
one that is wasting away. I think more
than one-half of the bees in this region
are dead now. I must have the Weekly
'

James Harper.

Bee Journal.

Mason, Mich., Jan.

12, 1881.

Unprotected.— I hear that many bees
are already dead where they are unproI am well pleased with the
tected.
Weekly Bee Journal. Now that we
are to have its visits weekly, I think
every one should renew their subscriptions promptly and send at least one
new subscriber. I will do all I can for
M. A. Newman.
it in this region.
Collins, 111., Jan. 13, 1881.
Perishing by the Hundreds.— Bees are
not wintering well here they have been
confined so long. They fly out, drop on
the snow by the hundreds and perish.
They have had no purifying flight since
Nov. 5. They worked on various kinds
of decaying fruit, and this is the chief
Send on the
cause of the difficulty.
Weekly I cannot afford to lose a single
;

D. W.
copy.
Lansingville, N. Y.

Fletcher.

Uses the Langstroth Hive.— It has
been rather a poor year for honey here
in Maine. I had last fall 50 colonies,
most of them in Langstroth hives, but
some in Root's simplicity, and chaff
hives. I put 23 colonies in cellar. I
have had the best success there. I have
used the Langstroth about 20 years, and
I like it thebestof any I have used, take
it altogether, although I have had as
good success in wintering in the American. I have 27 colonies packed in chaff
and straw on summer stands to try it.

Lucian French.
Dexter, Me., Jan.

13, 1881.

A Good Showing.— In

1879 I started

with 1 Italian and 1 hybrid colonies.—
Increased to 6, and wintered in cellar
without loss. Next year they increased
to 21, by natural swarming, and gave
500 lbs. of red clover comb honey, leaving plenty to winter on.
J. W. Ellison.
Taylor, Wis.

—

;

:
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the superstitions and avoid the scorchOur Climate Has Changed.
ing suns of Cyprus, for their bees would
In Land and Water, C. M. ('.makes
gather no more honey than our own
Last fall the burden of complaint, in the bees of China would be left undis- the following remarks upon the changes
many sections, was "scarcity of honey turbed in the shade of its historic wall: that have taken and are taking place in
for bees to winter on,'' and now come
and those in Caucasus would still fly the American climate
reports from nearly every direction,
from flower to flower in their own native
Since my early youth this climate has
perish
saying "a great many bees will
What though we possessed a changed. The" clearing away of the
valleys.
here this winter." Of course, the latgives unimpeded sweep to northtype of bees with the wings of a condor, forests
ern winds: the leaves do not so long
ter state of affairs is to a great extent
with tongues as long as was that of absorb and retain the fallen rains, and
the direct or indirect result of the for- Xantippe. and stomachs with a carrying
the treading of the surface by stock, all
mer, occasioned by the early approach
capacity equal to that of Falstaff, of make the summer drier. There were
there
of winter, and its long continuation
what avail are they if there is no honey then one hundred springs where gone
The rills or creeks are
is one now.
without the usual mild intermission,
to gather— no flowers yielding nectar V
or soon dry up. and scientific culture has
which rendered feeding impracticable
In locating an apiary, avoid the close to ward off the effects of drouth. If
with those who "trusted to luck " for
proximity of laurel thickets, as honey shallow plowing in the first breaking is
an opportunity to feed before this time. gathered from the laurel is unwhole- made, the rush of the surface water
more than ever sweeps the soil. What
In many cases dysentery has developed
some, if not really poisonous avoid the remains is shallow, and the harsh winds
itself among bees improperly protected
neighborhood of cider mills, and do not and sun penetrate the roots, and the
—being packed away too warm, or not locate immediately near a large body of crop is injured.
warm enough, or without sufficient water, as it will confine your bee-range
Is it any wonder that our bees cannot
absorbents, and, in some cases, with
to one direction exclusively. We would gather as much honey as formerly , when
improper food— their long confinement
not like to advise the selection of a the forests are swept away by advancrendering them peculiarly sensitive to
location already well stocked with bees, ing civilization, and the consequent
defective preparation.
as it may be possible to over-stock al- cultivation of the land V This furnishes
As a consequence, many bee-keepers most any locality, unless some means convincing proof that it now becomes
will become dissatisfied with their
are adopted to render it improbable. a duty for bee-keepers to plant honeypresent locations, and will turn their
ilany things are desirable in making a producers, in order to furnish bees with
attention elsewhere for " fairer fields
choice, and several positive disadvan- the nectar which they may gather. In
to
view
with
a
green,''
and pastures
this way only can we keep bees in the
tages are to be avoided.

Selecting Location for an Apiary.

THOMAS

C.

EDITOR AND

CHICAGO,

NEWMAN,

:

PitOPKIETOR,

ILL.,

AX.

-J

"
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GST Dr. N. 1'. Allen. President of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society,
writes

:

"The Weekly Bee Journal cannot
be surpassed in its mechanical appearance, as well as the valuable matter it
contains.
Every bee-keeper ought to
subscribe for it."
In Great Britain they have been experiencing the coldest and most severe
weather tor many years past. It seems
that the severity of the weather is general—at least in the Northern hemiIn the Autumn ( says the
sphere.
London Mark Lwm Express) storms,
Hoods, frosts, and unsettled weather

over the whole I'nited Kingdom
ously delayed wheat sowing.

seri-

;

making bee-keeping more

reliable,

and

future with pleasure and profit.
Of all mahkind, beeBeautiful.—
The
commenced the year by issuing
keepers should admire the beautiful—
Hints to State Vice Presidents.
thousand copies of No. 1, the call for such persons, and those about to emand we really think they do. Our bees,
a
specialty,
as
a
bee-keeping
subscripbark
in
new
and
great,
so
was
samples
varAlbino
Cyprian
and
of the Italian,
During the first three months of the
tions so numerous, that in No. 2 we an- few hints regarding the selection of a
ieties, are beautiful to look upon, and year, the premium lists for County,
nounced that we could not supply any location for an apiary may not be out of
they sip the nectar from the loveliest State and District Fairs are usually
more of the first number. Since that, place.
flowers, hide it in dainty cells of match- made up. The Vice Presidents of the
your
about
making
to
hurry
essential
in
no
Be
we have found it absolutely
beauty and virgin whiteness. What is National Society should therefore soon
soon
or rather, start about it
set the type again and have printed sev- decision
time there, in all God's Creation, so soul- commence their work.
eral thousand extra copies, in order to enough to allow yourself plenty of
inspiring as a cultivated garden of
We respectfully suggest that they
supply our new subscribers with that to thoroughly canvass and investigate
of variegated hues communicate with the different official
flowers,
Nature's
consideration.
number to complete their tiles for the the different points under
and heavenly grandeur? None but Boards of the Agricultural Societies in
year. In addition to the almost unani- Locate where there is a profusion of
the unfortunate or despondent can fail their respect.vc States. and endeavor to
west
to
the
with
timber
last
clover,
of
white
subscribers
of
the
mous renewal
to enjoy Nature in her garb of beauty, induce them to offer appropriate prizes
where
bassrange,
year, we have added over 500 new ones and north, within
decked by the beautious hand of Deity. for BEES and HONEY at the Fairs for
during the lirst half of this month. We wood or linden abounds golden-rod,
To produce agarden of living gorgeous- the coming season.
knew there was a demand for a weekly asters, Spanish needle and heartsease or
ness we may all aspire, and long enjoy
The following or something similiar
every
in
almost
was
abound
smartweed
bee paper, but had no idea that it
its gratifying results.
to it would be well to recommend in the
BOgeneral and persistent. The Weekly locality, and where they do not, it is
These thoughts were awakened upon line of prizes
Bee Journal is already established on easy and profitable to put in a few acres
Vick's Floral Guide, which the
opening
honey,
as
late
fall
Best package of honey in the comb,
friends
for
to
its
buckwheat
of
a Arm, paying basis, thanks
mail brought to our desk. Of one pound or more.
morning
and patrons. We fully believe in pro- there is none better for wintering bees,
the many seed and Plant Catalogues
Best package of extracted honey, one
gression—no backward steps— and shall and extracted buckwheat honey will
produced by Seedsmen and Nursery- pound or more.
to
sale.
well
as
find
a
ready
as
always
apply this to the Journal
Best crate of honey in the comb, in
to inform
There are undoubtedly many locations men, that are doing so much
bees. To this end we now apply ourenrich our the most marketable shape.
and
beautify
and
people
the
self with renewed vigor, and hope, by in the country, yet unoccupied by the
Best display of honey, both comb and
country, none are so beautiful, and insurprise our friends with apiarist, where all the above requisites

®" Notwithstanding the

fact that

we

ten

to retrieve losses sustained during the
To
past two discouraging seasons.

;

;

next year,
still

to

greater and more substantial im-

provements.

^" We

have accepted an invitation to
attend the Ashtabula County, O., Convention, which is to be held at Andover,
O., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 8
and 9, 1881. On the evening of Tuesday, the 8th, we have engaged to deliver
" Bees and Honey."
a public lecture on
There being a large number of bee-

Its
and so far, nature has amply pro- structive as Vick's Floral Guide.
illustrations are are handsome, and
vided. A broken or low country is no

exist,

particular disparagement, because the
less desirable for cultivation, the more

encouragement will there be for you to
take time by the forelock, and plant
plentifully of such honey plants as will
insure a constant bloom, and provide

extracted.

Best display of bee-keepers' supplies.
Best colony of Italian bees.

given by the hundred, while its Colored
Best exhibition with a colony of bees,
Plate is a gem. This work, although in a movable-frame hive, including
costing but 10 cents, is handsonme their public manipulation.
enough for a Gift Book, or a place on
Best show of beeswax.
the parlor table. Published by James
Best bee-hive for all purposes.
Vice, Rochester, N. Y.

when others, encouri^" Those who have subscribed for
Questions.— 1. How long can bees be the Monthly or Semi-monthly, and may
aged by your success, shall go into beeweather,
keeping in your neighborhood anil over- confined to the hive, in cold
want to change for the Weekly, can do
without any injurious effects ?
is liberunless
nature
stock
location
the
the
expect
region,
we
that
in
so at any time by paying the difference.
keepers
1. When giving a matured queen-cell
With all the above natu- to a nucleus that has just started cells
meeting will be very largely attended. ally assisted.
aided by your of their own. should the cells that are
All interested will please notice the date ral advantages secured,
As Others See us.
provident forethought in planting, you started be cut outV
—as it has been changed.
:;.
When two or more swarms of black
will have done much to settle the quesFriend Newman, of the Bee Jourbees cluster together, is it best to hive
Win. Carr, of Newton Heath, tion as to the best method of wintering, them together, or divide them; and nal, published at Chicago, has made a
whatever how could they be divided SO as to get new step in journalism, which marks
England, has issued a pamphlet of 16 and your bees, let them be of
also the rapid advance in the bee indus"
to which the queens V
the
problem
as
A. G. Castle.
will
solve
Introduction
color,
The
on
cover,
and
against the time

^Mr.

pages
md Early History of Beesand Honey."

the best race. We are often almost
persuaded,
that were more attention
We
matter.
interesting
of
full
is
It
selecting a suitable location
will give copious extracts from it when devoted to
we can find room in the Weekly Bee md to providing continuous pasturage,
Journal. Mr.Carr has our thanks for there would be less cause for so much
talk about procuring the best races of
the compliment of a copy.
s reared 'neath
Italia's
bees; the
m
N. E. Wisconsin Convention skies would scarcely repay the expense
would we tread
was held yesterday at Osbkosh. We of importing no longer
too late for the shining sands of Syria in search of
are sorry the notice came
a better type we could afford to respect
week's Journal.
.

,

i

is

1

^The

;

last

;

try

"i

tliiscountry.
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favorable— feed, Which has for twenty years been published as a monthly, appears with its intemperature, etc.— they will stand four
itial number for the new year as an
months' confinement.
8-page weekly. We welcome this evidence of the' healthy growth of the
2. It is better to remove them, though
apiary ami the enterprise of the veteran
not necessary.
The Journal stands at the
editor.
of this country,
3. Unless very heavy, hive them to- head of bee periodicals
that of the world, for
includes
which
gether. To find the queens, shake the
America leads the world in the science
cluster on a sheet, and while the bees and industry of apiculture. The Jourare scattered, the queens can be easily nal is among our most welcome exchanges.— Kansas Farmer.
distinguished and secured.— Kr>.]
[1.

If everything

is

—

:

:

—
;

:

:

:

'
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sage of pollen.

The Abbe

21

as disastrous to bees as to the farmer in

Collin had

Shipping

Mrs.

(Jiieens.

1,.

Harrison

abandoned the round-hole on this very respect of his corn and hay crops.
gives her experience as follows
account, and adopted the long but narThe result of the year's bee-keeping
Last season desiring to ship some
rower hole through which a Bee queen above given, surely teaches the lesson
cannot pass her thorax, while a worker A;/ desverandum, a.nd should encourage queens by mail, we procured "Harris'
provisioned
mail and introducing cage."
can easily pass through with very slight all to take the utmost pains and to
pressure, ami with no hindrance to her spare no expense in feeding up their We forwarded a queen in one of these
Kansas,
and in due time reCages
to
pollen-carrying.
stocks of bees in good time during the
notice that the queen and her
warm days and DightS of mid-autumn. ceived
attendants were dead, on arrival. We
Instead of all dying during the winter,
immediately mailed anotherone, in the
BEE-KEEPERS' EXCHANGE.
as they certainly would have done, and
Harris cage. Before doing so, however,
nie in beggary as an apiarist, my
First Importer. — Mr. C. J. Robinson left
we poured water into the cage until the
colonies of bees now number 12 all in
says that "Mr. .1. P.. Parsons was not good health and full of promise, worth pro\ is ion was somewhat moistened, and
also put in a sponge saturated with
the first to import Italians into this at least 30s. apiece, in all els. and the
honey. This time the queen made the
country. Mr. Mahan, of Philadeldhia, profit of the year £13 additional, so journey in safety. These cages are
that I am fully 631 better of than 1
lie had charge of
Pa., was the first.
well made, and we consider the introshould have been if I had despaired or
the Government and Mr. Parsons' bees neglected my bees as did so many of my ducing part alone, worth all that we
paid for them. We would like to have
while on their passage across the Atlan- hapless neighbors.
others "tell their expereience " with
tic.
I mailed the first queen bee that
provisioned mailing cages without any
went through the mails. It went to
Straw Hive Controversy.— In England honey or water.
Rev. Langstroth who had the Parsons they are having a discussion on the adstock of bees."
vantages of bar-frame hives, as comCook's Manual of the Apiary.
pared with the old straw skep. Mr.
Adulteration.— On tnis subject Mr. Pettigrew is the champion of the latter
Nature, the most noted scientific
Nellis, the editor, has the following and has thrown out a challenge to the
journal in the world, is published in
observations
results.
bar-frame hive men to show
London, England. It has a long notice
It is highly important that bee-keep- Several of the latter are after him with
of the above named work, from which
ers consolidate their efforts against the facts and figures. Mr. Wm. Mann, who
reprint the following extracts
wholesale adulteration of sweets, which
from the straw
adulteration is very injurious to public has been converted
" Prof. Cook's work differs from Enghealth, and to the legitimate production skep method, remarks as follows
lish works on the subject, in its combiof wholesale sweets.
I do not keep a ecord of every hive,
The Exchange from its first numbers but I did of one this year. It gave me nation of science with utilitarianism,
until now, has put forth its efforts in 122 lbs. of comb honey in 1-lb. sections, while the amateur, pure and simple, is
the development of the honey market, 30 lbs. extracted honey, and has over 40 hardly recoginized at all.
" More than one-third of the book is
and towards the suppression of the lbs. left to winter on yet I consider this
miserable adulterations that are now has been a poor honey season. I sold devoted to an account of the natural
allowed to boast their ability to deceive the honey taken from "this hive for £9 history of the bee, its place in the anithe ignorant consuming public. The lis., and have my colony left to me well mal kingdom, its anatomy, physiology,
habits and economy. Then follows the
interests of producers and consumers supplied.
chapters on bee-keeping proper
can thus be promulgated in the same
and
journal, and to this end the Exchange
Mr. James Anderson, of Scotland, the author here addresses himself almost
exclusively
will bend its energies in the future.
to
those
who
make
says
keeping a business, and we are led
We are glad to find Mr. Nellis on the Your correspondent has a good right bee
to understand how much this branch of
right side of this question but would to praise his own system, but with your industry is advancing in America,
prefer not to see the advertisement for permission I will give one instance that where honey is now produced on almost
came under my own observation of the
glucose on the cover of the same paper. benefits of the Stewarton system in as large a scale as corn.
" Prof. Cook has a chapter on marIt is best not to touch or handle the Arran this most productive season.
keting honey,' tempting the consumer
Crawford,
a
one
colony
James
From
filthy fraud.
and other mercantile details, and
mason, obtained the following results
throughout the
Old colony, 1401bs.; first swarm, 187 lbs.; indications that book we find constant
bee-keeping is looked
BEE-KEEPER.
second swarm, 1.54 lbs.; total 481 lbs.
upon as a business rather than a hobby
(gTAs usual, this is tilled with perIt seems very strange to us that in and that, in all its details, economy of
sonal abuse this time it is Prof. Cook this age of enlightenment, any one (and labor, and materials must be studied,
all processes judged by the test of
who receives a good share of attention, especially Mr. Pettigrew), could be and
the maximum of cost.
but no disclaimer from him is necessary found to champion that old-fogy sys" An interesting chapter is devoted to
to persuade his acquaintances that he tem of past ages. It is true, with good
honey plants,' the principal species
never used the language therein attrib- management and careful study, good from which the bees obtain their honey
uted to him. That the writer of the ar- results can be obtained from almost any in America being figured.'
" The English bee-keeper will no
ticle was so informed we do not doubt, hive in existence
and in this Mr. P. doubt obtain many
useful hints from
but more is required than the mere seems to rely for his supposed superiority this excellent Manual
of Bee-Culture,
assertion (or even affidavit) of his in- of the straw hive. He is a careful and as practiced by our ingenious and enerformant, to convince any one that Prof. enthusiastic bee-keeper, and would getic cousins across the Atlantic."
Cook made use of such an expression.
have good results with any hive.
:
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editor,

Mr. Abbott, speaking

of the late large importation of American honey in the comb, and that it pro-

duced

(piite a

apiarists, says

We

"scare" among English
:

must

not. however, attempt to
deny that the great import of American
honey was a surprise, nor that it frightened many ; nor will we pretend that

preparation did not exhibit a superior
of the means of cultivating
the bee to that which had been previously shown in this country, but we are
glad' to say that instead of producing
general or permanent alarm, it acted as
a stimulus.
its

knowledge

Bee Education.— On

this subject the

editor remarks as follows:

:

The endeavor to establish

a professorship under government has, unfortubut
nately, not been quite successful
great interest has been aroused, and
there is reason to hope that in the ensuing year the application will be favorably received, when bee-culture becoming a branch of national education, the
cobwebs of ignorance and superstition
will be swept out of the apiary, and
England will cease to be a laughing;

stock

among

Continental bee-keepers.

Undiscovered Truths.— Comparing all
is known about bees with the yet
unknown, Mr. Abbott says

that

:

Turning now to the future, we cannot
pretend to unveil what is hidden, we are
told by Dr. Dzierzon, one of the greatest Continental bee-masters, that the
little we know of bees is but as the sand
on the shore in comparison with the
treasures of the ocean
and we can
scarcely hope that the waves of a year,
or even a lifetime, will reveal them
but gradually they will be brought to
light ; step by step, one by one, the secrets of nature are unraveled, and the
mind of man bounds with delight as the
beauty of the glorious fitness of things,
and the mutuality of their relations are
;

;

discovered.

:

i

;

;

—

'

'

;

•

—

Queen Excluders. Upon this subject
the editor remarks thus
Zinc with round-holed perforations
first brought into public notice for
queen-excluding purposes by Mr. Obed
Poole, of Uphill, Weston-super-Mare, in
1875 and a letter of his will be found
on page 7.5 of the British Bee Journaliov
that year, in which he stated that he
had used it for some years. Mr. Poole
also said, another good feature in the
zinc is, I believe, that it is almost impossible for a bee to get through with a
load of pollen
and this fact is an imEortantoneas distinguishing the roundoled zinc from the long-holed of later
introduction.
The zinc used by Mr.
Poole had 3-16-inch perforations, but
after considerable experience it was
found to be a little too large and on

was

;

;

;

the recommendation of Mr. Cowan,
that having 5-24 came generally into
use; and it was with this kind we
covered our new-idea frame of 1877, a
full description of which was given in
the Journal, page 62, of that year, and
which Mr. I). A. Jones, of Ontario, is
now introducing into America. Subsequent to that date, and through correspondence and personal contact with
Colonel Pearson, of Nancy, France,
who will ever be remembeped in connexion with improved bee-culture both
there and here we were made aware
that the late venerable Abbe Collin had
been for years using sheet-iron with oblong holes in it for excluding purposes,
and having obtained samples, presently
succeeded in obtaing the correct thing
in zinc, as it is now largely used in all

—

"

;

The paper is so badly printed as to be
a disgrace to the art of printing, and
with its persistently-repeated slanders
and misrepresentations, it is a libel on
the journalism of the world.
writer in an exchange thus forcibly
expresses his noble thoughts

A

"A

©An

old subscriber asks: "If I
subscribe for the Monthly, shall I get
all the matter contained in the Weekly,
in a condensed form ?" No ; subscribers for the Monthly will receive the
first weekly number (likeihis) published
on the first Wednesday of each month,
and will miss the next three numbers.
Semi-monthly subscribers will receive

BEE-KEEPERS' INSTRUCTOR.

We are glad to see the improved appearance of the Instructor. It makes a
very creditable appearance typographically,

and

is full

of

good matter.

noble-minded person will never

resent the omissions of others, or falsely
construe their motives.
The brave
only know how to forgive, and, as far as
possible, to forget, real or imagined injuries; but the coward never forgives
he waits in ambush for an opportunity
to strike in the dark or stab in the back.
Small minds are hurt by small events
but great minds see through and despise

Selling Extracted

Honey.— J. H. Marnew plan for sell-

tin thus describes his

ing small quantities of extracted honey

the

:

but gives it a scraping squeeze all round
thereby effectually prevention the pas-

and third weekly of each month

Provide yourself with a tray, or sevthem ; you can make them of
wood, but they are better made of tin.
Make the tray three inches deep, and
Warm up your
two by three feet.
them. True self-respect is always full candied honey, so you can mash it into
of respect toward others, and wastes no a homogeneous mass, and (ill your tray.
thought on petty grievances."
Now have several thin strips of wood, monthly, can change to the Weekly upon
or tin, three inches wide, and insert in paying the difference.
the honey so as to cut the honey into
LONDON JOURNAL OF HORT. cubes
of 2fx2l, and set your tray away
(sy Please examine the date after
The Honey Harvest. The accounts in a cool place. It will soon candy
which are coming in from various parts solid, and you can then separate your your name on the wrapper label of this
of the country giving reports of the cubes and you will have just a pound in Journal and see that proper credit is
honey harvest are various. In some each cube. In like manner you can given. Such is often a sufficient receipt,
counties hardly any honey seems to make cubes of honey weighing three
now that the Journal comes weekly.
have been taken. The midland counties and five pounds.
Now place a neatly made glass case In the great rush of the past week or
seem to have suffered worst in every
way, owing to the deluges of rain fol- in your nearest store and expose this two, some mistake may have occurred
lowing upon the constantly recurring honey for sale. Provide clean paper to
we shall be most happy to correct
thunderstorms of June and July.
wrap the chunks in or provide small which
if our attention is called to it.
Of course this weather must have been paper pails.
eral of

;

—

1

|

j

English apiaries. The round-hole perforation admits the body of a worker,

first

(missing the second and fourth). Subscribers for the Weekly only will get all
the reading matter. We advise all to
take the Weekly who are keeping bees;
it will pay them to do so.
Any one who
has subscribed for the Monthly or Semi-

I

—

:
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wholly from

Your "honey cannot drink milk without suffering on, of Philadelphia, in a paper pubfrom colic." The following from the lished in the American Philosphical
A American Bee Journal, vol. 2, p. Transactions, says that in 1790 the
231,
is
to the point: "Everyone is honey collected near Philadelphia was

glucose.

syrup,'' your " maple drip
and " rock
candy drip " are all glucose frauds.
short time ago I saw a lot of nice glass
jars in a large confectionary house in
""

Augusta, Ga., containing a small piece
comb honey bathed in a clear syrup.
On taking one up, I read " Thurber's
Read before the Michigan State Convention.
Best Honey ;" a little farther on, I read:
" In order to prevent the honey from
Honey and its Adulteration.
granulating it has been satuated with
corn syrup.
Glucose " Corn syrup "
.!. P. H. BROWN.
the dby a mild, euphonious name
There is no doubt but this nefarious
shall not task your patience by any
of

:

—

I

!

,

!

!

!

!

discussion of the mere physical charac- practice of adulterating the food we
You are all familiar eat, is daily on the increase. With this
teristics of honey.
with its history; but with its chemical adulteration, there is the notorious fact,
composition there may be less famili- that dyspepsia, derangement of the
liver, and disease of the kidneys, are
arity.
Honey as secreted by the flowers, and also increasing among the consumers of
when in its liquid state, has the same the trash that is sold for genuine.
If the adulteration of honey is alchemical formula of elements as fructose or fruit-sugar, an uncrystilizable lowed to go on without restriction, it
saccharine substance abounding in will ultimately destroy the entire honey
It is somewhat of
It also producing interests.
grapes, tigs and other fruit.
contains some coloring matter, a trace a problem, how can this trafic in fraud
be
restrained
Some
advocate
missionV
of formic acid, gum, and a little manary work warn the people against the
nite or manna-sugar.
After honey passes into the candied use of fraudulent food, and point out
form and assimilates some of the ele- to them the dire consequences attending
ments of water, its chemical formula its consumption. All this may be very
"Moral
becomes similar to glucose which is also well, and do much good.
The suasion "and earnest prayer are powera saccharine product of fruits.
but
there
are
cases
where,
I
believe,
ful
formula of glucose as given by Brand
and Taylor, very eminent chemical it is necessary to use both prayer and
authority, is C 12 It 14 O u which may be earnest blows in order to make an imread 12 atoms of Carbon and 14 atoms pression. The love of sordid gain is so
dominant that men will adulterate
each of Hydrogen and Oxygen.
From the fact that there is a similar- commit fraud, cheat and swindlecounterfeit the food we eat, and thereby
ity in the formulae of honey and glucose,
deal out solid and liquid deatli to their
it is urged by the advocates of honey
adulteration that glucose has substanti- fellows for dollars and cents. These
ally the same physical properties as cases are to be met by statutory laws
honey, and the same degree of whole- rigorously enforced.
I am satisfied that petitions to the
someness as food for the human organism. This is incorrect reasoning. United States Congress will not avail.
The work must be done by State legisThe premises are false.
In organic chemistry there are many lation. Adulteration is fraud. To sell
substances that possess the same num- adulterated food is cheating and swindber of atoms of the same elements, and ling. The penalty must be for fraud,
yet their properties are most dissimilar. cheating and swindling. New Jersey
For instance, the oils of turpentine, has some such law. Other states must
When petitions fail it
lemon, bergamot, cloves and thyme are do likewise.
represented by the same formula, and must be made a political isssue, and
yet their physical and chemical proper- must be fought at the ballot box. It is
ties are entirely different. On this sub- to be hoped that your Society will take
ject Brand and Taylor, the authorities the initiative, and set the ball in motion
in your State.
too,
observe
referred
previously
Augusta, Ga,
" When two compounds can be proved
to be formed of the same elements in
the same proportions by weight, it
Head before the Michigan State Convention.
would appear to be a reasonable inferAbout Poisonous Honey.
ence that their properties should be
identical, but chemistry teaches us that
PROF. A.J. COOK.
this condition may exist and yet the

—

;

,

substances be wholly different in chemi-

and physical properties. The fact
the properties lot the substance depend not only on the nature of the elements, and the number of atoms of
each, but on the mode in which these
elements are grouped or arranged.
Gum, starch and sugar are isomeric, or
are constituted of a like number of
atoms of the same elements, and the
difference in their properties can therefore only be ascribed to a difference of
arrangement among these atoms."
Glucose, instead of being a natural
product like honey, distilled in God's
own laboratory in the flower, is a vile
chemical preparation possessing properties entirely different from honey, and
ruinous to the health of its consumers.
It is usually produced in this country
by boiling starch in dilute acids. Sulphuric acid plays the most conspicuous
part, but muriatic and nitric acids enter
bushel of
also in its manufacture.
corn weighing 56 pounds will produce
some 30 pounds of glucose, and the
profits on a bushel is from 30 to 40 cents.
Some glucose factories consume over
6,000 bushels of corn every day. This
at a profit of 35 cents per bushel would
amount in the neighborhood of a million dollars profit per annum.
It is now used in enormous quantities
for the purpose of adulteration and
fraud in sugars, syrups and honey.
Fully one-fourth of all the common
grades of sugar consists of glucose.
This accounts for the fact that the
sweetening properties of our present
sugars are much inferior to those used
before the use of glucose. Two parts
of cane sugar contain as much sweet as
five parts of glucose.
Our present syrups, unless genuine
plantation, are manufactured nearly
cal

is.

A

Jan. 19,

To some of you it may seem unwise
and impolitic to admit that honey is
everanything but nutritious and wholesome. But others, of whom our worthy
brother lleddon is chief, think that the
whole truth concerning our vocation
should be told, even though the bitter
is mingled with the sweet.
But the

.

aware that certain persons have pecu- fatal to many. Thorough inquiry, inliarities about themselves which render stituted by the government, determined
them very susceptible to morbid impres- that the source of this poisonous nectar
sions from causes which, on others, was the Kalmia latifolia or .mountain
laurel. Bevan records the fact that two
have no effect whatever.
" Physicians tell us that certain per- persons at New York died from the
sons are very susceptible to the action effect of eating honey gathered from
of all mercurial preparations, one or the drawf laurel (Kalmia augustifolia).
two grains of calomel producing severe
Dr. Barton states that Kalmia hirsuta,
salivation, while others can take 20 or Rhododendron
maximum, or great
30 grains without being in the least laurel, Azalea nudiflora, Andromeda
salivated.
Some persons cannot eat mariana, and the Datura Stramonium
cucumbers, nor sit at the table where all produce honey that is poisonous both
they are served. Certain persons are to dogs and to the human species. The
afflicted with nettle rash (Urticaria) symptoms, as given by Dr. Barton, are
whenever they eat pork. Some persons dimness of sight, vertigo, delirium,
are seized with a fit of asthma the pain in the stomach and bowels, conmoment a particle of the root called vulsions, profuse perspiration, foaming
ipecacuanha is brought in contact with at the mouth, vomiting, purging, and
their bodies." At our Michigan Agri- in some instances temporary paralysis,
cultural College our students have been but very seldom death. Similar cases
called to work in a swamp which to those already narrated are detailed
abounds in poison sumach (Rkus vene- in the New Jersey Medical Reporter for
nata). Many can handle this terrible November, 1852.
shrub without the least inconvenience,
J. Hammer, M. D., of Halifax Court
while others can hardly come in sight House, Va., a physician in the confedof it without becoming victims to the erate army, recounts, in Gleanings, vol.
most intolerable pain and suffering, 3, p. 17, his own experience and that of
which sometimes persists for years. several others, which agree almost
We conclude, then, that such cases of entirely with what I have already given
honey poisoning as are now under dis- from Xenophon and Dr. Barton. He
cussion are due wholly to the individual, states that the honey was gathered from
the mountain laurel, which grew in the
and not to the honey.
Mr. Langstroth (see American Bee Shenandoah valley, Virginia.
About the middle of last October I
Journal, vol. 6, p. 221) and Mr. J. M.
Marvin, in the same Journal vol.2, p. received a letter from Mr. G. who
188) claim that the cause of such colic lives in a neighboring state, in which it
is bee-sting poison, which is ejected was stated that some honey sent by Mr.
from the sting of the bees, and lodged C. to some friends in New York city
in the honey.
It seems to me that this had produced serious sickness.
All
view is untenable: 1, all honey con- who ate of it noticed that there was a
tains the liquid secreted by the poison sharp taste like that of cayenne pepper
glands; 2, it is generally true that ani- and that it produced coughing upon
mal venom, like that of poisonous touching the throat. Suspicion being
snakes, is harmless if taken into the aroused as to its wholesome character,
alimentary canal. It is not probable all but two present at the table refused
that bee venom is an exception. The to eat, though two children took one or
more probable explanation is this that two mouthfuls. The two who ate
" Soon complained
all, or nearly all flower nectar contains heartily, to quote
some element that acts asapoison when of nausea, vomited terribly, while their
taken into the stomach of certain per- extremities became cold. They soon
sons. Whatever this element may be. were unable to see. The children who
tasted but little of the honey were
it seems to be expelled, or converted
into some harmless compound, by heat troubled in the same way, but not so
and by granulation. My father can eat badly. A doctor was called at once,
honey that has candied with no difficulty, who gave an emetic and then whisky.
while the same honey, eaten before Soon all were well again. The pulse of
crystallization, caused him great dis- the one who was troubled worst was for
tress.
Heating the honey seems to a time only 38 per minute. The doctor
work the same effect. I do not know tasted of the honey, and was sick all
whether it is necessary to boil the honey night.
1 sent to Mr. C. for some of the honey
or not. If so, the quality of the honey
would be injured. Mr. Chas. Dadant which he kindly sent to me. The comb
suggests that any one can overcome this honey is light colored, while some exunwelcome peculiarity by commencing tracted honey which he sent, which is
to eat a very small quantity and con- less poisonous, if at all so, is dark. Mr.
tinually increasing. In this way the C. says that all the honey which creates
body becomes able to resist all evil the smarting sensation in the mouth and
effects, and the person may soon safely induces the coughing, was certainly
July 10th.
These
eat all that he craves. When we see gathered before
how foolish men become able to take characteristics are so marked, that Mr.
such poisons as tobacco and whisky ad C. could, by simply tasting, select the
libitum, if not ad infinitum, we can honey that had the deleterious qualities.
easily believe that Mr. Dadant is right. Mr. C. does not know from what plants
the honey was gathered.
I have heard it asserted that fresh milk,
if drank immediately after the honey
I find that the honey received from
is
sure
preventive
is eaten,
a
of all Mr. C. has one other quality not men:

:

which I wish to call attention
to-day are so exceptional that I think
one. need fear the revelation.
The subject in question may, I think,
be considered under two heads
1st,
honey poisonous because of the individual peculiarity of the eater. In this
case the honey has no markedly dele- attendant
facts to

no

:

tioned above, it is bitter, so much so as
point, that some honey is to be decidedly unpleasant to my taste.
absolutely poisonous, so that all who I thought to try the effect of heat upon
eat will suffer, is well established.
it, and so heated some of it till it boiled.
Xenophon, in his account of the re- I kept tasting of it during the time of
treat of the ten thousand, as recorded heating, and also tasted of it after it
honey.
I could see no dilierence in
in the Anabasis, recounts the fact that had boiled.
I presume that everyone present has the soldiers sucked some honey combs the taste.
Even after boiling for some
known some person who could never near Trebizonde, where there were a minutes, it still was peppery and bitter.
eat honey, without serious incon- great number of bee hives, and in con- As my good wife objected decidedly to
venience. My own farther is such an. sequence were attacked with vomiting my eating it, I cannot, unfortunately,
one. Indeed," he is so suscepttible that and purging, So many were overcome state whether the poison properties
all honey, even in homeopathic quanti- that the ground was so strewed with escaped with the heating or not, but
ties, induces severe colic, attended with their bodies as to resemble a field after the probabilites, I think, are that they
terribly griping pains. That this effect a great battle.
He states that none did not.
was due to his individual peculiarities, were lost, but that those who ate were
I cannot offer any very practical sugand not to the special honey, is evident unconscious for 24 hours, and did not gestions, I regret to say.'on this subject.
from the fact that all honey affects him regain their strength for three or four It would be interesting for Mr. C. to
in the same way
and further, honey days. Tournifort, when traveling in determine whether any of the species of
which would cause him severe distress Asia, investigated this matter, and con- Kalmia, Rhododendron, and Azalea,
could be eaten by any of the other cluded that the honey was gathered mentioned above, abound in his locality.
members of our family with perfect from the Rhododendron Ponticum, or Any good botanist of the region could
impunity.
the Azalea Pontica. Father Lamberti inform him as to this point. The time
That this poisoning should be due to states that these shrubs are common of their blooming, as they all bloom in
some constitutional idiosyncrasy is not about Colehis and that the honey at that June. I think, together with the fact
hard to believe, for analogous facts are place often produces effects similiar to that they exist in a line south of him,
by no means uncommon. I myself am those described by Xenophon.
Dr. in the states of New Jersey, Pennsylunable to eat cooked tomatoes without Darwin says that the honey from some vania and Virginia, makes the inquiry
discomfort.
Says Chas. Dadant: "I plants is poisonous to man. Dr. Bar- all the more desirable.
terious qualities, for all honey affects
these individuals alike 2d, honey which
has absoutely poisonous quality, so that
whoever eats becomes a victim to the
noxious elements contained in the

ills.
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Again, according to nearly all accounts—there is a little adverse testi-

mony, it is true, but it is probably unreliable this honey is entirely wholesome to the bees. It' this be true, the
honey may be fed to the bees in spring,
and SO not be lost. I should not tear to
try this experiment of feeding it out. if
I had any of this honey, but from its
bitter taste I should deem it safer to
try it in spring than in winter, though
1 presume it is a safe food at any season.
From the fact that we only hear of
this poisonous honey semi-occasionally.
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Publishers' I'ric.

The Weekly Bee .Journal (T.U.Newman)
and Gleanings In Bee-CuJture (A. I. Root)

I

Hub.

..$2 00
2 73
3 ro.

m

2
Bee- Keepers' Majrattne (A.J.Klng).. 3 0*1
Bee Keepers' KxehHiigeiJ.II.Nellls). 2 75.. 2 50
i 76.
8 7a
The 4 above-named papers
Bee Keepers' Instructor W.Thoniasi r.O. 2 to
,

'i

-

2
Bee-Keepers' Uulde C A. G.Hill)
5
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in oloth) 3

For Semi-monthlv Bee Journal. $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal. tl.50 less.

a

2
5 00
3 00
2 25

less.

I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House in Ameriwhich were grown on my six
Full directions for cultivation on each
package. All seed warranted to be both fresh and true
to name, so far. that should it prove otherwise, Iivill
r>tili tin- order gratis.
The original Introducer of the
it.

seed farms.

BUYERS* QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.
HONEY.-L.ight comb honey held
2 lb.
14c.

sections

j

in

at 18@20c, In 1
larger packages, I5@16c.; dark,

Extracted, '.%10c.

BEESWAX.— Choice yellow, 20(g.24c;

NEW

darker,

l5(gil~.

;

;

;

January

%&~ The Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association
will hold their Eleventh Annual Convention, in the

and propose to out-do all former efforts at the
coming Convention. Essavs or addresses are expected from Capt. W. F Williams; Prof. J. HasJames Heddon
brouck Mrs. Frances Dunham
Ohus. Dadant H. A. Burch Jno. Y. Detwiler C. P.
Dadant A. G. Thurber W. A. House A. J. King
Julius Hoffman and others.
A gold medal will be awarded for best essays, on
;

;

1881.

Local Convention Directory.

Common
past,

7,

1881.

Time and Place of Meeting.
-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at Freeport, 111.
14— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, lnd.
—Northeastern Wisconsin, atOshkosh, Wis.
,

-Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.

profitable ?"

9— Ashtabula Co., u.. at Andover O.
W. IX llowells. Sec, Jefferson, O.
—Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
Wm. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
E. Drane, Sec pro tern.. Eminence, Ky.
Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley, at Cambridge. Guernsey Co.. O.
J. A. Bucklew. Sec, Clarks, O.

For best ebsayupon any subject outside of those
mentioned, one tested Cyprian queen, donated by L.

— S. W. Wisconsin, at

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

"The different racesof bees
the following subjects
and their crosses," "Wintering bees." "Marketing
honey." " How can we make the apiary the most
:

C. Root.

Diplomas will be awarded for best display of implements the best comb foundation lor broodchamber for surplus boxes best honey extractor
best bee smoker for the most practical bee hive.

-Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
—National, at Lexington, Ky.
Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.

;

;

;

;

%W In order to have this Table complete, Secreta-

;

each, for the best crate of honey in the
most marketable shape, and for the best package of
extracted honey.
For the neatest and best honey crate and section
boxes (cost, quality and finish to be considered), one
tested Italian queen, donated by Geo. W. House.
All are invited to send implements for competition
or exhibition. Articles sent to the Secretary will be
sold or otherwise disposed of as the owner may
direct. It is desired that all articles sent be the"same
as kept iu stock, or forwarded to purchasers
L. C. Root. Prea.
GEO. W. Hotse, Sec.

One dollar

gg* The Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their Annual Convention, on the 10th and 11th of February,
1881, at Plattsmouth, Cass Co., Neb.
Western Iowa bee-keepers are cordially

invited to attend.

Hiram Craig,

Pres.

W

The Rock River Valley Bee-KeepAssociation will hold their annual
meeting at Monroe, Ogle county, 111., on
Feb. 8, 1881. The weather was such
that our Secretary was not at our last
meeting and our Secretary pro tern having failed to send in his report, I send
A. Rice, Pies.
the above notice.
ers'

<^° The annual meeting of the Southern Michigan Bee- Keepers' Association
will be held in Battle Creek, Mich., on

Wednesday, Feb.
a. m.'

l^The

9, 1881, at 10 o'clock
B. Salisbury. Sec.

Champlain Valley, Vermont.

Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
annual meeting in Brandon, Vt., on
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 20 and 21,
1881.

H. L. Leonard,

®" Sample

copies

of

Asst. Sec.

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

ries are

requested to forward

full particulars of

and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Hubbard Squash, Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores Of other vegetables.
I invite the patronage of all whn are anxtOUS to have
their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
the wry best strain.

NEWJAMES
VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
H. GREGORY, Marblehead.Mass.
12tn5

YORK.

so furnish nectar, when the bees are
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
unable to get it elsewhere, and we know packages, 18&20c; fair do., 15@ltic; dark do.. 11@13
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
bees will accept even glucose, if they extracted,
DtalOc; dark, 7<a8c.; southern strained,
can get nothing else. I have sufficient 80@85c.
-Prime quality, 20i? 24c.
BEESWAX.
faith in this hypothesis so that I would
H. K. & F. B. THURBER & Co.
encourage any present or future sufferCINCINNATI.
ers to try again, in the hope that the
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey
long road which never turns was not the is very good, and in demand at 10c. for the best, and
honey. The supply of
I 7@8o. for basswood and dark fair
one traveled by their experience.
demand. We pay
comb honey is good, with a
would also urge such person to ascer- lfjc. for the best.
C. F. MUTH.
BKESWAX-18@24c.
tain whether the noxious plants named
above are in their neighborhoods. Let
SAN FRANCISCO.
all who live in the region where these
Your new Weekly is at hand it is cleanly printed
Our
full of interesting bee-reading matter.
laurels and their allies grow, carefully and
market is unchanged from last quotations and quiet,
watch them, and note whether they are as there are no buyers for European account at present.
usually frequented by bees, and whether
HONEY— Comb honey, 12@14a Extracted, choice
they do not secrete nectar in dry seasons white, 7w7^c. off-colors, 6@7a
BEESWAX—22® 24c, as to color.
when most other plants fail.
STEARNS & Smith. 423 Front Street.

Council chamber, at Utica. N. Y,, on the 2d,
ad and 4th days of February, 1881. The Executive
Committee are determined to maintain the high
standing the Association lias justly gained in the

My Annual Cutalouue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed For 1881, rich in engravings from
photographs of the originals, will be sent FREE to
all wbO apply.
Mv old customers need not write for
ca, a large portion of

Honey and Beeswax Market.

quiet possible that these and
12<u

harmful plants have the power to resist drouth, like borage and catnip, and

.

50.

75..
25..
2 40..

Bee-Cukuro (T.U.Newman)

Mil in those regions where these
noxious plants exist, isitnot more than
probable that these plants are not favorites with the bees, and so are not visited
by the latter in quest of nectar, except
in occassional!; dry seasons, like the
past summer in the "eastern ami middle
states V

MWUNU

(

ho Weekly American Bet* Journal
ami ftny of tin? following periodicals, fur ISSl, tit he
prices quoted In the last column Of tigures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

We supply

time

J.

FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

DUNHAM

FOUNDATION
MACHINE,
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We

will semi sample copies to any
disposed to make up elulis for
1881.
There are persons keeping bees
in every neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal.
and by using a little oi the personal intig"

who

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
about eight word*
occupy one inch of Bpace.

A line will contain
imi-

will

so

One

to three weeks, each Insertion,
is
"
" more"
Four
!•»
Bight,
***"
"
Thirteen

;

fourteen
per

.

"
"

ente per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the lull rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable In advance.
in ad\ unce.
Yearly Contracts pin
THE AMERICAN BBS JOtTHNAL is tin.' Oldesl Bee
Paper In America, and has a large circulation In
;i

.

State, Territory and Province, » ninny tanners.
mechanics, professional and business men. and is.

even

the best advertising medium for reliable
cities nt n>ii iiii|ni-ai<ni will be exposed.

b

dealers,

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
street.,

fluence possessed by almost everyone,
club can be gotten up in every neigh-

Tented Queen*

ef Queen*
Warm ntQueen*,
untested

Chicago, in.

borhood in America.
Farmers have
had large crops, high prices, and a good
BINGHAM BEE SMOKER.
demand tor all the products of the
farm, therefore can well afford to add The tlrst practical bellows bee smoker.
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A

Wanted— copy of the pamphlet containing the minutes of the Cleveland
Convention of Bee-Keepers, held in
1871.
Any one having it to spare, will
oblige by sending it to this office.
A situation
nn Apiary by a man
WANTED—
understands carpentry. For
nf experience
in

;

particulars, etc.. address

Send

safer to send

PARMER CO..

locentstoNATIONAl,

I

WANT

A GOOD MAN, that thoroughly understands the management of bees to such I will
give the privilege of running them on shares lora
term of years. 1 have l.'.ncolonles, about J^of which
ace Italians, ^hybrids, the balance native, and have
all the surplus arrangements ready for the coming
season, li desired, 10 acres of land in connection
with the bees Till be let on the same terms. I also
have a variety of pure bred poultry In connection.
To the right kind of a man I will pay a salary, if he
ilnrs n.it wish t.i rim them ml shares. Address,
Canandalgua, N. V.
3wtf
M. 1>.

I

;

SOMEN,
DON'T TOW FORGET to send

for

Moore's

4th Annual circular of Perfection Honey Box,

Ltaltanand Cyprian Queens, Paper for Separators,
etr,

AildreBS,

MOORE,

J. E.

Wantcd-To take

and do farm work.
recoiurneniled.

W.

preferred. Come
New Albaany, Ind,

Holy Land Queens,
sss o*\

single Quean, Tested
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Br express, sate
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mall, sale arrival guaranteed.

8-framo colony
tt- frame nucleus
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T.

N.

man
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Byron,

charge of smnll apiary

Z. Aydelott,

Cyprian

Italian,

(ggrlnstead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
is

this office.

Clncliimitt, and get by mail "What SO perHonn
noted for ihiii Grent Nueces. In Kuiointf
Turkey, aufl 4'hlckeum llnve to Say." Reading wluit these experienced persons have to say will
give one more Information how to be successful than
the reading of any Doliur Poultry Book.
3wUtx

letters,

it

APIARIAN,

RAISING TURKEYS
And Chickens.
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can use them, and
such than silver.

paper

stiff

week previous.
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Editorial

and honey.
has purchased a 5-acre lot near the
city, and intends to start an apiary there
a ear-load of hives of bees

ii>

Cold

iiirlval

guaranteed.

Mnrtrecsboro.Tenn.

limit

iiai.iw

QUEENS, Full Colonies, Nuclei
Bee Hives Bpeotalt.es. Our new Illustrated
Catalogue "i Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits. \.t\. Free. J?T" *end for It ami sa ve tin mev
,i. t
"« 3a
8COTT4 BHO., Crawfish Bprlngs, Ga;tn.i

(3* Any one desiring to get a copj of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
National Bocietj can do so by sending
li
a stamp t<> this office to pay postage.
thej desire to become members, afee
of $1.00 should accompany it. and the
name will be duly recorded. This notice is given at the request of the Executive Committee.

Inr

Queens

S1..10
1.<M>

l.OO

I
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III.

Italian Queens. fTOU Tested Italian
Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $-\U0
frame
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
frame NuNucleus, Italians. *4.00
cleus, Cyprians, to.00 Colony of ItalColony of Cypians, S frames. $8.01)
irians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
^ \ 10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
l
Dunham Machine. 25 lbs. or over. 35c. per lb.
lwly
S^Send for Circular,
;

£#" By the Greeley, Colorado, Tribum.
we notice that Mr. W. L. Porter, late of
Michigan, has arrived in Colorado with

ii>
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CALDWELL,
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The tlrst and original patent stn
The first never-failing bee Controller.
The drat direct draft bellows smoker.
The tlrst to burn stove-wood and not ffO out.
The tlrst durable bellows bee smoker.
The tirst to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The tirst cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The ttrst twenty thousand now In use.
The first complaint yet to be received.
The ttrst smoker vet to be returned.

Camareo, Douglas County,

Rocky Mountain Bee Plant
w. i). Wright's Report for 1880

all

papers for 1881.
m '~c
•"
S
We have concluded to make the
°° y ~
3»
following offers for all clubs sent in bert» ;
*?n »
fore Jan. 31
For a club of 2, weekly, we
£P—
P67De/\rbof^I St.
£r
.S
will present a copy of "Bee-Culture;"'
m "
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
save
impoThe first thine for bee-keepers to do, to
sition and money, and be happy ami sate, is to send
copy of '• Cook's Manual," bound in a card for testimonials, or halt-dozen rates, to
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
BINGHAM & HETHEEINGT0N,
OF SNOW-'WHITE POPLAR.
OTSEGO, MICH.
the Journal for a year free. Do not
They are perfect beauties. Prices again reduced.
forget that it will pay to devote a few Rev. A. Salisbury.
1881.
J. V.Caldwell.
Samples ;ii.: illustrated circulars free. An.iress.
>l Bristol, Addison Co., Vt,
lwtf A. E. >1 A
SALISBTJRT &
hours to the Bee Journal.
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Lower Ventilation in Winter
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sold hist year were
pure, I will warrant then) this year.
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greatly decreased.

There is no other branch of business,
that depends entirely on a volunteer
crop.

Now

entitled

For the American Bee Journal.

Alsike and Melilot Clovers.
J.

H. MARTIN.

was much

interested in the article
I
by Mr. Baldridge in the Journal for
Jan. 5th, upon alsike clover for bee

pasturage 1 have experimented with it
sowing a small field and found the bees
worked upon it equal to his recommendation. But it blossomed only one year,
the next there were but few heads.
Others have had similar experience in
its non-propagation of itself the third
year. We would like further particu;

from Mr. B.

in relation to

sowing

the seed, should it be sown alone or with
timothy, and should it be gathered with

as second class matter.

a header V
We wish also to learn the proper time
We
for sowing melilot clover seed.
have some in our immediate locality,
of
plenty
a.
few
miles
it
but there is
from us upon heavy clay soil. I gathered a quantity of seed from the roadside, and sowed it on all waste places
along the highway in my own locality.
Our soil is gravely- loam but not a seed

For tho American Bee Journal.

I sowed in the fall immediately after gathering. thinking it would
sprout in the spring the same as though
it had fallen from the parent plant.

sprouted.

DIBBERN.

I have also had poor success with
Simpson honey plant. Our soil is rich
loam and a good farming country. How

The present season has been one of
discouragement to many bee-keepers, in

I get my seed to grow?
Hartford, ST. Y.

this section.
It has required a good
deal of " love for the business " to pay
any attention to the bees at all, all

shall

[As requested, Mr. Baldridge will no
doubt answer these questions.— Ed.]

through, what should be our honey harvest. All though I did a good deal of
feeding, yet swarms would" issue every
few days for want of stores. Bass wood
gave us the first promise of comb honey,
but as nearly every cell in the main
hives were empty, they stored but little.
After basswood there was great drouth,
and the apiary was about as quiet as a
graveyard. About the middle of Aug.
the bees commenced on buckwheat and
the fall blossoms, and did very well, but
as their stores had become very light, it
took about all they gathered to put them
in fair condition for winter.
Mr. Dadant mentions hauling bees to
the Mississippi river bottoms that had
been overflowed, with good results.
Here these bottoms were nearly as bare
as the streets of a city.
Is there not a lesson in the past year's
experience that every intelligent beekeeper should lieed ?
I am glad to
notice that 'over-stocking " and "planting for honey " is attracting attention
in the Bee Journal. Over-stocking is
a greater evil than most of our friends
suppose. '•A'' has but 300 colonies and
thinks his location " not over-stocked :"
but there are from 100 to 200more within \V
Would he
2 miles in all dieection.
not be better off, as far as his bees are
Concerned, it' he had these 700 or (-00
colonies all in his own yard?
Then
they would all have an equal show,
Which they have not now.
Most of us have seen tract after tract
of our choicest •• bee range " fenced and
plowed up and devoted to potatoes and
other crops of no value to the bees.
In many localities bees have increased
from a few colonies to hundreds, while

A Monthly, or Weekly beeanother of the indispensables,

pertaining to successful apiculture.
Johnson's Creek.

lars

Over-stocking and Planting for Honey.
c. H.

is

this subject I shall write wholly
I had, for a long

that so many think it does time, contemplated the manipulation of
The bees and the production of honey, but"
not pay to plant for honey r
" trick
trouble is that bee-keepers lack that to accomplish this desire was a
confidence in their business so neces- or science I knew nothing about. I
sary to success. I have known patches determined, however, to make an atto be sown " for the bees " 10x20 feet, tempt, I purchased two colonies of
and because honey did not flow into the Italian bees in Langstroth hives, next
boxes the long summer through, the procured specimen copies of all the bee
papers for inspection and my consideraowner concluded it did not pay.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage, to Europe 50 cents extra.
office

WOODMAN.

paper

it

to

Entered at Chicago post

Upon

possible.
is it 1

4.

teachings failure would be almost im-

from experience.

locality.

t&~ Any person sendinc a Club of six
an extra copy dike the club) which may be sentto
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
V&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
is

Apiculture— What
c. B.

No.

26, 1881.

For the American Bee JournaL

over-stocking will not re-

main "an imaginary evil" unless there
of proportion between
is some kind
bees and the honey sources in any

Why is

CHICAGO, ILL.

ILL.,

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering in the
E. A.

Cellar.

THOMAS.

A

dry cellar is considered requisite
for successful wintering by nearly all
bee-keepers, but my experience teaches
me that it is immaterial whether the
cellar is dry or wet, provided, proper
ventilation 'is given.
I have always
wintered successfully in a damp cellar
and never lost a colony.

My cellar

has a stone floor, which I
a very good thing as it enables
sweep up all the dead bees and
keep the room pure and fresh.
My hives are placed on racks which
stand on the floor, so that nothing short
of an earthquake can jar them. There
tion; I finally settled down on there- are four ventilators to the room, one to
and
the open air. one through a drain, and
liable American Bee Journal,
with the perusal of other prominent two in a chimney at lop and bottom.
works on the subject, such as Root's "A By means of these I can keep the tem" Honey and Honey perature very even. In extremely cold
15 C," Langstroth 's
Bee" and Quinby's "New Bee-Keep- weather, and in warm spring weather
keep the open air ventilator closed,
I
I found the trick no trick at all.
ing."
drain, which
I am highly pleased with the pursuit, and ventilate through the
ami would not despair under any provo- warms the air in cold weather and
cation. I use the standard Langstroth cools it in spring.
order to winter successI believe in
hive and winter in the cellar, with sucthe bees
cess.
I think any one contemplating fully in cellar, we should give

think

me

I have experimented a good deal with
honey plains da ring the last 15 years and

think melilot clover is the kiny of all.
Now if bee- keepers would plant say
one-quarter as many acres as they have
colonies of bees 1 think they would be
astonished at the result. But we are
apt to think too much of the number of
bushels of potatoes or corn that these
acres would produce, to ever give it a
fair trial.

is

to

my opinion that the "bee-keeper
not letting
the future" will have unbounded going into the business of apiculture plenty of fresh, warm air,
more than 3° or
confidence in his business. and will look would be pleased with it and will surely the temperature vary
quiet.
as closely to the number of acres of succeed if they have a love for the call- 4°, and keep them perfectly
I heartily Much also depends on their managehoney-producing plants as to the kind ing, and start as I did.
recommend Quinby's "New Bee- Keep- ment during the fall months, for if they
of hives, bees and sections.
ing" for the beginner, and under its go into winter-quarters in poor condiMilan, 111., Dec. o, lt&O.
It is

of

i

;

!
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any such speculation should make. I
want to learn all I can and turn it to
account, and should I succeed, I hope to
when the sun shines warm on the hives, establish more than one bee farm. No
causing many bees to venture out and doubt it will admit of such developperish, I shade my hives and so keep my ment, and I think the day is not far
Much has been said distant when we shall see bee-keeping
bees at home.
about spring dwindling but very little taken up by a far greater number of
about fall dwindling, which I think is persons.

tion, they can hardly be expected to
come out in good condition.
During the windy days of late fall,

just as necessary to prevent.

I

My

en-

NUGENT,

M. D., F. R. C.

S. I.

to embark in beewent to the Toronto Industrial
Exhibition last fall, where the first
Canadian Bee-Keepers' Convention was
held, and proved successful beyond con-

Being determined

culture, I

ception—thanks to the untiring exertions of D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Out.
Matters of great interest were discussed
at numerously attended meetings and
the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association,
formed and liberally subscribed to. I
had a good deal to learn and was fully
satisfied at the prospects bee-keeping
offer, as shown uy those present who
were fully competent to give an opinion.
I then engaged the services of Mr.
Conklin, one of Mr. D. A. Jones' late
assistants, who was highly recom-

mended by

;

;

my

my

a dozen which
to accept.

my man and I would care
I turned my mind to

Then

the States as a field to purchase from,
and had again arranged with a party
for 250 colonies, my choice out of about
but on visiting
400 first-class colonies
the locality, was again doomed to disappointment. The bees were not there
to choose from, and then after visiting
other bee-keepers, friends of the gentleman, in the neighborhood could get
perhaps 100 which we much preferred
leaving than taking, at a much reduced
;

figure, or

indeed at any figure,

;

;

No

dirt visited.
wonder
some bee-keepers fail failure is the
Eroper thing for them, and the sooner
ee-keeping becomes a better-cared for
business, the better. I would strongly
advise those who desire to travel to
visit apiaries not to overlook those at

vermin and

—

Dowagiac and Glenwood, Mich., and if
they are not pleased with their management, I shall gladly learn where to see

money

Strathroy, Ontario.
For the American Bee Journal.

Clarke Redivivus.
\VM. F.
I

think

1

may

CLARKE.

commencing bee-culture and

make such fair interest for
invested, as one entering into

;

don't-care-if-they-do-get-stung army
bee-men," or any other army, since
they belong to the silent host of the
departed. For myself, I frankly own,
that I belong to the timid class of beekeepers, who
'

'

of

fairly claim to be the

dread a

my transference of
the American Bee Journal to Mrbecame
so unsettled in my
Newman, I
ture.

Shortly after

bee-sting.

cannot, as many do, fondly call the
bees " my pets," for they have always
refused to be petted by me. I could
never enter them on my list of friends.
They have invariably acted the part of
enemies toward me, and have persecuted
me without cause. Nevertheless, I had
become so habituated to their stings,
that I did not care much for them. I
used to handle my bees without vail or
gloves, taking my chances. I always
managed to protect my face by keeping
it shaded with a broad-brimmed hat, inclined at a pretty acute angle. But, on
one unlucky day. a waspish Italian got
his dagger into the point of my upper
lip, just where the moustache divides,
and I have had a profound respect for a
bee-sting ever since. I shall never forexperience, " while
get that sharp
memory holds her seat." It is not surprising, therefore, that I have read with
interest Mr. Hawley 's manifestoes about
I

Rip Van Winkle of American apicul-

STINGLESS BEES,
with more interest than faith however,
I am a natural born unbeliever upon
many subjects, and must have the proof
In combefore I repose confidence.
mon with most bee keepers who have
philosophised on the subject, I have
been led to regard the sting as an important appendage to the honey-bee. I
think the Creator had a wise design in
arming this little insect with a formidable dagger.
As I have said in my

circumstances, as to render bee-keeping
out of the question. One cannot write
on apiculture and keep up with the
times, without being actually engaged
in the business, at least in a small way,
so my pen came to a stand-still. Then,
three years of ill-health sepervened,
necessitating retirement, quiet, and
rest. About the time I had got recuited,
and was meditating re-entrance on a prize poem,

more active life, I found to my surprise
and chagrin, that, as in the case of the
veritable and historical Rip Van Winkle, the impression was abroad among
my old friends that I was dead. A circular issued by Wm. S Hawley, of
though Rochester, came into my hands, in

the representations made to me in letYou can
ters were quite assuring.
fancy the disappointment to a man being brought over 300 miles on such
representation.
My man then tried Dowagiac, Mich.,
where contrary to my expectations and
the unpretending letters of Mr. Heddon, we found everything quite beyond
About 450 colonies at the
all our ideas.
two apiaries, all the hives Langstroth
Laugstroth's, neatly and
modified
and
well made and painted. Honey-boards,
marvels of neatness and simplicity
frames, covers, and all in keeping with
each other, and not slammed over in
workmanship the sections used perfect
pictures and jars for honey that would
make any one purchase the contents,
were it but for the jar alone in fact, all
here was a complete contrast to the
other heaps of confusion, starvation,

better.
I am
wish to

results.
I have built a bee-house, 22-in. clear
walls, chaff packed, ventilated above
and below, and I fancy for its size (20x
I have
28 feet) the best in Canada.
purchased 200 selected colonies of Italians, hybrids and a few blacks.
I have
a first-rate location, and should I not
do as well next year, as I expect, I shall
not blame Mr. Ileddon, nor shall I
throw up the sponge in despair. I shall
try on, and endeavor to find out causes
of failure, improve or rectify as the
case may be, and hope. Mr. Editor, to
give you a correct account in due time
of either success or the reverse.

;

;

same

that gentleman, and then I

set about purchasing 200 colonies, which
I fancied would not be a very hard
matter, especially when I had made up
mind to give a good price for good
stock ; but in this I was doomed to disappointment. At first I had agreed for
200 to 250 colonies, my pick out of 325,
that were represented as" first-class colonies " but in looking tliem over, with
man, we could not get more than 50
at the outside, and of these only about

i

i

deavor by every means in my power to .than they would, had I been able to get
keep my bees quiet in their hives dur- such stock as I required in Canada,
ing the rough, windy weather of late where I could have saved 20 per cent,
duty, and paid less freight than $76.20,
fall.
I put them in the cellar very early, which it cost me from Dowagiac here,
when the hives are dry and free from as also expenses going there in search
frost, and keep them perfectly quiet, of them, and this is no small item to a
with the thermometer standing at a bout beginner, and unless bee-keepers rea45°, until late in spring.
lize this fact, that "what is worth doUnder the above conditions my bees ing at all, is worth doing well and
come out very strong in spring, with right," they cannot expect to succeed
any more than in other neglected purclean, dry combs.
suits.
There is no use in a person startColerain. Mass.
ing without capital, but no matter how
little he may have, the golden rule is to
For the American Bee Journal.
" keep within your means," for the idea
something out of nothing
My Experience in Starting an Apiary. of getting
has been too often tried with just the
E.

no other conclusion than that Hawley angelic attributes. That class of apiarhad indeed reported me dead. But, on ists, who, like myself, are bee-hated,
submitting the extract to another, his would have heard of them
adopted
critical acumen discovered a loop-hole them
multiplied them
and before
He now, there would have been any quanwhich I had failed to detect.
thought the passage might be meant as tity of stingless bees in the market.
an enumeration of cases in which bee- One word more as to the
stings had proved dangerous or fatal,
STINGLESS 1SEE SOCIETY OF AMERICA.
and that "the Rev. Mr. Clark" and
"the man who later" died from the
Mr. Hawley may be thoroughly honest
effects of a bee-sting in the tongue, and upright. From my slight knowlwere two distinct personalities. I give edge of him, I am inclined to think that
Mr. Hawley the benefit of the criticism, he is. But an " association " of which
and exonerate him from the charge of he is president, executive, and memreporting me dead. But the construc- bership, can hardly be expected to intion of the sentence is such as at first spire public confidence.
If he were
sight to convey the impression which I well known as a responsible bee-keeper;
and others received. The sentence is a had these bees in actual possession
queer one anyhow. It contains a gen- could state from personal experience,
uine Irish bull. The bee-keepers re- that they were angelic insects
and
ferred to who are dead and gone, will offered them for sale from his own
"
certainly not ask to be placed in the apiary, the case would be different. As

to

me much more

200 colonies cost

Jan. 26,

"

The bee

'a

a warrior bold,"

it is, it is proposed to try an experiment,
on an insufficient guarantee.
Beekeepers have been swindled so often,
that it is no wonder they have learned
caution, and even become suspicious.
With all my lack of faith, I would like
to see the experiment tried, but I confess I do not see much likelihood of it,
in the present shape of matters. If
Mr. Hawley could go to Brazil, as Mr.
Jones did to Cyprus and Palestine, on
his own hook, import the harmless
creatures, and then offer them for sale,
the thing would be feasible. The mention of Mr. Jones reminds me that he
has embarked in an enterprise which
fills me with

HORROR AND ALARM.

He

has undertaken to import the big
bee of Java, that awe-inspiring insect,
about which I read a paper at the
Chicago meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association.
I implored my fellow-bee-keepers to give,
that dreadful bee a " good letting alone"
until I was dead and gone. That a fellow Canadian should be so cruel as to
bring this fearful apis to my country, is
indeed "the unkindest cut of all!"
But Jones says he doesn't care if their
stings are an inch long, provided they
will gather more honey than others.
He is not satisfied with 250 pounds of
honey per hive, and a prospect of $10,000 profit next year. Covetous man
He will certainly find himself in the
penitentiary or some other awful place,
if he introduces into a civilized country
like Canada, such a savage barbarian
of an insect as the big bee of Java
!

THE WEEKLY.
I cannot close without expressing my
gratification that the American Bee
Journal has grown into a Weekly, and
my hope that its success in that form
may be even greater than that of its

and the warlike propensity in the bee is
like the same propensity in man. It is monthly predecessor.
meant for the protection of precious
Listowel, Ont., Jan.
interests and vested rights. The combative element in man is intimately

connected with that quality of energy
which the following passage occurs
is so essential to success in life,
"The Rev. Mr. Clark, late editor of which
and I am inclined to think it is much

15, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

:

American Bee Journal, the man the same with the bee. As a wholewho later accidently got a bee in his some dread of the law keeps many
mouth while drinking, and died from theives honest, so a like fear of bee-

Notes by the Way-Side.

the

the effects of having been stung on the stings prevent nocturnal marauders
back part of his tongue, and in short, from robbing hives. Mr. Hawley's acothers who have lost their lives in one
of the Brazilian or stingless bees
way or another in handling bees, will count
is
not be apt to ask to be placed in the
HARD TO BELIEVE.
Don't-care-if-they-do-get-stung army
He has been able to find but one inof bee-men."
The above extract was sent me by A. stance of their being tried outside of
That was in Germany. The
Brazil.
I. Root, and it certainly read like an
obituary notice. I therefore penned a experimenter claimed that these bees
brief communication to Gleanings in- were far more prolific that they stored
forming the bee-keeping fraternity that on an average fully a guarter more
I- was- strll-" alive^ttrd-kteki-rrg; '--Where-- honey than- the Ger+>ian-bees-^tliat44iey
upon I received a letter from Mr. Haw- had longer tongues; that they were
more hardy that they were not adley in which he says
" I presume you have read the articles dicted to robbing; that the queens
in Bee Journal, Gleanings, and the would not mate with other drones that
Magazine.
The first accuses me of they are as large as the Italian, and
All these good
quite as handsome.
lying ; the second of reporting jou dead
and the last of an attempt to swindle qualities, and no stings! Truly this is
bee-men out $10 each to all of which I the apis angelica I O for an apiary of
They would be " pets " in spite
plead not guilty.'.
.Now, 1 ask you as them
a friend to read the extract from my of themselves! Wouldn't I caress and
circular again, and construe it as your fondly them, even if they buzzed disBut
better judgement dictates. If from it content at my loving attentions
I am to be convicted of charging your I cannot help thinking that if such a
found
their
had
way
to
death, I must abide by the decision of race of bees
the court."
Germany, there would be more than
Well, I read the extract over and over one instance on record of their being
Our transatlantic brethern
again. It may be a confession of ob- tried.
tuseness on my part, but I could come would not have been blind to their
'

'

;

.

'

;

:

;

;

;

'

.

.

!

!

H. L.

JEFFREY.

I have been thinking for the past two
seasons I would try to send you a report
in the shape of "Notes by the WaySide." Since I was appointed Vice
President of the National Association,
in 1879, 1 have devoted all the time I
could spare in trying to give a little information to the box-hive bee-men that
are within 20 miles of me, and I have
picked up a few items that I think call
for an article that will invite the attention of amateurs, novices and specialists to look out for some trouble, andtne
cause I cannot determine, though I am
satisfied it is not a fungoid growth.
Mr. L. A. Pennoyer's letter, on page 3
of the American Bee Journal for
Jan. 5, is what has caused me to mention the trouble now. It is not the regular foul brood, but, so far as I can
learn, it is just as destructive in its tendency to depopulate a colony. The first

symptoms shown

are that nice combs of
casual observer suddenly nothing but empty cells, or even
a comb well stored with' eggs, and yet
the colony keeps running down or depopulating till there are no bees left.
In this trouble the brood simply dries
up, and if the comb is looked at in the
same position it occupied in the hive,
larva? are to the

;

—

;
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Some complain

that their bees have about 2 inches and gable roof with vendone nothing, while others have done tilator at each end. By removing the
very well. Success to the Weekly Bee cover the upper story may be nicely
Journal.
T. Lashbrook.
packed, while with the cap fastened to
Waverly, Iowa.
the cover it is more trouble and cannot
be done so well. It is not necessary to
state
that we have severe weather, etc.
Severe Weather for Bees.— How our
bees will come out of this severe win- Since the beginning of November our
bees have had no tly, excepting 3 colonter, I do not know, but I fear for them.
week. The alightWe had a poor season last year, especi- ies which were outlastsnow
around was
ally the latter part of it.
Bees were ing boards and the
considerably
soiled,
and
some of the
strong in the fall and commenced winbees chilled and remained out.
We
ter witli plenty of honey.
I am much
pleased with the Weekly for me it is a have lost none yet and hope to gel them
until
all through, but won't whistle
necessity.
G-. W. Jenkins.
nearer out of the woods.
New Liberty, Ky., Jan, 8, 1881.
II.
Stout.
W.
Pine Grove, Pa., Jan. 15, 1881.
Tobacco Smoke for Bees. I saw the
assertion in the Western Rural that toBee Keeping in Texas. I have rebacco smoke does not stupify bees, but
alarms and causes them to lill their ceived the first copy of the Weekly
sacks therefore, they will not sting. Journal. It is very fortunate to be
The truth is, that a common clay pipe, able to greet such a visitor once a week.
half-filled with tobacco, lighted, with a I am much interested in bee-culture,
cloth over the bowl, ami blown forcibly especially in our State, for we have as
into the entrance of the hive, will cause good a country as there is on earth, for
the bees to fall from the combs and lie bees and honey. Very few have thought
harmless on the bottom-board, as any of it, beyond having some old gums in
bee-keeper can satisfy himself by one fence corners. I have the simplicity
have
had
only
brood
I
The dried-up
the first movable frames I ever
trial.
It gives the operator time to take hive
in one of my own colonies, and that
the frames all out and put them back saw. I have also the first Italians I
contained an imported queen but they
ever saw. I love to see the interest deE. Bump.
were cremated, and have left no taint again.
veloping everywhere in this pleasant as
Waterloo, Wis., Dec, 20. 1881.
behind them.
well as profitable industry. I am deThe first I ever saw of the bald-headed
termined to aid its progress every way
ago.
the
past
sea3
years
but
bees was
Poisonous Wild Honey. I do not see in my power, and if all who take an inson 1 have found plenty .of them 18 why wild honey is necessarily poisonous terest would do the same, we would
miles from here, near the New York any more than tame honey
the wild soon become a power for good in this
State line, and nearly all the trouble with bees and the flowers are the same in great land. This is a gloriously bright
brood that I have seen, has been inva- both cases. My theory is, that the cause New Year's morning the past 5 or 6
riably in the low grade of black hybrids. of wild honey being poisonous is owing days have been very cold, the thermoThis is not guess-work, but I have to the fact that when a tree is cut and meter as low as 11° above zero the
watched close and in many cases.
falls, it produces a sensation in the hive, coldest for 30 years.
Bees have done
I would give you one cause for real often smashes combs, honey, bees, pol- well this year, God prosper us all, and
foul brood, that 1 have traced out in len and rotten wood all together, in gives us a plenteous year.
over 50 cases, but this manuscript is now which operation it is the nature of the
J. E. Lay, M. D.
too long. Perhaps I may give it before bees to sting, depositing the powerful
Hallettsville, Texas, Jan. 1, 1881.
preventive
long, if it is wanted, and its
acid in the honey then it is eaten and
also.
is quite liable to produce sickness, and
About Fertilization in Confinement.
Woodbury, Conn., Jan. 6, 1881.
the stomach may be in such a state as
Your correspondent,-M. B., from Into
produce
death,
if enough of the poi[Anything new relating to foul brood,
diana, seems to think that he has sucson is taken. We kept bees in Vermont, ceeded in having his queens fertilized
its cause, prevention and cure, is read and our honey never
made any one sick. in his new fangled cage. I would be
with deep interest, and we hope Mr. A bee-tree was cut near by, and all who
glad to know that it was a success, but
Jeffrey will forward the article at an ate of the honey were sick. There was like " blind Jack " I would " rather see
great
a
deal of argument made over it, it than hear tell of it." In the back
early day.— Ed.]
but they finally settled the question sat- Nos. of the Journal some one claimed
isfactorily to themselves by supposing
to have had queens fertilized by holdthe honey was gathered from kill-lamb.
ing them in his fingers, which I have
L. Martin.
thought might succeed if the queen
Hesperia, Mich., Dec. 10, 1880.
could be made to open the vagina or
spermatheca, either voluntarily or
Small Share of Honey.— My bees spasmodically. Suppose they were made
were in the best of condition to winter to gape open the vagina, by the use of
plenty of stores and of fine quality. chloroform or some anaesthetic, say
Dying 1)t Wholesale.— Bees here are The bee keeper had but a small share puff ball or some of Mr. Alley's tobacco
dying by "wholesale. We have had 7 of honey for last season's labors.
I smoke, say not enough to destroy life,
weeks of cokl weather and there is no think the prospect is good for another but just enough to cause them to open
warmer.
The
being
yet
of
its
prospect
year.
Success to the Weekly Bee up the parts the drone, I think, can be
Weekly Bee Journal is jnst splendid Journal and our honey gatherers.
made to do its part by first squeeze his
it cannot fail to be gladly received.
Bethany, 111.
A. M. Rhodes.
head, and then let the pressure graduSuccess to it and its editor.
ally extend back to the abdomen. Those
L. Johnson.
that have never tried it, can learn someDysentery.—
am
sorry
to
I
say
that
that
Walton, Ky., Jan. 18, 1881.
fearful disease, dysentery, has visited thing this is only thrown out as a sugour vicinity and destroyed more than gestion for experiment. J. F. Love.
Cornersville Tenn.
Well Paid.— I can assure you I am half of the bees in the neighborhood
very much pleased with the Weekly some loosing all. We have lost but 7
been
have
Bee Journal. I think I
colonies as yet, but what the end will be
Long Confinement.— Our bees have
highly compensated for the money in- we cannot say. We have every number not had a flight since the first of Novvested. You have my best wishes for of the Bee Journal from June, 1878, ember. The thermometer, is 16° below
the lower side of the cell looks dirty,
if you look into the bottoms of toe
cells there is nothing to be seen, and
yet every successive lot of brood will
BO in the same w;iy. I cannot call it
the regular foul brood, because it is
never capped over; at least. 1 never,
knew it to live till capped over. 1 cannot ascertain the cause, though there
are some evidences that indicate that
the queen,
it is the lack of vitality in
and some that indicate that the larva'
Yet
starve for want of bee-bread.
none of these causes seem to be the
originators of foul brood, neither does
this trouble seem to turn into foul brood
so far as I have observed.
Another trouble that I have found,
and only in a low or black grade of hybrids, is that the brood is uncapped
after the eves are formed, and then they
turn dark-colored and are about onethird thrown out. This species, upon
close examination, shows a reddishbrown, dust-like substance at the extremities of the thrown-out bees, that I
think must be a parasite. After a, while
it turns into foul brood that is foul
enough for anybody.

27
enough to have wintered them. That
was something new to me, so I thought
would see it you ever saw or heard

and

I

anything like it.
C. HOLLOWELL.
Dunreith, Ind., Dec. 25, 1880.

[We have

frequently

known swarms

to settle after flying a long distance.

and make considerable progress in
li
building; apparently as though they
had been disappointed in their selection
of a home, and were keeping themselves busy until a satisfactory home
could be found. The case you cite was
probably similar, except that their delay
was extended until after the storing of
honey and depositing of eggs took place,
when they were loth to leave and the
early setting in of winter found them
unprotected, and they perished. These
cases are not frequent.— Ed.]
i

—

—

—

;

Errata.— On page 2, column 4, of the
Weekly American Bee Journal, I
was made to say that I returned the
queen to the colony I did not. Before
the queen is expected to emerge, the
cage is adjusted to the entrance of the
hive, and remains there until the object
is accomplished, when she immediately
returns to the colony without aid. It
takes but a few minutes for the bees to
learn their passage and resume their
work.
M. B.
;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

j

First Year's Experience.— I am highly
pleased with the idea of a Weekly
Bee Journal it looks like business,
to get the Journal weekly. I commenced with 3 box hives, last spring, I
have 8 Langstroth hives in pretty fair
condition 2 of them Italianized and 2
hybridized. This is the hardest winter
I ever saw in this country by half.
Six
to eight weelis earlier than ordinarily
;

j

—

winter commenced in this latitude. We
had 8 or 10 weeks of drouth last summer causing bees to be rather short of
stores, I have had to feed and, but for
buckwheat and the fall weed bloom, all
my bees would have starved before
winter came.
We took no honey
many of the bees of the neighborhood
have died long since, of starvation one
man has lost all his bees— they were all
in box hive and " tree gums." There
are but very few movable frame hives
in this portion of the country. If I can
only be successful with my 8 colonies
and get them through the winter, there
will be a revolution in bee keeping in
this section. Men will try Bee Journals
and Langstroth hives, etc.
J. A. Burrow, M. D.
Santa Fe, Teniv, Jan. 17th, 1881.

—

;

—

;

;

American Bee Journal.

when received, but they are zero. We winter in cellars here. I
worth more than money to us, I could never knew a man to lose a colony if
not part with even one number.
they had plenty of honey, and proper
Fincastle, Ind. Mary Brothers.
ventilation, in this country. Success to
So Honey last Season.— The past seathe Weekly Bee Journal.
son yielded no honey. I fed my bees
Harlan, Iowa. John McGinness.
over $30. worth of sugar syrup to keep
Honey Season in Pennsylvania. We
them alive. I expect to lose many of have the first two numbers of the
winter.
fed
I
cold
them during this
Weekly and are very much pleased with
Of Much Benefit.— I must have the
freely in the early part of October, and it, and the prospect of getting such Weekly Journal. I hope I will get as
put them into winter-quarters the first valuable information as the Journal much for the amount invested as I have
week in November. 1 can do without always contains, just fresh from the for the past volume. The past year
honey but I do not want to do without authors, is alone worth the additional was i the amount of the Weekly, but I
the American Bee Journal.
cost, it is agreable reading these long was benefited many times the amount,
Daniel Rider.
winter evenings. This shows progress besides the knowledge I have for next
Fairfield, Iowa, Jan. 7, 1881.
that deserves encouragement. No tell- year's work. I began my apairy with
ing but what a daily may yet be issued, the Journal, last spring, and by every
Prevention of Swarming.— I was suc- and even progressive bee-keepers be number I revised my work, otherwise I
cessful lastseason in preventing swarm- connected by telephone with the ex- would give the business up. I have
Ave •55 colonies, 43 in the celler, and 12
ing. From 35 colonies in the spring I change in the Journal building.
had but 6 swarms. My desire was to had a very good season for honey and packed in planer shavings.
A. J. Norms.
get more honey and less swarms. I increased till Julv, but afterwards about
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
have sold 1,326 lbs. of comb honey and as poor as it could be. We got about 200
partly
dark
lbs.
honey,
of
and
doubled
our number
have about 200 lbs. more,
Homeless Swarm.— Two of my neighand some boxes not quite tilled out. of colonies. We now have 21 colonies bor's boys found a swarm of bees and
Have used all we wanted in the family. packed in oat chaff, 6 inches on all sides, about a 'half a bushel of comb hanging
Three of my colonies were queenless in and the bees covered with quilts and 'to a fence rail, about two weeks ago,
May, from which I obtained no honey. old sacks filled with chaff pressed tightly during our coldest weather. It is needWhat I have sold comes to $163.88. into the upper stories. We will have less to say they were all dead. The
Bees have done rather poorly this year. no more hives without a moveable cap. comb contained considerable honey—
the

Toledo. Iowa.

War. E. Struble.

as neat as

—

1

!

Comb Foundation Machines.— I [have
read the article of Dr. Brown, in the
American Bee Journal of the 5th
inst., and as I do not agree with him,
I wish to answer as follows
1. He says that the Dunham machine
is sold at the same price as the others
but I am assured that he does not know
the price of every machine.
2. He says the Dunham machine is
more difficult to make on account of its
high side-walls. Had he the experience
in making machines that I have, he
would not say so, because the punch
has only to be driven deeper into the
rolls to create this slud.
I do not make
high side-walls on my machine, and I
have good reasons for not doing so,
which if Mr. B. wishes to know I can
tell him.
John Bourgmeyer.
Fond du Lac, Wis., Jan. 17, 1881.
:

;

[The above

is

a very curious letter

curious, because incomprehensible. We
have read and re-read the article writ-

ten by Dr. Brown, above alluded to,
published on page 5 of our issue of the
•5th inst., and cannot possibly give itthe
construction Mr. Bourgmeyer places on
it.
The Doctor's remarks are applicable to the cost of the foundation, and
not the machine, and his eulogistic mention of it is endorsed by nearly all who
have used it he is too careful of his
very high reputation to risk it on an unworthy commendation.— Ed.]
;

—
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The Basswood

Linden Tree.

or

Jan. 26,

"Compulsory Honesty."

feeling sorely the evils inflicted upon

We

Will you please state the habits of
have received from Mr. Clias. F.
the basswood tree its height, how long Muth, of Cincinnati,
O., the following
before it will yield honey, and if it will
communication, criticising the bill pubflourish in this State.
lished in our issue of the 12th inst. unE. M. Gkesham.
University of Va.. Jan. 18, 1881.
der the above caption
;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Puophietok,

:

Basswood or linden

CHICAGO.

ILL..

JAN.

is

26, 1881.

(

Tilia

indigenous to a large portion of the

North American continent; growing,
often, to a very large size, and vieing

8g° The Semi-Tropic California says with other forest trees in height. It is
"Ourpospect tor a honey crop in 1881, quite hardy, and grows readily and
thriftily from the seed.
We have heard
in Los Angeles, and vidnity, is good."
of its blooming and secreting honey in
ts«T We have now obtained the copy
of minutes of the National Convention
of 1871. Thanks to Mr. A. F. Moon, of
Rome, Ga., for it.

W

six years after

should

lie

sown

planting.
in drills

The seeds

and cultivated

if

demanded on

too broad a scale, will accomplish nothing, just like compulsory temperance or
compulsory religion. 1 feel lliat way a
little more, perhaps, because that law is
proposed by a house which is recognized
by our business community as one of
the largest adulterators in the country.
They do not adulterate honey, of course,
but they have to add a certain quantity
of glucose in order to keep the honey
from granulating; the trade demands
it.
So they stated, some tune ago, that
they had to add a certain quantity ot
cornmeal to mustard, in order to make

more palatable— but their mustard
was pure. Like the French army, w Inch
was never conquered — only beaten.
Honey has become a staple article of
great importance of late years, and has
an important future. It can be shown
it

The " Bee Hive and Home Maga-

issued by Mr.
Crowfoot, is not to be issued now. Mr.
" The enterprise is inCrowfoot says
zine," proposed to be

:

of sufficient importance to our legislators to pass a law exclusively for the protection of honey ; and it is my opinion
that we shall accomplish nothing with a
petition for universal protection.
Let us draw up a petition for the protection of honey alone, setting forth the
great growth of its production of late,
and the prospects forits future. Letus
make it plain to our representatives

definitely postponed."'

^" The editor of the Somerset, Pa.,
Democrat, speaking of the honey of Mr.
II. II. Flick, of Lavansville, Pa., says
"equals California honey in color and
it in taste," and that lie has a
large apiary on his farm near Lavansit

excells

how necessary

to a healthy

development

of the production of honey is the protection of the law against its adultera-

ville.

g§°

Compulsory honesty,

Americana)

It

would save us much trouble,

if

all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to

one year, then transplanted, setting from
10 to 14 apart each way. It prefers the
proximity to water-courses, bottomlands, and gravelly soils in which water
stands near the surface the whole season through. With these points borne
in mind, and kept partially shaded until

tion, etc.

If we draw out a petition (or resolutions) in good style, I am certain that

the representatives from Ohio will use
their best endeavors to have a law passeo
have several letters
in our favor.
Our friends in olhei
States, exercising a similar bearing on
(some inclosing money) that have no
their
respective
representatives, will aio
name. Many others having no Posthe matter considerably. Would it not
office, County or State.
Also, if you the roots and rootlets are well developed, be well to petition our
State Legislalive near one postoffice and get your we think it will flourish in your
State. tures as well as Congress ¥
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 17, 1881.
mail at another, be sure to give the ad- It is worthy of a trial, as it possesses a
dress we have on our list.
We care but little with whom the bill
magnificent foliage, and is a great favorite with the bees when in bloom. referred to originated, so that the
eg" The weather in the North is still We give on the first page a very correct amendments we suggested (or similar
provisions) to make it operative and to
cold, but milder than it was in the early illustration of a twig in bloom.
cover the public wants be incorporated.
part of this month. It has been colder
all over the country than it has been be<@T We will send sample copies to any The mere draft of the bill, as published
fore for years. In Texas it is reported who feel disposed to make up clubs for in the American Grocer, did not seem to
to be colder than for 30 years before. 1881. There are persons keeping bees cover the whole ground, but with proper
Mr. W. Williamson, of Lexington, Ky., in every neighborhood who would be effort on the part of bee-keepers and
in a letter, dated January 20th, says: benefitted by reading the Journal. others it could easily be made to cure
" The severe weather is breaking up— and by using a little of the personal in- the grievous evils complained of. We
we hope for good. We anticipate an fluence possessed by almost every one, must admit we are unable to compreearly spring. Those of the bees that a club can be gotten up in every neigh- hend the analogy between compulsory
live through the severe winter will need borhood in America.
Farmers have honesty and compulsory temperance oi
had large crops, high prices, and a good compulsory religion. The first would
feeding very early."
demand for all the products of the compel the dealer to give the purchasi
<g" Last Sunday's Chicago IVmescon- farm, therefore can well afford to add an honest equivalent for his money, and
the Bee Journal to their list of anything else would be deceiving an
the following item of news:

We

this office.

i

them by unscrupulous

counterfeiters,

with an honest but short-sighted zeal
or a sellish ambition to protect themselves alone, succeeded in procuring the
passage of a stringest special law protecting dairymen and dairy products.
.Not only has the law proven ineffectual,

but the evils have augmented to a magnitude which is truly stupendous, and

now

the stuff

is in

the majority.

Hun-

dreds of families in Chicago at the present time dispense with butter, because
they know not what nor from whom to
buy. Some time ago a paper was circulated anemg business houses, and sev-

thousand dollars were subscribed
with which to employ legal talent and
prosecute the offenders, and there it
rests.
Last week many of our business
and commission houses signed a paper
pledging themselves not to traffic in the
stuff; but it will probably effect nothing but lessen competition. And still
not a tremulous fear quivers the nerves
of the guilty manufacturers, nor do the
pangs of remorse rob them of a moment
of refreshing slumber. As well pass a
special law making it a crime to steal
money or other valuables in small parcels, but classify the plundering of communities among shrewd business or
eral

financial operations.

We

need no law to prevent honey

adulterations, unless it will prevent sugarand syrup adulterations, with which

we come directly into competition.

We

have no moral right to ask protection
for our pure commodities, unless we accord the same protection to other honest
producers; nor is it in accord with the
theory of democratic government, to
legislate class or special laws to punish
crime. We can see no remedy but a
general law, simple and practical in its
enforcement. Let the informer be repaid
out of the fine for any trouble or expense he may incur. Make it an object
to the defrauded customer to prosecute
the swindler, and he becomes an effective agent in enforcing compulsory
honesty.
Since the above remarks were put in
type, we notice the following article
from the pen of Mr. F. J. Emery, in a
late number of the Inwu Homestead, and
as it bears so directly upon the subject
under discussion we cannot refrain from

copying

it

:

i

"A

tains

pouch

of registered mail matter of the

first-class,

which arrived

in

Chicago by

a Lake Shore train on Wednesday evening, from Rochester, was found to

have been cut open ami robbed of valuables to an indefinite amount." These
were registered letters and packages
We hope there
containing money.
were no letters in it addressed to us.

tjgfi-

We

have idled orders for quite a

number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
Journal. We put the price low. 80
per cent, less than any one else could
afford to sell them, lor we get them by
the quantity at wholesale and sell them
at just enough to cover the COSl and
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,

We

do this to induce as man]
as possible to get them, and preserve
their Weekly numbers. They are exceedingly convenient; the Journal
being always bound and handy for
reference. The directions for binding
are sent with each one.

on each.

papers for 1881.
We have concluded to make the
following oirers for all clubs sent in before Jan. 31
For a club of 2. weekly, we
will present a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of "Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Ho not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.
:

;

«$. On Monday morning, express and
mail cars, with all their contents, as
well as four messengers, were entirely
burnt up, in a railway accident near

Ehnira,N. Y.

®" The
nal

for

Volume
1880,

of the

bound

in

Bee Jourstiff

paper

covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

<gT Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Saturday of
the

week previous.

To point out

that which has been done
elsewhere, in a parallel case, might be
done here also as a remedy. About 30
years ago in England a law was passed
relative to adulteration ot food and etc.
It has been very strictly carried out.
t'he substance ol the law is that no article shall be sold under a false name.
For instance a man may sell chicory,
but he must not mix it aiid call the mixture coitee. Hemaj sell oleomargarine,
but he must not cail it butter; and so of
the endless Variety of items used as
food. A public chemist is appointed
whose duly it is to analyze what is
brought to him of suspected articles
bought at the retail shops, and if adulterated, a State prosecution before a
justice summarily disposes of the case
by a tine. A light line for the first offence— heavier lor a second conviction,
and the shop and its owner are advertised in the papers as having such and
such articles adulterated, and particulars of analysis are given.
II the retail
dealer pleads that he bought the adulterated art iclcs in good faith from the
wholesale dealer he is told " the public
must be protected, and you have your
remedy against the wholesale dealer."

ignorant or unwilling purchaser. Tht
second would compel a dealer to refuse
a customer what n-as called for, presupposing the purchaser not to be a free
moral agent. Compulsory religion bears
no closer comparison, as it would be an
attempt to compel certain phases of
conscience, without reference to acts
performed.
Petitions have been drawn up, and
presented, and "pigeon-holed" time
and again. providing exclusively against
the adulteration of honey. Andweare
not prepared to assert, that were a special law enacted it would help matters.
We have heard of nothing good resulting from the special law in Minnesota,
New Jersey and Kentucky. So effete is
the law in the latter State, that mixed
"strained" honey can be bought in any
quantity and at many stores in Louisville at the present time— so we are informed.
In Illinois we have an apt illustration
Kg" When changing a postoffice adat the present time of the non-effect- dress, mention the old address as well
iveness of special laws. The dairymen. as the new one.

:

Experience with Comb FoundationSeeing of late that a number of apiargive their experience in the use of
comb foundation, and that their verdict
in
is
favor of that made on the Dunham
machine, will you allow me modestly to
give my experience with foundation for
the benefit of those thai have yet to
ists

In 1878

its use.
I

used 50

lhs. of

foundation

made on

the Root machine, received
from a manufacturer in t lie State of
New York, which the bees used readily

and

my

satisfaction.
In 1879 1 used 103 lbs.
to

;
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commence

—

made on the
fromamanu-

Boot machine, received
facturer in Ontario. It pleased me and
the bees well.
In 1880. I used 17.5 lbs. (out of 300 lbs.
purchased) made on the Dunham machine, that did not please me. Contrary
to the testimony of others, it was not
received by the bees so readily, and it
did sag eery much. The high walls did
not come with the foundation, as you
It was
will see by the sample enclosed.

\\ e liuve accepted an invitation to
K-,-,
sarcastically alludes to the Convention, and of which he was a very attend the Ashtabula County, O., ConThe Eev. A. Salisbury, in the Amf.k- active member, "sat down" on the vention, which is to lie held at Andovci
h an Bee Journal or Jan. 12. refers
resolution because it did not properly O., on Tuesday and Wednesday. Feb. 8
to a resolution brought before the CinThe first and and!). 1881. On the evening of Tuescinnati Convention, which was tabled cover all the ground.
very promptly without discussion, and second of the series of resolutions day, the sth, we have engaged to deliver
proceeds to deliberate on the question offered by Mr. Hayes did cover all the a public lecture on " Bees and II
-v."
in a most reckless manner, as though ground, were freely and fully discussed, There being a large number of beesaid
had
not
by
that
high-toned" body
"passed unani- keepers in that region, we expect the
their action, We do not want this matter and our report says
discussed. Not only does be do this but mously" upon a vote being taken. meeting will be very largely attended.
he incites others to the same folly, for Compare,
resolution All interested will please notice the date
carefully, the
want to hear from the offered by
be says,
with those
as it lias been changed.
Boardman
Mr.
leading bee men of the country on this
the
Convenunanimously
by
adopted
subject."
J2f The Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association
tion, and the cause for complaint will

man

Do we Want Facts?

.

"We

Mr.

S.,

suicidal

—

what do you mean by such

disloyalty to the

will

Is

it

facts

commenting upon what

;

" Do we want facts ?" If so, refer to
the page above cited, and it will be observed the resolution was not "tabled
very promptly without discussion."

Our reporter gave some

;

:

of the discus-

but most of it
was omitted to save space.

being irrelevant,

sion,

queens, in his

;

;

;

;

;

:

C

;

;

;

;

;

It is evident Rev. Mr. Salisbury's
communication was read under a misHis many years' exapprehension.
Mr. Boardman moved, as a test of the perience with imported and home-bred
sentiment of the Convention,
Italians have not been thrown away;
That the importation of nor have his observations as a proliesolved,
Italian queens is no longer advisable as
an improvement of our present race of gressive bee-keeper failed to develop

own

apiary superior to
their imported mothers. We are confident had he been in attendance at the
Cincinnati Convention, his vote would
not have broken the harmonious unanimity with which the following resolu-

—

;

extracted honey.
For the neatest and best honey crate and section
boxes (cost, quality and finish to be considered), one
tested Italian queen, donated by Geo. W. House.
All are invited to send implements for competition
or exhibition. Articles sent to the Secretary will be
sold or otherwise disposed of as the owner may
direct, it is desired that all articles sent be thesame
as kept iu stock, or forwarded to purchasers
Geo. W. HocsE, Sec
L. (J. Root. Ptcs.

For the honor

of

the fraternity in

New

York, we hope that the friends of
truth and justice will be present at the
above meeting. The very unjust resolutions passed, a year ago, should be

rescinded and thus in a measure blot
out the disgrace which now attaches to
the last North Eastern Convention.
liesolved,
That the importation of Many were indignant at the matter
pure Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land then, and we hope they will make an
bees into North America, ought to be
" making
encouraged for the sole purpose of add- effort to be there, to assist in
ing new and different strains of blood the crooked things straight." We do
to that we already have.
not imagine that it will be difficult, for
2.
That the strain of Italian blood some of those who were interested in
we now have has reached a higher passing them, if we mistake not, will
standard of excellence than is to be
found in the native home of the Italian. now labor to have them reversed.— Ed.]
3.
That queens reared from pure selected
igyThe annual meeting of the Southhome-bred Italian mothers,
should command at least as high a mar- ern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association
will
ket value as those bred from imported
be held in Battle Creek, Mich., on
mothers, where pure Italian stock is the Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1881, at 10 o'clock
a. m.
The insinuation that the resolution sole object desired.
B. Salisbury. Sec.
was tabled in the interest of the imFor Mr. Boardman, personally, we
porters, is wholly without a shadow of
i^"The Champlain Valley, Vermont,
have the highest regard. We listened
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
foundation, and is unworthy of Mr.
with much interest to many of his re- annual meeting in Brandon, Vt., on
Boardman himself. We venture the marks, and certainly he cannot com- Thursday and
Friday, Jan. 20 and 21,
assertion, that not one in ten of those
II. L. Leonard, Asst. Sec.
plain of any want of courtesy, either on 1881.
who voted in the affirmative have ever the part of the officers or constituent
imported a queen from Italy direct for
<£I" The Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Assomembers of the Convention. That he
traffic and not ten per cent, of the few
ciation will hold their Annual Conventakes an honest pride in the advancewho have, can boast of clearing one ment of scientific apiculture we do not tion, on the 10th and 11th of February,
1881, at Plattsinouth, Cass Co., Neb.
penny as profit, if their sales were made doubt, and
we fully sympathize with Western Iowa bee-keepers are cordially
at present popular prices.
him in his estimation of the superiority invited to attend.
Hiram Craig, Pres.
We reiterate, that " while we believe of American-Italian bees but we canthe intelligent and discriminating bee- not believe with him that the Convenkeepers of America have succeeded in tion endeavored to shirk any expression
A Great Paper.— We desire to call the
breeding a strain or strains of bees of opinion, nor that the Convention, or attention of our readers to one of the
greatest newspapers of the age— one
equal, if not superior, to any to be a majority of its members, failed to give
that secures the best writers in this
found in Italy, we would not discourage any matter brought before it proper country and Europe, regardless of exany from importing if an improvement consideration. That all questions de- pense has the best and fullest book rehas
is possible. .. .We do not doubt there liberated upon were settled with the views of any paper in the country
able articles upon financial subjects;
are many fine queens bred in Italy, but precision of inspiration we do not
has departments devoted to Fine Arts,
we do believe none are better than our claim but all decisions were rendered Biblical Research (something that canbest." And certainly, the Convention, through honest motives the talent and not be found in any other newspaper in
by its action in tabling the resolution experience represented weie of a high the United States)", Farm and Garden,
Insurance, Weekly Market Reports,
given above, did nothing which could order, very far above the conventional Cattle Market, Prices
Current, Dry
be construed as a more positive endorse- average. We have attended many bee- Goods Quotations, etc. in fact, a newsment of the system of indiscriminate keepers' Conventions, and other de- paper fully suited to the requirements
importation than can be found in the liberative bodies, but never one superior of every family, containing a fund of
information which cannot be had in any
language quoted above from our issue to the Convention which assembled other shape, and having a wide circulaof the 12th inst,
in Cincinnati last fall and it is a source tion all over the country and in Europe.
"Is it facts we want?"
Yes; of of honest pride to be able to refer to it We refer to Tub Independent, of
New York. "The largest, the ablest,
course, it is. But we want all of them. as a representee body of bee-keepers. the best." See advertisement, in another
The " high-toned body," as Mr. Board- Is it facts you want ? these are facts.
column, and send for specimen copy.
tions

were adopted

j

;

I

j

—

sion again to impress our readers with
the desirability of purchasing supplies

Because an artimoney, is not
proof that it is the cheapest any more
than that honesty always dictates the
most plausible story. The advertisements of several responsible dealers
will be found in our columns.— Ed.]

from honest dealers.

cle is sold for the least

;

Questions.— 1.

When snow

covers the

earth, what must be the temperature to
be successful in removing bees from the
cellar for a fly
2. Will bees cleanse the hive from dead
'.

'

;

;

i

bees while in the cellar, if the entrance
is left unobstructed ?
3. Is it advisable to cover the entrance
with wire-cloth while in the cellar'?

Query.
St.

Paul, Minn., Jan.

1.

When the weather is warm enough

15, 1881.

j

;

that bees can fly from the hive and return, without dropping on the snow.
2. No; but they frequently come outside to die.

;

;

—

|

3.

No;

never.

—

I® Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
-

intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

the

Dadant A. G. Thurber W. A. House A.J. Klin:
Julius Hoffman and others.
A-gold medal will be awarded for best essays, on
the following subjects
"The different races nt bees
and their crosses." "Wintering bees," "Marketing
honey," " How can we make the apiary the most
protl table ?*'
For best essay upon any subject outside of those
mentioned, one tested Cvprian queen, donated bv L.
Root.
Diplomas will be awarded for^best display of implements
the best comb foundation lor broodchamber for surplus boxes best honey extractor
best bee smoker for the most practical bee hive.
One dollar each, for the best crate of honey in the
most marketable shape, and lor the best package of
;

we want ?
H. R. Boardman.

has probably caused some of the differences in experience with Dunham foundation. We say objectionable foundation,
bees.
for if the sample sent is a fair specimen,
leaving out the possibility of adulteraIt is difficult to imagine how a Contion in the wax, we object to it for use vention, composed of many of the most
1st. Because it is intelligent and most progressive beein the brood chamber
too light in weight 2d. It is minus the keepers of America, could do otherwise
Dunham side-walls; and, 3d. It was not than table such a resolution, when
made on a Dunham machine. We have offered, without supplemental explanaseen and used foundation made on five tion, to test the sentiment of its memDunham machines, and the same gen- bers. In fact, even though as individeral characteristics were prominent in uals fully coinciding in the gist of the
each, viz Thin septum or base high, resolution, it could not adopt that,
prominent side-walls, and preponder- alone, without stultifying itself by disance of wax in the sides, where the bees couraging one of the 2^°ssible means of
can use it most readily and rapidly. Of further improving our stock, through
course we do not know who Mr. Hill the importation of the most superior
purchased from, but we do know the strains of Italian queens if there are
sample sent to this office is not Dunham superior and inferior bees in Italy, as
claimed by the breeders there, and, as
foundation.
In this connection, we will take occa- we are free to admit, we fully believe.

;

;

plication.

in Michigan, from whom I
East Townsend, O.
will not now say, as it would not be a
good puff for said firm.
Referring to the above communicaI think foundation a success for the tion, which savors more of sarcasm than
brood chamber, if used about feet to candid discussion, we copy the resoluthe lb., made of pure wax.
tion alluded to, from the Bee JourWoodstock, Out.
J. B. Hill.
nal's report of the proceedings of the
[We are under obligations to Mr. Hill National Convention, second column
for enclosing the sample of objectiona- page 520, November number, 1880:

ble foundation, as it gives opportunity

In

i

1

issues.

Annual Convention,

bold their Eleventb

mil chamber, tit Utlca, N. v.. on the -'d,
great bee- remain undiscovered, unless it is be- Common4tiiCon
days of February, issi. The Executive
:;d and
are determined to maintain Oie high
cause the first of Mr. Hayes' resolutions Committee
standing the Association lias justly eained in Inspecifies a sole reason why importations past, and propose to out-do all former efforts at the
cominn Convention. Essays or addresses are exall.
and
Mr.
encouraged,
if
at
pected from Capt. W. F Williams: Prof. J. liasshould be
brouck Mrs. Frances Dunham
James Heddon
Boardman's resolution left that to im- Chas. Dadant 11. A. Burch Jno V. Detwiler C. P.

keeping interests of this country? Do
you mean to ruin the importation trade,
that we have been to so much trouble in
building up ? I fear you do. What do
you think that Convention " sat down"
on that resolution fori Perhaps it was
not the proper place to discuss such

purchased

for intelligently

29

;
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" What we know as yet,"' he
exclaimed. " are like a few shells picked
up i\> a child on the sea-shore, which
give but little idea of the wealth that
the sea contains."
Herr Vogel, whose book on the bee
was rewarded with the annual gold
medal of the Congress, followed next,
taking up the question of a uniform
or standard size of frame for all Germany. This has been long discussed,
and has resulted in a gradual diminution of the size of frame.
The time
was thought to have arrived for definite
action, and the size of frame was, after
long discussions in the Congress, finally
fixed at 'li}i centimetres (or 9 inches)
broad, with a depth of i'S centimetres
lor 15 inches) for" the body of the hive,
divided into two frames, each 18 centimetres (nearly iy2 inches) deep. This
hive, however, admits of being built up
to any height the amount of honeygathering justifies. There are usually
two rows of ten to twelve frames, or
three rows of eight frames, one above
the other, in each hive, making from
twenty to twenty-four frames of the
above size in each hive.
You are aware that in the German
hives the frames always stand across the
entrance, not at right angles to it. In
this principle they exactly resemble Mr.
There
Abbott's Combination Hive.
was only one German hive in the exstrive.

British

Bee Journal.

Congress of Bee-Masters at Cologne.
COL. G.

J.

PEARSON.

The occasion was somewhat more
than ordinarily interesting, tor it was
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Congress.

The proceedings commenced on Monday evening by an unofficial meeting of
those who arrived from all parts of tiermany and Austria to take part in the
Congress. Among them were many
who have a European reputation as bee"keepers, and I may especially notice the
great Dzierzon. the Baroness Von Berlepsch, Herr Vogel (author), and the
Pasteur Rabbow, of Hohendbrf in Pomerania.

The Exhibition opened on the morning of Tuesday the 7th, and resembled
very much all exhibitions of the same
description.

If I

may

offer criticism

on

manipulation. The only modification I
should like to make in them would be
the adoption of the quilt in winter.
I would now add a few words on Mr.
Dennler's extractor. It was exteriorly
of the ordinary form, the motive power
being placed " below the body of the
machine, and the center pivot turning
in a socket below all
so that all the
weight of the frames in the interior
rested on the center pivot, ami all
straining was avoided. The cages for
containing the honey combs for extraction are raised about G inches above the
bottom of the receptacles so as to allow
of at least 25 lbs. of honey being exThe
tracted without drawing it off.
whole of the appratus for turning is
or
The
cages
very solid and well made.
;

receptacles for the

combs

are three in

number, forming a triangle inside the
receptacle and this, I think, is its only
fault, for with three frames there is no
counter-balance on the pivot, and this
must eventually cause an uneven and
wobbling motion. It could be as easily
made with two or four cages, and it
would then be better; otherwise it admits of the frames being reversed like
in Mr. Cowan's extractor, which is done
by lifting each frame up about a quarter
of an inch, turning it, and letting it
;

drop into its place. This action is exceedingly simple, takes no appreciable
time to put in motion, and is not exhibition which had its frames at right posed to any chance of derangement.
angles
the
entrance.
And
here
As the machine exhibited has extracted
to
I
attractiveness of there article's. I may
mention with satisfaction that two out may mention a Swedish hive which re- nearly a ton of honey this year, its effiof three of the exhibitions which gained sembled very much one of Mr. Abbott's ciency may be said to have been
silver medals (of which only three were Combinations, ami which was furnished thoroughly tested and established. It
awarded) were made up largely of with a division-board to enable the was very greatly admired and praised
articles which had at least a portion of frames to be put back from the entrance by Dzierzon, and many other experitheir origin in England, Mr. Neighbour in winter. There was a tunnel leading enced bee-keepers.
Among other subjects of interest
having carried off one of them for an from the entrance to the division-board,
excellent collection of apicultural instru- giving ingress and egress to the bees, as from a practical point of view discussed
ments and super honey, and Mr. Denn- for the ventilation of the hive ; the by the Congress, was that of the use of
ler having also a silver medal awarded space between the end of the hive and perforated zinc as a queen-excluder.
to him for a dozen of Mr. Abbott's the division-board was then filled with This was introduced by Herr Guhler,
honey-boxes magnificently Idled, and an chaff well rammed home. This seems who very clearly explained the great
extractor, the idea (though not the to me a capital idea for keeping bees results which might be obtained by the
mechanism) of which was borrowed warm in winter.
use of it, in reference to the checking
from that of Mr. Cowan, which gained
It is no doubt a great advantage in of swarming and the production of
Several bee-masters followed
a prize at London last year. 1 shall Germany that practically one size of honey.
refer to this extractor hereafter. For frame is adopted by all bee-keepers in on this subject, saying that perforated
the rest, there were some well stocked all parts of the country. I am myself zinc was changing the whole system of
hives of Cyprians and Italians in the strongly impressed with the practical apiculture, and the principles on which
courtyard, with some well-made porta- utility of the German hives.
I have it was conducted from a scientific point
ble hives for transporting bees or queens this summer been working very much of view. It maybe added that the sale
from place to place. There were huge with some which are known as the of perforated zinc at the exhibition was
glass bells, nearly two feet high, well Baden or Black Forest hives.
They very huge, almost more than that of any
The holes are the same depth
filled with comb, very pretty to look at, seem to me to present some very great article.
but not half so practically useful as our advantages, both in regard to manipu- as ours, but have a greater breadth, at
honey boxes. This, indeed, the jury lation and supering. I am inclined to least one and a half to one of ours.
fully" recognised
in their awards to think that bees also winter very well in
Professor Donhoff read a very inMessrs. Dennler and Neighbour. There them. First, as regards manipulation, teresting paper on the physiology of the
were also some ingeniously arranged the frames being drawn out by a pair of bee, which was warmly applauded.
devices in comb exhibited by Pasteur strong pincers from the rear of the Herr Frey, of Murenberg, did the same
Rabbow. the bees having been made to hive, a small puff of smoke easily drives in reference to foul-brood, which he
build into moulds or shapes, which were the bees downwards to the front, and in treated ably. Herr Deichart, the Presiafterwards detached, leaving the shapes this way I really cannot remember ever dent of the Society of Apiculture in
of comb, like shapes of blancmange, on having been once stung in opening a Hesse, read a paper on " Wintering
a dish. There were also some capital hive, which I have been doing lately Bees," the chief practical hint I gained
masks, plenty of good comb-foundation, every day then the frames have only a from which was, that it was well not to
and a number of hives, the prices of small bearing at the ends, and are very leave colza honey in a hive for winter,
which ranged generally from seven to easily detached from the propolis. as it crystallised very readily in the
lifteen shillings, a few fancy hives only Thirdly, the brood is invariably found hives, and was not made easily available
being higher in price. The stock of in the front, and notably the lower front to the bees when in that condition.
honey and mead in jars and bottles was of the hive. In this way,, for extracting Herr Schzen spoke on the introduction
very large.
All this was, however, you may take out the eight upper and of Italian and other foreign queens.
nothing more than may be seen at any four lower frames from the rear, with He appeared to think that the chief adbee show.
the almost absolute certainty of finding vantage gained was the infusion of
The important part of the proceedings no brood in them. The frames being of fresh blood into an apiary, and that this
were the re-unions, where papers were small size, are put at once into the ex- would be as readily effected by any
read and speeches made. The first of tractor, the honey is taken out, and the other exchange of queens not necesthese commenced at 10a.m. on Tuesday, frames are replaced in the hive without sarily of another race.
and lasted till - o'clock. It was opened any derangement of the brood or anThe next Congress was then settled
by the Burgomaster, who in a short noyance to the queen. Then for super- to take place at Erfurt in 1SS1 and
speech addressed the meeting, express- ing the narrow hive seems to concen- either at Buda-Pesth or Frankfort-oning a hope that the fiftieth Congress trate the heat and send it into 'the the-Maine in 1882.
might bean international one, as there supers, which the bees take to at once,
There was another point of interest
were few countries which now did not while the broad shallow frames of the brought out in the discussions. You
take some interest in bee-keeping. Then Woodbury would seem to fail in this are perhaps aware that in Hanover,
admidst the applause of the whole particular.
I can only say that two where there is an immense trade in exmeeting, the delegate of the Minister of Alsatian gentlemen to whom I gave a ported honey, the practice is to destroy
Agriculture and Commerce called up number of .Mr. Abbott's excellent sec- one-third of the hives every year, anil
Herr Schmidt, of Eichsteid, who is the tional supers, have been showing me take all the contents. This practice is
permanent Vice President of the Con- magnificently filled honey-boxes all the justified by the people on the ground
gress, and. after complimenting him. summer from their Baden hives, while that they have too many colonies, and
decorated him with the order of the I never have been able to get a bee to that they woidd be over-stocked with
Crown, sent expressly to him by the go into mine, except for promenade pur- bees otherwise. In fact, they say that
Emperor.
poses.
I
am disposed to think, too, in a good year each colony will give
The real business of the meeting then that bees winter better in adeep narrow three swarms and 100 lbs." of honey.
began, Dzierzon, who was most warmly hive. By leaving them a certain num- Moreover, they say, by constant renewal
applauded, addressing the Congress at ber of frames rilled to all their depth, of the combs, they avoid foul-brood,
some length. Dr. Dzierzon dwelt on the bees need never change from frame and have a much longer and finer race
to frame, but always keep near their of bees.
t he yet undeveloped state of bee science,
Pasteur Rabbow violent atand the necessity of close and patient food and so it comes to pass that after tacked the whole system as beingcruel,
study and watching, as well as practical considerable experience, I have come to unnecessary, and not really economical.
application, if we would arrive at be very fond of these small frame hives, Herr Schzen, the editor of the Hanover
" We are
results worthy of the end at which we which are so handy for storing and Bee Journal, replied to him
should say that practical utility
was not sufficiently kept in view by the
greater number of exhibitors, who
rathor sought to catch the eye by the
it,

I

;

;

;

:

Jan. 26,
!

1

not cruel, but what are we to do with
our bees ?
We have 000.000 colonies
every year to dispose of, and if you will
come in the autumn, we will only too
gladly drive the bees, and sell them to
you for a mark and a half (eighteen
pence) each colony."
It is a question for our enterprising
bee-merchants whether it might be
profitable to purchase bees in autumn
at this price, feed them for winter, and
sell them in spring.
It may be observed
that Pasteur Rabbow was right, and
that by using frame hives and checking
the laying of the queen by the use of
perforated zinc dividers, the number of
swarms might be diminished, and the
income of honey increased in proportion.
The hive's used in Hanover are
tall conical skeps, with the entrance
near the summit.
The show remained open and the
meetings continued daily till Friday,
when the prizes were given, the goid
medal going with universal applause to
Herr Fred. William Vogel, for his
recent work on bee-culture Mr. Dennler and Mr. Neighbour, and one other,
receiving silver medals; and many
others diplomas of merit.
;

So ended a very interesting visit, during which I visited also the Industrial
Exhibition at Dusseldorf. Perhaps the
most interesting part of the exhibition
was the pleasure and honor of meeting

renowned bee-keepers

like

Dzierzon and

the Baroness A'on Berlapsch.
Nancy. France.

Central Michigan Convention.

The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association met in Convention in the
Pioneer Rooms of the State Capital, at
Lansing. Oct. 7, 1880. President Ashworth being absent, the forenoon was
occupied with informal discussion.
At 1 p. m., Vice President D. R. Cole,
of Livingston, was called to the chair,
and the Convention proceeded to business. The President delivered a short
and spicy address on the subject of
honey-producing and gave some of his
observations during the season. His
remarks led to a lengthy discussion of
the subject of wintering.
The topic of foul brood was next considered, and as it was reported to exist
in the adjoining counties, it awakened

much

interest.

Prof. Cook said it was really terrible,
and that none of us knew its effects.
He advised all not to buy bees or queens
at a distance if we did. it might bring
on our ruin.
voice. What is the remedy ?
Prof. Cook. Immediate destruction
of bees, hives and honey.
Mr. Wood, of Grand Ledge.
do
you do it?
Prof. Cook. Take the hive and contents out in a field and build a bonfire.
Inquiry was then made about the
;

A

How

Holy Land queen.
Prof. Cook said she was very prolific
that she laid 4,000 eggs a day by actual
count, and that all of the workers were
;

uniform and very gentle.
Mr. Waldo, of Grand Ledge, said he
obtained a daughter of the Holy Land
queen, and crossed her with Italian
drones, and thinks he will like the cross
for their quietness.

Prof. Cook gave a few incidents from
the letters of Frank Benton, which both
amused and instructed the members

present.

Time was then given for the examination of the supplies, hives and fixtures.
The attendance was large and the
meeting passed off pleasantly.
On motion of Prof. Cook, the Secretary was instructed to return thanks to
the Superintendent of State Property
for the use of the hall, and the attention
the Convention received.
Adjourned to May 5, 1881.
Geo. L. Perry, Sec.
l®" The Rock River Valley Bee-KeepAssociation will hold their annual
meeting at Monroe, Ogle county, 111., on
Feb. 8, 1SS1. The weather was such
that our Secretary was not at our last
meeting and our Secretary pro tern having failed to send in his report, I send
the above notice.
A. Rice, Pres.
ers'
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In! WVi'kly Ameik-nii Hoe .Ion run 1
any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted In the lust column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

ant

PublUhere'Priee. Club.

The American Bee Journal comes
The American Bee Journal comes to us in a new form. Heretofore a
to us this week in a new form, and is monthly, it appears weekly and will
the more welcome, since il has become continue to take a lively interest in all
Twenty years wise efforts looking to the advancea full-grown weekly.
ago it was started as a monthly and has ment of the art and science of bee cul"stood the s.orins of journalism un- ture. We predict for it success in its
flinchingly," and now starts out as it new form, under its enterprising editor.
should have done long ago a weekly. — New Bedford, Mass., Standard.
We heartily recommend it to our readThe American Bee Journal is the
ers. Patron's Guide, Boyd Sta.. Ky.
oldest periodical published in America,
T. G. Newman, editor of the Bee devoted to the scientific management
Journal,, informs his readers, that the of the honey bee. Every person who
bee-keepers' industry has grown to such keeps bees should subscribe for the
importance that it now demands and above named journal, and see the prowill sustain a weekly publication degress that has been made in the manvoted exclusively to its interest. What agement of bees.— Latrobe, Pa., Advoa stride in this in the last decade, when cate.
comparatively few persons had learned
The Bee Journal is the oldest anienough about the business to lay aside
the old box hive and bee-gum for the cultural journal in America, and is the
movable frame hive. The world moves, first and only weekly in the world, dehowever, and it is no uncommon thing voted to bees and honey. We should
to hear of apiarists shipping tons of like to see every one in Hobart who
honey to market, the product of not owns bees take it. Journal, Hobart,
more than a hundred hives. Kansas Ind.
Farmer.
The December number of the AmerThat excellent periodical, the Amer- ican Bee Journal closes the twentieth
ican Bee Journal, which has hither- year of its prosperous and useful exis
So prosperous has its career
to been published monthly, has been tence.
changed to a weekly and greatly im- been that its enterprising publisher will
celebrate, by hereafter issuing this pubproved. Pilot. Marion, Iowa.
lication as a weekly. This will comThe American Bee Journal is de- mence a new era in bee journalism, and
cidedly the best journal of the kind it cannot be entrusted into any hands
Every man interested in with greater certainty of success than
published.
hee raising should take this journal.
with Mr. Newman. Standard, New
Journal. Berlin, Wis.
Bedforn, Mass.
If you want to know anything in reThe American Bee Journal, pubgard to bees, take the Bee Journal. lished by Thomas G. Newman, at ChiIts pages are replete with information
cago, which has heretofore been issued
relative to apiculture, and its bright monthly, will be twenty years old Janface and tasty make-up commend it to uary 1st, and will from that date be isthe public at once. Ensign, Moulton, sued weekly. It is exceedingly valuIowa.
able to bee keepers. Iowa Homestead.

—

The American Bee Journal, edited
by Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, ap-

The American Bee Journal

is

the

Bee-Keepers.

Cook'e M.« mini of the V|>i:uv. Entirely rewritten, greatly enlarged and elegantly illustrated,
and is fully up with the times on every conceh able

:

turist.

for

t

I

The Weekly u«'-' Journal CT, o, Newman)
and Gleanings In Bee-Culture (A. I. Root)

..*2 ou
:t

Bee- Keepers' Magazine (A.J.Kine)..
Bee Keepers' Exchange (J.H.Nellis).
The above-named papers
Bee Keepers' Instructor W.Thomas)

00..

2 75

2 oo
8 50
'i 7a
<
2 50.. 2 35
r
1
2 >o.. 2 :i5
Bee-Keepers Guide (A.G.Hlllj
5 75.. 5 00
The ahov-nauied papers
Prof Cook's Manual (bound In cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
Bee-Culture (T.U.
i

3 00

2 75..

4 75..

.

I".

Newman

i

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal. $1.00
For Monthly Bee .Journal, $1.50 less.

less.

subject that Interests the apiarist, it I-. not only In
Btructlve, but intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, and
one thai no bee keeper, however limited bis means,
can afford to do without- Cloth, Si £~* paper covers. !$i .OO, postpaid.
Per dozen, by express, cloth,
m

;

$12.; paper,

$9.50.

4|iilnhy'M New Bee-KeeplttB, by L. C Root.—
The author has treated the Bubjectof bee keeping
In a manner that cannot fall to Interest all. Eto style
is plain ami forcible, making all its readers sensible
of the fact that the author is really the master of the
subject. Price, tfl.GO.

A

Novice's
Knot
BCnfBee-Calture, by A
This embrace:* "everything perl alning tn the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
utiv
iicrd.
those more
Oloth.81 .2.1; paper, $1.00.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.
comb honey

HONEY— Light
and
12'.<

2 lb. sections

in

;

Extracted,

He.

King:'*. Bee-Keepers' Text-Book* bv A. ,T.
King.—This edition Is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, SI .OO; paper, 75c.

held at

larger packages,

18«>20c. in

15ci>

10c.

1

dark,

;

yellow, 20@24c; darker, I5(sl7.

NEW

YORK,

HONEY. -Best white comb honey, small neat
lSoiUUe.; frur do.,

Hie.

1;V.'

;

dark do.,

Il(g*13

;

large boxes sell tor about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9&10c; dark, 7(a8c; southern strained,
80@86c,
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20®24c.
H. K. & F. B. Thl-hbeu & Co.

CINCINNATI.

BlettMed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical Information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, JSl.OO.

Bee-Cultu»e

;

of the Apiary,

or Successful Manavement
by Thomas U. Newman.— This

pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— yueen Rearing
—Feeding— Swarming- Dividing—Transferring- Italianizing— In troducing Queens- Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method Of Prepar:

Honey for Market, etc.
ush and German, Price

It is

cents, postpaid, or

dozen.

ing

HONEY.— The

market for extracted clover honey
in demand at 10c. for the best, and
7<a8c. for basswood and dark honey. The supply of
comb honey is good, with a fair demand. We pay
is

I^niigHtroth on the Hive iiml Hnneyltev.
This is a standard scientific work. Price, $2. OO.

lOo,

'.».<

BEKSWAX.-Chuice

packages,

I

very good, and

J3.00 per

Food Adulteration

published

En cr-

in

for either edition,

40

What we

SAN FRANCISCO.

eat nnd should
not eat. This book should be in every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a taw to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered us food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.

Your new Weekly is at hand it is cleanly printed
and full of interesting bee-reading matter. Our
market is unchanged from last quotations and quiet,
as there are no buyers for European account at pres-

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.

16c.

for the best.

BEKSWAX-18@24c.

C. F.

MUTH.

;

ent.

HONEY— Comb

white,

7(1 7}*>c.

;

honey, 13@14c.

Extracted, choice

January

7,

423

Front Street.

1881.

Feb.

Time and Place

of Meeting.

2— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
8, 9—Ashtabula Co., O., at Andover O.
W. D. Rowells, Sec, Jefferson,

April

5— Central Kentucky,

Wm.

by

Thomas

G.

:

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

Honey, an Food and Medicine,

Newmun.— This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey ; the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and <• im:in. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, SOc.

off-colors, 6!«7c.

BEESWAX-'-'*-'. 24c, as to color.

Stearns & Smith,

;

Williamson.

7— Union

O.

at Winchester, Ky.

Sec

Lexington, Ky.

Association, at Eminence, Ky.
E. Diane, Sec. pro tern.. Eminence, Ky.
May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley, at Cambridge. Guernsey Co., O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
5— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France. Sec, Platteville, Wis.
National, at Lexington. Ky.
Sept.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
St:ite.
in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville. Ky.
Oct. 18— Ky.

Wintering Been— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject. that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2t in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.

Been and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has bad
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from

20 cents to lOcent*.
pears for 1881 as a weekly. It is the standard authority on the care of bees,
The Hive I U«e— Being a description of the hive
honey, etc.— Load, Silver
oldest bee journal in the country, and the sale of
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Creek, N. Y.
worthy the support of all bee fanciers.
Kendall'** Horse Book — No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It has &> engravings, illusHome Journal. Louisville, Ky.
The American Bee Journal, the
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
trating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
The American Bee Journal comes leading and truly valuable publication (y In order to have this Table complete, Secreta- in
of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
now makes its appearance as a weekly ries are requested to forward full particulars of time number
to us now as a weekly, and what has
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
heretofore been the leading monthly instead of a monthly. The initial num- and place of future meetings.— Ed.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on its
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, Soc,
bee paper, now becomes the leading ber is now before us. The monthly has
recognized as the very highest au- The Crowning
apicultural weekly, as it is the oldest, been
Culmination / A ^Book/or $2 501!
Moore's Universal Assistant contains inforthority on apiculture for upwards of
mation on every conceivable subject, as well as rein the Union. As it aims to give all
MOORE'S
UNIVERSAL
ASSISTANT,
ceipts for almost everything that could be desired.
It
is published by Thos.
twenty
years.
the news respecting inventions and imWe doubt if any one could be induced to do without
*!££•, -Liid Complete Mechanic, J)*
it, alter having spent a
few hours in looking it
provements in management from all G. Newman, of Chicago, whose reputa- ^w^ajfcLnl.uv'il Edition, contains over
through. It contains 48U pages, and 60U engravings.
*r£35& I, jOOtOOO Industrial Facts. Caicula-'
quarters of the globe, its weekly visits tion as a successful bee culturist is well ^BSgpF tiuns. Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
Cloth, *3.50.
country
and
across
the
Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
cannot but prove valuable to all who known in this
Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
Mechanic, Farmer, and Business Man. Give3200,000 items
are interested in bee culture. Farmer, sea. To every one interested in apicul- for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinists', tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
the
we
say
subscribe
for
Amerture,
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
jUilie r, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Denver, Colo.
Plum' er Ga and Steam Fitter?. Bronzers, slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, $>LOO Moican Bee Journal.— Sentinel, Carlisle, A-ssayers,
..'>o. Cheap edition, without slate, 5©c.
CiLle
Met land Wood WcrJxrsct'cvey kind. Builder 3 rocco,
The American Bee Journal, for Pa.
Manufr's and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Mill,
B^"Sent by mail on receipt of price, by
twenty years, the leading monthly in
Steam, and Mining Machinery, 'tools, !-hect Metal
;

;

,

f-> I

,

America, devoted to apiculture, now
becomes a weekly under the management of its veteran editor Thos.G. Newman, Chicago. Plain Dealer, Cresco,
Iowa.

The American Bee Journal,
•

is

1

Presses,
tion,

&c

Strcngt

i

is

here-

i

departure of the

Bee Journal

joy.— Patriot, Concord, N.

with

initial

number

of

to the Coll. or Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale,
Mechanics Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
E-tate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws Limitation of Actions, etc.
"Forms cmnpleio inmtbe* on the different subjects. "—£fef.4*H.
' The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable 1 reasury
i<f Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to any
Free by mail, in
Mechanic, Business Man, or Fanner.
fine cloth, for $2.50: i;i leather, for £3.50.
Address
1

II.

the Weekly
The American Bee Journal is the
American Ree Journal is before us.
The change from a monthly to a weekly leading periodical on bee-culture of the
United States. It is neat, typographicis a great improvement, and everybody
interested in bees ought to have it. It ally and otherwise, and is edited by a
contains even more than its usual gentleman who understand his busiamount of interesting reading matter. ness. We wish it abundant suocess.
Patrons'' Guide, Ky.
—Eayle, Union City, lud.

The

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

111.

Binders for the Bee Journal.

of 'iceth, Shafting, Belting Fric-

1

mocrat.

974

Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing En.ine
mid Operating, Setting ot Valves,

Intelligent bee-keepers will be glad Eccentrics, Link & Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe
to know that the American Bee Jour- k Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
Ventilation, Gas &, Water Works. Hydraulics, Mill Dams,
nal, the first paper established in this Hoisj Powrrof Streams,
etc. On Blast Furnaces, Iron
country, especially devoted to bee cul- k Steel Manufacture. Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quart/, and Placer Mining, Assaying. Amalgature, (founded by the late Samuel Wag- mating, etc. -J61 Tables w.th 500,010 Calculations
all possible forms for Mechanics, Merchants and
ner of good memory) is, with the begin- in
Farmers, 6JJ items for Printers, Publishers and
ning of the new year, to be published writers for the Press. 1.000 items for Grocers, Conas a weekly. Every progressive bee- fectioners, Physician^ Druggists, etc. 300 Health

monthly bee paper, keeper should have this paper.— Borne ftems. 503 do. lor Painters. Varnistfers. Gilders,
etc 500 do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers, 400 ox>. for
becomes a weekly in 1881. It is the old- Farm, Augusta, Maine.
Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather & Rubber Work,
Navigation. Telegraphy, Photography, Book- keening,
est apicultural journal in America, and
etc., in detail.
Strength of Materials, Effects of Heat.
-is-the first and only weekly in the world
The American Bee Journal, here- Fuel Values Specific Gravities, Freights by rail and
water—
a Gar Load, Stowage m Ships, Power of Steam,
devoted to bees and honey. We shall tofore the leading monthly bee paper,
Water, Wind, Shrmkago or Castings etc.
10,u00 items
take occasion to copy from its very in- becomes a weekly in 1881. It is the old- for Housekeepers Farmers, Gardeners, Stock Owners
teresting columns occasionally. Era. est apicultural journal in America, and Bee-k epers Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, lull details.
Rural Economy, Food Values Care of Stock, Remedies
Chautauqua, N. Y.
is the first and only weekly in the world, fordo., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Trai i"g Horses
Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for
The American Bee Journal, here- devoted to bees and honey. It has been Uubic Me surra, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board.
Interest^ Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land. Gram,
tofore a monthly, becomes a weekly in published for twenty years, and its old Wages
Hay, & Cattle Measurement, ^e d. Ploughing Planting
-1881. Those of our readers who wish patrons, to whom it has long been a & Br 'e ling Tables, Contents cf Granaries, Cribs. Tanks
Boilers Logs,
oards, Scantling, etc., atmaht.
the best bee journal will do well to sub- guiding-star, as well as its thousands of Cisterns,
Business Forms, all kinds Special Laws of 19 States, Terscribe for this one. — Pulaski, N. Y. De- new readers, will together hail this new ritories and Provinces (in the U.S. andC mada), relating
tofore the leading

THOMAS O, NEWMAN,

Work. Mechanical Movements, PIa:is or Mills, Roofs,
etc
Arrangement nnd Speed of Wheels,
I 'alleys, I
rums, Belts, Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing,
Si Drilling Tools, Flour, Oatmeal. Saw. Shing.e Paper,
Cotton, \\oo;k-n& Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar Oil,
Marble, Threshing & Boiling Mill, do., Cot;on Cin3,
Bridget,

Bu.lding. Repairing

doubtless the best periodical in the
country, or in fact the world, which is
devoted to the interests of bee culture.
It has now been changed to a weekly.
Times, Bellow's Falls, Vt.

The American Bee Tournal,

The American Bee Journal

twenty years old, and stands at the
head of American journals devoted to
the bee interests. Farmers' Review
Chicago, 111.
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BEE JOURNAL,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The
$1.75,

Bee Journaiie published monthlynt
and contains the best practical information for
British

the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master.
School of Apiculture. Kairlawn.Soulhall, Loudon.
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barrels of dark extracted honey, and a lew
to

Comb Honey. Those
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Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advanceYearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

the order gratis. The original introducer of the
Hubbard Squash. Pbinner's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores of »t her vegetables.
I invite the patronage of all who ore anxious to have
their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of

the American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.
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VEGETABLES A SPEl'IALTY.
12m5 JAMES
H. GREGORY, Marblehead.Mass.
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65 ENGRAVINGS.
Correspondence
Apiculture— What

Hooey

is it ?

Alsike and Melilot (Movers
Wintering in the Cellar
Experience in Starting an Apiary
Clarke Eedivivus

My

Stingless Bees
Notes by the Way-Side

•
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Dysentery

Comb Foundation Machines

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

D.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
;

Compulsory Honesty
or Linden Tree
Experience with Comb Foundation
What the Press says of the Weekly

974

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

THE INDEPENDENT.
religious

newspaper of

States."— Joskph

Ihe

United

CuoK.

The Independent seeks the patronage of the
public on three grounds, as follows
:

1st. It is

g^

:iii

and mechanically it is unexcelled.
There is no Question of prominence

^° We have prepared Ribbon Badges

in religion,

education, finance, or any other
THE Independent does not discuss. It has regular departments devoted to Biblical Research, Missions,
Keligious Intelligence, Book Reviews and Literary
News, the Sunday school. Education, Science. Sanitary questions, Fine Arts, the movements of ministers. Personalities, News of the week. Financial
and Commercial matters, including Weekly Prices
Current. Market Reports, Cattle Market, Dry Goods
Quotations, Flowers and Farniiog. and Insurance.
In its religious department it gives news and stacistics
of all denominasions of Christians, everywhere. In
fullness, accuracy, and comprehensiveness this department is unequaled. Several pages of stories and
poems adapted to Old and Young are given every
week, with a column of Puzzles.
From time to time Sermons by eminent ministers
are published. The currant topics of the day are
discussed in our editorial columns freely and vigorously. We are not afraid to state our opinions.
politics, science,

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,

department of human knowledge which

or $8.00 per hundred.

(gf Please examine the date after
your name on the wrapper label of this
Journal and see that proper credit is
given. Such is often a sufficient receipt,
now that the Journal conies weekly.
In the great rush of the past week or

two, some mistake may have occurred
which we shall be most happy to correct,
if our attention is called to it.

Our New Terms

for 1881.

One subscription one

year. In advance
RuT 8
$1
( for :i months
One subscription two years, in advance
subscriber,
One subscription with one

months,

oO

new

1

We

a satisfactory nature.

;

:

;

;

;

CO
a:

:

"it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits. " We
are glad to be able to secure one of such

III.

Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $'-'.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00; frame
frame NuNucleus, Italians. $4.00
cleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.no Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb.
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine. 25 lbs. or over, 35c. per lb.
lwly
33?~Send for Circular,

ILL.

31

IgaTAt the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists," to
can
sell to those who wauled them.
now supply the following at 25 cents
each: Dzierzon, .the Baron of Berlepsch, and Langstrotu. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

V.Caldwell.

J.

Camargo, Douglas County.

receipt of price, by

the largest weekly religious
published in the world.
30 newspaper
Austro-German Congress at Cologne
30
Central Michigan...
•5d. It employs as contributors more
able writers, at home and abroad, than
any other weekly newspaper.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
3d. It gives its readers a wider range
of topics and more, and fuller departConstitutions and By-Laws for ments than they can find elsewhere in
local Associations $2 per 100. The name any journal.
pages, neatly
The Independent consists of
of the Association printed in the blanks
cut and pasted. It is printed from clear type twe
for 50 cents extra.
stereotype the pages weekly, and. hence, every Issue
is really printed with new type) and on good paper,

Convention*

1881.

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

28
28
28
28
28

The llasswood

OTSEGO, MICH.

Rev. A. Salisbury.

;

Price 25 cent*.— Sent on

t

Do we Want Facts?

The first thing for bee-keepers to do, to save impoand money, and be happy and safe, is to send
a card for testimonials, or halt-dozen rates, to
sition

l

" The foremost

Editorial Items

Oq

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

;

Bee-Keeping in Texas
First Year's Experience

A

|

.

;

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Long Confinement
Small Share of Honey
Homeless Swarm
Of Much Benefit
Editorial

25
25
25
25
26
26
26
2c;

Selection** from Our Letter Box :
Dying bv Wholesale
Well Paid
Prevention of Swarming
No Honey last Season
Severe Weather for Bees
Tobacco Smoke for Bees
Poisonous Wild Honey
About Kertilization in Confinement
Honey Season in Pennsylvania

A*

:.

•

The Horse

Contents of this Number.
Over-Stockintr and Planting for

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER.
The tlrst practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent snmker.
The first never-failing bee controller.
The first rlirect draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove-wood and not go out.
The Hrst durable bel lows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twenty thousand now in use
The first complaint yet to be recev
The first smoker yet to be returne

the very best strain.

NEWMAN,
Street.,

Catalogue of Vegetable and

Flower Seed for 1881, rich in engravings from
photographs of the originals, will be sent FREE to
all who apply. My old customers need not write for
it.
I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House in America, a large portion of which were grown on my six
seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each
package. All seed warranted tobe both fresh and true
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise. I wilt

8

j

|

both in advance. In one remittance
One subscription with two new subscribers,
all three in advance, in one remittance..
One subscription with three new suhscrlbers.all fourln advance, one remittance.
One subscription with four new subscribers,
all Ave In advance. In one remittance
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.
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(§* ^OLDEST BEE PAPEI
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DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.
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equal to the cheap mineral paints. Of
these the Venitian red stands at the
head. Next, the French yellow ochre.
This is the paint I use for 'hives, rather
than the red, on account of its color being lighter and not so heat-absorbing.
For winter boxes I use the red, for reasons above given.

*

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

ILL.,

FEBRUARY

WEST MADISON

ST.,

may

overlook, practice discovers at
once. Ttiey are too thick and clumsy
for summer, and too thin and cold for
winter.
Now, in regard to the surplus story of
the hive, let us consider that under the
head of

SECTIONS.

CHICAGO, ILL.
or

CONSTRUCTION OF HIVES,
what hive to use. This has been

the
beginners.

How to
size

them to the hive, what
to use, and how many

adjust

and shape

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
per hive, are the important questions.
question of questions with all
WEEKLY— (52 number?) $3.00 a year, in advance. I prefer a top-storing hive exclusively. The method of adjusting that will give
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
To me, an argument in favor of side- us the ele<a>e.it frame and cleanest honey,
SEMI-MONTHLY— The

flrst

and

third

each month, at ISl.OO a year,

MONTHLY- The
oO

ceuts a

first

numbers of

advance.

in

number of each month,

at

year, in advance.

f&~ Any person sending

a Club of six is entitled

toun extra copy (like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
IF" Kemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or

New

York, payable

to our order.
Such mtlii are at our risk. Checks
local banks cost us 2r, cents for collecting.

on

Free of postape in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe 50 cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

No.

1881.

They have objections that though theory bright crop

EDITOH AND PltuPUIETOR,
974

2,

storing is an admission that, the shape with the least labor, is my choice
or construction of the hive of the advo- always. There are many good methods
cate, is faulty. The Larjgstroth frame used, and thought the very best by nuseems to me to be the best size and merous advocates, so I will pass on
shape to give us the most advantages. without further comment.
The size of the section is a matter of
I differ with many as to the number of
these frames per hive, or, in other considerable importance. If it was not
such
a sin and sign of weakness to achive.
size
of
a
I
bethe
proper
words,
lieve, with very many of our most suc- knowledge a mistake. I would say that
cessful producers, that small brood I believe the 1 lb. section is going to
chambers are best, consequently I dis- force its way to the front. All honor to

as second class matter.

5.

use just 5x6 rather
I prefer glassing
entirely on the outside of the frame or
section, believing, as I do, that this is
the coming method. Of course, we
must not be forced to buy fractional
sizes of glass, that being poor economy.
I put it on the outside, because we can
glass nearly every comb where no separators are used in storing, and these
separators cost me too great a portion
of my surplus crop, to say nothing
of their fivxl cost and trouble of manipulating. I cannot be too enthusiastic
in urging the use of handsome sections,
and cases put on the market in the
brightest and cleanest shape possible.
Dovetailing is now done for just about
the cost of nails to nail " prize boxes,"
and there is more than a dollar's difference in the labor of making up, in favor
of the dovetailed section. I object to
the all-in-one-piece section, and do not
use them because of that naughty little
sharp corner, that is always catching
and causing the next section to leak,
when raised up and pushed down into
the case
also, because they are too
liable to break, both at the time and after bending, and are not so true and
solid as good dovetailed work. I find
that by the use of proper methods of
ad justing sections to the hi ve.and proper
care after so doing, there is no need of
those nuisances called separators.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 13, 18sl.

than

only.

51.4x614,

I

because

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Hive and Section Making.

For the American Eee Journal.

JAMES HEDDON.

Bee House— Holy Queen, Etc.

choose the above subject knowing
it is a practical one, and one of
much interest and importance to beekeepers. I shall state only what has
been my experience and observation.
You will bear in mind that I speak from

MELVILLE HAYES.

I

that

my

side of the question,

and that

I

I have twenty colonies in good condition, mostly in Langstroth hives. I
" sugar ; use a
fed 3U6 lbs. of best "

A

cushion made of two thicknesses of
coffee sacking with a layer of cotton
between, nicely quilted, laid on top of
frames; half inch strips to keep the
cushion from coming down too close on
top-bar leaving just room for bees to
pass over the top of frames. Have all
my. bees in a house constructed especially for the purpose at a cost of about

am

I may be mistaken in many
points, yet I believe that any one's honest opinions, formed from long experience and close observation, must in the
main be of value to some readers.

aware that

LUMBER FOR HIVES.
Here we have nearly all the
suitable for their

•

I may describe it to you some
time. I know there is some prejudice
against " bee-houses," but mine is a
success.

kinds

S200.

— pine,
I supposed

construction

basswood and whitewood.
for years that pine was the most durable of these woods, especially if exposed to the weather without paint.

carded two of the frames of my old
standard Laugstroth, and use an eightframe hive exclusively.
The porch I found not only extra labor
and material, but too much of a spider's
home, or saloon for idle bees. I have
also discarded that. I prefer a tight
bottom-board, nailed, and hermetically
sealed by the bees. It is not only much
more secure against the bee-moth larva,
but the convenience of moving and the
solidity of the hive are important features in its favor. If our bees come
out strong in the spring, they oan clean
out their dead and do it much cheaper
than we can if they are weak, the
frames should come out any way and
their brood, honey and general strength
be looked to.

Closer observation has convinced me
that whitewood is superior to pine for
endurance, whether painted or not, and
also that it takes and holds paint much
better, because the oil does not soak
into the wood as it does into pine, but
remains outside and dries with the
paint, into a perfect gloss. In regard
to painting, the same may be said of
basswood, but it decays readily if not
painted. Whitewood and pine decay
very differently—whitewood all on the
surface, pine not so at all, but throughand-through the board in streaks.
Basswood makes a hive unexcelled, if
always kept painted. All these woods
are good enough, and I do not hesitate
to use any and all of them
the differI prefer a light, single-wall hive to
ence is so small I do not consider it. as any tilled Willi chaff or other material,
I always keep everything well painted. tor I find that if we pack our bees we
will use a box. and do it more efficiently
PAINT.
than the tilled hive will admit of. These
I had supposed that white lead was filled hives are a kind of sacrifice bethe b*st paint, but such is not the case. tween asummerand winter hive. They
The cheaper mineral paint out-wears it are like a rifle-cane, or jack-knife, corknearly two to one. So do the prepared screw, screwdriver and toothpick compaints in pails, though they are not bined—a thing never to become staple.
;

;

the judgment of Mr. A. I. Boot in this
regard. Mr. W. M. Hoge says to us
from England " It is with the greatest
imaginable reluctance that I announce
my despair of there ever being a satisfactory traffic in prize' or the section
honey. If they could be distributed
everywhere, with the combs safe and
sound, they would be the most salable
article ever introduced to the grocery
:

'

trade, but to deal in them now is to live
in a perfect atmosphere of complaints."
I feel that honey stored upon

Now

I have two imported queens and one
Holy queen. This queen I obtained
from Mr. Jones at the National Convention.
I doubled two reasonably
strong colonies, deprived them of their

queens for 24 hours; then caged my
royal lady placed her on top- bars for 8
and sprinkled bees and cage
hours
thoroughly with syrup, scented with
peppermint, and then after the bees had
become quiet, say half hour, opened the
hive very quietly and let her go— it was
a success.
Two weeks later I let a
friend have the queens out of two other
hives and doubled the bees in with my
" Holy " queen, following the approved
methods, together with some of my own
notions that never have been approved,
but '"all 's well that ends well." Today I opened the hive and found brood
in all stages from the egg up. in six
frames. She can out lay anything I
ever saw. and her bees are remarkably
quiet and perfect beauties.
There has been fearful mortality
;

;

sheetsof properly made foundation,
in 4>.|x434x2 inch (1 lb.) sections, will
goto England, and then all over the
British Isles, if handled with any kind
of skill and care. I speak from a few
years' of experience with just such an
article, and I feel that they settle the
problem. They will " knock the bottom
out" of the foreign traffic in comb and
-L
prize"
liquid in glass jars, just as the
and larger sections and boxes ' played
them out" here. I pack these little
solid fellows in glassed cases of 12 sec- among bees in this county. Here is a
partial list. J. B. lost 17 out of 20
X.
tions onlq, never glassing the honey.
I use 5x6 sections of 2 lbs. each in my S. lost 20 out of 27
G. E. S. lost 5 out
out apiary, and I glass a part of the of 8. These are the worst I have heard
full

.

;

;

Feb.
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thus far. They have been conSee to it that all colonies are strong in has been
since the 1st of Nowarmth of the ground combined with numbers
and in all respects m good lined to their hivespresent appearances
it so
makes
bees,
the
of
warmth
from
and
the
vember,
effected
be
cannot
This
warm that the bees become uneasy, go condition.
they will be in another month, during
quantities without intelligent and unremitting atto breeding, consume large
which time most of them will die for
tention. This suggestion of Mr. DooI

I can learn I think at
county
least one-half of the bees in this
are now dead. What is the cause t J

of,

but from

all
•

do not know, who does ?
Wilmington, O., Jan. 3,

1881.

For the American Boo Journal.

Covering Bees with Snow.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

bodies
of honey, thus distending their
and using up their vitality, causingthem
February, Marco
to die nt old ageduring
and April, while the young bees have
the usual strength and vitality of

mind,
little was brought forcibly to my
one day last summer, by the remarks ot
a young man (son of a bee-keeper in

my

not
bees hatched in September and October
winter, and
to withstand the rigors of
thus comes spring-dwindling.
Two years ago. it will be remembered,
we wrote that the snow wasr 11 feetdeep
over a part of our bees. W e tried as far
all
as possible to keep the front side ot
we could, shoveled clear; but we completely lost track of about 10 of them,
and of the 10 not one was living the 1st
exof May. This in short has been our
snow.
perience with bees buried
With chaff hives the results are not so

vicinity)

who was examining my

said that " dad was going
soon as he
to put boxes on his hives as
could get round to it." It was about
July 12th then. The basswood honey
had almost -entirely disappeared: the
white clover had produced nothing
worth speaking of. and the result was
that his honey crop was almost a failure.
We must remember that a peculiar
combination of circumstances and conditions conspire to produce a good flow
by it,
Of honev. and if we wish to profit
we must be up, dressed and ready tor

apiary.

He

want of food.
1 have my bees

all in double-wall
Langstroth' frame) chaff hives, reduced
on each
cushioned
r,
frames,
to about
side, and the hives filled on top with dry
planing-mill shavings, set on sawdust,
and banked around with the same as
high as the brood chambers. They are
put away with sufficient stores to supply
them until the 1st of March, but the
quality is not as good as I would have
liked, being mixed too much with the
juices of peaches and apples

(

frequently asked,
bees with snow F
and the answer is invariably given,
'•
O inYes, the more snow the better.
experience has been that if snow is
Salem, Ind., Dec. 29, 1881.
blinked two-thirds the way up the brood
but
advantage;
great
a
it
is
chamber,
For the American Bee Journal.
two-thirds the
if the hives are covered
How my Bees are Wintering.
way up the cap, or completely over, it is
„
none at business.
a positive damage to the bees, and bad, still we would rather have
to
effort
Lastly, we must make every
H. R. BOABDMAN.
worse than no snow at all. Up to the all than to have these covered 2 teet
secure our product in a neat presentable
winter of 1872-3 we had always wintered deep with snow.
point
last
this
If
ot
shape.
and inviting
I have perused the thiid number
Borodino, N. Y„ Jan. 18, 1881.
in the cellar, and not being as successshall have
Journal. 1 think I
is carefully attended to. we
Bee
Weekly
the
ful the previous winter as we desired,
but little trouble in securing a sale tor am justified in saying that it is an imwe concluded to winter on the summer
For tbe American Bee Journal.
our product.
portant move in the interest of beestands, and, as the snow fell, sweep it
Successful Apiculture.
Honey has now taken its place as one culture. I will acknowledge that I felt
up around them. We did so, and by
consumption.
of
of the staple articles
somewhat disappointed and indignant
December 10 our hives were covered
DR. 8. STEVENSON.
The fluctuations in price are no greater when I received the first number, for
from sight, while the pyramids of white
of
food.
articles
other
of
than that
was very much attached to the old
snow all over the yard made a verv picot
Morenci, Mich., Dec. 3, 1880.
American Bee JounnaloiU of which
If one should form his judgment
turesque view which was quite enchantgood things, and
from some of the articles
I had learned so many
ing. At the end of a month we had a apiculture
good-bye
in the newspapers, he
it seemed almost like bidding
For the American Bee Journal.
thaw, when we looked at them, and which he finds
that
resist the conviction
to an old friend.
found that the warmth from the bees could hardly
Hives.
Bee
for
without
Shade
would,
Good
A
But I am more than compensated tor
had so thawed the snow that a small to invest in bee-keeping,
doubt, be to secure linanthe disappointment in being able to bear
dog could easily go all around between a shadow of
L. JAMES.
Practical, cautious and
from my bee-keeping friends all over
the hive and the snow. We were highly cial success.
apiarists in all countries know
the countrv each week, and all about
elated over our success, and concluded skillful
adthe
not
have
\s many persons
be very different. There
how their "bees are wintering during
that was just the way to winter bees. the case to
thenprotect
trees
to
principles
shade
vantage of
fundamental
these long cold winter spells. It is like
are certain
We found, however, that our bees were
July,
and
June
in
hotsun
the
if
the
heeded,
from
carefully
hives
feast to be in weekly comvery restless, and, upon raising the which must be
plan a continual
a
benefit,
their
for
describe,
successful.
will
I
would be
with our brother bee-keepmunication
quilt, were ready to tly out and perish apiarist
the last two seasons
And here I am reminded that perFirst the bee-keeper must be adapted I have tried during
ers
on the snow, instead of being quiet as
not ex- with satisfactory results.
haps others might take the same
As the next to the business or else he need will
all good bees should be.
treed
and
level
be
The ground was made
if he does he
my report.
day was tine, they bad a cleansing flight pect to succeed, He must not only be of grass and weeds, and the hives pleasure in reading something over 300
1 am wintering
and all appeared well. We had little or disappointed. business (that is, made placed in rows about 8 feet apart. Beabout one
uosnowtherestof the winter, and when adapted to the kind of stuff), but he tween these rows a narrow strip, not colonies in two bee-houses,
right
apart; the one at home has 140
mile
the season fairly opened we found that out of the
over
patiently, over a spade in width, was turned
subject
colonies in two rooms, 10x19 feet each.
we had 2'.i colonies left out of 52. This must studyandthe
persistently.
and in them sunflower seeds were The temperature has averaged a little
loss we laid to the severe cold during thoroughly
the
(as
season
Many of tin'
than 40 above zero.
This business requires constant study. planted early in the
April and the fore part of May. and beconsiderable less
should expect to succeed in young plants will stand
colonies were light; they were put
lieved that if we could have had snow- No person
they
size
in
increase
they
unwillAs
beif
he
is
November
freezing).
management of bees
just about the middle of
to cover them all winter no loss would the
to 3 or 4
to them. They will suffer were gradually thinned out
weather set in. I visit the
have occurred. One thing we noticed, ing to attend just as promptly as domes- feet apart, always leaving the thriftiest. fore the cold
and make a record
however: all the hives we opened at from neglect crops of growing gram \nd the under leaves and branches on bee-rooms each day condition of the
or
of the temperature,
conthe time of the thaw had brood in from tic animals
it
make
to
temperature a tew
The man who will pur- these were pruned off
two to four combs, while in April scarce on the farm. of colonies of bees, set venient to get around among the hives i.ees. Ac. 1 raise athe
week or 10 days.it
number
degrees once in
and
a bit of brood was to be found in any chase a
grass
of
clean
kept
place
was
out-of-the-way
ground
The
in some
very cold, by means of artificial heat.
hive. Of course we reasoned that had them up
no further atten- weeds by scraping them off with the My bees have been very quiet up to
continued, brood-rearing and give the matter
the snow
Illiout of the business hoe. In our soil, here in central
and are in perfect condition.
would have been kept up, and in the tion, should keep
teet date
ability
nois, the plants grow from 8 to 12
I feel much confidence in my
spring our hives would have been teem- altogether.
stalks.
substantial
and
Second, without an accurate knowl- high with large
to solve the wintering problem
for
ing with thousands of young bees, inthem
used
never
condition
has
person who
what should be the
make the wintering of bees success! id,
the
stead of depopulated colonies, as we edge of
at
surprised
be
difat
will
the
bees
purpose
than
this
prosperous colony of
with no more risk
then had. The next winter put an end of a
June and attended of other stock.
seasons of the year, the keeper beautiful sight it presents
wintering
time
ferent
this
for
however,
visions
these
to
many times to decide July giving ample shade, and tarnishEast Townsend, O., Jan. 26, 1S81.
we had snow to keep them covered from will be unable
whether anything is going ing good clustering places for the
Nov. 20 to April 10. Daring the fore positively not. The bee-keeper who is swarms, easy of access in hiding, the
or
part of February there came a warm wrong
pollen
For the American Bee Jouraul.
resolved to get well acquainted numerous large flowers furnish
Say so our bees flew tinely, and upon not fully
honey, and the
and Wintering.
little workers and to know as in abundance, and some
his
Season
that
with
The
hives
several
found
we
examination,
their nature, habits and seeds are good rich food for poultry.
had brood in live frames to tiie amount far as possibleneglects his best interests.
111.
Atlanta,
emvAN.
F.
joon
peculiarities
of 50 square inches to the frame, or 250
prompt and scientific atsquare inches in all; while others that bees require
if the apiarist is unable or
For tho American Beo Journal.
The spring and early part of summer
were not buried so deeply, did not have tention, and
to render it, his enterprise
were unfavorable for bees in this part
in Northern Indiana.
over from 20 to 50 square inches. We unwilling unprofitable one.
Bee-Keeping
of the county; there was an abundance
noticed that the bees in those hives will be an
Mr. C. B. Smith, of Leslie, stated
of fruit blossom (I think that I never
JOHN CRAYCRAFT.
which had the most brood were so
Jackson,
at
year
last
Convention
saw the equal before) considerable
heavily loaded with feces that they were the
thought bee-keeping no more
persons that keen white clover blossomed, but neither
few
scarcely able to fly, while those with but that he
very
are
There
honey. Our bees
but little uncertain than raising wheat or stock;
ascientitic manner or with seemed to yield any
little brood spotted the snow
farmer who is ignorant ot their bees in attention that will bring were in a starving condition from spring
so I think.
and
in comparison with the others.
care
that
the
of
properties
Soon after
middle of July.
However, we figured the 250 square the composition and
success, hence it is only chance- till the
to bloom,
trving to cultivate, ot the them
are
a which the smart weed began
There
them.
of
inches of brood at 50 bees to the inch. soil he is
many
commenced breeding and
kinds of grain he raises, and work with
and looked very wise when we told our different no very definite notions ot the variety of movable-frame hives used and the bees
very rapidly.
neighbors that such a colony would who has
many box hives are still in gathering honey
properties of the differ- here, and
had 28 weak colonies ot bees to
hatch out 12,500 bees in 21 days, and that distinguishing use, and, last but not use, which are about as good as any tor
ent manures in
open and look begin the season with, from which we.
we expected a rousing colony by spring.
a those that scarcely ever
executes his farm work
care is obtained 500 lbs. of nice extracted
Cold weather with more snow came and least, who
into their hives, and so little
suchis
manner—
slovenly
and
honey and increased to 62 fair colonies.
comparaknow
they
that
held so till the middle of March, when careless
them
of
taken
have our bees well packed for
cess will be no better than the average
condition
their
of
we again had a day the bees could tly.
nothing
tively
plenty of
In the language of another,
of a number of winter in chaff-hives, with
inquiry
made
Our bees were all shoveled out, and we bee-keeper.
have
his
I
" the success of a farmer depends on
that chaff-hives on
bees, and nearly all re- stores. I believe
expected to see plenty of those 12.500
having
persons
the
with
and complying
the best and most
voungbeeson the wing but upon going understandingwhich God bestows a har- port their bees as dying or dead. The the summer stands isof
wintering, and
method
to principles on
heavy
convenient
were
honey,
and
spirits
lor
our
poorvear
hives
very
to the
past was a
bottom- vest." Just so with apiculture; if we bees gathered but little, only during bee keepers are drifting into that
find all theold beesdead on the
bees would be successful we must get acmethod of wintering.
first
board, and those young, downy
the poplar [tulip tree) bloom, the
a business
where quainted with first principles.
1 am following farming as
in May. Many divided
weeks
Clustered closely together near
second
and
as
possisoon
ot
expect to make bee-keeping a
We want to get rid, as
in anticipation ol h good now, but
they had batched, in the embrace
then,
bees
their
Every
"luck."
inns
about
vears.
1 am a subNot only this, but the old bees ble, of all noi
death
and now their bees are about all specialty in a few
has its specific cause. anil it is our season
scriber 'to the Jot'iiNAl. and do not
them
to
feed
neglect
their
had consumed nearly all the honey ina effect
'.Tone
through
bee keeper should do
business, and to our interest to search
at the proper time to keep think that any
rearing these bees, so we had nearly
subject
hen the il out. We must make all our arrange- sufficient
thinking they could without it, as it treats on every
total loss, except the combs. W
sining,
until
them
harhoney
ready for the
to bee-keepers
working season arrived, we found we ments and be
any time with saletv. I liml which is of interest
them
feed
week's
thai
a
Doolittlesays"
to the Weekly
certain death to the bees to generally. So long life
were again reduced to the number ot 29 vest. Mr.
it is almost
delay in starting, often makes the dil
weather, Bee Journal.
to star the season with.
to feed them ill cold
attempt
no
and
yield
good
a
between
111/
Wellington,
The difficulty seems that as soon as ference
more especially in such a winter as this
at all."
ths uivus are covered with snow, the yield
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Tenement Hives for Wintering.—My
bees are in good condition so far. I
have 85 colonies in the cellar; they art'
all very quiet. I have 25 colonies packed
in chaff that are wintering very nicely
I have 3 in chart' tenement hives, that I
think are doing the best. I have wintered for two seasons in the latter, and
like them very much. They seem to be
proof against spring dwindling and
swarming out. Is there such a patent
hive as "Torrey's"? lie says he had it
patented 10 years ago. I thought that
there were but a few patent bee-hives
now. All hail the Weekly Bee Journal.
Athens. Maine.

WM.

II.

Gueen.

—

—

have lost 100 colonies
Not very Encouraging. I have beena
years by that terrible constant reader of the AMERICAN BEE
scourge—foul-brood. I have about a JOURNAL for several years past and do
dozen colonies left in my cellar In good not think I could well do without it.
condition, and think I have mastered However. I want to suggest a little imthe disease now. If I can till up my provement that would add much to the
apiary in the spring. 1 intend to regain convenience of reading and handling,
what I have lost.
Wm. Dyeu.
that is to have the edges cut and paste
Hastings. Minn.
the backs like the Standard and .Farmers' Review of Chicago.
I had one
Much Loss Expected. Bees that were swarm last year from 22 colonies, and
20
lbs.
of surplus; not very, encouragnot sheltered during our recent cold
weather will perish; and colonies will ing, but I want to try again. I have my
bees
the cellar where it is total darkin
be scarce here next spring. I have 25
colonies in the celler, covered with wool ness and I shall leave them there until
the entrances are open which
cushions, and 2 buried in the ground. April
Allseem quiet. I wish you much suc- keeps them as quiet as so many flies. I
have wintered them in this same cellar
cess with the Weekly Bee Journal.
for years, without loss. I hope that we
Waterloo, Wis.
E. Bump.
may have a good season in 1881, and
that the Journal will meet with much
Northern Michigan for Bees.— There success in its " new departure."
are many peculiarities about this part
J. M. A. Miller.
Foul Brood.
during the past

I

2

—

35
can never express howmuch 1 value
the Bee Journal. I am proud to say
that tins is the third year
have taken
it.
Bach number I value most, highly
number me among your subscribers.
St. John t. Moore.
I

1

—

I have received the three first numbers of the Weekly Bee Journal. I like
it very much, in fact I do not see how
a man can be successful in keeping bees
without it. Best of all is we can have
it weekly.
David Arter.

Convention Notices.

;

of Michigan, and it was thought until
[Probably Mr. Torry has a patent on
quite recently that bee-culture could
no.
their
his bee-hive
indeed,
name never be a success in our country but
is "legion."
They are almost innu- one enthusiastic bee-keeper, with the
merable—and the patented features are aid of your most valuable Journal,
has established the success. The genusually the most useless or objection- tleman
to whom I refer is Mr. G. O.
able.— Ed.]
Grist, of Northport, who has a fine
apiary in a flourishing condition.
I
Winter in Texas.— We have had the have about 30 colonies, which are of his
most winter most cold—that I have stock, and are wintering well.
Our
ever seen in Texas, and it hurts worse honey crop last season
was light, owing
here than in your country the sudden to dry weather. The
wild asters, goldchanges here, one day bees will be Hy- en-rods and white clover,
are our best
ing nicely, sun shining brightly. Elm honey
plants, although we have many
buds begin to smell and the people be- others. I wisli
you success with the
gin to think of putting their ground in
Weekly Bee Journal.
order for another crop when suddenly,
Omena, Mich.
J. P. Greene.
in 20 minutes, it will be freezing cold.
The- thermometer only a few days ago
ran from 60° to 30- f. inside of SO minLikes Chaff-packing Best.— I have in
utes, a cold northwest wind, called winter-quarters 53 colonies 46 in chaff
"Northerners" or "Northers." We on summer stands and 7 in cellar. My
have had more sudden changes this experience so far is in favor of chaff
winter and last fall than ever known to packing, especially in an open winter.
the oldest inhabitants or for the last 35 The season has been poor in this vicinity
years. I wish the new departure, giv- both for increase and honey. I have
ing us a weekly American Bee Jour- the black, Italian and hybrid bees, but
nal, all the success that its editor could desire another season to stock my apiary
anticipate.
We hail it with joy.
with either Italians or Cyprians.
I
Wm. R. Howard
desire your candid opinion which would
Kingston, Texas.
be best. I cannot do without the Bee
;

;

—

—

—

;

;

Journal.
C. S. Ingals.
Morenici, Mich.
Satisfied.— I am certainly under many
obligations to Prof. Cook for the good
[The Cyprians as yet are not suffireport he gave in the Bee Journal of
ciently tested to give an opinion. The
the queen I sent him.
I have not
Italians when bred to their best qualianother word to say about it.
D. A. Pike.
ties are good— and may or may not be
Smithsburg, Md., Jan. 24, 1881.
eclipsed by the Cyprians.— Ed.]

(gg" We have accepted an invitation to
attend the Ashtabula County, O., Con-

vention, which

is to be held at Andover,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. s

O., on

and

9, 1881

On

.

the evening of Tues-

we have engaged to deliver

day, the 8th,

a public lecture on " Bees and Honey."
Galva, 111., Dec. 31,1880.
There being a large number of beekeepers in that region, we expect the
Not Discouraged. I did not realize meeting will be very largely attended.
anything from my bees last year and All interested will please notice the date
they only have honey enough to keep
as it has been changed.
them this winter. I am not discouraged
however, but hope for better thiries
OT The annual meeting of the Southanother season. My best wishes for the ern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association
prosperity of the Weekly Bee Journal. will be held in Battle Creek, Mich., on
1 know it will
be good, in any form, as Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1881, at 10 o'clock
long as we have tlie present editor and a. m.
B. Salisbury, Sec.

—

—

proprietor.

J.

A. Austin.

Huntsville, Ala.

Good Enough.— I

<®" The Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Asso-

have made S25.00

per colony, this season, rearing
" dollar " queens for sale.
Perhaps
profit,

some would like to know how it was
done. If any of the breeders wno rear
high-priced queens only, have made
more than this per colony, this season,
us hear from them.

ciation will hold their Annual Convention, on the 10th and 11th of February,
1881, at Plattsmouth, Cass Co., Neb.
Western Iowa bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend.
Hiram Craig, Pres.

W

The Rock River Valley Bee-KeepAssociation will hold their annual
meeting at Monroe, Ogle county, 111., on
Rogersville, Mich.
Feb. 8, 1881. The weather was such
that our Secretary was not at our last
What ails my Bees 1— Last spring I meeting and our Secretary pro tern havformed a nucleus, by taking 3 frames ing failed to send in his report, I send
out of an old hive with which to start the above notice.
A. Rice, Pies.
it.
They did well, filling all the frames
(Langstroth) and are nearly all full at
US" The Marshall County, Iowa. Beepresent. But for the last two or three Keepers' Association will meet at the
weeks they are dying at a fearful rate. Court House in Marshalltown, Iowa, on
I opened them this morning Jan. 4 (the Saturday, Feb. 5, 1881, at 1 p.m.
Sub" Winter care of
thermometer at 50° above zero) and I ject for discussion
find hundreds of them dead— sticking bees."
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
to the comb. 1 find also near one corner
of the hive some combs that are milBee-Keepers' meeting will be
$§?
dewed. This is on the combs I had held at Walnut Hill, Barren Co., Ky.
taken from a hive in which the bees had on Saturday, Feb. 12, 1881. All are indied. Is there any remedy
If so, vited.
H. C. Davis, Sec.
please give it. My bees that are not
troubled as aforesaid, are flying as
13?" The Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association
though they meant business for thebal- will hold their Eleventh Annual Convention, in the
Coin in on Council chamber, at Utica, N. Y,, on the 2d,
ance of the winter.
H. B. May.
:ld and 4th days of February, 18S1.
The Executive
Oregon City, Ore, Jan. 3, 1881.
Committee are determined to maintain the high
let

W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

ers'

:

A

'?

Bees Uneasy.— My bees are getting
Poor Results.— Last season I comuneasy and begin to show signs of dys- menced with l(i weak colonies
which
entery, and unless there comes a warm dwindled down to almost
nothing, so
spell soon, many will be lost.
They that it took all the spring to build them
come'out at all times of the day and fly up to fair colonies. I increased
to 29
off, never to return.
Why they do so, and obtained about 750 lbs. of honey.
I am unable to find out.
The hives are The season was too dry the uights, were
dry and clean, well packed in chaff as too cold, and there seemed to be no
necProf. Cook directs in his Manual. They tar in the bloom.
Success to the Weekly
have plenty of honey and pollen and Bee Journal.Hiram
Richey.
the reason may be thtit there is too
Sing Sing, N. Y.
much pollen. I have 6 tenement chaffhives, with 4 colonies in each, and 11 of
Italian vs. Black Bees.— A weekly
Root's single chaff-hives, also, a lot of
Simplicity and Langstroth hives packed journal is what we all need and especially
those of us who are young in the
by Cook's method. Thus far the tenement hives keep bees in the best order. business. I have been handling bees
The combs run parallel to the entrance. three years; I have not done a large
business but have made it pay. I have
B. F. Pratt.
now 11 colonies all snugly packed with
Dixon, 111., Dec. 28, 1880.
buckwheat chaff, taking their winter
nap. Five colonies are Italians, which
Alsike Clover. I think the article on
outstrip
the natives in obtaining honey,
alsike clover, in the first number of the
Weekly Bee Journal, will be a great until buckwheat bloom, of which we
help to get the fanners about here to generally have abundance; then our
sow it, forredclov'er kills out here in an black fellows bring in the most honey,
open winter. I think the alsike will do Notwithstanding this I much prefer
better.
neighbor has a few acres and the yellow or Italians, for reasons I
he says he was not troubled with it shall not now give.
Last season was not a good one here
heaving out in frosty weather he says
for honey, 521bs. was the largest amount
it makes the best of hay.
I have long
been anxious to try it. but have no place I obtained from any one colony. This
where I can give it a fair trial, and was comb honey. I have sold nearly
so far, have not been able to get any one all my crop here at 18 to 20 cents per
4Jx4i section.
I wish
the Weekly
else to try it.
I go into winter quarters
J. W. Carter.
with 89 colonies, mostly black bees, in much success.
good condition for winter, in chaffpacked hives. Our season here for 1880
Four Months' Confinement.— Bees in
has been the poorest for 5 years. I ob- this section have not had a
single flight
tained about 4,500 lbs. of comb honey since the last days of
October, now
from 80 colonies in the spring, and in- nearly 3 months and they
are liable in
creased to what I now have, besides I this climate here to be
kept in-doors
have done some work for next year; so for 2 months longer.
Hope
the result
I have no reason to complain.
will not be disastrous, but am a little
G. W. Stanley.
afraid.
O. O. Poppleton.
Wyoming, N. Y.
Williamstown, Iowa. Jan. 25. 1881.

—

A

;

_

[The bees sticking to the combs became separated from the cluster, for
some cause, and chilled. Had they died
from age or disease, they would mostly
be on the bottom-board. The mildewed
combs better be given one each to your
stronger colonies.— Ed.]

standing the Association has justly gained in the
past, and propose to out-do ail former efforts at the
couiini: Convention.
Esaavs or addresses are expected from Capt. W. F. Williams; Prof. J. Hasbrouck Mrs. Frances Dunham
James Heddon
Chas. Dadant H. A. Burch Jno. V. Detwiler :C. P.
Dadfint A. G. Thurber
W. A. House A. J. King
;

;

;

;

;

A

:

C.

Opinions concerning the Journal.

;

;

:

Julius Hoffman and others.
gold medal will be awarded for best essays, on
the following subjects
"Thedifferentracesof bees
and their crosses," "Wintering bees," "Marketing
honey." " How can we make the apiary the most
profitable?"
For best essay upon any subject outside of those
mentioned, one tested Cyprian queen, donated by L.

Root.

Diplomas will be awarded for best display of implements
the best comb foundation for broodchamber for surplus boxes best honey extractor
best bee smoker for the most practical bee hive.
One dollar each, for the best crate of honey in the
most marketable shape, and for the best package of
extracted honey.
For the neatest and best honey crate and section
boxes (cost, quality and finish to be considered), one
tested Italian queen, donated by Geo. W. House.
All are Invited to send implements for competition
or exhibition. Articles sent to the Secretary will be
;

;

;

;

;

the change from a Monthly to
a Weekly paper, made by you, of the
American Bee Journal. Will you allow
me to give a suggestion, it is this, run
the paper through a sewing machine to
bind it, it will not take long, about 500
could be run through in an hour.
I like

J.

W. H.

sold or otherwise disposed of as the owner may
direct. It is desired that all articles sent be the Bame
as kept iu stock, or forwarded to purchasers
Geo. W. House. Sec.
L. C. Root. Pres.

For the honor of the fraternity in
think it looks splendid. It is the New York, we hope that the friends of
" boss " bee paper. Success to it and its truth and justice will be present at the
editor.
Edward B. Beebee. above meeting. The very unjust resoI would like to add my feeble voice lutions, passed a year ago, should be
in praise of the Weekly Bee Journal.
and thus in a measure blot
No bee-keeper that is alive to the busi- rescinded
out the disgrace which now attaches to
ness would do without it.
the last North Eastern Convention.
Albert E. Foster.
Many were indignant at the matter
I am much pleased with the Weekly
Bee Journal and trust it will prove as then, and we hope they will make an
profitable to its publisher as I am sure effort to be there, to assist in " making
it will be to the progressive bee-keeper.
the crooked things straight." We do
E. T. Flanagan.
not imagine that it will be difficult, for
I wish you every success with your
some of those who were interested in
Weekly enterprise and hope that you
passing them, if we mistake not, will
and I will live to see a " daily."
Ed.]
Tbov) labor to have them reversed.
G. Sturgeon.
I

nal.

have received the Weekly Bee JourI
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Naughty

We

Melilot Clover as a

Lizzie Cotton.

Honey

I find by the Bee Journal that it is
altogether in favor of melilot clover, as
being the most profitable for bee pasvestisement of that fraud— Lizzie Cot- turage. I desire to try it.
ton. The Kansas Farmer has been so1.
Where can I get the seed, and
licited to do the same, but declines, and what will it cost V
How much is required to the acre,
2.
publishes the following:

are sorry to see that the Farmers'

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Proprietor,

2,

Flashy and Trashy Literature.

Plant.

Iteview of this city is publishing the ad-

THOMAS

Feb.

For the past two or three years there
seems to have been a perfect mania for
publishing books, circulars and magazines on bee-culture.
Of course, those
only that are valuable will survive, and

the rest will soon be lost to memory.
and when ought it to be sowed V
Cotting!— Ah, Lizzie you
What kind of ground will be the We were strikingly reminded of this"
3.
cruel siren, you wish to advertise your best, and what amount is necessary for upon reading the following " notice
CHICAGO, ILL., FEB. 2, 1881.
remarkable " New System" of bee- 50 colonies V
given by the Daily Telegraph of a new
keeping in the Farmer. Well, Lizzie,
4.
After once seeded, will it seed
pamphlet, published in London, Engyou can't do it. The bee folks say you itself ?
(^ This Number of the Bee Jour- are a fraud. In fact, Lizzie, they go so 5. Does it have to be seeded every 2 land, The Telegraph says

Lizzie E.

!

:

Month, far as to say you are a confidence man. years ?
stop
I have about 00colonies,and am using
goes to all our subscribers— the Monthly We advise all' young bee-keepers to
their ears or tie themselves to the mast
and Semi-Monthly, as well as the while passing the hice on which you "the winter hive."
Rev. A. McKnight.
Weekly.
sing, like the old mariners when passing
Bible Grove, Ills., Jan. 4, 1881.
the fatal island where the famous three
answers.
of mythology sang.
6^" The Michigan Farmer, a firstShe advertises a hive, that is a useless
1. We think you can obtain the seed
class agricultural paper published at
but usually she re- from almost supply dealer Mr. Alfred
trap, when sent
Detroit, Mich., says " The American
turns nothing for the money sent. Her H. Newman, Chicago, keeps them in
Bee Journal is now published weekly, " book" exists only in advertisements
stock at 30c. per lb.
and is very acceptable in its new form." or imagination. Mr. A. I. Root sent
during the
2. Five pounds per acre
her a dollar for the same book years first spring rain is as good a time as any.
^* Mr. W. J. Davis, of Youngsville, ago, and has her letter of acknowledge- Scatter the seed thoroughly then harrow
Pa., like all bee-keepers, is an enthusi- ment, and later ones promising the it in lightly.
ast.
The Warren, Pa., Mail of Jan. 18. book as soon as published, yet the book
3. 'We have never seen any soil too
gives him the following notice " Our fails to appear.
good nor too poor "for it it will appreMrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie
friend, W. J. Davis, Esq., of Youngsciate any waste spot donated to it. The
ville, was up the other day and made us Farmer, makes the following remarks
depends upon the want

nal, being the

first

issue of the

;

;

:

"British Bee-Farming;

its

Profits

and Pleasures." By James J. Robinson,
London Chapman and Hall. During

—

:

the past three or four years various
manuals of bee-keeping have appeared.
The displays at the Crystal Palace and
elsewhere of the operations of bee
driving, &c, have called public attention to the pursuit, and those who wish

undertake bee-keeping scientifically
have only to consult one of the various
excellent manuals, or, better still, the
very excellent monthly publication
issued by the well-known bee-master,
Mr. Abbott, of Hanwell. The subject
there has been so thoroughly ventilated
that we expected that some advance at
least would mark any new work upon
the subject. Such is not the case with
the book before us; indeed, so completely
behind the age is it that after reading
amount required
for a wliile we looked backed at the
title-page
to see whether it was not a
If there is plenty t>f
to be supplied.
new edition of some work published
white clover and basswood, then two or
half a century since. It is somewhat
three acres of melilot will supply honey carelessly and hastily written.
One
for them to subsist on and keep up passage contradicts another; one inbreeding nicely till fall bloom sets in. struction nullified one that has gone before; while the sanguine calculations of
If there is neither white clover nor bassprofits are calculated to do infinite harm
wood, then more melilot is required, say, both to those who, on the strength of
one acre for every five colonies we can- the profits held out, may embark upon
not answer precisely, as we have no pos- the culture, and so by their failure and
disappointment may hinder the spread
to

;

.

:

;

a pleasant call. It is always pleasant,
as well as instructive, to hear him talk
about honey bees. His apiary, for quality at least, is probably the best in the
United States. He keeps the Italian
bees, which are considered something
extra. He says he is about out of bees
—having now only 116 hives He sometimes keeps over 250."
I

concerning her [or him.]
" In Mrs. Cotton's circular, she says
that by using her hive two hundred
pounds of honey can be obtained, in localities where forty pounds by other
methods, is considered a large yield. A
wonderful hive surely ; we always
thought that bees gathered the honey,
but it would appear from Mrs. Cotton's
circular that the hive

There

is

made

it.

another wonderful apiary

(on paper) located in Missouri which

gy Mr. W.

M. Hoge, who has

lately

arrived home from London, is now in
the employ of Messrs. W. Harrison &
having
Son, of London, England,
severed his connection with Messrs.
Thurber & Co., of New York. Respecting the Bee Journal Mr. Hoge in a
" I certainly think you
letter says
deserve the warmest commendation for
bringing out the Bee Journal as a
Weekly, and I trust that the bee-keepers throughout the country will extend
to it a hearty support."
:

^° Please remember that if you forget our name and address, and it is not
convenient to refer to a copy of the
Journal for it it is no use to address
" Tom Newman, Chicago." Two letters addressed like that have been sent
to the Dead Letter Office in Washington and returned to the writers— and
are now on our desk, after a month's
If you forget everything else
delay.
and want a letter to reach us, and ad-

—

dress it "Bee Journal, Chicago"—
that will find us, sure for though there
are many Newmans, there is but one
Bee Journal, and the postal clerks,
;

are well acquainted with

it.

Our Portrait.— The

following
similar ones

let-

one of many
" Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 1880.
Mr. Thomas G. Newman Dear SirWill you please give to your readers in
the first Weekly Bee Journal, an engraving of your likeness. Many of us,
who have never seen you, would like to
ter

is

it.

itive data.
At the Bee Journal
apiary last season we kept an average
of about 100 colonies, which had nothing but the melilot that grows spontaneProf. A. S. Knapp, of the Iowa ously along the streets and a few waste
Agricultural College, makes the follow- places in our neighborhood, from which
ing mention of the Bee Journal in to gather stores. White clover yielded
" The no honey, nor did basswood. We run
the Gate City, Keokuk, Iowa
American Bee Journal is the oldest but four colonies for honey, and obtained
bee paper in America, established in perhaps a hundred pounds of extracted
1801, in Chicago, by Thomas G. New- from each.
We cannot determine what
man, and has been conducted with the others might have done, as we were
marked ability and success. It is cos- continually dividing them, testing or
mopolitan ; it covers the practical and nursing queens they were often queenscientific, the home and foreign.
Who- less, and experiments were the rale
ever reads it will be well informed upon rather than the exception. From some,
the history, progress and practice of perhaps all, we extracted a little, somebee-keeping."
times close, and at other times but a
trifle, as the nature of an experiment
were agreeably surprised with required. But we put away our bees
a New Year's call from Mr. F. F. Col- with sufficient honey to live on under
lins, Vice President of the North Amer- ordinary circumstances. This was from
ican Bee-Keepers' Society for Texas. the spontaneous growth of sweet clover,
Mr. Collins' headquarters are now at certainly not more than enough to cover
Houston. He reports the past season ten acres, perhaps not much over five.
to have been very satisfactory to bee- The little honey obtained from the wilkeepers in his State, except in the vicin- low, elm and maple shade trees was
ity of Dallas, where foul brood prevails consumed as rapidly as gathered, in
to a considerable extent, he having lost early spring, in brood-rearing.
all his again last season from that cause.
If, however,
4. Yes; we think it will.
Our bee-keeping friends visiting Texas the same ground be planted in early
will find Mr. Collins one of those largespring and again in the fall, it would inhearted, whole-souled gentlemen whom
sure a prof use annual bloom, and as it
it is a pleasure to meet.
replants itself biennially, all trouble of

we would caution our readers against
sending money to. This swindler is
known by the name of N. C. Mitchell."

m"

:

;

©"We

:

:

see

—

Martin Pelon."

®" We

cultivation

and paste the
leavesof the Bee Journal, and should
have introduced this feature a month
ago, but it requires costly machinery to
do it. But few are in the city, and these
desire to cut

5.

is

at

what is a really valuable addition to
the laborer's cottage garden. We could
multiply instances of the slovenly way
An
in which the hook is put together.
advanced apiarist will know what to
when
that
in
joining
think of it
he finds
weak colonies no advice is given as to
the previous capture of one of the
queens, or the sprinkling both colonies
of

with some slightly perfumed liquor,
precautions taken by all who can pretend to be scientific bee-keepers nowadays.
The deceptive nature of the
statistics of the book may be judged
by the fact that it is solemnly recorded
that the annual product from each colony should be worth ten pounds— more
in good seasons; but even in poor seasons it should clear six. It need not be
said that any one who takes up beekeeping with Mr. Robinson's book in
hand, and with his head filled with Mr.
Robinson's calculation as to the profits
to lie derived from each colony, is desand disastrous
tined
fo a dismal
awakening to the facts of bee-keeping."

With "N. C. Mitchell," "Lizzie Cotton," and some others, who are publishing trashy and flashy literature with
which to beguile the uninitiated, we can
sympathize with our British brethren.
Care should be taken to follow the
teachings of those only who are known
to be successful apiarists. The work
of Messrs. Geo. Neighbour & Son being
a standard book for England, as Cook's
Manual, Quinby's
and Root's

ABC

New

Bee-Keeping

are the standard

books of the present day for America.

an end.

Answered above.

would save us much trouble, if
would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
We have several letters
this office.
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
igg" It

all

are constantly employed. More are beWe could not give it in the first num- ing introduced, and as soon as possible,
ber, as there was not time enough to we shall add that improvement to the
get it engraved and ready, so we con- Journal.
cluded to leave it for the first number
^FWhen changing a postoffice adin February, and to-day it may be found
in the first page. Those who have seen dress, mention the old address as well mail at another, be sure to give the adas the new one.
dress we have on our list.
it, say it is a good likeness.

63T Sample copies

of

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

6^" Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Saturday of
the

week

previous.

—

—

Pure Liquid Honey in Glass

to ils

Jars.

By express I send, carriage paid, samples of absolutely pure honey prepared
without addition or adulteration, so
that it will never candy. 1 have prepared
honey in this way for the past eighteen
months, putting it to the severest test
and have yet to learn of a single case
where it fermented ox congealed. I wish
you would try to candy these samples it'
you can expose them to the sun light,
or put them in the coldest place you can
find—only keep the bottles corked, except when you are testing its purity.

LONDON JOURNAL OF HORT.

The popular demand is
the only way for
comb honey sound and

this discovery.
for comb honey

— and

to cut it up and pack it in
Heretofore a prejudice has
existed against honey packed in this
way, because so much glucose had to be
used to keep it limpid, but now, that
only pure honey will be used, these
packages will fast become popular. I
claim the following advantages
1.
Safe distribution of comb honey.
2.
As large quantities of extracted
honey will be required to pack the comb,
in this way. an outlet will thus be made
for the extracted as well as the comb.
Where combs are cut up, frames
3.
can be used instead of section boxes.
4.
It will shut out glucose more
is

:

effectual thitn legislation.

Cut comb honey

5.

in flint-glass jars

the most beautiful way of putting it
up. It suits the dealer, it pleases the
consumer, because it is handsome, because the package will not leak, because
the honey will not congeal, and because
it can be guaranteed to be pure.
I have avoided saying much about
this while testing it, but now I consider
is

it

W. M. Hogb.

a success.

New

York, Jan. 17,1881.

These samples came safely to hand,
metal envelope,"
covered with paper outside— a really
in a patent "pliable

nice thing.

The samples

of honey appear very
and clear, but we have had no time
to get them analyzed, to test their
purity. They show no signs of granu-

nice

lation,

One

however.
of the

most reliable tests for pure
granulation — and consu-

honey
mers are being educated
is

its

not candied in the
ter months.
that

is

to suspect all
fall

and win-

The popular prejudice is rightfully
directed against comb honey in glass
jars knowing that nearly all of such is
surrounded with a vile compound of
which glucose is the chief ingredient

—

Mr. Hoge will have to overcome if
he ever makes his plan successful, but
we fear it will be a long and tedious
undertaking.
this

Three years ago, we took some of our
honey from melilot clover to a chemist
and had it clarified. This we took to
several Conventions in this country,
and also to England, Scotland, Wales,
France, Switzerland, Italy. Austria,
Germany and Belgium, and exhibited it
to the most noted apiarists in the World.
It is now on our desk, and is as yet not
candied. We expect Mr. H's plan is
similar and if so, of course the honey
is pure.
Ours was only subjected to the
"water bath," and "percolated." We
had intended to experiment further
with this method, but a multitude of

—

13 of

Bee

:

"Different kinds of sugar, such as
sucrose, glucose, and lactose, agree in
containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, the latter two in' the proportions in
This sugar
which they form water.
becomes the heat-giver to the bee in
the following manner :— Air containing
oxygen is taken in by the bees through
spiracles' (the breaking openings) in
the sides of wlTich are fourteen in number, and this oxygen is by degrees

united with the carbon of the sugar,
which is being carried about in solution
in the fluids of the insect. The carbon
thus becomes a part of a gaseous product—carbon dioxide, which is thrown
out from the breathing tubes (tracheae)
at every contraction of the abdomen.
The union of oxygen and carbon is always attended with a great evolution
o heat, and is, indeed, the sole cause of
the fervor of a charcoal tire, and mainly
gives intensity to one of coal. Heat,
then, is developed within the bee's body
as this chemical union progresses, and
during the winter each insect plays its
part in keeping up the temperature of
the cluster. It must be added to save
misconception, that in certain circumstances the organized tissue of the insect may itself unite with oxygen and
contribute the heat formation, but our
argument will be made the clearer if
this point be left out of view.
" We have now to consider the physiological effects of alcohol to ascertain
whether the bee would be likely to be
assisted by it in keeping out the cold,
and here we must argue from its wellascertained action upon men and some
of the higher animals but in this we
shall be justified, since morphia, strychnia, aconite, and some other drugs are
well known to microscopists to influence creatures even so low in the scale
as infusoria and rotifera after the same
manner as they effect those with the
most complex organization. Numberless experiments upon men, dogs, and
pigeons have clearly shown that alchol
hinder* the union of oxygen with carbon
in the vital fluids, and in consequence
a smaller amount of heat is produced
(luring its presence in the blood, while
it follows that less carbon dioxide is
thrown out. Applying this to the bee,
it would follow as a matter of course that
it would be far less able to withstand
the rigors of winter with it than without it. Those who know anything of
the history of our arctic expeditions will
recognize the complete corroboration
wliich these give of the truth of this poThat alcohol produces a feeling
sition.
of flush is well known, but the cause is
the partial paralysis of the pneumo-gastric nerve, the duty of which is to hold
in check the minute blood vessels. The
check removed, the blood vessels stretch
out under the pressure of the contained
blood; and a general surface blush is
the result; but this no more produces
warmth than would turning the hot inside of a manure heap to the surface

We

quent refilling. 1 will use, this winter,
on my weak colonies, a box made like
your chaff-cushion division board, and

likely to

iinlil bees lor battling with the adverse
conditions of a protracted winter. That
alcohol may give a Hash as it were none
will deny ; but even this it does not do
because it gives strength, but because
it
renders a further paying-out of our
resources possible but as they are paid
out we are left poorer, weaker, than before, hence the excitement brings exhaustion, and the higher the one the
deeper the other. Alcohol is an irritant, and therefore a waster of vital
energy, and so the very reverse of that
needed by wintering bees, every power
of which should by all means be husbanded in order that returning spring
may find them with a large balance of
energy still standing to their account.
" Three powerful reasons, amongst several others unmentioned, are now before us, eaeh one by itself sufficient to
condemn alcohol as a part of bee food.
We find it hinders oxidation and prevents heat being developed. It lowers
nerve tone, and so in the end weakens.
It irritates and therefore exhausts,
while, so far as I have been able to discover, it does not bring us for these
evils one countervailing advantage.
"Good indeed would it be for many
if the old unscientific delusion that alcohol keeps out the cold were altogether
dispelled; but I write because I am
deeply convinced that it will be good
for our. bees when every bee-keeper
knows that proteclion keeps in the heat
and that good honest sugar is the right
thing to produce it."

to hold about halt a peek of lime.
Chloride of calcium (calcined)

will

absorb much more water than lime, and
expect much from if for these same
purposes; but it will have to be contained in a water-proof vessel as it is
one of the most delinquent substances
I

;

know

Abseenee of actual exprithe only reason that prevents
me from recommending this substance
to the careful bee-keeper, although I am
certain it would be a success.
I

ment

of.

is

MISCELLANEOUS.
iSTOne

of

the most exquisite and

ancient beverages of Poland, had been
elevated even to a drink of the gods in
times before Christ.
More accurate
statements in regard to the manufacture
of" this drink, date already from the
year 1067 at that period it was known
under the name of '" Sycera," and was
considered, according to popular tradition, as a remedy possessing a miraculous power. The preparation is very
simple pure honey is used with a certain quantity of water, which is boiled
and after that left to ferment. The
older mead becomes, the better it is,
and has a taste similar to Malaga or
Marsala wine in using it for abdominal disorders it has a very soothing
effect, but when taken in larger quantities it will produce heat and stupefaction.
German Paper.
;

;

;

J

;

warm it.

Indeed

it is

an act of cooling,

which heat that before was deeply
seated is made to display itself, but is at
the same time lost by dissipation in the
Those who care to
surrounding air.
look to the Lancet for August 25th, 1866,
in

will find details of some remarkable experiments tried in University College
Hospital, putting this matter in the
clearest light, and showing that alcohol
immediately after the first flush is a

and duties, public and private,
have prevented us from doing so.
are glad that Mr. Hoge has now taken
the matter up, and he is deserving the most persistent and powerful depresser
of temperature. But since the structhanks of honey producers, for any
ture of the circulation of insects is very
efforts tending to putting a stop to the unlike our own, it is chiefly important
for us hore to note that its action is due
adulterations, now so much practiced.
cares

37

lowering of nerve, energy, than

which nothing would be more

Feeding Bees with Whisky.— Mr.
Frank Cheshire is one of Englaua's
—
most scientific and practical apiarists,
whom we had the pleasure of becoming
acquainted with while in England in
To practical bee-keepers engaged in 1879. lie makes the following comments
marketing honey it is hardly necessary upon an item which was given on page
to say a word as to the importance of
Journal
the

attractive,
glass jars.

;
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distributing

—

GLEANINGS.

The American Bee Journal

for

;

"This

will be a hard winter on bees
most parts of the country, on account
of lack of good stores, and mostly old
in

bees

—a

poor prospect certainly.

must help the
our minds to

little

fellows, or

We

make up

lose them. Last winter
kept 10 colonies warm, dry, and in
good health, by chemical means; i.e.,
by a generous use of quicklime. My
other colonies had the dysentery, and
every one of the chaff hives were mildewed and wet, in spite of three dryings
during the winter while the 10 cushions
used on the hives with lime, were as dry
and clean as when first made. No one
will believe the amount of water quicklime takes up by chemical affinity, unless they try the experiment for themselves therefore, take about 1 quart of
it in a basin, and ?£ pint of water, which
pour slowly on the lime, stiring well all
the time during the slicing, and if the
lime was properly made you will have a
perfectly dry powder, still capable of
absorbing more water before becoming
damp. The action of the lime is threeI

!

;

;

;

fold

is

the leading apicultural journal in the
Union was heretofore published as a
monthly octavo, but now it is changed
into a four-column weekly quarto, and
from this time forward will be published
in that form. The Bee Journal enjoys the enviable reputation of having
been the first periodical exclusively devoted to apiculture in America, and it
is at this time the only weekly paper
devoted to that specialty in the world
It is a remarkably clean and clear print,
on fine calendered white paper, and we
commend it to our patrons and the pubEach number will contain eight
lic.
pages (32 per month) at least an inch
longer and wider than the Farmer, and
well filled with the most ably conducted
bee literature in this or any other country and at the end of the year its patrons will possess 416 pages of the choicest and most reliable bee literature extant.
We know from many considerations that this " departure" will be acceptable to the old patrons of the Bee
Journal (and their names ought to be
" legion") not only in America, but
wherever the English language can be
read, or bee culture pursued. It affords
us unalloyed pleasure to notice these indications of progress on the part of our
contemporaries, and especially those
engaged in illuminating the realm of
" beedom." Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

Wintering.— Mr. C. Lover
Reistertown, Md., remarks as follows:

Lime

:

It absorbs moisture.
It absorbs carbon dioxide (car2.
bonic acid).
3.
It gives out a large amount of
1.

heat.

This it does slowly, and in exact proportion as it absorbs the breath of the
bees ; i.e., much moisture, rapid chemical action,

much

more strange, this

heat.

What

is

OS" Is there any joy greater than that
which is experienced by one person
when he helps another V There are
some "men so low down that it is said
they can not bear to have the smell of
their clover go into the highway for
fear that others will get something that
belongs to them without paying for it
others are said to begrudge bees the
honey which they take from their flowers
without leaving anything behind but

still

dry heat, not moist.
This absorbing action is so slow, and
the amount of heat so small, that nothing but scientific instruments, hygrometer and thermometer, and the bees
can appreciate the meaning of a constant, mild, dry, pure atmosphere.
What is the use in making the bees use
up their honey, worth 15c. per lb., to
develop the requiste heat to keep them
alive, when it can be done with lime,
worth less than one cent per lb., and
which is almost as valuable after this
slaking as before V Do not believe me
when I say, not one of the 10 colonies
above mentioned used over 15 lbs. of
honey (all they had) in wintering out of
doors, even if it was a mild winter, for
I can hardly realize it myself, even when
I see the figures in my yard-book now
before me.
When you try the experiment of slaking the lime, notice the heat developed,
but not with you finger (unless for a
cartoon). I used the lime in a feeder
a la Van Deusen, made flat and laid
broadside next the bees under cushion
this was troublesome, requiring freis

;

A

;

man
doubtless, imaginary.
whose heart does not respond to an act
of doing good or giving happiness is no
longer a man. lie has passed the line
of manhood, and should be ranked
among beasts. Patron's Guide.
that

is,

—

j

I

j

i

igTAt the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
can
sell to those who wanted them.
now supply the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

We

:

"itis the only one ever taken when he

was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

5

.
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till
kind of hive UBedaud such other inform- Mr. Belman.the meeting adjourned
ation as would lie useful to the State 9 o'clock the next day.
The meeting Oi the second day was
and to this end that the
Oo'clock, with Eresiu-y draw his warrant on the treas- called to order at
„,,.,
countersigned by the president, dent Orear in the chair. After
sums .is will procure primed usual preliminaries, allowing Of bil
etc., the convention proceeded to the
circulars, postage, papers, etc., neces
discussion of yariOUS subjects. Alhino
to carry out this purpose
As to the present status of the Asso- bees being the first, Mr. Brown believed
ciation financially. 1 refer you to the them to be a distinct race, while the
annual report of Hon. Isaac X. Cotton. voice of the convention decided them
treasurer, and also the report of your to be a cross from the Italians
Introducing virgin queens, came next
distinguished secretary. Mr. Frank
majority of the members seemed to
Dougherty. The society is not in debt
and has a small balance to their credit think the best plan was to let them run
There is. in the opin- in at the entrance, taking theirchances
in the treaaurj
lie no greater
ion of some of the members, a necessity believing the loss would
lor a change in the price Ol initiation, than in introducing queen cells.
Hiving swarms was discussed at some
cents to
or rather an increase from
$1 per annum. It is urged that a need length.
The secretary was then called on to
will arise for additional funds to pay
expenses of new projects that may be describe his mode of making candy for
bees, some samples of which seemed to
oi dered bj you, ami which are deemed
bees,
necessary for the augmentation and please the liee-meii as well as
furtherance of the interests of the soci- from the manner in which it disaptrust such aetion will be taken peared.
elv.
Various other interesting subjects
in this regard as will facilitate this end.
am also impressed that profitable were then discussed at some length,
advantages would he obtained by the when the question ofvice-president was
organization of county societies in every culled up. After some discussion it
part of the State, from which auxiliar- was decided to nominate a vice-presiof each
ies the State organization would receive dent for each county, instead
valuable statistics and other matter Congressional district, as heretofore.
the
execompleted,
beneficial to the apieiiltural interests of The list not being
Indiana. May I lie permitted to urge cutive committee was instructed to fill
upon you the propriety .of taking such vacancies and notify the appointees.
G. J. Brown, Anderson, Intl., read an
steps iis will bring about these results V
" Bees and Bee-keeping."
In closing this hastily prepared ad- essay on
The secretary was instructed to have
dress. I must refer with pleasure to the
very valuable services rendered the api- constitution aiid by-laws printed, sendsoary interests by your secretary. Mr. ing one copy to each member of the
;

,

—

Indiana State Convention.

The Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Association met at Indianapolis on Jan. 13,
t

pi a. in.

Belman in thechair. Many
members being absent, the regular orPresident

postponed until the
der of busin
afternoon, and after friendly greetings,
adjourned till - o'clock p. m.
On reassembling, the regular order ot
business was proceeded with. The secretary's report being the Hrst thing in
order, was read and approved. The
treasurer's report showed the total
amount of receipts to be $27.50; expenditures for advertising, postage, etc.,
$12.18; leaving a balance in the treasury oi $15.32.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

A

weighed, showed S3 lbs. The honey
left over was pungent mid not fit for
tin- market, or any other purpose, unless
it was for some medical virtue it might
possess. He had extracted a few pounds
of it. found that it granulated readily,
but did not lose Its pungency. He had
obtained 1506 lbs. of extracted and 800
He sold the exlbs. of comb honey.
tracted at Hi* cents' per pound and the
The comb
at 20 cents.
honey was all in boxes, which were
sold his
lie
emptied and returned,
honey at home. His honey was the best
he had ever obtained, and the harvest
bad been all Unit could be wished.

comb honey

."ill

1

I

Since our last meeting but little has
transpired among apiarists throughout
the Slate, except what is patent to all—
a general regret that the honey bar
m si lias been, in commercial parlance,
• short."
Everyone present is fully advised as in the causes which produced
this failure, and thai against such a result
there was no possible remedy,
many colonies failed to secure a
quantum for their winter
sufficient
stores, and feeding became necessary.
The product for the market was exceedingly limited, and instead of the choice
white clover or apple blossom honey.

Prank Dougherty.

His time has been

largely contributed to the advancement
ami development of the busy bee in Indiana, and I cordially recommend his
re-election to the trust he has so com-

there was

sold the fall flower or wild
boney, not as palatable nor as

ciety.

The Association, bv resolution, returned a vote of thanks to Secretary
Heron, of the State Hoard, the Hoard of

Agriculture, and the daily papers, for
favors received.
There were on exhibition many sampast year.
With many thanks for the honor I ples Of implements used in modern beehave enjoyed at your hands. I earnestly culture, among which were two extracinvoke your continuity and faithfulness tors and knives from C. F. Muth, CinMcDougall. Inin a profession which should he. as I cinnati. Ohio, and <;. F.
dianapolis; honey-knife and smokers,
believe it is. the pride of our lives.
from Bingham & Betherington, ( Hseg '.
After the reading of the address, the
New Smoker and book,
convention proceeded to the election of Mich. Quinby's
from L. C. Root & Bro., Mohawk, N.
Officers for the ensuing year, resulting
A BCof Bee-CUlture, and Cook's
as follows
President, -I. II. >rear, Liz- ST.;
Of Hie Apiary, from the Indiana
Manual
Dougherty,
Frank
L.
ton; Secretary.
Farmer office.
N.Cotton,
Treasurer,
Indianapolis:
I.
a lifetime, while the probabilities arc
The secretary also had two hives,
Point.
sections.
that the approaching season will be Trader's
by Rail- showing the different styles of
"Moving
on
Bees
essay
An
and
productive.
grandly successful
queen cages, candy, etc., all of which
road," prepared by Rev. M. Malum.
and
you
cheer
good
I
give
Therefore.
admired by the members.
Huntington. Indiana, was read by the were much
urge you to delve down dee], into the
The convention adjourned to meet at
It contained some valuable
s eretary.
fields of apiculture, an I, as von develop
executive committee.
of
the
call
the
to preparing bees
the mysterious instinct of the bee and suggestions in regard
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec'y.
paper
was
disThe
lor
safe
shipment.
lei
it
be
its many but certain workings,
by several members.
your highest pleasure to impart all in- cussed
••
WinteringUees," the next question,
Texas Convention.
formation von may possess to your fellows, mil if the bee-keepers of Indiana was then taken up.
straw;
did
not
packed
in
Ilelinan
Mr.
Texas
The
Bee Keepers' Association
.!, recen e
he plauditsof sister states
reenville. Hunt county,
and faithful ser- think they could be too well protected. convened at
—'•Well done, g
p. m.
Mr. Fells used large boxes around Jan, 11, 1881, at
vants." Tins may be our triumph, proJudge W. II. Andrews, president, dethe hives, well tilled with dry leaves,
vided we invoke the ordering and guid
and had sueo eded beyond his expecta- livered a brief address. He was well
f an all-wise Providence.
am
pleased with the interest, taken in beeWhile then- is a possibility of too tions.
The secretary, in wintering, removed culture by the few who were engaged
much care in the housing and winterHe said that to be sucin the pursuit.
all combs that the bees did not cover;
ing of in- bee from what it would re
one must take an
Ceive in the trunk of a tree or a hole in thought Ave or six combs a plenty where cessful in bee-culture
and
the ground, there is undoubtedly much care was taken to give those containing interest in the study of the habits
Placed slicks across natural history of the honey bee; that
to he apprehended in the carelessness sufficient stores.
science,
he lop of the frames to keep the cloth bee-keeping was a progressive
and indifference ami inc impel mcy, on
learned and
account of which many colonies are lost, from settling down, to allow the bees that there was much to be
the
more
lo cross from one frame fo another. that by an interchange of ideas, such as
and in' imateur, and, indeed,
was
experienced, attribute the fault of their Used chaff division boards on the sides, was to he had in our conventions,
sol carpet, blankets or cpiilts. both useful ami instructive as well as
mishap and failure to the bees, to the With pi
He had harhive, and even Hie ways of Divine l'ro- and chaff cushions on top. Thought al- pleasant and interesting.
vidence. when to themselves and none most as much depended on the fall man- \ ested an unusual crop of honey during
commenced
Ihe
season,
lie
past
oilier tbey should charge the misman- agement of bees for safe wintering, as the
Was satisfied that young season with 125 colonies and increased
agement ami unwise, indolent and inju- packing.
b es were almost a necessity they were to 200, which wen! oito winter quarters
dicious handling.
after having pro\, io he cbaractei and comeliness ol better able to withstand the cold and in good condition
..,,,,,
pad ;es, permit me to urge your confinement than old, half worn-out duced between 7,000 and .s.nnn lbs. of
comb. He had
in
the
mostly
boney,
be fees.
closes! attention, that they maj
Mr. Davis said his bees had been fly- hitherto believed the blacks to be the
neatly ami carefullj prepared, ami so
presentable for lie customer as to com- ing out. leaving Ihe hives a low at a easiest to induce lo work in boxes, but
mdation and lime, all winter, until soineof the lines Ihepasl season demonstrated that his
coi
mand Hi
mal, if notsuperior
the besl market price. Various methods had become entirely depopulated, with best Italians wer
have been given in the bee journals very few dead bees around the entrance. toanyihe assigned as a cause, in Ihe
his laliaus to
induce
failure
to
Mr. fells thought old bees the cause. past, Of
and yet much depends upon the apia
Mr. commence in boxes, disturbances accawith which the president and
risi as to how far these maj be a
ght there is no table Brown agreed. The secretary did not sioneil bj queen rearing.
.•ess.
TO my II
Mr. John Mason, on a recent visit to
mi so delightful to the eye and think that this trouble could be entirely
"black
palatable to the teste, as honej in uni- attributed to old bees In- believed that Arkansas, had discovered hat
here was disease, somet hing which we gum" yielded an abundance of honey,
form and roundly-foi med c rpped
He commenced
wen- not yet able to discuss. Mr.Baab of excellent quality.
would recommend that
ages.
colonics, and had ind to obtain be thought old bees the principal cause. the season with
secretary he
creased to Ml; all of which were in good
I.ul believed, with the secretary, that
s and poStOlltce address of 6V61
n;
condition, some of them Inning over
N
there was still a disease at work also.
bee-keeper in the State of Indian.
The discussion was further indulged 7.5 lbs. of honey in the upper story.
questing from them the number Of then
on
late,
when,
motion
of above the brood chamber. Uue that he
colonies, amount of honey produced, in until quite

exotic

marketable as the former, close up to
the hist working daysof the industrious
bee, came a cold wave in October from
the polar regions, which found verj
many of our bee-keepers asleep, and
the sequel was. the Weakening and loss
Of scores Of colonies. Ill view of this
unusual state of apieiiltural affairs.
there cannot be expected at this session
an\ encouraging reports as to the finanSuch a
cial results of the year 1880.
condition of discouraging surroundings
in apiarianism may not occur again in

mendably and ably

filled

during the

;

<

:

I

(

.

I

1

2,

Mr. Wm. R. Graham was well pleased
with what his bees had done during the
past season he thought it had been the
Best, in this locality, for years; he had
;

colonies in the Spring, and increased
He noticed that, late in the fall.
of his bees had no brood, but had
plenty of honey. He obtained 2,000 lbs.
of extracted honey, which he sold at
15 cents per lb., at home.
I). W. x eager, commenced the season
with 8 colonies and had an increase of
He had 360 lbs. of
14, making in all 22.
The nicest he had
extracted honey.
ever seen. His" increase was by artifi10

to bin.

some

cial

swarming

entirely.
his vineyard.

shaded by

His bees were

Dr. Wm. R. Howard commenced the
season with lid colonies, after having
lost 2 from dysentery, early in the
spring; had increased by natural swarming toll!, which were all alive the last
warm day, when they had a fly. He
had taken I'M lbs. of extracted honey,
of fine quality, which he sold at 15 cents
per pound, mostly at home. What was
put on the market, was put up in i gal.
He had spent a good
glass fruit jars.
deal of time in Italianizing his apiary,
and breeding a good strain of bees. The
year 1878, he thought, was as good a
honey season as 1880, and that the reason that such enormous yields had been
harvested, the past season, was that all
hands had plenty of comb to give to
swarms, comb left over from the serious
That neither Mr. Gralosses in 1879.
ham. Mr. Mason or Judge Andrews had
made up in numbers, the colonies for
1879.

All agreed that that was a great help,
but thought that last year was the best
for several past.
Dr. Duff -aid that he commenced the
season with 1 colonv. and had increased
to .v. he received about 30 lbs. extracted
honev. and was well satisfied with his
success, considering the capital inNested.

Dr. D. J. Jernigan wanted to know
any one had tried the Spider plant
and Simpson's honey-plant; he had
if

raised a few plants and bail seed of the
spider plant to give to any one who

wished to try it.
No one had any experience with
either of the plants, but from what some
had seen of their honev producing qualities, were satisfied that they were valuable and would be made useful, if it
were not lor the difficulty in starting

i

i

;

I

.

;

.

;

i

i

I

,

i

I

;

t

|

I

i

•'.::

I

i

-

i

the plants.
Dr. Howard had planted an acre in
buckwheat in 1880, and, though the
bees visited it every morning, he received no honey from that source. lie

had tried buckwheat in ls7>< and 1880,
and had succeeded in getting a good
crop of seed and straw, growing as high
as i; ft., both years, ami a considerable
amount of honey from it in IsTs. considering the number of bees he had to
He had plants enough to set
gather it
n acre of sweet elo\ er or luelilot. which
he would try the coining season some
of if blossomed the lust year from the
seed.
lie thought the acreage of horsemint was steadily increasing; as the
grass was being eaten out on Ihe praihorse
lies and rapidly giving away
mint was taking its place. All agreed
;

horsc-inint was the plant ol all
plants for honev.
On motion, a vote of thanks was ten-

that

dered to Messrs. Matthews and Marshall
lor hi' use of their spacious and comfortable room in which to hold our convention: alter which the meeting adjourned, to hold its 8d annual convenI

Judge W. II. AnMcKiunev. Collins county, on
and hull of May. 1881.
W. II. Andrews, Pres.

tion at the apiary of

drews,

at

the 12th

Wm.

R.

Howard,

A'ec'j/.

^.

;
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\\v supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
urn! any oi the following periodicals, fop 1881, at the
prtoea quoted in toe hist column of figures. The
tirst column gives the regular price of both :

Inventor

Civ inn prices and descriptions, with cuts, of his
j

Journal (T. G. Newman)
.93 l«>
DO,
~ ra
Bee-Culture (A.I.Rootj
and
2 HO
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King)., 3 00
Bee Keepers' Exchange f, I. H.Nell Is). 2 75.. 8 '0
4 76.. 8 76
The 4 above- named papers
Bee Keepere* Instructor t W.Thomas) 2 R0.. 8 85
2 60.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers* Guide At; nun
6 75.. 5 00
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in doth) 3 25.. 3 uu
2 40.. 2 25
Bee-Culture tT.G.Newman)
for Seml-montaly Bee Journal, $1.00 less.
Bee
Journal,
41.60
Jeaa,
For Monthly
H.-e
Gleanings In

:t

t

I

,

\'ORK.
white comb honey, small neat

dark do.. 11@13
larce boxes sell tor about 2c. under above. White
extracted, %>. lite.
dark, ~{<sSc; southern strained,
;

Comb

;

quality, 2n,.i24c.
& P. B. THCRBER

H. K.

now ready

I

.ii

4

CO.

the best.

BEESWAX-13@24c.

C. P.

MllTH.

HONEY— Our market isiDactive for honey— no deonly for local trude._ We quote comb 12(«14c.

mand

ilaTtfic; off-colors

and can-

died. 5&6fegO.

BEESWAX -2232,0.. as to color.
423

FroDt Street.

22. 1881.

Time and Place

18S1.

Feb.

V— Ashtabula
W.

O.
8,
D. Howells, Sec. Jefferson, O.
April 5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.

Wm.

Williamson, Sec. Lexinston, Ky.
at Eminence, Ky.
E. Drane, Sec. pro tern.. Eminence, Ky.

7— Union Association,

Muv 4— Tuscarawas and Muskinsuiu
bridge.

Guernsey
J.

Valley, at

Cam-

A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
at Lansing, Mich.

5— Central Michigan,

10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
M. Bean, Sec, MeGrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
National,
at Lexington. Ky.
Sept.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct. IS -Ky. State, in "Exposition B'd'g. Louisville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

C

have this Table complete, Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
t"F" In order to

ries are

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance

We

such than

®" Any

silver.

one desiring to get a copy of

the Constitution and By-Laws of the
National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
they desire to become members, a fee
of SLOO should accompany it, and the
name will be duly recorded. This notice is given at the request of the Exec'

utive Committee.

Great Paper.— We desire to call the
attention of our readers to one of the
greatest newspapers of the age one
tiutt..secures the best writers iii this
country and Europe, regardless of expense has the best and fullest book reviews of any paper in the country ; has

A

—

;

upon financial subjects
has departments devoted to Fine Arts,
Biblical Research (something that cannot be found in any other newspaper in
the United States), Farm and Garden,
Insurance, Weekly Market Reports,
Cattle Market, Prices Current, Dry
Goods Quotations, etc. in fact, a newspaper fully suited to the requirements
of every family, containing a fund of
information which cannot be had in any
other shape, and having a wide circulation all over the country and in Europe.
able articles

—

We refer to The Independent, of
New York. " The largest, the ablest,
the best." See advertisement, in another
column., and send for specimen copy.

Hi' :n| V.i

Clotb,

id.

ii

SI. 8S; paper, Sl.OO.

is

a standard scientific work.

Hnm-yRee.

Price. *Sf.OO.

:

ianizing- Introducing Queens- Extracting- Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Prepar-

Queens and Bees.
J. C.

If.

«fc

P.

AND DUNHAM

,

you are

in

Circular and Samples free,

BEFEBE,

Italian,

D

19,

P.

JOHN B0TJRGMEYER, Fond

SECTIONS AND

lbs.,

"

CHEAP HIVES.
best movable-frame Hives; the best Honey
Boxes ; Lewis' One-Piece Sections, Dovetailed and
Nailed Sections, etc.. for the least money. Manufacturing experience of 20 years, send for Price

The

G.

List.

I.I

it.

Wis,

Successor to Lewis & Parks, Watertowu, Wis.
N. B.— There Is no patent on the Lewis One- Piece
12mtf
Section.

Take Notice.— There is a

I

m&t&l^

BARNES' PATENT

Foot-Power Machinery
and

We are

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for genheavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

eral

Milking.

adapted

keeper

to

It will

Hive

to

payevery bee-

send for our

48

page

Illustrated Catalogue.

W.

F.

now

& JOHN BARNES

Rookford, Winnebago Co.,

Ill-

for 1881.

Cloth,

$2.50.

are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, SSI. OO ; Morocco, SI. 50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.

Honey Extractors and Everett
Langstroth Hivesa specialty. We challenge com potion in price and quality. Our circular and prut* list
of apiarian supplies. Itnlian Bees and high-class poul*
Toledo, O.
ltry sent free.

B3T~Sent by mail on receipt of price, by

EVERETT BROS.,

"

For one dollar we will send
A NEW PLAN.—how
to prevent the end of the

HEADQUARTERS
for the

IN

infor-

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

EVERETT'S

SMITH A SMITH,

its

mation on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
We doubt if any one could be induced to do without
few hours in looking it
it, after having spent a
through. It contains 480 pages, and 600 engravings.

registering orders for these bees for

rolls in

Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains

cause,

Send for our Cyprian Queen Bee Circular,
lmtf
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

full printed directions

Price, 5c.

Home Book- No book can be more

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

CO.

1880.

patent pending on the
Swtf

CYPRIAN QUEENS

974

THOMAS O, NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street.

Chicago,

111.

making

Kenton, Ohio.

Binders for the Bee Journal.

THE SOUTH,

Manufacture and Sale of

BEEKEEPES SUPPLIES,
Simplicicity

THE

and Langstroth Hives and Frames,

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, lor the American* Bee Journal for 1880,
ut the following prices, postage paid
'
50c.
Cloth and paper, each

NEW ALL-IN-ONE-PIECE SECTIONS.

Having purchased, from A. I. Root, a machine for
making these sections. 1 am ready to supply them in
any quantity. Comb Foundation, made of pure yellow wax, and worked on shares; Honey and Wax
Extractors, Knives, Bee Smokers, etc.

ITALIAN QUEENS AND BEES,

all

:

Leather and cloth

i

bred from imported mothers of my own importaDollar. Queens, ready April 1st, $1.10, until

'

tion.

June

1st

;

after, $1.

j

Tested Queens from 1st March to 1st November
Safe arrival guaranteed and all queens sent by mail,
I send no queens that I would not have for myself.
Full colonies of Italian Bees from $5 to $8.50, according to quantity, etc. Early 4-frame nucleus,
with Tested Queen, $.".. No black bees in the neighborhood. Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of prices, etc. Address,

PAUL

L.

8^" Binders for the
postpaid, 85 cents.

75c.

Weekly Bee Jourual

We

can alst) furnish the Binder for any Paper
t&"
or Magazine desired...

THOMAS
974

THE

VIALLON,

West Madison

I5KITISH

<;

.

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago,

111.

BEE JOURNAL,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

Bayou Ooula, La.

5mtf

SCROLL 8AW8

especially

1,

to Prof.

lOc.

useful 'to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, Illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.

1881.

,

CIRCULAR

Co., Wis., Feb.

Boss" Section.

limit

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia andl
many other of the bc>t medicines known are com-1
bined so skillfully in Parker s Ginger Tonic a&i
to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and the
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all dUeascs of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs]
1
and all Female CorrTplamts.
If you are wasting away with Consumption orj
any disease, u^e the Tonic to-day. No matter what j
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
j
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,]
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely!
different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations andj
lother Tonics, and combines the best curative prop-,
erticsof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
None genuine without our signature on outsidej
Hiscox &. Co., Chemists. New Yorjcj
wrapper.

used by G. M. Doulittle.

50c.

JAMES FORNCROOK. A

sheet of wax from adhering to the
comb foundation. Address,

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM

Material for Langstroth hive,

$5.00.

Price,

full.

IO cento.

Kendall'*.

Watertown. Jeff.

given in

The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive

HIVES.

We have concluded to extend the time another
month. We will make the " Boss" Sections, during
the month of February, any size desired up to 5x6
for

is

lice - and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20 cents to

E

Co.,

The Prize— $25 in gold— was awarded

tion.

Cook's Essay, which

du Lac, Wis.
machine made to

JOHN BOURGMEYER.

5wlt

to

;

"Wintering Bees— This pamphlet contain* all
the Prize Essays on this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Associa-

STSfBrass Rollers for a perpetual
Send for circular and samples.

order.

A man who thoroughly understands
WANTED—
the ousiness,
take charge of my apiary for
Address, statina onalifloatlnns
and terms, ami giving references, F. H. HOT,
Iowa.
5wlt
Center Point, Linn
j

and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in Encsli*di and German. Price
either
edition, 6c. ; per dozen, £Oc.
for
ers,

arrival guaranteed.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

HENDERSON,
•

the coming season.

SS.00

;

MACHINES
FOUNDATION
ALWAYS MANITFACTUKED BY

Smithsburg, Washington Co., Md.

over 100 lbs., 33"^c. My
|js. t S5c.; over 50 lbs., 34c.
foundation positively will notsiig. Italian Queens,
from Imported Mothers, tl.oo, ready in April. Price
List free. JOHN FARIS.Chilhowie, Smyth Co., Va.

;

nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving

»6 OO recipes for making Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings,
3 OO Foam. Wines, &C.; and Honey as Medicine, followed
2 50 by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consum-

By express, safe

W.
lmGt

PIKE,

MACHINES-From $1.00 to
FOUNDATION
foundation, less than S
40c; over 5

Untested, laying.. 1 OO
mail, safe arrival guaranteed.

8-frame colony
3- frame nucleus
'2- frame nucleus

1881.

As I make queen-rearing a specialty, 1 guarantee
to those ordering from me just what they bargain
A.
for. Circulars free. Address.

Box

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, IScents.

BKOWN CO., WIS.

Honey, an Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Holy Land Queens.
This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing
*2 ©*> Newman.—
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the

"

journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal card, written plainly,to A. I. Root, Medina, O.

QUEENS AND COLONIES FOR

;

Single Queen, Tested

By

HEADQUARTERS FOR
PURE ALBINO AND ITALIAN

&

Cyprian

with pleasure send you a sample copy of our

Imtit

^gt

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY

What we

eat and should
not eat. This book Should be in every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law t<> protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.

FRANCES DUNHAM,
lsmtim

if

Food Adulteration

FOUNDATION,
COMB
New

I

IS?"

SATLES,
Hartford, Wis.

Friend*,

ing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Ens*
llsh and German. Price for either edition,
fen ts. postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

40

It is the best article sold for restoring gray
hair to its original color and beauty.

of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
can use them, and it is safer to send

Root.

I.

;

and parity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.

(^Instead

A.

I5cc-r nil in c or Sncceaafnl Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas (i. Newman.- This
pamphlet cm braces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
—Feeding— Swii lining- Dividing—Transferring- Ital-

H7

Circulars sent unless solicited.

BE SURE

Co., O.

i

BlcHfteil Bccn, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full oi practical Information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, #1.00.

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Andover

It

Lnnurstroth on the Hive and
This

lull

ments in ll'iMs Honey Extractors Artificial
Comb, Section Honey BnxVN, all books and

oj Meeting.

Co., O., at

*1.50.
of Bee-Gal tare, by

Price,

Kinc'" Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, t>v A. J
King.*—This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, * I .OO; paper, 7.1c.

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

Local Convention Directory.

Is

readers sensible
really the master of the
all its

rythlruj pertaining to the care of
hi is valuable to beginners and

the bo
those n

Dowagiac, Casa County, Mich.

We will

making

the fact that the author

Thi

JAMES HEDDON,

2eowI5t

SAN FRANCISCO.

forcible,

Novice's A

address. Post Office, County and State, to

ipfNo

and

plain

subject.

Foundation,

Please send at once your

to mail.

;

fll.r.0.

Qiiinhv'* STew It
Keeping, by h. C. Eloot.
The author has treated the Subject of i66 keeping
in a manner that cannot fall to Interest all.
[ts style
Is

CINCINNATI.
To send a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
HONEY*.— The market for extracted clover honey of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everyis very good, and in demand at 10c. for the best, and
The supply of thing new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
-r. for basswood and dark honey.
comb honey is good, with a fair demand. We pay lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land

January

£5

paper,

*I2.;

,

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS,
is

.

i

:

-II-.-.'.

Steakns & Smith,

m a c*i i n e

,

i

1

or not. In Langstroth frames or out.

NEW

Extracted, choice white,

I

bbf

I

I

Interesls
M
ru.l
in
^i-i j interesting
in i.i- i--i n
hi ifi Highly
structlve, but Intensely
mid thoroughly
is a master]* production, and
practical. Tim
The booku is.
one that no bee-keeper, however limited
limited hlsmeans,
his means
can afford to do wit In nit Cloth, 91.
paper covers, iSi.oo, postpaid.
Per dozen, by express, oloth,
Hllhjr.-t Hutt

i

'

Honey Knives, Smokers, Glass. Honey
and Wax Extractors, etc., together with the
Best Honey- Yielding and Murket Garden

CHICAGO.

BEESWAX.-Prime

Bl
H|
In
IB*

I

Bee-Keepers.

for

Mjiiiii-iI <• ithe
» <.<tK » miiuiMii
m* ,i|iiiirv.
\|»iiir\. I'.mireiy
Cook'l
Entirely rereiii... ,...„,.,
.written,
rltten. (treat!;
greatly enlarged and elegantly Illustrated
Vilt-ll!
am is fully up with the times

Lai

••-,

Protectors,

IIOVEV- Th,' market Ls plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slowat weak, easy prices. Quotable at 18@ '-'"<'. fur strictly choice white comb In 1
and 3 lb. boxes ; at h<- h;c. for fair to Rood In large
puckHtres, and at 10dl2c for common dark-colored
and broken lots.— CMeaffo Timw,
BKESWAX.- Choice yellow, 30S21C; dark, 15@17.

16c.

t[\

The Three Popular and

Wired

Ht'YKKS' (.U'OTATIONS.

l.i<<<.

I

|R

Full Colonies,
UNEXCELLED BEE FEEDER,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

HONEY. -Best

4sa

Bjsj

Queens and
Best Styles of

pnckanes, lSCa-hc; fair do..

HIVE.

White Spruci Sections and Boxes,
I.i.te.t Improvi'd Honoy Scale.,

'

,

I

—

IMPROVED LANGSTR0TH

.

Books

of the

Bole

DTJITHAM
A * B 4%
BI % 11
L.
HI |
III
Htt
I U
| BB
BB
^^
^^ BB
^^ IB BB /FV

|

Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weeklv

39

DUNHAM,
HEDDON'S CIRCULAR, FRANCES
Manufacturer
and

(LURKING LIST.

16c. for

,

The British lite Journal \b published monthly at
and contains the best practical inform:
the time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture. Fafrlawn.ooutnall, London.

$1.75,

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested Queens

$1 50

1 no
1 00
the Dollar Queens I sold
last year were pure. I will warrant

Warranted Queens

Cyprian Queens, untested

As most

them

all

this year.

Mortonsville,

J. T.

WILSON.

Woodford

Co.,

Ky.

W'A XTED.-I desire purchase sevHOXEY
barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
to

eral

of light ; also. Comb Honey. Those having Hny for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.

ALFRED
Madison
m West

NEWMAN,

II.
strwet,

CHICAGO.

LLL,

:

:

—

.

!
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CONNER, BURNETT &
US South Water

Street, Chicago,

2.
CO.,

111..

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION.
HONEY A SPECIALTY.
We

ask you to correspond with us before disposing
CHOP, as we can be of much servof your
ice, having constant intelligence from all parts of the
rountrv.
would refer to Jamks IIeihiuN, DowaBiac. Mich., ami J. Oatman & Sons, Dundee. 111.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
word*

A line will contain about eight
lines will occupy one inch of space.
One to three weeks, each
"or more"
Four
'

i

]

'-

h1

"

-

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

insertion,
"

»

'.I

;

2© cts.

'.*.

"

IS

"

1%
1*
*2

M

fourteen
per Jlne.

"

My Annual

S

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Vearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS
074 West

G.

Street.,

(atalouue of Vegetable and

and

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the wra best strain.

he
he
he

first
first
first
le first
he first

he
he
he

VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
NEW
H.GREGORV, Marblehead, Mass.
12m5 JAMES

111.

first durable bellows bee smoker,
for smokers,
first to create a
first to meet the wants of bee-keepers,
tirst cinder-proof bellows smoker,
in use.
first twenty thousand
first complaint yet to be received,
tirst smoker yet to be returned.

now

Correipondence
33
33
34
34
34
34
34
34

Hive and Section Making
Bee House, Holy Queen, &c

Covering Bees with Snow
Successful Apiculture

The

first thing for bee-keepers to do, to save impoand money, and be happy and safe, is to send
card for.testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

Good Shade tor Bee House
Bee Keeping in Northern Indiana
Bees are Wintering
The Season and Wintering

How my

Selection* from Oar Letter Box
Tenement Hives for Wintering
Winter in Texas

:

35
35
3o
35

Satisfied

Bees Uneasy
Alsike Clover
Foul Brood
Much Loss Expected
Northern Michigan for Bees

5
£
3.j

Likes Chaff-packing best
Poor Results

»

Italians vs. Black

35
35
35
3j
35
do
35
3o

Bees

What Ails my Bees?
Opinions Concerning the Journal
Convention Notices

;

Price 35 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS
974

36
36
db
3b
37

Flashy and Trashy Literature
Pure Liquid Honey in Glass Jars

Among

West Madison

our Exchanges

Conventions

rians. 8 frames. $10.00.

m Dunham
pT'Send

37
37
37

:

38

Indiana State Convention
Texas Convention

•*"

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
;"
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

1

IOc.

per

Machine.

lb.

Wax

per

<;.

Street.

The Extractor is
made of all metal,
always ready for
use, easily cleaned,
and will last a lifetime. In fact.it has
only to be used to be
is

Every
Bee-Keeper should

CO

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

appreciated.

my circubir
giving details about
the care of bees and
send for

how

H
P
O
O
Hi
<
En
<
O
Q
W
<

THE INDEPENDENT.
religious

foremost

Tlie

newspaper of

State s."—Joseph

The Independent

Ihe

Cook.

seeks the patronage of the

public on three grounds, as follows

:

the largest weekly religious
newspaper published in the world.
5d. It employs as contributors more
able writers, at home and abroad, than
any other weekly newspaper.
3d. It gives its readers a wider range
of topics and more and fuller departments than they can find elsewhere in
any journal.
THE INDEPENDENT consists of 32 pages, neatly

ft

F. MTTH, No. 976
Central At.. Cincinnati, O.

Land-640 Acres.
m- CHEAP FOR CASH.

Florida

CO

W
p
w

E-i

andtiiof the Apalaehicola

title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
;

and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An of-

hH

fer for

first

Our New Terms

the

Any

And

Fur

Comb Foundation Machine.

C, Olm's

50

In advance, in one remittance
innrpatipri lllisinpss'
«esp rwin rr to
rr> niv mcieaseu
uusiuess oneboth
subscription with two raw subscribers,
ail three in advance, in one remittance...
1 shilll not be able to attend to the bee
subscription with three NEW subscric„.,™1.7
and while
nunc, ° DCbers.allfourin
ye<u, nuu
Ullb vpnv
DUSlneSS tlii«
SUpply hnoiiipaa
advance, one remittance,

my

(growing

List,

inp valuable information to all bee-keepers. CHAS.
H. LAKE, successor to the late Richard Colvin, 96
4wtf
West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

8

1

'

SO

llA/sC
iOI\#LC
^Ji I W E»
ft

thailkhlff all

1

I
I

i

O-lucn.-Prlce JS35.O0.

•

t

T

OT SUBSCRIBE

MIT SHOP on
SELL OK RENT
WILL
was built last year expressly for
terms.

1
manut'actiiriiiE Bee-Keeper«' Supplies. Or I
term of vears-one cawill take in a Pairtner for
pibleof managing that branch ol business. Shop lh
easy

L ».CKOWF(X>T, Hartford, Wto.

351 Broadway,
I

P.O.BOX 21*7.

New York

City.

Social Visitor,

;

OLN,

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
Tfc^—^^a^ high side-walls, 4 to hi square feet to
Ir-vf/r^T"/ the pound. Circular and samples free.
:.".'.:.";'.:'

;'''

I

J.

'.'

T.

s'j^^™^

ntf

VAN DEI SEN

St

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
8prout Brook. Mont. Co., N. Y.

Given's Foundation Press.

THE INDEPENDENT,

well located and business well started. Capital required in either case about (500 down. Hend for
Pi lee-List ot Bees, Queens and Apiarian Supplies.

cut represents the 9-inch machine theeheapfor Circular and Sumple.
Fond du Lao, Wis.
C.

tht

made until now. Send

lmtf

.«

Address

It

:i

iw-2t

NOW.

The
est

(

largest and best story
in tlio world, 6 Months, en trial, and a Beau ti nil
French Writing Bux. Imt'n Morocco, containing Lead
Pens,
Rubber, Patent Top
Penholder,
3
Gulden
Pm.il,
~?ncll. for 30 CtS. Stamp* taken. This otter is made
introduce our puuor inlu new hornets. Address
'
Visitor Pub. Co., Bo* 3139. Boston, Mass.

paper

I

|

|

Full Colonies, Nuclei

and Bee Hives specialties. Our new illustrated
ratalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c Free. B^* Send for it and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO-, Crawfish Springs, Ga.

!

-z

111V Old Customers tOl' past OnesubscrlptionwithfourNEW subscribers,
lO OO
nil bve in advance, in one remittance
A
t ,,, n ,,UvnoAinnionii
tliom to
t rt Vtnv
Duy
would lecommend them
tavors,I
Any nuraoer over nve at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.
their bee-keepei'S Supplies troill Mr. A.
II. Newman, of Chicago as I know the
These rei Uced prices (S3 per annum in
orders will be despatched on the short- c U bs f five or more) or very much lower
Walton.
W.
than
any of the standard religious weeklies,
G.
est notice.
though the paper is much larger and better,
Hamilton, Ontario, Jan. 24, 1881.
as comparison will show.
FOB HONEY PLANTS-all kinds, Subscribe with your friends and get the
SEEDS
!is well us Apiarian 8aiy.lle» In general.
low rate. We offer no premiums and reA. H. a EW MAIS,
Send for my UataloKue.
serve the right to withdraw our liberal club
972 VV. Madisun Street, Cbtcago.
riW tf
rates at any time after six months.
A _„_4. Furnlsht pleasant, profitable employment.
Sample Copies Free upon Application.
AgcU
lb Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. i

Chickens.

£T

I

OO
75
OO
5 OO
oo

'

Address,

NEWMAN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAR.
Medal" and Diplomas.
O First Premiums,
—Send postal card, with name and address, for
OO
containmy new Illustrated Clrcularand Price-

I

yenr, in advance
183
months, 881
i for 3 months
a
subscription two years, in advance
subscription with one NEW subscriber,

li

One
One

©.

Street,

NATIONAL PARMER

for 1881.

One subscription one

THOMAS

West Madison

CO.*
Send 15 cents to
ClnclnnHtl, iinrl pet by mail "What SO persons
(noted for their Great Success In Rnixlntr
Turkeys and Thickens) H»ve to Say.** Reading what these experienced persons have to say will
pive one mure Information how to be successful than
3w2tx
the reading of any Dollar Poultry Book.

,

i:
July 1st."
year is paid for, up to
other month, the same.

respectfully solicited.

RAISING TURKEYS

June

half of

it is

971

means

81" means that the

a rich,

The

fc

31, 1881."

soil is

li

Bee Journal.

Dec.

the

der McDonald, who owned sections, including the
ahove, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on 8ept. 5th,
1S77, by him conveyed to the unaereigned for *3,000.

Do

my name
my

river.;

sandv loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. Sist. 1875, by Col. Alexan-

P4

so

^

Description,— ^ec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west, Kranhlin county, FloridH, situated abmitSUmiles
smith nf the Georgia lino, 2-t miles west or the city of
TaNahasse. the capital of the Stale, and about 25
miles northea.-t of the city or Apabichicola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5

bound

year, or until

_

most *^

CHAS.

we

What

to get the

lloney.

cut and pasted. It is printed from clear type (we
stereotype the pages weekly, and, hence, every Issue
is really printed with new type) and on good paper,
and mechanically it is unexcelled.
in
There is no Question of prominence in religion,
copy of "Cook's Manual,"
politics, science, education, finance, or any other
give a copy of department of human knowledge which The Incloth ; for a club of 6,
dependent does not discuss. It has regnhir denot Eirtments devoted to Biblical Kei-earch, Missions,
for a year free.
the
eligious Intelligence, Book Reviews and Literary
forget that it will pay to devote a few News, the Sunday school. Education, Science, Sanitary questions. Fine Arts, the movements of ministo
the
hours
ters. Personalities. News of the week. Financial
and Commercial matters, including Weekly Prices
Market Reports, Cattle Market, Dry Goods
Dec. Current,
is the ineanin'g of
tj^ tfc
Quotations, Flowers and Farming, and Insurance.
In its religious department it gives news and stacistics
on the direction- of
81 ' after
In
all denominastons of Christians, everywhere.
accuracy, and comprehensiveness this deThis question fullness,
paper?"
label of
partment is unequaled. Several pages of stories and
Young
are
given
every
Old
and
poems
adapted
to
has been asked by several, and to save week, with a column of Puzzles.
From time to time Sermons by eminent ministers
answering each one, let us here say : It
are published. The currant topics of the day are
that you have paid for the full discussed in our editorial columns freely and vigorously. We are not afraid to state our opinions.
"
"

Journal

Address,

AND UNCAPPING KNIFE.

lh.

Iwly

for Circular.

No Circulars.

HIRAM ROOF, Carson City, Mich.

MUTH'S HONEY EXTRACTOR

worked

Pure Comb Foundation,

25 lbs. or over. 35c.

will furnish it for.

2wtf

receipt of price, by

1st. It is

Feeding Bees with Whisky
Lime lor Wintering
Ancient Honey Beverage

what we

1

;

;

1881.

It is to every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go wbere they can get the most
for their money. State on a postal card just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mall

:

;

:

Editorial Items
.
Naughty Lizzie Cotton
Melllot Clover as a Honey Plant

;

;

;

'

Editorial

111.

Italian Queens. ?I.0D Tested Italian
Queens. $2.00 Cyprian Queens. *'2.<l0
frame
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
frame NuNucleus, Italians. $4.1X1
cleus, Cyprians, *5.00 Colony of ItalColony
of
£8.00
Cypians. 8 frames.

A TREATISE

^»
3o
35

Four Months' Confinement
Not very Encouraging
Not Discouraged
Good Enough

Camargo, Douglas County.

;

eivinean index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
diving all the principal druesused for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table witri an entzravinp of the horse's teeth
at different apes, with rules for tellinK the ape of the
horse ; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.

FOR

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,

M. D.

B. J.

MAMJM,

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY,

Caldwell.

V.

J.

8c.i Illustrated

A. E.

lwtf

OTSEGO, MICH.

1881.

rev. A. Salisbury.

beauties. Prices again reduced.
circulars free. Address,
Bristol, Addison Co., Vt,

They are perfect
Samples

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTOK,

Horse
TheKENDALL,
BY

OF SNOW-WHITE POPLAR.

ition

Q5 ENGRAVINGS.

Sections

Sections !
pq

i

Contents of this Number.

practical bellows bee smoker.
and original patent smoker,
never-failing bee controller,
direct draft bellows smoker,
to burn stove-wood and not go out.

demand

he
he
he
he

of

J.

Chicago,

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER.

Flower Seed for 18H1, rich in engravini/s from
photographs of the originals, will be sent FREE to
all who apply. My old customers need not write for
it.
I offer onR of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House in America, a large portion of which were grown on my six
seed farms. Full directions .for cultivation on each
package. All Beed warranted tobe both fresh and truf
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise, I will
The original introducerof the
refill the order gratia.
Hubbard Squash. Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores of othervegetables.
I invite the piitronnge of all who are anxious to have

NEWMAN,

Madison

HONEY
We

Foundation. Our thin
ami common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frameAll PresaeB warranted to give satisfaction, Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
1>. 8. (;iV£.\. Hoopeston, lu. j
Iwly

The

latest

improvement

in

IsT32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazine

devoted to
_«„_
AND PET STOCK.
POULTRY, PIGEONSpractical
breeders as editors
of

It has the largest, corps of
anv journal of Itacfassin

Americ

.

arid is

THE FINEST POULTEY JOURNAL IN THE WORLD. :Volume 12 begins January lilHl. SUBSCRIPTION
Specimen Copy. 10 cents.
WAltL*, Editur and Proprietor.

*

per year.
3

182

CLABK

*1. oo

*~

J^

ST.,

-

CHICAGO-

;

.*£»

5 OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA ^zz^

(§)

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS
koitor
974

G.

NEWMAN,

.ami Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO,

ILL..

TF.KMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
WEEKLY-Tlueo

numbers)

52

$3.00

a year, in advance.

months at tbe same rate.
first and third numbers of
each mi. nth, at !$1.©© a year, in advance.
MONTHLY -The first number of each month, at
SO cent* a year, in advance.
t3T~ Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
i

i

m.v

dation from other hives and place the
brood in other hives in their places.
Close the hive and in a few minutes
great excitement will prevail in the hive,
rushing out and up the sides of the
hive in wild confusion. Now drop the
queen right among the bees, and the
excitement will immediately stop and
the queen will be safely introduced. I
have introduced several valuable queens
by this method with success. Of course,
you must always wait until this excitement prevails and success is certain.
North Nassau, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1881.

SEMI-MONTHLY The

to an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
t3^ Kemit ,by money-order, rejristered letter, express r bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on

For the American Bee Journal.

Two Queens

One Hive,

in

etc.

i

local

banks cost as

Free of postage
Po*tnirc to

25

in

cents for collecting.

the United States or Canada.

Enrope SO cents extra.

Entered at Chicago post

office

as secnndclass matter.

J.

d.

FEBRUARY

ILL.,

enas.

The December number of the American Bee Journal notices two queens
in one hive. I was at the Mechanics'
Fair, at San Francisco, last August and
September, for three weeks. When I
returned home, as soon as convenient,
I examined several hives.
One had a

No.

9, 1881.

6.

Our unusual heavy frosts have kept it was in September, 1879.
I always
back. The rains are backward, and the recommend it to others, especially to a
new grass has just beguu to make its novice.

My bees are in good conbut colonies are not large. I
have not extracted any honey sinee
June have plenty of goldenrod honey
for wintering. I save all my dark honey
in the frame, and keep it for wintering.
Moths are destroyed by fumigating with
appearance.

dition,
;

j

I consider it a better way to
melt up empty comb and give foundation in the spring. My cappings furnish
me with enough wax, with what old
comb I melt up, for my own use without
buying.
We had a very short season for surplus in this neighborhood.
With 47
colonies in the spring. I obtained about
1,800 lbs. of extracted and 3.50 lbs. of
comb honey, and have 100 Langstroth
frames of goldenrod, all sealed over, for
feeding between now and spring, increased to 70 colonies, besides rearing
about 50 young queens. I sold and reduced to 60 colonies, mostly pure
Italians. I found it very hard to get
honey in small frames the nights being

sulphur.

I

find that the Langstroth frames
in the winter, and they hold

mold here

much for comb honey, so
made hives this season 1% m
too

I

have

shorter

-

in length of frame, which give me better satisfaction. I use the same surplus
apartments have no portico, but the
front projects about 3 inches.
The
hives are ready for surplus sooner, and
the bees are forced into the sections
sooner. To illustrate
I had a swarm
come off on the 13th of May, 1880 ; the
;

:

queen, with clipped wing was on the
ground. I removed the hive to a new
stand as soon as bees were out I put a
new hive on that stand gave them one
frame of brood and stores, 2 frames of
stores in drone comb, and 7 empty
frames. On the loth, I took away 20
empty frames, placed 2 of drone comb
in each side of the hive, and the 7
frames of foundation (full sheets). In
just 7 days, on the 22d of May, at the
entrance, something looked suspicious.
Expecting to see the foundation on the
bottom, I opened the hive, and found
the foundation all built out, full of
honey, and nearly capped over I took
out 5 frames, gave them 5 empty combs,
and put on 27 sections, .5J4x6xlJ£.
Just 3 weeks from that time, I took off
21 sections, solid, and 5 frames sealed
over the other 6 sections from
to
v
filled ; but as the honey flow was cut
short, I gave them to other colonies. I
obtained about 75 lbs. of honey from
this colony, of superior quality. I did
not sell any of my honey until October,
and shall dispose of all of my surplus
at fair prices, and my honey has a good
reputation.
I have to compete with
honey, repacked, at the fruit factories,
at San Francisco, and labeled " Orange
Bloom Honey." Perhaps all the orange
is on the label.
Wherever I can leave
a sample, I do not fear for the result. I
use the best of machinery, even if I
have to pay high express charges to get
it, and my honey is clean and pure.
1
have it in different styles of packages,
and even on draught, to suit different
White or Dutch Glover.
customers.
It is difficult to save empty combs
here, as moths will breed, I think the
whole year but in the hives that I use,
cool and the season not over 6 weeks, at my bees will keep the combs free from
most. Swarming was backward
my moths, even if they do not cover 4 of
first swarm came off May 10th.
They them.
Napa, Cal., Dec. 13, 1880.
come out generally in February and
;

;

;

The Weekly, Introducing Queens,
ct.

H.

Etc.

ADAMS.

As I have been a reader of the American Bee Journal and a keeper of
-

bees for over 3 years, I thought I
would express myself in regard to the
Journal. I like it very much and
cannot do without it. Friend Newman,
you may put me down as a life subscriber of the American Bee Journal. I am glad it is to be a Weekly.
I think $2 a year very low for a weekly
bee paper. I will say I think there is
just one article in the December number, p. 565, written by Mr. G. M. Doolittle, "Plenty of bees; plenty of honey,"
that is worth the whole amount of the
subscription to beginners, let alone all
the other good articles.
As I have not sent in my report for
1880, I will now do so. I opened the
season with 40 colonies of bees; 12 of
the number were good, strong colonies
the others were very weak. The 12
gathered 700 lbs. of comb honey two of
the twelve, where I could side-box,
thereby getting on 68 2-lb. sections at
once, obtained for me 250 lbs. I had
100 lbs. of honey stolen off the hives this

—

;

last fall.

My

honey

sells readily for 20c.

per pound, it being mostly white clover
and goldenrod.
The other weak colonies being in tine condition for winter,

and what is best of all, are all Italianized.
I have but 2 black colonies in my apiary.
My coloijies increased from 40 to 64
soldi, leaving me 63, all packed in chaff,
in their winter quarters.
In the spring
I will give my method of packing in
chaff.

Now,

I sold 5 Italian

I will give

queens.

my method

of intro-

(7
Melilot or Sweet Clover.

;

%

;

young queen

supposed at the time
that the old one was superseded; in
about a fortnight after, I did not find
her. as I supposed, but found a queen
with only one wing, the other gone entirely.
I supposed it to be the old queen.
I make a practice of clipping one wing
as soon as proved to be laying, although
I leave at least a half
but she had
wings on only one side. Her color was
duller than the young one, when I observed her before.
I was in doubt
about which queen was in that hive.
The first week in December having occasion to look over the hive, I found
the young queen with perfect wings,
apparently all right, and at home on the
combs. By the shape, I should judge that
she had been fertilized, but there were
no eggs in the cells from first to last,
and the colony was only about medium.
There are no flowers in bloom at present,
and very few colonies have brood.
I observed my Italians gathering
worm-dust from an old decayed tree, as
;

I

;

>

;

March.
On account of the late and cold rains,
queen-cells were cut down by the bees,
and in one instance I found 8 queens in
The old queen was
a first swarm.
superseded. I saved 7, one was killed
in the cluster, and I had. to do considerable work in a heavy drizzling
rain.
Owing to sudden and frequent
showers, many of my cells were hatched
in an incubator, and I even had to keep
them and feed them several days for
clear weather. I lost a good many virgin queens on that account in introducing them.
I like the introducing cage mentioned
in the American Bee Journal so
well that I shall use no other. I have
had considerable success with it. The
first time I used it, I had a queen out of
a hive 14 days, had no hive ready, and
so I put her in with another queen, in
one side of the hive, with no divisionboard.
Four days after, I found the 2

ducing queens, which 1 have discovered
and adopted as the only true method.
It is this
Take the queen from the
hive you wish to introduce another too, a substitute for pollen. I find very little
then take all brood combs from the pollen either old or new in the hives.
hive, that is those combs that contain We generally have the manganita in
eggs, larvae and sealed brood fill up the bloom from the middle of November, queens on different combs at home, I
vacancy with combs of honey or foun- but it has not commenced to bloom yet. made two colonies successfully. That
:

%

;

For the American Bee Journal

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees Dying in Indiana.
e. c.

faequhab.

In the the spring of 1879, I bought 2
colonies of bees in box hives, transferred
them to movable frame hives, and at
the same time divided them, making 4
colonies—2 of them queenless. Butthey
soon reared queens, and done well
under the circumstances. I then bought
another colony, transferred and divided

bought 1 young swarm,
and by fall I had 13 colonies, and 1 natural swarm left me after it was hived.
All went into winter in good condition.
as before, also

I also obtained about 100 lbs. of surplus,
and had plenty left to winter on. One
colony lost its queen in the spring, and
I united it with another. During the
winter I bought 5 more colonies, and
took 19 oil shares; 3 of these starved,

and two were destroyed by worms. Thus

;
;

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

42
when I had them all transferred and
straightened up, I had 31 colonies, I
increased to 43, but obtained no surplus
worth naming. I hired Mr. Cramer 2}^
months to attend to my bees, while I
made hives and attended to the farm necessities.
My expenses for the season,
for lure and material, was about $115.

my income

for hives, transferring,

the article they buy is genuine. The
great and final remedy for adulteration
will correct other forms of swindling,
cheating and many other crimes.
In
the foundation of our social system, and
our laws, we have unfortunately made
two very great mistakes ; we recognize
gain as legitimate where there can be
no natural increase, and we recognize
no wrong, no violence to humanity, in
trafficking and
speculating in that
which sustains human flesh and blood,
though we call trafficking and speculating directly in huirlan Hesh and blood
slavery yet so far as results are concerned, the effect is the same. Correct
these fundamental errors and the spoils
being no longer to the shrewdest, adulteration, with many other sins, will disappear.
There are plentv of other
papers in which questions of this kind
can be discussed, and I only refer to it
here because it is relevant to the sub-

&c,

was about 5103. I have on hand hives
and lumber worth $70, empty vessels
for extracted honey (which I did not get),
worth $7. (So, you see, my time and
labor was not all loss. I have a shop
14x20 ft. square, with a room up-stairs.
At the back, or east side of the shop, is
a shell extending 54 ft. east, and 10 ft.
wide, high enough to walk under. Here
J
have my%bees arranged in 2 rows,
fronting north and south, on trestles 6
in. high.
This makes an aisle 4ft. wide
between and at the back of the hives, so

;

the passing bees do not interrupt me in
handling them. This fall when preparing them for winter, I turned the north
row to front the south, and weatherboarded the north side and east end of
the shed, the shop forming a wind-break
on the west.
I was sick in the fall, run behind with
my work generally, and did not get to
prepare my bees for winter until after
the cold spell in November, and I found
several colonies dead. Bees are dying

ject.

Bees have had one or two short flights
two months, and a week ago

in the last

my lightest colonies, in a singlewalled hive, unprotected, were at home
This colony has been
dropping fresh brood upon the bottomboard all winter.
I am much pleased witli the change
from the Monthly to the Weekly, and
hope that you will find it profitable and
in this locality badly. They seem to pleasant to continue it in this shape.
have a dysentery. I think I will lose my
Winchester, 111., Jan. 22, 1881.
entire stock.

1

have

1

one of

and cheerful.

Italian queen

I bought of W. O. Pearce, Winchester, Ind., he said he bought of T.

which

Newman & Son.
gentle and prolific.

She is a fine queen,
I also reared a few
from her last summer

G.

'{

For the American Bee Journal.

Upward

Ventilation.

F. H.
I believe I

MINER.

was the

first

writer in this

aerate thoroughly more than one or two
spaces. Only from the bottom, where
the comb is not attached, can all the
spaces be equally aerated. These old
basswood-gum men, who believe in tight
tops and hate frame hives, never read
the Journal and could not know much.
In a futile attempt to get rid of the
moths, they simply blundered on a successful method of aerating their bees,

and thus preventing smothering. If
they knew they had solved the problem
so many have studied in vain, would
they not crow ? They have my thanks.
I thought so much cold air would freeze

country to oppose upward ventilation, the bees, but find it the only thing to
iu discussions with Mr. Haldridge and keep them warm and dry, thus preventothers in the BkeJuuhnal and 1'ntiiie ing their being poisoned by a mass of
Jf'arnicr.
A storm of lnuiguation was rotting bees under them. They should
aroused, but almost every man had seen be protected from the wind. An inch
bee-lrees, and knew they had tight tops at the bottom all around would not lose
to keep out the storm and keep in tne as much heat as a %-inch hole in the top.
I expect to hear of great losses this
heat. The united and learned array of
acknowledged authorities lost tneir. winter from smothering. In 1878 I winprestige
lacts could not be set aside tered 48 colonies on their summer stands,
uy theories. Only those who had that in hives with tight tops, and covered
" dangerous thing, a little learning," with snow in the coldest weather. The
were wild enougn to ignore instinct and last 2 years have been poor. My square
sneer at nature. Aiiyoody may preach hives have been all right, but the tall
at them now, but they still persist in hives— 18 to 24 inches nigh— the small
covering bees with porous cloln, depriv- hole I put in the side was too small in
ing them ot heat and water, essential to severe weather.
lite.
Crescent City, 111., Jan. 17, 1881.
The bees do not tolerate tins stupidity, but glaze Uieui over whenever
;

they cau.
For the American Bee Journal.
When I read Mr. Langstroth's directions to give the bees a little water on a
Shall we Improve our Bees?
sponge, i thought they glazed the inside
For the American Bee Journal.
surfaces, and the cold that conuned
HENRY ALLEY.
them condensed the water that they
Size of Colonies, Ventilation, etc.
needed. But it we cover them with pothat we have the Italians, CypE. B. SOUTHWICK.
rous absorbeuts (cloth) the water may rians, Holy Land and Hungarian races
be needed (see Journal, page 11).
of bees, it strikes me that our bees can
Tne swarm ot hive inventors, while be improved very much.
I notice in the report of Mr. E. A.
best to
Morgan that he thinks 3 pecks of bees the waves ot oblivion are rolling over do these things is the question. Can it
a good colony, and that each of his 24 their constructions, delight to sneer at be done by keeping the imported stock
colonies would measure that amount. the old log gums. Lach one has tound pure, or by crossing ? I think it can be
my frames are 12x13 inches. I perfection, nut every 2 or 3 years repu- done by both plans.
place them
of an inch apart, when diates his old huniuugs, gets up a new
It is a well-known fact that by crossthe frames are full of brood or honey it oue, and only gets out ot the mud into ing up fowls we get a larger, as well as
would take a hive of 27 frames to hold tne mire, i loved bees, and laid awake a hardier race now this same principle
that amount of bees—just three times nights contriving a hive, and found that applies to most everything in the anias large as my hives are. Is not his 1 did not know anything. In my de- mal kingdom. In rearing chickens the
statements a little large. I believe that spair the thought occurred: the flight male should be changed for each sucbee-keepers consider that if they have of the bees to the hollow tree proves ceeding brood.
In-and-in breeding
a strong colony of bees that cover 9 they were desigued for and adapted to would soon run out a coop of fowls
frames, the size of mine all over, in the each other, i have since then been a they can be bred " to a feather " by inworking season, they have a strong student of nature. Artiticial circum- breeding, but that quality would be
colony. When bees are working in a stances and necessities require artificial at the expense of health and hardiness.
hive they require at least twice the adaptations. We should not use gums, Now, this must work the same witli
room they occupy when clustered to- hut we must go to nature for principles, bees; but I must confess the fact that
gether in a measurable form. So really and respect instinct.
there are cases that seem to knock my
a good colony is about 4 quarts of bees.
There are Here a few old bee-keepers theory into pieces. I have found farmMy opinion of colonies is that a peck who raise their laves from inch to z ers who have kept bees in the same
of bees constitutes a very strong colony; inches, on blocks, to get rid of the place upwards of 40 years, without any
that 4 quarts is a fair sized colony that moms. I thought they would be too indications of deterioration. I found
2 quarts is a small colony yet uot too cold and exposed to mice and robbers. one such last fall. I came across a man
small to be safely wintered in a judi- 1 depend on a fly-hole 3 inches above who had 10 colonies of bees, all black,
ciously arranged hive. I have wintered tne uottom. 1 bought some ol my bee* and in old box-hives, as a natural consemany such colonies, crowded on 4 ot Simeon Burkeu, 5 nines north ot quence. He told me that he had kept
combs, and found them as profitable as W atseka. Last spring lie had yo colo- bees in the same place over 40 years
any I had.
nies
good condition,' and says they and had never been out of them during
I notice in another place a very excelwintered well the year betore wneu so all that time, and he could not say that
lent article on wintering, by the same many (more than three-fourths of the they had ever returned him any heavy
author. It is first-rate, though rather bees in this county) died, mostly smoth- income. Of course they did not pay
expensive. I think there is one mistake ered, having no ny-holes in tue side, him much, neither did he devote much
in it, about upward ventilation.
He only notches cut with a saw in the bot- time or expense on them. He had one
says the impure air being carbonic-acid tom. Severe cold and contraction, lol- swarm early in May last, and remarked
gas and heavier than air, will settle to lowed by excitement and expansion, that he never had one so early before.
the bottom and escape. This is true outlets Closed, no air to generate heat, Now, these are stubborn facts, and
were it pure carbonic-acid gas. Now protuse perspiration condensed ami rather against our in-and-in theory.
let us see what are the facts in the case
ireezing with dead bees at the bottom. But it should be remembered that not
The air is composed of 20 parts of One man with 22 colonies, another with as much in-and-in breeding would be
oxygen to 80 parts of nitrogen chemi- 30, lost all ; several others nearly as bad. done in this case of 40 years' standing
cally united it always carries with it a Hut the bees on blocks came through as an extensive queen-breeder could do
quantity of water in the form of vapor and kept dry. The mice got in some, in 2 years; while the old farmer would
and some other matter that. we will not and some were robbed.
not rear more than one queen to each
notice. Now, as air is drawn into the
They should have been set down on colony each year, the queen-breeder
lungs the oxygen unites with the carbon the approach of spring. Bees need very would rear hundreds.
of the blood, forming carbonic-acid little air when quiet in mild weather,
Notwithstanding the above facts, I
gas, which is absorbed by the mixture and keep fly-holes clear.- 1 wintered 48 do believe that close breeding will ruin
in the form of vapor, and mixed with on the summer stands without loss, cov- any race of bees. Now, in all my exthe 80 parts of nitrogen, forming a ered with snow iu the coldest weather
perience in rearing queens, I never perchemical mixture which, when breathed 3 or 4 failed through loss of queens in mitted the queen that I was breeding
out is much lighter than air and is found the spring. These bees are doing well from to rear any drones. I have reared
in the upper part of the hive in the this year. The hives are 1 foot square, 3,000 queens from one mother, and
form of frost or water, unless we have but those 1 bought from Mr. Burkeu never saw a drone from her, and none
an upward ventilation to allow it to pass were tall, populous ones the holes 1 were ever raised from her eggs.
If
off.
I would not recommend placing a bored in front were not large enough good queens are what we want, then of
stovepipe over the bees to let this pass torso many bees in such severe weather, course the less in-and-in breeding the
through, but rather a thick chaff-cushion and 1 have lost 2 colonies, and a good better.
which will allow this foul stuff to pass many bees in others. So, let us give
Will it do to cross the pure Italians
into it it not through it and not admit our bees plenty of lower ventilation.
with pure Cyprian or Holy Land queens?
the warmth of the bees to pass off
1 suppose lu or 15 times as much air I think it will
in fact, I know it will.
I notice in an article by D.
K. Bou- is needed in a cold snap, because 10 oi- The way is now open so that we can
telle, his experience with some ego-s
of ls times as much heat must be genera- obtain a superior race of bees by carethe queens if he is correct does it not ted to maintain a living temperature,
ful breeding and crossing-up the desidprove that the queen does not regulate f'he ranges of comb attached at the top eratum can be reached, in a few years.
the sex of her offspring. I never could and sides divide the room into narrow
Have not
Now, here is another point
accord that power to the queen. I be- spaces.
hole in the side might uot the Holy Land and Cyprian bees been

%

;

1881.

Ventilation, Adulteration, Etc.
WSI. CAJOI.

Let me say to friend Shuck that I used
a much liner mesh, in the wire I put
over my lower ventilators than he
recommends, for I was afraid of giving
the moth-worm a chance togetthrough
and build its cocoon under the bottom-

^

;

board. It seemed so distasteful to the
bees, as they waxed it all up at once,
that I gave it up. By all means our
best way would be to so pack, or wrap
up the hives, as to prevent condensation and subsequent cougealation of
moisture. Where hives are double, like
the Armstrong, for instance, ventilation
of the outer case is sufficient in the hottest weather, and with the entrances
wide open, I have had such a hive stand
in tiie broiling sun and not a comb melt
down, though all around and about the
frames and sections, was air-tight, as
the bees always make it if they can
and 1 think we ought to be guided by
the instinct of the bees themselves in
this matter. The bees seal up everything they can, except the entrance,
about that part of the hive that is immediately about them and outside of
that man should use his skill and ingenuity. There is much about what we
call animal instincts that we have not
fathomed yet, and I am loth to force
upon my bees a condition against which
they so persistently rebel.
Pitch up
the eyes of a bat. and yet he can fly
safely in a room where there are many
objects for him to strike against throw
a squirrel from a height of several
hundred feet with only jagged rocks to
alight on, and he will suffer iio harm so
when I see my bees so strenuously try
to stop all lower ventilation, I conclude
that it is something else that is required,

m

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

not that.

Though I do not believe that any
amount of direct legislation against
adulteration will avail much, yettokeep
the matter before the people will put
them on their guard, and they will be
chary of buying unless they are sure

is

Now

For the American Bee Journal.

Lower

dom

How

weeks ago.
1,

animal kingregulated by the situation and
nutriment of the egg or germ.
Who
says it is not
There are many theories
about bee-keeping which we may make
doubtful.
Mendon, Mich., Dec. 10, 1880.

lieve that the sex of all the

9,

Now

very fine queens
but I fear I will lose all, for they are
dying in every hive. I have a thick
woolen absorber over each colony, but
the trouble seems to be impure or unhealthy honey, causing a dysentery.
Since writing the above I have seen
some more of my neighbors who had a
few bees, but all weredeadbutl colony.
Another man had something over 60
colonies, all were dead but 2 about 2
Trento, Ind., Jan.

Feb.

;

;

;

-
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:
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in-and-in bred as well as the okl farmabove alluded to ? Of course they
The natives of the Holy Land
and Cyprus Island care nothing about
improved bee-keeping. If these bees.
in their native country, are superior to
ours, then we can improve them, without doubt, so that they will be much
better. Does not the reader see that by
crossing these races we can improve
them V Of course he can see it and
believe it. too.
If it were not for the honesty and
reputation of the dealer, many of those
er's

have.

;

who have purchased Cyprian and Holy
Land queens would say that they are
beautiful Italians, and' nothing more.
The keen observer and practiced eye
will discover the peculairities of the
Cyprian bees, even though they look and

appear like pure Italians.
I think I can perfect a race of bees
the coming season that will be superior
to anything we now have
in fact, I
now have some queens that are very
large and handsome as well as unusually prolific a cross between the pure
Cyprian and Italian.
I cannot say
about their working qualities, as they
have had no chance to do much since
they came into existence in August.
Now, I am intending to rear
18S0.
queens from these improved mothers to
introduce into my own colonies. They
will pass for pure Cyprian or Italian
queens few can tell the difference. If
these queens will lay eggs in proportion
to their size, it will be necessary to enlarge the Langstroth hive to twice the
usual dimensions.
These queens are
the result of careful breeding and
:

—

;

crossing.

The reader will see I am in favor of
crossing the Italian and Cyprian. Who
can doiibt for a moment that by crossing
with pure Cyprian and Italian bees that
we cannot get a superior class of workers'?
By crossing we shall undo in-andin breeding that our bees as well as the
Cyprians, have been subjected to for
years.
Remember, that the bees to be
crossed should be selected from oui
best, purest handsomest and most pr Now. here are my ideas for imline.
proving our bets.
If ;'mv man h s
better way, let him rise and say so.
Weuhani, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Giving Bees Water in the

Cellar.

you advise, me to let them alone ? All
iny bees are well cared for. They have
good, well made hives, they are properlj
contracted by chaff division-boards;
they have nice woolen quilts to cover
them over the brood chamber, and the
lop Covers are filled in with clean and
dwindling was past. I never saw a lot dry straw. In lieu of honey, they were
of bees in as good condition the first of fed with coffee A sugar, and they have
May— strong in numbers, and with not been disturbed the least since they
were carefully moved into their winterplenty of hatching brood.
Doubtless, many will think that it is quarters. The entrance tubes an' protoo much trouble to give their bees tected against mice, by wire-cloth, but
water, and I think myself that it is space is left for the bees to come out.
quiet a chore, but it is these small chores What can I do to bring them relief i
that makes bee-keeping a success.
Wm. Stolley.
It takes a man of good judgment and a
Grand Island, Neb.
keen insight into the. habits and re[Better let them alone till safe for
quirements of our little pets to make a
good bee-keeper. I think bees need a them to fly undoubtedly the long congreat deal of attention and care during finement, and the feed given them havthe winter, especially towards spring. ing granulated, has caused the sympwhen the weather begins to get warmer.
toms you complain of or, may be, they
Coleraine, Mass., Jan. 2.5, 1881.
have commenced breeding pretty extensively, which frequently causes unusual
activity among the bees, and a necessity for voiding their feces follows
activity. Ed.]
plenty of hatching bees and from two
to four frames of brood, while the
Others had but very little sealed brood.
and some none at all. Last winter
gave water to all my bees, which enabled me to keep them in the cellar perfectly quiet until all danger from spring
1

;

;

st^PJi^MMM

Heavy Rain-Fall.

— Enclosed find state-

ment of the rain-fall at Vicksburg for
had 30 colonies the season, from January to November,
of bees last fall in pretty good condi- 1880, which will about tally with our
tion, which I packed for winter.
They locality. You will see what chances a
O. W. Blanton.
are in the Quinby standing and Eclec- bee-keeper had.
Greenville, Miss.
tic hanging frame hives, packed with
rye, oats and buckwheat chaff — some
" The unprecedented rain-fall of this
put in loose and some in cushions. My
season will long be remembered ;is the
bees have not had a flight since about
most calamitous that has ever visited

Away Down

East.

—I

THOMAS.

Several years ago I had 3 or 4 colonies
get very uneasy in the cellar during the
latter part of winter. I tried to quiet
them by giving them more ventilation.
but it was of no use. they continued to

grow more and more uneasy towards
spring. The weather was still too cold
and un ettled to put them out, and I
had about given them up for lost, when
concluded to try an experiment.
I
thought the reason for their getting so
uneasy was because they were breeding,
and as I knew bees consumed large
quantities of water when breeding, I
concluded to try and make them take
water in the cellar.
I made holes
through my chaff mats and inserted
bottles of water with cotton cloth tied
I

over

t e nose, letting the bottle come
close down to the cluster of bees. The
effect was almost magical they became
perfectly quiet and remained so until
taken out of the cellar. These colonies
and a large amount of brood and were
;

hatching bees quite rapidly when taken
out in the spring. The next winter I
determined to experiment a little further with water. I prepared half of my
bees so that I could give them water in
bottles, and about the first of February
I commenced to give it to them, and continued to do so until spring. As they
were so very quiet. I thought I would
see what they would do if their water
was taken away from them. Accordingly, I selected one of the colonies that
had taken the most water, and took the
bottle away from them. They at once
manifested* their disapproval by making
an uproar and boiling out of the hive
into the portico. I put back the bottle
of water, and they immediately quieted
down and remained so. Now for the
result

When

taken out in the spring, I found
colonies I gave water had
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Kentucky Notes.— I have been itching
tn wiiii' Mm congratulatory upon the
shape of your new Weekly BEE JOTJB
nal. As the ladies say,
itisjusl too
Bice."
wanted to get more data from
our bee-keepers, which is not over-encouraging, fur about two-fifths are 'lead
and the balance to hear from on the 15th
ill'
April.
Cause— last year was the
poorest honey season in the memory of
the "oiliest inhabitant," ami it being
the second consecutive poor season,
many did not recuperate from the previous year, and this winter, the hardest
in the memory of the aforesaid, and
lack of interest, from loss of same (@
I

_'.

per rent

poor bees

.),

illy

nil

combined,

prepared

In

left the few
come out with

flying colors. Mv own apiary (20 colonies) is in excellent condition, plenty of
stores and strong, large clusters,
[examined them to-day and am much
pleased, they are having a tine flight
to-day. In iny next I will give my ex-

perience in wintering,
trespass too much.

W.

if it

should uot

Van Antwerp.

Mt. Sterling, Ky.< Jan.

M. D,

30, 1881.

Fertilizing Cage.— I hope you will give
M. B., of Fmcastle, Ind., a hearty welcome and encouragement on the subject
of fertilization in. confinement. I ask
this of you, because I know you have,

very little faith in its accomplishment.
I wish you had given the full name, for
it is hard to wait for his arrangement.
I want to get ready for another suramor's practice, if there are any bees left
after this cold weather. Give all the
cream in the Weekly, no matter where
found. With it and a successful fertili-

the middle of November last, but apthis portion of the great cotton belt.
pear to be all right. Some hives are
To the courtesy of Mr. Guthrie, the zation cage, and plaster of Paris founnearly covered with snow. Besides the
officer in charge of the weather and dation mould, and a live bee-man, suc30 on the summer stands, I have 11 nusignal station in this city, we are in- cess must be had.
clei in the cellar, with 2 and 3 frames
debted for the following valuable and
Louis Hofstatter.
each, strong in bees and honey for the
figures, showing the aggreLouisville, Ky., Dec. 31, 1880.
number of frames. There are 2 and 3 authentic
gate amount of water, measured in
colonies in one hive, with thin division
[We must confess to considerable ininches and hundredths, which has fallen
boards between. They are all right so
from the clouds during the eleven credulity regarding successful fertilizafar.
I will report next spring what sucmonths of the year 1S80 which have tion in oonfinement, to the extent to
cess I have in wintering them.
now passed away
make it practicable, although no one
Robert Downs.
Naugatuck, Conn., Jan. 28, lssi.
Jinnarv
1.85 inch s would hail the successful solution of the
4.60
February
problem with more gratification, We
"
,..11 23
Struck by Lightning. A few years March...
have no doubt
"
B." will give full
9.09
Vpril
ago I had my bees placed in rows in
"
particulars of the modus operandi in the
5.99
May
round gums; lightning struck 2 of the
"
6.36
columns of the Bee Journal at the
gums, bursting a good-sized piece out Juiie
"
4.89
of one, and quite a sliver out of the July
proper time. Ed.]
"
5.67
other. I thought that every bee in the August
"
10.51
September
hives was killed in a. few hours they
"
5.75
In the Cellar. I have received the
came crawling out of the hives. It October
"
first number of the Weekly.
14.15
It is nice
looked as though all the bees had clus- November
to have it weekly, but I fear it will get
tered on the outside, and they would
90.09 inches destroyed, or torn and soiled. We saved
Total
not fly for three days unless something
from robbing and starving 84 colonies,
came near them. It made them the
This makes the enormous aggregate from which we have
119 in the cellar
worst bees to sting I ever saw. In one of seven feet and six inches of rain in
of them I hived a swarm 13 years ago the space of eleven months and when and 6 out-doors. We have taken off
•about
ton
a
of
surplus,
mostly
basswood,
last June.
It still remains a prosperous it is remembered that the average of the
colony. In 10 years it has only swarmed rain-fall in this latitude, taking a series and about half a ton on hand. Beescan
twice, and has wintered on the summer of years by decades does not exceed be wintered almost anywhere somestand. I keep it to see how long a set fifty-five or sixty inches annually, the times, and sometimes not anywhere.
We have always wintered
the cellar,
of combs will last, or the colony die.
immense down-pour of water for the and have never lost any in
that were in
few years ago a man named Hastings present year is still more apparent."
condition
to
winter
when
put
in.
Three
came into this neighborhood, who said Vicksburg Commercial.
of us put away 100 in 3 hours, and take
that a set of combs would last 16 years.
them out in the same time. The bee
Mr. Hastings died at Carlisle, Iowa, 2
A New Subscriber.— I am well pleased cellar is partitioned from the family
years ago.
Hibert Clark.
Journal.
Bee
My
the
Weekly
with
cellar by building-paper, made perfectly
Palmyra, Iowa, Dec. 6, 1880.
bees had a fly to-day, and are all alive dark. The hives are piled in rows 7
and doing well. Owing to the severe high, like cord-wood, with the front enBees Uneasy.— Since I wrote you last, winter, 1 have my bees packed on their trance open, and no other ventilation.
I notice that some of my bees appear to summer stands with hay on the north We keep the outside
door open most of
be troubled with dysentery.
Those and west. I have packed them for the the nights, which keeps the air pure
affected, are all young natural swarms last 4 years iu that way, and have had the dead bees
are scraped out of the
which issued in the latter part of July good success. David Hohenshell.
hives and cleaned out of the cellar. We
and in August. They had not stores
Collins, 111., Jan. 31,1881.
put them in before very cold weather,
enough to winter on. hence were fed
and keep them in till spring. I am satfrom October 1st until the loth, coffee
Temperature in Cellars.— Bees here isfied that money paid for the Journal
sugar syrup, enough to carry them
is the best investment that can be made
through, I have built an extra No. 1 are wintering very poorly. Many of of
$2, if a man has 5 colonies of bees
bee-house for them, with double walls, them are dying in this section and east or more. "We used
about 100 lbs. of
where they are kept
filled with chaff 12 inches thick
but the of here, generally,
foundation
last season, made on Olm's
house is left open towards the east. out-doors without much protection. machine, and have
yet to see any that
Within this chaff-house I have packed Our bees in cellars are all right. We I think equals it
at any rate, it is all
which cannot
my bees in chaff, leaving an opening control the temperature
we want. The cards of comb are as
for the bees as recommended by Prof. be done so well out of doors.
true as a board, and the bees accept it
J. V. Caldwell.
Cook for out-door wintering in chaffimmediately.
Thos. Tracy.
Camargo, 111., Jan. 22, 1881.
boxes; but ever since the middle of
Nashua, Iowa, Dec. 27, 1880.
November none of my bees have had a
flight, and on the 23d of November they
Doing Well.— I like your Weekly very
were packed. Now lately I notice that much and when ray 6 months are up inOn Slimmer Stands.— I have taken the
some bees have come out from those tend to renew. Bees all packed in chaff Bke Journal since 1871, and do nut
colonies which were fed. and it seems and every one (21 colonies) answered to liketodo without it. I have HJfi coloas if they soil somewhat the entrances roll call yesterday. Have not had but nies of bees, all in good condition, on
of their hives. Would it be advisable one fly since 2d of Nov., and that on their summer stands, which I think is
to remove the front part of the packing Dec. 13. With the many others I wish the best place for them, after trying various ways of wintering.
arrangement on warm days (if we get you a prosperous New Year.
any), enlarge the entrance, and thus inJ. W. Keeran.
P. D. Jones.
Mt. Morris, N. Y., Dec. 31, 1881.
duce them to take a flight or would
Bloomington, Ills., Jan. 17, 1881.
:
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Feb.
Artificial

Food Adulterations.

will be principally in bitter experience.
Opinion has been greatly divided as to

9,

Comb Honey.

The Weekly Bee Journal made its
It is gratifying to contemplate the
the best method of wintering— whether
appearance, and I also add my testimony
general interest being awakened on the of approval in the change. It will no
cellars
in
the
stands
or
Oil the Bummer
all
food adulterations,
doubt receive all the support necessarj
whether with chaff-packed hives, air- subject of
parts of the country. >ot only are the to its successful retention as a Weekly.
walls, over-absorbents, lower ventilaThe following appeared in the Toronof the people, individually, fallC.
Hon ,„• no ventilation at all. New masses
to a lnh, vesterday and surprised me nota
closing up the ranks
and
line,
ing
into
KMTOK AND PlIOI'KlETOB,
and
old
little, and as I could not believe a word
theories will be promulgated,
great army of opposition to fraud of it. I wrote to the editor and contraones abandoned or confirmed, while of the
and swindling, but societies, corpora- dicted it, for could there really be such
the " I told you so" class will be more
institution in existence without your
CHICAGO, ILL., FEB. 9, 1881.
tions and communities are becoming an
their
should
ever,
persistent' than
knowing it? You would certainly not
is
good
work
the
last,
and
at
awakened
think of leaving the bee-keeping fratheories and claims be substantiated by
beginning to assume shape and dimen- ternity in such blissful ignorance. Well
Accumulating Disasters.
success. Should the bees all be dead in
that will eventually demand active here it is
an apiary, there is still the consolation sions
From every point of the compass,—
in the halls of Congress.
Some unsophisticated purchasers of
recognition
of having the hives and combs left, and
north, south, east and west— come tales
Every mail brings letters encouraging honey imagine that by buying honey in
is but partial, after all.
total
loss
the
the comb they are sure of getting an
of losses and disaster in wintering. The
us in the good work we have comunadulterated article. A great mistake.
Most of the sufferers will not be discourupon
poor honey yield of last season, comwarfare
unrelenting
an
of
menced
There is an establishment in Boston
aged, but with hope of better success
of
bined with the early advent of cold
enormous
system
and
dangerous
where artificial combs— not foundation
with the this
and
again,
try
will
future
in
merely, but combs—are made in such
weather, and its long continuance withlet the agitation
Meantime,
thieving.
them
in
guide
to
past
experience of the
that it would require an exeverywhere
de- perfection
out even a slight intermission to admit
and
continued,
be
overpert to detect the fraud, Faraffine, not
the work to come, must succeed in
'"
article, whether wax. is the material used.
of a " fly, is telling with fearful morof
any
the
sale
nounce
When the
many coming all difficulties, and their labors in quantities great or small, by any other
tality among the poor bees; and
nl is are made they are tilled with imiwill be crowned with victory.
discourageglucose,
worth
from
with
honey
made
met
tation
who
bee-keepers
name than its proper one. We expect
It will be interesting to scan our col3or 4 cents per lb., and flavored to taste.
readers
present
our
ment in the spring, and with whom
to
able
to
be
shortly
hot iron is then passed over, the cells
umswhen the result is fully known.
there was no encouraging yield during
with a perfected bill embodying our are sealed, and the 'comb honey' is
and compare the various methods of
even
lost
have
now
and
fall,
summer or
and providing for a general ready for sale."
wintering with the different degrees of views,
honest prothe few they had left, may well be parWhat use will there be for your much
will remedy to all classes of
many
very
course,
Of
success.
doned for becoming " blue " over the
ducers. The matter is now under con- cherished coming bee. Apis Ami rieana,
but
with
winter
the
through
come
of such comb honey— makfuture. Many fed their bees
prospect
sideration by an eminent jurist and in the face
trifling loss, but the majority of beeing by automatic process in your midst.
have
no
enough to last till the traditional " Janwe
and
Iowa,
of
legislator
from
recall the
I hope for a cheerful rejoinder
" took place: but January keepers will, in years to come,
uary thaw
doubt it will meet the long-felt wants your pen on the above.
wiuter of 1880-81 as the season of dismoderation
iw
and
your
gone,
corand
for
Jan.
19,
In your number
has come
of the public, and give our readers a
aster to bees. The Bee Journal will
respondents. Greiner Bros., refer your
of the weather has taken place of sufwhich
work.
upon
to
standpoint
or
basis
affordreaders in one of their paragraphs to
good possess a peculiar interest to all,
ficient length to give the bees a
We are satisfied a general law will be page 355 (1879), where he has recourse
to avoid the errors
lati- ing an opportunity
this
In
feeding.
of
allow
or
flight,
the only redress, and our former belief to the what he calls "shaking off proof the past, and containing timely sugitude cold weather set in during Octoregarding the futility of special legisla- cess." but I cannot tind anything in that
its many contributors for
from
gestions
Journal on that point. Will he please
ber, and caught most of the bees not
tion by State bodies, is strengthened by
guidance in the future.
I am much interested to
explain V
yet properly prepared for even an ordicongratulations.
letters and
I have gone
know how done, &c.
After all. it is refreshing to read the scores of
in
that
are
many
too
and
nary winter,
confirmation, we give the following through all the same processes to preof Dr. Brown, of Georgia: In
prediction
is
there
Ordinarily,
swarming with the same results as
condition yet.
' Without consulting Vennor, or an- letter written by Prof. J. Hasbrouck, vent
he has. and not only removed every
plenty of good weather in November for
Bee-Keepers' Magazine, and pubthe
to
that
prophesy
prophets,
I
the
other of
queen-cell, but at the same time took
feeding and packing bees, or putting
lished in the February number of that all the honey away from 28colonies in
1S81 will most abundantly rethe
year
been
an
has
them in the cellar, but this
As it explains itself, we will 1879, arid everyone swarmed within 2
paper.
ward the industrious bee-keeper."
Colonies that
exception. Then, in January— certainly
make no further comment at this time .lavs after the operation. never
had one
[ ran for the extractor, I
by the 20th, generally sooner— a mild
Probably many of your readers will vet to swarm. I have had them preColchian Honey.
spell and thaw of several days' duration
be interested to know the fate of the paring queen-cells and capping it, and
effort to enforce the law passed by the vet not swarm, and this all in a good
has occurred, when bees could be fed
As bearing upon the frequent allu- Legislature of New Jersey in the win- flow of honey, ami its preparation not
and looked after but this winter one
sions to poisonous honey, Mr. H. G. ter of 1878-79 against the sale of adul- being a supeisedure either, for the cells
cold spell has but partially moderated
In the early fall I had all disappeared inside a week, and
Colwell, of Columbus, O., quotes from terated honey.
to be succeeded by even colder weather
gathered 15 or 20 bottles of what is sold no honey removed from the hive during
referfollowing
in
the
history
ancient
in the groceries of Jersey City as "choice the time. Of course the colony had all
snowstorms have abated only to be folence 'to the famous Colchian honey. honey," and, upon analysis, finding the combs they could cover.
lowed by stronger ones western winds
We have frequently seen allusions to them to consist almost entirely of gluC. WllisTEII.
have changed only to "nor'- westers" and
syrup, flavored with a little honey
Kleinburg, Ont.. .Ian. 25. 1881.
this honey and its singular effects, but cose
before
the
went
northers our balmy breezes have been
oil,
I
wintergreen
or
have never been favored with a satis- Grand Jury of the December term of
Mr. Wurster was right in denying the
transformed into " blizzards," and the
he
pro- Court in Hudson County, and entered article in the Toronto Globe. We freproblem
of
the
solution
factory
gales have assumed the proportions of
pounds. Perhaps some of our learned complaints against several prominent quently hear, from the unsophisticated,
hurricanes and tornadoes.
whom I had bought the speccontributors can give the information grocers of
doubts as to the purity of comb honey,
have
these
latitude
this
in
Not alone
I am sorry to say that the
imens.
desired.
to indict. and it is not to be wondered at. when
failed
to
inquest"
Canada
"grand
extremes occurred. From
During the retreat of the famous Their reasons I could judge from the almost every delicacy, and, in fact,
Texas, Minnesota to Florida, Maryland
Ten Thousand from Asia Minor to their questions asked me.
nearly every necessary in the food line,
Continentthe
all
over
California—
to
homesin Greece (B. C. 401), they passed
but the manufacture of
is adulterated
come reports of weather without prece- through the territory of the Colchians.
are sorry to learn of the misforartificial comb has never yet been acdent. One correspondent no sooner The country literally flowed with milk
tunes of Mr. A. F. Moon, and feel con- complished.
Neither do we believe
complains of the weather at 15° below and honey, the soldiers were well received, and refreshed themselves after fident our readers will all sympathize that bees have been seduced into makanother
puts
than
zero in his locality,
had
they
hardships
the innumerable
with him. His has indeed been a trying ing combs from paralline wax. So that
him to shame by writing of the 40° undergone, by a repose of thirty days.
time. The following is an extract from all may rest assured of the purity of
below in another location. Railroad They partook of the Colchian honey,
effect upon a private letter recently received
singular
produced
a
and
it
the wax composing the combs in which
ruleas
a
irregular
been
trains have
the Greeks. It was very well flavored
The past has been a most unfortunate the bees store their honey. As to innot as the exception. From England and inviting to the palate, and when
season with me. I have received no
honey,
and the Continent we learn the epidemic eaten in small quantities caused a honey, and had no queens or bees to sell. ducing bees to store glucose for
it can be
whether
doubt
of
whose
matter
it
is
a
Bee-keepers
those
intoxication
but
prevails.
of
species
also
any
and have not been able to transact
of extremes
them into business, on account of my lameness, done with sufficient profit to tempt the
here, have become quite gluttonous appetites lead
there, as
were
seized with violent fits of which ended in the loss of my limb. In
excesses,
cupidity of any dishonestly-disposed
familiar with the oft-repeated line from vomiting and diarrhea and sometimes
fact, I was compelled to go on crutches
bee-keeper; and it would require a very
madness.
resembling
Shakspeare—
thrown into a state
1 am somewhat better
all the season.
having
Query:— Why did the ancient Col- now, but have not been to our postoffice skillful bee-keeper to succeed in
"Now Is the winter of our discontent"—
chian honey cause the above disorders? since the 11th of last May. which is only it stored anil Capped over. Again, the
is
quotation
bat the remainder of the
•^blocks from me. This, you know, is feasibility of capping or sealing honey
ignored, for nothing has tended to make
hard for a man accustomed to walking
writer of the
The editor of the Bee Journal and stilling around. I live in hopes with a hot iron— well, the
*' glorious."
With many, already, the
it
in a
this year will be a good one for paragraph referred to might put
on
that
Chicago
the
He
left
now
absent.
is
has
been
rewintering
uncertainty of
bees and honey. We had a few few weeks very industriously experiboth
the
Northeastern
ult.,
to
attend
3ist
lieved by the certainty of loss, and
cold days in December, but the weather menting in that line, and, after repeated
Y., on the 2d,
others await with anxiety the slowly Convention, at Utica, N.
is warm now; the bees are flying, and
the
and will return via some are carrying in bee-bread. By the failures, he would conclude that
approaching months Of March and April 3d and' 4th inst.,
came
in to-day's mail, success of the fraud existed only in his
Wce'klv
the
Anway,
to
attend
the
at
Ohio,
Convention
and
misto put an end to their doubts
which just tills the bill; it is just what inventive imagination. Of course, we
dover, O., on the 8th and 9th inst. lie
givings.
all bee-keepers want— a Weekly Bee
task ofprevailed Journal. Long may it live, with suc- make no allusion to the difficult
snowstorm,
a
which
left
in
can
be
"there
said,
truly
been
It has
depositing the glucose in the cells,
where
MOON.
trip
to
Utica,
editor.
A.
F.
the
whole
during
its
compensating
C6SS
to
no great loss without some
Which will be found a work requiring
Rome, 6a., Jan. 10, 1881.
arnvedOhours behind schedule time.
gain," but perhaps in this case the gain he
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colonies at many points distant from
each other, and saw bees in many places
where no purchases could be made, bul
all presented the same.appearance, taking into account. of course, the age of the
lues ami the amount of food they were
likely to have in their bodies. The true
Cyprian is a yellower bee than the Italian; indeed, I think the average Cyprian is yellower than the brightest Italian.
I refer to the worker bee alone.
Its body is more hairy, and the abdomen
more slender than will In found among
Italians.
When filled with honey, the
worker shows three yellow bands, as
does the Italian. Mr. Cori, of Bohemia,
who first described these bees, and procured the first colony from Cyprus, stated the worker bee has only two yellow
segments, but he surely failed to count
the end segment, next to the thorax,
without which the Italians would have

considerable time, a steady nerve, and
more patience than the ordinary price
Of comb honey will repay.
On referring to page 865, 1879, we and

no correspondence from Mr. Doolittle,
to which Messrs. Greiner Brothers refer
in the Weekly Bur: JOURNAL of the
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GLEANINGS.

19th nit., and we leave to them to explain
the process to which they refer, as some

Cyprian Bees.— The following is an
extract from Mr. Frank Benton's last
mistake has occurred in the citation.
letter, dated at Larnaca, Cyprus, Dec.
14,1880.
We devote so much space to
Flat-Bottom Foundation.
it as it is a subject on which informaThe following letter from Mr. O. J. tion is eagerly sought, and but little
Hetherington, was read before the experience has yet been had in this
Michigan State Bee-keepers' Conven- country
Under all conditions and at all times
tion, held at Lansing, Dec. 8, 1SS0. The
minutes were not received at this office of the day, even from daylight until 9 but two yellow bands. The fourth yelo'clockat night, I have handled Cyprian low band, as with the Italians,
is someuntil the 26th ult., so we could not pub- bees, without smoke, and with
no bee- times seen, but a more distinctive mark
and them till now. As much interest veil nor even a hat on my head. Bare- is that the segments back of ttie yellow
has been manifested in the subject of headed, bare-handed, with low slippers bands are so tipped with whitish hairs
on my feet, no coat nor vest on, my shirt as to give the abdomen of the Cyprian
using full-size sheets of foundation in
cut low in the neck, and all my gar- a very ringed appearance. The two
the surplus boxes, and as this letter ments thin, I have worked hour after
most distinguishing marks are, howevbears principally upon that subject, we hour among the Cyprians just as fast er, the following The pure Cyprian is
give it a place here in cxtenso. The let- as I could make my limbs and body yellow on the under side of the^abdomove, transferring colonies, dividing men, from the tip nearly forward to the
ter bears date East Saginaw, Mich.,
swarms into nuclei, and putting up thorax and, second, the shield on the
Dec. 8, 18S0
queens for shipment, all the while shak- back of the thorax between the wings
ing and brushing the bees about just as is very prominent and plainly
1 was in hopes to have been with you
yellow.
to-day, but as my bees are not in the though they were so many Italians, and On account of its shape, I call this the
cellar yet, I do riot feel as if I could a big basswood harvest was on hand. I crescent, and it shows that its bearers
spend the time, until I get them out of say shaking them for they can be shaken are from the Turkish empire, or dethe cold
and it is bearing down so from the combs quite as easily as can scended from those who did come from
much more heavy than usual, that I black bees, and brushing them is a dan- this far eastern land. The Cyprian
feel like working night and day till I gerous experiment unless they are well drones are in general much more mottled
filled with honey.
Now, it must be re- with yellow than the Italians;
get them in.
membered that all this was done at a though they are not uniform, many and
I wanted very mnch to be at the Conare
vention this year, as I have several time when no honey was coming in. and of a very brilliant golden hue.
points I would like to present, as to my when feeding had not been kept up
I find the Cyprians active, strongexperience this summer with flat-bot- regularly, the colonies that had not been winged, sturdy defenders of their hives,
tom foundation of full size, in sections. fed and those that had having been fighting against fearful odds to preserve
opened indiscriminately the handling an existence, exceedingly keen-scented,
I have used it full sized in all my sections but about 200, that I had of last was often at the most unseasonable so that no drop of sweet escapes their
year's, that had triangular starters in, hours of the day; and, lastly, there were notice under conditions which would
about 3 inches on a side. Using both I often many visitors present yet I was conceal it from other races of bees.
rarely stung, and I recollect but one in- They are very prolific,
could see the difference.
and rear brood
The bees work the flat-bottom as near stance in which a visitor was stung.
late in the season.
We have had frost
The only points I observed carefully here, yet to-day I find brood in all stages
the shape it ought to be as possible,
I opened the hives in hives of Cyprians. One other quality
which compels them to thin it down, so were the following
the quilt was of great importance is noticeable
it is about as thin as they make the with extreme caution
A
comb themselves. This year was a poor removed slowly, and the bees left to strong wind is heeded by the Cyprians,
season, but I think I secured twice as themselves for a moment before I and, upon its appreach, they gather in
much comb honey as I should if I had touched the frames; then the first their hives to avoid it or, if the day
not used the foundation full size in the frame was very carefully removed, after open windy, they do not venture forth.
sections. Perhaps in a good season it which no further especial caution was Those who have them in America will
would not make quite as much differ- needed, except that there must be no note this, and that they will not dwindle
ence but from my experience, the past jarring of frames, either in removing as the Italians do during the coming
summer, I know they will make very them, in handling, or in replacing them. spring. Still another point in their faAny one would be likely to say, ' These vor is, that they can be shaken from the
much more honey.
At the time the bees commenced to things are all very good to observe with combs very much as though they were
gather honey from boneset, they ob- any race of bees; but will they prevent blacks but if left to themselves do not
tained it very fast for two days (that Cyprians from stinging, when their ob- run off, having in this particular the
happened to be clear and pleasant), and servance in handling blacks and Italians same disposition as the Italians, nameduring those two days the bees drew under the conditions you mention, ly, they spread evenly over the combs
out the foundation the full length of the would avail little as far as'keeping these and remain quiet when the latter are
cells and filled it with honey
then we races tinder subjection is concerned ?"' handled.
had nearly a week of wet, rainy weather It seemed to answer with me, and I
so the bees could hardly do any thing, discovered that the Cyprians were very
Preventive of Robbing:.— Mr. Val. D.
and they did not seem to do much of any susceptible regarding the sudden admis- Urich gives the following as his method
thing to the honey in the sections. My sion of light into the brood apartment,
of stopping robbing
theory is, that the weather was so wet and they resent in the strongest manner
and damp that the bees were unable to any jarring of the hive or combs. I
I will give you my way of curing robevaporate the honey so they could seal think they are far more likely to be bers, which always proves satisfactory
aroused
by
either
of these things than to me whenever I try it.
it up, for as soon as the weather came
When the
off dry and pleasant, they had every- are the Italians or blacks, and are not robbing commences, and the colony to
as easily subdued with smoke, or, in be robbed does not fight the robbers
thing sealed up in 24 hours.
Also the Italians will commence work fact, at all. They will follow the bee- away, I close up the entrance pretty
in the sections as soon as the blacks, keeper with great pertinacity as he small; then I take a small piece of
and they both will commence much leaves the hive, going a long distance, broom com (which I like best) or quite
sooner than when only starters are used. and even through several doors, for a a little whip, and stick it in at the
When a hive is once entrance, and shake it pretty often.
I would not recommend any thing but chance to sting.
the thin flat-bottomed foundation, as thoroughly aroused, the better plan That makes them so cross that they will
that is the only kind the bees will work seems to be to close it and leave it for «ount a robber before he is halfway
the base of the cells thin enough to an hour or more.
down to get in but put on a veil, or
They meddle with passers-by who do they will will take you for a robber. If
answer.
not touch them, less, even, than the they have full sway of a colony before
1

:

comb with sucAfter "uncapping" it to
in.
depth of cell, I just dipped the rough
edges in melted wax, to make the bees
think they were composed of that material all the way to the bottom.
The
serted in ordinary brood

%

cess.

shellac would serve to hold the strips
together in this case, as the solder does
in the other.
These little bottomless
cells

could then be stuck to a

flat

sheet

of shellac paper (one set on either side),
then by touching the edges to melted

wax your comb

is

finished.

Dysentery.— The following is given as
a remedy for dysentery
My bees had the dysentery the worst
I ever saw.
I went into winter-quarters
with 13 colonies, and before January I
had lost 6, and 7 had died on account of
the cold weather and dysentery, so I
had to practice something to keep up
my 6 colonies. I put them in the cellar,
took out their stores, and gave them a
frame of candy, and the same time I
fed them syrup in which I put a few
drops of mint.
Both were made of
granulated sugar. I also gave them all
the ventilation I could to get out the
foul air. In about a week they were all
well, and their excrements are now dry,
and the. bees are all w-ell up to date.
:

t
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SsF The Prospect for honey in California is promising. Mr. S. D. Barber,
in the Semi-Tropic Calijornian, says:
" We find many of our hives with three
and four sheets of brood well rilled,
from eggs to the hatching bee, on January 4th, 1881. The prospect here north
of the city indicates an early and prosperous year for business.
Be ready.
Do your work in time.
day lost with
bees is forever lost. What i« termed
luck with bees is only another name for

A

careful

and

skillful

management."

Italians. The above would likely lead
to incorrect inferences should I close
this subject without stating the conclu-

I find it out, I close it up entirely till
next morning, when I make them defenders before the robbers are up.
sion which the season's work among the Sometimes it must be done pretty often
bees of Cyprus has caused me to form before they stop it.
regarding the relative rapidity with
which Cyprian and Italian bees can be
Paper Honey Comb.— F. Delia Torre
handled: hence I state here that I fully
believe 1 can handle the Cyprians with makes the following suggestions
one-half greater rapidity than I can the
Will you induce Mr. Gray to make a
Italians that is. with proper manage- machine that will
turn out artificial
ment, a given operation in manipulating honey comb complete made from shelbees can be performed with three Cyp- lac tissue paper, and
in a way similar to
rian colonies while the same operation that
described in Quinby's "New Beeis being done with two Italians
Keeping," which uses tin ? I am sure
The bees of Cyprus are very uniform it would be a success, for I have used a
—surprisingly so, I think. We obtained small square of hornet's-nest comb, in:

;

—

BEE-KEEPERS' MAGAZINE.
Apis Dorsata and Apis Zonata.— We
the following extract from a letter from Mrs. Frank Benton, dated at
Larnaca, Cyprus, Dec. 10, 1880
You doubtless know of the many
hindrances my husband has had to contend with during his stay upon this
Island, also of his different attacks of
sickness— ophthalmia and tropical fever.
Now that cooler weather has come his
former vigor is gradually returning, and
no doubt he will soon write you again.
Just at present he is very busy making preparations for a journey to India
and the East India Islands, his object
is to procure the long talked of bees,
Apis Dorsata and Apis Zonula ; also any
other races of excellence which he may

make

find there. He will also look up some
other points, such as gathering seeds of

important honey plants, and of different grains that may be profitably cultivated in our native land. He will take
with him thirty or thirty-five colonies of
Cyprian and Syrian bees, most of which
will be taken to Java.
Should success attend him, which we
sincerely hope will be the case, the new
bees will be sent directly to America.
His proposed route from here to Batavia, Island of Java, is as follows
Beyrout, Jaffa, (Syria); Port Said, (Egypt);
through the Suez Canal and Suez then
down the Red Sea to Aden, (Arabia);
across the Arabian sea to Bombay, in
Hindoostan thence to Colombo, Island
of Ceylon then to Singapore, Farther
India; probably, also, to Timor, to the
Celebes and the Phillipine Islands.
He will leave here the 21st of December, and hopes to return to Cyprus early
in the spring, in order to continue rearing and shipping Cyprian queens.
:

;

;

;

California

Prospects.—

A

writer

at

North Temescal, gives the following
encouraging report
At this time (Dec, 20) the prospects
for an abundant honey crop were never
better.
Frosts were" a month earlier
than usual— rain six weeks behind time,
now the earth is saturated with water,
grass is growing with a will and it is
almost fit for grazing. From present
indications we are going to have a mild
winter, with plenty of rain withal. If
this should happen to be the case, and
March north winds do not visit the fertile plains and valleys of this coast, and
should the atmosphere be charged with
that degree of humidity which is so
conducive to the secretion of nectar,
then the honey yield of this State will
be enormous.
Dr. J. P II. Brown makes the follow" Without
ing encouraging prophecy
consulting Vennor, or any other of the
prophets. I prophesy that the year 1881
will most abundantly reward the industrious bee-keeper."
:

;
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wanted honey-gatherers, and favored
the lighter Italians.
Prof. Cook said In- believed we should
get the besl bees from importations. I
am perfectly willing to go on record in
that matter. Xature does her work betThe best I have
ter than bee-keepers.
ever seen are those that have been imMichigan State Convention.
been
at Cincinnati I
had
ported. If I
should have protested against the opinMet in Pioneer Hall, State Capitol, ion going out that the American-bred
Lansing, pursuant to call, Dec. 8, at 11 Italians were best.
a.m.
Mr. Robinson, of Pewamo. I have a
So little time remaining before noon few nice bees— but they have cost me
—Prof. Cook moved that the meeting
$5 to get them off— that is, changing
spend the morning hour in conference, from light to dark, and 1 am glad to get
and said L. 15. Baker's bees were in tin- rid of them. I now have only dark a
open air without chaff or other protec- i.iau could not give me yellow Italians.
tion, and the Professor would ask what
W. R. Cole, of Belleview. In Authe different members would do with gust I found my Italians on red thistles
them, seeing that they had now been and doing well.' while my blacks worked
out so long in the cold ?
on clover, and accomplished very little.
<'. 1!. Link stated that dampness was
Mr. Harper stated that some advothe principal cause of loss.
cated black bees, but he believed that
L. B. Baker said he intended to take none were to be found pure. All that
them in but thought best to let them we now have are dark-mixed Italians,
alone till warm weather, as they seemed
and the yellow are best. If I bad to
to be all right so far.
keep black bees. I should not keep any.
The Secretary was asked what he
L. 1!. Baker. Wehave had black bees,
would do with ttiem, and said that if he and
if they were best we have had somehad a good cellar as Dr. Baker's, he thing to be proud of.
would take them in carefully and slant
Mr. Smith said the largest combhoney
the hives so the water would run out; yield he had ever had were from black
hives
the
so
the
top
open
partially
then
bees. I have an imported queen and
would dry out.
have bred from her IS others she was
Acting Pres. Ashley, of lpsilanti, very dark. They have certainly stored
stated that if the season was as last he
no more honey than my light bees. I
would leave them out; but as it now have an apiary away from home of pure
seems, he would favor the opinion of black bees, and they have produced
Mr. Bingham, and take them in.
more honey this year' than my others.
B. A. Salisbury, of Battle Creek, fav- But I always show my light bees to
ored wintering in boxes tilled with chaff strangers, lie said his stinging bees
3 inches deep alt around, and preferred
are bis best workers, and he liked them.
;

;

it

to cellar wintering.

Mr. Bingham, of Otsego, stated that
Mr. Cole, of Livingston, thought it a
bad time to move bees; he moved some he cultivated dark Italians— but bad
into the cellar once when so caught, and both yellow and dark, and pure blacks.
he said 00 per cent, of the In the fall always reduced the number
lost heavily
bees designed to be protected were now of his colonies — sometimes more than
queen whose
in the open air unprotected having been half, but never killed a
colony had done well because she was
caught by the early winter.
Mr. Smith asked why bees did not black, or yellow, or dark— " Pretty is
winter as well in frame as box hives, that pretty does."
;

without protection.
Prof. Cook said Mr. Hurlburt lost his
regardless of the old box hives he used
he did not think the hive was the cause.
Neither was be fully satisfied that chaff
hives would entirely obviate the dangers of out-door wintering. We need
another 1873 winter to test them. Our
few past winters have been such that
we could not safely predict what a
severe winter would do. If Dr. Baker
should move his bees into his cellar and
then warm it slowly there would be but
;

Mrs. L. B. Baker, of Lansing, who
has kept a strict account, says the dark
Italians have proved much the best
resolution
honey gatherers with her.
was passed that it was the sense of the
Convention that dark Italians were

A

preferable.
Prof. Cook

moved

that all the essays

from abroad be received and the writers
thanked for their kindness in sending
them. The resolution was unanimously
passed.

Mr. Robinson was called

for,

and sHid

surplus was what he kept bees for used
Prof. Cook suggested that hereafter the extractor mainly ; did not extract
our meetings be held the first Thursday from the brood chamber, and never exafter the first Tuesday in December, tracted till the honey was ripe and
and that time was unanimously chosen mainly sealed uses a Bingham &Hethand Battle Creek the next place of erington knife and like it best; can do
work faster and better with it than any
meeting.
„ _,
sell mosl of my honey in Pe1 P.M.— Vice Pres. Ashley, of 1 psi- other
wamo cany 20 to 2o queens through
lanti, called the meeting to order.
can winter
Prof. Cook said that black bees were the winter for spring use
more prompt in entering surplus boxes, them safely on one comb.
Prof. Cook thought the wintering of
but did not regard that of importance,
as by the present means we had no dif- extra queens a matter of great importto
bees
start
Italian
he had never failed in wintering
ance;
getting
ficulty in
combs in the lower part of the hive after bees in small hives. They cannot be
which they could be raised, and the wintered in chaff hives, but can in the
Italians would go on with the work cellar.
Mr. Salisbury wintered a small colony
without loss of time. Black bees are
said to dwindle less in spring, if so, it on candj and flour and water, and it
bees
Italian
fly
was
the best colony he had the next
advantage.
was an
early, and do not run on the combs. season.
Mr. Robinson said getting honey was
The Students at the College say the
it had to be
kept and the marItalians fly earlier and later than the not all
cross.
be
to
ket waited for had no trouble in selling
blacks. Italians are said
more
genItalians
are
could
get.
all
lie
pure
but I know
Holy <»
I have
Prof. Cook said uncapping took time;
tle and better natured.
Palestine bees, and they are the .inly as soon as it was partially capped and
bees I have ever seen that would dupli- thick it could be extracted. Never had
cate themselves. They also breed later. any spoil.
Mr. Cole never let his bees cap more
and I did not have any queens that laid
so fast. I favor dark Italian bees while than a place as large as his hand before
others prefer the light. The Cyprian extracting; never bad any sour.
Mr. Robinson bad several ban-els
bees must be belter. They are left In
themselves in Cyprus, and only the fit- spoil, and care was required unless
beAdam
Grimm
thoroughly ripe.
test have survived.
.Mr. Bingham said he believed it unlieved the darker bees to >" the besl
Convention al safe to extract before it was cseiitially
while, the Cincinnati
lowed it to go out that the light ones sealed. Believed flic honey better anil
richer for remaining some time scaled
were best,
Louis Harper, ot Delhi, said he had up in the hive.
them
believed
and
Mr. Perry had noticed thai black bees
Italians
light-yellOW
best, but had never had dark Italians, left air under the caps, while Italians
nor did lie want them; be liked the did not. He believed this fact was the
light-haired bees; they could be held reason why black bees make whiter
up to view and were beautiful. But he combs.
little

;

:

danger.

;

;

,

,

.

;

;

;

;

;

,

Feb.

Prof. Cook said, take off your sections
as quick as done L All the nice section

honey

is

made quick and removed

at

once.

Mr. Robinson said honey would not
if kept up to 90 but would if
below <)0°.
Mr. Bingham asked how much more
extracted honey a colony would yield
granulate

9,

fairly before the people, it would prove,
itself one of the most profitable of
Conventions.
T. F. Binghan, Sec.

[The essays and correspondence read
Convention have been published

at this

Bee Journal.— Ed.1

in the

Cortland Union, N. Y., Convention.

than section.

Mr. Robinson said he extracted 200
lbs.

per colony

;

but should not expect

more than 50 lbs. from the same colony,
if in sections.
Mr. Hilbert said 30 colonies gave 3,000

The annual meeting of the Cortland
Union, Bee-Keepers Association was
held at Cortland, N. Y., Jan. 4, 1881,
1

and well attended.

The

discussion of the day

was begun

by E. II. Knapp upon " Rearing Italian
queens." He related the methods pursued by himself and brother. During
the last season they had raised upwards
of 100 queens, and principally by the
It consisted
practice of "grafting."
essentially in removing the eggs or
larvse from queen-cells in the earlier
stages— the larger cells having previously been all removed— and replacing larvse 6 to 12 hours old, taking from
worker cells of the colony to be bred
from. The bees took care of them in
the same manner that they would if
The best queens were
undisturbed.
produced by taking larvse soon after
machine would pay. Foundation was hatching thought it the most* satisinvaluable.
factory and certain of any method he
Mr. Perry said he would not do with- knew.
Bees accepted the Dunham
out it.
The discussion was continued by Pres.
foundation most promptly.
Pierce, Messrs. M. C. Bean. E. Cory, J.
Dunham
preferred
Mr. Robinson
H. Kennedy and others. The relative
foundation and thought it would soon merits of this method as compared with
go out of use he was willing to go on others, the length of time after the
record, that it raised too many bees.
operation before the cells might be reMr. Smith liked it. said it made 4 to 6 moved, probabilities of their being torn
days saving in filling a hive with combs. down, the age of larva- it was best to
Mr. Waldo said full frames sagged take, the effect of increasing the
somewhat, when tilled with it. I think amount of royal jelly in the cell, and
it beautiful, and favor its use.
other points, were dwelt upon.
T. F. Bingham had filled his shallow
The discussion of the afternoon sesframes and hived full colonies on Dun- sion was begun upon the subject of
ham foundation with the mercury at foundation in hives and surplus boxes,
but had al- by \V. L. Coggshall. He had used sev96° without any sagging
ways taken the precaution to place an eral kinds had tried that with high
the side- walls and with none ; preferred the
containing
the
one
under
empty hive
foundation, that the bees might have former had used the Dunham and the
room to distribute themselves so as not Olm had used the flat-bottom with
to be compelled to cluster on the foun- good success in sections; he endorsed
dation while it was being drawn out. fully the article by C. C. Coffinberry, at
Then after a few days removing the the Cincinnati Convention would not
empty set. Believed this plan would advise any bee-keeper to compel bees to
usually prevent sagging even in Lang- make combs when foundation was lit
stroth frames.
present prices. The discussion became
Mr. Smith had usedwired-foundation interesting and lively upon the subject,
and it had worked nicely saw no ob- and took up the rearing of brood over
jections to the wire said the flat-bot- the wires in wired-foundation in full
tomed was the thinest he had ever seen. frames, and hiving bees upon foundaMr. Waldo stated that in all the apia- tion. It was participated in by Pres.
ries he had visited where foundation Pierce, Messrs. E. Cory, R. II. Mellen,
was used, he had found more or less F. W. Smith, J. H. Kennedy, E. H.
sagging.
Knapp, M. II. Fairbanks and M.C.Bean.
L. B. Baker said he had used founda"Wintering bees" was now introhad
sag,
but
any
never
had
had
tion and
duced by A. G. Chapman. There were
never put large swarms on it.
as many methods as bee-keepers; he
Prof. Cook said he believed founda- said the beginner would find the opinions
tion a success.
and methods of leading men at variance
Mr. Perry said some used would set- on the subject; but he thought there
tle, while some would not.
might be some factors common to all,
[A letter was here read from Mr. O. J. obscure though they might appear in
Hetherington, which will be found else- some. Dryness he concluded as one.
where in our columns —Ed.]
His method he described to be as folPres. Ashley and Mr. Robinson were lows
He kept 2 colonies in one hive
of the opinion that there was a loss of this was set permanently on a good
wax
in
the
profrom to 15 per cent, of
foundation. It had a lid like a trunk,
inside, and
cess of making wax into foundation.
with hinges on one side
Mr. Perry thought the loss in working leaving space for packing, was a box
pure yellow wax was merely nominal.
made cheaply of half-inch lumber that
Considerable discussion was brought would hold 20 Langstroth frames and
forward as to the means to be adopted in the center hejplaced a thin division
so as to unite all the bee-keepers.
board to separate the 2 colonies. They
The President said those who attend were kept comfortable, and he liked the
must condense and arrange so as to tell method. The subject was kept up by
just what they wished in a few words.
Messrs. Smith. Knapp, F.Schermerhorn.
Mr. Robinson said he did not want to Mellen and Pies. Pierce.
There were more beetell all he knew.
The Association listened to the AnMore nual Address of the President, Chas.
keepers now than he wanted.
honey raised would not increase the A. Pierce. He spoke of the encouragedemand or raise the price.
ment the Association was to all, and the
Mr. Terry said the business would progress it had made ill the past year of

lbs. in sections.

Dr. II. B. Baker, Sec. State Board of
Health; Dr. J. H. Kelley, of same
Board, and Mr. L. B. Baker, were appointed a committee to urge legislation
calculated to prevent the adulteration
of honey and other sweets.
Mr. Benhani, of Olivet, stated that he
had had some experience in comb foundation. He wanted to furnish and had
furnished good material. Had handsome foundation well drawn out that
the queens refused to fill with eggs, and
was fearful the wax was impure. After
making from his own wax, with his own
machhine, had no trouble. Thought a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

regulate itself.
Prof. Cook did not like the Chinese
Parties who formerly talked it.
plan.
saying we had too many bee-keepers,
were now taking another course.

Mr. Robinson said alsike clover had
been a favorite With farmers about him,
It made good hay. seeded well, produced
about S bushels of seed to the acre if
sown with wheat in the fall, it would
bloom and yield seed the following seaIt will bloom the same season, if
son

organization;
nearly 50 members.

its

now numbering

it

The Convention proceeded tothe election of officers for t he ensuing year with
the following result
President— Chas. A. Pierce, of Truxton.

Vice Presidents— J. L. Gillett, of
Cortland; E. 11. Knapp, of Pabius W.
L. Coggshall, of West Uroton.
Honorary Vice Presidents— G. M.
I. L. ScofiekL
Doolittle, of Borodino
sowed early, and seed the first Crop. II of Chenango Bridge II. D. Mason, of
of Marathon;
Courtney,
said, if this Convention could bring the Fabius; Oscar
adulteration and foul-brood matters R. H. Mellen, of McLean.
;

;

;

;
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Qulnby** New Hee-Keeptnff, by L. C. Boot.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
in
manner that oannot rail to interest all. its style
:i

is

plain

and

forcible,

making

the tact that the author
subject. Price, 81.50.
Ol

Is

all

its

readers sensible
master of the

really the

A

Novice's
BCofBee-Cultare, by A.I. Root.
This embraces "everything perttttning to the care of
the boney-bee<" and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. (Moth, !*!.:£.»; paper, $LOO.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

The name

of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

Keud before the California Convention.

Bee Journal

Bee-K"<-p,-i*-

(^Constitutions and By-Laws for

Secty.

Cook'«

Bee-Keepers.

for

written, greatly enlarged and elegantly Illustrated,
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that Interests the apiarist. It Is not only instructive, but Intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The boob Is
masterly production, ami
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can afford to do without, doth, SI. S5 ; paper covers. $il.OO, postpaid.
Per dozen, by express, cloth,
*I2.; paper, 19.60.

:
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(ST Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the
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spring dwindling?" •'Which is most
profitable, box or extracted honey r"
igTWhen changing a postoffice adThe Association adjourned to meet dress, mention the old address as well
on Tuesday. May 10, 1881, at 10 a.m., in as the new one.
same rooms. Ciias. A. Pierce, Pres.
C.
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CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market is

plentifully supplied with

KliifC'« Bee-K.ee|»er«t* Text-Book, bv A. J.
King.—This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 3M.OO; paper, 7Sc.

I-iniigKtrotli on the Hive and Honey Bee.
honey, and sales are slow at weak, eaBj prices. QuoThis is a standard sclentitic work. Price, 3&2.00.
table at I8@20c. for strictly choice white comb in
(ST Sample copies of the Weekly and 2 lb. boxes at I4@ IRc. for fair to good in large
111. ---..-.
Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
and at I0@12o. for common dark-colored
Bee Journal will be sent free to any packages,
bee-keeping, full of practical information and conand broken lots. — ('Men-go Times.
tagious enthusiasm. Cloth, S .<><.
names that may be sent in. Any one BEESWAX.— Choice yellow, 20@S4c; dark, 15<&17.
Bee-Culture or Suecexutul Munneement
intending to get up a club can have
NEW YORK.
of the Apiary,
Thomas (J. Newman.— This
sample copies sent to the persons they
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat pamphlet embraces bv
the following subjects The Lol*i«'J(l<\
10c dark do., II
13
lair do
cation of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Oueen Rearing
desire to interview, by sending the packages,
I'fxos sell for ahout'V. under above. White
l

S.

D.

BARBER.

The rapid progress made

j

i

in apicul-

ture in the last few years is remarkable.
The increase in colonies and the pro-

duction of honey has been marvelous
to say the least of it, when we take into
consideration the great loss of bees that
California sustained in the years 1877
and 1879 yet apiculture is steadily
moving on.
The flora treasures of
Southern California seem to be adequate to the great demands made upon
them, and many have come to the conclusion that there is a science in beekeeping that will pay the apiarist; but
he will find that his success to a great
extent very much depends upon his
knowledge of that insect, the honey
bee, and the natural laws by which they
;

are governed

I

;

:

;

names

.

l.V

.

;

;

large

to this office.

extracted,

',W lUc.

;

southern strained,

dark, "ySc;

SOoSfiP.

BEESWAX.-Prime

quality, 20@24c.

H. K. & P. B. THFKBEK & CO.
would save us much trouble, if
CINCINNATI.
all would be particular to give their P.O.
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey
address and name, when writing to
is very good, and in demand at 10c. for the best, and
We. have several letters 7<a8c.
this office.
for basswood and dark honey. The supply of
(some inclosing money) that have no comb honey is good, with a fair demand. We pay
10c. for the best.
others
having
no
Postname. Many
C. F. MUTH.
BEESWAX— 18<§»24c.
Also, if you
office, County or State.
SAN FRANCISCO.
live near one postoffice and get your
HONEY— Our market is inactive for honey— no del|S° It

-Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italianizing- In trod ucing Queens- Extracting-Quietlng
and Handling Bees—The Newest Method of Preparing Honey tor Market, etc. It is published in En?ll*h and Oi-i'mini. Price for either edition,
cents, postpaid, or ^it.OO per dozen.

40

Food Adulteration; What we eat and

should

not eat. This book should be in every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a

statement of the facts and arguments by
mail at another, be sure to give the ad- mand only for local trade. We quote, comb 12<§,14c. condensed
Extracted, choice white, K&7HC. off-colors and can- which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
dress we have on our list.
died, 5(a6Vijc.
Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
BEESWAX—22(g24c.. as to color.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
Steakns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
January 22, 1881.
(gr The date following the name on
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
the time to which you have paid. In
Foam. Wines, ftc; and Honey as Medicine, followed
Directory.
Convention
Local
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consummaking remittances, always send by
ers, and should he scattered by thousands all over
or
postal order, registered letter,
by 1881.
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
Time and Place of Meeting.
honey. Published in KnglKh and German. Price
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts March 12— Mills Co., Iowa, at Glenwood, Iowa.
for either edition, 6c. per dozen, SOc.
on other cities, and local checks, are not April 2— S. W. Iowa, at Corning. Iowa.
Kentucky,
at
Winchester,
Ky.
5— Central
Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
taken by the banks in this city except
Win. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
the Prize Essayson thisimportant subject, that were
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
7— Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' AssociaDrane, Sec. pro tein., Eminence, Ky.
E.
tion. The Prize— $2.3 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
collecting them.
May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley, at Cam- Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.
bridge, Guernsey Co., O.
Bees and their Management. This pamphlet
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, darks, O.
meeting
of
the
Na@TAt the Chicago
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
5— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
tional Society we were requested to get
20
cents to lO cents.
McGrawville,
Sec,
N.
Y.
M.
Bean,
O.
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
N. E. France, Sec. Platteville. Wis.
sell to those who wanted them. We can
used by U. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
now supply the following at 25 cents Sept. --Kentucky
State, at Louisville, Ky.
Kendall's Home
No book can be more
each
Dzierzon, the Baron of Ber- Oct. 18 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville.Ky. useful to horse owners.Book—
It has 35 engravings, illusW. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
trating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
;

;

;

The whole profit of

apiculture consists
in keeping the colonies strong. When
honey is abundant, a large apiary will
till up rapidly in
the same place where
a few weak colonies will barely make a
living.
If desirous of making bees
prosperous and profitable, protect them
from wind and wet, extremes of heat
and cold, destroy their enemies, and
leave them to enjoy a sufficiency of food,
accumulated by their own industry, and
if any are in want, a timely assistance
should be rendered them, and doubt not
you will prosper as a bee-keeper. Our
knowledge of bee instinct is such at the
present time that no important point is
longer a subject of controversy and in
the light thrown around the subject, no
branch of moral economy can be more
definitely regulated, or conducted with
such absolute success. The laws which
govern these industrious little insects
are peculiar to themselves, differing
from those which govern everything
else
yet they are simple, and easily
But
learned by any close observer.
when a deviation is made from those
laws, loss, sure and certain, must follow.
To be successful, then, in the practical
art, the science on which it is founded
must be thoroughly understood. It is
easy for any person to tell when their
bees are prosperous, and it is just as
easy to tell when something is wrong
but it is not so easy to tell what that
something is. It is no longer a matter
of doubt that the natural swarming of
bees can be controlled, and get such increase by artificial means, secured as
may be desired, and at the same time a
crop of honey obtained according to the
season.
The early swarms are most
rentable, but never be in too much
E aste to divide your bees. Your rule in
;

;

;

artificial swarming should be, never
cripple the strength of the colony where
the queen is to remain, as she diminishes her laying according as the number of bees are dininished. I prefer to
take brood and bees at different times
from my hives as they can spare them,

and have young and fertile queens to
form my new colonies. Many valuable
colonies are ruined by being transferred
from one hive to another in a wrong
time, or by being divided without regard to the principles which should
govern the matter to make it successful.

(BT The Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their Annual Convention, on the 10th and 11th of February,
1881, at Plattsmouth, Cass Co., Neb.
Western Iowa bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend.
Hiram Craig, Pres,

;

:

of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

jy In order to have this Table complete, Secreta-

requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
ries are

will

Chickeu Cholera.by A. J.

Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains

its

cause,

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance
and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.
It is

send sample copies to any
who feel disposed to make up clubs for
1881.
There are persons keeping bees
in every neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal.
and by using a little of the personal influence possessed by almost every one,
a club can be gotten up in every neighFarmers have
borhood in America.
had large crops, high prices, and a good
demand for all the products of the
farm, therefore can well afford to add

(ST VVe

in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.

the best article sold for restoring gray
its original color and beauty.

information on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.

We doubt if

anyone could be induced to do without
after having spent a few hours in looking It
through. It contains 4 so pages, and 500 engravings.

hair to

it,

nstead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

Cloth, !$2.50.

letters,

tg^T

Any

one desiring to get a copy of

the Constitution and

By-Laws

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables fyr all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket fur papers. In cloth, Sl.oo ; Morocco, - 1 .."><». Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.
U3?~ Sent by mail

on receipt of

price,

by

THOMAS <J, NEWMAN,

of the

974

West Madison

Street.

Chicago,

III.

National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
they desire to become members, a fee Binders for the
Journal
the Bee Journal to their list of
of $1.00 should accompany it, and the
papers for 1881.
name will be duly recorded. This noigy We have filled orders for quite a tice is given at the request of the Execnumber of Binders for the Weekly Bee utive Committee.
Journal. We put the price low, 30
per cent, less than any one else could
afford to sell them, for we get them by
A Great Paper.— We desire to call the
We can furnish Kmerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the quantity at wholesale and sell them attention of our readers to one of the
the back, for the Ameeucan BeeJouknal for 1880,
greatest
newspapers of the age one at
just
enough
to
cover
the
cost
and
at
the following prices, postage paid
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents, that secures the best writers in this
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
heather and cloth
on each. We do this to induce as many country and Europe, regardless of ex75c.
as possible to get them, and preserve pense; has the best and fullest book reVW Binder, for the Weekly Bee Journal
their Weekly numbers. They are ex- views of any paper in the country has
postpaid, S.> cent..
ceedingly convenient; the Journal able articles upon financial subjects
departments
devoted
has
to
Fine
and
handy
for
Arts,
being always bound
B^~ We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.
reference. The directions for binding Biblical Research (something that canTHOMAS O. NEWMAN,
not be found in any other newspaper in
are sent with each one.
974 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111,
the United States), Farm and Garden,
Insurance, Weekly Market Reports,
$3T The Marshall County, Iowa. Bee- Cattle Market, Prices Current, Dry
BRITISH
JOURNAL,
Keepers' Association will meet at the Goods Quotations, etc. in fact, a newsAND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISEK.
Court House in Marshalltown, Iowa, on paper fully suited to the requirements
The British Bee Journal is published monthly at
Saturday, Feb. 5, 1881, at 1 p.m. Sub- of every family, containing a fund of $I.7o, and contains the best practical information for
" Winter care of information which cannot be had in any the time being, showing what to do. and when and
ject for discussion
how to do do it. CK.AIIUOTT, Be.- Master,
School of Apiculture, Fuirlawn.Southall, London.
bees."
other shape, and having a wide circulaJ. W. Sanders, Mec.
tion all over the country and in Europe.
WANTED.-I desire to purchase sevwill
meeting
be
The
A
Bee-Keepers'
We
refer
to
Independent,
of
fig"
eral barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
held at Walnut Hill, Barren Co., Ky. New York. " The largest, the ablest, of light also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
on Saturday, Feb. 12, 1881. All are in- the best." See advertisement, in another
ALFRED II. M:uMA\,
•olumn, and send for specimen copy.
vited.
H. C. Davis, Sec.
972 West Madison street. CHICAGO, ILL.
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The
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BY
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The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The first never-failing bee controller.
The first direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove-wood and not go out.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twenty thousand now in use.
The first complaint yet to be received.
The first smoker yet to be returned.

A TREATISE
;

Chicago,

111.

;
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Special Notices

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
;'

copy of "Cook's Manual," bound in
rtlnth
fnr a
a ClUU
nhih Ol
of o,
ft
we give
PM ve a
ft COliV
ouyv ui
of
ClOtn 101
•

I

,

for a year free.

Do

in religion,

education, finance, or any other
THE In-

department of human knowledge which

4t>

not

Religious Intelligence, Book Reviews and Literary
News, the Sunday school, Education, Science, Sanitary questions. Fine Arts, tbe movements of ministers. Personalities, News of the week. Financial
anil Commercial matters, including Weekly Prices
Current, Market Reports, Cuttle Market, Dry Goods
Quotations, Flowers and Farming, and Insurance.
In its religious department it gives news and stacistics
of all denominastons of Christians, everywhere. In
fullness, accuracy, and comprehensiveness this department is unequaled. Several pages of stories and
poems adapted to Old and Voung are given every
week, with a column of Puzzles.
From time to time Sermons by eminent ministers
are published. The currant topics of the day are
discussed in our editorial columns freely and vigor'
oug|y VVe Br e not afraid to state ouropinions.

Our New Terms

1881.
J$3 OO
75
5 OO
One subscription two years, in advance
subscription with one new subscriber,
One
^" " What is the meaning of Dec.
5 OO
both in advance, in one remittance
subscription with two new subscribers,
81' after my name on the direction- Oneall three in advance, in one remittance... 7 OO
subscription with three new subscriThis question Onebers,
label of my paper V"
8 SO
all four in advance, one remittance.
subscription with four new subscribers,
has been asked by several, and to save Oneall five in advance, in one remittance
lO OO
for
forget that it will pay to devote a few
One subscription one year, in advance
hours to the Bee Journal.
For 6 months, $1 *»0 for3monthfl
;

'

—

Any number over five at the same rate, inanswering each one, let us here say It
variably with one remittance.
means that you have paid for the full
These reduced prices ($2 per annum in
"
Dec. 31, 1881." "June clubs of rive or more) or very much lower
year, or until
81" means that the first half of the than any of the standard religious weeklies,
though the paper is much larger and better,
year is paid for, up to " July 1st." Any as comparison will show.
Subscribe with your friends and get the
other month, the same.
:

•

low rate. We offer no premiums, and reincreased business serve the right to withdraw our liberal club
1 shall not be able to attend to the bee rates at any time after six months.
Sample Copies Free upou Application.
supply business this year, and while
thanking all my old customers for past

^^ Owing

to

my

favors, I would recommend them to buy
their bee-keepers' supplies from Mr. A.
H. Newman, of Chicago, as 1 know the
orders will be despatched on the shortW. G. Walton.
est notice.

Hamilton, Ontario, Jan.

24. 1881.
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THE INDEPENDENT,
251 Broadway,
Friends,

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
____ „
Catalogue and Samples.
»•
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GIVEN,

Hoopeston,

^m

New York

City.

P.O.BOX 37«-».

Given's Foundation Press.

111.

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of our

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments

in

Hives,

Honey Extractors, Artificial

HONEY PLANTS-all kinds, Comb, Section Honey Boxes, all books and
EED9 FOR
Apiarian Supplies In general. Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.

as well as
Send for my Catalogue.

5wtf
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A.H.MInMAN,

W. Madison

Street, Chicago.

CO

Nothing Patented.

Simply send your address on a
I. Root, Medina, O.
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and mechanically it is unexcelled.
There is no Question of prominence

Convention Directory
Market Reports

OTSEGO, MICH.

find elsewhere in

consists of 32 pages, neatly
cut and pasted. It is printed from clear type (we
stereotype the pages weekly, and. hence, every issue
is really printed with new type) and on good paper,

i

Journal

:

The independent

4o
4o

Michigan State Convention
Cortland Union, N. Y.. Convention
Strong Colonies a Necessity

the

seeks the patronage of the

the largest weekly religious
newspaper published in the world.
5d. It employs as contributors more
able writers, at home and abroad, than
any other weekly newspaper.
3d. It gives its readers a wider range
of topics and more and fuller depart-

Among: our Exchangees:

•

Cook.

1st. It is

44
45

Cyprian Bees
Preventive of Robbing
Paper Honey Comb
Dysentery
Apis Dorsata and Apis Zonata
California Prospects
Dr. Brown's Prediction
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Comb Honey

Flat-Bottom Foundation
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The first thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and safe, is to send
a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

®

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER,

givingan index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of eacb, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.

NEWMAN,
Street.,

is

«fc

Full Colonies, Nuclei
illustrated
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry. Small
Fruits, &c. Free, B^~ Send for it and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawflsh Springs, Ga.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, anions farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, aDd is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

Co., Wis., Feb.

Notice.— There

Boss" Section.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

"
8
Fifty-two
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

974 West Madison

Take

We ask yon to correspond with us before disposing
of your HONE V CROP, as we can be of much service, haviny constant intelligence from all parts of the
country. We would refer to James Heudon, Dowagiac, Mich., and J. OATMAN & SONS, Dundee, 111.

50c.

JAMES FORISTCROOK

fourteen

A

One

Material for Langstroth hive,

$5.00.

CO.,

111.,

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION,
HONEY A SPECIALTY.

We have concluded to extend the time another
month. We will make the •Boss" Sections, during
the month of Februarv, any size desired upto5xti

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

South Water Street, Chicago,

9.

°
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(pT£> OLDEST BEE PAPERS

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

FEBRUARY

I thank the Doctor for those timely
words and also thank Mr. Scudder,
for bravely speaking out as he does in
the same issue.

not executed ? Simply because the
law contains no provision by which it
can be executed. The Commonwealth
of Kentucky, in order to make good a
charge of violation of her laws, must
prove the charge against the accused,
and he must be tried before a jury of his
country men, and not one juryman in a
hundred (however intelligent he might
be in other matters) would know glucose from "Adam's off ox." Hence the
proof must be furnished by " expert
testimony," and where are you to get
an " expert" every time he is needed,
unless provided by law ? It appears to
me that right here will be found the
great problem to be solved. Any law

etc.

is
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General
G.

I

Law

is

Needed.

W. DEMAREE.

regard the remarks of the editor of

the American Bee Journal, relative
to the common practice of adulterating
the food and drink of the people, to be
"timely" in every sense of the word.
It is highly gratifying to know that we
have a man at the head of our favorite
bee paper who cannot be bribed by the
hope of gain, nor driven by the horde of
adulterators, their aiders and abettors,
from the path of duty. This is no trifling matter to deal with.
The adultelators have grown rich, and become
securely intrenched while the people
have slept. They can control legislatures, and make Congress itself gentle
as fawns at their feet. This may be a
humiliating confession, but it is nevertheless true.
The people, after their long nap, begin to rise and " shake themselves,"
but, like the strong man of old, their
locks have been shorn and their strength
is gone.
I doubt very much whether
any law can be framed and enacted that
will prove equal to the task of driving
these scoundrels from their nefarious
practice of tampering with everything
that is capable of being adulterated.
The editor has referred to the statutory law of Kentucky, framed especially
in the interest of the bee-keepers of the
State.
We have such a law in Kentucky, and to most people it would seem
to be everything that could be asked.
It speaks out plainly in unmistakable
words, and attaches a severe penalty
but it is nevertheless a dead-letter dead
as an Egyptian mummy. There is perhaps ten gallons of that vile emanation
of satan— glucose— labeled and sold as
" pure strained honey," to one gallon of
the pure article, Not in Louisville
alone is this imposition carried on, but
I have seen it in the interior of the State
—right in sight of my apiary, and in
competition with its products.
It will doubtless be asked why the law

—

:

7.

He

will be so.
gives as a reason for
this, the severe pruning of nature, on

account of the limited pasturage. We
must, of course attend to this pruning,
even with a more rigid hand than nature.
He says color and beauty are of no account with them neither should it be
with us. He says if Mr. Benton had
not fed he would have lost all his bees.
Here is a great trouble with the imported queens, they now come on the
they are
list with our dollar-queens
kept and used for the money there is in
selling queens, not for their honeygathering qualities. I will say here,
that I do not believe it will pay any one
to make this severe pruning for the purpose of rearing queens at one dollar
each, and I would not advise any one to
buy one of these cheap queens, though
I do not doubt that there are many good
queens sold for one dollar, yet there are
so very many that are entirely worthless
as honey-gatherers. I would rather pay
some reliable person So for a queen that
I knew had been reared only for her
honey-gathering and amibility, than to
risk one of these cheap queens as a gift.
Another reason I would give for homebred queens is that they have become
acclimated to our country, which I believe to be very essential. When I take
into consideration that there is not one
of my neighbor bee-keepers that obtained over 12 lbs. of honey from their
best colonies, while I obtained 63 from
1 colony, and averaged 23, 1 cannot help
thinking that I have been well paid for
all my pruning.
The past season had been a very poor
one for honey in this section of the
Many of the bees did not
country.
gather enough honey to winter on, and
fully one-third are already dead. I do
not believe one-half will survive the
;

;

I

provement

that does not protect the interests
whole people against the counterfeiters, mined to try and improve my stock.
and does not embrace a rigid system of At that time I had but one imported
inspection by which the law can be exe- queen, she being of the dark variety.
cuted in the simplest manner, will, in I was rearing all of my queens from her,
my opinion, amount to but little in the and from what I had read believed we
end. But the thing is possible, and should breed from no other. I bought
should be tried and tried again, till another imported one to cross the blood.

entitled

to an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
in our order.
Such only arc at our risk. Checks on
local

Christiansburg, Ky.

glad to see the subject of imin bees discussed and hope
it will receive still more attention.
I
was not long a bee-keeper till I discovered that some of my bees were far
of the more valuable than others, and deter-

WEEKLY— (52 numbers) JS2.00 a year, in advance.

t&~ Any person sending a Club

;

Improvement

No.

16, 1881.

winter.
they are

One man had

15 colonies,

and

dead. Many are becoming
discouraged in the business, and will
make no effort next year, although I
look for a good season and have made
all

it, and if I am disappointed, I know I will be paid for my
trouble in the pleasure I find in keeping and working with them. My bees
are in good condition, and are wintering well so far. I packed them in chaff
on their summer stands, in October, and

arrangements for

Italian

Worker Bee

—magnified.

was ready

for winter

when

Fairland. Ind., Jan.

At any She was of the light variety, and her
should be bees better honey gatherers than the
classed with thieves and robbers in all dark. The next year I reared all my
the statute books in the United States. queens from the light colored, and was
In the meantime, however, the people delighted with their beauty, but found
must be educated to know the true from that the workers from these young
the false, and when this is done much queens were not as good as those from
" the dark, and I now determined to try
will be done to drive the false " stuff
out of the market, and thus break down a few queens from my home-bred and
the counterfeiters. But it should be selected the one that had given the best
borne in mind that the saying of " one results the previous year, which was of
of old," who knew whereof he affirmed, the dark race, and run them in this way
that "a man's foes shall be they of his to the third generation, always selecting
own house," is true in more than one the best. The results have been very
respect. Some of the bee papers have satisfactory to me. The best queen I
held up the hands of the adulterators now have is of the third generation, and
by advertising for them and selling their of the dark variety, with every appearabominations, and even educating the ance of a cross from the light, as the
people how to mix table syrups with bees are of a much lighter color than
glu
grape sugar. " The people ought the others. This colony gave me 28 lbs.
to be educated to give such papers (in more comb honey than any other— the
the language of the Rev. Mr. Clarke) a average being 23 lbs., and I And it runs
clear back to the imported, all the time
good "letting alone."
Dr.Brown's article in the Journal of gaining.
Prof. Cook thinks as soon as we cease
the 19th January is a complete refutation of the assertions of some who have importing queens, we will find our apiinterestedly published to the world that aries deteriorating. I will admit, if we
"honey is composed of grape sugar," keep up the dollar-queen business this
such a law

is

made

i

i

—

'

'

came.

For the American Bee Journal.
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Riding the Billows.

rate, all these adulterators

|

it

13, 1881.

w.
"When smooth

J.

DAVIS.

old ocean

and each storm asleep,

Then ignorance may plow the watery deep;
But when the demons of the tempest rave.
Skill

must conduct the vessel through the wave."

It is equally true that the strongest
craft, manned by the most skillful mariners, cannot resist every storm that

lashes the ocean. The present may well
be called trying times for the bee-keepers of the United States, a poor honey
season, followed by a rigorous winter.
Experienced and judicious apiaristS; in
view of the stinted yield of honey that
came with the flowers of 1880, and the
presence of that abominable stuff, (the
product of plant lice), could apprehend
Like Job's war-horse,
trouble ahead.
"they snuffed the battle from afar," or
like the skillful mariner began to lighten up ship, by doubling up colonies, and
with the free use of brimstone, giving
the stores thus elect to the colonies,
hoping that a poor summer for honey

—
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would be followed by a favorable winBut in this we have been doomed
to disappointment. October brought
November cold. Decool weather.
cember colder. January coldest, and
ter.

now

day of February, here in
North-western Pennsylvania, we are
fanned by the cool breezes of Greenland,
and winter is sifting her snows with a
lavish hand. My own apiaries I reduced from 180 to 117 colonies, and one of
that number has since gone where they'll
never hum any more.
I winter in houses constructed for the
purpose, on the plan described on page
this 1st

185 of

American Bee Journal,

vol.

but the one there described has
been replaced by a more substantial
The great need of our bees
structure.
at present is a cleansing flight, but there
of that in the near
no
prospect
seems
future, and should this stern old winter
8, (1873);

hold earth in his icy grasp for 4 or 6
weeks longer, I apprehend the severest
thinning out of bees that the country
has had since the introduction of movable comb hives and Italian bees. Hence
my title "Riding the Billows," uncertain of the past.

granulating." My reply was that his
was not worth to me a picayune,
because every sensible man expects pure
honey to granulate, and would be disappointed at finding it otherwise while
those not yet acquainted with the nature
of pure honey will soon learn. It would
open a new field for adulterators which
granulated honey prevents.
The present state of our honey market
shows plainly that granulated extracted
honey will take the market in the very
near future, and not the liquid honey,
while comb honey will remain what it
is
a fancy article only.
I hear of great losses of bees in our
neighborhood. One lost 60 colonies, and
sold me his combs, and quite a number
of others have lost all they had, or
nearly so. We had a pleasant afternoon
last Sunday a week ago, when I made
use of the time by looking over my
bees, justifying myself by the verse,
" When an ox or an ass has fallen into
your well," etc. I examined 22 colonies,
they had consumed very much of their
stores, but were in splendid condition
some with hatching brood, and others
with eggs and larva? in all stages. Cold
weather again ended a further examirecipe

;

—

In conclusion, allow me to say, that I
than pleased with the Weekly. nation.
Cincinnati, O., Feb.
did not like the idea of change of form,

am more
I

—

;

making

it

of unsuitable size for

a neat Dound book, but its frequent visits give it a freshness if did not have as

a monthly.

"Long may

it

8, 1881.

making

wave" and

For the American Bee Journal.

Fertilizing Queens in Confinement.

prosper.

Yonngsville, Pa., Feb.

For the American Bee Journal

Pure Liquid Honey in Glass
CHAS.

F.

Jars, etc.

MOT'H.

I have tried the following course several times with good satisfaction, and
wishing to have it thoroughly tested,
submit it to the public. I use a hive
similar to the Langstroth, entrance at
the end, and frames hung at right angles to the entrance. Select a strong

where one invenand where chem- colony, put on a thin honey-board, covistry has found even a substitute for ering all but the three back frames,
mother's milk and babies live on it, it which are covered with wire cloth. Fit
is surprising that a common swindle, as on the upper story, which has a3-frame
practiced by New York and Chicago nucleus confined to the back end with a
honey dealers, of putting a piece of division board, itself covered with a
comb honey in a glass jar and pouring honey-board all the front part of the
In an age like ours,
tion follows another,

;

it pure glucose, could last as long as
did. I had a number of those beautiful packages analyzed, and found that
it was not like Mr. Hoge states on page

over
it

American Bee Journal, present
volume, " that so much glucose had to
be used to keep it limpid," but it was
found that the comb was the only honey
in the jar, and that the liquid was pure
glucose which had partaken of the flavor
of the comb honey. Sucti is its dangerous character, that not having any flavor of its own it partakes readily of the
flavor of a very small admixture.
gallon of pure maple syrup is sufficient
to manufacture 10 gallons of choice maple syrup (V) Think of it! If I am
wrong, I will stand corrected.
The public in general was, some time
ago, although surprised at our large
honey harvests, well disposed towards
our product. " As sweet as honey," is
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hives covered with glass, lined with
musqueto netting, and over this the cover to the hive. The nucleus should contain two full frames of hatching brood,
with all the young bees that adhere to
them, plenty of honey, a small piece of
drone brood ready to hatch, some young
drones, (not too many), and a queen-cell
not ready to hatch under 3 or 4 days ;
the two last named the finest to be had.
Watch the queen, and when she hatches
shove the slide in the division-board and
let all have a fly under the glass and return. When she is 3 days old remove
the lid from 11 till 3 o'clock and let in
the sun, but keep the queen shut up till
fertilized.

Du

Quoin. Perry Co.,

Eminence, Ky., Feb.

2, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

Our Bees.

—

JOHN CRAYCRAFT.
Our bees are about all gone, dysentery
has taken about all of them out of 46
colonies that I put away the last of October, I have but 3 left to tell the sad
fate of their comrades. About 3 weeks
ago they were apparently all right and
alive, but were very restless and uneasy,
but could not get out the weather being
so cold and stormy, until last Sunday,
Jan. 30, being warm and pleasant so
that bees were out, and had a good
cleansing flight that is, what were alive.
In examining the hives, I find them all
dead and covered with their excrement,
in one stinking mass among the combs
and on the bottom of the hive. They
had consumed but very little of their
stores since I put them away, about the
last of October, there being frames of
sealed stores in nearly all the hives. I
can attribute their loss to no other cause
but there being so much of the juice of
peaches and apples stored late in the
fall, which with what fall honey was
gathered formed a thick jelly-like formation containing acid and an alcoholic
substance, and with the long confinement from about Nov. 10th to Jan, 30th,
with only a few hours during all that
time when they could get out, and then
only to fall on the frozen ground and
;

—

Adelphi, O.

[The suggestion of a test in the matter of sections is a very good one ; but
inasmuch as both Mr. Riegel and Mr.

Heddon

are interested in the sale of
the sections preferred, we can hardly
see the justice of the proposition that
the National Convention contribute $10
for advertising special wares. Rather
would we see the contribution of $10 go
to the National Convention by the fortunate contestant, who could well afford
to do so, considering the notoriety he
1,000 colonies in this
would gain thereby. Ed.]

perish.

Out of near
county reported last October, I think I
can safely say that there will not be 50
colonies left, from the reports I have
gathered the past few days. In some
localities in this county there is not a
colony

mean. I have noticed no difference as
between the all-in-one-piece
or dovetailed sections. Again, "they
are too liable to break, both at the time
and after bending, and are not so true
and solid as good dovetailed work." I
feel so confident that friend Heddon is
mistaken in these last assertions that I
would be willing to have a practical test
made of the matter by each of us furnishing 500 sections to be placed in the
hands of ten experienced bee-keepers,
giving each of the ten 50 sections of the
dovetailed and 50 of the all-in-one-piece
sections, and with the agreement that
the Editor of the A. B. J. select the ten
bee-keepers from those who are not interested in the manufacture or sale of
sections, they to report at the National
Bee Convention next fall, and if the decision is not in favor of the all-in-onepiece section; two to one, a premium of
$10 to be paid by the National Bee
Association if they are willing to contribute it shall be paid to friend Heddon, but if two-thirds or more of the 10
bee-keepers decide in favor of the allin-one-piece sections, then the $10 shall
be paid to me. The. decision to be based on strength, solidity and triteness of
the sections, I make this offer, not for
the $10, but that bee-keepers may
know the facts in the case. If dovetailed sections are better than the all-inone-piece, we should use them, if not,
we should discard them, as they are
more expensive to make and are not so
handsome asthe others. Whatsayyou,
friend Iladdon ? Don't you think we
had better have this matter decided as
proposed above and let the bee fraternity be benefitted by the decision 'i
to corners

left,

especially

is"

For the American Bee JournaL

My

Experiments Wintering Bees.

this the case

where the most peach orchards are, and
where there were no peach orchards near

TIIEILMANN.

C.

have for the past 10 years been exthere are a greater number of colonies
perimenting in wintering bees, both in
alive.
and out doors, but as yet nave not found
This is not a very flattering prospect
an infallible way, in all cases and cirfor keeping bees here this year but we
cumstances against some losses, in winI

are not without hopes, for I am making
but find the out door
tering my bees
preparations to get bees from the South.
wintering, packed in chaff on summer
1 think we have as good location in this
stand, less trouble and loss, as cellar or
county for producing honey as there is prepared bee-house, for this climate; it
in the State. Success to the American
is quite a job to carry 140 to 150 colonies
Bee Journal.
(from and to a hill-side) at least once or
Salem, Ind., Feb. 2, 1881.
of cellar or bee-house,
;

For the American Bee Journal.
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All Heave-oh-Heave.
a significant proverb. But the public
"
W. T. STEWART.
the
interests
glucosed,"
and
has been
of bee-keepers considerably damaged
Brother bee-keepers, the time has
thereby. As honesty, as well as dishonesty is characteristic, it would be folly come when we must act in one comto suppose that adulterators should be bined effort to stop the adulteration of
our redeemers. On the contrary, it re- honey with glucose. Delay is dangerGlucose men are working and
quires the united efforts of honest bee- ous.
keepers and fair dealers to make front amassing fortunes at our expense.
against every adulterator, and to expose firm in Chicago are now manufacturing
thousands of carrels of glucosed honey.
him.
I have my serious doubts as to the in- They are buying honey all over the
country— even comb honey and extractqualities
of
glucose,
as
it
is
only
nocent
a few weeks since when I was informed ing it, and mixing glucose with it at the
by a friend that he saw in one of his med- rate of four barrels of glucose to one of
ical periodicals that grape sugar was as- honey, and shipping and selling it for
signed as the cause of Blight's disease pure honey, at a reduced price, and
flooding the markets with it, and boastof the kidneys in a patient.
druggist in our city who, I am sorry ing of it, and say that it takes a good
to say, adulterates with glucose most of judge of honey to detect it. I get my
the honey he retails, and with whom I information from one of the employees
remonstrated in regard to the matter, of said firm, and can prove it on them,
excused himself as follows " I use pure too.
Now, I propose that we stop talking
honey only when making up prescriptions ; -but I can sell a larger quantity about what ought to be done, and go to
of honey for a dime when adulterated." work to stop it at once. My plan is this,
He is a good chemist, and about 3 or 4 let Dr. N. P. Allen, the presidentof the
years ago he offered me for $10 a recipe National Association of Bee-Keepers
to keep pure houey from granulating, draw up a petition to be presented to
and showed me, as a proof, a bottle of Congress, with the resolutions so framed
liquid honey he had kept exposed to the together and guarded at every point
cold all winter. " This is not adultera- against the adulteration or safe of
ting," he explained, "but merely adding adulterated honey, that it will be ima little drug which imparts no flavor to possible to dodge the penalty, and make
the honey, out is certain to keep it from the penalty so severe that swindlers will

A

;

—

w. arms.

1, 1881.

fear it then let Dr. Allen send a copy
of the petition to each of the bee-papers
to be published, authorizing each editor
to receive the signatures and sign them
then let every bee-keeper in America
send in his signature to some one of the
editors, authorizing him to sign your
name to it then at a stated time let all
the copies of the petition be sent to one
party to be presented to Congress, praying for and urging their immediate
action. Thus it can be done quick, and
done well. Now is the time to work,
before our business is ruined by the vile
trash, glucose. Now let every man put
his shoulder to the wheel and give one
mighty heave, and we will be out of the
mire again and look to a bright future.

;

twice in and out
to give them a cleansing flight

when

the
they are
left in doors 'i i to 4 months, they will
One-Piece vs. Dovetailed Sections.
get very uneasy on account of getting
so heavily loaded with feces, and to my
S. D. RIEGEL.
experiments, perish, or get the so-called
dysentery, before they can be set out on
The article on "Hive and Section their summer stand, in the spring
Making." by James Heddon, in the therefore I have quit wintering in-doors
American Bee Journal of Feb. 2, entirely I have packed my 147 colonies
contains very much that I can heartily with chaff, on summer stand, in Langendorse, in fact expresses very nearly stroth hives, again, this winter, and as
my own views, especially that portion of another experiment, I have partly
the article relating to hives
when covered them with snow, over the packit comes to sections I feel like putting ing, with an open space in front from
in a strong protest. I quote as follows the entrance, 1 inch high by 6 inches
from the article "I object to the all-in- wide they are all alive yet and seem to
one-piece section, and do not use them do well, With the exception of a few, in
because of that naughty little sharp cor- whose entrance ice threatened to close
ner, that is always catching and causing the passage of air, which I melted away
the next section to leak, when raised up with a hot iron, but I roused up the bees
and pushed down into the case also, badly, in doing so. Some of those colobecause they are too liable to break, nies have been uneasy since. It has not
both at the time and after bending, and been warm enough here for bees to have
are not so true and solid as good dove- a cleansing flight (and the few which
tailed work." Now I do not know what try to fly drop on the snow never to rise)
kind of all-in-one-piece sections friend ever since the latter part of October; it
Heddon has tried, but I do know that has been steady cold weather, and a few
for the past week it
in all that I have tried or used I have times 35° below
never observed "that naughty little cor- has been nearlyconstantlysnowing, and
ner" to which he refers, in fact, I do blowing. The snow now is nearly 3 feet
not know what sort of a corner he can deep on the level.
For the American Bee Journal.

weather

is

warm enough, and
x

;

;

Wt

:

;

;

;

if

—
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have read Mr. Doolittle's article,
" Covering bees with snow,'' in the Bee
Journal of Feb. 2d, with much interest, on account of experimenting
myself with snow this winter. I would
like to ask Mr. Doolittle. through the
I

think that probably }4 of
the bees in this section will be dead by
the 1st of April. If is thought that the
season of issl will lie a good one for
to come.

I

-keepers—I certainly hope so. The
is exerting a very good inof this secBee Journal, the question, whether fluence on the bee-keepers
the care they give
he covered the whole hive all around tion as can be seen by
whether he left any un- their bees. Success to its efforts.
with snow
Harry G. Burnet.
covered space in front, or to the enBlairstown, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1881.
and how long he left them so
trance
covered V
1

Journal

:

;

fore part of last summer was very
poor for bees here. I started with 12.5
colonies ; some of them were very weak
and I had to feed them from June 10th
to the 18th, from then to the 29th they
made their living, when basswood commenced to blossom, which was so
abundant and tilled with nectar, that
they tilled up their hives, besides getting
about 3,000 lbs. of surplus honey.
bees are nearly all hybrids, with a
Fourteen
few exceptions of blacks.
years ago this winter, I found a colony
of blacks or natives, or the so-called
wild bees. By chance I chopped down
a tree in which they were hiving ; this
was my first colony. From them, and

The

My

some other wild bees that came to my
premises in swarming season, I have
reared my stock. How they got mixed
with Italians I do not know, the nearest
Italians kept around here, were about 5
miles.

Theilmanton, Minn., Feb. 5, 1881.
Later— Feb. 8. Within the last 4
or 5 days, considerable ice gathered in
the entrances of my hives. 1 have tried
another way to loosen or melt it away,
in which I succeeded it was done by
covering the ice with salt. I have spread
it on in the evening, and the next morning the ice was melted or loosened so that
while on
it could easily be taken away
a few hives with icy entrance that were
the ice
trial)
not salted (on purpose for
froze solid. It was 20° above that night.
This does not disturb the bees at all, and
is a far better way than the above described iron. Bees in this vicinity that
:

;

;

Early Work.— At this date my bees
are busy bringing in pollen, and the
prospect is very good for a yield of
honey the coming season.

G. B.

San Bernardino,

Wallace.

Cal., Jan. 30, 1881.

Do Woolen Blankets Absorb 1— This
year in packing my bees for the winter,
i put on thick woolen quilts over the
frames and below the chaff cushion.
Have had considerable trouble with ice
forming on the bottom-board so as to
obstruct the entrance (the summer entrance ^x4 in. is open with no upward
ventilation), and I fear the woolen
quilts repel the moisture instead of letting it pass through to the chaff. Will
the Bee Journal tell me is this so, or
is the trouble caused by the long continued cold ? They have had no flight
preparsince early in November.
ing for a big funeral, at which all poor
bee-keepers will be sympathetic mournglad the " new departure " is
ers.
"Growth" is the world's
a success.
E. M. R.
watch-word.

Am

Am

very rich and produces a greal
white clover is
very abundant, and dandelions grow
without end. The ereeksare lined with
willows, which furnish Hie bestof beebesides these,
pasturage in the spring
we have the basswood, which is practically boundless in extent, as the hillsides are covered with young basswoods
from 1 to 15 feet high. I have introduced alsike clover in my section, that
is that place where mv farm is, about 9
miles from Arcadia. The only question
Can bees be wintered
here now is:
If so, then
with surety in this place
the amount of honey that can be prois simply
Wisconsin
duced in Western
R. A. Morgan.
enormous.
Arcadia, Wis., Jan. 31, 1881.
valleys

ed on their summer stands. I used to
be an enthusiast for cellar wintering,
but while I lost none in the winter, I
suffered tearfully by spring dwindling
and spring desertion. I have seen considerable of that peppery honey Prof.
Cook speaks about. A grocer in our
town bought a lot of nice white comb
honey but it was so hot no one could
eat enough of it to make him sick unless he was a tobacco chewer. I never
obtained any of it myself, as I am not
near any low land. All I have seen
comes from localities near swamps. I
am asked almost daily by those who
have some of it, what it is gathered
from and from the best observation 1
can make, I think it is gathered from a
kind of swamp milk-weed. There is no
laurel in this section. The hot honey
seems to be stored by the bees only in
seasons of great scarcity, as I never
knew of any complaint during good seasons. I am so pleased with the Weekly
Bee Journal. It is certainly a great
success, so far as your readers are concerned at least, and we hope it will be
equally so to you.

of

it

;

'<

Complimentary.— Our bees had a good
"fly" on the 30tn of January, being the
second flight that they have had since
the 1st of November. Such a winter
as we are experiencing is a new thing
to the oldest inhabitant. The farmers
who keep bees, or rather let the bees

keep themselves, have lost fearfully,
perhaps one-third— equal to the increase
of last year— has already perished, and

William Morris.

much

of wild flowers

;

Anderson, Iowa, Jan. 31, 1881.
[The hot honey spoken of is probably
collected from the prickly ash (Xanthoxylum Americanum), which grows in
great abundance on the lowlands in the
heavy timber of nearly all the Northwestern and Central States. We have
also noticed

is

number

will go. I could not express to
it gives me to see
the American Bee Journal "all
fresh" once a week. I confess that I
had my doubts at first as to whether a
weekly bee paper could keep up as high
a standard of bee literature as that to
be found in a well edited monthly ; but

more

you the real pleasure

in Missouri,

in this I

was agreeably mistaken.

The

has
prickly matter found in each weekly issue
been in every respect equal to that found
Flint, Mich.
bears
and
bloomer,
ash is. a profuse
in the monthly, before the change.
[Woolen blankets will absorb the many berries of a very sharp, pungent
G. W. Demaree.
there
Christiansburg, Ky., Feb. 3, 1881.
moisture very nicely, and where
have seen bees on the flowers,
taste.
are 2 or 3 used in one hive, it is not un- but never to sufficient extent to induce
[We are fast reaching the fruition of
common to find the upper ones quite the belief that it produced any amount our ambition—i. e., to make the Jourwet, while the lower blanket will be of honey; it might be, however, in cases nal so attractive that the prejudices
comparatively dry and quite warm.
great scarcity of honey, that bees of the few against change in form, and

Kentucky and Tennessee.

The

We

of

trouble is undoubtedly caused by would store enough from it to affect and the doubts of many about keeping up its
the intense cold and long confinement. spoil all the surplus.— Ed.]
high standard, will be absorbed in its
correspondent in this number sugincreasing interest.— Ed.]
are out-doors, unprotected, are nearly
been
gests that the sprinkling of salt in the
all dead.
How will they come ouU-It has
.NoTo Prevent Robbing.— My bees have
No trains or mail have gone east from entrance will prevent the ice formation. so cold here ever since the 10thoutolwithcould not fly
not had a fly for 3 months, the weather
here since the 4th inst., and the country
experiments in this vember that bees
no
made
have
We
Nohas been so cold and steady we have a
travel is almost entirely stopped on acout freezing. About the 20tli of
saltcount of snow-drifts. ' Weather has line, and cannot say whether the
vember I moved my bees one-half mile thaw to-day, and I hope they will soon
changed, and is almost warm enough water or brine will be distasteful to the and placed them under a hay-shed fixed get a chance to fly. I think my bees
to-day for bees to fly. They want it bees, but presume it will not. Some on purpose for them, under a high cow- are all alive. It seems there still are
guess it bee-men who do not know how to stop
badly. Success to the Bee Journal, I
I have Mitchell's hive, I
bee-keepers go so far as to claim that shed.
McDougal, of Indian- robbing, so I will give my remedy. Use
read it with much interest and pleasure.
is, it came from
salt is beneficial.— Ed.]
When I moved them I a wet rag folded up and laid at the
apolis, Ind.
boards entrance, regulate according to the exclosed them up with the division
covered the tent of the case on hand, and you will
Bee Pasturage, Ete.— I am glad over- as well as I could, and
woolen never fail to stop it. I have practiced
stocking and growing bee-pasture is frames with dry cloths, mostly
frost, and this plan for 2 seasons, and never failed
receiving so much attention by writers The hives then were full of
in a single instance. Bee-keepers feel
When I located shortly afterward I found them damp
in the Bee Journal.
and now they somewhat gloomy in this locality on acmy apiary here I think there were not I dried all the coverings,
sumcount of the hard winter.
to'exceed 25 colonies within a radius of all appear dry and as lively as
with bees. I
H. S. Hackman.
3 miles of me. At that time there was mer. I am a beginner
and
Peru, 111., Feb. 8, 1881.
Doing Well.— As I have observed no little trouble to get good results from purchased 6 colonies last spring,
to
report from this part of the country, I bees, with little attention and little they increased by natural swarming
lbs. of comb
Hard on Bees.— This is the most seI obtained over 100
thought I would send you a few lines. knowledge of scientific management. 21
new swarms. I vere winter on bees that I have had in
I commenced the spring of 1880 with 10 But now there are, I presume, no less honey from the first
in
my 24 years' of experience. My bees
weak colonies and no honey I increased than 400 colonies within the radius above am somewhat worried since seeing
disturbing gathered very little honey during the
to 14, obtained 150 lbs. of comb honey mentioned, and we find it requires the the Journal the danger of
not
do
them
of
except that which was
fall season,
and 70 lbs. of extracted, and my bees best of apiary apparatus and the most them in winter. Some
gathered from fruit and a cider press
are well supplied with honey for the scientific management, coupled with smell very sweet now
which was only a few hundred yards
winter. I use the Langstroth hive. "eternal vigilance," to get partially satfrom my apiary. The unnatural food
Saratoga, Iowa, Jan. 31, 1881.
Bees in this locality had no flight for 7 isfactory results. I live by a grove of
and cessation of breeding early in the
Scattered through it
weeks, lasting till Jan. 28, which was a young timber.
season, is the cause of heavy loss durwarmer day. Then I raised the hives were nice young bass-wood trees on
for Basswood.— HearProspect
Good
ing the severe weather from Dec. 29th
and swept the dead bees out. There my land I have cut away the other trees
Wisconsin
of
the' bee-keepers
to the present time (the weather still
were from a small handfull to a pint from around them, till now I have 400 ing that
in
basswood
the
of
that most
being very cold). I tound one of my
under each hive, and in one the bees nice trees, from 6 inches to a foot in di- think
the
of
account
on
dead,
is
were all dead, leaving about 20 lbs. of ameter. Just one-half mile from my their State weather we have had dur- best colonies queenless ; in looking over
cold
a colony apparently dead, I found that
honey in the hive. My bees are on the trees lives a man who keeps about 100 extreme
past 3 months, I would say that the queen with a few dozen workers,
summer stands covered with chaff. Did colonies. He had more bass-wood on ing theexamined
the basswood in this
have
I
with proper care would revive. I took
the colony mentioned starve or freeze, his land than I had but he is stripping
very closely, and find it all
and is the amount of bees I swept from his place of bass-wood, cutting it into vicinitybuds are swelling now, and look both hives into the house and deterpossible.
the others liable to injure them much? cord- wood. I asked him to preserve his alive
gen- mined to save the one if
healthy as ever. The bees, as a
thoroughly warmed,
Albert Long.
trees for his bees, but he replied: "You as
and
1 After getting them
poorly,
very
doing
are
queenless
Iola, 111., Feb. 1, 1881.
I introduced the queen in the
and my other neighbors have saved eral thing,
that one-half of the bees that colony, on the evening of Feb. 2, with
enough to keep my bees." So it goes. believe
winter-quarters last fall
into
[The bees probably starved— that is,
put
Would
were
6°
zero.
below
I sowed last spring, five acres of melisurviving that the theromometer
all the beea "cold snap" came on while they were lot, but we had a terrible wind which are dead, those alone
it not be a good plan for
it
stands
summer
well packed on
just how
removed from their " base of supplies," blowed nearly all the loose dirt and seed were
and there keepers to report next spring fall, and
froze up here about Nov. 11th
they had last
and they perished. If your colonies are into the fence corners, so I have not a has not been a day since that the ther- many colonies
left when the
half a stand, but I shall let it stand and
zero how many they have
strong, the loss of from a handful to a
mometer indicated over 30 abovebelow
honey season opens ? Is there a stronger
make what it will. I am out of seed or at
it has been 40°
twice
and
noon,
bee-keepers
the
for
necessary
pint each will do no harm. Ed.]
I would sow five acres more next spring.
is now 30 argument
zero in the morning. The ice
teach them that healthy food and
to
I believe this winter will cause the loss
Trempealeau
the
inches thick here on
putting them up for winColdest for Nine Years.— The winter of half the bees in western Iowa. I see river ; but, notwithstanding the extreme proper care in
my
ter is a positive necessity V Surely,
packed
so far has been the severest known for friend Martin, in a recent number of
well
were
that
bees
the
weather,
we must learn somenine years in this part of the State. The the Journal, feels confident of no loss
fine con- fellow bee-keepers,
very
in
are
stands
getsummer
we
are
on
the severe lesson
cold weather commenced in November, as he says he has his bees packed in
to describe thing from
dition. I will now attempt
succeed better
and it shows no signs of letting up as straw or chaff. I have tried the chaff the location here. In the first place, we tine if we expect to
Bupp.
hereafter.
Jthe
,
yet, so that bees have been confined to theory to my satisfaction, and find some
river,
Mississippi
w
being near the
Glen Rock, Pa., Feb. 2, 1881.
the
their hives for 3 months, and the pros- seasons I have lost more of those packin
soil
the
uneven
country is very
pects are that they will be for 2 months ed in straw than of those left unprotect-
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prolificacy than

Apis Dorsata of Java.

Feb. 16,

anything we have hereShould, however, the

Moisture Absorbents in Bee Hives.

tofore possessed.

We are in receipt of the

following let-

theory of certain deterioration in this

from Mr. Thomas, a gentleman for country prove correct, as is claimed in
whose opinion we have much respect
regard to the Italians by an eminent scientist and scholar, then there is no perColeraine, Mass., Feb. 1, 1881.
I am not yet convinced that the Apis manent advantage gained by their
dorsata is incapable of domestication, introduction. We would be obliged, at
notwithstanding all that lias been said last, to verify Mr. Robinson's record
I do
in the Journal to the contrary.
column, page 46
not think the fact of their building (see 9th paragraph, 3d
their combs on the limbs of trees in the of Weekly Bee Journal) by substiopen air, is any proof that they cannot tuting some approved foundation. We
be domesticated doubtless the Italians are satisfied, however, no good stock,
would do the same if left to themselves
whether bees or anything else, will dein such a warm country.
Mr. Cary, some years ago, instructed teriorate in the hands of our intelligent
a missionary, who was about to return and emulative breeders, so far as practo the Island of Ceylon, where this bee
tical purposes may be at issue. Nor do
is also found, how to prepare and pack
a colony for shipment, in the hopes that we doubt that the Cyprians may possess
he would send him one on his return. some very desirable characteristics that
But as he never received the bees or can be utilized with advantage by our
heard from him, it is supposed that he
apiarists; but what they may be we are
was unable to procure them.
ter

;

Having promised

to attend the

Con-

vention at Andover, C, on the 8th and
9th inst., we concluded to go to the Convention atUtica, N. Y., and attend that
at Andover on our return.
It will be remembered that the Convention at Utica, last year passed resolutions denouncing the Bee Journal
and its editor, and we thought we would

!

In conversation with a missionary not yet prepared to say. A better acti me "since,I inquired about the quaintance with Apis dorsata and Apis
like to see what course they would pur- Dees
j aV a, and he said that he knew zonata will certainly develop traits that
sue this year. Of course we were wholly of no reason why they could not be can be borrowed with great profit by
unexpected, but were received very corthe bee-keepers of America, and we
dially, and by vote were reequestea 10 old tree
fl our } s hing condition, which
await their introduction with hope and
address the Convention on the matters the natives smoked out and obtained a
somewhat of impatience. Meantime,
honey.
of
amount
large
at issue.
must relax no effort to improve our
we
by
pegs
the
tree
ascend
natives
The
Being fully assured of the wisdom of driven into the wood, and after smoking present desirable strains
systematic
the old motto—" Truth wears no mask, the bees off of the combs, cut them off compilation of data, scientific applicaneither
seeks
the
shrine,
to
a
cord
human
down
by
no
them
and let
bows at
tion of knowledge, and careful selection
place nor applause— she only asks a ground.
interested in Rev. of the best, and Apis Americana will
much
very
I
was
hearing"— we accepted the invitation, Mr. Langstroth's article on the dorsata, wave its untiring wings over the flowers
and in the light of facts and incontro- published in the Journal, vol. xiv., of Europe, sipping as well the dewdrop
vertible arguments, we discussed the page 417. He was very much interested
from the rose of Sharon as the nectar
whole subject. The result was that the in this bee, and I believe if his health
restored, he would have kept from the lilacs of Italy, the rosemaries
been
had
Convention voted to drop the matter this subject agitated until there was
of Spain, the clovers of Holland, and
entirely, and devote its time and ener- some move towards importing them.
the goldenrods of America.
As for their stinging qualities, I for
gies to the discussion of practical issues.
Let the verdict of apiarists be favorsome,
stung
invited us.to participate jta the one would be willing to be
cordially
"
gath- able or unfavorable for the Cyprian and
would prove as good honey
,
,
j m „„„i„
a M orj it they
_*_
.1"
elected
Hicrnssinns
and
T
a
i_i._i;_..S'i.i
Tf
UliailimOUSly
discussions, and
erers as I firmly believe they would. If Syrian bees, Messrs. D. A. Jones and
us an honorary member of their Society, Mr. Hawley would give up his " stingFrank Benton deserve the thanks of all
Thus ends the recent "unpleasantness," less bee" enterprise, and direct his for their untiring perseverance, and it
attention
to the Apis dorsata, I think it
concerned.
all
of
to the satisfaction
would be better for him and all the rest only awaited their latest enterprise (the
The general expression was that of of us.
trip to Java, Timor and the Phillipine
gladness that we were present, and all
I look forward to the importation of
Islands) to record their names among
United
into
the
day,
at
an
early
this
bee,
to
make
endeavored
exception)
without
reach frui- the benefactors of the age.
my
hopes
should
and
States,
profitaand
the Convention as pleasant
While much care has been taken to
tion, and the dorsata should be able to
ble as possible. A report of two days' reach the hidden nectar in the red clobreed our bees up to the requirements
proceedings may be found on another ver, it will prove a mine of wealth to
of the floral world, and one (Capt. W.
the bee-keepers of the United States.
page.
F." Williams, of Ohio) claims to have
Thomas.
E.
A.
At Andover, O., we met with many
developed their tongues to 11-32 of an
We are not aware of having written a inch in length, our bee-keepers have
old friends, and had a very pleasant
and profitable meeting. A report of word to discourage the importation of neglected to grow the flowers to the rethis Convention will be found in a future the Apis dorsata, or any other race of
quirements of their bees. The suggesissue of the Bee Journal.
bees which tnay by any possibility imtion of Dr. C. C. Miller, President of
our
upon,
improvement
prove, or be an
the N. W. Bee-Keepers' Association,
present excellent Italians but, rather,
^g" The President of the British Beethat perhaps the quickest way to adapt
are most desirous to have a fair trial
the bees' tongues to the red clover would
Keepers' Society, the Baroness, Lady
given
to all— the Cyprian and Palestine
Burdett-Coutts, took to herself a husbe to shorten the flowers to the length
bees, Apis dorsata, Apis zonata, and
of their tongues, seems to have been
band last Saturday. The happy brideeven the Caucasian bees. American
overlooked. The Alsike is undoubtedly
groom is Mr. W. Ashmead Bartlett, a
The bee-keepers are not to be satisfied with a hybrid, perhaps white and red clovers
worthy American gentleman.
the best, come from
American Bee Journal presents its anything short of
crossed, and if the latter can be hybridwhere they may, and cost what they
compliments, and wishes the happy
ized it can be grown with shallower necverdict, all the
making
up
the
will.
In
In Germany experimenters
tar-tubes.
pair a very enjoyable future. The Lady
consideration,
taken
into
points must be
are acting on his hint, with satisfactory
is known throughout the civilized world,
and much time consumed in deciding
prospects of success. Mr. Hasty, of
as one of the greatest public benefacwhich are best. Those which would be
tors that ever lived.
Ohio, is also experimenting with the
best adapted to Norway, Sweden and
same object in view. It is a subject
Kussia might not prove best for our latworthy of more than a passing thought,
that
Farmer
says
Indiana
The
ig^"
itude and flora, any more than would
bee-culture is becoming a profitable in the bees from Java, Ceylon or Africa. and deserves studied consideration.
dustry in Texas, especially in the val- Research and exhaustive experiment
(g^"At the Utica Convention we met
leys of the Brazos and Colorado rivers, may demonstrate that it is not a pure
whose extensive bottoms furnish a wide race of bees we want, after all that Mr. J. H. Nellis, the genial editor of the
A we may find most suitable a race or va- Bee-Keepers'" Exchange. We are pleased
range for the honey-gatherers.
Southern paper says " quite a number riety combining the characteristics of to notice the strong position lie takes
of enterprising men have given it their those of the two geographical extremes against the adulteration of honey. Mr.
sole attention, finding the industry —a variety capable of withstanding the L. C. Root, the able ex-President of that
vastly more profitable than cotton rigors of a Russian winter and the Association, with Mr. Nellis as alterraising."
scorching drouths of an African sum- nate, was appointed to wait on the New

lgome

m

^^^^^Xltlp^
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In our latitude. 38th parallel, the
weather is so changable that I often
think we have as much trouble to winter
bees successfully as they do in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Their frequent
flights through winter cousume much
honey the long rains (winter) and sudden freezing keep the insides of hives
in anything but a healthy condition for
the bees. This led me to study the best
material to overcome the trouble, and I
see Mr. C. Lover, of Maryland, has
sounded the key-note and whole secret
of dry hives, viz I have heard old soldiers say they were "as dry as a limekiln." The chemist uses lime over his
alcohol to abstract the last drop of wa;

:

ter contained in it, thus making it absolute. So we must do to protect our
bees use anything, patented or not, so
we accomplish the saving of our bees.

—

Now,

I
I go further than Mr. Lover
and plaster*my hives 1 inch thick
around inside, with mortar made of
sharp sand and plaster of Paris tfiis
makes it cool in summer, warm in winter, and with dry lime in the cushion
over their frames, I feel, from this winter's experience, that I have found it.
I put 1 small colony in my plastered hive
last spring they did well, but owing to
the failure of honey secretion they gathered no surplus. I examined "all (20
colonies) a few days ago, and the "limekiln hive" was the only one containing
pure combs every other one was more
or less moldy but I never saw bees doing better than under the lime cushion.
I use gunny sacking, with cheap cotton batting laid over that, then sew 3
sides and put in about 1% inches lime.
;

lath
all

;

;

—

;

use air-slacked lime, thoroughly dried
oven before putting
It is not a little singular how often the same idea possesses
individuals
very distant
minds
of
the
geographically, and in very much the
same way. As I was making the experiment of the amount of carbon
dioxide per hour exhaled by different
persons (fat and lean) with the limewater test, when the bees came into my
mind, and I went straightway and made
a deputator for one hive with the best
of results. I hope others will try these
interesting experiments.
I

in the cook-stove
it in the cushion.

W. Van Antwerp, M.

D.

Mt. Sterling, Ky.

The matter of absorbents has been
a cause of considerable experimentation
with us in the past, and we are exceedingly glad to find it engrossing the attention of scientific men such as Dr.
Van Antwerp, and others. The winter now closing is demonstrating very
satisfactorily that it will not do to depend wholly on chaff-packing under all
circumstances, nor is it possible or convenient for all to winter in good cellars,
for the reason that good cellars are
not available to all. Again, there is
much trouble entailed in cellar wintering, such as the proper preparation of
the cellar, placing the bees within it,
removing them to the open air for a
flight if perchance the weather should
moderate to allow of it, then putting
them back, and again setting them on
the summer stands when winter is
through, in all of which operations there
is a possibility of seriously disturbing
the bees at times when it is very hazardous to do so. Also, many trace serious spring dwindling to the wintering
of the bees in the cellar as the prime
cause, and are anxiously looking for a
more satisfactory method, and devising
schemes and experiments for out-door
wintering. So far, however, chaff-packing has proven no less unsatisfactory,
and many this winter will nearly lose

confidence in it, and drift around for a
an average mean be- York Legislature, in person, and de- substitute which will be more certain in
mand that the law against adulteration its results and less expensive in praci^" Floods are now the order of the tween the two.
We have no doubt the queens from of sugar and syrups should also include tice.
day everywhere. This has been the
Foreseeing the-need or demand for a
severest winter, the world over, within Palestine have already proven superior honey. We hope soon to give a favoraradical change, we instituted a series of
in one point at least that of greater ble report from this committee.
the memory of the oldest inhabitant.

mer—or,

at least,

—

;

!

1

.

;

:
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experiments two years ago, both with records of the court where such applilime as a dryer, and sulphuric acid as an cation is made.
SEC. :;. It shall lie the duty of the
absorbent. The lime we employed in a judge of probate on the receipt .of the
crude state -that is. unslaked— but petition specified in section two, of this
found it too heating when used in any act, to appoint within ten days therea well known and competent beequantity, ami not absorbing enough if after
keeper of said county, as a commisused in small quantity. The sulphuric sioner, who shall hold his office during

53
gentle Italians, but
" selection " we can.

through careful

DOMINION BAZA A

K.

j

acid

was much more satisfactory

in its

found by the use of one
ounce of sulphuric acid, diluted with
j

the same quantity t>f water, placed in a
saucer, and put on the top of the blanket, with a screen or wire cloth cover-

ing to keep out the chaff, then covering
all with packing, there was no perceptible moisture to be found in the hives.
Of all the hives thus prepared, every
comb was perfectly dry. So well pleased
were we with the result, that we intended preparing ten last winter in the same
manner also, to thoroughly try slaked
lime in the manner as above described
by Dr. Van Antwerp, but a very busy
fall, and the early advent of winter, entirely prevented the prosecution of further experiments. We intend to thoroughly test both methods, as also plaster of Paris or side-walls for several
colonies, and will give results hereafter.
Meantime, we suggest that the Doctor
test sulphuric acid. We are almost persuaded he will like it much better than
;

his •'lime-kiln."

Suppression of Foul Brood.

At a meeting of the Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association, held at
Battle Creek, on the 9th inst., the following preambles and resolution were
adopted, as reported by the Committee,
approving of the bill now before the
Legislature of that State for the suppression of foul-brood
:

Whereas, It appears in evidence that
has been presented in the House
of Representatives which has for its object the suppression of the disease and
scourge among bees known as foul-

a

bill

brood

;

and

bill has been placed on
and numbered 54 therefore,
Resolved. That as a sense of this meeting, we hail this action on the part of
the State Legislature as timely and good
and would strongly urge the passage of

Whereas, Said

rile

;

bill, or a similar one, looking to the
suppression and extirpation of this
dreaded disease among bees, believing
that itis a proper subject for legislation,
for the protection of those engaged in

said

i
L. McCoy,
E. B. Southwick, [Committee.
J. B. IDE,
)

a copy of the bill
now before the Legislature of Michigan,
referred to in the above resolution. It
was introduced in the House on the 3d
inst., by Mr. Root, and is recommended
by the Committee on Horticulture
is

:

A BILL to prevent the
Brood among

Sec. 5. Upon complaint of any two
bee-keepers of said county in writing
and on oath, to said commissioner, setting forth that said disease exists, or
that they have good reason to believe it
exists within said county, designating
the apiary or apiaries wherein they believe it to be, it shall become the duty
of the commissioner, to whom such
complaint is delivered, to proceed without unnecessary delay to examine, the
bees so designated, and if he shall become satisfied that any colony or colonies of said bees are diseased with foul
brood, he shall without further disturbance to said bees, fix some distinguishing mark upon each hive,
wherein exists said foul brood, and immediately notify the person to whom
said bees belong, personally or by leaving a written notice at his place of residence, if he be a resident of such county,
and if such owner be a non resident of
such county, then by leaving the same
with the person in charge of such bees,
requiring said person, within five days,
Sundays excepted, from the date of said
notice, to effectually remove or destroy
said hives, together with their entire
contents, by burying them or by fire.
Sec. 6.
If any person neglects to
destroy or cause to be destroyed said
manner as
hives and their contents
described in section five, after due notification, he shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and punished by a fine
not to exceed fifty dollars for the first
offense, and for each additional offense
he shall be liable to a fine not to exceed
one hundred dollars, at the discretion of
the court and any justice of the peace
of the township where said bees exist

m

;

have jurisdiction thereof.
Sec. 7. The commissioner shall be
allowed for services under this act, two
dollars for each full day, and one dollar
for each half day, the account to be
audited by the board of supervisors.
Sec. S. In all suits and prosecutions
under this act, it shall be. necessary to
prove that said bees were actually
diseased or infected with foul brood.
shall

bees,

patches

notice in the telegraphic disfrom Washington, that the

House committee on epidemic

diseases

have agreed to report favorably on the
authorizing the President to appoint
a commission to investigate the adulteration of food and other articles, and
appropriating §20,000 therefor. Slowly,
but surely, we are moving on the fortifications of the enemy.
bill

spread of Foul

and

to extirpate

the same.

Section ] . The People of the State o}
Michigan enact, That it shall be unlawful for any person to keep in his apiary
any colony of bees affected with the
contagious malady known as foul brood
and it shall be the duty of every beekeeper, as soon as he becomes aware of

The Marion, Iowa, Register of
week contains the following item

igg*

last

upon the subject of food adulteration
The Bee Journal, makes a most
happy illustration of the present state
:

of things, by suggesting that if a man
tries to pay for counterfeit butter with
counterfeit money, he will be at once
the existence of said disease among his
apprehended and sent to the penitenbees, to forthwith destroy or cause to be
and that no one would pursue
tiary
destroyed all colonies thus affected.
him with deeper wrath than the fellow
Sec. 2. In any county in this State, in
trying to put off the bogus
which foul brood exists, or in which who was
butter
there are good reasons to believe it
exists, it shall be lawful for any five or
gg" " Seed Time and Harvest " is the
more actual bee-keepers of said county
to set forth such fact, belief or appre- name of a monthly that is sent free to
hension in a petition addressed to the agricultural men. The article on " hot
judge of probate, requiring him to ap- beds " in the January number, is very
point a competent commissioner to prevent the spread of said disease and to complete and contains many hints of
eradicate the same which petition shall value to gardeners. It is published by
be filed with, and become a part of the Isaac F. Tillinghurst, La Plume, Pa.
;

;

as

We suppose that. Mr. Jones has called
attention to the tact that there are betImportation of Bees.— F. L. Wright,
ter bees in other lands, and that others
Plainfield, Mich., makes the following will be induced to look for "new kinds."
very sensible suggestions
A clergyman in Asia has discovered a
race of bees there, and soon
A certain class of bee-keepers are different
we
may expect to get specimens of the
laboring hard to convince the people
new China Porcelain bees.
that the imported queen is the queen
while at the same time another class
The Bee Journal.— The Editor gives
would have us believe that the imported
queen is "good for nix," and that the the Weekly Bee Journal the following
home-bred is the queen for everybody. notice
One knows that there are black bees
The American Bee Journal is to
in Italy another that there are not.
One claims that in Italy queens are hand in its new form. It is now a
Weekly,
and presents a handsome apreared in a very careless, shiftless manner ; another says they are bred in the pearance. We wish it success in the
new departure. Standing as it does in
most careful manner.
Now the question is, Mr. Editor, how the front rank of bee papers we have
are we going to decide which is right no doubt it will more than keep up the.
and which is wrong V or which are the fair name and fame it has won in the
best and most profitable, the imported past.
" The proof of the
or the home-bred
pudding is in the eating."
Local Convention Directory.
Most of us have plenty of imported
queens. We also have the light-colored
Time and Place of Meeting.
home-bred.
Now, when the season 1881.
Co., Iowa, at Glenwood, Iowa.
opens let us take one or two colonies March 12— MillsIowa,
April 2— S. W.
at Corning. Iowa.
containing
choicest
;

ment.

gf"We

bee-culture.

The following

BEE-K E E 1' ERS' INSTRUCTOR.

the pleasure of said court and a record
of such order of appointment, and revocation, when revoked, shall be tiled as
a part of the records of said court.
Sec, 4. It shall be the duty of said
commissioner, within ten days of his
appointment as aforesaid, to tile his
acceptance of the same with the court
from whom he received his appoint;

We

results.

New Bees.—The Editor remarks
follows on this subject

:

;

'?

.

imported
our
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
Wm. Williamson, Sec. Lexinuton, Ky.
queens ditto of our best and lightest7— Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
colored home-bred, and set them aside
E. Drane, Sec. pro tem., Eminence. Ky.
and Muskineum Valley, at Cam
to experiment with.
Keep an exact May i— Tuscarawas
bridge, Guernsey Co.. O.
account of all work done with each the
J. A. Bucklew. Sec, Clarks, O.
ft—
Central
Michigan,
at Lansing, Mich.
exact number of pounds or ounces of
10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
feed fed to each the exact number of
C. M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
pounds or ounces of comb or foundaN. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
and lastly, the Sept.
tion furnished each
National, at Lexington, Ky.
--Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
exact amount of honey produced by
State, in Exposition
;

;

;

;

each, and the condition they are in for
winter.
How many will try it ? If we experi-

faithfully we may perhaps satisfy
ourselves, if we cannot convince others
of the relative merits of each.

ment

New Races of Bees.— L. H. Pammel,
La Crosse, Wis., writes as follows

Jr.,

on the question

:

Oct. 18 -Ky.

B'd'g, Louisville.Ky.

W.

Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

IW In order to have this

Table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.

CLUBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Jonnuil
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both
:

enthusiast says yes but the man
of prudence says no. Let every beekeeper for a moment consider the true
merits of the races already introduced
here. Are they not prolific, good honey
gatherers and adapted to our climate i
If they fail to gather surplus some seasons, it is either through negligence on
the part of the bee-keeper, or from the
arbitrary powers of nature.
Some bee-keepers say:
want
to import a race of bees that will work
on red clover." They do not show wisdom by making such wild assertions
for has not nature made ample provision
for races of bees that have a shorter
proboscis, or tongue ?
Look at the
thousands of wild flowers blooming in
our forests and meadows, and you can
see both the Italian and black bees
entering their cavities in search of
honey, and tilling themselves with the
nectar extracted from these beautiful
flowers of nature. Look at our large
bumble-bees they are not constructed
to become great honey gatherers (although they work on the red clover) as
they are so large and clumsy that they
cannot enter the blossoms with as much
ease as the smaller species of bees
neither do they show such signs of
activity
and for these, or some other
reasons, are worthless. There are many
Asiatic species which I believe have a
proboscis large enough for our red

The

;

Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee Journal

clover, but I

;

:

.|2
2
2
2
3
2
2
5
3
2

.

.

.

.

i

00
75
00
50
75
35
35
00
00
25

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at I8@20c. for strictly choice wnite comb In l
and 2 lb. boxes at 14@16c. for fair to good in large
packages, and at 10^120, for common dark-colored
and broken lots.— Chicago Times.
;

BEESWAX.-Choice

yellow, 20(g24c; dark, 15@17.

NEW
HONEY.— Best
packages, 17@18c.

white

YORK.
comb honey,

fair do., 15@10c.

;

;

dark

small neat
do., 12@I3
;

large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9@10c.
dark, 7<&,8c; southern strained,
80®85c.
REESWAX.-Prime quality, 20@24c.
H. K. & F. B. THURBEH & Co.
;

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— The

market for extracted clover honey
demand at lie. for the best, and
8*9c. for basswood and dark honey. Comb honey
is

is

very good, and in
of slow sale at

10c.

for the best.

BEESWAX-18@24c.

C. F.

MUTH.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— As freights have advanced, European
buyers are out of the market. The new overland

route via Atchison and Topeka promised connection
and reduced freights on January 1st, 1881, and If bo
it would have cleared up our market.
We quote

12@15c. Extracted, choice white,
doubt whether American comb
colors, 6<5 6^c.
BEES WAX-2V 23c, as to color.

ingenity will ever hive them, or import
them to our shores neither do I think
it desirable, not because I believe the
introduction to be of no use. As Wal" No barrier is in the road
lace says
for them if they want to sting." Such
bees I believe would be a nuisance to
us; for no human being would dare to
go near them. "Let well enough alone,"
should be the motto of every beekeeper. Our aim should be to improve
those races which have stood the test
and are warranted to be. superior to the
common bee. The law of "the survival of the fittest," will not improve our

.

<

;

;

Newman)

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture A. I. Root) 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..!. King)
3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis). 2 75..
The 4 above-named papers
4 75.
Bee-Keepers' Instructor t\V. Thomas) 2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 50..
575..
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual bound in cloth) 3 25..
240..
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00 less.
For Monthly Bee Journal, J1.50 less.

"We

;

(T. G.

February

Stearns & Smith,

.">,

423

t>!^(§* 7c.

;

off-

Front Street.

1881.

ijgTAny one desiring to get a copy of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
they desire to become members, ;i fee
of $1.00 should accompany it, and the
name will be duly recorded. This notice is given ;it the request of the 7<:xecutive Committee.
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much

already, and so far as extracted
concerned, is in danger of destruction, I hope your president will appoint a committee to confer with Mr.
Root and other members interested in
the bill and secure the amendment. I
would suggest that a statement be prepared, setting forth the extent and imSouthern Michigan Convention.
portance of the bee-keeping industry,
and also of something of the extent of
The Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers' the adulteration of extracted honey,
Association held their annual meeting and this latter can scarcely be over-esat Battle Creek, Feb. 9, 1881. About timated. If you shall succeed with the
so

BMlsll

and gentlemen were present.

30 ladies

of foul-brood was discussed, and a resolution unanimously
adopted, indorsing the action of the
committee appointed by the State BeeKeepers' Convention, to introduce abill
before the Legislature for a law to be
passed for the suppression of that dread

The subject

honey

is

the bill passes, you will
have accomplished more real benefit to
producers
and the consumers
the honey
than has been accomplished by any similar association before on this continent.

amendment and

A.

On motion

J.

King.

constantlv and the first favorable opportunity" offered the robber enters and
is almost sure to get enough of the
honey to transplant the infection in the
parent hive. Soon more bees effect an
entrance and finally they make no re-'
sistance to the robbers, and many colonies in the apiary become engaged in
carrying away the stores, &c, and with
If any pieces of
them the disease.
comb, frames, or any part of the hive,
boxes, stand-boards, honey, or in fact
any thing pertaining to a hive of foulbrood be exposed for months or even
years afterward, the disease will surely
be transmitted to your healthy colonies
again.
In many cases the disease is spread by
the bee-keeper ; who after performing
some manipulation of the infected hive,
goes to some healthy colony, opens the
hive and proceeds to supply their wants
without thoroughly washing his hands.
The honey, propolis or wax thus conveyed from the one hive to the other,
has the same effect as though the bees
carried it. Then again, while operating
with an infected hive, nine times in ten
bees from other colonies will get enough
honey to convey the disease. This is
one cause why those who try experi;

the chair appointed the
following committee to draft a petition
presented
to the legislature on the
Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of the Sanitarium to be
in Battle Creek, gave an able address on subject: Dr. A. II. Marks, Mr. Bacon and
the " Adulteration of Sweets," with ex- Mr. Van Deusen.
At this point quite a number of new
periments showing that most of the
sugars and syrups for sale at the present members were received.
time, are largely adulterated. He tried
Foul-Brood.
an article labeled as "Pure Strained
The secretary read an essay written
Honey," manufactured in the city of
Chicago, and found there was but little by W. A. House, of Fayetteville, on the
subject of 'Foul-Brood," which is given menting with acids, &c, cannot eradihoney in it, but plenty of glucose.
The meeting adjourned till the first below
cate the disease from their apiary. As
Monday in May next.
soon as foul-brood is discovered in any
is again
foul-brood
question
of
the
As
B. Salisbury, Sec.
apiary, or with any neighborbeing brought before the public, I deem hive in the
colonies, the apiarist should at once
[The report of the committee, as also it my duty to contribute my experience ing
stop building up, or exchanging frames
the Legislative bill referred to, are in and treatment of this dreaded disease, with any hives in the yard as in so doit may be of benefit to the exhoping
frames of brood or honey may be
another column, of this paper.— Ed.]
perienced bee-keeper as well as the ing
taken from a colony just attacked, and
novice. Foul-brood is a disease which
thus spread the disease very rapidily.
attacks the brood, causing it to become
North Eastern Convention.
single bee getting one load of honey
a putrid mass, in time destroying the
from the diseased hive, will surely transimmediate
given
unless
be
and
it
colony,
The eleventh annual meeting of the
mit the infection to the healthy colony
it will make sad
North-Eastern Bee- Keepers' Associa- and skillful attention,
brood-rearing is in
locality. when the work of
that
bees
in
among
all
the
havoc
tion was held at TJtica, N. Y., on Feb.
or means of progress.
symptoms
are
the
What
Root
in
the
3-5, 1881, President L. C.
If the disease should break out in a
detecting the disease V Those who have
chair. After the reading of the minonly, I would advise, by
had experience can readily detect it in very few hives
utes, Treasurer Bacon reported the reall means, the immediate destruction of
passing close in front of the hives, by a
ceipts for the year $93.49, expenditures
contents, by burning
and
the
hives
certain peculiar odor, which is inde$62.21, balance $31.28.
them as soon as discovered. The boxes,
scribable.
Mr. T. U. Newman was invited toadeverything pertaining
During a scarcity of honey robbers stand-boards and time should also be
dress the Association, in reply to the
to the hive at the
will be almost constantly lurking around
resolutions passed at the Convention of
burned. This is undoubtedly the only
the diseased colony, and the bees will
last year, which he did. It was then
safe and sure remedy for the novice or
The
dumpish.
dull
or
a
little
appear
resolved that the subject be entirely
inexperienced. In fact it would be the
the
pronounce
naturally
would
novice
dropped, and not again allowed to be
available means of eradicating the
colony queenless, but in the hands of a most
brought before the Convention.
experienced apiarist,
and
experienced apiarist disease with an
observing
close
till
m.
taken
7
then
p.
was
recess
when the infection is discovered before
it would at once create a suspicion of
an exposure to the remaining colonies,
EVENING SESSION.
foul-brood. On opening the diseased
but if healthy colonies have come in
find the sealed brood witli
you
hive
letter was received from Dr. C. C.
contact with the honey, pollen, propolis
perforation
in
small
caps
and
a
sunken
Miller, of Marengo, 111., asking that the
or wax of an infected hive the skillful
these
opening
and
upon
middle,
the
of
association prepare a statistical table
or experienced apiarist can save his
cells with sunken caps you will find a
results.
by carefully adhering
brownish putrid mass, being tough and bees and honey
tables
statistical
said
president
1
The"
X ". B - 1
to the following mode of treatment;
:i..__
„ ropy and emitting an offensive smell.
heretofore had been a failure, because
colonies to a close and
the
Remove
If the brood is found in this state in
only those who had good yields reported.
Shake the bees of
darkened room.
of a few cells, with cells of
He thought that the interchange of clusters
each hive into an empty box that is new
the
disease
brood
intervening,
healthy
way
general
opinion and results in a
Let them remain there
about one-third advanced. The stage and clean.
would be better than to make out a is the disease may also be determined until they show signs of stupidity, when
of
table.
consumed all the honey
the color of the larvse. The more they will have
Mr. Doolittle said the table heretofore by
with them. Now take the
disease, the darker the they carry
advanced
the
had been a failure.
box and put them into
What are the causes of foul- bees out of the
Mr. Knox moved that the statistical mass.
filled with foundation,
that
this a new clean hive
writers
claim
brood
Some
V
agreed
to
was
table be dropped. This
them with sugar syrup, or honey
disease was imported. This feed
loathsome
action.
forma!
without
that you know is not from a diseased
communication from Bingham & cannot be true, for I have known it to hive or, if it be in time of season when
ago,
or
long
exist
over
thirty-five
years
Hetherington, asking that their smoker
coming in they will gather from
before the first importation of bees into honey is
be not entered for premium, was rethe fields to supply their wants the same
this country.
ceived.
As to the first cause of foul-brood, I as a young swarm.
Adulteration of Honey.
am unable to give a positive answer, but The honey may be extracted from the
I am of the opinion that it is owing to infected hive, but the utmost care must
The following letter on the adultera- a certain state of the atmosphere ; the be taken not to expose a single drop of
tion of honey was received
disease attacking a colony that is in a the honey, comb, or any part of the
New York, Jan. 31,1881. certain unknown condition, the same as hive, where the bees can get it. The
Thinking that you may not be aware the first case of small- pox is engendered honey should be brought to a boiling
manufacof the fact that a bill is now before the As soon as a colony is infected with the heat and then sold to some
not find its way
New York legislature to prevent the disease, unless thorough and skillful turer, so that it willSome
writers claim
adulteration of sugar, syrup and molas- treatment be rendered at once, it will back to the bees.
extracted and
ses, I have thought proper to write you spread rapidly, attacking the whole that the wax also may be
have had no
foundation.
I
into
regarding the matter, and to suggest apiary, and all the bees in the neighbor- made
hood." At this alarming stage it would experience in this line, therefore cannot
that your honorable body take immedi
ate steps to have the bill amended to be almost impossible to eradicate it, as give positive advice but I should iminclude honey also, before it is put on bees in the woods would die with the mediately burn the hives, frames, botand everything perits final passage. The bill was presented disease and thus leave an exposure that tom-boards, boxes
by Mr. Root, member from Rochester, would last for years. The infection is taining to the infected hive.
and is backed by all the sugar refiners contagious only by carrying honey, wax,
My experience with foul-brood dates
of this city as well as those in other propolis or pollen from the diseased back to 1845. My largest experience,
honest
busito
an
do
of
desire
hive.
The
swarm
close
by
the
side
an
who
cities,
however, was between 1850 and 1800,
ness and have suffered from the evils of infected one is no more likely to become when the disease raged through Montadulteration. I am informed by Hon. diseased, than the one in the farthest gomery county and eastern and central
W. J. Young, who is an ex-member of corner of the apiary. I know this to be New York. Through the ignorance of
the legislature, and also a bee-keeper, true.
a neighboring bee-keeper I had one or
The disease is spread by robber bees two cases in 1867. Since that date there
that there can hardly be a doubt regarding the passage of the bill, considering geting into a hive already infected and have been no signs of foul-brood in
the men who stand backing it, and he carrying honey, pollen, propolis, wax or either of my apiaries, neither has there
thinks the amendment to include honey anything pertaining to the diseased been a case of this disease with any
would be readily accepted. In view of hive, to their homes. Robbers will be neighboring bee-keeper for the past 13
the fact that our industry has suffered lurking around a diseased colony almost years to my knowledge.
;
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;
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Feb. 16,
Mr. House said further that the great
danger was in leaving the diseased
honey exposed where other bees could
get at it.
His experience had been
much like that of Mr. Quinby. In the
fall he had several dozen cells attacked.
In the spring he would drive the bees
out, provided the colony was strong
enough. In his article he had put the
worst side out, in order to put men on
their guard.

F. II. Cyrenus said he would not burn
a hive, or destroy all the comb. He
would give the bees a new hive and
clean cells. He would not be afraid to
give them back the same honey after it
had been scalded.
Mr. Betsinger asked if he would use
any of the combs connected with the
foul-brood colony.
Mr. Cyrenus said he would if the cells
were empty, containing absolutely no
honey or brood.

Mr. House said

it

was dangerous

to

use such combs.

Mr. Cyrenus said a man might have
50 valuable hives, which it would uotdo
to burn. It would be better to scald
the hives.
Mr. House said he had known an infected bottom-board to transmit the
infection after it had been exposed during all of the winter months. There
were two stages in the disease, the last
proving fatal.
Mr. Rians said he had had experience
with foul-brood. In one case there were
but three cells, which he cut out with
his knife. In the case of two other colonies where the disease had progressed
too far, he destroyed the comb and exHe made new
tracted the honey.
colonies out of the old ones, and they
were healthy. The honey which he had
extracted, he boiled until it almost
boiled over. He fed it out, and soon
found ten or a dozen colonies affected.
Where practicable he cut out the foul
cells.
In this way he reduced the disease, until now he had but 3 colonies
affected. He was not aware that there
were other hives in the neighborhood
affected, and to which his bees had
access.

Mr. Cyrenus said perhaps his bees got
the infection elsewhere, and did not get
it from the honey.
Mr. Bacon said 40 years ago he lost 60
Sometimes
colonies from foul-brood.
young bees died in the comb, and this
was mistaken for foul-brood. He had
had no foul-brood in 30 years.
Mr. House said in Mr. Rian's case his
bees were not affected with genuine
foul-brood.
If not, it would have
He could
proved more destructive.
detect foul-brood by the odor.
Dr. Marks said he had had foul-brood
but had sold the bees. With other bees
the disease disappeared without treatment.
Mr. Doolittle instanced a case of foulbrood where the bees all died. He once
had 5 colonies diseased out of 14. He
put these colonies in the cellar in the
tall.
In the spring he found that nearly
bees had foul-brood, he believed
because they had been wintered together. He let such bees as would,
swarm, putting them in new hives. He
kept the old hives for a year or so and
then used them again. He did not believe hives would carry the contagion
after having been exposed for a winter.
He did believe the contagion would
spread, by putting the bees together in
all his

the cellar.

Mr. House said the danger in this case
was the honey the bees had taken from
a diseased colony.
Mr. Betsinger said but very few perIt
sons knew what foul-brood was.
was a very dangerous disease, one of
the most dangerous in the apiary. Foulbrood will present itself often in a very
bad state, at times, and will become
dormant of itself, and then burst forth
again with all the destructiveness of
Foul-brood can never be
small-pox.
cured. We do not know the cause. I
have attempted to wipe it out and
thought I had succeeded, but I had not.
I know that any portion of honey, comb,
or pollen affected with the contagion
Dry combs would
will transmit it.
transmit it. He did not believe there
was one apiary in a hundred that did
Italian bees
not have foul-brood.
would drag out foul-brood. If a hive
had foul-brood in the spring, it would

:

—
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have it again the next spring. Foul- new members, the following commitbrood was of but one kind, but it had tees were appointed
On Prize i&saj/s—Messrs. W. A. Clark,
different stages.
Mr. House said that one year of foul- G. M. Doolittle and B. Bacon.
On Implements Messrs. Oyrenius,
brood would use ill) the colony. With
Italian bees he had known it to break Dines and W. V. Bosworth.
On Question Drawer— Messrs. J. L.
out again in the spring.
Mr. Hetsinger said a bee-paper had Scotield, Doolittle and Betsinger.

—

if the
bees were shaken off on foundation,
the disease would be cured. Experience had proved that this was not true.
The president said the fact that foulbrood had prevailed before 1S70, proved
that it was liable to appear again. In
1869 in one of his apiaries, out of 100
colonies one was affected with foulbrood in the spring. In the fall all but
4 of the colonies had it, caused by the
other bees robbing the affected brood.
He did not think the plan recommended
by Mr. Itians safe. If a hive has been
or is diseased, he would proceed as Mr.
House advises, putting them on new
foundation.
He believed freezing or
scalding the hives would make them
He had also found it safe to feed
safe.
the honey after it had been scalded. He
would certainly not winter a diseased
colony. His experience went to prove
Mr. Cyrenus' statement in regard to

stated that in case of foul-brood,

>

combs. He had hung up combs during
the winter where they were frozen hard.

Used them again in the spring, and the
He should not,
disease disappeared.
however, advise the use of combs in
way.
Mr. Betsinger said you can put it
down as a fact No honey, plenty of
plenty of honey, no foulfoul-brood
brood. In 1869 the honey season was
had plenty of foul-brood.
and
we
poor,
this

:

;

that season. In 1870
the honey season was good, we had no
foul-brood. Plenty of honey crowds out
foul-brood.
The president to W. E. Clark—I do
not think freezing honey would remove
the contagion. Scald the honey and the
hive. Freeze the comb.
I lost 300 colonies

Mr. Rians asked Mr. Betsinger his
theory of honey crowding out foulbrood.
Mr. Betsinger said honey and foulbrood could not occupy the same space
at the same time.
Mr. Doolittle said he should destroy a
hive if only a single cell was affected.
Where the cells were of a grayish color
he did not believe the case to be genuine
foul-brood, In the latter case, the cells
were a stringy putrid mass. The dead
He
bees would not be carried out.
offered the following
this Convention be-

Resolved, That
lieves that foul-brood is a very dangerous disease, and that we advise all to be
careful in experimenting in regard to
If but two or three colonies
its cure.
are affected in any apiary, destroy hives,

combs, and all.
Mr. Betsinger spoke of a case where
of the entire apiary was
of dead larvae foul-brood. He
Italianized the apiary, and the bees carried out the larva?. The man had the
same number of colonies to-day, not

one-fourth

made up

having lost a colony.
Mr. Doolittle said

in case of foulbrood, the larvae lay in the cell after beassumed
a brownish
It
ing sealed.
color, became salvy, and very offensive
to the smell.
All agreed that this was a correct description of foul- brood.
The president said the colonies could
be saved without destroying the hives
and bees. If 50 or 100 colonies could be
saved by any other method than destruction, he thought the same mode of
treatment should hold good in the case

J

of one or two colonies.
Mr. Doolittle said his advice was for
the novice or inexperienced bee-keeper,
and for experienced men as well. He
thought it better to destroy two or three
hives, than to run the risk of having any
foul-brood in the future. In the case of
50 or 100 colonies the cost was too great.
Mr. Doolittle's resolution was unani-

mously adopted.
Adjourned till

9 a.m.

MORNING SESSION.
By unanimous vote, Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago, editor of the American Bee Journal, was made an honorary member of the Association.
After the reading of the minutes of
the previous day, and the reception of

By request, Mr.T.G. 'Newman

read the

of the prize essays on "

Wintering
Bees," by Chas. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
The next was written and read by the
Secretary, who also read the essay of
Bev. A. Salisbury, of Camargo, 111.
[These essays and the discussion will
be published hereafter.— Ed.]
first

Adjourned

to 1:80 p.

AFTERNOON

m.

SESSION.

Mr. J. J. Jones, of Trenton, was made
an honorary member.
The election of officers for the ensuing

55

compete with dishonest sweets which
can be made at 3 cents a pound.

He

Offered the following
To the legislature of the state of New
York The bearer, L. C. Root, is hereby
appointed a committee to wail upon
your honorable body for the purpose of
petitioning that the bill against the
adulteration of cane sweets be revised
to include upon the same the most deliwould
cious of all sweets, honey.
also urge upon your attention the great
necessity of rigid legislation to suppress
the wholesale adulteration of all sweets,
which not only ruins the prospects of
legitimate business, but which is destructive to the health of the consumers.
The resolution was adopted.
Mr. Nellis moved that the association
pay Mr. Root's expenses to Albany to
favor the anti-adulteration bill.
Mr. Bacon moved that Mr. Nellis act
as alternate. Appointed.
:

We

year resulted as follows
Adjourned till 7 p. m.
Vice
President— Dr. A. II. Marks
President—G. M. Doolittle Secretary—
EVENING SESSION.
Geo. W. House Treasurer— R. Bacon.
At the opening of the evening session
Utica was selected as the next place
the following telegram from D. A.
of meeting, and the last Wednesday in
Jones, at Beeton, Ont., was read
January as the time.
"My eyes are no better, and I cannot
The retiring President, Mr. L. C.
bees are wintering
Root, then read his annual address, for send the essay. My
finely
the holy bees the best. Accept
which he was given a vote of thanks.
The committee on adulteration of my congratulations."
Essays on the subject of " Apiarian suphoney reported the following
plies and the queen trade," written by
Wliereas, the adulteration of extracted
honey is very largely practiced by un- A. B. Weed, of Detroit, and the "Great
Webster, of
principled dealers and adulterators, and Revolution," written by A.
read by the secrethreatens to almost destroy the pursuit East Roxbury, were
of honey production and as a bill is tary.
Vice President Doolittle presided, the
now before the legislature of New president,
Dr. Marks, having been
York to prevent the adulteration of
sugars, syrups and molasses, and as the called home.
"What constiBetsinger
asked
Mr.
adulterations of honey are just as detrimental to the public as they are to honey tutes an average yield of honey, both
comb and extracted', in the United States
producers therefore,
Canadas east of the Rocky mounResolved, That our president be di- and
Some say they have had a good
rected to cummunicate with Mr. Root, tains.".
pounds to the colony others
member of the legislature from Roch- season, 40 have
had a good season, 25
say they
ester, N. Y., having the bill in charge,
pounds
to
the colony ; others say they
and that he present these resolutions
and use his influence with that gentle- have had a poor season, 100 pounds to
colony. What he desired was to fix
man to have honey included in that bill the
yield.
The question was
before it is put upon its final passage, the standard
and that all kee-keepers in this state important as showing the entire yield
the
country.
who have any influence with members of
Mr. Newman questioned Mr. Betsinof the legislature, are requested to write
lbs. comb
them at once and ask their influence in ger, who replied that about 50honey
per
honey and 80 lbs. extracted
favor of the bill.
colony was a standard yield, in hisopinResolutions unanimously adopted.
ion. If this association did not fix the
standard, no other association would.
MARKETING HONEY.
Mr. Root said each bee-keeper would
The secretary read an essay on the have a standard of his own.
written
by
marketing
honey,
subject of
Mr. Newman was glad the subject had
C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, Ills.
been brought up, although it would be
J. H. Nellis read an essay on the same hard to settle.
subject, written by L. M. Wainwright,
The president said the Association
of Noblesville, Ind.
had adopted a standard for a colony of
The Secretary George W. House, read bees, but the action amounted to nohis article on the same subject.
thing.
T. G. Newnan, of Chicago, spoke on
Mr. Root said the papers reported in
the subject. It was one of the most im- some states half a crop, in others an
portant known to bee-keepers. A mis- average yield, etc. The question was,
take of one cent per pound on the price what did the papers judge from in makof honey is a mistake of $750,000 on the ing an estimate ?
annual production of the honey crop of
Mr. Bacon said the yield in Kentucky
the United States. Comb honey must could not be compared with New York,
be made attractive, Honey is a good or New York with Canada.
medicine. We must make this known.
Mr. Newman said he had stated in the
He made a pleasant speech which put national convention that the yield for
the convention in good humor. In reply 1880 throughout the United States, was
to a question from Mr. Bacon, the but a half a crop. He had, by patient
speaker said glucose was made in Chi- toil, arrived at this conclusion. It was
cago very largely, and was used in adult- well known that he had called for reerating everything eatable that could ports of his subscribers in the different
be adulterated by it. Glucose is driv- states, and many hundreds of these reing honey out of the market, and bee- ports he had summarized, in order to
keepers must protect themselves. Illi- arrive at his conclusion.
nois glucose makers are opposing the
Mr. Bacon said he had looked around
efforts of the bee-keepers, by corrupt- in his vicinity, and concluded he had
ing the members of the legislature the but one-third of a crop, and had so resame thing may be done in New York. ported to Mr. Newman. But late in
Did you ever stop to think that you can August and early in September his bees
buy the finest golden drips and silver worked very hard, gathering honey
drips syrups for less money than the from seladine. He found that Mr. Root
commonest molasses that is pure is had a better yield than he, even with
worth V The explanation is "glucose." selandine.
The association, in order to secure the
Mr. Newman said he could not judge
passage of the anti-adulteration bill, by the opinion of bee-keepers whether
should send a representative to Albany their yields were good or bad, except
armed with the signatures of its mem- by the number of pounds per colony.
bers, Glucose is the essence of rags and
W. E. Clark moved that in future the
refuse matter from cities, worked up question drawer be opened on the afterwith corn syrup.
noon of the second day, instead of the
J. II. Nellis said just as soon as honey third day
carried.
sold for the same price as canned sweets,
An adjournment was then taken for
the market would never be overstocked. the exhibttion of aparian supplies, after
He spoke also on the glucose question, which adjourned to 9 a. m.
and said the use of glucose was detri[The third days' proceedings will be
mental to health, and should be prohibEd.]
ited. Honey cannot be produced and given next week.
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Cook's Mmiual

nt* the Apiary.— Entirely reand elegantly illustrated,
with the times on every conceivable
subject that interests tbe apiarist, It ft not only instructive, but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practical. The hook is a masterly production) and
one thai no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can a nop to do without. Cloth, wi. »5 ; paper covers. Sl.OOi postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,
$I'J.
paper, $9.50.

written, greatly enlarged

and

is

fully
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Qnlnby't New Bee-*K.eeplna*. byL. c Root.—
The author has treated the subject Of bee-keeping
In u manner that cannot tail to Interest all. Its style
is plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
of the fact that the author is really the master of the
subject. Price, •> I .."«».

A

Novice's
IS CofBee-< ultiire, by A. I. Root.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, W .-."»; paper, $il.OO.
I

King'* Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A.
King.—ThiB edition Is revised and brought down

J.

to

$1.00; paper, 75c.
Lungstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.

the present time.

This

is

Cloth,

a standard scientific work.

$£.00.

Price,

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A romance of
bee-keeping, lull of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.

Bee-Culture ; t>r Successful Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas U. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Hearing
:

— Feeding

-Swarming Dividing 'transferring- Italianizing— Introducing (Queens— Extracting—-Quieting
and Handling Bees-The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in English and German. Price for either edition, to
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

Food Adulteration; What we

eat and should
This book should be in every family, where
ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adul-

not eat.
it

terations offered as food.

Paper, 50c.

200 pages.

The Dzlerzon Theory

;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and Overman. Price
;

;

for either edition, 6c.

;

per dozen,

50c.

Wintering: Bees. — This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essayson this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2.i in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.

Bees and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20

cents to

lOcents.

The Hive I Use— Being a description

of the hive

(x. M. Doolittle.
Price, 5c.
Kendall's Horse Book— No book can be more

used by

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains

its

cause,

mation on

inforevery conceivable subject, as well as re-

ceipts for almost everything that could be desired
doubt If any one could be induced to do without
it, after having spent a
few hours in looking it

We

through.
Cloth,

contains 180 pages, and SOU engravings.

It

$3.50.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, $1.00 ; Morocco, ;* 1 .50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.

B^~Sent by mail on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS «, NEWMAN,
West Madison

974

Street,

Chicago,

III.

Binders for the Bee Journal

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for the American BkkJouunal for 1880,
at the following prices, postage paid
(Moth and paper, each
50c.
:

Leather and cloth

fW Binders
postpaid, 85

for the
cents.

75c.

Weekly Bee Journal

%W

We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

111.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISEK.
The

British Bee Journal la published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do doit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master

91.75,

School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London

WANTED.-I desire to purchase sevHONEY
eral barrels
dark extracted honey, and
oi

a few

Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
of light; also,

ALFRED

972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN
CHICAGO

street.

11,1,.

:

!
;

.
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<SP°At the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them.
can
now supply the following at 25 cents
each: Dzierzon, the Baron of Berlepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

Ha! Ha! Ha Ha
!

!

Feb. 16.

Ha Ha Ha
!

!

words

A

lino will cuntain about eight
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One

to three

Four

"or more"

"

"

"

"

"

"

fourteen

SO cts.
18 "
15 "
18 "
lO "

weeks, each insertion,

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

;

8

per

"

line.

"
"

"

is

the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a largo circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

G.

974 West Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.,

Chicago,

111.

Contents of this Number.

We

will send sample copies to any
lgS°
who feel disposed to make up clubs for
There are persons keeping bees
1881.

neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal,
and by using a little of the personal influence possessed by almost every one,
a club can be gotten up in every neighin every

borhood in America.
Farmers have
had large crops, high prices, and a good
demand for all the products of the
farm, therefore can well afford to add
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OF SNOW-WHITE POPLAR.
They

Prices again reduced.

are perfect beauties.

Samples 3c; illustrated circulars free. Address,
lwtf A. E. 11
Bristol, Addison Co., Vt,

VMM.

OTSEGO, MICH.

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY,
FOR

Given's Foundation Press.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
and

».

lwly

of

S.

GIVEN,

Hoopeston,

111.™

FOR HONEY PLANTS-all kinds,
SEEDS
as well as Apiarian Supplies In general.
Send for

A. II. NEWMAN,
W. Madison Street, Chicago.

my Catalogue.

5wtf

97:2

1881.

It is to every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go where they can get the most
for their money. Stnte on a postal card just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mail
what we will furnish it for. No Circulars. Address,
IflIMM ROOP, Carson City, Mich.
2wtf

1881.

REV. A. SALISBURY.

J.

V.

CALDWELL.

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,
Camargo, Douglas County, HI.
Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens. $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.tK)
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
frame
Nucleus, Italians. £4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, S5.O0 Tolony of ItalColony of Cypians, 8 frames, $8.1)0
rians, 8 frames, $10.00, Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over, 35c. per lb.
lwly
(ESfSend for Circular,
;

;

!

1

;

;

;

tf>

;

O
u
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the .Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may he sent in. Any one

P
o
o

intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
_^
ij

be

high side-walls,

4

to 16 square feet to

^-vST the pound. Circular and samples free.
J. VAN DECSEN & SONS,

.

a

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lltf

Hi

to this office.

such than

Sections ! Sections

Imposend

Florida

Description, -Sec.

CO

P

silver.

and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.
the best article sold for restoring gray
hair to its original color and beauty.

It is

P
P

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

4,

Acres,

CASH,

township

7,

jm

south range

7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated aboutoOmiles
south of Che Georgia line, 25 miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and 6) of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,

w
p

w

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Land— B40

m- CHEAP FOR

<

;

sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st, 1875, by Col. Alexan-

der McDonald, who owned t> sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 5th,
1877, by him conveyed to the unaersigned for $3,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown

55
54
55
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-^

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

of

We

names

a *

Adulteration, before Legisla-

Foul Brood— Its Cause and Cure
Marketing Hone;
Efforts to add Honey to the General

J.

Jag

and money, and be happy and

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance
54
54
54
54

and

I

safe, is to
a card for testimonials, or halt-dozen rates, to
sition

We

The Bees of China
The Weekly Bee Journal
Convention* :

ture

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER.
The tlrst practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The tlrst never-tailing bee controller.
The lirst direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove-wood and not so out.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twenty thousand now in use.
The first complaint yet to be received.
The tirst smoker yet to be returned.

ggTnstead

Importation of Bees
Judicious Selection
New Races of Bees

Iota.,

lwly

of sending silver money in
53 letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
53
can use them, and it is safer to send
53

Among our Exchangee

Bill against

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53

M

glac.

1881.

(ST Sample copies

-.

The Eastern Conventions

their

have filled orders for quite a
number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
Journal. We put the price low, 30
per cent, less than any one else could
afford to sell them, for we get them by
the quantity at wholesale and sell them
at just enough to cover the cost and
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,
on each. We do this to induce as many
as possible to get them, and preserve
their Weekly numbers. They are exthe Journal
ceedingly convenient
being always bound and handy for
reference. The directions for binding
are sent with each one.
igg"

t

in

Bee Journal

papers for

Correspondence
Ad alteration of Food
A General Law Needed

Experiments

ice,

the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

the

My

We ask you to correspond with us before disposing
your HONEY CROP, as we can be of much servhaving constant intelligence from all parts of the
country. We would refer to James HepiiuN, DowaOf.

it is

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

The American Bee Jodrxal

CO.,

III.,

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION.
HOXET A SPECIALTY.

"

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement vt inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

South Wnter Street, Chicago,

1115

We

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

CONNER, BURNETT &

!

by an abstract from the Hecords of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid

PR

;

and the receipts are in my possession.
1 will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for

DTJXTXXAM

it is

974

respectfully solicited.

Address,

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

West Madison

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

FOUNDATION
MACHI2TE,

copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

;

the Jouknal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

dinger* Ituchu, Mandrake, SMllingia and
other of the best medicines known are combined so skillfully in Parker s Ginger Tonic asto make it the greatest Blood Purifier and the

many

;

Best Health and Strength Bestorer ever usedIt cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,;
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,

(@T " What is the meaning of Dec.
after my name on the directionSI
This question
label of my paper ?"
has been asked by several, and to save
answering each one, let us here say It
means that you have paid for the full
year, or until " Dec. 31, 1881." "June
81 " means that the first half of the
year is paid for, up to " July 1st." Any
other month, the same.
'

'

Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs;
and all Female CorrTplamts.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what'
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,,
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely,
different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations and;
other Tonics, and combines the best curativeprcpBuy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
ertiesof all.
None genuine without our signature en outside

:

\

<gg^ It

as the

new

one.

(^"Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for SO cents extra.

Hiscox

&

Co., Chemists,

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM

West Pratt Street,

Baltimore, Md.

4wtf

Furnisht pleasant, profitable employment.
Agent;ao Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. Y.

New

York.'

SiSSrc"^

COMB
FOUNDATION,
B^~New
Circular and Samples free.

_&%

FRANCES DUNHAM,
lOI'I'UI'.

ITALIAN

and Bee Hives

BROW \

CO.,

WIS

M. D.

4H'!'.r.\N.
specialties.

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Our new Illustrated

\I7"ANTED-A

situation in an Apiary by a man
with sood practical knowledge of scientific
bee-keeping, who has a good variety of mechanic's
tools, and knows how to use them. Address T. W.
LIVINGSTON, Ainsworth, Iowa.
7-Jtp

Monthly Magazine

It 1ms the largest corps of practical breeders as editors
of any journal of its class in Aiuerie and is
TH"E FINEST POULTRY JOUKNAL IJT THE WOELD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION:—
K1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, in cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.
.

182

CLARK

Friends,

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms enuse and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary nose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with nn engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
;

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &C., Free. JST" Send for it and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & HRO., Crawfish SprinsB, tiu.

V?

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
B. J.

Is a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated
devoted to

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCK.

ENGRAVINGS.

AND DUNHAM

lsmlim

gg"\Vhen changing a postoffice address, mention the old address as well

"\

.

all

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

First Premium*, Medal* and Diplomas.
—Send postal raid, with name and address, for
my new Illustrated Circular and Price-List, coniaining valuable information to all bee-keepers. CHASH. LAKE, successor to the late Richard Colvin, 96
\

\JKJ

[

wrapper.

would save us much trouble, if
would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
We have several letters
this office.
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your

TWENTY-EIGHTH TEAR.
1

if

ST.,

you are

in

-

CHICAGO.

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of our

;

Price «5 cents.— Sent on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS ©. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL. j

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments in Hives, Hoiiey Extractor*, Artificial
Corah, Section Honey Boxes, all books and

journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal cm&, written plainly, to A. 1. Root, Medina, O.

;

:

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.
MS SI

ydSflffiQ tifr

M Mi

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ILL.,
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No.

23, 1881.

The sheath near its point is narrow,
but grows wider towards its base, where
it gradually embraces the remaining
parts, thereby keeping them in place in
their working. Near each edge of the
inner or hollow side of the sheath, runs
a ridge which fits a corresponding groove
in each of the other parts. Near its

the sheath, and along which the parts wound, the valves by their action force
move freely. Each of these parts proper out the poison which fills the cavity, and
tapers down to an exceedingly fine point. which is received from a sac situated
Near the point begin the barbs, which
in some stings number as many as ten,
extending along the sting nearly onehalf its length, and are well-defined.
The parts are of a horny consistency,
point, which is rounded rather bluntly, of a deep red color, and transparent,
it is armed with two feeble sets of barbs, they are also hollow along the greater
numbering as many as four in each set. portion of their length, intended per-

^3?

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION)

Sectional

WEEKLY—

(.52 numbers) $2.00 a year, in advance.
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY- The first and third numbers of
each month, at HSI.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
50 cents a year, in advance.

THE STING OF THE HONEY

BEE,

VERY HIGHLY MAGNIFIED.

p?~ Any person sending aCIub of six is entitled
loan extra copy dike the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
Kemit by monev-order, registered letter, express or bant draft on Chicaeo or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

fW

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe 50 cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

8.

as second class matter.

View

of a Bee Sting.

apart from the base of the sting. The
poison readily passes along the tube
(which is a continuation of the cavity),
and finds its way into the wound with
great facility, owing to the peculiar formation of the sting.
It may often happen that one or both
of the chief parts of the sting are left
in the wound when the sheath is withdrawn, but are rarely perceived on acacount of their minuteness, the person
stung at the same time congratulating
himself at the same time that the sting
has been extracted.
For the American Bee Journal.

A

Scrap of History on Importing Bees.
C. J.

Sting of the
Before

we import

Honey

When

the American Bee Journal
published in Philadelphia by
A. M. Spangler & Co., I commenced to
scan its 24 pages, but have not been a
constant reader ever since its first issue,
January, 1861. I have not seen a historical account of the introduction of the
Ligurian or Italian Alps Bees into this
country, published in the said Journal.
Statements by several writers have appeared in different periodicals concerning the first introduction of the Oriental bees, but the several stories do not
agree as to date, incidents, nor as to who
was the first successful importer.
correspondent of the New England
Homestead claimed that Mr. Cary, Coleraine, Mass., took charge of the first
Italian bees ever imported that were
made to live, and that "Mr. Parsons, of
Flushing, Long Island," was the importer, and gives the date of the first importation in 1860. If the reader will refer to the first numbers of the American Bee Journal he will learn from
Mr.P.J. Mahan's advertisement that he,
Mt. Mahan, was the first to land the Italian bees on the American continent in

Bee.

was

the stingless bees,

or the great bee of Java, Apis dorsata,
its immense stinging power, let us
consider the sting of the bees we now
have, as set forth in the following article by Mr. Bledsoe, of Natches, Miss.

with

The bee sting, in the first place, is not
a perfect tube, nor does it work with a
telescope motion, strictly speaking. It

The whole Bee Sting, magnified.

The base

Point of Sting, higU-n maanifltd.

of the sheath orsting

is

large,

being broad and somewhat flattened,
with an oblong hollow, which constitutes a receptacle for the poison just

Bee Sting magnified, showing the barbs.

a complex instrument, being composed of three distinct parts, of which
the sheath forms one. These three parts
join near the edges, and form a tube
which, viewed sectionally, has the shape
of a triangle, the angles being rounded

first

A

^

is

ROBINSON.

previous to injection in the wound.
The other two parts constitute the
sting proper, and in a sectional view are
semi-circular, the upper edges being
thicker than the lower ones, and squared
to each other, one of the edges having
a projection extending along the under
or inner portion of it, thereby forming
a rabbet along which the opposite part
freely moves. The under or inner edge
of each of these parts tapers down to
extreme thinness, while near the termination of the edge there runs a minute groove which corresponds with the
ridge mentioned in the description of

Point of Sting, showing barbs.

September, 1859. Other parties who
imported bees advertised in the Amer-

ican Bee Journal at the same time,
but none of them disputed Mr. Mahan's
haps to combine lightness and strength. claim except Mr. Wm. Rose, of N. Y.
The two chief parts at the base of the City, who contradicted a statement I
sting gradually assume a nearly round had made in an article in the Country
and tubular form, each terminating be- Gentleman, crediting Mr. H. with the
yond the base of the sting within the honor of being the first successful imbody of the bee, and has an arm at- porter of bees. In a subsequent comtached to it at right angles which forms munication from Mr. Rose, published in
a part of the muscular mechanism by the Country Gentleman, he admitted
which their movement is effected.
that he was not aware that Mr. H.
Also, to each of the chief parts, and brought over bees at the same time of
located in the cavity formed at the base the Government importation of Italian
of the sheath, is attached a plano-convex valve, the convexity of which is
adapted to the inner side of this receptacle, and they occupy about one-half
of the space therein. When the sting
is in action, each of the chief parts is
thrust out and withdrawn alternately
so that when working its way into a

Believing that many readers of
American Bee Journal would

bees.

the

like to learn the history of the introduction of the so-called Italian bees into
this country, I will, providing ye editor
allows, briefly narrate the facts and circumstances of the earliest importations.
It was in 1*53 that the Alps bees were

a
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For the American Bee Journal.

Madame
introduced into Germany.
de Padua, of Mira, Italy, wrote to the
the celebrated Rev. Mr. Dzierzon, who
Lower Sileria, for a model of
his bee hives, and she senthim a colony
of the yellow-barred race of bees, which
were the first ever seen in that part of
Europe. (The Italian hives were about
4 feet long by 1 foot broad and deep,
composed of half inch boards, and one
end entirely open for the entrance.
In 1856 Mr. Samuel Wagner, of York,
Pa., attempted to import a few colonies
of Italian bees, but they all perished on
the voyage. Mr. Langstroth was in error when he wrote in his book that "Mr.
Wagner and Mr. Richard Colvin, of
Baltimore, imported bees in 1859.'' It
was in 1860 when Messrs. Wagner and
Colvin first succeeded in importing the
yellow-barred bees, and they were from
Mr. Dzierzon 's apiary.

The Price

WM.

resided in

history of the first successful importation of those yellow bees into this
country dates back to the summer of

The

1859,

when our Government was

peti-

F.

of Success.

CLARKE.

always more or less costly.
The example of a successful man always
tires the ambition of others, but few
count the cost of success. Just now,
we have, here in Canada, a large number of persons who aspire to be Joneses
Success

is

and the misthey fancy they can do it all at
They forget that this man has
kept bees from boyhood that he has laboriously and slowly plodded his way up
to his present eminence and that it is
only quite recently that he has attained
There is no
distinguished success.
magic or charm about bee-keeping.
The "mysteries" are open secrets. But
there is a certain knack a species of
apicultural talent, a genius or ability,
resulting from a combination of natural qualities and long experience, which
makes one man succeed where others
It is thus in every walk of life.
fail.
Statistics prove that only one merchant
in 27 succeeds in trade. Girards and
Stewarts are mighty scarce in the haunts
quite as much so as
of commerce
Grimms and Hetheringtons are in the

in the line of bee-keeping,

chief
once.

is,

;

;

;

tioned, by a bill introduced in Congress,
to import camels and Cashmere goats
for domestication in the South. At that
time Mr. P. J. Mahan solicited an order
from the then Commissioner of the U.
S. Patent Office, to purchase a few colnumeronies of the European bees for the De- realm of apiculture. There are
partment of Agriculture (then under ous instances of failure in every line of
who
wins
The
man
occupation.
the jurisdiction of the said Commission- human
success, does so by dint of those faculer), and thus get that breed of honey
command it.
bees introduced into this country by the ties and methods which
exception to this genfostering aid of our government. Mr. Bee-keeping is no
to
Mahan was not a throne "stalwart," and eral rule. There is no royal road
rather there is only
his petition was denied. Just at that apiarian success
inwith
which
is
paved
tin,n the
fliQ said
OOirl Commissioner
Prtlll HI it'i;i rl
sent Mr. T. the royal road,
time
of Flushing, N. Y., who telligence, patience, and resolute deter;

:

;

The Season in Florida.— On Dec. 28,
home for a trip through Florida,
where I saw many things that were new
and interesting. Floiida is a country
peculiar to itself. There is no other
like it. The morning I left Charleston,
Dee. 30, the thermometer stood at 121
above zero, and when next day, I en-

port of all bee-keepers. Our bees had
a joyful time last week. Since the first
part of November they had been confined to their hives without interruption, and we feared bad results ; but the
way they made the air buzz on Wednesday last, and their present condition,
does not indicate anything very serious
as yet. Of the 82 colonies at our home
the
apiary, we have lost so far but 1
We winter
rest seemed to be all right.
on summer stands, and use a 4-inch
chaff cushion for protection on top, contracting the brood-chamber with chaff
Greiner Bros.
division boards.
Naples, N. Y., Feb. 14, 1881.

I left

tered the northern part of Florida, I
found the oranges all frozen, and grave
fears entertained for the trees, many of
which were killed. About Gainesville
the orange trees shed their leaves, and
the lemon trees were mostly killed. At
Ocala, I found the orange trees unhurt,
but in many places the lemon trees were
killed, and the lime and guava trees at
[The explanation above referred to is Gainesville were killed. From Ocala
in answer to an inquiry from Mr. C. south, as far as Fort Mead and Tampa,
Wurster, in the Weekly Bee Journal the orange trees looked lovely. At
Fort Mead and Tampa not only the lemof Feb. 9th. Messrs. Greiner Bros, will
on, but the lime and guava were in
congratulaaccept our thanks, as also
fruit and in bloom at the same time.
tions on the happy condition of the bees Tomatoes were in bloom and had ripe
fruit, of which I ate. Think of this,
in their home apiary.— Ed.]
Mr. Editor, while you were many deReferring to the article of Messrs. grees below zero.
"
Prevention of SwarmGreiner Bros.,
J. W. Hudson, M.D.
ing," in American Bee Journal of
Mayesville, Fla., Feb. 6, 1881.
1.
inquire
like
to
would
Jan. 19, 1881, I
What is the " shaking-off process" ? 2.
Bees Leaving their Hives.— I must
Does it mean the reduction of the num- confess that I am very much pleased
ber of bees of a colony likely to swarm
with the Weekly Bee Journal, and
by shaking them off of the frames, addread each number carefully. Success
ing them to a nucleus or weak colony ?
to it and its editor. Will some one in3. If so, how is best to guard against
form me why my bees persist in coming
shaking the queen off into the hive of
out of their hives when the weather is
the weak colony V I so far find it a
so cold V Yesterday was a bright suntedious job to find the queens.
shiny day, but very cold all day, yet my
Beginner.
bees came out in great numbers, never
'
Grand Island, Neb., Feb. 7, 1881.
to return to their hives, as the weather
described
to
is
referred
was so cold they would drop in the snow
[The process
above. It will be economy to Italianize and perish. I put my bees into winter
quarters the first of November, using
your bees, if for no other purpose than chaff division boards made after Mr. A.
convenience in finding queens.— Ed.]
For the top or cover of
I. Root's plan.
my hives (after reducing the number of
thaw
to
5
or
frames
6) I tacked heavy cloth
Had a fciood Flight.— We had a
during last week, with fogs, mist, and a on the bottom of the cap or upper story,
heavy rain on the 12th, which carried then laid three sticks on top of the
off most of the snow in a flood. Fri- frames in the hives, and put the cap or
upper story on, filling it with oats chaff,
day, the 11th, was clear and warm—
fine day for the bees to fly, and they im- and being careful to tuck it down tight
that
around the edges. The bees do not
proved it. too ; every colony, and 4
were nothing but strong nuclei last fall, show any signs of dysentery as I can
carried out a good many dead bees du- see. They have not had a flight since
ring the day but there are many live I packed them for winter.
F. II. Seares.
ones left yet. They appear all right.
Girard, Pa., Feb. 4, 1881.
This is the first flight since about the

B. Parsons,
was a botanist and nurseryman, on a mination.
Listowell, Out., Feb. 15, 1881.
professional tour through Europe for
the purpose of making a report to said
Department. (See its report for 1860 or
Mr. Parsons.was not an apiarist,
1861).
but the Commissioner authorized him
to purchase ten colonies of Italian bees
on government account. Mr. Mahan
proceeded to import bees on his own account, and visited Europe with a view
of purchasing a few colonies of Dr.
Queen Rearing.— I see, on page 35 of
Dzierzon, and attending to them during
the whole voyage. Mr. Parsons report- the weekly Bee Journal, that Mr. W.
ed that he experienced dangerous diffi- Z. Hutchinson states that he has "made
culties in making his tour through Italy, $25 per colony this season rearing dolas war was then going on, but he claimed lar queens." He then says, "let us hear
to have purchased ten colonies on his from breeders of high-priced queens, if
government order, and ten colonies on they have made more." It would be
his individual account. The sequel to interesting, I think, to the readers of
this enterprise clearly indicates the the Journal, to know how many colocharacter of public servants— service nies were made to yield this amount as
and jobbery. Thus the bees purchased it would goto show'how many can be
by Mr. Parsons were all shipped on board made to yield so large a profit when unthe same vessel with the bees purchas- der the care of one man. Mr. Hutchinson
ed by Mr. Mahan, who attended to all does not state whether or not the time
of the bees during their voyage across of the nuclei is counted, in which the
the Atlantic. When the ship arrived in young queens must have been reared
the N. Y. harbor a strife sprung up, as and kept until sold. My own aim has
which was thoris usual, between the parties of New always been to sell that
York and the Philadelphians, the New oughly tested and I knew to be good,
York party being anxious to gain the rather than that which is low priced and
honor of priority, and the Philadelphi- doubtful. If Mr. H. can show that $25
ans ambitious to secure the same honor. per colony can be made from an unlimof colonies, then he will
Both parties endeavored by stratagem, ited numberacknowledged
as the most
certainly be
to win their point, and a hive of theParsuccessful
of
bee-keepers.
sons bees was put into the hands of a
Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed.
stout stalwart New Yorker, and a hive
of Mahan's bees were put into the hands
The Shaking-Off Process.— In answer
of a strong active Philadelphian. The
point was to get priority of landing to your request in the Weekly of the 9th
Well, inst. we would say, that the article rethose bees on American soil.
when the boat from the steamer neared ferred to is to be found on page 255, inthe dock, the New Yorker swung and stead of 355, 1879, under the heading,
threw the hive of Parson's bees on to the "Management during June." As it
wharf, where it was smashed by the col- would only take time and space to repeat
as the boat touched, Mr. Doolittle's plan in detail (for this
lision, and so won
the Philadelphian ran with the bees he would be the best we could do) we will
had in charge and placed them safely on only say that by the shaking-off process
land. Thus Mr. Mahan was the quas- we mean the artificial ncrease of one
tatore or pioneer importer of Italianbees swarm from every two old colonies, by
shaking the bees from the combs of the
into America.
Now the reader is wanting to know first hive, and placing these combs with
what became of the bees purchased for a new queen on the stand of the second,
and with the government funds. Well, this latter being removed to a new locaParsons claimed and took all of the col- tion. We have been successful to a
Of great measure in handling bees in this
onies that survived the voyage.
course it was the Government's bees way, and can recommendit as worthy
of trial. Like many others, we, too, can
that died en route.
Mr. Mahan got information that the help swell the chorus in favor of the
bees purchased by Parsons cost our gov- young Weekly. At first it did not seem
ernment $1,800, but when I quizzed the to fill the place of the attractive appearCommissioner on that matter, he said ance and convenient shape of the old
the cost was not one-half that amount, monthly; but after a month's trial we
and he seemed to be entirely satisfied find the weekly visits amply compensate for all deficiencies in other respects,
with the case as it stood.
At some future time I may write you especially since the new feature of its
being cut and pasted made its appearsubject.
this
on
more
ance. The Weekly deserves the supRichford, N. Y., Jan. 23, 1881.
;

Feb. 23,

;

:

.

;

R. Downs.
middle of November.
Naugatuck, Conn., Feb. 15, 1881.

Bees doing Well.— I started to winter
30 colonies, all in chaff hives, and have
27 remaining at this date. Of those
which I have lost, 2 starved and the
other was diseased, I think. The percentage of loss among bee-keepers in
this section has been even less than
mine, where chaff hives were used ; in
single- walled hives it has been greater,
with a prospect of more loss. The re-

cent heavy thaw has enabled my bees
to take a good fly. They came out
largely for 3 days in successi'on, and but
few were lost. I am much pleased with
the Weeklv Journal. C. M. Bean.
McGrawville, N. Y., Feb. 14, 1881.

Bees— Present Condition.— In looking
over 43 colonies to-day (all the hives at
the home apiary) I find them as follows
4 dead, 6 weak, 12 fair, 13 prime, 8 extra,
and 7 with a little brood. Doubtless
:

[Your bees are uneasy from long confinement, and were lured out by the
bright sunshine. In similar cases it is
a good plan to shade the fronts of the
hives with slanting boards.— Ed.]
"Cut and Paste."— That's the

style ;
to it as soon as your usual energy can clear the way. From 40 stands
at the setting out time in April, down
to 24 by the middle of May, then up
again to 54, with about 1000 lbs. of surplus, in 1 lb. sections, is the story of the
of the writer's apicultural experiences
for 1880. Bees in the cellar apparently
are doing well, save a few uneasy and
affected with dysentery. The temperature is from 30 to 40 indoors, during
the past 3 months ; while outside it has
ranged from freezing to 38- below zero.
There are fewer bees on the cellar

get

down

floor
ters.

common during warmer winNot a day has been warm enough

than

for bees to fly since the
November. Success to

middle of

last

more had brood, but I did not see any
the Weekly.
more in the sweepings of the bottom Remember the closing cadence, "cut
boards. Fair, prime and extra are my and paste."
Geo. L. Scott.
marks for good, better, best.
Wadena, Iowa, Feb. 15, 1881.
11.

Jacksonville,

111.,

Feb.

T. Collins.

—

8, 1881.

Hurrah for chaff
Packed in Chafl.
It saved our bees and we
packing
Many
bees
Dead.—
and
the
Dying
The
feel safe now to whistle pretty loud,
have been lost hereabouts by the sever- We had a general thaw, some warm,
ity of the winter following a season of calm weather, afording the bees a good
very scant supply of honey in the flow- fight, and us a chance to examine them.
ers. I increased to 25 from 8 colonies, We found them all in good condition, a
and although I fed a barrel of honey in few wanting additional food, which we
the autumn, 10 are now dead. All are supplied, and several had a little dysenJ. T. Scofield.
out-doors.
tery. There was not a mouldy comb
Barnesville, O.
among the lot. Brood in all stages of
development was found in a number of
Bees all Alive.— The thermometer in- hives in fact, in all the centre combs
dicates 15 J below zero this morning— the there were some. Do bees need water
coldest we have had this winter. My and pollen to rear brood ? We doubt it.
bees are all alive yet. The bottom Being confined over 3 months where
boards of my Quinby chaff hives are could they have got the water 1 In the
dry. I am in good hopes for the future. fall, after all vegetation was dead, we
took up 7 colonies, (given us by a neighW. Bolling.
bor who would have brimstoned them),
Dunkirk, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1881.
1

;

;

;
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2 of the 7, gave them empty
frames and fed a little honey, and the
rest, enough of sugar to see them thro'
the winter. These 7 made 2 strong colonies, and they have considerable brood
started, hut have had neither water nor
pollen except what was contained in
the food furnished them, which leads
us to believe that they do not require
either water or pollen until the warm
weather of summer. Those who left
their bees unprotected in this vicinity
are losing many. One person near us
lost 11 out of 13, another 7 out of 20,
and all around we hear of losses.

we made

W.
Pine Grove, Pa., Feb.
i)4

Days.— It

is 9-t.days

II. Stout,
13, 1881.

since

my

bees

have had a My. and' to-day is the worst
of any, for it is snowing with a gale of
wind from the N. E. My hives are out of
sight under the snow. My bees are well
prote'cted with boxes packed with chaff
and straw, but the tall honey was so
poor that, unless they have a fly soon,
-they will suffer badly. I will venture
to say that one-half the bees wintered
on summer stands in this section (northern 111.) will go to bee heaven before
next May. I see, on page 28 of the
weekly Journal, you advise to plant
basswood seed in drills. Please inform
me when to gather the seed, and when
to plant, whether in spring or fall. I
have tried it various ways, but never succeeded in a single instance in making
them grow, and am very anxious to set
300 or 400 of the trees around my lots,
for shade as well as honey. I think
your article on adulteration the best I
ever read, and I have read it to a great
many people of our town, and they all

pronounce it good. I don't think there
js much danger of over-stocking in this
part of the country, unless we can devise

some better mode of wintering, for

one winter they do well in the cellar,
and next on summer stands, and vice

my bees all die I shall get
another colony if I have to sell the cow
to get it, and the Journal.
D. L. Whitney.
Rockton, 111., Feb. 12, 1881.
versa.' If

and buckwheat good season that ensures plenty of new swarming and dividing. I think I am
swarms and a bountiful harvest, makes in a good location here for hoes, and
him feel very important, and his great Dear a good market, Des Moines, only 8
I8and20cts.
But miles distant. I obtai
success is spread far and near.
should he lose 25 per cent, of his bees in for comb and 15 to 20 els. for extracted
wintering, he is very quiet about men- honey. I have plenty of linn, white
tioning it. In fact, ten chances to one clover, sumac and Simpson honey plant
farm- growing wild here. I am well pleased
Deep Snow.— My bees are all on the he does not mention it at all. The
summer stands, not having a flight this er that loses a few sheep or a few cows, with the Weekly Bee Journal.
Mn.o Smith.
winter they seem to be all right, but thinks it no disgrace, and makes no conGreenwood, Polk Co., Iowa.
the
the snow is so deep that it is difficult to cealment of the fact, but discusses
keep the hives from being buried in it. causes of his loss with his neighbors and
basswood yielded
gave a big yield.

fair

increased as much
as I could, not expecting to get much
honey tosell 200 IDS. Of extracted honey
being all I had.
II. K. BeechAM.
Acme, Mich., Feb. 4, 1881.
I

;

think will take the tries to avoid disaster in the future.
The bee-keeper has one advantage over
the farmer; while the farmer has nothing
H. Klosterman.
to show after his loss, the bee-keeper has
Shawano, Wis.. Feb. 12, 1881.
his empty hives, and they are placed
carefully in their usual position upon
Report Your Losses.— My bees did their summer stands, and no one would
poorly last season. I have 60 colonies suspect loss unless an examination is
packed in chaff. 40 of these were very commenced. Then if the bee-keeperis
strong when I put them away for win- finally cornered, his loss is about so
ter but I very much fear that the long many. About means anywhere from 5
severe winter will destroy all that I have. to 20, and he will not talk freely about
I will report when I take them to their
Knowing these
it until the next fall.
summer stands, if it ever gets warm peculiarities of bee-keepers (we are one
enough to take them there. I suggest of them), we want full and straight rethat the name given to the Holy Land ports. We will promise such a one on
bees, be Palestine bees. I think it much our part, and hope others will not be
more euphonious than " Holy bees. " ashamed of theirfailures as well as their
What say you, bee-keepers ? I hope successes.
J. H. Martin.
the readers of the Bee Journal will
Hartford, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1881.
make brief reports for its columns.
Let us know the worst "though the
Width of Sections.— Are not l 1 ^ inches
heavens fall."
J. R. Baker.
about the proper thickness for section
Keithsburg, 111., Jan. 9. 1831.
boxes, where no separators are used ?
2. Are they not more liable to build
Letter from Australia.— The Ameri- the. combs straighter than if they were
can Bee Journal is full of most use- thicker ?
Its
ful and interesting information.
3. ,Can there not be more honey obcorrespondents are evidently experi- tained without the separators than with
enced and astute observers, and I have them and if so, what per cent. V
much pleasure in giving testimony to
A. J. F.
the excellence and variety of matter, all
East Liverpool, O., Feb. 14, 1881.
tending to make bee-keeping a popular
[1. No; we would use them 2 inches.
and practical science, which appear in
2. No ; if you use starters.
its columns.
S. McDonnell.
Sydney, Australia.
3. There will, of course, be the addition of as much honey in each section
Cutting Bee-Gums.— I have found a as would be taken up in space for the
bee-tree— a large basswood. I wish to
do not think the sepasave the bees, when is the best time to separators. We
rators make any perceptible difference
cut it V Give general directions.
A. B.
Belleville, Ont.
in theamount of honey gathered.— Ed.]

My

straw hives

I

prize again this winter.

;

;

sun or drouth.— Ed.] want it. Now chop (or saw) above and
below the bees, and your " gum" is
Bees in Northern Michigan.— The ready for transportation. If, however,
many reports of a poor season last year, the tree should break, in falling, right
to

may show

that this
northern country is not such a poor
place to keep bees as many may suppose. We are having pretty cold weather
now ; the mercury going down to 20° below zero on the 2d inst., which, by the
way, is the coldest we have had at the
present time it is 17° below, but no wind
with it, or we should feel it pretty sharp.
There is plenty of snow about 3 feet
in the roads on a level. Two years ago
I started with the American Bee
in different parts,

;

;

Journal

(which no

man who keeps

bees ought to do without, especially the
Weekly), and one colony of bees, and
increased to three the next year I increased them to 11, using all the Dunham foundation they would work, and
rearing my queens all in June, excepting one bought of Alfred II. Newman,
which I successfully introduced. I think
they have plenty of honey to winter on
they are packed in chaff on their summer stands with snow enough around
them to help keep out the irost. We
generally have snow enough for that
purpose every year, so that the ground
never freezes, the soil being sandy and
clay loam the water works away as fast
as it thaws, and we are never troubled
with mud or water in the hives. We
had honey from the willows and soft
maples about the 1st of April last, then
followed hard maple and an immense
crop of fruit blossom honey, so much
that I had to extract to make room for
the queen in one hive, and although
white clover blossomed profusely yet
we received no honey from it. We had
a fair crop of Alsike, an abundance
from wild raspberry and blackberry;
;

I

;

[Gather the basswood seed as soon as
[The best time will be in early spring,
ripened, either after or just before fall- .just after honey-flow sets in and before
ing from the trees. In spring soak well the combs are filled with brood. Fall
in tepid water, then plant in drills 3 or the tree in the direction of the entrance,
4 inches apart. When 1 year old, trans- which is done by chopping the tree
plant into a sandy loam soil, if possible. nearly off on that side first. When it
Keep partially shaded till well devel- begins to swing, a few strokes on the
oped, as the young plants will not stand other side will lay it in the position you

much exposure
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where the bees are located (which frequently happens), then save and transfer all the combs you can into frames,
and get the queen and bees into a hive,
which you should have provided in advance.— Ed.]
Give us all the Facts.— Vour issue of
Jan. 26 reached us on Feb. 2. We gave
an audible smile when we were informed, on page 28, that the weather is milder.
Our weather has not let up enough
to thaw for a month, and now our thermometer, the first days of February,
ranges at about 18° below zero, with
the thinnest kind of a north wind.
While at work in our shop we have to
feed our stove constantly and work lively to keep off the effects of Jack Frost.
We have enjoyed eighty days of excelWe think if the present
lent sleighing.
weather continues, the chaff hive advocates will have a winter severe enough
to test their plan of wintering. We notice several reports of losses, and we
hope hereafter each person will state
how their bees were wintered, in chaff
or in the cellar, or without protection.
We winter in the cellar, and think it the
very best plan. We have a few swarms

packed in chaff, and we have wished
them in the cellar several times during
this extreme winter we are having, and
are very solicitous about their comfort
and final condition. We are therefore
anxious to hear how others are wintering when packed in like manner. Beekeepers, as a rule, are peculiar in their

statements of success and failure.

A

Bees in Georgia.— My bees went into
winter quarters with but little honey,
and some of them have perished on account of the weather being too cold to
feed them. I am feeding some weak
colonies now, hoping the weather will
soon break, so that they can get a living
for themselves. My bees stopped brood
rearing very early in the fall and have
not yet begun again. Last year, brood
rearing continued every month during
the year. We are not troubled here
about wintering we leave our colonies
out unprotected all winter. I think of
stimulating soon, so as to encourage
brood rearing. Peaches bloom by the
then our bees can live
1st of March
without feeding. I am the only man in
this locality that has the movable
frame hive, and I have the only station
bees in the county. I have 30 colonies,
28 being Italians. I find comb foundation a great help, and shall send 50 lbs.
of wax to be made into Dunham foundation. I am proud to see the Weekly
Journal come in. I read every word
in it as soon as I get it. Success to it.
;

;

H. M. Williams, M. D.

Bowden, Ga., Feb.

14, 1881.

Wintered in a Cave.— I have 35 colonies of bees, 10 in Root's chaff hives,
and the balance in simplicity hives. I
shall get about as many more, and want
to make a lot of hives, but am undecided
which kind to make. I have my simplicities all packed in good boxes, and
all appear to be wintering well, although
we have had an unusually cold winter
thermometer has been as low as 28° below zero, and has remained below zero
for 10 days at a time. I like the simplicities for summer, as they are more
convenient to handle, but which is best
to make, chaff hives or the others, and
pack in boxes, I have not been able to
decide. In the winter of 1879-80, 1 had
nine, all in simplicity hives, and made
a cave on the top of the ground with
I put 51 in and
ventilating tubes, &c.
took out 22 alive, and only 15 of these
were able to give me any surplus. I obtained about 1000 lbs. from 15 colonies
and their increase to 35 by natural

Placing Sections Crosswise.— Will bees
readily in the sections where
they are put on crosswise of the brood-

work as

Peter Billing.
?
Pawnee, Neb., Feb. 10, 1880.
[We think it makes but little differ-

frames

ence, so long as the usual space is left
between the tops of the brood frames
and the sections.— Ed.]

Feeding Candy.— My 25 colonies of bees
flight on January 30, and Feb 10,
but to-day is very cold. I am feeding
candy made of granulated sugar and
flour, laid on the frames under the quilt.
I use the Langstroth hive.
I have had
a few for 15 years, but never knew the
value of a movable frame until I took
your Journal, and now I read every
thing I can get on bee culture, and am
much pleased with the Weekly. The
last 5 years were poor honey seasons
our honey crop here is from white clover, there being no basswood, poplar
nor -golden rods near. I intend to sow

had a

;

alsike and melilot clover this
spring on waste places.
L. T. Mobberlt.
Long Grove, Ky., Feb. 14, 1881.

some

—

Mitchell Hive. I have 14 colonies in
the Mitchell hive, in fair condition so
far. I have used the Mitchell hive 2
years now and like it well. Bees done
well here last summer. I commenced
last spring with 6 colonies, increased to
14, and received from each colony 80
I have relbs. of extracted honey.
ceived 5 numbers of the Weekly Bee
Journal. I am well pleased with it,
and would not give it up for twice its
cost. It is just what I want, as I am a

new hand

at bee-keeping, so I can
hear form those who have kept bees for
Success to the
a good many years.

Weekly Bee Journal.
H.
Burlington, Wis., Feb.

Information

J.

Smith.

8, 1881.

Wanted.— I

was very

much interested in Mr. James Heddon's
article in the Journal for February
2d.
He says " I find that by the use
:

of proper methods of adjusting sections
on hives, and proper care after so doing,
there is no need of those nuisances
I should be
called separators."

Now

much pleased to have Mr. Heddon
how to adjust the sections, and also

very
tell

how

to care for them after adjusted. It
sure, that bees are hindered by separators, and from my experience, I find
that metal is the only practical material
to use, and the first cost of this is quite
is

an item.

Carl Tuttle.

Berlin Heights, O., Feb.

5, 1881.

Spider Plant.— Will stock eat flgwort
?
I have some waste
ground on which I can use both for bee
food, but it is nnfenced. Please answer
through the Weekly Bee Journal.
E. S. Hopkins.

or spider plant

Jeffersonville, Ind., Feb. 17, 1881.

[We
there

Why
sesses

think they would not, unless
was great scarcity of other forage.
not harrow in melilot? It pos-

many advantages

over either of

named, and the sooner put
the' ground the better.— Ed.]

the plants
in

Bees Nearly All Dead.— My 40 colonies
of bees are nearly all dead if I have 5
colonies alive in the spring I shall be
thankful. Some of them were in large
boxes filled in with straw all around,
and 6 inches of straw over them. I had
8 put up in that way, and not more than
3 of the colonies arenowalive the rest
were in Langstroth hives, with straw in
the caps, on the summer stands. I expect nearly all the bees in this section
H. M. Noble.
will die this winter.
;

;

Swedesburg, Iowa, Feb.

10, 1881.

;
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"Come Let us Reason together."

^3w ^ffisy

;

A despondent bee-keeper writes

Now

is

the Accepted Time.

Feb. 23,
We cannot close this article without
expressing the opinion that, although
the winter has been most disastrous to
bees on this continent, it has been very
favorable for the production of honey
the coming summer, and those fortunate enough to have retained their bees

"I
The season is rapidly approaching for
about ready to abandon the pursuit the formation of plans for the summer's
of bee culture for something that will operations and by the time this numpay better."' But what is there that is ber has reached its respective readers,
C.
always prosperous,independent of times many can " take stock'' of what is left
Editor and Proprietor,
and seasons ?
and make almost exact calculations re- will realize satisfactory results.
Fruit fails once in a while, does the garding the work to be done. Of course,
fruit culturist cut down his trees and the first question to be settled will be
CHICAGO, ILL., FEB. 23, 1881.
What will the Weather be ?
burn them, and then search for some- whether to manipulate the apiary to obthing that pays better than raising tain the largest possible increase in
In the East, during the second week
8g"We can supply but a few more of peaches, apples or plums ? Crops of numbers of colonies, or with a view to in this month, the weather was mild
the back numbers to new subscribers. grain often fail in large districts, as the the production of honey alone. There and the "January thaw" took place.
If any want them, they must be sent for result of atmospheric influence, insect are many who will " trust to luck" to This allowed bees a good flight, and
depredations or unpropitious weather. shape their course for the future (as un- thousands of colonies were saved, which
soon.
Will farmers then cease to plow and doubtedly they have largely done in the otherwise would have perished.
Te> have received quite a number
sow, and go in search of something that past), and these will, we are sorry to say,
In the West, it is now a matter of
We will pay better ?
of catalogues of supply dealers.
be found to constitute the majority. much importance to know what the
will notice them all in the Bee JourThe present severe winter has been But the calculating, careful, prudent, weather is to be for the next three or
nal for next week.
very destructive on all kinds of live intelligent, successfnl bee-keeper, will four weeks. Many colonies of bees need
stock. Thousands of cattle have al- form his plans in advance, and work a "flight" so badly that if it cannot be
^•In order to accommodate our for- ready died on the prairies and western systematically with a view to their ac- obtained, death will be the result. They
eign subscribers,and those in out-of-the- lands,— will the breeder give up, and complishment.
also need "feeding," which we are hapway places, where mails are infrequent, seek some other business that will not
If increase be the object in view, the py to say Prof. Vennor says may be poswe have concluded to put the numbers be so destructive and that will pay bet- first warm, pleasant days will be turned sible this week. The Professor says
of each month into Monthly parts, with ter?
to advantage in looking over the hives,
"With the beginning of the last week
a printed wrapper. Those who desire it
Storms on Lake and ocean cause the cleaning up the combs (preserving the of the month, brilliant, mild, spring like
in that form, can hereafter have the Bee the waters to yawn and swallow many
will again appear, melting the
weather
bright, straight ones, and melting the
Journal in monthly parts at the same a valuable vessel and cargo—does the others into wax), selecting the strongest snow and rendering the sleighing impossible in some localities.
price as the Weekly.
mariner become disgusted and look for
and bestcolonies in which torearqueens
A few days before the close of the
some business that has no drawbacks ? and drones, and overhauling the hives month high winds are likely to prevail,
if
trouble,
much
(g* It would save us
The manufacturer, the banker and the and frames so that the work of dividing with gales around New York, Long Island Sound and other points, with blusall would be particular to give their P.O. merchant often have to grapple with
and building up can be rapidly and sys- try weather in Canada and the Northern
address and name, when writing to financial distress and commercial panMake prepara- United States. The last two days are,
tematically pursued.
We have several letters ics, do they forsake the counter, desk tions, also, for prompt and liberal feed- however, likely to be fair, and the month
this office.
will end with little snow on the ground.
(some inclosing money) that have no and factory, and look for some business
ing at such times as the bees cannot
March will come in like a lion. The
name. Many others having no Post- that is without loss and trouble.gather honey. If there is a scarcity of beginning of the month will be characyou
if
Also,
State.
or
office, County
Prof. Riley predicts another visitation
desirable combs, now is the time to or- terized by storms of wind, which will
live near one postoffice and get your of the 18 and 17 year locusts, both broods
culminate during the second week in
der your foundation have it shipped
heavy gales throughout the United
mail at another, be sure to give the ad- coming together this year, which in
by freight, and accept none but the States. On the 2d there will be heavy
dress we have on our list.
their destructive career will eat up vegbrightest and best. If your hives are snow storms in Quebec and Montreal.
etation, and leave the earth bare in
not perfectly satisfactory, or you are On the 8th snow storms are probable in
(g"The following from a correspond- many and vast districts— will the agriSt. Louis, Kansas, Arkansas and Indian
likely to need more, order them now,
Territory. On the 9th and 10th gales
ent from Melbourne, Australia, is an- culturists therefore, leave the fruitful
in the flat, and to be shipped by freight. are probable around New York, Boston
other illustration of the wonderful in- fields of America and go to the barren
Now is the time to ascertain if anything and intervening points, and snow storms
stincts of the honey bee:
hills of Italy: or the burning sands of
pretty general.
else maybe wanted, and to procure it.
About the 7th and 8th, storms of wind
Arabia
?
"A singular circumstance is reported
who
will and snow may be expected, followed by
however,
many,
There
are
South
from a hot, dry valley in Kew
No, indeed such reverses but stimuWales. Last year the drought there late progressive men to further dili- wish to devote their time and resources rain and slush. This condition of things
was of long duration, and the denizens gence and more dauntless courage. to the production of honey— having now will terminate in a eold dip about the
13th or 14th, with a fall of snow. On
of the apiaries suffered much from it.
about as many bees as they wish to care the 13th, cold weather may be expected
This year the bees have made provision When the farmers, herders, fruit grownatural
inupon
depending
and
for,
in Toronto, Sarnia and other points
They ers, merchants and bankers set the exagainst a similar emergency.
have filled a large number of the exter- ample, it will be time enough for bee- crease for the number they may yet de- west.
St. Patrick's Day will arrive during
nal cells in every hive with pure water
to perform
become discouraged. Until sire. These have much work
the cold snap in Ontario and Quebec
instead of honey. It is thought that keepers to
their colonies to the
up
building
in
and the Northern States, while rain,
the instinct of the creatures leads them tlien, hold on perseveringly for the avrequisite strength to gather honey rap- snow and sleet will prevail southward
to anticipate a hot summer."
erage years will make as good a showing
idly and profitably. Now is the time to as far as Washington, and snow and
for bees and honey as any other bust
in the Canadian maratime
manufacture or order extra hives, sur- rain will fall With the beginning of the
4fMr. Robinson, on page 58 of the ness.
:

am

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

—

:

;

!

;

gives some items of history
concerning the first importation of Ital<iT" Can I put in my advertisement
are sorian bees into this country.
once each month and reach all the readry to see his reflection concerning "job- ers of the Bee Journal ?" This is a
bery," and the dying of the bees belong- question that is asked by several. Of
ing to the Government, en route. We course you can. The first issue in every
had an interview with Mr. Parsons month goes to every subscriber monthwhile in New York, and should be very ly, semi-monthly and weekly. But as
sorry to intimate that he did any thing 19 out of every 20 of all our subscribers
are not able
wrong in the matter.
take the weekly, it is a matter of small
to contradict M. Robinson's statement, moment which week an advertisement
endorse
it.
We
do
not
certainly
but we
Those who are too poor to
is inserted.
did not notice the sentence until the take a weekly, or those who are not
"forms" were made up, and nearly enough interested in the art to get and
ready for the press.
read it, will not benefit an advertiser

Journal,

We

—

We

very much. Advertisements may be
BaTOn account of unfavorable weath inserted every other week, or once a
Monroe Centre, month, or weekly, as desired.
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
few present, adjourned to the same
£g" Any one desiring to get a copy of
place on March 29, 1881.
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
A. Rice, Pres.
er the convention at

%&• Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
they desire to become members, a fee
of $1.00 should accompany it, and the
name will be duly recorded. This notice is given at the request of the Exec-

names

utive Committee.

to this office.

provinces.
third week of this month general snow
falls, from the Lower Provinces westare likely to prevail.
for section boxes. If you have occasion ward to Chicago,
They will be succeeded by mild and
to buy anything, send your order only
spring-like weather, with indications of
toreasonable, responsible dealers—such rain and snow while heavy rain storms
as have built up a reputation by honora- will probably set in in the Lower Provinces and portions of the United States.
ble, upright dealing, and who are not
During the last week, heavy rains will
their
advertise
ashamed to liberally
prevail throughout Canada, with a probSend them your order able fall of snow in the direction of St.
merchandise.
early, to enable them to fill it satis- Louis, Mo., and easterly gales in the
There
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
factorily, and to give you the benefit of
will be signs of the opening of navigaThere tion in Ontario, while snow falls will be
the cheapest transportation.
will be many wet, disagreeable days, probable at points west of Montreal;
will be likely in
unfit for out-door work, when the time On the 17th heavy rains
the Lower Provinces and Quebec, and
can be profitably employed in putting through portions of the United States
together the hives, frames, sections,etc; and from the 20th to the end of the
therefore, order everything flat. Do not month there will be wet weather in Halthe weather will be
delay ordering an article till you want ifax. On the 30th
blustry, with sleet and snow possible at
to use it— it is short-sighted and disas- many points east and west. The old
trous economy. Be particular to state adage about March when it comes in
falsified, as the
jvsl what you want and only what you want. like a lion will not be
Now is the time to make choice of month probably will end lamb-like.

plus boxes, sections, extracting frames,
comb foundation for brood chambers or

;

waste or poor-producing soil for plantgive a good share of space to
Select and order your seeds at
once— order liberally. Take advantage "Our Letter Drawer" this week, for
watching with interest the
of the first general thaw to get in your many are
all over the country confrom
reports
and
betless
bees
have
Better
clovers.
bees, how they are doing,
ter pasturage, than more bees and poor cerning the
ing.

pasturage.

what the prospects

are, etc.

:

:
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strong ground was then
of blood, and were often mated this theory, but
to it.
Many years
with drones from the same mother, it taken in opposition
have proven the corpractice
our stock of actual
is a great wonder that we find
position then assumed.
occupying so high a position as it does rectness of the
Well may We leel It is also confirmed by the experience of
at the present .lay.
who have noticed that colonies
gratified thai the great progress that has those
young queens are most vigbeen made within the past few years, containing
being equal. I
has arrested this hindrance to bee cul orous, other conditions
imported bees are
asked
often ..... if
am
of bee
-w~~ .....
„—..—
attention
.incmiu"
«.
the
uio
turned
lumen
and
ana
ture,
lure,
MISCELLANEOUS
not.
keepers to this all-important demand, preferable to home-ored. [think
discouraging the minotice first the condition under but I am tar from
Let
us
of queens. We need the new
Feeding Bees.—Mr. L. 0. Root, in
process of which queens were reared during the portation
is well tilled with honey), the
selected with greatAmerican Agriculturist, gives the followIn many instances we must ad- blood, but let it be
nast
curing goes on the same as in the hive
the
est care. All of us who are m any way
only
seasons
poor
during
subject
that
nit
above
the
big as his views on
and as the honey becomes ripened, the
would swarm, which secured! interested in the Improyemenl of bees
to fall and in about best stocks
The frequent inquiries at. this season, mercury will begin
from the best colonies in America, are largely indebted to the
queens
young
the
difference
no
will
see
you
who at much
as to the best feeder to be used, proves two weeks
Another
fact in connection with many enterprising men,
only.
In
room.
the
in
being
honey
expense have so successfully
that many have not furnished their bees from the
this method, which resulted in advan- risk and
and
square
ft.
12
room,
honey
my
with sufficient stores to carry them thro 1879,
uncared-for condi- introduced new and desirable strains,
kept at 90, (having 4,000 taee was that in the
I am positive that our good 8 ft. high, was
only the Their labors should be generally appretin' winter.
room), when tion of our bees in those days,
said
in
honey
of
pounds
largely
was
very
season
winter, thus! ciated.
yield the past
the
survived
vigorous
most
outside,
8060 to
The skill and thought which have
due to the fact that our bees were in tine the mercury stood at troubled me by destroying the poor stock, and perpethoney
condition in the spring. Still if I had and none of my
-— had sue- been given to this subject in this coun«w~-, which
"'v best,
only the
Millie k'liij
uating
Honey
souring.
or
granulated
sufficient stores. try for several years past, have resulted
bees without sufficient honey at this sea- becoming
way will show no signs ot ceeded in gathering
son of the year, I should make an effort cured in this
which arose from nat- in an improvement upon imported stock.
or April, and not These conditions
March
before
candy
to save them.
not from the incelhgent Who would think of breeding from an
to a great amount ural causes and
The first thing necessary is good food. then unless subjected
have tended to imported queen to any extent without
bee-keeper
the
of
care
very cold weather.
first testing her ?
Do not take the advice of some and use of Extracted
to hinder.
than
rather
elevate
to
liable
more
is
honey
And by this I do not mean a test of
cheap food, made from grape sugar,
let us notice some of the hinBut
takit
is
as
honey,
comb
than
which they recommend. We know of granulate
All who are familiar with the color of her queens or workers. I have
as
it is drances.
soon
as
usually
bees
the
from
en
nothing better than best "A" sugar.
aware of the large known equally desirable stock both in
they have had time habits of bees are
Next in importance is the manner ot stored, and before
queens which are, or would dark and light colored bees. We have
is in it, and number of
that
water
the
evaporate
should
to
this
it,
as
preparing and feeding
during the season, when stock at present of dark workers that
more water and less honey. be supersedednatural
tendencies. The are second to none as honey-gatherers,
differ according to the season. In win- so there is
their
to
left
the
on
it
putting
by
can be cured
ter, the food should be as free from This
oueensofsuchcoloniesareinferiorinva- and are of extra disposition. I speak
boil,
to
a
nearly
it
bringing
moisture as is possible, and be placed stove and
them so poor that of this to discourage too strong effort in
impurities, and the rious ways some of
without due conwhere the bees can have ready access to skimming off the
they have' just enough fertility to de- the direction of color
weather
cold
very
until
keep
will
honey
suitable
Prepare a piece of board of
which a queen may sideration of other qualities,
it.
sign of granula- nosit an egg from
any
show
will
it
before
cover
standard of exto
our
enough
up
large
round
thickness, just
Compare the quality of a: Let us
extracted honey becomes he reared.
the top of ttie frames, and not allow the tion. When
under such circumstan- cellence until all valuable qualities shall
produced
uueen
amit
is
found,
be
to
ignoring beauty, but
warmth to escape. Nail cleats on one hard with no water
ces with one reared with the attention be attained, not
of its purity.
let those appear handsomest which
side, at each end, to prevent warping, pie proof
that I shall indicate as essential.
way
common
most
the
given
have
I
themselves best.
and with a sharp chisel scoop out the
The truest of sayings that "blood will prove
but will now give
centre of the board, forming a trough for extracting,
the honey tell," is as true of bees as of any form
Leave
way.
correct
the
is
deit
much
as
large enough to hold as
Kcail before the North Eastern Convention.
hive until it is all capped of animal life.
sired to feed. Then make a quantity of in the
Where is the bee-keeper of much exit will be cured as well
then
and
over,
a
sugar
in
the
Put
follows
as
candy
The Wintering of Bees.
with a sharp knife perience who does not in many instances
sauce-pan with a little water and a small as box honey ; then
remove the capping and feel the force of this difference each
proportion of flour and boil, stirring it for the purpose,
conGEO. w. HOUSE.
out with the extractor, putting season ? In an apiary as ordinarily
until it begins to grain. Pour this can- throw
with ducted, colonies will vary in production
covered
place,
warm
in
a
honey
the
when
and
dy into the trough described,
nothing
The great and all important question
cloth or screen, to keep out flies of honey all the way from nearly
sufficiently cooled remove the cover of a fine
and your honey up to a very satisfactory amount, and now to De understood is, how to manage
it, and to admit the air,
upon
board
the
invert
and
hive
the
sucthick, and keep for a long this variation comes more largely from the apiary so as to carry the bees
so that the food comes over the cluster will become
the difference in the quality of queens cessfully through the interval from the
This being the warmest place time.
of- bees.
time
of
fruit
You
the
1st of December to
than from any other one cause.
in the hive, the bees can secure the food
will ask, how can all these obstacles be blossoms in the spring. Give this knowmost readily.
obqueens
be
best
the
and
ledge to the apiarian and bee-keeping is
removed
As to the best method of feeding
apiansis,
asuccess.
success. With all our noted apiarists,
tained? I answer, in the same way as a
opinion.
variety
of
is
a
there
food,
liquid
all improvement is accomplished, by an SU ch as Quinby, Langstroth, Wagner
I would not advise the feeding in liquid
intelligent persistent application of the and others as leaders in apiculture, we
form at this season, but as in spring a
best views of all interested. Much has yet find many difficulties to encounter,
feeder for this purpose will be needed,
been done already, but more remains that their wisdom has not sufficed to
the
I give my preference. I think that
Convention.
yet to be done. Many of us have been, lead us to that desired goal— "perfect
North-Eastern
engravin
the
shown
Van Dusen feeder,
and are still working in various ways to success." Hence it is that this subject
our stock. We, with many of wintering bees is of leading irnporWe regret to say that the third day's improve
others, have secured stock ot the very tance-and well deserves the earnest
proceedings have not yet come to hand, best quality we could find, and from thought, study and careful experiments
Then
although sent us by Secretary House many different sources.
of our most practical apiarists.
Here, in brief, is the course that must in discussing this all important theme,
some ten days ago. The " snow blockbe pursued. Stock must be obtained of let us consider the facts that bear upon
ade" is the cause we suppose.
the very best possible quality and of it, glean what we can from experience,
President Root's annual address on different strains. Queens must be reared and then see if we can arrive at justified
desirable qualities, conclusions.
the subject of "Queen Bees," is as fol- for their actually
With the benefit of our experience ot
and not for color or show. They must
lows
season when the over thirty years, I shall endeavor to
proper
be raised at the
It is not my purpose at this time to most favorable conditions may be se- give facts with the practical workings
discuss the merits of the different races cured. The queens must be derived as derived from what knowledge we at
of bees, or their crosses, neither to give from one strain, and the drones with present possess.
We will commence by
ing, answers all the requirements better
processes of rearing queens, which which they mate from another, thus asking: "What are the requisites for
than any other. This is filled, as shown the
but
forth;
set
been
?"
times
many
have
producing a direct cross. In this way the safe wintering
at the left hand, and when inverted and
rather to call attention to the all-impor- two colonies which manifest the most
It is a fact that bees, from their conplaced over the opening at the top of
of good queens. superior qualities may be used, from fined situation in winter, cannot excrete
consideration
tant
the hive, no honey or syrup will escape,
When we remember that the one queen which hundreds of queens may each excessively without rendering the atexcept as it is taken by the bees.
each hive must deposit all the eggs, season be reared and fertilized for in- mosphere about them unwholesome
As I am an earnest advocate of in- of
that when the weather is suitable, troduction into hives in other apiaries.
and
this, with undue fecal deposits, is sure
of
wintering,
urge
the
readers
I
door
ii- i.„..
j: — *..„«
Tf J.,
f,.,.tl.a,-+i.iio that
true Hiar
she will, if an opportunity is afforded,
It is further
disease.
these notes to carefully observe the reUntil the practice of fertilizing in to bring
cansall that her qualifications will
deposit
into more general excessive excretion of the feces is
comes
sults of the severe weather of the presconfinement
allow, and when we also remember
for rearing queens ed by long continued confinement,
location
ent winter .upon the bees being winour
use
Bees to winthe amount of honey which will be
tered out of doors. I admit that they that
such that drones of inferior Therefore our first axiom
depends so largely upon the nuni- must be
must have one or more
may be safely wintered out of doors stored
will not interfere with the car- ter successfully
quality
gather
to
present
bees which are
We must use purifying flights.
during milder winters, but I think the ber of
rying out of our plans.
it, we catch a glimpse of the extreme
The novice need not be told that bees
every particular, even if
experiences of the present season will
superior queens. great care in
securing
It makes
of
importance
It will be take food during the winter.
is increased.
convince many bee-keepers of the neexpense
the
what the temperature,
Let it be understood that I am looking
spent.
I am no advocate of no difference
cessity of adopting some system of winwell
money
Thereat this question from the standpoint of
is consumed.
tering their bees adequate to the
queens, if reared at a sacrifice of more or less food
desires such bees as will secure cheap
To winter bees
fore our second axiom
emergencies of our uncertain northern one who
methods.
best
This
honey.
the largest quantity of
have sufficient stores of
climate.
The question is frequently asked, to they must food.
means, first, such colonies as will breed
what age can we profitably retain our wholesome
latest in the fall to secure the largest
It is further true that bees are comwill depend upon the
How to Ripen Comb Honey.— In the number of young bees to go into winter queens V This
others
If the ordi- pelled to move from one comb to
management.
of
system
Agriculturist, Rochester, N. Y.. Mr. G. quarters. Second, such as are vigorous
past is practised, to secure their usual amount of food.
the
of
methods
nary
and
best
with a
W. Stanley remarks as follows on the and will defend themselves
required to deposit but This duty they cannot perform
Third, such as will and a queen is
hence our third axialso winter best.
eg"s each season, she may continue low temperature;
• above subject
few
sufand
months,
prospring
must
be
the
well
go through
four or even five years; but om Bees to winter
Comb honey is capped over by the fer least from spring dwindling. Fourth, orolilfcfor
tected from the extremes in temperacapacity
utmost
her
to
forced
is
she
Ff
bees just as soon as it is sufficiently those whose queens are very prolific duture. Furthermore it is a tact that with
hi egg-laying she may exhaust her ferevaporated so that it will not sour in the ring the entire season.
a high temperature bees move about the
most, three years.
at
or
tw"
tilitvii
their stores nearer to the
When we consider the many generacell if the temperature is kept at 100 or
of our meetings during the hive to carry
one
At
sushave
queens
102°, as that is just the heat of the hive tions during which the
organization, I made cluster, and with a sudden tall of the
fir'st years of this
bees,
of
races
the
perpetuated
bees are frozen to death
when the honey is stored. If the honey tained and
of my belief in the truth of mercury, many
succeeded each other without a statement
is taken from the hive as soon as capped have

and put in a cool or damp place the
honey will granulate, and the little water that is left in the honey will rise to
just
Ilic top of the cell, and will gather
enough sweet from the candied honey
to sour and press oil' some parts of the
capping, and thus form a leak. Now
on the other hand, if the honey is taken
from the hive and put in a warm or
tight room, (as the honey will keep the
the temperature up to 90 or 100 if the room

change
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before they can again reach the cluster.
Therefore axiom four To winter bees
:

Feb. 23,

bees are caught up, and here, as all through spring manone of the requirements of nature. suddenly, when many
and perish before agement, the apiarist must necessarily
Bees that are prepared for winter on away from the cluster,
use his own judgment, but always aim-

is

SM"

areduSecf To

"iflights
the different parts of the hive
difficulty, bore a i inch hole
nity offers, providing the attentive obviate this
worker
that
a
hives a little above
It is an admitted fact
apiarist is careful to keep the entrances in the side of the
is
life,
busy
of
months
bee with three
those wintered in- the centre of the frames; then with an
But
open.
always
that a worker bee
aged and infirm
spear pierce through all the combs,
door, if not permitted a flight from No- iron
n
hatched in October will be in better con- vember to April will become uneasy This
should be done during the month
dition at the age of six months than the and in almost every instance they will of October.
three
Axiom 5 To winter bees vxll they
one just mentioned at the age of
be attacked with dysentery, causing
months ; furthermore, old bees cannot dwindling and heavy losses.
must be sufficiently strong in numbers
ones,
young
heat
as
complex
much
generate as
Undoubtedly we have one of the best and young bees. This is a
and as winter is the Irving ordeal for winter repositories that could be con- question, and one that I am not able to
bees, and with them the great struggle structed. It is very dry, and has the fully solve. As to being strong in numfor life ; no apiarist should expect that desired ventilation; the temperature ber, I am satisfied is true. But in regard
a colony of old bees will be able to stand never falling below 37 degrees when to young bees I am somewhat perplexed.
this struggle, and in the spring build up
have win- At one apiary of upwards of 150 coloonly partially occupied.
the staggering colony to the desired tered ISO colonies in this cellar without nies, the bees have not stored a pound
strength, anv more than they would ex- losing a single swarm. Then again, if of fall honey in three years ; they were
pect an aged person to perform the man- confined four months without a flight, fed nothing, and ceased brood-rearing
ual labor of a robust healthy young they would surely come out in bad con- in September, stili they were wintered
To winter
man. Hence axiom live
3 per cent. At the
dition ; but if they secured a good light with a loss of only
bees well they must be strong in num- during January or February, or both, other two apiaries fall honey was stored
vitalfull
of
and
young
well
as
kept
up into October
bers, as
they were just as sure to come out in and brood-rearing
ity.
oftener the flights or November. The bees in all 3 apiaries
The
shape.
better
Experience shows the importance of the better they winter. Therefore I am were prepared for winter in the same
proper absorbents over and above the convinced that bees wintered in repos- manner, but the losses in these apiaries
bees in winter. What experienced apiar- itories should be allowed a flight at every were larger than in the first named
two apiarist has not noticed the moisture in his
favorable opportunity. It gives them a apiary. Then again in these
hives during the winter, which often chance to discharge the feces and clean ies where fall honey was stored, I have
produces mouldy combs, and during up the hive. Here we have another ob- noticed that some colonies that kept up
cold spells changes into frost, and often
late, wintered better than
jection to in-door wintering. As we brood-rearing
approximates too near the cluster, keep- many times have such opportunities of those whose brood ceased to hatch in
while
stores
;
versa. I think
ing them from the needed
short duration, an apiarist with from early September, and rice
causes in many cases.
in higlier temperature it produces damp100 to 500 colonies, could not give his I can assign
bees is desirness, causing the bees to gorge themyoung
bees the desired flight, while if prepared However a plentv of
selves with honey to keep up the desired
stands they would able, it certainly cannot be detrimental.
summer
on
their
animal heat, and this in turn will result enjoy the desired flight and return in a
Our 0th and last truth Proper abin a loss to the bees through the sosorbents over the brood-chamber is unihealthy condition.
to
Therefore
called disease, dysentery.
proper protec- versally acknowledged an essential
The third requisite
prevent any ill effects from an accumuThere is
in temperature. point in successful wintering.
lation of these elements of destruction, tion from the extremes
are ena- nothing equal to a straw mat for this
we must cover them with some absorb- Those wintering in repositories
these changes purpose. It has all the desired qualiing material that will not permit a draft bled to guard against
but those win- ties, is the most durable, and is cheap
of cold air through the hive, and at the without much trouble,
Our hives are so contering out-door must necessarily give and easily made
same time a non-conductor of heat.
structed as to use surplus boxes at the
sufficient protection.
In winter
Thus far we have shown that the rePerhaps I can best illustrate by giving sides of the brood-chamber.
is occupied
quisites to safe wintering are embraced
of out-door wintering. this space (2 inches wide),
method
our
viz:
truths,
is also placed over
in the following self-evident
First build a temporary shed facing to by a straw mat, a mat
1st— A sufficient quantity of well rip- the south, by driving stakes in the the frames, thus making the sides of
straw mats. The
of
ened honey.
ground, nailing up the back ends with the brood-chambers
2d— One or more purifying flights duLay on the roof-boards second story or chambers of the hives

-"SESSfS'S fevoSbleTp^

'

'

1

;

:

We

:

:

:

A

any odd boards.

L
possible.

The plan of taking from the
strongest and giving to the weaker is
little
the most practical yet known.
judicious stimulating at times is also
advisable.
Bees prepared for winter on their
summer stands, should not be unpacked
before warm weather, so as to avoid the

A

change

in

Bees wintered
most from these
am convinced it would

temperature.

in cellars suffer the

changes, and I
pay to give such a proper protection
after setting on their summer stands.
Before closing I will say During cold
spells do not disturb your bees, not even
as much as to allow walking on the hard
frozen ground near the hives. When it
:

warm, that is, when it is thawing in
the shade, or nearly so, open the entrance to the hives, and with a wire bent
at right angles about two inches from
the end, clean out all dead bees, &c,
that are on the board. This can be done
You
without disturbing the bees.
should also raise the second story or
chamber a very little, to admit of a
slight circulation of air; this will cause
the chaff or straw packing to become
thoroughly dry. As soon as the dampness in the hive and chamber has thus
been dispelled, let the chamber back to
place, contract your entrances, and your
hives are again in a healthy condition.
Before moving bees in the cellar or
repository, the hives should be thoroughly dry, and in moving, disturb the
bees as little as possible. When they
are removed from the cellar, it is important that each hive shall occupy the
same position as in the fall before movis

ing.

In writing this essay, I have given
instructions for this latitude, but the
main principles will hold good in any
locality.

Fayetteville,

N. Y., Jan.,

Read before the N.

The Marketing

of

1881.

E. Convention.

Honey.

with chaff or fine straw.
in such a manner as to carry off the should be filled
proper protection from the exin wintering
L. M. WAINWRIGHT.
water, that it may not leak down on the We credit our success
From late
tremes in temperature.
packing; the roof should slant towards largely to these, straw mats.
the
parts
of
to
all
access
that
easy
opinion
4th— An
the
" It has been estimated that there are
the back. It can be built any desired experience I am of
hive.
dwindling is attributable 300,000 persons who keep bees in North
length, and just high enough to admit dysentery or
5th— Sufficiently strong in numbers of easy packing around the hives. Now to an excess of pollen ,instead of unsealed America— an average of 10 colonies
filled
and young bees.
some scantling or poles on the ground honey. The cells being partly honey each will place the number of colonies
6th— Proper absorbents over the hive lay
at three millions, and if these produce
on these place a bed of straw or with pollen, are finished up with
and
and above the bees.
over. The bees consume so little as twenty-five pounds each, the
chaff, treading it well down between and capped
supcan
best
we
how
see
exposed
Now let us
and over the poles, so that the hives the honey, leaving the pollen when in honey product amounts to 75,000,000
and
ply the necessary requirements.
pounds valued at $12,000,000.
should set 8 or 10 inches from the ground. to the damp atmosphere,
Our first requisite is a sufficient quan- Place the hives on this bed of straw excess of their wants, becomes sour or
" If the wax product of each colony is
disease.
the
to
produce
tity of well-ripened honey.
as
changed
so
only one pound at twenty cents per
or
8 inches apart, leaving about
about
6
If we do not extract the honey from
should be given the earnest pound it will amount to $600,000.
10 inches space at the back. Now pack This element
the brood chamber, we will have but very chaff or fine straw firmly between the study and experiments by our leading
"Now the best methods for placing
beat
the
unless
it
after,
look
little to
think it will solve a mys- this enormous product upon the marhives and at the back, packing as high apiarists. I
end of a poor season or with late swarms. as the tops of the hives. (The method tery.
ket is a subject of vast importance to
Here the apiarist must use his own of preparing the hives I will give a little
honey producers.
SP1UNU MANAGEMENT.
judgment, as circumstances alter cases. further along). Contract the entrances
" Any method that will add one cent
The whole year depends more or less
Some late colonies will want to be unit- and your bees will improve the first opvery per pound to the marketable value is
management.
spring
upon
of
family
good
a
with
ed, while others
portunity for a Highland they will have large per centage of the losses occur be- worth to them three-quarters of a milbees and a sufficient quantity of comb
no desire to fly out under unfavorable tween April 1 and May 1. There are lion of dollars and any error of manwill pay best to feed enough to carry
one
circumstances. Prepared in this manlosses, agement, causing a reduction of
them through until spring, or exchange ner we are guarded against the extreme many causes to assign for these
cent per pound, is to them a correspondspace
to
or
time
the
have
not
we
but
combs with those that have to spare.
in temperature, and with the benefit of give them here.
The most disastrous ing loss."
I am not in favor of extracting the over twenty years' experience in in-door
Hence the principle object in marketcause is from dwindling, and there are
unsealed honey from the brood-cham- wintering, and various other methods, various causes that produce this wast- ing honey is to create a demand for it.
ber in the fall. Our experience is such I am satisfied that this method is prefer- ing away, among which are dysentery, And to create a demand it is necessary
it in such a style as will atas to convince me that this is all useless. able to all others, giving the most satisa lack of bees to keep up the desired to produce
Bees will not seal the honey unless it is factory results, besides being the cheap- warmth and the changes in tempera- tract and tempt the consumer, and so
may gain the reputation
sufficiently ripened, and when we reach est, attended with the least labor, and
you
that
ture. We have already spoken of dysen- pure
the middle of November, their stores by far the most practical mode of win- tery, therefore I will refer to only one of being honest. For it is well known
that adulterations have
will be all sealed honey, as every observ- tering in this latitude. I will winter
cause not spoken of before. It is a pos- to each of us
ing bee-keeper knows that the bees bees in this way with as little trouble,
the greatest hindrance we have
itive fact that the heavy losses in this been
outside
the
combs
from
make honey a staple
move the honey
and as successful as any living man.
country have occurred during those had in striving to
suspicion or distrust
to the middle of the hive.
safely, they must winters attended with a heavy fall of article and that
bees
winter
To
4th—
Of course our surplus arrangement
found its way into the public
have easy access to the different parts snow. There being no frost in the having
obstinate and disagreeshould be in place during a flow of fall
is a peculiar dampness mind is a very
there
hive.
ground,
of
the
honey, that the bees do not crowd the
in different soils), that arises able enemy.
(varying
all-important
an
this
is
that
contend
I
again
there
queen in her labors. Then
As to the kind of honey we shall proAfter from the earth that is a sure cause of
are some who charge the heavy losses factor in successful wintering,
whether comb or extracted, we
examined this dreaded disease. I am fully satis- duce, ascertain what our respective
to the bees sucking the juice from grapes the fatal winter of 1878-79 I
that
there
is should
experience
past
from
fied
and the refuse from a cider mill. 1 am many hives in our neighborhood that but one way to prevent this dampness, markets demand ; and then dilligently
of meeting
thoroughly convinced from experience had "been wintered on their summer
Have your hives set on a bed of apply ourselves to the work
I found &c.
stands without protection.
that this is not so.
chaff or straw, and keep the snow cleaned that demand.
actually
had
bees
where
the
hives
close
by
many
apiaries
is
located
that your
our
honey
One of
Should it be comb
away from the hives, so as to leave the
a large eider mill, hut our percentage of starved to death with plenty of honey
patrons or your vicinity favors, bend
thus
bewill
earth
The
hare.
ground
losses is no greater in this apiary than in the hives. During the long continued
the raising of pure
come frozen and thus cut off this damp- every energy toward
marketable*
with the others, everything equally con- cold they were unable to pass over the
bees fresh pure air. comb honey in the most
the
allow
and
ness,
needed
the
procure
of
frames
to
the
would
tops
sidered. In regard to grapes, I
no stone unturned.
colonies that have not a sufficient shape, and leave
Those
passage
been
there
had
while
if
localities
that
supply,
hut
few
say that there are
is an absolute requisite to
to keep up the desired heat for Ambition
produce more than are grown in the im- ways through the centre of the combs family
success in any branch of industry, trade
frame
be
given
a
should
brood-rearing,
mediate vicinity Of our home apiary, many would not have perished.
from or learning, and nothing is to be hoped
Then again with a higher tempera- or two of hatching-brood drawn them
yet I can discover nothing that is in any
for without it.
replacing
colonies,
strongest
the
combs
to
outside
visit
the
the
bees
ture,
way injurious.
Comb honey should be put up in sinof empty comb or foundaframes
with
to
where
honey
of
supply
needed
carry
a
winter
to
pound sections,
Our second axiom Bees
those that are queenless or gle-comb one or two
while
tion
times
such
At
clustered.
are
bees
more
puthe
one,
or
have
must
successfully
the name of the kind of
have a poor queen, should be doubled labeled with
flights during the winter. This the mercury often falls quite, low very
ring the winter.

3d—A
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bloom that produced it and the pro- no packing, but if to any great distance
name and address.
These it is preferable to ship extracted honey

63

Local Convention Directory.

ducer's

should be placed in a neat crate, probably ten or twelve in each crate. In order to expose the contents to the eye,
and thus cause our careless " freightlifters " to " Handle with Care," the
crates should be so constructed that
they may be glassed, then with a larger
label on the lid of the crate, we have
an attractive package which can be
shipped almost any distance, or will
look neat on a grocer's counter.
Should it be the pure nectar without
unctuous, indigestible secretion, that
tinds the most ready sale, put it up in
one-pound glass jars, cork them, cap
them nicely with tin-foil and label them
with the name of the kind of bloom
that produced it and the producer's
name and address. Or for shipping long
distances it should be put up in rive or
ten pound cans or titty pound spruce

Books

in the spruce or pine ke^s.
These methods of marketing honey

Time and Place oj Meeting.
March 12— Mills Co., Iowa, at Qlenwooti, Iowa.

have been used with great success by
numbers of ambitious producers and il

April

evident that a method after this style,
along with honesty, is our base for making what we all wish— honey a staple

May

1

Tuscarawas and Muskiimum Valley,
brklKe. (iuernsev Co..

and

Cam

at

<>.

A. Bnoklew, See, chirks, o.
U— Central Mlehican, tit Lansing, Mich.
10—Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. V.
C. M. Bean, Sec., McOrawvllle, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec. Platteville. Wis.
National, at LexinKton. Ky.
Sept.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
18
State.
In Exposition B'd'K. I.ouisville.Ky.
Oct.
-Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

Noblesville, Ind., Jan. 31, 1884.

•

send sample copies to any
who feel disposed to make up clubs for
1881.
There are persons keeping bees
in every neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal.
and by using a little of the personal influence possessed by almost every one,
a club can be gotten up in every neighFarmers have
borhood in America.
had large crops, high prices, and a good
demand for all the products of the
kegs.
In every case label with the producer's farm, therefore can well afford to add
name, for then the names of those per- the Bee Journal to their list of
sons whose reputation becomes estab- papers for 1881.
will

ry

r

way

town

and

.

<

.

Bee-Keepers' Exchange J. H.Nellis).
The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W. Thomas!
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth)
Bee-Culture (T,G.Newman>
<

<

of

bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, !ftl .OO.

2 75. . 2 50
4 75.. 3 7a
2 !i0. . 2 85

2 50.. 2 35
5 75.. 5 00
3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25

Bee-Culture

Management

or Successful

;

the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Locution of the Apiary- Honey Plants— yueen Hearing
—Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italian izing In trod urine Queens— Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in English and German. Price for either edition, -to
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
ol*

:

Pool! Adulteration What we eat and should
This book should be in every family, where
ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adul;

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, $1.50 less.

not eat.

less.

it

terations offered as food.

Paper, 50c.

200 pages.

The Dzierzon Theory (—presents

the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.

Professor of Entomology

316 pages

in the

and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and German. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, SOc.

Michigan Agricultural College.

large 12roo. ;

133

W

Illustrations.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of the Apiary, entirely re-written,
greatly enlarged and elegantly illustrated. The tlrst edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in about 18 months-a sale unprecedented in the annals of bee-culture. A
new edition having been demanded, the present work has been produced with great
care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of the honey bee, illustrated with costly wood engravings—
the Products of the Honey Bee the Races of Bees full descriptions OT honeyproducing plants, trees, shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and last, though not least,
detailed instructions for the various manipulations necessary in the apiary.
;

;

This work is a masterly production, and one that no bee-keeper, however limited
means, can afford to do without. It is fully up with the times on every conceivable
subject that interests the apiarist. It is not only instructive, but intensely interesting
and thoroughly practical.
his

inter! ner Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject .that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2j in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.

Bees and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20 cents to

lO ceuts.

The Hive 1 Use— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
and comprehensive manner. Ic has a large
of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
in a plain

number

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

The

following are

among the many commendations received by

APPRECIATIVE
the work of a master and
Apiculture, Paris.

All agree that

al value.—

V

it is

of

is

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our Ameriun works.— Lewis T. Colbv, Enfield, N. H.

appears to have cut the ground from under
hook-makers for some time to come.—
British Bee Journal.
It

uture

Is a masterly production, and one that no heeeeper, however limited his means, can afford to do
vithout.— Nebraska Farmer.

Manual has been mv conmy operations and successful manage-

Prof. Cook's valuable
stant guide in

generosity and a little makes a material
difference in one's financial receipts.
The distribution of friend Newman's
" Honey as Food and Medicine " serves
as a good advertisement.
The mere placing of your honey on
sale at some grocery will not advertise

*ver regret having purchased.— Michigan Farmer.

nentof the apiary.— J.

iny other

book.— K. H.

This book

mght

To

just

is

to have,

P.

WVNKOOP,

Catskill, N. Y.

what every one interested

in

and which, no one who obtains

bees

it,

will

who wish

to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's New Manual supplies this need, as it is an exhaustive work.— Herald,
Monticello. III.
all

My success has been so great as to almost astonish
myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information containedin Cook's Manual.
-WM. Van Antwerp, M. D., Mt. Sterling, Ky.

you must sell by sample and
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
by sample only, until you have estab- bee men to be the most complete and practical
lished a demand for your honey then treatise on bee culture in Europe or America a
scientific work on modern
management that
you may have a headquarters, or put every experienced bee man bee
will welcome, and it is
to every amateur in bee-culture.
It is
it on sale at each grocery store.
If this essential
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit to
is done see that each grocer places your
the Westto publishsuch a book.— Western Agricularticle in a conspicuous place, and that turist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
he " talks it up." Try to keep your
for the instruction of bee-keepers which has
town and vicinity stocked at a reason- manual
ever been published.
It gives a full explanation
able uniform price will do it, provided, regarding the care and management of the apiary.
There is no subject relating to the culture of bees
you advertise sufficiently.
left untouched, and in the compilation of the work
shipped away to market there P of. Cook has had the advantage of all the previous
knowledge of apiarists, which he uses admirably to
should be no chaff packing used around promote
and make popular this most interesting of
sufficiently,

;

(If

Crates holding a single tier
of sections, with top-bar down, are the
best, as they are less liable to break and
not so heavy as to be inconvenient to
handle. Ship by freight, and attend to
the loading yourself. Load the combs
lengthwise to the car or If wagons are
used, place them crosswise to the tongue
Jars should be shipped in crates with

Honey Bee.

Price, W2.O0).

;

West, Wells, Minn.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

the honey.

a Btandard scientific work.

ers,

for the sale
of honey, and it will pay in every case.
The women folks are the ones most
generally who cause the sale of honey.
One never loses anything by consistent

of advertising a

is

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

;

possible, and at a reasonable price,
and I warrant you will in a short time
have a sufficient demand for your honey
to pay you many-fold for you trouble in

them w ith honey and

This

;

if

fill

Cot" Bee-Culture, by A. [.'Boot

It

Honey, as Pood and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Newman. —This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c. and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consum-

your own town or city, take a sample, a
fair sample of what you have for sale,
and go from house to house, do not miss
one, and show to each lady of the house
your honey and if necessary let her taste
it, take her order for one or more pounds

and

A

:

Publishers' Price. Club.
(T. G. Newman)
,*2 00
Gleaningsin Bee-Culture A.I. Rooti 3 CO.. 'I 75
2 HO
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..). King). 'A 00

The Weekly Bee Journal

Now

send one to each house-keeper in town,
with your compliments, and the price
per pound, also where it may be obtained. This is the proper and only

Novice's

LaiiKNlruth on the Hive unci

attractive.
for marketing this tempting and
delicious sweet. With comb honey in

bottles

it

Is plain and forcible, making all its readers sensible
of the fact that the author is really the master of the
subject. Price, M..10.

King-*** ll.'.-Kc.-i.t'i-.' Text-Book, by A. J.
King. This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, $1,00; paper, "75c.

and

.

Qnlnby'i New Bee«Koeplnff, by \j. C. Boot.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
manner that am not Pall to interest all. Its Btyle
in

CLUBBIXU LIST.

look like it had been put up by some
very particular New England housekeeper, and I warrant it will lqpk nice

introducing it.
In placing the extracted honey before
the people one is met with more opposition than with that in the combs, for
persons in general are not aware, that
the latter can be adulterated as well as
extracted honey and at a much greater
profit to the adulterator, and it is necessary to explain to them the fact and
also to show them that extracted honey
will granulate, and by so doing proves
its purity.
Take a sample jar of this
honey for exhibition and one to open
and let the lady of each house taste the
contents, or which is still better, do as
Mr. Heddon did—get small widemouthed bottles like the small morphia

;

This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, JS1.85; paper, tfl.OO.

;

*

subject that Interest! the iipiHrist. It is not only in
Btruettve, but Intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, and
.me that no ho'-kerper, limvevei limited his in
ih.
can afford to do wit limit. Cloth, Wl .£5 paper Bovers, 3M.OO, DOBtpald.
Per dozen, by express, cloth.
$]?.; paper, $9.50.

In order to have this Table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— El).

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jonrmil
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

lished by honesty will serve as a guarPremiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
antee of purity, the others will be we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
shunned. It is well to put a small label for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
on the jars stating that pure honey will copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
granulate on the approach of cold cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
weather, and that placing the jars in the Journal for a year free. Do not
water and heating it gradually will re- forget that it will pay to devote a few
duce it to a liquid without injury to its hours to the Bee Journal.
quality or favor.
Have everything neat and clean, no
broken combs, no leaking jars and no
soiled labels. Try to have the whole

"

illustrated,

up with the times on every conceivable

fully

is

Entirely re-

and elegantly

written, greatly enlarged

J.

article.

We

Bee-Keepers.

Cook'i Mmiiini of the Apiary.

2— S. W. Iowa, at CornlriK, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
Win. Williamson, See.. Lexington, Ky.
7 — Union Association, at Imminence, Ky.
10. Diane, Sec. pro tein.. Eminence, Ky.

is

l@T

for

1881.

all

occupations.— A merican Inventor.

It is

printed In the best style of the

ttl.OO, postpaid.

Per dozen

:

art.

cloth,

on

fine

TSTOTICES

the publisher

:

the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is

With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It is
fully up with the times in every particular. I hope
the richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. WenZEL, Callicoon, N. Y.
It is a credit to the author as well as to the publishers. I have never yet met with a work, either
French or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Du
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical, and
clearly expressed series of directions for their
management ; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N, Y.

have perused with great pleasure

We

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely hound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, JSl.OO ; Morocco, Sl.uO. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.

$W~ Sent by mail on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS
974

G,

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago.

111.

Binders for the Bee Journal

this vade

mecum of

the bee-keeper. It is replete with the best
information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an interest in the subject, we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully, and
practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec, Canada.
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'/pat.

may safely bepronounced

the most complete and
comprehensive of the several manuals which h;iv<
recently appeared on the subject of bees and thei.
handling in apiaries. The studies of the structure ol
the bee, the different varieties, the various bee pre
ducts, and following these the points of inaimgement, extending to the smallest details, are all vl
high and practical value. Prof. Cook has presentee
the very latest phases of progressive bee-kect :ii:
and writes of the themes discussed in the lieni
his own experience with them.— Pacific A' unit Press
It

«\

[PERIODICALS!

%&~ Binders lor the Weekly Bee (Journal,
or 13S1, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.

1

Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee culture, recently, we consider Prof,
valuable for the tudy of those whi
contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, wi-o exercises a
reasonable legree of comru< n !-en;>e, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree Ol
success. The large sate of this volume, while evi
dence of
trinsie wort'i, strongly murks the
increasiiiL'
terest which is being taken in the management
care of bee-* throughout the country.
addresses
himself to the work with a
The author
decree of enthusiasm which carries his reader along
with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.

Cook's toe

book paper.

$12.00;

iLn>>t

Price,

bound

in cloth,

$1.25

;

in paper,

paper, #i».5©.

We

can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1 890,
at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
Leather and cloth
75c.
can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
%W~
or Magazine desired.
:

We

THOMAS G. NEWMAN.
974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,
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THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.
The

British Bee Journalis published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Falrlawn.Southall, London.
» 1.75,

HONEY WANTEB.-I

desire to purchase several barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
of light also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
;

THOMAS

<i.

NEWMAN,

its

information on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
one
doubt if any
could be induced to do without
it, after having spent a
few hours in looking it
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.
Cloth. &2.50.

Bois, editor of the Bulletin D'Apiculteur, France.

We

Hill.— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains

cause,
:
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Given's Foundation Press.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foundation Is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
B. g. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.
and

100.
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not sag or warp in the hive, nor break oat of the frames
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rlr-t direet draft bellows smoker.
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nishing them food, they soon became
In almost every instance I think
bees can be resuscitated within 10 or 12
hours after they seem to be dead, unless
they become frozen. In examining a
hive, if any living bees can be found, if
immediately supplied with food and
gently warmed, they most likely can be
saved.
The last bees to die in a colony are
generally those near the queen. Their
last feeble morsel is divided with their
mother, and oftentimes her position
shows she had survived her children
some time. Before giving your seemingly dead bees up in despair, make one
earnest effort to restore them, and you
may be rewarded by saving a valuable
lively.

queen and colony.
Walton, Ky., Feb.

REV.

when apparently Dead
L.

JOHNSON.

2,

No.

1881.

a small tack. The position the wire
now in, is seen in the following cut:

is

We now place the thumbs in the first
two short loops, let up the foot lever,
draw in the slack wire on the light
spring by the first thumb, and then
draw it out on second thumb, and we
have all the slack in the centre of the
frame, as seen in cut below.

Rub

over

10, 1881.

TffTAgyr

On

this page we give some engravshowing the machine used by Mr.
D. S. Given for putting wires in the

ings,

comb

Kor the American Bee Journal.

MARCH

Given's Frame-Wiring Machine.

brood-frames before

Restoring Bees

ILL.,

filling

them with the wires with the finger, and by the aid
of the springs this slack is taken in and
enough off the spool to let the frame

foundation. He gives the following description of them and how they
are to be used:
The two arms seen separated by the
springs are regulated by set screws so
they will open to a required distance.
They are pulled together the foot lever.
The upper and lower bars of the frames
are punched by pairs, and each arm is
made to hold its piece to the exact place
by a spring, and are one-half inch apart.

to its set distance. If the angle wires
are wanted, enough wire is broken off
the spool to run them in, and the end is
fastened on the same tack with the other.
Then we have the upper and lower
bars with the wires, as seen in cut below:

Every person knows that hornets,
wasps, yellow jackets, and all the varieties or wild bees will be encased in
frost and ice for months, and as soon as
warmed and dried will be as active as

ever. But the honey bee is not so constituted. Her blood is warm, and her

system must be supplied with food to
sustain life yet during winter she lies
in a semi-torpid condition, and may
even seem entirely dead, and yet be restored. When a boy, I frequently found
bees drowned in sugar- water during sugar making, and after they had lain for
hours, could be brought to life by lying
them in the sun and blowing the breath
upon them. In some instances I have
restored them after they had been in
water all night. Langstroth states,
Eage 25, that Jjzierzon and Berlespech
oth subjected queens to as much as 36
hours of cold in an ice-house and then
;

some of them to life.
The thought occurred to me recently
we might make use of these facts
where bees had become starved and

These are piled over the edge of a
board, and are ready for use on the
press.

The advantages in this machine is
speed in wireing, saving over one-half
the time. It can be worked by boys as
it avoids kinks in the wire, and no danger of having the frame bowed by the
wires. Then it is much better suited
for lifting off the dies than the solid

frame.
For the American Bee Journal.

Upward

restored

that

chilled in the hive.

A

An

opportunity

soon occurred.
few days ago, in look- The wire is sewed through both pieces
ing over my hives, I found one which at once by using a harness needle. The
had consumed all their stores, and were wire is run in a Langstroth frame as
all about dead, except between two follows: draw the needle through the
combs, and these could scarcely move. first set of holes and return it through
I immediately gave them some warm the second set, placing the other thumb
syrup, and placed honey on the top of in the loop, and with the thumb draw
the frames, covering them up. In about out one arm length of wire, letting onehalf an hour I examined them and found half of it follow the needle and the rest
the whole colony active and lively, and is dropped over a light spring at the
they are now as vigorous as any colony foot of the arm, return the needle thro'
I have.
the third set of holes, placing the thumb
In two other instances, bee-keepers in the loop, now we pull with the thumb
with whom I have talked, have met and the light spring on the other side
with the same experience. One stated will raise, letting loose of the wire to
that he found one colony apparently avoid kinks. Now we sew back and
dead, and frost among the bees, but on forward through all the holes, leaving a
placing them in a warm room and fur- slack each time, and fasten the end oy

Ventilation for Bees.

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

On page 42 of the Bee Journal, Mr.
F. H. Miner, under the above heading,
wholly ignores upward ventilation, and
seems to think that " dangerous thing,
a little learning," has put stupid theories into the brains of most bee-keepers
—for the large majority of our apiarists
of the present day favor upward ventilation. Let us look at the facts and see
on whose shoulders the great loss of the
past falls if on the " learned array of
acknowledged authorities," let them
fall, and if on " these old basswood-gum
;

men,"

let

Among

THEM/aM.

the pleasant recollections of
the past the bees are ever foremost, and
at 10 years of age I was an anxious
watcher of the bees, of which father
had some 20 colonies or more. These
were kept in the Weeks patent hive,
where the bottom board was attached to

9.

the hive with wire hooks and staples,
and with a button so arranged that for
winter the bottom was allowed to hang
suspended an inch below the hive, while
in summer the button was so turned as
to bring the bottom board tight to the
bottom of the hive, except the entrance.
With this hive, father had poor success
in wintering bees, while a neighbor wintered his safely with the hive tight at
the bottom, and a two-inch auger-hole
at the top. Soon after the bottom boards
were left fastened to the hives, and a
large hole made near the top for the
bees to go in and out at, and for ventilation, after which no losses occurred
from wintering, of any amount. So
much for wintering years ago.
Several years after, father lost all of
his bees by that dreaded disease, foul
brood, and no more were kept in the
family till I purchased again in 18G9.
At that time there were plenty of bees
kept near us in box hives, many of which
were set on blocks, as Mr. Miner would
have them for successful wintering.
We adopted the upward ventilation
theory, but not a direct current of air
through the hive. Now for the facts
again. While myself and four others
have about 200 colonies each wintered
with upward ventilation every year, not
one of the box hive (or lower ventilation) men has a single colony.
Now, I wish to call Mr. Miner's attention to a colony in its natural home in
the hollow tree in the woods. Here we
find them quite as likely to go into a
tree with the hole above the hollow as
at the bottom, and those with the hole
at the top seem to prosper the best.
We also find that the hollow is composed
of partially-decayed wood, especially
above the combs. Thus, in the winter
the moisture from the bees passes into
the decayed wood, which surrounds
them, and is expelled out each summer
by the heat. Thus we have something
pointing toward a porous covering for
our bees for wintering, from which
originated chaff hives, chaff cushions,
etc. I also wish to say, his predictions
of ''great losses this winter from smothering," are all groundless. Bees cannot
be smothered in such hives, seal the
bottom as tight as you please. With
upward ventilation and all air cut off
at the bottom, there is no circulation
only as the bees themselves cause it,
and they make the circulation as they
require it, and no more.
As regards giving water to bees, I
think it wholly unnecessary, for the
reason that I believe it a bad plan for
bees to breed much, if any, before the
middle of March to the middle of April,
according to the season. Colonies that
commence breeding earlier are not as
good, as a rule, on the first of June, as
those of the same strength as to numbers of bees that do not commence to
rear brood before the first of April. I
am becoming more firmly convinced,
that the practice of keeping bees in the
cellar till pollen is plenty in the fields,
is the correct one
and if bees are wintered out of doors, let them be packed
with chaff to so great a depth that the
sun's rays will not arouse the bees to
activity every time it shines on them for
a little while in the middle of the day,
when the air is cool otherwise. This
early breeding causes a much greater
consumption of honey, and a greater
loss of hees, without a corresponding
benefit. When it comes steady warm
,

;
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weather, two bees are reared for one old a beginning, I will reply to a few letters
lost while in early spring, two old in this article.
If those I select refer almost wholly
bees are lost to where one young bee is
to the
B C of bee-keeping, it must
reared.
Now, if Mr. Miner will take live colo- not be inferred that all are of this charnies and pack them with chaff accord- acter, but only that these most urgently
ing to the best approved methods, stop- call for immediate attention.
ping all lower ventilation entirely, and
OLD STYLE BEE-KEEPING.
take five others, and winter them ac" We have 45 hives of bees, and have
cording to his theory advanced on page
42, 1 will guarantee that in two years been keeping them in the old fashioned
from now he will admit that upward way, that is, in the old box hive, and
ventilation, through chaff, is the only then after the swarming season is over,
correct way to winter bees, where win- put on a smaller box called a 'cap,' on
the top of the hive. Wheu a colony
tered on summer stands.
does not do well, we smother it and take
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1881.
the honey. Now what I want to know
what kind of hive would you
is this
For the American Bee Journal.
suggest ?"
Honey-Producing Plants.
Keeping bees in the old box hive is
entirely out of date, and the sooner it is

one

;

A

—

LANTZ.

abandoned the better. The difficulty
with it is that you cannot regulate the
Mr. Editor :— Please to let us know, internal economy of a colony, but must
through yourexcellent Journal, where leave the bees to do pretty much as they
the seed of the "Rocky Mountain Bee- please. Bees need management, the
Plant," and the "Sweet Clover Seed" same as cattle, poultry, sheep, hogs, or
can be had, and also which of these two any other kind of farm stock. What
seeds will produce the best feed for profit would there be from any of the
live stock of the farm if they were left
bees;
This is a great neighborhood for rais- to themselves
Very little. Precisely
ing pork, and our farmers are making so with bees. You must have access to
But
their
the
swine
culture.
them
and
control
over them, or beemoney in
D.

'(

of raising pork differs very much
from that of most honey raisers. They
do not procure the best breed of swine,
and then turn them out to take care of
themselves, and find their feed as best
they can and if they succeed in gath-

mode

keeping will prove a very unsatisfactory business. The main things about a
hive are to have it of convenient size,

and made on

THE MOVABLE FRAME PRINCIPLE.

;

surplus, then rob them of
it to some other purpose. But experience has taught the
pork raiser that " it pays" to plant and
cultivate forty or fifty acres of corn, at
a considerable expense every year, to
feed swine. It would, however be considered a wonderful thing if some of our
honey producers should be told that "it
would pay" if they would cultivate only five or six acres of land every year,
for the benefit of their bees! This
would be regarded as too great an expense.
And then, the farmer that raises pork
has not only to give the use of a large
amount of land, and cultivate the corn,
but he must also gather it, and then besides procuring winter quarters for the
swine, must feed them twice or three
times every day during the entire winter.
This the bee man has not to do,
because the, bees gather their food, and
also feed themselves. And yet we are
told sometimes, that bees "won't pay."
Neither would farming, or stock-raising, or merchandising, or banking, or
any other business pay, if it was managed as many manage their bees.

ering a

it,

Forreston,

Jan. 25, 1881.

111.,

[The sweet clover is the best, by far.
For where to get them, see our advertising pages.— Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-keeping in Canada.

WM.

CLARKE.

F.

It is estimated by those best qualified
to judge, that there arc about 10,000 beekeepers in Canada. Only a small proportion of these are abreast of the times.
The great majority are still in the dark
ages of bee-keeping. It is proverbial
that nothing is so successful as success.
Mr. Jones' exploits have been recorded
in our newspapers, and the result is
quite a furore in the minds of many, who
think they see in the mad he has traveled so well, a sure highway to wealth.
I receive many letters of enquiry from
Earties anxious to go into this line of
usiness. It is quite impossible for me
to answer them privately, but if the editor of the American Bub Journal
can find a corner for

A CANADIAN QUESTION DRAWER,
I will try to

fill

it,

knowledge such

and henceforth acby sending a

letters

a postal card to the writers with the legend on it, "Subscribe to the American

Bee Journal."

If present

and future

subscribers to the

Journal

will write

me

These two points observed, the sim-

little

and appropriate

theircommunications will receive the promptest attention compatable with other duties. My address is
direct,

Listowel, Ontario.

By way

of

making

pler a hive is the better. I have tried
hives of all sorts and sizes ; the result

that I have found the most complicated and costly ones the most worthless.
hive costing about a dollar, unpainted, and without section frames, or
a dollar and a half, painted or sectioned,
is.

A

good enough

,

2,

In a back number, the editor of the
said that nailed sections
were preferable, because they were
stronger than those dovetailed. There
He that hy the plow would thrive.
are times when combs of honey need
Himself must either holil or drive."
the support of a strong section ; a secTHE BEE SMOKER.
tion that will yield }'s of an inch will
" Of what use is the smoker, spoken injure those combs materially at such
times. The great majority of one-piece
of in articles about bees ?"
This enquirer evidently neither owns sections have this rickety condition, so
a manual of apiculture nor takes a bee- far as I have seen them.
Again, is it possible to make machinejournal. He will be wise to do both immediately, or sooner. A smoker is used ry so true that you can make a one-piece
to tame bees, in order that they may be section, or cut pieces to be nailed, so
handled easily. It is a pair of small that when squared up into boxes they
bellows, with fire-box and funnel at- will be square ? I think not I have
tached, so made that it can be worked never seen it done. The dovetailed
with one hand. Smoke, properly ap- boxes can be pressed square instantly.
plied, has the effect of quieting the irasI have never seen any dovetail work,
except this spruce New England box, in
cible little insects.
which the dovetailing was tiyht enough
FREEZING BEES.
to make it as strong as nailed.
I am
"I wish to know whether bees should not prejudiced in its favor because I
adopted it I adopted it because I was
be let freeze in winter V"
No. They should not even be allowed prejudiced in its favor. It is no blood
to get chilled. They should be kept in relation of mine, only a child by adopa temperature a little above the freezing tion, and I can cast it off any hour and
point. Then their natural warmth will take the one-piece section to my bosom,
keep them sufficiently comfortable, and and I win, when I think as Mr. R. does.
section that is as solid as a nailed
they will relapse into a state of seinitorpor, remain very still, consume little one, and has the advantage of thin
food and stand a long winters' confine- pieces all around, and the still further
ment without inconvenience. This may advantage that you press it to any angle,
be secured by chaff-packing the hives right, acute of obtuse, and it is solid the
out of doors, or setting them in a double same, is the section "I prefer."
walled house, the space between the
walls being filled witli cut straw, chaff,
i
sawdust or tan bark. In a climate like
that of Canada, the space between the
About the " naughty" little sharp cordouble walls should be at least 20 inches.
Our winter bee houses failed at first be- ners," can you not see them in the above
cause the walls were too thin. They cut? Do you not see how they will
did very well in mild winter weather, snag the^apsof the combs next to them?
but when a hard cold spell came, the If separators were used they would not
frost crept through and stayed inside, to but if no corners are there they will
not, where no separators are used. We
the destruction of the bees. Some have
had good success by wintering their cut up three boxes of tin into separabees in a dry cellar, but it is not so easy tors, and watched the effects closely for
two years, and these separators are betto secure perfect seclusion of light and
to some supply dealer who
the desirable quiet in a cellar, as in a ter adapted
can " grind " his ax with them. We use
house built for the purpose.
them to patch knot-holes, etc. I suppose if the one-piece section was (as it
can be) made without the corners (i.e., so
For the American Bee Journal.

might be safe to start on a large
scale, but it is with bee-keeping as with
farming in general.
er, it

Bee Journal

'

;

;
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for me, or for any comsense bee-keeper who has an eye
to profit in bee-keeping.
Such may
be ordered as a pattern and others made
from it, or a quantity can be bought in
the flat at a reduced rate, and nailed together by any man who has sense
enough to use a hammer.
Dovetailed vs. One-Piece Sections.
To adopt a hive of this kind, the bees
must be transferred from the old box
JAMES HEDDON.
hives. How to do this is told in the
bee books, and no man who keeps 45 colthe
tone of Mr. Kegel's comFrom
onies of bees, or a single colony, for munication in the Bee Journal of
that mttter, can afford to do without a Feb. 16th, I must think him honest in
good manual of apiculture. The cost his opinions about sections. I know, for
of such a book is trifling when compar- my own part, that no interest I ever had
ed with its value and utility.
in any article prejudiced me an iota for
or against it. Of course, I give Mr.
BEE-KEEPING AS A SPECIALTY.
Riegel the same credit I ask for myself,
"Farming is too hard work for me. I more especially after reading his genmust engage in some business that will tlemanly and enthusiastic article. It
keep me out of doors, as my health is has always been my idea that behind
not good therefore I think bee-keeping enthusiasm lies honesty, if nothing
will oe just the employment for me. more.
How long would it take a person of Allowing that we are strong believers
ordinary intelligence to become capable in the claims we advocate, the next
of managing 200 colonies ( Of course I point to settle is the question of who is
intend to study thoroughly books that I right. Mr. Iiiegel's method is surely a
will need to make me an expert at the novel one, and I do not see what is to
business, but I know I will need a great hinder our making the "premium"
deal of experience, study as much as I $1,000, so long as we risk nothing, and
may, before I can become a good bee- provided the National Convention do
keeper."
not object. I see no reason why they
In reply to this, let my say very dis- should, unless it depends upon the little
tinctly, that bee-keeping is a business matter of the $1,000.
But, really, is it
which, like any other, demands an ap- not a better test to wait, and see which
prenticeship in order to run it properly. goes into general use V This will give
At the outset, the question should be us the honest decision of thousands of
raised,—-have I taste, aptitude and gen- practical bee-keepers, instead of ten
eral qualification for it V "Every man "picked "ones.
We can remember and
can't be a poet," nor can every man be wait can we not ?
a successful bee-keeper. This question
not
1 do
want your $10, nor the Nasettled, the next thing is to master the tional Association to have it, without
principles of apiculture. This can be some equivalent.
wager would prove
done by the study of books. Then nothing, but to show our earnestness in
comes experience, which can only be the matter. I believe nearly or quite
got by handling bees.
As a general every reader of the I5ee Journal will
rule, it is best to begin bee-keeping with give us credit for that virtue, and we can
one or two colonies. This does not in- keep our pocket-books out of this convolve much outlay, and if there should troversy.
be failure at first, as it is very likely
The spruce sections 1 had reference
there will, the loss is not serious. I can- to are of my own style. Have you used
not say how long it would take a person them, Mr. Riegel V I have used only a
of ordinary intelligence to become ca- few of the Root and Lewis & Parks
fable of managing a 200 colony apiary, one-piece sections. Now, 1 wish to say
think if he spent two seasons witli a that I have never seen a one-piece secfirst-class practical bee-keeper he might
tion that, when doubled together, the
venture. I also feel safe in saying that joints did not shut so loosely as to make
if he begins with one or two colonies,
a weak, rickety box, or so tightly as to
by the time they multiply to 200, he will strain the thin shaving that held the
be master of the situation.
parts together, which, after a while,
If a man has capital to invest, and can cracked apart; generally, the former
hire a thoroughly competent bee-keep- objection or both at different corners.
is

mon

Mar.

the narrow piece would extend clear
through), that the warping of the wide
pieces would all the worse break the
shaving that holds them together. I
think, of the two evils, the least one is
chosen by putting on the " naughty corners," as shown in the cut.
I have mailed to Mr. Riegel a sample
section such as I use, and trust it and
time will convince bee-keepers that I
am right. If to the contrary, that I am
wrong, then I will say, " I was mistaken that is all."
Dowagiac, Mich., Feb. 18, 1881.
;
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Best Hives for Winter.

henry alley.
The present winter will demonstrate
whether single-wall or double- wall hives
are the best for wintering bees on sumstands. I am inclined to the opinion that double hives are the best. I
have both kinds in use, and as my bees
are on the Bummer stands, I am able to
say which are doing the best.
I examined a few of each the other
day. I found that the inner sides of the
single hives were very frosty, though

mer

the bees and frames were covered with
a chaff cushion 4 inches thick
but the
bees were in fair condition. Those in
the double-wall hives were free from
frost, nice and dry.
The double hives
are exactly like Root's chaff hive, only
no chaff is used between the inner and
outer walls. This style hive was made
by me 15 years ago. I see no need of
filling the space between the hives with
dead-air space is all that is
chaff.
needed. It would seem like nonsense
to build a house with walls 10 feet thick,
and leave the doors open during the
winter. Now, that is exactly the case
with chaff hives.
I further noticed
about the single hives, that where the
snow was piled against them, the moisture condensed there, and considerable
more frost was opposite those places
where the snow touched the wood than
With the
in other parts of the hive.
double hives that was not the case.
I am inclined to think that double
hives are the best to winter in on the
;

A
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stands. The bees in the single
hives will lly when it is too cold, while
those in the double hives will not. This
is owing to the bees having been confined to their hives so long, as they
would not attempt to fly from any hive
if confined only a month.
It is nearly three monts since my bees
saw daylight until to-day, when they
had a good (light. They are all out of
doors. This is the hardest winter in all
my experience for bees— it being two
winters in one.
I have made a new double-wall hive,
on the Langstroth principle, for wintering bees in on the summer stands, which
I may describe in a future article.
Wenham, Mass., Feb. 21, 1881.

summer

stroth hives, and filled
from June until frost.

would measure

them with bees

Any one of them

3 pecks.

They

flew in

one continuous stream, and a colony
such as Mr. Southwick speaks of, could
be shaken from 4 frames any time during the season. His frame— 12x13 in.,
n in a hive, could hold 28,800 bees, while
thus
•50,000 is considered a good colony
his large colony is 21,200 bees short of a
colony— .50,000 dead bees measure 3
pecks. I s have under-estimated, for I
think some colonies will reach 60,000
;

67

125 bushels per acre, while from 50 to hollow log in which they were brought
75 bushels per acre is considered a good from South America. This colony also
yield for other varieties ; the berries died as soon as the weather became
are uniformly large, and continue so till cold.
I believe that Mr. Hawley would be
the last picking. It is a late bearer,
from which 2 or 3 pickings can be had as successful in raising oranges and bananas
in the open air where the mercuafter blackberries. The above are all
ry sinks below zero, as in rearing these
hardy.

New

Boston,

111.

:
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Bee Notes from Mississippi.

bees.

My

plan

is

to keep prolific queens,

OSCAR

F.

BLEDSOE.

which will fill the hive and surplus arrangement full of bees, and then with
I began the
hard work, constant watching and nies lost 8 or

last season with 25 colo10 that " went west ;" inmostly by natural swarm-

;

proper manipulation, we can secure a creased to 76,
best colony gave me ing have now about 55 colonies. I exlarge surplus.
For the American Bee Journal.
2451bs. of comb honey this season, while tracted about 600 lbs. of honey.
colony
gave
185 lbs.
the
parent
error was in allowing them to swarm
Apiarian Melange in General.
I do not think my mode of packing too much.
This season I shall try to
expensive. The outer case is 8 feet of repress all swarming, and bring each
DR. J. P. II. BROWN.
" cull " lumber
the entrance is left hive up to the largest capacity, to wit
Mr. Editor In most things I am open, only one thickness of duck is put 2 stories containing 4,000 cubic inches,
very conservative never care to give over the frames, then the upper story is well filled with bees. I could, with the
up an old and tried friend for a new one. put on and filled with dry chaff. The start I have, easily increase into the
the moisture hundreds butasldoubt the pecuniary
I was familiar with the old American gases escape at the bottom,
Bee Journal, from the days of the passes up through the packing, and the profit of bee-culture here, I do not debees, put away as sire more than I have at present.
polished and gifted Wagner. I looked heat is retained.
Wintering is easy here. Any hive
upon it as an old steadfast friend and described in the article in December
wnen you proposed to change it into a Bee Journal, have passed through with a moderate supply of honey, will
known
severe
winter
ever
in
the
most
winter well on its summer stand. It
weekly, I received the announcement
with anything but favor. I have now re- Wisconsin this far, and every one is in greatly assists wintering, to fill a frame
condition,
not
losing
a
the
best
possible
of
the lateral dimensions of the top of
ceived 5 numbers of the "transformed"
Journal, which are sufficient to stamp gill of bees apiece. They have flown the hive, 2 inches deep, the bottom covunusual ered by coarse cloth, with cotton-seed,
its character.
I must congratulate you for the last two days. If nothing
on your success. In subject matter, in happens them hereafter, I intend to im- and set it on top of the hive under the
possible.
cover. All the honey gathered up to
general get up, in neatness, beauty and prove upon last year, if
Arcadia, Wis., Feb. 10, 1881.
Aug. 1st is of excellent flavor. There
clearness of typography, the world canis little sale for bees or honey here.
not beat it.
I have received many inquiries from
Comb Foundation again After readFor the American Bee Journal.
Northern men as to this section. It is
ing our friend John Bourgmeyer's critgood for cotton, corn, wheat, potatoes,
icism of my article on comb foundation,
Chips from Sweet Home.
fruit, etc. All the hill portions of MisI felt, perhaps, that I had unwittingly
Northern men
sissippi are healthy.
committed what Bro. Clarke terms an
D. D. PALMER.
could do well here. All are welcome
"Irish bull."' If I did, I can't see it.
who
to
help
us
till
the soil or depropose
I discussed foundation, not machines;

My

;

My

;

:
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bees anywhere in the U. S., Southern
Florida perhaps, excepted.
" These bees," I
One word more
quote from Mr. Hawley's circular, "are
indigenous to Brazil, south of the equator, inhabiting a climate similar to that
of Italy, and with surroundings very
like those of that country." Does Mr.
Hawley suppose that in Italy, no part
of which is exempt from occasional
frosts and snows, the climate is similar
to that of Brazil ?
If Mr. Hawley will refer to the back
volumes of the Bee Journal, he will
find that before the Italian bees were

—

;

My

;

carried to Brazil, the honey interest
there was of small account. The German who carried that bee there, and
who, by disseminating it among the natives, after showing what could be done
with it, seems to have had no fear or
reverence for any or all of the 18 varieties of Brazilian bees described by Mr.
Hawley. And yet he does not seem to
have crrried coals to Newcastle.
I will close by referring to an extract
from vol 5, of the Bee Journal, p. 179,
" Bees in Yucatan," which was printed
on page 5, of the Journal for this year.
Oxford, O., Feb. 21,1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

Perforated Zinc to Confine Queens.

CHAS. DADANT.

!

I cannot conceive how any one
could misapprehend my remarks.
There is no doubt, Mr: Editor, that
much newspaper debate could be saved
if persons would avoid reading by the
rule of distortion, abstain from thinking
by the rule of tvnstification and stop
speaking by the rule of inflation.
The winter has been
Our winter
As bees
the coldest for many years.
are wintered out, with no protection, 1

and

,

:

fear

all

weak

—

colonies will suffer, and

probably die before the 1st of March.
Box-hive bee-keepers will lose heavily.
Those who use the frame hive can save

many

colonies by
Augusta, Ga.

liberal feeding.

—

At

the National Convention in CinMr. Jones announced that he
had made an important discovery. This
discovery consists in a sheet of perfoIt is doubtful about there being any velop the country.
Land is cheap and rated zinc, to prevent the queen from
plant that will pay to cultivate for honey easily obtained. The best way is to laying in the upper story, or in part of
alone, although there are many which come and look for yourself make a se- the combs, as well as to hinder the bees
from swarming, by preventing queens
will pay to cultivate for fruit and honey.
lection, and send for those left behind.
from going out of the hives.
Which one will pay best, will depend
Grenada, Miss., Jan. 27, 1881.
This device was described by its first
upon how the owner is situated.
inventor, Mr. Collin, 16 years ago, in a
considerable
The raspberry affords
French
book entitled, Guide du Propriehoney and blooms with white clover,
For the American Bee Journal.
taire d'Abeilles, 1865.
I find it also in
being of value especially when we have
Those Stingless Bees.
the French bee journal, VApiculteur,
wet weather as the bees will gather
for March, 1866, with engravings, Perhoney from it when the rains wash the
L. L. LANGSTKOTH.
forated zinc sheets are advertised in two
nectar out of the clover. I have been
French bee journals, and by G. Neighunable to notice any difference in the
"
prospectus
of
the
Siingless
In
his
bour & Sons, in every number of the
yielded
by
the
black,
amount of nectar
red, or yellow raspberries, there is a Bee Association of America," Mr. Haw- British Bee Journal.
:—
"On the 15th of September
Although knowing this device for 16
difference in the time of blooming, cor- ley says
responding to the time of ripening the last, the undersigned published in an years, I have not presented it to the
fruit.
Of the yellow varieties, I have Albany newspaper an article on the sub- American bee-keepers, because I connot yet found any worthy of cultivation. ject of Stiugless bees,' which, so far sider it as a poor way of preventing
Of the red, I would cultivate Brandy- as I am aware, was the first intimation queens from laying in the combs desfor there is more
wine for market
it is productive, of the bee fraternity of the United States tined for the table
uniform size, bright red color and firm, had that there existed anywhere on the loss of time, for the bees, to cross the
and bears handling well. For home habitable globe, a species of the honey perforated zinc, than profit in preventing the queens from soiling a few cells
use I would prefer the Turner, as it is bee that had ho stingers."
For the benefit of Mr. Hawley and with brood.
a better flavored berry, but too soft to
through
his
ignorance
who
on
others,
As to the prevention of bees from
bear handling.
Of the black raspberry there are sev- this matter, may be at much expense, swarming, the final result, obtained by
eral varieties, the berries of which dif- which will result only in disappointmet, the use of this implement, would be the
fer less in flavor than the red as to I will give you some facts as to the sting- killing of the queen by her own bees.
Several years ago the lamented Mr.
which of them is best to cultivate, would less bees ot South America.
The stingless bees belonging to the Quinby had invented a queen-yard, to
depend upon what we wanted them for.
have
been
long
known
prevent swarming. The queen, who
The Davidson's Thornless is free from genus Melipona,
thorns, and is 2 to 3 days earlier in rip- both in Europe and in this country. had her wings clipped, was hindered
ening, but of small fruit, and only a few Notices of them will be fonnd in works from following the swarm by bands of
plants will make good strong bushes. on bee culture. Before the death of tin, which were nailed all around the
The Doolittle ripens within 2 or 3 days Huber, a colony was presented to him. yard, and the bees were compelled to
of the above, grows upright and stocky, In 1860, a colony presented to Mr. Judd, return to the hive.
I tried this device on 14 of my coloand an abundant bearer of good sized of the American Agricidturist, was sent
berries for an early raspberry it is my to Mr. Parsons' apiary, at Flushing, L. nies. In 3 hives I saw the queens atcare
under
the
of
Mr.
Caand
placed
tempting
in vain to follow the swarms,
I.,
Dears
Lumb's
ever-bearer,
the
choice.
usual crop, and then continues to shoot ry, of Coleraine, Mass., who that year while some angry bees pinched them, as
up suckers which bear till frost. It is had charge of Mr. Parsons' apiary, Mr, they do the drones when they want to
not a profitable berry, forthe usual crop Cary told me that they all died after the get rid of them. The colony which had
Their honey was tried swarming first, killed its queen at
is light, and to have a dish of fresh first cold weather.
raspberries after all others are gone, you stored in waxen pots shaped like the the third attempt at swarming.
and
entirely
separated
half
an
egg,
of
As I saw both of the others continue
planting.
The
Miwould need a large
ami and Seneca are good, if we did not from their brood combs. Retreating, their attempts, with the same violence
have better to fill their place. The Hoo- on the approach of cold weather, to towards their queens, which they would
sier is a new variety just being intro- their brood combs,they starved to death. have killed also, I hastened to satisfy
duced, a good bearer of good sized uni- Even with honey stored in brood combs, them, by making swarms; then took
form berries of a glossy black color. we find it often difficult in very cold out all the other bee-yards, never to use
The Gregg is also new, but more thor- weather, to save our bees how utterly them again.
Of course, the same results would foloughly introduced than the Hoosier; a impossible would it be to do it, if the
good bearer of berries, of uneven size, honey stores were outside of the brood low the use of these perforated sheets,
running from small to very large. For combs where the bees must cluster for I therefore advise all the bee papers to
copy the above article for the benefit of
a late bearer, the Mammoth Clusterhas warmth ?
Mr. Newton, when Commissioner of their subscribers for the opinion of a
remained the standard for many years,
colony
Agriculture,
had
a
of
stingless
man so well known as Mr. Jones, would
productive,
grows upright and stocky,
berries large, and make strong plants. bees placed in the botanical garden at lead a great many of them to try this
The Sweet Home is another new one Washington. The late Samuel Wagner obnoxious device, and reap loss and disoriginated in 1873 the bush grows up- and myself examined these bees, or appointment.
Hamilton, Feb. 7, 1881.
right and stocky, very productive, bear- rather saw them flying in and out of the
cinnati,

;

'

For the American Bee Journal.

;

;

Size of a Colony of Bees.
E. A.

MORGAN.

In the February number of the Bee
E. B. Southwick speaks of
report, and thinks my statement
that 3 pecks of bees make a good strong
colony, and that my 24 would make that
amount, a little large. He thinks that
bee-keepers generally consider 1 peck a

Journal,

my

large colony, 4 quarts a fair colony, and
might agree,
2 quarts a small one.
if he had said on the 1st of April
but
if he means during the honey yield, I
do not agree with him, neither will any
bee-keeper wbo has studied the business
and found what it takes to secure a large
surplus. This idea of a colony would
ruin beginners ; they could never winter a colony, and would never get any
surplus. Nothing is more correct than
that large colonies give the surplus.
This is the essence of all profitable beekeeping. I think all successful beekeepers will say with me, that I peck of
bees is a very small colony, and 4 quarts
or 2 quarts are nuclei for queen-rearing.
and should be united. If surplus is the
object, certainly if hived after June 1st
they would not be expected to go into
the sections, and would not go into

We

;

them

if
expected to.
I have bred
queens for two years from two colonies which proved the most hardy, most

and the best honey-gatherers.
have beheaded many queens because
they could not keep up a colony, and
have succeeded in getting a race which
prolific,

I

are profitable.

Several of

my

colonies

were worked in 10-frame 2-story Lang-

;

;

;

;

;
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Do Bees Puncture Fruit?

following letter on this subject is plish

Editor Journal: The following

" The Bee Journal enjoys the enviable reputation of having been the
first periodical exclusively devoted to
apiculture in America, and it is, at this
time, the only weekly paper devoted to
It is a
that specialty in the world
remarkably clean and clear print, and
we commend it to our patrons and the
public. Each number contains eight
pages, well filled with the most ably
conducted bee literature in this or any
other country. The Weekly will be acceptable to the old patrons of the Bee
Journal (and their names ought to be
"legion") not only in America, but
wherever the English language can be
read, or bee culture pursued. And here
we would respectfully suggest that so
able a specialist as the editor of this
Journal should solve the problem, if
possible, whether bees do really tear
open and destroy the pulp of grapes or
not. That charge rests upon them hereabouts, whether true or false, and we
would like to have the sentiments of
those who are able to speak with authority upon this much mooted subject.
!

The reader will observe the

:

invitation

of its editor, for a free discussion,
" Whether bees injure or destroy sound
grapes?" and as the impression prevails
some localities that they do, it is

m

and sell
no doubt accom-

mission.

Circulars and Price
Smith's Grove, Ky.
our
desk.
Lists
are
on
articles
I am much interested in the
Given, Hoopeston, 111.— 18 pages, descriptive
on adulteration in the Bee Journal. ofD.his8.comb
foundation press and wired frames.
All consumers are interested in having
Riegel & Drum, Adelphi, O.— An 8 page price list of
food adulteration prohibited, and bee- bee-keepers' supplies.
Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La- 16 page price
keepers should use all their influence to list
of implements for the apiary.
have such a law passed as soon as posE. Moore, Byron, N. Y.—4 pages, descriptive of
We need a general law, to include hisJ. Perfection
sible.
Honey Box, &c.
a
attaching
adulteration,
kind
of
every
W.J.Davis, Voungsville.Pa.—3 page price list of
heavy penalty, to be divided between Italian Queens and Bees.
Hiram Roop, Carson City, Mich.— 1 page— Italian
the informant and the government.
Bees, Hives, Ac.
special law, such as we have in KenJ. P. Moore, Morgan, Ky.— 1 page— Italian Queens
The and Bees.
tucky, is valueless— a failure.
Williamson & Bro., Lexington, Ky.-32 pages— LumEnglish law, as given in the Bee Jourber and Bee-keepers' Supplies.
goes,
it
as
far
as
the
point
nal, is to
M. Richardson, Port Colborne, Ontario Canada.—
but I would have it embrace all com- 8 pages— General Supplies for the Apiary.
mercial articles, for we suffer by the
J. A. Osborn, Rantoul, 111.— 4 pages-Implements
adulteration of almost every artice we for the Apiary.
A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt.— 32 pages— General Beepurchase.
keepers' Supplies.
The enforcement of the law is the Frances Dunham, Depere, Wis.— It. pages— Comb
difficult portion, hence the necessity of Foundation, Machines, and Apiarian Supplies.
Alfred H. Newman, Chicago, 111.— 32 pages— Bees,
paying the informer liberally for bring- Implements
for the Apiary, Books, &e.
sufing the guilty parties to justice.
G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.— 12 pages— Beeficient number of chemists should be Keepers' Club List, Queens, &c.
page— Poultry
appointed in every State to analyze arS. E. Stauffer, Adamstown, Pa.—
ticles presented for that purpose, and and Bees.
J. D. Enas, Napa, Cal.— page— Italian bees, queens,
its
sold
under
be
should
thing
every
hives, &e.

The following

Food Adulteration.— The Sural
Yorker, remarks as follows

The adulteration of food, condiments
and beverages, has become an immense
business from which some people derive
very respectable profits.
Many people would not seriously
object to eating oleomargarine, knowing it to be such, but they do object to

1

1

right name.

N. P. Allen.

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.— 20 pages, describ-

" Aye," Doctor, " there's the rub ;"
these chemists are not above reproach—
they too, can be bought or bribed, or
are either incompetent or too lazy to
make a proper analysis. A case in point
occurred in this city only last week.
manufacturer purchased a barrel of
honey, and upon finding it granulated,
he concluded that it was adulterated.
(He had hitherto been using that not
granulated.) He applied to a chemist,
and that functionary decided (without
analysis), that it was about one-half
glucose. We were then appealed to
and informed the manufacturer that
the granulation was of itself proof of

A

;

other

ers assert, as positively, that they do
puncture the sound fruit. In some
cases, however, they have since admit-

ing his hive, and giving prices of supplies generally.
F. L. Dougherty, Indianapolis. Ind,— 12 pages— Beekeepers' supplies, bees, queens, &c.
Edward B. Beebee, Oneida, N. Y.— 12 pages— Cyprian, Syrian and Italian Bees, &c.
D. A. Pike, Smithsburg, Md.—4 pages— Albino and
Italian bees and queens.

C

H. Lake, Baltimore, Md.— 2rt pages— Apiarian
Supplies and Club List for bee papers.
Point, Ga.— 8 pages— Hives,
J. F. Hart, Union
Frames, and Bee-keepers' supplies.
F. W. Holmes. Coopersville, Mich. 4 pages— Comb
Foundation, Extractors, Smokers, &c.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.— 26 pages— Italian
and Cyprian Bees, and Apiarian Supplies generally.

—

(^

This issue of the

Bee Journal,

the first in the month, goes to all the
subscribers of the Weekly, Monthly
and Semi-Monthly. Should any of the

wish to change to the Weekly,
they can do so at any time, by paying

latter

the difference.
igg" Right glad are we to welcome the
Rev. L. L. Langstroth to our corps of
correspondents. Having in some measure been restored to health, he immedi-

ately grasps his pen,

and the

New

upon the

subject

A

hoped that the subject will receive purity.
through the columns of the Journal
By such indolence, and may we add,
the attention it deserves.
ignorance, will not the average chemist
W. H. Stout.
Pine Grove, Pa.
often decide contrary to the facts in the
The editor would remark that he is
case, and thus make the law of no avail?
problem.
the
solve
now
to
unable just
case in point occurred in this
Many able and experienced apiarists Another
city during the past month— where an
state that they have tested the matter,
official, by a series of excuses, put off
by placing grapes already punctured bethe informant, (for we have a city law
busily
fore the bees, and when they were
against the butter fraud), intendingapengaged in sipping the juice therefrom,
parently to wear him out, and defeat
punctured
the
removed
had
they
that
the enforcement of the law.
their
in
fruit and put sound grapes
It will require the closest scrutiny
place and that in no case did the bees
and the most practical knowledge, to
puncture the sound fruit.
law that will be successful in
hand, many grape-grow- make a

On the

its

It will

A

complimentary notice of the Weekly
Bee Journal is condensed from the
Lancaster Fanner

2,

est in bee-culture in that state

their supplies.

from Dr. N. P. Allen

Mar.

article en-

eating

it

for butter.

When

sold as oleo-

margarine it is well enough, for when
properly manufactured it is much more
wholesome and nutritious than poor
butter.

Pulverized sugar has many properties
that would not make it " half so sweet
The presif we knew what they were.
ence of certain acids is necessary in
order to correct the dull, yellow color of
the cane sugar, and glucose is now
largely used in sugar manufacture
so
largely, indeed, in one instance that it
is said a single firm in one year realized
;

as profits $1,000,000 on a capital of $400,

Glucose syrup mixed with low
grade molasses makes an excellent
golden syrup, which sells well in market,
or when allowed to harden it can be
ground up and mixed with low-grade
dark-brown sugar, and a substance results having the appearance of a refined,
light-brown sugar, though not quite as

000.

sweet.

And

so we might go on through the
finding in confectionery almost every metalic poison known to science
in coffee, various quantities of chicory
and other substances in certain teas,
35 per cent, of poisonous substances
in pickles, blue vitriol and alum ; in
pepper, mustard husks, etc., to the
extent in an extreme case, of 98 pounds
to 2 pounds of pure pepper, and in vinegar corrosive sublimate was found. It
is gratifying to know that, in some sections of the country, not only individuals but corporations are becoming thoroughly awakened to this kind of fraud
and imposition, and are waging an unrelenting warfare against it, and we
trust that at no distant day such preventive means will be used as that no
article shall be sold, in quantities large
or small, under any other name than its
proper one.
list,

;

Bees," on page 67 of
this Journal, is the result. Nearly
two years have elapsed since he last
Local Convention Directory.
wrote, but he knows nothing of the inTime and Place 0/ Meeting.
tervening time hence the repetition of 1881.
12— Mills Co., Iowa, atGlenwood, Iowa.
some things found in our remarks in March
April 2— S. W. Iowa, at Corning, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
Nos. 1 and 2 of the Weekly Bee JourWm. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
7— Union Association, at Eminence, Ky.
nal. With his active brain and ready
E. Drane, Sec. pro tem., Eminence, Ky.
driving to the wall, the unscrupulous intellect, he will very soon grasp the
7— N. W. Ohio, at Delta. Ohio.
13— N. W. Missouri, at St. Joseph, Mo.
adulterators. We must confess we have whole, and catch up.
D. G. Parker, Pres., St. Joseph. Mo.
May
4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum Valley, at Cam
but little faith in the law before conbridge, Guernsey Co., O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
gress, and if passed, we fear that it will
5— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
ior" Can I put in my advertisement
10—Gortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
prove more of a snare than a blessing.
C M. Bean, Sec. McGrawville, N. Y.
once each month and reach all the readtitled "Stingless

—

ted that upon closer examination they
found the grapes had been previously
ers of the Bee Journal ?" This is a
wounded by wasps or other insects.
New Publications and Price Lists. question that is asked by several. Of
The question, then, must be settled
course you can. The first issue in every
by observation, acute and critical and
"Extracted Honey; Harvesting,
we invite those who have witnessed any Handling and Marketing." This is the month goes to every subscriber monthBut as
ly, semi-monthly and weekly.
depredations of this sort to state the
title of a 24 page pamphlet, by C. & C.
19 out of every 20 of all our subscribers
matter in the Bee Journal. We do
P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111., price 15 cts
but positive wittake the weekly, it is a matter of small
not want theories
This gives in detail the methods and
moment which week an advertisement
nesses, or physiological reasons why
management adopted in their apiary.
Those who are too poor to
is inserted.
bees cannot commit the offenses charged
It contains many good and useful hints
take a weekly, or those who are not
against them.
and is well worth the price.
enough interested in the art to get and
We want the facts—whether it be for
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, read it, will not benefit an advertiser
or against the bees to ascertain the
by Chas. F. Muth, Cincinnati, Ohio 32 very much. Advertisements may be
truth is our only object. If bees can
and do commit such depredations, then pages, 10 cents.— This pamphlet gives inserted every other week, or once a
we must protect our neighbors, or re- Mr. Muth's views on the management month, or weekly, as desired.
move our bees to places where they can- of bees, and embraces several of his
not annoy them personally nor destroy essays given at Conventions, &c. It
g'ffe can supply but a few more of
interest by beginners
their fruit, unless the fact be established will be read with
the back numbers to new subscribers.
advanced
in
the
those
more
as
well
as
that they recompense for all damages,
If any want them, they must be sent for
by the timely assistance they render in science of bee-culture.
soon.
i^ii
The Kansas Bee-Keeper is to be
the fructification of all fruit germs. If
^•Instead of sending silver money in
Anderson,
they do not. we want to be able to con- issued monthly by Scovell &
vince our horticultural friends that they Columbus, Kan. It contains 4 pages, letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
are wrongfully charging mischief to about two being reading matter, and is We can use them, and it is safer to send
evidently intended to wake up an inter- such than silver.
the bees.
;

—

;

—

11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
•-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 18 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g.Louisville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
Sept.

13T In order to have

this Table complete. Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— ED.
ries are

^" The

next meeting of the N. W.

Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held at H. W.

Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Winnebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
1881.

J.

Stewart,

Sec.

;

account of unfavorable weather the convention at Monroe Centre,
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
few present, adjourned to the same
place on March 29, 1881.
A. Rice, Pres.

Premiums. — For a club

we

will give a copy of
for a club of 5, leeekly,

of 2, weekly

"Bee-Culture

we

;"

will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth ; for a club of 6, we give a copy of
not
the Journal for a year free.
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

Do
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Foul Brood, etc.— When the

No.

first

of the Weekly was received I was pretty nearly disgusted with it, for I had
token it so long in the old form that I
did not like its shape "one bit," but
have become accustomed to it now, and
look rather anxiously for its weekly appearance. I at first wondered what a
weekly Bee Journal would do for bee
literature of a high character, but I

wonder no

longer, and I believe it is
constantly improving. I am sure I am
the
not
only one that is glad that the
"unpleasantness" with the N. E. Convention has been arranged to the satisfaction of all concerned, and hope that
you will, in the future, so "mutilate" all
personal articles that their sharp edges
won't hurt any one.
glad to see,
that the bee-keepers are waking up to
the importance of that terrible disease,
foul brood. Judging from what I know,
this region is badly affected by it, and
hope by another winter that the beekeepers in this state will be prepared to
see that a bill is passed by our legislature for its suppression. I expect to
have the pleasure of showing friend
Muth around to see the foul Drood in
this region as soon as the weather is

Am

warm enough, and

then perhaps you
more about it from him. My
bees are, as yet, free from it, and
wintering with very little loss. Success
to the Bee Journal.
A. B. Mason.
Toledo, O., Feb. 21,1881.
will hear

own

—

An

3 bees could get out at a time.
ifter all this fixing, they die very fast.

Ventilation.— I am wintering 00 colonies in the cellar and 7 out of doors all
are living, but some in the cellar are
getting uneasy. I gave then a small
hard snow ball on the top to leak in for
water. Mr. Thomas gave the idea in
the Journal that it was a good plan in
long confinement, but I can tell better
after a trial. Mrs. Dawson has lost all
her bees they had no ventilation at
the top the frost accumulated so that
water ran on the combs, and the bees
drank the water instead of the honey,
and when broken open they found ice in
the honey-sacs instead of honey, and
says that was the cause of death, and
you know what a woman can't find out
it is no use for man to look after.
L. POINDEXTER.

time has come at last, when my bees
could take a good fly. To-day is the
first time my bees have had a good fly
since Nov. 5. Bees that were left un-

;

;

;

Kenny,

Ills.,

Feb

:

;

:

—
;

;

Come

at

last.— The

protected are nearly

long-looked-for

Some

dead.

all

nave lost all. My way of wintering is
to pack with chaff on the summer stands.
Some that I did not pack before cold
weather set in appeared to suffer us
much as those left unprotected those
that were packed early, appear to be
wintering nicely. I am very much pleased with the Bee Journal. I could not
afford to do without ii. I think a person keeping but one colony of bees
would be greatly benefitted by reading
;

Frank McCoy.

it.

Van Wert,

O., Feb. 22, 1881.

Jan.

number

that he did not care to read it, as he was
busy, his bees were dying, and he was
becoming disgusted with the business.
I did not think this strange.
I think I
should be about like him, under similar
circumstances. Had he been a reader
of your valuable Journal, and practiced its teachings. I think no doubt he
would have saved several times its cost
duiing the present winter.
Success to
the Journal.
W. C. Nutt.
Otley, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1881.

Sees all Dead.— There is not a live
bee in all this county. Outof thousands
of colonies I have heard from, not one
is alive.
Regardless of packing, putting away in cellar, or any other plan
of keeping, nearly all die, with plenty
of honey in reach, and in my case they
bad bee candy. The long confinement
and cold weather, with not a first rate
quality of honey to winter on, has been
the trouble.
J. F. Carver.
Greencastle, Ind., Feb. 12, 1881.

Errata.— On page 573 of the Dec. No.
Bee Journal, in the communication by L. II. Pammel, Jr., the 11th
and 12th line from the bottom of the 2d
column, reads "Hoarhound (Salvia officinalis), one of the mint family."
Salvia officinalis is the scientific name of
tenths of all the bees in this locality the common sage. That of Hoarhound
have perished by dysentery. For the is Warrubium milgare. On page 580, in
first time since Nov. my bees had a my report of Nov. 6, in the three last
"all are covered with
flight on the 30th of Jan.
I have lost lines, it reads
25 colonies, but there is one consolation, pieces of rag carpet over the Novice
almost every one of them left a rich es- cushion, with cover removed." Cushion should read bee-mat; the mats are
tate to administer on.
M. B.
made of thin pieces of wood woven toFincastle, Ind., Feb. 1, 1881.
gether with twine. There would be no
Queen Fertilization. Dr. Love seems
doubt my statement in regard to
as he is favored with a
warm climate, he will have an opportunity of testing his proposed plan. Let
him test, then report. Not being a medical man, I pass his analysis by.
Nineto

Bees and Bloom.— Mr. Editor You
misunderstood the first sentence in my
letter, published on page 52.
I had retference to articles written for, and published in the Journal. I have always
found the American Bee Journal
ready to encourage everything that
tends to the advancement of apiculture
in America, and I think, Mr. Editor, you
deserve the thanks of all apiarists for
your untiring efforts in their behalf. I
was much interested in your remarks
about growing the flowers to the requirements of the bees. I will give my views
in regard to this matter in a future number of the Journal, if desired.
Coleraine, Mass.
E. A. Thomas.
[We shall be pleased to have you do
so at an early day, to enable spring experiments. Ed.]

—

;

and worse than anything 1 ever saw
early.
D. w! Fletcher.
Lansingville, N. Y., Jan. 25, 1881.

—

21, 1881.

A. H. Claus.
than doubled in numbers is good enough Journal.
Rushford, 111., Feb. 22, 1881.
to satisfy almost any one. We would
like to hear further particulars of Mr.
Albinos and Losses. There will be a
L.'s management. Ed.]
great loss of bees this winter^ through
this section of country. I have lost 5
Bees Wintering Well.— Bees are win- colonies among them was one Albino
tering very well in this section, even queen that I thought to breed a little
better than usual, although we have had extra from the coming season. From
a
the coldest winter and more of it, than colony of Italian bees which my brother
ever experienced in this latitude before. bought 16 or 17 years ago, we reared
Success to the Weekly American Bee queens, some of which produced part
Journal. Long may it and its ed- Albino workers. It is possible from
itor live, to give us weekly gleanings some of these escaping
to the mounfrom the various parts of the globe.
tains, originated the first Albino bees
J. S. Tadlock.
brought to the notice of the public. One
Kingsbury, Texas, Feb. 3, 1881.
thing I am certain of from a queen
reared and sold by me to Mr. ValenHope Departing. 'Tis said that mis- tine, originated the finest Albino bees
in
this state. This queen was bred from
ery loves company we are not philosopher enough to let ourselves down from a strain of Italians we got from Argo,
high hope to low despair without a great which, in speaking of, we called the Ardeal of jolting.
Our bees have tieen go stock, (mentioned by Valentine in the
confined 102 days. During the fore part
of last week, hope ran high. True, it
snowed, rained, sleeted and about every
thing it could, still the snow was gradually going, and we were becoming
cheerful. Friday the wind set in briskly from the east, and by evening a genuine blizzard was upon us from the n. e.
and shifting to the n. w. we got the
grandest snow storm for 23 hours we
have had for years. The cars are completely blockaded, no trains since the
11th inst. Bees are from 2 to 6 feet under the snow, and hourly growing more
uneasy. We have made it a point to
keep them shoveled out but I shall
now have to abandon that for there is
no longer anywhere to put the snow.
My bees are all strong, but a majority
of them have soiled the entrance more
or less, and will perish in consequence
of the entrance becoming clogged and
the combs breaking down, thereby
drowning the bees. The best success I
ever had in wintering was last year, and
in spite of the poor summer they averaged 56 lbs. each, and 46 per cent, in-

Now

crease. If Vennor takes away our snow
this mouth, according to contract, I will
give him leave to draw upon me for 1
bbl. white clover honey next fall.
J. N. McColm.
Plymouth, Wis., Feb. 14, 1881.

Excellent Crop. I started with 50
colonies of black bees last spring increased them to 110, and obtained 125
lbs. of wax and 11,400 lbs. of honey;
10,000 of it being extracted; the balance
of it is comb honey cut from Langstroth frames, and put into cans. The
Bees Doing Well.— The past season
honey in this county is nearly all sold, was very poor for honey here, still we
average price 10 1-3 cents per lb.
had about as many colonies as usual.
P. Loucks.
Bees that have been properly packed on
Fresno, Cal., Feb. 14, 1881.
summer stands are doing well, but those
[Mr. Loucks certainly has made an that have been left to take care of themselves have nearly all gone the way of
excellent report. Over200 lbs. of honey all the earth. I am more than pleased
to each colony in the spring, and more with the present appearance of your
;

69

of the Bee-keepers'

1

queens, &c.

of the

;

:

Wintering Well.— My bees are winter- sense in putting carpetingover Novice's
ing nicely. They are packed in chaff on cushion. Success to the Weekly Bee
J. Chapman.
the summer stands. They had a splen- Journal.
Home, Mich.
did fly yesterday. I wish the Weekly
much success.
T. W. Colbert.
Shade for Bees.— I have 18 colonies
Smith's Valley, Ind., Feb. 23, 1881.
left, out of 31 that were packed on the
summer stands; those that are left
An English Opinion.— I much admire seem to be in good condition. Ninethe energy and enterprise of Americans tenths of the bees in this locality
are
in apiarian matters, and think they now dead. I know several
who have
have a powerful exponent in the Bee lost all they had some kept as many as
Journal.
F. R. Jackson.
35 colonies; neglect, bad honey and
London, England, Feb. 12, 1881.
cold weather being the cause. Had the
poor honey been extracted, and the bees
using
By
bromo allowed nothing but sealed honey, and
Foul Brood Cure.
chloralum, J. M. Blanchard,of Delphos, been packed in chaff on their summer
Kan., effected a complete cure of Foul stands, losses would not have been half
The mixture as heavy. I gave sun-flowers a fair triBrood in its worst form.
as used by him, was 1 part bromo chlo- al last spring. For shading I planted
ralum, 10 parts water applied in the two plants to each hive; south and west
usual way.
M. Blanchard.
(hives facing east.) As the season adSherwood, Wis., Feb. 14, 1881.
vanced, the plants grew very fast, and
when the heated term came, I had a
shade, decked with beautiful
grand
Bees all Right.— Those bees that
were in good condition in the fall, and bloom. I think the Weekly Bee Jourplaced in comfortable winter quarters, nal one of the grandest productions of
J. H. Thornburg.
are now all right. My wife had 11 col- the age.
Winchester, Ind.
onies last spring, increased to 18 Italianized most of them and obtained 500
;

—

;

;

lbs. of comb honey in sections, but I am
bereaved— my wife is no more. She
was weakly, and in search of health
studied bee culture, and by the aid of
the Bee Journal, she was very suc-

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with
in charge of the honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at 18O200. for strictly choice white comb in 1
bees, and thoughsad over the loss of my and
lb. boxes
at 14@16c. for fair to good in large
wife, I shall try to be as successful as packages, and at 10@12c. for common dark-colored
and broken lots.— Chicago Times.
she was.
F. J. Stick.
BBBSWAX.-Choice yellow. 200240; dark, 15@17.

cessful.

Now

I

am

-2

Macon,

111.,

Feb.

;

3, 1881.

NEW

Maga-

HONEY.— Best

—

white

YORK.
comb honey,

small neat

15016c; dark do.. 12@13
and mated with drones reared
Notes from Otley, Iowa. I must exboxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
from a queen producing part Albino press my pleasure at the change of the large
extracted, 9010c.; dark, 708c; southern strained,
workers.
J. M. C. Taylor.
American Bee Journal to a week- 80085c.
BEESWAX.-Prime quality, 20@23c.
Lewistowu, Md., Feb. 9, 1881.
It is excellent. I await its coming
ly.
CINCINNATI.
old
friend.
It
is
just
what
we
as of an
HONE Y.— The market for extracted clover honey
Bees Dying.— The Bee Journal is who are engaged in bee culture have is very good, and in demand at He. for the best, and
for basswood and dark honey. Comb honey
more than I ever expected it woubd be long felt the need of. Mr. Young, of 8@9c
is of slow sale at Hie. for the best.
in weekly form
it is one of the most Monroe, Iowa, in a letter says
"I still BEESWAX-18024C
C F. MUTH.
useful publications on bee culture, I receive the Journal in the form of a
SAN FRANCISCO.
think, either in the U. S. or Europe. weekly, and admire the change very
HONEY.— We quote comb 12015c. Extracted.
DV'lTc. offcolors, 606S^e.
Bees continue to die here very fast. much." We are having a very cold clioice;wliite,
BEESW AX-22S.23C. as to color.
The frame hives were prepared in the winter. I should think that the ground
Stearns & smith. 123 Front Street.
following manner in Oct. the honey had been covered with snow for 8 or 9
boards were removed from the tops of weeks, with good prospects for its conUST " What is the meaning of Dec.
the frames, and in their place was put tinuing so for some time yet. I think
a nice clean piece of woolen felt blan- the several methods of wintering bees 81 after my name on the directionket, just covering the tops of the frames; will be put to the test this winter. My label of my paper V"
This question
on this woolen blanket was put 6 inches bees are stored away in tne cellar where has been asked by several, and to save
of clean wheat chaff, after first putting they are warm and dry. I think that I
It
the cap on. On each side of the cap near should not deserve to succeed in the answering each one, let us here say
the top was a % inch hole, for a free cir- business did I have them on their sum- means that you have paid for the full
culation of air, on the north and west mer stands nearly or wholly unprotected year, or until "Dec. 31, 1881." "June
sides was a tight board fence, to protect as some have. The other day I pre- 81"
means that the first half of the
the hives from the wind. The hives sented a friend (who has a few colonies
"
were about 8 inches from the ground, of bees in the above condition), with a year is paid for, up to July 1st." Any
and entrance contracted so that out 2or copy of the Journal to read he said other month, the same.

zine),

packages, 17@18c.

;

fair do.,

;

:

;

:

:

'

'

:

;
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Best package of extracted boney, awarded to L. C.
Mr. Bacon said it was time that every Boot*
Barren County, Xy., Convention.
Mr...
housewife knew that it was the pure
Besl display of apiarian Implements, awarded to
III
Nellls.
honey which granulated in cold weathThe Bee-keepers of this countv met
-i
foundation for the -urplus boxes. Is
er, anil adulterated honev which did not awarded to the " Vatulervisirt foundation.' aXblD- at Walnut Hill. Ky.. Feb, 12th, for the
11 Nellls.
granulate. Granulated honey could be
comb foundatluii for the brood chamber, purpose of organizing a county beeIt.

it.

1

restored to
Mr. Bool

North-Eastern Convention.

pni

original state by beating,
nil the following on the

Its

oil,

of bonej

itj

THIRD DAY.

which was adopted:

.

-nlu

niul

lir.'iluutliui

Inuier

"I

In

from the comb by centrifugal
a.m., Vice Pros. Doo- liquid form, thrown
ttractltig, free from all unpurlUee, la
little in the chair.
After the reading of ..f great Interest both t" bee-keepers, dealers and
therefore be
the minutes, a discussion ensued on Mr. consumers, That
we fix as a standard ol purity that
Detwiler's essay, read the first day. and all ll'julil h"!iuy will Krnntilute. rniiily "r luJmrd ut tin- approaeta "' cold weather, and Unit Oil*
the discussion following it, and it was quality
ill. hi ..f It-, t.urily, ninluu deIunanimously agreed that as the contro- sire to Inform thi
all tnet ll tu'ieasary to
tin. honey to liquid condition as e hi
versy was not within the bounds of this reetore
to k't-nilo hent,
ered fr
the Bowers!
Association. New Fork and the East- i,y placing ii"oontalnlng the honey in warm
nut beating
Fuiin'niu
UOc
rater,
above
that
ern States),
the whole matter be
Secretary (1. W. House read an e&sa]
omitted from the minutes entirely, and
"HOW Can we make the
not to be allowed to be again brought on the subject
apiary the most profitable '.'"
before the Association.
Heed
Mr."
thought more attention
pbiab i.i.ks.
should be paid to raising honey produc.1. II.
Nellie read a paper by Julius ing plants and presen ing b asswood.
Hoffmann, of Port Plain, on "The difbelated paper on wintering bees,
,\
ferent races of bees and their crosses." by II. II. Flick was read by Mr. Xellis.
He believed a cross between the Italian
I,. C. Hoot was appointed on the comand Cyprian bees to )» the best, in mittee on prize essays, to till the vacanbreeding we should consider the cy caused by Mr. Bacon going home.
drones as of as much importance as the
Mr. Root said it was surprising to him
queens, and it will be found thai drones that intelligent bee-keepers should obare even better for transmitting certain ject to the trouble of carrying bees in
qualities than queens. Mr. .Wilis said and out of doorsin winter. The trouble
Be had black. Italian and Cyprian bees. was of little importance compared with
The /Vprian is anything but a desirable the saving.
bee. It is very Cross and has no special
Mr. Xellis offered a form of petition
merit for honey gathering.
to be forwarded to the different memMr. Boot saiil Mr. Hoffman under- bers of the legislature asking for the
stood his business, and has made as passage of the law to prevent adulteragood reports for years past as almost tion of boney ami cane sweets, which
Cyprian bees after discussion, was adopted.
any other bee-keeper.
are desirable for their continuous breedassembly
We tliu undersigned, residents of the

Convened at

II

i.

awarded to the "Dunham foundation." shown by C.
Dadunt A Son,
All the other kinds are in close competition, ami are a credit to the invent-

and manufacturers of tie- same.
Four committee also Bnd articles on

ors

il

.1

it

.1.

Olally the

W.

ing, which is almost miraculous. They
continue breeding till late in the tall.
Italians leave less air between the honey
and the capptngS of the cells. People

buckwheat sections

will lind
black bees superior to Italians for gath-

live in

New

York, being Informed
district "t the State Of
that a bill Is now before the legislature for thG prerentlon "I the adulteration of simur, syrup*, rnolasses* noney, and similar aweets, now, therefore, we,
the undersigned, heartily approve ol snob a measure, and rest
tfully nmi' the passage of any law
that will ti'iui to restrict such adalteral
and punish the "ll'ii'l.-i.
lull, appreciate llntl such
adulterations destroy the tone ol legitimate production and ruin the tiealth of consumers; therefore,

We

ering dark honey.
asjprodnceri end oonBumersof sweets pray that
Mr. H0U8e said Italian bees would we
you give tin subject earnest attention ami enaet
gather honey from buckwheat when suofa laws as snail compel the adulterators of wholesome
sweets with corn sugar anil glnoose t" label the
they could get no other, and could get spurious
nrll. lus Willi lli.'ir truu namSS, and not to
more than black bees.
ill-run., tlir
"u.n ml
public by selling the poisonadulterations under the sulse of the genuine arMr. Rians said he had between
and ous
ticles.
between
Italians
and
00 queens crossed
VI •I'KllXlitlX SESSION.
Cyprians. They were very prolific and
The report of the coniiuittee on quesgathered honey late In the fall.
tion drawer was first taken up. in reply
Mr. Betsinger favored the Cyprian
to one of the questions, Mr. Boot moved
bees because they were prolific. It is
that this con vent ion considers light detbalder to produce bees than it is to rerimental
adopt
duce the number after they have been ed. The to successful wintering;
questions and answers are
That the Cyprians sting given below.
produced.
more, is in their favor, as they keep
In this climate do we have weather cold eimuuh t"
away other bees.
freeze hues, provided they have b
y in the hive to
Mr. Bcofield had found the Cyprians which they have in uc- No,
I- he side box system a success
Yes, t.\ two no,
to breed very late in the fall.
by "iic.
Is
wlruil louiulnlli'Ti
success when u-i'il for
Mr. Heche said he could not see much
by
ohambot
No, by two.
difference between Italians and CypriIs Is advisable to use full slxed -licet- In brood
1

in.'

1

."ill

I

'

1

11

to

11

I

Cyprians chamber

crossness.

their

;

11

i

ans as

Yes.

f

bred very late in the fall.
Mr. Hoot said Italians were less liable
to sting than natives, if properly bandied. He hoped the same would prove

Which Is prefci utile,
tom fastened to blve

true

What I- the bust method of getting bees started In
Burplus boxes 1 Pill the boxes with comb.
Wiiuiii \"ii recommend fullsneetsol ioundatlon
t"r surplu
''lie for "lull sheets ;" two for

the '\ pi inns.
Doollttle said Italians did not
breed late enough in the fall. Bethought
the breed could be improved in this respect by crossing with the Cyprians.
,.f

•

I'res.

itki: iiiinicv.
The Secretary read a letter from lapl
.1. K.
Hetberington, of cherry Valley,
I

who wrote
.ii

I-,

)1.

lii

sur-

Ha

u cage, hy J. II.
u
null- in
lm r c- liadant

'•

& Son.
knives and Cheshire rukes for supp'Tting
comb foundation while being built out In the brood
frame- exhibited by
Si
1.
A nest
H"ii.

ul b

>

i

'

l

v

I

W,

V.

BOtXWOBTH,

K. II.

11

It

KM

>.

o. IUNE8,

Com.

President, ami .1. M. Holman, Secretary.
On motion, the president appointed
the following committee to select questions for discussion
J. T. (Jray. Ii. 0.
Davis and D. W. Hodge; after which
the meeting adjourned.
At 1 p. m. the president called the
convention to order. The committee

Secretary offered the following,

Tlie

which was adopted

:

.or bota hive without holt
Boitom rnsiencii tohive.
I' foundation •; months
or a vein "in ncccpt
I- us rentlily as that Just made ?
ed by tl
No.
in "i surplus iiioui for lio\ lion, -V is II
Wool no
advl-iilile t" give a colony at one time f What the
'

luires.

"starters

Which

the best, natural starters 01

It

''

uiulatlon

?

Natural Btarteri
What objection Is there
riiiii'kinii Ihi'lir
chamber? Doei it not make a betterwlnter
munlcatlon tluin boring li"l"- through the combs 7
n
ui'T bar ii
id
Wlmt I- the beel 'Pillt for wintering ? Anything
I

I

BaBOlVSd, That the thanks of this association are
due. and an- hereby tendered to the representative
:i Morning Herald for the
very complete
report of our luocceillngs as published In that paper, and for other oonrteslee -h two us.
:

:

ii

The Secretary asked what should be
done about prizes for essay s next year.
President Doolittle said the medals
had brought in essays, but it hail shortened the time for debate.
Mr. Xellis thought offering prizes for
essays and implements were progessive.
The matter was discussed without action, the Bublect being left with the executive committee.
PBIZE Kss\i -.
Mr. Doolittle. from the committee on
prize essay, reported awarding the gold
medals ami premiums as follows
"The
Gold medals for best essays
different races of bees and their crosses," J. Hoffman, Fort Plain, N. V.:
"How can we make the apiary most
profitable/' George W. House. I'ayetteville. x. V.: "wintering Bees," Chas.
Dadant, Hamilton, Ills.; "Marketing
Honey." C. I'. Dadant, Hamilton. Ills.
Cyprian queen offered byL. C. Boot

,

on questions reported a programme,
which was adopted.

WINTERING BKKs.
Gray recommends putting bees
the lower story, covering them with

J. T.
in

a quilt, filling the top story with old
clothes or rags, well covering the hive
with straw.
II. C. Davis put his bees in the lower
story, put a quilt on. with old clothes or
rags in top story set them on a platform, six inches apart, with plank on
west side. 8 inches from hive, with grass
packed around and under the hive, except the entrance, which faces east;
then cover with boards for shelter.
;

:

I

X".

P.

Allen approved tbe plans recom-

mended by Gray ami Davis, only be did
not like the plan of moving bees to a
platform, but prefers them to remain on
the summer stands, with chaff cushions

for ihe best essay on any other subject,
as absorbents; he said the cushions
awarded to W. A. House, Fayctteville, were convenient, and kept the bees dry
X. V., tor his essay on "Foul Brood."
ami warm, ami that it was important to
SKPAKATllKS.
put them down in the lower story early
Mr. Xellis asked, hail anyone had any in the fall, give them plenty of stores,
experience with perforated separators. and arrange the combs so as to have the
Mr. Snow said a year ago he bad used ones partially filled, in the centre of
perforated wooden separators, ami he the hive for the bees to cluster on.
;

found perforated w
separators
len
were better than tin ones. This season BEST PLAN OK lll'ILDING UP IN SPRING.
he hail replaced his glass and tin sepaII. C. Davis built up weak colonies by
rators with with wood.
In some cases feeding sugar syrup ami wheat or rye
the bees worked a little faster when
wood separators were used.
Mr. Rians said aome of the bee-keepers of his section claimed that they got
whiter honey with wood separators than
with tin, the lues clustering on the

more bars on the wooden separators

Hour, unbolted.
I. N. Greer said be united weak colonies, ami fed honey.
X. P. Allen saiil very weak colonies
should be unitcdand fed on sugar sryup,
honey or candv. as the season advanced;
he would build up the weakest by taking brood from the stronger colonies.
lie spread the brood and put combs in
the centre of the brood nest, until the
low ei story was full of brood
continue
feeding until honey was abundant in
the flowers, ami thus raise a large army
of bees to gather the harvest when it

than on the

came.

wood where

they would not on tin.
Mr.ScolicliI said the warmth of wood
was preferred bj 1" bees to tin or glass.
Mr. Betsinger said he hail used wooden Separators some years ago, anil his
neighbor had tried and abandoned them
because he lound that bees made ni.iii\
1

tin.

;

Mr. Doolittle said he

bail used perforated separators, but came to the conclusion that the cost anil trouble did not

Hi. X.
ry

1'.

Allen was

made an honora-

member.
The following

resolution was adopted:
pay; he therefore abandoned them. He /o.Mi/r.i/.By the Barren countv bee-keepused tin separators, not perforated.
ers, in convention assembled, that the
What is tin- most convenient arrangement for side
Mr. Root said the reason of fastening thanks of this society be tendered Dr.
case-'
our own." v two; no side boxes wanted
in "ii"
combs to the side might be due to the X. P. Allen. President of the Xorth
win
pay to construct ;m inner bos lu-t targe weather ami
atmosphere, and not be American Bee-keepers' Society, for his
eii-iiigh i" h.uii combs to winter
Langstruth or 6
on
n frames, that will Bel Inl
main hive, tb" ilue to the fact whether tin separator presence anil able advice while we were
.try Ju-t wbal
I"'l I" the eel
was
wood
or
tin
le had tested wood organizing.
instead ol ii"
blve they oan also be used
for inn bus imc. in summer. No.
anil tin Bide by side many times.
Il\
lusiih-itl. That the thanks of this Sow hat extractor i- best for the beginner to use ? A.
using separators of wood the entrances ciety be tendered the ladies of Walnut
mi
9a i-- extractor tor a 1
wire spread and made larger. The ad- Hill anil vicinity, for the sumptuous
i"-.t i" pi
W bal ii"
ear ia have u
naUvea and snint to change to vantage is that the bees will store honey
dinner furnished on the ground.
Italians
ou bave
more readily.
ible toi beestobreed in winter. say
On motion, the president appointed
ETebruari
No bi
ling necessary till spring.
Snow
said
that
Mr.
m
using
tin
sepaa, re bees
re Inclined to supercede clipped iiueens
II. C. Davis, J. f. Gray ami D. \V.
in. in queeni nol dipped
X"
rators he was Obliged t" put them withHodge
a committee to select subjects
keeping be made profltable In i loeantj
inch of the bottom of the boxes,
mlnilsbasaw
with plenty of while clover, alslke. in
"l"l Ml. k
lout
gOldOl
li',
which was about right, By usingwood- lm discussion at the next meeting,
Tbequallti -i wai and weight "f foundation be
en separators he got his boxes full of whereupon the committee reported the
boi
Which is the best methfollowing: 1st
es, urn hi.it'.i
bees sooner.
"i lotenge shaped i>"
nod foun
od of increase, division Ol colonies or
Bottoms ii- Hi.'
- biilli] them.
be had no doubt you
Mr.
'

-

:

tin-

fiitno- will

iiiui

the sale "in bs

1

n

comb touudatlou

I

Our Industry In
FTofltsbU toasi
I

.

I

tor faatenlng

plu- boxes, by

:

-i

(

who

On motion, the chair appointed the
following committers
J. T. Gray, I.
N. (ireer. II. C. Davis and I. M. Holman. to draft constitution and by-laws,
which, on motion, were adopted ami the
committee discharged.
The convention then elected the following officers for the ensuing year: I.
N.Greer, President, .1. T. Gray, Viet

I

.

Van Den-en

A machine

:

i

tern.

exhibition, anil call attelitionto them.
Ilcc feelers exhibited by Ufi Hoot A Hro.. A. K.
.Manntn and
H Nellls. ul worthy of merit, espc-

t

v

society. II. C. Davis stated
ihe object of ihe meeting, after which
1'.
Allen was called to the chair,
Dr. X.
and J. M. Holman made secretary, pro

.

mi.

tb

i

i,

i

Mi.

ib

EmckftKes. nnd mostly In wmer in B
ii bo.
lome
loo.
ani win bavs

wis of

made In

u
n

i

iiiiuli

to

it

'i

'" tsJtan in

ii

i

i

ll

I,- r. win. mix glucose with II
torn Infomred Unit
consumer-, partlouiarl] In the Kastern -i
iiuii prool thai llismixtura
.i.i
in
a ni-nmti,
thujr null
n the Tact tbal
lu.t
nun! "r candled
luivu often thought thai some little state
nt cot-

'luii

i.

i

;

I

1

nrliiKtlu
iiriinuii

aled

'u. "Hi.
s in
<

I

'

would BUswerJ c

[in:

It

i

.

The

"• Igbl

follow

-

snd bee keepers

i

Ol

sale

..in.

IIBS;

in

i

.

!

it.

I

i

'

it

1

1

r. .'-.

member "i !" North Bnstei n Boe-Kei
lasoolatlon, in convention Bssembled, a" assure
oonBumei thai i".
On.

'

oh

a few weeka

mo candled nnd

I

that

I

<

(

Vend
lu'iiuv
mixed with Rli
e, have constantly Impressed oonsumers with tnetdea that hard or can
died honey in Impure byreasonol tnlsqus
il

i

ti

on our labels, would help the

i

COwld BOB

1

ii

i

i

'

|

1.

v.

'

1

i

nil

'I'll

'

Would

wo

be advisable i" in..- a colon)
mi. thohi use In b n
be -h"rt i.r

ii

the

association

le favored the adopt
of purity.
the resolution.
I

Mr, House said pure
to

cold

for

i

t

lion

four or live weeks, would

and thon nutting them

I

n

i

i

awarded as follows

become granulated

or candied.
Mr. BetSinger said the reason for
granulation was not col. but moisture.
The moisture was caused by Ihe cold.

said

bj offei ing Capt. Hetherington $500 a \ ear. induce bim to use enthan ', of an Inch wide.
ranees le
id ii"i

natural

swarming

V

il— Which

is

the

most profitable, extracted or comb honel
ey'/ :id
The best method of marketing
the rest '"
itc .nil. nil have honey in
the fall,
Mr. Doolittle said his experience was boney?
tu
AWARD
PRIZES.
On motion, the secretary was incontrary to that of Mr. Root,
lie did
Mr. Bos worth, from the committee not see
the advantage of a largei en- structed to have the proceedings of this
on implements,
the
reported
prizes trance. To ex per in lent he took the bot- meeting published in the Glasgow Times
.

supplies Oil they
In their summer

"

Mr. Nellie thought

om

i

i

would act wisely in adopting a standard

Root

I

:

M...I pi
ll. -! .lu.ikcr. awarded the
Bool .v Bro.

-

.

I

I.

.

I

.

.

I

I" J.

II

\u Hi-

"New Qulnby," made

by

i

.

it.-.t

num.

ii.ui.'i
lli

i

.rutc and boxes,

t"i. \

llest crate

awarded

t"

\

B.

Ha-

t

honey, to

s.

Snow, Fayctteville. N. V.

.

-

—

1

toms entirely off, and saw in difference
between those with the bottoms entirely off and those with the
ing he coniinoiih used.

'.(

inch open-

The convention then adjourned.

anil the

Amkkii an Bkk Joi'UNAl..

Adjourned
1Mb. lssl, at
J.

meet at this place April
o'clock a.m.
1.
\. (JttEER, Prcs.

to
III

M. Holman,

ike'y.
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CIRCULAR, Books

HONEY EXTRACTOR HEDDON'S

Bee-Keepers.

for

Giving prices and descriptions, with cuts, of his
i

IMPROVED LANGSTR0TH

HIVE,

Queens and

My Annual Catalogue or Vegetable mid
Flower Seed for 1HS1, rich in engravings from
photographs of the original*, will be sent FREE to
all who apply. My old customers need not write for
I

Full Colonies,

J.

CHAS.

MTTn,

P.

Central

\

v

.

.

So. 916

Best Styles of

Cincinnati, O.

in

Wired or
Protectors,

any way interested in

We will

Wax

and

BEES OR HONEY

is

Comb

not, in Langstroth

frames or out.

and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal card, written plainly, to A. I. Root, Medina, O.

journals,

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY,
FOR

Knives, Smokers, Glass, Honey
Extractors, etc., together with the

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS,
now ready to mail. Please send at once your full
address. Post Office, County and State, to
is

G, (Jim's

1881.

Comb Foundation

P^No Circulars sent unless solicited.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
ALBINO AND ITALIAN

Box

I-nntcttroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
This is a standard scientific work. Price, 4>2.00.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full "f practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The LoApiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
— Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italianizing— In trod ucing Queens— Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in En_rllsh and German. Price for either edition, Hi
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

Food Adulteration

1881.

PIKE,

Smitbsbufg, Washington Co., Md.

19,

Novice's
I. Root.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, J81.25; paper, iVl.OO.

:

As I make queen-rearing a specialty, I guarantee
to those ordering from me just what they bargain
for. Circulars free. Address.
I>. A.
lm3t

readers sensible
master of the

all Its

really the

cation of the

It7

QUEENS AND COLONIES FOR

every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go where they can get the most
for their money. State on a postal card Just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mail
what we will furnish it for. No Circulars. Address,
ROOP, Carson City, Mich.
2wtf
It is to

Is

;

Dowagiac, Cass County, Mich.

PURE

making

W1.50.
It O Of Bee-Culture, by A.

Bee-Culture or Successful Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This

JAMES HEDDON,

.

forcible,

Price,

Klnie's Bee-Keepers' Text-Rook, by A. .1.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, SM.OO; paper, 7 ."<-.

Honey

books and

all

and

plain

A

Foundation,

Best Honey-Yielding and Market Garden

with pleasure send you a sample copy of our

Comb, Section Honey Boxes,

beauties. Prices again reduced.
Samples 80.: illustrated circulars free. Address,
>l Bristol, Addison Co., Vt,
lwtf A. E. >l A

M

you are

if

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hi ve», Honey Extractors, Artificial

OF SNOW-WHITE POPLAR.
Tbey are perfect

Friends,

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

S actions

Sections !

Qjilnby's New Bee-KeepliiB, by L. C Root.—
The author has treated the subject o{ bee keeping
Id
manner that cannot fall to interest all. Its Btyle
subject.

The Three Popular and

andof

VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
NEW
H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.
12m5 JAMES

re-

and elegantly illustrated,
up with the times on every conceivable

of the fact that the author

the order gratis.

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the very best strain.

Muiiual of the Apiary. -Entirely

fully

!i

offer

The original introducer of the
Hubbard Squash, Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores of other vegetables.
I invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have
refill

is

l

Settles,

UNEXCELLED BEE FEEDER,

one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House In America, a large portion of which were grown on niy six
seed farms. Full directions for cultimtion on each
package. All seed warranted to be both fresh and tru?
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise, I will
it.

Honey

and

Subject that interests the apiarist. It Is not only Instructive, but intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practiced. The bonk use maaterly production, and
One lint no bee-keeper, however limited htB means,
ean afford to do without. Cloth, #1.25 ; paper covers. Wl.OO, postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,
*12.; paper, $9.50.

White Spruce Sections and Boxes,
Latest Improved

.i.-u"-

written, greatly enlarged

and should
; What we eat
This book should be in every family, where
ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulnot eat.
it

terations offered as food.

HIRAM

Paper, 50c.

200 pages.

The Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents

FRANCES DUNHAM,

CHEAP HIVES.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, locentn.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c. and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in EubMhIi and German. Price
;

DTJXTXXAM

best movable-frame Hives the best Honey
Lewis' One-Piece Sections, (price $5.00 per
1000.) Dovetailed and Nailed Sections, etc.. for the
least money. Manufacturing experience of 20 years.
Send for Price List.
G. it.
Successor to Lewis & Parks, Watertown, Wis.
N. B.— There is no patent on the Lewis One-Piece
Section.
I2intf

The

;

Boxes

;

LEWIS,

FOUNDATION
JMACHIITE,

O-inch.— Price $35. OO.
The cut represents thefl-inch machine thecheapest made until now. Send fur Circular and Sample.
lmtf
C. <> I.M Fond du Lac. Wis.

BARNES' PATENT

;

.

JOHN BAXTER. Pickering. Ont., agent forCanada.
A NEW PLASr.— For one dollar we will send

sheetof wax from

Foot-Power Machinery
CIRCULAR

how

to prevent the end of the
adhering to the rolls in making

full printed directions

and

SCROLL SAWS

comb foundation. Address.

SMITH A SMITH,

Unfit

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

Kenton, Ohio.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

adapted to Hive
Making. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page

especially

high side-walls, 4 to It! square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

lltf

©S

VAN DEUSEN &

Illustrated Catalogue.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

W.

Italian,

the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poiBon ; a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information,
;

Circular and Samples free. __£j

Price 25 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

FRANCES DUNHAM,
UEPERE,

IsmGm

BROWN CO.,

1881.

Rev. A. Salisbury.

J.

receipt of price, by

974

WIS.

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

;

By

Land-640

m- CHEAP FOR

Acres,

CASH. =g&

township

7,

south range

and

it is

Doolittle.

the hive

Price, 5c.

Home Book— No book can be more

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
Hill,— A treatise on

its

for 1881.

1881.

H.

lmtf

EVERETT'S

ALLEY, Wenham,

infor-

mation on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
We doubt If any one could be induced to do without
hours in looking it
it, after having spent a few
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.
Cloth,

$2.50.

Kopp's Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, SSI. OO ; Morocco, !_>1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50e.

£F~ Sent by mail on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS O, MIIVMAX,

registering orders for these bees for
Send for our Cyprian Queen Bet' Circular,

West Madison

[ffi

Mass.

Street,

Chicago,

111.

Honey Extractors and Everett

We

challenge compeLangstroth Hives a specialty.
tion in price and quality. Our circular and price list
of apiarian supplies, Italian Bees and high-class poulBROS., Toledo, O.
try sent free.

ALFRED

."

First

West Madison

Md.

G. KEWMAX,
THOMAS
Street, CHICAGO, ILL,.

vTjtV
\5iftf

Chicago,

Binders for the Bee Journal

1

on

I

00

Cyprian Queens, untested....

As most all

the Dollar Queens

year were pure,

them

this year.

Mortonsville,

J.

I

T.

will

I

sold

warrant

WILSON,

Woodford

Co.,

ITALIAN QUEENS,
specialties.

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Our
Illustrated

new

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

^*_^--" ^~T< ^ irSvSai
*UII*a._JS_^J_^SS=^=a^ /

^"S^-

Is

K

i

It

has the largest corps of practical breeders as editors

any journal of its class in A merit' and is
TSE finest poultey journal in the world.
Volume 12 begins January lHJil. SUBSCRIPTION:—
$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
C. J. WARD. Editor and Proprietor.

of

182

ST.,

-

CHICAGO-

Street,

Chicago,

111.

I

of light also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
;

ALFRED

972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN

street.

CHICAUO

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.

,

CLARK

West Madison

WANTED.— desire to purchase sevHONEY
eral barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few

a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazine
devoted to

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCK.

Given's Foundation Press.

:

Leather and cloth
75c.
B3T" We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

lmut

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c„ Free. _3?~ Send for it and save money.
J. T. SCOTT _. BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.
2w32tx

The latest improvement in Foundation.. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1890,
at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
50c.

Ky.

'.lyl

and Bee Hives

ZW Binders Tor the Weekly Bee Joarnul,
of 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.

III.

$i 50

Warranted Queens
last

_wif

pleasant, profitable employment.
Agent SFurnisht
Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. V.

NEWMAN,

Tested Queens

\jO —Send postal card, with name and address, for
my new Illustrated Circular and Price-List, coniaining valuable information to all bee-keepers. CHAS.
H. LAKE, successor to the lute Richard Colvin, 96
Street, Baltimore,

H.

St.,

ITALIAN QUEENS.

Premiums, MedaU and Diplomas.

unincumbered, as shown
;

West Madison

M.

We are now

972

West Pratt

by an abstract from the Kecords of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
974

Murfreesboro, Tenn.

CYPRIAN QUEENS

7

;

perfect,

<i.

Kendall's

A full variety of all kinds, including Melilot, Alsike

/ •

weBt, Franklin county, Florida, situated ahout50rniles
south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the city or Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and6) of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 5th.
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.
is

2 50

express, safe arrival guaranteed.

W. P. HENDERSON,

TWENTY-EIGHTH YSAB.

The title

*6 OO
3 OO

lmtit

i

4,

Holy Land Queens,

and White Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, &c. For
prices and instructions for planting, see my Illustrated Catalogue,— sent free upon application.

;

;

;

Description, -Sec.

The Hive I Use— Being a description of
used by

;

;

Florida

Been and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20 cents to 1© cents.

SEEDS! HONEY PLANTS

Italian

Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens. $4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.1)0 Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
JlOc. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
|ySend for Circular.
lwly
;

lb.

50c.

V.Caldwell.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, |$1.00 Tested

per

per dozen,

EVERETT

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,

35c.

&

Cyprian

8-frame colony
3-f rame nucleus
2-frame nucleus

;

C^ New

;

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Moore's Universal Assistant contains

Single Queen, Tested
S2 0*>
'*
Untested, laying.. 1 OO
By mail, safe arrival guaranteed.

A TRE ATISE giving an index of diseases, and

COMB FOUNDATION,

for either edition, 6c.

Wintering Bees. —This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essayson this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.

cause,

M. D.

B. J.

;

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

111.

ENGRAVINGS.

The Horse
BY
KENDALL,
AND DUNHAM

& JOHN BARNES

F.

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

;

The

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Falrlawn.SouthaH, London.

$1.75,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

72

FEEDERS
Now

the time to

is

word*

One

SO cts.
18 "
15 "

to three weeks, each insertion,

Four

'*

or more"

**

Eight,

13

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

per

SIMPLICITY

line.

LANGSTR0TH HIVES

"

"
'*
"
1« "
"
"
"
8 "
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
l

Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS
974 West

Shuck's Feeder may be placed at the entrance of
the hive, any time of the day, without danger from
robbers; feed much or little as may bedesired; feed
can only be reached by the bees from the inside of
the hive. Price, by mail, postpaid, 3u cents. By express, 25 cents each, or $2.4' per dozen.
Special
i

rateB on large quantities.

Madison

June

:

Restoring Bees when apparently dead
Uiven's Frame-Wiring Machine
Upward Ventilation for Bees
Honey-Producing Plants
Bee- Keeping in Canada
Dovetailed vs. One- Piece Sections
Best Hives for Winter
Apiarian Melange in General
Size of a Colony of Bees
Raspberry as a Honey Plant

Bee Notes from

65
65
65
Bfi
Gil

66
(>6

«7
*>7

67
67
67
67

Mississippi

Stingless Bees

Perforated Zinc to Contlne Queens

Novice's Simplicity Feeder is made In two sizes, at
the following prices: .">c for the pint and lOc. for the
quart feeder, or per dozen, sue for the small and
$1.00 for the large, by express. If sent by mail, twice
the above prices.
Kretchmer's. by mail
35c.
VanDeusen's, by mail
75c.
I will mail my Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
free, upon application, to any address. All orders
for Bee-Keepers' Supplies will be promptly filled.

ALFRED

972

West Madison

NEWMAN,

II.

Chicago,

St.,

III.

:

68

Editorial Items

Do Bees Puncture Grapes

New

68
6H
68

?

Publlcationsand Price Lists

The Law on Adulteration
Selections from Our Letter

Box

Fertilization of

9,

1S7H, and May,
.July 9, 1S7S.

Hetherington Honey Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liable to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

69
69
69
69
69
69
6H
89

Queens

Wintering Nicely

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouin use— not one ever

clusively.

sand

returned, or letter of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 188*
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

«>!'

Shade for Bees
Notes from Otley, Iowa
Bees all Dead

'

'•'

Re-issued

1879

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
If

t«i

"

An English Opinion
Bees Dying
E rrata

Conventions

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan.

:

G9
69
69
69
69
69

Foul Brood, etc
Excel lent Crop
Bees Wintering Well
Hope Departing
Ventilation of Hives
Bees and Bloom
Bees Doing Well
Albinos and Losses
Bees had a Flight at last
Cure for Foul Brood
Bees all right now

>

69
69

».

:

short-lived.

7o

North Eastern Convention
Barren County, Ky., Convention

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burning the fingers and bellows.
A real improvement.
Send postal card for tes-

7<>

J. H. Gregory's Seed Catalogue.
Mr. Gregory's Catalogue (advertised in
timonials.
our columns), opens with several line
engravings of new vegetables, after Bingham & Hetherington Honey Kuife. .2 in., f 2 00
'2%
Bingham Smoker
50
which follows an immense variety of Large
"
25
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
2
no
"
2
flower and vegetable seed, including 47 Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
"
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker
75
\%
kinds of Beans, 23 of Be#t, 54 of CabIf to be sent by mail, or singiy by express, add 25c.
bage and Cauliflower, 26 of Corn, 28 of each,
to prepay postage or express charges.
Cucumber, 28 of Lettuce, 41 of Melon, To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.
Address,
17 of Squash, 24 of Tomato, 36 of TurBINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
nip, <&c., &c., all duly described. Cata.

"'

1
1

1

logues are advertised free to

We

OTSEGO. MICH.

ilwtf

all.

tfiT Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

COLONIES
WITH

send sample copies to any
who feel disposed to make up clubs for Imported Cyprian and Italian Queens,
1881.
There are persons keeping bees
Of our own Importation,
in every neighborhood who would be
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
benefitted by reading the Journal.
OurComb Foundation was awarded the diploma
and by using a little of the personal inat the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention held
fluence possessed by almost every one, in February.
gotten
up in every neigha club can be
Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
borhood in America.
Farmers have
had large crops, high prices, and a good Price List, with U samples of Comb Foundation, free.
CIIA8. DADANT & SON,
demand for all the products of the
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.
farm, therefore can well afford to add totnitf
ifcir

will

the Bee Journal
papers for 1881.

to

their

list

of

BEFORE PURCHASING ANY
Italian

and Cyprian Bees,

Send for our '2oth Annmil Price List.
Nuclei and Queens at reduced r:iU>s.
ters for Apiarian Supplies In

WM. W. CAST

JOSEPH

Full Colonies,
also headquar-

New England.

SOS,

«V

WM. W. GARY,

nmtf

D.

formerly

Coleraino, Mass.

ENAS,

Nuclei*
Address.

Bm6t

Qiuh*iis, Bees,

Colonies

Comb Foundation^

etc.

\upu, Napa County,

FREE
We wish

to obtain 25,000

New

!

Subscribers to

THE FLORAL MONTHLY
during the next few months, and we propose
to give to every reader of this paper

worth

50c.
Our

of Choice

Flower Seed.

Kreeof Cost, SO cents' worth of
Choice Flower Seeds to each and every one who will
send us 2'* two cent postage stamps for the FLOMOKTIILT one year. Seeds sent free
by return mail. Specimen copies free. Address.
offer

Is

to send

RAL

Siinnj Side Aplnry,)

Pure Italian

&

Bees

bred from Imported mothers of my own importation. Dollar Queens, ready April 1st, fl.10, until
all

Contents of this Number.
Correspondence

Having purchased, from A. I. Koot, a machine for
making these sections. I am ready to supply them in
any quantity. Comb Foundation, made of pure yellow wax, and worked on shares Honey and Wax
Extractors, Knives, Bee Smokers, etc.

Italian Queens

Chlcaico, 111.

Street.,

The New All-in-one-piece Sections

;

NEWMAN,

G.

:f:r,.a_:m::e:s.

-A-irciD

*

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be churned the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—

Editorial

for the Manufacture and Sale of

fourteen

;

THE SOUTH,

BEE KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
line will contain about elffht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

IN

make preparations

for Spring Feeding.

A

HEADQUARTERS
"

Mar.

Cnl.

W. E. MORTON & CO., FLORISTS,
CIS ConffreH Street, Portland, Me.

jy Natural

Flowers preserved to

lust for years.

1st

;

after, $1.

Tested Queens from 1st March to 1st November
Safe arrival guaranteed and all queens sent by mail,
1 send no queens that L.would not have for myself.
Full colonies of Italian Bees from $.'» to f&SO, according to quantity, etc. Early 4-frame nucleus,
with Tested Queen, $.». No black bees in the neighborhood. Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of prices, etc. Address,

PAUL
5m tf

L.

VIALLON,

Bayou Go a la, La-.
BEE-KEEPERS can save money by

WESTERN
sending for our

new

Illustrated Circular

Price List of Apiarian Supplies,
Letter lleadii. Cards, «fec.

and

Note and

BRIGHT BROTHERS,

.tin jt

p

Mazeppa, Wabasha

Co.,

Minn.

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

3.

Conner, burnett & co
Smith Wnrup Stroot fhiAoun
1PA

til

^^
(^OLDEST BEE PAPEI
IN AMERICA

(§)

ESTABLISHED q\/G?

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

Published every Wednesday, by

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSC'RIPTIOX:
WEEKLY— 152 numbers) $2.00 a year, in advance.
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
first and third numbers of
each month, at 851. OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
50 cents a year, in advance.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The

t^" Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) which may be sentto
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
r8*~ Kemit by monev-nrder, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
i

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Fofitnffe to Europe .".O cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

the principal actor in this work of destruction, and punctures the fruit by a
saw-like motion of the head and body,
a charing or rasping motion which ruptures the skin of the grape, and accomplishes the purpose, namely, the skin is
ruptured sufficient for them to sip the
juices from the interior of the fruit,
which is spoiled it also destroys the
market value, and increases the labor
in the preparation of the fruit left untouched upon the clusters.
Another thing leads me to this conclusion the absence of almost all other
insects at that season of the year [September and October), the most of the
insects having gone into a semi-torpid
state. Almost all our fruit and vegetable insects do their greatest injury in
the earlier part of the season, and in the
later months are spun up in their
cocoons and numerous other protections
for winter, ready to emerge in early
spring, when warmed by the genial rays
of the sun, to prey upon the early and
tender vegetation, live a life of luxury
and gluttony, return again by their
progeny to the torpid state, and year
after year pass through the rigors of
winter, generation succeeding generation with scarcely a variation.

as second class matter.

;
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Do Bees Injure Grapes?
U. E.

:

DODGE.

There seems to be quite a spirited discussion going on in horticultural circles
in this part of the country, in regard to
the above question, some taking the
ground that the bees puncture the skin
of the grape, and from the opening draw
the juice and appropriate its sweets to
their own use others, that wasps are
the first transgressors, and puncture
the skin of the grape with their stings,
and the bees follow and suck the muchprized fluid from the openings thus
;

made.

Now, being something

of an apiarist
way, and a grape-grower and
The wasp theory I cannot believe,
market-gardener quite extensively, I
from the fact that I do not find one wasp
naturally feel a deep interest in this
to thousands of bees, and if I did, I
question, and if the annoyance continwould be loth to believe, without occular
ues (i. e., the destruction of grapes in
proof, that they accomplished injury by
this way in the same ratio it lias
in a small

for the

the sting, for they are possessed of a poison sack, and the mechanical action in
stinging is the same which forces the
poison through the sting into the object
stung, and it is not reasonable to suppose that the wasp would turn around
and sip its own venom with a relish, or
that bees would follow up and gorge
themselves with this poisonous mixture.
With the Weekly Bee Journal I am
highly pleased. Prof. Cook's " Manual
of the Apiary" I consider a very valuable addition to apiarian literature.
Fredonia, N. Y., Jan. 27, 1881.

two or three years), either the grapegrower or the bee-keeper will have to
retire from the contest.
Being fully
aware that your facilities for acquiring
knowledge on all subjects appertaining
to the bee and its habits, and ever ready

last

to impart that information to the readers of your most exceellent Journal.

should, as a grape-grower and apiarist, esteem it a favor if you put this
question to the bee-keepers of America.
Prof. Cook, in his " Manual of the
Apiary," page 50, tells us that the bee's
jaws or mandibles are on either side,
just below and at the side of the labium
or upper lip. These work sidewise, instead of up and down as in higher animals, are frequently very hard and sharp
and sometimes armed with one or more
teeth. Now, this is the same general
construction of many of our leaf-eating
and vegetable-destroying insects.
Although the nectar of the flowers
may be the natural food of the bee and
her delght to gather and store, may she

MARCH

I

i

]

[Mr. Dodge's point is well taken, in
regard to the improbability of the puncture being made by the wasp with its
sting.
We have frequently seen the
damage attributed to the sting of the
wasp, but it seemed too unreasonble to
deserve a refutation, though we do believe that, with its powerful feet and
jaws, it is the author of much of the

Had I bought good queens for half of
my hives that were nearly unproductive,
had

taken time to rear them. I
would, doubtless, have largely increased

or

No.

9, 1881.

not in times of scarcity or total failure mischief. Prof. Cook, in his " Manual
of nectar in the flowers, witli her indus- of the Apiary," page 219, refers to this
trious habits of utilizing every shining hour, and being provided with such matter, attributing the work to the jaws
facilities, be tempted to vary somewhat of the wasp.— Ed.]
from her natural propensities and encroach a little upon other interests V
For the American Bee Journal.
Our grapes, in all the grape-growing
regions of this part of the country, were
A Fair Crop in a Poor Season.
very badly injured the past season, and
our pets of the hive have incurred the
.1. w. PORTER.
prejudice of the grape-growers against
The season was a poor one here, as in
them, especially of those who do not
much of our broad country. Many
keep bees.
As a grape-grower and lover and ad- apiaries in Va. produced no surplus,
mirer of the honey bee, and almost an but in most cases it was the result of
enthusiast upon its habits of industry bad management. No prudent apiarist
and economy, I would not be willing to will neglect his bees, nor a prudent
say a single word against it unjustly, pomologist his trees, because the seayet I must say that I investigated th'is son is not to prove remunerative. Such
subject closely last season, for I was a course leads to sure disaster. As I
receiving severe injury from this cause, succeeded in securing a fair production
and I saw motions and actions that jus- in a poor season, it may prove of intertify me in saying that I think the bee is est to show how it was done.

Sliliiilii
THOMAS

ILL.,

I

10.
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Bees Destroyed by Worms.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

We

often read something like this
"Five colonies were queenless, 3 starved

and

2

:

were destroyed by worms." What

are we to understand by colonies being
destroyed by worms ? As we can see
no sense in the expression, and as such
a statement tends to make the beginner
fearful of loss of bees from the ravages
of moth worms, we propose to say a few
words on this subject, explaining the
workings of the larva? of the bee moth,
and the only fear we need have of it.

\£^
r?\V/

>» V^
.

-

7|S
Bee Moth or Miller.

my

production.
In the first place permit us to say, that
Out of 78 colonies in March, I had expressions similar to the above come
only six natural swarms and made only from those who are careless or igenough strong ones to keep the number norant. From the careless, because
84, after doubling up six, I successfully they do not attend to their business as
prevented swarming by giving room, they should, so they do not discover
and building up weak colonies. As my that their bees are gone till the combs
whole surplus came from 50 colonies, it are destroyed by worms. From the igillustrates the waste by keeping unpro- norant, because if well posted in all
ductive queens.
that is going on inside the hive, at all
While my best colony produced two times, they would know better.
strong natural swarms, April 29th and
We do not propose to tell here what a
May 6th, the united products of which moth miller is, how she gets her eggs
was 232 lbs., 168 lbs. of it in sections; in the hive, how the worms look, etc.,
very many produced no surplus. From for this can be found in any of the books
the 50 I had 2400 lbs. in sections, and on bees now before the public. If you
600 lbs. of extracted, which was sold have not one of these books, our advice
foi' $460. over freights and commissions.
would be to get one at once, for you canThe free use ot comb foundation and not well understand the Bee Journal
building
up
just
before
fruit
rapid
unless you know the first principles of
bloom, was the secret of such success bee-keeping. Of one thing we are ceras I had. It proved to be a great help
to have flat-bottom foundations built
out in the brood chamber for the sections. Some of my bees built out two
frames in a night, while others would
not touch it, if left in for weeks. In
every case the, Dunham foundation was
taken with avidity. It is surely a grand
advance to furnish such foundation
at the low rates at which it now is ofMale.
Female.
fered, but it surely indicates an era of
that
if
tain,
the
combs
are not occupied
honey
during
first
prices
for
our
lower
good season, and we must be prepared by bees, and have not been exposed to
the cold as low as 15° above zero, when
for it.
I notice the size of sections is still warm weather is the rule, we always
discussed. Bees cannot make as much find the larvae of the wax moth upon
in 4ix4i as in larger. I found a decided them, and more abundant in those that
difference in favor of the larger of the have had brood in them. When once
only two sizes I used, 4ix5 2 and 5x5%, under headway, it takes but a short time
It may be caused by the relative dimi- to reduce the combs in a whole hive to
nution of attached surface as well as by a mass of webs. Now the worms canits allowing a larger force to work to- not come into full possession of these
gether. I use the smaller size to sus- combs as long as there are bees upon
pend in wide frames in the second story them, although we find here and there
and can force bees into boxes to work a worm that has eluded their vigilance
The Italians keep them out
in them. Cases above brood are prefer- for a time.
much better than the blacks a small
able when bees will work that way.
I have tried many times, even with handful fully protecting a whole hive of
full comb sections, but never had the
least success in side storing, as recom:

;

—

mended by Mr. Doolittle. 1 have had
them remain empty below, with a third
story filled, while it was empty in a

Larva: of Bee Moth.

ten-frame Langstroth hive, that had
" Why is combs, the worms being kept in submisfilled several sections above.
sion so long as the bees remain. If,
this thus?"
from any cause, a colony becomes hopeCharlottesville, Va., Feb. 7, 1881.
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lessly queenless, the bees all die of old
from 50 to 60 days from the time
age
the last bee hatches, if in summer, and

m

as soon as the bees are gone there is no
thus they
restraint over the worms
have full sway, and in a short time the
combs are ruined.
Did the worms destroy the colony ?
Certainly not the colony was destroyed
by the loss of the queen, spring dwindling, or whatever the cause was, and the
moths came in as an effect. Thus we
see that to talk of worms destroying
colonies of bees is nonsense.
It frequently happens that we lose a
part of our bees in the spring, and wish
to preserve the combs till the remainder
of our bees increase to occupy them for
such combs are well worth preserving,
even in these days of comb foundation.
To keep them from being spoiled by the
moth worms requires close watching,
and all should be looked over as often
as once a week, when warm weather
comes. As soon as many worms are
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Do

We Want

the Truth?

REV. A. SALISBURY.

;

;

,

By using the wires as above, I often
found rows of empty cells, running parallel with and above the wires,and found
this difficulty arising from the wires not
being closely laid in the septum. As I
could see no way of obviating the objections in either method, I had become
discouraged and almost disgusted with
the results, and had determined to
abandon the use of foundation entirely,
until last season, when my attention was
called to the fact that Mr. Given had
taken a new departure in the manner of

On page 29 of the Bee Journal
for Jan. 26, 1881, 1 find an article from
Mr. Boardman. I have no feeling in
the matter, but will ask Mr. B. to refer
to my article again ; he will find that it
opens as follows " With the bee-keepers of this country it is yet no doubt an
important question, whether we shall introducing the wires, that is, pressing
continue to import bees from Italy." the foundation in wired frames by the
Paragraph 4 reads as follows "After use of a powerful press, which laid the
this subject is thoroughly investigated, foundation evenly in the septum in such
if found to be a step backward to drop a manner as to render the loss of brood
the importation of Italian queens, let it impossible.
be continued with great care, always to
I purchased some of Mr. Given's wired
Be- foundation, and after giving it the most
?
get the best Italy affords."
:

:

Why

cause our American-Italians have been thorough tests, concluded that I had
bred up to a high standard of excellence, found the ne plus ultra in foundation.
and we want no " step backward," by We have used in our apiary over 60 lbs.
importing inferior bees from Italy.
of Given wired foundation, and have
My sole object was to obtain good yet to find the first larva either killed or
reasons, if there are any, why we should removed from the cells. In conclusion,
continue to import from Italy, and that, I will say that I consider the essential
too, with a very small profit to those who requisites to a practical and successful
bring them to this country.
use of foundation to be a pure article,
My experience with Italian bees, after made from new wax, not lighter than 5
exclusively
for
16
breeding them almost
feet to the pound, with heavy side-walls
years, is that American-Italians are bet- and thin septum, secured in the frames
ter honey-gatherers, and the queens and in such a manner that it will neither sag,
bees are more beautiful than I have warp, nor break either in the hive or in
been able to get from the last imported using the extractor. It has been pracItalians, and I have always tried to get tically demonstrated to my satisfaction
the best, irrespective of cost, having that these results can only be obtained
paid from $5 to $20 for them. I have by Mr. Given's method of introducing
made it a rule, where good qualities the wires and if, by a happy combinawere developed by the introduction of tion, the Dunham foundation could be
SUk Tunnel of Bee Moth Larvae.
new blood, to breed from the best.
made and wired by the Given, or a simfound, hang them in a small, close room,
Always demand the best, whether ilar process, the foundation controversy
so the fumes of burning sulphur can
home-bred or imported bees, so that the would be virtually ended.
penetrate all parts of them, and burn
Wellington, 111., Feb. 10, 1881.
supply dealer will not have to furnish
1 pound to every 100 cubic feet con" dark Italians," " leather-colored Italtained in the room. To burn it, get a
"
Italians"
in
ians," and
light-colored
For the American Bee Journal.
kettle, put some ashes in the bottom,
all the shades that Italy can
put in a shovel of coals, and pour on a word,
Treatment of Foul Brood.
The
afford. Experience teaches that it is
your sulphur. Shut the door, and leave
the favorable circumstances under
for 2 or 3 days. If kept from the moth
E. W. FELTON.
which queens are bred, that largely demiller it is rarely the case that they will
oeauty
in color and favorable
velops
still,
we
have
need looking afteragain
In the spring of 1879 I commenced
good qualisometimes had to sulphur again in a circumstances also produce
colonies, and in May, I spread
ties.
So, we should never be alarmed with 21
month or so.
when we get a queen very highly-col- the brood and put in empty combs, once
One more Item Quinby gave in ored,
in
about
two weeks, and in one case put
if she was bred from excellent
" Bee-Keeping Explained," that a temin two empty ones at one time. In Augstock.
perature of 18° above zero, or lower,
Again, do we not run some risk of ust, the one I put the two combs into
would kill all life, eggs, etc., of the beewith foul brood,
foreign shores? was badly affected
moth. Four years ago we kept some bringing foul brood from
cells of it in 4 or 5
not this uncalled for, unless we are and I saw a few
combs in an out-house till February, Is
year
they
had increased
That
other directions ? others.
and the mercury went as low as 15° be- making advance in
to 34 strong colonies. I commenced
with
exchange
bees
At
home
we
can
low zero while they were there. Upon
doubled
responsible men, and avoid all such last spring with 31 colonies and
taking them to a warm room and workdown to 26, and in May I found foul
risks. I know nothing of foul brood,
3
moth
larfound
2
or
ing at them, we
what I have read, but if we read it brood in every hive. They commenced
We re- only
va; on our bench, crawling.
about June 20th, when some
as it is, woe be to the man that gets it to swarm
ported to that effect at the Northeastern
than 2 pounds of
apiary. As the Cyprian bee is of them had not more
Bee-Keepers' Convention that year, but in his
the
hive. I sold 5 and increased
honey
in
untried
bee
in
this country,
largely
an
the report was not credited. On the 10th
boiled all of
but thought by leading European bee- to 31; and on August 7th I
and shook 15 colonies
keepers to be a superior bee, we will- my empty hives,
and put them into the
ingly take risks for the sake of getting into these hives,
cellar.
I boiled those 15 hives, and on
good qualities.
the other 16 into the
day
I
shook
the 4th
Camargo, 111.
clean hives and brought the others out
of the cellar. I took what comb they
had made, away from them, gave them
For the American Bee Journal.
whole sheets of foundation, and the 3rd
The Practical Use of Foundation.
day after, gave the others foundation.
They appeared to be fair sized colonies
JOHN F. COWAN.
when I shook them off; the day after I
gave them the first foundation the
While I have been deeply interested apiary was as still as a grave-yard; there
in the discussions on the merits of comb did not appear to be a dozen bees in
foundation, and though many differ as sight at a time; 3 or 4 came out and
to the best kind to use, yet I think its clustered on the outside of the hives,
importance as a help in building up col- and remained there from morning until
Comb shrnving Cocoons of Moths.
onies, and in obtaining greater yields of night, and not a bee stirred, so I thought
honey, must be patent to every bee- I would try feeding.
I boiled some
of this month, when getting our bees keeper, providing its use can be made honey and made a tray \% by 3 feet, put
ready to ily by clearing the entrances of practical i. e., without sagging, break- in it 6 lbs. and put on a float, and when
dead bees, etc., we chanced to move the ing down, or killing brood by the im- the bees found that, it was interesting
entrance blocks to a colony that stood proper use of wire.
They would take
to see them take it.
in a bleak place so no snow had lodged
For the past 2 seasons I have been ex- the 6 lbs. in 30 minutes. I fed them 80
around the hive this winter, when we perimenting with the various kinds in lbs. and then stopped feeding, and never
found several moth larva? which pos- use, and have invariably found the Dun- saw bees try harder to work after that,
sessed as much life as ever, notwith- ham foundation to have the advantage but they dwindled down to i of what
standing their cold nap. Thus we are in being the most readily accepted by they were when I shook them off. By
led to conclude that the worms at a cer- the bees. Concluding this the Dunham the time the brood began to hatch they
tain stage can stand any amount of foundation to be the best, my next de- had increased to fair sized colonies. On
freezing, for this winter would try their sire was for the best means of fastening October 12th I examined them for the
vitality if any would.
it into the frames.
I tried fastening it last time. I now have them in the celBorodino, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1881.
to the top-bars as recommended by Mrs. lar and they seem to be wintering well.
I put the old hives and combs in the
Dunham and others ; I also tried wiring
[We are indebted to Prof. Cook for the
frames, and pressing the wires into cellar and extracted the honey.
the illustrations in the foregoing article, the wax by hand. In the former method
I think I made a mistake in not leavand which will be found, together with I was troubled to some extent with ing a few bees in each hive to hatch the
with the
a very able treatise on the natural his- sagging and falling down in the hive, brood. I could have put them
but mostly in the use of the extractor' others and kept them from dwindling so
habits
of
the
bee
and
moth,
in
his
tory
when the combs would break loose from much. If I get rid of this foul brood I
" Manual of the Apiary," chapter xix., the top-bar
of the frame and often fall shall not spread any brood after this.
Hastings, Minn., Feb. 19, 1881.
out.
pages 262-267— Ed.]
:

—

;

;

:

(
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Do Bees Puncture Grapes?
PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

Not long

since I received a letter from
Professor F. W. Lustin, of the University of Lewisburg, Penn., stating that
the question of "•destruction of grapes
by bees " was exciting attention in their
Natural History Society.
More recently Mr. Gustavius Schoenfield, a fruit grower and apiarist of
Brockton, N. Y., wrote: "At the last
meeting of the Chautauqua County
Horticultural Society, war was waged
against the industrious bees. My observation leads me to think that the
wasps are at the root of the mischief.
These latter puncture the fruit, and the
aroma from the oozing juice attracts
the worker bees, which sip, lap, and
suck until nothing remains but the skin
and seeds of the grapes. Is it possible
for the weak jaws of our bees to tear
open the skin of any fruit? This question is a serious one for this section. I
lost two tons of Delaware grapes last
season. I should say that there were
500 bees to one wasp, but the wasps
were always leaders."

Mr. A. G. Gulley informs me that the
grapes, especially the Delawares, are
greatly injured at South Haven, Michigan. He is not sure but the birds and
the wasps are the prime aggressors, but
surely the bees are not slow to join in
the attack.
Whole clusters of fine
grapes are utterly ruined, often not a
grape left that is not sucked dry. This
is really becoming a most interesting
and no less important matter.
At Huron, Ohio, Mr. H. J. Krock is
accused by a bee-keeper, Mr. Peter
Klasen, of poisoning his bees by use of
Paris green because the bees have become a great nuisance, as claimed by
Mr. Krock, in that they annually de j
stroy his grapes, upon which he depends
for a livelihood. This has not only led
to a serious quarrel but fire-arms have
been drawn and expensive litigation
began.
I have many letters and inquiries like
the above.
Surely our fruit-growing
friends feel, and with no small show of
reason, that they are great sufferers.
And reason and justice both demand
that we as bee-keepers give their complaints a most attentive and respectful
hearing, and if these complaints are

founded
to

in fact, it lies

make amends but

with us not only
to secure against

future injury.
I have no personal knowledge that
bees do tear open grapes, though I have
sought it carefully and long, both in
Michigan and California. That bees
will visit punctured grapes to sip the
juice, just as they will frequent cidermills in quest of similar liquids, there
can be no doubt. Two or three persons
have told me that they have seen bees
actually tear open grapes. Two of these
are extensive grape growers, and were
urged by me, two years since, to inform
me when they next witnessed such action on the part of bees.
Yet I have
not been notified up to date. Several
persons have called my attention to
such depredations, only to become convinced upon closer examination that the
bees merely sipped from such fruit as
had been previously wounded.
I have placed punctured grapes before bees, and when the latter got fairly
to work sipping the juice, I would replace the wounded fruit by that which
was wholly sound, when the bees would
at once leave the fruit. So from my observations and experiments I have been
led to believe that this habit, if ever
true of bees, was exceptional. This
opinion was sustained by the well known
habit of bees to search out and lap up,
not sealed liquids, but such as were exposed and which were found by the
bees, only because of the volatile parti-

which escaped from them. We do
that wild bees pierce the bases of
long tubular flowers, that they may
reach the nectar which would else be
beyond their reach. I have noticed here
for years past that the flowers of the
wild Bergamot, Monarda flstulosa, are
thus perferated; and more, that the
honey bees procure nectar from these
openings. It we knew that the honey
bees made these openings I have
looked long, but in vain, to find them
cles

know

—
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thus

employed—then we would have ing
to the tearing open
the fact that bees are

something analogous

the sun shine on the front of the
hive; the sun warmed the hive so that
the bees could get to their stores in the
long cold weather. I am sure that some
of my colonies died of starvation with
plenty of honey in the hives, and with
from three to five winter passages
through every comb. The cold was so
intense and so long continued that the
bees could not even go through a single
comb to get to their honey.
The question of absorbents or no absorbents is frequently discussed.
experience this winter does not throw
much light on it. The mostof myhives
were covered with four thicknesses of
heavy brown paper on the frames, with

of grapes. From
able to cut away strong paper, andeven
factory cloth, inclines me to reverse my
former opinion that bees, because of
their weak jaws, were unable to tear
open the tough grape skins. The fact
that bees are among the most intelligent of insects, and that by visiting
punctured grapes they learn of the
presence of the coveted liquid, makes
it
easy to see how they may have
acquired this unwelcome habit, if they
do possess it. and may well make apiarists slow to contradict their brother pomologists, who assert positively that
bees do puncture sound grapes.
an inch honey board over the paper.
What are we going to do about it f If it Two had the caps filled with carpet,
be found that" our bees do attack and straw, etc. Of these two, one is dead
ruin the property of our neighbors, or and the other is in no better condition
even of their swarming about the grapes than those that had no other absorbent
at harvest time becomes an " insuffera- than the brown paper.
I usually conble nuisance, or even sorely annoying, fine my bees in winter below the top bar
we should remove our bees to such a of the frames by filling the space bedistance as will prevent the trespass, or tween the frames with strips of wood,
carry them, for the few weeks of the but not so tight but that a little air can
vintage, to a dark cool cellar, from escape. I am careful to make passages
which they are to be removed as soon as for them just below the top bar.
the grape harvest is over. As in many
Huntington, Ind., March 1, 1880.

My

-

'

places— probably nearly all where grapes
are grown— there is a dearth in September, of nectar-secreting bloom, this action may be taken with no loss to the
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Using Tin Separators.

bee-keeper, except that of moving the
JAMES HEDDON.
bees. If the bees can be moved into a
more desirable locality for nectar, then
the bee-keeper may " kill two birds with
In reply to Mr. Carl Tuttle, In the Bee
one cast of the stone." It is a glad fact Journal of Feb. 23, 1 will say that I
that bees only attack such liquids in the succeeded in crating every 5x6 section,
absence of the more acceptable Mower except 16, that I produced in 1879, which
nectar, so usually there will be no loss number amounted to 2,760.
I also
from removing to cellar at times when glassed a large share of the brightest
grapes are visited by them. The great combs, and no separators were used.
drouth the past season in some sections,
You will remember, Mr. Editor, that
the excessive rain in others, and the the season previous I sold you, at my
consequent dearth of nectar in the Glenwood apiary, 80 cases of 5x6 sec(lowers, quite probably led to the very tions, a small part of which were glassed.
numerous complaints the past season.
You could hardly believe my statement,
when I told yon that no separators were
used next the combs that were not
For the American Bee Journal.
glassed, and that we had only about 20
that were too crooked to crate. We did
How the Bees are Wintering.
use a few separators that season, that
were left over from the many that we
SI. MAHIN, D. D.
used the two seasons previous. I agree
The present winter has been one of with Mr. Tuttle. that tin is the best for
the most disastrous to bee culture "with- separators, and that all separators are a
in the memory of the oldest inhabi- great drawback to the production of
tant." In this section of Indiana api- comb honey.
culture has not made as much advanceBut to our method I believe that the
ment as in many other localities, and honey-board I use, and the clamp methnearly all winter on the summer stands. od of placing the sections thereon, have
and without any special preparation. I something to do with it. Of course, no
am of opinion that two thirds of the one would expect to get straight combs
bees in Huntington County are already without separators, by putting sections
dead, and the end is not yet.
within frames, and placing those frames
Mine have fared better than the ma- in a super or upper story.
jority. I had 47 colonies in the fall, and
Now to the 414x414 sections. I apply
up to this time I have lost 16. The win- these to the hives in a case cut up by
ter has confirmed my previous views in divisions, thus
some things, and not in others.
I have heretofore advocated placing
hives that are to be wintered out of
doors in full sunshine, and with the entrance to the south. The results of this
winter have strikingly confirmed the
correctness of my theory. I had 23 colonies that were slightly shaded by a
high paling tense and some fruit trees; using no honey-board and no glass. 1
they were also partially protected from get 99 combs out of 100 straight enough
the west and north winds. I had 24 to crate nicely by this method, and I do
others standing where they were en- it by filling each section full of comb
tirely unprotected from either wind or foundation. I use foundation which is
sun, and facing the south. The aver- so nicely made that when drawn out and
age condition of the two lots was the filled, there is no " fish-bone" or other
same as nearly as could be determined. peculiarity to cause one to believe that
They were prepared for winter in the foundation was employed in its consame way, and except in the matter of struction. These sections are so small,
exposure to the sunshine there was no that when filled with foundation, accureason why one should winter better rately adjusted, there is almost no
than the other. And now for the result. chance for the growth of a crooked
Of the 23 that faced the north and were comb therein. The cover to the case
partially shaded 11 are dead; and of the rests bee-space above the narrow tops
24 exposed to the full sunshine only 5 of the sections, and, as the bees can
are dead, and the present average con- pass freely around the top-piece of the
dition of those facing the north is not section, I think that tends to show them
as good as the others. There were a where to stop the length of each cell.
few days in the months of December Again, I use a 2 inch end piece, and only
and January when the temperature was a \% (instead of 1%) top and bottom
below 40°, and sometimes when it was piece to my sections. That, too, tends
scarcely above freezing, that the bright toward straight combs. It also admits
sunshine tempted the bee to fly. Some of double capacity for bee passage beof them were lost, but the greater part tween the tops of the sections, because
returned in safety to the hives. Those it is just wide enough (%) for two bees
that perished on the snow would have to pass at once, exactly opposite each
perished in the hives if they had not other 14 inch is not.
come out, as would many of those that
I have no fears as to safe transportareturned.
tion and ready sale of honey put up in
There was another advantage of hav- these 1 lb. sections, and crated in 12:

;

comb
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many

readers of the Bee Journal to
hear how I manage Orchard Apiary
ever owned in the bee line, unless it be during the early spring months. In the
wax; I mean " spot cash." I do not Journal for February !), I told how
think there will be a very great demand gave my bees water hi the cellar and
for glassed honey after these packages the good results I obtained by doing so.
are well introduced. Besides, the nicest Now, I consider it still more important
method of glassing is on the outside of to give the water after they are taken
the section, with paper caps, a la Moore. out in the spring. Bees generally have
In regard to the " proper care of sec- a sufficient supply of old pollen pretions, after adjusted," I must confess I served in honey to last until late in the
have lost the thought that was in my spring, so their greatest want, in order
mind when I wrote the article, for when to carry on brood rearing, is water, and
applied as I have directed, the results by giving it to them I manage to keep
are such that no further care is needed, them quiet, when they would otheras a rule.
wise be obliged to go out for it on cold,
Dowagiac, Mich., Feb. 25, 1881.
windy days and so perish in their zeal
for the welfare of the colony. There are
a great many cold, windy days when
For the American Bee Journal.
the sun, shining warm on the hive, will
The Wintering of Bees.
cause the bees to come out in large numbers, and the harsh winds soon chilling
J. S. HEAD.
them, they are unable to return again.
On
such days I keep them at home by
How to winter bees is important to
everyone interested in apiculture, but closing the entrance, and shading the
we have much to learn about handling hive from the rays of the sun. It will
and wintering bees. Seemingly, to not do to keep bees confined too long out
read some works on bee-culture, one of doors, and just how long is a question
would only have to purchase the hive, that requires good judgment and exand then sail (as it were) smoothly perience to determine. I have kept
along to success— but in reality it is only them shut up in this way for nearly a
week by giving them plenty of water in
to encounter " blasted hopes.
the hive, but it is seldom that I am
It requires ability as well as practice
to be successful in any pursuit.
But do obliged to confine them so long.
I would advise every one to go carenot think that I object to any good bee
book.
For those just embarking, as fully into this matter, and unless they
well as for practical bee men, such are have a good memory, not to attempt it,
essential; without such, one would soon as a neglect to watch and liberate the
fail to realize any compensation, for ex- bees when it is time may cause their
pense and time; of all periodicals my ruin. My hives have glass in the back,
preference is for the Weekly Bee Jour- by means of which 1 can tell just when
the bees begin to show signs of uneasinal; and I wish it much prosperity.
liberate them about as
I will give a more explicit description ness and so
of the hive I use than that given in Vol. soon as they find out that they would
like
a
fly.
Have your lumber well
16, page 473.
Coleraine, Mass., Feb. 1881.
seasoned, and nail the hive together;
make some mortar from yellow clay
soil, with lime water, adding 1-5 plaster
For the American Bee Journal.
of Paris, and then plaster the inside of
the hive i inch thick, and in three days New
Metal Corners for Brood Frames.
the hives will be ready for any reasonable degree of heat or cold, as it is a
W. B. ANDERSON, M. D.
non-conductor when thus plastered.
If my bees have not sufficient honey
I have devised a plan by which I can
in the brood chamber for wintering, I
convert my summer hives into winter
let the upper boxes or frames of honey
or chaff hives, which is quite satisfactory
remain, giving them time to carry it be- to me, and I think
much cheaper and
low and cap it over, for their winter more convenient than
chaff hive I
stores.
When cold weather begins, re- have ever seen. I use aany
the same
move the frames from the upper story, depth as the Langstroth,frame
and
only
as
placing the cloth over the brood frames; long; they hold
6 lib. sections.
pack over them cotton seed, which abInstead of hanging a frame on a rabsorbs all heavy or damp air that may bet, as is usually
done, I have devised
pass through the main entrance or arise a corner-piece
made of sheet tin, and
from the bees; this keeps them warm bent at right angles
to fit the corner of
and healthy. I have never been troubled the frame, and on each
end of the angles
with foul brood or dysentery in my of the corner-piece
are projections %
apiary; and I have only'lost one colony of an inch
iong, which serve as feet for
this winter, in that I neglected to pack
the frame to rest on, and to give the
the seed tightly, and that gave the air requisite space
at the bottom and ends
too free a circulation through the hive, of the frame.
The corner-pieces are
causing them to chill. I never allow
inches long, % longer than the frame
1%
bees to be disturbed, if possible, while is wide, and when
the frames are set
in winter quarters.
together the ends of the corner-pieces
Benton, Mo.
come in contact, and thus leave
inch
space between the frames. When the
corner-pieces
are
fastened to the frames,
For the American Bee Journal.
the frames can be turned upside down,
Spring Dwindling.
stood on end, or sides reversed at pleasure. When the honey season is over
E. A. THOMAS.
and I wish to pack for winter, I have
simply
frames on end, and
With many, spring dwindling has be- pack theto set my
thus left between frames
come a serious drawback to uncessful and hive spaces
with chaff cushions. My hives
bee-culture, arid how to prevent it is a
being high enough for two sets of frames
problem they would like to have solved. give, when frames are
set on end, over
Many are prejudiced against cellar win- 6 inches on top, and over
2% on the
tering on account of the greaterliability
sides for packing. Now, I thus get a
to dwindle in spring, and I think,
shallow frame for summer use, and a
myself, that bees confined through the
deep oue for winter. Frames are rarely
long winter will have more ambition ever glued
with propolis, and
when they get out in the spring, than when lifted together
out of the hive can be stood
those that have had an occasional fly
upright on a board without danger of
during the winter. But if we can con- falling, and
but little of being blown
trol and direct this ambition, it will
over. They are convenient for shipping
turn to our advantage, and this great purposes,
and, in general, I think a very
objection to cellar wintering will be
convenient frame.
done away with.
I send by mail a sample set of the
Now, I have never been troubled corner-pieces,
and will send any reader
with spring dwindling, and I do not of the Bee
Journal a sample set who
believe anyone need be if they will only
will pay the postage,
watch their bees carefully in early those who try my plan etc., and think
will like it.
spring, and take every precaution to
Bloomingdale, Mich.
guard against it. It is of no use to deny
that it requires care and trouble to pre[The corner-pieces have been received
vent it, and those that cannot give their and placed in the Bee Journal Musebees the necessary care and attention
must not grumble or complain if their um, for the inspection of those who
take an interest in the later invenbees do dwindle.
Perhaps it will be of interest to the tions.— Ed.]
crates. They come the nearest
to being " wheat" of anything. I have

I
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Evils Correcting Themselves.

We

inal, possess

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

EDITOR AND PllOPKIETOH,

it

what it is. Meancondemn adultera-

for

time, continue to
tions

9,

even forced manufacturers and

it lias

retailers to sell

are often led to think that all
misdemeanors, whether trivial or crim-

Mar.

right will prevail at last,
is a God in Israel."

;

for

"
within themselves a latent truly, There

GLEANINGS.

corrective principle as well as a retributive nature. Ancient history furnishes
many illustrations of governments be-

Be Prepared

for Freshets.

Cause of Dysentery. —Mr. James HedAt
last, after many weary days, and don gives the following as his views on
that
and
lawless
corrupted
coming so
we have this subject:
CHICAGO, ILL., MAK. 9, 1881.
reforms were forced upon the people weeks and months of waiting,
" 1 have observed numbers of dead
Hope
even before they anticipated them. In encouragement of mild weather.
winter, has colonies, and I am more than ever conlong
deferred,
the
present
other
counPortugal
and
Spain,
^•"Correspondence "and "Letters" Italy,
my previous opinion, that the
and now, vincedofofdysentery
and it tries, the enormities of the Inquisition often made the heart sick
is an undue amount
COUSi
having accumulated very much,
fruition
we
the
that
are
about
to
realize
of animal or vegetable particles, so to
relieved the people from the oppressions
being highly important to give our
wishes speak, iii the honey the bees are winin Russia the magnitude of our earnest and oft-repeated
of the church
readers all the news about the present
shud- tering on— probably the former a b«cthe
system
of serfdom became an for warmer weather, it is with a
of
the
throughout
bees
that infests honey while in the
condition of the
disasters
and leria
contemplate
the
we
der
blossom, or otherwise; that the greatest
of the incubus upon the government itself,
country, we have devoted much
certainly aggravations of the disease are cold and
Journal to and before the many millions of serfs destruction that will almost
present issue of the Bee
prepared for liberty they were follow the return of nature to a normal confinement. Cold, because of the more
were
even
expense
of
the
at
these departments,
confinement,
condition, and the continuance of sun- honey consumed, and
Conventions, declared free in China and Japan, the
which prevents the voiding of the poithe space usually given to
shine for any protracted length of time. sonous accumulations. Cold and
thousand
years
caused
a
ignorance
by
conExchanges and Editorial. Time has
but few, if any, runs finement, without this bacteria, will not
of seclusion forced the government to The memory of
Weekly
the
that
demonstrated
fully
cause dysentery. These bacteria, withtake the most active measures for the back to a winter similar to the present,
out cold and confinement, will not show
Bee Journal was a necessity which
the snow (no longer the " beautiwhen
and
arts
sciences
of
the
encouragement
with
themselves.
The above is the only
could not have been dispensed
for
mantled
the
earth
so
ful
snow")
of
Turkey
theory I can imagine, that will lit ail
the aggressive oppressions
much longer. The perfect deluge of
and
in
such
months
continuously,
many
cases
that
the
have come under my obupon her dependencies finally awakened
correspondence which we now have,
correspondent servation. I believe it, because we so
lavish quantity.
One
civilized
world,
the
of
resentment
the
in a
plainly see this great law in the animal
could not have been accommodated
and provoked a salutary interference in wrote us they had enjoyed one hundred and vegetable world, that one life exists
Monthly, and besides,progressive apiarand
constant
sleighing,
and
of
four
days
at the expense and death of another.
communication her governmental policy at least twice
ists need a medium of
thirty days Man comes into the category as no exin the history of France do we find the since then more than another
much oftener than once a month.
ception.
excesses of her rulers forcing the groan- have been added. The average and
here, in general depth of the snow throughout
and
revolution
into
masses
;
ing
proof
reading
^- By an oversight in
the entire Eastern, Northern and Westprice our own country, many of our readers
of advertisement last week, the
witnessed the presumption and arro- ern States, has been measurable by
honeyHetherington's
of Bingham &
gance of the leading traffickers in hu- feet not inches. In the Central States
knife was placed at $2. It should have
man flesh, who, not satisfied with a the same is true, while in the mountains
been SI, as usual.
quiet submission to their soul-revolting and on the plains it is without any reslavery, insisted upon making all citi- corded precedent.
Ohio
Bingham's Bees.— Our bees had a line
^° Sec. Chamberlain, of the
Should a continuous season of genial fly on Feb. 22, and are all in fair order;
zens their confederates by the enactState Board of Agriculture, gives the
ment of the Fugitive Slave Law. and sunshine follow our unparalleled winter, IS colonies Were somewhat out of line,
following as his views on " Bees and
but are sound now. I think they are in
thereby broke the chains that bound high waters will prevail for several
"
better order and have wintered better
honey in Onio
of humanity in a slavery weeks, but the damage will not be so than in 1880. I hear of some who have
millions
five
" Bees are well distributed through
if the lost heavily, but have not their exact
great
to
the
country
at
large
as
than
death.
worse
the State. In nearly all the counties,
off with spring loss.
While it will be sad to hear of the
the range, as may be seen, is from 1000
And who can doubt that commercial snow should be carried
losses, it will be amusing to hear opinto 3000 hives of bees, with a proportion- abuses will not to some extent correct rains. Usually, we have had heavy or
ions. Bee-keepers are brave, and can
ate product of honey. The total value
protracted rains in midwinier which
face most anything, and not flinch.
is(at 20cts) §270,548, and themselves ? It is but a repetition of
of the crop
relieved
the
earth
of
its burden of This winter has shown too many that
have
bears to the total value of the wheat history, with a different application.
" in an hour ye think not, the evil is at
divided
the
floods
between
snow,
and
crop the ratio of $1 to $190."
For years have we been complaining of
and April but this winter the the door." The past few years had
January
the rapidly increasing manufacture of
lulled many to repose, and the early
^"Several bee-keepers in this vicin- glucose, and arraying a hostility to its snow has accumulated, and yet awaits frosts overtook them before they were
of
feasability
to
sea.
Therefore,
while
the
its
current
the
ity are considering
Enough will survive the
prepared.
imposition upon the public, when now
holding a convention in Detroit this
we hope with our readers for the best, winter to demonstrate the fact that bees
The law in regard to foul comes the good news that so much com- we cannot too forcibly impress upon may lie safely wintered in any climate,
spring.
brood, which is about to be passed, petition exists in its manufacture and
under favorable circumstances.
makes an organization necessary. It is sale that it is no longer remunerative them to be prepared for the worst.
T. F. Bingham.
fawould
Little rivulets, where usually the sweldesirable to know how many
Otsego. Mich., March 4, 1881.
syrup
have
rapidly
glucose
Prices
of
please
such
Will
vor the enterprise.
tering and parched cattle have found
declined from 90 cents and SI per gallon
send me their address. A. B. Weed.
scarcely enough water in summer to
As it
Colonies Strong and Healthy.
No. 75 Bagg street, Detroit, Mich.
to 30 cents, and the marginal profit is so
assuage their thirst, may become rivers is thawing and pleasant to-day, my K>
small that there is a prospect of the leadhad
a good cleansing
colonies
of
bees
in magnitude and pregnant with danger
One of the handsomest publica- ing manufacturers drifting into honest
flight; all are strong but 1, which I am
tions is the Illustrated Scientific News, trade, and making pure sorghum syr- to everything in their proximity; while nursing, [have thirty frames of capped
York.
usually placid rivers will become honey, what can I do with them 1
published by Munn & Co., New
They will thus become a valuable the
Every number contains .".2 pages, full of ups.
F. II. Shakes.
mighty torrents, overflowing their banks
engravings of novelties in science and auxiliary to farmers and producers, and
Grirard, Pa., Feb. 26, 1881.
Ornamental wood will themselves help to swell the rapidly in many places of comparative safety,
the useful arts.
I'se them for feeding the bees in the
work, pottery, vases and objects of increasing ranks of those demanding flooding the lower country for miles
modern and ancient art are finely
where broad-stretching cornfields have spring; hang them in the hive just as
congressional prohibition of poisons unshown.
been the rule and marking their course they are, or place one flatwise over the
der innocent names.
with destruction and desolation. Our frames, and the bees will come up and
Still another encouraging illustration
l8g" The next meeting of the N. VV.
friends in the Central and Southern take the honey very readily. Be careful
Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keep- is at hand in the wayward course of
States along the water-courses, cannot not to open the hives on cold spring
ers' Association, will be held at 11. W. oleomargarine— popularly called " bulIt is
too soon provide for the safety of their days, or you may chill the brood.
Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Win" hogine." So
nebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May, terine," rightly called
families, stock and perishable property. unneccessary to uncap or extract the
rapidly has it been forced upon our marJ. Stewart, Sec.
1881.
Immediately remove all bees to high, honey, the bees will do that.— Ed.]
ket, that the public health has been
safe ground, then look to the safety of
g^On account of unfavorable weath- seriously impaired by its use, and the your cattle, horses, bogs anil sheep, and No Surplus.— The Weekly Jorrnal
er the convention at Monroe Centre, many cases of winter cholera have been
very welcome visitor. I put into
have a place of refuge provided for is a
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
winter quarters 63 colonies of bees, in
attributed directly to the uncooked lard
loved
ones
of
home.
the
and
yourselves
few present, adjourned to the same
good condition. I put them into a deep,
employed so largely in its preparation.
place on March 29, 1881.
prepared in lime- even before dark cellar, well ventilated, with a temlie
That which our Congress has been too
A. Hick, Pres.
to 47
while it was,
this Journal reaches you, the waters pe ra tine of from 45
tardy in legislating upon, and Which the
on the outside, 10 below zero, in the
way.
We
may
their
be
unmay
on
be
l"i
them
in before
was
put
the
Journal,
it
do
without
cellar
cannot
I
dairymen (backed with the enactments
and like the prospect of a Weekly very of the Illinois Legislature) have been necessarily alarmed—we hope so, i>ut the cold set in, and I think they are dothere is an immensity of snow in the ing splendidly. I obtained no surplus.
much. Honey was a failure in this secunable to reach, is being rapid! j accomtion last season. Hattie B. Brown.
country, and we can see no way for its We had a very late harvest, or there
would have been no bees here by this
plished by the cupidity of the counterLotus. I ml.
disappearance except through floods.
Bartlett Z. Smith.
time.
feiters themselves. They have forced
Tuscola, 111.
can supply but a few more of the City Council, as a sanitary measure,
(grMr. James Heddon reports a loss
the back numbers to new subscribers. to prohibit the sale of bogus butter, and
What a charming paper is our new
It is a credit to
If any want them, they must be sent for scarcely a Hay now passes that arrests of only 2 colonies out of 212, in this the Weekly Bee Journal!
J. Matthew' Jones.
the country.
Beverest of all winters.
are not made and heavy lines imposed
soon.
;

—
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All Right.—Last fall I packed my bees
with chaff; they are wintering finely;
they had a good Might to-day. I am delighted with the Weekly Bee Journal.
<.. n. Adams.
North Nassau, X. Y., Feb. 11, 1881.

—We

have 2 colonies ven
Why Is it?
nicely packed in chaff. Last week, with
the thermometer at 45 many of them
came out, discharged their feces, and
dropped on the snow.
gathered up
several, warmed and returned them to
the hive, but they came out again.
Others flew off and dropped at a Long
distance. The\ had been confined about
14 weeks.
What is the cause ?
.

We

Robert
Faulkenburg, Out., Feb.

11.

Smith.

14, 1881.

[They had contracted dysentery from
long confinement, and cameout of their
hives to die, which would have resulted
had they remained in. The loss to the
colony will hardly be perceptible, it'
those remaining are healthy. Ed.]
Italians vs. Blacks for Wintering.—
loss of bees here is over 150 colonies, there not being more than a dozen
left.
The loss was mostly caused by
poor, unsealed honey and long confine-

drifted out of sight; the rest were only
partially covered with snow. Since hi'
thaw, it has been quite cloudy, the thermometer being at 17 above '/.cni SOO06
of the bees flew quite briskly, but the
most of them were rather inclined to
remain quiet. As far as we have examined we linil them in very good condimuch better than we expected.
tion
A lew show signs of dysentery, though
not to a bad extent. There are quite a
number of beginners in this vicinity,
with only or 8 colonies each, that have
lost a number of colonies; undoubtedly
the cause was a lack of proper protection for winter.
But perhaps the "winter of ourdiscontent" may come during
the cold, stormy blasts of March lint
it is to be hoped they will come out all
right.
V. II. Ormsby.
Pierpont, O., Feb. 14, 1881.
I

;

;

;

Bee Dress for a Girl.— My father has
long been a bee-keeper, and proposing
to assist him the coming summer, I desire information through your Journal
for a most suitable bee dress for a girl,
in regard to material and style of

ment.

Bell Tomlinson.

making.

Allegan, Mich., Feb.

The

[In answer,

"

Manual

20, 1881.

we copy from

Prof. Cook's
of the Apiary, page 197. Ed.]

"For ladies, my friend, Mrs. Baker,
The winter has been unusually
The past 2 years were poor for recommends a dress which, by use of

severe.
bees, especially the last. I had but 2
swarms and obtained 400 lbs. of honey
from 23 colonies last year; and now I
have only 8 left out of 24. I use the
Quinby hive packed with chaff; but
like the Langstroth frame best, as it is
more easily handled. The black bees
are nearly all dead of 12 black colonies
out of 12 Italian colI have only 1 left
onies, 7 are alive. I hope to get some of
the best strains in the country, and
build them up again, as I have plenty
of combs on hand. The Bee Journal
is a welcome visitor.
Charles F. Uphaus.
Batesville, Ind., Feb. 18, 1881.

the rubber skirt-lift or other device, can
be instantly raised or lowered. This will
be convenient in the apiary, and tidy
anywhere. The Gabrielle s'tyle is preferred, and of a length just to reach the
floor.
It should be belted at the waist,
and cut down from the neck in front,
one-third the length of the waist, to
permit the tucking in of the veil. The
under-waist should fasten close about
the neck. The sleeves should be quite
long to allow free use of the arms, and
gathered in with a rubber cord at the
wrist, which will hug the rubber gauntlets or arm, and prevent bees from
crawling up the sleeves. The pantalets
should be straight and full, and should
Shallow Hives for Winter.— I went also have the rubber cord in the hem to
into winter quarters with 14 colonies draw them close about the top of the
in Langstroth shoes."
(13 blacks), 12 were
and simplicity hives, 2 in box hives; 10
No Flight since November.— My 30 colcolonies had sufficient stores; 2 were
onies of bees have had no flight since
weak. The cold spell in Nov. caught Nov.
I fear they need it very
me unprepared, to some extent, al- much 1,aand
part of them being " packed "
;

;

Granulation of Honey.
to

know Mr.

—

I

77

should like

lloge's plan for keeping

honey from granulating. Heating
ej
makes it darker, and if it boils it spoils persons have lost all, while none have
the flavor.
Please give it in the Bee escaped without considerable loss,
am often asked the question: What is
g. F. Northrop.
Journal.
Southport, Conn., Feb. 10, 1881.
the cause of the great loss of bees?" I
cannot give a satisfactory answer. The
[We know nothing more of his plan continued excessive
cold weather is
Perhaps probably the main cause, in one cellar
than that given on page 37.
he will give it in some future number that know of, bees have, for several
years, wintered well.
This winter all
of the Journal.— Ed.]
have died except 1 colony, and that is
quite weak. They were put in after the
fear it is fust cold snap, and
Wintering in Maine.
I
were sinmg and aptoo far north here in Maine to winter parently in g
Order; all were well
bees on the summer stands. In winter- supplied with honey. At lirst I did not
ing in the cellar the combs get moldy. like the change from monthly
to weekly,
Mr. Root advises wintering on the sum- but am well pleased now.
mer stands, and I have tried it for two
Isaac Sharp.
seasons. Last winter I put my weakWaveland. Ind., Feb. 2.".. 1881.
est colonies into the cellar, but more
perished of those on the summer stands
Duplication.— The finest queen I have
than those in the cellar. This winter I
have 9 in chaff hives, 12 in tenement came from I). A. Pike. She is light in
hives, 4 in house packed with chaff and color, and prolific, and produces the
straw, 6 in dry goods boxes stuffed finest marked workers that I ever saw.
around with straw, and 23 in the cellar She does not duplicate her bees; but
with chaff cushions over the frames, they are very fine.
They do not duplicate, and never will.
and chaff division boards.
Dexter, Maine.
L. French.
A. J. Tunnell.
Carrollton, Ills., Feb. 23, 1881.
Queen Rearing.— Mr. Weed, on page
1

l

' l

I

—

I

the Bee Journal, asks how many
Sad loss of Bees. In this vicinity
colonies I made yield $25 each, at queen
nearly all the bees are dead, caused by
rearing. It was fifteen colonies. Perneglect in preparing for winter. Some
haps I ought to explain that all of the
have starved for
income was not derived from queens, as many died with lack of stores, but
plenty in their hives.
there were eighteen colonies sold in the
Mine are packed in chaff on the sumfall, and I had GOO lbs. of extracted
mer stands, and are yet in good condihoney, but the rearing of queens was
H. B. Brittatn.
my specialty, and the main income was tion.
Alexandria, Ind.
from this source. Judging from my
experience, I think I could care for 40
Will soon be ready for the Harvest.—
colonies, devoted to queen rearing.
More time, per colony, is required in My bees are never moved from their
queen rearing, than in working for summer stands, and out of over 80 colhoney, but I think queen rearing pays, onies I have only lost 4. They have
had a severe time, but as soon as they
in the long run. a little the best.
are ready to go to work I shall give
W. Z. Hutchinson,
them fresh ground rye-meal.
Rogersville, Mich.
58. of

—

Death
Death ! !— I have
long since found that it is not best to
" whistle until out of the woods." I
am out, and no mistake but I have not
a single bee left. My bees had plenty
of honey. I had a very small increase,
and that by natural swarming; but my
bees were not strong in the fall. There
though all but 2 in Langstroth and sim- on the summer stands, while the
was something the matter with them
rest are
plicity hives, had 7 inches of chaff covJuly on, thousands
in the cellar. The Weekly Bee Jour- last summer. From
ering. After it warmed up a little I
nal
never comes before I am ready for of young bees came out of the hive as
packed the 12 with dry straw on all its valuable instruction. I do not see though they would start for the field,
sides but the front, and covered them
to the
how I could get along without it. I wish pitch off of the alighting board
so that the straw would not become wet.
ground, and make a few attempts to
it every success.
H. H. Mitchell.
Nine lived through the second cold
backs
and
then
turn
on
their
rise, and
Maquoketa, Iowa, Feb. 28, 1881.
wave, but now 8 more are dead; all left
die. They would act just as though they
plenty of stores, so that so far, I have
had been stung. Sometimes the ground
lost 11 out of 13, and 1 that is now livBees in Missouri. Is it possible to was covered with bees in front of the
ing was shipped by rail 25 miles, on transmit foul brood in foundation ? I hive, for several hundred yards. I had
Dec. 15, in a tall box hive. All the bees have been using it to some extent, and just Italianized them; but now the bees
in this neighborhood in Langstroth expect to use it more extensively in the in the county are nearly all gone, there
hives are dead, while, as far as my spring. We have had a long, cold win- is nothing left to build up with. I
knowledge goes, those in tall box hives ter; bees have had but one good fly since weighed my bees on the 1st of Nov.,
Do you Nov.; about the 5th of Feb. they had anil marked the weight on the hives,
are living. Now why is this?
not consider the Langstroth hive too a partial fly.
I think fully one half of and put them into winter quarters on
shallow for wintering, especially in se- the bees in the country will die. The the morning of the 15th, and they never
vere winters like this? I am more than thermometer has indicated 18° below lived long enough to eat more than 2
satisfied with the Weekly Bee Jour- zero. A poor season, with an enormous lbs. of honey. The walls of my winter
nal.
J. H. Eby.
fruit crop, is, perhaps, the cause. My bee-house are 12 inches thick, tilled with
North Robinson, O., Feb. 28, 1881.
bees appear all right; they are all well dry sawdust. I had 18 colonies in this
[The deep frames, as also the shallow packed in chaff. My neighbor's bees are place, and 1 packed in sawdust out of
in moderately good American hives, doors, and there was but one colony
ones, have their ardent admirers, and without protection, except open honey- alive by the 1st of Feb., and they died
all claim especial advantages for their boxes on top, and they are all right. So before the month was out.
I think it is
favorite hives. With everything favor- I do not know which method is best. safe to say that 24 colonies out of every
I
I know of no other bees packed in the 25 are dead, in Randolph Co., Ind.
able, we cannot imagine why one should
country, but hundreds are dead; per- will try again.
I love bees and the
be preferable to another; in other words, haps packing would have saved some. Bee Journal.
Abe Hoke.
the most successful hive one winter of- Linden timber is plenty with abunUnion City, Ind., March 4th, 1881.
ten proves most disastrous the next. dance of white clover, and a perfect
sea of fall flowers, at the head of
Five per cent, of Loss.— My loss is 5
Could we regulate the winters, it would
which, as a honey producer, stands the per cent, up to date. I have not lost
be an easy matter to determine the Spanish needle.
The so-called "Simp- one that was packed. The loss will not
son honey plant," grows wild, but not vary much from 20 per cent, by the 1st
proper depth of frames. Ed.]
in sufficient auantity to be of much of May, and one half to those with no
Bees in Good Condition.—We are hav benefit, only to show that it is a favor- protection. The January thaw, that
ite
with the bees, from daylight until came February 10, has saved my bees.
ing one of the most severe winters, that
we have had in this part of the world dark. Buck-wheat does not amount to Mr. Betsinger hit the nail on the head

—

—

tosses in the Cellar.— Live bees are a
Scarce article here, and will be
re so
if winter continues much longer. Many

Death

!

!

!

E. C. Jordan.
Stephenson's Depot, Va., Feb. 22.

!

;

Highly Pleased.— Your neat and very
Weekly Bee Journal I read
through as soon as it comes. I am
highly pleased with it, and rejoice that
we are, through your foresight and generosity, to have the pleasure of greeting
your valuable Journal four times each
month.
A. W. Hale.
San Bernardino, Cal.

desirable

Three per cent, of Loss.— Last fall I
put 35 colonies into winter quarters.
They were in Langstroth double- walled
hives, packed with chaff on the top,
botttom, and on three sides. I have
lost but 1 yet, though they did not have
a flight from early in Nov. untilFeb. 11.
Yesterday I looked over 3 colonies,
which I found strong, having a little
brood, and honey enough to last them
until the middle of April, when I shall
have to feed them. Losses are very
heavy in this locality among the inexperienced. The time is coining when
none but the progressive will keep bees
the sooner it comes the better. I am
well pleased with the Weekly Bee
Journal.
Edson J. Smith.
Addison, Vt., March 1, 1881.

—

Good Enough.

— With

12 colonies, in

the spring of 1880, 1 increased to 35, by
natural swarming, and obtained 1000
lbs. of surplus nearly all in 2 lb. sections, which I sold at 20 cts. per lb. at
home. One colony gave off 3 swarms.
My bees are all in good condition, and
they will not need any feeding this
spring.
E. Doty.

Macksburg, Iowa.
Lost but few.— Our bees have had a
and we find we have lost but few;
but they are needing fair weather, and
a backward spring would be disastrous.
ily,

Chas. Dadant & Son.
many years in fact its equal is only much here; it often fails to secrete when he said: " No honey, plenty of
Hamilton, 111., March 3, 1881.
remembered by the oldest settlers. On honey. I shall, this summer, try alsike, foul brood; plenty of honey, no foul
brood." I hear complaints from Mich.,
Feb. 3d the thermometer stood 30° below white, and melilot clovers.
A. R. Leeper.
About Half Dead.— I am well pleased
zero. Last winter oui coldest weather
of " no honey, and of foul brood " makOdessa, Mo., Feb. 28, 1881.
only reached zero. Our bees have been
ing sad havoc. The long and the short with the Weekly Bee Journal. My
About
are not wintering well.
confined since the 5th day of Dec. until
[Foul brood will not be transmitted of it is, that in a poor season it will bees
spread fast; and in a good season, it is one haif of each colony are dead now.
the 11th clay of the present month, makby the use of comb foundation, even if early cured by cutting out with a knife. It looks as though they would come out
ing in all 67 days, or a little over nine
M. S.
very feeble in the spring.
W. L. COGGSHALL.
weeks. .A part of our hives which stood the wax came from diseased colonies.
North Wayne, Me., Mar. 1, 1881.
in a row near a fence, was completely —Ed.]
West Groton,N. Y., Mar. 3, 1881.
for

;
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Packed in Chaff.— I have 153 colonies
of bees packet! in chaff. All were alive
at last examination about ten days ago,
but they have not had a purifying flight
since October, and many are affected
with dysentery, a few badly. I fear a
heavy loss unless the weather moderates soon. The American Bee Journal is very welcome as a weekly visitor.

H. D. Burrell.

Bangor. Mich.

misty weather. Some of the colonies vice of the Bee Journal, I kept them
had a flight, but a good many dropped strong. My colonies are as strong or
to the ground and died. My bees have stronger to-day than they ever were,
not had a general flight since the latter even at swarming time, before I got the
part of October. There was no day Bee Journal.
warm enough for it since. Four coloP. P. N. E. Pelissier.
nies out of 147, are dead, and quite a
Pelissier P. O., Ottawa Co., Que.
number are very weak while in a
great number of colonies, about % of
•A Stray Swarm.— On Nov. 13, my
the bees are dead, and if they do not father found a swarm of bees settling
get a flight soon, I expect about V2 of my on an oak 250 yards from our apiary. I
colonies will die. They were in good doubled them with
a weak colony. It
condition, with plenty of stores, when was a small swarm, and settled very
winter set in if they could have had a naturally. There has been no honey
cleansing flight about Feb. 1st they gathered for at least 2 months, and will
would have been all right.
be none for as many more. What made
;

'

Good for a Novice.— I commenced

last

spring with 2 colonies partially Italianized, and increased, by dividing, to 8. I
had a bee man look them over in the
fall, who pronounced them in good condition and with plenty of honey. I obtained, also, about 30 lbs. of surplus.
Is this not doing well for a novice", and

C.

Theilmann.

Theilmanton, Minn.. Feb.

28, 1881.

;

;

Rather Gloomy.— I had
doubted whether a fall and now have none

Long Winter.— I
Weekly Bee Journal could be

sus-

now

that it is under good
headway, I am well pleased with it, and
wish it sucess. I am sorry that, having
increased my business more than ever,
I cannot get time to write for it, as
usual. I need not say that I never beMy
fore saw such a winter as this.
bees, over 50 colonies, were all right
January 30, except 4 of the weakest.
They had then been confined about three
months without a flight, though on their
summer stands a longer confinement
It
than my bees ever had before.
cold now, and
is snowing and very
no telling bow they will come out yet.
Those of the other apairy are all right,
and if I do not lose over 10 colonies I
intend to sell 30, as I shall not have much
time to work with bees this year, but
still I cannot do without the Journal.

—

R. M. Argo.
Lowell, Ky., Feb.

28, 1881.

have only seven now, and they are my
purest Italians. I have now 250 nice
combs, each containing at least 4 lbs. of
I see that

some advertise nu-

— 2 combs, (3x12, a small colony of
bees — could they be built up to good

clei

colonies during the next season? I am
better prepared for building up weak
colonies than ever, as all my neighbors'
bees (100 colonies) are dead. I could
have saved most of my bees bad I
known what the winter would be. I
have got rid of my blacks, and have no
idea of keeping them again.
I now
think the cause of my loss or gain, I
do not know which, was zero weather
in Nov., and for want of young bees,
and, principally, carlessnesa, winch follows a bad season. I could give the
condition of the bees that starved, but
those that winter out of doors have only
to open a hive and look! a little patch
of brood and frost between them, etc.

Peter James.

Waveland.Ind.

may

be easily built up to good
colonies, if they have prolific queens, by
the aid of comb foundation. Ed.]
[Nuclei

— My

Bees Need a Flight.
had a bard time for the

warm enough

to

bees have

last 3

from the 7th to the 10th inst,

it

weeks
was just
;

make them uneasy.

but they could not fly without dropping
snow and dying for the 4 days
above mentioned, the mercury stood
30°
from
to 35° above zero in day time
from the 10th to the 20th it was from 20
below to 20° above on the 26th it was
as high as 40° above, with calm, foggy,
to the

;

;

10 colonies last
but this loss

;

come unexpectedly.

The

colo-

nies were very weak
there was not
enough secretion of honey from about
the 1st of June, to keep the bees alive ;
had they not had such a rich flow of
honey early in the summer they would
have died before the fall. I had thought
of feeding, but that cold snap came on
a little too soon, and killed all but 4 colonies, and those were nearly gone, and
died too. The clusters were too small,
for all the colonies left some honey in
their hives.
I feel a little discour;

Chas.

V

Mt. Fairview,
[It

was a

S.

Sanderson.

Dec.

Cal.,

17, 1881.

swarm, which had been
Ed. J

late

starved out.

Enameled Cloth.— What

is

the enamel

cloth, used for covering the brood chamber? Our stores contain nothing that
seems reasonable to use for that pur-

Nelson Hammond.

pose.

Traverse City, Mich., Feb.

tried wire-cloth at the top of the chamber, only to find it enameled with propolis.
Bottom boards with holes cut in
and a ventilator slid under, make excellent receptacles for all the filth of the
hive, if covered with wire-cloth.
experience is like Mr. Camm's—every
mesh sealed. Please tell how to ventilate in hot weather ? W. R. Young.

My

Myersville, Md., Jan. 25, 1881.

[An entrance

at the front and rear of
the hive will furnish all the ventilation
required, where the hives are shaded
at noon-day, besides being a convenience to a strong colony during a plentiful honey flow. An inch hole in each
end of the hive, about % up the brood
chamber,covered inside with wire-cloth,
will afford ample ventilation, and is
plugged when no longer required.— Ed.]

19, 1881.

Alsike and Melilot.— My bees had their
[Enameled cloth is cotton duck or first
flight on Feb. 24th. Since Novemsheeting enameled on one surface, and ber 26th, 1880, we have had steady very
usually sells at 25 to 30c. per yard.— Ed.] cold -weather the thermometer being
once at 23° below zero. Bees in this
location are all alive yet. I opened my
Cider a Cause Disaster. — There is a hives yesterday the bees are in very
heavy loss of bees in Central Ohio, on good condition, with plenty of brood,
account of impure honey gathered last I had them in a shed packed with woolen
fall.
In some large apiaries all the bees blankets. I was glad to see the editor's
are dead but where the extractor was likeness in the Bee Journal.
Which
used last fall and the impure honey ex- is the best for bee pasture, alsike or
tracted, bees are wintering finely none melilot clover ?
Peter Mjerlein.
dying that have sufficient honey. A
Brussels, 111., Feb. 25, 1881.
;

;

;

—

number

of bees died before mid-winter
that had enough sealed honey to have

them through the winter. Bees
gatnered a large amount of cider and

[Melilot

is

much

the best.— Ed.]

carried

impure honey-dew late in the fall, which
they did not cap
it soon fermented
and proved almost certain death to the
bees. I have no doubt but that a large
share of the bees which are reported as
dying of dysentery, might have been
saved by the use of the extractor. I
predict a good honey yield during the
coming season. I love too well to hear
the musical hum of their busy little
wings to ever give up bee-keeping.
;

aged, but am not despondent. I intend
Aaron Benedict.
to purchase one or two colonies in the
Bennington, O.
spring and take a new start. I will report of the neighborhood, 3 or 4 lost all,
Colonies Strong and Healthy. My
one 6 out of 7, another 5 out of 8. So
you see that the season was a poor one. bees had a splendid cleansing-flight on
Feb. 25th. I have lost but one colony
II. Wilson Ui.sh.
during this severe winter, and have some
Middle Creek, Pa., Feb. 18, 1881.
of the strongest colonies that I ever saw
at this time of the year.
Bee Moth, etc. What is the best manJoseph Elder.
ner of protecting surplus combs, for
Huntington, Ind., March 2, 1881.
future use, against the ravages of the
bee moth ? Are the Cyprian and the
Will be Ready for the Harvest. I went
Syrian bees, or either of them, superior into winter quarters with 40 colonies
to the Italian bee, according to the best
38 were strong, and 2 were 3- frame nuauthority upon the subject ?
clei
25 were in the Root chaff hive, and
G. G. Hughes.
the rest in Langstroth and simplicity
Burlington. Ky., Feb. 9, 1881.
hives. I prepared them for winter dur[For an exhaustive answer to the first ing the latter part of October, and from
question, see Mr. Doolittle's article en- that time until the 1st of February they
had no flight. I found 36colonies living,
titled, "Bees Destroyed by Worms." 1 queenless, and 2 that I could crowd
It has not yet been demonstrated that, onto 2 frames all had sealed brood but
as a race, either the Cyprian or Syrian 1 and I think they will all be ready for
in good time.
bees are superior to our American-Ital- business
C. G. Knowles.
ians, though both may possess desirable
Portland, O., Feb. 28, 1881.
traits which may be improved by judicious breeding or crossing.— Ed.]
Ventilation.— I am glad the Weekly is
established on a firm basis, for a weekly
An Excellent Crop.— My honey har- is indispensable to every progressive
vest for 1880 averaged, per hive, 30 lbs. apiarist.
Our success depends upon
of comb honey and 40 lbs of extracted. close reading, instructive suggestions
I left from 32 to 40 lbs. per hive, for and thoroughly
practical experience.
winter. Thanks to the Bee Journal, My pets are wintering finely on their
I have been able to get 70 lbs. of honey
summer stands. Last summer, during
per hive, and double my stock in the the heated term, 2 combs in the center
poorest season that has been known in of the brood nest in one of my Italian
this part of the country; at the latter colonies, melted and broke loose from
part of March the bees were gathering the frames, consequently there was an
a good deal of honey from the maples, indiscriminate mass, indicating imperbut with the month of April came cold, fect ventilation. My hives are all problustering weather; the month of May tected from the noon-day sun. They
was also very cold. The sun shone fit close to the bottom board, with an
about twice a week for half an hour or entrance 8 inches wide, which some say
so, to tempt the bees from the hive; is ample for ventilation.
I have tried
but half of those that went in qust of raising the hives and putting small
food never returned.
June found the blocks at the corners this method adcolonies very much reduced, but brought mits the bee moth from all points of the
us tine weather and an abundance of compass, besides the bees sometimes
honey, so that the colonies became build a flight of stairs with propolis up
strong in a short time, and with the ad- to the bottom bars. I tried sliding the

—

—

Dead.— I commenced
the winter with 35 colonies of bees and
All the Natives

honey.

did not

them swarm

9,

hive backward beyond the bottom board
This method is easier told than performed. For inconvenience, unwieldiness and irritability, it is first class. I

;

a very poor season? Now, I want to
Bees All Right.— My bees are all
try the prize box plan a little, can I use right. They had a nice " fly " on Febthe comb honey rack and prize boxes ruary 26th. Success to the Weekly Bee
on my hive V Is silver hull buckwheat Journal.
S. S. Bristol.
as valuable for grain and honey as other
Galesburg, Mich., Feb. 28th, 1881.
to
plant it suckinds, and would it pay
cessively through the season for honey ?
Delighted with the Weekly.— I am deA. Hodges.
lighted with the Weekly. I had grown
Shenandoah, Iowa, Jan. 26, 1881.
so attached to the old Monthly that I
[The rack for the American hive, with feared the change. But it was wise
and timely the added advantage from
a slight modification, will fit your hive
quick and frequent information will
buckwheat
is said soon double the number of its subscrinicely. Silver hull
to be superior to other kinds for all pur- bers. I had no idea of the force of this
and where ground is cheap, we advantage till experience demonstrated
poses
it.
To ask for information with assurshould think it would pay to plant it for
ance that it may come in a few days, is
a succession of bloom. You will find comforting and will surely be appreciathe other questions accompanying your ted by all intelligent bee-keepers.
A. J. Cook.
letter frequently answered in previous
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 21, 1881.
numbers of the Journal.— Ed.]

tained; but

Mar.

—

;

;

,

;

Artificial Pollen,

etc.— 1.

On page

129,

Vol. for 1880 of American Bee Jouris an interesting article on the
substitution of pea flour for pollen.
Will it answer to use rye flour instead,
mixing it in the same manner? and is
it better sifted before using?
2. Last fall, while preparing my bees
for winter, I put away several combs
partly filled with unsealed honey from
syrup made of coffee
sugar. Will it
do to feed this back in the spring, when
the bees are flying freely ?
3. What is the best method of giving
combs to the bees to have them cleaned

nal,

A

of loose honey ?
Wm. Stolley.
Grand Island, Neb., Jan. 14, 1881.
[1. Unbolted rye flour will answer,
and can be given in the same manner,
though not so good. We prefer oatmeal,

placed in tin pans at a short distance
from the hives, and well protected from
the wind.
2. If the honey is not soured, it can
do no harm to feed back for early consumption, while bees are flying freely.
3. Place one frame each alternate day,
or as fast as they are needed, in the
brood chamber, using care not to chill
the brood.
good extractor, however,
will leave the combs dry and clean of
honey, if not granulated.— Ed.]

A

Spring Dwindling.

— For

the preven-

tion of spring dwindling my plan is.
after setting them out and they have a
good cleansing flight, to close the entrance entirely, so that no bees can
pass ; bore a %-in hole 3 inches above
the entrance and tack a wire-cloth over
will not smother when so
Leave them so until it is
for them to fly.
When
cold evenings occur, close them up, and
open when it is warm enough for safety,
after the sun has warmed the air. This
it;

they

treated.

warm enough

plan will also prevent the chilling of
larva;, which are often dragged
the. bees in the morning.
Dead
larva? in the hive, is in my view, very
conducive to foul brood, if not the main
cause of it. Follow this plan until the

young

out by

weather is sufficiently warm to need no
such care. Adopt the same plan in the
fall.
Bees here have not had a flight
since going into winter quarters; those
with plenty of stores seem to be all
right as yet. Success to the Weekly
Bee Journal.
Ji»B. Ide.
Climax, Mich., Feb. 25, 1881.
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Nebraska State Convention.

The Nebraska

State Bee-keepers' as-

sociation held its third annual meeting
l'lattsniouth, February 1(1 anil 11,
at
and elected the following officers for
1881, viz: President, T. L. Von Dora,
Omaha: vice-president, S. L. Thomas.
Plattsmouth; secretary, t;. M. Hawley,
Lincoln: treasurer, /F. E. Caldwell,

Bellevue.
President Craig delivered the annual
address before retiring from the chair.
and W. C. B. Allen acted as secretary
in behalf of Secretary W. U. Pigman.
who was unable to be present.
Papers were presented by Charles Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., on "Spring
Dwindling of Bees;" bv G. M. Hawley,
of Lincoln, on " Food Plants for Bees;"
by T. L. Von Dorn, of Omaha, on
" Drone Progeny " and " Bee-keeping
for Profit;" and by T. S. Corbett, of
Omaha, on " Bee Pasturage."
The meeting was the most practical
and interesting ever held by the asso-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

tention, and have never seen bees puncture or tear open perfectly sound grapes;
not that they could not, but that they
Birds, wasps and hornets are
will not.
destructive to grapes, and when they
are punctured the bees follow and take
up the 'wasted sweets; and, being so
much more numerous, are noticed by
the observer, while the real depredators
are overlooked.
If you will take a bunch or so of ripe,
sweet grapes and puncture half of them,
and put them near a hive of bees, you
will see that the bees, after taking up
the sweets from the punctured grapes,
will leave the ones that are sound and
perfect. In wet weather, when sunshine and showers alternate, grapes
will crack

open and bees will

Books
tlTWhen changing

<gg°

wine

is

is

both

is fully up with tin- times on every cuncelvable
subject that Interests the apiarist. It is not only Instructive, but Intensely Interesting nnd thoroughly
practical. The hook is il masterly production, and
one that no bee keeper, however limited ills means,
can afford to do without Cloth, iffl.sSA ; paper covI'er dozen, by express, cloth,
ers, SM.OO, postpaid.
112.; paper, $9.50,

and

We have prepared

Ribbon Badges

New

QiilnHy'M

Hee-Ke«*|»lnis, by

I,.

C.

Root.—

The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
In a manner that cannot fail to interest all. Its style

Volume of the Bee Jourfor 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

O" The

readers sensible
is plain and forcible, making
1.
the tact that the author is really the master of the
subject. Price, *I.."»0.
all its

1

A

It G ot'Bee-CiiUure, by A. I. Root.
Novice'
Tins embraces "everything pei'tnlning to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, *l.af>; paper, JSl.OO.

igl" Notices and advertisements inKlntc'N Bee-Keeper* Text-Book, by A.
tended for the Weekly Bee Journal
KinK— This edition is revised ami brought down to
must reach this office by Friday of the the
present time. Cloth, fi.OO; paper, 75c.
week previous.
1,;iui;«trii(ii on the Hive anil Honey Bee.

collect in

1

.1

This

a standard scientific work.

Price,

WS.OU.

;

:

and

pleasant

is

Blessed Bees* by John /Mien.— A romance of
instead of sending silver money in bee-keeplne.
full of practical Information and conletters, procure 1, ^ or 3 cent stamps. tagious enthusiasm. Cloth, *i .«><.
We can use them, and it is safer to send Bee-Culture 01* Succeaaful Miinueement
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
such than silver.
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Lo-•- • -..
cation of the Apiary— Honev Plants- Ojueen Rearing
—Feeding Swar-mint: Dividing Transferrlnu- Ital<@r The date following the name on ianizing— Introducing Queens -Ex traction yuieting
and Handling Bees -The Newest Method of Preparthe wrapper label of this paper indicates ing Honey for Market, etc. It is published In
Knirthe time to which you have paid. In li«h and German. Price for either edition, 40
making remittances, always send by eenlN, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
postal order, registered letter, or by not
eat. This book should be in every family, where
draft on Chicago or New York. 1 hafts it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteraof food products, and demand a law to protect
tion
on other cities, and local checks, are not consumers
against the many health-destroying adultaken by the banks in this city except terations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, »Oc.
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
The D/.ferzan Theory ;— presents the funda9

in large numbers; and also in California. Then I would say to all who are
engaged in fruit-raising, keep bees; at
least sufficient to supply your tables
with honey, if not to fill your pockets

profitable.

Bee-Keepers.

Cook's Miiminl of the ,\ plin-y. — Entirely rewritten, greatly enlarged mid elegantly illustrated,

one.

nal

In France and Germany, where
extensively made, bees are kept

with money.
Bee-keeping

new

for

postoffice ad-

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

numbers on them, and all

guilty.

a

mention the old address as well

dress,
as the

that are
imperfect will be rifled of their sweets,
and the bees are condemned for the destruction, when, in fact, they are not

large

79

It is elevating in its ten-

and a fair attendance was had dency, as it brings us in close contact
from Washington, Douglas, Sarpy, Cass with nature, and through nature we
and Lancaster counties. Mr. James T. look up to nature's God; and thus we
Fife, president of the South-western are made better by observing the wonIowa Bee-keepers' association, from drous working of the tiny bee in conmental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
Corning, Iowa, was invited to take part structing its waxen cells, rearing its collecting them.
condensed statement of the facts and arguments hy
in the proceedings. A two "days' dis- young and gathering
the fragrant
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
cussion ensued upon various topics of sweets from nature's flora.
Honey, a* Food and Itfedlelne, by Thomas G.
Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
'•
" Garden and orchard-lawn, nnd flowery mead
Wintering
including
bee-culture,
;" Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
The blue-veined violet, rich columbine.
Bees," " Increase of Colonies." " Bee
The wanton cowslip, daises in their prime,
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
" Marketing Honey, "
Pasturage,"
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
With all the choicest blossoms of the lea,
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Are free allowed and given."
" Comb, or Extracted Honey,"' and the
copy of Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
;

ciation,

—

;

;

practical -experience of the members
called out by questions and answers.
Resolutions of respect were passed to
the memory of Dr. H. Hunger, of
Omaha; also resolutions of thanks to
the people of Plattsmouth. and to the
railroad companies for reduced rates
and other courtesies.

for a club of 6, we give a
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

cloth

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place of Meeting.
March 12— Mills Co., Iowa, at Glenwood, Iowa.
April 2— S. W. Iowa, at Corning, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
1881.

igf Sample copies

G. M. Hawley, J. J. McLain and T.
Corbett were appointed a committee
to take charge of the exhibit of the
May 4— Tuscarawas
bee-keepers at the next State Fair.

Bees as Fertilizers of Flowers.
DR. N.

P.

ALLEN.

The subject of fruit culture, in connection with apiculture, is one that is
fraught with much interest, and if I
can say anything that will cause horticulturists of my own State to investigate and test the two pursuits together,

my

efI shall feel amply rewarded for
fort in that direction. I am aware that

names

Weekly

to this office.

by many useful Recipes. It Is intended for consumand should he scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and German. Price
for either edition, 6c. per dozen, SOe.
ers,

;

Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essayson this important subject .that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2» in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, lOc.

Bees and their Management. This pamphlet
was issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
20

lO cents.

cents to

The Hive
used by

M.

CI.

I

Use— Being a description of the hive

Doolittle.

Price, *>c.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can be more

5— Centra] Michigan,

at Lansing, Mich.
-Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec., McGrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
Sept.
--Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 18 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville. Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 35c.

10

<gr Any one desiring to get a copy of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
Chicken Cholera.byA. J. Hill,— A treatise on its
they desire to become members, a fee cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
accompany
it,
and
the
$1.00
should
Moore's Universal Assistant contains infor%W In order to have this Table complete. Secreta- of
on every conceivable subject, as well as rename will be duly recorded. This no- mation
ries are requested to forward full particulars of time
ceipts for almost everything that could be desired.
the
at
the
request
of
Exectice
is
given
doubt if any one could be induced to do without
We
and place of future meetings.— ED.
few hours in looking it
it, after having spent a
utive Committee.
through. It contains 4.S0 pages, and 500 engravings.
Cloth, SS.50.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Kopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
igy It would save us much trouble, if
BUYERS* QUOTATIONS.

would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, -when writing to
We have several letters
this office.
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
all

a prejudice againstfruit-raisers
CHICAGO.
I regard the bees
HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with
sales
Blow at weak, easy prices. Quohoney,
and
are
necessary to success in horticulture. In
table at 18®20o. for strictly choice white comb in
fact, I regard apiculture as the hand- and 2 lb. boxes at 1-K&1I6C for fair to good in large
packages, and at KK5i 12c. for common dark-colored
maid of fruit-culture.
and broken lots.— Chicago Times.
The office that bees perform in the BEESWAX.— Choice yellow, 20i»24c; dark, 15(817.
fertilization of the flowers of most all
NEW YORK.
our fruits is of primary importance,
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
and cannot be dispensed with without packages, 17(ii 18c; fair do., 15®16c; dark do., 12(jil3
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
I am aware that many other in- extracted, 9&10c. dark, 7(s8c; southern strained.
loss.
sects perform the same office to a lim- 80c885c.
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20@23o.
ited extent; but the honey bees, much
CINCINNATI.
more than all, carry the pollen from
HONEY.—
market for extracted clover honey
flower to flower, and by that means the is very good, The
and in demand at lie. for the best, and
flowers are fructified, and in return 8&9c for basswood and dark honey. Comb honey
of slow sale at 16c. for the best.
furnish the bee with both bread and is BEESWAX-18(82Ic.
C. F. MUTH.
honey its natural food. Thus you see
SAN FRANCISCO.
the importance of combining fruit and
HONEY— We quote comb 12@15c. Extracted.
bee-culture. Where there are no bees, choice:white, c'v.i.Tc. offcolors, H(«t%c.
BEKSWAX -22i«2'lc, as to color.
flowers fail to set their fruit to a great
Stearns & Smith. 428 Front Street.
extent, and the consequence is a short
crop.
If you have bees sufficient to
gather the rich stores from your gar(S" •' What is the meaning of Dec.
dens and orchards, you will thus secure 81 after my name on the directionthe most wholesome and delicious food
This question
label of my paper ?"
for you tables the world affords; food fit
for the gods pure, unadulterated honey, has been asked by several, and to save
unlike the vile stuff we often buy from answering each one, let us here say
It
the grocery, mixed with glucose made means that you have paid for the full
from corn and potatoes.
year, or until "Dec. 31, 1881." "June
Bees kept on the improved plan are
very profitable often paying from 100 81 " means that the first half of the
to 200 per cent, on the capital invested; year is paid for, up to " July 1st." Any
there

the

intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

and Muskingum Valley, at Cam
bridge, Guernsey Co., O.
J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.

Soc'y.

of

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one

ffm. Williamson, See., Lexington, Ky.
7— Union Association, at Kniinence, Ky.
E. Drane, Sec. pro tern.. Eminence. Ky.
7— N. W. Ohio, at Delta. Ohio.
IS— N. W. Missouri, at St. Joseph, Mo.
D. G. Parker, Pres., St. Joseph. Mo.

S.

Read before the Ky. Hort.

;

is

keeping bees; but

1

;

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, $1.00 ; Morocco, $1. 50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.

B3?~Sent by mail on receipt of price, by

THOMAS G, NEWMAN,
West Madison

974

Street,

Chicago,

111.

Binders for the Bee Journal

;

;

—

;

igaTAt the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
can
sell to those who wanted them.
now supply the following at 25 cents
Baron
of
BerJJzierzon,
the
each
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

We

:

the only one ever taken when lie
good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
nature.
satisfactory
a

"

it is

was

in

'

'

—

:

—

but some of our wine-growers will tell other month, the same.
you they are destructive to vineyards,
and that you cannot keep bees and
Ladies who Appreciate Elegance
raise grapes.
I have kept bees and and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.
grapes together for a number of years, It is the best article sold for restoring gray
and have given them my personal at- hair to its original color and beauty.

O" We have

filled

orders for quite

a.

KW Binders
of 1881,

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American BEE Journal for 1890,
at the following prices, postage paid
:

Cloth and paper, each

50c.

Leather and cloth
75c.
1^" We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

THOMAS 6. JIEWM1K,

number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
Journal. We put the price low, 30
per cent, less than any one else could
afford to sell them, for we get them by
the quantity at wholesale and sell them
at just enough to cover the cost and
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,
on each. We do this to induce as many
as possible to get them, and preserve

for the "Weekly Bee Journal,
postpaid, 85 cents.

cloth and paper,

il71

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

WANTED.-I desire to purchase sevHO.VET
eral barrels of dark extracted honey, and

a few
of light also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
;

A I.FKKII
S72

West Madison

II.

YEllMIV

street.

CHICAGO

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,

Weekly numbers. They are exAND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
ceedingly convenient; the Journal
The British Bee Jbumalis published monthly at
being always bound and handy for $1.75, and contains the best practical information for
the time being, Bhowinjz what to do, and when and
reference. The directions for binding how
to do do It. CAT. ABBOTT, Bee Master,
are sent with each one.
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn.Southall, London.
their

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

80

Mar.

FEEDERS

CLUBBLNU LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

Now

is

:

Successor to Connen, Burnett & Co.,

the time to make preparations
for Spring Feeding.

The Weekly Bee Journal

line will contain about elirht wordi
lines will occupy one inch of space.

A

One to three weeks, each insertion
" it more'"
Four
"
Ei » ht '
".
«
»
Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty -two

"
"

Bpei

lal

SO

,

per

line.

i

„
..

i

„
»

,,

«

..

fourteen

;

cts.

J§
12
*»

i

»

"
Notices, 50 cents per line.

Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman

in

:;

3 00
2 75.

'.'
.

.

r:

2 (JO
2 50

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthlv Bee Journal, *1.SU less.

lwly

I T"

50..

'-'

2 50..
5 i5.
3 'io..

illQEK &CHAilDLEfi

less.

Shuck's Feeder mav be placed at the entrance of
the hive, any time of the day. without danger from
robbers; feed much or little as may he desired; feed
can only be reached bv the bees from the inside of
the hive. Price, by mail, postpaid, 30 cents. By exSpecial
cents each, or *2.4n per dozen.
press.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration

for the

full rate

of the contract, will be charged the
time the ndveitisement U inserted.

The Crowning Culmination

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
advance.
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,
The Amkkican BEE JOUBMAL is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
everv State, Ten-it. irv and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

G.

1

Injure drapes

X
73
£J
74
7,7

74
75
75
io

75
To

'*>

:

,•-

76

Box

;

-£
76
76

No

Surplus
Lost but Few
About Half Dead

7<
7'

Will Soon be Ready for Harvest
Highly Pleased
Three Per Cent, of Loss

7-

77
77
77
77
77

•

Good Enough
All Bight

Bees Dying from Long im line men t
Italians VS. Blacks for Wintering
Shallow Hives for Winter
Bees in Good Condition
Bee Dress for a Girl
(

irHAnln. 1a
Y1fdti#hiiri
In Missouri
Bee-Keeping

__.__.

.._

rt

- _

.

Queen-Rearing
Beesal! Dead

Winter

Five percent, of Loss
Losses in the Cellar
Duplication
Sad Loss of Bees-Cause of
Packed in Chaff
Doing Well, for a Norlce
in

. . .

ritories

for Covering *

.

78

THOMAS
!'74

West Madison

J.

Chil-

A

full

variety of

their

West Madison

best

.

.

"American Apiary" for

Sale.

condition,
honey and wax extractors,
in Laiutstrotta hlvesj
empty combs and the usual implementsof an apiary.
Bel) for c,,,., o,

in fair

VU'Vn'U-H.EN.
Freenmn. Cass

Co.,

Mn.

kinds, including Melilot. Alsike

H.

'J

Chicago,

CIRCULAR

'

1

'

1

50

i

00
75

FREE

Sections

Sections !

OF SNOW-WHITE POPLAR.
They

are perfect beauties.

Saniples3c; illustrated
lwtf A. E. IH

Prices again reduced.

circulars' free. Address,
Bristol, Addison Co., Vt,
'

AMTM,

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY.
FOR

1881.

It is to every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go where they can get the most
tor their money. State on a postal card just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mail
what we will furnish it for. No Circulars. Address,
ROOF, Carson City, Mich.
2wtf

HIRAM

65 ENGRAVINGS.

Horse
TheKENDALL,
BY

M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
giving ;iil the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price 35 cei»tn.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

!

;

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

THE FLORAL MONTHLY

974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

during the next few months, and we propose
to give to every reader of this paper

Flower Seed.
SCROLL SAWS 50c. worth of Choice

Illustrated Catalogue.

Our offer is to send Free of Cost, 50 cents' worth of
Choice Flower Seeds to each and every one who will
send us 2?> two cent postage stamps tor the I LOone year. Seeds sent free
RAL.
by return mail. Specimen copies free. Address.
i

MONTHLY

W.

& JOHN BARNES

Rookford, Winnebago Co..

E.
1 .%

MORTON & CO.,

FLORISTS,

Congi-eN* Street. I'm

I

l;i

nd,

Me.

to last for years.

TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAR.

9w4t

~ First PreinlnniK, Mednlo and DI|»loraaM.
OtJ —Send postal card, with name and address, for
my new Illustrated Circular and Price-List, containing valuable information to all bee-keepers. t'lIAS.
H. LAKE, successor to the late Richard Colvtn. 96
West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.
4W«
i

Oingcr, Bucha, Mandrake Stillingia and
many other of the best medicine known .ire coir
bmed so skillfully in PABKBH •,«.. .er Tunic as.
and the
to make it the greatest Blood Purifier
Best Health and Strength Kestoror erer used.
i

.

4'.

2&~ Natural Flowers preserved

III.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

It will

Pay you

..

;

Neuralgia,
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,.
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs;

Female Complamts.

or,
If you are wasting away with Consumption
•auydisease.use the Tome to-day. Nomatterwhat'
your sympti ins may be. it will stircly help you.
Remember I This Tonic cures drunkenness,
ever made, entirely
is the Best Family Medicine
and
different Irom Bilteis, Ginger Preparations
the
best curativeprop
combines
and
other Tonics,
Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
ertiesofall.
None geivine without our signature on outside
Hiscox & P.. Chemists. New York
wrapper.

HAW BALSAM "M.fflESSS

•

forty page Catalogue of
A rrontoFurnisht pleasant, profitable employment.
Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest iigcUlS
Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. Y.
information about the best appliances 9yl

To read our

;

ITALIAN QUEENS,

Bee Culture

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry, Small
it
and save money.
Send
for
Free.
JST*
Fruits, Ac,
2wS2tx
J. T. SCOTT & BBO., Crawfish Springs, Oa.

Sent free to all who send us their names
and addresses, plainly written, upon a

Given's Foundation Press.

and methods pertaining

!

PARKER'S

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

West Madison

and

adapted to Hive
MuklnK. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page

all

OTSEGO. MICH.

9wtf

Subscribers to
ih to obtain 25,000 New Su
We wish

especially

F.

974

Address,

III.

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for genlight ripping.
eral heavy and
Lathes, &c. These machines are

W.

;

? 1 00

by mail, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

NEWMAN,

St.,

Foot-Power Machinery

and

Erom
'J

KNOWN, at low
HONBY PRODUCING TREES
BATTLES, Girard, Pa.
I

ineowat

SONS,

BARNES' PATENT

of

list

all

ALFRED

1881.

AND TII.IP TREES,
B\SSWOOI>
u> 8 feet in height, nursery grown. The

„m

VAN DEUSEN &

and White Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, &c. For
prices and instructions for planting, see my Illustrated Catalogue, -sent free upon application.

for all the products of the
farm, therefore can well afford to add

,

timonials.

Bingham &. Hetherington Honey Knife... in.,
-\&
Large Bingham Smoker
"
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
2
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
IM'
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

Acres.

CASH. „£»

Description,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range i
west. Franklin county. Florida, situated aboutoO miles
south of the GeorKia'line. 2."i miles west ot the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the city ot Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
andt'oof the Apalachicola river; the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. 1ST5, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned H sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. oth,
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Kecords of the county, dulyattested by the (Jounty Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

demand

ISO Colonics of Been,

I..

SEEDS I HONEY PLANTS

Fanners have
borhood in America.
had large oops, high prices, and a good

About

II.

Land-640

m- CHEAP FOR

If to be sent

will Bend sample copies to any
who feel disposed to make up clubs for
There are persons keeping: bees
1881.
in every neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal.
and by using a little 01 the personal influence possessed by almost every one,
a club can be gotten up in every neigh-

A

CHICAGO,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lltf

^° We

Jow4t

Street.

NEWMAN.

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

£9
79

dren rescued from beds of pain, sickness
and almost death and made strong and
hearty by Parker's Ginger Tonic are the
best evidences in the world of its sterling
worth. Yon can find these ill every community.— Post. See advertisement. 9w4t

prices.

C.

Florida

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burning the tingers and bellows.
A real Improvement.
Send postal Card for tes-

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

972

:

to

-

i

For Sale by

Re-issued

;

Hetliennu'ton ib.ney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liable to prosecution tor their
use and sale. The largest
bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouclusively.
sand in use— not one ever
relumed, or letter ol niuplaint received. Ourorigitial patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1880.
I'ime sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are
shortlived.

1,

(

1879

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &

aUkmds, Special Laws of 10 States, Terand Provinces in the U. S. and C inada relating
Exemptions from Forced Sale,

'

78
7k
78

Hundreds of Men, Women and

1878, and May,
.Inly 9, 187a

Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Mechanics' Lien,
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
Sci.Am.
"FormBcomnlolotvontlscson tlio ililTcrpntsiil>ji-rt-=.
^ The work contains 1,016 pages, isn veritable Treusury
Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in cold to any
by
mail, in
Free
Mechanic, Business Man. or Kanner.
Address
flue cloth, for $2.50; in leather, for $3.50.

78
78
78
78

Nebraska State Convention
Bees as Fertilizers of Flowers

9,

tin*

s

for Feeding Bees
Feeding Flour for Pollen.....
Prevention of Spring Dwindling

.Ian.

If

7.8

rames

Frames of Honey

Bee Journal

Patented

78

i

papers for

III.

THlToRIGINAL

78

-

Cider a Cause o Disaster
Colonies Strong and Healthy
Bees will be Ready for Honey Harvest.
Ventilation of Hives
Alsike and Melllot Clovers

the

Chicago,

to the Coll. of Debts,

78
7s
78
78
7h
78

.

Convention*

H.

35c.

NEWMAN,

St.,

Business Forms

77
78
78

Wintering Bees In Kentucky
All the Blaek Bees Dead
Bees Need a Flight
Bees All Right N'»v
Delighted with the Weekly Journal
Rather Gloomy Outlook for Bees
.The Bee Moth, etc
An Excellent Crop of Honey in 1K«>

Swarm

West Madison

Cubic Me isures. Beady Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board
Wages, Interest, Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land. Gram,
Hav.fe Cattle Measurement ^e *«". Ploughing. Plnnting
& Breeling Tables Contents cf Granaries, Cribs. Tanks
Cisterns Boilers, Logs, boards, Sean t ling, ticatftiakt.

77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77

Granulation of Honey
Wintering of Bees in Maine

Strav

ALFRED

372

Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers full details
Itural Economy, Food Values Care of Stock, Remedies
for do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Trai i g Horses
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Pure Liquid Honey in Glass

Jars.

CHAS. DADANT.

I see in the Bee Journal, under the
above caption, a question from Mr. H.
G. Colwell, of Columbus, Ohio, relative
to the effects of honey eaten by the
Grecian troops, under Xenophon, as
they passed through Colchia in their famous retreat homeward. In regard to
this, you propose a query, " Why did
the ancient Colchian honey cause the
above disorder ¥ " I have frequently
had my attention turned to this subject
in reading Xenophon's Anabasis in the
original, from which the extract by Mr.

Colwell is taken.
From the best
sources of information at my command,
the following seems to be the most ra-

Under this heading I find an article
from Mr. W. M. Hoge, who says that

tional.

he has invented a way of preparing
liquid honey so that it will not congeal.
He adds that this discovery will be beneficial to bee-keepers, and he explains
how we will profit by it. The tendency
of honey to candy, for all the adulterators of honey, has proved to be a great

appears to be gathered from the
flowers of the order Apochynocese, or
dog-bones. Of this order, Prof. Wilson, in his botany, page 588, observes:

impediment

;

while, for the producers,

a good characteristic, for it is the
best stamp that a bee-keeper can put on
it is

his product— a stamp that the adulterators are unable to counterfeit.
that the consumers at large begin to give their preference to candied
honey, the adulterators, seeing their
sales decreasing, try to invent some
means to stop this result, and incite us
to help them to continue their fraudulent practice.

Now

•

The honey

of Asia

Minor in many

lo-

calities

" These plants possess active, and often
suspicious qualities, residing in the
white juice with which the order is pervaded, and in the seeds, which are often
deadly poisons. The alkaloid astychine,
or strychinea, one of the most violent
poisons, is the active principle of the
btrychorea Nux-vomica, of India.
It
is sometimes administered as a medicine, but with doubtful success; a sinfle seed of one species is sufficient to
ill 20 persons.
The order is generally

emetic."
In corroboration of this, I will give
you the opinion of the celebrated Ainsworth, who traveled over the route of
the Grecians, and took notes of all the
localities and incidents recorded by
Xenophon. He observes that this fact
of the honey of Asia Minor being, in

Let us remember that the candying
of honey is the best test of purity thus
far; that, by preventing honey from
candying, we lower it to the level of
glucosed honey and that, as long as
liquid honey can be found on our mar- certain places, and at certain seasons, of
kets, we will be compelled to compete a poisonous nature, was known to all
with adulterated honey, for the profit of antiquity, and is very common at the
this adulteration will always tempt the present day, so much so, that I have
unscrupulous dealers, while we will be known the peasants to inquire if we
unable to compete with them for the would prefer the bitter or the sweet
price.
honey, tor the honey so qualified has a
few years ago we could find liquid slight, but not unpleasant, bitterness,
honey, in glass jars, in every good gro- and is preferred by many, from produccery. Three years ago I produced, at ing, when taken in moderate quantithe Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa ties, the effect of slight intoxication.
Convention, held at Burlington, Iowa, Pliny notices two kinds of honey, one
one of these bottles, bought in St. Louis, found at Heroclea, in Pontus.and anlabeled " Pure Extracted Honey, from other among the Sanni or Mocrones.
;

No.

16, 1881.

cose. These jars and tumblers are now Heroclea Pontica.
The celebrated
of slow sale, forthe consumers begin to botanist, Tournefoil, ascertained on the
have confidence in candied honey.
spot, that the honey of bees feeding on
are, therefore, in a fair way for selling the Azalea Pontica, as also on the
our product. Let us go on, and turn Rhododendrom Ponticum, possessed
the cold shoulder to the advice of those mischevous properties; but as the bitwho have, so far, caused more prejudice ter and intoxicating honey is found in
than profit to bee-keepers.
many parts of Asia Minor, where these
Mr. Hoge, who has visited the old plants do not flower, it is extremely
continent, knows, as well as I do, that probable that these peculiar properties
in Europe liquid honey is unsalable, for are further derived from the flower of
the consumers are accustomed to buy- the Neriun Oleander, or common roseing candied honey. Let us persist
laurel, the leaves of which are known
our efforts to educate the people on this to be acrid and poisonous. The natural
question, and we will drive all spurious family to which the rose-laurel belongs

to

local

MARCH

We
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THOMAS

ILL.,

A

New York." Mr. Hoge, The first he supposed to be produced by
who resided in New York at that time, a plant called iEglatherem, or goatsprobably knows "John Long." This bane; the second by a species of rhodod"pure honey" was analyzed by an endrom. Dioscorides,Diodorus,Liculus
John Long,

expert chemist and found mostly glu- and Aristotle,

all

notice the honey of

11.

how the bees fly out of these
spaces marked a, a (as both ends are
open) while the operator.is manipulating
the hives. Sixteen boards 14 teet long
and 1 foot wide cover it, and with the 9
posts and 4 2x4 studding to set the hives
on, and short pieces to set on top of the
posts to nail the roof to, complete the
notice

lumber bill.
Himnewell, Mo.
For the American Bee Journal.

Foul Brood, and Its Causes.

(apocyhnaceae)is distinguished by plants
H. L. JEFFREY.
endued with dangerous and fatal properties, and these act on the nerves so
You ask for my observations on foul
as to produce stupefaction.
Rhodaracese also possesses narctoic properties, brood regarding the cases noted in the
Bee Journal. There are many who,
but in a less marked degree."
It appears from this, that the honey I know, will disagree with me, but nevgathered by the bees from these poison- ertheless, it seemed to come from no
ous plants, possessed some of the in- other source. The largest case of it was
herent qualities of the plants them- 25 colonies in one apiary. Ever since
selves, and operated like a narcotic or the year 1873 they had been wintered in
opiate on the nerves,producing stupefac- the cellar, in a sort of room fitted up
tion and intoxication.
If you see especially for them. They were usually
proper you can give the above a place put in about Nov. 25, and taken out
in the Weekly, with which I am, so far, about April 1st to the 20th, according to
the season. This receptacle was directly
very well pleased.
under the living room, which was kept
Sago, Ohio.
very warm. The bee-room was generally quite dry, and towards spring would
stand from 45° to .50°, which would let
For the American Bee Journal.
the bees have from 60° to 80° in the
Combined Summer and Winter Stand. hive, or perhaps 90°, causing the cluster
to spread, and there was always a good
n. l. fenfield.
supply of brood in the combs when taken
from the cellar, and generally a considThe engraving shows a perspective erable number of young hatched bees.
view of a combined winter and summer So far everything was as good as could
stand, which I put up to accommodate be asked for, ana every good bee-keeper
12 hives of the standard Langstroth will say this could not have anything to
pattern. It is constructed as follows
do with foul brood perhaps not.
Put in the ground 9 oak posts 4x4 inches,
These same hives, with more space
for a frame to nail the 14 foot boards to and more surface of comb than a 10
—3 posts on each side, and 3 between frame Langstroth hive gives, were put
these, set in the ground 18 inches. The into the cellar with all their combs in
place, with a box 6 inches deep below
the hive, and another above filled with
straw, or with a top story filled with
rags, old clothes and pieces of carpet or
straw. The full complement of combs
was left in the hives, regardless of the
strength of the colonies, and they were
then set on their summer stands without using division boards, or any contraction of combs. After setting out
they were generally fed liberally every
A. a— Ventilation and bee escape.
night to induce breeding, which is a
work
in
and
shaded.
B— Space to
good plan if properly handled, but in
ends are 9 feet wide, which I And gives this case it helped to breed the disease,
ample room to manipulate the bees be- and it did do it to the fullest extent.
tween the rows of hives, the operator Why ? First, a small colony should not
being in the shade, and not in front of be given any more combs than it can
the entrance of the bees, which seldom cover, either in summer or winter. If
bother me. The sides front east and the hive is too large, insert adivisionon
west. The ends are open during the one or both sides if on both sides, let
summer, and the north end boarded up one of them be at least half an inch
use millet hay for pro- shallower than the hive, then if the numin winter.
tection, filling in spaces between the bers increase, they can crowd outside
hives, and over and under them, almost of it.
Second, if they are wintered in-doors,
filling up between the rows, clearing
away enough in front of the entrance in a hive full or combs, take away all
for the bees to take a flight when the you can before they are set out in the
spring, even if you have to feed to preweather permits.
This protection keeps them quiet, and vent starvation!
shelter
and
on
the
Third, if you do winter in-doors on a
storms beat on the
millet hay. Of course, this is not a full set of combs, do not commence
water-proof shelter or cover, and I do feeding regularly, to induce breeding, as
not thmk one is needed. It is advan- soon as set out, though it be the 25tn of
tageous to have an opening in the apex April or even the 1st of May.
this plan of having one
In the case mentioned the conseof the roof
roof higher than the other secures it quences were In the weak colonies
with the least expense. It is curious to some of the bees died in the combs and
:

;

;

We

;

:
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contracted some moisture, consequently
would mold. Some strong colonies
would do the same, but many of the
dead bees would be thrown down. The
cellar had a drain 100 feet long, with a
fall of 5 feet, to keep the cellar dry, and
a ventilator 3 feet above the house-sill
outside, at the south. The ventilator
opened on warm days, consequently a
draft of warm air, lire in the room
above, temuerature in the bee-cellar
raised, cluster of bees spread, queen
goes to laying, honey consumed, brood
reared and old bees wearing out all of
these conditions are the requisites of
good, strong, healthy colonies, and they
are just as surely the forerunners of
first-class cases of "foul brood every time.
I know that 99 out of every 100 beekeepers will differ with me, but go
through the colonies with me 10 or 15
days after setting out on the summer
stands suppose in that time we have
had 2 or 3 good flying days ; the feeding
induced the queen to lay more rapidly
and forced the cluster to spread ; the
eggs hatched into larva? on the pleasant days the old bees flew out but forgot to fly in again, thus diminishing the
cluster then there came 2 or 3 stormy
days in succession, cold and chilling;
the cluster contracted as well as diminished in numbers; the minute larva?
starved and dead, and some, perhaps,
that are advanced to capping another
flying day, and their numbers are more
reduced. The dead bees in the combs
putrefy, and you have for your pains a
first-class case of foul brood in the near
future. Many will shake their heads,
but I saw the colonies, and in 3 years I
saw the 25 and their increase decreased
to 17, the 17 and their increase decreased
to 9, the 9 down to 2, and the 2 went, in
the spring of 1S80, "where the woodbine
twineth."
Woodbury, Conn., Feb. 26, 18S1.
;

;

;

;

;
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Early Importations of Italian Bees.
REV.
I

L. L.

LANGSTROTH.

can probably give, better than any

one living, the history of the

first efforts
to introduce Italian bees into this
country; as I knew well the late Messrs.

made

Samuel Wagner and Richard Colvin,
and Messrs. S. 13. Parsons and P. G.
Malum, who, with myself, were the first
to import them.
Messrs. Wagner and

Edward

Jessop,

both

residents

of

trial; the queens, however, did not arrive until June, 1860."

Our queens, which came in 1S59, were
charge of a German resident of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who was returning
home from a visit to his friends, and to
whom Mr. Wagner had given very careful directions how to care for them.
This person, learning that Mr. Mahan
had expressed the intention of having
the honor of landing, in America, the
in

living Italian bees, and desiring, as
told me, to secure this honor for us,

first
lie

communicated Mr. Malum 's intention
to the captain, who, as soon as the
gang-way was in place, was the first
person to step ashore,proclaiming with
a very loud voice: "These are the first
Italian bees ever landed on the shores
of

America

"

!

In the spring of 1856, Mr. S. B. Parsons, of Flushing, L. I., invited me to
visit him, and advise with him as to

way

the best

of

managing

his Italian

On my way, I called upon Mr.
Mahan, who was joint owner with me
bees.

my patent hive.
a very graphic account of

of a large interest in

He

gave

me

his visit to the apiary of the

Baron Von

Berlepsch, from whom he obtained a
queen, and supplied me with a few Italian workers for Prof. Joseph Lidy, that
he might determine how the length of
proboscis, in that variety, compared
with that of the black bee. On arriving at Flushing, Mr. Parsons showed
me five hollow logs, or " gums," placed
in an old bee-shed. It was a warm,sunshiny day, and I saw only an occasional
bee flying out from one of the hives.
These colonies had been purchased in
Italy, carried safely on the backs of
mules over the Alpine passes, to Genoa,
from which port they were safely
shipped to New York; but by a succession of mishaps, four of them died at
Flushing. The fifth contained a mere
handful of bees, with their queen,
which I introduced td a colony of black
bees. It is hardly necessary to say that
none of these hives were ever in the
same vessel with Mr. Mahan.
On the 18th of April, the steamer
Argo arrived in New York, after a tedious and stormy voyage. Mr. Herman,
a German bee-keeper, and author of a
work on the Italian bee, who had been
furnished with a large sum of money by
Mr. Parsons to buy Italian bees in the
best districts of Italy, and who had
agreed to bring them over in the original hives, and breed queens for Mr.
Parsons, ioas not on board, but in his
place, a young Austrian, by the name
of Bodmer. On the 19th, as soon as the
bees were allowed to be landed, they
were carried to Flushing. The small

York, Penn., received from Dzierzon,
in 1856, a colony of Italian bees which
had starved on ship-board. Mr. Wagner's letter to me, August, 1856, and
given the next spring, in my 2nd edi- boxes in which they were put up were
tion on bees, is the earliest notice, pub- in three different packages, one of
lished in this country, of the Italian which was consigned to the U. S. Govrace of bees. Messrs. Wagner and ernment, one to Mr. Mahan, and one to
Colvin, subsequently, bought a few Mr. Parsons.
As the Austrian said
queens of Dzierzon, which were con- that he knew, by examination on shipsigned to the care of the surgeon of a board, that the bees were in a very bad
Bremen steamship, who had been care- condition, and many of them already
fully taught what precautions to use dead, and, as the day was very pleasant,
for their safety. Fearing that the bees they were all examined under my permight sting his passengers, the captain sonal supervision, and I can assure Mr.
would not allow them to be put on his Robinson that every colony consigned
vessel.
to the Government and Mr. Mahan, was

which they were prepared by Mr. Cary
and himself, for so long a voyage. The
bees sent to Mr. Parsons were in cigar
boxes, into which the combs were
merely crowded or wedged: the loosening of the combs on so rough a voyage
killed some of the queens, while others
were drowned, with their bees, in honey;
and others, still, starved from the boxes

Jones' meeting the credit for having
inspired them.
There are not only Y.
M. C. As., but other organizations all
over the land that would be glad to have
a meeting in the interests of bee-keeping.
If 2 or 3 practical bee-keepers
would divide the work and responsibility of maintaining such a meeting, it
would not be so formidable, as though
being over-crowded with bees. It is only one man undertook it.
plain,
hardly necessary to contrast Mr. Big- common-sense talk on a subject of such
low's success with the heavy losses sus- practical and commercial importance as
tained for years by those who imported bee-keeping, would be a welcome change
bees from Europe. The result of Mr. from the elaborate lectures usually deParsons' dealings with Herman were, livered before Y. M. C. As., Lyceums,
that for $1,200 advanced to him, he had and bodies of that ilk. I hope Jones'
only 2 queens to show. The next season enthusiastic zeal will stir others up to
Mr. Bodmer, having learned how to emulation and imitation. Reader, if
pack bees for a sea voyage, brought conscious of possessing " the gift of
over a number of queens in good con- the gab " in any degree, " go thou and
dition, for Mr. E. W. Rose, but was very do likewise."
unfortunate in the management of
Listowell. Ont., March 7, 1881.
them. Herman came, some years after,
to this country, and was employed by a
For the American Bee Journal.
friend of mine in Philadelphia, to purchase for him, in Italy, a large number
Do Bees Injure Fruit?
of queens. The return voyage was long
and stormy, and every queen died on
F. P. BOUTEILLER.
board the steamer.
Oxford, Ohio, March 5, 1881.
prominent wine-grower in this
country, told me, about a year ago, that
he did not want bees in his neighborFor the American Bee Journal.
hood as he found they injured his
A Good Way to Promote Bee-Keeping grape
crop. As I have a small grapery,
of about a hundred plants, between the
F. CLARKE.

A

A

.

WM.

rows of which

As a sample of what may be done in
many parts of the country to diffuse
knowledge regarding apiculture, and
interest in bee-keeping as a
business, let me give a brief account of
a meeting recently held in Shaftesbury
Hall, Toronto, under the auspices of
the Y. M. C. A. Mr. D.A.Jones.having
made the acquaintance of some of the
leading spirits in the organization just
named, offered to give a free lecture on
bee-keeping. The offer was accepted,
and a meeting announced to which the
members of the Y. M. C. A. were admitted gratis, while the general public
were charged a small fee. Mr. Jones
invited the writer to be present as a reserve force, in case he should break
down, (!) and what enthusiastic beekeeper would not rally to the rescue

awaken an

This small per cent, of loss
was, in part, owing to the skillful supervision of Mr. Biglow, and to the puIt would require quite a volume to tell, at rifying flight which, by my advice, he
gave
them on the Isthmus of Panama;
length, what sacrifices of time were made
by Messrs. Wagner and Colvin, to secure but all his precautions would have been
these bees.
of no avail but for the judicious way in
condition.

:

mote rather than injure the foundations of fruit buds, because the bunches
on my vines were full, with better developed berries, than those produced on
vines less exposed to their visits, and
peach and cherry trees were as
fairly loaded with fruit as they well
could be. 2nd. That in the fall bees
only visit our ripe berries, that have

my

'?

explained the outlines of
that

it

:

vinced him that the bees could not escape
anyone, but inspired him with a
strong desire to be the first to bring over in
his own vessel, this valuable race of bees.

I find shelter for about
20 colonies of bees, I determined to observe if his theory was correct, for I
was loth to give up either. If any fruit
crop could be injured by the visit of
bees, mine is surely the one. The result of one season's close observation
has convinced me 1st. That bees pro-

been sweetened by early frosts, and are
very rarely seen on good sound fruit,
when the skin is unbroken, and that
the loss from this cause is of very little
when thus appealed to Unfortunately consequence, as the f ruitattacked would
Mr. J. was not in good trim, having fall off itself, without the visit of the
been sick enough to keep his bed most bees, before gathering. I am winterof the day preceding the lecture even- ing 21 colonies, mostly Italians; proing. However, he gathered himself up cured one of Jones' Cyprian queens, but
for the task he had undertaken, and too late in the fall to speak intelligently
was cheered by the appearance of his of the result. They are on summer
ally just as the lecture was about to be- stands, well sheltered and surrounded
gin. For a sick man, he did bravely, with straw, having means of exit, and
and spoke for nearly an hour. His re- I think are wintering well, but they
marks were, of course, general, and have not had a good fly since early in
very different from what they would November.
Belle River, Ont., March 5, 1881.
have been if his audience had been composed of experienced apiarists.
He
discoursed on bee-keepingas a business,
For the American Bee Journal.

it,
showed
was profitable, and especially
dwelt upon the gain which would accrue
to the country if it were more generally
engaged in. An interesting sketch of
his journey to Cyprus and the Holy
Land formed the latter part of his address.
The writer supplemented his
talk of about half an hour,
" In the winter of 18.58-59," (I quote dead. A few, only, of those marked remarks by a
the chief theme of which was advice to
from Mr. Colvin's able article on bee- for Mr. Parsons, had living queens, intending bee-keepers. There was a
kings, in the Report of the Commis- some of which soon died, and in a short far larger audience than might have
sioner of Agriculture for 1863, page time he found himself the possessor of
been expected, considering the preva530,) " another attempt was made by only two queens, one of which was the
lent apathy in regard to apicultural purMr. Wagner, Rev. L. L. Langstroth, queen found alive upon my arrival at suits, and considering also that the
and myself. The order was placed in, Flushing.
weather was unpleasantly stormy.
the hands of the surgeon of the steamer,
By my advice, Mr. Wm. W. Cary, of Much interest wasevidently awakened;
to whose charge the bees were to have Coleraine, Mass., a very skillful beea number of questions were asked at
been committed, but in consequence of keeper, and a thoroughly trustworthy the close of the addresses, and many
his determining to leave the ship, the man, was sent for by Mr. Parsons. One
lingered when " meetin' was out "to
effort failed.*
Subsequently arrange- of the queens was entrusted to his care. talk about bee-matters. An immense
ments were made, in the latter part of on the premises of Mr. Parsons, and amount, of good might be done if practhat year, and we received 7 living the other to Mr. Bodmer, some distance
tical bee-keepers would engage in this
queens. Only two or three young queens off, who did not raise queens enough kind of missionary work. The public
were reared by us during that fall and even to pay for the black bees and honey is a dull scholar, and needs to be " enwinter, and in the following spring we which were purchased for his use; while
thused " by men who have the true apifound that all our imported stock had Mr. Cary Italianized a large apiary for
cultural spirit. Among other questions,
perished.
In conjunction with Mr. Mr. Parsons, besides filling all his or- these were asked
"What is the best
Wagner, I determined to make another ders for queens.
bee journal V " and " What is the best
One hundred and eleven queens were book on bee-keeping ? " The Ameri*Mr. Colvin. having formed the acquain- carried to California, by Mr. A. J. Big- can Bee Journal, and Cook's "Mantance of the German Captain, not only con- low, 108 of which reached there in good ual," were the replies given. In his

to injure

Mar. 16,

—

Remarkable Tardiness in Fecundity.
G.

W. DEMAREE.

One of my Cyprian queens has upset
an established doctrine in bee-science,
set at naught all the bee-books, and reversed the old adage which says: "hope
long deferred maketh the heart sick."
In the latter part of last season I reared

some Cyprian queens from eggs and
larva?, obtained from Mr. Root; they
were 7 in number, and were hatched on
the 6th, 7th, and 8th days of Sept. The
weather being warm and fair they were
all fertilized (except one, which never

returned from her bridal tour) by the
12th of the month, and a few days later
they were all laying except one
that
being the finest, brightest-looking queen
of the lot, stubbornly refused to commense the duties of a good queen. She
was in a strong nucleus which was fed
regularly and bountifully, till the hive
looked as though the occupants were
enjoying a bountiful white clover harvest, but " nary an egg would she lay."
She was provided with a clean empty
comb, placed in the center of the colony, and the feeding kept up till winter
set in, but no brood appeared.
The
hive was not opened from the time it
was prepared for winter (say Nov. 15)
till the middle of Dec, at which time
there was not a sign of brood. Then
came the long siege of snow and bitter
;

counsels to beginners, the writer insisted very strongly, that the first step
in practical bee-keeping was to get a
good hand-book, and journal of apiculture.
So, if you receive orders from
Toronto for the American Bee Jour- winds which lasted till the 30th of Jan.;
nal, and " Manual," you may give on that date our bees enjoyed a good,
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cleansing flight, ami I remembered my
non-laying queen and proceeded to look
her combs over, and to my surprise, Oil
one of the center combs 1 found a little
patch of brood about half as large as a
postal card, some of which was sealed
It was genuine worker brood,
over.

Since which time she
has been laving nicely, and now lias a
nice lot of brood for the time of year.
My bees. 30 colonies with selected
queens, have come safely through the
winter to the 1st of March, and there is
really but little danger of losing bees
in this climate after the 1st of this
month, unless thev are short of stores
and shamefully neglected. The beeman is aware, above all others, that
there is " many a slip betwixt the cup
and the lip," however closely he may
watch his business. On the 30th of Jan.
last, when my bees were flying lively, I
noticed that one large colony with a
tested Cyprian queen, were not stiring
like the others. I proceeded to open
the hive and found the bees so nearly
starved that they could only show signs
of life by a feeble motion of their wings,
which produced no sound whatever.
Not a bee seemed able to change its position; the fore-runner of death was
already present in the form of a cold,
damp atmosphere in the brood chamber.
I prepared some rich sweetened water,
separated the frames gently, and sprinkled the bees thoroughly with the
sweetened water, and poured some of it
into the empty cells. The frames were
then readjusted and a dry woolen quilt
spread over the bees and the sun permitted to shine into the hive. In about
an hour I raised the quilt and the inmates of the hive were stiring briskly,
handing around the good cheer, while

and DO mistake.

of them showed fight in a most
patriotic style. They were provided
with stores, and are now a No. 1 colony.
So much for bee-science.
What a lesson this teaches V Here was
a large colony of bees perishing with
famine, as one single individual; so unselfishly had they divided their family
stores amongst themselves that when
relief did come, though not till their
dire extremity, there was no practical
loss of life. Before I close I cannot resist the temptation to tell how my bees
have been carrying in meal, and prancing gaily on the alighting boards with
their white pellets exposed to the best

some

advantage.
Christiansburg, Ky.
For the American Bee Journal.

Honey-Producing in California.
w.

A.

PRYAL.

doubt but by this time many of
Eastern bee-keepers are looking
to this far-off " land of milk and honey,"
as of late years it has been called. Perhaps the reason is partly because here
abundant warm rains have fallen all
over the State, and the world-renowned
honey region has received its comple-

No

the

down-pour in fact, the inhabitants hardly ever saw so much rain

ment

of the

;

visit that section at the right time.

There are now signs, however, that
indicate the sun will shine with its usual
brightness ; that those delightful spring
days, which are so peculiar to this failland, are about to favor us. Let this be
the case and the bees will soon be flying
out by thousands, and the willow blossoms will each and all receive a welcome
visit from those industrious insects.
Their journeyings will not be confined
to the banks of the creeks where the
willows grow, but the woodland, where
the Australian blue-gum (Eucalyptus
globulus) has been planted by the hand
of man, and which holds out its bounteous chalice for the busy bee to come
and sip of nectar deep and sweet.
While the loss in bees will in all probability be great in the States east of the
Bocky Mountains, here the loss, if any,
will not be quite as bad as it has been
other years. Thus it will be seen that
our eastern brethren will have to commence the season with greatly reduced
forces, while the apiarists in this State
will commence operations with more

them through the mild winter safely.
The bee flora having had ample rains
to insure a most thrifty growth, will
bloom for a longer period than it has
heretofore, and, of course, will insure
an enormous yield of honey.
On account of the long 'continuance
of the rain, but few flowers have commenced to bloom. Still the plants are
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The In-and-in Breeding

of Bees.

M.S. SNOW.
Mr. C. Thielmann, in the Bee Journal says he has bees which are mostly
hybrids; and he does not know where
they came from, but there arc Italians
Another says lie has
5 miles from him.
no black bees, and his queens must be
purely mated.&c; another that a neighbor has had some 10 or 15 colonies so
many years, breeding in-and-in, put
states he manages to keep his number
Breeding m-and-iii
about the same.
with bees, I am fully convinced, is not
much done. Bees are free rovers and
or instinct
it seems to be their nature

growing, and when they do commence,
they will be able to do so in a vigorous
manner. A few of those now blooming
are the willows in variety. Eucalyptus
globulus, and it is unusually covered
with flowers wild currant, a pretty fair
honey plant, but scarce wild gooseberry
wild blackberry, just beginning
raspberry, ditto
almond pear and
peach; mignonette; horehound, and a
few others. All of which give the bees to mate at some distance from the
more than they can do to gather the parent hive.
. ,
nectar and pollen.
This question was discussed by one
North Temescal, Cal., Feb. 17, 1881.
in
convention
bee
a
at
speakers
of the
N. Y. some years ago. He claimed that
in-and-in breeding had a great deal to
For the American Bee Journal.
do with the failures in bee-keeping, &c.
Bee-Men to the Front.
He compared an apiary to a yard ot
fowls, in this respect, and that they
A. W. FISK.
could be bred in-and-in until entirely
This may be done forworthless.
"
The present may be called trying fowls are confined to a particular local
times"to bee-keepers of America. Poor ity, but how is it with prairie chickens!
honey seasons, hard winters, and the what is the reason they do not degenerBecause they are
nefarious warfare against the honey ate and run out?
producers of this country in the vile rovers, like the bee, and are mated by
adulteration of honey, is indeed trying, others from some remote part.
to 7
It apdiscouraging and diabolical.
I claim that bees will mix from 5
pears, by the papers, that these glucose miles, and if there are 50 or 100 colonies
ot
a
scoundrels are not satisfied with adul- within that distance the progeny
terating extracted honey, but accord- certain queen will stand a poor show ot
ing to this article that I clip from one mating with drones from its own hive.
of our papers. The Bushnell Becord, they
To illustrate: While living mN. Y.
It I obtained one of Mr. Langstroth s $20
are manufacturing comb honey.
reads as follows
tested Italian queens; I reared some 70
Many singular discoveries have been made among queens and introduced them into as
manufacturers by the census enumerators in the
The next season I had
course of their investigations. For instance, it has many colonies.
My
long been known that dealers are in the habit of Italian drones by the thousand.
adulterating honey with glucose on the plea of thus
were the only
Improving its keeping qualities. In Boston, however stock of Italian drones
there is a firm d< ting a large business in making honey ones in the locality, so I had a good
entirely from glucose much in the same way as manin-and-in. The
ufacturers elsewhere make butter from suine and chance to test breeding
oleo-margarine. The comb is molded out of paraf- next season, and even that fall, there
flne in excellent imitation of the work of bees; then
over the counthe cells are filled witli clear glucose and sealed by were hybrid colonies all
passing a hot iron over them, and the product is sent try, even at the distance of 7 miles, one
The busiest Italian
to Europe as our best honey.
One man, 5 miles
bees couldn't compete with this Arm in turning out man had one colony.
honey, any more than could a Eurotas-like Jersey from me, wished me to introduce an
breed compete in butter-making with our deft maItalian queen into one of his colonies.
nipulators of lard and tallow.
think he had G and I was surprised to
Now. brother bee-men, I believe the Isee 4 of them hybrids, how they came
time has arrived when this honey coun- there he did not know. Others said to
terfeiting should be stopped; I therefore
me, "I have your kind of bees, but
suggest that the bee-men of this coun- where they came from I cannot tell."
try come up in solid phalanx "to the
All breeders of Italian queens find it
front," and with Pres. N. P. Allen and
very difficult to keep their stock up to
the bee-paper editors as leaders, let us
the standard of purity. I obtained 5
agitate the question, educate the peo- dollar-queens (Italians) from a breeder
ple, stir up the press, wake up the
in N. Y., which when tested proved to
country, and vote or petition to Conbe hybrids, showing conclusively that
gress until we secure the passage of a there were black bees in that section.
adulteralaw by Congress against the
Osakis, Minn.
tion of honey, sugar, syrup, or food of
;

;

;

;

;

1

:

Many of the leading journals of our land are battling for the
right in this matter. The Burlinyton

any kind.
(Iowa)

For the American Bee Journal.

How

week expressed

Haivkeye last

itself as follows

I am thankful so many are lending
their aid and influence in the cause of
justice and humanity, but we want the
united efforts of honest bee-keepers,
and consumers, and fair dealers, to

make a

bold front against every adulto expose him to the world.
way I believe the problem can
be solved and the evil remedied.
Bushnell, 111.

and

[So far as
of

it

refers to the adulteration

comb honey,

it is

a false alarm

We alluded to

;

all

more
at length on page 44 of the Bee Journal for Feb. 9th. We are glad, however, to see the interest being awakened
on the subject of food adulterations,
colonies, and, consequently, with more and bee-keepers as well as all other honone,
and
bees. Last season was a good
producers, cannot be too out-spoken
the bees went into winter quarters with est
abundant stores, which have carried in denouncing it.— Ed.]
bosh

!

Prevent Robbing.
J.

It is time that stringent legislative enactments are
passed, making the adulteration of so many articles
of food a criminal offense, punishable by severe penalties. If these things must be done to gratify the
inordinate greed of some men. let it be made obligatory on them that the packages containing spurious
products so proclaim them, under penalty or confiscation when detected, and the fraud further punishable by heavy penalty. No man has any right to sell
a compound of honey and glucose as pure honey,
nor has he any light, either moral or legal, to place a
compound of butter and lard, still further "doctored"
with drugs, upon the market as pure butter. If adulterations of food are allowed to go on in this way,
unrebuked. there is not an article of food known
that will not be counterfeited, and oftentimes with
substances very hurtful in character.

terator,
In this

to

this subject

D.

ENAS.

My location for surplus honey is not
as good as some other sections of the
State, and from the middle of June to
the last of July, from 4 to 6 weeks, there
appears to be no honey flow, and the
weather being hot and dry, scorches
what bloom is left,soon after June comes
Our last rain is in April, or somein.

peared to be quiet and minding their
own business and placed a single stone
on the cover, then on those that were
getting robbed the worst, I placed 2
stones. Then when so dark that no bees
were (lying, I exchanged plans and
put a strong colony on the Stand of a
weak one. Sometimes I had to repeat
Some of those
this, but not always.
weak ones filled their hives witli golden
rod honey and robbing was stopped for
that season. It was amusing to see the
robbers when those strong colonies hail
fairly awakened, to know that they had
callers; they mustered out at the entrance solid and were ready for busi-

The robber seemed to think he
had made a mistake. The strong colony had not got discouraged; the robbers could not force the entrance and
ness.

the

weak colony not

in a lighting

hu-

mor, received the recruits from the
strong one, which were a little too surprised at the change to interfere with
the queen and inmates. Most of the
old bees would go to their own stand
but in the confusion of things they

would gradually be at home in their
own hive. I found the plan very successful,
not do.
to keep

when
I

closing the entrance did
extracted as late as June 10

down swarming.

Last spring my Italians took the
grafting wax from my peach grafts. I
also observed them gathering the worm
dust from decayed oak wood, and filling
their pockets instead of pollen, about
In the valley 2 miles from
Christmas.
here, frost was quite severe, but here
the mercury got below 32° only twice;
the lowest was 28°. Natural bloom was
2 months behind, owing to early frosts
which appeared to drive the sap down
to the roots.

Napa,

Cal.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bees Killed by Kindness.
b. f.

I

whiteaker.

commenced

the year 1875 with 12

box hives and engaged my brother to
hive the colonies in movable frame
hives on shares, but the bees swarmed
faster than he had the hives ready— one
5 times in one week. In the
16 colonies in movable frame
and 20 in box hives. I prepared them
for winter by cutting up a light bedquilt to cover the frames; drove stakes
about a foot from the hives all around
except in the front, (which faced the
south) and packed straw in the spaces
and filled the cap with chaff and straw,
and covered the hives with straw. In
the spring but one colony was living
and that was in a box hive. The quilts
were laid down fiat on the frames, leaving no ventilation. When it became
cold the bees died and fell on the bottom board, filling up the spaces between
the frames, the moisture fell on the
bees and froze solid, closing the entrance so that I could not open it even
In the corners of
with an iron rod.
each hive was a chunk of ice, running
half way up the frames. The bees cut
holes through the quilts and when they
could, had crawled into the straw and
died. This was murder, but such was
my experience in 1875-6.
Florid, 111., Mar. 1, 1881.

swarmed
fall I

had

[We have no doubt your first disasters
times late in May, and no more, generbefore October or November. All were attributable altogether to a too
kinds of stock depending on pasture, rapid incrfise — Fr> ]

ally,

especially in the hills, suffer at that
time. When bees can gather no honey,
Italians especially go about visiting for
the purpose of plunder, and woe to the
colony that is not stroug enough to de-

ls®° The North Western Wisconsin
Bee-keepers Association will meet at
Germania Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on
fend its stores. I have reduced the en- Tuesdav, May -10, at 10 a. m. All interare requested to be
trance, covered the entrance with cow- ested in bee-keeping
L. H. Pammel, Jr., Sec.
chips, wet hay, brush, and, in fact, tried present.
all remedies that ever I saw in print or
heard of, without success. While the
(@T The next meeting of the N. W.
robbers were helping themselves, the Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keepcolony robbed was not discouraged, but ers' Association, will be held at II. W.
appeared to be robbing some other, and Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Winthe queen was laying eggs, to be starved nebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
as they advanced to brood; no bees ap- 1881.
J. Stewart, Sec.
peared to be killed at the entrance, as
all
were
they
about;
no blacks were
__ account of unfavorable weathItalians, and they can rob when they
er the convention at Monroe Centre,
get started.
I exchanged the places of the hives 111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
without success, until I thought of few present, adjourned to the same
changing after dark; so while they were place on March 29, 1881.
A. Rice, Pres.
robbing I went to all colonies that ap-
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THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor and Proprietor,

nation of the seeds in mid-winter, and ing, and this would suffer if close attenthe frequent frosting of the tender tion was given the migratory system.
sprouts before spring set in. Thus, the The amount of honey required to winsummer and fall bloom was limited, and ter in the South is much less than in the
no provision having been made to sup- North, but the quantity is governed by
ply the short-comings of nature, bees contingencies, as would be the question,
entered upon an unprecedented winter How much honey will a colony obtain
with a poor supply of good— or a good in the South in a season ? Usually bees
supply of poor— honey The many empty obtain considerable surplus in April and
.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

MAB.

16, 1881.

hives in the country this spring

is

the

Watchman!

Tell us of the Night.

Can you not recommend some

reliable

who will prophesy good weathsoon ? The storm is terrible not a

prophet,
er

;

road in the county is passable for half a
mile ; the drifts are as high as the fences, and the snow full three feet on the
level.

in

some localities. Mr. Bingham,
abandoned the migratory

believe,

The past winter, whatever else may
be said of it, has been propitious for the
honey plants. Cool weather in this latitude set in during October vegetation
was checked in the perennials and biennials the ground was frozen in November, and it was overspread with a

16,

are in the trunk of course, and are very
small. I have obtained three hives only
of the small bees, having also spent
some time fixing up the bees I brought
with me, and trying to find the large
bees, to say nothing of searching for
some place where bees could be purchased in hives or pots. The natives
are far worse than Cypriotes to get along

with and accomplish anything. They
to tell lies simply for the sake of
giving an answer, where no pecuniary
gain could come to them. Again, they
seem to wish to avoid saying " I do not
know," when the Lord knows it would
be the most appropriate thing for them
to say in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. The result is that it is hard work
to sift the statements made by the na-

seem

system on account of excessive freights,
while Mr. Perrine met with a series of
disasters from the first which would
have discouraged any one. Mr. W. O.
Abbott was engaged last season with a tives, and Europeans nearly all Engfloating apiary on the Mississippi river, lish—know absolutely nothing of value
to us.
from which large returns were anticiThe new bees, which I think are also
been
mantle of snow quite early in the sea- pated but as nothing definite has
found in India and many of the East
son, which has constantly held the roots made public since the close of the sea- India Islands (in which case East India
bees would seem to me an appropriate
of the perennials in position, and pre- son, we suppose it was not a success.
name), are real beauties. The workers
vented the seeds of the annuals from Others have tried Southern wintering, are y& of an inch long, and build worker
unseasonable germination. The stand but we have no data upon which to base comb % of an inch thick, 36 cells to the
of white clover last fall was good, and conclusions, except the fact of its aban- square inch. The drone comb is exactly
the size, and like workercomb made by
mostly of quite recent growth, which donment. The trouble has not been the bees already in Europe and Amerishould bloom profusely this season, and so much from destruction of combs, as ca. The workers are brown with a very
ringed abdomen, the bands to the tip of
will only need heat and favorable sun- the expense attending the removal.
body being broadly marked with
A private letter from a gentleman the
shine to develop the nectar. The causes
yellow, and thorax very fuzzy, with a
enumerated will also tend to confine the with several hundred colonies of bees, large shield between the wings the
vitality of the linden trees to the roots, located a short distance below Memphis, drones are black, inclining to a blueto be drawn out in profuse foliage and Tenn., dated March 5, says " My colo- black, and are V.i of an inch long the
bloom by the genial rays of the summer nies are mostly very strong they are queens are leather-colored, and large
compared with the workers. These bees
sun. The numerous variety of flowers bringing in 5 kinds of pollen many are are very active, wonderful breeders, regmost
their
hives
clustering
in
front
of
we believe will gratify the eye of every
ular little beauties, and can be handled
lover of the beautiful in nature, and of them had large quantities of honey without the least smoke, scarcely ever
offering to sting. It is a pity I cannot
well reward the labors of the painstaking leftover, and I could extract an average
get more of them during my stay.
profit
to
the
colony
with
of
15
lbs.
per
bee-keeper. That the price of honey
I am determined to find out whether
will be remunerative next fall no one bees. Bees here are given no attention Apis dorsata is to be found here, if time
can doubt, in view of the lessened com- in the fall, but are left on the summer will permit, and if two more races I
have heard of here really do exist. I
petition, owing to the heavy losses the stands, sometimes with the second story
am nowwlrerea few shillings of railway
past winter and the many who will over them, and often with only a honey- fare will bring me to the interior of the
Frequently there are entrances Island. More by next mail, with samutilize the bees they have left to refilling board.
at front and rear, and wide cracks in the ples of bees and comb.
their empty hives.
1 have had a horrible time getting
It would take more space than we can sides from which bees pour out, but dis- stung with large hornets while in the
give a single article, to explain why we aster never overtakes them except from jungles. It laid me up for one whole
day. These are fearful fellows, worse
have much confidence in Prof. Vennor's starvation."
F. Benton.
If a necessity exists for wires in foun- than those in Cyprus.
latest prediction, referred to aboveColombo, Ceylon, Jan. 24, 1881.
though perhaps " the wish is father to dation, then perhaps the wired frames
the thought." We feel confident many are best. That but few of those in at$&" There are five Wednesdays in
of our readers will cordially unite with tendance at the Northwestern ConvenMarch hence, the next number sent to
us in welcoming the better time coming. tion " had given wired foundation a failSemi-Monthly subscribers will be No. 14.
trial," was undoubtedly owing to the
;

—

;

;

Bees are getting uneasy, and must
have a flight soon. Many report heavy
losses, even now others complain that
all are sick with dysentery. In my home
cellar, out of about 275, 4 are slightly
;

affected, the baiance are apparently in
outside apiaries
fare worse. Two weeks ago quite a
number had the dysentery slightly, I
should judge about 8 or 10 per cent.
they now are I cannot tell ; certainly, no better. I believe that they
can stand it a month longer, and my
home apiary 6 weeks, but that is the

good condition.

My

How

limit.

;

;

:

We are all afraid that Vennor's prophecy of 11 feet of snow will yet be realized, unless some one can be found to
contradict it. Eleven feet of snow now
would last us until all our bees had died
a natural death from old age. Help us
out of our trouble, if you can.

Geo. Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis.,

March

3, 1881.

It was with much pleasure we noticed,

in last Thursday's Associated Press dis-

patches, evidences of Prof. Vennor's
reformation. He undoubtedly has become convinced that the realization of
the eleven feet of snow attributed to
his prophecies, would not only cause
much suffering and privation with the
majority of humanity, but work serious
and permanent injury to the country
He has relented, or probably
itself.

been bribed by Mr. McColm's

liberal

Bee Journal of March 2,
and now promises us better

offer in the

page 69,
weather in the future.

His

latest pre-

;

;

;

—

Migratory Bee-Keeping.

warm, dry
pleasant summer, and late,

diction is a reasonably early,

Why do not the enterprising beekeepers of these parts go South with
dry fall, followed by a mild and pleas- their bees, and wait till the March
ant winter. Of course, he promises " blizzards areover ? Seems to me the
abundant crops, and a satisfactory and bees and honey saved would about pay
the expenses of the trip. How much
remunerative harvest.
does a colony need in those parts to winBut without any further reference to ter on ? Would there be any prospect
Prof. Vennor, and without laying any of obtaining any surplus down there
claim to the " spirit of prophecy," we before the season opens here ? These
and a dozen other questions I am vainly
believe the coming season will be a very speculating upon. Are Messrs. Bingsatisfactory one to those bee-keepers ham and Perrine the only ones that
who may be prepared to profit by it, and have tried the migratory plan. I beneither of them was successful
who have the industry and intelligence lieve
at any rate, they have abandoned it.
to make the most of it. The winter of Probably they could not give it the nec1879-80 was very mild and open, the essary attention. The loss of larvas in
scarcity of snow left the earth's surface shipping seems but trifling compared to
exposed alike to the freezing tempera- the gain in young bees. Considerable
damage may be done by combs breaking
ture of night, and the pleasant sunshine down, but wired frames would obviate
of the balmy days spring-like showers that difficulty. Is not wired foundation
were of frequent occurrence, and heavy (wired in frames) the only kind that can
be depended on under all circumstanrains accompanied with thunder were
ces ? You report in the October numso numerous that they ceased to create ber, 1880, page 468, that the Northwestsurprise while the weird spring-music ern Convention disapproved of wired
of the frogs was a familiar sound every foundation. There were but few present that had given wired foundation
month, and nearly every week, through- fair trial, and if I am not mistaken,a
out the winter. The alternating cold they were strongly in favor of it.
H. W. Punk.
and heat " threw out" the roots of the
Bloomington, 111., March 5, 1881.
perennial plants, breaking off the long,
The first question is difficult to andeep-reaching taps and killing the roothence the frequent expression, swer, as enterprising bee-keepers, like
lets
" but little white clover in bloom, and the balance of humanity, are generally
no honey in the blossoms." The honey- governed by motives of convenience
producing annuals done but little bet- or profit. There are very few but have
ter, owing, we presume, to the germi- other business connected with bee-keep

spring, cool,

'

;

;

;

May,

we

result.

Mar.

fact that the great majority of those

present had never experienced the necessity for using wires; and it might be
difficult to convince a considerable minority of the bee-keepers in the country
that wired foundation is even desirable
for general use. Of course, for special
purposes, such as migratory bee-keeping, shipping in summer, etc., where
not to be transferred from the frames,
wired-frames might be very desirable.

Interesting Letter from Ceylon.

Through the courtesy of Mr. D. A.
Jones, we are permitted to publish the
following letter. Anything relating to
the peregrinations of Mr. Benton in the
far East, and any discoveries of new
races of bees he may effect, will possess
a great attraction for our readers. His
next letter, from Singapore, will be

g"We

can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.
any want them they must be sent for

the back
If

,

soon.

—

.

i

m

»~*

t^" One letter sometimes makes quite
a difference in the meaning of a sentence. Mr. L. James calls attention to
an error in his article on page 34, in the

from the bottom— the word
hiving is there given as " hiding." As
the sense indicated the word required,
perhaps it was not generally noticed.

4th line

t^ The past week has been noted for
snow storms, not only in America but
also in Europe, where a winter of unusual

severity

is

reported, with

deep

snows and steady frosts for months together. This winter will have a place
in history, as being among the most se-

vere as well as of the longest duration.
Not alone have the bees suffered by it,
I found on examination that every but cattle, sheep, hogs, etc., have perqueen was alive upon my arrival in ished by the thousand from the prevaPointe de Galle, though some of the lence of blizzards and deep snows.
nuclei were greatly depopulated, owing
to the death of many bees, and would
i®" Several bee-keepers in this vicinnot have lived to reach Java had I not
gotten off in Ceylon. By the nextsteam- ity are considering the feasability of
holding
a convention in Detroit this
Singapore.
I
have
made
er I go to
The law in regard to foul
every effort to secure bees here, but spring.
none are kept in hives in those ports I brood, which is about to be passed,
have visited", and I do not think in any makes an organization necessary. It is
desirable to know how many would faport of the Island.
Of those found in trees few can be se- vor the enterprise. Will such please
cured, because the trees are valuable send me their address. A. B. Weed.
No. 75 Bagg street, Detroit, Mich.
cocoanut palms, and the entrance holes

awaited with interest.
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not discouraged. If I had to make a
living from bees it would be slim. I can
learn more in 1 week about taking care
of bees from the Bee Journal, than I
could in 1 year without it.

Edmund DeLair.

Oketo, Kan., March

1,

;

:

:

9.

How many

Hoboken, N.
[It would be

colonies did you lose ?
C. F. Kroeh.
J.,

Mar.

5, 1881.

difficult to get up a reliable report of this kind for many reasons, chiefly, perhaps,the following 1st.
:

Spring does not open simultaneously all
over the country, and by the time the
last were heard from, the table would

have

lost its interest;

sensitive,

2d.

and prefer not

Many

are

to give their

experience; 3d. Many have partially
reported already, and would scarcely
We agree with
care to do so again.
Mr. Kroeh, a table of that description
would be invaluable for reference; but

Bees in Prime Condition.— I have 110
I prepared 148 colonies
for winter, (123 in chaff hives and 25 in colonies in the cellar in prime condition.
the common box hive.) I have lost but Nearly all bees out doors are dead.
C. II. DimiERN.
one in chaff tiive yet, and 10 in the box
Milan, 111. Mar. 9, 1881.
hive already, and doubt if one-half of
of
what are left will see the middle
April. I wish to congratulate our edParis (<reen. It is not very good for
itor on the success of the Bee Joukn a l. bees, as I had an opportunity last spring
I have received it regular since assum- to find out.
I have in my garden a 10
ing its new form, and think it just year old plum tree that never perfected
splendid, and if I had but 1 colony of any fruit and knowing that Paris
bees I would try to take the Weekly green would kill bugs I thought it
Bee Journal to aid me to make a might also kill the •"little turk," or
success of that 1. I hope the editor Uurculio. Acting upon the suggestion
may be liberally supported by the bee- I mixed some Paris green in a waterkeepers of America, for I believe with ing can and put up through the branches
his experience and that of his able con- of the tree a long ladder, from the top
tributors, he can give us a paper that of which I sprinkled the whole top of
we cannot afford to do without.
the tree just before dark, and a day or 2
very late spring.

—

1881.

Wintered Well.— 1 have wintered 40
colonies of Italians on the summer
Honey Sections.— In the Bee Jourstands they have wintered well.
nal of March 2d Mr. Ileddon says he
James H. Davis.
prefers a section that he can press to
New Holland, Pa., March 8, 1881.
any angle and have it solid, but I fail
to see that any other angle than square
Mortality Reports.— It seems to me is of any advantage. Again, Mr. II.
"
and see
that the only way of profiting by the asks, Is it not better to wait
" Perhaps
experience of bee-keepers throughout which goes into general use ?
the country, this exceptionally severe the following figures may show which
winter, is to reduce their reports to a has gone into general use, at least with
tabular statement. If they could be our customers. I make any kind that
induced to send in these reports, in the are wanted, and therefore the figures
form of brief answers, to questions will show which are the most desirable.
the one-piece
like the following, we could read the In 1879, the first year that
history of the past winter on a sin- sections were put upon the market, and
kinds, my
than
other
gle page of the Bee Journal, and at a higher price
learn from it lessons of scientific value. sales were:
104,578 one piece sections.
I mean such questions as these
1:24,1 »58 dovetailed.
38,270 nailed.
1. How many colonies did you winter?
2. Where ? (out doors or in cellar.)
In 1880, the following are the figures
233,898 one-piece sections.
3. What hive did you use ?
47.980 dovetailed.
4. How did you prepare it ?
50,950 nailed.
5. What entrance was left open, botAccording to Mr. Heddon's test, theretom, top, or both ?
fore,the one-piece sections are the most
6. How late did the bees breed ?
desirable, because they have gone into
7. How many lbs. of honey were they
G. B. Lewis.
general use.
allowed to keep V
Watertown, Wis., March 8, 1881.
their first
8. When did they have
flight V

M. France.

before the bloom went off. Next day
afternoon as I was passing through my
bee yard I was very much surprised to
Vexatious to Sell Honey.— I only real- see on the ground a good many bees in
ized $300 last year from my bees. I put a dying condition winch I could not acI came at last, however, to
50 colonies in winter quarters in the count for.
fall of 1879; lost none, but doubled up the conclusion that they had gone to
on account of queenlessness, weakness, the plum tree in the morning before it
I was dry and partaken of the poison.
I
etc., to 45, all in first class order.
bought 50 colonies in old-fashioned lost a good many bees but I have
Langstroth hives; they were wintered learned this lesson, " never to put Paris
in a good cellar, and were, with a few green on trees when in bloom;" still I
exceptions, weak in bees, combs in bad am satisfied that by sprinkling or
order, short of stores, and badly man- syringing 2 or 3 times, when the plum
aged the preceding season. I united is in its incipient state, it will insure a
them down to 27 before I moved them. crop. Who will try this spring and reGeo. Thompson.
At the beginning of honey harvest port ?
J.

Auburn,

l'a.

Feb. 24,1881.

(basswood bloom) I doubled up to 15, so
Bees in Wood Condition.— The Weekly that when the honey season opened I
Bee Journal is a welcome visitor and had 60 first class colonies, and obtained
extracted
is the first paper I read when I return 3,500 lbs. of summer honey. I
home on Friday evening. It is a friend only once. I increased by natural
the
close
of the
and
at
swarming
to
88,
that introduces me to my fellow beekeepers, and their manner of manipu- season doubled up to 74. I have lost 1
My bees are in good this winter through my own fault. I
lating our pets.
spirits, yet they had but 2 flights this winter out-doors, hut would winter inwinter. I have them packed in a shed doors if I had a proper place. I sell
in new Langstroth hives, manipulating nearly all my honey to the consumers,
They are 6 inches apart ana but confess this is a vexatious way of
sides.
packed all around with straw, excepting disposing of it; it is the most annoying
the fronts. They face the south, with part of the business; in fact, I feel disa division board on each side of the gusted when I think of it. People cry
Fraud, fraud, when there is no fraud;
frames, leaving a dead air space.
but wlien a spurious article is offered,
John W. Sturwold.
they swallow it as quietly as desired.
Haymond, Ind., Feb. 7, 1881.

George W. Horner.

Wintered Without Loss.— I have kept

Dubuque, Iowa, Feb.

15, 1881.

bees for 7 years and my greatest trouble
Prospects Better.— This has been a
has been wintering them, but I think I
have that perfect now. I winter on fine day; my bees had a cleansing flight
alive and strong,
Nineteen Weeks' Conflneiuent.— Bees summer stands packed in chaff. Last today. They are all
have at last had a purifying flight after fall I had 72 colonies, and on Feb. 9 all and seem to be in splendid condition,
perfectly dry.
I find 28 dead were right. I think I shall have to feed with plenty of honey and
19 weeks' confinement.
from 153, 1 packed in chaff. Tempera- them. Last fall some had 15 lbs. and I think all the danger is over with them
double-walled
of
ture has been below zero 7 times, and as others 25 lbs of honey; that is if bees now. I am in favor
few and comb weighed 10 lbs. The combs hives, but not packed with chaff, for I
low as 17° below, this winter.
there is chaff
of the remaining colonies are weak and were all new, and it may be that 10 lbs. have noticed that where
there is frost on the inside wall. I premay die yet, but nearly all are strong was allowing too much.
fer a dead air space, for then it is alGeorge Wickwire.
for this season of the year. One has
ways dry. What is the use of changWeston Mills, N. Y., March 4, 1881.
had dysentery since Dec. 15, but is
ing black bees for Italians, if Mr.
alive yet, with a fair prospect of getting
Loucks, of California, can get so much
II. D. Burrell.
through.
Mourning for the Bees.— It is lament- honey from the black bees, they surely
Bangor, Mich., March 10, 1881.
throughout
this
able to hear the reports
must be the " boss " bees? I think we
country. Some have lost all; others all had better take our bees to California,
Wintered Safely.— We had a very but 1 or 2. I think about four-fifths of where milk and honey flows.
Eoorseason last year and the winter has the bees are dead through this country;
David Hohenshell.
een very severe. I began the last sea- as nearly all left their bees unprotected,
Collins, 111., March 6, 1881.
But I think
son with 18 colonies, increased to 34 and they had to suffer losses.
obtained about 500 lbs. of surplus. I the present winter will in part decide
All Alive.— My bees are all alive and
wintered in the cellar, and lost 3 colo- the best methods of wintering.
I
They were wintered
nies with dysentery.
My bees had a started last spring with 4 colonies, in- in fine condition. shed,
packed around
cleansing flight about 2 weeks ago and creased to 6, but obtained no surplus. out of doors, In
open to the east.
I think we will have no more losses this In Sept. I bought 2 Italian colonies with straw, but
J. R. Mead.
winter. There are quite a number of which are doing' well.
I packed 2 in
Wichita, Kas., March 7, 1881.
bee-keepers iff this vicinity, but most chaff and 6 I put into the cellar, but 2
of them report very heavy losses, some of these died, 1 starved, and the other
Winter yet in Kentucky.— Bees are
having over 100 colonies and losing had the dysentery. Those packed in
We are very much pleased chaff had a good flight on Feb. 26. wintering very badly here, and 2 of my
nearly all.
with the Weekly Bee Journal, and Those in the cellar had no flight since neighbors have lost all they had. The
think it far superior to any Monthly.
Nov. 1. The weather is now breaking ground is covered with snow, and looks
L. E. Welch
up, the snow has nearly all gone, and as much like winter as it did a month
A. E. Foster.
Linden, Mich., March 8, 1881.
I am highly ago.
the roads are muddy.
Covington, Ky., March 5, 1881.
pleased with the Weekly Bee Journal.
A Slim Living.— I prepared 21 colonies I could not be persuaded to do without
H. Cripe.
No Surplus nor Increase.— This has
on Dec. 1st, for wintering on summer it.
North Manchester, Ind., Mar., 8, 1881. been a hard winter on the bees. I think
stands. Hives were sitting on 4 inchall that were not protected and those
blocks, and the colonies were all strong.
I placed woolen blankets over the tops
Wintering. My experience of over partially protected will die. There was
of the frames, then the honey-boards 25 years in trying all modes of winter- no surplus nor increase here worth menand covers, and left them for the win- ing is as follows: On summer stands, tioning, last summer. James Nipe.
Spring Prairie, Wis., Feb. 26, 1881.
ter my usual way. Always heretofore and in the cellar for 10 years; I then
they have come out bright. Feb. 22d I built a house to winter in, used that 2
felt uneasy about them, and being a years and then abandoned it.
The last
Great Loss of Bees.— The bees in Mcbright day, I opened the hives to find 11 3 years I have been using the chaff Donough county that were wintered on
dead out of 21 colonies, and the remain- hive and winter on summer stands, with the summer stands are nearly all dead.
ing 10 weak.
The hives were filled the least loss of any way I have tried. Those in double- walled hives, and those
with frost and ice, and blankets wet Mv bees had a splendid fly on the 11th, packed in straw,dy ing the same as those
with water; 5 out of the 11 dead had it being the first chance for them since in single-walled hives.
My loss is
Italian queens, which I purchased from the 8th of Nov.
S. H. Black.
I think they will go about 95 out of 100.
Mr. A. fl. Newman last summer. I am through all right now unless we have a
Sciota, 111., March 5, 1881.

it is

difficult to

obtain.— Ed.]

A

—

—

85

Geneva,

111.

Making Progress.— Although behind
some other States, yet we have made
some progress. Bees seem to do best in
the newer counties, where the timber
has not been cut off. It might be supposed that the northern portion of this
State was not favorable for bees, but
Aroostook county, in the extreme north,
produces nearly as much honey as all
the other 15 counties, and the honey is
Eut up in the most marketable shape
ut I fear the bees are not protected as
they should be in this northern climate.
We have had a cold winter, and the loss
has been very great. I winter my bees
in the cellar with success, and obtain
;

much

pleasure, as well as profit, from
the time I devote to them. The Weekly
Bee Journal is my constant compan-

Isaac F. Plummer.
Augusta, Maine.

ion.

Not Discouraged.— Should I be persuaded to give up the business of keeping bees for profit, I do not know what
I
I could find that would pay better.
have 25 colonies in good condition and
every one in this town wants honey, and
I shall try to supply it to them.
Osage, Iowa. Charles Follett.

My

bees are
Lost but 4 out of 273.—
wintering well I have lost but 4 out of
273 colonies, wintered on the summer
stands, packed with sawdust and planer
shavings. It has paid me to advertise
;

in the
all

Weekly Bee Journal.

the work I can do.

Bristol, Vt.,

March

I

have

Manum.

A. E.
9, 1881.

Dead Bees in the Cells.— I took 6 combs
out of 2 hives in which the bees died,
that had plenty of honey in the 2 outside frames. In every cell of the 3 middle frames is a dead bee. I tried to pick
them out with a pin, but gave it up for
a bad job. Is there a way to clean them ?
Can I use the combs again next spring?
Please let me know in next Journal.

John W. Sturwold.
March 11, 1881.
[You will find our method given in
answer to Mr. Phillips, page 86 o£ this
number. The combs can be used again

Haymond,

this

Ind.,

spring.— Ed.]

Progressing.— My bees are getting
along well. I have lost 3 weak colonies
that were left unprotected but it was
hive peddler was in
my own fault.
this section this winter selling hives
without frames. I showed him my
hives, similar to the Langstroth, and he
took the measure of it, and said I was
" well fixed" for bee-keeping. He never
said a word about selling his hive tome.
I do not know how many he sold.
;

A

John Boerstler.
Uilead,

111.,

Feb.

26, 1881.
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Moldv Combs. Etc.— Having

lost

a

few-

colonies of bees the past winter, I wish
to make the best use of the combs left,
as they are mostly new. Some are moldv, what shall I do with them ? Some
of the cells are full of dead bees, how
Bow can I keep
shall I get them out 1
the moths out of the combs until lean
to these quesanswer
An
them
?
use
tions through the Weekly, at an early
beday, will no doubt benefit many
O. Phillips.
ginners.

mw

about 40 colonies in the fall all are now
dead but <i. They were left on their
summer stands. Mr. B. is lonesome
and wants my bees put in his apiary
next summer to keep him company, but
it remains yet to be seen if 1 will have
any left to keep up a humming in my
own apiary. I met Mr. Gardener, of
this citv. the Other day, and he reports
;

all

of

his

16 colonies

dead.

Several
that but

Mar.

there has been no day
fly for some
out. even on
the coldest days, but of course could
live but a few moments out of the hive.
I let them entirely alone, except to see
that the entrances were free, until day
before yesterday, when it was warm
enough for bees to fly. I looked them
over and found only tweh e of them
alive; only 4 of these are in good condition, the others are weak and the
hives a good deal soiled. Now, what
puzzles me is this. They were all. apparently, very nearly alike last October,
and now of them are in perfect condition while all the others were bad. Now.
while the four exceptions out of 30 V I
am glad for them, but would like to understand the reason. Can you tell us.
Mr. Editor? They have evidently not
been cold, and have had plenty of hi me v.
Snd
In the dead ones I have examined
brood in a hatching state, with half or
more of the cells empty, indicating
that young bees had hatched. I attribute the disaster to long confinement,
but why the 4 exceptions ? I say amen
to all the compliments you publish
from your subscribers for the Bee

the

6tfa

inst.,

warm enough for bees to
niohths.
Many did come

other bee-men have told me
few, if any. Of their bees are alive.
Winter still holds on with an iron
Emporia, Kans., March 2, 1881.
grasp. Our bees so much need a cleansthe
strong
in
your
colonies
are
[When
ing flight. I am anxiously waiting for
spring, give the moldy combs they will Some warm days.
I. P. WILSON.
Burlington, Iowa. March 4, 1881.
soon utilize them, if not given too East.
The combs with dead bees should be
Died of Disease.— I have lost about
kept in a dry place, and after the bees
all the bees I had. vet I love to hear of
have become dried and shrunken, you other's success in the bee business, and
can easily shake them out of the cells. read of others'way of management but
died of
If moths get in the combs, treat them I am convinced that my bees
some disease, the same as Mr. Carver
in the manner suggested by Mr. Doolitreported from Greencastle, Indiana, altle, page 74, Bee Journal of March though bees have not died so univer9th. One pound of sulphur, however, sally throughout this country as mine
combs left,
to each 100 cubic feet, seems a large have. I have the hives and
with lots of honey in them; these I can
for
10
lbs.
would
this
require
amount
sell for something, perhaps, or melt
D. K. Boutelle.
a room 10 feet square. We have had no them into wax, or get a few colonies of Journal.
Lake City, Minn.. March 7, 1881.
experience in sulphuring combs, but bees to begin anew, but it is very poor
encouragement to put much stock in
[Probably during some of the milder
think 1 lb. would be sufficient for 1,000
bees, the way it looks now.
days of winter the bees became scatcubic feet, in a close room.— Ed.]
D. W. Fletcher.
tered in their hives, the weather sudLansingville, N. Y., Mar. 4, 1881.
denly changed, and they perished bePalestine Bees.— We are having a
Cyprians Ahead.— Bees doing well; fore they could form their cluster on
hard winter on bees; they have not had
a fly since last Oct. 28. Bees that were they are commencing to work on plum- honey, and thus starved.— Ed.]
here kept in old-style boxes are nearly bloom; they have brood in all stages.
all dead, many that were packed in In an average of over 30 colonies of CyFrom Florida.— The Bee Journal
chaff are dead or have the dysentery, prians, they are farther ahead in broodis at hand; we do not know how we
and are flying out on our coldest days, rearing than the Italians. The latter could
do without it. The past has been
and of course never return. My bees have had the same chance as the forvery busy now, preparing a very good honey season here. We
that are in chaff tenement hives are in mer.
have 25-5 colonies of bees in Langstroth
the best condition of any I have seen. for queen-rearing.
hives. Some are Italians— we like them
J. H. P. Brown
My Palestine bees are standing the
as honey-gatherers, but they are crosser
Augusta, Ga., March 2, 1881.
lonely confinement in the hives better
We obtained 850
than our natives.
than the Italians; they are quieter, and
galls, honey, and 500 lbs. wax. The latdo not fly out so much and get lost on
An Early Season.— I see from reports ter we obtained from about 00 hives
the snow. I much like the Weekly Bee in our new Weekly Journal that bees
we transferred. We think apiJournal, and when I got the Journal are dying throughout the north and which
culture will pay here with good manlike
office
I
felt
the
out
of
Eeb.
2d
of
west more than usual, from short stores agement. We extracted from one colgrasping the hand of the Editor, and and intense cold.
I
may say that ony 32 Langstroth frames well tilled
having a shake, but alas it was not we have had an unprecedented cold with honey. Our apiary is located on a
flesh and blood, but a very good like- winter here, the thermometer at one "
" swamp, 5 or 6 miles wide and
Many thanks for giving us a time ranged, for a few hours, as low as 15gum
ness.
or 20 miles long, which is our main
I.
R.
Good.
chance to view it.
18° above zero, but soon struggled back honey source, and blooms from April
Napanee, Ind., Feb. 2, 1881.
to about 25- below. Last fall our bees 15 til) May 15; we also have many other
gathered a full supply of fall honey, honey producing flowers. We have a
Honey as Medicine.— I wish to compile and none will die from cold or starve vine which grows in the swamps and
the
mediexhibit
of
an
for publication
out that are worth saving. The winter yields a great deal of amber-colored
cinal qualities of the various kinds of being wet, white clover is coming out honey. We inclose a sprig—please give
honey, and I shall be obliged for any very thick over the ground; maple, elm, the name. Alderman £ ROBERTS.
facts sent me on the subject. Chaff- plum and wild cherry are now in bloom,
Wewahitchka, Fla.
packing seems to be ahead here this as well as heads of white clover are
vine you send is commonly
[The
winter, but I notice a great difference pushing out their lovely forms to the
quite
in the wintering capacity of several col- genial sun. Bees usually work on white known as snow vine, and is
onies. All Of mine which were devoted clover here by the 10th of this month; abundant in several of the Southern
to the production of honey are doing but this year our honey season will be
States.— Ed.]
well, but I have lost by excessive early much later. May the " new departure"
breeding, and some that were used to prosper and lead us forward to perfecBee Feeding.— I have thus far used
They had no flight fori tion.
rear queens.
J. W. Winder.
the " bag feeder," of our friend Prof.
T. L. Von Dorn.
months.
Thibodaux, La., Feb. 10, 1881.
Cook, with this addition: I have a long
S Ave., Omaha, Neb., March 9, 1881.
[Mr. Winder enclosed us some white tin tube, shaped like the handle to a
blossoms of this year's growth. water-dipper, long enough to reach
Gathering Pollen. -Last season proved clover
through the bag of chaff and empty
a splendid one for bees. Each colony The sight of the modest flowers is rethe bag; then, with the aid OI a
averaged 72 lbs. of surplus sweet honey, freshing, while from our office windows into
funnel, 1 can daily place the warm food
and from 20 to 40 lbs. of bitter. My bees the earth looks bleak and gloomy with within read of tin- bees without disturbare blacks, and to-day are out gathering
ing them or letting out the heat— so
its deep mantle of snow.— Ed.]
pollen and some honey.
precious in early spring to a depleted
E. P. MA88EY.
never tried the ProfesGone hack on him.— I had 30 colonies colony." Have
Waco, Texas. March 1, 1881.
saw
1
Perfection"— thought
of bees most of them Italians— last sor's
objections to it. If any of our more
hives.
packed
in
this
in
fall,
Langstroth
The
Monthly
Anxious for Spring.—
bee-keepers have devised
my hives are double- experienced
'* better way," please tell me through
was good, but a more frequent visitor. way The ends of
walled, and the sides are made double a
is
the
of
Weekly,
better.
shape
the
"
in
E. M. R.
our" Journal.
in winter by the use of division boards,
I
It brings fresh news, ready for use.
Flint, Mich., March 4, 1881.
of 2 frames, leaving but 8
spent an hour in my cellar, last evening, in place
use a crate made of
examining myhees. I was heart-sick at frames. I then down
around the hive
which sets
Introduced aOtieeu.— Bad luck to bees
the condition in which I found them. laths,
so as to leave a space of about 8 inches in this \ alley of the Ohio. Of 32 coloI had about 40 colonies in the fall; at
for packing between it and the hive on nies in Langstroth hives, is now releast one-half of them are dead. I have
end. This space I main, and the 4th day of March a peran excellent cellar, especially for my the sides and back of tine
packing
straw and fect " blizzard " all day. so
fear
will
bees, and have not lost a colony before till with a
began to think that leaves mixed, and packed hard when lose more from spring dwindling.
for 5 or years.
'1
hen
strips of board found, one day in February, all the bees
little damp.
just
a
was
winter
an
unneceslosing bees in
was mis- are titled so as to protect the top of the dead bill two. and the queen nearly
sary thing, but 1 see that
or snow; next a blanket gone, in one hive, but plenty of honey.
taken, for my bees iliil not lack (or care straw from rain
The death Of mine over the frames and 6 inches of chaff
had a ipicenless colony, and laid these
in any particular.
The small amount over that, protected by the cap. in :: bees On the frames to see if the] would
is from dysentery.
are openings, so as to give tree come to life; they became warm and
of honey Collected in this vicinity last Which
year was a very poor quality, as is seen circulation of air above the chaff. The crept down among the bees. The next
open enough for a good warm spell
looked, and the yellow
from the fact that it has not candied entrance is kept
during the winter. I extracted about supply of air. In this way have here- queen was sale among the black bees.
good
success
in
wintering
on
tofore
had
A novel way to introduce a queen in
300 lbs, and put it away in glass jars,
G. W. Asur.Y.
and it looks like so much New Orleans summer stands; but this winter it has February.
gone
back
on
Until
last Saturday.
me.
had
Mr.
Bischoff,
friend,
Valley Station, By., March 5. 1881.
molasses. My
(

— The loss of bees
Wayne and Randolph counties is
heavy— about 88 per cent. Our bees
Loss 88 per cent.

in

had

a fly Feb. 26th,

We

have reports

;

I

;

Am

:

i

i

1

1

days.

ill

from 1400 colonies

Those packed in chaff on summer stands have wintered better than

blacks.

any other mode in this locality. There
is a great call for bees here by parties
that are wanting to start again. Our
loss is 4 out of 15 colonies, all in chaff

M. G. Reynolds.
Williamsburg, Ind., March 7. 1881.

hives.

First Year's Experience.— Bees done
poorly here last season. There was an

abundance of bloom, but too much
buckwheat;
rain.
I sowed 1 acre of
while this lasted my bees stored more
honey than at any other time in the
season; I think it an excellent honey

Pumpkin blossoms

plant.

erable honey;

would

them

lield of

yield consicl-

pay to plant
corn V My bees
are packed in chaff, and they are all in
good condition at present. They have
not had a flight since the 1st of Nov.
Success to the Weekly Bee Journal;
I like it better than the Monthly.
WM. IlAliAN.
Holly, Mich., Jan. 18, 1881.
all

over a

[Pumpkin blossoms

it

yield a rich, but

we think the
pumpkins would be remunerative for
their cultivation to feed to stock, and
strongly flavored honey:

that the honey obtained from the
soms would be a net profit. Ed.]

blos-

—

Slimmer a long way off. This winter
has been, so far. the most severe known
for many years in this part of the
State. Snow-storm has followed snowstorm, and cold spell has followed cold
spell, until now there is more snow on
the ground than we have had altogether
for 6 or 7 years. And the poor bees!
how have "they fared through all the
Badly, I fear from the
snow and cold
reports I hear every few days; but so
far as heard from, where they were
properly cared for, either in cellar or on
summer stands, they are doing quite
well but summer is a long way off.
Harry G. Burnet.
Blairstown, Iowa. March 5, 1881.
'?

;

A

Little

Discouraged.— I

am

a

little

discouraged this spring. I put 54 colonies into winter quarters last fall and
now have but 23. and some of them are
weak. Those in my bee-house suffered
the worst. I had 20 colonies on the
summer stands, packed with cut straw,
of them by dysentery and
lost
If bees are strong in numstarvation.
bers and have plenty of honey, 1 can
see that there is no danger of loss. Last
season it was so dry here that the white
clover dried up. anil the bees could get
but little honey, and what they did
gather was very dark. I am glad to receive the Bee Journal weekly now:
the news conies and seems so fresh.
I
hope it will he well supported.

and

J.

Mont

i

—

the first for

November count] and March 1st finds
them all dead but 171. The Italians
have come through better than the

I

;

1,

Clair.

N.

J.,

March

W. HlKIE.
o, l.ssi.

Why Did They Die «— Last fall I put
mv bees into a dry cellar; some of them
had 75 lbs. of honey, and in 4 or 5 weeks
there were many dead bees. I cleaned
them up but in a few weeks more they
was the cause of this?
all died; what
Over SO per cent, of all the bees in this
R. L. Holman.
vicinity are dead.
Springfield, Ohio, Feb. 19, 1881.

[Your colonies were strong, had a
large quantity of honey, and the cellar

was
in

.

too

warm

;

they

commenced

breed-

became uneasy, and left their hives

from disquietude.—Ed.]

I

1

I

I

Wintered Without Less.—I packed 41
colonies and they are now all living,
and nearly all appear to be in good condition.
My bees are Hying to-day.
bee-keepers in this country have
heavily, and are much disheartened.
to he able to make a good showhope
1
ing when I report again, say about
J.J. Roe.
May 1.
Buchanan, Mich., March 9, 1881.

Many

lost
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IK- said women in Vermont
success.
were as capable and had as good facilities as in any part of the country, and
would succeed as well, if attended ii>.
Adjourned to meet at Bristol. Vt.,
T. Bbookens, ifec.
in May uext.

(BfWheii changing a postoffice ulmention the old address as well

'

Champlain Valley,

dress,
as the

gg"

—

9

should be somewhat acquainted with
botany; and recommended small section boxes, to hold not more than 2 lbs.
Everything should be kept ready and in
order. He gave estimate of produce in
a good season with Italian bees, and
also a poor season like the past.
Mr! O. C. Wait, of Georgia, said that
experience had shown that bee-keeping
was no mystery or slight of hand, but a
Beeclear, plain, practical science.
keepers were an intelligent, enterprisprogress.
No
men
of
men;
class
of
ing
intelligent man would destroy his bees.
After some discussion Mr. Manum exhibited some of his honey boxes, and
explained their uses and advantages.
Bees were advantageous in the orchard, and to the buckwheat crop, as he
had satisfactorily demonstrated. Some
doubts had been expressed to the value
of the red clover blossom on account of
the inability of the bee to reach the
nectary; Italians have the advantage
over black bees, because they are provided with greater length of probosis.
Pres. Crane said he liad noticed bees
working in red clover early and late in
the season; bees will not work where
they get no honey.
In the evening, after a few preliminaries, Mr. E. A. llasseltine read a sensible and witty poem on " Prospects
and Retrospects," which was well received by the audience.
The talk on Sweets, by Prof. Seely,
was a learned dissertation on the chemical properties and qualities of the various kinds of sweets that are offered
He exhibited over 20
in our markets.
different kinds of sugar; spoke of the

various substances from which sugar

was
and

extracted, as trees, plants, roots
fruits;

some specimens would

solid-

sooner than others; sugar from cane,
corn, beets and maple, were all of the
same chemical formation.
J. E. Crane spoke on the Individuality of Bees; there was a marked difference in the character of colonies, some
were industrious, others not so; some
prefer some kinds of flowers, others reify

ject

them; Italians dislike buckwheat,

while black bees work well on it. Every
colony has some peculiar character. He
showed several samples of honey from
different flowers, and explained their
various qualities, and also exhibited
specimens of bees from the Holy Land.
Dr. F. Bond said that the Creator had
placed the sweets in flowers to attract
the bee, to carry out nature's laws, by
carrying the fertilizing pollen to the unfertile flower, and thus showing a wise
and benificent Providence.
On Friday, Jan. 21, after some preliminary business, the following were
elected officers for the ensuing year:
President, J. E.Crane; Vice-Presidents,
H. L. Ltonard, E. P. Wolcott, E. A.
Hasseltine; Secretery and Treasurer,
Hon. T. Brookins.
Mr. O. C. Wait spoke of the bad condition he found honey in the Boston
market, and of the manner of awarding premiums at fairs.
Mr. Manum remarked that it was important to have good queens, he advised

C

all to raise their own; old queens were
best to rear queens from, say 2 years old
or more; it is best to rear queens in
warm weather, when honey is plenty.
The question "how to prevent bees

from dwindling "Mr. Leonard answered

1881.

April

We

Time and Place oj Meeting.
2— S. W. Iowh, at CornlDK, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.

have prepared Ribbon Badges

Volume of the Bek Jourfor 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

^T The

nal

Win. Williamson. Sec. Lexington, Ky.
Association, nt Eminence, Ky.
E. Drane, Sec. pro tern., Eminence, Ky.

7— Union

Books

one.

or $8.00 per hundred.

Local Convention Directory.
Col. 11. II.
Pros. Crane in the chair.
Merritt gave an address of welcome, to
which Pres. Crane replied, stating the
object of the meet inn and giving a
brief narration of the ancient history
of the honey bee, and of its improved
management in the present age.
Mr. A. E. Manum said success depended on the man and circumstances.
The bee-keeper should be a person of
even temperament not easily excited

new

for bee-keepers, on which arc printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,

Vt., Convention.

This Association held its winter meeting at Brandon, Vt. on Jan. 20,21, 1881.

87

Cook

D. G. Parker, 1'res., St. .Joseph. Mo.
Valley, at Cam
Ouernsey Co.. O.
.1. A. Bucklew, Sec, Chirks. O.
a— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
Ill
Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec, MoUrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, nt Darllntrton, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Plattevllte, Wis.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
Sept.
-Kentuckv State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 18 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.

May 4 -Tuscarawas ami Muskingum
bridge.

W.

Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
In order to have this Table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.

l^" Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the

week previous.
nstead of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

IW

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance
and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.
It is the best article sold for restoring
hair to its original color and beauty.

CLUBBING list.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal

gray

Mini mil of the

*

A plnry.— Entirely re-

and elegantly illustrated,
up with the times on every conceivable

written, greatly enlarged

ami

Is

fully

subject that interests the aplHriat. It is not only Instructive, but intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, $1. 85 ; paper covers, SI, OO, postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,
(12.;

paper,

$9.50.

4|ulnby> New Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
in a manner that cannot fall to interest all. Its style
is

7— N. W. Ohio, at Delta. Ohio.
13— N. W. Missouri, at St. Joseph, Mo.

1

Bee-Keepers.

for

and

plain

forcible,

making

of the fact that the author

Is

all Its

readers sensible

really the master of the

Price, *l..»o.

Biibject.

ARC

ofBee-Culture, by A. I. Root.
Novice's
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. (Moth, #1.85; paper, #1.00.
Kiim'- Bee-Iteepers* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition Is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 75c.
IiiMiKHtroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
This is a standard scientific work. Price, 82. OO.

Blessed Bees* by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 91. OO.

M

Bee-Culture or Successful
anugement
of the Apiary, by Thomas (i. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
— Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Ital;

:

lntrniiiK'ingyueens— KxtractinK— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in English and German. Price for either edition, 40
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
ianizing

•-*-*^*-»

and any of the following periodicals, for 1SSI, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regulnr price of both

igy The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
In
Publishers'Prtce. Club. the time to which you have paid.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
..$2 00
The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
making remittances, always send by not eat. This book should be in every family, where
and Gleaningsin Bee-Culture (A.I. Root) 3 00.. 2 75
ought to create a sentiment against the adulteraletter, or by it
2 t>0 postal order, registered
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).. 3 00
tion of food products, and demand a law to protect
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis). 2 75.. 2 SO draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts consumers against the many health-destroying adul175., 3 75
The 1 above-named papers
offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.
terations
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas) 2 50.. 2 35 on other cities, and local checks, are not
2 50.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
The Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundataken by the banks in this city except mental
5 75.. 5 00
The 6 above-named papers
principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25. 3 00 at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
240.. 2 25
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
collecting them.
less.
For Semi-monthlv Bee Journal, $1.00
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas a.
For Monthly Bee Journal, f 1.50 less.
Newman.— This is a pamphletof 21 pages, discoursing
Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly upon the Ancient History of Beea and Honey the
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;" nature,
Honey and Beeswax Market.
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
Wines, &c. and Honey as Medicine, followed
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in Foam,
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumCHICAGO.
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of ers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with the Journal for a year free. Do not the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in Eugllsu and German. Price
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at 18(tt20c. for strictly choice white comb in
forget that it will pay to devote a few for either edition, 6c. per dozen, 50c.
and 2 lb. boxes at 14@l(.c for fair to good in large hours to the Bee Journal.
Wintering: Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
packages, and at K.K3 12c. for common dark-colored
:

;

.

.

—

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

and broken lots.— Chicago Times.
BEESWAX.— Choice yellow, 20®21c; dark, 15017.

NEW
HONEY.— Best

YORK.
comb honey,

small neat
packages, 17(al8c; fair do., 15(aJ6c.; dark do,, 12® 13 ;
large boxes sell for about 2c under above. White
southern strained.
extracted, 9®10c; dark, 7&8c.

white

;

80885c.

BEESWAX— Prime

quality, 20@23c.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— The

market for extracted clover honey
is very good, and in demand at lie. for the best, and
Comb honey
8<^0c. for basswood and dark honey.

^

the Prize Essays on this important subject. that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Associa-

Sample copies

of

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

<^° Any one desiring to get a copy of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
SAN FRANCISCO.
National Society, can do so by sending
HONE Y.— Extracted is in large supply for the sea- a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
lots
difficult
to find,
son, and purchasers for round
except at extremely low prices. We quote white they desire to become members, a fee
comb, 12@15c. dark to good, loft lie. Extracted, of $1.00 should accompany it, and the
choice to extra white, 6@6}£c.; dark and candied,
name will be duly recorded. This no5@5)^c.
BEESWAX— 2K822HC. as to color.
tice is given at the request of the ExecStearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
utive Committee.
San Francisco, Cal., March 4, 1881.
is

of slow sale at 16c. for the best.

BEESWAX-18<»24c.

C. F.

MUTH.

;

tion.

The Prize— $25

Cook's Essay, which

in

is

gold— was awarded

given in

Price.

full.

to Prof.

lOc.

Bees and their Management.

This pamphlet
was Issued by the Italian Bee Company, and has had
a large circulation. The price has been reduced from
cents.
20 cents to lO

The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by

ti.

M.

Dootittle.

Kendall's Horse

Price, 5c.

Book— No book can be more

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 85c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
cause,

symptoms and

cure.

A

Hill,— treatise on
Price, 25c.

its

Moore's Universal Assistant

contains information on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
We doubt if any one could be induced to do without
it, after having spent a
few hours in looking It
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.
Cloth,

98.50.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

would save us much trouble, if tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
would be particular to give their P.O. slate
and pocket for papers. In cloth, 91. OO Morocco, 91. 50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.
(^Constitutions and By-Laws for address and name, when writing to
several
have
letters
We
t^~ Sent by mail on receipt of price, by
local Associations $2 per 100. The name this office.
inclosing money) that have no
THOMAS G, NEWMAN,
of the Association printed in the blanks (some
having
no
PostMany
others
name.
974 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
for 50 cents extra.
Also, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
<gy" What is the meaning of Dec. mail at another, be sure to give the adBinders for the Bee Journal
81
after my name on the direction- dress we have on our list.
This question
label- of my paper ?"
has been asked by several, and to save
ig^At the Chicago meeting of the Naanswering each one, let us here say It tional Society we were requested to get
means that you have paid for the full photographs of the leading apiarists, to
year, or until ," Dec. 31, 1881." " June
81" means that the first half of the sell to those who wanted them. We can
now supply the following at 25 cents
year is paid for, up to " July 1st." Any
each: Dzierzon, the Baron of Berother month, the same.
2 ?f" Binders for the Weekly Bee Joornal,
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one of 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.
1ST We will send sample copies to any furnished oy his daughter, who says,
can furnlBh Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
who feel disposed to make up clubs for " it is the only one ever taken when he theWeback,
for American Bee Journal for lSOO,
We at the following
1881. There are persons keeping bees was in good health and spirits."
prices, postage paid
in every neighborhood who would be are glad to be able to secure one of such
and
paper, each
Cloth
50c.
benefitted by reading the Journal. a satisfactory nature.
Leather and cloth
75c.
and by using a little of the personal in1&~ We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
fluence possessed by almost every one,
or Magazine desired.
have
filled
orders
for
quite
a
t^ We
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
a club can be gotten up in every neigh- number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
974 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
borhood in America. Farmers have Journal. We put the price low, 30
had large crops, high prices, and a good per cent, less than any one else could
WANTED.— I desire to purchase sevdemand for all the products of the afford to sell them, for we get them by HONEY
eral barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
farm, therefore can well afford to add the quantity at wholesale and sell them of light also, Comb Honey. Those having any for
the Bee Journal to their list of at just enough to cover the cost and sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
ALFRED H. NEWMAN
papers for 1881.
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,
972 West Madison street. CHICAGO ILL.
on each. We do this to induce as many
Hundreds of Men, Women and Chil- as possible to get them, and preserve
dren rescued from beds of pain, sickness their Weekly numbers. They are ex- THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
and almost death and made strong and
convenient; the Journal
hearty by Parker's Ginger Tonic are the ceedingly
The British Bee Journalis published monthly at
bound
and
handy
always
for
being
$1.75, and contains the best practical information for
best evidences in the world of Its sterling
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
worth. You can find these in every com- reference. The directions for binding how to do do
C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master.
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lg3° It

all

;

'

'

thus: In this case as in all other ills to
which bee-keepers are heir to, keep the
colony strong and healthy. Mr. Leonard
read an essay on " Bee-culture for
Women," giving instances of marked munity.— Post.

:

:

;

it.

See advertisement.

9w4t

are sent with each one.

School of Apiculture, Falrlawn.Sonthall, London,
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

DT7XTXXAM

FEEDERS
Now

is

the time to
for

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
word*

A

line will contain about elirht
lines will occupy one Inch of space.

One

18

"or more"

is
18
1©

Eight,
"

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

"

*'

"
"

'

8

THOMAS

G.

We would
and

$<?%

hleuao,

J.

Iwly

Shuck's Feeder may be placed at the entrance of
the hive, any time of the day, without danger from
robbers; feed much or little as may be desired; feed
can only be reached by the bees from the inside of
the hive. Price, by mall, postpaid, 30 cents. By exSpecial
press, 25 cents each, or $2.40 per dozen.

III.,

partsof the

all

refer to Jamks Hbdpon, DowaOatma n A Sons, Dundee, 111.

iWMR

MOCK

rates on large quantities.

1881.

Rev. A. SALisnriiY.

v.

J.

Caldwell.

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,

NEWMAN,
Street.. <

Mri.1.-. hi

having constant intelligence from

country.

glac, Mich.,

W,#VA

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement w Inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly. In advance.
The American Bee Jotrnal Is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and Is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real Imposition will be exposed.

South Water Street. Chioago,

We ask you to correspond with us before disposing
HONE V CROP, as we can be of much serv-

"
"

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

074 West

165

ice,

;;

;;

& Co.,

Successor to Conner, Burnett

of your

MACHINE,

per line.

"

BURNETT.

A.

R.

16.

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION,
II0M:\ A 8PECIALTT.

make preparations

Spring Feeding.

FOUNDATION

fourteen
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Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife... 2 in., 1
S ^
Large Bingham Smoker
"
2
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
"
2
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

Cbamplain Valley,

Vt.,

Convention

15 One-Cent Stamps

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains Illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed In an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
QuMDfl and Bees.
J. C. A II- P.
Hartford, Wis.
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THE FLORAL MONTHLY
during the next few months, and we propose
to give to every reader of this paper

oxi.v
I

Weekly

IM'lU.lSHKIi IN TIIK

1. in '-.* (i. I- l.l \ cr <>l
and Lime. — Persons
have been taking Cod Liver HI will he pleased
Wllbor has succeeded, from directions ol several Professional gentlemen. In combining the pure Oil and Lime In such a manner that It Ib
pleasant to the taste, and Its effects in Lung com
plaints are truly wonderful.
Very many persons
who
uses were pronounced hopeless, and who had
taken the dWr Oil for a long time without marked
effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. He sure and get the genuine. Manufactured
only by A. R. Wn.noii. Chemist, Boston. Sold by all
i

1

l

<

llw-U

druggists.

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical journal is now In Its Third Yenr,
and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of its subscription (f 1,00 per VMTj in its new and Improved form 18 pages K^xtn"^, folded ami pasted*
makes It very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It is the Best A d\ ert i-lntc Medium in
Canadu. Sample copies sent free to any address.
Wetland, Ont.
Ilw2fltx
N. II.
(

COUOCK,

^

Description,— Sec.

townBhlp

south range 7
west, Franklin county.Florida. situated about50miles
south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 26
miles northeast of the city ot Apalachlcola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 BecttonB (5
and 6) of the Apalachicola river the soil Is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 3lst, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, Including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 6th,
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.
4,

7,

;

is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
;

and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property.
fer for it Is respectfully solicited. Address,

THOMAS

West Madison

974

Street,

An of-

NEWMAN,

O.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY,
FOR

1881.

It Is to every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go where they can get the most
for their money. State on a postal card just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mail

what we

will furnish

It

No

for.

Circulars.

Address,

HIRAM ROOP, Carson City, Mich.
ENGRAVINGS.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

M. D.
B. J.
givingan Index of diseases, and
A TREATISE
cause and treatment of each, a table

the symptoms
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse ; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
;

;

valuable information.
Price 365 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Bnchn, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
other of the best medicines known are com.
bincd so skillfully in Pakkeh s r.r.vtK Tonic as
'to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and the
Best llralt hand Strength Restorer over used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs

many

I

worth

of Choice

Flower Seed.

Our offer Is to send Free of Cost, 5o cents* worth of
Choloe Flower Seeds to each and every one who will
send us 25 two cent poataju. stamps for the FI..Oone year. Seeds sent free
KAI,
by return mall. Specimen copies free. Address.

W.

E.

MORTON & CO.,

FLORISTS,

Oli* L'onicre«N Street, Portland, Me.

%W Natural

Flowers preserved to

last for years.

Itw-lt

It will

Pay you

to learn that Dr.

THE CANADIAN FARMER
Agricultural

Iwly

land

all

Female Complaints.

If you are wasting away with Consumption or
'any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what
your symptoms may be. it will surely help you.

This Tonic cures drunkenness,
the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
Ginger Preparations and
Bitters,
irom
different
other Tonics, and combines the best curative propertiesof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
None genuine without our signature on outside
wrapper,
HlSCOX & Co., Chemists. New York.

Remember

!

is

111.

wli.»

TBI

or over,

Land-640 Acres.
CHEAP FOR CASH.

«3°

!

MONTHLY

PURE COD LIVEE
OIL AND LIME.

In February.

lbs.

Florida

974

We wish to obtain 25,000 New Subscribers to

50c.

at the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention held

1

OTSEGO. MICH.

FREE

8ATLE8,

Imported Cyprian and Italian Queens,
Or our own Im^rtntlon,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
OurComb Foundation was awarded the diploma

25
<*>

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

To send

Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

00
50

1

Wonder Bingham Smoker

Be SURE

87

1

I

If to

9wtf

i

"

75
\H "
be sent by mall, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.
Address,

Little

Dunham Machine, 26

""Send for Circular.

lb.

2wtf

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burning the Angers and bellows.
A real Improvement.
Send postal card for tes-

1

Why

<temtf

only ones on exhibition at
the last National Bee
Keepers' Convention, 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

Illustrated Catalogue.

.

The

per

lb.

The title

Honey Knives were the

and

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

Feeding Bees
Introducing a Queen
Lossof BeesHK per cent
First Year's Experience

Summer a Long Way
A Little Discouraged

Re-issued

fdaint received. Ourorlgnal patent Smokers and

adapted to Hive
Milking. It will payevery beekeeper to send for our 48 page

^

An Early Season
Bees Gone Back on Him
Snow Vine as a Honey Plant.

;

1878.

Twenty thouclusively.
sand in use— not one ever
retu ined, or letter of com-

especially

Moldy Combs, etc
Palestine Bees
Anxious for Spring
Bees Died of Disease
Cyprian BeeB Ahead

9,

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

Glrard,

SCROLL SAWS

Gathering Pollen

and May, 1879

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
UetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

as Medicine

III.

If

Foot-Power Machinery

Increase

Prime Condition

Conventions

July

BARNES' PATENT

Progressing
Lost but 4 out of 285

Honey

BATTLES,

Chicago,

35c.

bee-keepers use them ex-

Making Progress
Not Discouraged
Paris Green
in

1*78,

10w4t

Great Loss of Bees
Dead Bees In the Cells

Bees

9,

in

1

Prospects Better
Bees All Alive

Winter Yet

Patented Jan.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

prices.

BfEWMAK,

THE ORIGINAL

low
HONEY PRODUCING TREES KNOWN, atPa.?.

Sections

H.

St.,

AND TILIP TEEES, from
BA88WOOD
height, nursery grown. The 2 best
to 8 feet

Bees in Good Condition
Wintered Without Loss
Mourning for the Bees
Wintering
Selling Honey, Vexatious

No Surplus nor

VAN DEUSEN &

West Madison

WIS.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

Migratory Bee- Keeping
Interesting Letter from Ceylon

Box

ALFRED

972

BROWN CO.,

DEPEKE,

IsmSm

i

Selection* from Our Letter
Bees Wintered Well

Circular and Samples free._Al

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Killed by Kindness

Novice's Simplicity Feeder is made in two sizes, at
the following prices: 5c. for the pint and lOc. for the
?uart feeder, or per dozen, 50c. for the small and
If sent by mall, twice
1 .00 for the large, by express.
the above prices.
35c.
Kretchmer's. by mall
75c.
VanDeusen's, by mail
I will mall my Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
FREE, upon application, to any address. All orders
for Bee-Keepers' Supplies will be promptly filled.

per

SEEDS I HONEY PLANTS
A

full

variety of

all

kinds, including Melllot, Alslke

and White Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, Ac. For
prices and Instructions for planting. Bee my Illustrated Catalogue, -sent free upon application.

AI.FKKII H.
B79

West Madison

St.,

To

read our forty page Catalogue of
Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest
information about the best appliances
and methods pertaining to

Profitable

Iix.

and Bee Hives

specialties.

E£i&S£3«

Full

Our

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated

new

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry. Small
Fruits. Ac., Free. tT" Send for It and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & BKO.. CrawtUh Springs, Ga.

Is a :i2-page, beautifully illustrated

Monthly Magazine

devoted to
Sent free to all who send us their names POULTRY, PIGEONS
AND PET STOCK.
It has the largest corps of practical breeders as editors
and addresses, plainly written, upon a
nisi is
its.las.sin Ainerie

postul card.

H

NEWMAN,

Chicaoo,
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flwtf.
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individual female bees are very likely
to be reproduced imperfectly developed
in all the degrees between a rudimentary fertile worker up to a perfect.
queen. Furthermore, were it true that
development depends on quantity of
food or the over-stimulating caused by
high feeding, the workers would be able
to supply themselves with queens at all
times; when on the contrary it is well
known that workers cannot always perfect queens when furnished with everything necessary for that purpose except
the impregnating principle semen.
full knowledge of the reproduction
of the honey bee is of great importance,
and at the very foundation of the science of bee culture and of great value
to those who intend to breed the superior races of bees, especially the principles of hybridizing so as to prevent
their deterioration and improve the
breeds. And it is of great moment to the
science of entomology to determine
whether insects are produced by par-

—

A

as second class matter.

UPM

iSs,

SBtfe

For the American Bee Journal

What

is

the Royal Jelly

C. J.

'

ROBINSON.

I propose, by permission, to discuss
in the columns of the Bee Journal

the hitherto puzzling problem: " What
royal jelly, that substance known
to produce the transformation of worker
larvae to queens'i"' Profound scientists of
is

this country have delved
into the secrets of the grand problem,

but none of them have handed down a
satisfactory solution.
Yet, it does not

seem rational that the question is so obstruse as to forever remain past finding
out what the so-called royal jelly conEgos and Larva.
sists of; the source from which it is derived; its definite action on larvae thenogenesis, as is believed, or by seand whether it is administered by the men received by the male progenitors.

practical apicultural writer and experienced apiarist in all Europe, wrote
thus:

"Every hypothesis, however, yet submitted from any quarter, rest chiefly
upon the assumption that the development (of fertile workers and queens)
has by some means been over-stimulated for a brief period, and as the result affects the sexual organs more especially, the quantity and quality of the
food administered has been looked to as
the exciting cause."
If his assumption be admitted then

No.

23, 1881.

rience, and enthusiastic in the cause of
progressive bee-culture. Not until 18(51
was there published or circulated in
this country a periodical devoted to bee
affairs and scarcely no attention was given to scientific bee-culture atthattime.
Mr. K. communicated to the American
Bee Journal at different times just
after its advent, the discoveries he had
made relative to the reproduction of
bees, but not much attention was given
it further than a brief notice by the editor, the
lamented Samuel Wagner,
who, like the great Dzierzon, seemed
not to comprehend the evolution of the
reproduction of insects.
During the period of 1850-63, Mr.

Kirby was in failrhg health, and when
in the summer of 1863, he was abont to
bid adieu to his long-cherished theme
and go from the altar of home on earth
to a heavenly inheritance, he besought
me to further his designs and he committed to my charge his new theory of
the reproduction of drones and female
bees. Ttie result of the case thus consigned to me is as follows, conclusions
that I have come to derived from careful observations for many seasons, viz.,

12.

larva arrives at maturity

it is transto an egg-form, and then to a
chrysalis, and in that state her embryo
ovary is formed and impregnates in the
upper points or sacks of her ovary, and
contains the elements of myriads of

formed

drone egg germs before leavingher cell,
and her physiology is changed in her
transition from the chrysalis state to a
perfect queen, and is qualified before
leaving her cell to lay eggs that will
produce drones only. To be fully qualified to produce workers she must receive a deposit of semen from the
drone in her spermatheca.
If once
filled with semen it is efficacious through
life, and qualifies her to fecundate the
full grown drone eggs as they pass the
mouth of her spermatheca, and causes
them to produce workers, and to lay all
the eggs, both male and female and
workers, that the colony may require.
It is ascertained that the

embryo drone,

workers and queen can each be hybridized in the ovary, egg or larva state,
which is communicated to the whole

production.
I think the evidence conclusive in the reproduction of the queen.
The fertile workers are produced by the
workers taking the drone's semen into
videlicet.
To produce drones the workers fe- their stomachs, and from thence it is
cundate the worker lavas in royal cells transmitted to their embryo ovary, and
with drone's semen, which gives the el- fecundates it, which gives the elements
ements of queens. The workers supply of life to the progeny, and qualifies
the said larva with animal secretion, them to lay eggs which produce drones
water, bee-bread and honey, until it se- only, unless the eggs are further fecuncretes sufficient material for a queen, dated by being brought into contact
and when the larva arrives at maturity with semen. It appears that the young
egg queen's ovary on leaving her cell, and
it is then metamorphosed to an
substance, from thence it passes to a the ovary of the fertile worker when feand in
the pupa cundated,are identical in the production
chrysalis state,
state her ovary is formed and impreg- of drone eggs. Thefore, the evidence
nated with semen retained in the larva is that semen is the agent in both cases.
I wisli to call attention particularly
state imparting the elements of life.
She then leaves her cell and is prepared to the following points 1st. The emto lay eggs that produce drones only, bryo ovary of young queens must be
without further fecundation, and when fructified before she leaves her cell with
ttie drones are matured from their nat- drone's semen, which gives the elements
ural genital propensities deposit their of life to her drone progeny, and forms
semen in the queen's spermatheca to the basis for the whole progeny of bees.
enable her to fecundate her full grown To produce the 3 sexes of bees there
1st. The
eggs to produce workers, and also de- are 3 distinct fecundations.
posit semen where the workers can ob- embryo ovary of the pupa queen to
2d. The full
tain it in the abscence of the drones, to produce the drones.
perfect queens, and for storing it in grown egg to produce the workers. 3d.
their combs, where it retains its vital- The worker larva is fecundated by the
ity at least from the time that the drones workers with semen, given off by the
And
are expelled until they are reproduced drones to produce the queens.
the following season. It is ascertained all in the larval state the ysecrete sufficient
material
to
perfect
in
their
tranand
queens
can
hythe
drones
be
that
bridized by their drone progenitors in sition either drones, workers or queens,
the embryo state, which is conclusive and they each can be hybridized in the
evidence of their being fecundated with embryo state.
2d. 'in the reproduction of bees there
drones' semen.
2 distinct egg forms: 1st. The eggs
To produce workers the drones de- are
that produce the larva. 2d. The larva
their sperm in the queen's sperm:

Europe and

workers as a nourshing aliment to larvae
in royal cells, or for the purpose of impregnating the larvae (as pistilliferous
flowers are impregnated with pollen)
and thus develop a female bee fully
qualified to reproduce males. The settled doctrine of writers on bee-matters
is that it is chiefly due to the excess of
food served to the larva by the workers
that produces the transformation from
worker to queen. Still no writer has
ventured to assert that such is a demonstrated fact. The late Baron of Berlepsch, the able expounder of the Dzierzon Theory, and the most scientific and

MARCH

As for myself. I have conclusive evidence that such queens as are reproduced by furnishing a colony of black
bees with eggs laid by an Italian queen,
is in some degree hybridized.
All of the points in the " Dzierzon
Theory " have been demonstrated ex-

cept his theory of the reproduction of
bees, particularly drones and queens.
It seems that he" was sorely puzzled in posit
his profound research to comprehend atheca while on the wing (and on top,
the laws involved in the strange phenom- clasping the drone's back to herself)
ena—virgin queens reproducing male and from thence she fecundates full
bees and to dispose of the (to him) in- grown eggs, as they pass the mouth of
explicable point in his colossal theory, her spermatheca on the way out of her
he jumped at a conclusion which was oviduct, and by the combining of the
based upon the hypothetical doctrine elements of the drone and worker in
advanced by Professors Von Seibold, one, by which the worker is produced.
Leuckart, and Dr. Donhoff, the fathers Thus, there can be no logical reasoning
of the theory called "Parthenogenesis," in saying that the workers are produced
that is procreating without male sperm. by semen, and the drones and queens
It was during the period that Dr. Dzier- are produced without semen.
zon was making public his theory that
To produce queens the worker fecunMr. Elihu Kirby, of Henrietta, N. Y., dates the worker larvae in royal cells
attempted to make known the result of with drone's semen which gives the elhis long-time and attentive research ements of fhe drone, worker and queen,
into the principles of reproduction of combined in one, in the larval state; it
the different races of honey bees. He secretes in its growth the proper matewas a scientific apiarist of long expe- rial for perfect queens, and when the

—

when

it

arrives at maturity

is

trans-

formed to an egg substance, of which
it forms the chrysalis that produces the
perfect bees and their sexes.
3d. It requires 3 states of existence to
perfect the organism of bees. 1st. The
larva. 2d. The chrysalis. 3d. The perfect bee.
The queen first deposits her
eggs in the proper cells or utricals in
which the larva is hatched and supplied
by the workers with animal secretion
and food until their transition to an egg
substance or chrysalis.
I will propose the following question
for consideration: What is it that is
found in the royal jelly that is possessed
of such impregnating powers as to
cause the ovaries of the workers to pro-

duce drone eggs ?
Richford, N. Y., March

14, 1881.
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The introduction of a few colonies of
these bees into Italy would have been
to effect the smallest change in
the race then existing for by our introJ. Q. WIIITTEN.
duction of Italian bees we have experienced how hard it is to overcome the
Mr. John F. Cowan, in his article on returning to the type which is prevalent
"The Practical use of Foundation," in a country. Besides, although we
published in the Bee Journal of have had too little time to study the
March 9, Bays: " It lias been practically habits of the Cyprian bees, having redemonstrated to my satisfaction that cei veil our queens last summer only, we
these results can only be obtained by have noticed that, while they resemble
Mr. Given's method of introducing the in color the Italian, their habits are not
wires, and if by a happy combination the same. For instance, the Cyprian
the Dunham foundation could be made bees do not cling to the combs as perand wired by the Given or a similar sistently as do the Italians, and resemprocess, the foundation controversy ble more the blacks in this respect ; the
would be virtually ended."
Cyprian queens, like the common
I would like tn say to Mr. Cowan and
queens, are more easily frightened, and
others who may be interested, that last more difficult to lind, than the Italian
seas. hi I hived about 40 full sized natu- queens.
ral colonies, on Dunham foundation,
As to their other qualities we are unain Quinby frames, prepared in the fol- ble to say anything.
It will take a fewlowing manner: The frame is wired by seasons to test them thoroughly. It is,
sewing in 2 horizontal wires, spaced on therefore, desirable to see them tested
so that there will be
equal spaces by a great number of bee-keepers in
from the top bar down.
I use a trian- comparison with Italian bees.
gular top-bar and fasten the foundaI read in the Italian bee paper, L'Apition by pressing it down to the bar with
coltore, for January, just received, that
the thumb and then running a stream
the Central Society of Italian Beeof melted wax and rosin over it. Then
Keepers will have an exhibition on the
by running a wheel, made of a cent, first of May, to which the bee-keepers
over the wire I imbed the wire into the
are invited to send bees from every part
foundation; this also forms a groove in
of the country (probably to answer the
the foundation in which I run a stream
assertion of Mr. Jones, that there are
of melted wax which covers the wire,
black bees in Italy), in order to compare
and when drawn out will be perfect and the
varieties which can exist on the enwill neither sag nor break out by extire peninsula. The report of the comtracting. There should be a good half
mission of this society will thus put an
inch of space btween the foundation
those
and bottom bar, as it will settle enough end to the discussions between
who contend that there are black bees
to bulge the comb if left full length.
Italy, and those who say that the
To give it a thorough trial I hived 2 in
Italian bees are all pure. Yet, it is well
heavy natural colonies in one hive with
to remember here, that in Italy, as well
the mercury at 90 in the shade and bassin Germany, they count but two yelwood honey coming in very fast, and as
low
for they do not count as a
when drawn out every conib was per- ring rings
first segment, to which the thofect.
By bending a spoon so that it rax isthe
attached.
will pour a small stream and with a litHamilton, 111., Feb. 5, 1881.
tle practice, you will find it a short task
to fasten the foundation in the frames.
Genoa, N. Y., March 14, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.
For the American Bee Journal.

Putting Wires into Comb Foundation. unable

;

i

I

is very small. The injured
grapes would spoil in a few days if the
bees were not to touch them.
As far as I have been able to observe
wasps, hornets, &c, do little injury to
The mischief results mostly
grapes.
from the crackingof the skin, by a very
few days, even, of wet weather after it
The skin
has been dry for some time.
of the grapes becomes so full that a jar

opinion, on page 50,
perience.

from the wind or from the alighting of
a bird on the bunch, will cause them to
crack, and then, if there is a dearth of
honey, they are sure to be sucked dry
by the bees, with more or less help
from yellow jackets, hornets, and

small

to the grapes

wasps. It is possible that in some cases
the skins are cut by wasps, &c, but 1
think the cases are exceptional.
Huntington, Ind., March 4, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Use

of Separators for

Box Honey.

I

.'!

OREINER BROTHERS.

i

\

;

For tbe American

lice Journal.

Importing Beesifrom Italy.
CHAS. DADANT.
Mr. A. Salisbury, under the above
heading, says that "It is no longer a
question: the Italian bee of Italy is not
Later investigation
a distinct race
proves the fact that there are black bees
in Italy, as anywhere else, even in the
vicinity of Koine itself."
Mr. Jones, at the Convention in Cincinnati last fall, asserted that he had
seen black bees at several places in
Italy, even in the vicinity of Rome.
All my inquiries, as well as the reports
of prominent and disinterested beekeepers of Italy, such as Mr. Mona and
Dr. Dubini, prove that there are no hybrid bees in Italy, and, of course, no
black bees.
Will Mr. Jones tell us in which apiaries
he saw black bees V Of course, by black
bees we understand entire colonies of
black bees. Then, he saw also colonies
of hybrid bees, for the mixing could
not lie lire veil ted.
bit if Mr. Jones saw
only a few black, or set mingly black bees,
in a colony, this circumstance, caused
either by the dark contents of their
stomachs, or by some oilier accidental
cause, we cannot infer from it that there
are black or impure bees in Italy.
I
1

hope that Mr. Jones will answer this
question.
Mr. Jones adds that, in his opinion,
the Italian bees were descended from
the bees of Holy Land, or those on the
Island of Cyprus. Such an opinion
raises the question
Are the yellow bees
from Cyprus, from Syria, or from Italv.
bees
or the black lues, of
the original
more northern climates, the original
bees, the yellow color being only an im:

;

provement ?
According

to the law of natural se-

lection, the yellow

beesof these three
countries are about similar, because the
three countries enjoy a mild climate.
The idea of Mr. Jones' that the Italian
bees descended from the bees of iyprus
or of Syria, cannot be sustained, for it
leads to the idea of large importations
of bees from these countries, into Italv,
at a time when the means of transportation were few, long and difficult.
(

Bees and Grapes.

REV. M. MAHIN,

D. D.

Mar. 23,

i

was exactly our ex-

Again, Mr. Heddon claims the first
ost and trouble of manipulating to be

objectionable.
We admit separators
are an expense, but they need not be
very costly. We use basswood, costing
us less than a cent each, and even at
twice that cost, would it not be econ-

omy

then

expend

to

a

comparative

we can thereby produce
honey in much more attractive shape V
Besides we claim separators lessen the
amount

if

trouble of manipulating instead of increasing it. The reason we use wood
is because it is cheaper than metal and
we believe better adapted, on account
of its being the most natural material
for bee-habitations.
Since we introduced separators the
percentage of unfinished honey is
greatly reduced.
At the end Of the
honey season we formerly found open
cases almost filled with comb and
honey and not one single finished section among them. This is not so much
the case since we use separators; when
the (low of honey begins to diminish,
we have noticed our bees to be at work
in a portion of the sections, whilst the
remainder would not be occupied at all:
we have also taken off cases at the end
of a honey How, which were entirely
empty, except 2 or 8 sections, and these
were finished and marketable. To be
sure these are extremes, but it shows
the benefit of separators.
It might appear from the last part of
this article, that we apply surplus cases
regardless of the working capacity of

In starting an apiary it is of great importance to adopt a hive that will prove
satisfactory to the manager, in all its
features, for the present as well as for
the future. It is not an easy matter after an apiary has been started and hives
and appliances have accumulated, to
change the sizes or dimensions of such,
In
if they should not be satisfactory.
the different manifestations of the hive
have
necessary
to
we find that it is
brood frames and sections interchangeable, in fact, it is still more convenient
our colonies.
Circumstances may
to have all the different parts of the
sometimes compel .us to do so, but we
hives as uniform as mechanical workaim to give our bees no more surplus
manship can produce them, so that room than they
can occupy.
frames, honey-boards, division-boards,
Naples, N. Y., March 6, 1881.
covers, sections, mats, &c, may be
picked up anywhere and adjusted to
any hive desired.
For the American Bee Journal.
The use of separators is another feaTexas for Bees and Honey.
ture of this kind; if once adopted and
the bees arranged accordingly, it mayDR. J. e. lat.
cause considerable trouble to remodel
a lot of appliances, especially if sepaI write to answer several communicarators of any perceptible thickness are
tions in regard to the adaptability of
used.
In the Bee;Journal for Feb. 2, Mr. our great State to beerkeeping, and as
Heddon gives some very good hints on apiculture is engrossing the minds of
" hive and section making," but we can many of the most energetic, progressive
not endorse all hispoints,andin this ar- and scientific men of our land, I recogticle we refer in particular to his clos- nize the difficulty of even venturing an
opinion. As our great State is so varied
ing sentence.
It seems strange to us that Mr. Hed- in climate and Bora, I will state that
"
nuisances,"
my remarks have reference to my own
don pronounces separators
whilst other prominent bee-keepers, section of perhaps a radius of 100 miles.
and we believe the majority, use them I have lived in Texas since 1850. I
and advocate their use. It must cer- passed my boyhood days on her beautitainly be a query to young beginners, ful prairies, amid her thousands of
who seek information amongst the con- (lowers of every hue, freighting our intributors of the Journal, to encounter comparable sea breeze with more than
such square contradictions. Our ex- Arcadian sweetness, silence banished
from her woodland slopes by the joyous
perience is about as follows:
The 2 first years of our experience in carol of beautiful song birds. Ever debee-keeping found us equipped with lighting in the marvelous beauties of
open surplus cases, we mean by surplus nature, how could I fail to love so beaucases the adjustable half-story, with teous a sun-lit homer' Yes, and as a
the proper number of frames con- grown up boy I love it still. Creek nor
The seasons were Soman, not even Wm. Tell, loved his
taining sections.
good and the crops abundant, but the country better than 1, therefore my
shape of a good share of our honey was bee-keeping friends will pardon me if
anything but desirable; it was not uni- I seem to color a little too strongly.
form in thickness nor even; some be- Our State is being filled with energetic
ing thick on one end and thin on the farmers who are reaping rich harvests
other, some were missed entirely, whilst from the virgin soil, for nearly all kinds
the adjoining one bulged out to take up of seeds that are sown spring forth untbe space; in short, the variations were der the genial rays of the sun to 60 and

I notice that the question whether
bees destroy sound grapes is again beI have been a beeing discussed.
keeper for 11 years and during most of
that time have raised grapes enough
for family use, and I have given considerable time and attention to the
question under discussion. All my observations go to show that bees do not
puncture sound grapes. I have seen
them sucking the juice from grapes
that had been broken by birds, and have
picked off the broken grape, and
watched the result. The bees would
run about over the bunch hunting for
an opening, and finally abandon the
search.
Last season a great many
grapes were destroyed or injured in this
part of the country, and 1 gave the
matter special attention.
Many of the
grapes cracked more or less from the
effects of rains following dry weather,
and many more were broken more or
less by birds. As forage was scarce the
bees worked industriously on these
broken grapes until they were all gone.
But on all the bunches there were some
grapes that were not broken, and these
remained on the vines until late in the many.
season.
After the juice had been
To glass and crate this honev for marsucked from all the broken skins I saw ket cost us considerable trouble and we
The 2-~>
the bees for many days vainly searching concluded to try separators.
for openings from which they might cases we had prepared and used the
Obtain the supplies they had been ac- next season at our honey apiary proved
customed to draw from the broken to be a success; the honey was "just
fruit.
These sound grapes remained splendid;" the sections in shape, thickon the vines, in some cases, for weeks ness and weight were as near perfect as
after the bees had ceased to get any- could be desired, and we decided at
thing from the broken ones. Now it is once to produce honey in no other way.
plain that the juice of these very ripe However, we were not entirely satisgrapes would have been quite as accep- tied; we knew separators were objected
table to them as that from the ones they to by some bee-keepers on account of
are accused of having punctured anil a smaller vield. Mr. Heddon says, on
destroyed. And to my mind it is clear page 88 of the Journal, " These sepathat if they had
punctured
and rators cost me too great a portion of my
destroyed as many as they are accused surplus crop."
doing,
they
of
would not have become
To satisfy ourselves on this point we
suddenly reformed as the grapes became used the following season about 100
sweeter and more delicious. I will not cases, rigged as the first i">, with senaalii r m that the bees cannot puncture the
tors, which we scattered in our differskin of a grape, but I do affirm that as ent apiaries side by side with open
far as my very careful observation en- ones. The result was that we noticed
ables me to judge, they do not. And very little difference, if any, in the
if I am correct in this the injury done amount of honey stored, and the editor's

an hundred fold.
Seasoning by analogy I opine that
bee-keeping will result in like manner.
Apiculture is in its nascent form here,
but the sun of science begins to warm
its quickening form.
I
have studied
the best works on apiculture, but have
not given it a thorough practical test
yet; I purpose doing so this season.
There are but few bees in our country,
all blacks except my little apiary of 7
Colonies, which consists of hybrids and
blacks. I intend to Italianize in March,
for they indeed possess many advantages over the blacks.

have just wintered successfully in
I
simplicity hives (plain) without any sort
of protection whatever, and this is the
coldest winter I ever saw in Texas.
Dispatches state that at this time almost the entire North is covered with
snow. While my bees were
of excitement to-day, Feb.

in a
4,

quiver
bringing

in rich loads of pollen and honey from
turnips, mustards, &c, I could but
delight in their rush of joy.
How dif-
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ferent is the climate over which our
Our honey
vast brotherhood reaches
plants reach nearly through the entire
year, yielding as good nectar as ever
In fact the
tickled the palate of man.
harvest for bees is almost endless, 'letThe marter, of course, some months.
ket for hone; has never been developed:
"
"rob
for "big
to
a few old "sums"
meeting " or for some extraordinary
visitor is about all ever obtained. "Bees
do no good here these days, the moth
destroy them," say the " old settlers."
The moth skulks away in the light ot
!

a hay producing plant it amounts
little after the tnst season, as it
becomes dwarfed in habit, and, I believe, will eventually be but little larger in growth under like circumstances
The white
than the white variety.
clover is the honey plant for our latitude, and I presume the alsike for

As

to

but

Sweden, from whence it came, and
corresponding latitudes. After having
had 11 years' experience with it I think
it unworthy of attention from bee-men,
either for honey or hay; at least where
the hardy white clover comes spontascientific bee-keeping and its depreda- neously to our hands.
There is one thing I ought not to
tions are nil.
To be successful all should study the omit, in sowing this Canadian seed I
science, read good books on the subject, introduced a kind of cockle (different
learn by close practical observation, from anv I have seen in Penn. or Ohio)
read the periodicals of our wide awake that holds its own much better than
bee-men, among which there is none the clover, and I begin to think it will
better than the American Bee Jotjb- be a standing pest difficult to get rid of..
Atlanta, 111.
nal. Energy and perseverance alone
will succeed even in the " sunlit clime"
Without these, all will just
of Texas.
Head before the N. E. Convention.
as surely retrograde.

Hallettsville, Texas.

The Supply and Queen Trade.

For the American Bee Journal.

Alsike Clover as a

Honey

A. B.

a subject, I believe, of interest to all who are engaged in apiculture,
either as bee-keepers, supply dealers or
queen breeders, and is growing as the
business extends.
The supply business seems as yet to
he in a crude state, and prices lack uniformity. In manv cases we find needIt may be
less " cutting " of prices.
said that this is a good thing for buyers;
but I believe that the opposite is the
case, for the inevitable result of unreasonably low prices is inferior goods.
When prices are so lowered that there
is no margin left for profit, the trade
will not be supported with the enterprise which is necessary to stimulate
improvements or inventions, or even to
nut the business on a good footing.
The character of the business can best
be maintained if the energy of manufacturers is directed to the perfecting
of goods rather than the cheapening of
them. Good tools are necessary in any
pursuit, and seem to be associated with
a thrifty business: in fact, the prosperity of a business is largely dependent
upon the means at hand of carrying it
on. If one tool is better than anohter
—even if the difference is slight— it is
worth very much more, for the benefit
of the difference is felt every time that
good thing may be a
it is used.
source of profit, and a poor one of loss.
The best is always the cheapest.
There is one respect in which the
business is in a better condition than
many others, and that is, that there is
but very little credit given. This is an
advantage to both parties, for the

This

L.

JAMES.

Much has been written for the Journal about the value of this variety of

clover for its yield of honey and hay.

Such has not been my experience with
sown on 19 acres of land, and extending over 11 years. In 1809 I bought
some 38 pounds of the seed of Mr.
Thomas, of Canada. The cost to me.
of the seed, duty and express charges,
was $18. Having 9 acres of ground
planted with apple trees that had been
bearing for some time, and wishing to
seed it down to grass I had the ground
it,

well prepared for the reception of the
seed, and a good rain fell just after it

was brushed in; it came up niceiy, and
as there was favorable rains all through
the summer it grew finelv. The following season it grew in length of stem and
quantity of bloom far beyond my expectation, and when in its full bloom it
was a beautiful sight, resembling an

ocean of blossoms, and as I looked upon
it, you may relv upon it my calculations
of boxes of nice alsike clover honey
loomed up in large proportions, but like
many another calculation based upon
what our bees are going to do, it was
all in fancy and I was doomed to disappointment.
Day after day their flight was just m
the opposite direction, with only here
and there a bee to be seen on it. There
was a body of timber % of a mile distant
in the direction they were flying with
pastures well set in white clover between this timber and the apiary, and I
supposed the white clover pastures
was the source of honey supply. This
state of things continued for some time,
and seeing a bee-man pass by that lived
in the timber I inquired how his bees
were getting along. He replied they
were doing finely as they ought to, for
he had never seen heavier honey dews.
That was the secret, and soon my boxes
began to show evidence of the dark stuff
being put into them, instead of alsike
Fortunately for me, before
honey.
of it was stored in the boxes,
some heavy dashing rains washed it
from the leaves and there was no more
of the dew for them to gather. The alsike and white clover were in bloom for
some time after this, but for some cause

much

the bees paid but

and

I

was vexed

little

attention to it,
promise of a

to see the

rich return for mv expenditure frustrated. I took it for granted that the
season was not congenial for its production of honey, as I knew the same
to be the case with white clover, as it

summer. After this at different times I sowed 2 other orchards of 5
was

WEED.

Plant.

last

acres each with alsike, neither of which
did as well as the first piece sown, want
of timely rains, &c, being the cause,

but by continuous sowing I succeeded
in having them tolerably well set with it.
Receiving no perceptible benefit from
it, commensurate with its trouble and
expense, I have for some time been
satisfied that in central Illinois

where

our white clover is so abundantly furnished in our pastures and road sides,
without any expense, and hardy at that,
it is time and money put to a poor use.

is

A

nothing through bad debts,
and the prompt buyer does not have to
pay for the losses caused by the care-
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This being a fact they have no
particular occasion for a (light. I know
that the out-door men claim that cellarwintered bees do not breed early and
dwindle."
I
are liable to " spring
hardly know what spring dwindling is.
By giioil spring management 1 have
both parties. Some of the best apiarists never failed to have my hives crowded
soon as there is anything for the bees
as
have discontinued selling any queens
that are not possessed of a high degree to do. Then what is to be gained by
of merit, and send nut only those which having the queen expend her energies
are thoroughly tested and found to be and raising vast broods of bees in Febgood. In return they receive a suitable ruary to be ready to die when the blosBut sometimes failure
price from appreciative customers. This soms come V
of cellars; but
is notably the case in localities where comes even in the best
fared any better out of
would
have
they
business,
honey raising is an established
and the value of good stock is therefore doors V Nine times in 10 the cause can
understood.
It is now almost univer- be traced to bees tilling their hives from
sally held by apiarists that if good the refuse of cider mills. How to keep
queens are to be obtained they must be them from storing such stuff is one of
raised under favorable conditions. It the great problems to be solved.
is freely admitted that to bring about
It is not to be supposed that any kind
these conditions requires a large outlay of a hole under a house will do to winof time and thought, as well as money. ter bees.
I have known bees to be
This especially is the case when queens packed away among onions, cabbage,
are to be reared out of season.
and sour kraut. In the spring they
The cost of rearing queens will de- wonder what made their bees die. Perwill
they
cide their price, for of course
haps they were fastened by wire cloth
not be sold at prices which do not pay so that the light could be let in and the
for rearing and a reasonable profit be- bees could not " get out you know."
sides. If buyers insist on having cheap That such must fail is apparent.
queens, they will get them, but their
I do not find fault with those who prevalue will be found to correspond with fer to pack in chaff and winter out of
their price. The one-price rule, which doors ; I cannot see, however, that it is
is applied to queens throughout the the best way.
country, has the effect of causing many
It will be the " survival of the fittest"
poor ones to be sold at fair prices, which
this winter, sure. The box hive men
It has the tenreally should be killed.
and careless bee-keepers will go out of
dency to discourage the rearing of very
the business. It is the golden opportusuperior ones, for as a rule, a thing is
nity for the bee-keeper of the future.
no better than its price. When they
Soon the fields will be white with the
are all sold at a uniform price it is to be
harvest, but the laborers will be few.
expected they will be nearly alike in
The bees will have less competition in
merit, as there is no special inducement
the fields and the honey in the market.
to improve his stock.
represent the stock from
which she came. And I believe, too,
that I speak the opinion of all observing apiarists when I say that it pays infinitely better to keep good queens than
poor ones. Thus it is that good queens
at good prices are more profitable to
goes, will

for the breeder
of price probably originated in the supposition that all queens

The uniformity

are equally good, whereas experience
queen
proves the opposite to be true.
that lays even a few more eggs daily
than another is much more valuable,
for the extra number of eggs will be
multiplied by the number of days that
she is kept. This difference alone, so
often repeated, will in time amount to
more than the price of the queen.
poor queen is kept at a corresponding
loss, although both may have sold at the
same price. There are such things as
plus and minus outside of algebra. The
buying of queens at present has some
resemblance to a lottery. They should
be graded— at least so far as this is possible—and priced accordingly.
Combinations for the maintenance
of artificial prices are impracticable
and undesirable. I would only submit
that prices be based upon cost of production and a reasonable profit.
Detroit, Mich.

A

A

seller loses

less or dishonest ones.
It is quite common

among supply

For the American Bee Journal.

Who

is to

Blame

for the Losses?

C. H. DIBBERN.
dealers to guarantee safe arrival of
goods. This condition of sale is unAlready the reports of fearful losses
necessary, as the express receipt is sufEvery
ficient, and in case of injury or loss the are coming in thick and fast.
fact is more readily proven and dam- severe winter the story is the same.
ages more easily collected than could be Kow the question arises, are these losses
from some dealers. It is unreasonable of bees inevitable every cold winter ?
to expect the dealer to be responsible If so then our business as bee-keepers
for goods after they have left his hands, is still a mere matter of luck.
During the last few years of mild
especially when the consignee can adjust any difficulty more easily at his end winters the out-door wintering men
of the line; this is the customary rule have had things about their own way
When articles are sent by in our bee-papers. Now, are these pain business.
mail the buyer can protect himself pers not a little to blame for admitting
against loss by having the article reg- articles to their columns giving bad adistered; but the precaution is almost vice to the inexperienced ? Many have
unnecessary, as it is very rarely that advocated the wintering on summer
anything is lost in the rnaifs. Of course stands without protection or care, and
the sender is required to use necessary persistently claim to be masters in beeI am perfectly willing to adcare in packing; with most shippers this keeping.
mit that bees can be wintered very
is a point of pride.
The. traffic in queens seems to be nicely on summer stands in a mild winclosely allied to the supply business— at ter, also that they are wintered successleast so I have found it— for as the bee- fully if well packed in chaff in a cold
keeper begins to feel the need of good winter; but I claim that the labor of
tools he sees the advantage of good preparing them is more than double
stock as well; and he naturally looks that of cellar wintering.
I contend that the only certain way is
in the same direction for both. I believe that I express the opinion of the to prepare a suitable place especially
best queen breeders when I say that it for the bees. If a cellar, have the floor
is much more satisfactory to sell a good cemented and see that it is dry, dark,
queen at a correspondingly good price and well ventilated. In such a place
—even if the profit is no greater in pro- they will not consume more than half
portion than a cheap and poor one, for the amount of honey they would if left
" in the most approved
the reason that a queen, wherever she out " packed

—

style.

Milan,

111.

[Are the papers reprehensible for giving place to candid and respectful arguments, whether based upon tenable or
doubtful theories, intended to advance
and simplify a science of such magnitude as the bee-keeping interest ? Differences of opinion (and honest ones,
too,) exist in almost all leading pursuits,
and frequently, although seemingly
contradicting each other, lead to successful results again, as has been frequently demonstrated during the past
;

all the most
approved theories, have alike proved
disastrous. There are so many favorable contingencies to be provided, that

winter, practices embracing

theories are powerless to insure success.
It is interesting, as well as mystifying,

through our correspondence
from week to week, and note the different methods of preparing bees for winter, and the disasters attending all the
to glance

different styles. Nor are the cellars exempt from heavy losses, even where

success has been proverbial heretofore:
truth is, the winter has been an exceptional one, and loss orsuccesswitha
single or a few individuals, will neither
establish nor disprove theoretical assertions nor will it justify the " I told you

The

;

because successful, in arrogating to themselves all of human wisdom.—Ed.]

so"

class,

(gf The North Western Wisconsin
Bee-keepers Association will meet at
Germauia Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on
Tuesday. May 10, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee-keeping are requested to be
present.

L. H.

Pammel,

Jr., Sec.

ipf The next meeting of the N. W.
Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held at H. W.

Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica. Winnebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
1881.

J.

Stewart,

Sec.

(g^On account of unfavorable weather the convention at Monroe Centre,
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
few present, adjourned to the same
place on March 29, 1881.
A. Rice, Pres.
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An

Excellent Suggestion.

Cook has forwarded us for pubthe annexed open letter, addressed to Dr. N. P. Allen, President of
the North American Bee-Keepers' SociC.
ety. The reasons adduced in support of
Editor and proprietor.
the suggestion are well founded, and
must strike all minds favorably. SepCHICAGO, ILL., MAR. 23, 1881.
tember and October are usually among
the busiest months of the year to beekeepers and farmers, who have their
Frank Benton in the Far East.
later crops to garner, their honey to
Mr. Jones sends us the annexed ex- take off and prepare for market, their
tract from a letter of Mr. Benton's, and fruit to gather and assort, and their live
the following appreciative compliment stock to be made comfortable for winter;
to the Bee Journal, for which he will while the date proposed by the Professor
Prof.

lication

NEWMAN.

THOMAS

occurs just at that period when everybody can spare the time best, when traveling is the most enjoyable, and is quite
late enough to enable an approximate
estimate of what the harvest will be.
It is competent for the Executive Committee (of which President Allen is
chairman) to fix upon such time as will
best subserve the interests of the Society.
We trust they will give the mat>
ter an early and careful consideration.
Friend Jones :— * * * I shall start Following is the letter
back with nothing but full colonies. I
have seen two native races of bees here, To Dr. N. P. Allen
Dear Sir As the proposition which
and the comb of a third one race is
stingless, but worthless
the tiniest I am about to offer is of general interlittle fellows, three-sixteenths of an inch est to the bee-keepers of our country, I
long.
Another race is Apis indica. beg leave to present it through the
The third race I do not believe is valu- American Bee Journal
The American Association for the Adable, since it is a very small bee— smaller
than Apis indica. Apis dorsata is a won- vancement of Science convenes at Cinderful Dee, whether it can be domesti- cinnati, Ohio, on Wednesday, Aug. 17,
cated or not. It builds in the open air, 1881. This Association had at its last
on branches, often making combs 6 feet meeting, in Boston, August, 1880, more
long ; and I have good authority for than 1,000 members present. Owing to
saying that 30 natives have each taken its influence, and the large annual ata load of honey from one tree. It was tendance, the local committee at the
not until I reached Colombo that 1 could place where the meetings are to be held
find out anything about Apis dorsata. are able to procure greatly reduced
I call it Apis dorsata, but do not know rates on railroads leading to the place. J
Now, I would suggest that the North
positively as that is its name, for no one
can tell here, and I have not yet seen the American Bee-Keepers' Association,
bee, as it was too late when I learned which is to be held so near Cincinnati,
where to find it, to go to that part of the convene at Lexington on Wednesday"
Island and reach this French steamer. and Thursday, August 24th and 2oth.
1st. This would accommodate such
Everybody says, though, a large bee,
from which large quantities of honey persons as myself, who wish to attend
are obtained, exists in the interior o'f both meetings, and could not afford time
the Island. The natives all know it by or means were they widely separated by
the name Bombera. I start for Singa- time.
committee consisting of yourself,
2d.
pore by the French steamer " Yangste,"
on January 31st.
Frank Benton. Mr. Muth, of Cincinnati, and Mr. Wm.
•—
m —•
Williamson, of Lexington (I would do
Circulars and Price Lists.— We have what I could to aid), could act in conjunction with the local committee of the
received the following Circulars, Price A. A. A. of S., and I believe could get
Lists and Catalogues tor 1881
the commutation railroad rates to exL. H. Pammel & Bros., LaCrosse, Wis.— Italian tend to the National Bee-Keepers' As-

accept our thanks
Herewith I send you extract from a
private letter just received from Frank
Benton, dated Pointe deGalle, Ceylon,
Asia, Jan. 30, 1881. The American
Bee Journal has a warm corner in my
heart. Right glad am I that you have
taken time by the forelock, and issued
a weekly. I would not have you go
back to a monthly for $25 a year, and
you deserve the congratulations of every
bee-keeper; that prosperity may crown
your efforts is my wish. D. A. Jones.
:

:

:

;

;

:

A

'

i

:

Queens and Bees—4 pages.
Champion Bee Hive Co., Newcomerstown, O.—
Apiarian Supplies— 12 pages.
Thomas J. Ward, St. Mary's Ind.— Fruit Trees and

Poultry— 16 pages.

T. Grelner, Naples, N.

Y.— Vegetable and Flower

Seeds— 24 pages.
D. D. Palmer,
berry—4 pages.

New Boston,

111.— Sweet

Home Rasp-

Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.— Queens and Apiarian Supplies— 4 pages.
Wm. W. Cary & Son, Colerain, Mass.— Queens. Bees
and Apiarian Supplies— 8 pages.
Q. W. Thompson, Stelton, N. J.— Bees, Hives and
Apiarian Supplies— 4 pages.
S. D. McLean & Son, Culleoka, Tenn.— Italian Bees
and Queens— l page.
A. LaMontague, Montreal, Can.— Italian QueenB,
Hives and Bee-Keepers' Supplies— 3 pages.
Jas. J. H. Gregory, Marbiehead, Mass.— Vegetable,
Flower and Grain Seeds—60 pages.
T. M. Metcalf & Son, St. Paul, Minn.— Field, Garden and Flower Seeds— 28 pages.
Nanz & Neuner. Louisville, Ky.— Plants, Seeds,
Bulbs, etc.—80 pages.
Landreth's Rural Register and Almanac for 1881,
Philadelphia, Pa.—Garden Seeds— 70 pages.
Cole & Brother, Pella, Iowa.— Garden and Flower
Seeds—44 pages.
J. T. Lovett, Little Silver, N. J.—Choice Small
Fruit 40 pages.
Joseph Harris. Rochester. N. Y.— Field, Garden
and. Flower Seeds 14 pages.

—

—

James M. Thomburn &
Seeds for Garden and

Co., 15

John

Farm— 96 pages.

Street, N.

V.—

L. B. Case's Botanical Index, Richmond, Ind.—
Quarterly Botanical Magazine 10 pages.

—

<g" The Emperor of Russia, while returning from a review on Sunday,
March 12, was killed by a bomb thrown
by a Nihilist. He was taken to the Palace and died in a few hours. The assassins have been arrested.
His son
succeeds him as Alexander III.

sociation.
3d. August is a quiet time with beekeepers, and so far as I can see, nothing
would be lost in making the date of our
meeting earlier than the usual time.
4th. The fact of accommodating such
as wish to attend both meetings, and
the reduced railroad rates, could we se-

cure them, would greatly increase the
attendance at the Bee-Keepers' Association, and would richly compensate
for some loss, if such there would be.
I only make this suggestion, hoping
that you and others interested will give
it such consideration as its merits deserve.
A. J. Cook,
Vice Pres't of Nat. Association and
President of Michigan Association.

gg'At

the

Utica

Convention, last

month, Mr. L. C. Root was appointed a
committee to endeavor to have the bill
for the prevention of the adulteration
of sugar, syrups, etc., then before the

Legislature of New York, so amended
as to include honey. We learn, with
much pleasure, that Mr. Root has succeeded in having it include honey, and
Mr. R. is quite sanguine that the bill so
amended will become a law of the Empire State. If passed, we hope that the
bee-keepers of New York will see to it
that it will not be allowed to become
a " dead letter " in the statute books of
that State.

Mar. 23,

the first grapes ripened until the close
of the season. I found some clusters of
grapes literally covered with bees scrambling and fighting for the little sweets
contained in the cracked grapes, which
are the only ones on which they work,
as I found out by driving the bees away
GLEANINGS.
and removing from the clusters all the
Bees and Grapes.— The Klassen and bursted grapes, when the bees, as soon
as they found only sound fruit remained,
Krock difficulty about the bees of the went away and
left the grapes uninformer committing depredations on the jured. We also laid some bunches of
grapes of the latter, is to be submitted grapes on top of the hives and others
to arbitration.
It seems that the real close to the entrances, also left clusters
hanging on the vines close to the hives,
trouble was a " personal feud that does where they remained
uninjured by the
"
the bees as long as the fruit was sound. I
not concern bee-keepers at all
grape matter was an outgrowth. This know very well that bees can gnaw
matter was referred to in Prof. Cook's through heavy muslin, or shave off wood
and straw. To cover the bees we have
article on page 74 of the Bee Journal, quilts
made of heavy muslin, which
and should now be entirely divorced they sometimes bite through, and we
have wood and straw hives on which
from the Bee and Grape controversy.
they have enlarged the entrances but,
nevertheless, I am fully satisfied they
Bees Dead in box hives.— Mr. G. Casdo no injury whatever to sound fruit.
tello, Saginaw, Mich., says that on Feb.
22 he went to a neighbor's, 5 miles disFeeding Rye-Meal.— In the Indiana
tant, who had a box-hive apiary conFarmer Mr. F. L. Dougherty says
sisting of 103 colonies of bees. After
" Bees will not raise brood without
looking them over, they found only 10
We frequently
colonies alive; all the rest had died of pollen in some shape.
find colonies with but very little, and at
dysentery.
times none at all. ,In crowding them
on a few frames, quite
those
Honey for sore Eyes.— Mr. S. C. Perry, left in the hive contain frequently
but little, if any.
Portland, Mich., says
So it becomes necessary to furnish it to
neighbor of mine had inflamma- them, until they can gather it from nattion in his eyes. He tried many things ural sources.
Unbolted rye-meal is
of many physicians ; was nothing bet- probably the best substitute, although
ter, but rather grew worse,' until he they will use wheat>flour, corn-meal,
was almost entirely blind. His family- oat-meal, or in lieu of any of these, will
was sick, and I presented him with a even carry saw-dust. To get the bees
What they did not eat started, place a piece of comb on the
Eail of honey.
e put in his eyes, a drop or two in each meal, and if the weather be pleasant
In 3 months' and no pollen to be had they will soon
eye, 2 or 3 times a day.
They will leave the
time he was able to read coarse print, appropriate it.
and now, after 4 months' use, his eyes meal when natural pollen makes its apare almost as good as ever. I have also pearance."

—

;

:

"A

'

found honey good for common cold-sore
eyes."

(^

That excellent Monthly, pubNyon, Switzerland, by Mons.

lished in

MISCELLANEOUS.
Feeding in Winter.— Mr. A.
in the Michigan Farmer, says

B Weed,

:

"

E. Bertrand,— the "Bulletin D'Apiculgives the Weekly
Bee Journal the following kind notice
•'
We have received the first 2 numbers of the American Bee Journal,
which has been transferred from a
Monthly to a Weekly, by its Editor,
Mr. T. G. Newman. Only one apiarian
publication is issued every 2 wee\s, the
Bienen-Zeitung of Eickstadt. That of Mr.
Newman's is, therefore, the only one
in the entire world which is published
weekly.' It is also, without doubt, the
most universal. Its principal contributors are among the most distinguished
bee-keepers of America, together with
scientists, entomologists, chemists and
farmers; and the number of those who
send it communications can be called

teur pour la Suisse"

Many

colonies which were put up
for winter with but a small amount of
provision, have consumed what was
given them, and starved for want of
more. Others have but a small amount
of stores left, and must be fed soon if
they are to be saved. The best way to
feed such is to give, them frames of well
ripened honey, but this the weather
will not always permit. The next best
thing for them is candy; this can be
given at any time, and can be laid on
top of the frames. If the cluster is low
down in the hive, it should be put down
into it, where it can be reached."

—

'

legion.
It is, with an understanding of the full extent of the services
Bees and Grapes.— Mr. W. H. Stout, which it renders, through the abundin the Lancaster, Pa., Farmer, gives the ance of the observations and of the information which it brings before its
following as his experience
readers, that we offer to our colleague
By close investigation I have satisfied and friend our warmest felicitations on
myself that bees do not destroy sound the occasion of the new development of
grapes. I had, during the past season, his publication."
22 colonies of Italian and common black
This very kind notice is the more
bees all the hives were in close proximity to the grapes, while a number had valuable as Mons. E. Bertrand is a man
the vines trained over them for shade of intelligence and wealth, whose sole
during the heat of summer. The grapes interest is his love of the pursuit of bee:

;

are of the Concord variety, of which I
had an abundance of fine fruit, some
clusters of which grew within 18 inches
of the entrance to the hives. Bunches
of the grapes remained on the vines until the frost had killed the foliage, which
fell off and left the grapes exposed, affording every temptation to the bees
and this, too, through a season when the
honey yield from natural sources was so
small that the bees consumed stores they
had gathered earlier in the season. But
the bees do work on grapes, and also on
other fruits under certain conditions.
If the skin of grapes, peaches, pears,
etc., is ruptured from any cause, the
bees, wasps, ants, etc., are very quick
in discovering it, and soon leave only
the dried shells. During the hot weather
of August, especially when there are
frequent showers, the skin of ripening
fruit cracks, for reasons which I will
leave to some philosophical friend to explain. My conclusions are not hasty;
nor were my observations superficial
but they were prolonged from the time

keeping.

l@T VApicoltore, the organ of the
Central Societie d'Apicoltore d'ltalia,
also gives the Bee Journal the following very kind notice, in its excellent

number for February:
" The bee-papers are every day augmenting to suit the increasing need of
the readers, and the publisher of the
American Bee Journal, Signor New-

man, who came to Europe and to Milan
announces that at the beginning of 1881 his Monthly Journal
will be issued every week."
last year,

®° In
77,

Mr. A. Hoke's letter, on page
he stated that the dead bees covered

That was
bad enough, but our compositor made
it a hundred times worse by adding the
word hundred. The reader will please
the ground for several yards.

discount that expression accordingly.
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Bokhara Clover.— Please answer the
following questions in the Journal
1. Whin is the best time to sow Bok4, losing all of my 86 colonies of Italians, hara clover ?
imported
2.
Should it lie sown alone or with a
contained
an
which
one of
queen. They were all in the cellar 1 grain crop, or with other kinds of clover?
3. Should it be cut for bay, pastured,
also lost all the implements necessary
to carry on the business, my house and or kept for bees only ?
4. Which is the best kind of hive for
contents.
This was "closing out"
rather unexpectedly, but I hope not to comb honey a one-story with racks to
hold
sections, or a two-story, with secremain out very long.
tion boxes put in cases in the upper
Wji. II. Til AVIS.
story?
John II. Heard.
Brandon, Mich., March 10, 1881.
Closed out by Fire.— 1 had the misfortune to he "closed out " of the beebusiness by tire, on the night of March

StkSSS&^JSPM
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:

;

We

have hud a
But Few Bees Lost—
pretty hard winter for bees, although I
have heard of but few losses in this section. My bees are packed in chart', and
arc all alive but 2 colonies, which were
very weak when packed.
the

Success to

—

Bee Jouhnal.
F.

Fleshertoii, Ont.

W. BURTNETTE.

Morrice, Mich., March

.

12, 1881.

An Old (Jueen.— We have had a couple
of warm, bright days at last, and my
bees are flying, what of them are alive.
of 33 colonies, I think I have 10 or
12 alive, some of them pretty strong,
others weak, I have 3 Italian colonies
they seem strongest. What hives I
have looked into, where the bees are
dead, appear to have plenty of honey,
and the other bees appear to be taking
the honey out, and I fear are taking

Out

—

from the "weak colonies also. Should
prevent them from appropriating it ?

I
I

my

some drones with one of
Italian colonies; what does that mean
this
time
.of year? I have been a
at
short distance south, returning home 3
weeks ago. There has been great loss
of bees in Fayette and Wayne counties,
as well as in Wabash. Please answer
above questions in the Bee Journal.
noticed

Lincolnville, Ind.,

Bees in (Jood Condition.—-Though there
Early in spring is as good a time as
[1
is a great loss of bees hereabouts, mine
any for planting Bokhara, melilot or
are yet in good condition, and I hope
they will come out right in the spring. sweet clover we fail to discover any
The Weekly Bee Journal I value more difference in them.
and more all the time.
2. For bees alone, sow it alone.
Thomas Lashbrook.
3. If desired for cattle or sheep, sow
Waverly, Iowa, March 11, 1881.
it with timothy, letting them graze it,
as it blooms but little the first season ;
Lost 8 out of 37 in Wintering.— I put
37 colonies into winter quarters, all in afterward keep them off.
4. One-story with rack is mere easily
good condition except 4 or 5 small late
swarms, and as it was a poor season manipulated. Ed.]
for honey, they did not till up 29 were
packed under a shed, open to the south
Enthusiast.— My apiary is located
and east. Before packing I removed onAn hill-side
sloping to the west, and
a
the outside frames and put in cushions
south. The Macoupin
made by covering empty frames with hives fronting
mile south of it, and several
sacking and filling with chaff also 2 creek is \i
within
sloughs
a mile, with plenty of
inches of the same on the top of the
soft and hard maple, willows and cottonracks. My loss to date is 3. I prepared
wood. I packed rags around and on top
5 in the same manner, but left them on
of my 13 hives, on their summer stands,
the summer stands; lost 4. Two that
on the 25th of October. The bees were
I was sure would starve if not fed, I regood condition. Only one colony
moved to a room over another where a in
40
a window gave any surplus ; from that I took
placed

Joel Brewer.
March 10, 1881.

—

;

;

fire

not advisable to let bees have
combs in other hives if they
need honey, put the combs in the hives
where wanted, and not too many. If
the strong are robbing the weaker colonies, exchange stands with them. The
presence of drones thus early indicates
an old or defective queen. Unless there
is a large quantity of sealed worker
brood (indicating the queen is perfect),
we would supersede her as soon as possible, unless the bees save the trouble.
[It is

access to

—Ed.]

;

lengthwise in the middle, tacked on
2 sides of each block, leaving wire about
5 inches to give them air; I drove a nail
through each end and nailed it in front
of each hive. Every 10 or 16 days when
the weather was line, an hour before
night, I let them out to have a lly. We
have had line weather for the last 2
weeks. I let the bees out on Jan 30;
they have been busy carrying in pollen
from elm since Jan. 31, and have forgotten their stealing propensities.
I
opened some hives this evening and
found plenty of sealed brood, and will
have drones flying by Feb. 24.

is

kept,

them

at

and arranged a passage leading outside

;

then, with wire-cloth over the frames, I
can feed and examine without their dying out. They are all right. One I left
on the summer stand with a set of section boxes, unprotected, and it is very
strong. On March 9th my bees had
their first good flight since Oct. 25. I
had one colony in a box hive of course
they are dead. Total loss to date, 8 out
of 37. Nearly all are strong now. lam
with the majority when I say that the
;

them 35. I examine my
lbs.,
bees every week and clean out the dead
ones. They had a good flight on the 13th
of December, and again on Feb. 22d,
when every colony had brood in all
stages, and No. 2 was crowded full of
young bees, and had a queen cell just
ready to put the egg in, which I took
off. "Feb. 20th was a warm day, and No.
it was queenless,
2 sent out a swarm
however, so I sprinkled them with peppermint water and united them with
No. 12, which was weak. I do not keep
bees for profit in dollars and cents, but
and

left

;

J.

W. Eckman.

Richmond, Texas, Feb.

10, 1881.

—

Chloroform. About 10 years ago I
used chloroform in handling bees, after
the following plan: I provided myself
with a tin slide about 5 inches long and
2 wide; punched a few holes in it, and
stitched on one side of it a pad of 3 or 4
thicknesses of cotton cloth. Then after closing all ventilators and entrances
except the lower one, I turned about
one teaspoonful of chloroform on the
pad and slipped it through the entrance, and immediately closed the hive
with a wad of cloth, I then listened
carefully until the bees had nearly
ceased humming (or about 1 or 2 minutes) and then opened the hive and

withdrew the

slide.

They were

cross

hybrid Italians.
P. F. Whitcomb.
Lancaster. Wis., March 5, 1881.
Test for Honey. — Bee-keepers need a
good honey test, to expose the " rag
syrup," an admixtureof honey and glucose, with which the New York market
In every grocery, meat maris flooded.
ket and drug store there, can be found
cans of "Walker's best honey," labeled
" Greenpoint, N. Y.," but there is not
much honey in it. Last fall I went into
a drug store there with 4 samples of my
best honey. They tested it, and what

they used turned

it

perfectly black.

I

saw one of Walker's cans of honey
there, and asked them to test that they
did so, but the same drugs had no effect
Weekly Bee Journal is a decided imwhatever on that. They would not tell
provement. Success to it.
for pleasure, as I do love them. I am a me what they used to test it; but I
Wji. Morhous.
275 acres of land, would like to have a good and simple
own
merchant,
and
Dearborn, Mich., March 14, 1881.
;

but being an invalid, look to my bees test given in the Bee Journal.
for recreation. In a radius of 4 miles
Sing Sing, N. Y.
H. Richey.
Gathering Pollen.— My bees gathered
pollen lively to-day, and are strong for
Sweet Clover.— Must the sweet clover from my apiary, on Nov. 1st, there were
green
tea,
well
steeped,
[Pure
is used
total
73
colonies.
bee-owners,with
a
of
this time of year. My loss in wintering be sowed over again, or does it sow it- 13
Please answer in the Weekly On the 1st inst. there were 19 colonies by many to detect the presence of gluis 4 colonies, leaving 8 to commence self ?
the season with. Nearly all the bees Bee Journal, which I could not do left, and they were in bad condition. I cose in honey. If the honey dissolves
without. It is the best bee paper that am the only one taking the Bee Jour- without changing the color of the
in this county are dead.
tea,
nal here success to it.
Lewis SrEGMAN.
John C. Gilliland.
is published.
R. M. Osborn.
it is supposed to be pure.
But in these
Bloomfield, Ind., March 15, 1881.
Newstadt, Ont., March 11, 1881.
Kane, 111., March 4, 1881.
days of " enterprise," it is frequently a
[A good "stand '* of sweet clover will
matter of doubt whether the tea is pure;
Xo Winter Flight Yet.— I am trying to sow itself, as there are generally some
Bees All Dead.— I now send you mv again, if, as is claimed, glucose is somewinter 163 colonies in Mitchell hives.
seeds that do not catch the soil the first report for the winter of 1880-81, which
All are boxed and packed in chaff with
times manufactured without leaving
2 thicknesses of burlaps over the bees; season, but germinate the second. It will long be remembered by the bee- sulphuric acid or other deleterious subI commenced
the ends of the hives to the division is more satisfactory, however, to plant keepers in this locality.
boards are tilled with chaff; combs con- the second season about half the com- the winter with 9 colonies of bees, all stances in it, then the tea would hardly
carefully packed in chaff on the sum- expose it when mixed with honey. Altracted to such numbers as bees would
cover.
They were put into winter plement put in the first, after which it mer stands with plenty of nice sealed cohol is also used to detect the presence
quarters Nov. 13, and have had no will bloom annually, and sow itself. honey. They were packed on the 13th
day of last Nov., and from that until of glucose butbesides being frequently
flight yet. I find many colonies affected —Ed.]
the present time (121 days) there has inconvenient to obtain, it requires conwith dysentery, and 12 are dead.
It is
day that the bees siderable skill in its use.
snowing to-day with prospects of
Had a Flight in January.—In the not teen a single
is
another blizzard.
I cannot estimate winter of 1879 I put 30 colonies into my could safely fly, and the consequence
Thousands of bee-keepers will unite
from the effects
all
dead,
bees
are
the loss at present; will report at a fu- cellar; but it was so warm that they my
With many others, I am were uneasy and I put them back on of their long confinement. They left with us in thanking Prof. Kedzie, of
ture time.
free to throw in my mite of joy for the summer stands. I lost 10 colonies; plenty of honey, but the combs are the Michigan Agricultural College, for
I am not discouraged,
the weekly visitations of the Journal. I now have 20 colonies, facing the south, badly soiled.
a simple test to detect adulterations in
genagain.
D. Videto.
sheltered by a board fence on the north however, and shall try
honey and syrups, and instructions for
North East, Pa., March 15, 1881.
and covered with about 18 inches of tleman living not far from here nad its application.— Ed.]
weeks
straw. About 10 days ago they had a only 8 colonies left out of 39, 2
ago. and when spring condescends to
Bees Confined \% Months.— This has nice flight, and I covered them up smile on us again we think it will not
Three Fourths of the Bees Dead.— The
been the severest winter that I can re- again. I think of building a house for need a returning board to count the
severe winter has killed
of
member.
My 27 colonies of bees them facing the south, and boarding up bees in this county. I am well pleased present
have not had a flight since Nov. 1. They the other 3 sides; I will then cover the with the new Weekly; it is always a the bees in this section. Bees have not
had a thorough cleansing flight since
are in a cellar; one of my ueighbors hives with about 2 feet of straw, which welcome visitor.
J. R. Kilburn.
Nov. 8. One apiary of 61 colonies, well
had over 50 colonies, but there are only I can remove on a bright day and give
March
Mich.,
14, 1881. packed in chaff and plenty of good
Fisher
Station,
5 left. He tried to winter out of doors, them a flight. I intend to leave the
stores, will not go through with over 50
but has put what he had left in a cider straw on them until warm weather, and
have been confined in
Another had over 20 colonies, thus aid them to keep warm for brood
mill.
Bees Robbing.— Here in Texas we per cent. Mine
wintered out of doors and lost all. I rearing, &c. I wish the Bee Journal have had a severe winter, but not much the cellar for 118 days, have wintered
T. Rice.
have but little hopes of having over 6 success.
snow. The thermometer went down to well so far, but are becoming uneasy.
M. A.Gill.
Lenox, 111., Feb. 4, 1881.
20° above zero. Last season was a poor
or 8 colonies; there is but little hopes
Viola, Wis., March 13, 1881.
of having weather that bees can have a
one for honey; we had a cold spell in
flight for 2 weeks yet. We are in a snow
Nearly All Dead.— Bees are nearly all Nov.; then had warm weather for 2
Mortality of Bees in House and Cellar.
blockade yet. We have had but one dead in this region.
I had 33 colonies weeks, and my hybrid bees began to
I put 00 colonies of bees in a house
mail in over 2 weeks. I like the Week- last fall and now have but 10; a neigh- rob. The pure Italians behaved well,
ly better each number; it brings us bor had 40 and now has none; another neither robbed nor let the others rob and cellar last Nov.; 12 of them are
oil,
and
kerosene
dead and I have taken out one-and-a
nearer together and we can sympathize had 44 and now has 2; another had 75, them. I used water
with our bee-keeping friends. Let us and 3 weeks ago they were reduced to but it was of no use; at last I hit upon half bushels of dead bees. Nearly all
hope for the best; there are better 20. Several have lost all but 1 or 2, and a remedy. My hives have the bottom have the dysentery. I cannot do withI wish it much suctimes coming. Success to the Weekly. some have lost all.
boards projecting in front. I ripped out the Weekly.
Milo Munger.
out one-inch square pieces 5 inches cess.
E. Bump.
Wji. S. Buchanan.
Harvard, 111., Mar. 14, 1881.
long, cut coarse wire cloth 2x0, bent it
Waterloo, Wis., March 14, 1881.
Hartford, Ind., March 14, 1881.

—

;

A

%

—
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Bees Doing Well.— My bees had a nice
on the 9th, 10th and 11th of this
month and are now doing well. It is
cold again to-day.
J. R. Waggoner.
Grantville, Kan,, March 12, 1881.
flight

Dwindling in the Cellar.— I put.53 colonies in the cellar, in good condition,
which are all alive but one but there
are a great many dead bees on the bottom of the cellar more than I ever
knew before. I gather them up and
carry them away occasionally, to prevent their tainting the air. Will the
loss of so many weaken the colonies,
and what is the cause of it? My bees
have not seen the light this winter, yet
they seem all right excepting the loss of
so many on the cellar bottom.
W.m. F. Standish.
Evansville, Wis., March 9, 1881.

—

This has
Bees Uneasy in the Cellar.
been a very hard winter for bees in this
section of the country.
Nearly all the
bees are dead that were left on the summer stands. I have 40 colonies in the
cellar, all alive but restless. They need
a cleansing flight very much.
The
Weekly Bee Journal pleases me very

much.
Chas. H.Dow.
Freedom, N. Y., March 12, 1881.

the colonies were very strong, the
loss may not be appreciable. The cause
may be attributed to age of the bees
[If

Bees Mnch Better Than Expected.—
My bees are much better than I had any
reason to expect.
I left them on their
summer stands, and did not even take
the tops off, but I have them all off now.
I

had about 80 and now have 70 colonies
good shape. I find I must either at-

in

tend to

my

bees or quit the business,

and have made arrangements with a
friend who has about the same quan-

We

tity, who will take charge.
call it the " Gipsy Apiary,"

shall

and our

motto will be, " if the honey will not
come to us we will go to the honey."
Mr. Heddon thinks it wont pay to
move for honey, and he is pretty good
authority, but we will try.
Keep us
ball rolling in the suppression of adulterated honev, as well as other adultera-

Ed.]

Contradictory Experience.— The poor
bees have suffered dreadfully in this
locality, and the circumstances and conditions under which some have perished
and others survived the past trying season, are so varied that I am quite at a
loss what to think about bee preservation during the winterseason. I had 12
colonies last fall I packed 6 with chaff
6 inches thick around them, and have 1
colony left of the lot. There is honey
in the combs, but the bees are all dead,
2 of them
I put 3 colonies in the cellar
are alive, but in a bad condition, the
combs being dirty and moldy. I left 3
on the summer stands, and 1 is yet alive.
None died for want of honey there was
plenty of food for them in the hives.
The 6 were put into the chaff in the latter part of November, and taken out on
the 8th of March. The combs look
clean and free from mold. About a
week before I took them out of the chaff
I had taken off the front boards, and
finding the bees alive, shut them up
again. Upon taking them out this was
the only colony that was alive. When
I took the chaff off, the bees were
crowded around the entrance ready to
fly, which they did at once, and had a
lively time until they were driven inside
by the approach of night. Do you think
the other 5 colonies were dead the first
time I looked at them. They had a
Eassage through the chaff 1 inch high
triend of mine here had
y 4 wide.
4 colonies wintered outside, with an old
piece of sail-cloth over them, and only
lost one, while old bee-keepers, with
;

;

;

A

between 50 and 100 colonies, have lost
and others have lost all.
F. A. Hutt.
South Bend, Ont., March 11, 1881.

one-half,

[Your question
no data on which
opinion.— Ed.]

is

we have
an intelligent

a stunner

to base

;

Wintered Without Loss.— My 27 colonies came through the winter without
the loss of a single one, for which I can
thank 4 or 5 colonies of Italians, for

tions.

I.

Hillsboro,

111.,

March

H. Shimer.

14, 1881.

Have Young Bees and Brood.
15 colonies of bees into

—

I put
winter quarters

;

and now have 13 in fair condition; some
had young bees 2 weeks ago, and all of
them have brood. The last 2 years have
been very poor for bees; the last the
worst, being followed by such a cold and
long winter.
About one half of the

;

We

bees in this locality are dead.
G. M. Givan.
Moore's Hill, Ind., March 14, 1881.

Bees in the Cellar 135 Days.— I carried
22 colonies of bees out for a flight on
March 8. This is the first suitable day
for bees to fly there has been here
since they were put in the cellar on the
last of Oct.
They came through the 4i

months' confinement very

well,

2 or 3 third-rate colonies that

—

except

had more

room than they could

well keep
warm through this cold winter, and now
they seem to be somewhat reduced in
numbers. The day was rather cold,
snow did not soften in the shade but
the sun shone brightly, "the winds were
asleep," and the bees seemed to enjoy
the fray, but left a good number of the

hive

;

;

on untrodden snow. They were
returned to the cellar at night and will
be supplied with water in their hives,
hoping to secure the starting of a good
cluster of brood before they are placed
on their summer stands, about the 1st
of May. I usually keep them in confinement without a flight for 5 or 6 months,
with good results, but in 1879 brood
rearing ceased about the 1st of Sept.;
the hives were destitute of brood when
carried out. April 18, and although the
hives filled rapidly with brood, before it
began to hatch nearly all the old bees
were dead, giving me the most disastrous case of spring dwindling that I
have known in an experience of 25
years. I hope to avoid such losses in
slain

the future.
E. Roxbury, Vt.,

—

A. Webster.
March 10, 1881.

without them

I should not have had
enough to have kept them
through, even a moderate winter, to
say nothing of such a stinger as we
have had. I have withheld my opinion
in regard to the change in the Journal
from a monthly to a weekly till I had
tried it a couple of months, and will now
say that it would be a great disappointment if you were to go back to a
monthly. I am glad that you have so
often devoted your first page in each
number to the subject of bee-pasturage,
for that is, or should be, our leading
study now, till we are on surer ground.
The best way to make bee-keeping popular is to make it pay; and it will pay if
we can get the pasturage every year. I
would rather have a tip-top honey plant
than an Apis dorsata, if it had a tongue
lone enough to lick the molasses out of
theTaottom of a 5 gallon keg. We shall
have plenty of white clover this year.

honey

Wm. Camm.
Murrayville,

111.,

March

12, 1881.

The Best Honey for Winter.— By this
I presume all the readers of the

time

Bee Journal know

that the winter
has been quite severe about as destructive to the older people as to bees.
Bella Lincoln, the oldest bee-keeper in
this section of the country, died this
winter; and since then nearly all of his
100 colonies of bees have also died. My
00 colonies are in the cellar with chaff
over the frames; some are dead, and
the entrances to others are soiled, indieating dysentery. Several which had

—

sealed honey stored in the

summer are

right.
Some worked on a cider
mill, but if they have good sealed honey
1 do not think it makes so much difference about the kind of winter. I like
all

the Weekly Bee Journal, because it
" enthuses " me every time I read it.
In any kind of business one needs some

enthusiasm, at least once a week.
C. F. Smith, Jr.
Vandalia, Mich., March 12, 1881.

A

—

when put away, and subsequent long
confinement; or the cellar may have posted through the Journal where is
been too warm at times, and the bees the best place to sell honey.
Keep the
become uneasy.

Carrying in Pollen.— My 5 colonies of Mr. B. let the winters' blast try his 20
bees wintered well on summer stands, in colonies and now has 12 empty hives;
double-walled Langstroth hives. They Mr. F. packed 37 in chaff and has 11
are carrying in dark pollen to-day I left; Mr.
put up 57 in complete order,
but with all his precaution all are dead;
think they get it from the maple.
Mr. B. put into winter quarters 73 coloH. H. Littell.
nies of fine Italians, 58 of them are
Louisville, Ky., March 5, 1881.
dead. I packed in clover-chaff 101 colonies, and 23 have gone the way of all
Chaff-Packing of Bees Triumphant.— the earth. My bees were confined in
The winter has been a severe one every- their hives from Oct. 20 until March 6.
where. Since the 1st of Nov. until the I packed 24 in Langstroth hives with
first days of this month my bees had not
space the whole width of hive left open,
had a flight. I live in a very high alti- to give plenty of fresh air, yet at the
tude, about the highest good land in same time warm, with a due amount of
the State. The winter begins early and packing, and in this lot have not lost
lasts long.
We have an abundance of one colony, and very few bees; but the
snow now and it is blustering wildly to- end is not yet. To-day I found young
despaired
day.
I
of seeing my bees bees with brood in all stages.
come out alive; they were covered solG. W. Naftzger.
idly with snow for 3 months, only the
South Haven, Mich., March 17, 1881.
tops of the hives being visible. At last
the weather softened and I dug away
No Loss in Wintering.— Nearly all the
the snow.
The next day or 2 the sun
came out warmly and my bees began to bees in this vicinity that were left to
care for themselves are extinct. I had
fly, and greatly to my happy disappointment they are all alive all that I had 14 colonies packed comfortably in chaff
out on the summer stands.
One only before the cold weather commenced,
was dull, which I examined and found and have not lost any yet. I am highly
enfeebled with dysentery, arising from pleased with the Weekly Bee Journal,
the feed I gave them in the fall. All and wish it great success.
J. P. Moore.
others were strong. Just 122 days had
Morgan, Ky., March 14, 1881.
intervened between the flights.
The
sick colony has since died, but the
others are in the best condition. This
Poor Season but Fair Profit.— After
success is a tribute to the chaff-packed selling my surplus colonies, I comhive. Is there another record of 122 menced the season of 1880 with 37 colodays' confinement and yet come out nies in fair condition
increased by
strong i
division and natural swarming to 63,
W. S. Blaisdell.
and 12 nuclei. I reared 30 Cyprian and
Randolph, Vt., March 11, 1881.
Italian queens had 100 Gallup frames
of foundation drawn out, and extracted
have 400 lbs. of honey. Estimating the inLook out for the Robbers.—
had a very hard winter on bees in this crease at $6 per colony, and deducting
income for care and
section of the country. Bees that were the expenses, my
not properly packed for winter are labor is $250, or about $6.50 for each
colony
in
the
spring.
I put 75 colonies,
nearly all dead, while those that were
properly packed are nearly all in good in fair condition (including the 12 nucondition. We are having good weather clei), into winter quarters Dec. 8 ; some
now and the bees are flying nicely. were short of stores, and all had poor
Those having weak colonies and hives honey. On March 1st I found 8 colonies
and 4 nuclei dead 4 starved and 8 died
of combs without bees will have to look
out for robbers and keep their small from the effect of poor honey and long
confinement. More of them are discolonies crowded upon as few combs as
flight soon ordie.
they can, keeping the entrance con- eased and must have a
With the loss of stock already mentracted, so that only 1 or 2 bees can entioned, and allowing for more to follow,
ter at one time. Hives in which the
down to $3.50 per
bees have died should be closed tightly. the credit will be cut
The Weekly Bee Journal is a wel- colony. The season has been the poorcome visitor. I could not think of do- est I ever knew, but even $3.50 is a fair
White clover
profit on the investment.
J. A. Osborne.
ing without it.
gave no honey basswood lasted only 10
Rantoul, 111., March 17, 1881.
days, but yielded well had it lasted 2
weeks longer I should have had an aveTwo-thirds of the Bees have Died.— rage yield of honey for the season.
Over i of all the bees in this part of Without this flow of basswood honey,
the State are now dead. I have met the bees must have been fed, but now
with a heavy loss, on account of a eider they have enough stores to carry them
mill that was within 80 rods of my through till spring. As the heavy snows
apiary last fall.
Hiram Roop.
have no doubt preserved the clover, the
Carson City, Mich., March 12, 1881.
outlook for honey this summer is good.
I hardly need say that I am pleased
Bees in Good Condition. We put out with the Weekly Bee Journal.
T. E. Turner.
on the summer stands on the 9th and 10th
Sussex, Wis., March 1, 1SS1.
of March, 1.50 of our 200 colonies that
we had in the cellars in good condition.
These were the first days that bees
Planting Buckwheat for a Honey Yield.
could fly with safety since the first of —In answer to Mr. A. Hodges, on page
50
colonies
more in one 78, 1 will say that buckwheat is a pecuNov. We have
cellar, but as they seem to be doing liar plant about yielding honey.
I have
well, we shall leave them in until it be- never known it to fail here in yielding
comes settled weather. We left 9 colo- enough honey for the bees' winter
nies on their summer stands but the stores, and usually very much more ; in
winter was so long and severe that other localities in the same latitude, it
we could not feed them and 3 of them cannot be lelied on at all for a honey
starved. Now we are busy transferring, crop. It seems, however, that it never
that is shaking the bees off the combs, yields through the entire season in
cleaning them off and putting them in- which it can De made to bloom. Quite
to clean hives. If we find any not strong a large amount of it is cultivated every
enough we double them up. We con- season in my vicinity, much of it genersider ourselves nearly masters of the ally coming into full bloom as early as
wintering question, as our real losses the middle of July, yet I have never
for the last 10 years, we think, would known it to yield any honey earlier than
not exceed 6 per cent.; in fact we did the lstof August, and very rarely before
not lose a colony in winter or spring, the 10th but when it commences to
until the number had reached about yield honey, it does so profusely until
100.
The Bee Journal is a welcome the plant itself is ripe, or killed by frost.
Weekly visitor.
I would say to Mr. Hodges, or any one
T. S. Bull & Son.
else intending the sowing of successive
Valparaiso, Ind., March 15, 1881.
crops of buckwheat, that it is useless to
sow any early in the season, to blossom
Death Reigns among the Bees.— Hav- before the lstof August. I am intending made some inquiry concerning the ing to sow about 20 acres of it this seabees within a radius of about 2 miles, I son for my bees. I shall put the first
find some bee-keepers, some who keep crop of it in the ground about June 25
bees, and those that let the bees keep the rest about July 10. That from the
themselves. Mr. II. had 3 colonies, all last sowing will remain in bloom until
are dead; Mr. L. had 7, one left; Mr. D. frost comes, even if that is delayed later
O. O. Poppleton.
left his 11 colonies without protection than ordinary.
WUliamstown, Iowa, March 9, 1881.
and now has 11 empty hives for sale;
;

;

—

Mar. 23,
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THE AMERICAN BEE JOtmNAL.

1881.

®"When

Local Convention Directory.
Time Mid Place of Meeting.
April2— S. W. Iowa, at Corning, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at Winchester, Ky.
Win. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
7—Union Asaoutatton, at Eminence. Kv.
B, Drane, Sec pro tem., Eminence, Ky.
7— N. W. Ohio, at Helta. Ohio
13-N. \V. Missouri, at St. Joseph, Mo.
D. G. Parker, Prcs., St. .Joseph, Mo.
May 4— Tuscarawas ami Muskingum Valley, at Cam
brieve, Guernsey Co.. O,
J. A. Bueklew. See., Clarks. O.

1881.

Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
-Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. K. France. See.. I'lut leville. Wis.
IS— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinnev, Collin Co., Texas.
W. B. Howard, Sec, Kingston, HuntCn.,Tex.
Sept.
National. Ht Lexington, Ky.
•-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 18-Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Loulsville.Ky.
\V. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
:*»—

10

dress,

changing a postoflice admention the old address as well

as the

new

Books

one.

We have prepared

gg"

Ribbon Badges

gg-Tlie Volume of the

week

previous.

(y In order to have this Table complete. Secretaare requested to forward full particulars of time

and place of future meetings.— Ed.

CSTlnstead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

letters,

CLUBBING LIST.

and

:

;

The Weekly Bee Journal

Publishers' Price. Club.
Newman)
JfSOO

I offer one of the hir^est collections of venetnble seed ever sent out by any Seed House In Ameriof which were crown on my six
seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each
package. All seed warranted tobe both fresh and true
to name, so far. that should it prove otherwise, I will
The original Introducer of the
refill the order oralis.
It.

ca, a laree portion

Hubbard Squash. Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbaties, Mexican Corn, and scores of other vegetables.
I invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the very best strain.

(
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75.
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50.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
CHICAGO.

:

BEES WAX. -Choice

yellow, 20&23c; dark, 15@17.

NEW
HONEY.— Best
H@ 10c

packages,

white
;

YORK.
comb honey,

fair do.,

U@lfic; dark

The date following

igiT

the

VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
XEW
12m5 JAMES
H. GKEGORV. Marblehead. Mass.

small neat
do.. 11@12 ;

large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9@10c; dark, 7&8C.; southern strained,

80S 85c.

.

.

.

.

Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.
;

There
quent upon a

GS" Sample copies

quality, 20@23c.

a slightly improved feeling conselittle more inquiry, but prices show no
material appreciation. Discouraging reports are received from the southern part of the State, as to the
prospects of the coming crop, but other sections give
promise of an abundant yield. With a good supply
yet on the market, prices are not apt to be buoyant
until the anticipated failure is more fully settled.
quote white comb, 12® 13c; dark to good.JXgiiic.
Extracted, choice to extra white, 5)£@63fi& dark and
candied, SS.S^c.
22@22!^c.. as to color.
pool.

is

We

;

BEESWAX—

Stearns & Smith. 423 Front
Cal., March 11, 1881.

Street.

San Francisco,

Is

really the

muster of the

Cof Hee-Cultnre,

by A. I. Root.
"everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper, 91. OO.
It

KIiik'n Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition Is revised nnd brought down to
the present time. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 7 ."><-.

on the Hive and Honey Bee

ntr-t rut h

I.ji

This

is

a standard scientific work.

Price, V-i.Oo.

Valuable Book
Of Over a Thousand Pages.
The Crmcning Culmination

1

A

$oJlooK/or $2,501!

ASSISTANT,
MOORE'S UNIVERSAL
Mechanic,
,l7id

"

Complete

Enlarged

[tcnis,

•

Edition, contains over

» , ,00,000 Industrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
BtiMiioss Forms, etc., of vast utility to every

Mechanic, Farmer, and Lu=inessMan. Cives200,000 items
Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers. Machinists,
Llack-miths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Assaycrs Plum' er , Oa.1 and Steam Fitters, Bronzer*.
SI] ie
Met Land Wood Vvcrfcers cf every kind. Builder1,
Manures and Mechanics. GOO Engravings of Mill,
*team, n:.d Mining Machinery, Tools, t-heet Metal
,ork. ;ili.c:!Lt:;ical Movements, PUvis of Mills, Roofs,
nridge-, e:c.
Arrangement mid Speed of Wheels,
ultcys, 1 rums, Belts, Saws, Poring. Turning, Planing,
& Drilling To .Is, Finn*. Oatmeal, Saw, Shmgie. Paper,
I'uttin, Wooden & Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marble, Threshing & Hollimr Mill, do., Cot-on Gins,
Presses, &.c. Ktrengt 1 of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing .Enuine
liu lding. Repairing and Operating, Setting of Valves,
Eccentrics, Link 6l Valvo Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe
Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
fii Boiler Covering,
Ventilation, Gas
water Woifa, Hydraulics, Mill Dams.
HorsiPow ret' Streams, etc. On Blast Furnaces, Iron
k Steel Manufacture, Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals Quartz and Placer Mining, Assaying, AmalgaCalculations
mating, etc.
461 Tables w.th 500,000
and
in ail possible form* for Mechanics, Merchants
larm rs, BJJ items lor Printers, Publishers and
1.000 items for Grocers, ConWriters for the Press,
300 Health
ect loners.
Physicians Druggists etc.
Painters Varni^hcrs. Guders,
500 do. for
Items.
Eta 5u0 do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers. 400 do. for
Rubber
Work.
Hunters Trappers, Tanners Leather
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book- keening,
Strength of Materials Effects of (tear,
etc., in detail.
i'licl Values
Specific Gravities, Freights by rail and
water—ft Car Load, Stowage in Ships, Power of Steam,
10.000 items
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
or Housekeepers, Farmers, Gardeners, StocK Owners.
for Gas,
Mil.e s,

&

Bee-Cultnre or Successful Manaaement
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
— Feeding— Swarming-Dividing— Transf erring- Italianizing— In trotiueing Queens— Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees-The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Eng;

:

lish and German. Price for either edition,
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

Food Adulteration

;

What we

40

eat and should

not eat. This book should be In every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect

consumers against the many health-destroy! nj: adulterations offered as food.

Paper, 5<>c.

200 pages.

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas G
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published In English and Herman. Price
;

;

for either edition, 6c.

;

per dozen,

."»()<.

Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *25 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essav. which is given in full. Price, lOc.

The Hive I XTse— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Extracted Honey
and Marketing.— A
C. P.

;

Harvesting, Handling

Dadant, Hamilton,

J4-page pamphlet, by Ch. &,
III.
This gives in detail the

methods and management adopted in their apiary.
It contains many good and useful hints, and is well
worth the price— 15c.

Any one desiring to get a copy of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas. F.
Bee-k-epers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers full details
National Society, can do so by sending Kural
Economy, Food Values. Care of Stick. Remedies Muth, Cincinnati, Ohio; 32 pages. This pamphlet
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If .or do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horses gives Mr. Muth's views on the management of bees,
Power on Farms. Lightning CALCULATOR for and embraces several of his essays given at Conventhey desire to become members, a fee Steam
tions, etc. It will be read with interest by beginners
Uubic Me sures, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent Board
of $1.00 should accompany it, and the >V;iges Interest! Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain, as well as those more advanced in the science of beedav.
Cattio Measurement. Be d. Plongbinc Plnnting
culture. Price, lOc.
name will be duly recorded. This no- & Br At'e hug
Tallies Contents of Granaries, Cribs, Tanks
Kendall's Horse Book— No book can be more
tice is given at the request of the Exec- Cisterns Boilers Logs. Uoards, Scantling, etc., at sight.
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illusBusiiicssl"ormsallkindsS[)eeialLa\vsof 19 States Tcr
utive Committee.
ritoriesand Provinces (in the U.S. andC inada), relating trating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases

G^

Debts Exemptions from Forced Sale.
Mechanics Lien, th ^ Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc
"Forma complete ran tlsea on the different snbjectc"— Set. Am.
* The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable Treasury
Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to any
Free by mail, in
Mechanic. Business Man, or Farmer.
in leather, for $3.50.
Address
fine cloth, for $2.50
For Sale by

to the Coll. of
1

gg" It would save us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A
This embraces
Novice's

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information aud contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, JSl.OO.

&

of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
CINCINNATI.
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey names that may be sent in. Any one
is good, at 8@ 10c.
Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c intending to get up a club can have
for the best.
sample copies sent to the persons they
BEESWAX-18@22c.
C- F. Muth.
desire to interview, by sending the
SAN FRANCISCO.
names to this office.
HONEY.— The "Vigilant" takes 000 cases to Liver-

BEESWAX.— Prime

of the fact that the author
subject. Price, ttl.SO.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

name on

the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
.

HONEY- The market is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easv prices. Quotable at 18@20c for strictly choice white comb in 1
and '1 lb. boxes at l4@T6e. for fair to good in large
packages, and at H>@1 :2c. for common dark-colored
and broken lots. Extracted, SOlOc.

of

gray

collecting them.

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

and

and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.

(10.

fa.*).

till

J.

(T. G.

and Gleanings In Bee-Culture lA.LRoot) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).. 3
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J.H.Nellis). 2
The 4 above-named papers
4
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W. Thomas) 2
2
Bee- Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
5
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
2
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, f 1.00 less.
For Monthly Bee Journal, Jl. 50 less.

paper,

Mv Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and (£iiIii».v*m New Bee-Keepltiur, by L. C. Root.—
Flower Seed for 1881, rich In enKr:ivln«s fnmi The
author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
photographs of the ontzlmils. will be sent FBBB to
In a manner that cannot full to Interest all. Its style
who n|i|>lv. Mv old customers need not write for Is
plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance
It is the best article sold for restoring
hair to its original color and beauty.

fully

is

*J2.;

We supply the Weekly American Bee J oarnal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted In the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

the Aplnry. — Entirely reand elegantly Illustrated,

up with the times on every conceivable
Subject that Interests the aplarlwt. It Is not only instructive, but intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book Is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
(Jin afford to do without. Cloth, W1.2A
paper covers. SI. OO, postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,

Bee Jour-

(^Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the

«f*

written, k'reutly enlarged

nal

for 18S0, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

Bee-Keepers.

for

Goolt'l Mil mini

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

1'-',

ries

§5

i

in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.

number

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

Hill,— A treatise on

Its

cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
^•Constitutions and By-Laws for address and name, when writing to
Moore's Universal Assistant contains inforWe have several letters
local Associations ?2 per 100. The name this office.
mation on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
of the Association printed in the blanks (some inclosing money) that have no
We doubt If any one could be induced to do without
name. Many others having no Postfor 50 cents extra.
after having spent a few hourB In looking It
THOMAS C. NEWMAN.
office, County or State.
Also, if you
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.
Cloth, $2.50.
and
live
near
one
postoffice
get
your
ILL.
CHICAGO,
Madison
Street,
974
West
^° " What is the meaning of Dec. mail at another, be sure to give the adRoup's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
81
after my name on the directiontables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
dress we have on our list.
"American Apiary" tor Sale.
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
This question
label of my paper ?"
About ISO Colonies of Bees, in fair condition slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, 91. <M> Mohas been asked by several, and to save
honey and wax extractors, rocco, 381. 50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.
Langstroth hives
CaTAt the Chicago meeting of the Na- in
answering each one, let us here say It
empty combs, and the usual implementsof an apiary,
t^Sent by mail on receipt of price, by
for land.
means that you have paid for the full tional Society we were requested to get will sell for cash or trade
DUXKEST,
PAUL
THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
year, or until " Dec. 31, 1881." " June photographs of the leading apiarists, to
Freeman, Cass Co., Mo.
0eow3t
374 West Madison Street, Chicago. III.
81 " means that the lirst half of the sell to those who wanted them. We can
Furnisht pleasant, profitable employment,
year is paid for, up to " July 1st." Any now supply the following at 25 cents Agentiao Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. Y.
Dzierzon, the Baron of Ber- 9y1
each
other month, the same.
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
to purchase sevof Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one HONEY WANTED.— I desire honey,
and a few Binders for the Bee Journal
eral barrels of dark extracted
%gr We will send sample copies to any furnished by his daughter, who says, of light;
also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
who feel disposed to make up clubs for " it is the only one ever taken when he sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.
1881.
There are persons keeping bees was in good health and spirits." We
ALFRED H. NEWMAN
972 West Madison street. CHICAGO ILL.
in every neighborhood who would be are glad to be able to secure one of such
benefitted by reading the Journal, a satisfactory nature.
and by using a little of the personal inBRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
fluence possessed by almost every one,
<^° We have filled orders for quite a
a club can be gotten up in every neighAND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
borhood in America. Farmers have number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
The British Bee Journal \s published monthly at
the best practical inf< -rmation for
%W Binders for the Weekly Bee Journal,
had large crops, high prices, and a good Journal. We put the price low, 30 Jl.75, and contains
time being, showing what to do. and when and or 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.
demand for all the products of the per cent, less than any one else could the
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southatl, London.
farm, therefore can well afford to add afford to sell them, for we get them by
the Bee Journal to their list of the quantity at wholesale and sell them
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
to
at
just
enough
cover
the
cost
and
papers for 1881.
i

i

;

it,

'

'

;

;

:

:

THE

Hundreds of Men, Women and Children

postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,
E
on each. We do this to induce as many
as possible to get them, and preserve
A full variety of all kinds, including Melllot, Alsike
their Weekly numbers. They are exWhite Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, &c. For
ceedingly convenient; the Journal and
prices and instructions for planting, see my Illustra-

rescued from beds of pain, sickness
aud almost death and made strong and
hearty by Parker's Ginger Tonic are the
best evidences in the world of Its sterling being always bound and handy for
worth. You can find these in every com- reference. The directions for binding
munity.— Post. See advertisement. 9w4t are sent with each one.

SEEDS HONEY PLANTS

ted Catalogue, -sent free upon application.

ALFRED
972

West Madison

St.,

H.

the back, for American Bee Journal for
at the following prices, postage paid

Cloth and paper, each

30c.
75c.

Leather and cloth

%3T

We

can also furnish the Binder for any Paper

or Magazine desired.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

1800,

:

III.

974

West Madlsnn

Street,

Chicago,

III.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

96

NOW

Mar. 23.

READY,

BORNETT.

A.

R.

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
165 South Water Street. Chicago,

New Circular amd Price E.lst for 1881.
have something new for every bee-keeper. Remember, we are largely engaged in practical beekeeping, and know what supplies are of practical
value in an apiary. You should see a description of
our feeder, you will want one. Our new

111.,

Our

We

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
wnrd»

A

line will contain about «- iif ht
lines will occupy one tncn of space.

One to

three week**, encli Insertion,

Four

"ormon"

"

"

"

SO cts.
18

Eight,

Thirteen

"

"

per

"

1«
12
lO

Double-Draft Smoker

fourteen

t

perfection. See what one of the most practical
and beat informed bee keepers In the country thinks
of It: "Since your great improvement In Smokers,
as regards the double-blast, you undoubtedly have
is

line.

"

"
"

the Inside track of all the others in the market.
This, with tiie superli'i* wnrknianship and materials
used, should place your Smoker at the head of the
list, and secure for It a favorable patronage for
1881." Price of Smokers, by mall, Jl-30 and 11.75.
Our book,

"
"
"
"
"
8 "
Fifty-two
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Twenty-six

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Of the oontract, will be charged the full rate for the
lime the advertisement is Inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable In advance.—

Bn

THOMAS
©74 West

G.

Madison

pronounced toe most practical work published.

is

We

Chicago,

COLONIES

300

C.

ROOT &

^^_

lwly

OlDLEfi
ENGRAVER?

HftlLQCK

Nuclei and Full Colonies,
are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the following prices:

Tested Queens, each
"
"
per half-dozen
frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen

BRO.,

"
"
"
4
Full Colonies,

Y.

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

*'

2
s

Mohawk, N.

2smtf

HONEY
We

ITALIAN QUEENS,

1

L

We ask you to correspond with us before disposing
of your
CHOP, as we can be of much service, having constant Intelligence from all parts of the
country.
would refer to James HKmnj.N.Dowagiac, Mich., and J. Oatman & Sons, Dundee, 111.

of Pure Italian Bees, in good Condition, In lo frame
Langstroth hives. Orders for

furnish everything used In advanced bee-culSend for Illustrated Circular to

ture.

HAVE NOW OVER

I

Price, by mall. Si .50.

NEWMAN,
Street..

NEW BEE-KEEPING

QUINBY'S

Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
Journal is the oldest Bee
the amxricam
Paper in America, and has a lam*? circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional nod business men, and Is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real Imposition will be exposed.

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION,
IiuM*\ A SPECIALTY.

111.

<;

In lots

of

"

5,

10,

C,)-MC*\GO-

1881.

V.

J.

CALDWELL.

SALISBURY & CALDWELL,

00

6 50
12 00

each
each

^~
REV. A. SALISHTKY.

G 50

each

"

"

S3 50
13 50
00

^
^

l6rJ)E/\RB0F^I St.

Camargo, Douglas County. III.
Warranted Italian Queens, ttl. 00 Tested

y^

.

8 00

Queens. $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian (Queens, $4.00
frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians. 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of CypWax worked
,1 rians, 8 frames, $10.00.
c£llOc. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
j
lwly
jysend for Circular.
;

;

;

Free to

Contents of this Number.
Correspondence
*9
BO
90
BO
SO
9t>

honey.

Alslke Clover as a

91
91
91

separators.

Honey Plant
The Supply and Queen Trade
Who is to Blame for the Losses

Editorial

?

i

Krunk Benton In the Far East
Hnd Price Lists

Box

Selection* from Our Letter
But few Bees Lost
An Old Queen

82
92
92
92
92

93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
88
93
83
93
93
93
93
83

No Winter

Flight Yet
Bees Confined 41^ Months
Closed Out by Fire
Bees In Good Condition
Lost 8 OQt Of 37 in Wintering
Sweet Clover
Had a Flight in January
Nearly all Dead
Bokhara Clover

Enthusiast

Handling Bees

in

Test for Honey
Three-fourths of the Bees Dead
Mortality of Bees in House and Cellar
Bees Doing Well
Dwindling In the Cellar
Contradictory Experience
Wintered Without Loss

Bees Uneasy

OSHORXE,

94
94
94
94

In the Cellar

!>•*

Currying In Pollen
Chaff-Packing of Bees Triumphant
Look Out for the Robbers
Two-thirds of the Bees have Died
Bees In Good Condition
Death Reigns among the Bees
No Loss in Wintering
Poor Season but Fair l'r<>rlt
Planting Buckwheat for u Honey Yield

12wltp

111.

HOM.OWAY.

J. P.
Monclova, Lucas County, Ohio.

uwit

AND II Y BKI DS—30 or ColoITALIANS
nies for sale low. Queens and Nuclei after May
B.. M. AROO,
15th. Address,
4()

JOS.

»I.

BKOOKS

.V

ALFRED
97-2

West Madison

If you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonlloneyKnlfe
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

A,

BATTLES,

at

Girard,

only ones on exhibition at
the last National Bee
Keepers' Convention, 1880,
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

low

Pa.3

short-lived.

CIRCULAR

Send postnl card for

Hand, Circular Rip Saws lor general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

adapted to Hive
Milking. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page
especially

Illustrated Catalogue.

;vt

W.

V.

& JOHN BARNES

you have read my new price list for the spring
trade. Wax is cheaper now, bo I can sell you a tine
article of Comb Foundation cheap, ami made on the
best machine. Italian and Cyprian Queens, Bees,
Hives, Sections, etc. Price List free to all.
J.

V.

Co.,

pleasant to the taste, and Its effects In Lung comVery many persons
plaints are truly wonderful.
whose eases were pronounced hopeless, and who had
taken the clear Oil fora long time without marked
licit, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. < He sure and get the genuine. Manufactured
ut.it. Chemist, Boston.
only by A. B. \V
Sold by all
1

1.

druggists,

i

THE

OSI.Y

Agricultural
J.

COOK,
MUhtgm

State Agri-

cultural Ootttgt,

«se Pn«e»
Prick— Bound
91. OO, by mail
i+74

;

IIS Fine

Illu»trutlona.

in cloth, isi.2."»; in

prepaid.

paper cover,

For sale by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111.

1)0

Weekly

wish to obtain

25,000

This practical journal Is now In Its Third Year,
and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of Its subscription ifi.ou per year) In its new and Improved form 16 pages ISjtfxlOK, folded and pasted)
makes It very popular. Its editors are all practical
(

men.

it Is the

Canada.

Kent Advertising Medium

New

,

1

I

Is

to send

KAL MONTHLY
I!.')

W.

E.

Olii

MORTON & CO.,
GongreM

FLORISTS,

Street, Portland,

Me.

%30~ Natural Flowers preserved to last for years.

DW4t

Pay you

To

read our forty page Catalogue of
Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest
Information about the best appliances
and methods pertaining to

Profitable

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM L^'iui tSiS

Subscribers to

worth of Choice Flower Seed.
offer

©S ENGRAVINGS.

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

giving an Index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary doae, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information,
Price SBfl cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

;

THOMAS

{T74

West Madison

<-.

Streot.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

all

and addresses, plainly
postal card. Address

H. A.
9wtf.

us their

written,

BURCH &

ILL.

new

Bee Culture

who send

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Catalogue of Bees, Su pplies. Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, Ac, Free. fF" send for It and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT A BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

2-nagc, beautifully UfiiKtrated

Sent free to

In

Sample copies sent free to any address,
N. it. « (ii< oik. Wetland, Ont.

liwiv.tx

Th'.s Tonic cures drunkenness,,
the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely.
different from Bitters. Ginger Preparations and;
Mother Tonics, and combines the best curative propcrticsof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
'None gen
genuine without our signature on outside
IX & Co%, Chemists. New York.
Hi-

Remember!

Kreeof COit, 50 cents' worth of
ObOlCC Flower Seeds to each and every one who will
two rent postage stamps for the FI-Osend us
one year. Seeds sent free
by return mail. Specimen copies free. Address.

Our

IT1»UNHKI> IN T1IK

DOMINION OF CANADA.

'

is

iw-it

THE CANADIAN FARMER

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

1

.

The Bee-Keepers Guide

Professor of Entomology In thf

'2

Best Health and Strength Restorer ererosed-i
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism. Neuralgia.;
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of tne Stomach,.
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs
and all Female Complamts.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what'
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.

OTSEGO, MICH.

50c.
4'od-I,l ver Oil and lAine. — Persons
win liuve been Inking Cud -Liver Oil v\ ill '"' pleased
to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from directions* of several Professional gentlemen, in combining the pure OH and Lime in such a manner that It Is

Wllbor'a

ILL.

\

It will
111.

2">

during the next few months, and we propose
to give to every reader of this paper

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry

12wom

on
50

1

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
9wtf

i

Till

"
"
"

'J

PURE COD LIVER THE FLORAL MONTHLY
OIL AND LIME

1

CHICAGO,

Ginger* Buchu, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
other of the best medicines known arc com-,
bined so skillfully in Parker s oingbr Tonic asmake
it the greatest Blood Purifier and the
to

Address,

We

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES

1

in., si

'JW

FREE

(3° The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their third annual Convention at Judge VV. n. Andrews
apiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
on the 12th and 13to days of May, 1881.
Kingston, Hunt Co., Texas.

Knife... -J

Wonder Bingham Smoker

111.

NEWMAN,

G.

Street,

many

tes-

75
\%
If to be sent by mail, or slngiy by express, add 850.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Little

soon.

.Sec,

Honey

West Madison

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

timonials.

llethertngton

Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

T

Given's Foundation Press.

ment.

and

jm

south range

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. Theonly
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue iitid Samples.
lwly
D. S. OIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.

A

SCROLL SAWS Bingham &

94

THOMAS

974

shields to prevent burning the Angers and belreal improvelows.

Foot-Power Machinery

7,

;

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide

BARNES' PATENT

numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

Howard,

patent Smokers and

Honey Knives were the

)Ow4t

township

Our orig-

plaint received.
inal

4,

Acres,

CASH,

south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west or the city of
Tallahasse. the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the city of Apalachlcola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and (it of the Apalachicola river; the soil Is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 5th.
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.
The title is perfect, and It is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Kecords of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thousand in use— not one ever
returned, or letter of com-

in

1

W CHEAP FOR

clusively.

SONS.

f^*\Ve can supply but a few more of

11.

8, 1*7«.

AND TVLIP TREES, from
BASSWOOD
height, nursery grown. The J best
ton feet
priceB.

III.

and May, 1879; Re-issued

1878,

July

the back

Wm.

Chicago,

St.,

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan.

Land-640

Florida

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about50mtles

NEWMAN,

H.

BR&.,

HONEY PRODUCING TREES KNOWN,

lb.

Description*. -Sec.

from the South.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lltf

per

.">

high side-walls, 1 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DEUSEN &

85c.

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
J.

;

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than
COloniea at $S.OO each, which I will ship direct

Columbus, Ind.

12wtim

j

OF

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
Price
of Atnerlcan-Itallani. Address,

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

If

COLONIES

Lowell, Garrard County, Ky.

liiwst

94
94
94
9*
94
94
94
94
94
94
94

Much Better than Expected
Have Young Bees and Brood
Bees In the Cellar I3S Days
The Best Honey for Winter

Rantoul,

BEES FOR SALE, My

list

t

Gathering Pollen

Bees all Dead
Bees Robbing
Chloroform Used

A.

Simplicity and Everett-Langstroth hives.
bees are perfectly healthy in every respect— most of
them gond, strong colonies. Address,
In

92
92

comb

in the

get nice straight combs without tin
Circular, describing how foundation is
giving prices of apiarian supplies, free.

You can

made and

92
02

Bees and Grapes
Bees Dead in Box Hives
Honey for Sore Eyes
Feeding In Winter
Bees and Grapes
Feeding Rye-Meal
The Weekly Bee Journal Abroad

not leave any "fishbone"

will

Address, J.

9*J

An Excellent Suggestion
Amonir our Exchiinnei:

THIN FOUNDATION,

1

;

ALSO

lOO

vr FOIXDATIOX

and yet

92

Circulars

will

for secalso sample of
tions, which can be used the full size of the section,

:

Editorial Items

An

It

All.

send free to anv address a sample of the
made for brood frames,

WliatlstheKoyalJelly V
Putting Wires Into Comb Koundation
Importing Bees from Italy
Bt'es and (i rapes
The Use of Separators for Box Honey
Texas for Bees and Honey.

I

use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.
will

I

Italian

;

l

Monthly Magazine

devoted to
names POULTRY, PIGEONS
AND PET STOCK.

upon a

It

han

(hfl

largest OOrpaaf practical breeders as editors

any journnl of its class in Americ nnd fa
TSE FINEST POULTRY J0UE1TAL IN THE WOELD.
Volume 12 begins January 1681. STJBSCBIITION:—
Specimen Copy. I* cents,
ftl.oo per year.
OJi. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.

of

CO.,
South Haven, Mich. 182

,

1

CLARK

ST.,

CHICAGO.

_»*!?_•.

^^ "^^

^^^

"^^ir^lr^pilK;

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

vol. xvn.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

mode of bee-keeping and
honey-harvesting ought to be printed
to the best

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor ani» Proprietor,

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (5? numbers) $3.00 a year, in advance.

XW

Kemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bant draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
the United States or Canada.

Europe GO ceots extra.
office

as follows

:—

:

i

SnUred at Chicago post

is

—

tW Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
loan extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.

in

Mr. Benton "s paper

:

I

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY- The 8rst and third numbers of
each month, at Sl.O© a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
.»<; cent* a year, in advance.

Free of postage
Postage to

No.

30, 1881.

and circulated in the vernacular. Some
The Introduction of Bee-Cnltnre into the
years ago attention was called to the
Island of Ceylon.
subject of "bee-keeping in Ceylon"
During a short stay in Ceylon, I have
in the columns of the Observer, but we
cannot recall the date of the communi- made diligent inquiry in this part of the
cation. Meantime as of interestin con- Island regarding the honey bee found
nection with Mr. Benton's paper we re- here and have also endeavored to learn
publish all that appears in Tennent's whether any bees were kept in hives or
"Natural History of Ceylon" on the not. In the vicinity of Galle, I found
no bees, except the wild bees in the
subject of bees
jungle. When asked why they did not
Bees.
Bees of several species and gen- keep bees, the natives invariably reera, some unprovided with stings, and
" It is too much trouble." But
plied
some in size scarcely exceeding a house- I do not think they know how to manfly deposit their honey in hollow trees
age these insects. I was told that in the
or suspend their combs from a branch.
interior,
were kept in earthen pots
The spoils of their industry form one of or jugs, bees
a statement which was, howthe chief resources of the uncivilized
ever, contradicted by most persons with
Veddahs, who collect the wax in the up- whom I talked.
land forests, to be bartered for arrow
There is no reason why a region so
points and clothes in the lowlands.
productive as the Island of Ceylon, and
A gentleman connected with the de- so well adapted in every way to the
partment of the Surveyor General (Mr. raising of bees, should not yield annu\V. Ferguson) writes to me that he ally honey and wax to the value of many
measured a honey comb which he found thousand pounds sterling.
In the
fastened to the overhanging branch of United States of America, this indusa small tree in the forest near Adam's try is still in its infancy, improved
Peak, and found it 9 links of his chain methods in bee-culture not having obor about 6 feet in length and a foot in tained in all parts and the " field
not
breadth where it was attached to the being one-tenth occupied yet the anblanch, but tapering towards the other nual honey and wax product of that
extremity. " It was a single comb with country exceeds 1,000,000 pounds stera layer of cells on either side, but so ling, and tons of pure nectar are yearly
weighty that it broke the branch."
shipped to Europe, much of it being
I have never heard of an instance o f sold in English markets at 4J<>d to 6d
One weekly publication and (>
persons being attacked by the bees of per lb.
Ceylon, and hence the natives assert, monthlies are devoted to bee-culture in
that those most productive of honey are America. Those familiar with the condition of agriculture in Great Britain
destitute of stings.
The Carpenter Bee. The operation of and Ireland admit that the industry is
the most interesting of the tribe, the sadly neglected, yet movable comb bee
Carpenter Bee, I have watched with hives with improved methods are gainadmiration from the window of the Co- ing ground, and England has one jour-
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Bee-Keeping in Ceylon.

We

acknowledge, with thanks, the
receipt of two copies of the Ceylon 06-

from

—

Matthew Jones,

Esq., of
Halifax, Nova Scotia, who kindly sent
them to us after having received them
from a friend in that far-off island.

sercer,

J.

lonial Secretary's official residence at nal devoted to the interests of apiarists.
on the bees of Kandy. So soon as the day grew warm, About a year ago I came to the Island
Ceylon. In one of them the editor re- these active creatures were at work per- of Cyprus, mainly for the purpose of
forating the wooden columns which rearing and sending to European counmarks as follows
supported the verandah. They poised tries and to America queen bees of the
We are much indebted to our visitor, themselves on their shining purple highly valuable race found on that igMr. Frank Benton from the United wing, as they made the first lodgement land. Among the Greek and Turkish
States, for calling public attention in so in the wood", enlivening the wood with peasants of Cyprus I found a system of
interesting and practical a manner to a an uninterrupted hum of delight which bee-keeping which, though far behind
subject which has been too long neg- was audible to a consierable distance. the modern approved methods, is still
lected in Ceylon
It is far from cred- When the excavation had proceeded so superior to the cruel plan yet followed
itable to the natives of Ceylon and other far that the insect could descend into it largely in many of the countries of
comparatively permanent residents in the music was suspended, but renewed Europe, notably in France, and even in
the island that no systematic attempts from time to time, as the little creature England, namely the barbarous prachave been made to utilize the honey- came to the orifice to throw out the tice of brimstoning the bees to obtain
making bees so common in our forests. chips, to rest, or to enjoy the fresh air. their honey. The native bee-owners
Mr. Benton has formed a very high By degrees a mound of sawdust was in Cyprus place the bees in clay cylinopinion of the small island bee {Apis! formed at the base of the pillar consist- ders, some of which are baked, others
Indica) and it is purely from his inter- ing of particles abraded by the mandi- sun-dried, and these are then piled up
est as an apiarist that he has come for- bles of the bee. These when the hollow and covered with a roof or embedded in
ward to remind us of the value of a to- was completed to the depth of several the walls of the houses. The cylinders,
tally neglected industry.
Cyprus, at inches, were partially replaced in the which are about one yard long and 8 or
this moment, has over 30,000 bee-hives excavation after being agglutinated to 10 inches in diameter, have their ends
in full operation, and official tradition form partitions between the eggs, as closed by stone disks plastered in with
has it that the number once exceeded they were deposited within. The man- clay, a small entrance hole being left
200,000.
Mr. Benton is evidently of dibles of these bees are admirably the bees at the front end. When the
opinion that if the Sinhalese villagers formed for the purpose of working out time for taking the honey arrives the
as well as town residents took up the the tunnels required, being short, stout, peasant bee-keeper removes the rear
business with good will and intelligence, and usually furnished at the tip with 2 disk and having smoked the bees from
the " spicy island " could very soon be- teeth which are rounded somewhat into the rear combs, cuts out a portion of the
come no mean rival to the classical is- the form of cheese-cutters.
These, latter, leaving the bees, however, some
land of Asia Minor. Be this as it may, when brought into operation, cut out combs of honey for their subsistence
we trust the subject will not be lost the wood in the same way as a carpen- until the next gathering season arrives.
sight of by our Government Agents and ter's double gouge, the teeth being more According to the books of the Collector
their subordinate headmen. Our low- or less hollowed out within. The fe- of Tithes the number of hives of bees
country rural population wants an offi- male alone is furnished with these pow- kept in Cyprus in 1878 was 32,432, and
cial leading,and tiiis could come through erful instruments.
In the males the the sales of honey and wax was no inthe village headmen or the village mandibles are slender as compared with considerable item to the peasant own-

They contain

articles
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:

|

J
'

school-master, or both, if only the hint those of the females. The bores of some ers of bees.
were given through superior authority. of these are described as being from 12
If that poor barren Island, Cyprus,
At the same time simple instructions as to 14 inches in length.
successfully robbed by various govern-

13.

ments and rulers, and for more thaa
300 years under Turkish misrule, could
constantly derive benefit through the
culture of bees, surely Ceylon, under
fostering Britain's care, can show a result a hundred-fold greater. That Cyprus in its flourishing days, before it
was so nearly stripped of its forests,
yielded much better results in this direction is shown by the figures given
me by the officer mentioned above, who
stated that there formerly existed on
the island 200,000 hives of bees. In the
scattering of pollen from flower to
flower and consequent complete fertilization of the blossoms insuring a larger
yield of fruits or seeds, the bees play
no unimportant

part.
Here then is an
industry that should go hand in hand
with fruit growing, coffee planting, cotton raising, etc., and should add to the
wealth of Ceylon by putting into a marketable form the nectar which now
" wastes its sweetness on the desert
air."

The Dutch Government seeing the
to accrue through the
cultivation of bees in Java, sent to that
possession several years ago a native of
Holland, commissioning him to transport from Europe colonies of the Italian and Cyprian bees, and to superintend their introduction into that island.
If this undertaking had not been suc-

advantages likely

it is only because the governreferred to was so unfortunate as
to have selected for the work a man
lacking the necessary practical experi-

cessful,

ment

ence and qualifications. The undertaking, however, has by no means be"en relinquished, and I feel safe in predicting
that living colonies of the species Apti
will soon be landed in Java,
having myself brought safely as far as
Ceylon, 17 colonies ot Cyprian and Holy
Land bees, which are to be taken to

vielifica

that island.
For the Island of Ceylon, the rude
method of keeping bees practiced in
Cyprus and the adjacent Mediterranean
countries would be preferable to no
bee-culture at all, yet as wood here is
abundant, hollow logs might be sawed
into suitable lengths, a board nailed
over the end for a cover, and the hive
thus formed placed upon its open end
upon a stand a few inches from the
Au auger hole bored through
ground.
the board cover would let them euter a
box placed over it, and there deposit
When tilled, or at the
surplus honey.
end of the honey season, the box can be
removed without disturbing the bees
in the body part of the hive. Or, boxes
of about 2,000 inches capacity can be
treated in the same manner. Hiving
the bees simply consists in shaking the
cluster from the tree upon which it has
lodged into the box, or into a basket,
and then pouring it down before the
hive. Most of the natives have little
fear of bees ; moreover, when bees are

about to swarm, it is their instinct
to gorge themselves with honey and
when trier honey-sacs are thus filled,
they never sting unless pressed in the
hand or under the clothing.
The simple methods indicated above
are surely not beyond the comprehension of the natives of Ceylon indeed, I
believe an additional step might be
taken at the outset— a step which in the
long run would be found wise.
Farm hives—something essential to
;

modern bee-culture— might be

intro-
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duced into some of the government
gardens, and then would rind favor
elsewhere. Notches in the upper edge
of the hive would insure the. placing of
the frames at proper distances, one from
another, and the main advantages of
the movable comb system would be
learned by practice in handling the bees.
To start this work, the government

might manufacture and

sell

at

cost

simple movable comb hives, perhaps
even stocked with bees, and for the
present exempt the industry from taxation.

These are the ideas which suggest
themselves to the mind of one whose
stay in Ceylon must necessarily be very
short, but who feels an interest in seeing a favorite pursuit receive the attention its importance demands.

FltANK BENTON.

The mandibles of the honey bee are in most cases due to ignorance of the
not dentate or serrate, but are simply subject. Our agricultural schools are
smooth, and beautifully rounded at the condemned by many, for teaching too
points, spoon or scoop-shaped, covered much science. Such should not be the
on the body with tine hairs rather long, case; for we should elevate our pursuits
and on the edges are covered with still as a scholar relines his thoughts. There
finer hair, with a second row around is too much science in agriculture and
the internal surface just suited to work bee-keeping for mere practice. There
soft wax and brush it up and give it the is every opportunity to master the theoproper finish. If anyone will examine ry. Our Bee Journal is doing a noble
these mandibles with a good microscope work; so also is such able books as Prof.
it will satisfy him at a glance of the Cook's Manual
of the Apiary and
incapability of the honey bee to damage, Quinby's New Bee-Keeping. The beeby puncture, any fruits whatever.
keeper and the farmer should have the
Kingston, Texas, March 11, 1881.
same standing among their fellow-men
as the merchant or the lawyer, and to
that aim our agricultural colleges are
For the American Bee Journal.
working, and I hope that at a day not
Perforated Zinc to Confine Queens. far distant they will be attended more.
I also hope that our agricultural, horticultural and bee papers will be in larger
D. A. JONES.
demand, so that the editors will receive
a fair recompense for their labors.
Mr. Dadant misconstrued my remarks
LaCrosse, Wis.. March 15, 1881.
the Cincinnati Convention on the
I

For the American Bee Journal.

How

Feed Bees in Winter.

to

A.

great many bees are lost in April
for the want of a little care young bees
are hatching rapidly, consume honey
and they
fast and may get out of feed
should be watched closely.
little feed
may save many that otherwise would
perish.
If the weather is too cold for
the bees to fly, I take the hive into a
warm room, remove the cap and place
instead a box that will tit tightly, so that
the bees cannot escape.
This box has
neither top nor bottom. On the frames
1 put a sheet of newspaper, leaving
plenty of space for the bees to come up
in the box the paper is to keep the
bees from soiling the hive. I place the
feed in the box and cover the box with
mosquito bar. The hive should be put
by a window to have plenty of light.
After the bees have had a good cleansing flight I darken the window and let
the room gradually cool, and the bees
will go down and cluster.
In this way
bees can be fed and have a flight in the
coldest weather. If the combs are very
wet the hive should be put in a dark,
dry and cool room, until the combs are
dry.
good colony of bees will stand
any amount of cold if they are kept dry.
The only object for housing bees is to
save honey.
Bennington, Ohio.
;

A

;

;

A

above subject. I claimed to have discovered by the use of a perforated metal
could take far
more comb honey from the body of the
hive not the second story, as I use onestory hives. I did not advise two-story
hives, for I can accomplish better results with a single story. I said some
bee-keepers, more especially ministers,
wanted to leave their hives on the Sabbath day, and occasionally at other
times, and that by lifting the. comb with
the queen and placing it behind the perforated metal division, they could not
swarm, or if theydid, they would return
to the queen. Queens might be killed
in a queen-yard sooner than in a hive;
however, I have had none killed in the
hive yet, and if I had, I would much
rather lose the queen alone than the

•Do Bees Puncture Fruit?

DR. WSI.

It.

HOWARD.

To the question " Do bees injure or
destroy sound grapes?" I answer no,
positively.
I have tried the following
experiments Bees were covering the
grapes in the vineyard and seemed actually intoxicated on the wine.
Removing several bunches, some of which
:

had punctured berries and some sound
ones, were taken to the apiary, and the
bees soon found them and went to work
vigorously. As soon as the punctured
ones were exhausted the bees abandoned
them and went in quest of something
better. Then the bees were furnished
some of the same lot and closed in the
hive as soon as the punctured ones
were exhausted they seemed uneasy,
then bunch after bunch of sound grapes
were given them, which were eagerly
covered, but as soon as it was found
that none were punctured they fell back
in dismay. Others conducted similar
experiments, and nearly all had the
same reports to make. I had one man
;

come to me and tell me that his bees
would clean them upall alike, so I went
over to his place to conduct the experi-

ment and

queen and swarm, too.
I am very glad Mr. Dadant mentioned
his loss of one, and the conclusions he
came to in the queen-yard trial. I will
test the matter further this year. I am
not aware that any person ever tried my
plan of procuring comb honey in the
brood chamber. I have not had enough
experience with it to be very positive
but it appears to be all that can be desired so far, and I have prepared part of
a lengthy article on the matter, which
I hope to publish before the honey sea;

son sets in.
Years ago I advocated extracted
honey, when I had to introduce it on the
market, against popular prejudice not
so now.
Many who thought comb
honey was the most remunerative, are
now modifying their opinions in favor
of the extracted. Now, if my plan of
taking comb honey from the brood
chamber works as it did last fall, what
would you think if you heard of people
turning all their extracted into comb
honey, after the harvest was over, and
this within a few days ? I have great
respect for Mr. Dadant's opinion, and
his efforts in marketingextracted honey
deserve the thanks of all bee-keepers.
Beeton. Ontario, Canada.

satisfy myself,

and when we

For the American Bee Journal.

Theory and Practice.
I..

1

American Bee Journal.

The

Sale of Extracted Honey.

Bee Farming in Ontario.

—

H. PA31MEL, JR.

Without theory an apiary can never
be conducted systematically, nor can
any one master the science of bee-keeping without having acquired a theoretical knowledge of how an apiary should
be conducted. True, men that only had
a practical experience have met success,
and through their labors bee-keeping
has become a science, but their success
was acquired through hard and patient
toil.
Hundreds of bee-keepers have
never inquired into the cause of dysentery nor do they know where wax
comes from. Though the production of
wax has nothing to do with the management of an apiary, it is one of the
;

wasps, bees and ants were
all promiscuously engaged in the feast
so we cleaned up and commenced anew,
minding the wasps away for a few peculiarities of the industrious insect;
hours, and the fruit was abandoned as yet, strictly not an evolution, and made
before, and after being left an hour or from natural causes, no naturalist lias
more to themselves, again we returned as yet been able to say how honey is
and bees and wasps were promiscuously transformed into wax.
Wasps were kepfr away by
engaged.
While it is true that all cannot be
entomologists' nets to catch them as they theorists, it is also true that theory
came up, and a pair of collector's forceps alone cannot, will not, make us successto pick up those which escaped and ful ; but when we put correct theory into
alighted.
Now for the physiological practice, we become mastersof anything
reasons why bees cannot commit the which we may undertake. Failures in
offenses charged against them.
bee-keeping and all other pursuits, are

arrived, lo

.For the

For the American Bee Journal.
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;

For the American Bee Journal.

No wonder customers do not
buy such a mess.
Very few of
our people know anything about the extracted honey, or tempting looking
sections of comb honey.
There is
every prospect of increased attention
being paid to bee-keeping, but the
country will absorb most of the extra
product for some time to come. There
is not a town or village where the sales
of honey might not be multiplied ten- v
fold, as the result of a better style of
bee-keeping.
At present, it looks as if
the business in this country were capable of indefinite expansion and on the
eve of it.
Listowell. Out.
nests.
care to

I

division board, that

A

crease as our bee-keepers learn the art
of putting up honey in attractive packages.
Much of it has been thrown on
the market, a wretched conglomerate
of broken comb, brood, and millers'

at

,

BENEDICT.

Mar. 30,

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

J.

D.

KRUSCIIKE.

Extracted honey has been offered the
in this country for a number
of years, but to-day, at the average, the
is
demand
not so great as 5 or R years
ago the cause is undoubtedly adulteration and cheap comb honey. In 1872
sold the first extracted honey in this
town my trade increased every year,
vmtH I had the misfortune to lose my
bees by foul brood.
An absence of 4

consumer
In April last, the Government of Ontario appointed a Commission to investigate the condition and prospects of
agriculture in this Province.
Their
report has been presented to the Legislature, in the shape of (> large octavo
volumes, comprising about 2.400 pages.
The lirst of these volumes contains
the report proper, the remaining 5 be-

;

;

years has driven the extracted honey
A few objections
with the evidence on which again to the wall.
said report is based. A brief extract are ventured by consumers, and these
from the report on bee-keeping, will no are well ccnsidered by the Messrs. Dadoubt interest the readers of the Amer- dant in their pamphlet on Extracted
ican Bee Journal. The Commis- Honey, which should find its way into
Could this be accomsioners, in summing up on this topic, every home.
plished the industrious
bee-keeper
remark as follows
" The bee-farming industry, in the would find a better income from his
Province of Ontario, had not, until re- bees, while the idler, who has so much
cently, attracted a very large share of other work to demand his attention,
attention.
For some years, however, who hardly ever opens a hive, and finds
it has been carried on by several per- his task mostly completed in putting on
sons with judgment and intelligence, and taking off the boxes, would be
upon improved methods, and very sat- forced to give up the business, or give
isfactory results have attended these ef- it the attention and care he does his
To-day. the Province can prob- cows, sheep, or farm, if he be a farmer.
forts.
ably boast of operations, in connection Any one who keeps bees because it afwith this industry, as spirited and en- fords an easy living, would soon find
terprising as can be found in any part out the mistake if he undertook to produce extracted honey.
of the world.
There is no telling how much honey
The Commissioners have noticed
with pleasure the formation of a Bee- might be consumed if the prevalent
keepers' Association, and have no doubt idea that it is a luxury which none but
the bee-masters will derive as much ad- the rich can indulge was removed.
vantage from mutual co-operation and People will buy A sugar and use it in
frequent consultation, as the dairymen, the most lavish way who probably
never taste honey from one year's end
fruit-growers and others."
This official recognition of our asso- to the other, even if the price were
ciation is replete with encouragement, equal, simply because they hold it a luxbecause it furnishes ground to hope ury which their means cannot indulge.
that the government will enrich it with Let all the bee-keepers stir themselves,
a grant of public money. The Province and let the praises of extracted honey
gives $1500 a year in aid of our 2 Dairy be heard throughout the land.
Berlin, Wis.. March 20, 1881.
Associations, and $750 a year in aid of
our Fruit Growers' Association, besides $10,000 a year toward the funds of
Kor the American Bee Journal.
the Provincial Agricultural AssociaFoul Brood.
tion.
As the result of this liberality,
our Dairy Associations are able to secure the best talent at their annual
meetings, which are schools of dairying,
My eye caught an article in the JourThis year, we had
holding 3 days.
Prof. Arnold, Hon X. A. Willard, Prof. nal for March 10, by II. L. Jeffrey, on
this
subject, in which he appears to difLewis,
vetHarris
Hon.
Roberts, and
eran teachers of dairy science from the fer from all the writers 1 nave read on
besides our own native this important subject but for 10 years
United States
The Fruit Growers' Asso- this has been my opinion although I
dairymen.
ciation is enabled by means of the gov- anxiously wished some one would comernment bounty, to hold meetings for mence its discussion, to cause apiarists
discussion and instruction twice a year to think and write about it, and lead to
in various parts of the Province, and all a proper knowledge of It; but I refrained
these bodies are in a position to dis- from writing my sentiments because all
seminate reports and other documents who wrote about it seemed to think
full of information, with a liberal hand. that foul brood was a disease to which
We hope soon to have our Bee-keepers' bees were subject, and that the disease
Association in a like position, and then was spreading and might exterminate
our prominent apiarian brethren across whole apiaries in large localities. The
the lines may expect cordial invita- acts of the Michigan Convention is a
tions to come over and talk to us at our proof.
Ten years since I had foul brood in
annual meeting, expenses paid, and

ing

filled

;

;

my apiary, which led me to seriously
no large for- reflect on the nature of the disease, and
eign trade has been done in Canadian what would be the cure. I then formed
honey. In 1879 and 1880, Canada ex- my ideas, which I have had no occasion
ported 7,940 lbs. weight, a small amount to alter. At that time one of my colosomething to-boot.

Up

to the present time,

but indicating the commenceof a foreign trade. Itwould seem
that hitherto the home consumption
has been well nigh equal to the supply.
The home demand will doubtless inin itself,

ment

nies especially

was so badly affected

with foul brood that the

effluvia

was

very offensive, several feet from it, and
when I opened the box and examined
it, it was a mass of putrescence, and
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Not entirely overlooked perdivided a great looked ?
haps, for one inventor seems to have an
inkling of the true mutual relations of
He has
the store and brood combs.
ruary he took them all out, and found adopted an original system, which is

He

into a bee-house.

although bees from healthy cdlonies entered to roh it. they certainly wen' not
affected by it; this led me to believe
that it was not contagious, but only the
effect of want of proper judgment and
have
Since that time
application.
used the means which 1 then determined
on, and have not since seen the disease
have had SO
in my apiary, although

lost so far 3 small colonies
the rest are in good condition, although not very strong in bees. In Feb-

many, and had
;

of them to have yoirtig bees, lie thought by some to promise grand rethen put them back again and they are sults, but is not beyond criticism, and
others that an unfortuVentura Co., Cal.. Convention
in the house now, although he expects it is feared by
to take them out as soon as the weather nate choice of forms and combinations
will in a measure, at least, countervail
The Ventura Co. Bee-keepers' Asso- gets warmer.
colonies at once.
W.
ciation held their regular quarterly
B. Detwiler, of Mt. Joy, put into the advantages claimed.
further
yon
my
lam willing to give
And now naving intimated that the
meeting in Santa Paula, Feb. -5, Vice- the same style of winter quarters, 80
experience on this matter if desired I
mutual relations of the brood and store
President Keene in the chair. The colonies, and had not lost one.
do not like to differ from so many able minutes of the last meeting were read
H. II. Myers, of Spring Garden, put combs are the vital points in bee-hive
writers on this subject.
commitbusiness
The
winter quarters 12 or 15 colonies of construction that needs development,
approved.
into
and
Let all who have suffered from this
Wilkin, that natives; and they were doing well. let me produce practical questions for
through
Mr.
reported
tee
your
disease express themselves fully in
no programme had been arranged for These bees were wintered in houses discussion in tins convention, and by
excellent Bee Journal, uo matter how
Questions of
the meeting, and suggested that speak- also. He found that those who left the bee-keepers generally.
disthis
let
and
write,
they
ever little
than appears at
ing on different subjects of interest to bees unprotected had lost a great many. more vital importance
ease be properly explored.
Elias Hershey put into winter quar- first view, and that must be settled by
bee-keepers be the order of the day.
Ontario, Canada.
As there was no other committee to re- ters 29 colonies, 9 of which died, and mutual agreement among bee-keepers,
and system
By all means, let us have the tacts port, the meeting took a business turn, the rest are very weak. He heard from before a universal bee hive
I
on the his neighbors, that a great many of of management, and a uniform honey
and experiences. We want '-light." and a general discussion ensued
possible.
best and most economical way of can- theirs had died. He left his bees on the box or set of boxes is
Ed.1
What is the best thickness of space
summer stands. His father, Jacob
ning honey for market.
hives
Mr. Wilkin was called upon to give Hershey, had 10 colonies of natives; to give to each brood comb, in
used and drone
For the American Roe Journal.
his views on small packages, as he had they were all well and hearty. Most of where foundation is
had considerable experience in that line his bees had died of dysentery or diar- rearing entirely exhausted ¥ And what
to give
The Use of Perforated Zinc.
the past season. He said that he had rhoea, not of starvation some of them is the best thickness of space
each store comb, either in sections for
sold honey in Ventura, in small cans died of cold.
O. O. POPPI.BTON.
Mr. Differndeffer .called the attention comb honey or frames for extracting or
and netted one cent per pound more
be
than that in large cans. He also stated of the society to the fact that the dan- feeding that the same hive may
in
CinConvention,
either pur"At the National
that in the foreign markets honey was ger was not yet over. A great many of equally well adopted for
cinnati, Mr. Jones announced that he retailed in very small quantities, and the colonies were .weak, and he desired pose ¥
Now in considering this question let
had made an important discovery. This that a great deal of our honey was re- to know how they could be built up.
discovery consists of a sheet of perfo- canned for that purpose, and he thereMr. J. F. Hershey said the proper us first of all inquire of those great masrated zinc, to prevent the queen from fore thought it best to can it in small way was to take all the combs from ters of apicultural science, the honey
laving in the upperstory, or in part of cans at once.
them except just as many as they could bees, how they would answer them, if
the combs, as well as to hinder the' bees
They should be their purposes required a separation of
Mr. Hund stated that a firm in New conveniently cover.
from swarming, by preventing the York had informed him that honey put well fed and carefully attended in re- the brood and store combs, as the beeFortunately this answer
queens from going out of the hives."
up in 12 lb. tins would sell in that mar- gard to warmth they should also be keepers do.
The above is an extract from an arti- ket as a retail package, and at a higher kept quiet. They should not be allowed is not hard to find nor difficult to uncle published on page 67 of the Bee figure than in anything larger, and for to fly out very much in the spring, be- derstand. If we examine a box hive or
Journal, which forms the text for the the general trade he preferred them cause a great many would get chilled bee-gum filled with combs by a strong
I notice that
balance of the article.
As soon as they are colony during an abundant yield or
to anything smaller, and thought he and drop down.
and drone
several others have written in the same should use them the coming season.
getting a little stronger, another comb honey, we shall find worker
strain.
Mr. Wilkin stated that he had an or- should be given them, and in that way combs in about equal numbers. We
Cincinnati
to the foot—
I was present at the
der from England for a large lot of continue until vou have a full-sized shall also find 8 combs
When in
Convention, was quite near to Mr. honey in that shape.
colony again. There are a great many combs to 3 inches of space.
combs are
Jones when he made the statement
Messrs. Corey, Keene and others of what are called weak colonies that use for breeding, the worker
the
addrone
had
the
also
and
and
referred to above,
spoke in favor of small packages.
can be kept alive, if they are attended % of an inch thick
Now 7 and 10 have about
vantage of an hour's conversation with
convention adjourned af leradopt- to properly, but if left to themselves, combs 1>4'.
The
him on the day after the Convention ing the following preamble and resolu- they will surely die. The strong ones the same ratio that the sides of a square
the
adjourned, nearly all of which was on tion
must also be carefully looked after. has to its diagonal. Apportioning way
same
this subject, and it is certainly news to
Whereas. The bulk of our honey is re- Everything should be kept clean and space in a 12 inch hive in the
"
had
l
that
he
comb,
me that he announced
canned before it goes to the consumer, sweet about the hive, and the hives gives l 4 inches for each worker
made an important discovery, which at a loss of first package and at a greater should be guarded against the cold air. and \% inches for each drone comb.
perfo
departsheet
of
a
of
consists
discovery
expense than we could do it at home,
Levi S. Reist had on the summer Therefore if we fill the breeding
rated zinc to prevent the queen from ow^ ng tQ the dimculty of getting it out stands, 3 colonies, and lost one. The ment of our hive with worker combs,
laying in the upper story," etc. All of the cans, especially when candied other 2 are doing well.
The one that giving each \\i inches of space and the
that has been written in the Bee Jour- (thus making a discount on candied died had not honey enough to carry it storing department drone combs, givnal to prove that he is not the first in- honey) and other disadvantages, besides through the winter, and starved.
ing each 1% inches of space, will it not
ventor of using perforated zinc, is sim- laying it liable to adulteration by unAdjourned to meet on the 2d Monday be about right ¥ Such seems to be the
as
he
away,
thrown
trouble
opinion of the bees, in which your esply so much
scrupulous dealers. Therefore be it
in May.
very distinctly stated that fact himself.
sayist coincides.
Resolved, By this association, that we
What Mr. Jones did claim was that recommend bee-keepers to— as much as
This arrangement will give brood
Head before the N. E. Convention.
lie " had discovered a new method of possible— put their honey up in retail
combs of sealed honey about \\i inches
Revolution.
The Great
using perforated zinc in a hive, so as to packages, such as 2 lb. tins full weight,
thick and store combs 1%, or 1% inches
have the honey stored in sections in the and 121b. or gallon cans— the latter more
thick if separators are used. Applying
WEBSTER.
A.
of
at
the
instead
hives
centre of the
the same ratio to combs of greater thickespecially preferred at present.
sides or on top." He remarked that he
ness, we find that brood and store
R. Touchton, Sec.
" first experimented with zinc with
Are we on the eve of a great revolu- combs correspond to each other as folSanta Paula, Cal.
Indications are lows, viz
tion in bee-keeping ¥
round perforations, but this did not
27-32 in.
that old tilings are passing away and all Brood Combs
Store Combs
5-16 In.
work on account of the pollen being
"
30-32 in.
6-16 in
Shall we not
new.
passed
Lancaster Co., Pa., Convention.
things are becoming
scraped off the bees legs as they
2 1-^2 In.
7-16 in
of
midst
a
the
iu
are
4-32 in.
he
we
in
Europe
that
2
while
say rather
1 8-16 in.
through, but that
innoticed that bee-keepers there were
mee ting of the bee-keepers of Lan- revolution that commenced with theprohope that these questions will be
using zinc with oblong perforations, the cas ter Co., Pa., was held on March 14, vention of movable combs, has
thoroughly discussed from every point
gressed through several stages and has of view, and an agreement arrived at if
use of which remedied the objection to
Lancaster, Pa.
now
then
is
hat
t
the use of round perforations."
Whatever it may be, I have
The meeting was called to order by not yet culminated ¥
possible.
wanted to complete this revolution and no doubt that the bees will accept it
It will be seen by this that Mr. Jones the President, Mr. Peter S. Reist. The
improvements
various
the
all
gladly if suitable frames and foundavery plainly said that he first found the following members were present Peter combine
that are now in use in our harmonious tions are furnished them. And for myperforated zinc such as he uses, in Eu- S. Reist, Litiz J. F. Hershey, Mt. Joy
perfect
nearly
so
be
shall
that
system
John
S.
self as an individual bee-keeper, I am
rope, being essentially the same state- Elias Hershey, Paradise;
as to win general approval and adop- willing to yield my opinions for the
rnent that Mr. Dadant, in the article Rohrer, city Levi S. Reist, Oregon.
Peter S. Reist reported that out of tion'
^ ,
j sake of uniformity. It would be better
referred to, attempts to prove.
I have given this subject long and in this matter to be nearly right in harMr. Jones said nothing whatever about about 60 colonies, which he had on the
been
have
and
consideration,
mony with the fraternity, than exactly
preventing the queens from laying in summer stands, he lost about 5 during careful
the conclusion that it is a right alone.
the upper story, as the special advan- the winter, He did not think any of forced to
shall
which
be
of
parts
all
hive
bee
The
last
tage of his method was to have the them froze several starved.
combined in strict ac^" Programme of the Northwestern
honey stored in the lower, and in fact, time he saw them they were flying and constructed and laws that govern the
appeared to be in good condition. He cordance with the
only story in the hive.
Bee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Hasinstincts of the honeybee, and
working
part
of
back
can
break
on
the
device
a
wind
that
this
put
statement
The
Minn., May 17, 1881
harmonize those instincts with tings,
be used to prevent swarming is cer- the hives, but the fronts were open, the that shall
of Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
beeAddress
the
1.—
of
wishes
and
convenience
tainly a legitimate one for criticism same as in summer. He did not feed the
2.— Reports of committees.
keeper. Have we such a hive at pres3.— Reports from all— number, kind and condition
but I see that the reporter, in condens- any during the winter.
bees
John S. Rohrer said he had 6 colonies ent ? I think not or why does it not of4—
ing Mr. Jones' remarks, was necessarily
A paper by Pres. A. Tidball, on honey-producapproval ? The Langstroth ing plants and flowers.
obliged to give this part of them more of bees wintered them on the summer win general
extended
5.—
A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
most
prominence than I think Mr. J. in- stands. About the 1st of November he hive has, perhaps, theYet who has not- as food and medicine.
_.„.
—Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
tended them to have. My recollection cleaned the hives on top, and then popularity of any.
Falls, Win.
felt that it was not wholly satisfactory r A very, of St. Croix
paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
is that this part of his remarks was closed them up with the exception of }i
7.-A.
The numer- Taylor's Falls, Minn.
hive ?
thrown in more as a suggestion than a of an inch. When the warm weather Was not a perfect innumerable
changes
8.— A paper on wintering bees, by h. Day, of D armcame, his bees began to fly out. He ous, nay, almost
fact.
debeen
have
that
modifications
and
during
died
bees
other
thought
great
many
—Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
prevent
a
will
article
I hope this
The above subjects will be open fur discussion. In
form of hive attest the
writers from making the mistake of the winter owing to too much surplus vised in this
addition to the above, the followingsubjecta are busDo
feeling.
this
of
nested
charging Mr. Jones with making the being left in the hives. He made it al- general existence
—Essential properties of a good bee hive.
hives satisfy and
statement that he had first discovered ways an object to prevent swarming; any of these modified there is nothing
2 —How to prevent and cure foul brood,
that
conviction
a
away,
leave
y'.— How to prevent spring dwindling.
the use of perforated zinc, or recom- as soon as a cap is full he takes it
of committees.
why not ¥ Can it be Appointment
mending it to prevent queens from go- and this he thought in a measure pre- beyond V If not,
Election of officers. Adjournment.
is in some vital
defect
are cordially invited. Entergreat
the
bee-keepers
that
All
23T
V
swarming.
vented
etc.
stories,
ing into upper
F. B. Dobothv, Sec.
free.
Mr. J. F. Hershey put his 113 colonies point which has been entirely over- tainment
Williamstown, Iowa. March 18, 1881.
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THOMAS

frames of brood and queen cells, two
with five frames of brood and queens,
and one with eight frames of brood and
queen cell. To the first four, place two
old combs, one each side and put in a
division board. Every three days add

NEWMAN.

C.

an old comb

Editob and pbopriethk.

May

is

till

warm and

full.

If the

pleasant,

month

of

LONDON JOURNAL OF

Mar. 30,

IIORT.

and increase

Bees in Jiew Zealand.— The following
the main object, you can divide again
article from the New Zealand Herald,
the first of June. About May 20, rewe find in the above excellent paper
move the queen from your best colony
Among the many varieties of the
with the frame she is occupying, put her
honev bee few are held in greater esteem
two
frames
in an empty hive, then add
than the Italian variety, or, as it is genfrom each of the four with queens ; now erally called tlie Ligurian bee. They
hive with old combs, and are industrious workers, and delight in
fill up each
honey-gathering. In their hives there
you have six hives occupied. Nine days
;ire fewer drones than in thehivesof the
after, or when the cells in the queenless common honey bee, and the queen procolony are ripened, remove the five with duces eggs all the year round, though
fewer in the
queens, and start five new ones where the number is considerably
winter season than duriiig the warm
they stood, by taking five frames of days of summer. About the time of
brood from each, grafting a good queen the American Centennial Exhibition,
cell into each, and filling all up with several attempts were made by Mr.
introduce them to
combs or good foundation. During Thomas Russell toAuckland, through
the province of
white clover bloom the colonies will agents he employed in San Francisco.
build up very rapidly. In the absence The first efforts were made by sending
of clean, bright combs, use good foun- queen bees, but the inmates of the several parcels of those that were forwarded
dation, and supply it no faster than the
all perished before reaching their destibees can draw it out.
nation. As a last effort a hive was sent
In all manipulations of this kind, do forward, but it was evident that there
nothing without ascertaining first the was something still to learn to secure
safe transportation of these bees
whereabouts of the queen ; with good the
long distances, for they were nearly all
Italians this is not difficult, and a slight dead before reaching Auckland, and
oversight might be disastrous. Do not the few sickly ones that reached here
spread brood too rapidly, for if chilled died a few days after being landed. The
expense of these efforts was borne solely
disease may follow. Do not begin stimby Mr. Russell. Norwere Mr. Russell's
ulating too soon ; 10,000 bees and eight failures to introduce these bees singuframes of sealed brood, on the 15th of lar, for Mr. A. McKay, of Brisbane, who
May, in this latitude, will give better made efforts to the same end. at the
same time was equally unsuccessful to
returns than 50,000 bees on April 1st, and enrich his adopted land.
a cessation of brood-rearing during the
But while the suggestion was made to
latter part of April and the month of the Colonial Industries Commission to
to send a
May. We can see no economy in build- spend £500 of public money
person home to make an attempt to do
ing up strong colonies very early, only that in which so many failures had alto feed through the bleak weather, and ready been recorded, private and patridie with age just when wanted most. otic enterprise was successfully accomthat for which State aid was
With judicious dividing, and a late fall plishing
being solicited. Mr. S. C. Farr, Secrebloom, considerable surplus may be ob- tary of the Canterbury Acclimatization
tained, but very little early surplus, un- Society, had already communicated with
of Auckland,
less basswood is profuse, or sweet clover R. J. Creighton, formerly
and now in San Francisco, on the subvery abundant.
ject, and Mr. J. II. Harrison, of Corois

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

MAR.

30, 1881.

:

Eepairing Losses by Dividing.
I began the last season with 10 colonies— 8 blacks and 2 Italians— and lost
all this winter but the Italians, which
are strong and in good condition. I
never read a bee book, nor saw the Bee

Journal till last fall. Had subscribed
for the Bee Journal a year sooner, it
would have saved me $40. I thought I
had a good start last summer in the busI

iness with 10 colonies, but now I have
only 2. (Ian I build up these two, and
ever hope to succeed V Will a good
manual help me ? What can I do with
50 or 00 frames of honey on which the
S. F. Miller.
bees starved V

N. Manchester, Ind., March 12, 1881.
A seeming misfortune is sometimes a
blessing in disguise, and we doubt not,
with your spirit of inquiry and the experience of the past winter, you will so
prove it. You have every facility for
building up, and with the aid of a good
manual and the hives and combs of
honey left over from the wreck, it will
be a work of interest and a profitable
experience to replace your losses. Your
untenanted hives we suppose to be exact duplicates of those now occupied by
the Italians if not, now is the time to
overhaul them, as you should have but
one style of hive. As soon as settled
weather comes on, when fruit trees are
in bloom and the air is redolent with
the perfume of spring flowers, you can
commence your work of dividing for
Remove your best
increase, as follows
colony to the stand where a new colony
is to remain and place in its stead an
empty hive, from the hive removed lift
the frame on which you find the queen,
and place with the queen in the empty
hive on the old stand, now take another
frame with sealed brood from the hive
removed and place alongside the frame
with the queen close the remaining
frames together in the hive from which
the queen was removed, and put one of
your old combs on eacli outer side, and
you are done with the interior of this
hive for ten days. Now, from your other
colony (which you will leave on its old
stand) remove three combs of sealed
brood, shake off the bees, and place in
the new hive with the queen; close the
combs together, put one old comb on
one side and two on the other, close the.
hive, and you are through with that for
;

:

;

the present. The five combs with brood,
in the new hive, place in the center, till
up the hive with old combs to its full

complement, and your

first

division

is

gg'Mr. T. F. Bingham has removed
where
his apiary is and has been located for

to Abronia, Allegan Co., Mich.,

Any letters, however, sent to
Otsego will reach him, as it is only a few
miles from Abronia.

years.

Canterbury. New Zealand, care of Mr.
Creighton, San Francisco. These bees
were received in New Zealand in good
condition, considering the length of
time in transit, and the hazardous portion of the trip from Chicago to San
Francisco by rail. They were in a tenframe Langstroth hive; his manner of
preparing them was described in the
Bee Journal of Jan. 5, 1881. Mr. Wilson, in a letter to the editor of this paper, written in January, says this colony
has been increased by the dividing process to four good colonies.
Mr. A. H. Newman informs us he has
booked an order for several colonies this
spring for Mr. A.V. Macdonald, Parnell,
Auckland, New Zealand. We are in
receipt of the following letter, dated

85° We have received a copy of " The
Domestic Advertiser," a compendium
of household receipts, published by Mr. not efforts for private gain, and acted
Hives were made upon a
Its accordingly.
J. II. Nellis, Canajoharie, N. Y.
new construction, and a place provided
30 pages are full of good receipts of all
which
was
which
kept
a wet sponge, wincri
in
kinds, and it will be valuable to every appears to have secured that cool and
moist atmosphere necessary for bees, so
housewife.
that when they arrived they were as
lively as possible, and seemed to be in
<g" Our correspondents have been so vast numbers.
liberal with their communications that
The two boxes were sent through the
we have found it necessary to condense, Acclimatization Society, and entrusted
the care of Cant. Cargill.atSan Franand give them much of the room usually to
cisco, who took them into his own cabin,
devoted to other departments.
and daily attended to the wants of his
lively colonists. Fresh water was daily
igfThis number of the Bee Jour- supplied to the sponges,toand everything
the health and
done that was requisite
nal will be found intensely interesting. comfort of the bees. The result is an
It embraces nearly every topic in bee- unmistakable success, and the colonists
keeping, and contains news from all of New Zealand are deeply indebted to
Creighton for what
parts of the globe. During the storms Capt.Cargilland Mr.
has been accomplished. Mr. Creighton,
months
we
have
received
of the last few
in his letter to Mr. Cheesman, the Secmany letters complaining of great irreg- retary of the Acclimatization Society,
ularities and delays in the receipt of states that Mr. Harrison isnot to regard
his hive as an object for private profit,
their paper. While these complaints
but the bees are for the good of the colare a gratifying proof of the interest on v. and when swarms are obtained they
with which the Bee Journal is re- are to be distributed in the same way
ceived, we regret their occurrence, and that he has been provided with them.

3, 1881

:

have heard a statement made
that the Ligurian bees, when they have
not been obtaining flowers requiringthe
....I

long proboscis, gradually
and with the shorter
not
gather from red clover.
tongue do
As some colonies have already been obtained from the United States, it would
be well to settle the point, Do Ligurian
bees successfully fertilize red clover ?
I lately had a small swarm sent me from
the country, minus the queen. I let
them remain all night in the hive I had
transferred them to, and in the morning
shook them out, very weak and doleful,
in front of a strong colony in full work,
but a little on one side of the entrance,
use of the

lose the length,

and left them to their fate. Half an
hour afterwards I found them all on the
alighting-board fraternized, the bees of
the hive pushing through the throng
with pollen, and others starting out

without molesting them.

I

presume

that the hive bees Deing very busy, and
the queenless bees going quietly to the
entrance, had not excited suspicion, and
thereby obtained the same scent and
were accepted. In this latitude we have
no trouble with wintering bees so far as
cold is concerned, but colonies are much
in winter when
we have constant squalls of rain, which
must destroy numbers.
A. V. Macdonald.
At times when there is a scarcity of
other nectar-yielding bloom, we have

weakened by working

observed great numbers of Ligurian
or Italian bees working on red clover
but only at such times. We do not believe it is a favorite with any honey
bees, and is only utilized as a dernier resort, as are several other honey plants.
That there is any permanent contraction or expansion of tongue is not true,
though it might be possible to develop

mandel, had also communicated with
his brother, Mr. W. G. Harrison, San
Francisco, formerly of Auckland, for
the same object. As Mr. Creighton is
regarded as the official representative of
New Zealand in the City of the Golden
Gate, both applications came to be referred to him. He made his arrangements accordingly, and the success that
has attended them deserves public recognition on behalf of the colony. Mr.
Creighton regarded these efforts at acclimatization as public enterprises, and

completed. On the 10th day, remove
both hives containing queens, and put
empty hives where they stood now from
the queenless colony remove two frames
each containing a queen-cell, and place
one in each empty hive (if three frames
cannot be found containing good cells,
graft them in as directed in Cook's Manual, page 167) leaving one in the hive
where found, and put in two frames of
brood (one from each colony removed).
This makes your queenless colony full.
From the colonies with queens, remove
In August last Mr. A. H. Newman,
four frames each and place in new hives, assure our readers that the paper has
each four on their old stand. This will always been mailed promptly. The de- of Chicago, shipped a full colony of
bees to Mr. Thomas Wilson, at Kaipoi,
give you five hives, two containing live lays have been caused by the storms.
;

Jan.

or obliterate physical traits by careful
or negligent breeding.

Care of Weak Colonies. —Mr. F. L.
Dougherty, in the Indiana Farmer,
i

e ives the following advice

Many

:

colonies that have passed the se-

vere winter have come through in a
very weak condition and will require
careful handling to build them up into
good colonies, ready for the honey yield
when it comes. Weak feeding should
It
lie done inside the hive if possible.
is not necessary to make syrup with
which to feed at this season, sweetened
water is just as good, two parts sugar
and one of water. The quantity to feed
should depend on the strength of the
colony, and should be placed as conveniently as possible to the brood cluster.
If it can be given to them warm, so
much the better. We know of nothing
that will operate as effectually against
spring dwindling as feeding this thin
syrup. It gives the bees food ami water,
and this with sufficient heat, stimulates
to brood rearing. Their instinct inclines
them to cluster in the brood nest to
keep up the necessary heat to accomand as they
plish this desirable result
have both food and water inside the
;

work

accomplish also,
they seldom venture out unless the
weather is so pleasant that they can

hive,

and

to

easily return again.
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enty-live per cent, of the bees in this
vicinity are dead ; many have lost all.
think the Weekly Bee Journal is a
I
great advance. Success to it.

OUR LETXtH
The Lime Remedy.— Clark county
contains man; practicable ami enthusiastic bee-keepers.
We are Dot all discouraged, as we have a few left yet.
Such losses were never witnessed by the
oldest inhabitants in this part of the
country: one person had 40 colonies in
a bee-lionse, all are now dead. Another
ha<l 32 on the summer stands
all gone
another had 60, half in cellar,
but one
half out doors
all are gone but 8
those in cellar did no better than those
out doors.
Another had 12
all gone.
Another had 4 2 are left. Another
had 125, lost over J^, 3 weeks ago. One
had and lost one. Another had 5 and
all are dead.
I lost 4 out of 10, in
double-walled Langstroth hives except
3 colonies, which are now dead. I took
to the lime project " like a duck to the
water" and have used lime in 3 colonies and they are as strong as bees
usually are in the middle of April. I
like the Weekly Bee Journal very
;

;

;

;

;

much.

J. C.

Springfield, O.,

Bee-Keeping

in

March

Oldham.

19, 1881.

Kansas.

—I

bought

colonies last June, but did not get

home

2

them

until July 5
they gathered
for winter but no surplus.
wintering them on the summer
stands in Langstroth hives, with chaff
cushion over the frames and an outer
case, but not packing between the case
and hive. They are wintering nicely,
but had no flight all winter.
Early
plants are getting green, but we have
had the hardest winter ever known
here ; twice the mercury was 18° below
zero at sunrise.
There are not many
bees in this vicinity and what are here
are poorly cared for, and some have
died, as they have to go through the
winter the best they can.
Will Emerson's binder hold more than one volume
of the Weekly Journal ? I wish the
;

enough honey
I

am

Journal
come

all

visitor.

prosperity. It is a welS. C. Frederick.

[The binder will hold but one year's
numbers. They can be removed and
and bound, and the binder used for
Ed.]

years.
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Dovetailed Sections.— I will say to Mr.

Lewis, that

I

was not comparing

his

Life in the Midst of

Death.— All around

me bees have died. Many have

lost all

dovetail work with/ita one-piece section. others, one-half or two-thirds. After
The advantage in a section that will the storm in November I put 03 colonies
A. 1). Stooking.
stand linn at any angle, is that lour of into my cellar; most Of them in the
Ligonier, 1ml.. March 18, 1881.
them put together will make a matched American hive. On March 15th I took
square, proving them to he square; can them out, all alive but 2, and they were
Dees Strong and Healthy. -The re- you make four solid blocks that will do queenless last fall. They were all dry,
ports from this section are some have it V Will one-piece sections do it. unless with no signs of dysentery. Last sumlost all their bees, some a part, and oth- strained? As long as bees use glue mer I had 5 or 6 swarms, which I reers report that their bees have wintered (propolis) we need close joints to work turned to the parent hive after cutting
rapidly and with comfort.
out the queen cells. Every 5 or 6 days
well.
I placed 68 colonies in the cellar
James Heddon.
they would swarm out without any
on Nov. 18, and put them out on March
Dowagiac, Mich.. March 28, 1881.
queen cell in the hive. They did that 5
The thermometer was at 45°, it be16.
or 6 times each I put them back each
ing the lirst suitable day.
They came
out strong and healthy. My loss so far
Sundry Questions. I was delighted time, and they gathered a fair surplus of
is one colony.
with the Monthly Bee Journal, but honey. What was the cause of such
O. II. France.
L.W.Harmon.
Erie, Pa., March 20, 1881.
the Weekly is far more beneficial. It action?
S. Yorkshire, N. Y.. March 17, 1881.
seemed so long to wait from one month
Absorbents. My bees are nearly all to another, and even no w I eagerly grasp
[They were badly imbued with the
the Weekly as soon as it comes, in the
dead, but I can not give it up yet.
I
swarming fever, which sometimes is as
expectation
of
receiving
something
new
expect that some absorbent, such as
quick-lime or sulphuric acid, would be every week. Last fall I had two colo- unaccountable as are some cases of abof great advantage in wintering.
The nies, but one of them is now dead. How normal swarming.— Ed.]
can I clear the combs of dead bees ?
Bee Journal is a pleasure to me.
Will the combs do to put another colony
S. P. Hyde.
Equal Loss In-Doors and Out.— The
into ? My colonies had plenty of honey
St. Joseph, Mo.. March 16, 1881.
past winter has been a very hard one on
last fall.
I often see it advised to put
the hives within a few inches of the bees, and our losses will come very near
No Surplus nor Increase. Bees fared ground, but when a swarm gets away 25 per cent. However, we have enough
badly in this section last year there (as one of mine did) they often get into left for seed, and will show them how
was no surplus nor swarms. I started a hollow tree, a good height from the quickly we can recover our losses. The
in the spring with 20 good colonies; 4 ground— Do they not in this act out their percentage of losses is about equal inhaving lost their queens I united them instinct ? The one I lost went towards doors and out. It seems useless to specwith others.
I put 15 in the cellar in the " bush," notfaraway.
This winter ulate as to causes we might as well lay
the fall 2 perished, one was weak and 2 men found a swarm in a tree, in that it to the winter as anything. " Facts
"
died after taking them out.
I left one
bush;" they cut it down, and obtained are stubborn things," and theoriesout-of-doors in a double Langstroth 2 pails of honey from it. I suppose them well, the bee-keeper that is not chock
hive, but it perished before winter was to have been my bees. It is said that full of theory is either a very matterhalf over; the rest were in American bees never do well on the north side of a of-fact person, or has not read the paI was among the number who
hives.
I have a double cellar, and put sheet of water.
I am situated north of pers.
them into the outside one it was too Lake Simcoe, and if that is true I shall felt very reluctant to part with the old
American
Bee Journal, but I must
damp, and was kept about the freezing not succeed. Is that theory correct ?
confess the new is so far superior, I am
point. I put them in Nov. 15, and thev
E. Moore.
glad the change is made, and wish you
did not get a flight until March 2 they
Barrie. Out., March 14, 1881.
all success.
C. S. Burt.
have had several flights since.
The
[Your
first
question
is
answered
iu
Brecksville, O., March 21, 1881.
bees in this part of the country have
mostly perished.' I sowed buckwheat, the Weekly Bee Journal of the 16th
and last fall my bees obtained honey inst. To the second we answer, yes.
Why the Wire-Cloth Inside ?— Our bees
from it ; I also sowed some alsike clover The instinct governing
a swarm of bees are happy no losses worth mentioning.
last spring
it took well and stood the
winter better than red clover. I am prompts them to fly up to the opening In the issue of March 9th, page 78, 4th
pleased with the Weekly Bee Jour- in a tree, so long as the opening will not column, in answer to W. R. Young, in
of boring the inch auger-hole
nal.
S.
RUEHLEN.
come down to them. As a rule, bees do speaking
in each end of the hive, why is the wireJerome, O., March 21, 1881.
not thrive so well on the north side of cloth necessary, if the holes can be
large sheets of water.
suppose it plugged when not needed? I should
in
Bees
Nebraska.— The past winter is attributable to the fact that the heav- with my experience, for I use them, not
has been the severest we have had for
put wire-cloth over the holes. I am
20 years. Snow still covers the prairie, iest honey flows are during the preva- thankful for the Weekly it is good.
one foot and a half deep.
cannot lence of the sultry southern winds of
R. C. Taylok.
rely for honey on the natural produc- summer, enabling the bees to fly to the
Wilmington, N. C, March 16, 1881.
tion of our prairies we must sow if we
honey source direct from the hives, by
[During the hottest weather we frepropose to reap. Our colonies are comfollowing up the scent. If on the north
posed of Italians and the black bees
quently have cool nights, caused by
the Italians, of course, being our favor- side, the bees have to search for the necites.
The black bee is a good honey tar from the time they leave the hive, excessive dews, when spiders and other
insects take advantage of these holes to
gatherer, but as mean as it can be for
stinging.
Out of 54 colonies we have and face the wind when returning heavy effect an entrance to the inside of the
lost 8 up to the present time some from laden.— Ed.]
hive because of the heat; again, the
starvation and others from dysentery
Bees Short of Stores. Many bees have moths gain easy access to the combs
if they had not died from dysentery they
probably would have starved.
The in- died here this winter, from being un- through these holes if not protected by
tense cold weather continually from protected from the cold and being short wire-cloth, as they are never so well
Ira Davis.
the beginning of winter until spring, of stores.
guarded by the bees as the entrances.
Glass River, Mich., March 22. 1881.
did not allow them to move from one
:
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;

;
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Chaff Packing. —I have set some grape
vines out in my bee yard and would
like to put sawdust in if it will not hurt
the grapes if so, please answer in the
Journal. Bee-keeping was a failure
last season
the bees obtained no honey
from white clover, and not much from
linden.
The most honey I got was
;

;

through August. I had 12 colonies last
spring and got about 12-5 lbs. of surplus
honey, all extracted.
Increased to 22
and lost 5 through this cold weather. I
now have 17 in the cellar. I put them
in the cellar Dec. 10.
They are doing
well so far.
I wish success to all the
bee-keepers and the Bee Journal. I
take, 4
bee-papers, and I think the
Weekly the best of all. It is cheap at
David K. Knoll.
$2 a year.
Salamonia, Ind.

;

—

;

— Ed.J

comb

to another; consequently they
could not reach their stores.
I am
speaking of those wintered out-doors,
and not properly prepared, as was pretty
generally the case here this winter. Our
bees have mustard plant, clover, fruit
blossoms, golden rod, buckwheat, and
what they could get from other small
blossoms that abound in the prairies.
The prophecy that the year 1881 will be
a good honey year makes the heart of
the apiarist glad, for well he deserves a
bountiful year. One man lost 60 out of
75; this is the greatest loss that we
know of in this county. We hail the
Weekly Bee Journal with delight,
and think that all interested in apiculture should have it.
We pronounce it
the best bee-paper in America.
Is the
Langstroth hive still covered with a
patent ?
Leopold Moller.
Fremont, Neb., March 22, 1881.

—

tiood Results.
I commenced the
spring of 1879 with 6 colonies, increased

Fresh and Frequent News.— I com-

of comb honey ; I menced last season with 19 colonies in
wintered all safely in the cellar and on Langstroth hives and increased to 28 by
The season was
the summer stands, packed with chaff. natural swarmiug.
Last year I had 31 colonies and obtained very poor here there was plenty of
1000 lbs of comb honey, and left the col- bloom but it seemed to contain no nec[Keep the sawdust away from the
onies 30 lbs. apiece to winteron. Thanks tar. I obtained about 50 lbs. of comb
roots of the grape vines.— Ed.]
I had to feed
to the Bee Journal and Cook's" Man- honey but no extracted.
considerable in the fall.
Winter comual," I have lost no bees.
I should be
menced so early that I was unprepared.
lost without the Bee Journal.
Wintered Safely by Chaff.— My bees
I packed 18 colonies in chaff ; the rest
H. A. Swift.
gave but little surplus honey last seawere unprotected, and I express it
Eaton Rapids, Mich.
son.
I commenced the season with 18
mildly when I say that I was uneasy
colonies and increased to 34 by natural
about them. Feb. 26 was a warm day,
swarming.
I never saw bees breed up
Bees in good Condition.— Bees have and the bees had their first really good
so strong in numbers, and most of the
suffered much this winter.
Some bee- flight since last Nov. I improved the
hives were literally crowded.
They
keepers have lost all others
to %. opportunity to examine them and found
went into winter quarters very strong
All but me are using box hives.
I 7 dead, 3 very weak, and the rest in failand nearly all with plenty of honey, but
started in the spring of 1880 with 8 col- condition ; 4 of those dead were packed,
our winter has been so severe and long
onies, and obtained 800 lbs. of comb 3 unprotected. It has been a hard winter
that I feared for them.
They had no
[There is no patent on the Langstroth honey and 165 lbs. of extracted, besides on bees here, and vvinteris not over yet.
flight until late in Feb., when I found
increasing to 20. I wintered on the Comb honey is all that is in demand
they had dysentery.
I examined them hive now.— Ed.]
summer stands, in a close shed, open to here, but I intend to create a demand
to-day.
One froze just before New
the south
I packed straw around the for extracted, if any Italians are left to
Years and one I found dead with empty
Bees Starving in the Cellar.— Last eve- hives, and fine-cut straw in the caps, gather it. I hope the Journal will
combs both were weak in the fall. I ning I examined my bees in the cellar about 5 inches thick. I had 3 sticks unkeep on agitating the adulteration quesfound one just out of honey and gave and found 8 dead, and others in a starv- der the quilt.
I examined them on Jan. tion until there is something done.
It
them some the rest are strong in num- ing condition. I bought all the cream
29, and found them strong and heavy
is needless to say that I am pleased
bers and have plenty of honey. So I candy in the stores and sent for
more. most of them have brood. I think they with the Weekly, it is so nice to get it
have saved 32 out of 34, which I call It is better for cellar feeding than syrup. will
come out in good condition in the fresh every week. I never lay it down
pretty good.
I wintered on summer Their condition takes me by surprise,
as spring. I like the Weekly very much; until I have read it through.
stands with chaff cushions on top, and they were heavy last fall. J. E.
Cady. it was too long to wait for the Monthly.
N. W. Williams.
entrance closed to about 2 inches. SevMedford, Minn., March 24, 1881.
Wisner, Mich.
J. P. Phelps, Jr.
North Uniontown, O, Feb. 28., 1881.
to 13

and had 400

;

;

;

;

;

lbs.

%
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A Word to Bec-Keepers.— Snow to the
tops of the hives, but the " hlizzanl "
has moved on, or else the snow business
has "played out," after falling continuously lor 33 hours. We have lost bees
froui the middle of February untildate,
and will not lie able to ascertain how
many until the snow leaves. We had a
few mild days which we improved doubling up weak colonies. As soon as the

without this condition, protection is only
a partial remedy in such winters as this
where bees have been confined 114 days
Although last seaas ours have been.
son was a poor one for surplus, I obtained my share and could make money,
even in as poor a year as that, and if
this season shall prove a good one, I
want to see what I can do. as there has
not been a good season since I have
The price of
weather is suitable, we shall try to make been in the business.
every bee do its very best every one honey in frames is the same as last fall,
must count. We do" not consider the but there is plenty of honey in the marcold winter our worst enemy, however, ket at from into 15cts.; it is from hives
but glucose. It has deprived bee-keep- where bees have died, and in some
ers of more money than anything else ; cases I find the honey is sour.
1'. R. Hunt.
especially that mixture labeled " VerPlattsville, Ohio. March 10, 1881.
mont maple syrup." The honey crop
last season was below an average, yet
•'
honey is of slow sale." Can it be posBees Tried to their I'tmost Endnrsible that the purest sweet under the anee.—My'bees^redoing well considerheavens goes begging for a market, jngcU-cumstances. I have some in chaff
while millions of gallons of starch, lm- nives and smne j n s i,,gie-wall hives,
pregnated with sulnhuric and nitric , )ac i; eu with chaff, on the summer
acids, and sweetened with Is ew Orleans stalu]s. Those in chaff hives are quiet
molasses, finds ready sale r Bee papers ;uul dry Ils t ei while those in the Langare read principally by bee-keepers, who st roth hives are damp, and the bees are
are all posted with reference to glucose, uneasy they cannot endure it much
but the outside world is not. Bee- onger without a flight. It is now 133
keepers nne and all. buckle on your ar- flays sillce tney lave t)een confined to
mor, and endeavor to inform the masses their hives. There are but few bees in
what pure honey is. both by talking and this country, and they are nearly all
writing for local papers everywhere. In kept by farmers, and are put away in
this way, and in no other, can they be the fall in a kind of " live if you will, or
Mbs. L. Harrison.
informed.
die if you must" fashion, and most of
Peoria. 111., March 21, 1881.
them will be dead if this weather con[Mrs. Harrison has struck the key- tinues much longer. We are having
another " blizzard " to-day wind, snow
note in solving the whole problem the
and sleet, with :; feet of old snow on the
frauds
to
the
awakened
be
must
people
g 10um i. and it has been snowing for 1
being practiced upon them, then with hours. This is the fourth time the rai
winter.
an irresistible impulse they will demand roads have been blockaded this for
bees
Does it ever get warm enough
stop
Congress
to
of
hands
the
at
laws
to fly with snow on the ground V The
the outrages. Meantime, we know of snow is 4 feet deep in my bee yard. We
no one who wields an abler pen than are very much pleased with the Bee
Journal since it became a weekly.
does Mrs. Harrison, nor a better field for
We could hardly get along without it.
score
of
its local use than hers, with its
D. S. Burbank.
papers. Ed.]
Reinbeck, Iowa, March 11, 1881.
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[Bees frequently have their winter
have
Foul Brood and its Causes.—
for years been of the opinion that bee- flight while the ground is covered with
keepers generally were mistaken as to snow. Straw or hay should be scattered
the cause of foul brood. I have just
to alight
an article in the Weekly Bee over the surface for the bees
read

L. Jeffrey, of Woodbury, Conn., that expresses my views on
that subject so fully, that i want to
call the attention of the fraternity to it.
Believing as I do, that the practical
suggestions he has made are of the utmost importance, and if heeded, we will
hear but few, if any complaints in the
future, about " foul brood." Read this
it is found on the 1st page of
article
the number for March 16.

on. in case they

Journal, by H.

P.

I.

Burlington. Iowa, March

become weak or chilled.

-Ed.]

Mt Report to Date— Is one colony
dead out of 6 wintered in cellar. I put
them out for a flight on March 12. I
think they are all right. The one, I
think, had too few young bees; it had
been queenless for about 2 months,
when I gave them a Cyprian queen late

;

C. A. Stevens.
Quebec, Canada, March 19, 1881.

last fall.

Wilson.
18, 1881.

inclose the

Red Clover Italians.
subscription for my welcome weekly
visitor— the AMERICAN Bee Journal.
My bees are in good condition. I fed
them plenty of coffee A sugar syrup,
last fall, and then put them up in chaff.
I only lost one colony, which was shaded
with

large

a

arba vita tree

about

I've

I

read the Weekly JouilNAI. through—

The advertisements, I read those,
It is Just exactly what I want,
POT It is now the best extant
And after havlnK such a freeze.

too

;

I'll tell
1

have

you something about
in cellar forty

my

;

;

;

bees

:

"stands."

A part of them have Bidden bands
1 had forty-four.
But some have died— 1 think a score

I

:

Out-of doors

The bees in-doors are doing

3

;

well.

While those left out have none to— "'I'll
bourne from whence no traveler returns."
Azauiah WILLIAMS
Uuzeiow Mills, lnd.

This weaki.
o'clock in the aften
ened the colony. My bees are all Italians.

;

;

Homer Rcdivivus.—
—1

have purchased queens from

my best colonies
B(. os j„ Northern Kentucky.— Here ',
are bred from queens obtained from my
f the bees died of dysentery, and perthey
A.
Bocklew;
Mr.
J.
neighbor,
bans a few starved, About the middle
were bred from his red-clover queens of JSbv. ] fed some of my bees, and
and are the best workers 1 ever saw. ]ia eked them, in fair condition for win
Success ter. When the cold weather commenced
The queens are verv prolific
to the Weekly BEE JOURNAL.
would wait for
so suddenly I thought
Thomas Woi.ik
a warm day to pack the rest, but it has
Franklin. ().. March !!», 1881,
not yet come the ground is frozen and

different breeders, but

;

:

1

old queens and consequently less
bees that were strong and vigorous lor
so
so long and severe a winter.
any bees died in winter I do not know:
\ei
am satisfied that it is not all caused
bees were in first-rate
It
by the cold.
condition for winter— that is the bees
then perfectly proand
themselves—
tected, the loss would be small but

Why

I

;

is

in

good condition iill have brood since
My 6 colonies Of
the middle of Jan.
in

;

Italians gathered more fall honey than
all niv blacks, but ceased breeding carlier in the fall and commenced later this
winter. But I like them to rear queens
from, if nothingelse, on account of heir
I

being

c

lily

seen

when

first

emerged

from the cell. The losses in my neighborhood are about as follows A., ."lost
out of 8 colonies; 1'... is from 24; '.
11 from in-, D., 17 from 84, and many
have lost all. But I have not lost all
hopes yet. Success to the Weekly I'.ee
A. W. STITH.
Journ M..
Dividing Ridge, Ky.. March 8, 1881.
:

•

(for I

had them packed

;

j

in

different

ways) and my experience with the different kinds of packing. I hope thai
bee-keepers will report their last winter's experience and the manner of wintering minutely, and the result by so
three are a great doing. I think that we will develop
5. Two are enough
something that will beof lasting benefit
abundance. —Ed.]
to us all. in the way of successfully winWintering in a Cave.—I have win- tering bees. The Weekly Bee Jourtered in a cave for 4 years, with very nal is a splendid thing for bee-keepers,
small loss some years none. The cave and that it may be just as goo,! a thing
cannot be too warm, if it is perfectly for its publisher is mv earnest desire.
J. W. Henderson.
dry, then there is no mildew on the
Burlington, Kan., March 15, 1881.
combs. My bees come out stronger in
the spring than when [put them away
If damp, the loss will
in the fall.
Portable Sheds for Winter.— I have 21
be great and all the combs nearly colonies of bees in portable sheds, with
D.S.Wat.
spoiled.
in each shed), packed
shingle roof
TJrbana, Iowa, March 18, 1881,
in chaff and wheat straw. They are all
right.
I left G colonies on summer
Bees Are Scarce.— The bees in this stands without protection and lost 3 of
More
section are scarce; over one-half of them them; another is quite weak.
have died during the past severe win- than % of the bees in thisneighborhood
VanRensselaer.
P. S.
are dead.
S.J. Davis.
ter.
LaCarne, O., March 21, 1881.
Goldsmith, lnd.. March 14,1881.
;

snowing to-night. From 40 colonies
Nov. I have at the present -1 left.
The ii colonics that i ted and packed
oe all alive, and all but one colony are
it

The Cause of Losses in Winter.— Bees
as far as I can learn, in this section of
Ohio, are nearly all dead. Our most
extensive bee-keeper has but IS colonies
left out of mi; all were well protected
by chaff. Another lost all—50 colonies.
or 2.
I
have
Others have lost all hut
saved nearly '.. although some were
not In as good condition to winter as
they should ha\e been; that is, they

A

more extended reference to this subject will be found on
pages 5-8, of the pamphlet " Honey, as
Eood and Medicine." The last clause
of the question we cannot answer.
cient writers.

I

had

in

;

|

j

—

ing, but

syrup, to feed bees in early
spring.answer the same purpose as when

—

j

Late Spring.— Spring was late in commy bees are doing well all
breeding nicely, having already reared
one litter of brood. The maple bloom
fed in candy ?
is about over now.
Peach buds are
2. Can an extractor be used to remove
opening slowly. I look for a good honey
come
honey from pieces of comb as they
S. C. Doixje.
out of gum hives when taking up or season this year.
Chattanooga. Tenn., March 18, 1881.
transferring V I like the Bee Journal
very much, and think it is invaluable.
Mrs. O. F. Dean.
One Half of the Bees Bead. -About
Carthage, N. Y.. March 21, 1881.
', of the bees in this section, as far as
One man
but we prefer giving it sep- far as heard from, are dead.
[1. Yes
reports a loss of 149 out of lot) colonies,
arately, using for that purpose unbolted but they had no care whatever.
rye-meal, and putting it in pans at a
O. B. Ka.nnky.
Kalamazoo. Mich.. March 19, 1881.
short distance from the hives. If pollen
is needed the bees will carry it in, even
Bees Carrying in Pollen.— My bees
though honey or syrup be exposed in
are carrying in pollen from soft maples
close proximity.
"
to-day. 1 have lost 3 weak colonies out
all of the modern extractors of 52, and I do not expect to lose any
2. Yes
will clean the pieces nicely.— Ed.]
more.
left some on the summer
I
stands unprotected, as an experiment,
Melange.— 1. When bees are working but they starved with plenty of honey
was too cold for them
in the surplus boxes, does it do any in the hives; it
John Bokrstler.
harm to remove a frame of sealed brood to roach it.
111.,
March
15, 1881.
Gilead,
from the brood chamber once in two
weeks, to strengthen nuclei, and put in
a sheet of comb foundation ?
Purifying Wax.— Will some of the
numerous readers of the Bee Journal
2. When surplus honey is wanted instead of increase, is it not best to prevent give ns the best mode of cleansing and
swarming by giving plenty of room, and purifying wax? 1 received a sample Of
then makeup the increase between bass- comb foundation from Messrs. Dadant
wood bloom and buckwheat, by stimu- ,v_ Son which is really beautiful, it is so
lating the queens ?
clear and yellow. A few hints would
3. How many feet to the pound should
be of great value. 1 like the Weekly
I). V. Beacock.
comb foundation be for brood chamber Bee Journal.
and surplus boxes V
Brockville, Canada, March 22, 1881.
4. When and where was the honey
[Perhaps Messrs. Dadant & Son, and
bee tirst mentioned in ancient history,
and who was the first that kept them others, will give their methods of purifor pecuniary profit f
fying and cleansing beeswax.— Ed.]
5. In preparing bees for winter, howmany frames with two-thirds empty
Wintering in Box Hives.— Bees iu this
combs would be required for a strong vicinity, kept in box hives, have done
colonv to cluster on V I gave fi with 2 well, and there seems to be no winterfull frames of honey," and the bees killing or loss
but those in Langstroth
E. S. M.
starved.
and other movable comb hives, have
Butternut Ridge, March 21, 1881.
suffered at a rate; of from one-tenth to
[The above letter was unaccompanied one-third. I have lost 3 out of 8 ; those
lost were in Langstroth hives; 2 Langwith the writer's name, and would have
stroths kept well my other 3 were not
been consigned to the waste basket, had movable comb. Bees here are carrying
the questions not been of a general na- in pollen in large quantities from the
and
ture. Courtesy requires that the name silver poplar and water maple,
looking healthy and in line condition.
should accompany the communication,
but
the
change,
At first I did iiot like
though not necessarily for publication. now I am delighted with the Weekly
R. A. Mollyneaux.
1. It does harm, in that it interferes Journal.
New Richmond, Ohio, Mar. 18, 1881.
with the reinforcement of the workers
as they die from age and casualties.
Chaff Packing Triumphant.— I have
2. Many successful apiarists pursue
just examined my bees after their long
the course suggested.
winter's nap, and I feel like throwing
for
3. For brood frames, i% to 5 feet
up my hat and whistling big, for 1 am
surplus boxes, if used as small starters, •' out of the woods " for this winter. I
colony and never saw
the same weight will answer if full have not lost a
bees in better condition at this season.
size, 10 to 12 feet.
I feel very jubilant over my success, for
4. Honey and bees are frequently re- they were not in the best condition for
Our winter has been long
ferred to in the Old Testament. Canaan wintering.
and severe the thermometer has stood
is mentioned as a land flowing with milk
My bees had
as low as 25- below zero.
and honey, and when Abraham's sons no good flight from Nov. till Feb. Chaff
took
corn,
they
buy
Egypt
to
did
the busiwent to
hives and chaff packing
honey with them as a present to the ness. I winter on the summer stands,
observation and experience I
Egyptian ruler— Gen. 43: 11. The honey and from
have about come to the conclusion that,
prose
by
verse
and
in
extolled
was
bee
with proper protection, that is the way
Homer, Herodotus, Aristotle, Cato, to winter bees. At some future time I
how I
Virgil, Pliny, Columella and other an- will give a detailed account of
packed my bees, and the material used,

Feeding and Extraetine.— 1. Will rye-

meal

:

;

Mar. 30,
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Local Convention Directory.
I

Time and Place

1881.

April

2— s.

\v.

Iowa*

fit

nf Mirting,

'

May

clKin^ili-:

a

Doslollirr

:ul-

Wire

mention the old address as well

new

one.

o -*
^° We have prepared Ribbon Badges
for bee-keepers, on which are printed ;i
l'rice 10 cents each.
large bee in gold,
or $s.(H> per hundred.

Corntno. Iown.

• *-

Kentucky. at Winchester, Ky.
Win. Williamson, See., Lexington, Ky.
7— Union VBBOClatton, :it Bratnonce, Kv.
K. Mnine, See i>r<> tern., Kminenee, Kv.
7-N. w. Ohio, at Delta. Ohio.
W-N. w. Missouri, nt St. Joseph, Mo.
P. G. Parker, Prep., St. Joseph, Mo.
4 — Tuscarawas and Musklnuuiu Valley, ut Cam
5-

dress,
as the

t'entni)

bridge. tiuernscy Co., O.
J. A. Bucklow, Sec, narks, O.

5— Central Michigan,

ut Lansing, Mich.
-Cortland Union, ut Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec.. Metirawville, N. Y.
11— S. \V. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec. Plattevllle. Wis.
12, 13— Terns Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinnev, Collin Co.. Texas.
W. K. Howard, Sec. Kingston, HuntCo., Tex.
8epL
National, at Lexington, Ky.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oet. 18 -Ky. State. In Exposition B'dg, Loulsvllle.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
10

^

The Volume

of the

become quite popular.

Bee Jour-

for 1S80, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

»«.« -»«

are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.

CLCBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Joarnul
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
flret column gives the regular price of both
;

Publishers' Price. Club.
The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
*2 00
and Gleanings In Bee-Culture (A. I. Knot) 3 TO. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. .I.King).. 3 00
2

The

I

j

entire length of the nail beln« the same thickness, they never looBen hb ordinary iron nulls will.
and are not as liable to bend or break.

Frimi the assortment of lengths K>ven In the table
below, any kind ofnailtna may be done <vlth these
nails, even to making large boxes.

nstead of sending silver money in
procure 1,.2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and itis safer to send
such than silver.

.

.

.

.

IK

.

.

collecting them.

i

i

8® 10c.

BEESWAX.—Choice yellow, 20t*23c:

NEW
HONEY. -Best
packages,

white

dark, 15@17.

YORK.
comb honey,

small neat

16c; fair do., 14@16c. dark do., 11(912
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9@10c; dark, 1@8o.: southern strained,
14(&

;

;

Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth ; for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Jouhnal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Joubnax.

There
quent upon a

quality, 20@23c.

a slightly improved feeling conselittle more inquiry, but prices show no
material appreciation. Discouraging reports are received from the southern part of the State, as to the
prospects of the coming crop, but other sections give
promise of an abundant yield. With a good supply
yet on the market, prices are not apt to be buoyant
until the anticipated failure is more fully settled.
quote white comb, 12(qj13c ; dark to good, 9@ lie.
Extracted, choice to extra white, sMi&ti^c. dark and
eandied, 5C<i5Hc.
22@22^e., as to color.
Is

We

;

BEESWAX—

Steahns & Smith. 423 Front
San Francisco, Cal., March 11, 1881.

Street.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

19" Any one desiring to get a copy of
the Constitution and By-Laws of the
National Society, can do so by sending
a stamp to this office to pay postage. If
they desire to become members, a fee
of $1.00 should accompany it, and the
name will be duly recorded. This notice is given at the request of the Executive Committee.

....
....

and By-Laws for

i

ABC

•

"

ALFRED
:

West Madison

••

16,
15,

"

wanted by mail add

....

lb.

is

a standard

scientific work.

Price, tt^.OO.

Blenned Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping,

lull of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Jftl.OO.

Bee-Culture

Chicago, III

;

or Successful Management

the Aplttry, by Thomas O. Newman.—
pamphlet embraces the following subjects TheThis
Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants-Queen Rearing
—feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italianizing- lntroducinggueens— Extracting- Oulettne
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Prepar-

Valuable Book
Of Over a Thousand Pages.
A$& Book for $2.5011

The Crowning Culmination!

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,
And Complete mechanic,
,0OO<OOO

Industrial Facts. Calcula-'
Processes, Trade Secrets, Lepra!
Itema, Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
Mechanic, Farmer, and Business Man. Gives200,000 items
for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinists,
Millie s, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Assaycr.s Plum' er-, Gaa and Steam Fitters, Bronzer*.
GiliJer
Met land wood V7( risers of every kina, Builder--,
ManufVs and Mechanics. GOO Engravings of Mill.
Steam, and Mining Machinery Tools, Sheet Metal
Work, Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Hoofs,
Bridges, etc.
Arrangement and Speed of Wheels,
ullcys. Brums. Belts Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing,
&i Drilling Tods, Flour, Oatmeal, Saw, Shinirie. I'aper,
Cotton, woo: Ion
Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar, Oil,
Marble, Threshing & Rollins Mill, do., Cot' on Gins,
Presses, &c. Strengt i of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Encino
Balding. Kepainng and Operating, Setting of Valves,
Eccentrics. Link
Valvo Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe
Steam Heating,
Si Boiler Covering Scale Preventives,
Ventilation, Gas
water Works, Hydtaulies, Mill Dams,
[lorsj Power of Streams, etc. On Blast Furnaces, Iron
1

Hive and Honey Bee

LiiuKKtroth on the
This

for postage.

NEWMAN,

St.,

J

King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. $1.00; paper, 75c.

He.

"

18 cents per

H.

King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A

Iho.
ISC.
HiC.
IHC.
IRC.

tions.

.

.

i

&
&

K Steel Manufacture. Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quartz and Placer Mining*. Assaying. Amalgamating, etc.
461 Tables with 500,000 Calculations
in ail possible forms for Mechanics, Merchants and
Farmers, 8J>) items 1 or Printers, Publish^ rs and
Writers for the Press.
1.000 items for Grocers, Confectioners, Physicians,
Druggists, etc.
300 Health
500 do. for
Painters, Varnishers.
Gilders,
5iH> do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers.
400 do. for
Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather
Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keening,
etc., in detail.
Strength of Materials Effects of HeatFuel Values Specitio Gravities, Freights by rail and
CVater— a Car Load, Stowage
Ships Power of Steam,
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
10,000 items
for Housekeepers Farmers, Gardeners, Stock Owners,
Bee-keepers Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details
Rural Economy, Food Values Care of St ck. Remedies
for do., to increase Crops Pest Poisons, Trai, it:g Horses
ftems.

etc

&

m

ing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Enellsh and German. Price for either edition
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

4©

Food Adulteration; What we eat and

should

not eat. This book should be in every family where
it Ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, SOc.

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which theyare demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This is apamphlet of 2( pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings
Foam, Wines, Ac; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and German. Price
:

;

for either edition, 0c.

per dozen, SOc.
Wintering- Bees. -This pamphlet contains
;

all

the Prize Essays on thla important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essav. which is given in full. Price, lOc

The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Extracted Honey
and Marketing.— A
C. P.

;

Dadant, Hamilton,

Harvesting, Handling

24-page pamphlet, by Ch. &
III.
This gives in detail the

methods and management adopted in their apiary
It contains many good and useful hints, and is well
worth the price— 15c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

F.

Mirth, Cincinnati, Ohio; 32 pages. This pamphlet
gives Mr. Muth'a views on the management of bees
and embraces several of his essavs given at Conventions, etc. It will be read with interest by beginners
as well as those more advanced in the science of beeculture. Price, lOc.

Kendall'* Borne

Book— No book

can be more

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings illustrating positions of sic* hoses, and treats all disease*
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much

would save us much trouble, if
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
would be particular to give their P.O.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill— A treatise on its
address and name, when writing to Cisterns, Boilers, Logs. Boards, Scantling, tic, attiuht. cause, symptoms and cure.
Price. 85c.
Business Forms, all kinds. Special Laws of 19 States Terthis office.
We have several letters ritories
Moore's Universal A«sl*ta»t contains inforand Provinces (in the U. S. andCinada), relating
(some inclosing money) that have no to the Coll. of Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, mation on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts tor almost everything that could be desired!.
Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, pale of Real
name. Many others having no Post- Mechanics
We doubt if any one could be induced to do without
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
after having spent a few hours in looking
office, County or State.
Also, if you Laws Limitation of Actions, etc.
through. It contains 480 pages, and 500 engravings.
"Forms
on the different subjects. '— ftct.Am,
live near one postoffice and get your
* The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable Treasury t lotn, nP**.**".
lg^" It

local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for .50 cents extra.

is plnln and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
of tbe fact that the author is really the master of the
'. * I .:.».
subject,

»>c.

Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for
Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board.
Wages, Interest, Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain,
Hav, Si Cattle Measurement, So d. Ploughing. Planting
& Br ''ling Tallies, Contents cf Granaries Cribs Tanks

all

®° Constitutions

"

"

&

r®° Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
CINCINNATI.
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey names that may be sent in. Any one
iegood, at B@10c. Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c. intending to get up a club can have
for the beat.
sample copies sent to the persons they
BEESWAX-18®22cC. F. MUTH.
desire to interview, by sending the
SAN FRANCISCO.
names to this office.
HONEY.— The "Vigilant'' takes 6on cases to Liver. •
.

pool.

2Jc

"

18,
17.

•

KJSflBc.

BEESWAX.-Prime

Qnlnby'* New Ree-Kee|>1nir, by L.C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
in a manner that cannot fall to interest all. Its style

of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
This embraces '"everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, #l.«fi; paper, 81.00.

:*4r.

250,

Enlarged Edition, contains over

plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at lR@20c. for Btrictly choice white comb In 1
and 2 lb. boxes ; at -i<-- fie for fair to good in large
packages, and at 10® 12c. for common dark-colored

Cook*! Miinuiil of the Ai»lin-y.— Kntlroly rewritten, greatly en hi rged iiml elegantly illustrated,
is fully up with the times on every conceivable
subject that interests the apiarist. It is not only In
StTQOtive, but intensely interesting iind thoroughly
practical. The book Is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means
an nfforil to do without. Cloth. flHl.SSA ; paper covers. Sl.OO, postpaid.
I'er dozen, by express, cloth.
r
f 12.; paper, |!t.. >0.

ol

.

HONEY— The market is

Extracted,

per lb
"

• -•-•

CHICAGO.

lots.

IB,
IK.

'•

•

2
If

and purity are using Parker's Hair Balsam.
It is the best article sold for restoring gray
hair to its original color and beauty.

2 50
3 75
2 35
2 IIS

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

and broken

"

-Jo,

...

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance

<@T The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
500 making remittances, always send by
3 00
225 postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Draffs
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00 less.
For Monthlv Bee Journal, •11.50 less.
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
Honey and Beeswax Market.
at a discount of 25c., to pay expense of
75.
75.
50.
50.
75.
26.
40.

H
«
H

inch long, wire No.
"
"
"
"
"
"

m

.

Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. II. Nellis). 2
The 4 above-named papers
4
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas) 2
Bee-Keepers* Guide (A.G.Hill)
2
The 6 above-named papers
5
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman*
2

H

letters,

.*-

Bee-Keepers.

for

and

Novice's

Hi

.

.

Books

•

nal

«S" Notices and advertisements intended for the. Weekly HeE JOURNAL
must reach this office by Friday of the
week previous

Nails.

There being (•nnsideniiiiedeiiuitm for wire nulls. I
bave COnQluded to curry B slock of them, iiml cull nil
orders for any quantity promptly. For nuiliiiK Heo
tionB, Casos, Kramer, Ranks, Crates, Ac., they have

$y In order to have this Table complete. Secretaries

103

1

*

it,

tW "

What

the

'

'

:

-

'

other month, the same.

We

send sample copies to any
ig°
who feel disposed to make up clubs for
There are persons keeping bees
1881.
in every neighborhood who would be
benefitted by reading the Journal.
and by using a little of the personal influence possessed by almost every one,
a club can be gotten up in every neighborhood in America.
Farmers have
had large crops, high prices, and a good
demand for all the products of the
farm, therefore can well afford to add
will

it

r<Jiii).ilctclrDiiti*ei

meaning

of Dec.
after my name on the direction81
label of my paper ?"
This question
has been asked by several, and to save
answering each one, let us here say It
means that you have paid for the full
year, or until "Dec. 31, 1881." "June
81 " means that the first half of the
year is paid for, up to " July 1st.
Any
is

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

t>( Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to any
Free by mail, in
Mechanic, Business Man. or Farmer.
Address
fine cloth, for $2.50: in leather, for f 3.'»0.

For Sale by

fgTAt the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested, to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who' wanted them.
can

now supply

We

the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of BeiIepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

each:

We have filled orders for quite a
number of Binders for the Weekly Bee
Journal. We put the price low, 30
gg"

per cent, less than any one else could
afford to sell them, for we get them by
the Bee Journal to their list of the quantity at wholesale and sell them
at just enough to cover the cost and
papers for 1881.
postage, the latter being 21 to 23 cents,
on each. We do this to induce as many
Hundreds op Men, Women and Chil- as possible to get them, and preserve
dren rescued from beds of pain, sickness their
Weekly numbers. They are exand almost death ami made strong and
hearty by Parker's Ginger Tonic are the ceedingly convenient; the Journal
best evidences in the world of its sterling being always bound and handy for
worth. You can rind these in every com- reference. The directions for binding
munity. Post. See advertisement.
9w4t are sent with each one.

THOMAS
974

West Madison

NEWMAN.

C.

CHICAGO.

Street.

ILL.

Ropp's Eany Calculator.— These

are handy

al] kinds of merchandise and interest
It
really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, ttl.OO ; Morocco, IB 1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.

tables for
is

IF" Sent by mall on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS ©, NE WMAX,

pleasant, profitable employment.
Agent'»QFurnisht
Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. V.

974

West Madison

Chicago, HI.

Street,

.'yi

HONEY WANTED.—

I desire to purchase several barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
of light; also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are Invited to correspond, giving particulars.

ALFRED

972

West Madison

H.

NE WMAN

street,

CHIC AGO

Binders for the Bee Journal

IL.D.

,,i*

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
/rAT.

AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.
The British Bee Journal is published monthly at
$ 1 .75, and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn, Southall, London.

FREE TO

ut
taming deseriiiiiuus Had Price* Ol
bent varieties ol Plant*, I. -vS"«'d»
lbs, etc. iuculiivmii'ii
diida Ciilorwl Pluteof our
<

NEW

ImOBLi; WHITE BOUVARDIA
Will be mailed upon the receipt of a
three-rent c (amp for p^tage. Special Price-Hit of Bosks FREE.
Goods guaranteed first quality.
Liberal r-fTer.>i>. c-ettersup ofrlubi.

Wholesale

SUM

.* Jirtait.

li

<o« M usyc

B'ND CR Bl-l p CR/0DlCALs\

tW Binder, for the Weekly Bee Journal,
of 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cent..

AJLL.

new IlluRtratedPlaDtanc
OUR
»Q pages. con
Seed Catalogue

Uu

RS0*&

\A>Z

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1890,
at the following prices, postage paid

50c.
75c.

Leather and cloth

SS^ We

can also furnish the Binder for any Paper

or Magazine desired.

m

THOMAS ©. JfEWMAMiniiy

*i:

i.vulM Mb. Ky.

:

Cloth and paper, each

974

West Madison

Street,

(hicwg-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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^° The

A

One

to three weeks, each insertion,

Four

"or more"

Eight,

"

"

"

"

Thirteen
Twenty-sir

James

fourteen

«© eta.
IS "
15 "
18
lO

"

i

per

line.

•?4 West

'*

NEWMAN,

Madison

Street..

Chicago.

111.

Warranted

Ceylon

How

Do Bees Puncture

Kru.lt

ft"
;im

Foul Brood

TneUseof
Conventions

Perforated Zinc

;k»

rians. 8 frames,

99
99
9»
99

:

Editorial Items

inn
100

Repairing Losses by Dividing

Amonic oar Exchancen
Bees in New Zealand

35c.

per

Weak

Box

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

A.

1Q2
I02
109
'103
102
102
102
102
102
102

Rclivlvus

1"-'

1"^

102
102
102

Purifying Wux ....
wintering In B.»x Hives
Chaff Packing Triumphant
Portable Shed* for Winter

102
102
102

soon.

The Bee-Keepers Guide

9 00

low

By A.

COLONIES

ALFRED

Glrard, Pa..,

West Madison

Patented Jan.

CIRCULAR

H.

9,

1878,

July

Professorof Entomology in the Michigan Shite Agricultural CulUge.

Chicago,

Re-Issued

bee-keepers use them ex
Twenty thouIn use -not one ever

sand

returned, or letter of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers* Conventlon.li**).
1'ime sifts the wheat from
the chuff. Pretensions are

& JOHN BARNE8
111.

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF

Bingham & Hetherlngton Honey Knife... 2 In.,
Large Bingham Smoker
'2M
"
2
Extra Standard Bin -ham Smoker
"
2
Plata Standard Bingham Smoker
'*
'

Wllbor has succeeded, from directions of several Professional gentlemen, in combining the pure Oil and Lirue in such a manner that it is
pleasant to the taste, and its effects in Lung complaints are truly wonderful.
Very many persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless, and who had
taken the clear Oil for a long time without marked
effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine. Manufactured
only by A. H. WlLBOR, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all
to learn that Dr.

druggists.

1

Little

Wonder Bingham Smoker

$1 00
1
1
1

l?f

50
35
00
75

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen orhalf-doxen rates.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

9wtf

Iw4t

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES
you have read my new price list for the spring
trade. Wax Is cheaper now, so I can sell joua One
article of Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
best machine. Italian and Cyprian Queens, Bees.
Till

Price List free to

J.

*&

Stewaut,

Sec.

t&'On account of unfavorable weather the convention at Monroe Centre,
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
few present, adjourned to the same
place on March 29, 1881.
A. Rice, Pres.

(g"The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their third annual ConII.

Andrews'

apiary, in McKinney. Collin Co., Texas.
<,.-- the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.

Howard,

>><<..

Kingston, Hunt Co., Texas.

all.

CALDWELL,

V.

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

111.

Given's Foundation Press.
improvement

Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation Is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation In the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction, Send for
Catalogue and Samples
l»
lwly
g. GIVEN. HOOpestOO, IIIlatest

In

ITALIAN QUEENS,

THOMAS
974

2w8&

nil klnrtn,

Including Melll,

it.

Alslke

White Clnver, Mamimith Mignonette, \r. Fur
and Instructions for pinntintr, son my illustrated CiitaliiKiie, -sent free upon application.

Hnil

prices

ALFRED
972

West Madison

II.

forty page Catalogue of
Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest
information about the liest appliances
and methods pertaining to

Profitable
Sent free to

all

who send

rmiMiio,

should send for
Address.
inw4t

my

in the line of

Apiarian Supplies
Descriptive Circular. Rent free.
F. A.
IL.

sM

MilledKOVille. Carroll Co., IU.

Street, Chicago.

III.

Description,- Sea *. township 7, south range 7
west, Kran k in county.Klorlda, aituated about 60 miles
south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west or the city of
Tallahadae, the capital of the State, and about tt
miles northeast of the city of Apalachioola, a seeport on the Uulf of Mexico, and within sections i
and6i of the Apalachlcola river the soli is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 3let. 1K75. by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned 6 sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 5th,
IH77, by htm conveyed to the undersigned for M.iOG.
'2

i

;

title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Kecords of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk ; the taxea are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trada
for a Bmall farm, or other desirable property. An offer for It Is respectfully solicited. Address,

The

THOMAS
West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

IU..

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Bacha, Mandrake, StMlingia and;
,many other of the best medir_inci known ate combined so skillfully in Parker * Cingkr Tonic as
•
;io make it the greatest Blood Purifier and the
Best Heal thand St rcngth Uestort-r over used.'
Itcurcs Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,]
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,!
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs;
[and all Female Complaint*.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what
'your symptoms maybe, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
'different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations and;
other Tonics, and combines the best curative prop-]
erticsofalt.
Buy a 50c. bottle of your drugget
None Rerulne without our signature on outside
Hisco* & Co., Chemists. New York.
wrapper.
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bunches

were as large as the smaller cells made
The workers are
by bumble bees.
somewhat less than 3-1(1 of an inch
long, (about 5-32) have large heads, and
very small abdomens, the latter seeming'blunt, and abbreviated, so to speak.
These bees fly swiftly, and look odd
enough as they come in loaded with minute pellets of pollen, which is packed

much

to try it.
Except this paw-paw, I failed to find
any fruit or grain that is likely to thrive
in as cold a climate as the central parts
Cinnamon, coffee,
of North America.
tea, betel nuts, precious stones and cocoanuts and oil are, with cinchona bark,
the' principal exports of Ceylon.
I
talked witli various exporters, but all
had their agents in N. 1 and Canada,
.

and desired no change. None of them
ing so great as to dwarf in appearance would sell, of course, direct to the firm,
all other parts of her body, and so dis- when possessing an agent in America.
able her as far as flying and rapid moveUpon my return I will see what
ments are concerned. Of course there further can be ascertained as to " outcan be no practical value in these bees, of-the-way products." Itis hard to get
but I tucked the nest in a box about G any prices, and would in most instances
inches square and 2 deep, or rather a be difficult to obtain a quantity worth
part of the brood and honey ,and brought while to ship.
the swarm along. They have been fixFrom Arabia, coffee, gums, perfumes
ing up their new home quite bravely.
and pearls come.
At Aden I was told
Daudual-Meso is a small bee which I that the best Mocha coffee could be got
have not seen, but which I do not be- for one shilling (or 24 cts.) per lb. In
be-

•

large quantities I think it can be got
cheaper. I should think precious
stones (sapphire, jasper, &c.,)gums,cof-

lieve is likely to prove valuable, since it
is so small.
Its comb is composed of
regular hexagonal wax cells, like all
comb of Apis, but there are HI cells to
the square inch.
I have in my possession a small piece.

Interesting Letter from Singapore.

The following letter from Mr. Benton,
from Singapore, will be read with interThat city is a great seaport near
est.
the Islands of Borneo and Java. Mr.
Benton's search after those large bees
dorsata is a herculean task,
and his trip thither will be well worth
a place in history. Here is the letter

—Apis

—

Friend Jones When in Ceylon I
plunged intd the jungles, first in this direction and then in that, and followed
:

out every clue that I could obtain
yet
although on every side I was told there
existed " a large bee,'' which the natives
call bambera, it was not until just before
I came away that I ascertained anything reliable regarding the habits and
;

whereabouts of this wonderful insect,
which I feel safe in saying is the long
talked of Apis dorsata itself though
;

was too late for me to get to the
places where I could see this bee and
As I return to
still reach this steamer.
Ceylon, and am likely to see Apis dorit

comforted myregarding the disappointment experienced at not seeing this bambera before my re-embarkation.
I will speak in the order of their size,
of the bees found in Ceylon, giving the
Cingalese names used there.
Aana Mee Meso belongs to the Trigones, and therefore is not a true honey
bee, although it gathers pollen and
some honey, and lives in swarms with a
queen.
In a jungle a few miles from
Kaltura, on the southwest coast of Ceylon, I found a small bee which contained a nest of these minute, stingless
bees.
tube about { of an inch in diameter and a foot long, composed of
propolis and particles of wood, hung
from the hole of the tree, and through
this tube all the bees entered. It seems
this is a means of keeping out larger
sata elsewhere also, I
self

A

insects.

still

cocoanut oil,cinnamon oil and pearl
best, perhaps also ivory and
At Aden I found
ostrich feathers.
Mee Meso are the Cingalese words some large wheat,but kinds were mixed,
"
signifying
honey bee,,' and this is the or else the variety is not a fixed sort.
bee from which, aside from bambera, This portion of the world produces litmost of the honey and wax come.
tle or no grain besides rice.
Bambera, all accounts agree, exists
I have obtained seeds of a number of
plentifully in the jungles of Ceylon, but flowering plants and trees, some of
I found just before I came away, only which I know yield honey, and others
rarely near the seashore, I failed to find that look as though they might were
We expect to
it within 10 miles of the coast.
I was there bees to gather it.
glad to get accounts from persons who reach Singapore to-morrow forenoon. I
have seen these bees and their trees, will take the first steamer for Batavia,
and have measured the lengths of their which will likely leave in a day or so.
combs ; observing gentlemen, too,
Frank Benton.
whose word can be relied upon. They
say these.bees, which I feel sure are of
For the American Bee Journal.
the species Apis dorsata, attach their
Cause of Bee Cholera or Dysentery.
combs to the branches of trees, usually
fee,

would pay

some lofty trees of the primitive forest,
and a gentleman who has often seen
them, says they build combs 8 feet long.
Another once measured a comb which

G.

A. melifica, and will establish
that wonderf unproductive Island an

cle in the February number of the BeeKeepers'' Instructor : " Every bee-keeper

of experience who lives in our northern
latitudes has witnessed enough to know
that cold or confinement, or both, do
not cause bee cholera or dysentery."
Now, I claim the title "bee-keeper"'
(whether of experience or not I dare not
say), and live in the "northern latitudes," yet I cannot be one of the number above styled as "every," fori believe
confinement doescause the so-called dysentery, and hope to so clearly show it in
this article that you will so acknowl-

edge

also.

produced dysentery (I
do not believe this is a disease, but
merely an accumulation of the feces) in
its worst form, the latter part of June,
by confining a lot of bees to the hive
for 10 days. A frame of brood was taken
from the hive with the adhering bees,
and also a frame of honey with the bees
which were on that, and placed in an
empty hive to form a nucleus, the bees
being confined to the hive for three or
four days,when the entrance was opened
Early the next mornin the evening.
First. I once

in
in-

dustry that I feel sure will thrive there
and be a source of revenue to the inhabitants and the government.
Upon my return I have formed the
plan of taking with me for introduction
to Cyprus a lot of cocoanut palm trees,
some mango and bread-fruit seeds or
trees, and a species of paw-paw found
The tree was cut and the nest in Ceylon. As the date-palm, the or-

DOOLITTLE.

I have noticed in several articles a
statement quite similar to this, which
is taken from Mr. James Heddon's arti-

he found to be 6 feet long.
The first
mentioned gentleman says he has seen
30' natives with earthen pots each receive a load from one bambera bee tree,
and has seen a swarm of these bees
nearly a half mile long.
When I visited the Government Museum in order
to obtain information as to whether they
knew anything of these bees and where
they were to be found, the natives having only succeeded in finding deborah,
(a large hornet) with its nest, for me. I
was at once taken by one of the directors to this gentleman, as the one from
whom the most information could be
obtained.
The Cyprian and Palestine bees I have
with me are doing finely. Those left in
Ceylon will serve to introduce the species

31.

!

:i

|

No. 14.

1881.

;

cost

on their hind legs as witli other bees.

They are black.
The queen is large, her abdomen

6,

ange, the lemon, the fig, the banana and
the pomegranate are already growing in
Cyprus, I believe these new fruits will
thrive and find favor.
Financially, of
course, it is an experiment, yet I believe
it promises well
at any rate it will not

The

cells are built in irregulike those made by common bumble bees. Those cells containing brood were about the size of a grain
of rice, while the honey and pollen cells

secured.

APRIL

came on a cold storm and bad
weather ensued, so the bees could not
fly for six more days.
On the tenth day
the sun came out, and the bees from
these nuclei (7 in number) were so loaded
ing there

that they could scarcely fly. An examination revealed that they had eaten on
an average about 2 lbs. of honey in each
nucleus. Nuclei made but a few days
before, which had flown 2 or 3 times before the bad weather, were not eager to
fly, and showed no signs of dysentery,
neither did our full colonies nor had
they eaten an undue amount of honey.
The trouble here was evidently confinement, which caused the bees to worry
and thereby consume an undue quantity
of food, thus producing a necessity to
void the excrement, or dysentery, if you
please to call it so.
Again, in the fall of 1878 our bees
were prepared for winter in the best
possible shape, and had nothing but
white honey in their hives, said lioney
being collected the early part of July,
for we had no fall honey. Sixty colonies
were put in the cellar, and 90 left on the
summer stands, two-thirds of which
were packed with chaff and straw.
Winter set in early, and the weather
was so cold that no bees could fly with
safety for nearly i}4 months. At the
end of 4 months some of our best colonies were dead, with the combs and
hives soiled badly, while others sitting
right alongside of them were in as fine
condition as could be, and remained
thus, coming out strong in the spring.
If it was " bacteria" in the honey, why
did not all die, as all had the same
stores ? We also placed 60 colonies from
the same yard in the cellar on the 1st of
November, and did not set them out till
May 1st, and 55 of the 60 came out in
good condition, while we only saved 15
out of the 90 out-doors 75 dying with
the dysentery, so-called. If it was infection of the honey, why did not those
in the cellar die also, and especially as
they stood 6 month's confinement? The
past winter has shown the same results,
only our loss is but about 10 per cent,
so far.
Now I will give my conclusion. From
practical experience I have been forced
to the conclusion that confinement is
the cause of all wintering troubles, for
surely, bees do not die from what they
eat in July weather when they can fly.
But confine them to the hive with July
weather, and they cannot live one-third
as long as in cool or cold weather. That
confinement is the result whenever the
mercury falls below 40 to 45° in the
shade, and as surely as the mercury stays
below this for 60 days in succession,
bees not properly protected will suffer
therefrom, and if properly protected,
120 days will more or less hurt those on
the summer stands that 180 days' confinement in a good cellar can be endured
by the bees as well as 120 days in wellprotected hives, or 60 days with no protection on the summer stands that if
60 days more of confinement is added in
either case, not 1 colony in 10 can survive, no matter what the food is nor the
surrounding conditions. Now, wetome
to our last point, which is, that instead
of the trouble being in the kind of honey
eaten thus producing dysentery, the
trouble is in the quantity eaten, and as
the quantity consumed is to the number
of days the bees are confined, so is their
length of life shortened or extended.
For instance, a fair-sized colony may
;

—

;

;
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consume lJa lbs. of honey per month,
and endure confinement without soiling
the combs for 6 months now, if they
consume G times this amount in 2
months, they must fly at the end of that
time or the combs will be soiled very

Separators for Surplus Honey.

;

.TAMES

HEDDON.

For the benefit of some who do not
as yet understand all my argument
against the use of separators I wish to
add, that I am well aware that the system of sections within frames hung in
a super, is entirely impracticable withThus we are able to answer the question out the use of separators. I know too
why one colony dies, and another at the that, as Messrs. Greiner Bros, remark,
side of it does not. It is because one bees take more kindly to wood than to
gets discontented and consumes large tin or glass, and there is just where the
quantities of honey, while the other trouble comes, as they sometimes kindly
does not.
attach the sides of the combs to them.

soon thereafter. We often read, " My
bees wintered well and consumed but
very little honey," while the fact was
that their consuming but little honey
was the reason they wintered well.

Now comes the rub why does one
colony get discontented within 1 month
after being confined, and another does
not under 3 or 4, or in case of cellar wintering, ti months. Well, I will be candid and say I do not know but I do not
believe the cause is in the honey altogether. One thing Mr. Heddon and
myself will agree on I am sure, and that
is, if as soon and as often as a colony
gets uneasy and goes to eating honey
ravenously they could have a day to fly,
all would be well, even if such a colony
was obliged to fly 3 or 4 times where another did not have to but once.
To keep bees quiet the longest possi:

;

Some

seasons, under peculiar circumstances, the loss of honey by the use of
separators might, as Greiner Bros, say,

be very slight, but in many seasons they
will be found to be a serious detriment

amount of surplus obtained. But
not use a system that does not need
them, and is much handier than the super system besides V
I supposed that the younger bee-keepto the

why

who keep posted, knew that many
old producers on a more extensive scale
never used separators at all, and of that
class who did many others are laying
them aside. Bees do finish up their
combs full better with separators, beble time I would recommend 1st.
cause as the season draws to a close they
good bee cellar in a bank, covered all are less inclined to start another comb
over with no less than 3 feet of earth, in one of those little compartments, and
and an even temperature maintained as long as there is honey coming in they
inside at 44° to 45"; 2d. Hives so con- finish with it to keep from perfect idlestructed that chaff could entirely sur- ness. I think the unfinished combs
round the bees to the depth of 4 inches. are just so much extra. If itis "strange"
To sum up, we should winter one-half that 1 should declare against the use of
of our apiary one way and one-half the all separators, while still many promiother, inasmuch as our winters vary so
use them, how dare
:

ers,

A

nent bee-keepers

that one winter has come out the best you, Messrs.
G., declare against tin,
on summer stands, and another the best compared with wood, when you know
from the cellar. I will refer to this that tin is the popular material V Galisubject again in the next Weekly Bee leo said, " The world is round ;" all othJournal.
ers said, "It is flat," and there being
Borodino, N. Y., March 22, 1881.
more of the " flats" than Galileos, these
" flats" put their greatest scientist beK( pr the American Bee Journal.
hind the prison bars.
Before I close, I wish to call the attenExtracting Bees.— The New Industry. tion of the readers of this paper to the
able article of A. B. Weed, on " Queen
H. T. COLLINS.
and Supply Trade," in the Bee Journal of March 23d. I think all beeAs the exigencies of the times have keepers, whether supply-dealers or procreated the new industry of " extractducers strictly, if posted upon the
ing dead bees " from the cells, and as points therein taken, will say, "Thanks
many of the bee-keeping fraternity may to Mr. Weed."
want to do so without delay in order to
Dowagiac, Mich., March 26, 1881.
save time, I give my plan, as I think
the one suggested by our editor, though
good in the main, is apt to break the
For the American Bee Journal.
combs too much. The necessary tools
Liquid
Honey in Glass Jars.
pair
tweezers
(such
as
Pure
are a small
of
taxidermists use), a light and sharp
CHAS. F. MUTH.
darning needle, and last but not least, a
shallow tin pan, say one inch deep and
The above subject is one which has
Vd%x.Vl% inches. Every keeper of 10 or
more colonies should have one or more provoked considerable comment, and it
10fill
the
bottom
of
a
appears we are not quite done with it
pans—they just
frame Langstroth hive, and are as yet. I dare say that there is not a dealer
handy as a pocket in a shirt. Instead of any note in Cincinnati, by this time,
of the pan, a common table waiter will who imagines that my jar honey is anySitting in a good light, place thing but pure honey, or who suspects
answer.
the pan lengthwise across the lap, and any fioney when it comes from my store;
lay the frame across the pan, but paral- and I am just as positive in the stateThe use of the pan is ment that there is not a dealer in Cinlel with the lap.
to give a convenient rest to the frame, cinnati, having extracted honey from
and ro hold the dead bees. If you are New York or Chicago in store, who does
right-handed, let the top of the frame not believe it to be glucosed. There is
be towards the right hand, if not, vice hardly anybody in our community who
Holding the tweezers in the suspects the purity of the honey when
versa.
hand, which is right (often the left one), my label is on the jar. Jar-honey, in
grasp the bee and pull it out slowly and general, is not mistrusted any more in
gently, and with the motion of the our city, unless the jar contains besides
hand towards the top of the frame. As the liquid, also a piece of comb honey.
in the natural position, the base of the Such is the case in Cincinnati, to all apcell is horizontally the lowest, the above pearances, and I am willing to be cormentioned motion extracts the bee with rected if wrong.
the least friction. But income combs
The subjoined letter from a party in
they will stick so tight as to break off New York, and my answer to them,
at the junction of the abdomen, and to show an interesting difference in the
prevent this, with the darning needle state of the market for extracted honey
pierce the thorax as it comes to the in our city and New York, the home of
edge of the cell, and by its help you can Mr. W. M. Hoge, Wm. Hogue or John
nearly every time drag out the too- Long. To avoid misunderstanding, I
tightly lodged bee.
cup of warm may state that Hoge, Ilogue or Long,
water will be convenient in removing while in New York, was bottling honey
the sticky deposit that will often adhere for the firm of Thurber
Co. In exTo the in- planation of the letters following, I may
to th# end of the tweezers.
experienced, the above may seem to be state that the editor of the Cincinnati
a slow and tedious way of extracting Grocer had been recommending my
bees, but a little practice will make one honey to Messrs. Guernsey
Co., N. Y.,
skillful, and if any one has a better way who opened correspondence with me,
it
piomptly, as and to me he had recommended them as
ple;ise communicate
this new industry promises, from the perhaps the best party to introduce my
weekly reports, to be a large and grow- honey in the New York market. The
result was that I sent them 1 gross of
ing one.
1 lb. jars and 1 gross of
Jacksonville, 111.
lb. tumblers,

A

&

&

%

April

6,

The honey next morning
then push the boxcommenced granulating in the course of cover lengthwise of the box and you
a month or more. This fact, and the will observe each queen with her colony
general mistrust to extracted honey in clustered by themselves
now place
New York must be taken into conside- the division board between each cluster,

at cost, on 60 days' time.

;

;

ration to do the following correspon- push the cover back again over the
cluster and hive at pleasure.
dence justice
The present season is fully 6 weeks
New York, March 17, 1881. ahead
of last season drones were in
Mr. C. F. Muth— Dear Sir : Enclosed the air on the 28th of Feb. We keep our
please find bill of lading for the honey colonies
in a condition so that the queen
sent us. We find it totally impossible can breed up to her full capacity. The
to sell the goods, as parties here are Italian queens
we received from the
afraid of glucose, etc. We waited for Bee Journal
apiary last fall, wintered
parties to decide about them, and they well, and we now have
several nuclei
concluded not to take them. We are started for queen-rearing, as we mean
sorry, but such is the case. We have
to Italianize all of our bees by the end
retained one box of each, bottles and of the present season. The prospects
tumblers, to pay us for the freight paid were never better than now for a boomon goods here. Yours very respectfully, ing good year.
Guernsey & Co.
At some future time we will give our
experience in wintering bees in a cold
To which I replied as follows
climate on 4 lbs. 2 ounces of honey per
Messrs. Guernsey & Co.— Gents
colony, before chaff packing was in:

;

:

Your favor

is

at hand.

I expect the

my honey with all the charges
deducted you feel disposed to make. I
had supposed that there were some men
in your city with enough sense to determine the difference between honey and
glucose. My honey is strictly pure, and
1 will pay you $100 if you will prove that
Yours truly,
I am wrong.
return of

Chas. F. Muth.

vented.
If a Syrian queen cross with the black
drone, would not this cross produce the
Italian bee V Success to the Bee Jour-

nal.
Warthan,
[If

Cal.

March

originally produced

15, 1881.

a hybrid, and
by mating the black

the Italian bee

is

drone with the Syrian queen, then, of
course, a like cause will again produce
[We were shown quite recently a let- a like effect but if the Italian bee is a
ter received by a prominent dealer in
distinct race, then no crossing of other
strictly pure honey in this city, from a
races will produce it as a fixed type.
correspondent in Virginia, who had orEd.]
dered and received from him a keg of
honey. They say " The keg of honey
For the American Bee Journal.
came to hand on the 25th; you may
Raspberry
as a Honey Plant.
imagine my chagrin on opening the
solid.
contents
finding
the
package and
D. D. PALMER.
In its present condition it is of no value
The raspberry can be grown in any
to me." Although a dealer, we suppose
land that will produce a crop of corn or
this was really the first package of
Cincinnati, Ohio,

March

21, 1881.

;

:

strictly

pure extracted honey he had ever

potatoes.

It furnishes a fine quality of

honey, and a delicious fruit, coming
immediately after strawberries. Sandy
stead of chagrin, to find it granulated or light soils produce a better flavored
but not so much nor as large as
The truth is, the public have fruitsoils.
solid.
clay
been so much deceived with a spurious
The ground should be spaded or
article in liquid form, that many do not ploughed deep, and raked or narrowed
know the genuine when they see it. A thoroughly so as to pulverize it. If you
get plants by mail, dip them in water
bee-keeper or person perfectly familiar
as soon as received and bury the roots
with honey in a northern or central lat- in moist shady ground until you are
Plants can be
itude, would require something more ready to set them out.
convincing than the mere assertion of a sent by mail with as much certainty of
arriving in good condition as if carried
respectable grocer that his honey was personally or sent by express.
Handle
strictly pure, if not candied or granula- so as to expose the roots to the sun and
wind as little as possible. For garden
ted in cool weather.— Ed.]
seen, or he would have felt pleasure, in-

or field culture plant 2% or 3 feet
apart in the row and the rows 6 feet
convenient implement to use
apart.
in setting any small plants is called a
How to Separate Swarms.
dibble,
made similar to a mason's
trowel, and cost me 25 cts. each. Make
BRAY & SEACORD.
the holes deep enough to take in the
An experience of 20 years with bees long roots without doubling them up.
Spread the roots out like a fan, fill with
them
and
to
wait
upon
me
has taught
not to nave them wait upon me in mellow soil and pack snugly among
other words, always hare your work the roots, if the ground is dry pour in
ahead of time. Next, to have your bees water before filling up, then fill up with
in strong condition at the time of the dry or moist soil, leaving the surface
The great mistake loose and mellow. If dry weather prefirst flow of honey.
of beginners is to aim at too large an vails, remove the top soil and pour in
after the water has
increase, either by division or natural plenty of water
swarming. If the season is good, an settled replace the soil. They may be
increase of 3 from each colony is a cultivated the same as corn, being
plenty ; if a medium season an increase careful not to cultivate too deep as some
of the roots grow near the surface.
of one from each colony is enough.
The brood chamber is the mainspring Cabbage or other root plants may be
to work upon for a good yield of honey. planted and cultivated among them the
We allow no queen to live over 3 years, first season. Fruit trees maybe planted
and if not a prolific queen she only with them in the row.
There are several ways of training
allow no brood
lives one year.
comb to remain over 3 years in the cen- the bushes some use stakes. This we
by this plan we get fine consider an expensive practice, unless
tre of the hive
it be for garden planting, when very
developed bees, and of longer life.
Our plan of separating swarms of 2 close planting is required and it is not
Our
or more, when they come out and clus- wished to have a spreading bush.
ter together, may be of benefit to some. method consists in training them while
growing.
When
18
are
inches
high
they
box
feet
long
Make
a
3
It is as follows
(or any size that will fit the frames of pinch off with the fingers, or where a
your hive), make one entrance to the field is to be pruned we have found a
pair of large scissors, with blades 5
box for the bees to pass in and out
make a tight cover to tit the box, with inches long, to be an excellent thing to
For the American Bee Journal.

A

;

;

We

;

;

:

cleats on 2 sides, no end cleats ; make 3 prune with ; with them we can prune a
1 ou will
or 4 division boards ; then the box is row as fast as we can walk.
need to prune the patch 2 or 3 times
ready for hiving the bees.
take the box and hive the cluster each season. In the spring, when the
of 2 or more swarms, and as soon as all plants are one year old, prune or cut off
the bees are in the box, put it in a shady all the laterals within 12 or 18 inches of
place, and let it remain there until the the main stock before they start to

Now
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grow

the second season out out the
train the laterals so as to
make the rows like a hedge nip or cut
Oft the new shoots when 8 feet high. In
this way they bear larger and better
fruit, are more convenient to pick, and
are not blown down by the wind, as the
;

and

I

am

satisfied

that

my

present energies in this grand undertaking.
There are but few of us that realize the
benefits of the exertions put forth by
this great linn in finding a market for
our products. Their undertaking has
been crowned with success, and to them
we owe our sincere thanks if nothing
more.
The markets of the world are
open to our products, and it is now
duty to see that those markets are not
ruined through any fault or neglect on
the part of the American producer. We
must also have united action looking
toward the prevention of adulterations.
We must have co-operation in marketing honey, to produce the most satisfactory results.
We have seen what
the past sea-

which isas handsome as any one
need wish for, has excelled anything I
ever had or saw. If breeders will work
carefully and use every means in their
power to improve their bees, we may
live to see Mr. Newman's prophecy
come true, and the Apis Americana
bushes support each other.
The red varieties are increased by have a world-wide fame.
Coleraine, Mass.
suckers or sprouts from the roots. They
may be cultivated 2 seasons, and if
needed for honey more than choice Translated from Btenen-ZeltunK by Grelnor Bros.
fruit, they may be allowed to occupy
Fertilization a Crippled Queen.
the ground. The black caps are increased from tips, i.e. by the ends of
DR. DZIERZON.
Doolittle,
(lead

wood and

strain,

;

The
the vines taking root.
Mammoth Cluster and Home Sweet
Home are especially adapted to cultivate in hedge rows, on account of their
stock canes.
Farmers might load their tables with
this delicious, health giving fruit the
year round, by settings plants of Doofor early, and 100 of
for late use and canning.
little

New

Boston,

Sweet

Home

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Apis Americana.
E. A.

THOMAS.

Ill

looking over a nucleus

son, I found a

young

Italian

queen just

hatched. She was very large and beautiful, but in trying to make her Bight
she fell to the ground, because of her
left wing being considerably shorter,
and she could not rise, although she
made every effort. If I had possessed
a surplus queen, or even a queen-cell, I
should have disposed of her; but as I
had not, I left her in the hive, hoping
that she might gain strength enough to
enable her to make her wedding trip.
Two days after I looked again and found
my queen there still, and my experiments with her proved that she was as
unable to fly as before. It occurred to
me to shorten her long wing to produce
equilibrium. She could then fly some,
but dropped to the ground again. After I had trimmed her long wing down
to the size of the crippled one, she succeeded in keeping herself up in the air
for quite a while, although it seemed
very hard work for her. and she finally
reached her hive. I let her run in, then
fixed an alighting-board, that she might
have a chance to run from the ground
up to her hive, if compelled.
On one of the following days I was in
the apiary again at noon, and on looking about I noticed great excitement in
one of the neighboring hives near said
nucleus. When I opened the hive I
found the short-winged queen in there
balled, but not yet injured. Undoubtedly she came out to meet a drone, and
on returning entered the wrong hive,
which, when we considerher clumsiness,
could not be wondered at. I picked her
out of the ball, and took her back to her

There has been much discussion of
late about " How to obtain the best race
of bees," and I notice there is a great
diversity of opinion in regard to it. I
fully agree with the editor of the American Bee Journal that the coming
bee will be the Apis Americana, a cross
between our present Italians and some
other race, and I believe that, although
there are but few who hold that opinion
now, the time is not far distant when
the majority of the apiarists of America will acknowledge the superiority of
the American strain of Italians.
During the past few years there has
been a mania among bee-keepers for
imported stock which has steadily increased up to the present time.but which
I sincerely hope has now reached its
height. Do not understand by this that
I object to all importations for I do not,
but only to those careless and almost
reckless ones that, instead of improving, will cause the deterioration of our
present excellent strain.
So long as
queen breeders in Italy know that any own hive.
few days after I found
queens they may see fit to send to Amer- her depositing eggs, and she proved to
ica will be accepted just because they
be fertile but whether she was fertilcame from Italy, just so long will some ized on that trip, or whether she made
of them take advantage of such knowanother, is not certain.
ledge to ship to this country queens
they would not be willing to use themRead before the N. E. Convention.
selves, arid which American bee-keepers
would not accept as a gift if they knew Best Method of Marketing Honey.

A

;

what stock they sprang from. But only
let them understand that they must
send only the very best and purest that
Italy can afford, or lose the American
trade, and they will be more careful
how they try to impose upon the credulity of American bee-keepers. There

many good reliable breeders in Italy,
and those who are desirous of importing should search them out and give
such their orders, and give all others a
But to return
severe "letting alone."
to my subject.
When an apiarist becomes, satisfied that he has anjexcellent
are

strain of bees he should be very careful
introduces new blood into his
apiary, I care not from what source it
comes whether from Italy or a home
breeder, until he has thoroughly tested
it and found it to be good. Many a beekeeper after having obtained a class of
bees that did credit to America and
which bid fair to become worthy of the
name Apis Americana, not content to
let " well enough alone," has ruined his
stock by introducing foreign blood that
was as worthless as it was cheap. For
the improvement of our present strain
of bees- 1 would suggest that queen
breeders exchange queens from their
working stock and make a careful
record of the result of the cross. When
they get a cross that is an improvement
on their own bees let them breed from
it and introduce the blood into their
apiary. Thus by crossing the best blood
in the country we may hope to obtain a
strain of Italians that will rival those
found in Italy, and which will be exported to all parts of Europe.
As regards the color of our bees, I
beg to differ with those who consider it
necessary to breed dark colored bees in
order to obtain good honey gatherers. I
have bred both dark and light colored,

how he
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wonderful results have been accomplished by associate action, and by a
combination of interests.
The great
enterprises of to-day, that are so astonishing in their magnitude, are the results of associated effort, and this is
destined to revolutionize the business
operations of the world. We have seen

for any of our markets.
Wo must concentrate our honey, ami the quicker we.
do this the sooner we shall be able to
sell our products for cash.
I will venture here to present another
subject of great importance, and one
that, needs the co-operative effort of
" Statistics of the agevery apiarist.
gregate production of both comb and
extracted honey." With united action
would sugthis can be accomplished.
gest that this association petition our
national society, praying that the president thereof snail appoint reliable and
willing vice-presidents in each ami
every State in the I'n ion, whose duty
it shall be to demand of each and every
secretery of the different, associations
within his State to collect, the correct
statistics of the yield within his territory to report to the vice-president,
who in turn shall report to thesecretary
of the National society, and he, be required to cause the same to be published in each of the bee-journals no
later than the first of September.
I

;

what wonderful results have been accomplished by the associated system of
Every bee-keeper in making up his
dairymen.
What unity and action has report should be very careful not to
done for dairying and other branches of over-estimate his yield. In the past
industry it may also accomplish for api- this has worked injury to our markets,

Association and unity of acculture.
tion are the great mainsprings of power

many

bee-keepers making a fictitious

and an exaggerated report for fear that
and progress in the world. I am pleased some neighboring apiarist may lead
this
bee-keepers
of
that
the
to know
them in the amount of honey produced.
country are awakening to this principle This is all wrong and I trust we shall
in marketing their products.
soon see the end.
Remember that
While in New York city last October honey buyers keep their eyes upon all
I devoted one whole day investigating reports regarding the amount of honey
the honey market, and I must say that produced in the country. That from
I was completely disgusted with the these reports they fix the price to be
workings thereof. Not being personally paid and when we go to sell our honey
acquainted with more than two of the we are compelled to face the reports.
firms handling honey, I had a splendid When we are able to furnish coreect
;

opportunity to investigate the facilities and the workings of many houses,
by withholding my name and pleading
The honey of some of our
ignorance.
leading apiarists was found in several
different commission houses, and one
apiarist in particular, who has probably
written and said more upon this subject
of "marketing honey " than any other
one person, consigned his honey to more
than one commission house, and the
honey was not put up in a very marketable condition at that; the edges of the
boxes being covered with propolis, and
evidently no attempt had been made to

remove it. One commission house sold
man's white honey for 12 cents,
while another house was holding this
same man's honey at 18 cents.
One of the four honey houses in New

this

York informed me
two-thirds of

all

that they received
the honey sent to that

market.
The proprietor of another
house told me that lie handled most of
GEO. w. HOUSE.
the honey sent on commission to that
In writing upon this subject I fully city. Of course I saw their stock of
realize the difficulties of the task before honey, and truthfully say that both
me, and also the differences of opinion houses combined do not sell one-fourth
that exist on this interesting subject, the amount of honey sold by either of
and one that is of such vast importance the other two houses. These men misto the honey producer of to-day. We represented their business, and if they
are yet in the infancy of this enterprise, misrepresented to me why wouldn't
and time will doubtless reveal many they do the same to all other producers.
changes and improvements where now
Then there are other commission
we think we have attained perfection. men who receive now and then a small
Of course practical bee-keepers will em- consignment of honey, and in almost
ploy all their energies to keep up with every instance you will find that honey
the times, and give their patrons the setting outside the door begging for a
benefit of new developments as soon as sale.
After seeing all this and much
they are proved to be improvements. more, I can say without fear of successWe should ascertain what the market ful contradiction, that at present there
demands and thendilligently apply our- are but two firms in New York that
selves to the work, in order to reap the have the facilities of handling our proreward.
ducts, H. K. & F. B. Thiirber & Co.,
We talk of supply and demand of and D. W.Quinby. Undoubtedly there
overstocking the markets and over- is not another firm in this country that
stocking the land.
But in solving the can place our honey on the markets of
problem of " marketing," man's inven- Europe to so good an advantage as can
tive genius is called upon to provide the Messrs. Thurber, while Mr. Quinby,
the necessary elements, whereby the who has been in the business for many
desired results may be attained without years and has many customers, can
increased expense to the consumer or place honey to good advantage and satdecreased profit to the producer.
This isfactory to the consignor. Both these
is a practical age and requires practical firms are making a specialty of our proinventions, to be used in the race for ducts, and they are the only ones. Go
the " mighty dollar."
to New York with your honey; see
There need be no fear of overstocking where it is destined look over the field
the markets.
Honey is being used by before you, and I will venture to say
many manufacturers in the liquid form, you will corroborate all I have said.
and its demand is increasing throughSuch being the case, what are we to
out the land. Honey in the comb is do ? We must have unity of action.
finding its way to the tables of thous- Let us concentrate what honey we put
ands of families throughout all Europe, on that market by sending to these two
where till recently it was never seen. houses. By so doing our honey will
Thus the question of overstocking the command a higher price, sell faster, and
market is nearly settled. All honor to thereby insure us quicker and more
the Messrs. Thiirber and their repre- satisfactory returns.
What will apply
sentative in Europe for their untiring to the New York market will hold good
;

;

then we shall see the benefit.
larger markets are mostly supplied by the larger producers or specialists, while our local or smaller markets
are left to the amateur or novice. To
control these lesser lights will be hard
work
but as long as they keep out of
the larger markets they will do no great
injury.
They will be helping to increase the consumption.
As soon as
we get to a basis of buying and selling,
speculators will control these small lots.
Our markets are also much injured
by placing our products upon them in
an unmarketable shape. Honey in the
comb should be placed upon the market
so as to call the attention, and tempt
the consumer to purchase. To this end
we should put up our comb honey in
single comb sections, the combs being
straight and evenly built and completely
capped over. In regard to size of boxes,
the demand seems to be settling down
to about three sizes, viz 4x4, 5x5 and
5x6 inches. In glazing, we should have
the glass nicely cleaned and put on in
good shape, being careful to first remove ail propolis or wax adhering
In grading and crating the
thereto.
apiarist should give his personal attention, that he may be positive as to destatistics,

Our

;

:

should any question arise involving
In grading it is
this part of the work.
well to make two grades white and two

tails

grades dark honey, putting

all

straight

and perfect combs

in the first grade,
while those that are stained, unevenly
built combs and not quite capped over
should be put in grade No. 2. In dark

honey we frequently have combs that are
from % up white, being finished with
This should be graded
dark honey.
black. No. 1, and all remaining combs
should be classed as buckwheat. In
crating, use only neat white crates
holding 12 boxes, or if the boxes are
small use crates weighing from 20 to 25
The honey must not be velbs. net.
neered and the crates should weigh
even pounds, i. e., no halves or quarter
pounds.
We cannot be too particular
in having our boxes and crates neatly
made and placed on the market free
from all dirt or stain or leakage.
In shipping, great care must be exerThe crates should be placed in
the car with the combs running with
the car, not over 6 crates high, setting
close together at the side and end.
Extracted honey is now classed as a
staple article, therefore it is best to ship
in bulk or barrels. But if designed for
the retail trade it should be put up in
small packages, such as small tin pails,
or pint or quart glass fruit jars, something that can be used after the honey
cised.

is

consumed.
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Bee-Keeping a Failure?

C.

NEWMAN.

EDITOR AND PHOPHIETOB,

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

The Lessons

APRIL

6, 1881.

of the Hour.

Sweet are the uses of adversity,"' is
a trite remark credited to Shakespeare,

The winter of 1880-1 will
believe.
long be known as one of the most severe
in its nature and direful in its effects,
not only in America but throughout the
world.

we

A

gentleman from Minnesota assures
us that in the southern part of that
State fully 10 feet of snow has fallen
since the great storm of Oct. 14. Losses
and privations have beenffte rule during
Fuel has been
the past 5 or months.
so scarce that in some places even the
" liberty pole " has been sacrificed for
use as fuel those sections cut off from
communication have been deprived of
tea, coffee and sugar, and the coffeemill has been made to serve the purpose
of the flour-mill, to grind wheat for
family use.
;

Heavy sleet storms have destroyed
the timber, the principal sufferers being peach, soft maple, hickory and elm
trees.

Birds, sheep, cattle and hogs have
perished by thousands, being deprived
of food and shelter and cut off from succor by the waves of death from the
north and west, and the oft-repeated
Even mankind is no excepblizzard.

tion—untold numbers have been sacrificed upon the altar of the storm-king.
Snow, hail, wind, blinding storm and
blizzard-blast have united with poisoned
air and miasmatic vapor to sweep men.
women and children into the tomb, and
is it any wonder that our pets— the
bees— should suffer in common with all
other forms of life ?
difficult it is to

that the winter is drawing to a
munerative, until we have made some
close, and the chilling blasts are becomprovision against natural failures and
ing more fitful and spasmodic under the
seasonable disasters. Every bee-keeper
tardy but certain approach of spring,
should, in justice to himself, test this
we begin to contemplate with an inward
matter of planting on a sufficiently exfeeling of gratification the genial suntensive scale to satisfy himself. We
shine and gentle showers with which
feel confident of the verdict.
Nature will awaken to life the farstretching fields clothed in emerald
Law Against Adulteration in N. Y.
green, the lawns and lanes with their
the
grassy carpets, the air laden with
We have received the following copy
sweet perfume of the blossoms in gar- of the bill against adulteration, referred
den and orchard, the trees in forest and to on page 92 of the Bee Journal for
grove animated with the feathered song- March 23.
Mr. L. C. Root remarks:
sters whose little lives seem an incarna- "
The leaders of the Bee Journal are.
tion of happy melody— all these will
no doubt, interested in the progress becombine to help us forget the dreary ing made regarding the bill upon which
hours of the past, and with keener zest action was taken at the late session of
enjoy the future. But how many will the Northeastern Bee-keeper's Associamiss the cheerful hum of the myriads tion. The subject is one of marked inof toiling bees, whose flitting wings
terest to bee-keepers in general. I send
were wont to bear them from flower to
you a copy of the bill, which may be
flower, where they gathered nectar fit
of interest and which shows the profor a banquet of the gods.
gress thus far made."
We can scarcely wonder that many
Intro-

discover the

" sweet uses " of all this adversity
True, it may point out the more hardy
kinds of trees, insects, birds and stock,
to withstand the rigors of such seasons
upon the principle of " the survival of
!

—

the fittest "—and it may teach men a
valuable lesson on the necessity of securing more perfect ventilation, drainage and pure water.

When

unprecedented
season
the
have passed, let us try to fathom
these deep lessons in respect to our
Perhaps there is a lesson to be
bees.
learned here which we could learn in no
other way. Close observation and profound study will no doubt be amply rewarded. " Let patience have her pershall

have become discouraged and almost
doubt whether bee-keeping pays, when
they think of the meager honey yields
of two successive summers, and view
the untenanted hives and soiled combs
which are left as the sequel to their
cherished hopes for the future. However, none should be too hasty in passing judgment. With the hives and
combs already provided, more than onehalf the original investment is saved,
and with a propitious season for the
present, our losses will be made good
with a credit in our favor on the balance
sheet. We cannot expect bee-keeping
to be profitable every season, any more
than any other special branch of industry which is dependent upon natural
causes, but we can with forethought,
industry and systematic perseverance,
make it as reliable as any other, and
now that many will be compelled to begin anew (or comparatively so), we suggest that they begin aright. It will not
be a guaranty of success that they use
the best hive, nor that they have an
abundance of bees; a familiarity with
all the recognized authorities and a mind
crammed with theories, will often fail
the industrious brown bee will seek in
vain, the gold-banded Italian bee will
tire in its flight, and even Apis dorsala
will view its stores with dismay, if there
be no nectar-laden bloom from which to
gather.
Now is the time to invest for the future. Every dollar judiciously paid out
for seeds of honey plants will bear compound interest— will be " bread cast

upon the waters." The traditional
two or three weeks of honey-flow can,

6,

Vennor's Predictions for April.

So remarkable have his predictions
been fulfilled in the past that we hope
|

;

"

But how

now, and never can we

truthfully say bee-keeping is more hazanions than other industries, or less re-

Now

THOMAS

April

we

shall not be disappointed in his pre-

dictions for

May weather

least a part of this

month.

during at

The

follow-

ing are his probabilities for April

There

:

sharp frost in the beginning of April, with a snowfall on the
4th or 5th, but the spring will open
favorably, and everything will be pretty
well advanced bv April 15. Floods may
be expected in Chicago about the first
week in April, with high winds also
will be

prevailing in the early part of the
month. Snow-falls are probable about
April 5.
Navigation is likely to open
on Lake Ontario about April 7.
The St. Lawrence will be open about
the 9th or 11th, and the first steamship
will probably arrive about the 17th or
18th. The weather will be very stormy
in the Lower Provinces about the 20th.
with very high water prevailing, but
in the West, April will be a dry month.
There will be warm weather just following the 20th, ending in thunderstorms on the 24th and 25th. Snowstorms are probable in the far West on
the 25th and 20th, and snow-falls are
not unlikely to occur in England at the
close of the month. The month will
York.
Assembly of
duced by Mr. Root— read twice and end wet and cold, but, on the whole,
referred to the committee on trade will be like a May month.
and manufactures reported favorably from said committee and comTwo Queens in a Hive.—Mr. Fradenmitted to the committee of the whole.
burg says " I think I can throw a new
Act, To prevent fraud in the adul- ray of light on this subject, which
is
teration of sugars, syrups, molasses
now-a-days attracting some attention
and honey.
among bee-keepers. I have come to
The people of tke State of New York,
represented in Senate and Assembly, do the conclusion that there are but just
two causes or conditions in which two
enact as folloics:
Any person, company or laying queens will be found in a hive at
Sec. 1.
corporation engaged in the manufac- once the first is the superseding of an
or mixing of sugars,
ture, refining
old and failing queen, in which case
syrups, molasses or honey for sale, who
shall mix the same with glucose or each queen seems to have a sort of revgrape sugar or any other article of adul- erence for the other the second conteration, shall, before selling or offering dition is that the bees in one part of the
the same for sale, cause to be marked
hive do not know at all times what is
on the cask or package in which it is
contained, the percentage of glucose or going on in another part of the hive.
adulteration therein contained, such This assertion may raise a storm of op
mark or label shall be in plain Roman position among the fraternity, but I becapital letters, not less than 1 each in
dimensions, in black ink or paint, and lieve I have the positive evidence to

—

New

—

:

An

—

;

.,

on the upper and most conspicuous part support

it."

of the cask or package.
I 2.

ration

Any
who

person,

company

or corpo-

shall sell or offer to sell such

mixed or adulterated sugars, syrups,
honey or molasses containing glucose,
grape sugar, or any articles of adulteration, shall expose or sell the same in or
from the original packages in which it
was consigned from the manufacturer
or mixer to the same, and shall be
plainly and conspicuously marked or
labeled as required in the

first

section

of this act.

Any person who shall violate
I 3.
the provisions of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction thereof shall be liable to a fine of
not less than $10 nor more than 8200, or
to imprisonment in the county jail for
not more than GO days, or both fine and
imprisonment in the discretion of the

<gg° We
have received a very nice
specimen of thin foundation for surplus
boxes, made on the Root Mill, from G.
W. Stanley, Wyoming, N. Y.

®"

This issue of the Bee Journal,
the first in the month, goes to all the
subscribers of the Weekly, Monthly

and Semi-Monthly. Should any of the
latter wish to change to the Weekly,
they can do so

at

any time, by paying

the difference.

(g°We can

supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

the back
If

soon.

court.

This act shall take
I 4.
first day of June, 1881.

effect

on the

^"California has had its floods, and
the Northwest is having a severe
experience in the same line.
Accordlast more than as many months
a sucCirculars and Catalogues.— The fol- ing to Veunor our turn is next. Let
cession of bloom can be secured, so that
lowing Circulars and Catalogues are on all be watchful, and prepare in time, if
should northerly winds or wet weather
desk
possible, to avoid loss.
prevail for a time, it would not carry our
E. A. Thomas. Coleralne, Mass.— 4 pages— Choice
fect work.''
Queens
and
Bees.
dismay to our hopes and starvation to Italian
Kennlcutt & Keyser, Tecumseh, Mich.— 4 pagesingle copies of the Journal are
our bees. If, as we hope and confidently Poultry and Bees.
Bright Bros., Mazeppa, Minn.-- 90 pages— Apiarian sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
®"Dr. Ehrick Parmly,the genial Re- believe, the present should prove an un- Supplies.
S. Valentine. Doublo Pipe Creek, Md.—4 pagescording Secretary of the North Ameri- paralleled honey season, it will amelior- Italian. Albino uml Holy ion] Queens ami Bee*.
(^"Constitutions and By-Laws for
L. C. Root & Bro. Mohawk, N. V.— 12 pages-Beewith a

trifling

expenditure, be

made

now

to

;

:

I,

can Bee-Keepers' Society, made us a
very pleasant call last Thursday afternoon, on his return from a three weeks'
tour through Colorado. We are glad to
say the Doctor was looking and feeling
remarkably well after his extended trip,
and his .jovial good nature done much
to banish the gloom occasioned by the
drizzling and

was then

monotonous snow which

falling.

ate the only tenable objection to nielilot
or sweet clover, which is that it blooms

but

or none the

first season
and
another season for
our "sweet" reward from it. There
little

we can

well wait

many

till

;

Supplies, Qulnby's New flee- Keeping, Ac.
page— Holy Land
I. K. Onnd. Nuppaneo, Ind.— 1
Her* and Queens.
page -Russell Hives,
II. Barber, Adrian, Mleh. —
Italian Queens ami Hees
page— Italian
lie... It. Lamb, Wilmington, N. C. —
Queen:
J. M. Brooks Jt Bro., Columbus, Ind.— 2 pages—
American-bred Italian Queens and Bees, and ApiaKci'i.iiin

I

local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

1

(g" The Volume of the

nal

for

1880,

bound

in

Bee Jourstiff

paper

other plants which we believe rian Supplies.
FA. Snell. Mllledgevllle, III.— is pages-Bee Hives, covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.
would repay cultivation in honey alone. Italian Beeaand Apiarian Supplies.
H. A. Burch ,V Ci... Smith Haven, Mich.—40 pagesbut not one that will bear comparison Bees. Queens and Bee-keepers' Supplies.
©Wlien changing a postoffice ads pages— Italian Bees
Uleael & Drum, Adelpbi,
with this Esau of the vegetable king- and Queens and Apiarian Supplies.
address as well
dress, mention the old ad
A. T. Blauvelt A Oo„ lilauveltvllle, N. Y— 16 pages
as
the new one.
dom. Never was a better time to start —Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
are

'

>.
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Come Gentle Spring.— I have 60 colo- Mated better than any bees I have seen Bee Journal for March !) Mr. Doolitnies in the cellar they are in poor con- this season; he has 16 colonies to day, tle's article on " Bee Moths'' contains
year or two ago I was at
dition and will all die if Ycnnordoes alive, and apparently in good condition. an error.
not give us line weather soon, so that Perhaps there is more in ventilation a friend's in Allegan Co., in this State,
They were than chaff hives or cellars. Will some in September, and he told me that the
the bees can have a flight.
all right .March 1st.
I like the Weekly
one please rise and explain ?
moths were killing all of his bees. I
then thought like Mr. D., that they did
much better than the Monthly.
S. GOODB1CH.
not hurt good colonies.
Correction.— In the Bib Journal
W.M. C. (iRAY.
He said they
Urbana, 111., March 23, 1881.
for March 16, page So, the number of
did and showed me swarms, with new
Pre-emption, 111., March 24, 1881.
my colonies is given as 25 it should be
Bees Confined 5 Months.— Yesterday white combs, the queen and brood all
85. So far as I can learn they are in
Bees All Right.— I have lost 2colonies my 115 colonies of bees had their lirst right, but the sides of the hives were
good condition.
I winter them in the out of 16, and the remaining 14 are flight since the last week in Oct., hav- white with moth cocoons.
They were
cellar.
I have been handling bees for
strong. I had them packed in buck- ing been confined to their hives 5 all black bees; I do not think they
Osage is a growing city, and wheat chaff, which is considered the months, lacking 2 or 3 days only. This would have troubled Italians. I like
6 years.
will consume all the honey produced in best packing we can get.
I have win- is a month longer than I have ever had the Weekly Bee Journal very much,
this locality. There are about 500 colo- tered for 4 years with it, and had suc- them confined to the hive without a but do not know that it will be of much
County,
and
I
nies of bees in Mitchell
In the winter of 1877 and 1878 I flight, during the past 12 years, and to value to me now. The cause of the
cess.
will do my share in supplying the mar- had 45 colonies packed in kiln-dried my very great satisfaction as well as death of my bees was, I think, the long
ket with honey.
Chas. Follett.
shavings and wheat chaff: but 4 were astonishment, I do not find a single steady cold, with no flight ; and not the
Osage, Iowa, March 21, 1881.
packed in buckwheat chaff and those dead colony. Some 5 or 10 are consid- extreme cold but why did one of them
It was just
4 lived
the rest died. There was a erably diseased, and a few are almost live through all right?
bees wintered very heavy loss around here among sure to be found queenless. I expect to like the rest in the fall. A. C. Balch.
Good Enough.—
Kalamazoo, Mich., March 12, 1881.
well. I only lost one out of 02 colonies. those that were left unpacked. I am lose from 5 to lSbetween this and honey
Some have lost all they had others %, well pleased with the Weekly Bee harvest. Bees generally have wintered
As yet Journal.
to
etc. The spring is backward.
W. S. Bair.
very poorly in this section. From
The Outlook Encouraging.— The loss
we have had but few days that bees
Rollersville, O., March 24, 1881.
3 of all the bees put in winter quarters in wintering has been very heavy in
Howlett.
could fly.
II.
entirely
W.
this county during the past cold winter.
last fall, have died.
I winter
Union. Ky., March 22, 1881.
Lost <! out of 100 Colonies.— The snow in chaff hives, and from what I hear I In one apiary near me, in Langstroth
wintering
method
of
hives, only 5 are now alive out of 100
judge
that
that
is all gone now and our bees have had
home apiary of 175 coloUsing Old Combs.— Is it not dangerous several flights.
On the 16th they has succeeded better than any other last Oct.
nies last Oct., mostly in closed-end
to use combs with dead brood in from gathered some pollen ; but this has during this past winter.
Quinby-frame hives, wintered on sumO. O. POPPLETON.
defunct colonies ? Is there not danger been the most disastrous winter among
;

A

;

;

;

My

;

%

My

bees in Maryland for many years 7.5
per cent of all the bees in north Md.
We had a very poor honey
are dead.
season last year, excepts weeks during
the first crop of red clover, which ended
colonies in Dixon outside of my apiary, about the 1st of July; and after that
and I have lost 1 3'. Those lost were but little honey was gathered. The
packed in dry chaff, as Prof. Cook's bulk of the loss was from neglect or

have
undecided whether to melt them up or save
them. The losses here have been fearful.
I do not think there are 10 live
of getting foul brood started
a good many of them, and I

I

?

;

Dixon, and I can count 8 of them now
that are all dead ; the most of them were
small, containing from 6 to 30 colonies
each. And the end is not yet. Those
yet alive may die soon unless spring
opens at once.
B. F. Pratt.
111.,

March

27, 1881.

of

March

number

of the

page

16,

Collins gives his

86.

method

A

A

Mr.

in this

Journal.— Ed.]

—

Xever Give Up. Bees are nearly all
long winter is the cause, of
dead.
course. " Never give up " is and must
motto,
but we must learn not to
our
be
venture too far without experience to

A

back

us.

Byron,

111.,

N. J. Longsdon.
March 26, 1881.

D.

nal.

S.

Kally.

Mansfield, Ind.

Good Prospect.— There

is

every pros-

[The difference in

pect of a prosperous season now, as we
are having rain enough, and I never
saw bees in better condition. I commenced on the 3d of March to divide
I have my
colonies, rear queens, &c.
hives nearly completed for the season's
operations. There is quite a contrast
between northern Iowa and southern
I commenced
Cal. for bee-keeping.
the last season with 48 colonies in very
this
season I start
and
condition,
poor
with 108 in extra good condition ; in
fact, the poorest colony I have is in as
good condition as the best was last season at the same time.

Santa Paula,

is

;

;

;

H. T.

Orchard Apiary.— The following

my

;

hardly possible there is a great
deal of dead brood in the combs to be removed. We should not hesitate, if the
brood is dry and shrunken, to place the
combs in strong colonies but if the
brood is putrid and ropy, and sticks to
the cells, we would not wish to use them,
as it is easy to imagine the possibility
of foul brood or other diseases arising
therefrom.
If, as we suspect, your
combs are filled with starved bees, you
can easily remove them by adopting the
plan recommended in the Weekly Bee

perceptible.

size of cells is

not

If bees are flying freely,

you can feed the thin honey with impunity.— Ed.

and a good many were entirely desbroke them up. Some
had a little honey and I gave that to
little more, and still
had
a
those that
had 150 left. Winter set in early, about
the middle of Nov., before I had packed
I waited for milder
any of them.
weather so that I could pack them, but
that did notcome until the 6th of March.
Never a day did myy bees have a fly uutil then
arid then I had but one colony
they would come
fly, and I hoped
through all right in my double hives,
Most of them had
but they did not.
plenty of honey. All of those having
some of them
and
honey had brood
young bees such had soiled the combs.
The one that is alive is strong and has
plenty of brood. I thought that bees
fall,

titute, so that I

;

Elisha Gallup.
March 18, 1881.

frames, especially so in metal coiner
frames. Out of 78 in such frame hives
Last year was
only 2 colonies are left.
the poorest season I have had in 12
one
natural
swarm
years ; I had but
during the season. White clover was a
failure
there is but little basswood
near here.
By feeding I kept my bees
in good condition for the fall harvest
smart weed furnished a very little
Spanish needle (the best honey plant in
;

was a

this section)

dusty. As I write the blue birds
robins are singing merrily.

and

Henry Alley.

Wenham,

Mass.,

March

23, 1881.

.

;

this is

;

;

;

me.
St. Charles,

A. T. Williams.
Mo., March 24, 1881.

Severe Winter, but Bees AH Right.—
This has been the most severe winter
experienced by the oldest inhabitant in
Ky. I have 14 colonies well packed in
3 in the
chaff, on their summer stands
star chaff hive, 9 in the simplicity with
tight bottom and portico, and 2 in the
simplicity hive. Banked each of them
on 3 sides with snow 12 faced south,
used
2 north, with no winter passages
the enameled cloth contrary to friend
Muth's advice. I packed on each side
of those in single-wall hives with loose
chaff, also on the top. I had from 3 to 7
All wintered
frames in each hive.
equally well, and to-day the queens are
doing their duty nobly, shut in on from
2 to 3 frames, and crowded with bees.
I think the chaff hive unnecessary for
this climate, but it is necessary to pack
them well with an absorbent in order
to bring them safely through our generally changeable winters. Success to
it is growing in interest
the Weekly
from week to week, and its coming is
;

;

;

;

Spring Come at Last.— The weather
is spring-like here, and has been since
March came in. The snow has all disappeared, and our roads are dry and

total failure

I
the 2d year in 12 that it has failed.
had one apiary near the Illinois river
which contained 120 colonies last spring,
in Quinby hives. The early part of the
season was poor, but I had during the
season 21 natural swarms and over 3000
lbs. of section honey for sale, with a
surplus of 3000 lbs. in brood frames
more than enough to winter them,
which I brought 10 my home apiary.
The above harvest was wholly from
smart weed, which was grown on overflow land near the Mississippi and Illinois rivers.
The loss in this apiary
will not exceed 10 from all causes. All
are strong and booming. The soft maples are now in bloom every fair day
the bees are carrying in pollen and a
the elm will soon be
very little honey
in bloom furnishing an abundance of
With
pollen for rapid queen rearing.
favorable weather I expect a spring
harvest from the willow privet bush and
red haw ; the honey from these is very
light colored and of excellent quality,
lour hopeful outlook for the coming
The Weekly
season is very cheering.
is both a pleasure and a necessity with

Ventilation.— I have met 14 different
persons in the last few days that had,
;
fast Nov., 168 colonies of bees altogether;
now they have in the aggregate 57 living these were mostly in frame hives,
on the summer stands, and left to care
for themselves. Nearly all died with
plenty of honey to have carried them
through. This, I think, will be about
the average loss in the counties of
Champaign, Piatt and Moultrie, in this did not commence to raise brood until
Wm. H. Beckwith started in a warm spell, but it seems I was misState.
I have heretofore boxed up a
the winter with 18 colonies in Lang- taken.
stroth and box hives, with plenty of part and left a part unprotected, and
C. H. Dean.
I think I anxiously longed for.
bees and honey in each hive. The hives have had success with both.
Mortonsville, Ky., March 18, 1881.
were very poorly made, being open at should have done better to have boxed
the corners, with a board laid on top to them up this year. I have now a lot of
Winter Bee House.— My bees have
keep the rain or snow from falling di- empty hives and a great plenty of nice
I shall not need any founda- wintered splendidly in my winter bee
rectly into the hive. Nearly all of them combs.
L. Carson.
set on blocks from one to two inches tion nor bee supplies this year; but house.
Frederick, O., March 24, 1881.
from the bottom board they were ven- need bees to cover my combs. In the
;

Cal.,

mer stands packed with fine straw and
now numbers only 115. Theloss
has been much the heaviest in open end

chaff,

;

[It is

Journal

25, 1881.

My bees came
report for 1880
through very strong in spring, and bred
rapidly, and were in excellent condition
to take advantage of fruit bloom, which
lasted about a week, during which time
starvation. As I had a fair demand for they filled the hives well with honey,
queens and I was breeding for improve- and it is well that they did, for raspment I kept up the queen breeding un- berry and white clover proved a total
til the last of Oct., and my bees were failure here, on account of bad weather
in poor condition for an ordinary win- in June.
My surplus all came from
ter ; much more for such a one as we basswood, which produced well for
have just passed through. I have lost about 10 days. Notwithstanding the
6 colonies at home, that starved I have poor season, and it was the poorest we
96 left in fair condition. I wintered in we have had, I realized a profit of over
but went into winter
a cellar expressly arranged for the pur- S8 per colony
pose it is perfectly dark, and the tem- quarters strong and with plenty of good
E. A. Thomas.
perature in this place was kept all wholesome stores.
through the winter at 46° and 47°.
Coleraine,Mass., Feb. 1, 1881.
All those that wintered in cellars fared
the best.
I am much pleased with the
Loss in Cellars, etc.— I put 95 colonies
Weekly.
I should lose a friend were I
I took them
the cellar on Nov. 15.
I wish it every in
to be deprived of it.
out yesterday, which was the first day
S. Valentine.
success.
they could fly with safety since about
Double Pipe Creek, Md., March 22.
the first of last Nov. Loss 4 (one probably queenless when put in, and 3
few are weak, but most of
Vexed and Perplexed.— When I go into starved).
my bee lot and look around I am vexed them are in good condition. This has
over the situation and perplexed to been a very hard winter on bees that
know what to do with my hives and were not properly cared for. Those
combs.
I put into winter quarters 16 left out are nearly all dead, as far as
good many have
colonies (all blacks) and now have one, heard from.
I have a lot of nice, well- died in cellars and special repositories,
very weak.
made and painted hives on hand, and a for want of a knowledge of the proper
I like the
for success.
lot of combs. As I have never han- conditions
dled Italian bees, and have concluded Journal very much.
J. E. Hunter.
to purchase, and I hear they are larger
Wyoming, Iowa. March 25, 1881.
than the blacks, will you please answer
these 2 questions in the Bee Journal:
Are comb cells of the black bee too
Blasted Hopes.—For the first time, t
small for the Italians to raise brood in ?
enroll myselt in the army of " blasted
Will it not cramp them in size ? Will
hopes." My 150 colonies of bees are (all
it be safe to feed the thin uncapped
things that were. I
honey that has caused dysentery to but one) among the them last season, or
from
The bees in this vicinity had no honey but
other bees V
what I fed back in the
at least none
are all dead. Success to the Bee Jour-

Manual directs, in Langstroth and Simplicity hives, while Root's chaff hive
has come out ahead, only 2 or 3 hives of
this kind have failed, out of about 30
chaff hives in use. There were as many
as 10 or 12 differeut apiaries in and near

Dixon,

Williamstown, Iowa, March

am

;
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Bees Wintered Well.— Bees on the
stands without protection have
wintered poorly in this vicinity. I have
fifty colonies in Quinby hives, packed
in oat chaff and cut straw, that have
Most of the
all wintered well so far.
bees in this vicinity are in box hives,
and nearly }i" of them are dead as far as
E. Deuel.
heard from.

A

Visit

My

;

;

;

colonies; lost 3 and bought 14, making
Emporia, Kan., March 28, 1881.
Owing to old age
75 in fair condition.
and poor health I intend to sell my
Bnds are Swelling ; Spring is Coining.
bees, although I regret it very much.
Last year was a very poor one for honey. —By the Journal I notice that the
winter has been a disastrous one to bees.
I obtained about 600 lbs. of comb honey,
which I sold for 15 cts. a lb., and I had It must be hard to report a loss of J.< or
and some of the reports even say
one swarm. I like the Weekly Bee
Journal very much. I had one colony "all dead." I am afraid that some of
the bee-keepers in this section can say
of bees swarm out on the 15th of this
month they flew around about half an ditto to these reports. The loss around
hour and then went back into the hive here is greater than there is any need
of, on account of the carelessness of
again.
I examined them on the 17th
and found the colony strong, with farmers in preparing their bees for wincombs all dry and nice, and about 25 ter some of them leave them out on
the summer stands without any prolbs. of honey, some pollen, with eggs
brood in all stages. They are now tection whatever, and of course the re-

%

;

J.Quinn.

J.

satisfied.

Corydon, Ky., March

25, 1881.

much

M. H. Wolfer.
Richmond, Ind., March 28, 1881.

sult is plain.
I have wintered
the cellar for the past 2 seasons

any

loss,

mine

in

without
except one that starved this

winter and I am to blame for that in
The Survival of the Fittest.— Another not knowing their condition when I
blizzard struck us yesterday the wea- put them in the cellar. I think that
ther is not so cold, but the high winds now all fear of loss is past, for my bees
and heavy fall of snow make it more are doing as well as could be desired.
disagreeable than any day of the cold They are breeding considerably, and
The snow
zero weather. Bees will get another are all bright and healthy.
set-back by their brood chilling. Those is going off slowly, at last, and we may
that come out in good condition this look for spring soon.
The maple trees
;

1881.

April

Williamson, See.. Lexington. Ky.

Association, at Eminence, Ky,
E. Drane, Sec. pro teni., Eminence, Ky.

7-N. W. Ohio, at Delta. Ohio.
Joseph, Mo.
D. G. Parker, Pres., St. Joseph, Mo.
St.

May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum
bridge,

Guernsey

Valley, at

Cam

Co., O.

A. Bucklew, Sec. Clarks, O.
5— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
10 -€ortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec., McGrawville, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec., Platteville. Wis.
15. 13— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinnev, Collin Co.. Texas.
W. R. Howard, Sec. Kingston, HuntCo.,Tex.
Sept.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
•-Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct. 18--Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
J.

tST

In order to have this Table complete. Secretaare requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— ED.
ries

Columbus, Ind., March

30, 1881.

are full of swelling buds

—

it is too early
to say anything about fruit bloom ; I
don't know whether it is killed or not.

White clover looks well where the snow
is off, and it promises well for the com-

CLUBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both
:

The Weekly Bee Journal

The4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas)
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth)
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)

Half of the Bees Dead.— There is a loss
Harry G. Burnet.
of more than one-half of the bees in this ing season.
Blairstown, Iowa, March 26, 1881.
county. I am well pleased with the

Weekly Bee Journal.

W. A. Herron.

March

Indianola, Iowa,

28, 1881.

Wintered Without Loss.— I believe I
am the only one in this county that has
not lost more or less bees this winter.
My bees were all transferred from box
hives last fall, their stores taken away,
and they were fed on syrup. They have
wintered without any loss of bees. I
have bought of Mr. "Muth, of Cincinnati, some extracted basswood honey,
and shall dilute it with sugar syrup Etna
feed this spring. My bees all have more
W. T. Clary.
or less brood now.
Clarysville, Ky.,

March

29, 1881.

rapidly in this section of country. I
have 18 colonies: 2 are weak, but I have
lost none so far. I bought a Cyprian
queen from a firm in the East. She
wintered all right, but her workers are

hybrid Italians.

one

I lost

War.

II.

by
with

last fall

I am much pleased
Bee Journal.

Garihan.

Northumberland, Pa., March

put
the

my

bees
Mitchell

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, 41.50 less.

chaff at each
inches thick,

stands.
My loss
about 2 per cent. The snow

summer

from

is
is

now
now

2 75.
4 75.
2 so.
2 50.
5 75.
3 25.
2 40.

May

5.

;

exhibits.

Programme

of the Northwestern

1.— Address of Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
2.— Reports of committees.
3.— Reports from all— number, kind and condition
of bees.
4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tidball, on honey-producing plants and flowers.
5.— A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
as food and medicine.
().— Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
Avery, of St. Croix Falls, Wis.
7.— A paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
Taylor's Falls, Minn.
8.— A paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of Farmington.
9.— Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion. In
addition to the above, the following subjects are suggested
1.— Essential properties of a good bee hive.
2.— How to prevent and cure foul brood.
3.— How to prevent spring dwindling.
4.— Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural
:

swarming.

Appointment of committees.
Election of officers. Adjournment.
t&~ All bee-keepers are cordially invited. Entertainment

free.

F. B.

Dorothy,

Sec.

<^" The Northern Indiana Bee-keep-

ers Association will hold their regular
meeting at the Court House, at ValpaClub. raiso, Ind., April 7th, 1881, at 2 o'clock
.(2 (10
m., for the election of officers, and
p.
2 75
260 for the transaction of any other busi2 50
ness that may come before the meeting.
3 75
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

J. B.

235

Dec row,

Sec.

2 35
5 00

300
2 25

less.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

l^° The North Western Wisconsin
Bee-keepers Association will meet at
Germania Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on
Tuesday, May 10, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee-keeping are requested to be
present.

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

and over the top with cushions with
the same, about 4 inches thick, all on
the

3 TO.
S 00

Rooms,

programme

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market is

plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at 18@20c. for strictly choice white comb in 1
and 2 lb. boxes at 14@16c. for fair to good in large
packages, and at KM<til2c. for common dark-colored

L. H.

Pammel,

Jr., Sec.

l^" The Semi- Annual meeting of the
Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Bristol, Addison

12 to 15 inches deep
this does not
Co., Vt., May 19, 1881.
look very encouraging the bees in this
T. Brookins, Sec.
part of the country are about all dead. and broken lots. Extracted, k«v kic
BEESWAX.-Choice yellow, 20@23c; dark, 15@17.
I like the Journal much better as a
i^ The next meeting of the N. W.
NEW YORK.
Weekly than pefore it gives us fresh
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keepnews.
S. M. Oldham.
ers' Association, will be held at II. W.
packages, 14(5 16c. fair do.. 14316c; dark do., 11@12
Reynoldsburg, O., March 30, 1881.
large boxes sell for about 2c under above. White
extracted, 9&10C.
southern strained. Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Windark, 7(§,8c.
80iaa5c.
nebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
BEESWAX.-Prime quality, 20@23c.
1881.
J. Stewart, Sec.
Double- Walled Hives.
large proportion of bees have died in this vicinCINCINNATI.
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey
ity this winter.
I have lost 6 colonies
gyOn account of unfavorable weathComb honey is of slow sale at 16c
Is good, atxtyiloc
out of 16. I am using Hill's double- for
er the convention at Monroe Centre,
the best.
walled winter bee hive. I lost none
BEESWAX-18022C
C. F. Muth.
111., met on Feb. 8, and there being but
wintered in these hives, but every one
few present, adjourned to the same
SAN FRANCISCO.
in Langstroth hives died.
I wintered
HONE V.— The "Vigilant" takes 600 cases to Liver- place on March 29, 1881.
on summer stands and one hive had as pool. There is a slightly improved feeling conseA. Rice, Pres.
upon a little more inquiry, but prices show no
much protection as another. I feel sure quent
material appreciation. Discouraging reports are re;

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

—A

Wintered Safely.— Bees are dying very

foul brood.
the Weekly

Bees About All Dead.— I
into winter quarters in
hive, packed with clover
end of the hive about 6

Publisliers' Price.
(T. G. Newman)

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. 1. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King)..
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis).

the

Bee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Hastings, Minn., May 17, 1881

T— Union

13-N. W. Missouri, at

is

Regular order of business.
Annual address by Pres. W. J. Ashworth.
Address by T. G. Newman, editor of American Bee
Journal subject. Rise, Progress, Present Condition
and Future Prospects of American Apiculture.
Essay— Profitable extentof bee-keeping, by James
Heddon, Dowaglac.
Essay—Requisites of an Apiary, by H. A. Burch,
South Haven.
Essav - Sonic important facts in bee-keeping, by
Prof. A. J. Cook, Michigan Agricultural College.
Discussions and remarks.

tgg"

Time and Place oj Meeting.
2— S. W. Iowa, at Corning, Iowa.
5— Central Kentucky, at YVincnester, Ky.

Wm.

The following

Examination of

;

spring can be considered tough citizens,
Jos. M. Brooks.
and no mistake.

(@* The Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association will convene in Pioneer
of the State Capitol at Lansing,

All exhibitors of supplies are requested to send
samples to the Secretary, with prices and descriptions attached, and all transportation charges must
be prepaid by the exhibitors. Geo. L. Perry, Sec.

Local Convention Directory.

;

;

and

loss) could have been
mitigated by keeping an even
temperature, which' cannot be done outof-doors, and had we removed their unsealed, poor food and fed them candy
instead, our reports would have been
different. Two colonies thus treated
by me came through in good condition.
My bees gathered pollen and honey
yesterday from the willow. Maple will
be in bloom in a few days.

Every Week, Very Pleasant.— great cause of our

bees have been at work on the soft
maple for the past week. I commenced
the winter with 31 colonies I now have
many of them are very strong some
21
died with plenty of honey in their
hives. Last season was a poor one, giving no surplus. I think there will be a
heavy loss of bees here. I thought I
Portlandville, N. Y., March 24, 1881. would not like the Weekly Bee Journal as well as the monthly, but I would
not exchange it now for any monthly,
bees
are
Bees In fair Condition.—My
because I can hear from my bee-keepin a fair condition, on the summer ing friends every week. I wish it great
stands.
I put into winter quarters 66 success.
N. Davis.

summer

April 6,

I

should have saved

all

if I

had used

ceived from the southern part of the State, as to the

%g" The Texas Bee-Keepers' Associaprospects of the coming crop, but other sections give
the double-walled hive
those that promise
of an abundant yield. With a good supply
died had honey enough in the hive to yet on the market, prices are not apt to be buoyant tion will hold their third annual Con;

the anticipated failure is more fully settled. vention at Judge W. H. Andrews'
have wintered them through, if they until
We quote white comb, 12(5,13c: dark to good,9<g;llc apiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
could have got at it.
My
bees are car- Extracted, choice to extra white, 5}£@6)£c.; dark and
on the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.
Chaff Did Not Save the Bees.— The rying pollen every day they can be out. candied, 5@5i^c.
BEESWAX-22ffi22Vic, as to color.
Wm. R. How ARD, Sec,
bees in this vicinity are mostly dead.
8TEARNB & Smith. 423 Front Street.
J. R. Wilcox.
Kingston, Hunt Co., Texas.
San Francisco, Oal., March 11, 1881.
Chaff did not save them from the effects
Utica, Ind., March
1881.

28, 1881.

r

29,

of the past severe winter.

L.

Waldron, Mich., March

Hubbard.
25, 1881.

Wintered in Chaff.— Three-fourths of
bees in this neighborhood are dead.
packed mine with chaff on the summer
stands, and they came out nice and
strong. I am a beginner, and derive
much benefit from the Bee Journal,
which is a welcome visitor.

•the

I

Evan
Deming,

Ind.,

March

B.

Hadley.

29, 1881.

Losses in

Wintering.

and 4 black colonies, and in the
fall I had 70; lost 6 in wintering by beI have sold 4. and now
ing queenless.
have 60 doing well. I had 11 swarms
from one colony and its increase, besides 50 lbs. of honey. The Bek Journal is the bee paper, and I wish it sucE.

cess.

Leesville, Texas,

March

Carr.

14, 1881.

seen

this vicinity, I have
taken some pains to ascertain the extent of the losses of the bee-men of
this part of Wayne county, Ind. I have
reports (some of them indirectly) from
34.
Ten report a total loss ; 8," 90 per
cent.; 6, 80 per cent.; the others from
33 to 25 per cent.
The average loss of
colonies will probably be 80 per cent.,

A Smooth Complexion can be had by
every lady who will use Parker's Ginger
Tonic.
For promptly regulating the
liver and kidneys and purifying the
blood there is nothing like it, and this
is the reason why it so quickly removes
pimples and gives a rosy bloom to the
cheek. See notice.

Gray Hairs Are Honorable but their
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker's Hair Balsam is popular for
cleanliness and promptly restoring the
youthful color.

<^" Sample copies

of

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one

intending to get up a club can have
(gg° We have prepared Ribbon Badges
sample copies sent to the persons they
and those colonies which survive are
for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
desire to interview, by sending the
very much reduced in numbers. Most
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
names to this office.
of them were left unprotected on the
$8.00 per hundred.

summer stands.
Eleven Swarms from One Colony. —
commenced the last spring witti 13 were taken into
Italian

— Having

no report from

I find that those that
the cellar before the

or

(ST Notices and advertisements insevere cold of November, came through
with small loss, while those taken in tended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must
reach this office by Friday of the
after ice had accumulated in the hive,
tared the worst of all. I am an advo- week previous.
cate of cellar wintering, having never
lost a colony until the present winter,
igrinstead of sending silver money in
and that is through neglect in not tak- letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
ing them in early I lost 3 this time. I We can use them, and it is safer to send
am convinced that dysentery (the one such than silver.
;

(ST It would save us much trouble, if
would be particular to give their P.O.

all

name, when writing to
have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no Postoffice, County or State.
Also, if you
live near one postoffice and get your
address and
this office.

We

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.
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HEADQUARTERS
tor

t

lie

IN

THE SOUTH,

Manufacture and

Comb Foundation Machine.

(C. Olm's

of

Suit'

FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole

SIMPLICITY

in*

Books

the

MACHINE,

plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
the fact that the author Is really the master of the
subject. Price, »1. SO.
.if

AB

bred from Imported mothers of my own Importation. Dollar Queens, ready April 1st, $l.l«i, until
nil

June

1st

after, #1.

:

Tested Queens from

„
March
,

1st

A

.

„

to 1st

_,

November

Safe arrival guaranteed and all queens sent by mail,
would not have tor inyseli.
I send no queens that
Full colonies of Italian Bees from $5 tQ*&50, according to quantity, etc. Early 4-frame nucleus,
with Tested Queen, $.». No black bees In the neighborhood. Send for my Illustrated Catalogue or priAddress,
ces, etc

Novice's
C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.
This in 'races "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, #1.85* paper, SH.OO.

B-lach.—Price snasoo.
The cut represents the 9-lnch machine the cheapest made until now. Send for Circular and Sample.
lmtf
C. OI.h, Fond du Lac, Wis.

i

;

\j.

TIALLON, Bayou Gonlo.

Giving prices and descriptions, with cuts, of his

The Sweet Home
RASPBERRY
bearing 12"> bushels
Is the largest, most productive
__ Raspberry ever Inper acre.) firmest, best shippin;
troduced; perfectly hurdv, been tested by 3(1° below
zero; sells the best; costs less to pick, because it is
firmer: and uniformly larger than any other Black
Cap. For Circular address,
D. D. PALMER, New Boston, 111.
9m2t

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested in

IMPROVED LANGSTROTH

Full Colonies,
UNEXCELLED BEE FEEDER,
The Three Popular and

Honey Extractor*, Artificial
all books and
and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
Medina, O.
1.
Root,
plainly,
to
A.
postal card, written
in

A NEW

PI. AM".— For one dollar we will send
how to prevent the end of the
wax from adhering to the rolls in making

now ready to mail. Please send at once your full
address, Post Office, County and State, to

is

JAMES HEDDON,
Dowagiac, Cass County, Mich.

full printed directions

sheet of
comb foundation.
lmfit

Address.

SMITH A SMITH,

Kenton. Ohio.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested Queens

$1 50

Warranted Queens

i

on

l 00
Cyprian Queens, untested
As most all the DollurQueens I sold
last year were pure, I will warrant

them

this year.

Mortonsville,

J.

T.

WILSON.

Woodford

Co.,

Ky.

£3^No Circulars

sent unless solicited.

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

It?

free.

J£%

FRANCES DUNHAM,
lsmtim

Honey

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS,

Hives,

journals,

COMB FOUNDATION,
1J^"New Circular and Samples

Foundation,

Knives, Smokers, Glass. Honey
and Wax Extractors, etc., together with the
Best Honey- Yielding and Market Garden

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

Comb, Section Honey Boxes,

Comb

or not, in Langstroth frames or out.

Protectors,

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments

AND DUNHAM

Queens and

Wired

you a sample copy of our

HIVE,

White Spruce Sections and Boxes,
Latest Improved Honey Scales,

Best Styles of

BEES OR HONEY
We will with pleasure send

HEDDONS CIRCULAR,

I-a.

i

King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
King. This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time Cloth, ai.QO; paper, *JSc.

JOHN BAXTER, Pickering Ont., agent for Canada.

1

PAIL

up with the times on every conceivable

is

;

& Bees

fully

Is

subject that Interests the apiarist, [t Is not only in
utruotlve, but Intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
r;m ittl'nrd to do without. Cloth, 1*1.25 t Paper covers. 3M.OO, postpaid. Per dozen, by express, cloth,
$12.; paper, 99.50.

Qulnby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
Its style
In a manner that cannot fail to interest all.

Having purchased, from A. I. Boot, machine
making these sections, I urn ready to supply them in
anv quantity. Comb Foundation, niiulc ot pure jreljovvax, and worked on Bharaa Honejand Was
Extractors, Knives. Hue Smokers, etc.

for

Italian Queens

Bee-Keepers.

Manual

FOUNDATION

All-in-one-piece Sections

for

Cook's
of the Apiary. -Entirely rewritten, greatly enlarged and elegantly Illustrated,
and

HIVES
LANGSTROTH
AN 13 FRAMES,
New

Munuf ucturer

DUNHAM

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES

The

Ill

DEPEKE,

BROWN CO.,

WIS.
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April

BURNETT.

A.

R.

6.

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
165 South Water Street, Chicago,

I

A

words

line will contain about eight
lines will occupy one inch, of space.

One to three weeks, each
Four

" or

more"

"

"
"

Fifty-two

"
"

"

fourteen

SO cts.
18"
15 "
18 "
lO "

insertion,
"

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six

;

per

My Anuuul Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1881, rich in engravings from
photographs Of the originals, will be sent FREE to
all who apply.
My old customers need not write for

"
"

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement ia inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
the oldest Bee

is

Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS
»?4 West

0.

Madison

COLONIES

I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House in America, a large portion of which were grown on my six
seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each
package. All seed warranted to be both fresh and true
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise, I will
refill the order gratis.
The original introducer of the

Chicago,

Hubbard Squash, Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores of other vegetables.
invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have
and of

Tested Queens, each

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

WORTH WILL

We

Extracting Bees— The New Industry
Separators for Surplus Honey
Pure Liquid Honey in (ilass Jars
How to Separate Swarms
The Raspberry as a Honey Plant
Apis Americana
Fertilization of a Crippled Queen
Best Method of Marketing Honey

10ti

106
106
106
106
107
107
107

:

Law Against

Circulars

Adulteration in

108
ion
108
108
108
low
iom

New York

and Catalogues

Vennor's Predictions for April

Two Queens in

a Hive

Our Letter Box

Selection* from

Good Enough
Using Old Combs
Never Give Up
Good Prospects
Spring Time Come

100
109
109
ioy

at Last

Lost 6 out of 100 Colonies
Vexed and Perplexed
Ventilation

Bees Confined S Months
Orchard Apiary
Lossln Cellar
Blasted Hopes
The Out look Encouraging
Severe Winter, but Bees All Right

Winter Bee-House
Bees Wintered Well
Bees in Fair Condition
Survival of the Fittest

Half of the Bees Dead
Wintered Without Loss
Wintered Safely
Chaff did not Save the Bees
Wintered in Chaff
Eleven Swarms from one Colony
A Visit Every Week very Pleasant
is

Y.

Rev. Camargo,
A. SALISBURY,
Douglas County,
III.

Warranted

101)

Come, Gentle Spring
Bees all Right

Swelling, Spring

BRO.,
Mohawk, N.

:

109

Buds are

ROOT &

L. C.

35c.

HO

trade.

110

article of

i

n

>

110

no

Coming

1

;

;

;

1

;

ALSO

COLONIES

lOO

;

per

lb.

200

ALFRED
972

West Madison

Sale.

I wish to sell my 75 Colonle* ot" Beei, all in
hives, in lair condition. I will take
#4.00 per Colony.

movable frame

tJ.

«> I

I -

I

Corydon, Henderson

I4wlt

/^TTTTTPATC
rjlLi\ O

W

Patented Jan.

III.

and May, 1879; Re-issued

1*78,

July

9, 1878.

bee-keepers use them exclusively.
Twenty thousand in use— not one ever
returned, or letter of com-

Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
plaint received.

only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Conventions ysn.
i'ime sifts the wheat from
the cbaff. Pretensions are

»

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burnand

ing the fingers
lows.
real

A

bel-

Improve-

ment.

Send postal card for testimonials.
'

\%"
75
Wonder Bingham Smoker
If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Little

PURE COD LIVEE
OIL AND LIME.
Sections,

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

9wtf

AND BOXES.
Material for Langstroth Hives, Including brood
frames, 40c. each Lewis' V-shaped groove one-piece
Sections, any size to 6x6, $5 peri.oon; Lewis' onepiece Honey Boxes of all sizes. $2 to $4 per ion, including glass Dovetailed Sections, any size to 6x6,
$4 per 1,000. Manufacturing experience of 20 years.
Send for Price List.
G. B.
Successor to Lewis & Parks, Watertown, Wis.
N, B.— There is no patent on the Lewis One- Piece
Section.
I2mtf
;

;

LEWIS,

AND UlltKIUs or 40 ColoITALIANS
nies for sale low. Queens and Nuclei after May
JR. M. ARGO,
15th. Address,
Lowell, G anard County, Ky.
12w3t
ANTED— You to send for our Circular and

W

Price

list

of

bkooks A

me;,.,

Columbus, Ind.

RUSSIAN SUNFLOWER
MAMMOTH
SEED— Excellent
and
an
for poultry,

yields

honey. Flowers from 10 to 20
Inches in diameter. Price 25c. per pkg.. postpaid.
14wltp L. M. WAINWUIGHT, Noblesville. Ind.
fall

PRIZE COMB FOUNDATION,
base.
lb.,

with natural
G. W.

14- Up

i

QUEENS, BEES, ETC.
IF

American-Italian*, Address,

dos. M.

12w6m

abundance of

To One and All.— Are you suffV toy fiom a
Cough, Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, or any of the various pulmonary troubles that so often end in Consumption ? If so, use " Wtfbor's Pure Cod-Liver Oil
and Lime," a safe and sure remedy. This is no quack
preparation, but is regularly prescribed by the medical faculty. Manufactured onlv by A. B. WILBOH,
Chemist, Boston. Sold bv all druggiBts.

10 sq.

ft.

per

Semi for samples.

STANLEY, Wyoming,

N. Y.

I

am

To read our

forty page

Profitable
Sent free to

all

Catalogue of

who send

9wtf.

14ra:it

1

VALENTINE,

Double Pipe Creek, Carroll

Co.,

Md.

O \uu s from fine Plymouth Rock or W.Legho
iorn
I

JLO fowls
for

Queens

14wMt

— THOKMtlKO,
Will exchange eggs
eg
Winchester, Randolph
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PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, StUlingia and_
Imany other of the best medic incs known are com-!
bined so skillfully in Parker s Ginger Tonic as<
to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and the
BestHealth and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lunqs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs

[and

all

Female Complaints.

If you are wasting away with Consumption or
'auy disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.

'

This Tonic cures drunkenness,!
the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely.
'different Irom Bitters, Ginger Preparations and;
pother Tonics, and combines the best curative propBuy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
•ertiesof all.
None gen-jinc without our signature on outside& Co., Chemists. New York 1
HlSCOX
wrapper.

Remember!

',

.

PARKER'S

names
upon a

HAffl

BALSAM

SiEMSSEEJ

©@ ENGRAVINGS.

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

Riving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price S85 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

;
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BURCH &

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE OSTI.Y

CO.,

South Haven, Mich.

HOLY LAND QUEENS,

S.

THOMAS

Bee Culture

and addresses, plainly
postal card. Address

H. A.

ITALIAN AND

Pay you

Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest
information about the best appliances
and methods pertaining to

prepared to furnish early Queens.

Bred from Imported and Select Stock. Warranted
to be pure, and safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives,
Novice's Extractor, and Apiarian Supplies generally.
Send for Price List. Address,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bee Journalis published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn.Southall, London.

and Most Beautiful Bees,

It will

PUKE ALBINO,

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
$1.75,

YOU WISH THE

Best, Gentlest

for a small farm, or other desirable property.
fer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

is

Bingham &, Hetherington Honey Knife... 2 in., $1 00
1 50
Large Bingham Smoker
2H»
2 " 1 25
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
" 1 00
2
Plain Standard Bingliam Smoker

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF

Acres.

port on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and 6) of the Apalachicola river; the soil Is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 3lst. 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned K sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and op Sept. 5th.
1877, by him conveyed to the unaersigned for *3,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a barguin for cash, or trade

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
». S. GIVEN, Hnopeston. 111.
Iwly

:

Land-640

III.

;

If you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

in

Rock Eggs,

Hives,

Chicago,

thort-lived.

Tested, $2 ; Untested, $1
Black
Bees, p;-, Italians, HO; Plymouth
$1.25 per dz., and the
JjIVCjO. best and cheapest Hives made.
Circular free. [Hwltpj H. BARBER, Adrian, Mich.

UU
&T>rpi/Q

Street, Chicago,

miles northeast of the city of Apalachlcola, a sea-

NEWMAN,

THE ORIGINAL

HI.

Ky.

Co.,

H.

St.,

Given's Foundation Press.

Bees for

West Madison

W CHEAP FOR

10

improvement

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

Colonies of Native Bees,

110

latest

in cloth,

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steam- Florida
boat any time after April 15th, in lots of 10 or more,
at!S6.00 each.
CASH. .£»
%W The Colonies of Hybrids nnd Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
DESCRiPTiON,-Sec. 4, township 7, south range'
tilled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
west, Franklin county .Florida, situated about50miles
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the cityof
and basswood surplus.
Tallahasse, the capita) of the State, and about 25

HO

The

Illustration*.

Sl.2.%; In paper cover,
91.UO, by mail prepaid. For sale by

in

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co..

I2wtim

COOK,

;

In Langstroth hives, In quantities of not less than 5
colonies at #8.00 each, which I will ship direct
at Hny time after April 15th.

Also,

J.

38« Page* 112 Fine
Price— Bound

from the South,

you have read my new price list for the spring
Wax Is cheaper now, so I can sell you a fine
Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the

V.

By A.

OF

best machine. Italian and Cyprian Queens, Bees,
Hives, Sections, etc. Price List free to all.

J.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
cultural College.

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES
Till

The Bee-Keepers Guide

Professor of Entomology in the Michigan State Agri-

;

110
11"
110

Double-Walled Hives
Bees About All Dead
Losses in Wintering

|$I. 00
Tested Italian
Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians. *4.00
frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of ItalColony of Cypians, 8 frames, $8.(X)
riaDs, 8 frames, $10.1)0. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
Iwly
HJfSend for Circular.

Italian Queens,
;

109
109
109
109
109
ioy
109
109
109
109
ioy
109
110
110
110

900

lO.each

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

:

14mlt

Correction

The

WIN.

$2 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
6 50
12 00
10 00

"
"
per half-dozen
1 frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
"
"
"
"
"
2
"
3
"
4
Full Colonies, each
"
in lots of 5, each
"
"

NEW VEGETABLES A 8PECIALTT.

Truly. " Time sifts the wheat from the chaff."
lead in Smokers. Our Double-blast Smoker is
perfection.
See what "the most extensive beekeeper in America" says of our Quiuby Smoker
Cherry Valley, N. Y., March 22. 1881.
After testing vour smokers with others of the best
make, 1 do not hesitate to ordertwo dozen for use in
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it, running it all day and burning hard
maple wood, which tests the construction most thoroughly. Those we have been using admit coals into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
yourguinby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.
CAPT. J. E. HETHEHINGTON.
If you desire to see a description of the goods we
used in securing over 15,ooo lbs. of honey from 17(>
colonies of bees the past poor season, send, for our
New Illustrated Circular for 1«81, which is just ready.

si imm

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the very best strain.

Contents of this Number.
106
105
105

B»

are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the following prices:

III.

Interesting Letter from Singapore
Exploring for Javan Bees in Ceylon
Cause of Bee Cholera or Dysentery

&&

•Cs?

ITALIAN QUEENS,

I

I2m5

Correspondence

Editorial Items
The Lessons of the Hour
Is Bee-Keeping a Failure?

We

Iwly

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in lo frame
\angstroth hives.- Orders for

"

Editorial

We ask you to correspond with us before disposing
of your HONEY CROP, as we can be of much service, having constant intelligence from all parts of the
country.
would refer to James IlEUDON.Dowagiac, Mich., and J. Oatman-a Sons, Dundee, 111.

it.

NEWMAN,
Street.,

OVEll

'*

*'
"
8 "
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

The American Bee Jodrnal

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION,
HONEY A SPECIALTY.

HAVE NOW

300

line.

111.,

Agricultural

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

EVERY BEE-KEEPER
Wanting anything in the line of Apiarian Supplies
should send for my Descriptive 'ircular. Sent free.
II
F. A. s\
Address,
Milledgevllle, Carroll Co., 111.
13w4t

DOMINION OF CANADA.

i

l

ITALIAN QUEENS,
and Bee Hives

specialties.

,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Our
Illustrated

new

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, Ac., Free. i3F~ Send for It and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

This practical journal

Is

now

In its

Third Tear,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription <$i.oo per year) in its new and Improved form (K> pages in!$'.vio*^, folded and pasted)

makes

it

men.

It is

very popular. Its editors are
the Beat Advertising

all

practical

Medium

Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
HwSfitx
N. «. <*0¥,COC'K, Welland.Ont.

In

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

surface of clover tubes, in which they
cannot reach the bottom, and every
improvement would enable them to get
more.
But to get all the honey in the
present red clover the length of a bee's
ligula would have to be nearly doubled

Mr
Published every Wednesday, by

—a

most

APRIL

in their

No.

13, 1881.

tube length.

15.

If we can perfect a clover
all its tubes as short as
can
we
no doubt improve the honey
bee up to that point. I once held a
clover head in my hand, the tubes of
which I had filled with syrup, and a
bee directly under my eye emptied one
to the depth of 32-100. I have four different samples of clover that have
yielded some heads with tubes as short
or shorter than 32.
If, however, we
can perfect a clover having a tubelength or not over 21, then all our bees,
good, bad and indifferent, can take

In June the av- reached.

is about 42-100 of an inch, and the
extreme range about from 39 to SO. Late
blooms are somewhat shorter.
A vigorous plant, with no bad points about
it, having flower
tubes considerably

erage

that will have
32

shorter than the average, must be obtained and seeds gathered from it. The
initial difficulty to be sur.nounted is
this Nearly all the seedlings from this
MADISON
ILL.
974 WEST
ST., CHICAGO,
chosen plant will fail to have short
tubes like the present they will have
TEKMS OF StJBSCKIPTIOXi
tubes of average or more than average
WEEKLY— '52 numbers! 32.00 a year, in advance.
length. Just a few out of many seedThree or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers of
lings will more or less resemble the their fill.
each month, at ISl.OO a year, in advance.
parent in the desired respect.
I think that every apiarist, possessed
One of
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
these must be chosen to raise seed from, of any taste or talent in that direction,
->0 cents a year, in advance.
well known farm clover, and differ from and the process must be repeated many should give a little time and thought to
%3&~ Anv person sending a Club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to it by having a short-tubed flower that times until the tendency to long-tubed something in the way of improvement
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
for the common cause some honey
V&~ Kerolt by money-order, registered letter, explant, or some improvement of the bee,
press or hank draft on I'hicaco or New York, payable
to our order. Such only nre at our risk. Checks on
or some new importation, or some imlocal banks cost us
cents for collecting.
provement of things used in the apiary,
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
or some new method of apiary work.
Postace to Europe «>0 cents extra.
No one can cultivate all the wide fields,
but each can cultivate some little nook
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
or corner. Inside the apiary I choose
the native brown bee for my corner. I
really don't think he has had a fair
chance as yet, and so I incline to let
others attend to the imported races. It
surely cannot do any harm to the cause
to try the effect of a little good breeding on all the races of bees that come

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

practical impossibility,

likely.

We may suppose that nature has
already developed this organ pretty
nearly up to the limit its structure admits of.
•
One other line of effort remains. The
corollas of flowers are among those objects in nature that are most easily modified by human agency.
It is probable
that we can produce a clover which
shall retain the good qualities of the

:

;

r

—

2r>

to
For the American Bee JournaL

hand.
Richards, O.

The Clover Experiment.
E. E.

For the American Bee Journal.

Stingless

HASTY.

The kindly notice of myself in No. 7
of the Bee Journal moves me to give
its readers an account of wh it I am
It is evident to all on a
trying to do.
slight examination that the red clover
secretes a large percentage of the honey
yielded by the entire flora of the NorthIt is also evident that the
ern States.
most of it goes to waste, because it lies
provokingly just a little further down
than the honey bee can possibly reach.
Bees work at red clover somewhat as
boys work at barrels of molasses, getting
a little taste while shut out from the
grand supply within. In the direction
of getting this immense store of choice
honey three different lines of effort are
being prosecuted. The tirst, which will

DR. WM.

R.

Etc.

HOWARD.

The Meliponas, according to Mr. F.
Smith, in a paper on Brazilian honey
bees, read before the Entomological
Society of London, March, 1863, "are
insects having wings shorter than the
abdomen, the latter being convex and
their mandibles never being
while the Trigonas have the
wings more ample, and longer than the
abdomen, which is short and somewhat
triangular, while the mandibles are
serrated, denticulate, or sometimes ed-

oblong
denate

;

;

The Meliponas are restricted to
the new world, while Triyona extends
into Africa, India and Australasia."
" Gardner, in his travels, gives a list
of such species (of Melipona) as he met
in the provinces of Piauhy and Goyaz,
entate.

be immediate

in its results if successful, is that of Messrs. Jones & Benton,
of taming and importing the Apis dor-

where he found them numerous in
every house he says, 'you find the honey
of these bees;' many species, he tells
us, build in the hollow trunks of trees,
others in banks some suspend their
nests from branches of trees, whilst one
species constructs its nest of clay, it beThe honey, he says,
ing of large size.
(Smith.)
of this species is very good."
" M. Griierin found six females in a
nest of Melipona fulvijies."
In a nest of Trigona carbonaria from
Eastern Australia, Smith, of the Brit;

For this expensive attempt we
owe them a tribute of gratitude, whether

sata.

Linodendron

tulipifera

— often

they succeed or fail. It seems, however, most likely that this effort will result practically in failure. The dorsata the bees can reach the bottom of. I do
is likely to refuse to live in a hive. That not know whether I was the first to
difficulty being surmounted, it is still suggest this plan or not.
My first
more likely to perish, even in a hive, printed article on the subject was pubduring a northern winter. Even if suc- lished in the August number of Gleancessfully wintered, it is still liable to ings for 1879. I had, the previous June,
have demerits that will keep it from be- spent considerable time in selecting
ing of any practical use to us.
clovers in the fields, and had transAnother line of effort is that of devel- planted to the garden most of the ten
oping and crossing our present races samples that form the basis of my presof bees with intent to produce a bee ent kinds.
It matters but little, howwith a longer ligula. The right man ever, who was the first to move in the
sufficient
number
of
and a
years being matter
the idea has now spread
tiven, something could undoubtedly be abroad among the bee-keepers in both
Our bees already continents, and there is a fair prospect
one in this line.
reach the bottom of some diminutive that some substantial results will folclover tubes in the fall of the year and low.
every improvement would enlarge the
As to the mode of operating, the first
number that could be fathomed. Bees thing is to obtain a plant, or plants, to
also lick some honey from the inner start from.
Clovers vary considerably
;

;

Bees— Meliponas,

called Poplar, in the South.

;

flowers is bred out.
From the most
tractable sample I now have, most of
the seedlings produced tubes perceptibly shorter than the average last summer. This is as far ahead as I have got
yet in the long but interesting task.
The plant of this sample chosen for the
parent of the next generation had a
tube length of about 36 not quite so
short as the original plant, to be sure,
but some hundredths should be allowed
for the difference of circumstances. The
original was half choked and starved
by weeds and a poor soil, while this is
While breeding out
very luxuriant.
the tendency to long tubes, from time
to time little positive gain can be hoped
for among the choicest seedlings. These
must be held and bred into permanence,
as at first, until the desired length is

—

Museum, found from 400 to 500 dead
workers crammed in the spaces between the combs, but he did not find a
single female among them- the combs
are arranged precisely similar to those
The number of
of a common wasp.
honey-pots, which are placed at the foot
ish

Hill
of the nest, amounted to 250.
states in Gosse's Naturalistic Sojourn
"
that the wax of these
in Jamaica,
bees is very unctuous and dark colored,
but susceptible of being whitened by
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I suppose it to be) before
recognize in it an article that if
mixed with honey, would not in all
probability offer any impediment to the
hardening process in pure honey.
trial of the mixture of the stuff with
honey would alone be the true test as to
Heretofore I have recogthis point.
nized in the above, standard a correct
but this stuff
purity
in honey
test of
sold at a high price as the best silver
drips, or some other kind of drips,
causes me to call in question our reliance
on the above test as an infallible one.
I send by express a sample of this
made
and
syrup for your inspection, and if it is
who experimented with them
not
exposed to sufficient warmth to
their
cells.
drawings of
From the above it will be noticed liquify it, I think you will agree with
that the proposition to send queens to me that it will require a good eye and
the members of the" Stingless Bee As- an expert to detect the adulteration.
Atlanta, 111., March 3, 1881.
sociation of America," that should the
valuable queens arrive safely, they
|The sample received is quite nauseathe
like
somewhat
be
would certainly
negro's banjo without strings. They ting in smell, but in skillful bands could

bleaching. The honey is stored in clusters of cups, about the size of pigeons'
eggs, at the bottom of the hive ami always from the brood cells. The brood
they are not deep,
cells are hexagonal
and the young ones when ready to burst
from their casement, just Oil the whole
cavity. The mother bee is lighter in
color than the other bee, and elongated
at the abdomen to double their length."
Smith also states that the female of
this genus has the abdomen greatly
distended, reminding one of the gravid
female of the white ant.
The Meliponas were known to Iluber,

(or glucose as

me.

I

A

;

;

could not be introduced in with our be manipulated with honey to a degree
common hive bee any more than you of perfection well calculated to deceive
could a bumble bee into a hornet's nest,
any but an expert. Ed.]
and besides, if the bees were sent in full
colonies the honey, as Mr. Langstroth
suggests, would be so far from the
brood nest that they never could reach
it
and were this not the case we never
could make the management of them
anything like successful or satisfactory;
and while right here let me quote an
article from the British Bee Journal on
the subject of 'lrigonas, referred to by
a correspondent of the Guide : " Although Trigonas cannot sting, an apiarist would be compelled to beat a hasty
retreat if he sould attempt to meddle
with their nest." (Hives you see are
dispensed with). "For such an offense
the little fellows will make a terrible
attack on any person, and in an instant
the hair and clothes of the attacking
party are filled with an offensive squeaking. They cut off his hair." The correspondent further remarks that, " this
thing might be tolerated by lady apiaor
rists that possess an extra "switch
two. but for those who can hardly afexlittle
be
a
it
would
wig
all,
ford a
at
pensive unless the price of wigs should
Perhaps the importation of
decline.
this variety of bees might prove a great
aid to the barbers, to help them in
peeling.'
As these bees do not use
wax, but mud or resin, a new industry
might arise in connection with the manthe making of
ufacturing of tile, viz
honey cells for the said Trigonas to fill

For the American Bee Journal.

Side-Storing for Surplus Honey.

;

j

:

For tbe American Bee Journal.

L.

for

Honey ?

JAMES.

About a year since I purchased a
quart of glucose syrup, knowing it to be
such, to try it, for household use. As
we did not like it, the fruit-jar containing it was set on a shelf in the pantry
exposed to a bright light, yet not to the
direct rays of the sun. Sometime during the past winter I had occasion to use
some extracted honey, and going to the
pantry to get it I mistook the jar containing the syrup for candied honey
but on attempting to get it from the jar,
a waxy or taffy-like adhesiveness quite
different from that of honey in a like
condition excited my surprise at its adhesiveness, and to settle the question
I was induced to appeal to the sense of
taste to assist in deciding the matter.
This did not recognize it as honey, and
upon inspection the eye readily detected
the lack of granulation noticeable in
honey, but in its place a waxy or salveWhen purchased it
like appearance.
was of a beautiful color and rather pleasant taste, but now, after having assumed
a taffy-like appearance, it has lost its
pleasant taste and assumed one quite
different with apparently little sweet in
it, as if it stood in need of honey or
sugar to help it go down.
Having read the proceedings of the
Northeastern Convention, on page 70 of
the Bee Journal,, current volume, I
find that body adopted Mr. Root's resolution, that all liquid honey will granulate, candy, or become hard at the approach of cold weather, and that this
quality is a sure indication of its purity,
etc. Having this sample of corn syrup
;

309, another 301, and the
third 286, while our whole lot of sidestoring hives gave an average of over
200 lbs. each. This was a clincher in favor of side-storing, and. in his language on page 66 of the Weekly Bee

one producing

Journal,

I

was not prejudiced

in its

adopted it,"' but " I
adopted it because I was prejudiced in
its favor," and to-day all tienng-up appliances are out of date in our apiary.
Candidly, did Mr. Heddon ever, without partiality, try the combined plan of
side and top-storing
If he has, I can
but wonder at his words first quoted in
this article. If not, they show his expression was a little premature.
I see Mr. Heddon has adopted 8 Langstroth frames as his standard as regards
the number that should be used in a
hive. We have adopted 9 Gallup frames,
which is about the same as 7 Langstroth
frames, and if I was using the Langstroth hive, 7 frames would be all that
If we wish
I would use, for this reason
to make a success of producing box
honey, the frames in the brood apartment must be full of brood (not honey
nor empty comb) at the time the honey
harvest commences if not, the first
storing will be done in the space unoccupied with brood, instead of the bees
going immediately into the boxes, and
I have found by experience that if there
is room in the brood chamber for the
bees to store from 6 to 10 lbs. of the first
honey gathered, they are very loth to
enter the boxes, thus crowding out the
queen with honey, for they will keep
crowding her to more or less extent, if
such conditions are present, to the end
of the harvest. But let them have every
favor because

North-Eastern Wisconsin.

I

At the North-Eastern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association, held at Oshkosh. the

cussed

following topics were

dis-

:

'(

:

;

Different Races of Bees.

Mr. Winslow.

I decidedly prefer Italian bees, the purer the better.
Mr. Potter. I prefer Italian bees, decidedly they protect themselves much
better.
I have 180 colonies and got
1,500 lbs. surplus.
;

I

G. S. Church. I have only black bees ;
have kept them for 20 years.
Geo. T. Sanford. I found less difficulty

wintering black bees.
M. A. Gill. I have no choice as to race,
but consider as superior those of any
race that are vigorous and have ragged
wings, which denote hardiness and
longevity and that bear their loads tothe hive entrance without lagging.
Conrad Dippel. I certainly prefer
Italian bees on account of gentleness.
C. Grimm. I keep black, Italian and
hybrid bees.
Jacob Childs. My 20 years experience
gives preference to Italian bees. On a
scale of 7 they mark 7 on swarming
6
in

;

and gentleness, and

for docility

for

beauty.

John Dickinson. I have had no experience with black bees. Hybrids beavailable cell full of brood, and the first gin work more readily in sections, the
honey gathered will go into the boxes, leather-colored Italians coming next.
thus inciting an ambition to store in the As to industry and general working
boxes rather than in the brood chamber. qualities, Italians have given proof of
Hybrids come out
I do not wonder that Mr. Porter (see their superiority.
page 73 of the Bee Journal) failed stronger in the spring and get through
with " Doolittle's plan," as we see he a cold winter better, but Italian bees
used 10 Langstroth frames. If 10 Lang- build up more rapidly.
stroth frames are used (as a rule) the
Best Method of Wintering Bees.
two outside frames will be filled with
John Hodgson. I tried different ways
honey, and bees will not travel over a
sealed frame of honey to go into boxes each year for 8 years and decided the
the best. It should be built on a
at the sides while those on top come cellar
and kept at a temperature of
close to the brood in the center of the side hill
but let 35 with a pipe to carry off foul air.
hive, at the top of the frames
Mr. Potter.
I favor the cellar.
I
the brood come as close, to the side boxes
have tried chaff hives and have lost all.
as it does to those on top, and our expe90
colonies
in a room 14x22
have
have
I
rience is they will enter the side boxes
no trouble with mice put chaff over
first, unless coaxed into the top boxes
with full sections of empty comb, as we the hives.
;

:

;

Fred Badger. I have wintered bees
always do.
never here till now.
My bees
advantage.
In 'the next Weekly Bee Journal I in Iowa,
Well, I do not know that I can prove will give my experience with separators. are now standing out and in good conboxes
dition.
use
chaff
inches
deep
I
to him that he is making a great misBorodino, N. Y., March 29, 1881.
over the frames.
take in using and advocating "topBees will stand temperMr. Potter.
storing exclusively " in any better way
For the American Bee Journal.
ature at 45 and live.
than to give my experience, ami the
Fred Brooks. My brother found a
causes which led me to believe right The Discharge of Feces in the Hive.
bee-tree a week ago and found the bees
contrary to what he does. The year
BALDWIN.
lively.
very
A.
A.
1870 was the first really good honey
Mr. Winslow. I keep my bees enseason that we enjoyed after commencTo the question, " Ho bees willingly tirely on summer stands packed in
ing bee-keeping. At that time we used
wheat chaff and burlaps. I have had
the Langstroth frame and practiced the discharge their feces in the hive i
A number of apiarists claim unsatisfactory experience with cellars.
tiering-up process. At the end of the I say, no
of
winter
My bees invariably
L. Fatzinger.
season we found we had taken from our that during the confinement
best colony in the apiary, 140 lbs. of box they discharge their feces in a dry state succeed best in the cellar.
D. Abott. After various experiences
honey. This I thought a large yield, or form. Now if this is so, they must
endowed with reason to decide I prefer the cellar, with a temperature
till I found that Mr. Betsinger had gone be
considerably ahead of it with side-stor- whether they are in a perfectly healthy 0185 to 40 with ventilation from withing hives. " Two poorish seasons fol- condition or not. Every apiarist knows out and up.
Jacob Childs. I never tried anything
lowed, during which Mr. B. nearly that bees when affected with dysentery
doubled us in quantity of honey per are very loth to discharge their excre- except out-door wintering packed in
buckwheat
colony, and in 187.'! we made a few side- ment in the hive, choosing, rather, to chaff— oat, wheat and
storing hives to test the matter. Al- leave the hive, even amid the piercing with equal success.
I favor cellar
Christopher Grimm.
though we found we had over-reached winds of winter. We have many demthe mark by putting too many boxes at onstrations of this fact in almost every wintering.
winter.
We
Conrad
Dippel.
favor
chaff hives
long
cold
I
the sides, still we could see an advantage apiary after this
in favor of side and top-storing com- li id some colonies quite badly distended on summer stands.
Geo. T. Sanford. I favor chaff hives.
bined, for the reason that our bees would as they come out for their first flight,
M. A. Gill. 1 maintain that north of
build comb much faster at the side than but on looking into the hive find the
on top, while they would store honey combs clean. Now if it was natural for parallel 40, a cellar if perfectly pure and
much more rapidly on top than at the them to discharge their feces in their dry, and all light excluded, is preferable.
John Dickinson. I winter % in the
sides. Thus we were not slow to learn hit es we should not have a clean hive
that if we wished to secure a good yield or comb after such a long confinement cellar and H out-doors packed in pine
from our bees, we were to raise the sec- as they have had in many sections of sawdust or chaff. Those out-doors are
tions built full of combs (or nearly sol the country this winter. It is evident placed with backs to a terraced wall
at the sides, to the top, as fast as full that cold and moisture are the two main and covered with factory cloth and
boxes of honey were taken from the causes of dysentery among bees; too straw and old hay. In this way they
top, and placing our empty sections at much dampness, either in their food or winter rather better than in the cellar.
C. J. Henniugs. The best method of
the sides every time. Thus we worked in the atmosphere which surrounds
My experience is that bees will wintering bees is to bury them.
till 1877, using top and side-storing com- them.
bined, and the tiering up process, about endure a confinement of 5 months or Is Upward Ventilation Necessary in Winterl
equally. At the close of the season of longer and come out in good condition
Mr. Potter. I uee upward ventilation.
I had my
1877, we found that 1*5 lbs. was the best if all things are favorable.
Give them ventilaC. J. Hennings.
done by any of our colonies which had bees in the cellar one winter, 5 months
been worked on the tiering-up plan, and 8 days, and they came out in good tion at one end on the lower part and at
upwards.
while of those worked on theside-storing condition and did well the next season. the other end
M. A. Gill. In cellars upward venwe found that three, collectively had Let us talk up the subject of absorbents.
tilation more than a quilt would give is
Sherman, N. Y., April 6, 1881.
given us the large amount of 890 lbs.—

work

11, 1881.

Have we a Reliable Test

As intimated in the last number of
the Bee Journal, I will resume my
friendly talk with Mr. Heddon. He
says in the Weekly Bee Journal, on
page 33, Feb. 2d " To me, an argument
in favor of side-storing is an admission
that the shape or construction of the
hive of the advocate is faulty." 1 take
it he cannot mean exclusive side-storing, for I know of no such hive, or any
person advocating such a hive. From
the expression, " I prefer a top-storing
hive exclusively." I understand that he
means that " an argument in favor of a
hive which admits of both side and top
boxes, like Quinby's, Betsinger's, Doolittle's, etc., is an admission that the
shape or construction is faulty." If I
am correct, Mr. Heddon uses the "tiering-up" plan in working for box honey ;
i. e., as soon as the first set of boxes are
two-thirds full, they are raised up so as
to take a second set between those partly
I
filled and the brood chamber below.
hardly think he would recommend but
a single tier of sections on top of each
hive, for in such a case a strong colony
of bees would not have room enough to
:

'

with honey."
Kingston, Tex., March

DOOLITTLE.

G. M.

April 13,
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!
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C. Grimm. I favor natural swarmneedless, but on summer stands direct
ing, but if rapid increase is desired, diupward ventilation is necessary.
Answers yes.
viding should be practiced.
(Jeo. T. Sanford.
Mr. tiill.
Conrad Dippel. Upward ventilation
For the specialist natural
is needed, and as much as 4 inches of swarming is preferable, but for those
engaged in joint business— farming and
chaff will allow.
G. Grimm. It is necessary in cellars bee-keeping dividing is the most desirable.
but not out-doors.
L. Fatzinger. The best way is to let
Jacob Childs.
I consider upward
ventilation quite necessary, but let it be them swarm once, then cut out the
through 10 inches of chaff, and burlap queen cells and introduce a laying
queen.
between the bees and chaff.
John Dickinson. I could not stand
L. Fatzinger. I think it necessary if
done without a draught through the natural swarming in an apiary of 100
colonies or more. Too much trouble. I
hive.
Mr. Winslow. In chaff, only such up- believe that bees do work just as well
ward ventilation as will go through when properly divided as when allowed
to swarm naturally.
light chaff and' burlap.
I believe it best to
John Dickinson. I have tried it with
C. J. Hennings.
and without ventilation and find no let them swarm once, in Wisconsin.
Jacob Childs. Either way is good,
particular difference.

—

according to circumstances, which must
Amount of Food Bees Consume in Winter.
be determined by judgment.
It was generally conceded that it deGeo. T. Sanford.
I prefer natural
pended all on the length and severity swarming.
of the winters, place of keeping, etc.

No

When

one seemed to have weighed their

to Divide Colonies.

Mr. Potter. If bees are strong and
hives both fall and spring to ascertain old
combs plenty divide as soon as the
with exactness.
Some thought 25 lbs. clover
if they have only honey,
;
was none too much, while others thought divide yields
in May.
they had wintered swarms on as low as
Mr. Winslow. I find second crop of
10 or 15 lbs.
white clover valuable.
Hints
Beginners.
Mistakes of and
to
Mr. Green. I divide as soon as bees
The sentiments expressed are about are strong enough. I get most of my
honey
in the fall.
all one way go slow and do not increase
Mr. Gibbons. I divided both ways
too rapidly. Some of the individual exand found those divided after clover
pressions were as follows
Mr. Potter. Beginners increase too season did the best.
Conrad Dippel. I consider the best
much.
They should keep their bees
strong they should never keep more time after clover season and before linblossoms.
den
than 5 colonies the lirst year and 10 the
C. Grimm. If the colonies are strong
second.
Mr. Gill. Beginners make mistakes divide before, if weak, after clover seain getting too many bees before acquir- son.
Geo. T. Sanford. Before, if strong
ing thorough knowledge of them, and

—

:

;

too rapid increase leads to disaster.
They should commence with 2 or 3 colonies—never more adopt some standard hive and study the bee periodicals.
Jacob Childs. If you would succeed
to some practical and successful beetoeeper
and learn the trade.
Conrad Dippel. The principal mistake is in dividing too often or letting
them swarm as often as they please.
Beginners should never depend on bees
and honey alone for a living.
C. Grimm. Do not invest much at
the beginning.

—

Wintering on Orape Sngar.

Mr. Hodgson. I fed 5 colonies on
frape sugar last winter and lost 4 of
hem. Will never try it again.
Conrad Dippel. I do not feed, touch
nor handle it; lam entirely averse to it.
C. J. Hennings. I never had success
with grape sugar.

enough.
Mr. Gill.

A

resolution

next meeting
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was passed

in

to hold the
Berlin on the second

graded

according to strength, and
placed in repositories adapted to their

Tuesday and Wednesday in October, wants.
but at the evening session this resoluSometimes when bees begin to leave
tion was reconsidered and the place their hives and plunge into the dark
fixed for Pewaukee, at the same time abyss before them, " never, never " to
mentioned.
return to their once happy homes, we
are liable to attribute the whole exciteRead before the

ment

to too high a temperature, while
the facts are that the atmosphere is too
dry, and the bees thirsty after a long

N. H. Convention.

Wintering Bees Successfully.
L. M.

WAINWRIGIIT.

Heat and electricity are the staple,
vital forces of life in animal organization.
Combine all the other favorable

confinement.
Bees, like animals of a higher
(2.)
organism that live and bask in the
great ocean and sea of atmosphere
which alike in all places enshroud the
globe, imparting life, vigor and health
should have plenty of fresh air.
True, bees can live in an atmosphere so
foul, and breathed over and over so
frequently that a human being would
soon die in it. But this is no argument
in favor of wintering' bees in a room
filled with impure air.
Air should be
admitted through a subterranean air
duct. If 15 or 20 rods long, and passing
through a 6-inch tile, the air will enter
the room at 40 J while the mercury
stands at zero in the open air.
A humid condi don of the atmos(3.)
phere may be kept up by placing vessels of water in the room
but bees do
not particularly want water before
sometime in January, especially if.the

—

circumstances that a smiling Controller
of the universe could bring about, in
absence of the great forces, and all is
wrapped in the chilly sable mantle of
an eternal sleep.
Could it be that nature should be clothed in her mantle of
grandeur, watered by the silvery sprays
of the welcome clouds, with the rainhow's glories seen through the misty
vapor, and the sun alternately shining
in his glory, yet with the earth's normal condition of heat and electricity absent, the cold, icy arms of death would
chill all the pulsations of life, and cause
everything to sleep quietly in the stilly
shades of universal night.
Before late autumn's and early winter's chilly winds scatter the hoary honey is thin.
frosts, all colonies should be prepared
Should very warm weather occur at
for winter under the genial rays of an any time in the winter, the mercury
October's sun.
rising to 00° day and night in the open
air, no one should take fright and rush
How to Prepare for Winter.
their bees out doors, probably to be
Remove the top story of the hive, take frozen in a very short time. In proporoff all surplus honey boxes and remove tion as the thermometer in the room
tiie outside combs from the brood chain
rises above a proper temperature, inber, leaving in the center of the hive crease the surface of the water pools in
only enough well-tilled combs to carry the house, and throw all the doors open
the bees safely through until spring. at nights, and the result will be the
Place the lids on the brood chambers, same as produced in a damp atmosphere
and they are ready to wheel into winter in the spring, with a temperature of
quarters as soon as the proper time 60°.
comes, which varies with latitude but
Combs will not grow moldy inside of
in Central Illinois, as a rule, about the 4 months in a damp atmosphere, if in a
middle of November.
well ventilated hive filled with a good
colony of bees, and the house properly
Winter Eepository.
,

;

I would advise dividing
only in exceptional cases before clover
seasons.
M. Mahin writes If increase of stock
is desired without regard to quantity of
surplus honey, divide at the beginning
of the white clover season
if a larger
amount of honey is desired with a modIt may consist of a dry, underground
erate increase, divide after clover sea- cellar, a cave in a hillside, or a frostson. If the largest amount of honey
Eroof building on top of the ground
possible is desired and no increase,
ut as the style of the repository is no
don't divide at all.
part of the discussion, we leave this
part of the subject for others to de
Does it Pay to Melt Old Combs and Use
Fonndation 1
cide.
;

:

;

warmed.

Combs will grow moldy when

a hive has no upward ventilation and
the room is cold, but more especially if
the swarm is small, even if there is no
water in the room. It is a cold atmosphere that kills bees and molds combs
in a house. The vapor exhaled from
the bees not only settles on the outside
Cleansing the Eepository.
of the comlis, but after a time finds its
If the building is infected with mice
way into the cells and lodges in small
trap them all a month or so in advance drops against the septum of the cells
of putting up the bees, and a few days and creates a heavy fungi in a short
before the bees are housed burn a suit time.
able amount of sulphur in the room to
How Long Should Bees be Housed ?
destroy all accumulations of fungi, then
As a rule they should be kept in until
with a suitable brush wash the walls
with a weak solution of carbolic acid they can gather some pollen from the
and water, after which leave the house soft maple and willows. It is not the
length of time that bees are confined
open until all is sweet and pure.
that stupefies and kills them, but the
Storing in Winter Quarters.
unfavorable circumstances under which
Where they are
Select a nice cool day or evening they are confined.
kept
warm and in a room with a moist
about the middle of November, soon
after the bees have had a purifying atmosphere (but otherwise dry), and
flight.
Close up the entrances of the have plenty of fresh air, they never eat
hives, and place 1 or 2— or as many as more than the system requires to supply
as you are prepared to wheel on a the loss that is continually going on in
spring wheelbarrow, if you have it, if animal life; and when brought out afnot, a common one will do, running it ter 4 months' confinement, they are as
on a smooth track. Wheel directly into perfect as when winter overtook them.
When they are old before housing,
the repository, and stack your hives one
upon another as high as you can lift they will die in the spring before young
them, always being careful as you stack bees in sufficient numbers can take
them to raise each lid z inch above the their place to sustain the " old homehive all around, by slipping under the stead." We call this spring dwindling.
inch pieces Other unfavorable causes will produce
lid a suitable number of
prepared for the purpose. Avoid plac- like results.
I will not argue the question of reing the hives against the walls of the
building, as this might produce a con- pository wintering, as it is vastly better
As the " Sunny
cussion among the bees from an outside in a cold climate.
South " always enjoys the blushing
jar of the building.
smiles and geniel rays of a warm sun,
Winter Management.
the bees will care for themselves in such
After the bees are properly adjusted a climate. Not so in the North, where
in the house for the winter, 8 things are the mercury falls to 25° or 30° below
to be considered. First: Apropertem- zero, and remains down so long that
they cannot take wing for 6 or 8 weeks.
Second
perature of the atmosphere.
Third
humid They will generally perish and become
Plenty of fresh air.
unhealthy if on their summer stands.
condition of the atmosphere.
The murcury should show a Chaff packing in ordinary winters will
(1.)
higher or lower temperature in propor- keep up a very good temperature outwhen it sinks 30° betion to the strength of the colonies doors ; but alas
housed. If the colonies are very strong, low zero, and the winds are sweeping
40° Fahr. is about right.
Medium col- over hill and dale like a mighty tornado,
onies, from 45° to 50 u But if very weak, winter's icy breath severs the tender
or nuclei with queens, about 60° is nec- cord, and life gives place to the stilL
essary to keep the bees in a good, reign of death.
Noblesville, Ind.
healthy condition. Colonies should be
;,

Not if

Mr. Potter.
and straight.
Mr. Green.

the

comb

is

whole

I had the best success
foundation.
Conrad Dippel. Comb foundation is
indispensable. I give it to new and old
colonies after dividing
Mr. Gill. Not necessary with straight

with

new

John Dickinson. I tried it thoroughly worker combs.
with bees in the cellar, but had to take
L. Fatzinger.
If clean, straight
it out by Christinas. One colony of bees
comb save it otherwise melt.
was dead and the rest were in a bad
John
Dickinson. It decidedly pays
condition.
I dread grape sugar and
to do it with present price of wax and
will let it alone.
foundation, even without a machine.
C. J. Hennings. It does pay.
Best Method of Swarming for Wisconsin.
Mr. Sanford. I think it does.
Mr. Potter. This is a fine point. The
Mr. Grimm. It does, if combs are
past season artificial swarming would very old and part drone cells.
ruin colonies and to rely on natural
R. A. Morgan says it does, and gives
swarming would give no increase. If practical tests in support of it.
you rely on natural swarming you must
Division Boards anil Surplus Honey.
have your colonies very strong early so
that they will swarm by the 14th of
All agree that they are useful early in
June. I recommend natural swarming. the season, and may be used in the upMr. Church. I do not like to let them per story to induce bees to work more
increase at all, but practice both natural readily, and in the lower to increase
and artificial swarming. I move natu- breeding by keeping the bees warmer.
ral swarms as soon as hived to the place
Is the Basswood in this State Killed ?
where they are to stand.
Fred Badger. I use a mullen stalk
Few of those present had any knowtied on a pole, and in every instance ledge on the subject, and the letters rethe swarms would cluster upon it.
ceived varied somewhat, some thinking
Mr. Winslow gave an instance where not and others deploring the rapid dea bee-keeper he knows uses a long pole struction of basswood. Several comwith a wad on the end covered with munications urged bee-keepers to set
black alpaca, resembling the color of out linden trees and have them propbees, and catches swarms every time.
erly guarded and fenced in.
Mr. Potter. I sometimes clip the
The North Eastern Bee-Keepers' Con?ueen's wings and when she comes out vention all through has been somewhat
catch her.
When the swarm is out I informal, although considerable interreplace the old hive with a new one and est was manifested by the few in attenturn in the queen loose, when the dance.
Tuesday afternoon the follow;

swarm will return to the new hive.
ing officers were elected
Mr. Haight. I do not approve of
President, Geo. S. Church, Neenah.;
clipping queen's wings and do not prac- Secretary and Treasurer. Mrs. Frances
tice it any more.
Could not work it Dunham, Depere
Vice-Presidents, L.
with a large number of colonies.
H. Pammel, EaCrosse ; John Hodgson,
Conrad Dippel. In Wisconsin I find Pewaukee ; C. H. Green, Berlin; A.
dividing the best and most easy method Potter, Eureka, and H. P.Sayles, Hartof increasing the number of swarms.
ford.
;

—
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a few words

may

April 13,

by fense be punished by imprisonment in
the county jail, not less than ten days
nor more than six months, or by a line
Mr. Heddon is correct in his estimate
I have been thinking of the real solid
of not less than ten dollars nor more
visits and enthusiastic discussions we of the value of yood district Conven- than one hundred dollars,
or both, in
have at our Conventions. In these dis- tions. They harmonize what would the discretion of the court.
cussions we get not only the last and
One-half
Sec.
all tines imposed
6.
of
best thoughts of the participants, but otherwise be competing interests; they
by the enforcement of this act shall be
inspired thoughts—truths told with foster a fraternal feeling they encour- paid to the person who informs against
masks off. Prof. Cook says enthusiasm age an emulative spirit of superiority, and prosecutes such offender to convicis the main source of successful honeyand elevate the nobler instincts of hu- tion.
producing, and much more is it the sucSec. 6. All acts or parts of acts concess of a bee-keepers' Convention. But manity.
flicting with the provisions of this act
our Conventions are universally marred
chosen
with
The Secretary might be
are hereby repealed.
by long and tedious essays. Just as the especial reference to his apicultural
Sec. 7. This act shall take effect and
meeting has reached a degree of warmth
knowledge and reportorial qualifica- be in force from and after its passage
that is inspiring, the Secretary hauls
and publication.
out a long essay (may be a " prize es- tions. Promptness in making out his
Approved March 3, 1881.
say"), and reads, and reads, till the glow report, if intended for publication, is
Another dead-letter, we fear. It is
of the members is charred to coal. At quite as essential as promptness in atits close every attendant feels tired and
made the especial duty of any officer
tending to any other business entrusted not
like a man in a wet blanket.
I), sighs,
to prosecute offenders, nor is the tribuM. draws a long breath. B. yawns, and to him. The reports of a conventional
then all hitch in their seats, and a sickly body lose much of their interest to the nal designated which shall have cognizance in such cases. Again, there is a
silence comes over the scene. But soon members
in attendance if not published
the next topic is taken up, and a new
fatal omission of the nature of testienthusiasm kindled, which is destined promptly, and an editor feels much re- mony which shall be required
to secure
in giving his readers a stale
Conventions, and their Mission.

in

;

others

profit

their experience.

THOMAS
El>lTOH

CHICAGO,

C.

NEWMAN.

AXU PKUPIUETOR,

ILL.,

APRIL

;

13, 1881.

©"In

Bohemia, Austria, the Society
its muni.' to" The Austrian
Society of Bee Friends," and has elected Heir It. Mayerlioeffer its Presihas changed

who

dent,

in a recent letter says

am surprised that
Bee Journal as
thing

:

" 1

you can publish the
a Weekly— such a
only possible in America. I

is

wish you the best of success."

It seems to me that
i£g° The Indiana Farmer says that the to the same fate.
"
annual report of the Bureau of Statis- the offering of prizes" for these essays
to promote and encourage Conventions,
tics, just out, places the number of col- is like paying a premium on murder to
onies of bees in the State at 146,327, and promote morality. Is there any arguthe number of lbs. of honey token, ment in their favor that is not answered
"
to the Journal
This by saying, Send them
1,197,627, or 8.18 lbs. per colony.
as correspondence ?"
report is for the honey crop of 1879,
At our meetings we are never at a loss
which was a very poor season, the esti- for interesting topics, but for the time to
discuss
all that we can feel are of immated yield being only half a crop.
portance to us. Those who are in atLawrence county reports the largest tendance have borne the expenses, and
number of colonies, 7,168. Allen county have a right to the time over the essaynext, with 4,114. Crawford county the ist. A short letter of greeting, and
now-and-then a topic suggested by an
least, only 142 being reported. In proabsent member, would not be so bad.
duction Lake county stands at the head Do you not know that what I have stawith 59,984 lbs.
ted above is true, from your experience
at Conventions ?
Topics should be suggested and pubdisgusting discovery was relished some days before the meeting,
cently made near Birmingham, Engand each member or proposed attendant
gland.
The Mark Lane Express of should prepare himself to speak on the
March 7, says
subject, by revolving it over in his mind.
but
" The Inspector found in the manu- Of course, we are not orators
factory the steam machinery in opera- neither are we essayists. While some
tion, and about 1.300 lbs. of diseased of us are not gifted at theorizing and
horseflesh, mutton, etc., in various drawing deductions, all can tell their
raw material to the experience in some shape, and what is
stages, from the
Experience is the
finished potted meat, sausages, save- of more value V
loys, savory ducks.' German polonies. foundation of the whole fabric.
District Conventions are what we
There were nearly 200 lbs. of sauetc.
sages recently made, and colored with need. Good reporters are next in order.
want a report that is condensed in
We
red ochre to give them a fresh appearance; 2 diseased sheep, 200 lbs. diseased words, but not in thought. A man to
horseflesh, and cans of potted meat, be- fill that office must possess a knowledge
of the topic under discussion, and a suing mostly diseased horseflesh."
perior power of handling words.
The bee-keepers of our Congressional
Uniting Colonies in Early Spring.
District, embracing this southwest corner of Michigan, are now taking steps
Will you please to tell me, through for an organization, and although I am
the Bee Journal, how to put 2 colo- so busy that I cannot help it along as
nies of bees together and manage them much as I would like to, yet I will do
all I can, and hope we may soon be
so they will not light ?
organized permanently.
believe I
I
ubs. II. Thompson.
prophesied such local Conventions some
Vermontville, Mich.

f^A

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

years ago.

James Heddon.

Cook'sManual,page 258, recommends
Dowagiac, Mich., March 23, 1881.
spraying and smoking for successfully
We must take occasion to thank Mr.
uniting in summer and fall
but in
quite early spring there is some danger Heddon for broaching this subject in
of chilling brood, if the operation is per- his terse, happy manner. It must have
formed by unskilled hands. We think occurred to every reader of the Bee
the following will be the best plan for Journal, as it has frequently appeared
early weather: Remove the queen from to those in attendance at the Convenone colony and put the frames with tions, that some of the essays were long
bees and brood at one side, putting in and prosy, and frequently two or more
a divider made by tacking wire-cloth on upon the same subject while the essayone side of a brood frame, with the ends ists themselves must have felt the neextending to reach full length of the cessity for prolixity, in order to meet
hive; now bring the brood, queen and supposed arguments which might be
bees from the other hive and place in opposed against theories advanced. It
this one, close the entrance on the bees frequently happens that much valuable
and queen, put in for 24 hours, slant a time is occupied in this way, that would
board in front, remove the hive vacated, have been saved had the writer been
and the work is done. In 24 hours, or present, and many records perpetuated
the next night, remove the obstruction which had been better forgotten.
from the entrance, leaving the slanting
We should not forget, however, that
board in front, which will cause the bees many discoveries are being made, many
to mark their home anew.
On the exceptions to acknowledged rules frethird day remove the dividing-frame quently occurring, and apparent contraand the board from the front. No hive dictions of theories arising. These
should occupy the old stand, from which should be brought before the Conventhe queen and bees were removed, for tion for discussion. Some one present
several days.
can probably explain a seeming mystery
;

;

luctance

when, perhaps, his correspon- conviction, and statutory as well as comlaw pre-supposes every offender to
dence files are crowded with communi- mon
report,

cations of recent date.
By all means, organize district socie-

and call Conventions, then let every
bee-keeper within their circuit make an
effort to attend. If one bee-keeper is
more successful than another, he is under a moral obligation to attend his Convention and instruct his co-workers;
if he is less successful than they, he is
under a pecuniary obligation to himself
Leave all
to attend and be educated.
personal differences to be settled outside the Convention, and all work with
a zeal to make it a pleasant, successful
and profitable gathering.
ties

be innocent until proven guilty. As in
Kentucky, the real difficulty will be to
prove the existence of the fraud to the
satisfaction of the jury.

But we are glad to see that the lawhas passed, even though it should prove
inoperative. It is a strong evidence that
the people are awakening from their
lethargy and demanding reform. The
abuses are so great that it seems difficult
to check them, but the next legislature
can amend the law to make it effective,
if the honest producers and consumers
combine in requiring it.

The National Convention.
Wisconsin

Law

against Adulteration.

We have received for publication the
following letter from the President of
followWilcox
has
sent
us
the
Mr. F.
the North American Bee-Keepers" Soing questions
ciety, in reply to Prof. Cook's open letI append hereto a copy of our law in

relation

to the adulteration of food.
think of it ; can it be en-

What do you

ter published in the

nal

of

March

Weekly Bee Jour-

page 92:

23d,

forced

?
Smith's Grove, Ky.. April 1. 1881.
Bees that are being wintered on the
Prok. A. J. Cook Dear Sir: I have
Bummer stands are in very bad condi- read with much interest your suggestion (mostly dead), unless well protected. tions to the Executive Committee,
Those in cellars are in good condition, through me, to fix the time of holding
but need a flight soon. The weather is the North American Bee- Keepers' Convery cold yet, and little or no bare vention, at Lexington, Ky.. on Wednesround. We must wait another month day and Thursday, Aug. 24 and 25 the
e
we. can accurately tell how bees
:

—

efore
have wintered.
Mauston, Wis., April 2, 1881.

CHAPTER

40.

An Act in
The

relation to the adulteration
of food.
people of the State of Wisconsin,

represented in Senate and Assembly,
do enact as follows
Section 1. Every person, company or
corporation who shall manufacture, sell
or offer for sale any article in imitation
of butter which has been manufactured
wholly or in part from tallow, shall mark
each firkin, tub, package or parcel, on
top of same, in letters of not less than
one-half inch in length, and breadth in
proportion, and in such manner that it
may be plainly seen, the word "oleomarIf made wholly or partially
garine.
from lard, each firkin, tub, parcel or
package shall be marked " butterine" in
large letters, as above required.
Sec. 2. Every person, company orcorporation who shall sell, or offer for sale,
honey, or any imitation of honey which
is adulterated with glucose, or any other
substance, shall mark the package or
parcel with the words " adulterated
honey," as required by section one of
:

this act.

Sec. 3. Any person, company or corporation that manufactures or offers for
sale cheese that has been made in part
of oleomargarine, or where anti-huff or
any other substance has been used to
adulterate the same, shall mark each
cheese as required by section one of this
act. with the name of the article or articles used in adulterating the same.
Sec. 4. Any person found guilty of any
violation of this act shall for each of-

American Association
the Advancement of Science meets

week

after the

for
at Cincinnati, O.
It seems to me that
able time for holding

would be a favorthe Convention,
so extensive, emdoes, the whole of North

but our Association
bracing, as

it

is

America, it is difficult to decide the best
time for holding the Convention. I
thank you. sir, for the interest vou manifest in" the Convention, and will be clad
to receive suggestions from other Vice
Presidents and bee-keepers generally
who feel an interest in the matter. The
reduction of railroad rates will have
much to do with the number attending
the meeting. In October the Louisville
and Cincinnati Expositions arrange for
reduced rates, and members passing
through could get the benefit ot the reduction. But, as you state, we might
\<v able to get the commutation of railroad fares to extend to the meeting at
Lexington. We hope to have a very
large attendance, and the most interesting meeting that has ever been held by
the bee-keepers of North America.
As soon as the Executive Committee
can determine on the time, it will be
made known through the bee papers.
Meantime, I hope to hear by letters or
postal cards from the interested beekeepers, expressing their preferences,
with reasons, for the time of holding
the next Convention.
Very truly yours, N. P. Allen.

®" The Semi- Annual meeting of the
Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Bristol, Addison
Co., Vt.,

May

19, 1881.

T. BRooxras, Sec.
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Spring Prospects.— We are having a this winter seems to be a, puzzle toand backward spring, liees are many, but when properly examined is
housed up nearly all the time, and arc very simple and natural the bees have
Plums and died from old age more than anything
making slow progress.
peaches are nearly a mouth later in else, as verv few bees were reared last
Blooming than usual, and so far have fall. During the months of August.
been but little benefit to the bees. Cool September and October we had very
weather still refuses to let loose, de- warm, dry weather and no honey in the
spite the prophets, but hope points just few (lowers that did bloom, and when
ahead to genial springtime. The Weekly honey ceases coming into the hive the
" Onward " be its motto. queen almost stops depositing eggs,
is a success.
even when they have plenty of stores
S. D. McLean.
for winter, and the majority of the bees
Culleoka, Tenn., April 1, 1881.
being old, they were in poor condition to
pull through a long, cold winter such as
Cold in Kentucky.— This is a very cold we have had. As all old animals reday for April 1st. Snow has been fall- quire more nourishment to keep up a
ing for 48 hours, but melting as it fell. given temperature than young animals
The ground is now frozen and the wind under the same circumstances, and very
Bees few young bees being reared during seis blowing strong from the north.
are in bad condition except where well vere cold weather to keep up the colony
protected. Mine are all right yet with the natural consequence is death, with
their chaff cushions, and have plenty of plenty of stores around them. These
stores. I lost but 1 colony out of 40, and are my ideas on the great loss of bees
that was a late artificial swarm. I hope this winter. Shall be very glad to hear
for a good honey yield and a prosperous from others on the same subject, as a
season. Fruit blossoms are ready to change of ideas brings out the truth.
open the first warm days, and the white
J. S. Duncan.
clover is very promising.
Browning, Mo., April 4, 1881.

late

;

-

Sim'iE'

tr/n

Italian Bees Superior.—Bees arc doing well here this season. Swarming
commenced March SO they are storing
honey in boxes, which are half full now.
[ had 40 colonies last fall ami lost none
in the winter; and none were even
qneenless. They are all Italian bees.
Native bees are a failure as compared
with the Italians, as I have demonstrated during the past 4 years.
B. C. Yates.
Weatherford, Tex., April 3, 1881.
;

Box Hives no better than Others.— My
bees are all dead they died of cholera. They have died at a very fair rate
in the old reliable box hive, so the " I
told you so's " have to take a back seat,
as the scientific apiarist has not killed
\V. I'. Evritt.
his bees this time.
Davis, Mich., April 5, 1881.
;

N. P. Allen.

A

Little

Discouraged.— Nine-tenths

of all the bees in this part of Ohio are
dead ; in fact there are hardly any left.
Of those remaining, the greater portion
are in box hives, unprotected, what is
the cause of that singularity V I had
mine packed according to Prof. Cook's
theory, and all but a few perished, and
they are very weak. All left plenty of
honey in the hive, and all had the dysentery. I have about 400 frames of
comb, the greater part of which have
some honey nicely capped, and I want
to save them for future use. 1.
can I protect them from the moth ? 2.

Smith's Grove, Ky., April

1,

been emptied last fall and returned to
the hives, where they were left on all
winter, and although they did not tit.
very closely and the bees had plenty of
upward ventilation, the bees were in
good condition. It occurred to my mind

must be more

that there

tilation than

many

in upward vensupposed, for some

have died around here that were all
packed in chaff, and appeared to be in
good condition last fall. I am a strong
advocate for chaff-packing, but what is
the use of chaff-packing if we can get
as good results by having plenty of upward ventilation and a vacant chamber
above the bees ?
J. A. Osborne.
Rantoul,

111.,

April

6, 1881.

Italians ts. Black Bees.— My bees are
mostly blacks and hybrids, and I have
lost heavily. I have one colony of Ital-

ians which endured the severity of the
winter much better than the blacks. I
think the Weekly Bee Journal splendid, and am glad that it is a success.
J.

Sparta,

111.,

March

A. McKee.

15, 1881.

1881.

The Dying and the Dead.— About K
this county last fall
has been a very of all the bees in"
gone
where the woodbine
hard winter on bees in this locality. have now
and this month with next will
Mine were confined to their hives from twineth,"
I have
certainly bring this up to }{.
October 16 till March 13. The weather
lost but' one in 137 as yet, but am fearis still cold and winter holds on.
I
ful that by the first of June I shall tell
will be lost by April 15.
thfnk about
Loss of Bees.

mer stands without protection during
The surplus boxes had
the winter.

in Caiifornia.— Honey is coming
the bees are working in secand capping drones are hatching
have kept back
and flying out.
I
swarming by great exertions. I have
20 frames and sections on some, and 2
The bees
tiers of sections on others.
losses for the are building out foundation, and the
N. F. Case.
and
but
the
nights
weather is fine
dry,

— This

%

Geo. Garlick.
Warsaw, Out., April 1, 1881.

a different story as to
whole season.
Glensdale, N. Y., April

4, 1881.

Bees

in fast

;

tions

;

One colony with a hybrid
queen had the boxes all capped on the
built out several combs of
Loss of Bees in Northern Michigan.— 4th, and has
foundation of last year's make. I find
I have made some inquiries and have
How
my bees will bite off the bottom
so far to report the loss of 604 out of that
and corners to build out drone comb.
933 colonies in this section of the counShould I extract the honey from them ?
colonies
are strong in bees and
My
try. This will not fully cover the loss
3. Is there any advantage in feeding
queen 3 years old is
the present cold weather will reduce working nicely. A
weak colonies when there is plenty of
the 600 about as much as the "Noble the only one I have had superceded. I
honey in the hive? 4. Why donotsome
have grapes and fruit with 60 colonies
Six Hundred " we read of.
of the more successful bee-keepers give
of bees within a stone's throw I have
L. C. Whiting.
to the public, through the Bee Jourobserved closely but never found a bee
East Saginaw, Mich., April 5, 1881.
nal, their mode of wintering? I have
I had 2 frames of
biting the fruit.
reason tp feel a little discouraged. The
foundation worked out and filled with
Journal is a welcome visitor.
blizzards we have had this winter. I
Bees In Middle Tennessee.— I like the eggs, pollen and honey in 20 hones.
L. Z. Lantz.
succeeded in putting my bees all back Weekly Bee Journal.
It has been
J. D. Enas.
West Liberty, O., April 4, 1881.
in the cellar by calling up the neighraining and snowing all day here, in
Napa, Cal., March 30, 1881.
it became a perfect gale
bors to help
Yesterday
was
a
Tennessee.
[We presume, when a final balance- before we got them all in. They now middle
pleasant, spring-like day.
beautiful,
sheet is struck, you will find the box- seem to be ready for another nap. In Peaches and plums are in bloom. Bees
My Plan of Wintering. My bees are
bee
yard
the
snow
is
3
my
from
to
8
ft.
hive bees have fared no better, if as well
were working like beavers to-day all in 'fine condition on their summer
deep, a splendid time to trim fruit trees
the very cold
If we could have 10 stands, notwithstanding
are frozen up.
as those in approved hives.
as we need no ladder.
warm days our bees would be safe. I winter. I use the Quinby hive. The
1. By placing them in tight hives, cloD. G. Webster.
have rye-meal, honey and sugar. I put plan that I have adopted for wintering
Parks Corners, 111., April 4. 1881.
the last 3 years is to take off the
sing the entrances tightly, spreading
into winter quarters 8 colonies in Lang- for
3 sticks across
papers on the top projecting beyond the
stroth hives lost only one, which was cap and honey board, put
then a quilt over the frames,
frames,
the
Safely Wintered. My bees are in ex- short of stores and came out in Februhives, fitting the covers on nicely, then
cellent" condition this spring, consider- ary and ran off. I wintered on the sum- then old carpeting (or some other porputting them in a cool room.
ing the severe winter they have passed mer stands, sheltered and packed down ous article) and keep warm and dry
we prefer giving them empty, through. Last fall I had 8 colonies, all with cotton seeds and mats I packed after which I place a rough box with
2. Yes
hybrids. I prepared 5 for winter by re- underneath the hives with sawdust. from 2 to 4 inches of air-space all around
one or two at a time.
the hive, with an entrance the same as
it is injurious.
If you wish to ducing to 3 and 4 frames each, with di- There is only one requisite here in win3. No
In this way I have sucvision boards placed on each side of the tering bees and that is to have plenty of in the hive.
stimulate breeding, give each day a lit- brood nest; each hive having
ceeded
for 3 winters with the loss of
about 10 stores and to keep them dry. This has
tle honey and water, in equal parts, at or 12 lbs. of honey size of frame 11 ^x been a remarkably hard winter
many but one colony. They had a good flight
shall
the entrance. A Shuck feeder is very 1 1 J£,they are now in good condition with of the late swarms in box and gum in February and also in Marcii. I
brood in all stages. The 3 colonies I hives have starved. This is a very try- have to feed some now. Last season
good for this purpose.
There are
poor one for honey.
had in 2 story hives I prepared for win- ing snap on bees.
I saw some apiarist was a
4. Nearly every number of the Jourter by taking off the top sections and from Indiana here trying to buy up comparatively hut few bees in this vifairly
well.
have
wintered
cinity
they
nal contains letters from successful leaving the bottom section with the 8 native bees.
I. A. Burrow, M. D.
I very highly prize the Weekly Bee
bee-keepers, giving their methods of frames, full of honey (about 35 lbs.) in
Santa Fe, Tenn., March 29, 1881.
Eden Davis.
Journal.
each hive. One warm day about the
wintering.— Ed.]
Thompson, Conn., April 5, 1881.
middle of January, when other coloeditor
on
congratulate
the
Losses.— I
nies were lively and flying, they did not
Weekly. If I get it
A Confinement of 148 Days. This make any show. Upon examination I the success of thecannot
Bees in Vermont.— We have had about
stop till I scan
the morning I
in
has been a most disastrous winter for found every bee dead and not a drop of
uninterrupted sleighing.
all die. 90 days of
will
pets,
I
fear,
it
all
over.
My
bees, so far, and the end is not yet. honey in either of the 3 hives. I was
Bees here that were properly cared for
The weather to-day is more like De- rather surprised at this loss, and exam- Out of 33 only 11 survive one is queen- and put into cellars are, as far as I can
cember than spring. Nine-tenths of ined one of them and found that they less but strong in bees and honey. My. learn, in good condition. I had 3 colothe bees that were not well protected had plenty of stores and very few dead beautiful Italian which I found nearly nies that exhibited signs of dysentery,
in a queenless colony is
have died, and the other tenth will bees
all wintered on their summer dead and put
but had the good fortune to be abie to
Bees stands. I do not use chaff-packing or gone with all in the colony. One I cov- give them a flight early in February,
probably die if they are not fed.
carpet
wool
thicknesses
of
2
ered
with
that are well cared for have fared bet- lime (the lime is new to me) as I can
died with and they are all right now. I hope to
ter.
I have 3 colonies in the cellar and have good results without them, and it did well till March, and
out without loss. During the past
We have snow with comeyears
one on their summer stand, packed in is a big job to prepare a number of col- plenty of honey.
my average has been about 25
two
I fear more will be
ehaff. They had a flight on March 20, onies for winter. With the hive properly north winds now.
Those I lbs. of extracted honey per colony this
after a confinement of 148 days. We adjusted with division boards inside, dead when this breaks up.
sells readily for 1 shilling per lb., put up
had no surplus honey nor increase last a space of 6 or 8 inches from the divi- wintered in the shed fared better than in quart fruit jars. Are tin pails a good
all.
some
lose
Some
those
out.
%
year but I look for an abundant yield sion board to end of hive, a thick cotreceptacle for honey ? Is not the cheap
G. W. Ashby.
this season. I am located l}4 miles ton quilt on top of frames to absorb
tinware adulterated with lead ? and
Valley Station, Ky., April 2, 1881.
south of a grove of linden of from 1,500 moisture and a few thicknesses of pawould not honey put up in such packato 2,000 trees, from 6 inches to 3 feet in per on the quilt to prevent the escape
ges be injurious to the health of the
diameter, will my bees go there for of heat, they are in an excellent condiUpward Ventilation.— As there have consumer?
W. S. Clark.
honey ? They are blacks and hybrids. tion to stand a zero freeze, as my 5 col- been so many conflicting reports in reBellows Falls, Vt.
winter,
I want to Italianize in the spring. I onies have proven to be at this time. gard to bees wintering the past
[Tin pails, which can be utilized in
find that nearly all of my neighbor bee- The 3 that starved had more space and I thought I would mention a circumkeepers that do not take a bee paper are honey than they required, and con- stance that came under my observation the house after the honey is used, make
There good receptacles. Only soured honey,
the heaviest losers in bees.
Success to sumed honey to keep warm on the same while at a sale a few days ago.
the Weekly Bee Journal.
principle that a small stove requires a were 6 colonies of bees in box hives and
liable to absorb lead
Wren
great amount of wood to keep a large one in an old Langstroth hive. The we think, would be
West Branch, Iowa, April 4, 1881.
room warm. The great loss of bees colonies had all stood out on the sum- poison from adulterated tin.— Ed.]
are cool.

Fair Condition.— Bees in this
vicinity that were wintered out-of-doors
are under snow banks some 8 feet deep,
and still the snow is coming. The
banks cover the tops of the fences in
many places and we can drive over a 4board fence without taking down the
fence.
My bees have the dysentery,
but I gave them a flight on March 18. I
left 50 colonies out all night as it was a
fair day, but the morning of the 19th
soon turned out to be one of the worst

Bees

in

;

;

—

;

•

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;
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Great Loss of Bees.— Never before in
the recollection of bee-keepers have
bees become so nearly extinct as now
Last fall no less than
in our vicinity.
300 colonies of the useful pets decorated
the yards of our neighbors. At this
date about 292 colonies are no more.
Very little attention was given to the
Out of 30 extra colonies
little fellows.
I have but one colony remaining to
mourn the loss of their industrious
E. J. Hinshaw.
neighbors.
Lynn, Ind., April 1,1881.
.

am

Bees Confined 134 Bays.— I

win-

The greater

tering 170 colonies of bees.
part of them are in the cellar and are
They have not seen daydoing well.
light for 13-1 days, and are not likely to
for several days to come, as it has been
snowing steadily for the last 60 hours.
Sleighing is pretty fair here and the
snow is at least 20 inches deep where not
drifted, and the drifts are from 2 to 6
What is the correct profeet high.
nunciation of the name D/.ierzon ?
S. F. Newman.
Norwalk, O., March 31, 1881.
" Tseerson.'"
[It is pronounced thus
:

—Ed.]

death

and

?

if

This winter has been a terror,
the

Palestine

bees

are

proof

against death from cold, I want them.
I do not wish to complain, for my bees,
70 colonies, are all right, and bright as
you wish to see. The hives are clean
and they show no signs of disease. I
winter indoors, in a house made of logs
arched over and covered with earth ; it
lias a door in one end and ventilators
When
it is the best thing I have tried.
I get them out for good I will report
M. S. Snow.
their condition, etc.
Osakis, Minn., April 1, 1881.

been heavy in this section.
is a positive necessity.
'
May it live long and prosper."
P. F. Twitchell.
Andover, O., March 28, 1881.
loss lias not

The Weekly

April 13,
Honey As Food.— We have just been
baking honey ginger snaps, " a la Newman," as given in " Honey as Food and

Medicine." We are puzzled to know
person can embody all the requisites for an Editor, Doctor and Cook,
and a Minister, too, by the way he
Bees and Grapes.— I noticed an artiquotes Scripture in this valuable little
cle in the Bee Journal for March 2d,
page 68, in regard to bees and grapes. work. Perhaps he "has a help-meet as
the
Irishman says, sure and hasn't he
1 have had both for over 10 years in one
wife ? "
Honey producers should alyard ; the bees never troubled my a
ways place honey before their guests,
grapes, and I have the Isabella, Contake it to fairs, ministers' donations,
cord. Delaware and Augustine, and
festivals, sociables, excursions, old set40 colonies of bees bees are not over
tlers' picnics, etc., use it in the dressing
10 rods from grapes. My bees are in
canning of fruits, and teach the
and
Sawdust for Wintering.— Thus far I the cellar yet, but do not yet know how people, by precept and example, that
have lost nearly \i of my bees. The they will come through.
Mrs. L. Harrison.
honey is good.
Thos. Pierce.
greater part were packed in chaff and
Peoria, 111., April 4, 1881,
Gansevoort, N. Y., March 21, 1881.
the remaincut straw, in November
der were put in a sawdust cellar and
First Swarm.— Last season was very
taken out on warm days this month
I commenced the severe on bees in our State.
We had
Chaff Did It.
and packed. For a winter like this a spring
of 1880 with 8 colonies of bees. rain from April until December 31, alcellar for winter and packing for spring
400 lbs. of honey, mostly ex- most every day. The moth worm and
best
but deliver I obtained

how one

—

;

;

;

—

in my opinion, the
me from bees in a sawdust cellar in
Joel Gultck.
warm winter.
is,

;

St. Charles,

Mich.,

March

a

30, 1881.

Wants the Plan.— I should be glad if
Mr. Robinson, of Pewamo, Mich.,
would give his plan in detail for winI think it
t ring queens on one comb.

tracted, and increased to 28 colonies. I
sold one last fall and packed 27 in chaff;
they are all alive up to date, 5 are
rather weak, the balance are in good
condition. About
of the bees in this
part of the country are dead.
C. II. Wrigiit.
Conneautville, Pa., April 2, 1881.

%

Colonies Strong.— I put 50 colonies of
I am much
bees in the cellar 4 of which were made of great importance.
Are Bees Taxable!—!. I have a good
the pleased with the Weekly Bee Journal,
I lost 2 of them
late of nuclei
deal of honey in old comb taken from
balance consumed about 5 lbs. per colo- and wish it success.
box hives, with considerable bee-bread,
Geo. Reynolds.
ny while in the cellar. They are now
and this honey is quite bitter in flavorSt. Neots, England, March 15, 1881.
stronger than ever before at this time
will it do to place over the brood frames
Mollie O. Large.
of the year.
[Will Mr. Robinson please comply to feed with? Some of the honey I
Millersville, March 29, 1881.
think
with this request V— Ed.]
is sour.
2. Can I use old strained honey that
queens ?
Shall I Transfer or Brive Them ?—
Bees Bead. Most of the bees around haspollen in it to stimulate the
3. I had bees starve with sugar candy
bought at a sale a few days ago 2 colo- here are dead. I have lost 4 colonies
nies of black bees, one in an old gum out of 14, and I expect to lose 1 or 2 over the cluster, but not a cell of honey.
and the other in an old box hive. The more, for it is quite cold yet. I think The candy was very hard was that the
combs look very black and old. Which the Bee Journal the best exponent reason ttiey could not eat it ?
4. Can bees be taxed the same as other
is the better plan, to transfer, or drive of scientific bee-culture in America.
property?
A. G. Mayiiew.
into a new hive filled with foundation,
L. II. Westphal.
and Italianize in either case V Please
Brighton, Mich., March 31, 1881.
will answer to
bitter
honey
The
[1.
answer in next issue of Bee Journal.
W. R. Young.
feed over the frames. If soured, feed
A Strange Occurrence.— I have a cuMyersville, Md., March 29, 1881.
the bees are flyrious circumstance to relate, and would outside the hives, when
[Transfer, by all means. You will like to know if it is of common occur- ing freely, thus leaving it optional with
need the brood in the old combs (which rence. Last spring I had a qneenless them to take it or let it alone.
but with a queen cell nearly
2. Yes.
would be lost in the case of driving) as colony,
ready to cap over. One noon I found an
Italian
nurse
the
hatched
to
3. Perhaps it was.
as
fast
adjoining colony about to swarm, and
4. Yes, as other personal property.
brood, it being the especial province of cutting out the queen cell, took it in the
the younger bees to do the nursing and house, broke it open, and found a fully- The statutes in different States vary
matured queen, smart and lively. I
other drudge work in the hive. It is an conceived the idea of giving it to the somewhat in regard to taxable personal
easy matter, as the season advances, to qneenless colony, and for that purpose property.— Ed.]
work the old combs out, by putting in a took a small mug, put the queen into it
Bees Gone to Rest.— My bees did well
sheet of foundation every few days in with a few drops of honey, put two
thicknesses of common mosquito cloth
the centre of the brood nest, crowding over the mug, a stick through the han- last season, considering the small supply of nectar yielded by the flowers.
the old combs to the outside, and lifting dle, and hung it in the qneenless hive. White clover and basswood, from
Returning at 4 o'clock, 1 opened the whence we get our greatest supply, was
out as fast as emptied of brood.— Ed.]
hive and found the bees had liberated a total failure, and our bees did not get
Heavy Loss in Bees.— Bees are nearly the queen, had manufactured abouttwo much until fall. Our fall crop was fair.
one who had square inches of comb on the stick that I started in the spring with 14 colonies,
all dead in this locality
on, and in nearly every increased to 22 and obtained 700 lbs. of
24 colonies last fall has 3 left another the mug hung
with 10, has 2 another with 30, has 5 or cell was from 1 to 3 eggs, and the queen comb honey in nice shape. I packed
not out of her cell to exceed 5 hours. Is part of my bees in chaff and the rest I
6 while others having 1 to 10, are all
covered with straw to the depth of 2
dead. I have 2 out of 20, but cannot do this not a peculiar instance ?
J. II. Cook.
feet, except on the fronts, which 1 cov-without the Weekly Bee Journal.
Kans.,
1881.
Parsons,
April 1,
" Long may it live."
ered first with a board set slanting
M. F. Eastman.
[It is too peculiar to be possible.
The against the hive, then a little straw over
that. However, they were not prepared
Queensville, Ind., April 2, 1881.
bees may have swarmed from the hive
in this way until the last of November,
alongside and taken possession of the with the thermometer at 20° above zero,
Condition.—
am
well
I
Bees in (Jood
one in which you confined the queen, or owing to my having been away to school
pleased with the Weekly Bee Journal.
for 3 months. They were very strong
My bees have come through the winter they may have had a queen when you and had plenty of honey as near as I
I had them packed put her in, or there may have been a
in good condition.
could ascertain. But alas when I exBees fertile worker anything is quite as amined them on March 5, I found all
in chaff on the. summer stands.
left unprotected are, 1 think, about half
probable as that a queen would be lay- quiet, after having been confined for
dead in this locality. I lost all my bees
about 125 days there were none short
2 years ago, by wintering without pro- ing eggs within five hours after emerg- of stores, but the hives were daubed
tection. After losing all I boughtmore ing from the cell. Ed.]
badly, showing that long confinement
and wintered in the cellar with success.
was ttie principal cause. Many lost }£;
I like packing in chaff the best they
I think % of
Ahead.—
Last
fall I had some %, and others all.
Chaff
Packing
better
condition.
Succome through in
10 colonies of bees (4 in chart hives and the bees in this section have died, but I
cess to the American Bee Journal.
in simplicity) all strong.
The first am not discouraged. I shall start anew
Boswell, Ind.
J. H. McDaniel.
Sunday in December was pleasant and if there are any bees to be had. Mr. Edthe bees had a jollification, after which itor, do you not think the reason for
March there was not a day that they could bees not swarming last season was on
Bees Confined (J Months.
bade us "adieu" with a regular safely leave the hive until March 15 and account of a forewarning of this cold
" howler " from the northwest, and 10 16, when they had a good flight, which winter? Success to the Weekly Bee
A. B. Loomis.
Journal.
below zero. Snow in the timber is they very much needed. I have 7 left
Carson City, Mich., March 4, 1881.
about 2 feet deep bees have been con- 4 strong (in chaff hives) with brood 2
fined since the middle of Oct.; ice in comparatively strong, and one rather
[No bees have no forewarnings any
The way weak, being what was left of 2 colonies
the lake is 3 feet thick.
The condithings now look bees will be confined to that had dysentery. All wintered on more than has humanity.
their hives 6 months. What do they the summer stands. I think chaff hives tions were not right for swarming,
think of that " down south " complain- would have saved this loss. The ground either from want of honey-flow, or from
ing of long confinement while their is now bare and frozen and we have had
bees are at work on the clover and fruit cold northwest winds for 3 days. As an absence of sealed brood, threatening
blossoms, up here they are as still as far as I have been able to learn, the crowded colonies in the hive.— Ed.]

the scarcity of honey

the flowers

in

caused us to lose 2-3 out of 38 colonies.
Our bees have been working well since
the first of this month. We had a natural swarm this morning from hybrids;
we put them in a Langs troth hive they
appear to be all right! Success to your
W. B. & F. P. Thompson.
Weekly.
;

New

Iberia, La.,

March

31, 1881.

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

!

—

;

;

—

;

;

Took The Bees Out.— I have put my
bees out on their summer stands. I lost
8 out of 46. I had them in a room above
ground they are out of honey now, so
1 must feed them, though it is cold and
A
I fear it will injure the bees some.
word to all
see if your bees have
enough honey.
Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Minn., April 1, 1881.
;

:

g^The Southwestern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will meet at the
residence of W. B. Wallis. at Darlington, Wednesday,Mayll, 1881, at 10 a.m.
There will be an opportunity given for questions
and answers. Interesting papers will be read, among
which may be mentioned
:

Location of Apiary, by E. France.

Implements of the Apiary, by

R. D. Wilson.

Feeding Kxtracted Honey to Produce

C Abraham.

ey, by Dr.

Foundation, and

its

Comb Hon-

Advantages, by D. R.Sylvester.

Bee Forage, by H. Gilmore.
Preparation for Winter, by George Fox.
Wintering Bees, by Reese Powell.
Advantage in Preparing Papers, by E. France.
Profitable Bee-Keeping, bv E. Pike.
Bee-Keeping, will it Pay ? by N. E. France.
The Prize Essay of the N. K. Convention, on How
to make the Apiary the most Profitable, by George
W. House, of Fayetteville. N. Y.

A

cordial invitation Is given to all.
N. E. Fuance, Sec, Platteville, Wis.

l|S"

The Michigan Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will convene in Pioneer
of the State Capitol at Lansing,

The following

is

the

Rooms
May 5.

programme

Regular order of business.
Annual address by Pres. W. J. Ashworth.
Address by T. G. Newman, editor of American Bee
Journal subject. Rise, Progress, Present Condition
and Future Prospects of American Apiculture.
Essay— Profitable extentof bee-keeping, by James
Heddon, Dowagiac.
Essay— Requisites of an Apiary, by H. A. Burch,
South Haven.
Essay— Some important facts in bee-keeping, by
Prof. A. J. Cook. Michigan Agricultural College.
Discussions and remarks.
;

Examination of

exhibits.

All exhibitors of supplies are requested to send
samples to the Secretary, with prices and descriptions attached, and all transportation charges must
be prepaid by the exhibitors. GEO. L. Pkkkv, Sec.

HiT Programme of the Northwestern
Bee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Hastings, Minn., May 17, 1S81
1.— Address of Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
2.— Reports of committees.
3.— Reports from all— number, kind and condition
of bees.
4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tidball, on honey-produoIng plants and flowers.
r».— A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
as food and medicine.
»>.— Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
Avery, of St. Croix Falls, Wis.
7.— A paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
Taylor's Falls, Minn.
S-— A paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of Faxmington.

9.— Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion. In
addition to the above, the following subjects are sug1.— Essential properties of a good bee hive.
2.— How to prevent and cure foul brood.
3.— How toprevent spring dwindling.
4.— Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural
swarming.
Appointment of committees.

Election of officers. Adjournment.
All bee-keepers are cordially Invited.

IF"

tainment

F. B.

free.

Enter-

Dohotht,

Sec.

;

;

H^ The North Western Wisconsin
Bee-keepers Association will meet at
Germama Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on
Tuesday, May 10, at 10 a. m. All interested in bee-keeping are requested to be
present.

L. H.

Pammel,

Jr., Sec.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wire

Local Convention Directory.

_rSingle copies of the .Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
•-*- • -..

Time and PUict of Meeting.
1881.
Apr. 13-N. W. Missouri, at St Joseph, Mo.
D. i; I'lirkcr. Pros., St. Joseph,
May *—Tuscarawas and Musklnirani Valley, nt
Quernsey

britiKe.

J.

f^* Those who may wish to Change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

There being considerable demand Cor Wire nulls. I
have concluded to curry a stock of them, and can till
orders for any quantity promptly. For nailing Sections, Cans, Frames, Hacks, Crates, &<-, they have
become quite popular.
The entire length of the nail being the same thickness, they never loosen as ordinary Iron nails will,
and are not as liable to bend or break.
From the assortment of lengths given in the table
below, any kind of nailing may be done with these
nails, even to making large boxes.
W lach long, wire No. 20, per lb
840.

Bio.

Cum

Co.. o.

A. liuckk'w, B«a,

('lurks, O.

Michigan, at Lansing, Midi.
—Central
nt I'ortluml. N. Y.
Curthincl

5

10

Union,
M. Ilenn, Sec MrlJniwvllle, N. Y.
Wisconsin, at LaOrosse, Wis.

('.

10— N. W.

[,. 11. I'.nin.M'i
Sec.
at Uarltnuton, Wis.
N. K. France, Sec. Plattevllle, Wis.
18— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, atMo-

U-S. W. Wisconsin,

We have prepared

Ribbon Badges
for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
(®"

12.

Kinney. Collin Co., Texas.
W. H. Howard, Sec, Kingston, Hunt Co.. Tex.
17— N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., ut II. W. Lee's,
J. Stewart, Sec.
Pecatoniea, 111.
1"— N. W. Union, at Hastings. Minn.
F. B. Dorothy, Sec.

large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

<^" Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the

week

previous.
.

19-Champlaln Valley,

19,

at Bristol. Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec.

National, at Lexington, Ky.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct. 12 -Ky. State, in K.xpositlon B'd'g. Loulsvitle.Ky.
Sept.

W. WIlliamBOn, Sec. Lexington, Ky.

tW In order to have this Table complete, Secreta-

.

^Instead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
ries

letters,

Gray Hairs Are Honorable but their
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker's Hair Balsam is popular for
cleanliness and promptly restoring the
youthful color.

(g" The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of

CLUBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
flrst column gives the regular price of both :
Publis he rs' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee Journal

(T. G.

Newman)

.$2 00
2 75
2 60
75.. 2 50
75.. 3 75
50.. 2 35
60.. 2 35
75.. 5 00
25.. 3 00
40.. 2 25
.

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. I. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King).. 3
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis). 2
4
The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas) 2
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. Hill)
5
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3
2
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00 less.
For Monthly Bee Journal, 51.50 less.
ti

(X)..

00

.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

collecting them.

CHICAGO.

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, xceekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at 18®20c for strictly choice white comb in 1
and 2 lb. boxes at I4y*ific. for fair to good in large
packages, and at 10®12G. for common dark-colored
and broken lots. Extracted, 8@10c.
;

BEESWAX.-Choice

;

yellow, 20@23c; dark, 15@17.

NEW

YORK.

HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
packages, H'altic; fair do., 14@16c.; dark do.. ll<*12
large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White
extracted, 9@10c.; dark, 7<a8c.; southern strained,
;

80085c.

0"At the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
can
sell to those who wanted them.
now supply the following at 25 cents
each
Dzierzon, the Baron of Berlepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits."
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

We

BEESWAX.- Prime

quality, 2Q@23c.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— The market
is

good, at

for extracted clover honey
is of Blow sale at 10c.

k@ loc. Comb honey

for the best.

BEESWAX-18@22c.

C. F.

HONEY.— Since

our

of

the

some

there have been

last

1,000 cases more of extracted honey cleared for Liverpool, and at our last the outlook for the coming
crop was very poor. Since, there have been copious
showers, and reports are generally more favorable.
quote white comb, 12@13c; dark to good,9^iic.
Extracted, choice to extra white, 5^a<»o!^c. dark and
candied, 5wFA£c.
22®22^C as to color.
Steauns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
San Francisco. Cal., March 31, 1S8J.

We We

^g" Sample copies

MUTH.

SAN FRANCISCO.

:

;

BEESWAX-

Weekly

A Smooth Complexion can be had by
every lady who will use Parker's Ginger
Tonic.
For promptly regulating the
intending to get up a club can have
sam pie copies sent to the persons they liver and kidneys and purifying the
desire to interview, by sending the blood there is nothing like it, and this
is the reason why it so quickly removes
names to this office.
pimples and gives a rosy bloom to the
cheek. See notice.
^" It would save us much trouble, if
all would be particularto give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one

We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
this office.

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

gg"We can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.

the back
If any
soon.

My

Annual Catalogue or Vegetable and
for IHni, rich in engravings from
the originals, will be sent FREE to
who apply. My old customers need not write for

Seed
want them, they must be sent for Flower
photographs of
all

I offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent out by any Seed House in Ameria large portion of which were grown on my six
seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each
package. All seed warranted to be both fresh and true
to name, so far, that should it prove otherwise, I will
refill t fie order gratis.
The original introducerof the
it.

^"Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

(g° The Volume of the Bee Jourkal for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

ca,

Hubbard Squash, Phinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores of other vegetables.
1 invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have
and of

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the very best strain.

NEW VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
12m5

JAMES J. H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

HONEY WANTED.-

<lTWhen changing a postoffice address, mention the old address as well
as the

new

one.

I desire to purchase several barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few
of light; uIbo, Comb Honey. Those having any for
Bale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.

ALFRED

972

Weal Madison

II.

NEWMAN

Btreet,

CHICAGO

ILL.

Nails.

119
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SECTIONS AND HIVES.

wmmm
RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line will contain about client word*
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One to
Four

"or more"

'*

"

KiKhts

Thirteen
Twenty-Bli

"

•'

"

"

"

"

;

fourteen

SO cts.
IS "
15 "

three weeks, each insertion,
"
"

IS
lO
8

Fifty-two

per

line.

"

"

"
"

»•

"

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisement* payable in advance.—
V early Contracts paynble quarterly, in advance.

The American Bee Jocrnal

is

the oldest Bee

Paper In America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and Is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of reul Imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS
•74 West

G.

NEWMAN,

Madison

Street.,

Chicago,

III.

Contents of this Number.
Correspondence
TheClover RxpPriments
Poplnr— Engraving of
Sting! ess Bees-Meiiponas, etc
Have we a Sellable Test for Honey
Side-Storing for Surplus Honey

The Discharge of Feces
Conventions

In the

113
113
113
114
114

?

Hive

114

:

North-Eastern Wisconsin
Different Races of Bees
Best Methodsof Wintering Bees
Upward Ventilation in Winter
Food Consumed bv Bees in Winter
Mistakes of and Hints to Beginners
Wintering on Grape Sugar
Best Methods of Swarming

114
114
114
1

115
115

115
115
115
115

When

to Divide Colonies
Melting Combs and Use of Foundation..
Division Boards and Surplus Honey
Bass wood in Wisconsin
Wintering Bees Successfully
How to Prepare for Winter
Winter Repository
Storing in Winter Quarters

115
115
115

115
115
115

Winter Managfment

How Long Bhould
Editorial

Bees be Housed

14

11.">

115

?

:

The Austrian

Societv
Uniting Colonies in Early Spring
Conventions and their Mission
Wisconsin Law against Adulterations
The National Convention

Oar Letter Box

Selections from

110
116
116
llfi
lli>

:

Italian Bees Superior

117

Box Hives no fitter than Others

117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117

A
A

Little Discouraged
Confinement of 148 Days
Spri ng Prospects
Cold in Kentucky
Safely Wintered
Loss of Bees In Northern Michigan
Loss of Bees
Bees in Fair Condition
The Dying and The Dead
Bees in Middle Tennessee
Losses
My Plan of Wintering
Beesin California

Upward

Ventilation

*II7
117

Italians vs. Black Bees

Bees In Vermont
BeesConflned 134 Days
Colonies Strong
Shall Bees be Transferred or Driven
Heavy Loss in Bees
Bees In Good Condition
Bees Confined <; Months

Sawdust

for

117
118
118
/

1

im

118
II*
118
118
118
1 18

Wintering

Swarm
Wants the Plan
First

Bees Dead

hh

Strange Occurrence
Chaff Packing Ahead

118
118
118
118
118
1 18
118
1 18
118

A

Bees and Grapes
Chaff Did It
Took the Bees Out
A re Bees Taxa bl e ?
Bees Gone to Rest
Honey as Kood
Great Loss of Bees

®"Tlie next meeting

W.

of the N.

Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held at If. w.
Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica. Win-

nebago county,
1S81.

Ills.,

on the 17th of May,

Stewart,

J.

<^The

Sec.

Texas Bee-Keepers Associa1

tion will hold their third annual Convention at Judge W. II. Andrews'
apiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
on the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec,
Kingston, Hunt Co., Texas.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
high Blde-walls,

4

to

If.

square feet to

_J the pound. Circular und
;':••
,

-M

J.

Kitinplns free

VAN DKUSEN &

SONS,

Bole ManufiM'turera,
,

lltf

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

THE Headquarters

in

the

South

for ITALIAN and CYPRIAN lil'IH and
OVKENH, FOUNDATION and APIARIAN
8VPPLIES. If you want Early Queens, from

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or

want Imported Quecns,I>unham Foundation

In

large

or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address,
timet
Dr. J. P. II.
Augusta, Ua.

BROWN,

April 13.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

vol. xvn.
ruary

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

TERMS OF

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WEEKLY— '53 numbers) S2.00 a year, in advance.
rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY- The first and third numbers
each month, uiM.OO a year, in advance.

of

MONTHLY— The

at

5©

%^

cent! a

first

number of each month,

year, in udvunce.

Any person sending

a Club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished fret.
IF" Kemlt by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
i

Free of postage

the United States or Canada.

in

Postage to Europe
Entered at Chicago post

SO

office

No.

20, 1881.

I

think nearly

cents extra.

as second class matter.

16.

For the American Bee Journal.

flight in

all

—

SUBSC'KIPTIOSii

Three or Six Months at the same

APRIL

Feb- that the race is a hybrid or cross ? Such
would have results as I have named (though put in
lived.
a more moderate form) would be simply
We had at least 4 months in which a impossible if the race was pure. If you
bee could not have lived a minute away will try your skill on the German or
from the hive. If out-of-doors the ne- common bee you will find that no
cessity of a flight being increased by amount of selection will give any perthe increased amount of honey con- ceivable change in their appearance.
sumed, death was almost sure. The Therefore, we conclude that the Italian
same in cellars if the proper conditions bee is a cross between a pure yellow,
were not present even and suitable quiet race, and a pure black, irritable
temperature. perfect darkness and quiet, race of bees, both of which are now unand ripe honey.
With these the little known except as found promiscuously
pets will stand a long siege from old in the Italian variety.
Boreas.
Perhaps it is the happy combination
Forest City, Iowa, April 8, 1881.
of these two races that gives the Italian
its peculiar value, and when we have
ascertained what proportion of blood of
For the American Bee Journal,
these two races when combined gives
The Italian not a Pnre Eace.
the best results, and have bred our bees
up to that standard, we will have perG. W. DEMAKEE.
fected Mr. Newman's Apis Americana.
It seems to be conceded on every hand
It seems a little strange that it has that the Italian race becomes lighter in
not occurred to some of our brother color simply by being imported to, and
bee-keepers that their discussion of the multiplied in this country. For one, I
If they are bred
merits of the light and dark " strains " do not believe this.
of the Italian noney bee furnishes all promiscuously, i. e., without selection as
the evidence necessary to prove them a to color, there is no reason why the remixed race of bees.
sult in this country should be different
weather had permitted a

Published every Wednesday, hy

ILL.,

Iu-Door Flying for Dysentery.

WM.

An

artificial,

n. FRANCIS.

or

in-door

flying

for

dysentery is not entirely new, and yet,
notwithstanding the heavy losses reported from all quarters during the
past winter, I have seen no account of
this remedy having been resorted to,
nor have 1 seen it recommended. I
have recently given it a pretty thorough
test and for the benefit of bee-keepers
hereafter I will give the result.
I commenced bee-keeping last spring
and went into winter quarters last fall
Early in February
with 13 colonies.
several of them began to show signs of
dysentery.
I watched them closely
and in 2 or 3 weeks 2 of the hives were
so badly soiled around the entrances
that I had but little hope of saving
them unless a remedy could be found.
1 searched my bee-books and the only
remedy I found was the cage method of
giving an in-door flight mentioned in
the
B C of Bee-Culture. I made a
cheap cage and tried it on the colony
to be in the worst condiappeared
that
tion, but was not satisfied with the re-

A

sult

and abandoned

it.

or 3 days after this one of my
bee-keeping neighbors told me that he
had just given 2 or 3 colonies a flight in
a small room without a cage, and conI had seen the
sidered it a success.
statement in some of my bee-literature
that if bees were released from their
hive in a room they would not return,
but I determined to give it a trial. I
therefore selected a small bed-room i n
tlie south part of my house through
which a stovepipe passes, and having
but one window, looking south. After
removing the furniture I covered the
carpet with newspapers and protected
the wall around the window and as
much of the window casing as I could
in the same manner. The temperature
of the room when closed ranged from
60^ to 80° F., according to the weather
and the quantity of heat furnished from
Towards noon I carthe stove below.
ried a hive up and placed it on the floor,
about 3 feet from and fronting towards
the window. I opened the entrance,
removed the cap and covered the frames
with a newspaper having an opening
2 or 3 inches in diameter through the
The paper was to prevent the
centre.
bees spotting the hive, and the opening
to allow the bees to pass out at the top
as well as at the entrance. The result
was entirely satisfactory. During the
warmest part of the day the roaring of
the bees could be heard through all
On going into the
parts of the house.
room towards sunset I found the bees
nearly all quieted down in the hive.
The few that remained clustered about
the window were easily brushed off on
a newspaper and returned to the hive.
I afterwards found that if brushed from
the window upon the floor they would
return to the hive themselves.

Two

For the American Bee Journal.

The Lessons from our

Losses.

EUGENE SECOR.
5 I put my bees in the house
used as most house cellars are

On Nov.
cellar,

for storing vegetables, apples, soup- barrels, etc.

To-day

I

have removed them

to their summer stands, making 153
days, or a little over 5 months, constant
confinement. I found 6 dead out of 22
nut away in the fall. The conditions
favorable to successful wintering were:

freedom from frost when
put away, a frost-proof cellar, good ripe
honey in the hives and comparative
quiet during the winter.
Unfavorable
cellar
probably too
total darkness,

:

warm

at times, slight disturbances by
going in with a light for vegetables, and
lack of proper ventilation.
The fatality among the bees in this

If there are two or more varieties of from what it would be in their native
the Italian honey bee it is impossible home. Climatic causes work too slow
that the race as a whole can be pure, to produce any perceivable effects in a
neighborhood is almost unprecedented
one party is said to have lost 78 out of The idea of two or more varieties ex- few years of time.
80 (out-doors); another all (in cellar); isting in any one thing promiscuously,
It is careful selection that has given
another 50 per cent., in cellar all were and still the thing be pure and unmixed, us our beautiful superior bees rather
experienced bee-men. Nearly all oth- is the height of absurdity.
We are than the purity of the stock from which
I estimate that 80 tempted to ask, what is meant by the we have usually made our selections.
ers' bees are dead.
per cent, of all bees within the range of dark and light strains of the Italian ? The readiness and rapidity with which
my knowledge are free from the toils of and, at what point is the dividing line the Italian race or variety will assume
the clover field. Have we learned any- to be fixed V
My experience is that new types or " strains " under the mathing from this severe experience? there are about as many different shades nipulating hand of the careful breeder,
Many, I believe, have not, they think it of color (if nicely drawn), as there are can be explained on no other hypothesis
is all luck anyhow. Others know better colonies of Italians.
The general ap- than that the race is an amalgamation
than practice. Hence losses are likely pearance may be the same in some col- of blood more or less fixed by long seto continue to occur, and the market onies, but upon a close examination in clusion in their native home. It is truly
will never be overstocked unless the en- all their parts a difference is discern- amusing to see the ingenious efforts
terprising grocer with his glucose pot able.
You may select an imported put forth by some of the advocates of
comes to the rescue of the over-worked queen and rear daughters from her and " purity of the race " to evade the force
bee.
some of her progeny will be darker than of these conclusions, and counteract the
I indorse what Mr. Doolittle says in others.
Now if you select the lightest growing tendency to accept them as
the Bee Journal of April 6 in rela- one amongst them and breed from her, true. That there are black bees in
tion to confinement and dysentery. I carefully continuing the selection, it is Italy no one who is willing to trust to
regard him as sound on this question, possible to reach the beautiful type his own senses can doubt, unless the
as on any other which he discusses. known as " Albinos," while on the vendors of queens in that country have
What bees I lost died of dvsentery and other hand, by the same careful selec- sent all their black bees over here for
had they been confined 30 days longer tion of the darkest bees to breed from, all of us have seen black Italians among
undoubtedly another 30 per cent would you can breed every tint of yellow out our imported stock.
have gone the same way, while if the of them. What does this teach, if not
Christiansburg, Ky.
:

I

|

i

;

;

By this method I have given all my
bees a flight, have given them a thorough examination, and they are now all
in good condition, apparently able to
remain in the cellar if need be until
the middle of May.
Why wouldn't it pay every bee-keeper
in cold latitudes to have a room for this
purpose in connection with his apiary
'(
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A small room would do, and one large
window would probably be better than
A large room to be
2 or 3 small ones.
other purposes ordinarily
might be so- provided with windows
that it could be divided by meand of

used

for

cheap temporary partitions into several
small rooms, and in this way several
colonies could lly at the same time, and

April 20,

it on the
are finished. Now. if we do
this, taking out
or more, and place
of interest to scientific bee-keepers and those partly tilled, or empty except a
starter, in their places, unless separators
the world at large.
Substitute a drone egg for a are used the bees will lengthen the cells
1st.
naturally
of those farthest advanced, so as to
worker egg in a queen cell
built, and if necessary seal it artificially crowd into the others, thus making
and hatch it in a lamp nursery. (See irregular combs, as we have in putting

much practical importance, I will suggest how your readers may try some experi ments, the results of which may be

it is

hive

snow- white, and not leave
till all

V

I adopted them because
was prejudiced in their favor." I any
well aware that many will say in regarJ

Iadopted them

;

I

my statements about foundation,
that " they are no credit to me." as they
did in regard to a previous article from
my pen on the subject of " comb foundation." Nevertheless, if 1 say anything about what we use, I must say
ones what I believe to be the truth about it,
to

an empty frame between two full
thus large as well as small bee-keepers Langstroth on this experiment).
whether it is, or is not, a credit to me.
2d. Supply a workereggwith worker in the brood chamber.
could avail themselves of this remedy
Borodino, N. Y., April 5, 1881.
food collected from the cells so that it
Third, by the use of cases with separawhenever necessarv.
Such winters as the past are rare, but may be as abundant to the larva as tors, we need take none of the precautions about " adjusting," which Mr.
For the American Bee Journal.
when they do come thousands of colo- royal jelly is.
3d. Supply a drone egg in like man- Ileddon told Mr. Tuttle about, but simnies might be saved with but little
How
to Separate Swarms.
ner.
clamp
cases,
into
the
our
boxes
ply
slip
trouble and expense.
These last two may be varied by col- them together, and no further trouble.
Frankfort, Mich.. March 29, 1881.
lecting the food from drone cells. I do We should want to use cases anyway,
not think it .beyond the possible to to keep the boxes clean and free from
Under the above caption Bray & *eaFor the American Bee Journal.
hatch a bee egg and nurse the larva du- propolis, if nothing more, and should
ring growth in an artificial queen cell. consider the plan of letting the bees go cord attempt, in the issue of the Bee
Bee-Keeping in Kentucky.
It would probably require to be capped over the bottoms and tops of the boxes, Journal of April 6th, to tell how they
or sealed over at the proper age. I have as given on page 75 of the Bee Jour- perform the operation but after readW. WILLIAMSON.
ing, the " inquirer after truth" will not
noticed that the bee larva? if unsealed nal, a bad one.
be much wiser than before.
the care of the bees
removed
from
and
get
Kento
throughout
in
order
thing
see,
reports
other
I
general
One
The
They say " Make a box 3 feet long
the cells and fall off these straight combs, Mr. Ileddon uses
tucky are very discouraging to bee- work out of
combs.
The sealing may, there- comb foundation, and as most of us (or any size that will fit the frames of
keepers in general ; in fact the past 2 the
your hive), make one entrance to the
fore, be merely to confine them to the
must buy it, we have to take the pennies box for the bees to pass in and out
seasons have been failures. In some
few bee-keepers have cells.
which we have hoarded up for the sup- make a tight cover to fit the box, with
a
localities
Mason Co., Ky.
port of our families, and send them cleats on 2 sides, no end cleats make 3
brought their bees through the present
away to some supply dealer, to encour- or 4 division boards; then the box is
severe winter without loss, owing no
age him in getting a living in that way ready for hiving the bees.
doubt to a full supply of honey in the
r'or the American Bee Journal.
instead of producing honey for market.
brood chambers, and being fully pro"Now take the box and hi ve the cl uster
I am glad Mr. Ileddon does not sell of 2 or more swarms, and as soon as all
tected from the cold winter blasts. All
My Experience with Separators.
foundation, for if he did we might think the bees are in the box. put it in a shady
should, however, take courage, as the
he was throwing away tin separators for place, and let it remain there until the
coming season may be one of a bountiG. M. DOOLITTLE.
other supply dealers to " grind their next morning
ful supply of honey and swarms which
then push the box
will amply repay them for the failures
We read on page 33, American Bee axes on," while he ground his on the cover lengthwise of the box and you
All empty combs should Journal, 1881, these words from the more piolitable "comb foundation" will observe each queen with her colony
of the past.
be carefully cleaned off and laid away pen of Mr. Ileddon " These separators (see Bee Journal, page (5(3). Please clustered by themselves
now place
for future use, as, if brood chambers are cost me too great a portion of my sur- excuse me for joking.
the division board between each cluster,
combs,
and
empty
tilled with these
plus crop, to say nothing of their first
I embarked in the bee business with push the cover back again over the
swarms put in them in May, they will cost and trouble of manipulating;" the understanding that I paid out no cluster and hive at pleasure."
often thrive better and store more and again, " there is no need of those money for extras or luxuries, and from
Two of the most important points in
honey than the parent colony. All col- nuisances called separators." On page my experience with comb foundation I the operation are left entirely in the
onies should now be fed up (whenever 75 of the Bee Journal we read, also, still consider it a luxury, believing that dark. What use is made of the frames
the day is mild) to induce early breed- " that all separators are a great draw- we can produce comb from the bees at mentioned in the first paragraph, and
little rye-meal should be placed back to the production of comb honey." a less expense than it costs us to buy how are 2 or 3 swarms in one box to be
ing.
in convenient places to take the place Now, this all sounds good, and if there foundation, and thus keep our pennies shaken in front of the hives they are
Nothing should be left un- were no other bee-keepers in the United at home. Again, our honey comes with designed to occupy without risking the
of pollen.
done in the early spring that will tend States except himself, no doubt all a rush, as a rule, and the bees seem to original confusion ? When a corresponto strengthen and build up weak colo- would be well. But it happens that prefer to add their own wax on to the dent attempts to teach others how toIt is not necessary to feed honey myself and others keep bees
nies.
it also foundation, rather than to draw the perform some original operation, he
to bees— a good syrup made of sugar, happens that all honey districts are not foundation out, with the one exception should be particular to mention every
water, and a little flour, makes excel- like his, and that different methods are of the thin Van Deusen. I have re- minutia. One omission in this respect
It can either be fed as a used to secure certain results, by dif- peatedly scraped the cells and honey will frequently befog the whole business.
lent feed.
From all ferent parties ; hence, the only true way off of the lozenge-shaped foundation,
syrup or made into candy.
Kansas, April 17, 1881.
reports that I have been able to obtain, to arrive at a right conclusion is to watch washed the foundation, and presented
[We observed the omission on the part
the loss of bees in Kentucky this winter and see what methods the successful such a piece, together with a piece of
will be fully W, and if the remainder are ones adopt.
the same that had never been used, to of the author at the time of its publinot fed up early, fully a third more will
I believe tin separators are right the parties to have them tell which the bees cation, but refrained from calling atperish for want of supplies.
opposite of a nuisance; that they do not had used, and it was with difficulty that
tention to it for the reason that writers
Lexington, Ky.
cost us a pound of our surplus crop any difference could be found. With
after they are bought, and that they are the Van Deusen the case is different, usually prefer explaining their methods
no drawback to the production of comb for in order to make the flat bottoms in their own way. We are glad, howFor the American Bee Journal.
honey, but, on the contrary, a help. lozenge-shaped, the bees must manipu- ever, that it has awakened criticism, as
Now for my reasons for such a belief late it. But this manipulation costs the it forcibly illustrates to contributors
What Is Royal Jelly T
We first used separators in 1872, on a bees time, hence the flat-bottomed is
small scale, to try the feasibility of not as readily accepted by the bees. the necessity for precision in describing
W. C. PELHAM.
them. These were cut so as to leave }4 Where not more than 2 or 3 lbs. of honey new discoveries. Accuracy should be
In the article under the above cap- an inch at the top and bottom of the is stored in a day, the bees generally observed in every detail, and brevity in
but if a
tion, published in the Bee Journal of sections, as we were sure they would thin the foundation properly
Ed.]
style of composition.
March 23, your correspondent makes retard the labor of the bees in the boxes, greater yield, the wax in the foundation
divided
the
bees
into
inasmuch
as
they
some very broad assertions to support
is little used, the bees merely using
For the American Hoe Journal.
his theory of the development of queens. small clusters apparently. To test the their wax to lengthen the cells with.
For instance he says " The fertile matter, we used some without separa- At least such is my experience with
Ventilation for Winter.
workers are produced by the workers tors, and went so far as to leave the foundation of various shades for the
taking the drone's semen into their bottoms pretty much entirely off some past 5 years.
S. GOODRICH.
stomachs," etc. If your correspondent boxes, to see how much the gain would
Once more From experiments made
would state just how he discovered that be ; but at the end of the season each each year for the last 5 years, I have
All bee men talk about ventilation ;
fact it would be of interest to your was about balanced as regards the sur- been unable to see wherein any gain was
We found we had made a blun- made in our honey crop by the use of the question is, how much is wanted ?
plus.
readers.
think, after
Just what constitutes the royal jelly der in cutting our tin too narrow. The foundation. We have repeatedly placed The novice is inclined to
hives and cellar
may be hard to determine, but we might next year the tin was cut wider, and boxes filled with foundation, and those reading about chaffbees
must be kept
that his
settle whether or no it differs mater- also some were slotted so as to divide having a starter of natural comb to the wintering,
Some amount of not more than three square warm, at least they must not be exposed
ially from the food given workers and the bees as little as possible.
drones by collecting enough of the lat- were used with, and some without sep- inches, side by side, and as a rule, the to the winter blasts, consequently he
bees in a tight-fitting
ter to supply a queen cell, and hatching arators. No perceivable difference as box with the starter of comb would be bundles up his
lamp nursery. to yield was the result, while many of filled ready to be taken off first. We hive, covers them with chaff, straw and
it, if necessary, in a
the entrance so that
up
stops
blankets,
That the eggs do not differ in character those without separators could not be also have 'failed to notice any greatly
from which workers and queens are crated, to say nothing of glassing them. increased yield by the use of foundation, not more than two bees can pass,
produced is well established. If the We finally adopted a separator as wide reported by any one. To sum up, from "Now," he says to himself, "my bees
eggs are the same up to the time of as the inside of the box within 4 inch experience and observation up to the are in good shape for any weather." I
straw, or any
their hatching, there can be no way to at the top and bottom, with no perfora- present time, we believe comb founda- think blankets, chaff and
produce queens except by nutrition, tions of any kind, and to-day, although tion does not, all things considered, pay other absorbent, is all right as far as it
growth, development. The idea that we have experimented many ways since when used in section boxes that section goes ; but bees, like all living animals
the ovary of the bee can be fecundated then, we see no reason for abandoning boxes cannot be used to the best advan- or beings, require a constant supply of
while in an undevoloped state is not in them but on the contrary, many rea- tage without tin separators that the fresh air and a chance for the foul air to
accordance with physiological laws as sons for still continuing their use, a few first cost of tin separators is no greater escape. Now, I would like to know
with a
now known. I will venture to assert of which we will give you.
than filling the sections (which the sep- how this is to be accomplished
hive and only a small openthat no instance can be named in the
First, we wish to work our sections arators will cover) once full of founda- tight-fitting
whole animal creation where the female from the sides to top of the hive, as was tion, and that after the tin separators ing at the entrance V
I am satisfied, from experience and
is impregnated by means of the diges- described in last week's Bee Journal, are once purchased they are good for
To each set of organs in believing, as we do, that better results life, while the foundation must be pur- observation, that after packing the bees
tive organs.
the animal economy is assigned their can be secured in that way. If we did chased each year. Therefore, we use in straw or chaff, if an opening be left
functions and the functions of one set this without separators we should get separators in preference to foundation. at the top over and above the packing,
cannot be assumed by another set in very uneven combs, as our experience Mr. Heddon will please excuse me if I so that the air can pass freely, the bees
of 100, come out as
the manner that Mr. It. indicates.
has taught us.
once more quote his favorite sentence, will, 99 times out
any other way,
While a knowledge of the composiSecond, we wish to take off each sec- by saying in regard to separators, " I well in the spring as in
alone, do notdistion of the royal jelly may not be of tion as soon as it is capped over, while am not prejudiced in their favor because provided you let them
;

:

:

;

;

:

;

A

;

:

;

:

:
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;

;

;
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tin I. or rap them up under any circumstances when it is too cold for them to
Pat your bees In winter quarters
fly.
before cold weather—before they are
done flying—and when cold weather
comes on they will go quietly to their
<liistcr. and instinct teaches them the
balance; but it' von shut them up in an
air-tight hive, with no other ventilation
than a "key-hole" at the bottom, and
" roll
stir them up every few days to
" or to hear them buzz, you may excall
pect disease, dysentery and death.
Irbana. 111., Aprils, 18S1.

For the American llee Journal.

Candying of Honey a Test of Purity.
W.

J.

WILLAKD.

The candying of extracted honey is a
subject of vital importance to all beekeepers in this vicinity and southward.
My attention has been called to this
many times by assertions that nothing
but pure honey will candy, and the
more so by the resolutions ot the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association makThis
ing candying the test of purity.
is a wrong to all of us (I am no shipper
of honey but there are many south of
here who are), our honey will not candy
solid, only a little in the bottom when
it is taken from certain flowers (and
they are the red clover and some of the

He

says: "I have kept such in 2-story
Langstroth hives and they tilled them
with bees from June until frost." A
standard Langstroth hive of 10 frames
will hold 2,755 cubic inches, and taking
out 10 frames! Inch thick leaves 1,112
cubic inches lor bee space. One peck
contains o.'i^'j cubic, inches, and 3 pecks
Now when trust
I..V17
cubic inches.
comes and he takes ofl the top story to
up for winter how could he get
lit
cubic inches of bees into 1,112
1 ,597%
cubic "inches of space V
Let us look at that enormous yield of
comb honey. My apiary of 54 colonies
has an average of 154 lbs. of extracted
honey and but 12 increase. He is not
100 miles away and yet he reports such
unheard of yields of honey. Hear him,
••
my best colony gave me 245 lbs. comb
honey, while the parent hive gave 185
lbs." This, according to the custom of
counting it all as the product of the
original hive, would give 438 lbs. from
one colony, and a poor clover yield at
Did he not measure his honey
that
in the same peck that measured the
bees V
Our bees have not been out of the
cellar since early in November, hence
It is hard as
are getting quite uneasy.
yet telling what the losses will be some
have lost all, others \i. I have lost 3
out of 4 packed in straw out-of-doors,
and only 3 out of 54 in the cellar. I
have 8 buried in a pit, and do not. of
course, know how they are. 1 have al1

..

!

;

ways had best success in the cellar.
14 years I have tried to
Ithaca, Wis., March 12, 1881.
honey to candy as I have seen
I
it in the North, but without success.
have exposed it to UP below zero in the
For the American Bee Journal.
light and in the dark, I have exposed
the
shade,
at
the
100°
in
above
Bee-Keepers
of Indiana.
it to
To the
same time had a jar standing in the
L. R. JACKSON.
sunshine where the mercury stood at
128°
none of it candied. This is not
the result of one, but of many experiwould seem from the reports
It
ments, therefore I say that the asser- through the Bee Journal that we
will
honey
pure
but
nothing
tion that
have lost more bees during the past
candy is injurious to many bee-keepers winter than any other section of the
This is an evidence that we
of this county. Nevertheless, I will go country.
heart and soul against the adulteration, are behind other States in scientific
not only of honey but of every other bee-keeping. We should not allow this
article of food produced in the world.
Our State is as good a field
to be so.
Last July (about the middle) when for bee-keeping as the adjoining States,
clover
red
and
white
of
crop
second
respects, far better. It
some
our
and, in
was just in its prime, 1 extracted about has not been as well worked up and the
12 lbs. of a nearly white honey, put it in apiarist has a better chance to make a
quart jars, exposed it to the cold, part selection of a location. Bee-keeping is
in the light, part in the dark, mercury no longer a business of doubt. We have
went as low as l(i c up to date there is many bee-keepers all over this country
but about 2 inches of candy in the jars, who are making bee-keeping pay as
and that is the nearest I ever knew the well as any other industry, according
honey in this climate to come to candy- to the labor and capital invested, and
ing, and I have some now which I have far better than many trades or occuhad for 3 years kept it for experiment. pations where far more capital is reLet our motto be, " Down with Adul- quired.
teration of every kind," but do not tix a
Whatever business we follow we must
standard of purity for honey outside of learn it if we wish to be successful. We
a chemical test, or you will wrong many should learn from every available
bee-keepers who cannot afford the loss source. I know of no business that we
which would accrue from the " candy have as good opportunities to learn
standard."
from the experience of others as bee-

For nearly

get

my

;

;

;

Jonesboro,

111.,

March

17, 1881.

We have every indihave ever done.
Prepare
cation of a good honey year.
lor it now and have your hives and
everything ready in time,
I have no doubt that the past winter
has discouraged many who should
rather have learned a lesson by it. This
lias not been a hard winter on bees in
this section of the country, where they
I have not
were properly protected.
had bees winter as well in 5 years as
they have this winter, and never have
had bees in as good condition the 1st
Bees should
of April as they are now.
be prepared for winter before cold
I never allow Oct. 25
weather sets in.
to pass without having my bees packed
preparations made for
winter. I winter on the summer stands,
and would winter no other way. I have
never lost a colony of bees in wintering,
and will give my plan for packing. I
use the Gallup frame, 12 to the hive. In
October I remove 4 frames and put a
chaff cushion on each side, then spread
a quilt over the tops of the frames and
the top story 6 inches deep with
fill
in chaff

and

all

If this chaff becomes wet
loose chaff.
at any time raise the top of the hive and
stir the chaff up, leaving the top off for
half an hour and the chaff will soon dry
out.
If I have any colonies that will
not cover 8 frames I double them up
I use a
with some other weak colony.
loose bottom board, and every 3 or 4
weeks I raise the front of the hive genI
tly and brush out all the dead bees.
cut a hole through the centre of each
comb so that the bees can move from
one part of the hive to another without
having to go around the frame ; then
they will never starve with plenty of
honey in the hive.
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Southwestern Iowa.

The Southwestern Iowa Bee Associamet at the Court House in Corning,

tion

April

2. 1881.

The President delivered a short but
interesting lecture.
Seven new names were enrolled, making 05 members.
The Secretary read a paper from J.T.
Fife on the management of bees.
L. E. Mercer, Vice President for Taylor county, had the hive formerly adopted by the Association on exhibition,
and gave a very interesting description
of it; also samples of comb foundation,
queen cages, prize boxes, smokers, etc.
Deferred subjects for discussion were
called up. The purity of drones from
hybrid queens was discussed. It was
maintained that the drone inherited the
purity of the mother, and was not affected bv her mating.
G. W. Churchill claimed that by the
improved methods of dividing, 2 swarms
could be saved in the time lost by the
natural or old system.
The following questions were submitted for discussion at the next meeting
What is the best method of controlling the swarming fever ?
Which are preferable, top or side
boxes

i

is most profitable (the market
price being proportionate), comb or extracted honey ?

Which

The President named G. W. Churchoff packing the bees till
ill, of Essex, Vice President for Page
almost
they
will
be
weather
or
cold
county.
sure to have the dysentery early in the
The Association adjourned to meet at
winter, unless they take a good flight the Court House in Corning, April 30,
a short time after they are packed. at 9 a. m.
J. T. Fife, Pres.
Packing on the outside of the hive will
G. W. Churchill, Sec. pro tern.
will
bees
the
do but little if any good

Do

not put

;

not freeze as long as the inside of the
hive is kept dry. If they are strong, as
they should be, the chaff will generally
take up all the moisture. If this moisture is allowed to freeze on the hive it
is very apt to chill the bees to death
when it begins to thaw. The hive then
becomes filled with a cold damp atmosphere, and you know how quick you
chill one of these cold damp (lays.
In conclusion let me urge all to make
an extra effort this year. If your neighbor bee-keepers do not take a bee-paper
show them a copy of the Journal and
ask them to subscribe for one and if
you have not read a good work on apiOue colony of
culture, do so at once.
bees intelligently managed will make
you more clear money than 5 poorly

Central Kentucky.

The Central Kentucky Bee-Keepers'
Annual Convention met at Winchester,
Ky., April 5, 1881, Vice President John
W. Bean in the chair.
After some preliminary business, and
owing to the small attendance (probably on account of the severe weather),
the Convention adjourned to meet in
Louisville, Ky., in conjunction with the
State Convention, which meets in the
Exposition Building, Oct. 12, 1881.
John W. Bean, Vice Pres.

;

W. Williamson,

Sec.

g^ The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-

managed.
Keepers' Association will meet at the
Allow me to congratulate the editor residence of W. B. Wallis, at DarlingBee
Weekly
on the success of the
Journal. I have often wished for a ton, Weduesday,Mayll,1881,atl0a.m.
could
There will bean opportunity given for questions
A scientific bee-keeper is Weekly, but did not thinknoanyone
keeping.
longer have and answers. Interesting papers will be read, among
ever ready and willing to assist you he make a success of it. I
which may be mentioned
Location of Apiary, by E. France.
will give any information that will any doubt of its success after reading
of the Apiary, by R. D. Wilson.
make you more successful in your busi- the many excellent articles in the first Implements
Feeding Extracted Honey to Produce Comb Honnot
I
do
ey, by Dr. C. Abraham.
ness, and will not ask that you pay him 3 months of its publication.
Foundation, and its Advantages, by D. K.Sylvester.
a large sum of money for some receipt think it can be beat as a scientific jourBee Foraee, by H. Gllmore.
There is nal. The editorials alone have been
Preparation for Winter, by George Fox.
for taming or handling bees.
Wintering Bees, by Keese Powell.
the
of
the
price
than
to
me
more
worth
that
bee-keeping
a fascination about
Advantage in Preparing Papers, by E. France.
Profitable Bee-Keeping, by E. Pike.
would seem to bind us closely together Journal.
Bee-Ke^pinL', will it Pay by N. E. France.
Fairland, Ind., April 4, 1881.
as members of one family or fraternity.
The Prize Essay of the N. K. Convention, on How
to make the Apiary the most Profitable, by George
We should take and study the bee
W. House, of Fayetteville, N. Y.
periodicals and at least one good book
For the American Bee Journal.
A cordial invitation is given to all.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
I would recommend
on apiculture.
Moth.
Bee
The
a
very
-'Manual;"
it
is
Prof. Cook's
3
scientific work and has done more to
ig^ Programme of the Northwestern
aid me in my work with the bees than
Union, to be held at HasBee-Keepers'
any work I have read. Such study will
I believe many readers of your valua- tings, Minn., May 17, 1881
improve the mind and make us more
useful to ourselves and others. If we ble Journal will read with pleasure a
1.— Address nf Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
take the Journal we get the advice simple method for destroying that pest,
2.— Reports of committees.
;

:

For the American Bee Journal

Some Incorrect Statements
c. A.

Criticized.

HATCH.

from E. A. Morgan,
appeared in the Bee
Journal and should not go unnoticed
for fear that some novice might think
his remarkable results are easy to obtain. He asserts that " basswood buds
are all right," etc. We would be only
Several articles
of this State, have

too glad to

know

that

all of this is true,

but we have had 4 years' experience
with bees and basswood trees and we
cannot tell by what means he can know
thus early. Does he forget that even
the twig which is to support the flower
stalks yet has to grow from the bud V
Or, are his eyes so much sharper that
he can look down into the bud and see
the embryo twig, and even discover the
sap which is to develop into the future
bloom V Might lie not as well look into
a kernel of corn to determine how many
ears the stalk to grow from it will have
on it ? Is it not a little absurd to talk
of the buds swelling when in the same,
chapter he tells us that the mercury has
not been above 30° above zero, and
down to 40° below V
Again, those 3 peck swarms, and over
we should call one peck a good
swarm and any over that extraordinary.

—

,

'i

bee-keepers in the the bee moth. The following is one
country anil have the help of hundreds which I have used for the past 3 years
I placed a gallon mustard jar in my
each week we
of intelligent apiarists
apiary in which I put about 4 inches of
receive something new to aid us.
Bee-keeping is yet in its infancy. It water sweetened with refuse honey.
has been but a few years since we used The first year I caught hundreds, as
the 2d
the old box hive and knew but little of well as codling or apple moths
the interior workings of the hive. year I did not get so many, and the last
think
I will
Within a quarter of a century there has year I caught but few. I
been more learned about the honey bee soon destroy them all. The vessel must
than there has in a thousand years be- not be too narrow at the neck. The
While many sections of the coun- moths only fly at night the vessel must
fore.
try are availing themselves of the ben- be taken in in the day or many bees
The moths must be
efit of this knowledge and reaping large will be lost in it.
rewards for their labor, we are quiet removed every 2 or 3 days, otherwise
into it will light on
come
which
and indifferent. Let us make an effort those
this year to do better work than we them and be able to escape.

of the very best

:

;

;

;

:i.-Keports from all-number, kind and condition
of bees.
4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tidball, on honey-producing plants and flowers.
r>.— A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
an fond and medicine.
..,.,,.
our fairs, by Hon. William
i; —Apiary culture and
Avery, of St. Croix Falls Wis.
of
Dorothy,
7.— A paper on sales of honey, by F. B.
Taylor's Falls, Minn.
B _
8.— paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of farmington.
if.— Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion, in
addition to the above, the followiog subjects are suggested
..
..
1.— Essential properties of a good bee hive.
2.— How to prevent and cure foul brood.
3.— How to prevent spring dwindling.
4.— Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural

A

:

Bwarminy.

Appointment of committees.
Election of officers. Adjournment.

invited. Enteriy AH bee-keepers are cordially
B. Dorothy, Sec.

tainment

free.

F.
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for Singapore, and take the steamer
which should meet me there for Ceylon.
have promised to arrange the bees I
have left there, some colonies of which
an- now in Point de (ialle, and for
which I was to be paid upon their delivery in Colombo.
I expect to get col-

4,
I

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

onies of Apis dorsata there, now that I
have learned more of the matter and
know where they are actually plentiful.

Editor and Proprietor.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

APRIL

From Ceylon

I

will sail

about March

27,

April 20,

weeks after a flight, provided the
I am glad that this disease is attractweather be extremely cold or changea- ing so much attention for it is certainly
a terrible thing in the apiary. A neighble, as 4 or 5 months after a High
Du- bor who
had expected great things
ring ordinary winters, when (lights are from a good sized apiary last season,
more frequent, although stores are pro- found the disease so bad in his colonies
portionately no larger, dysentery is not that he has given up all hoi.es of doing
anything with them, and did not preof such frequent occurrence as during pare them for
winter as he had been acprotracted cold weather, when frost is customed to do.
I certainly hope that Mr. J. and those
more accessible to the bees. Again, we
have known bees to become bloated with that think as he does in regard to the
cause of the disease are right, and that
their feces in summer, after several it is not contagious,
but I am very
3 or 4

i

t

.

arriving in I'ort Said about -April 18
then to Cyprus as soon aspossible thereafter, where I expect to receive further
instructions as to future operations.
days' confinement, when in transit over strongly of the opinion that they are
Mr. Frank Benton's Javan Mission.
Frank Benton.
Certainly the disease we
rough roads, then standing 2 or 3 days mistaken.
have here is not caused by the brood bein
the
shade
before
being
released
for
a
from
Mr.
Frank
The following letters
ing chilled, and it is contagious.
flight
and this with plenty of honey in
Benton to Mr. Jones, will be read with
Mr. Editor. I wrote you once that at
What Causes Dysentery?
the hive. We have opened many cages first I did not like the change from the
interest
Monthly
American Beet Journal to
Batavia, Java, Feb, 14. 1881.
In cleaning out some hives where the in which queens and bees had been imI)EAU Mr. Jones:— I arrived here bees have died, my observations have ported from Italy, to find them all dead, a Weekly, hut I like it better and better,
and
look
for its weekly visits as
with the bees all right, though some confirmed me in the opinion I formed
not one-fourth of the honey consumed, anxiously as I do for my daily paper,
colonies are weak. I will try to save last summer, which is that dysentery is
them all. I have, after much work. caused by starvation. I suppose that but all covered with stinkingexerement. and would as willingly do without the
finally got on the right track and on many will laugh, but that makes no dif- They may have starved, but only after latter as I would without the Weekly
the right side of some of these Dutch ference I look at the reasons they give having rendered their food unfit to be American Bee Journal, especially
if it keeps on improving as rapidly as it
officials, anil fully expect to sell the lot for their opinions and not their opinions,
has since it changed to a Weekly.
of hives— as many as I can put in order and hope others will do the same by me. consumed.
Bee.
—at £."> each. I thought Ceylon a pretty Last summer I divided my bees as usual,
The case cited in the first paragraph
It is certainly gratifying to observe
hard place to accomplish anything in- when there came on a rain that lasted of the above communication, is rather
much harder than Cyprus or Palestine some time there was no getting honey
the interest being awakened on thesubbut it is " not a circumstance " to this. outside of the hive, yet it was not com a disproof of the Doctor's argument
There are no interpreters here no na- enough to prevent their coming out. I He divided his bees as usual, the excite- ject of foul brood, among those who
tives can speak English, German or noticed that the hives in which I had ment incident to division caused them are perhaps as well qualified to solve
French, and only those who have fine placed my new swarms were several of
the difficult problem as any. That there
government positions can speak Dutch. them being spotted up the same as they to consume their stores and become are conflicting opinions regarding it is
Having gotten hold of some good men are sometimes when bees come out in gorged, raining weather set in to prenow. I think I will obtain help to secure winter. I knew something was wrong. vent timely and necessary flight, and not a matter of surprise, when we take
wild bees, but since they have, every I examined, and found every one that a first-class case of dysentery was rap- into consideration that locality and cirone of them, to be gotten from the for- showed signs of dysentery were entirely
idly developed as a result.
We are cumstances may develop contagions and
ests to be hunted up yet, and then se- destitute of honey, and
one was much sorry
epidemics differently, and frequently
to disagree with Dr. Southwick
cured. I do not believe I can get a large reduced in numbers by starvation.
1
number; but I think I shall not meet put in frames of honey, and all recov- in his conclusions, but cannot indorse confuse scientists into the belief that
different disorders are identical; perwith losses on the return. Benton.
ered and became good colonies.
belief.
20, 1881.

:

;

;

;

;

—

Now.

Beutenyorg, Java, Feb.

Friend Jones

:

—I

15, 1881.

scribbled this

note yesterday with a pencil, but came
away without mailing it in Batavia.
The matter of selling the bees is more
certain now. I brought them a day or

two ago to this place by rail, and am
fixing them np as best I can, and as soon
as the sale is completed will remove
them to the Government Agricultural
School, which is near the hotel where I

am

stopping.

The queens

are all right,

but in some hives there are but a handful of bees, and in the strongest only 3
combs. They are brood rearing and I
shall keep it up by feeding all they will
then I will
take, and equalizing brood
leave instructions about continued
;

feeding.
The government wants to
make a thorough test of the matter of
introducing Europern bees here. The

bees Mr. ltykens took from Europe, 24
nearly all died before he
reached Port Said. Five colonies in
very weak condition arrived here and
have since died. Mr. Hykens is now in
Europe sick, but they expect him to return sometime.
colonies,

The head of the Government Department of Agriculture has instructed
one of the officers of the Government
Agricultural School to furnish me aid
in securing some of the wild bees Apis
dorsata. BO as soon as I have gotten
the colonies I brought, in fair condition, I will start out after them.
I
not yet seen a bee of this race, but

have
have

seen two combs of these bees, which
are 3 feet by 1 feet, and arc P., inch
thick where brood was reared, about lib
the bees must
cells to the square inch
lie ?-„ of an inch long.
The combs are
horizontally—
could not be,
never built
but are perpendicularly placed on thi'
branches of the trees.
The natives
J!

.,

;

what but starvation could have prod need
dysentery in these hives V They had no
long confinement, no little poison particles in the honey, for they had no honev;
had not been eating an excess of old
pollen, for the combs were full of brood
except the upper corners, where bees
seldom deposit pollen. From this observation I conclude that starvation will
produce dysentery.
Is that all the cause ?
Perhaps not.
But I must say that I never saw or heard
of a case that I could not account for in
that way. But, some will say, my bees
have the dysentery with plenty of honey
in the hive.
It is well known that in
cold weather bees are very stupid, anil
those on the outside of the bunch nearly
lifeless.
Open the hive in cold weather
and those on the outer edge of the cluster will only stick up their hind end at
you. while those inside come out lively
to defend their home.
It is my opinion
that these stupid bees in long confinement starve, and before they die crawl
over the frames and discharge their
feces. It will be noticed that bees that
starve have the abdomen always full of
dysentery feces.
I have lost S3 colonies out of
113 that
I packed up last fall.
All died of hunger.
When I pack my bees in the fall I
intend to put in honey enough to last
them until tlie warm days in March, and
no more. I do this because they have
less room to keep warm, and I think
they are less apt to breed when they
have a small amount of honey. I expert to look over my bees in January or
February and give "them more honey if
they net d it, and for that purpose I laid
away nearly 300 frames of honey; but
I had no chance to examine till in March
when they were dead. The live ones I
gave more honey, and I think they are
all right now.

his

Foul Brood.
In the Journal for March 30, page
Dr. Wilson calls attention to Mr.
Jeffrey's article on " Foul Brood," because it so fully expresses his views on
the subject. I know the Dr. is fully
competent to express his views, and I
wish he would do so and tell us what
he knows on the subject and say
whether he considers the disease contagious or not.
On page 68 of the American Bee
Journal, same date as above, Dr. W.
says on the same subject: " but for 10
years this (Mr. Jeffrey's belief) has
." but I refrained
been my opinion,".
from writing my sentiments because
all who wrote about it seemed to think
that foul brood was a disease to which
bees were subject," etc. I am sorry
that Dr. W. has not accepted his own
advice as given in the last words of his
article and given his sentiments in regard to foul brood years ago, and I
earnestly hope that he will respond to
the editor's request to " let us have the
facts and experiences." 1 have no foul
102,

.

brood

.

among my own

the care of

haps initial symptoms which at times
would result only in epidemics, might
under other influences develop calamitous contagions. Hence Mr. Betsinger,
says " Plenty of honey, no foul
brood no honey, then foul brood," may
be right, while Mr. Muth. after years

when he

—

may also have
pronounced it contagious,
and Mr. Jeffrey, through his interesting
observations, may have arrived at n»
of scientific investigation

correctly

conclusions in attributing
and putrefying
brood. Paradoxical though it may appear, all may be partly right and all
equally wrong. Many disorders in the
human family have for centuries divided
the opinions of medical experts quite as
much as bee-keepers are divided upon
foul brood. We hope scientific investigation will not cease till a complete
knowledge of itscanse.cour.se and cure
is obtained, and will second any efforts
with this end in view.
less correct
its

origin

to chilled

bees, but have

some colonies that have

it,

gTMr. H. M. Argo. Lowell, Ky.,
and every apiary in this region that I
have examined has what, according to writes as follows concerning his experithe descriptions given by our best au- ence with the Bee Journal as am adthorities, is called foul brood, but if Dr.
W's. belief " that it is not contagious"

correct, then what we have here is
not foul brood, and if they (Mr. Jeffrey
and Dr. Wilson) are right as to its
cause. I believe he is right in saying
is

it is not contagious.
I have been
keeping some bees in my cellar the past
winter for other parties, and some of
them have this same disease, and it has
get the honey and wax from them, alnot come from chilled brood either, for
I might say something complimentary the disease is in the centre of the brood
though I was told this morning, by a
gentleman who has lived here for .1(1 to the Weekly Bee Journal, but " the nest, and the colonies have been in a
years, that they "sting fearfully ;" of rose that all are praising" needs no temperature of about 45° all winter.
course too much dependence must not praise from me.
I gave a brief description of the disbe placed upon such a statement. Many
E. Ii. Soutiiwick.
ease we have here, in the American
Mendon, Mich., April 7. 1881.
who are not bee-keepers would say the
Bee Journal last July, and before I
same of our honey bees.
received the Journal that had my arWe have published scores of letters ticle
I cannot now tell how much money I
in I received a letter from Col.
will have when I get back to Cyprus, stating bees had died with dysentery Whiting, of East Saginaw, Mich., who
for I do not know what I must pay out when there was plenty of honey in
the had seen my description, stating that
yet; the very cheapest management I
what I had described was foul brood,
can adopt is still costly.
Every move hive ; other letters state the bees had and he enclosed a postal card that he
dysentery
badly,
but
they
enjoyed
a
pumade by an American or European
had received from a Mr. Walker, givcosts " like sixty " here.
There is no rifying flight, and are now quiet and ing his method of cure. I have mislaid
choice, the money must be " forked contented, while two
letters speak of the Col's, letter, but think that he sugover" or nothing can be done; they
gested to Mr. Walker the course to
bleed everybody who comes,else he goes improvising house-flights, and thereby pursue to cure his colonies, and he
checking
the
malady.
If the trouble arise writes Col. W., " I am happy to
away without having accomplished
say
anything.
I hope to leave here March from starvation, why not starve as well that it has proved a complete success."

that

" My small adververtising medium
tisement in the Weekly Bee Journal.
has done me more good than any advertisement I ever put in any paper. I
have already sold all the bees I have tospare." Those who have anything to
sell should use the Bee Journal for
advertising, if they wish to do much
business. The large circulation of the
Weekly gives advertisers an advantage
they can get nowhere else.
:

81T Our attention has been called to
the fact that we failed to state in the
Bee Journal that the Van Deusen
flat-bottomed and wired comb foundation received the 1st and 2d prizes in
class 2.5 at the Royal Agricultural Society's Show in London, last July.

^" It
in

frame
all

no doubt a great advantage
that practically one size of
adopted by all bee-keepers in

is

Germany
is

parts of that country.
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not sufficient stores in the fall and were
fed in October, bred too late, for when
the cold weather commenced they had

GLEANINGS.

;

IVet (Jueen Cage.—Novice gives the
following description of this cage.

which
this

is

on the

illustrated

Bee Journal

The cage

is

lirst

page of

:

about 2% x4^ inches. The

side pieces are made of strips 7-32x9-16.
Tlie side pieces are each 4*2 inches
long. The end pieces are each t% long
by '., inch thick ; this brings the thickness of the ends 1-16 less than the sides,
to let the tin slide

run over the ends.

The end piece that holds the candy is
made from a piece ^xl * but before
1

;

nailing the

sawed out

brood in all stages. On examination
this spring Some nl' the combs have
small patches of dead scaled brood in
them. Most of the bees in this part of
Qlucosed to Death. — I like the Bee the country are dead they were generJournal very much, and would have ally kept in box hives and unprotected.
been one colony of hees better off if I Success to the Bee Journal.
had taken it a few months sooner. I
A. J. II A'l'FIKLD.
had a colony of bees which casta swarm
South Bend, Ind., April 2, 1881.
late in August, and not having much
fall honey I fed them grape sugar, and
Only Empty Hivos Left,.— The bees
the result was they died with dysentery; in this locality are nearly all dead.
if I had been a subscriber to the Bee
Winter began in November and it is
Journal I would have known better winter yet. I wintered my bees on the
than to feed them that stuff. I took summer stands and 1 have only a pile
the other colony intothe kitchen on Feb. of empty hives and dead bees left.
3d, and having' wanned them, let them Every one heard from yet has the same
tly there.
We had some dirt to clean up, general complaint I have lost all my
but the bees had a good (light, then set- bees.
B. I). Scott.
tled on the window and I put them back.
Ovid Centre, N. Y., April 8, 1881.
They are in tine condition now, with
sealed brood. Three-fourths of the bees
Astringents. A friend of mine had
in this part of the country are dead,
from not being taken care of. I put my 30 colonies Of bees last fall 15 had fall
hees under a shed, and packed in chaff honey, and 15 were fed sugar syrup.
at the sides and top. Is maple syrup as Those fed on the syrup came through in
good to feed in the spring as coffee A fair condition, and the others died. He
sugar to stimulate for early breeding, lays the trouble to late fall honey. Do
or do they need anything if they have you know of any one who has tried winplenty of "honey ? My bees are Italians, tering bees by feeding them syrup or
of which there are but few in this part candy made by steeping raspberry leaves
of the country, and they stood the win- or blackberry roots and using the tea to
melt the sugar for the syrup or to make
ter better than the blacks.
the candy ? Should think that someR. P. Williams.
thing of the kind would be good to preGoldsmith, Ind., April 1, 1881.
vent the dysentery. I have 7 colonies
[If your bees come out in good condi- in
good condition, wintered without
tion, now have sealed brood, and have loss.
W. C. Jennison.
Natick, Mass., April 8, 1881.
plenty of honey, why do you propose to

box together a place

is

:

candy, so only
about 1 g of an inch of wood is left on
the bottom and end.
With a very fine
saw grooves are made for the tin slide
to run in
this slide is bent as shown.
for convenience in withdrawing.
A
corner is clipped from the other end,
that the cage may be opened so that one
bee can be put in at a time, when caging the bees and queen.
The tin points are for fastening the
cage securely into the comb. Directions for doing this are pasted on the
cover of the cage, seen in the foreThese are simply pieces of
f round.
asswood, of the cage, one of which
has the grain of the wood running crosswise, to prevent the liability of damage
We doubt the propriety of
in the mails. The other little board we feed at all
drop on our grooving saws, to cut the building up very strong colonies too
ventilating holes shown in the picture. early, unless you have plenty of time
When ready to nail the tin points are
turned down, the little boards placed and are prepared to feed during the bad
on each side, and the whole wrapped in weather of this month and most of May.
strong flour-sack paper, after winch an If you wish to breed up early to practice
opening is cut or torn right over the ven- dividing before white clover blooms,
tilating slots.
It will be observed we
suhave no bottle of water in this cage. then a good stimulant is coffee
The reason is, that friend Viallon's gar dissolved quite thin with hot water,
candy seems to hold moisture enough and given about a pint a day. If the
without it. We will give the recipe
bees are flying freely, and you know the
for this candy again, as it may not be
maple syrup is pure, it will do to give it
familiar to some of our new readers.
Take 12 ounces of powdered white but if you value your bees, do not take
sugar, 4 ounces of Louisiana brown any chances on a mixed article, for
sugar, one table-spoonful of Hour, and commercial glucose is not fit to feed
2 table-spoonfuls of honey, stir well toanything at any time. Ed.]
gether and add just enough water to
to receive the

;

'!

A

make it

like thick mush
then bring it
Bees All Right.— I have been very
to a boiling point, or if too much is
added boil it a minute or two; then much interested in the reports of disasstir it well until it begins to thicken, ter among bees in all parts of the Uniand pour quickly a table-spoonful into ted States, and after many months of
grave apprehension in regard to the
each cage.
The peculiarity of this candy is that condition of my bees I am now prepared
to make my report. To-day I took my
it never dries but remains soft and
pasty, but yet not enough so to daub bees out of the cellar and put them on
their summer stands, all in good condithe bee.
tion except a few colonies that died of
starvation. My bees have been in conI have 56 colofinement for 160 days.
nies with which to commence the sealU°The London Journal of Horticul- son most of the bee-keepers in this viture makes the following allusion to the cinity have only empty hives.
Notwithstanding the many conflicting
Weekly Bee Journal
opinions in regard to wintering bees, I
The American Bee Journal after have, after careful observation and
a well-deserved successful run of 20 many years of experience, come to the
years passes into its 17th volume as a conclusion that cellar wintering in this
Weekly, in which form several numbers latitude is far ahead of any and all
have appeared.
It occupies thus a other methods, and, moreover, that sucunique position, which its acknowledged cess in cellar wintering consists in
merit will, we hope and believe, enable thorough upward ventilation.
it to sustain with increasing advantage
C. II. Teetshorn.
;

MISCELLANEOUS.

;

:

to itself and the bee-keeping world generally.
Several of its correspondents
are men of marked ability, while its excellent editor, Mr. T. G. Newman,

Cresco, Iowa, April

8, 1881.

Loss 50 Per Cent.— Bees had their 1st
flight Feb. 26, when 36 colonies out of
needs neither introduction nor com- 60 were alive, since which 6 more have
mendation, since he was with us during died. They were on the summer stands
a portion of last

summer.

saleratus water, and
other alkaline washes are the usual
remedies for bee stings.
fresh tomatto leaf crushed and rubbed on the
puncture is recommended as an easy
and sovereign cure.

A

O" It is estimated

by those best qualjudge, that there are about 10,000 bee-keepers in Cauada.
Only a
small proportion of these are abreast of
the times.
ified to

—

[We do not know that the experiment
has ever been tried, and have a doubt
about

its

feasibility.

If

it

was found

that these or any other astringents had
a medicinal effect on the bees, the danger would arise of running to the other
extreme in their use, and we much of-

tener would kill our bees in ordinary
seasons than save them in extraordinary
ones.— Ed.]

Winter Protection.— My bees had a
on Feb. 10th, and they are apparently in good condition. The bees are
in Langstroth hives on the summer
stands, with thoroughly cured cornstalks set around each hive, except the
front, and tied in the form of field
shocks. I tie a cord around the base of
the shock. 2 or 3 inches from the ground,
and wind several times above the hive
until I bring itto a point at the top by
doing this it effectually sheds off the
water, which is conducted, by the series
of leaves overlapping each other, to the
ground. I have examined frequently
during the wettest weather, and invariably found my hives dry and free from
moisture. On top of the cap, in the
opening made by tying the stalks above,
I crowd in straight straw endwise, letting it project a few inches in front of
the hive.
This mode of protection
gives ample opportunity, in case of
snow, to bank up as high as I wish
without getting the snow in contact with
the hive, and the stalks reaching above
the snow, insure ample ventilation. I
make a practice of banking in this way
whenever there is snow sufficient to do
so.
In case of a thaw, the snow in contact with the stalks melts|first, leaving a
space of a few inches between the snow
banking and the stalks,which frequently
become entirely dry and brittle before
the banking is melted. All I have to
do at any time to examine the interior
of a hive is to remove the straw placed
over the cap, draw the hive gently forward sufficient to remove the cap, examine the bees, return the cap, slide gently
back to the former position, replace the
straw, put up the board in front, and all
is again snug and cosy.
flight

;

packed at sides and
on top with clover chaff. The hives
were in rows, packed between and at
the back, and covered with marsh hay,
coming to the ground in front. A few
Fredonia, N. Y.
U. E. Dodge.
had no honey, but most of them had
honey left in the outside combs, which
had holes cut through as passages for
Will Try Again.— Almost all the bees
the bees, but they starved as they were in this vicinity are dead.
Those that
the
from
unable to reach
stores
the ex- were packed with chaff did the best.
cessive and continued cold. We have Some left plenty of honey in their
usually laid sticks across the combs un- hives. We are not ready to give up
der the quilts but neglected to do so yet; many will try again. I cannot do
last fall, and no doubt much of the loss without the Weekly Bee Journal.
may be attributed to that neglect. I
E. M. POMEROY.
also think some of the colonies that had
Granville, Mass., April 5, 1881.
in simplicity hives,

fy Ammonia,

—

Summer Stands.— I had

Wintered en

colonies last,
Summer stands,

fall, wintered on tin;
and now have 20. [
have no complaints to make.

J.1

O. SOUTHGATE.
Smithville, N. J., April 8, 1881.

Changed His Mind.— At first I did not
the change from the Monthly to
the Weekly, but now I would rather
have the Weekly at $2 than the Monthly
at 25 cents a year.
Count on me for a
like

life

subscriber.

\V.\I.

BRIMMER.

Tracy Creek, N. Y., April

6, 1881.

Losses In-Onors and Out.— I had 77
colonies last fall and lost none till the
end of January. The lirst I lost was in
chaff hives on the summer stands.
Those in the cellar I found in worse
condition. I had 36 in the cellar and 41
in chaff hives and in large boxes, their
condition being just alike.
have
I
tight bottoms to all my hives. Three
in large boxes wintered well.
I lost 17,
and 10 were so weak that I united
them with others, leaving just 50 colonies. One man here having 43 last fall,
now has 2 very weak ones left. These
were well packed in clover chaff. It is
yet quite cold, but my 50 colonies are
good condition, about the same indoors and out.
James Harper.

m

Mason, Mich., April
Bee-Keeping

4, 1881.

Southeast Missouri.

in

— As the flowers failed to secrete honey
last season bees in southeast Missouri
gathered but little honey, and but few
young bees were produced, consequently we had only old bees when they went
into winter quarters ; hence the losses
are very heavy. Old settlers here say
they never knew such a season of failure in honey production since this part
This is
of the country was settled.
considered a good location for bees for
we have a vast amount of bloom in the
spring, and in the fall the whole country, and especially the woods, is covered with bloom of every hue, till it resembles a garden of flowers. I can sell
all the honey I can produce here at 15 to
20 cts. per lb., but the heavy losses of
The last
bees is very discouraging.
season was almost as great a failure in
corn as in honey production. But such
failures will not stop me from trying to
raise corn nor honey they only learn
us a lesson in taking care of our bees at
the proper time instead of letting them
take care of themselves.
Poplar Bluff, Mo. W.N. Craven.

—

Honey Poison.— In youth
eat honey without

its

I

giving

could not

me

colic,

a bee stung me the swelling
and pain were very great. Since 1875
I have ate honey and am now a regular
consumer of it, without any bad results.
These remarks are called out by Prof.
Cook's article in No. 3, Bee Journal,
I do not think
on poisonous honey.
that the stingless bees would be worth
the investment in this country they
would be continually robbed by the naetc.,

and

if

—

tive and Italian bees and would be defenseless. The Weekly Bee Journal

was a grand New Year's
glad to welcome it to

am

treat,

my

and

I

library

every week. Its contents are all noted
with care and I wish it never-dying sucR.

cess.

Kane,

111.,

Feb.

M. OfBORN.

15, 1881.

Foul Brood.— I have been working
with bees since I was a little boy and
am now 65 years old, and I think foul
brood is only found among bees that
are weak, and I do not believe it to be
Late breeding is the
contagious.
cause ; the bees cannot keep the brood
warm, and foul brood is the result.
There is no need of a law against foul
brood, and an inspector to ascertain if
every bee-man should
it is in a hive
know it, and he can easily cut out the
;

dead brood
thus save

if

all

he watches

it

closely,

and

trouble.

Samuel Noblet.
Halifax, Pa.,

March

2, 1881.

Italians Ahead.— I wintered 2 colonies
of Italians and one of native bees on the

summer

stands, protected from the N.
The
E. and N. W. winds by a house.
Italians wintered well but the black
E.F. Hawk.
colony died.
Skippack, Pa., April 11, 1881.
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Straw and Chaff for Wintering.— My
brothers and I had 35 colonies last fall
wintered on
ill the " Champion " hive
the summer stands packed in chaff and
straw, and lost 5. About % of the bees
Mr. J. W. Conhere about are dead.
nor who, like myself, reads the I5ke
Jouknal, lias lost but 2 colonies out of
li\
The spring is very backward
tiiere is an inch of ice on the trees and
on the earth hereto-day; still I think
the prospect good for honey in southwest Iowa if there are bees enough left
to gather it.
I like the Bee Jouknal
and Cook's " Manual of the Apiary."
;

;

S. C.

Smith.

Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, April

8, 1881.

—I

commenced

Losses.

I

with 2 colonies

tightly.

My

have perished

loss

in this locality.
is 10 out of 85 ; 5 were starved, 3

uueen-

and one

baffles

lrss, one partly
di ignosis.

frozen,

Maysville, Ky.,

Wm.
March

C.

Pelham.

31, 1881.

Five Months' Confinement.— I have 25
colonies left out of 100 wintered on the
Bummer stands without protection. I
had no surplus during the past 2 years,
though the 2 years preceding I had 75
The inlbs. each season per colony.
All had the
crease was moderate.
of
dysentery last winter. More than
all the bees in this vicinity are dead.
bees had no flight for about 5
months, and have been able to fly only
a few days this spring.
R. C. Aikin.

%

My

Shambaugh, Iowa, April

5, 1881.

I

Time and Place of Meeting.
Figwort.— I read the Bee Journal, 1881.
Rnd Muskingum Valley, at Cam
and am pleased with it. I send you a May i— TuscarawaH
bridge. Guernsey Co., o.
A. Bucklew. Sec., Clarka. O.
piece of the stalk, some of the seed bolls
5—Central Michigan, at LansinK, Micb.
and a green leaf of what I suppose is
10 -Portland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
figwort or Simpson honey plant (IScrofuC. M. Bean. Sec, McOrawyllle. N. Y.
.1.

new

Bees and Grapes.— I have kept bees
52 years, and have tried all the different theories of bee-keeping. I used
frames in the upper story before the

Am

upland, and

I right

it

r

grows as

you to

10— N. W. Wisconsin, at LaCrosse. Wis.
L. H. Panimel. Seo.

I find it on
tall as 10 or

would like very much for
name two or three of what you

12 feet.

11—8.

I

consider the best plants to cultivate for
honey in other words, what is your
idea on this subject ?
V. C. Stiers.
Haydenville, O., April 5, 1881.

Langstroth frame was patented, only
mine were heavy and clumsy and rested
on what is called the honey board, and
there nailed fast. Except in 1 or 2 winI
ters I seldom lost more than 1 or 2
pack in dry soft-wood sawdust. I have
cultivated grapes just as long as I have
kept bees, but never perceived any injury from the bees. A wasp, some like
a yellow jacket, some years bites them.
One year my neighbor having some
sweet grapes complained of my bees
I told him to pick a few bunches that
were not stung, put them near my
hives, and I would pay him 2s. for every
grape that the bees punctured. He did
so, examined them every day, but not
one was punctured and he gave it up.
L. Young.

;

12.

W. Wisconsin,

at Darlington. Wis.
N. E. France, Sec. Piatte»llle.

13-Texas Bee-Keepers' Association,

WU.
Mc

at

Kinney, Collin Co.. Texas.
W. R Howard. Sec. Kingston, HuntCo.. Tex.
17-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at H. W. Lee'a,
Pecatonlca, 111.
.1. Stewart, Sec
1"-N. W. Union, at Hastings. Minn.
K. B. Dorothy, Sec.
19— Champlaln Valley, at Bristol. Vt.
T. Brooklns, 8oc.
National, at I.exlnjrton. Ky.
Sept.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct. 12 -Ky. State. In Kxpositlon B'd'g, Loulsville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington. Ky.

[You are right ; it is figwort. We
think the time is rapidly approaching
when all thoughtful bee-keepers will XW In order to have this Table complete. Secretaacknowledge the wisdom of planting ries are requested to forward full particulars of tlm*
for bee-pasturage. Of course, opinion and place of future meetings.— ED.
will be divided as to the most desirable
kinds to plant, owing to adaptability to
CLUBBING LIST.
climate. For spontaneous growth, we
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal

;

came

;

i

prefer sweet clover, catnip, motherwort,
figwort and giant mignonette. For a
cultivated crop, buckwheat, alsike clo-

and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column Rives the regular price of both
:

Publishers' Price. Club.

Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
ver or mustard. Other plants will un- The
and Gleanings In Bee-Culture (A.I. Knot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).,
doubtedly be found profitable and desiBee-Keepers' Exchange (J.H.NelHs).

C

—I

last

box hives

]

Weatherford, Tex.

send you several speciBrecksville, C, April 11, 1881.
bug (2 females and 1 male).
find them on my bee hives and also
I
Care for the Bees.— I kept bees in
have found one of them inside on the
What are they ? Do they box hives in Cortland Co., N. Y., for
frames.
harm anything V If they are an enemy years, and do not remember of losing

Weevils.
mens of a

in

i

laria nodosa.

Wintering in Kentucky.— Many bees

—

spring
Bees Suffered Severely. Bees in this
had them part have suffered severely during the
transferred into chaff hives; obtained winter and a great many have died.
no increase, and only about 30 lbs. of Mine came out as strong as when I put
surplus; they are in good order now. I them in, with brood in the hives. I
bought 9 colonies in box hives in De- winter my bees on D. A. Jones' system
Thomas Smith.
cember, 1880, and packed them in chaff, of wintering.
of which I lostone. I bought 3 more in
Durham, Ontario, April 6, 1881.
March, which are all dead.
L. R. Lamh.
Local Convention Directory.
Penn, Mich., April 9, 1881.

generally screw 'em up rather
You say " fudge, that's an old
woman's story, I have heard that ever
since I was a boy." So have I, and
more, I believe it from actual experiAs to the facts that
ence to be true.
they exist as stated I have no doubt,
and entreat no one to believe or disbelieve them; but my question is: what
is it a contraction of, the pores, will,
psychology, or, or, or something else V
If some kind reader of the Monthly
Journal will give the why and wherefore to the above question he will
greatly oblige one, and I believe many,
of its readers.
C. II. Cline.

nature

April 20,

now that
public attention is being directed to the
importance of the subject.— Ed.]

The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W. Thomas) 2 50,
2 60
Bee-Keepers' Guide A.G.Hillj
5 75.
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound In cloth) 3 25
2 40
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)

sirable for special localities,

\

Hangs On. —We have had

.%l
2
2
%
4 75. . 3

3 00.
i* 00
2 75.

.

.

00
75
t»
50
75

(

.

<

ti

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal. fl.OO
For Monthly Bee Journal. H-5U less.

.
.

.

235
6 00
3 00
2 25

less.

am inclined to the opinion
they are a formidable one on account of
Shaped and
their natural advantages.
looking like an iron clad; their armor
being corrugated I think the missile of
the bee would be harmless, and their
shape would prevent the bees from carrying them out of the hive.
A. B. McLavy.
Bastrop, Tex., March 28, 1881.

any
gan

[The insects are snout-beetles or weeand hence belong to the great famThese are very
ily Rhyncophoridai.
beautiful, and as they are new to our
collections, I am very thankful for them.
Wrapped up in the cotton, theynotonly
came without injury, but were actually
alive upon arrival. All weevils, so far
as I know, are vegetable-eaters, not only
in the imago or mature state, but also
as grubs, in which condition they have
no legs, and so are often called maggots.
This latter name is only proper when
applied to the larva; of two-winged
flies.
So the specimens sent are related

BEESWAX.—Choice yellow. 20tft23c; dark, 15@17.
a sheltered place and they seemed
NEW YORK.
happy. I have but few colonies and
Our
bees have winFinely.
Wintered
HONEY.-Best white comb honey, smalt neat
give them careful attention, such as I
tered well. We have 150 colonies that packages. HCalHo. fair do., 14(^16c. dark do.. H«el2
do other stock. I feed them warm have been out of the cellara month, and large boxes sell fur about 2c. under above. White
dark, 7(g.8c.; southern strained,
extracted, y<gil0c.
of the
syrup every day. Nearly
50 more that have not been out in live B0@86c
bees in this locahtv are dead.
BEESWAX.-Prtme quality, 20@23c.

of the bee, I

vils,

plum curculio, the pernicious
wheat weevil, and to several of our
worst borers. They like warmth, and

to the

have probably learned that the bees furnish this desired caloric, and so are
found about the hives.'
I shall be very glad to receive such
specimens, especially from the South
and West, and will give information in
regard to them. If put in cotton they
come without injury. A. J. Cook, Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.

—

Hold Your Tongue.— Without inquiry
we learn but little. I have carefully
perused Prof. Cook's" Manual," a clear

in winter.

Since

I

to Michi-

have kept bees and last winter
one was queenles and died with about
This win30 lbs. of honey in the hive.
I use the
ter 1 have lost one colony.
cottage hive, and left my bees on the
summer stands until Dec. 1. when I
put them into the cellar; I took them
I
out on March 1. One was weak
took it into a warm room and gave
them a flight, and then placed them in
I

;

treatise

it

Still

month

of any on bees,

and

I

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

have won-

dered if those who reported " bees came
CHICAGO.
out good." the fore part of March, can
HONE7— The market Is plentifully supplied with
say so the 1st of May? We arc not honey,
and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quothrough the woods till May 15th in this table at lHtaivc. for strictly choice white comb In
and 2 lb. boxes at U(i$itic. for fair to good in large
locality.
G. M. Doolittle.
packages, and at KKa 12c. for common dark-colored
and broken lots. Extracted, 8<&H>c.
Borodino, N. Y., April 7, 1881.
1

;

—

;

%

months — all doing

Linus Reed.

Howell, Mich., April

;

;

;

finely.

T. S. "Bull & Son.
Valparaiso, Ind., April 9, 1881.

2, 1881.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— The market

—

for extracted clover

honey

Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c.
BKESWAX-18&22C
C. F. MUTH.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Since our last there have been some

good, at 8® 10c.
for the best.
is

A Beeinner's Experience.— We have
had a very severe winter and to-day the
snow lies to the depth of inches on the !,'»'
m
cast's more ol extracted honey cleared fur LivBees in this section are nearly erpool,
level.
and at our last the outlook for the coming
I started last spring with 2 crop was very poor. Since, there have been copious
all dead.
showers, and reports are generally more favorable.
to 8 by natural We quote white comb, 13913c.: dark to good, 9@ lie.
colonies, increased
to extra white, f>h><3' *lic. dark and
swarming, are all dead now but 3, and Extracted, choice
candied, r>($.r>Hc.
dead but4, which are in poor condition. I do not think there are as many bees
BEESWAX -22^2-J^C, as to color.
Stkakns
& smith. 423 Front Street.
spring.
They
left
They were packed in chaff on the sum- as in 2 colonies last
some had several San Francisco. Cal., March 31, 1881.
mer stands, in the manner recom- plenty of stores
mended by Stout Hill, of Mount Heal- frames that were hardly touched. I use
ig^r The Michigan Bee-Keepers Assothy. They died of dysentery, caused, I Langstroth 8 and 10 frame hives and
think, from a poor crop of honey gath- the bees filled the lower story and I left ciation will convene in Pioneer Rooms
ered in the fall. The last honey season it all in; some, say they would have of the state Capitol at Lansing, May 5.
was poor in this vicinity. My bees wintered better if 1 had taken out a The following is the programme:
worked on the yellow willow about 2?| couple of frames of comb and replaced
Regular order of business.
Annual address by Pros. W. J. Ashworth.
months in the fall; the willow was lit- them with empty frames, as they would
Address by T. G. Newman, editor of American Bee
erally covered with Aphides, and this I have had more room to cluster. My Journal subject. Rise, Progress, Present Condition
think the main cause of dysentery the bees were packed in straw, but they and Future Prospects of American Apiculture.
Essay— Profitable extent of bee-keeping, by Jamos
honey is very dark and of poor quality. never had a flight from November until Heddon,
Dowagiac.
There were a few
Essay— Requisites of an Apiary, by H. A. Burch,
I think the Jouhnal
is just splendid the last of March.
South iluvon.
since it became a Weekly.
I prefer it days that a few would come out but
Essay— Some Important facts In bee-keeping, by
I read all I can Prof. A. J. Cook, Michigan Agricultural College.
to all others and will do what 1 can to only a few returned.
Dl8CU88loni Mid remarks.
increase its circulation.
find about bee-culture and have taken
[Examination of exhibits.

Lost All. I put into winter quarters
43 strong colonies, having young bees
a prosperand plenty of honey ; all
ous condition. I was quite proud of
them, and expected by this time to
realize a fair income from them, but,
alas for " blasted hopes," they are all

,;

;

;

1

;

;

Preston, O.,

Samuel Coulthaiid.

the

March

and

31, 1881.

Journal

since

like it very

became a Weekly

it

Lewis, Iowa, April

is,

All exhibitors of supplies are requested to send
i" tin- Secretary, with prices and descripand all transportation charges must
be prepaid by the exhibitors. Gko. L. Pkkhv. See.

sum ph's

much.
('.

Chaff Hives.— Four out of 5 of those
and LaDg- who had bees here last fall now have
stroth's great work—while both recog- only empty hives.
Mr. Amos and my-

and concise

Winter

a week of very severe weather, and if it
does not warm up soon I shall lose 40
per cent, of my bees. This is the worst

W. Fisher.

tions attached,

s, 1881.

igg"

The North Western Wisconsin

Chaff Triumphant.—Out of 109 colo- Bee-keepers Association will meet at
owned by 1 1 persons (mostly (iermania Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on
My Tuesday. May lu, at in a. m. All interchaff hives.
I am trying to get the farmers) hist fall, 42'are now dead.
others to replenish in the spring, and I loss is 20 per cent.; occasioned by at- ested in bee-keeping are requested to be
through
think they will. I hope we shall have a tempting to save some queens
present.
L. II. Pammel, Jr., Sec.
Full colonies packed in
plentiful season. The Bee Journal the winter.
is to me invaluable, and I thought last chaff according to the best approved
Northern Michigan BeeNow year if it was only a Weekly it would be methods came through in perfect condi- (gT TheAssociation
will hold its fourth
complete, for a month is too long to tion, without a purifying flight from Keepers
at Maple Rapids,
Annual
Convention
wait for the next number. With it and Nov. 20 until late in March. I am so
Gleanings I think I shall be well posted well pleased with the Weekly Bee Clinton Co., Mich.. October 11 and 12,
David Kishelman. Pres.
during the coming year.
Journal that I think I cannot do with- 1881.
O. H. Goodno, Sec., Carson City,
nity. Just how much pressure is reS. A. Shuck.
out it.
Geo. E. Hilton.
Mich.
quired I cannot say being of a timid
Fremont Centre, Mich., March 28.
Bryant, 111., April 4,1881.

nize the fact that the " business end "
of a bee is the great drawback to beginners, and suggest a number of remedies for the alleviation of the stings,
yet both equally ignore the fact that
man has within himself a sure, absolute
and never-failing prevention.
what is it? It is simply to take the
tongue between the front teeth and
hold it firmly there, while you dissect a
bee, wasp or hornet with perfect impu;

self are

more fortunate, ours being

in

nies of bees

1
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change
the Weekly, can

a

. >

O" We have prepared

DTJITKAM

The

entire length of the nail being the

same

or $s.ix» per bundled.
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.

'

igT Notices and advertisements intended for the Weeklv Bee Journal
must reach this office uy Friday of the

20C.
IRC.

.
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gg"Instead of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps
We can use them, and it is safer to-send
"
such than silver.

wanted by mnil add

ALFRED
973

West Madison

A

ALFRED

972

copies

of

the

.l7id

III.

Complete Mechanic,

Edition, contains over

Enlarged

;00»000

Industrial Facts, Calculations. Processes Trade Secrets, Legal
„
Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
Mechanic, Farmer, nndKusincss Man. Gives2O0,000 itemj
.'or Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinist <*,
"liles Black miths. Founders, Miners ^Metallurgists,
Assayers Plum cr , Ga i and Steam Fitte-s Bronzers
Gil le:
Met land Wood Wcrkersef every kind. Builder ,
ManufVs and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Miit,
?team, and Mining Machinery, Tools. Mie< t Meta'
..ork. Mechanical Movements, Plan* of Mills Roofs,
Bridges, cic.
Arrangement and Speed of Wheels,
ulleys, Drums, Belts Saws, Boring, Turning. Planing,
&i Drilling To. Is, Flour, Oatmeal, Saw, Shuig.e. Paper,
\tttn, Woollen
Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Mnrhle, Threshing &l Rolling Mill, do., Cot'on Gins
Presses ic. Strcngt of 'J ceth. Shafting, Beiting Fricion. Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting. Finishing Engine
In Iding. l^cpLiinng and Operating, Setting ot Valves
ik'cciUiies, Link
Valvo Mution, Strain Packing, t'ipa
k Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
I

Imported Cyprian and Italian Queens,
Or our own Importation,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.

.

Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diploma
at the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention held
in February.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.

&

Foundation, free.

DADANT &

i

Co.,

111.

&

Weekly

Ventilation.

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one

Uas&WnterWorksHyd'ftulics

Mill

Dams

Hurs l'ow rot Streams, etc. On Blast Furi m cs Iron
Prospecting and Explorirg for
Si Steel Manufacture.
Minerals <juaru and Placer Mining, Assaying. AmatgaauiLuig, ct,-.
-161 'i'AHLiid w.th 50C,(X,O
Calculations

intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

Chicago,

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,

COLONIES
WITH

'.tsmtf

^" Sample

NEWMAN,

Of Over a Thousand Pages.
A fSJ!ont/nr £2 SOU

handling and marketing extracted honey.

SON,
Hamilton, Hancock

II-

St..

S$a Crmpntno Culmination/

Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,

CHAS.

Alsike

Valuable Book

15 One-Cent Stamps

Comb

West Madison

m

to this office.
|

8^" It would save us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to

all

possible forms for

Mechanics Merchants

nnd

Farmers, 8jj items lor Printers, Publish- r& and
Writers for the Press.
1.000 items fnr Grocers ConiJOO
fectioners, Physicians
Druggists etc.
Health
(terns.
Painters. Varnishers.
500 do.
lor
Gilders,
eta 5ui) di. for Watchmakers & Jewelers. 400 do. for
Hunters Trappers, Tanners, Leather & Rubber Work.
Navigation, Totes aphy. Photography, Book keening,
ate- in detail. Strength, of Materials Effects of Heat,
Fuel Values Specific Gravities, Freights by rail and
vvater— a Car Load, Stowage n Ships Power of Steam,
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
11.000 items
for Housekeepers Farmers Gardeners Stock Owners.
Bee-keepers Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers lull details
'tural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Kemedieiordo., to increase Crops Best Poisons, Trailing Horse-.

We have several letters My Annual
Catalogue of Vegetable and
Seed for 1881, rich in engravings from
(some inclosing money) that have no Flower
photographs of the originals, will be sent FREE to
name. Many others having no Post- all who apply. My old customers need not write for Steam Power on Farms Lightning Calculator for
I offer one of the largest collections of vegetaCubic Me siir^s, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board
office, County or State.
Also, if you it.
ble seed ever sent out by any Seed House in AmeriWages, Interest Coal & Tonnage Tables Land. (.'rain.
live near one postoffice and get your ca, a large portion of which were grown on my six Hay,
& Cattle Meisurement. Se d. Plough insr, Plnntinc
seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each
mail at another, be sure to give the ad- package.
& Breeding Tables, Contents cf Granaries Cribs Tanks
All seed warm nted to be both fresh and true Cisterns,
Boilers, Logs. Hoard's, Scantling, etc., at Right.
to name, bo fur, that should it prove otherwise, I will
dress we have on our list.
Business Forms all kinds Special Laws of 19 States, Tei
this office.

the order gratis. The original introducer of the
Hubbard Squash, I'hinnev's Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, and scores or other vegetables.
refill

g'We

can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

the back
If
soon.

I

NEW VEGETABLES A
12m5

tg° Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks

covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

have

andof

SPECIALTY.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead.Mass.

ALFRED

West Madison

H.

street,

dress,

mention the old address as well

as the

new

one.

hue cloth, lor

$3.50;

in

leather, for ?3;j0.

THOMAS
974

WeBt Madison

C.

CHICAGO

in

large

or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price LiBt. Pure Beeswax worked on shareB and
bought for cash. Address.

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

Manatrement

Succe«Mf';il

:

; What we eat
and should
This book should be in every family, where
ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adul-

not eat.
it

Paper, SOc.

200 pages.

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, li> cents.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Q.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honev the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings.
Foam, Wines, &c. and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and German. Price
j

;

for either edition, 6c.

Street,

;

per dozen,

SOc.

Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this Important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2.i in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is iriven in full. Price, lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by U. M. Dooltttle. Price, 5c.
Extracted Honey
and Marketing.— A

;

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton,

Harvesting, Handling
24-page pamphlet, by Ch. 4;
III.
This gives in detail the

methods and management adopted in their apiary.
It contains many good and useful hints, and is weH
worth the price— 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas. F.
Muth, Cincinnati, Ohio ; 32 pages. ThiB pamphlet

gives Mr. Muth's views on the management of bees,
and embraces several of his essays given at Conventions, etc. It will be read with interest by beginners
as well as those more advanced in the science of beeculture. Price, lOc.

Kendall's Horse Boon;— No book can be more

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, S5c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 35c.

its

Moore's Universal Assistant contains information on every conceivable subject, as well as receipts for almost everything that could be desired.
We doubt if any one could be induced to do without
it, after having spent a
few hours in looking it
through. It contains 1016 pages, and BOO engravings.
Cloth,

$2.50.

Kopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, itM.OO ; Morocco, $1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.
KF~Sent by mail on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS G, NEWMAN,
1*74

West Madison

Street,

Chicago, IU.

EMERSON BINDERS.
II

/PAT. BlNDERgk.

JIKp

*\.
Cr?IOD!CALs\

Address

NEWMAN.
ITT Binders Tor the Weekly Bee Jonrnal,
of 1S81, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.

ILL.

from

Dr. J. P. H.

or

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE Headquarters in the South
16a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazine
for ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and
devoted 10
QVKEXN, FOUNDATION and APIARIAN POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCK
SUPPLIES. If you want Early Queens,

wn6t

Bee-Culture

pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location Of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Vuecn Rearing
— Feeding -Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italianizing— In trudueing Queens- Extracting- Quieting
and Handling Bees—The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published In EnirUah and German. Price for either edition, 40
cent*, postpaid, or $3.0(1 per dozen.

Mechanics' Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Peal
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws Limitation of Actions, etc.
Foi in" complete treatise* on Ihe different subjects. '-Pet, Am.
r
* The work contains 1.016 pages is a veritable l reueuiv
t.f Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to any
Free by mail, in
Mechanic, Business Man. or Fanner.

NEWMAN

want Imported Queens.Dunhani Koundation

postoffice ad-

to the Coll. of

honey, and a few
of light; also, Cornb Honey. Those having any for
sale are invited to correspond, giving particulars.

Btock selected for their must desirable qualities, or

*g"When changing a

and Canada), relating
Debts Exemptions from Forced Sale,

ritoriesand Provinces (in the U. S.

1

i>72

The Volume of the Bee Jourfor 1880, bound in stiff paper

to

WANTED. — desire to purchase sevHO.VET
eral barrels of dark extracted

for 50 cents extra.

W
nal

who are anxious

invite the patronage of all

their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,
the very best strain.

Price, $>3 .OO.

;

IV

Price List, with 3 samples of

full variety of all kinds, including Melilot.

and White Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, &c. For
prices and Instructions for planting, see my Illustrated Catalogue,— sent free upon application.

card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy .Land
Queens and Bees.
II. P. S \ \ I
«J. C.
Hartford, Wis.
2eowl5t

and Honey Bee

bee-keeping, full of praetloal Information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.

terations offered as food.

To send a postal

i

111.

SEEDS! HONEY PLANTS

WIS.

SURE
A

III v.-

a standard scieutlflc work.

Food Adulteration

.

& JOHN BARNES

Roekford, Winnebago Co..

free. _jil

BBOWN CO.,

Be

F.

is

of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This

and

Illustrated Catalogue.

W.

on the

l.:iog>.ii ,.<h

BleKwed Been, by John Allen.— A, romance of

especially
adapted to Hive
Milking. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page

AND DUNHAM

FRANCES DUNHAM,

:

King''* Bee>Reeper«' Text-Book, bv A. J
King.-Thls edition is revised and brought down to
the-present time. Cloth, * I .<><>; paper, 7."»e.

Il.b.

SCROLL SAWS

COMB FOUNDATION,

the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them. We can
now supply the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

CHICAGO,

St..

Hand, Circular Rip SawB for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
iy New Circular and Samples
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not IsmBm
1IEFERE,
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
collecting them.

;

NEWMAN,

CIRCULAR

name on

copy of " Cook's Manual t " bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

for posture.

Foot-Power Machinery

youthful color.

Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

lb.

is plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
of the fact that the author Is really the master of the
subject. Price, > I .."»o.

This

Gray Hairs Are Honorable but their
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker's Hair Balsam is popular for
cleanliness and promptly restoring the

the

H.

per

Qnlnby*N New Bee-Kee|>lnK, by L. C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee- keeping
in a manner that cannot fall to interest all. Its style

BARNES' PATENT

'

The date following

18 cents

la Cully Up with the time'* on every concelvablo
Bubject timt intorentfl the apiarist, it is not only instructive, hut intensely interesting and thorough* v
praetloal. The book is a masterly production, nnd
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, SH.SSft ( paper covers, 1W l.OO, postpaid.
Per dozen, by express, cloth,
$12.; paper, f0.5O.

and

A

inc.
lee.

.

t'onk'n Munuul of the Apiary.- Entirely rewritten, greatly enlarged and elegantly illuetratad,

Novlce'n
II C'ofRee-Cultiire, by A. I. Root.
Thin embraces "everything pertaining to thif cure of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, KSI.3S; paper, # l.OO.

IXC

.

week previous.

ifiT

thick-

never loosen as ordinary Iron nails will,
and are not as liable to bend or break.
From the assortment of lengths given in the table
below, any kind of nailing may be done with these
nails, even to making large boxes.
34c.
% Inch long, wire No. 20, per lb
ness, they

MACHINE,

Ribbon Badges

Bee-Keepers.

for

i

FOUNDATION

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold, l'rice 10 cents each,

Books

*"'*'

There being considerable demand for irlre Dalle,
have concluded to carry a stock "f thorn, and can 1111
orders for any quantity promptly. For nailing 380
tlons, CftSeB. Frames, Hacks, Crates, Ac, they have
become quite popular.

to

from other editions to
do so by paying the difference.
*

^"^

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Single copies of the JOURNAL are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

IgTThose who may wish

Wiv-p
Nails
rw«
^"
""

FRANCES DUNHAM,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

12?

It has the largest corps of practical breeders u- editunof any lournal of itselassin Americ , ami is

TSE FINEST P0ULTE7 JOURNAL IN THE WOBLTj.
12 begins January 18UI.
SL'BSCRIITTON:—

Volume

$1.00 per year.

Specimen Copy,
C. J.

182

CLABK

WARD,

ST.,

10 cent*.

We

can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1 880,
at the following priceB, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
Leather and cloth
75c.
:

fW

We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor.
-

CHICAGO-

•t*

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

128

April 20.

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

EC

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

Land— 640 Acres,
» CHEAP
FOR

Florida

CASH. jSS

James Forntrook has just received a patent nn his
Machine f<-r Scoring Hmipy Box Sections, dated
March 2lt. 1881. No. of Patent. 238.476. He has not
sold uny simp rights on this machine, nor does he intend to therefore, any one using a machine to make
the One-Piece Section are infririKins.
We will make the " Bess" Section, anv Fize up to

Description. -Sec.

HAVE NOW OVER

I

;

words

A

line will contain about eight
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One to three weeks, each
" or

Four
EiRht,

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

Fifty-two

more"

fourteen

;

SO cts.
18 "
15 "
IS
1© "

insertion,
"

*

5x8, for (5.00 per

per

line.

Watertown.

*'

"

"

"

Material for Langstroth hive

l.orjo.

JAMES FORNC'BOOK A

"

Wis., April

Jeff. Co.,

2,

Italian Bees, in good condition, In lo
Langstroth hives. Orders for

I5wtf

1881.

Pure

*•

8 "
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

frame

ITALIAN QUEENS,

"

7. snuth range 7
west. Franklin county, Florida, situated atx.utau miles
south of the Georgia line.
miles west or the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about £>
miles northeast of the city ot Apalachlcola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (a
andtjiofthe Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. :ilst. IK75. by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned sections. Including the
abcjve, to J. M. Murphy, for fS.aju, and on Sept. 5th,
1877, by him conveyed to the unaeratuned for fci.OOO.
The title Is perfect, anil It is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Kecords of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. A a offer for It la respectfully solicited. Address,

&

COLONIES

300
of

CO.

township

4,

:

ti

;

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable In advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

The American Bee Journal
Paper

is

the oldest Bee

in America, and has a large circulation In
State, Territory and Provlnoe, among farmers,

every
mechanics, professional and business men. and Is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real Imposition wtu be exposed.

THOMAS
»74 West

0.

.

Sale.

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

Beveral friends In the South are supplying me with
quite a lot of been, which I shall sell at reasonable
rates. They are pure Italians, Hybrids and Blacks,
In Langstroth hives, box hives and log gums. First
shipment arrived to-day, For farther particulars
address,

are now being booked and will be filled In rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the following price*

CHAS.
Cincinnati. O.. April

IEWMAN,

Madison Btreet

Bees for

Cbleaffe,

111.

W ANTBD-Yoa
Prioe

list

1881.

HKOOK8 A

M.

ItKI,
Columbus, Ind.

Rev. A.

t

In- Door Flying for Dysentery

121
121
121

Bee-Keeping in Kentucky
What Is Royal Jelly?
My Experience with Separators
How to Separate Swarms.
Ventilation for Winter
Candying of Honey a Test of Purity
Some Incorrect Statements Criticised
To the Bee-Keepers of Indiana
The Bee-Moth

122
122
122
122
122
123
123
123
123

Conventions

123
123
123
123

Southwestern Wisconsin
Northwestern Union
t

Editorial Items
*

124
124
124
124

Benton's Javan Mission

What Causes Dysentery ?
Foul Brood

Among onr Exchange*

Selections from Our Letter
Glutei to Death .:
Bees AH Right

Box

.'

1

jysund for Circular.

OF

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES, The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

Given's Foundation Press.
The

latest

improvement

in

Foundation.

Our

thin

common Foundation is not surpassed. The only

and

invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
JJ. S. «IVKX. Hoopeston, 111.

OO

Wintered on Summer Stands
Changed his Mind
Losses In-Doors and Out
Bee- Keeping in Southeastern Missouri

Honey Poison
Foul Brood

Ahead

Stntw and Ciiaff for Wintering
Wintering in Kentucky
Five Months' Confinement....
Weevils

12(>

126
126
126
1 26
126
126
1 26
126
126
126
126
126
126

Lost All
Chaff Hives
Losses

Figwort

Winterstill HangsOn
Wintering Finely
A Beginner's Experience
Chaff Triumphant
Bees Suffered Severely

Patented Jan.

were in error in attributing
Mr. Stanley's sample of comb foundation to the Root mill. We are informed
by Mr. Stanley that it was made on the
Vandervoort machine, which he claims
to be an improvement. It was very fine.

A Smooth Complexion can be had by
every lady who will use Parker's Ginger
For promptly regulating the
Tonic.
liver and kidneys and purifying the
blood there is nothing like it, and this
so quickly removes
pimples and gives a rosy bloom to the
notice.
cheek. See
it

The next meeting
and

S.

of the N. W,
W. Wisconsin Hee-Keep-

LIME.

Association, will be held at II. \V.
Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Winnebago county. Ills., on the 17th of May,
J.

Stewart,

Sec.

at Judge W. II. Andrews'
sipiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
on the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.

-vention

Wm.

It.

Kingston,

IIoward, Sec,

Hunt

bee-keepers use them exclusively.
Twenty thousand In use— not one ever
returned, or letter of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeeperB* Convention, ihho.
L'tme sifts the wheat from
he chaff. Pretensions are
t

The Large and

Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burning the fingers and bel-

,

ft.

b? h iih

per

e root.

JLWif

natural base, by the
Send for samples.

lb.,

witti

G. ~W.

STANLEY,

improve-

real

tes-

timonials.

111.

WIN.

Truly, " Time sifts the wheat from the chaff."
lead in Smokers. Our Double-blast Smoker is
perfection.
See what "the most extensive beekeeper in America" says of our Quinby Smoker
Cherry Valley. N. Y„ March 22, 1881.
After testing your smokers with others of the best
make, I do not hesitate to order two dozen for use In
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it, running it all day and burning bard
maple wood, winch tests the construction most thoroughly. Those wr have been using admit coaly into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
your Quinby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.
Capt. J. E. Hkthekinctox.
If you desire to see a descripiion of the goods we
used in securing over 15.000 lbs. of honey from 17i;
colonies of bees the past poor season, send for our
New Illustrated Circularfor 1881, which is just ready.

Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
tiUni Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

ROOT &

BRO..

SMohnwk, N.

.

00
50

.2 in., $1

2^j

'

1

2

"

1

2

"

1

25

A flrorit.eFu rn '*lit

pleasant, profitable employment.
w LucHl PtmtUlg
House, Silver Creek, N. Y.

Female Complaints.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or
any disease, use the 1 onic to-day. No matter what
;your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,
is the Dest Family Medicine ever made, entirely.
different from Kitters, Ginger Preparations and'
other Tonics, and combines the best curative prop]
•ertiesof all.
Buy a 50c. bottle of your dxugS!' 1
'None gen-jine without our signature on outside
jwrapper.
Hl f cox & Co.. Chemists. New York
,mh\ all

'

,

1'

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM

E£MBiKS35

The Horse
BY

KENDALL, M.

D.

A TREATISE ffivingan Index of diseases, and
son

Address,

B. J.

symptoms

;

cause and treatment of each, a table

trtvinB all the principal drutrs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poi-

a table with an engraving *>f the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for tolling the age of the
horse a valuable collection uf recipes, and much
;

;

BINGHAM

ft

HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

9wtf

ITALIAN QUEENS,

and Bee Hives

specialties.

Full

Our

Colonies. Nuclei
Illustrated

valuable information.

Price 25 cent*.— Sent on

receipt of price, by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

974

West Madison

Street.

CUICAGO.

ILL.

new

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Send for it and save money.
Fruits, Ate, Free.
2wIWtx
I. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

fW

It will
To rend our

Pay you

forty page

Catalogue of

Apiarian Supplies. It gives the latest
information about the best appliances
and methods pertaining to

Sent free to

all

who send

and addresses, plainly
postal card. Address

H. A.
r

(wtf.

names
upon a

us their

written,

BURCH &

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE

ONI/T

Agricultural
ITHHSUEl)

IN

Weekly
THE

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Year,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription i#l.m_i per year) in its new and improved form (16 pages isj^xioVfr, folded and pasted)

makes it very popular. Its editors are all practloSj
men. It is the Heat Advertising Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
llw-2otx
N. B. <oi,'Oi K. Welland. Ont.

FREE TO ALL.
CO.,

South Haven, Mich.

/"\UR new Illustrated riant and
^/Seed Cata.ogue of 80 pages, con
taming descriptions and Vriees of
lost varieties of I'lunt*, Itose*.
Scedfl. Uulba, etc. in cultivation,

and a Colored Plateof our

sq.

N. Y.

JS?=Sppl^ high
U-v.\\v :'.:/ the

ll^'-^l^jJ
^
-=JL
'

side-walls,

pound.
J-

|J:'v:Vv.v^#J

lut

4 to 16 square feet to
Circular and samples free

VAN DEUSEN

& SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

'

ENGEA VINGS.

to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL, Profitable Bee Culture

fp°

',

the

lH "

Y.

BrtWl* B« Journal is published monthly nl
./t^
*1..5, and contains the liest practical insinuation
for
the time being, snowing what to do. and when and
how to do do it. (X.IIIBUTT, Boo Master
School of Apiculture. Fairlawn, Southall. London.

Ginger, Kucha, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
other of the be^t medicines known Are combined so skillfully in Parkeh s tTinjer Tunic as<
|to make it the greatest BI~od Purifier and the
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Unwholesome food

My

A

For the American Bee Journal.

My

Method
S.

of

Wintering Bees.

VALENTINE.

The great and all- important question
that conies to the bee-keepers of to-day
is how to carry the bees successfully
through the interval from the 1st of
December until honey appears in the
spring ?
With all our noted apiarists,
Quinby, Langstrothj Wagner, and others, leaders in apiculture who have tincovered much of the desired gold and
made apiculture a pleasant pursuit,
there are still dark, shady spots that
their wisdom has not brought to sun
light, and doubtless to-day there is
more gloom hanging over the subject of
wintering bees than any other in apiculture. Since the subject of wintering
stands first on the list of apiculture, and
well deserves the earnest thought, careful study, and accurate experiments of
the most practical apiarists, for if we
fail to winter our bees and spring finds
us without them, we need not bother

APRIL

A

Now

)

bees most successfully in a good cellar.
All agree a uniform temperature is best
and to have uniform temperature in the
hive there must be quietness, and for
quietness we need darkness and a pure
atmosphere, and cannot these desired
points be best secured in a good cellar V
It need? no argument to prove that
darkness can be best attained in a cellar, and by proper ventilation a cellar
can be kept with a healthy atmosphere.

about their management, forage, or
any of the modern improvements, and
we are almost certain to lose them
seoner or later if they are not properly
cared for.
The honey bees are not
like other insects, but are more or less
active all through the winter and re- Poor results have been referred to in
quire more or less food according to the eellars standing at the freezing point;
amount of heat they generate, and as but I would consider a cellar that stands
they become numb at a temperature at the freezing point too cold and a very
below 40 s therefore the temperature poor one. The temperature in my celmust be kept up by the bees at the ex- lar stood all through this cold winter at
pense of their stores, and if they are 4fi and 47-.
It is 12^ feet wide by 26
kept where they are exposed to ex- feet long. It has no window, and is pertreme cold they will require the more fectly dark it is right underneath our
food.
sitting-room and bed-room, and is venI have been experimenting for some tilated through another large cellar,
years on wintering bees out and in- and has a flue connecting with the
doors, and I am satisfied that bees will chimney it has a cement floor, but not
winter best at a temperature about plastered overhead the door opens into
45°; but from experience we have the other cellar.
learned that there are 4 things in the
There are always more or less bees
hive that are against successful winter- dying which drop on the bottom board
,

:

;

;

;

1

No.

27, 1881.

failure in late fall breeding- arid often cause the hive to become foul.
Lack of In the cellar, if properly arranged, they
; 3d.
stores; 4th. Regular temperature. The can be transferred to a clean, sweet
first in importance is a good prolific hive, or the frames removed, and with
queen, for if there is an old, worn-out a piece of tin 4x6 inches clean all dead
queen, or a poor layer in the hive, the bees and filth from the hive, and thus
colony will be sure to come out weak in keep it clean and pure, which has a
the spring, if not dead.
In the early great deal to do with keeping them
part of September it should be seen to quiet; while on the summer stands,
that every hive is supplied with a good either from packing or a long spell of
prolific queen, and
if
the hive is cold weather, you may not be able to
crowded with honey so that brood-rear- open the hives for months, and a mass
ing has been cut short, the lower half of of dead, moldy
accumulates
bees,
the best comb for that purpose should right beneath the cluster. I know it is
be extracted, to give the queen room, claimed that handling bees in a cellar
or if breeding has ceased from a failure is also injurious, that they become exof honey in the field, they should be fed cited and gorge themselves with honey.
and brood-rearing kept up if possible I claim gentle, bees can be handled in a
until the last of October.
But before cellar without much excitement, and a
feeding the apiarist should see that the colony in good wintering condition has
combs are not partly filled with un- very little unsealed honey and the bees
wholesome honey, but here some one cannot so easily gorge themselves.
may ask, what is unwholesome honey, They seem to know all about it, or at
and how shall I know it ? Apple cider, least are very careless about looking for
peach juice, grape juice and such like honey.
They have to be forced before
are not honey.
When the bees have they will go for it.
had ample time to seal up their stores,
bees are princely Albinos, which
and it still remains scattered all through are very gentle and easily handled. I
the hive unsealed, you can take it for have overhauled all of them twice, and
granted it is not pure honey, and will some of them a third time, while in the
bloat you bees. It will pay you well to cellar. I seldom used any smoke, and
extract it and feed
sugar.
did not find any of them get excited and
If you have to feed for winter store it make a great ado about it.
I open the
should be done in time that the bees can hive without any jarring, and allow a
seal it over before cold weather sets in. moment's time for the advanced guard
good, fair colony should have 25 or 30 to retreat, and then handle carefully,
lbs. of honey, on as few combs as pos- and they were nearly as quiet when I
sible, sealed over half way down and closed the hive as when I opened it.
before putting up for winter quarters About the middle of February, before
there should be a passage made through I had overhauled them the last time, a
each comb, commencing about the cen- few became restless, but after I had
tre and extending 3 inches upward, closed the hive they became quiet again.
nearly an inch wide, that part of the One might go into the cellar where
bees are not cut off from the main clus- there were nearly one hundred, and they
ter by a sudden fall in the temperature. would scarcely hear the buzz of a bee.
we come to the disputed ground: I did not let a hive become foul in the
How and where can we keep the tem- cellar, and I am satisfied the bees are in
perature most suitable for our bees ? much better condition than they would
There has been a great deal said about have been had I not kept the hives clean.
both out and in-door wintering, with
Six miles from home I had 15 very
great diversity of opinion.
I would strong colonies with plenty of honey
like to favor out-door wintering, for it which I left on the summer stands. On
takes a great deal of labor to remove the 10th of February I went to see them,
a large apiary to and from a cellar ; hut and found one dead with from 30 to 40
I cannot help but praise the bridge that lbs. of sealed honey in the hive, and
carries me over.
they all had very many dead bees on the
From experience I am satisfied that bottom-board, some of them smelt
in our latitude (39}^ c we can winter our badly and had dwindled very much. I

ing
2d.
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idea of the condition of my home apiary
for wintering. However, about the 1st
of November I doubled up and prepared
76 colonies and 24 nuclei for wintering.
My nuclei were nearly all out of honey
but I had some sections 6x6 and some
5l£x6 filled and partly filled with red
clover honey, I went to work and made
nucleus boxes to suit them, some to hold
3 and some 4
I cut a rabbet 2% inches
deep to give ventilation and room to
feed candy on top, transferred the bees
into them, but the smell of honey excited some to robbing, and I was
obliged to take them to the cellar. They
seemed to do well for a few days, but
in a week or 10 days became restless,
and on examining found about Jjf of the
bees dead. I cleaned the boxes and
bored 2 % holes in the rabbet, one in
front and one in the rear, to give ventilation
but in a few days I found there
was not enough ventilation. Oh! how
I wished they could have a good flight
but the weather was too cold.
I went
to work again and made other lids, with
an opening in the centre 2%x4 inches,
and covered it with wire-cloth, cleaned
the hives again, and put the new lid on,
and in a few days found that those
bees ttiat were almost helpless had be;

;

come dry and bright. I succeeded in
carrying 19 of them through the winter.
I lost 4 by letting them get out of food,
and on the 12th of February the mercury rose to 50°, and I put them out for
a flight, and lost one queen by swarming out. In the evening I again removed them to the cellar, and gave
them some candy, and covered the
frames with cloth and they commenced
rearing brood.

November came in with colder
weather than usual and I was waiting
with my colonies to give them a good
flight before putting them into the cellar; but severe weather set in about

the middle of the month and they did
not get it.
I put the most of them in
the cellar in November, but did not put
them all in until the last of December.
I had lost 4 colonies before I concluded
to put them all in.
I lost but 2 in the
This leaves me
cellar which starved.

When I overhauled them in FebI gave all of them some candy
and fixed them up for brood-rearing,
and in a week's tune they nearly all
have lost one since, and several are in a had commenced brood-rearing.
critical condition.
I leave them in the cellar and stimuLast year I bought and started a small late with candy until mild weather and
apiary of 15 colonies in West Virginia, young bees are hatching freely, then I
for experimenting.
They did well move them to their summer stands,
through the summer. 1 think it a good and cushion on the sides with sawdust
locality for honey. Some of them made cushions. I prefer fine dry sawdust for
me from 25 to 40 lbs. of section honey cushions at the side, as it is the best
after harvest, and in October, when I non-conductor, and will keep the bees
saw them last, they were all very strong warmest. But over the top a chaff
with bees and had plenty of honey to cushion or anything that is a good abI think on to]) is the proper
carry them through, except two, which sorbent.
were badly managed in the early part of place to take up the moisture. With
the season, and being crowded with this method I have been successful and
work in the fall, I was unable to give have avoided much spring dwindling.
them any attention. Now I am in re- From 1875 to 1879 I wintered in the celceipt of a letter which states thnt there lar with a loss of but 4 colonies. Last
winter I wintered with success on the
are over % of them dead.
My home apiary I have been using summer stands, and vice versa; but I
exclusively for queen-rearing and ship- can assign causes for so doing. We had
ping purposes. Last year we had a very a very mild winter, and bees could fly
poor season, but 5 weeks of a honey nearly every week all through the winharvest during the first crop of red ter, and my hives had impure honey in
clover, which ended about July 1st, af- them, and I wished to take a trip
ter that there was very little honey through Kansas.
It has only been the last 6 or 8 years
gathered, and our bees quit brood-rearing 3 or 4 weeks earlier than usual. that there has been any attention given
Now every queen-breeder will have an to modern bee-keeping through this
70.
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fancier, who desiderates absolute
subject, but purity.
we can control the mating of
Until
on
the poor bees were generally left
without any queens (a consummation not to be detheir summer stands
protection, and doubtless many of our spaired of, notwithstanding many failbee-keeping friends will remember the ures), there will always be some unwinter of 1881, as I remember the win- certainty as to the absolute purity of
don't
ter of 1&56. That winter set in very cold stocks bred in the usual way.
the 26th of December, and continued yet know how far queens will fly in
Mr. Jones says he
cold until April, and we had but one search of a mate.
But one of has " proof of mating many miles
colony left in the spring.
the best honey seasons followed that away." If that be so it would seem
cold winter that I ever knew. This that his plan of isolated islands is the
I never
winter the loss will far exceed that of only one that is entirely safe.
1856, for there were manv more bees to was a friend to monopolies or patents
I will venture that there will be in the bee business, but either Jones
lose.
a loss of 75 per cent, of all the bees has gone to a vast amount of unnecessary expense and trouble to secure inthroughout these regions.
This winter has been exceedingly fallible purity, or there are a lot of
bequeen-breeders who need shaking out
cold with us, the temperature often
low zero. Several times way down in of their boots for carelessness, and a
the teens, and on the Hist of December too great readiness to guarantee purity.
Short as is the time since their introand 1st of January it ranged through
duction, the market is flooded with adthis valley from 22° to 30 : below zero
Now, bee-keepers of vertisements of Cyprian and Palestine
at my office 26°.
How many who offer such
this latitude you may winter your bees queens.
safelv without much care, but you can- queens for sale can pedigree their stock?
pedigree to be worth anything must
not expect every colony that is not in
backward to
the very best condition to go safely have a double action
through such a long cold winter like purity and forward to purity. There
guess-work
or
probability
this without some protection and care. must be no
Do men leave their horses and cattle about it. There must be certainty or
exposed to such severity V No ; they we are building on a shaky foundation.
As a contribution toward the discusprovide shelter and comfort for them.
In the far West where stock is not thus sion of this subject I venture to make
Erovided for, this present winter has the following suggestions
1.
That every imported Cyprian,
een very destructive on all kinds of
live stock. Thousands of cattle have Palestine, or other choice race of bees,
died on the prairies and Western lands. should be certificated as to its history,
Now, friends in apiculture, who have shipment and delivery.
2.
That queen-breeders should give
lost so heavily, consider well where
the fault lies before you give up in dis- their customers particulars as to the
that
circumstances under which their stock
gust and seek some other business
you may think will not be so destruc- is bred. There is a sensitiveness about
guarantees which had better be supertive, and that will pay better.
seded by something equivalent to pediDouble Pipe Creek, Md., March 30.
This is done with cattle and
gree.
other stock. It is not enough for the
For the American Bee Journal.
seller to say, " I guarantee purity," he
furnishes the record. In like manner, a
Relating to Pedigree in Bees.
treasurer not merely guarantees his acWM. F. CLARKE.
counts, he produces vouchers.

section of the country.

There has been the

some excitement on the

We

;

A

put 2 more together. That made 3 colonies of 8, and they filled the frames and
reared brood in abundance. I fed them
sugarto winter on, and
up with coffee
there was no sign of foul brood to be
seen last fall. There were 2 strong colonies left these I put in my cellar and
starved for 24 hours, put them in the box
just at night, and kept them until the
next evening, when I put them in anew
hive, gave them a comb with about two
lbs. of honey, and they went to work
with a will on the buckwheat, and no
foul brood in either of them. I found
one after that, late in the fall, which I
brimstoned. Now, I do not kill bees if
May be some more in the
[ can help it.

A

;

spring.
I have 63 colonies in the cellar and
doing well, except one that shows dysentery a little. I expect to lose that one
because there has been no time they

could fly since last November.
Albion, Mich., Feb. 10, 1881.
From

How

April 27,
bees through any winter safely. It has=
been done in all the trying winters of
the past. Where there has been failure
inquiry showed that the bees were in
a poor condition in the autumn, or that
they bad a poor quality of honey, or
else the cellar was not so arranged as topreserve the uniform temperature. The
old idea that a cellar must be dry is not
wholly correct. I have tried a cellar
for the past 2 seasons that had several
inches of water in it continually, and
with entire success.
Such a cellar
ought to be well ventilated. Chaff hivesusually may do as well as a cellar. But
that thev will prove as safe as a firstclass cellar in very severe winters doe*
not seem to be verified by the past " sea
son."
As probably
of the bees in the
Northern States are dead, we may well
look for a corresponding decrease in the
honey production and with a lessened?
supply will come an increased demands
and high prices. The prospect for art
unusual production in California wilE
only partially make up this deficiency.
Lansing, Mich.

%

;

the Chicago Times.

the Bees have Wintered.

;

:

3.
That every breeder keep a record
or register of extra fine strains that develop in the course of his experience.
Just as there are families among the
short horns, like the Duchess tribe, of
superlative excellence, so, in proportion, is it among bees.
Every such
strain should be cherished, carefully
kept track of, and experimented with,
for it is out of the aggregation of these
excellent points that the bee of the future is to be evolved.
nevertheless created " confusion worse
4.
Now that we have at least 3 choice
"
cases.
Inin
many
than confounded
races to experiment with, careful record
experienced bee-keepers who have got should be made of all crosses.
In due
untested queens,have hastily concluded, time the lucky hit will be made that
when they saw how different their pro- will give us the longest-tongued, most
geny was from that of the black queens, vigorous, and consequently most desirthat all was right ; they were genuine able bee. When that hit is made we
From their want to know how to do it again.
Italians, and no mistake.
ignorance, and with no intention to
5.
Will it provoke a smile to propose
mislead, hybrids of all grades have a public registry of bees, analogous to
been disseminated under the name of the " Short Horn " and other herd
Italians, untirthey have "harked back" books? Well, then, as I don't like to
to the common type, and lost every be laughed at I will let some one else
vestige of the golden hue that gave make that proposal.
them distinction. Well, the cross was
Lest anyone should suspect me of
worth its cost,which was not much, and having an axe to grind I will say that I
the common stock of the country is all am in no way interested in queen-breedthe better for it.
ing, except as every bee-keeper ought
But to our best bee-keepers those to De that is, anxious that all may get
who are thoroughly intelligent and en- the best. I never sold a queen, and
terprising, that hap-hazard kind of im- never expect to.
Bee-keeping has alprovement Is only the " small drop in a ways been with me a study and a pas"
"
bucket compared with what they are time,
only that, and nothing more."
aiming at, and expect to see realized. I have never been in a position to keep
They Delieve that we have only got bees with an eye to profit.
fairly under weigh— the voyage of disListowel, Ontario.
covery is yet to be made. There is reason to think as much improvement can
For the American Bee Journal.
be made in bee-breeding as in cattleTreatment of Fonl Brood.
breeding, but we are very far yet from
having such an advance on the common
A. GKIFFES.
bee, as the noble short horn is on the
Shall we get it ?
scrub race of cattle.
Last spring I had one or two colonies
Yes, with the requisite painstaking and
affected with foul brood, and thought
perseverance.
To-day, the chief drawback to aver- when they became strong I would start
age short horn excellence is the persis- them anew, but one I brimstoned, and
tence of a certain class of breeders in in June I discovered more, until I found
demanding that a specific number of some 12. The season being poor, with
crosses on the original native shall pass very little honey, I waited until August.
Yet every well- Just before sunset 1 put 3 colonies tofor thorough-bred.
posted breeder knows that such is the gether in my transfer box and carried
prepotency of the native stock, that the then, about V£ miles, so none would
old bad blood will keep showing itself come back. I put them into an empty
It is the same hive that night, witli nothing but startfor many generations.
significant feather or a ers in 2 places on the frames. The next
with fowls.
redundant toe will tell a doleful story to night I took 3 more, and in a few days

It is about time that bee-keepers were
seriously considering what steps ought
to be taken to render the breeding of
improved strains of bees a more " exact
science " than it is at present. The
multiplication and wide diffusion of untested and cheap queens, while it has
no doubt infused a large amount of new
vigor into the bee population of this
decontinent, which had become
teriorated by in-and-in breeding, has

—

A

;
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COOK.
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Each winter

at the agricultural college.the bees are protected in the several
ways advocated in the country, that we
may determine after a series of years
have
which is the safest and best.

We

vs. Side-Storing.

JAMES 1IEDD0N.
Yes,

I

once heard

of,

and used. 32

convinced by our own and hives that were strongly advocated, as
others' experience that non-protection exclusively side-storing hives.
They
is never wise, and so have ceased to ex- were called the "New Idea" hive, and
periment in that direction. The same were invented by Adair, Gallup & Co.
holds true as to the method of burying. They stored both comb and liquid honey
Last autumn we placed J^ our bees in on one side or both sides of the broodthe cellar, the remainder were packed nest. All of us who were induced toin straw one foot thick on each side of leave the old standard Langstroth and
the hive.
One of these latter was in a adopt the long hive, either wholly or in
Shuck hive.
All those left out and part, soon saw our mistake and returned,,
packed had 6 inches of chaff above the like prodigal sons, to former habits.
Each of all the colonies was
Next, I conceived the idea of a combees.
given some 25 lbs. of good honey. All bination of top and side-storing, and!
were prepared for winter the 10th of made a dozen or more hives for that
purpose (one of which still occupies valNov., 1880.
Owing to the severe and continued uable room about my houses), but soon
cold the bees were not able to Uy from discarded them as no better than the
March 10 all-top-storing Langstroth, and more
their hives for 5 months.
they could fly, and all were examined. than twice as much labor to manipulate.
Now, I do consider the shape of Mr.
Those in the cellar were all in good condition. Of those out-doors half were Doolittle's hive faulty, because I, like
in
The
one
the
others
weak.
him,
prefer small hives, which are more
dead and
We then easily kept chock full of brood, and
the Shuck hive was best off.
put all in the cellar, except those in the which I have never seen occasion to disShuck hive, which have since died. The claim since I so warmly advocated them,,
others are all alive yet, and we feel some 6 or 7 years ago at our State Conquite sure we can save all, unless the vention at Kalamazoo; and if small,
weather fights it out on this " blizzard " they cannot be extremely high unlessvery narrow and short not very long,
line all summer.
All through Michigan the same holds unless very narrow and shallow. For
true. Bees in good cellars have suf- wintering I prefer fewer ranges of combfered very little. I even know of some and longer ones, as bees move back and
that were moved into such cellars as late forth with the ranges easily, when they
as the 1st of December that have come cannot do so across them. The 8-frame
through all right. Those in chaff hives Langstroth hive seems to me to be
are, so far as I can learn, from ^' to \i about the happy mean between the exdead, with the tendency strong towards tremes. It is narrow enough for winThose left unprotected tering, it is shallow enough and has top
the dead line.
surface enough to avoid the necessity of
are all dead.
Another feature not without interest putting boxes at its sides, thus causingin the matter is the amount of honey the master to place them twice before
consumed. Bees in the cellar have removing them. Is it not very plain
eaten but very little those out doors that one man can care for double the
have consumed 2 or 3 times as much. number of colonies with my case system
Our bees in the cellar have eaten, in that he could do with your method,
every case, less than 10 lbs.; those out- where the surplusage has to be handled
doors have in some cases left but very over twice or more before its removal ?
Why, side-storing was the original
little honey in the hives.
I have no doubt but that the cause of plan, before the skillful Langstroth or
the great mortality is dysentery, induced any other bee-keeper invented open topby over-eating and long confinement. frames, and no doubt has been used by
Bees, unlike most insects, are not dor- hundreds of apiarists years ago. both
mant in winter, but with the tempera- exclusively and in conjunction with the
ture just right from 35 J to45° they newer and better plan, yet for once I am
are very quiet and take but very little on the popular side of this question, as
Thus conditioned they will bear hundreds to one use and swear by the
food.
confinement 6 months with no apparent flat top-storing hives. Still, it might be
harm. But if the air becomes much wrong, but I think not. 1 bring as evicolder than this, or much warmer, es- dence the well known fact that the very
pecially if long continued, the bees be- first place that bees use the first wax in
come uneasy, eat more, become dis- the spring is in the top of the hive, betended with the refuse in their food, tween the top bars and cover. If I used
and unless soon able to fly forth and a hive that had only about one square
void their feces are attacked with fatal foot top surface, and used boxes 6 inches
dysentery. In cold weatherthisactivity, high, I do not know but I should look
whether of motion or functional, is to more kindly toward the complicated
supply the heat necessary to pre- system of moving boxes from the wrong
serve life, and the extra activity de- place to the right one about the hive,
mands an extra quantity of food. The rather than tiering up such high boxes
heat in a warm atmosphere becomes an whose tops were already so far away
irritant which produces uneasiness, from the center of the brood nest. But
with hives with once-and-one-half the
and, as a consequence, more food.
I believe that with good food and a top surface, and shallower comos used
cellar which will preserve the proper under sections only i}£ inches high, all
uniform temperature we may bring full of comb foundation that is so well

become

—

;

—

—
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then
combs
ttie bees take-it for young combs, bee disease till the first issue in May the hives with empty
I think that the man who would change next, when I will do so with pleasure. shake about 3 qts. of -bees in front of it.
to any other arrangement must see I feel sure of my premises, and of my When they have all run in close the enability to make them clear to the read- trance with wire cloth. If the hive has
something that I cannot.
a portico nail the wire on front, or betWhen the first twenty-four 4 l4 sec- ers ot the Bee Journal.
ter stilLhave a screen made for the purDowagiac, Mich., April 11, 1881.
tions are jjj full, or less, if the bees seem
pose.
The idea is to give the bees
anywise crowded, up they go and under
plenty of air.
Leave room between
For the American Be© Journal.
foes another case of 24" more, so lixed
the entrance and wire cloth for the bees
hat the labor is about one-half done to
Artificial Swarming.
to fly or run about. Keep the bees shut
begin with. Now we have 50 lbs. cain 36 hours. Keep a wet sponge against
pacity on the hive, and the topmost
HENRY ALLEY.
the wire screen and they will not suffer
piece of comb in the whole arrangefor water. If this is done towards
ment is less than 18 inches from the
Hundreds of bee-keepers will make night they can be let out the second
lowest cell in the hive. How much an effort during the coming season to
morning after, and being few will reshorter is the distance from cell to cell build up their apiaries destroyed the
turn to the old place, as they will bein Mr. Doolittle 's arrangement? If it past winter by the severe cold weather.
come
reconciled to the loss of the queen.
should happen, as it sometimes does, How can the old combs be best utilized
Let the old hive remain in its place and
that more room is needed before the and colonies increased in the most ecoput the new one 5 or 6 rods away. At
first ease is all complete, shove under nomical way ?
I will give my views on
give the bees a
another, or two of them if you choose, this point as I have had some experience the end of 2 or 3 days
puffs of tobacco smoke and let the
and take my word for it, all will go along in this part of the business. Artificial few
not put her
new
queen
run
in.
Do
satisfactorily.
swarming will have to be resorted to
In
till she is introduced.
Like Mr. Doolittle, I speak from ex- for rapid increase of colonies. It should near the hive
the course of 8 days examine the brood
perience. About 10 years ago I used a not be attempted too early in the seagiven them and if they have any queen
40 lb. box. It was 15 inches square, son. Old colonies should not be disCombs taken from
cells destroy them.
-and about 7 high, and contained top- turbed until they are full of bees and
the hives where bees have died with
bars. It was used on a bar hive of its honey, or, in other words, till they are
without danger.
dysentery
can
be
used
own size and IS inches deep. I tiered ready to swarm.
I have tried it.
lip 4 of them on one hive at one time,
Then if the new colonies are to have
Wenham, Mass., April 5, 1881.
and had them all finished, and a fifth the old combs only a moderate quantity
one nearly half completed when the of bees should be taken out and at the
season closed. I also tier up the 5x6 proper time a queen gives them. Three
sections with about 15 colonies out of quarts of bees will make a fair sized
100, each tier containing a capacity of colony. The parent colony should then
4-5 lbs., and the system works perfectly
be left 10 days at least (14 days is much
here. There may be a difference in lo- better) before it is disturbed again, for
calities, but I feel sure that the 1 lb. this purpose this can be done as often
sections in the shallow cases will work as every 2 weeks, provided the old colwell tiered up anywhere.
ony retains the queen. Do not remove
Rock River Valley.
I hardly ever give my "experience" the queen and bees too; artificial swarmto prove my opinions, as it is so very ing in that way would soon ruin the
The Rock River Valley Bee-Keepers'
•difficult to "prove the experience first,
If the parent colony is
best apiary.
but thinking that perhaps many readers forced to rear queens and bees, too, ar- Association met in Monroe, 111., March
Few members being present
29,1881.
my
word
in
-will be as willing to take
tificial swarming would not be a sucthis controversy as I am that of my es- cess. A good queen is worth $2 on an (owing to the impassable condition of
the roads) the forenoon was spent in
teemed friend Mr. Doolittle, I will fur- occasion like this.
consultation concerning the
ther say that I once obtained 410 lbs. of
The reader will readily see that if general
At 1
m. the
welfare of the bees.
surplus honey from one colony in one the bees
and queen are removed Convention was called to orderp.and the
season, 48 of which was extracted from from a hive the remaining bees will
for
the
following
officers
were
elected
which
the brood chamber, but 362 of
have up-hill work to build up again.
was comb honey taken upon the tiering What bees remained could not rear a ensuing year
VicePresident, A. Rice, Byron
tip system from the top of one of those vigorous and strong queen, especially
15 inch square hives, 13 inches deep, in if the old colony is removed from the President, H. Everton, Monroe Secreboxes about 7 inches high, and not a stand and the new hive put in its place. tary, D. A. Cipperly, Monroe Treasurer, J. J. Crill, Monroe.
particle of starter of any kind used at
If queens are given the new colony, 3
The Treasurer's report was read and
Now, reader, if you had met with times as many colonies can be made in
all.
the same experience with such fixtures the course of the season as could be approved. Members reported as follows:
Number of colonies in the fall 207
as the above described, would you be done if the old colony is forced to rear
number of colonies at above date 44.
afraid of the " tiering system" with the queens every time.
Two reported surplus H. Everton,
modern appliances, as described further
Artificial swarming can be practiced
back ? I agree with Mr. Doolittle, that up to August 10. I would not advise it 300 lbs.; E. Lucas, 600 lbs.
E. Lucas reported no loss from 38 colabove
than done later than that date, because the
bees will'store honey faster
at the sides, and 1 also claim that where colony would not have time to rear a onies, with plenty of honey and brood.
The cause of bees dying with plenty
they prefer to store nectar they prefer sufficient quantity of bees to insure
to construct the receptacles to hold it. safe wintering. Old bees cannot stand of stores, both in cellar and on summer
Above is the heat and odor of the hive, the rigors of winter, and in fact their stands, was requested to be answered
also is it further from the entrance lease of life would run out before spring in the American Bee Journal.
(where envious enemiescan come), and, opens, in any event.
[For answer see next page.— Ed.]
according to Mr. Langstroth, the very
Natural swarming cannot be deplace where bees could and would soon- pended upon for rapid increase.
The President's address is as follows:
With
est put their surplus combs of honey.
liberal feeding and supplying the new
President's Address.
Doolittle,
that
to
Mr.
I wish to say
colonies with queens 5 good strong colWe meet toLadies and Gentlemen
-when I find a queen that fails to fill onies could be made from one, between
my 8 frames reasonably full of brood June 1 and Aug. 10. I do not advocate day at the close of one year's existence
(outside and over all), I supersede her too rapid increase.
If forage is not of our Association, to discuss questions
at once from my best stock.
abundant feeding must be resorted to. of interest pertaining to bee-culture.
Our meetings have been attended
I have been talked to considerably Do not let the feeding go till too late in
"because I did not use 10 Langstroth the season, trusting the bees to get their with a good degree of interest, notframes instead of 8, but I do not care to living. Commence to feed as soon as withstanding the unfavorable season
whip up my queens at all, so long as the colony is ready for business, and for bees. Our interests have been one,
they are normally prolific. Rather cut that will be the next day after they are our actions harmonious " United we
down the number of frames, because, put into the hive. If you would make stand, divided we fall." I believe we
recollect, the capital lies in the combs this whole arrangement successful do shall find it not only pleasant but profand hive, and not in the queen. I have all the feeding not later than Sept. 20. itable to meet occasionally to impart
no trouble with clogged brood chambers,
little food might be given later to what we know, be it much or little,
because my sections have perfectly free stimulate breeding.
All the syrup about the management of bees. When
•communication with the brood nest, given them should be sealed up before each of us comes to get,and none to imwhich is flat, and as they are well sup- cold weather sets in or it would sour part our knowledge (which I trust will
plied with that which is comb in 12 to before spring, and dysentery might be never be), it would be advisable to in24 hours at the option of the bees, they the result.
definitely postpone our meetings.
leave the cells below for the queen,
My plan for feeding is this To 6 lbs. The different races and grades of bees,
knowing that she will not want to com- of coffee or granulated sugar add 2 qts. the different ways devised to secure the
mence a brood nest in so small sections of water. Dissolve in hot or cold water. largest income for the smallest outlay,
of comb as 4 14 inches square. All these
The best feeder for general use is a is what we have all been striving for
points have been thought over and put pint "improved Mason fruit jar." These until it would seem impossible to more
past
years.
the
5
to test during
jars have glass tops. Remove that and than repeat the words that have been
With a brad-awl spoken many times before therefore
I am aware that different localities substitute a tin one.
demand different systems of manage- make from 4 to 20 holes for slow feed- nothing new will be expected of me at
ment also, that these different systems ing make from 4 to 6. When a honey this time.
Of the different races of bees in exSuggest different forms and sizes of board is used make a hole 1% inch in
hives and other fixtures. Nevertheless, diameter and place the jar over it. If istence there is one that has not had
although it
J hope some good may grow out of the feeding at the entrance is desired make its share of attention,
earnest and pleasant discussion of all a box large enough to take in the jar, has associated itself intimately with
subjects pertaining to our favorite pur- and raise it from the bottom so that the the whole human family from our first
bees can pass from the entrance of the parents to the present time, and that is
suit.
the " may be." Did not mother Eve
I am at present much hurried with hive under it.
To introduce queens and make new, say to her husband, " take and eat of
home labors, besides 6 regular communications promised- each month, and I colonies at the same time proceed thus: this fruit (although forbidden) may be
-will not be able to reply to Mr. Doolit- From a strong colony take one full comb it will not hurt us. may be it will do us
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tle's friendly criticism

upon

my

ideas of

and place

it

in the

new

hive, rilling

up good ?

"-

At

the National Convention, at Chiwe understood from an able beemaster that we might take a colony ever
so carefully in our arms from the apiary
Take
to the cellar, may be it will die.
another colony on a barrow, however
roughly we handle it, may be it will
live.
We further understood from the
same gentleman that one colony might
go South and may be gather healthful
Another colony go
honey aud live.
North and may be gather poisonous
cago,

honey and

die.

Have not most of us had too much to
do with that may be ? Do we not too
many of us too often say may be the
winter will be warm and the bees need
no care; maybe it will be as well to
pack or cellar the bees in December as
November may be they have honey
;

enough or will gather enough, etc., in
ways almost without number ? That

may

be proves fatal to our bees.
I
may be, only saying that
it is not and never was a scientific bee.
Our attention is often called to the
differences of opinion about the management of bees. One gentleman at
the Convention in Chicago said in wintering bees in the cellar it is of first importance to keep the cellar dark another said that light does not disturb
his bees in the cellar, that he does not
darken his windows and leaves the door
open in the daytime, as occasion may
require, with no injurious results. We
have all noticed that with the shades of
evening our bees return to their hives,
and go forth to their labor with the
light of day, except it is stormy or too
cold for them to fly, and I have found
bees improving the first opportunity to
leave the cellar after opening the door,
when the atmosphere was sufficiently
warm for them to fly, and I think it
would be impossible for us to educate
them otherwise.
The relative value of the imported to
the home-bred bees has, of late, been
somewhat discussed. The resolutions
of the National Convention, at Cincinnati, are as follows
1.
Resolved, That the importation of
pure Italian, Cyprian, and Palestine
bees into North America ought to be
encouraged for the sole purpose of adding new and different strains of blood
to that which we already have.
2.
That the strains of Italian blood
which we now have has reached a higher
standard of excellence than is to be
found in the native home of the Italian.
3.
That queens reared from pure, sewill leave the

;

lected,

home-bred

should

command

at

Italian mothers,
least as high a

as those bred from imported
mothers, where pure Italian stock is the
price

sole object desired.
I think the 2d and 3d resolutions
are rather in conflict with the 1st, for
how can we import and sell at the same
price as those that are only bred from
home stock ? The question for us to
decide is, which will we patronize the
breed
price being equal— those who
from imported or those who breed from
home stock ? Most of us will always
pay the importer the higher price.
The past year has been a failure with
bees and honey to nearly all in this vicinity. Very few report any surplus,
therefore the question to solve is, what
shall we do ? Snail we give up the business or shall we try more and better
care for our bees in winter, spring and
summer, giving the little attention they
need when it is required, carrying our
bees through to the time when flowers
give them a bountiful supply of the best
of all sweets when they in return will
reward us by filling our surplus boxes?
How we shall care care for, and how
and what we shall do for the bees I
must leave for the convention to solve.
general discussion followed.

—

;

A

The Convention will meet at Monroe
genHall, on Tuesday, May 24, 1881.
eral invitation is extended to all that
are interested in the management of
D. A. Cipperly, Sec.
the apiary.

A

^- The Eastern New York BeeKeepers' Association will hold a Convention in the Court House at Schoharie,
N. Y.,May lOand

11.

All interested in

bee-keeping are cordially invited to
tend.

•

W.

S.

Ward,

Fuller's Station,

at-

itec..

N. Y.
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Review

of the Situation.

From the East Saginaw, Mich., papers
we learn that Dr. L. C. Whiting has

THOMAS

received reports from parties owning
at the commencement of winter 1,859
colonies of bees. Of this number only
432 are now alive, and many of these
are weak and the end is not yet.

NEWMAN.

C.

EIHTOK AND PUOPKIKTOH.

—

CHICAGO,

APRIL

ILL.,

Welcome, Spring

!

Come

27, 1881.

The Herald

gives the following table

showing the number of colonies last
fall and the number lost
N last fall. No. lost.

at Last.

'.

Once more the robin's cheerful piping
and the bluebird's merry song can be
heard in the early morning, as the golden
sunshine tips the hill-tops, and the hills
and valleys are arraying themselves in
their gorgeous robes of emerald green.

Soon dandelions, maples and fruit trees
all kinds will be in bloom, closely
followed by an abundance of white clover, the leaves which are already becom-

of

Orlando Cole
Lyon

12

Litchfield

las.

Jas.

O.

—

Ure

.1.

Hetherinfjton

wn

;

will require close attention
tific

17
10

management

orous

to

fit

them

and

summer campaign.

proven

249

||

:

;

;

;

notice by return mail

continued

®- The

if

they desire

its

visits.

Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Winnebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
1881.

.lames Ileddon, Cass county, Mich.,
puts his loss at one-half, and those left
are very weak. (J. M. Doolittle, New
York, estimated his loss at 40 percent.,
and was not yet "out of the woods.''
A. F. McKenrich, Iowa, reports almost

next meeting of the X. W. a total loss

Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin l!ec-Keepers' Association, will be held at II. W.

J.

Stewart,

Sec.

I

'.i3

in his

locality,

and

W.

('.

Ilellems, St. Catharines, Out., gives 90
per cent, as the average loss there at
Hartford. Wis., there are probably less
than too left out of 402. T. 1!. Quintan
;

the roll-call of colonies only 44 were reported living out Of 207, 38 of which

were brought through by Mr. Lucas
without loss. We were requested to
give " the cause of bees dying with
plenty of stores, both in cellar and on
summer stands" (see page 131). We
must evade the question by the general
answer, "The long, cold winter;" and
yet, although an evasion, it is the only
correct answer that can be given. During a mild or ordinary season, the
requisites for successful wintering are
not nearly so exacting as for a terribly

A

severe and protracted season.
little
defect in food is easily cured by one or

two purifying

flights in

January

;

if all

are old bees, the mid-winter thaw gives
them a new lease of life, and the queen
frequently takes advantage of it to deposit a few eggs if the majority are
;

new

bees, a flight (which perhaps

for that " masterly inactivity" so necesif perchance
sary to a prolonged life
the cluster has become divided, a broken
winter gives opportunity for reuniting,
and for diseased bees to become disengaged from the mass if dampness pervade the hive (which is more or less the
case in winter) it does but little if any
harm so longas not congealed, but with
extreme and protracted cold, it begins
freezing at the outside, and chilling to
the centre till it comes in contact with
the bees, when they become benumbed,
their physical organs cannot perform
their functions, proper digestion ceases,
ami the bees die. The foregoing remarks are more or less applicable to all
cases of out-door loss.
;

:

losses in cellars

.

have been much interested in a
series of experiments being conducted
by Mr. E. D. Godfrey, of Iowa, and
would be pleased to hear from him the
result of last winter, together with his

method
j

of preparation, and the general
conclusions reached.

But with the bee-keeper all is not lost,
though he has lost all with his hives
and combs left, he still retains one-half
or two thirds of his investment. The
;

fruit-grower expects frequent failures
in his crops, and is thankful that his
trees survive without injury; the farmer's wheat winter-kills, when he plows
up the ground in spring and plants anew
in corn or something else, and replants
if frost kills that
the stock-raiser who
ioses part of his flock, gives the remainder better attention, and patiently toils
two or three years to repair his losses
the merchant has his seasonsof loss, but
;

with renewed push and activity makes
up for the dull times when the " good
time coming" has arrived; the stockbroker loses on his World-Belt Railway,
projects a Short-Cut Line to the Moon,
waters his stocks, and rides on the fleecy
clouds of imagination to success ; the
speculator invests in anything possible,
loses a part or all, compromises with his
creditors, and with unconquerable zeal
pushes on to success, a living monument
to pluck
and the energetic bee-keeper,
although many bright dreams may have
vanished, will not despond, but without
taking time to count the untenanted
hives begins immediately to estimate
the number he can refill. If the bees
are all dead, he procures enough for a
comfortable start, goes to work with a
will to retrieve his losses, and while
keeping time with the, musical hum of
his bees, in the " Sweet by-and-by" will
reap a more than commensurate recompense for his vexations and disappointments.
;

some

have never had) gives opportunity to
change position, and invigorates them

The

failures.

We

It will be observed,

14

is

2.".

With this number several hundreds
of subscriptions expire, and we hope
all will renew at once or else send us

many specialists and scientific beekeepers, we cannot but look upon such
a charge as an insult to intelligence.
All the approved methods have equally
so

scien-

(i

;

requires that all the minuthe should be
very exact, and it is easy to imagine how
the absence of the least requisite to success may become the principal factor in
producing death. Were it only the
lesser bee-keepers or the novices who
had suffered the heaviest losses, it might
perhaps be attributed to ignorance or
negligence in preparing them : but when
we take into account the heavy losses by

for a vig-

by a study of the
John Kev
17
32
Conrad Fey
30
mortuary reports published in our letter
c. w. Kimball
»>
30
Wm. C Mower
12
department from week to week, that no
C
S. Grant
20
— Costelle
Northern locality has been exempt from
93
Frederick Suer
7
7
heavy loss, no manner of packing has
Lucv Wilkins
50
H>d
Samuel Goodrich
105
been a guaranty of success, cellars have
17
17
H. Cheenev
H. Cheeney, Jr
11
10
been more or less faulty, caves were
— Crawford, Chesaning
10
4
— Milch 11.
"
25
25
transformed into charnel houses, corn— Jones.
"
Id
7
— Kannoff
24
30
stalks, straw and hay covered over them
— F' ep
«
6
James Adams
5
5
have failed to retain life, and the angel
— Bailev
9
— Sintle
15
12
of gloom has found them as surely, and
Wm. Smith
12
12
Davis Hinckley
15
11
perhaps more quickly, where not pre— Green
lo
30
7h
Man at Flint
100
pared at all. Nor has any particular
Wm.H. Co Weigh
28
27
style of hive earned especial encomiWm. McNeller
9
9
Wm. Leland
S
6
ums; the best approved frame hive
John McGregor
58
20
Levi Fallcer
33
31
has shared equally the odium with the
('has. Fort
13
5
Otto Vaasse
6
log gum and box hive, and patented
ntto Vaaaae & Bro
4
4
6
Hiram Fad
clap-traps have failed as life-insurance
8
Ed. Hunger
5
— Sheehe
30
30
policies. The bees have to a great ex— Beeman
s
8
— Teff
40
tent died, and no bee-keeper, however
50
Dr. L. C. Whiting
90
learned and scientific, need blush to acOf course we give the above table knowledge that his bees, too, have been
from the Herald, without vouching for decimated by the long and unprecedentits correctness, and without the knowl- edly severe winter just passed.
edge of the parties named except Dr.
We observe that at the late session of
Whiting, who very kindly sent us the the Rock River Valley Convention, at
Br.

ing very numerous a little later will
follow a heavy bassvvood bloom, and we
now believe the goldenrods and other
wild (lowers will be equally plenty.
We hope our bee-keeping friends are
now prepared for a vigorous season's
work if not, they have no time to lose,
and especially is this true of those who
are obliged to re-stock anew. Bees
cannot now be moved too soon. Those
expecting bees from the South should
have them shipped at once, before the
hives are rilled with new honey to daub
the bees those about to purchase bees
should do so at once, thereby securing
the first swarms, which will soon be cast
We think now is tire best
in the South.
time to buy, as every indication points
to much higher prices, as soon as bloom papers.
It will be seen that the Misses Wilis well developed and the prospect for a
heavy honey flow and a good market are kins, of Farwell, have been the most
successful, losing but 2 colonies out of
verified.
50.
These ladies are among the most
intelligent and progressive bee-keepers
O" Quite often we receive a rather —their
honey is always very attractive,
uncourteous letter because the Bee
and
it is a pleasure to know that they
discontinued
when
the
Journal is
successful. On our Museum
time is out that has been paid for. We are so
shelves is a single-comb box of beautitry to please all our subscribers, but it
ful honey from the apiary of these ladies.
is not an easy task for us to determine
who does and who does not want it It has been there since 1877, and has
never leaked a particle, but looks as
so continued. So we must ask to be informed on the subject. The following enticing to-day as ever. It was purchased where they sold their crop, withletter is just received and is just the
out their knowledge.
kind of a notice we wish all would send
We make the following extract from
who desire to have it sent without ina recent letter froinD. D. Palmer. Mertermission.
We then put this mark,
cer county, 111. Mr. Palmer's neighafter the name on the wrapper label,
and when so marked do not stop send- borhood has heretofore been one of the
most successful bee-keeping districts in
ing the Journal until we receive an
The initials given repS. W. Illinois.
order from the subscriber to do so.
resent apiarists of the highest order of
" Please continue my Journal right
intelligence, and will be readily identialong; if I do not send the money on
the day it runs out I do not want you to fied by persons familiar with the reports
stop it', for I want every number ass
of the Western Illinois & Eastern Iowa
I will send you the
as it is published.
Conventions
money just as soon as I can make it
" I had 240 colonies, none left S. 180,
convenient to go to the post office to
20 left; L. 50, 3 left: II. 60,20 left; L.
get a money order.
W. C."
sun. but few if any left
C. 103, s left
Now, if all who desire it so continued B. 56, 10 left: II. '40, 17 left; 11. 15,
drop
so
would
us a postal card, or men- left: K. 17. 7 left
and
I might go on
tion it when they are sending a remit- through the list. Those that are left
are weak, and the end is not yet. The
tance, it would save us much trouble
words of Thomas Paine are applicable
and themselves the annoyance of having to us bee-keepers, " These are the times
that try men's souls."
the Journal stopped.
;

thinks not more than 1 colony in 10 has
survived around Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Some weeks ago Mrs. Dunham, Brown
county. Wis., thought very few bees
would survive in that district. I. R.
Good estimates the loss at nine-tenths
in Northern Indiana.
Losses in Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Ohio. Kentucky, Missouri, Kansas, and
all States norih of this line will prove
unprecedentedly heavy. Those left are
generally in very light condition, and

".

3

3
is
60
250
16

.1.

April 27,

l^-Dr. N. P. Allen, President of the
National Society, intends to be present
at the Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinney, Texas, on May
12 and 13, by invitation of Vice-PresiHe is also invited by
dent Collins.
Vice-President Hipolite to spend a
few days in the interest of bee-culture
He also intends to be
in Arkansas.
present at the Missouri State Association if the time be lixed for the 1st week
being specially invited by
in June
Dr. AlVice-President P. P. Collier.
len starts on this trip during the first
week in May, and we shall expect many
items of interest from him concerning
;

bee-culture in these States.

<gg° The Southwestern Wisconsin Beeand eaves so pre- Keepers' Association will meet at the

valent the past winter are equally attrib- residence of W. B. Wallis, at Darlington. Wis., on Wednesday, May 11, 1881,
utable to its length and severity.
successful confinement of 4 too months at 10 a.m.

A
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who

do not take a bee paper are
Loss from 80 to 10(1 Per Cent.— Fully
of the bees iii this country which
heaviest losers in bees. My bees
were wintered at the Lake View Apiary, could fly last fall will never do so any
belonging to Mr. R. Squier, where there more, and as a consequence beeswax
were 60 colonies anil all came out alive. will be cheap. The old fogy bee-keepers
who knew so much lasl fall have now
I did not think at first that I should
like the Weekly as well as the .Monthly. very little to say about bees.
I
heard
but since we have the news fresh every one say a lew days ago that he thought
week like it much better. I await its that the honey had soured in the hives
coming as that of an old friend.
It is and killed the bees.
I think he was a
just what we who are engaged in hee- little sour on the bee question, too.
I
Success to the Weekly have lost about mi per cent, of mine,
Clllture need.
the

our LErntnfso-x^
Early Drones.—My 20 colonies of bees,
in the cellar Nov. 18, were taken
out a few days ago. li; living, and one
of those much reduced, being in the
cellar 117 days, in Laugstrolh frame
hives, without division boards or cushions, and the same as they stood in the
apiary in summer. This is the best result in wintering bees that I can hear of
iu this county.
|;. lost ill out of 2!. cellar wintering
P. 13, all he had; anil I
other bee keepers, having 82 colonies,
lost all, mostly of dysentery.
I have
taken no pains to gather in formation as
to the extent of the mortality of bees in
this county, but what I hear is truly discouraging. Please tell me in the" Bee
Journal why one of my colonies has
plenty of drones flying, and the drones
are associating with the other colonies
some colonies are killing them, while
others are not molesting them. This
colony had an Italian queen introduced

put

Late Season in England.—In the London Journal of BorticuUmt, Mr. Frank
Cheshire sa\s

Few

seasons would show more clearly

the advantage of a special calendar ban
the present one. The lateness here is
extreme, the temperature low, ami the
"weather forecast" not encouraging.
In early springs, peach blossoms have
been open on a south wall of ours on
March 1. but now, April -4. the fully
swollen buds are yet waiting for a
change before expanding.
t

I

Bee Journal.

J. <;. A. Wallace.
Brighton, Ontario. April 9, 1881.

Will "Hogs Destroy Swoel

:

Clover .'—
is young brood in the white
In 1855 or 1856 I saw legs and
breasts plainly in it in a colony preparing to swarm which had no" time to
properly cut it up line. I am satisfied
that Rev. Mr. Mahin is right about bees
and grapes. Birds are the main cause
of damage to grapes.
Will hogs destroy
sweet clover roots, if they are "running
where they can get at them V

Royal

:

Baying Bees. — The Indiana Farmer
gives this good advice

;;

jelly

state.
I

J

I

I

LOUIS IIOFSTATTEU.

;

To
bees

those

who contemplate buying

we would say do

so at once, buy
now so as to take advantage of the season's work. If you cannot afford to

Louisville, Ky., April

[We do

year

then would root

Good Prospects.— Bees gathered the
pollen this season on the 14th inst.,
Brood rearing is progressing nicely.
The white clover is
green and growing. It is thick, and we
have good prospects for a good honey
first

it

—Ed.]

up only to keep busy. from the elm.

Colonies (Jnod and Strong.— I put 10
colonies in the cellar last fall and al-

season.

Mooue.
though they have had but one flight
Morgan, Ky., April 19,1881.
since October until March 5, they have
come out good, and strong in numbers,
All Gone.— On Nov. 12 I put 100 colo- but some
Button Willow.— I send you some cuta little short of stores. About
nies in a cave.
They had plenty of
bee-keepers around here report % to tings of a shrub that beats anything for
honey, all are dead but one I packed 1 dead. I like the Bee
Journal very pollen for bees that I ever saw. If stuck
e
in witli chaff and corn fodder and they
in some damp ground they will grow
much.
Samuel Sanderson.
are all dead but one
leaving me 2 coljust like willow-cuttings. Please give
Elmira, Out., April 18. 1881.
onies out of 110. Mr. Brown had 200
name. Spring is one month behind
colonies in a cave and all are dead but
time.
D. A. Pike.
Expects
Fair
a
Crop
of
Honey.
•5.
My SnuVthsburg, Md., April 18, 1881.
Mr. Brown and I have put our bees
in caves for 8 successive winters and 400 colonies were put into cellars early
[The shrub is commonly known as
have had success till this winter. Mr. last November, and are there still,
If the button willow, and belongs to the numAVard had 22 colonies in the cellar all mostly in good condition.
weather
sufficiently
warm
so
that
is
are dead.
Mr. Wilson had 2.5 colonies
erous willow family. It grows quite
in a dry cellar with plenty of honey, they can be taken out soon, my loss
plentiful in the Central and Western
will
not
exceed
10
percent.
I
attribute
and all are dead. Mr. McAllister and
Mrs. Kendall had 4 each in cellars and my success mostly to the excellent con- States, and is worthy of cultivation as
all have died.
Mr. Cole had 9 left out dition my bees were in last fall, and well for its beauty as its enormous polof 14.
There are others in this county to the cellars in which they were win- len yield.— Ed.]
but I have not heard from them yet. I tered. There are a few others here that
am well pleased with the Weekly Bee can give reports equally good, but not Mortality of Bees in Iowa.— I put 60
Journal and would not do without it. many. There were perhaps 3,000 colo- colonies in the cellar last fall, and have
nies in this county last fall, and from
A. F. McKenrich.
to-day taken out and examined them
all accounts there will be less than 1,000
Camanche, Iowa, April 11, 1881.
left this spring.
The loss is something there are only 25 alive, and some of them
unprecedented here.
Nearly all our very weak. "In this locality there is not
Bees in Good Condition. I had last small bee-keepers
have lost all they had. over 1 oolony in 10 left; some have lost
fall 18 good colonies, and have 18 left
all.
I understand that Mr. W. II. FurI have spoken with a number that had
now, all in good condition. They were from 25 to 100 colonies, and their loss is man has only 7 or S left out of 60 anwintered on the summer stands.
other man lost 40. all he had. This is a
I am
fully 75 per cent. Farmers generally
confident lean winter bees as safe as have lost all. owing to the insufficient poor prospect for supply dealers. I like
other stock.
S. II. Hutchinson.
care given them. Possibly the problem the Weekly Bee Journal very much.
Mechanic Falls, Maine, April 10, 1881. how to winter bees successfully will be
Tnos. B. Quinlan.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. April 15, 1881.
solved by the experience of this winter:
Lost 3 out of <!<> Colonies. At least 65 if so, the loss will not be wholly without
per cent, of the bees in this locality I a gain. Appearances here are that the
Bees in Good Condition. I comthink are dead quite a number having yield of honey will be fair in spite of menced the last season with s colonies,
a few colonies hist fall have Install; the greatly reduced number of laborers. now I have 9 in good condition (having
others having 20 to 40 colonies have White clover and basswood, our chief sold one I have only s to commence the
only 2 or 3 lefi. Of the few of our most honey sources, are very promising.
season with.)
My bees gathered some
J. P.

;

—

Naturalists teacli us that insects during the larvae state consume more food
than they do during the remainder of
their life. The queen bee is a wise and
prudent mother, and counts the cost of
their production, and governs her procreative powers according to her income. She regulates her laying, not by
the sealed stores in the hive, but by the
amount brought in daily by her subjects.
If we wish to have our bees populous,

;

to profit by the early bloom, we must
practice some strategy upon the " old
lady," by which she is made to believe
that the honey flow is continuous and

;

abundant. Some bee-keepers recommend candy, of which sugar and flour of
some kind are the principal ingredients.
The objection to this kind of food is
that bees must have water in order to
manipulate it. and in order to procure it
must leave the hive in inclement!
weather, and may get chilled and perish.
Thin uncapped honey is always
found in the spring adjacent to the
brood, and we should imitate nature as
i

as possible.
Warm diluted
honey, nearly as thin as it is when
home
brought
from the flowers, and a
substitute for pollen, eitherin unbolted
flour from wheat, rye or peas, should be
supplied them in such a way that they
would appropriate it to their use. There
are many ways of feeding honey or
syrup in vogue"— such as a tumbler covered with muslin and inverted over the
cluster, or a fruit can with perforations
in the cover. It matters not how, so
that the warmth of the hive is retained,
and that the bees feed readily from it.
have two feeders on some of
our hives, one containing thin honey

1881.

;

:

nearly

1,

know; but imagine

that
there is little about the tough, fibrous
roots that even a hog would care to eat
unless closely pastured upon it, and

September, purchased from I. S.
buy full colonies.net good, strong nu- Crowfoot, of Wisconsin.
II. I. 15r.ii IIENER.
clei, buy them early and they will grow
Decorah, Iowa, April 11, 1881.
into good colonies during the season.
It is best to buy as near home as possi[The queen is either an old one or
ble as express charges are very high.
Send to responsible dealers and stipu- physically deformed, so as to make of
'"
late that the bees must come early, so her what is termed a " drone-laying
as to have advantage of all the increase queen, and in either case should be suof the season.
perseded. Ed.]
last

Feeding Bees in the Spring.— In the
Prairie Farmer Mr. L. Harrison gives
the following as her advice on this very
important subject, at this season of the

not

others report a loss of 23 out of 25. some
100 per cent., and one of the most noted
bee-keepers has lost ion out of 138 (he is
reported to have gathered and sold ten
tons of honey from his bees last fall), so
you see that he understood the business, but did not save his bees.
Those
that I saved had dry goods boxes
turned upside down over the hives, and
were packed between with straw in addition to the chaff in the hives. Scientific bee-keeping will stand a better
chance now. for most of the box hive
men have given up the business. Bees
about here will have better care hereafter I hope.
With renewed interest in
bee-culture, I wish the Bee Journal
success.
Geo. M. Lawrence.
Warsaw, N. Y., April IS, 1881.

—

;

'

—

—

;

bee-keepers

successful

are

Messrs.

Jefferson, Wis.

George Grimm.

Hoffman, losing 35 out of 120 Drake.
10 out of 4".
Clement, OOout of 100. and
Fresh Air in Cellars Necessary. The
Gans, 50 out of 100. Bees are wintered bees in my cellar, described in the
here mostly in cellars. I put 00 colonies Journal, page 25, came through withon the 5th of Nov. in a bee house, lined out the loss of a single colony, and all
and tilled with a foot of sawdust, and are in excellent condition.
Another
up to the present have lost only 3 colo- cellar that was not as well ventilated,
have
nies.
I
all Italians, except one and that had no stone floor did not wincolony of lyprians.
I cannot do with- ter as well, one died and several were
We
out the Bee Journal.
weak.
This proves to my satisfaction
A. M. Wolcott.
and another with unbolted wheat flour,
that fresh air and plenty of it is what
Monroe, Wis., April IS, 1SS1.
and although to-day, March 30, is windy
bees want to winter well.
I shall prewith the thermometer at. noon only 2pare all my cellars like the one described
above freezing in the shade, the bees
Safely Wintered.— After a confine- in the Journal before another winter.
are rolling and tumbling in the flour, ment of 160 days my bees are in excel- The thermometer in this did not vary 3
and working it into little balls upon lent condition, considering the severe all winter.
E. A. Thomas.
their legs.
In some localities it is an winter they have passed through, being
Coleraine, Mass., April 10. 1881.
advantage to feed flour, in sheltered the most severe we have had for 20
nooks in the open air. but here it is years.
Last fall I had 32 colonies, all
Bees All Rig-lit. — I took my bees from
different. The overflow from the river natives but one colony of hybrids.
1
the cellar on April Hi, after 5 months'
draws the frost from the roots of the prepared 13 of them with chaff cushions confinement, and from 41 colonies and 3
elms and willows so that they are in on top in Langstroth hives.
The rest nuclei I have saved 38. all strong except
bloom almost as soon as it is warm were box hives.
They were put in the 2 that are queenless, which I shall douenough for bees to fly.
cellar Nov. 30, and brought out April 9, ble up with 2 that are rather weak. I
Flenty of sealed honey should be in all in a thriving condition with tic ex- am cleaning them up and feeding them
the hive during the spring as a safe- ception of 4 colonies which I shall have granulated sugar and rye-flour.
Bees
guard against starvation— a sort of life- to feed for a short time as they were are scarce in this vicinity; many beeboat or contingent fund, to be drawn late swarms. Many have lost heavily iu keepers have lost all. I wish the Jourupon during an emergency, such as a this section.
I find that all my neighnal great success. T. Lasiiiirook.
cold storm.
bor bee-keepers and box hive men
Waverly, Iowa, April IS. 1881.
;

—

;

pollen this afternoon, the first this season.
Jos. II. Fisher.
Napoleon, O., April 18, 1881.

'

(

|

i

Wintered Well.— After 20 weeks confinement in the cellar I have taken my
bees out. and find 5 dead out of 146. I
put the hives close together in tiers, one
above another. 2x3 scantling between.
My bees are as strong and healthy as I
ever knew them to be in the spring.
I
like the Weekly very much.

A. Jennings.
Medusa, N. Y., April IS, 1881.
Overstocked With Bees.— Last fall I
reduced my colonies about 40, leaving
75, which wintered without loss.
My
greatest trouble is to prevent increase.
As there is no sale for bees here I am
certainly overstocked.
Clifton, Tenn., April

—I

Lost None.
the cellar last
out March 2S.

put

my

C.

Weeks.

7, 1881.

114 colonies in

November and took them

A few had the dysentery
I took them
but I have lost none yet.
out a little too soon for it has been cold
ever since, but they are doing well. Few
bees are left here. O. C. Blanchard.
Ironton, Wis.. April 20. 1881.
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Bee Locations and Hires. This county to strong colonies and packing on sumthickly settled; we have plenty of mer stands with plenty of honey. Many
of all kinds, and a runningstream bees in this locality were packed on
of water within 100 yards of my apiary
their summer stands but were not put
white and red clovers are abundant, and in proper condition; many were packed
bees are few near here. Is this a good after winter set in and seemed to die
location for bees ?
first, late packing causing them to fill
2. Which kind of hive do you prefer ? with honey, and having no fly, after3. I am a carpenter and can make my wards took the dysentery
several I
own hives are there any patents to hin- have examined which died with good
der me from making a good hive ?
packing, bees and honey dry, and emit4. Will it hurt to let bees fly when ting a sweet odor;
these I learned
snow is on the ground ? I like the Bee ceased breeding in September, but
Journal very much.
F. V.
were strong in old bees. I have found
Cambridge City, Ind.
none starved. The honey yield last
fall gave them a chance to fill up well.
[1. With plenty of bloom (which imAll withstood the severe weather of
plies summer and fall flowers are abun- winter and were in good strong condidant), a runningstream of water (which tion March 1, but died during the
If all had had one frame of
in Indiana is generally an indication of month.
brood Oct. 15, they would have had bees
basswood), and an abundance of white
to rear brood in February, which would
and red clovers, we cannot possibly have saved them. I gave several of my
imagine the absence of anything but colonies a frame of brood from other
plenty of bees to make it one of the very hives Oct. 15, which saved them, I
think.
I look eagerly each week for
best locations.
the Journal and follow its teachings.
2. We prefer the standard Langstroth.
E. A. Morgan.
Many very successful and scientific Arcadia, Wis., March 31, 1881.
apiarists, however, prefer a shorter and
Every Plan of Wintering Fails.—
deeper frame, while some want a much
thaw the last week of March gave our
longer and deeper one.
bees a flight, and the bee-keeper a
3. There is no patent in the way of chance to look them over and see "what
of
life there yet remained." One-half of
Jinking any of the standard hives—
my colonies were then dead and of those
J .angstroth, American, Gallup, or Simleft many were weak and by the time
plicity.
With any of these, managed spring comes (if it ever does) there will
promptly and scientifically during a not be over \4 left. It is cold and snowy
•good honey flow, results will be satis- yet, not a bud is swelling on anything;
factory but all the patented clap-traps no farm work is done, and gloom rests
over hill and valley.
Most of the bees
in the world will fail to secure a honey in this vicinity are dead. Three report
yield, when the bees return to the hive a total loss; 2 have lost 4 5; another
had 18 left out of 83. Mysplf and anwithout having found any.
other have 2-5 living. I wintered on
4. No
a few may be lost in the snow,

Seven From One Colony. — I com- torn board; it is a 2-story hive. The
menced last season with one colony, inside wall is both lathed and plastered,
and as increase was my object I bought and contains 8 Langstroth frames. I
a lot of empty combs in Langstroth am married to this last named hive as

is

bloom

frames, fed sugar-syrup and stimulated
breeding, and by dividing made 7 colonies from one. I wintered in chaff
hives; after 68 days confinement they
had a good flight, and are now all in
good condition with brood in all stages.
Of the bees in this county % are dead.
Put me down for a life subscriber for
the Bee Journal.
J. F. Right.

;

the

summer

stands without protection.

to be the worst one yet in the bee line.
The causes here seem to have been a
short crop of honey, then winter coming so suddenly, before scarcely anyone
was prepared either in feeding or packing, and lastly the long confinement.
But according to all reports the best
1 hope this year
are in the same boat.
•will turn up the sure method for wintering.
A. G. Woodbury.

Winter

Still

Here.— My

locality

is, I

think, as good for surplus honey as any
There is an abundance
part of Iowa.
•of linden timber all around here. I have
saved some expressly for my bees. In
November I put them on the south side
of a tight board fence, about one foot
apart.
I packed straw all around except in front, filled the surplus boxes
"with dry oak leaves and then covered
them with slough grass. I have 15 colonies left out of 25. In Warren county
of the bees are dead that were wintered out-of-doors those in the cellars
We expected warm
are there yet.
"weather but this morning finds there
are 10 inches of snow on the ground. I
like the Weekly Journal and I would

%

;

not

like to

do without

Hibert Clark.
8, 1881.

Good-Bye March. — The month of
March has come and gone and I earnestly hope we may never see another
like it.
It came in like a lion, continued like a lion, and went out like a
"whole cage of lions fighting and howlins.
It has been one continued cold
"blizzard all through with but 1 or 2
warm days in it. I say again, " hurrah
for chaff packing on summer stands;"

although winter set in early, continued
severe and remained late, still I have
mot lost a colony and have only one
"weak, and that was wintered in an observatory hive and did well until March
115 when I found the glass sides were
•covered with ice and bees were being
(chilled as it melted.
I therefore united
Whem with another. If this month comes
wit warm I shall not lose any more. I
flhd a large amount of brood and hatching^bees in all my hives, some having 5

fcames

well filled,

This

is

difficulty

in

[The swarming propensity can generally be checked by removing 3 or 4
frames of sealed brood to some weak
colony, putting empty combs or foundation in their place, and destroying all

queen

cells.
Sometimes it can only be
controlled by transposing a weak colony
in place of the strong one. Should they
still persist, then divide, removing the

queen and leaving a ripe

would

;

:

was lovely. Again
Dysentery.—
several new swarms, noticed they
had the dysentery examined and found
they had no honey gave them some
and all was right again. I wonder if
St. Joseph county belongs to the southall

Long Winter.— Bees in central Iowa
are suffering greatly from long confinement and losses will be very heavy,
more so than most of us are aware.
Bees have been dead as to sunshine
since the 20th of October, almost 6
months, and no signs for a flight for
some time yet, as we have 6 inches of
snow on the ground now and very cold
nights. We may safely say that
the
bees in this locality are dead. But I
do not think I have lost very heavily
yet. I never saw bees more quiet than
mine are considering the length of time
they have been up. But spring is a very
bad time on bees here, we have so much
cold wind in the spring that of course
results in spring dwindling and a great
many bees are to go after farmers are
satisfied that what bees they have left
are all right.
J. E. Hastings.

:

Made

;

;

west corner of Michigan.
E. B. Southwick.

Mendon, Mich., April
1

Royal Jelly.

nal

— I see in

March

page

15, 1881.

the

%

Bee Jour-

that Mr. C.
J. Robinson takes the position that royal
jelly is composed of honey, bee-bread
and drones' semen, and that the semen
of the drone is annually deposited in
the combs, and affords a supply for
queen-rearing after the destruction of
the drones in the fall until their return
the next season also, that the semen
in the royal jelly is the agent that impregnates the embryo ovary of the queen
while in a larval state, and vivifies myriads of egg germs so they will produce
drones in the course of time. We are
furnished with no method of ascertaining the truth of the assertion that a deposit of drone's semen is made in the
combs. Can it be so, and how shall we
find the truth ? Now, I propose a test.
by removing from a colony of bees all
the combs of the previous season, and
put the bees upon comb foundation and
teed well, before any drones make their
appearance. After the eggs hatch in
the new combs, remove the queen and
continue to feed honey and flour, and
see what the result will be.
of

29,

89,

;

;

Camargo,

111.

Carlisle,

Palestine

Iowa, April

14, 1881.

Bees More Hardy.— About

9-10 of the bees in northern Indiana are
dead. I have lost 120 out of 170 colonies. I had in my apiary one queen

imported from Palestine and about 50
young queens reared from her that have
stood the winter well, although my Italian queens are nearly all dead. I think
the Palestine bees will prove to be a
very superior race in all respects.
Nappanee, Iud.
I. R. Good.

—

Chips from Sweet Home. Our advertisement in the American Bee Jourhas brought us more inquiries
for our Sweet Home Raspberries than
all other papers we advertised in.
I
send you a sample of such honey as our
bees have tried to winter on.
It is
honey dew, which I understand to mean
the secretion of aphides which is neither
honey nor dew.
D. D. Palmer.
New Boston, 111.

nal

A. Salisbury.

Ed.]

Ninety Per Cent, of Loss.— There has
been a fearful loss of bees in this secThe Survival of the Fittest.— In the tion. Some old bee-keepers have lost
early part of November I put away 31 as high as 90 per cent. I had last fall
colonies with blankets on the frames, 20 colonies in the Shuck hive packed
packed prairie hay around the hives with chaff, and 8 colonies in singleand filled the caps; they were protected walled hives with chaff cushions over
by a tight board fence on the north and the frames— all were on the summer
Upward Ventilation. My bees were
west all south exposures tops were stands. I lost 6 in the Shuck hives, and
in the single- walled, leaving 16 to be- wintered in the cellar, and those that
protected from rain and snow
24 othgin
had
honey enough (though of a very
the
season
with.
I
think
the
prosers were in American hives and 7 in
I was busy
Langstroth. I am feeding the weak pects are good for a plentiful honey poor quality) are all right.
and giving them all the rye-meal they flow. I like the Weekly Journal in the fall and thought they were gathwill take. We have had fearful weather very much, but prefer the size and shape ering enough honey to winter ou, but
when I came to carry them into their
C. W. Hellems.
—no natural pollen yet. I expect to of the Monthly.
winter quarters I found, when too late,
St. Catharines, Ont., April 11, 1881.
transfer all my bees from the Amerithat
they were light, and, the winter
can to Langstroth hives during the
season, if possible. Nearly all the bees
No Loss of Bees.— I am happily dis- b « in S extremely long they starved to
in this vicinity are dead
I might say appointed, for
my bees have come death I do not think bees will ever
at least 4-5 of them, yet under the law through this long severe winter all dle ™l tb the dysentery with plenty of
of the " survival of the fittest " we may right they were confined in their hives g° od honey, a good, warm cellar with
expect our race to improve at least in from November uutil March, and I plenty of upward ventilation at least
endurance.
The different theories feared the result. I wintered on the that has been my experience for the
about loss of bees are amusing to a summer stands in single-walled hives, last 15 years. My cellar is not a very
novice
what is one man's meat is an- packed with sorgum cane grindings, dry one, but I never had the combs
I think that too little upward
other's poison there seems to be "death contracted the brood chamber on each mold.
in the pot" from all quarters.
I give side with division boards, placed cobs ventilation and poor honey have killed
Nearly all the bees in this
the
bees.
my results for all they are worth, with- over the top boards of brood frames and
I have but 45 coloout comment. Out of 31 I have lost so then gunny sacks and old clothing. I vicinity are dead.
far 7
expect to lose about Jg or nearly have kept my bees mostly in the Dex- nies left out of 80 last fall.
Frank Searles.
Marley, 111.
so.
I am glad to do so well, when I look ter hive
it is like Root's simplicity,
around and find death written every- only more simple, and supplied with
where.
I like the. change in the paper the American frame. I intend to transLoss SO Per Cent.— Bees around here
as it brines us information which in fer them into the " Fisk hive." This is have suffered very severely
nearly all
the Monthly would be too late to be of a double-walled hive with dead air are dead. I have lost 30 per cent.
val ue to us.
F. A, Grove.
space between the walls, with a very
O. Clute.

—

cell.

—

;

;

it.

Palmyra, Iowa, April

Swarming.— I have no

wintering, and even in getting lots of
honey ; but the swarming propensity I
cannot control satisfactorily. Please
give information in the Journal.
E.Gloucester, Mass.
A. Parsons.

the best hive that can be produced,
both for summering and wintering.
I
it is

:

—

;

but when bees are needing a flight badly, Every method of packing was used by
and have commenced soiling the combs, the apiarists referred to, while all used
it is frequently profitable economy to the same kind of hives, and those unprotected have done as well as those
sacrifice a few to save the many. Ed.]
packed on the most approved plan.
Wm. Morris.
It Beats AH.— The last season seems
Anderson, Iowa, April 12, 1881.

you see the name indicates, for I believe

like to see more in the bee-papers about plaster hives, lime absorbents, etc., for I take more to the lime
idea than to chaff or sawdust.
Honey
bees fared poorly in this section last
year; there was no surplus nor swarms
Poseyville, Ind., March 21, 1881.
and many have died this winter and
spring, especially among the careless
I like
District Conventions.— I was much and uninitiated bee-keepers.
pleased with Mr. Heddon's observations the Bee Journal very much, and so
do
those
who
snbscribe
here
as
far
as I
on conventions. He is right. What
A. W. Fisk.
we want is talk and discu ssion, not long- have heard from.
Bushnell, 111., April 18, 1881.
winded essays and speeches. Let me
suggest that the subjects be made up
and published, and then let the memWhy The Bees Die.— About 80 per
bers write out their experience on that cent, of the bees in this vicinity are
question in a short, terse manner, re- dead. The apparent causes of the mormembering that Cajsar sent home the tality are First, the 5 months of close
report of a whole campaign in 3 words. confinement
2d, severe and long conLet me give a sample subject Laying tinued cold weather; 3d, improperly
Worker.— I took from it all the combs constructed entrances stopped up by
without the bees, distributed them sleet, snow, and dead bees, causing
among strong colonies, replaced them smothering. I lost 2 out of 45 colonies
with combs of brood and some bees from the 2d cause.
O. Foster.
from strongcolonies, gave them a queen
Mt. Vernon. Iowa.
cell about to hatch, and in a few days

;

—

April 27,

due, I think,

;

:

;

I

;

'

;

—

:

;

;

Kirksville, Mo., April 13, 'lssi.

slanting, self-cleaning, stationary bot-

Iowa

City, Iowa, April 15, 1881.
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LIFE,

IS

Books

._ 'Single copies of the Joi'RNAL are
sent postage paid for i cents each.

Jlee-Keepers.

for

C«ok'« Miinnal of the Apiary. —Entirely
and

is

fully

subject that interests the apiarist. It Is net only Instructive, bnt Intensely Interesting und thoroughly
practical. The book Is a masterly produetlon, and
one that no t>ec-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, Bf l.£5 ; paper, Kill*

<g-The

attention of bee-keepers is
directed to the advertisement of Champion Bee Hive Manufacturing Co.

New

4>i.ii.i.v"»

Bee-K.eeplnst, by

The author has treated the
in a manner that cannot fall

(IT Those who may wish to change
from ottier editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.
fg° The Volume of the

Bee Jour-

A

®" Notices

and advertisements

in-

tended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the

week

previous.

©We

can supply but a few more of
the back numbers to new subscribers.
If any want them, they must be sent for
soon.

<g° Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

Bee-Culture or Succenafnl Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
— Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferrin u- Ital;

and Magnetic Appliances surpass
wonderful recuperative power in cases arising from

Dr. Bryan's Perfected Electro- Voltjiic

ment

for 'their

all

:

other methods of treat-

Lobs of Nervous or Vital Energy, Harrass of Business, Excessive Mental Application, t"
Malarious Poisoning or Acts of Imprudence,
causing Physical Weaknss and Nervous Prostration, Nervous Debility. Seminal Weaknes". Impotency.
Brain Troubles. Epilepsy, Paralysis, Spinal Disorders. Dyspeps.a, Heart Troubles. Kidney Diseases, and
other functional derangements.

Medicine Fails

to

Cure these Diseases,

IT IS

Electricity properly applied, with cont nunus current night and day to the body, will cure them.
It gives force to the brain, digestive functions and circulatory forces,
XATllItE'8
rtnews the vital action so necessary to recovery.
Dr. Bryan's invention is patented, and has proved itself invaluable in many thousand cases.

KKMEDV.

Beware

of

Frauds -this

is

and

the Only Genuine.

you are a sufferer it will do you no harm to send a statement of your case to us, and you
will be advised bv our Medical Electrician in relation to it. Enclose postage, and prompt attention will be
Limited,
,
.agiven Address,
Bond Street, near Broadway, New York.

Reader,

if

ELECTRO APPLIANCE COMPANY

-

HENRY ALLEY,

nstead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
Essex County, Mass.
We can use them, and it is safer to send Cyprian, Wenham,
Holy Land, Hungarian and Italian
such than silver.
letters,

QUEENS AND BEES.

have made queen breeding a specialty for the la*All my queens are reared on a new and
scientific princlp.e. combining beauty, purity, industry and docili y. No In-and-in or nuclei-bred queens
s-ent out by me. All queen-* warranted pure, and safe
arrival guaranteed, by mall. Warranted queens $1.00
I

youthful color.

is

A BC of Bee-Culture, by A.

Price, VS-Ol>.
is a standard scientific work.
Blended Bee*, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, VI. OO.

SUSPENSORIES.

A Smooth Complexion can be had by
every lady who will use Parker's Ginger
For promptly regulating the
Tonic.
liver and kidneys and purifying the each, choice selecte $1.50 each, tested $2.ou each.
for my 20tb annual circular and price list. Try
blood there is nothing like it, and this Send
these new races and their crosses.
i~W2t
is the reason why it so quickly removes
pimples and gives a rosy bloom to the
cheek. See notice.
20 years.

Gray Hairs Are Honorable but their
premature appearance is annoying.
Parker's Hair Balsam is popular for
cleanliness and promptly restoring the

making all its readers sensible
master nf the subject.— VI. SO*

forcible,

This

MEDICAL PURPOSES.

FOB.

O" We have prepared Ribbon Badges

Root.—
Its style

all.

LancHtroth on the Hive and Hotiey Bee

&

BELTS

one.

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

L. C.

subject of Leo keeping
to Interest

I. Root.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced, ('loth, IM.SB5; paper, #1.00.
King'* Bee-Keeper*' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition Is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, VI. OO; paper, 7.»c.

changing a postoftice admention the old address as well

new

and

Novice'*

t^When
dress,
as the

plain

is

that the author

nal

for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

re-

and elegantly Illustrated,
up with the times nn every conceivable

written, greatly enlarged

t

The Sweet Home
RASPBERRY

ianizing— IntroducingQueens— Extracting -Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It Is published in English and German. Price for either edition, 10
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroy ine adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, SOc.
The Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas G.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources.and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, Ac; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and Bhould be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and Qerman. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, SOc.
Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on thlsimportant subject.that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *25 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price. lOc.
The Hive I U*e— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.
;

;

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— A 2-1-page pamphlet, by Ch. &

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton,

111.

This gives

the

in detail

methods and management adopted in their apiary.
It contains many useful hints.— PricelSc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas. K.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on the
Muth; "32 pages.
management of bees, Price, lOc.
Kendall's Horse Book— No book can be more

SiT The date following the name on
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illusthe wrapper label of this paper indicates
trating positions of Bick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
the time to which you have paid. In
CLUBBIKG LIST.
of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
making remittances, always send by We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal Is the largest, most productive, (bearing 125 bushels number
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
postal order, registered letter, or by and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the per acre,) firmest, best shipping Raspberry ever inChicken Cnolera,by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on Its
troduced; perfectly hardy, been tested by 30° below cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 85c.
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts prices qnoted in the last column of figures. The zero; sells the best: costs less
to pick, because it is
Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
firmer: and uniformly larger than any other Black
on other cities, and local checks, are not first column Rives the regular price of both
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest, ft
Cap. For Circular address,
taken by the banks in this city except
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
9m3t
D.
PALMER,
Boston,
111.
D.
New
Publishers' Price. Club.
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, Vl.OO; Moat a discount of 25c, to pay expense of The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
.$2 00
rocco, 91. 50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.
:

.

collecting them.

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
;

the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..I. King)..
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis).
The 4 above-named papers

3 00.. 2 75
3 00
2 60
2 75.. 2 50
4 75.. 3 75

Bee-Keepers' Instructor W.Thomas) 2
2
Bee-KeeperB* Guide (A.G.Hill)
5
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3
2
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
<

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, fl.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, fl.SO less.

.

50.
50.

.

.

75..
25..
40..

2 35
2 36
5 00

Bees for

I will sell 20 Good Colonies of Black and Italian
Bees cheap for cash. Bees are in good movable frame
For particulars address,

hives.

E. WELCH,
Linden, Genesee County, Mich.

3 00
2 25

JL,.

17wit

less.

Sale.

The NEBRASKA FARMER

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS* QUOTATIONS.

Is

the only

The Crotcning Cvlmtnacton

!

A $5 Hoot for £2 50!!

ASSISTANT,
MOORE'S UNIVERSAL
Complete Mechanic
«A**

*ij3»ji

And

Tj^jpT

irL
Edition, contains overi
'jOO,000 Industrial Facts, Calcula-f

;,,,,,

I&^SB

I

f

-,.,i

Processes Trade Secrets, Legal
Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
Mechanic, Farmer, nnd Business Man. Gives 200,000 items
for Gas, Steam. Civil and Wining Engineers, Machinists,
Mil.es, Blacksmiths, Founders Miners, Metallurgists,
Assaycrs Plum' er , Ga* and Steam Fitte-s. Bmnzers,
Gilile.
Met land Wood \7crl:crsrf every kind. Builders,
Manufr's »nd Mechanics. COO ENOHAVlNGs of Mill.
Steam, ar.d Mining Machinery, 'lools, i-htxt Metal
uork. Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Roofs,
Arrangrrnrnt r.nd Speed of Wheels,
Bridges cic.
ulleys, V.rums. Beits Saws, Poring. Turning, Planing,
& Drilling Tods, Flonr, Oa'mcat, Saw, Shingle Paper,
Cotton, woollen & Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marble, Threshing &, Rolling Mill, do.. Cot on Gins,
Presses, &e. Strcngt of 'J ceth, Shafting;, Bcitmg Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing K.n-ina
Bu.lding, Repairing and Operating; Setting ot Valves;
Valve Motion, Steam Pacing. 1 ipa
Eccciitiics, Link
k Boiler Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
water "Works. Hydraulics, Mill Dams,
Ventilation, Gas
HorsJ Bow rof Streams, etc. On Blast Fur; nces Iron
U Steel Manufacture. Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Ouuru und Placer Mining Assaying. Amalga461 Tables w.th 500,000 Calculations
mating, etc.
in ail possible forms for Mechanics, Merchants and
Farmers, 8JJ items for Printers, Publishers and
1.000 items for Grocers, ConWriters for the Press.
300 Health
Druggists, etc.
fectioners. Physicians,
Painters Varnishers. Gilders,
[terns.
500 do. for
1

;!,-,

Items,

i

CHICAGO.
the Chicago meeting of the NaSTRICTL
GRICUL
HONEY— The market is plentifully supplied with
tional Society we were requested to get honey,
and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quophotographs of the leading apiarists, to table at 18@20c. for strictly choice white comb in
PUBLICATION
Hw iGo. for fair to good in large
boxes
sell to those who wanted them. We can and 2 lb. and at at
loot, 12c. for common dark-colored
packages,
&
now supply the following at 25 cents and broken lots. Extracted, h»§,ioc.
yellow, 20<s.23c; dark, 15(517.
BEESWAX.—
Choice
each
Dzierzon, the Baron of Ber£
NEW YORK.
tepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat It is a 16-page Semi-Monthly, and is full of valuaof Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
ble information to the farming public— furnishes the
packages, 14&lfjc.; fair do., 14@16c; dark do., ll@13
furnished by his daughter, who says, large boxes sell for about 2c. under above. White most reliable information to be had for those con" it is the only one ever taken when he extracted, 9@10c dark, 7&8c; southern strained, templating going West.
Send 6 cents in stamps for sample copy. Subscrip8CK§>85c.
was in good health and spirits." We BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20@23c.
tion price $1.50 per year.
are glad to be able to secure one of such
CINCINNATI.
McBRIDE & DRUSE, Editors,
etc,
5u0 do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers. 400 do. for
a satisfactory nature.
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey
Hunters Trappers Tanners Leather & Rubber Work,
Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c. I 17w3t
is good, at 8o5j 10c.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Bookkceuing;

®°At

YA

TURAL

1

1

;

WEST OF THE MISSOURI.

:

;

;

for the best.

BEESWAX-18&22C
C. F. MUTH.
fg" Sample copies of the Weekly
SAN FRANCISCO.
Bee Journal will be sent free to any HONEY.— Shipments of I. mo cases and 25 bole, of
went forward via Cape Horn to Liverpool this
names that may be sent in. Any one honey
week. Reports concerning the coming crop are conintending to get up a club can have flicting, the majority contending it will be rather
sample copies sent to the persons they light. With the present surplus now on hand, buy
ers apprehend no scarcity. We quote white comb,
desire to interview, by sending the l-'". rv.; dark to go d, w&iic. Extracted, choice to

names

to this office.

extra white. ofaTe. dark and candied,
;

Cal., April

£>,

/PAT.

We

:

—

B/NDER|i:_f p CRI00ICAls\

1881.

Bingham's Smoker Corner.

.,

in detail.

Strength of Materials Effects 0! Heat

Specific Gravities Freights by rail and
water— a Car Load, Stowage >n Ships, Power of Mf.im,
13.UU0 items
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
for Housekeepers Farmers, Gardeners, Stocn Owners,

Beekeepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers l;ili details,
lural Economy, Food Values, Care cf Stock. Remedies
c Horses
iordo., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Trai
Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for
1

Street,

have several letters
Coleraine, Mass., April 11,1881.
(some inclosing money) that have no
Alessrs. Bingham & Hetherington,
name. Many others having no Post- Dear Sirs
I concluded to use the
office, County or State.
Also, if you large smoker instead of sending it away
,T
)i e near one postoffice and get your
It is the smoker. I don't want any bet
mail at another, be sure to give the ad- ter. Shall throw all others away.
dress we have on our list.
Respectfully, E. A. Thomas.
this office.

EMERSON BINDERS.

-4<<(.ac.

BEKSWAX-L^oV-Mc., as to color.
Stearns & Smith, 423 Front
San Francisco,

giT It would save us much trouble, if
would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
all

«•

Fuel Values

¥W~ Binder* for the Weekly Bee Journal,
of 1881, cloth and paper, poittpald, 85 cents.

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on

the back, for American Bee Journal for
at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each

1880,

:

50c.

Leather and cloth
75c.
We can also fHrnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.
¥3T~

''ti

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,111.

WeBt Madison

Street,

Chicago,

Cubic Me surcs, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board,
Wages, Interest, Coal At Tonnage Tables. Land. Gram,
H n v. &Cattio Measurement. Re d. Ploughing 1'Miung
& Bree lintr Tables Contents of Granaries Cribs.atTanks
Riant.
Cisterns Boilers, Logs. L cards. Scantling, tU:..

Business Forms all kinds Special Laws of 10 States, lerritorieaand Provinces (la the U.S. and Canada), relating
to the Coll. of Debts, Exemptions from Forced bale.
Mechanics' Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Estate Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws, Linn tut ion of Actions, etc
"Forma complete trentiM* on the different sutijort^. - Set Am.
The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable 'I reasury
worth its weight inpmi (...any
t.[ Useful Knowledge, and
Free by mail,
Mechanic, Business Man, or Farmer.
:

.

m

fine cloth, for

$2.50;

in

leather, for ?3.a0.

fW Sent by mail on receipt of price, by
THOMAS C. NEWMAN.
974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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SECTIONS AND HIVES.

Land-640 Acres.
& CHEAP
FOR
jm

Florida

CASH,

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.

James Forncrook has just received a patent on his
Machine for Scoring Honev Box Sections, dated
March 29, 1681, No. of Patent. 239,476. He has not
sold any shop rights on this machine, nor does he intend to therefore, any nne using a machine to make
the Ooe-Piece Section are Infringing.
We will make the " Boss" Section, any size up to

I

HATE NOW OVER

;

word»

A

tine will contain about elgrht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One

to three weeks,

80 cts.
18 "
15 "
12 u"
lO

each insertion,
"

"or more*'

Four

"
"

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six

'

"

"

*'

;

'

fourteen

5X6, for 15.00 per 1,000. Material for Langstroth hive

per

line.

"

JAMES FORNCROOK. A
Watertown,

Jeff. Co..

Wis., April

of

!5wtf

2. 1881.

Special Notices, 50 cents per

THOMAS
974 West

Bees

for Sale.
CHAS.

111.

BROOKS

.1:

KRG.,

Columbus, Ind.

Contents of this Number.
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129
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130
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Rehiring to Pedigre in Bees
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;

;

;
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133
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Upward Ventilation
Cl n t

Time and Place

of Meeting.
Valley, at

May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum

Cam

J. A. Bocklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
at Lansing, Mich.
-Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
Wisconsin,
at LaCrosse, Wis.
10— N. W.
L. H. Paiumel. Sec.
10, 11— Eastern New York, at Schoharie, S. Y.
W. S. Ward. Sec, Fuller's Station, N. Y.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
12, 13— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinney, Collin Co., Texas.
W. R. Howard, Sec, Kingston, HuntCc.Tex.
17— N. W. III. and S. W. Wis., at H. W.Lee's,

5—Central Michigan,
10

J. Stewart, Sec.
Pecatohlca, 111.
W. Union, at Hastings, Minn.
V. B. Dorothy, Sec.
1!>-Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
T. Brooklns, Sec.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
Sept.

17-N.

—Kentucky

State, at Louisville, Ky.
u— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapida.
-Ky. State, in Exposition IVd'g, LouisTllle.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

Oct, 11,
12

f3T

have this Table complete. Secretarequested to forward full particulars of tim
and place of future meetings.— ED.
1

Wm. R.
Kingston,

Howard,
Hunt

.See,

Co., Texas.

-I
purchase
HOXEY WANTED.
dark extracted honey, and few

desire to
several barrels of
a
of light; also. Comb Honey. Those having any for
sale are Invited to correspond, giving particulars.

ALFRED

972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN
CHICAGO ILL.

street.

SWARM-CATCHER a deciBAILEY'S
ded success. Prices reduced. Send fur circuis

lars

and testimonials.

17w8t

J.

Address,

W. BAILEY, Box

408, Itipon,

Wis.

"

each
each

9uo

KBafflSL*

ALSO

hives, in

In

I

5

direct

will

LSth.

at

200

less

n«»t

at

Professor of Entomology in the Michigan State Agri-

Colonies of Native Bees,

cultural College.

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April 15th, in lots of 10 or more,

at !*«

OO

«86

each,

ALFRED
West Madison

Chicago,

St.,

in cloth.

prepaid.

For sale by

THOMAS G. XEWMAN,
974

XEWMAN,

II.

113 Fine Illustrations.
61.95; in paper cover,

Pu?e»t;

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

$W~ The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
tilled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover
and basswood surplus.
972

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

III.

dinger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stlllingta and
Imany other of the best medicine* known .irecom-1
;

WtLBOR'S COMPOUND OF

PURE COD LIVES
OIL AND LIME.

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan.

9,

1878,

July

A

CALDWELL,

AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISEK.
The

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it.
N. A R BOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London.

f 1.75,

C

urnisnt pleasant, profitable employment.
Printing House, Silver Creek, N. Y.

A rron4-QF"
agCillb
Local

Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
Little

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN REE9 and
OJ7KENS, FOIM1ATIOX and APIARIAN
SUPPLIES.
for

If you want Early Queens, from
stock selected fur their most desirable qualities, or

large

or small quantities, w Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prlcea, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure H»eswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address.
<

BROWN,

Augusta, Ga.

SEEDS I HONEY PLANTS
A

including Melilnt. Alsike

full variety of all kinds,

and White Clover, Mammoth Mignonette, &c. For
prices and instructions for planting, see my Illustrated Catalogue,—«ent free upon application,

ALFRED

\>~2

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

St.,

III.

FREE TO ALL.

To

Bell

best varieties ot

Plants, liuwi

Seed*, Bulbs,

etc. in cultivation,

will be mailed upon the receipt of a
three-cent stamp for postage. Special Price-list of Roses FRKE.
Goods guaranteed first quality.
Libera) offers to Retteraup of oluba,
Wholesale <£ Retail.
A;

1

00
SO

1

2.'»

IH"

1

K»

symptoms cause and treatment of each, a table
all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information,
Price £5 cent*.- Sent on receipt of price, by
the

;

giving

00
75

;

:

add 25c

again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

9T4

ABKOKIA. MICH.

9wtf

ui

i:i:\s,

Full

specialties.

Our

1.

To read Our

forty page Catalogue Of
t ni.irJnn Dmmltan
Tf <.;,-r>c, +»,<, lnf^c-t
Apiarian
(supplies. Itgnesthe
latest
information about the best appliances

and methods pertaining

Profitable
Sent free to

all

written,

upon a

!

i

The above cut represents our all-in-one-pieqe Section with a square groove. Having different machines for manufacturing these Sections, we make
them inthieknessaccordinKto size, so wnen they are
folded together they «re 11s su bstuntml 119 if nulled.

iTAtiiN QtTEfiws,
for sale.

See Priee

List.

Nugiei ana mil colonies
Sample Section and Price

£iSt"i ree.

iTwi't

THE OXLT

Agricultural

CO.,
South Haven, Mich.

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical journal

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DEL'SEN

Weekly

PL'BLISHRD TS TUB

BURCH &

J.

Ohio,

to

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

lltf

,

Bee Culture THE CANADIAN FARMER

and addresses, plainly
postal card. Address

H. A.

ILL.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

who send us their names

9wtf.

CHICAGO.

Newcomerstmvn, Tuscarawas Co
Manufacturers of all

new

Pay you

It will

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
Street.

West Madison

Champion Bee Hive Manufacturing Company,

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c. Free. fW~ Send for it and save money.
2wS!tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

N ANZ

Louisville.

2

'

"
"

NEW

DOUBLK WHITE BOUVARDIA

Ntl NLK.

3

M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE giving an index of diseases, and

BINGHAM & HETHERINOT0N,

Illustrated riant and
of Sfl ]>&gea, con-

and a Colored Plate of our

The
Horse
BY
KENDALL,

bel-

.2 in., $1

..2V£

L^SuSio?.^

©S ENGBA VINGS.

Address,

new
OUR
Seed Catalogue

taining descriptions and Prion nf

.

Wonder Bingham Smoker

ITALIAN

II.

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM

improve-

If to be sent by mail, or singiy by express,
each, to prepay postage or express charges.

and Bee Hives

In

•

Send postal card for testimonials.

111.

\

'

ment.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,

DC. J. P.

and

ing the lingers
lows.
real

all.

t

\

The Large and Sxtra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burn-

and Cyprian Queens, Bees, Hives, Sections, etc.

Cambridge, Henry Co. v

Female Complaints.

all

If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
•aoy disease, use the Tonic to-day. No mat ter what'
[your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This TONIC cures drunkenness,.
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely.
different lrom Bitters, Ginger Preparations and;
iother Tonics, and combines the best curative prop-]
Buy a 50c. bottle of your drugs! 5,1
•ertiesof all.
'None genuine without our signature on outside
Hiscox & Co., Chemists. New York.'
'wrapper.

short-lived.

of Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
new Dunham and nfivVandervoort machine. Italian

want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation

|and

returned, or letter of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, l.sso.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

trade.
article

V.

It cures Dyspepsia, Rheum at ism, Neuralgia,]
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,.
'Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs'

bee-keepers use them exclusively.
Twenty thousand in use— not one ever

you have read my new price list for the spring
Wax is cheaper now, so I can Sell you a tine

"

|

9, 1878.

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES

ym6t

Re-issued

;

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

AlWAre

Till

and May, 1879

bined so skillfully in Pakkek b Dinger Tonic as.
make it the greatest Bl-^od Purifier and the
'BestHealthandStrength Restorer ever nseu.!
'to

If

To One and
you Buffering from a
Cough, Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, or any of the various pulmonary troubles that so often end in Consumption ? If so, use " Wilbor's Pure Cod-Liver Oil
and Lime," a safe and sure remedy. This is no quack
preparation, but is regularly prescribed by the medical faculty. Manufactured only by A. B. WlLBOlt,
Chemist, Boston. Sold bv all druggists.

In order to

tfgTThe Texas Bee-Keepers Associa-

ILL.

OF

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction, Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. S. GIVEN. Hoopeston. 111.

ries are

tion will hold their third annual Convention at Judge W. II. Andrews'
apiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
on the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.

CHICAGO,

Guide;
BLACK AND HYBRID BEES, The Bee-Keepers'
OR,
Langstroth
quantities of
than
ship
colonies
MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
S8.00 each, which
from the South,
any time after April
By A. J. COOK,

Given's Foundation Press.

12w6m

Co.. O.

NEWMAN,

<--

Street,

COLONIES

lOO

in

J.

Local Convention Directory.

Guernsey

lwly

5,

io.

Also,

Price List free to

bridge,

or over,

"

"

"

West Madison

%2 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
6 50
12 00
10 00

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee sate arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

1

Ninety percent, of Loss
No Loss Of Bees
Why thp Bees Die

1881.

worked

Foundation,
lbs.

132
132
132

:

Our Letter Box

Wax

10c.

on

Among: our Exchange*

Selections from
Early Drones

per lb. Pure Comb
Dunham Machine, 25
jySend for Circular.

131

!

Loss 30 per

;

;

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

Welcome, Spring Come at Last
Review of the Situation

The

;

"

in lota of

Italian

;

Queens, $ 2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.U0
Tested Cyprian Queens, 1 4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians. f4.0U 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, f8.00 Colony of Cyp-

131

Editorial Items

It

SALISBURY,

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, If 1.00 Tested

:

Rock River Valley
Editorial :

"
"
"
2
"
3
"
"
"
4
Full Colonies, each

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
of American-Italian*. Address,
Price

JOS. M.

Correspondence

Tested Queens, each
"
"
per half-dozen
1 frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen

MUTH.

F.

THOMAS

974

lowing prices:

5, 1881.

list

Mow the

title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the fol-

address,

12w6m

My Method

The

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

Several friends In the South are supplying me with
quite a lot of bees, which I shall sell at reasonable
rates. They are pure Italians, Hybrids and Blacks,
in Langstroth hives, box hives and log gums. First
shipment arrived to-day, For further particulars

Cincinnati, O.. April

Chicago,

Street.,

t!

;

NEWMAN,

G.

Madison

;

It was conveyed on l>ec. i-llst. 1S75. by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for 83,200, and on Sept. 5th.
!S77. by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.

frame

ITALIAN QUEENS,

"
line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is ioserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
THE American Bee JOURNAL Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
tnerofore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

1

Pure

8

Fifty-two

COLONIES

300

Italian Bees, in good condition, in in
Langstroth hives. Orders for

CO.

Description,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west, Kranklincounty.Florida, situated about 50 miles
south of the Ueorgia line, 2."i miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and about 25
miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and tii of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.

\ SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

is

now

in its

Third Year,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription i$ijm> per yean in its new and Improved form (Hi paces IK tfxli>m, folded ant* P^ted*
makes it very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It is the Best Advertising Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
llw26tx

Bf,

B.

(OLCOCK,

Welland, Ont.

£ OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAOO,

VOL. XVII.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (52 numbersl !8«.©Oayear, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
first and third numbers of
each month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The tirst number of each month, at
SO cents a year, in advance.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The

f&~ Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
(like the club which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
to an extra copy

i

fW

ltemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

ILL.,

contradicting his statement, and say
that bees do not all have the same honey,
neither in taste, color nor consistency,
and that, too, when the honey was gathered in the same apiary and at the same
time. If " bacteria" was the cause, it
would be only reasonable to suppose that
some trees or nectaries would be infested
with them, while others would not;
that colonies gathering from that linden
tree over east would get infected honey,
while those gathering west, or perhaps
ajittle further on, would get that free

from infection.
Now, I do not say

I ever saw this supposed parasite, or that I have searched
the honey for an over-amount of vegetable matter, but I do say that these
hypotheses are the only ones yet put
forth that cover the whole ground of
our experience. Again I quote
:

"

We

also placed 60 colonies from the
same yard in the cellar on the 1st of November, and did not set them out till
May 1st, and 55 of the 60 came out in
good condition, while we only saved 15
out of the 90 out-doors 75 dying with
the dysentery, so-called. If it was infection of the honey, why did not those
in the cellar die also, and especially as
they stood six month's confinement V

—

The

past winter has

shown the same

results, only our loss is
cent, so far."
For the American Bee Journal.

The

Ileal Cause of Dysentery.

JAMES HEDDON.

but about 10 per

Allow me to ask Mr. Doolittle, if it
was " confinement" (now remember,
that is the cause he assigned, and which
he hoped to clearly s/ioio), how did the
bees in the cellar so ably bear 6 months

Mr. Doolittle says " I believe con- of it ? Was not the trouble in the food,
finement does cause the so-called dysen- and the cellar being a good one, the
:

tery. In this we differ. I claim that
cold and confinement do not " cause "
dysentery, but act as an aggravation to
the cause. I claim that the only theory
or hypothesis which has ever been advanced that will cover all the ground of
facts regarding this disease, is the one
of over-vegetable matter, or " Bacteria
in the food " one or the other.
While the statements of men we have
never seen are not as convincing as
logic, with which to prove their theories,
these assertions are unexcelled material
to disprove them. Now, I will prove
by Mr. Doolittle's own statement in the

—

bees ate so much less of it that the " aggravation" of cold which causes excessive feeding) was thus removed from
their conditions. He is right about the
large consumption of honey causing
the disease but I imagine the worse
the honey is infected the more the bees
(

:

will eat.

In the literal sense of the term, nature
instinctively knows but one want— hunger, and bees, like the colicky babe, try
to appease the unnatural distress by
feeding

upon that which caused

Thus we

see that this, like other

it.

ills,

whether mental or physical, possesses

article I am now answering (see first
page of Bee Journal for April 6, 1881)

MAY

No.

4, 1881.

Thus we see that fright is not the
cause, but another aggravation, probably in a double manner, both from gorging and the mental effect, as above
referred to. If cold and confinement
were the causes, then honey-producing
would naturally move southward this
spring. Northern Michigan bee-keepers would be buying and moving bees
from Southern Indiana but the reverse
is more probable, as while Northern
;

Michigan, with its purer air and less
tendency to the production of low forms
of animal and vegetable life, has wintered its bees to a considerable extent.
Southern Indiana is the worst cleaned
out community on record.
But Mr. Doolittle is a great matter-offact man. Maybe he would be pleased
to have some facts from Michigan, and
not all confined to one man's experience
(my own), but that of many real, reliable persons (who do not sell supplies),
and" any of whom could be written to
upon the subject H. D. Burrell, Bangor, Mich.— Bees confined 120 days all
packed out-doors ; loss 20 to 40 percent.
T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich.— All
packed out-doors loss 20 per cent., I
believe. F. C. Easton, Hartford, Mich.,
a farmer. Had 22 colonies with some
straw and dirt poked up against three
sides of the hives; all strong to date.
Not much confinement in his yard, was
there ? Mr. D. D. Palmer, of New Boston, 111., I learn has lost every bee of
his 240 colonies. His bees must have
been " confined " about six years, judging from results.
Eleven years ago, I had colonies die
with dysentery in its worst form, in less
than three weeks after being put into
my cellar, which was a good one. The
winter was not longer than others in
which I wintered my bees nicely, but in
4 months only 3 colonies out of 48 were
left.
The past winter there must have
been a large amount of " confinement
to the square inch, especially in Southern Indiana. One of the 40 colonies
above referred to was brought from a
farmer's, some 4 miles away. Notwithstanding they were drawn over a rough
road, the first of winter, and put right
into the same cellar, without any flight,
that colony, and that one only, came
out in splendid condition. They gathered their honey from the same kind of
:

;

;

—

the calamitous capability of perpetuaflora (clover, basswood and fall flowers),
ting itself.
but in a different location, and their
I know that dysentery can be produced
that he has formed wrong conclusions,
honey was pure. Thus the aggravation
at will in a very short time (especially
from his own personal experience
of this rough removal had no effect
with young bees) by combined gorging
" Again, in the fall of 1878 our bees
upon a cause that with them did not exand frightening, for, with all animated
were prepared for winter in the best nature, fright has a sudden and power- ist. White honey is no better than dark
possible shape, and had nothing but ful effect upon the intestines. Perhaps to winter upon. Such phenomena are
white honey in their hives, said honey the nuclei contained not the clearest of of common occurrence, and I ask Mr.
being collected the early part of July, honey perhaps they did not have the Doolittle if any of his theories will account for the result ?
for we had no fall honey. Sixty colonies dysentery unto death.
The trouble is each bee-keeper, as soon
were put in the cellar, and 90 left on the
I found some years ago that agitation as his bees die, looks over his own exsummer stands, two-thirds of which was
a great aggravation, but not en- perience only (being so intensely abwere packed with chaff and straw.
Winter set in early, and the weather tirely productive of dysentery. See sorbed in his own losses exclusively),
Gleanings
for January, 1875, page 17, and forms a sudden conclusion as to the
was so cold that no bees could fly with
"
safety for nearly 4J£ months. At the wherein I said, Place your colonies in cause, and a sure preventive next year,
end of 4 months some of our best colo- their special repositories so quietly they while if he would study the causes of
nies were dead, with the combs and will not know it." Soon after H. E. the losses of his neighbors and others
"
hives soiled badly, while others sitting Bidwell said, Bees moved into winter within his knowledge, he would find out
right alongside of them were in as fine quarters seem to sleep with one eye open he knew but little about it, and in this
condition as could be, and remained all winter, always on the watch for that way be of some use in the final settlethus, coming out strong in the spring. disturbance again." Mr. Milliner, of ment of the problem.
All know that the main cause of our
If it was bacteria' in the honey, why did Big Rapids, Mich., refuted this idea,
not all die, as all had the same stores ?" because he stopped up his hives and winter losses is one that the phenomwheeled them over planks some 20 rods, ena is alike in the main ; that if this
If it was confinement, " why did not and then slid them down another plank disease (by common consent called dysall die," I ask V
into his cellar, and all (some 200 or 300 entery or cholera) could be warded off,
I will answer Mr. Doolittle further by colonies) wintered well.
we would easily get along with all minor
:

;

'

;

18.

winter losses, which are as a fire-fly is
to the sun, compared with it. It is veryeasy for the novice telegraph operator
to read a message by sound when its
contents are previously known how he
can plainly hear each letter
How
graphically the weather prophet can describe what he prophesied a few weeks
ago about the yesterday's storm. It is
to-morrow's weather that baffles him
most, and that he predicts so vaguely
about for fear of missing it.
We look into a hive silent in death,
top-bars covered with black excrement,
several inches of dead bees on the bottom board, and wisely say " Oh I
see things were not right here in the
;

!

:

1

;

first

place I"

Now,

I

am

man who

looking for the

can come into my apiary each fall, not
to fix it, but to " spot" the condemned

my ignorance of nacondemned), so that I may
mercifully and profitably chloroform
the bees and save my honey, combs and
hives clean, and the trouble of further
attention, and a knowledge of where I
will stand the next season.
Verily, here
knowledge is power to both of us, for
I could well afford to pay the witch $25
or $50 per day and make a large margin
besides. Looking at the subject in this
light, through the telescope reversed,
does it not look a little different?
As soon as time will permit, I will try
to separate Mr. Doolittle's talk about
"separators."
Dowagiac, Mich., April 20, 1881.
colonies (through

ture's laws

For the American Bee Journal.

More about Alsike

Clover.

M. M. BALDKIDGE.

In the spring of

1874, a plat of prairie

my garden,

about 40 feet square,
and Alsike clover.
The crop of Alsike for each of the years
1875-76 was a fine one. This plat was
planted with beans in 1877, owing, I
think, to the Alsike having run out, or
being a poor stand. The plat was plowed
again in the spring of 1878, and left uncultivated. In the fall I found it nicely
seeded to Alsike the plowing having
brought to the surface the seed that
failed to germinate in 1876. Since the
spring of 1878 the plat has not been disturbed by the plow. For the past two
years the crop of Alsike has been good,
and at this date (April 20) the stand is
excellent, and chiefly from last season's
soil in

was seeded

to oats

—

self-seeding. The prospect for a large
crop this season is as good as any pre-

ceding.

Alsike is said by botanists to be a
perennial, but I do not rely upon that
claim, but upon its re-seeding the land
in July and August of each year when
mowed for hay or seed. Close pasturing
early in the season might, therefore, be
an objection. Timothy will run Alsike
out; so will timothy run out the common
red clover in many localities notably,

Western
lived.

New

Red

—

York, where

clover there,

I

formerly

when mixed

with timothy, will run out in two seasons but no one ever thought of discarding it on that account. If Alsike
will not do well for more than one season, it will then pay to raise it— as, when
mixed with the common red or timothy,
or both, it will not only improve the
pasture or hay, but will produce enough
honey to cover the expense, provided,
;
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is difficult to transport, and to
Extracted honey is therefore
thecoming honey. California will soon
see before her an inter-oceanic canal
which will give her full scope on the
European Continent. As for us beekeepers of the Eastern and Middle
States, let us improve our home market,
and let us learn to produce good, cheap
honey. In the meantime let us hope
that Congress will put an end to all

honey

of course, the soil and season be favorable for the secretion of bone; in any
other kind of clover. It should be
borne in mind that white clover, as well
as many other plants, fail to secrete
honey occasionally. It should, therefore, surprise no one to find Alsike no
exception to the rule. But I have yet
to see the season in my neighborhood
when Alsike fails to produce honey of
the finest quality and an abundance of it.
St. Charles, 111.

export.

food adulterations by enforced legislation. Let us hope, also, that Congress
will understand the propriety of placing the public services in the hands of
the people, and will organize the railroads with the regularity, the honesty,
and the careful, cheap, and prompt
management which are so prominent in
the Post Office Department. Then the
honey resources of America will astonish the Old Word, and will invade it."
Iowa City. Iowa.

For the American Bee Journal.

Extracted Honey.
O.

CLUTE.

Those veteran and successful beekeepers, Charles and C. P. Dadant, of
Hamilton, 111., have done the bee-keeping fraternity a good service in publishing their experience with extracted
They have put it in a neat,
honey.
well-printed pamphlet, entitled "Extracted Honey: Harvesting, Handling,
Marketing." In the first part they give
a brief history of the use and the inferiority of strained honey, then of the invention of the honey extractor, and a
statement of the genuine excellencies of
extracted honey, and of the advantages
to the bee-keeper in producing it.
Under the head of " Harvesting
they give us an inside view of their
methods. Anyone intending to extract
on a large scale will lind much of value
in this record of practical experience.
Their cappiny can, so made that the
frame of noiiey to be uncapped rests
over the can and the cappings drop on
a large sieve which allows the honey to
drain into a receptacle below, is a most
little
convenient aid in saving time.
device, for freeing the room in which
the extracting is done from bees, is
very ingenious. Anyone who has been
annoyed in extracting by the bees, or
who have been made sad by seeing so
many of the little fellows beat themselves to death against the windows or
the wire netting, will be glad to read
this plan, and to adopt it. Though
they prefer not to extract from brood
combs they say it can be done without
This coincides
injury to the brood.
By extractwith my own experience.
ing with care the brood is not injured,
and the cells being emptied of honey
the queen lays in them, and you get

For the American Bee Journal.

Foul Brood.

'

DR.

P.

WILSON.

The Journal for April 20, page 124,
contains an editorial on " Foul Brood,
and especial reference is there made to

my

indorsement of Mr. Jeffrey's views
on that subject.
You are right, Mr. Editor, when you
say that " facts and experiences "are
what we want," but it is quite evident
that two men may have precisely the
same experience, and yet draw very
different conclusions. One may be a
close observer an independent thinker,

—

and from him we may expect inroads
made upon popular theories and beliefs,
and although he may be laughed at, at
first, in time he will be honored as a
progressive man. Another man will
" swallow " the opinions of others — follow in their wake, and go through life

A

solid

I.

perfectly satisfied in believing anything
that is generally believed by others.
I felt like patting Mr. Jeffrey on the
shoulder, because I believed him to be
thinking for himself, and thinking, too,
in the right direction on this subject of

must be killed or the whole apiary will
lost.
If one colony in an apiary has
foul brood, the cause that produces it is
common to all, but more especially to
the weaker colonies, so the disease (V)
be

being general throughout the apiary
does not argue in favor of the commonly
accepted theory.
Should there come a cold spell during
the next week or two I shall expect foul
brood to make its appearance in our
apiaries in this section of the country,
and for this reason Warm weather set
in quite suddenly here about April 15.
My bees have been as busy as they could
be the past week carrying in pollen and
honey. The honey is stolen from the
colonies that died during the winter,
:

and still emain on their summer stands.
The bees are spread out over the combs
and the queens are actively engaged in
laying. A cold snap would drive them
closer together, and the unduly enl

larged brood nest will not be sufficiently
covered with bees to be kept warm, and
dead brood will be the result. But it is
to be hoped that this sudden change in
the weather will not come. There are
bee-keepers that will take a frame
partly filled with dead brood, and put it
in the centre of a strong colony for them
to " clean up," which is an unreasonable task to impose upon your little
pets.
To do this is simply creating a
nuisance in the hive, and spreading foul
brood more extensively through your
apiary.
Better spend a little time in
picking out the dead brood, and if the
comb has not been vitiated, it may be

store their extracted honey in fact, my professional duties require all
barrels, using oak barrels that have my time during the day, except an hour
most or two spent in my apiary in the early
contained alcohol or whisky.
considerable
valuable part of this pamphlet is de- morning, and with a
voted to marketing. They tell us their amount of work to do with my pen at
odd
moments,
I
find
it
next
to impossiexperience for several years, which
finally led them to adopt tin pails as the ble to devote much time in writing for
best package for retailing extracted the Journal.
They use pails of different
honey.
Bui now for my experience with foul
1
sizes, containing Hi, 5, 2 *, and Uj lbs. brood.
But perhaps what I have hitheach. The smallest sells the best, which erto called foul brood is not the devasis only a further illustration of the fact tating disease described by some writhat large numbers will buy an article ters. What I have witnessed has not
that sells for a small sum. even if the appeared to me as the result of disease,
sum thus paid is large in proportion to but as the death of the brood from inthe quantity of the article obtained. In sufficient animal heat. I have had nothusing tin pails for the extracted honey ing of the kind in my apiary for a numseveral advantages are gained. They ber of years, but have a very vivid recare easily handled, they do not break, ollection of an experience of 7 or 8 years
there is no leakage, when nicely la- ago.
Several of my colonies left their
beled they look well, and they are hives in disgust, and on examination I
cheap. Undoubtedly tin pails are the found the brood dead and putrid, the
best package for retailing this product, stench being so great that it was nowhich is destined in the future to oc- ticeable at some distance from the hive.
cupy an important place in the con- The comb seemed to be completely insumption of nearly every family.
filtrated with the stench, and the hive
It seems to me that comb honey has throughout tainted from the noxious
intrinsic merits which will always keep odor. At that time I had read nothing
The wise and en- on the subject of foul brooct, and in
it in large demand.
terprising producer of comb honey will seeking for a cause I became convinced
always have a fair market. But there that the brood had perished from bej

no doubt but extracted honey has
great merits— merits which now are unknown or unappreciated by very large
When these merits become
numbers.
widely known the sale of extracted
honey will be very large.
Tin' Dadants have faith in extracted
honey. They show their faith by pro-

is

coming

chilled,
ally followed.

and putrefaction natur-

Having

myself
of the cause, I have ever since kept a
lookout for dead brood, and when I
have found any, have either destroyed
the comb. or. with a pair of little pliers,
removed one by one of the dead brood
until the comb was free from them.
ducing it in large quantities, and sell- This, of course, must be done before
ing it to advantage. They close then- the comb becomes contaminated from
valuable pamphlet with some remarks the putrefaction of the brood.
I cannot help thinking that a difficult
which I will quote " To sum up
Comb honey is a fancy article, for which solution of this question is sought by
only fancy prices can be obtained, and those who attribute all to fungoid
these prices will always be changeable, growths that spores so small the miwhilst extracted honey must become a croscopist can scarcely detect them are
staple article sooner or later. Comb the agents of death, and that the fungi
:

—

satisfied

the most signs of dysentery this past
winter were the strongest colonies I
had. The reason assigned was, that being strong, they kept up a sufficient
heat to make them lively, and they
stood by the walk where they were
frequently disturbed by the constant
passing. There are certain conditions
in which bees will become diseased in a
very short time if confined to the hive.
As will be seen from the above, when
confined by wet weather, during the
height of brood rearing in the spring,
bees are apt to become diseased. Those
"stupid bees," are never able to crawl
much, to discharge their feces over the
frames. Bees that die of starvation,
from being away from the stores are
generally found full length in the cells;
if they were able to crawl much they
would certainly be able to reach the
cluster and stores.
I have not noticed
that all bees that die of starvation have
"
the abdomen always full of dvsentery
feces."

Bees that die of dysentery have their

abdomen distended with a watery

fecal

;

;

;

WM.

They

A

4,

matter, while, on the other hand, bees
that die of starvation, the abdomen
seems to be about the normal size.
Again, bees that die of dysentery arenot usually found in the cluster, and
stuck fast in the cells, a condition which
is nearly always noticed when they have
died of starvation.
Mr. L. W. Wren, on page 117 of theAmerican Bee Journal, asks if his
bees will go 1 V, miles to a grove Of linden, and as that question was not answered, I would say, that grove is within
utilized to advantage.
Foul brood may be produced in an- easy range of his bees.
Our bees have been set back by the
other way. Separate the brood nest,
when it is already as large as the bees late freezes we have had— 3 killing
freezes
in this month.
Our fruit is
can cover, by carrying the outside
frames to the centre of the hive, thereby nearly all killed in some localities the
Our forest' trees hauV
inviting the queen to enlarge her brood trees will die
beyond the capacity of the bees to keep leaves nearly grown when the last and
coldest snap came the oaks, hickorys
warm.
After writing the above it is not nec- and pecans look like the fall of the year.
Corn
essary for me to say that I do not be- The timber looks dark inside.
lieve it to be a disease any more than was, in many places, frozen root and
branch, and has been planted over.
freezing or drowning is a disease.
Gardens suffered severely, graperies
There are other phases of this subject will not blossom much this season
r
that I should like to refer to but my and our ratan vine is dead
it was
time nor your space will admit of my nearly ready to

" Foul Brood."
doing so.
Burlington, Iowa, April 27, 1881.
I acknowledge, Mr. Editor, that the
few lines I wrote for the Journal simply agreeing, fully, with Mr. Jeffrey's
For the American Bee Journal.
article, without giving my own experience, was rather an easy way of exThe Cause of Dysentery, Etc.
pressing my views on that subject. In

frames of brood.

May

R.

bloom, and is one of our
best honey plants.
Haw and honey locust are in bloom now and bees" are
commencing to work again.
Kingston, Tex., April 25, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

HOWARD.

Double-Boarded Hives.

I have just visited some of the principal bee-keepers in this vicinity ; their
losses have not been heavy compared
with our northern friends. Though we

HENRY ALLEY.
I

have used double- walled hives more

or less since I began bee-keeping, and
had a rough winter our bees were not know from experience that be( s will
winter better in them than they will in
enough
to
cause
dysenlong
confined
As I formerly
tery. Bees are wintered on the summer single-boarded ones.
some had a made these hives, 1 found them expenstands without packing
few boards leaned against the north sive, heavy, and requiring too much
side of the hive as wind-breaks. At work to build. During the past winter
one time my bees showed signs of dys- I made considerable improvement in
entery, but a cleansing flight saved their construction, reducing the quantity of lumber and labor.
As now made
them.
I cannot agree with Dr. E. B. South- they are a very plain and simple Langwick regarding the cause of dysentery, stroth hive. They require the least
viz starvation. In the Doctor's first work to put them up, and are the most
cases the confinement was the cause, as convenient hive in use. There is no
you suggest. I have moved bees a few useless clap-trap work about them. All
7
miles 2 or 3 times within 2 or 3 years, the lumber is 8 thick butt pieces. The
;

:

during rainy weather, and if they could
have a good cleansing flight they suffered no'inconvenience, but if not, they
suffer more or less from dysentery. In
one case, 2 years ago, I moved 2 colonies a rain came on before I got home
with them, a "norther" came up. and
it was 3 days before they were able to
get out, and when they came out they
were diseased and I lost them they
had plenty of honey and brood. I
bought a colony from a neighbor and
moved it home; the weather was fine
but there was not much honey to gather,
and not being well provided with a
suitable room in which to transfer them,
1 transferred them in the shop one
morning while it was raining, to avoid
being troubled with robbers. The rain
continued 3 days, so that they were
housed all this time; they had plenty
I lost nearly }i with dysenof honey
tery. This was last spring. I also lost
2 colonies at the same time that had not
been disturbed in the least, and they
were in good condition, with plenty of
honey and brood. Those that showed
;

;

;

brood chamber, bottom board and outer
all independent of each other.
They will be found a cool hive in summer, as there is an air-space of nearly
an inch between the brood-box and
outer case. In winter this can be filled
with chaff, or left vacant, just as one
The bottom section of the
desires.
outer case is 1J£ inches above the top of
the brood-box. This is left so that the
chaff cushion will tuck down in the air
space, and out of the way of the cap,
and prevent upward ventilation. I use
a rack holding 21 two-pound sections on
cases are

these hives, and wooden separators instead of tin. By making the top section
of the outer case 12 inches deeper, double the number of boxes can be used at
one time, or what perhaps would be better, make an extra section to use incase
two sets of caps are needed.
I will describe in as few words as possible the way these hives are made The
bottom board is V7% inches wide by 24
long the grain of the wood running
the shortest way. I do not match them
as the joints are always tight, they come
:

;
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Clamps for the In Syria and other countries in the East,
bottom board ? s of an inch square, by bees are kept in clay cylinders, one end
•22\ long. These are nailed on from
of which is entirely closed, and the other
the edge 15-16 of an inch. The broodbox sits inside the clamps, and the outer partially. No frames are used in these.
We have no knowledge of a barrelcase outside of them.
Brood-box Sides 10 inches wide, io 7 n shaped frame hive if made, it was not
front end u m.
in. long, Jf| in. thick
successful enough to be worthy a place
in. wide
wide. 14
long; back end

so near the ground.

The following

;

it

1

.,

perpetuation in use.

Ed.]

14 l a long, both pieces ? „ thick. Nail
the sides to the ends, and let them project above the ends at the top % inch.
This makes the rabbet for the frames to
rest on.
Cover the rabbet with a piece
thick, 2 in. wide, and IS% in. long.
Outer case 9 pieces in all. Sides bottom section 11^x24 in.; ends ll 1 and

in history or

Cut entrance in one end I4x>_,
in.; with a circular saw take out of top
-edge a strip 7-lfion and l4 in. down, and
the same on the bottom edge of the cap,
on the inside edge. This is so the two
sections will match together, and keep
Top
•out the water and cold winds.
section: sides 7x24 in., ends 7x16%. If
pitched roof is wanted, saw ends 2 in.
wider, and taper from the center to the
•ends to the same width of the sides of

better success than
the past long, cold winter, that has been
reported so universally disastrous to
bees. I cannot see what the long cold
winter has to do with success as long as
the bees are in proper condition and
kept so inside a warm house. On April
15 I put out 140 colonies that had not
They
seen the sunlight since Nov. 15.
seemed quite astonished by the warm
Their Rip
sunshine of an April day.
Van Winkle sleep had carried them over
a long experience of 5 months of cold
and storm in the outside world. Four
rather weak colonies only had pushed
by, getting away from their stores and
starving.
I am satisfied that I could
have kept them in a month longer in
good condition, but did not deem it wisdom to do so as brood rearing had nearly
ceased for lack of pollen and water. I
fed flour liberally for a few days, when
They are donatural pollen appeared.
ing nicely, filling up with brood and
young bees. I wintered 70 colonies at
another place in another bee house, but
could not obtain the condition I considered necessary for certain success.
These did not winter quite so wT ell, the
loss being 6 light colonies mostly, although from the same cause before
mentioned. The bees, too, were not all
in that fine bright condition of the others. These were set out at i% months.
They are also doing well now. No cushions, no chaff packing, no feedinghoused in a bee-house constructed for
the purpose in view of success temperature average about 40° artificial heat
at times the bees gorged themselves
all the fall on apples, peaches and
grapes
about
of the colonies were
light in stores when put up I wintered
in the same place during the warm
winter of one year ago with equal success. I am entirely unshaken by the
numerous reports of the fearful disaster
in wintering.
I am quite certain that
with proper management bees may be
wintered with as much certainty a"s any
stock, at all times.
East Townsend, O., April 29, 1881.

by

Time and Place

1881.

bridge,

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintered Very Successfully.

10— N. W.

the cover. Top boards 10 1 ,,x2H in. Strip
to cover joint 2x26 in. Those who have
never made a Langstroth hive may have
to puzzle over this some, while an old
band will readily understand it.
This hive is so plain and simple in
•construction, as well as very handy and
convenient in every way, that it will

commend

itself to all.

embodies

It

all

the main features of the standard Langstroth hive. As double-walled hives are
-coming into general use, this description
may be of some benefit to many of the
readers of the Bee Journal.

Wenham, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Purely-Mated Queens this Year.
J.

BOLES.

know

Inside of a radius of 8 miles I

of several who went into winter quarters with from 50 to 70 colonies, and all

H. R.
I

never

BOAKDMAN.

now

dead.

I

left alive inside of the

;

;

;

;

;

;

J. A. Bucklew, Sec, Clarks, O.
at Lansing, Mich.
Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
M. Bean, Sec, MiUrawville, N. Y.
Wisconsin, at LaCrosse, Wis.

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

C

11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
N. E. France, 8ec, Plattevllle, Wis.
12. 13— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at McKinney, Collin Co., Texas.
W. R. Hi .ward. Sec. Kingston. HunlCc.Tex.
17-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at H, W. Lee's,

had

do not know of a bee
above distance
except my own, and they have suffered
badly. I put into winter quarters 9 colonies, in good order, in double-wall
hives, with a space of 3 inches all around,
%
the bottom filled with dry pine sawdust,
and sawdust cushions on top, and even
1 have only 2 left. I examined them today, and found them in good order, with
brood in all stages. The bees were carrying in pollen very fast where they
get it I cannot make out. Can you tell
me V In fact they appear as busy to-day
almost as at any time last summer.
Among the lamented dead are colonies
having 3 choice Italian queens and 1
Cyprian queen, all from the apiary of
[ We take pleasure in congratulating
D. A. Jones. The only ones left alive Mr. Boardman on his success. We have
are some of my own rearing. Nearly
heard of several who had good success
all bee-keepers in this part have been
in house-wintering.— Ed.]
using the old box hive and black bees
but these are things of the past. No
trouble to have purely-mated queens
For the American Bee Journal.
this is one consolation at
this year
Packing Bees for Winter.
least. I cannot afford to have my beefixtures lying around and having only
B. M. LINGLE.
2 colonies of Dees to attend to. I must
look around me and try and buy 5 or 6
good colonies, so that when I get the
Quite late last fall I put 31 colonies
blues in my office, I can have something into winter quarters 10 Deing weak nuto take up my leisure time. I have a clei. I fed 125 lbs. coffee A sugar. Just
few questions to ask, which you will before cold weather sets in is the time
kindly answer, if not imposing too much to do the packing. I use dry goods
onyourspace. 1. Have you any knowl- boxes about 6 inches larger than the
edge of any hives having been made hives take the top and bottom off and
round, in the shape of a barrel, and so set the box over the hive cut a notch
arranged as to lie on their side V 2. If in the box to correspond with the enso, please give dimensions of hive, and trance of the hive place three blocks
how made ? 3. Had it movable frames from front of hive to box, and pack all
if so, were they made circular like a bar- around with chaff
after this is done,
rel hoop, and of what material made, take the top off the hive and replace it
and how arranged in the hive ? 4. Was with a blanket, then fill with chaff. This
entrance in the side or end 1 Allow me will leave the chaff 6 inches deep over
to thank you for the picture of yourself and around the hive. After this is all
which you gave us some time ago. I done, put the top on the box to keep all
must say you are rather a handsome- dry. I have been packing in this way
looking man to be a bee-keeper also, for several years, and have wintered
to congratulate you on the success of successfully. After unpacking, I find
the Weekly Bee Journal. Of all the my bees in fair condition
2 nuclei,
papers coming into my office, none are covering but 3 combs, froze 2 starved,
as welcome as the Weekly Bee Jour- and 1 was queenless. I united this one
nal.
with a weak colony, which leaves me 20
Ridgeway, Ont., April 20, 1881.
colonies in fair condition. I think the
chaff packing is the successful way to
[ It requires more knowledge of your
winter bees in this latitude. Success to
surroundings than we possess, to inform the American Bee Journal.
you where your bees are getting pollen.
Paoli, Ind., April 25, 1881.
are

Cam

L. H. Pammel. 8ec.
11— Eastern New York, at Sehohnrie, N. Y.
W. S. Ward. Sec, Fuller's Station, N. V.

10,

.,,

in.

Valley, at

Co., 0.

10 --Cortland

:

;

,,

Guernsey

5—Central Michigan,

:i

7

of Meeting.

May 4— Tuscarawas and Muskingum

;

it;

the

programme:

;

Looal Convention Directory.

;

,,

is

Regular order of business.
Annual address by Pros. W. J. Ashworth.
Address by T. O. Newman, editor of American Beo
Journal subject, Rise, Progress, Present Condition
and Future Prospects of American Apiculture.
KsBay— Profitable extent of bee-keeping, by James

:

1

Rooms
May 5.

ciation will convene in Pioneer
of the State Capitol at Lansing,

Pecatonica, Hi.
J. Stewart, Sec.
17— N. W. Union, at Hastings, Minn.
F. B. Dorothy, Sec

19—Champlain Valley, at

Heddon, Dowaglac
Essay— Requisites of an Apiary, by
South Haven.

11.

A. Burob.

Essay -Some important facta In bee-keeping, br
Prof. A. J. Cook, Michigan Agricultural College.
Discussions and remarks.
Examination of exhibits.
All exhibitors of supplies are requested to send
samples to the Secretary, with prices and descriptions attached, and all transportation charges must
be prepaid by the exhibitors. Geo. L. Pekhy, Sec.

©"The Southwestern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will meet at the
residence of W. 15. Wallis, at Darlingon Wednesday, May

ton, Wis.,
at 10 a.m.

11, 1881,

Bristol. Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec.
National, at Lexington. Ky.
State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct, 11, 1:2— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
12 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louisville. Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

Sept.

—Kentucky

XW In order to have this

Table complete. Secretaare requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
ries

—

There will be an opportunity given for questions
and answers. Interesting papers will be read, among
which may be mentioned
Location of Apiary, by E. France.
Implements of the Apiary, by R. D. Wilson.
Feeding Extracted Honey to Produce Comb Honey, by Dr. C. Abraham.
Foundation, anil its Advantages, by D. R.Sylvester.
Bee Forage, by H. Gilmore.
Preparation for Winter, by George Fox.
Wintering Bees, by Reese Powell.
Advantage in Preparing Papers, by E. France.
Profitable Bee-Keeping, by E. Pike.
Bee-Keeping, will It Pay ? by N. E. France.
The Pri/.e Essay of the N. IS, Convention, on Howto make the Apiary the most Profitable, by George
W. House, of Fayetteville, N. Y.
:

Texas. I have received and accepted
the resignation of Vice-President F. F.
Collins, and at his suggestion have apA cordial invitation Is given to all.
pointed Judge W. H. Andrews, of McN. E. France, Sec, Plattevllle, Wis.
Kinney, Texas, to fill the vacancy in
the office of Vice-President for Texas of
(^" Programme of the Northwestern
the North American Bee-Keepers' SoBee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Hasciety.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
tings, Minn.,

ijgT

meet
June

The bee-keepers
in

of Missouri will

Convention at Mexico, Mo., on

May

17, 1881

:

1.— Address of Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
2.— Reports of committees.
3.— Reports from all— number, kind and condition
of bees.
4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tidball, on honey-producing plants and flowers.
5.— A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
as food and medicine.
G.— Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
Avery, of St. Oroix Falls, Wis.
7.— A paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
Taylor's Falls, Minn.
8.— A paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of Farmington.
9.— Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion. In
addition to the above, the followingaubjects are suggested
1.— Essential properties of a good bee hive.
2.— How to prevent and cure foul brood.
3.— How to prevent spring dwindling.
4.— Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural

2, 1881, at 10 a. m., and hold a session two days. Dr. N. P. Allen, of
Smith's Grove, Ky., President of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Association, is expected to be present to assist
in organizing a Bee-Keepers' Association
other leading bee-men are ex
pected, due notice of which will be
given. The programme will be pub
lished in a short time and will embrace
such questions as will be of interest
both to the novice and practical apiarist.
All are invited to partake of and swarming.
Appointment of committees.
assist in this much needed organizaElection of officers. Adjournment.
tion.
Those that cannot come will contW~ All bee-keepers are cordially invited. EnterF. B. DOBOTHYSee.,
fer a favor by giving us a communica- tainment free.
tion on some subject of interest to bee
P. P. Collier, Vice Pres.
men.
©•The Annual Meeting of the SoN. A. B. K. Association, for Mo.
ciety for the promotion of Agricultural
All papers of Missouri please copy.
Science will be at Cincinnati, on Tuesday, Aug. 16, 1881, the day preceding
Washtenaw County and the sessions of the American Associal^g" The
Southeastern Michigan Bee-Keepers" tion for the advancement of science.
Association will meet at the Court
House, in Ann Arbor, Thursday, May
Honey and Beeswax Market.
N. A. Prudden, Pres.
12, 1881.
;

:

BUYBBS' QUOTATIONS.

fg" The next meeting of the N. W.

W.

Wisconsin Bee-KeepIllinois and S.
ers' Association, will be held at H. W.
Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica, Winnebago county, Ills., on the 17th of May,
1881.

J.

Stewart,

l^The Texas Bee-Keepers'

and broken

lots.

NEW

tion will hold their third annual Convention at Judge W. H. Andrews'
apiary, in McKinney, Collin Co., Texas,
on the 12th and 13th days of May, 1881.
Wm. K. Howard, Sec,
Kingston, Hunt Co., Texas.

dark, 15817.

YORK.

HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
packages, 1413170.; dark 11@I2 large boxes 2c less.—
White extracted, 9@10c; dark, 7@8c.
;

BEESWAX.— Prime

quality, 20@25c.

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.— The market
good, at for the best.
is

:

i

Oc.

for extracted clover honey
is of slow sale at 16c.

Comb honey

BEESWAX -18@22c

N. Y.
Associa-

Extracted, T^imy^c.

BEESWAX.—Choice yellow, 2uig,23c;

Sec.

^"The Eastern New York BeeKeepers' Association will hold a Convention in the Court House at Schoharie,
N. Y.,May lOand 11. All interested in
bee-keeping are cordially invited to atW. S. Ward, Sec.
tend.
Fuller's Station,

HONEY—

The market is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at 15(§)lHc. for strictly choice white comb in 1
and 2 lb.boxes; at HK.512C for common dark-colored

C. F.

MUTH.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE V.— Since the 1st inst. there have been exported 1.303 cases and 2."> bbls. to Liverpool, and 50
cases to Svdney. Receipts in same time have been
103 bbls. and 18 kegs. Prices remain the
same, with a good supply of extracted still on hand.
We quote white comb, 12@14c; dark togood,9@llc.
Extracted, choice to extra white, 687c; dark and
candied, 5@r»^c.
580oues

BEESWAX— 22ra24c, as

to color.
423
Cal., April 16, 1881.

Steakns & Smith,

San Francisco,

Front Street.

CLUBBING LIST.
(^" The North Western Wisconsin
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
Bee-keepers Association will meet at and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
Germama Hall, LaCrosse, Wis., on' pricea quoted in the last column of figures. The
Tuesday, May 10, at 10 a. m. All inter- first column Rives the regular price of both
ested in bee-keeping are requested to be
Publishers' Price. Club.
.$2 00
The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
present.
L. H. Pammel, Jr., Sec
:

.

;

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepera' Magazine A. .I.King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange) J. H.Nellis).
The 4 above-named papers

3 00.. 2
3 00.. 2
2 75. . 2
4 75. . 3
W.Thomas)
2 50. . 2
Instructor
Bee-Keepera'
2 50. . 2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Uill)
5 75. . 5
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25.. 3
2 40.. 2
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
(

8^" The Northern

Michigan

Keepers' Association will hold

Bee-

fourth
Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
Clinton Co., Mich., October 11 and 12,
1881.

O. R.

its

David Eishelman. Pres.
Goodno, Sec,Carson City, Mich.

.

I

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, $1.50 less.

less.

75
60
50
75
35
35
00
00
25
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colonies have their hives already

May

Honey Dew.— The Patrons' Guide gives
the following on this subject

filled

with frames of brood, then remove sufficient to accomplish the purpose ; but
where a colony is already feeble, and it
is desirable to build it up rapidly, no
disagreeable work should be imposed
MISCELLANEOUS.
upon the bees to perform, for it will tax
Editor and Proprietor.
their energies sufficiently to provide
Bee-Culture in Kansas. The Quarpollen, water, and do the feeding and terly Report of the Kansas State Board
CHICAGO, ILL.,
4, 1881.
nursing necessary for successful brood- of Agriculture, for the quarter ending
rearing.
strong colony will accom- March 31. 1881, is received, and under
Using Combs in which Brood has Died. plish in a few hours that which would the heading, " Condition of Bees," we
embarrass a weak colony for nearly a find the following item
Please tell us whether decaying brood whole season.
Correspondents from only about half
found in the combs of those colonies that
the counties in the State report at all on
recently perished, has any tendency to
Perfection Honey Box.— Mr. J. E. bees, in their quarterly reports. Reports
create foul brood or anything similar in
its nature, if left to take its own course Moore, of Byron, N. Y., sent us a nice from 15 counties are very favorable,
few days box of honey enclosed in his Perfection the bees having come out of winter
until used next summer?
quarters well, and seem to be in a fair
ago we were cleaning hives and combs Caps, of which the following is a
correct condition Chautauqua, Cherokee, Elk,
from colonies that had lately died, and
representation
Franklin, Harvey, Jackson, Labette,
among the general contents of such
Lincoln, Montgomery, Nemaha, Raw hives we found more or less dead brood
lins, Riley, Saline, Sedgwick and Shawin different stages of putrefaction. On
nee. In the following counties they are
examination, we noticed in some of
reported to have done poorly, in many
these cells a brownish substance, in apcases
from 25 to 50 per cent, having died
pearance some like that found in foul
from the long cold winter and neglect
brood (we imagined), but withoutscent.
Allen, Anderson, Atchison, Bourbon,
It seemed like a waste to cut out of the
Brown, Butler, Cloud, Cowley, Crawcenter of almost perfect combs pieces
ford, Doniphan, Greenwood, Jewell,
as large as one's hand, or larger, for the
Johnson, Leavenworth, Linn, Lyon,
sake of disposing of a few such scatMarshall, Miami, Mitchell, Phillips,
tered cells as mentioned providing there
Pottawatomie, Republic. Wabaunsee.
is no danger or risk in leaving them in.
Washington, Wilson, Woodson, and
Greiner Bros.
All will see that it makes a neat pack- Wyandotte. Those who have made a
Naples, N. Y., April 18, 1881.
success in this industry speak encourIt is not foul brood. The brood was age, very attractive and enticing, and agingly, and say that it'is a want of atfree
from
leakage,
when
glass
is
used.
tention that produced a failure.
deserted by the bees for some cause, and
died perhaps bad been spread, or were These caps are a rapid and beautiful

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

—

MAY

A

:

A

:

r

,

;

not bees enough to properly care for and
keep it warm or for some other cause.
We wonld not, however, leave it in the
hive, nor cut or mutilate it but uncap
those cells in which brood has died, then
put them away in some dry place till the
dead brood has dried and shrunken.
When wanted for use, put them one or
two at a time in the stronger colonies,
where they will be speedily and thoroughly prepared for use. In order to
make them desirable for brood combs,
it is necessary that the cells be ready
for the queen's occupancy as soon as she
reaches the comb, or she will either pass
over the comb entirely or deposit her
eggs here and there wherever she finds
unobjectionable spots. Every close observer has noticed that the queen invariably makes a close inspection of the
cell she proposes using, and unless perfectly clean she will not deposit an egg
in it.
With a cell here and there occupied with deadVlarva, it is easy to imagine how the living larva adjoining may
be more or less liable to become chilled,
as inanimate bodies are not possessed
of the natural heat which pertains to
those living. It is undoubtedly this
natural law which instinctively impels
a " good " queen to deposit her eggs
compactly in an oval space in the comb,
thus economizing to the greatest extent
the heatof each individual larva to help
keep its neighbor warm. To what extent the presence of dead brood in the
combs (which has died from natural
causes) may have caused the death of
contiguous brood we cannot say, but
certainly it has contributed largely to
many of the theories regarding " foul
brood" and its tendencies, and perhaps
in rare instances has had a tendency to
enfeeble many of those bees which survived to maturity.
It may not be out of place, in this
connection, to advise that the stronger
colonies be selected to do all the drudge
work of the apiary, such as cleansing
befouled combs, removing mold from
combs, and pulling out such dead bees
from the cells as will not shake out when
dried arid shrunken. If your strong

method

of glassing.

Bees Without Stings.— The Bienenthe organ of the " Societe
D'Apiculteur d'Alsace-Loraine," remarks as followr s concerning the stingless bees of South America, and their
introduction into the United States

—

;

Zuechter,

®"

4,

"Honey dew" is a name commonly
applied to a sticky substance often seen,
during hot, dry weather in the summer,
on the leaves of hickory and other forest trees. It is not, as many suppose, a
natural deposit from the atmosphere,
given for the especial benefit of bees,
but is exuded from the leaves direct.
Hence " honey dew" may be correctly
termed a partially dried-up sap. Liebig.
in his excellent work, "Agricultural
Chemistry," says "Certain diseases of
trees, for example that called
honey
dew.' evidently depend on the want of
the due proportion between the quantity
of the azotized and that of the unazotized substances which are applied to
them as nutriment."
:

'

—

The Manufacture of (Jlucose. Mr.
Win. Lynch, Maysville, Ky., has sent
us the following from the Cincinnati
Star Times
:

A recent

lawsuit tried before

Judge

Haight. of the Supreme Court of New
York, has revealed to the public the ex-

new manufacture of general
The production of glucose,
"
grape sugar," from corn is of very
or
recent date but of great proportions. It
is estimated that from 12,000,000 to 16,000,000 bushels of corn were consumed
the past year in the manufacture of
tent of a
interest.

this comparatively

new

com-

article of

merce several establishments consuming from 4,000 to 5,000 bushels each per
day. The first use this so-called grape
sugar was put to was in the adulteration of ale, beer, porter and liquors.
The consumption was necessarily' lim;

ited in this direction, but

found that

when

it

was

could be successfully used
in the adulteration of syrups and sugar
the production has increased with startling rapidity.
It was proven in the
case above referred to— Alberger vs.
Hamlin and the Buffalo Grape Sugar
Company that the profits of one firm
amounted to one-half a million dollars
during the year, and that the profits on
the amount of capital invested were
simply fabulous.
A glucose factory is
better than a field of diamonds or a
gold mine.
Of course rivers of this
fraudulent sweetness will soon How
through the land, and permeate every
article of food or drink to which it can
be made to assimilate in any form.
The means for detecting the adulteration are very easy.
Glucose being
less soluble than sugar, settles to the
bottom of the cup and, when left to
dry, forms a hard film, similar to gelatine.
On the surface of syrup thus
adulterated a film or skin forms on exposure to the air, which becomes corrugated as the exposure is prolonged.
These tests are capable of detecting a
very small percentage of the foreign element in sugar or syrup.
it

This issue of the Bee Journal,
the first in the month, goes to all the
subscribers of the Weekly, Monthly
and Semi-Monthly. Should any of the
latter wish to change to the Weekly,
" The discovery has been made in
they can do so at any time, by paying South America of yellow bees, without
stings, and some bee-keepers of the Unithe difference.
ted States have taken the preliminary
steps to import this bee into that coun^TN. Langers, Belgium, Wis., has try. We have informed our readers that
wintered without loss 70 colonies, in a Mr. Benton, a bee-keeper of the United
States, went to the Island of Cyprus and
bee house, constructed with double from there to the Island of Java, to
walls filled, like ice-houses, having an study the Apis Dorsata, and would
underground tunnel 50 feet long, for try to import some specimens of these
into America. It is said that this bee
ventilation it is also provided with up
is much larger than our handsomest
ward ventilation.
queens. Let us hope that Mr. Newman.
after what he said in the Convention at
Cincinnati about the improvement in
^"Dr. N.P.Allen, Smith's Grove, the race of bees, will be able to cross
Ky., President of the National Society, this bee with the one without sting, then
desires the Bee Associations and Vice- we will have the bee of the future a very
Presidents for the different States, to precious bee, which nobody will fear,
and having a longer tongue and larger
send him statistical information con- body, will be able to feed on our imcernining bees and honey in time for mense red clover fields, the nectar of
use at the National Convention at Lex- which is not very accessible to the ordiThe Palaski, N. Y., Democrat renary bees."
ington next fall.
marks as follows, concerning Professor
Cook's " Manual of the Apiary :"
(JIucosc.
In the London Journal of
gg* We have received the following
This excellent work has reached its
Horticulture, Mr. Frank Cheshire, while
late Catalogues of apiarian supplies
thousand.
This shows the apcommenting upon the discussions on seventh
preciation of that book by that portion
A. B. Weed, Detroit, Mich
pages adulteration in the American Bee of the public interested in bee-culture.
Bees and supplies.
Journal, says
We advise all to buy the book who are
interested in rearing bees; if von are
II. II. Brown, Light Street, Pa.— 12
Adulteration with glucose is a base
interested in the entomology of the bee;
pages Bees and apiarian supplies.
fraud which all good men must reproif you want to be posted in bee-botany
Win. Ballentine & Son, Sago, O.— bate.
.Its use as an adulterant is most
if you would learn of bee-enemies
and
page— Queens and bees.
disgraceful, and all should join hands
even if you are only in pursuit of inJ. T. Scott & Bro.. Crawfish Springs, in fearlessly doing our level best to get
structive reading, told in an interesting
Ga. Italian bees, queens, hives, etc.
the right ticket put upon any man (and
manner, by one who thoroughly underhis wares) who descends to a practice
stands his subject.
which, if it does not lower him, wrongs
HiT Bev. A. Salisbury, Camargo, 111., all those who are striving to do hon8S" An exchange gives the following
Glucose, although chemically
desires to have the following correction estly.
like a portion of honey, is altogether " phuimy-dote :"
made
wanting in that which makes honey
" Did any of you ever see a bee's
what it is. Its aroma, the delicate disI see you have accredited the article
sting ? " inquired a teacher of a class.
I
wrote Cor and which was read at tillment from a thousand Bowers inim" I have," exclaimed one.
the North Eastern Convention, to L. itable and incommunicable alike, is not
" Where V" asked the teacher.
gives
he
who
the
one
and
for
the
there,
M. Wainwrigbt, Noblesville, Ind. or
'Stuck in the nose of a fellow that
course it was through mistake and not other is as truly criminal as he who caught a tiee and tried to smell it,"
said
intentional.
Nevertheless, I regret tenders knowingly a base coin.
the boy, laughing.
having been the cause of laying so much
imperfection to the charge of another.
^rThe man who will purchase a 4g"The Wisconsin Farmer fully apThe essay was printed just as it came number of colonies of bees, set them up proves the articles on " Planting for
in
some out-of-the-way place, and give Honey," which have from time to time
from the Secretary. The Bee Jourthe matter no further attention, should appeared in the Bee Journal, and
nal is in no way responsible for the keep
out of the business altogether.— copied a portion of one of them, with a
credit.
Grange Bulletin.
a very warm indorsement.
:

;

—

—

l^

—

:

—

—

;

.

.

;

—
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Robber Dees.— I have learned a successful remedy for robbing.
I find out
the hives the robber bees conic from,
then feed them with syrup made of coffee A sugar, placing it over the brood
and letting it run down over the COBB OS,
Utilizing Old Combs.—I put into winter quarters last fall 14 colonics of bees

chaff hives; only 4 of them came
alive, and they are not very
strong. I have 80 frames, containing
125 to 150 lbs. of honey, from the colonies that died, anil am desirous of building up again how can I best use these
frames of honey and comb ? Please inform me through the next Journal.
B. E. Miles.
Glenwood, Pa., April 22, 1SS1.
in

through

—
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Amber Cane Syrup, etc.— I have built
honey-house and intend ceiling it inmatched pine lumber. Would
you till the space (4 inches) with sawdust ? Would you use green sawdust,
if you
could not get it dry V Do you
think it would do bees any harm to feeil
them amber cane syrup mixed with an
equal amount Of honey, during the fore
part of May ? I packed 28 colonies of
bees in wheat chaff on their summer
a

side with

and if they do not stop robbing then, 1
pour it over the brood until it runs out
at the entrance, and that gives them
work to keep other bees out of the hive.
It matters not how rich a colony is. feed
it as I direct, and you will conquer the stands last fall, of which I lost :(.
A
robbers every time. I do this feeding good many bee-keepers about here have
early in the morning, and my bees arc lost all their bees.
Denman.
G. II.
all living and doing well.
Within six
Pittsford, Mich., April 20, 1881.
miles of my apiary I do not know of but
[Have the material dry with which you
3 colonies living now.
I live in hopes
of a good honey harvest.
pack the air-space, whether it be sawR. M. Osborn.
dust, chaff, tan-bark, etc., and have a
Kane, 111., April 21, 1881.

well-regulated ventilator. When bees
Wintered Well.— Spring has come at are flying freely, we think you can feed
last.
Such a winter man has seldom amber cane syrup and honey with perbeen called on to endure. My bees win- fect safety.— Ed.]
Journal.— Ed.]
tered well on the summer stands, withNine-Tenths of the Bees Dead. —Nearly out any protection, and I lost but one.
Losses in Central Wisconsin. Bees
9-10 of the bees in this section are dead': They died in all parts of the hive— scathereabouts are somewhat dead. D. H.
a few will purchase sparingly others tered in the upper and lower stories
Many feel but few together. They were strong, Wright went into winter quarters with
will abandon the pursuit.
7 colonies, and came through with all
that a part of the family have died— with plenty of sealed honey. Why was
All feel that it this V Neither combs nor hive "were alive, but 1 was queenless. I had 14 in
their pets are missed.
the fall and lost 4 2 of the 10 left are
P. P. Collier.
is as necessary to care for our bees as soiled.
weak. D. D. Daniher had the same
Mexico, Mo., April 17, 1881.
The
for chickens, pigs and calves.
number as myself, and lost all but one.
roads are impassable in some places, be[Probably during a milder spell the All the above were wintered out-doors
ing blocked still with snow. The Rock
cluster became divided, when a sudden in chaff and straw. Cellar-wintering,
River is as high as it has been for 30
change occurring in the weather, the from what I hear, has been no better.
A. Rice.
years.
man by the name of Long lost all but
Byron, 111., April 21, 1881.
bees became chilled, and thus perished A
5 out of some 40 colonies put into the
before they could again unite.— Ed.]
cellar.
John Corscot.
Best Hive for Use in Germany.— In
Madison, Wis., April 21, 1881.
this part of Germany we have two prinBees in Good Condition.— I keep only
cipal crops first,the rape, which blooms 20 colonies— have no time to attend to
Had So Winter Flight.— I placed 157
in April and May, and second, the lin- more. I lost one during the past winin the cellar Nov. 22
removed
den, which blooms in June and July. ter; all the rest are in tine condition. colonies
The first is the most important. Now, The one lost would have come through them to their summer stands April 21
found 9 dead and most all of the reI would submit you these questions
all right had I not unintentionally negmaining 148 in good condition. The
What is the best hive ? Is it better to lected to give it proper care last fall.
temperature in our cellar was 45° to 52°.
nave large populations in large hives,
G. Tompkins.
Mr.
Geo. W. House, of Fayetteville, in
or small ones in small hives?
Cincinnati, O., April 27, 1881.
his essay read before the North Eastern
II. Butsch, Jr.
Bee-Keepers' of New York, says a winAlsace, Germany, March 26, 1881.
The Loss in Michigan Two-Thirds.— ter flight is necessary for successful
Langstroth
is
the
best
standard
[The
As near as I can learn the loss of bees wintering. I do not agree with him.
for your latitude. This holds 10 frames, in Michigan has been % up to this time. Our bees have wintered well for the
The season has opened very fine now, past two seasons without a flight.
Yl% inches long by 9% deep. It is bet- and
bees are gathering a little honey
C. M. WOOLVER.
ter to have a large population in a me- from soft maples, which seldom yield
Hallsville, N. Y., April 26, 1881.
dium-sized hive— that is, a hive which honey in this latitude. Daffodils are
a good queen will always keep well filled some of the earliest flowers that bees
Wintered in the Cellar Without Loss.—
work on here.
J. O. Shearman.
with brood. Many of our successful
I put 39 colonies in the cellar Nov. 1,
New Richmond, Mich., April 26, 1881. and
took them out April 20 all had livhoney producers remove two or three
ing bees in them, but 3 were queenless,
frames from the brood chamber, substiThe Cause of Bee Mortality.— In this and these I united with 3 weak ones. I
tuting division boards in their place, at vicinity last fall there were 462 colonies, now have 36 in fine condition. They
now
there are only 100. The few in were confined 170 days.
the beginning of the honey flow, thus
There is a rechaff hives are doing well.
The cause markable absence of brood, only 3 have
leaving the lower story entirely to the
of this mortality began a year ago. East any sealed, but the queens have tilled
queen, and forcing the bees above with April was hard on the bees in June
from 2 to 3 frames each with eggs durtheir surplus. Bear in mind, you never they were starving.
For about a week ing the past 4 days. The bees are carwell
then it came off rying pollen the weather is delightful
can make your hive too populous for the in July bees did
so hot that they did not make quite a but the snow is a foot deep in the woods;
best results in honey. Ed.]
living from that time out.
So they did as my bees all have a good supply of
not have enough food to live on, and honey I do not anticipate any further
put
9 colonies some of us resorted to feeding sugar. I
Upward Ventilation.— I
losses.
My bees are pure blacks and
in the cellar early in the winter one of tried grape sugar with coffee sugar, hybrids
the blacks wintered the best.
them was very weak and of course it equal parts. (No more grape sugar for I also put 15 colonies of Italians (a neighI put on one me to feed bees on in the winter.) Bees
died 2 had chaff boxes.
bor's) in my cellar, only 8 of which came
and when I tried to put on the other, in good chaff hives will winter well if out alive. Mrs. P., who had 26 colonies
the bees were very cross I put down they need food give them candy made on the summer stands, covered with
the cover and thought I would leave of good sugar early in October, and snow, lost all; others have lost
heavily.
them a little while, but being very busy they will winter weil even though it be
D. II. HorKiNS.
at that time, I neglected to attend to it, as severe as the one just past.
Bear Lake, Mich., April 24, 1881.
and the result was I lost the colony. I
Hartford, Wis.
I. S. Crowfoot.
have 7 colonies left in good condition.
Wintered in a Clamp Without Loss.—
I am convinced that the cellar is the
Rather Discouraging. My report is
place to winter in and also that upward rather discouraging I have but a mere I commenced the season with 40 coloventilation is required mine were all shadow to build upon. I have but 2 nies, increased to 70, obtained 1,650 lbs.
open at the top except the one that colonies left from 22 in the fall but I of comb honey. "Nearly all were in box
died. Most of the bees in this vicinity expect to fill my yard and get some hives, but I put the swarms in frame
hives, one of which gave- me 130 lbs..
are dead except those in cellars.
honey. There has been reported to me
and 2 others about 100 lbs. each. I
T. Parke.
State Centre, Iowa.
within a radius of 10 miles. 838 colonies
buried 66 colonies Nov. 13-15, and took
put into winter quarters, of which only 34 out of the first trench April
22, and
Bees Wintered Successfully.— I win- 140 are alive now; I think not more 32 out of the other trench the 24th all
tered my bees in the bee bouses, the than 100 will live to see the clover alive, but a few of them
are weak
loss being so small that I do not miss bloom.
Bees were nearly all wintered bees but have plenty of honey and in
to
them in the yard. They are in unusu- on their summer stands, but very few spare. Everybody who left their
bees
ally good condition for the season.
I being packed or given any special care.
out-of-doors through the winter, in this
have as yet handled but few and do not Mr. G. P. Wilcox had 7 colonies packed locality, have lost nearly all, and some
care to disturb them until it becomes with chaff cushions on sides and top, all have lost badly when wintering
in celI will comply with request came through strong, while his neighnecessary'.
lars, so I think I can cry "Eureka"
of Mr. Reynolds in a short time— see bor lost over 40 out of 47 they were
out of 66.
My bees when I lose none 1).
fiage 118, No. 15. 1 know how it goes to black bees in log gums.
B. BOOMHOWER.
ose my bees in past years, before I had brought in the first pollen on the 19th
Rensselaerville, N. Y., April 2-5, 1881.
so much experience. Now, when I can inst. I like the Weekly Bee Journal
[Mr. B's report is refreshing in the
look on, it is about as it used to be with so well that I should take it if my
I am bees had all died.
us, they died through the water.
Accept our thanks midst of disasters. We should like to
more than pleased with the Weekly for your efforts in giving us such a pa- have him give his manner of
preparing
Bke Journal ; could not keep house per so well suited to our wants.
the clamp, etc., for a future number of
without it.
P. A. RlEGLE.
J. II. Robertson.
Pewamo, Mich., April 27, 1881.
Arlington. O., April 28, 1881.
the Bee Journal.— Ed.]

[You

will find full

instructions

for

them to the best advantage on
pages 86 and 100 of the Weekly Bee
utilizing

—

Pollen From Sawdust.— In this climate. New York, at an altitude varying from 1,300 to 2,000 feet above tide
waters, no pollen is yet obtainable from
any source. Bees work lively to-day on
farina of grain.
At least 35 per cent.
of the stock of bees in this region last
fall have gone " where the woodbine
twineth."
Even in chaff hives bees do
not. survive long winters without a due

allowance of honey, and with both of
those conditions present we have the
phenomena of dead colonies in the winter and spring, nor does chaff packing
triumph over other modes of salvation.
The first time that bees gathered any
thing to store in their hives, this season, was April 14th, and the first material gathered was sawdust.
Green or
newly cut white ash trees were sawed
into reaper teeth and the dust was
taken from under the rows and carried
upon land near by.
Bees literally
swarmed over the heaps of sawdust.
The bees loaded their legs with a whitish substance, somewhat glutinous and
sweetish.
The dust is rich in the material gathered by the bees.

;

;

C. J.

Robinson.

Riehford, N. Y., April 23, 1881.

—

The Result. The long winter is over
and genial spring is here.
What bees
I have are now bringing in pollen from
soft maples. I wintered 13 colonies on
the south side of a tight board fence
and lost 3; and I wintered 18 where the

wind blew on them and

now

13 colonies

Mrs.

well.

Elvaston,

111.,

lost 15. I have
appear to be doing

all

;

M. Kingsley.

C.

April

28, 1881.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

Melilot Clover as a Fertilizer. Is melclover of much value to plow under
to enrich poor or heavy clay soil ? If
it is a good fertilizer, it will do good to
have that fact known in connection with
ilot

its

may

not be fully
P. Moyer.

known.

Clark, Pa., April 25, 1881.

[As we have heretofore stated, melian excellent fertilizer some claim

lot is

that

;

it is

superior to red clover.

Ed.]

Lost (5 out of 22 Colonies?— I had 22
colonies last fall 11 in Langstroth hives
packed with chaff on the sides and top,

—

and

Kidder hives.

I lost 3 in each
Nine-tenths of the bees
in this section are dead.
N. wintered
90 on the summer stands and lost 60
W.. 24 in box hives and lost all O. had
40, and but 3 weak ones remain
R. 17,
and 1 left A. wintered 22 in the cellar,
and has 3 now G. 14, none left 50 or
60 more have lost bees in about the same
11 in

kind of hives.

;

;

;

;

;

During swarming time, will it
be safe to cut out the queen-cells and
turn the queen loose, without caging?
I consider the Bee JouitNALas a weekly
very valuable, and much more so than
a monthly.
L. Densmore.
Livonia Station, N. Y., April 27, 1881.

ratio.

[ It is not always safe to do so, but as
a general rule, during the commotion
and confusion incident to swarming,
the advent of a strange queen passes

without notice.

Ed.]

Lost 13 out of 42 Colonies.— Bees are
picking up nicely during the last week.
The cold
I lost 13 out of 42 colonies.
spell in March was the worst on them.

Cause of

loss

:

insufficient ventilation.

C. P. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., April 25, 1881.

Once 14

;

;

The fertilizing value

other qualities.

of white clover, also,

it.

;

Just as

Sow None.— There you have
I

began to

flatter

myself

knew something about bees,
along came blizzard after blizzard, and
that I

snow

after snow,

to give

up; and

till

I

to get Cyprians, or

the poor bees had

— well, I— shall

have

something

else, and
locality all the

begin anew. In this
bees are dead— not one left.
Some of
my bees were in single and some in
hives
some
double-walled
in old and

—

in new hives— those that lived the
longest were in new double-walled hives.
May the frequent visits of the Weekly
Bee Journal continue to cheer its
readers for years to come.
A. G. Benedict.
Millard, Wis., April 11, 1881.

some
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?
Where the bees are to come
Much Encouraged.— I am much enSPECIAL NOTICES.
from to replenish is something I don't couraged by reading the Weekly Bee
know. But I think any persons not too Journal, as I have wintered Scolonies
®"Single copies of the Journal are
loss, which is
far away, having bees for sale, who successfully, without
may advertise them in the Bee Jour- more than my neighbors have done. sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
were boxed and packed in chaff, after nal, will get hundreds of orders from Nearly all I have conversed with have
lost heavily.
I have double-walled,
W. G. Walton.
the most approved methods, but ex- this section.
®°The attention of bee-keepers is
movable frame hives, and use absorb- directed to the advertisement of ChamHamilton, Canada, April 20, 1881.
posed to the west and north winds.
To these I give pion Bee Hive Manufacturing Co.
ents over the frames.
After reading the reports given in the
Bee Journal, with the experience of It Pays to Take the Weekly.— Every credit for my success in wintering.
S. Oviatt.
years and the lessons taught by the bee- apiarist should take the Weekly Bee
Newton Falls, O., April 25, 1881.
keepers in this section, I am satisfied Journal. Last year I lost money sim6J" Those who may wish to change
any
one
that it is more the place than
from other editions to the Weekly, can
ply because the Monthly did not reach
condition.
One of our bee-keepers re- me in time to tell me that the crop was
Packed in Wild Hay.— I packed 3 col- do so by paying the difference.
ports a loss of 28 out of 30 in box hives un- short. I sold my honey a few days too onies of hybrids in wild hay last Noprotected and on the summer stands
soon. We are finally favored with some vember. They had no flight till March,
^- The Volume of the Bee Jouranother had 70, all boxed in chaff with warm weather. On Saturday, April 23, when they were all right. Now the
shingled caps, all dead but 20; another the mercury reached 66- Fahr., and lots parent colony is dead and one is weak nal for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.
had 17, all dead another 60, a few weak of bees swarmed out I hope to have and one strong.
L. C. Wemple.
several had from 3 to 10, all
ones left
Roger's Park, 111., April 21, 1881.
II. B. Rolfe.
some left.
a Mr. Stinson had 113 placed
are dead
Westfield, N. Y., April 24, 1881.
(£S"WT hen changing a postoffice adon the east side of a large building and
think
of
the
bees
dress,
mention the old address as well
I
Results.—
Good
%
very much protected on all sides, boxed
Uee-Keeping in Kansas.— The losses in this section are dead. I wintered 50 as the new one.
in coarse straw, and all are strong and
the balcolonies with a loss of only 2
healthy another, situated on the east of bees in this vicinity have not been
I owe my
will probably ance are in good condition.
(^ We have prepared Ribbon Badges
side of a chestnut grove, with box hives accurately ascertained but
Bee
Journal.
studying
the
success
to
Bees
are
mostly
for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
upon benches 3 feet high, no protection, rate about 50 per cent.
134 days witti no large bee in gold. Price 10 cents
were
housed
withMy
bees
summer
stands
here
on
wintered
each,
and all are alive and strong, no signs of
chance for a flight. Last year was the or $8.00 per hundred.
disease; another put 30 colonies into a out protection, and losses are usually
honey.
The
had
for
was
the
case
best
we
ever
Such
of
stores.
want
for
cellar, and after this long blizzard winwinter, with few Weekly Bee Journal is a Land every
1 am now com- here generally the past
ter all came out right.
ig^" Notices and advertisements inwas only one month bee-keeper should have it, just as much
pelled, after looking over all the testi- exceptions. There
tended for the Weekly Bee Journal
bees in.
mony, to decide that more depends upon during winter in which bees did not fly. as hives to keep his
must reach this office by Friday of the
C. F. Greening.
the place than any conditions of pack- I successfully wintered a light nucleus
Grand Meadow, Minn., April 20, 1881. week previous.
Mr. Muth, in a pri- on 4 Langstroth frames, on the suming, boxing, etc.

The Cause of Disaster.— My 163 colonies have dwindled to 76. The Italians
are carrying in pollen to-day, while the
blacks are only eager to pilfer from the
remains of their neighbors. My bees

properly

;

;

;

;
;

;

;

vate letter just received, reports a loss
of 25 per cent. Other prominent beekeepers report even much greater losses.
So I am not discouraged, but shall rally
to new and untried methods to winter
Lees successfully. When one feels that
the obstacles in profitable bee-keeping
arc almost surmounted, and that we
are just now going to make some money
and run the thing after our own notion,
to get such a set-back takes the conceit
out of us a little. It is really consoling
that such veterans as Muth, Doolittle,
etc., are fallible with the rest of us.

D. VlDETO.

North East,

Pa., April

2.5,

1881.

Survival of the Fittest.— After a careful examination I find but 15 colonies
out of 31 that are certainly all right—
The hybrids stood
loss of 51 per cent.
the winter much better than the natives
—at least all the bees alive are well
marked. They are now carrying in
It is possible that this
natural pollen.
year may develop a hardier class for
F. A. Grove.
the best only survive.
Kirksville, Mo., April 24, 1881.

Lost 33 ont of 85 Colonies.— Last fall I
I
85 colonies in good condition.
wintered them in the cellar, ventilation
stands.
I
now
have
summer
on
same as
45 good colonies and 7 weak ones, showing a loss of 33, nearly all occasioned by
starvation 3 only had the dysentery.
Fully 75 per cent, of the bees in this locality are dead. Success to the Bee

Lad

;

Journal.

J.

Stockbridge, Wis., April

H. Davis.
10, 1881.

Loss of Bees in Western Ontario.
Owing to the increase in other branches
of my business 1 was compelled last fall
to sell my bees and supply trade, as I
stated in the Bee Journal, in January,
keeping only a few bees for some exper-

mer stand, by covering the hive with
straw and closing the entrance entirely
during the coldest weather. Bees are
now gathering honey from wild raspberry and plum, which are 2 or 3 weeks
later" than usual. The Western National
Fair Association, at their fair at Lawrence, Kan., in 1880, gave first and sec-

ond premiums of $25.00 and S12.50 for
best and second best 25 lbs. of honey in
combs shown in glass boxes. As the
tendency seems to be to planting especially for bees, what more inviting field
for the apiarist than Kansas, with her
cheap lands and mild climate V
D. P. Norton.
Council Grove, Kan., April 25, 1881.

[Such liberal premiums ought to induce the Kansas bee-keepers to give
their best attention to production and
marketing, and thus elevate the profession by the adoption of the most scientific

and progressive management.—

Ed.]

%

of
Half of the Bees Dead.— About
the bees in this locality are dead, including nearly all those in box hives.
Mine are in movable frame hives, and
were wintered on the summer stands,
covered with straw, and having ventilation at the top. I lost 4 out of 21, caused
by ice forming at the entrance and
they had plenty of
smothering them
Fred L. Merrick.
stores.
Kankakee, 111.. April 25, 1881.
;

Bees in Kane Co., 111.— The majority
of bees in this part of Illinois are very
quiet. Mr. Marvin put up 90 colonies
of Italians last fall in his bee cellar, in
this city, and has taken out 70 dead
ones. Those alive are so weak in bees
that they will not be able to do much
in the way of laying up a surplus, no
matter what the season may prove to
be. His bees in this place were put up
early in November, and were taken out
of the cellar on the 22d and 23d inst.,
both days being quite warm. His apiary
at the farm, some 14 miles west of this
city, contained about 170 colonies last
This apiary was also moved to
fall.
the cellar early in November, the majority of the colonies having ample
stores.
The colonies were removed
from the cellar on the 23d and 24th

l£S°We can supply but a few more of
Spring has Come at Last.— The soft
winds from the south of last week have the back numbers to new subscribers.
taken off the snow and brought mother If any want them, they must be sent for
all the spring soon.
.
animate nature,
singing,
chorus,
in the
I®* Constitutions and By-Laws for
" spring has come."
This month lias local Associations $2 per 100. The name
been dry up to last night, when we had of the Association printed in the blanks
a thunder storm. Bees gathered pollen for 50 cents extra.
for the first time, to-day, on hazel brush.
• • •
I got my bees out on April 23, and gave
Food for the Brain and Nerves that will
them an overhauling. I found 12 colonies dead out of 76 they had plenty of invigorate the body without intoxicahoney. The medium colonies wintered ting, is what we need in these days of
the best. The last 2 or 3 weeks told on rush and worry. Parker's Ginger Tonie
them they seemed to think it was restores the vital energies, soothes the
The ice in nerves and brings good health quicker
time to have their liberty.
than anything you can use.— Tribune.
yet,
See other column.
18w4t
M.I
Al. S. Snow.
soon give way.
Osakis, Minn., April 25, 1881.

view, while

earth to

birds, frogs,
seem to join

and

all

•

;

;

Lost 37 out 40 Colonies.— The bees
are nearly all dead in this vicinity. I
have kept bees for 12 years and never
before lost a colony in wintering when
but this winthey had honey enough
ter I lost 37 out of 40 having plenty of
honey. They died of dysentery, caused
from unripe honey, gathered late in the
I use
fall.
I packed them as usual.
a box with 3 inches of space on the bottom, and all around the hive, filled with
sawdust, leaving the entrance open J4 y
two thicknesses of carpets
2 inches
over the frames and 9 inches of chaff on
I like the Weekly Bee
the carpet.
Journal very much.
F. F. Alderfee.
Mainland, Pa., April 25, 1881.
;

;

Bees in Maine.— We have had rather
a hard winter, or perhaps I ought to
say, hard spring, in Maine. I think
about \i of the bees are dead some
to 11-12,
have lost all, others from
and still they are dying. I have lost 10
out of 50, and may lose more. I tried to
winter colonies that were too small,
consequently they could not keep up
the heat and have " gone where the
woodbine twineth," though I have some
of the weak ones that are now gaining
in bees. The cause of my "spring dwindling" is old and unprolific queens. I
have lost 3 that had plenty stores of
and 3 or 4
honey, and were all clean
The bee-keepers of
with dysentery.
Piscataquis, Penobscot and Somersett
counties, met at Dexter, the 14th of
April, to form a Bee-Keepers' Association, to be called the North Eastern
Bee Association, of Maine. They chose
officers, and in consequence of the bad
going and the small attendance, will
meet again on May 12.
;

M

wished to make. Perhaps I
was fortunate, as I find by inquiries and
correspondence that 90 per cent of the
bees in this section of Ontario have
perished during this long cold winter.
My bees did not fiy from Nov. 5 until
March 4. Those stored in well built
Louses and those packed in chaff on the
summer stands shared alike about all
are dead now. What bees I had any
personal knowledge of last fall had so inst. About 70 colonies were dead and
much unsealed honey that I was confi- the balance were in a moderate condi-dent. if the winter was a hard one, they tion. Some of the dead had from 30 to
To-day, April 25, the
could not survive. There are many 40 lbs. of honey.
causes for this great loss, but I believe soft maples are in full bloom and the
the great cause is the want of proper prospect for an abundance of white
We fear,
•care and attention in August and Sep- clover is very promising.
tember. The only men that make a however, that our strain of Italians will
Lucian French.
success of bee-farming are those who not be able this season to overstock the
Dexter, Maine, April 21, 1881.
Henceforth we
study the business, read and experi- market with honey.
ment, always devoting the necessary must pay more attention to the hardy
Good.— I wintered 62 colonies and lost
time and attention to them. All who strains, such as have sprung up in vaLave not learned this must do so sooner rious parts of Michigan, then we can but 2, leaving 60. Some in this localWhy not attend to the bees'? laugh at such mild winters and poor ity have lost all their bees, others 1 i,
or later.
but as a general thing % of the bees are
If tliey are worth having they are worth honey seasons as the last have been.
B. F. Sanford.
M. M. Baldridge.
dead.
attending to; who ever succeeded in
iments

I

;

any

business that did not look after

it

St. Charles,

111.

iST The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by

draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
collecting them.
•

*

•

copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
;

the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

®°At

the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them.
can
now supply the following at 25 cento
Dzierzon,
each
the Baron of Berlepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
ot Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

We

:

"

it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

;

Plover, Wis., April 22, 1881.

»

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

iJiT

Sample copies

of

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

l^

to this office.

It would save us much trouble, if
would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
this office.
We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
1

all

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.
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HEADQUARTERS

THE SOUTH,

IN

Manufacture and Bale of

for the

HONEY EXTRACTOR

FRANCES DUNHAM,

The Extractor

made

SIMPLICITY

Of

all

iilwiivs

Is

use.

DUNHAM

is

FOUNDATION

Every
Bee-Keeper Bhould

MACHINE,

my

circular
giving dentils aboul
tne care Of bees and
how to get the most

Hnvingpurchased. from A. 1. Hoot. B machine for
making these sections, dm reedy to supply them In
any quantity. Comb Foundation, made of pure yellow wax, and worked on shares Honey and Wax
Extractors. Knives, Bee Smokers, ete.

P71

Cook** Mtmuul of the Apliiry. — Entirely

™

appreciated.

The New All-in-one-piece Sections

all

&

;

PAUL

Central At.. Cincinnati, O.

after, $l.

I..

YIALLON, BayonGonla, La.

Sections,

Hives,

Cyprian

&

Holy Land Queens,

#2 ©*>
Single Queen, Tested
Untested, laying.. 1 OO
By mail, safe arrival guaranteed.
3-f raine

#3

nucleus

.

Material for

Langslmth Hives, including brood

Bee-Cnltnre or SucceHMful Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— yueen Hearing
—Feeding— Swarming- Dividing -Transferring- Ital-

Lewis' V-shaped groove one-piece
Sections, any Btse to.6x6.$5 per l.ooo Lewis' onepiece Honey Boxes of all sizes, $2 to $4 per 100, including glass Dovetailed Sections, any size to 0x6,
$4 per 1,000. Manufacturing experience of 20 years.
G. B.
Send for Price List.
Successor to Lewis & Parks, Watertown, Wis.
N, B.— There is no patent on the Lewis One- Piece

frames, 40c. each

;

;

;

:

By

ianizing - In troducingQueens— Extracting— Ouieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in EneIlKh and German, Price for either edition,
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.

LEWIS,

40

12mtf

Section.

Food Adulteration

<><>

COMB FOUNDATION,
t^"New

The NEBRASKA FARMER

Semi-Monthly, and

It ts a 16-page

is

full of

valua-

templating going West.
8end6 cents in stamps for sample Cupy.
tion price $L50 per year.

McBRIDE & DRUSE,

Subscrip-

Editors,

Friends,

if

you are

in

lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy .Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C. A II P.
Hartford, WIb.
2eowl5t

any way interested in

-

BEES OR HONEY
We will with

pleasure send you a Bample copy of our

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
ments

What They

Say
M. Allen.

K.

16, lwsi.

Livonia Station, N.

all

SMITH

Unfit

A-

SMITH,

Kent©n, Ohio.

Tested Queens
Warranted Queens

1

letters in praise of

As most
them

If

you want bees that are hardy

enough to

DOLLAR QUEENS.
WARRANTED QUEENS,
TESTED QUEENS and
IMPORTED QUEENS,
Bees by the Pound,

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.
Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

OX7R 40-PAGJE

CATALOGUE

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

H. A.

all.

Address,

BURCH & CO

will

I

sold

warrant

Co.,

send free to anv address a sample of the
made for brood frames,
for secalso Bample of
tions, which can be used the full size of the section,
and yet will not leave any " fishbone" in the comb
without
straight
combs
rin
nice
hone'v. You can get
separators. Circular, describing how foundation is
will

BEST FOUNDATION
THIN FOUNDATION,

OSBOKXE,

Rantoul,

III.

FOR

1**1.

It is to every person's interest, when they wish to
purchase anything, to go where they can get the most
for their money. State on a postal card just what
you want, and we will let you know by return mail
what we will furnish it for. No Circulars. Address,
ROOP, Carson City, Mich.
12mtf

ITALIAN QUEENS.
H
CO
00

03

Italian

and Cyprian Bees,
.

New England.
CART A SON, formerly
WM. W. CARY, Coleraine, Mbbs.

lere for Apiarian Supplies in
\\ M. TV.

SON,
111.

in detail

the

in their apiary.

It

Chas. F.

gives Mr. Muth's views on the
Price, lOc.

Book— No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
Chicken Cholera,by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on its
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
Ropp'N Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, * 1 .©« ; Morocco, !$ 1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.

Foundation, free.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

The Crowning Culmination

1

A $5£oakfor (9 501!

UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,
MOORE'S
~~* ^tnd Complete Mechanic,
Edition,
£ Enlarged
,00,000

contains over,

Industrial Facts, Caicula-*
Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
I

QUEENS, BEES, ETC.
IF

YOU WISH THE

Best, Gentlest
I

am

and Most Beautiful Bees,

prepared to furnish early Queens.

,

ITALIAN AND

HOLY LAND QUEENS,

Bred from Imported and Select Stock. Warranted
to be pure, and safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives,
Novice's Extractor, and Apiarian Supplies generally.
Send for Price List. Address,

S.

prepared to furnish queens of the purest
bred from Imported Stock
Untested Queens, in May and Jlune
$1 50
ifter
1 00
Untested Queens; in July andaf
2 50
Tested Queens, in May and June
Jnn
2 00
Tested Queens, in July and after
I guarantee all my Queens to be purely mated.
£3?~Send for price list— free.
L. C.
M. ».,
all

:

McFATRIDGE,

Carroll, Carroll Co., Ind,

9mfit

JOSEPH

D.

Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies
Address.

Comb Foundation, etc.
Napa, Napa County, Cal.

bm<;t

Italian Queens Only
Wan-anted
f5.75 to
fimSt

$1.00.

|^.<xt.

Tested

cySend

H. A.

ITALIAN

$1.50. 10
for Circular,

80 Cents.
frame Colonies
and save money.

THOMAS, Coleraine, Mass.

Md.

Italian
I shall import, direct from Italy, Choice
this season, and will sell them at $."> each.
Tested Queens, of my own rearing, from Imported
Untested, $1 each. Imported and
stock, $2 each
Tested Queens will be sent by Express, and Untested
ones by mail. All orders will receive prompt atten;

tion.

Safe arrival guaranteed.

Hm^tp

G. H.

ADAMS, North Nassau, N.

V.

BURNETT.

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
165 South Water Street, Chicago,

i

&

Gilders,
Painters. Varnibhcra.
500 da. for
500 d >. fur Watchmakers it Jewelers, mo da for
Hubher Worfe.
Hunters, XrappetK, Tanners Leather
Bwk-keening,
Navigation. Teieg.aphy, Photography,
Strength of Materials, Effects ot Rearate, in detail.
Fuel Valu-js, Speeihc Gravities, Freights by rail and
Ships, Power ol" Steam,
Cvater— a Carload, Stowage
10.OU0 items
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
for Housekeepers Farmers, Gardeners. Stock Owners,
Fertilizers full details
Bee-k.-epei-s, Lumbermen, etc.
Hural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stick. Eemediea
Kirdo., to increase Crops 1'^st Poisons Trai. ' - Horses
[terns.

QUEENS.

Queens

ENAS,

(Sunny Side Apiary.)

Co.,

IMPORTED

Arrival Guaranteed!

am

grade,

VALENTINE,

Double Pipe Creek, Carroll

Mechanic, Farmer, and Business Man. Gives 200,000 item*
for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers. Machinists,
Mil.e.s Wacl^miths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Assayers Plum er , Gai and Steam Fitter*. Bronzcrs,
Met land Wood V,\ r;:cra< f eve-y kind. Builder--,
Gil le
ManufVs and Mechanics. MO ENGRAVINGS of Mill.
Steam, and Mining Machinery, 'iools i-hct Metal
Work. Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Hoofs,
Bridge, cJc.
Arrange-m nt and Speed of \\ heels,
ullcys, I : rums. Belts, Saws, Coring, Turning, Pl.ining,
& Drilling. To. Is, Flan", Oa*meaL Saw, Shine e Paper,
CottJii, woollen & Fiiliin<r Mill Maeiunc-ry. Sugar On,
Marble, Threshing & Hailing Mdl, do.. Cot on Gins
Presses, &c,
Strengt of 'JLeeth, Shafting, Beit.ug Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Rn ma
budding. Repairing and Operating, Setting oi Valves,
Valve Motion. Steam Packing, Pipe
Eccentrics, Link
Steam Heating,
X, Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives,
Ventilation, Gas A; Water Worka-llydiaulics, Mill Dams,
Hors Vow re f Streams, etc. On Blast Furnaces Iron
Exploring for
Prospecting
and
b Steel Manufacture.
Minerals (juart/. and Placer Mining, Assaying. AmalgaCaL-ulationa
mating, etc
46t TABLES iv. th 500,000
in ail possible forms for Mechanics, Merchants and
Farm irs, 80J items for Printers, Publish' r?, and
Grocers,
Conitems
for
Writer for the Press. 1.000
30o
Health
Druggists, etc.
[ectioners, Physicians,
I

PURE ALBINO,

I4m3t

Nuclei,

Bend for our 20th Annual Price List. Full Colonies,
Nuclei and Queens at reduced rates also headquar-

Comb

DADANT &

9smtf

HIKAM

lSwltp

BEFORE PURCHASING ANY

samples of

This gives

111.

many useful hints.— PricelSc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
contains

Items,

giving prices of apiarian supplies, free.

Address, J. A.

It

Ky.

.,

Free to All.

3

CHAS.

WILSON.

Woodford

SUPPLIES FOR THE APIARY,

I

9mtf

I

T.

February.

Price List, with

Dadant, Hamilton,

methods and management adopted

tions,

Safe

made and

J.

Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diploma

South Haven, Mich.

lSwtf

I

this year.

Mortonsville,

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,
and that will pile up the box honey, give us a trial
order. Can furnish

the DollarQueens

year were pure,

last

Strains of Italians

like the above.

all

1

00
00

C. P.

management of bees,
Kendall's Horse

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
$1 50

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— A 2-1-page pamphlet, by Ch. &

Muth; 32 pages

WITH

in

Cyprian Queens, untested

Our

COLONIES

at the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention held

ITALIAN QUEENS.

DEXSMOUE.

Y., April 11, 1*81.

Could give scores of

;

handling and marketing extracted honey.

books and

Imported Cyprian and Italian Queens,
PLAN.— For one dollar we will send
A NEW directions
Or our own Importation,
bow to prevent the end of the
full printed
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
sheet of wax from adhering to the rolls in making
comb foundation. Address,

Of the 31 dollar aueens purchased of you last
Beason, only one proved impurely fertilized.
Thev have wintered finely, while three-fourths
of the bees in this section are dead.
L.

Honey Extractor*, Artificial

and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal card, written plainly, to A. 1. Root, Medina, O.

;

J-

Greencastle, Ind., April

Hives,

15 One-Cent Stamps

Journals,

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
they are
contains a queen 1 bought of you
lively.

in

Comb, Section Honey Boxes,

SATLE8,

Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Read

'WIS.

Be SURE

TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAH.

Lincoln, Nebraika.

17w3t

BROWN CO.,

i'\ First Premiums, Medals and Diplomas.
—Send postal card, with name and address, for
my new Illustrated Circular and Price- List, coniain- To send a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
ing valuable information to all bee-keepers. CHA8. of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere,
H. LAKE, successor to the late Richard Colvin, 96 it contains illustrations and descriptions of every4wtf
West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.
thing new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
0«_)

ble information to the farming public-furnishes the
most reliable information to be hud for those con-

to create a

;

STRICTLY AGRICULTURAL

WEST OP THE

DEPEBI,

lsm6m

MISSOURI.

Circular and Samples free. _££t

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Is the only

ought

tion of food products,

AND DUNHAM

Murfreesboro, Tenn.

PUBLICATION

What we eat and should

This book should be in every family, where
sentiment against the adulteraand demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.
The Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
Honey, an Food and Medicine, by Thomas o.
Newman.— This ts a pamphlet of 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in Engrllnh and German. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
W'iiite rin a Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject. that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2") in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essav. which is given in full. Price. lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
it

Furnished after June 1st.
express, safe arrival guaranteed.

HENDERSON,

;

not eat.

2 SO

-'-frame nucleus

to Interest

HleNHed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 3ft 1 OO.

AND BOXES.
;

Italian,

,

subject of bee-keeping

its style
all.
plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
that the author is master of the subject. jim.*»©.
Novlee*H
It 4' of llee-Cultnr*-, by A. I. Hoot
This embraces "everything pertaining to the- care <•<
the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners ami
those more advanced, Until, #l.2Si paper. tfl.OO.
U in-'- Bee-Kecperi' Text-Book, by A. .1
King. This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. #1.00; paper, 75c.
LnnKMtroth on the Hive ant) Honey Hee
This Is a standard scientific work. Price, UP2.00.

rn.lN. F. MT"T¥I, No. 970

bred from Imported mothers of my own importaDollar Queens, ready April 1st. $1.10, until
1st

structive, but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book isa masterly production, ami
one that mhIht keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, 81.95 ; paper, 91
Bi-f-Keeplnif by L. C. ROOl
Qtilnhv'ft

A

Bees

Tested Queens from 1st March to 1st November
Safe arrival uuaranteed and all queens sent by mail,
1 send no queens that 1 would not have tor myself.
Full colonies of Italian Bees from S5 to $8.50, according to quantity, etc. Early 4-fnmie nucleus,
with Tested Queen, $5. No black bees in the neighborhood. Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of priAddress,
ces, etc

Ls

Is

tion.

Juno

and

New

j

Italian Queens

reand elegantly Illustrated,
fully up with tin- times <>n every eoncidvable
it
<>niy
inu qoI
Bubjeci that Interests the apiarist,

written, greatly enlarged

The author has treated the
in a manner that cannot fall

Honey.

l

C. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

THOMAS

ready tiT^s

1'itMlv rU-!ilir«i,\tt<L i

last a lifetime, in fact.it baa
only to be used to be

H'lui for

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent hv mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

metal.

and »im

HIVES
LANGSTROTH
A.ISTID FRAMES,

Books

Inventor and Solo Manufacturer of the

AM) IXIAPPISG K.MFE.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES

143

rtc

m

Steam Power on Farms. LlGUTXiNQ CALCULATOR tor
Cubic Me surcs, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board,

Grain,
& Tonnage Tables. Land.Pjnntansj
Re d. Ploughing.
Contents cf Granaries Cribs. Tanks
Lc.
n««tf«.
Cisterns Boilers Logs. Loards Scantling. <
Business Forms, all kinds Special Laws of 10 States. Terrelating
ritories and Provinces (in the U. S. and C inada
to the Cull, of Debts. Exemptions from Forced bafc*.
Mechanics Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Heal
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
•Forms complete trentiRes on the different Billed'. —Set. AM.
The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable Treasury
in gold to any.if Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight
Free by mail, in
Mechanic, Business Man, or Fanner.

Wages

Interest, Coal

Hav.

Cuttle Measurement.

& Br
III.,

&

is

e ling Tables.

>,

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION.
HONEY A SPECIALTY.
We ask you to correspond with us before disposing
of your HONEY CROP, as we can be of much service, having constant intelligence from all parts of the
country. Wewould referto James Heddon, Dowaglac. Mich., and J. Oatman &% Sons, Dundee, 111.
lmly

1

i

fine cloth, for

$2.50;

in

leather, for $3.50-

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

144

May

4.

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan.

and May, 1879

1878,

9,

July

;

Re-issued

I87tt.

t*.

von buy & Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
lietheringtonlloney Knife
you are sure of the beat
and cheapest, and not liable to prosecution for their
use and Bale. The largest
bee-keepers use them exclusively.
Twenty thousand In use— not one ever
returned, or letter of comIf

RAXES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

about eight words
occupy one inch of space.

line will contain

lines will

One

SO eta.
18 "
15 "
IS "
lO "

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
" or more"

Four

Eight,

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

"

**

"

"

"

"
"

8

Fiity-two

per

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in 10 frame
Langstroth hives. Orders for

Or.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street..

Chicago,

Correspondence
The Real Cause of Dysentery
More About Alsike Clover
Extracted Honey
:

37
137
138
138
138
1

Fuul Brood

Cause of Dysentery, etc
Double- Boarded HiveB
Purely- Mated Queens this Year
Wintered verv Successfully
Packing Bees for Winter

138
139
139
139

:

Docal Convention Directory
vice President for Texas
Convention Notices and Programmes

Editorial

139
139
139

:

Editorial Items

140
140
140

Combs in which Brood has Died
Perfection Honey Box
ising

1

in Kansas
Bees Without Stings
Glucose

Bee-Culture

140
140
140
140
140

Honey-Dew.
The Manufacture of Glucose

Onr Letter Box

Kuther Discouraging
Syrup, etc
Losses in Central Wisconsin

The

Result
MelilotClov r as a Fertilizer
Lost 6 out of 22 Colonies
Lost 13 out of 42 Colonies

Once 14 Now None
The Cause of Disaster
;

Survival of the Fittest
Lo>t 3'i out of nr Colonies
Lnssof Bees In Western Ontario
It Pays toTuke the Weekly
.

Bee-Keeping in Kansas
Half of the Bees Dead
BHcsin Kane County, III
Much Encouraged
Packed in Wild Hay

-

Good

Results
Spring has Come at Last
L st 37 out of Hi Colonies

Maine

Good

142
142
145
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142

tf^Instead of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
silver.

Safe and Sure Means of restoring the
youthful color of the hair is furnished
by Parker's Hair Balsam, which is deserv edly pop ular from its superior clean18w4t
liness.

A

NE-PIECE SECTIOIVS-poundand prize size
Sample section free.
f.i.OO per f 1,1)00.
BYKON WALKER, Capac, Mich.
18sm4tp
SUGAR 'WANTED. -I wish to buy

o

PURE

Maple Sugar
a quantity of
Give price, quality, quantity and how put up. Would
prefer to hear direct from producers.
18wtf
M. M. BALDHIDGE, St. Charles, III.

FOR MY CIRCULAR and PRICE
SEND
LIST of Itullan Colonies, Queens, Nuclei und Aplurlnn Supplies.
II. II. UKOWN,
in

t

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

f

FOR HATCHING— From
EGGS
ties of Poultry, Brahmas, Cochins,

all

the varie-

Hamburgs,

Polish Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Roan Uuuya, Pekln and Aylesbury Ducks. Kggs carefully packed
birds at $i.r>n per vs. Four or more
Bettings at $1 per 13. Our Plymouth IWksand Peking have never been beat. A few flrst class fowls
»nd Berkshire nigs t<i spare.
A- URO., Stony Brook, N. Y.
18m2t
Mention the American Bee Journal.

from our prize

SMITH

Italian and Hybrid Bees.
50 to 75 Colonies, in Langstroth Htv-'B, for
ADAM FUERBRINGER,
sale.
From

ltiwit

.

NEW BEE-KEEPING,
$1 50

Send for it, and learn how we were enabled to obtain over 15,000 lbs. of honey from 170 colonies last

Alsike Clover Seed a Specialty.

"

"
"

timonials.

Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife... 2 in.. (1 00
Large Bingham Smoker
I 50
2\i
" 1 25
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
2
" 1 00
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
2
'

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than l.ooo miles.

ALSO

Wonder Bingham Smoker
lj£"
T&
If to be sent by mall, or Bingly by express, add 2*c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Little

Address,

COLONIES

lOO

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
A BRONIA. MICH.

Swtf

OF

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES, Given's Foundation Press.
than
Langstroth
quantities of not

less
5
In
hives, In
colonies at SP8.0© each, which I will ship direct
from the South, at any time after April I5tb.

200

Also,

Colonies of Native Bees,

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foundation Is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. S. GIVEN. Hoopeston, 111.
and

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April 15th, in lots of lu or more,

in

atSO.OO

of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
filled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover

vmm

W.&'a

each.

EP~ The Colonies

must

s3>;

and basswood surplus.

ALFRED

season.
972

WeBt Madison

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

St.,

Jefferson, Wis.

f=i

=

ILL.

r~i

James Forncrook has just received a patent on his
Machine for Scoring Honey Box Sections, dated
March 29, 18rtl, No. of Patent. 239,47<3. He has not
Bold any shop rights on this machine, nor does he intend to therefore, any one using a machine to make

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1. 00 Tested
;

;

JAMES FORNCROOK

The Van Deusen Feeder, with our attachment,
shown in the cut, is perfection itself.
Send for Illustrated circular describing all goods.

;

;

ROOT &

C.

18mtf

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES
you have read my new price list for the spring
trade. Wax is cheaper now, so I can sell you a fine
article of Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
new Dunham and n<"U>Vandervoort machine. Italian
and Cyprian Queens, Bees, Hives, Sections, etc.
Price List free to all.
Till

BRO.,

Mohawk, N.

17

A CO.

Wis., April 2,1881.

V.

J.

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF

V.

12w6m

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry

Co.,

111.

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

per

10c.

35c.

per

lb.

lb.

on Dunham Machine, 25
tySend for Circular.

lbs.

or over,

Iwly

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger,

as

L

Jeff. Co.,

;

;

;

We

Watertown,

Italian

Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames. $8.00 Colony of Cyp-

the One-Piece Section are infringing.
will make the " Boss" Section, any size up to
5x0, for $5.00 per 1,000. Material for Langstroth hive
50c.

SALISBURY,

Rev. A.

;

141

141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141

Had no Winter Flight
Wintered in the Cellar Without Loss
Wintered tn a Clamp Without Loss
Pollen from Sawdust

i

QUINBY'S

141
141
141
141
141

Amber Cane

for

Double-BliBt to be the BEST
or will refund the money.
Prices by mall -Medium, 2 inches
f 1 50
Large, 214 inches
1 75

141

Wintered Well

MAPLE
cash

J.E. Hetheuington.

We warrant our new

Smoker made,

$2 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
50
12 00
10 00
9 00

per half-dozen

"
"
"
"
"
4
Full Colonies, each
"
in lots of 5, each
"
10, each

or to let on shares,

JAMES HEDDON.

with upright bellows and tube, has been upon the
market five years longer than any smoker made.
"The largest bee-kee* er-> use them."
"The Heiherington Bros, are the most extensive
bee-keepers in the United States."
Cherry Valley, N. Y., March 22, 1881.
After testing your smokers with others of the best
make, 1 do not hesitate to order two dozen for use in
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it, running it all day and burning hard
maple wood, which tests the construction most thoroughly. Those we have been using admit coals into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
yourQulnby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.

"

frame
Nucleus, with Tested Queen
"
"
"
"

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

Bees in Good Condition
Th« Loss tn Michigan Two-thirds
The Cause of Bee Mortality

such than

sell,

141
141
141
141
141

Upward Ventilation
Bees Wintered Successfully
Bobber Bees

in

"

1

2
3

:

Utilizing Old CombB
Nine-Tenths of the Bees Dead
Best Hive for Use in Germany

Bees

having Bees to

By mail

Among our Exchanges:

Selections from

Tested Queens, each...

Downline, Mich,

please address as above.

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burning the fingers and bellows.
A real improvement.
Send postal card for tes-

lowing prtceB:

JAMES HEDDON,
lSm3t

short-lived.

are now being booked and will be filled In rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the fol-

to

THE ORIGINAL QUINBY SMOKER,

Contents of this Number.

Convention Notes

Send for Circular

1W Those

111.

only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

Heddon's Langstroth Hive.

Our orig-

patent Smokers and

Honey Knives were the

ITALIAN QUEENS,

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

THOMAS

plaint received.
inal

"

"

COLONIES

300

line.

"
"

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, Mil be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is Inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Journal Is the oldest Bee
Paper tn America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. .Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

974 West

HAVE NOW OVER

I

fourteen

;

many

1'inclt

other

bined so

of.t

u.

Mandrake,

Stllling-ia and

known are com -i
Dinger Tonic as<

he best medinncs

skillfully in

Parker

*>

make it the greatest BI~od Purifier and the
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,!
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs
and all Female Complaints.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
any disease, use iheT. on ic to-day. No matter what'
'your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,!
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
[different lrom Bitters, Ginger Preparations and^
[other Tonics, and combines t he best curativepropertiesof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
'None genuine without our signature on outside
Hiscox & Co., Chemists. New York.
[wrapper.
[to

"
'

'

PURE COD LIVEB
OIL AND LIME.
Wllbor'* Cod-Liver

OH and

I-lnie.— The

great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to Its intrinsic worth. In
the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma.Wbooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive
Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal. Let no one
neglect the early symptoms of disease, when an
agent Is at hand which will cure all complaints of the
Chest, Lungs or Throat Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilboh, Chemist. Boston. Sold by all druggists.

THE Headquarters in the South
for ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and
QV FENS, FOINMATION and APIARIAN
SUPPLIES.

you want Early Queens, from
stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation in large
or Bmall quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price LiBt. Pure Beeswax worked on snares and
bought for cash. Address,
9m0t
l>r. J. P. II
AugUBta, Ga.
If

.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

Comb Foundation Machine.

G. Olm's

fW Send

for

I8mtf

Sample and Circular.
C.

OLH,

Fond du

Lac, Wis.

is

Fruits,
J.

T.

from the Jones importation, and Hoffman's drones.
Prices after June 1st 1 frame Nucleus, from f2.oo

Address,

W. BAILEY, Box

408,

Ripon, Wis.

;

;

(No

circulars.)
J. B. R. SHERRICK,
Mt. Zion, Macon County, 111.
(This ad. appears but once.)
I8wit

Pure

Italian

Bees

for Sale.

have for sale twenty colonies of Pure Italian
condition, and in good movable comb
hlveB. Address
THOS. HEATON,
18wltp
Moore's Hill, Dearborn Co., Indiana.

Bees in good

&c. Free.

SCOTT &

tW Send for

it

Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas Co
Manufacturers of all

,

Ohio,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
The above

cut represents our all-in-one-piece Seo-

tion with a square groove. Having different machines for manufacturing these Sections, we make
them in thickness according to size, so when they are
folded together thev are us substantial as If nailed.
QTTEBBrS, Nuclei and Full Colonies
for sale. See Price List. Sample Section and Price
List tree.
I7w2t

ITALIAN

and save money.

BKO., Crawfish Springs,

tia.

2w32tx

THE CANADIAN FARMER

HENRY ALLEY,

:

2-frame, $3.00 to $3.r,o 3-frame, $4.00 to
Nuclei will be well stocked with bees and
brood, including pure Cyprian queen of this year's
rearing. Full colonies do Langstroth frames) $7.00
to $;».oo. A few niismated Cyprian queens for sale
at GOO. in Peet cage. Warranted Cyprian queens at
$i.5o. Tested, after July lBt, $2.oo. No foul brood
in this section. Bees for Bale by the pound after
June 1st. Satisfaction guaranteed. For further information and reference please address,
$4.r»o.

I

J.

Cyprian Queens and Bees,
ITALIAN QUEENS, Full Colonies, Nuclei
o:e3::h:^:p.
and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated
sell my bees, 100 colonies of Cyprians, in
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fide Poultry, Small

Langstroth hives, and in good condition. Last season, neighbor J. S. Hughes and I Cyprianized all of
our bees, and those within range, with Queens reared
to $2.50

and testimonials.

17w8t

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM gjSafcKSgj
Champion Bee Hive Manufacturing Company,

& SONS

SWA R1H -CATCHER a deciBAILEY'S
ded success. Prices reduced. Send for circulars

will

VAN DEUSEN

,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lltf

Nuclei,
I

BROWN,

\

Wenham, Essex County, Mass.
Cyprian, Holy Land, Hungarian and Italian

QUEENS AND BEES.
have made queen-breeding a specialty forthela^t
All my queens are reared on a new and
scientific principle, combining beauty, purity, industry and docili y. No in-and-in or nuclei-bred queens
sent out by me. All queens warranted pure, and safe
arrival guaranteed, by mail. .Warranted queens $1.00

THE ONLY

Agricultural
PUBLISHED

I

20 years.

each, choice selected fi.fin each, tested $2.00 each.
Send for my 20th annual circular and price list. Try
these new races and their crosses.
I7w2t

VANDEKVOORT

FOlTXDATION-10

sq.

ft. per lb., with natural baBe, by the pound or
square root. Send for sampl es.
Wyoming, N. Y.
I8wltp
O. W.

STANLEY,

IN

Weekly
TUB

D0MIUI01T OF CANADA.
This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Tear,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription ($i.tjo per year) in its new and improved form (it; pages ISxxlffljE, folded and pasted)

makes

it

men.

It is the

very popular.

Its editors are all practical
In

Bent Advertising Medium

Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
Ilw26tx
N. B. COLCOCK, Welland, Ont.
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(3 OLDEST BEE PAPEI
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ESTABLISHED e\/j;

AMERICA

IN

1861

IN

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

they have in a manner become acclimated.
The second point of excellence in a
good working stock is proliricness. After we have wintered our bees safely,
Published every Wednesday, by
and find them in good condition in the
spring, the next thing to do is to get
G.
them to breed up rapidly so that when
Editor and Proprietor,
the honey comes they will be ready for it.
Now in regard to the third point, in974 WIST HADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
dustry.
Of course a strong colony of
lazy bees will be of no more value than
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
WEEKLY— C52 numbers) 88. OO a year, in advance. a mere handful of industrious ones.
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
Some years ago I had a very strong colSEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers of ony which kept their hive full of brood
each month, at 81. OO a year, in advance.
crowded with bees, but not 10 lbs.
MONTHLY — The first number of each month, at and
of surplus did I get from it all through
50 cents a year, in advance.
XW Any person sending a Club of sir Is entitled the season, while from one that stood
to an extra copy dike the club) which may be sent to beside it I obtained 80 lbs.
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
As to which of these 3 excellent qualfW ltemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable ities is the most important is hard to
to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks on tell
for of course an industrious strain
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
that will not winter well is of no more
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
value than a hardy and prolific one that
Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
will not work.
It is only when we can
combine all these that we can hope for
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
the best results. Several years since, I
determined to see what I could do in
the way of improving my own stock,
and after keeping a close record of my
queens, and using the greatest care in

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

-

;

E. A.

for Profit.

THOMAS.

The apiarist who is keeping bees
solely for profit will do well to examine
his stock and see if he has a hardy, prolific and industrious strain or not.
If
he finds them deficient in this point, he
should at once introduce new blood into
his apiary, for, as far as dollars and

should be thrown aside.
First, I consider hardiness a very essential quality in a good honey stock,
for here in the north we frequently have
very severe winters, and we rarely have
a very mild one.
Now, what we want

•do that ?

In looking over the

Journal

of a Prolific Italian Queen.

rearing and mating them, I began to
see a marked improvement.
I have
now bred up a strain of bees that, while
they excel in the 3 most important
points, viz
hardiness, prolificness and
industry, have lost none of their color.
I agree with the editor of the Bee
Journal, that it is not necessary to
breed dark colored Italians in order to
obtain the above results.
I never rear
any queens to sell that I would not introduce into my own colonies and so
have no poor drones hatching in nuclei.
To this fact I attribute much of
my success. I would advise all those
who have had no experience in rearing
:

%

them

number

%

Simply because some have a
?
good, strong, hardy race that has become acclimated to this cold climate,
while others have a weak, puny one
that, no matter how handsome they
may be, will bring nothing but disaster
to their owner. For this reason I would
caution beginners in bee-culture against
investing too much in Cyprians until

endeavor to keep it up
to the required standard of excellence.
apiarist, after securing, at

Many an

great trouble

and expense, a choice

strain of Italians, has suffered his vigilance to relax and allowed his bees to

degenerate.
It is only by continual
care that we can meet with good sucIf queen-breeders will only keep
their eyes open and keep steadily at
cess.

19.

of the trees are hollow
there are not
many flowers that would attract the
bees.
At last in my search I have
reached the very heart of Java, but see
no great encouragements here.
No
one seems to know anything of any bee
Apis Dorsata not to be Found in Java. but the common bee of East India
Apis Indica which is here very yellow,
Again are we indebted to Mr. Jones and is everywhere to be seen on sweet
:

—

for copies of private letters, of recent

substances.

Had it not been for the bees I brought
give them with me I would not have staid many
entire, as the bee-keepers of both con- days in Java, but they would very likely
tinents are awaiting the result of Mr. —some of the colonies I mean, have
played out soon had I not remained
Benton's mission with interest. It will
here to care for them every few days.
be observed that after weeks of labor- Of course these people— the Dutch offiious toil and suffering many hardships, cials do not know what constitutes a
he has been unable to find the coveted strong colony of bees, and thus far I
have, by equalizing, kept the queens
date,

from Mr. Benton.

We

prize— Apis dorsata.

Soerakarta, Vorstenland, Java,

March 7, 1881.
f
Mr. D. A. Jones, My Dear Sir :—
have delayed writing somewhat later
than I intended to have done, hoping
each day that I could report greater
success, but thus far I have not caught
a single glimpse of Apis dorsata nor any
bee but tne '1'rigona and Apis Indica. I
have traveled over much of the west
part of Java and have penetrated to

alive, and wnen I last saw them about
3 or 4 days ago they gave very encouraging signs.
I asked 60 guilders each
for the colonies, that is £5 each, agreeing to stay in Java and to care for them
two weeks. At the end of that time I
saw that it was going to be very risky as

of some colonies so I
two weeks more if they
would pay my expenses; they were glad
of the chance and the principal of the

regards the

life

offered to stay

school sent in the account at 75 guilders
for each colony.
The additional 15 on
each colony will more than pay my expenses, that is to say much more than
pay my hotel bills during the additional

two weeks.
I think the account will be so allowed
I get back to Buiteuzorg
the money will be ready for me. After
about a month in Java I have about
concluded that if I should be fortunate
enough to secure a few colonies of Apis
dorsata, they will cost, in addition to
what I have already paid out, a very
large sum of money, and will consume
much time therefore I believe my best
plan will be to return to Ceylon and go
into the interior (by rail) of that Island,

and that when

ward, my way lit by a torch, for it was
night, because if I left the foot of the
dormant volcanic mountain in the day
time I would have the heat of the day
for my upward journey, and then find where, from all accounts, I feel pretty
the mountain enveloped in clouds after sure Apis dorsata is to be found in some"
ten in the morning.
numbers. If, however, I do not get any
This mountain journey did not show number there, a trip to the neighboring
me a single bee, although the morning coast of Hindustan remains as another
I came down was a bright warm one
chance. If I had two months' time,
moreover, I became convinced that it a trip to Timor would be the thing to
would be rare indeed to find in the west do, for there Apis dorsata surely
of Java primeval forest any bees of the abounds.
But Timor is about 1,000
genus Apis. This was the first time miles further east and steamers rarely
that I had reached the thick primitive touch there.
I might go to Macassar,
forest, and I found it far different from but that trip would occupy at least a
anything I had previously seen. To month, and Celebes is a large, very
understand it you must first know that spread-out Island,so that I might search
for the most part, these people live in a long time before getting Apis zonata
villages as do the peasants of Cyprus or dorsata.
Bandjermassin, in Borneo,
and Palestine, and beyond the district is nearer, but except I could catch a
where there are villages they rarely or trading vessel going there it is not so
never go. Now, on these mountains it easy to reach as Macassar.
There are
rains almost every day in the year and many bees in some parts of Borneo, I
the air is, except on the summits, never am told by the most practical, intellicold thus you will be ready to compre- gent government officers I have met
hend that a primitive forest in Java is here. It seems, misled by the univercomposed of giant trees filled in with a sal statement, I have come to the very
thick undergrowth of bamboo and the island where Apis dorsata, is as rare as
whole interlaced with vines. So thick it could be and still exist as a race of
is the undergrowth of bamboo and tree
bees on the island.
ferns with climbing vines and shrubs
No one can be more anxious to see
that it is wholly impossible to proceed a this new bee than I, and yet after
nearly 4 weeks in Java I am obliged to
rod without cutting one's way.
It rains so much, and the moisture say I'know no more about it than when
which gathers each night is so great, I first came here. That I have endured
that everything is constantly dripping more hardships in my endeavors to find
wet, and moss covers all of the trunks it you can see from what I have said
and branches of the trees as well as before, and will know from the stateevery fallen body and every rock. There ment of the fact that I have sometimes
is absolutely no place for the bees. Few scrambled through thick mountain for;

Egg Tubes

I noare reporting
their bees
and
dead.
Well, when
I read such reports I always think that
the rest of them might as well be dead,
for all the good they will do their
owner the coming season. Whv is it
that some have good success in wintering, in cellar and out, in all ways and
under all conditions, while others lose queens to go carefully.
Procure some
their bees no matter how careful they good stock
and after proving it to be
are, or in what manner they winter what
you want,

tice that a large

I believe Mr. Newman's predictions will come true, and the Apis
Americana will be the coming bee.
Coleraine, Mass., April 15, 1881.

work,

;

cents are concerned, the hardy, prolific
and industrious strains are the ones
to have, and all other considerations

is a race of bees that will stand this
cold climate and come through strong
and vigorous in the spring, for how can
^anyone expect good results during the
honey harvest if his bees just manage
to live through and sometimes hardly
J

No.

11, 1881.

the interior of the Island where the native Javanese princes are still holding
sway, having, with their war-like adherents, given the Dutch government so
much trouble that at last, to settle the
matter, the government assigned each
an interior province.
I have climbed several mountains in
my search, and once reached a height of
10,000 feet upon a volcano, after a weary
march up, up, through dripping, tangled vegetation, over rocks, and through
streams, seven hours constantly up-
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and over sharp roeksfor many successive hours, my clothes soaking wet
so that I dared not rest a moment
again, an ail-night coach ride over fearful roads would give me a chance to to
keep my eyes open, and still again it has
been my lot to get caught miles from
shelter in a pouring continuous rain. It
is wonderful how the water falls here.
But I believe Apis dorsata will return
with me. You know I'm not the chap
to leave the matter untested when I
have got thus far. Either I will get
Apis dorsata in Ceylon or go to the
main-land of India for it.
I nave seen
two combs of Apis dorsata, from the
Malay peninsula, and Mr. Schroeder
writes me he received " bees of all
sizes worker bees as large as common
queens, from Calcutta."
I have received many encouraging
words from European bee-culturists,
though many of them are doubtful as to
the success of the undertaking. "At
least we shall know," says one of them.
" I am very anxious to get news from
you so as to be able to repeat facts, for
thus far we have had only suppositions."
I will write again soon.
Thus far no
ests

—

—

letter has been received by me from
you since leaving Cyprus. It is a long
time since the last letter from my wife
was written.
Very Truly Yours,

Frank Benton.

Here is another
Mr. Benton

letter received

from

:

Steamship " Yangste."
Me. D. A. Jones, Dear Friend :— We
are getting toward the Island of Ceylon
which place we expect to reach to-morrow night or next day early. I shall
stop there until the arrival of the next
steamer, to put in shape and deliver to

made of three or four yards of
very wide ^cotton cloth. In- the' manufacture of sarougs the wax is spread
upon a portion of the surface of the
cloth and the latter is then dropped in
the dye; after the wax has been washed
out the parts not covered with it are
found to be colored. The process is repeated for each part that is to receive
a distinctive color.
Some years ago the Dutch government sent out from Holland a man
with 28 colonies of Cyprian and Italian
bees for which a special cabin costing
$100 had been built upon the deck of
one of the Dutch mail steamers. During the voyage several kilogrammes of
ice, a costly article in the tropics, were
daily used in this bee cabin to lower
the temperature. Upon arrival in Port
Said it was found most of the bees were
dead; the remainder were then given
a few hours to fly and then sent direct
to Batavia, where but 5 colonies arrived alive and these were very weak
and much diseased. In a few months
they were also numbered with the
things that were. Thus this expensive
experiment of the Dutch government
was productive of nothing but experience.
After about 3 years in Java,
without having made any effort to secure or ascertain anything about the
large native bees, Apis dorsata, this enterprising Dutch bee-keeper returned
to his native land, to which he had rendered such a great service
It was of course a great mistake to
take bees from Holland when they
might have been obtained in Italy, or
Cyprus, or even in Jaffa, but 12 hours
from Port Said. Then the building of
this special cabin was not necessary,
since, shaded with canvas and in the
open air of the decks they would be
quite as well off. It was not only an
unnecessary expenditure they made for
petticoat

.

.

:

!

the parties ordering them the colonies
of bees I left there upon my way to
Java, and what is more important to
me, to secure if possible a number of ice, itbut I believe positively injurious,
for
made the bees damp and diseased.
colonies of Apis dorsata. Landing in
In this climate the great question is to
Colombo I will proceed to Kandy, in keep things
dry, for when once an arthe interior, and have very great hopes ticle is
damp it begins to mold very
of finding somewhere in the vicinity of
soon. Clothes hanging up in a room or
that place the"GreatEast Indian Bee." carefully
laid away in bureau drawers,
I regret exceedingly having spent so
completely
in a short time, somemuch time and money in Java, yet it times but a spoil
few days.
could not be foreseen how it would reAnother mistake in this experiment
sult, and it was only after I had been
there and made a thorough search of was to take the bees direct from Port
West Java that I became convinced Said to Batavia. They should have
that the bees were rarely to be found in fone by the way of Ceylon and there
een allowed a flight.
The journey
that part. I then had but a short time
to spend before leaving for Singapore, from Port Said to Batavia is about 25
and so a journey to Timor, the only days, while to Ceylon it is 17 days,
place where one is certain to find large quite long enough in this fearfully hot
numbers of these bees, was out of the climate.
It is strange indeed to see how little
question. I therefore went to the eastern part of Java and explored the in- Europeans in this part of the world
terior forests, but with no avail. The trouble themselves regarding the develbee that has been so often spoken of as opment of the country. Most of them
"The Great Bee of Java," as to lead once in their positions live at their
one to think it was common there, is ease, letting things move on as slowly
only seen there in very rare instances, as they may. In general they drink
and during 5 weeks of constant search more, smoke more, eat more, lounge
I could not get a glimpse of a single about more, read less, study less, think
bee.
I used every available means, less and work less than white people in
sometimes having as many as a dozen any other part of the world I nave vismen out searching after the bees and ited. >f ou can readily understand that
questioning all the natives who ever I could get not only no practical aid but
saw a tree containing one of these absolutely no information that I could
swarms. That these men did their best make use of, indeed, it was with the
you may be certain for the one who greatest difficulty that I could ascertain
found or learned of the first tree con- anything about those parts of the countaining a swarm of these bees was prom- try that I did not visit.
very natural inquiry for one in
ised, in addition to his day's wages, a
" but why did you
bright English sovereign, quite a prize America to make is,
for a simple Islander. The second was not go to Timor where it is certain
these bees are plentiful?" First, as
to- have half that sum ; moreover, they
were anxious to please me for they got before indicated, I had every reason to
good pay and wanted a continuance of suppose I would secure the bees in
their employment. But it was no avail; Java, then I brought with me the Cypthe bees were not to be had, and after rian and Palestine bees for the Dutch
Moreover, it
weeks of toiling through interminable government in Java.
forest, up mountains and over rocks, would be necessary to visit Java in order
to
get
a
steamer
for
Timor. The
in the wildest most out-of-the-way
places, I gave up the search in Java as latter can only be obtained at rare intervals and the time one can get a reuseless.
While in Java I returned from time turn steamer is not certain, besides all
to time to Buitenzorg, where the colo- this it is a long journey from Java,
nies of Cyprian and Palestine bees much longer, I do not doubt, than peowhich I had sold the government had ple naturally think it to be. From Babeen placed, and thus kept them in or- tavia to Timor is 1,500 miles, or this
der. I left them a few days since in a journey is quite as long a one as that
promising condition. The introduction from New \ ork to the West Indies, but
of the culture of bees into Java is a it is not completed as quickly as the latmatter of considerable importance to ter, because the steamers do not go dithe Island, since, as I am credibly in- rectly to Timor, but visit various isformed by a dealer in wax, $800,000 lands and, too, they are very slow boats.
worth of wax is yearly used by the 22,From Batavia in Java to Macassar in
000.000 people living there, whose prin- Celebes is about 1.000 miles. Now,concipal garment is the sarouy, a sort of a sidering the time I was able to get

started from Cyprus and the time it
takes to go, and come, it was out of the
question to go to these islands unless I
gave up the idea of getting back to Cyprus in time to accomplish anything
there this year. I am late enough now,
but it was the best I could do, and now

May

II,

without food, hence they died and
found them in the state described
in
my former article, t allowed!
the box to remain in its place to seewhat would be the result, which was as
left
I

I before stated.

Another source of the disease is exwould not go back without taking plained by H. L. Jeffrey this is cerany bees I must stay 2 weeks in Ceylon. tainly the effect of want of proper
These bees are to be had in this part judgment.
of the world, but you must bear in mind
As I believe much of this disease is
that in this particular the country is un- caused by improper treatment in the
explored, no bee-keeper ever having ex- winter and spring I will now explain
amined it before, and it takes some how I treat mine, which has been attime to find them. Then it is a long tended with good success for the last
way between the countries and islands 9 years.
of which we speak in a breath as though
I winter mine in a house, in the walls
they were near neighbors. You know of which there is 9 inches of sawdust,
yourself, through experience, what a and 12 inches over the ceiling; there is
long, long journey it seemed to cross, a ventilator in the floor and another in
the Atlantic Ocean, yet when I shall the ceiling, both valves of which I can
have arrived in Cyprus I will have open and shut at pleasure. I have a
traveled on this journey a distance door outside and another inside which
if I

;

equal to 6 trips across the Atlantic. fits close the house is kept quite dark;
left Cyprus late, and not in it I have shelves on which I place
knowing positively tbe very best course the bees. I endeavor to keep the temto pursue, it having been an impossibil- perature from 1° to 7° above freezing
ity to ascertain anything about this point, but in the spring when it is likely
subject before coming to the Indies, to rise above that temperature before I
the time has been too short to accom- remove them from the house, I place a
plish what I wished to do. The only large tub in it in which I put ice to preway I see to get a large number of these vent too much warmth, so that the queen
bees is to come here and be prepared to will not deposit more eggs in the cells
remain for some time, then go to the than the bees will cover. When I take
place where they are most abundant them out in the spring if the nights are
and rent a house to live in— hotels and cold I take the weak colonies into the
traveling about are expensive here, es- house and I close the entrance of the
others, leaving a small aparture for air
pecially for foreigners.
One of the most troublesome things so that the bees can ventilate themwhich first presented itself was the selves, and in the morning I open them
finding of an interpreter. Only natives to suit the strength of the hive in this
connected with the government learn way morning and evening having atany foreign languages and even few of tended to them I believe I have prethem do. I could see no other way to vented foul brood in the spring.
In my winter bee-house I nave not
get along, so I bought a book and commenced to learn the Malay language, lost 6 colonies for 9 years, and by themeanwhile, the Director of the Depart- above care and attention I find I nave
ment of Public Instruction gave me as very little spring dwindling. I have
interpreter a young Malay who could wintered some outside and I do not respeak a little Dutch. It seemed prepos- member losing one, but it would make
terous to think of one's commencing to this article too long to explain it here.
When I find a colony have nearly all
learn a language in the hope of speaking it in 10 days or so well enough to left in swarming and a large quantity
make transactions with people who of larvse is left in the combs, I immeknew no other tongue. But the Malay diately artificially swarm one into the
tongue is so very easy, so exceedingly box, which effectually prevents foul
brood.
simple, that in 2weeksIcould getalong
There may be other causes for the
very well, and now, after 6 weeks, I
can ask all about the bees. I derived bees leaving their young to perish and
much aid in getting along with my var- hence causing foul brood,which we haveious journeyings through my acquain- yet to learn.
;

Thus having

;

tance with French, German, Dutch and
with the Malay I learned.
In fact,
with Fnglish alone one would get along
but poorly in those lands outside ot
British India, while even in British
territory, French and the native language are of very great importance to
the traveler.
Mr. Schroder, Mr. Cori, Mr. Filbert
and many other European bee-culturists, have written me encouraging letters, and all speak in highest terms of
the work, saying also that they await
with intense interest the result of my
journey, news of which they all wish
me to give them as soon as possible, direct from Java.
Earnestly hoping to give more encouraging news soon, I remain as ever.
Yours Truly, Frank Benton.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
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For tbe American Bee Journal.

Foul Brood and Feeding Rye Flour.
H. L.

JEFFREY.

AVhen I wrote the

article

;

Foul Brood.
p. b. p.

The former
the

article

which

Bee Journal was

I wrote to
intended to in-

duce apiarists to investigate the disease
of foul brood more, and to leave nothing unturned to set it in as clear light as

am

of the opinion that the

possible.

I

subject

one that has not been

is

suffi-

ciently clearly investigated, and what
has arisen from a want of a proper understanding of this important subject
has been misunderstood for a hereditary disease in bees.
The colony which I referred to in my
former article was a very strong one, a
large quantity of bees clustered on the
outside of the box for some days previous to swarming, there were also a
number of drones in the colony, and the

combs were

filled with larva; unsealed.
they swarmed the bees nearly all
left the box (hundreds of drones were
left), consequently the young bees were

When

on foul brood'

published in the BeeJotjrnal of March
16th, it was not my own situation thatl
described, but the result of close observations in an apiary a few miles from me,
and in which I have worked a great
many days since 1873, and it is only onecase out of quite a number that I can
give the details of, if it was necessary.
Another cause that has shown quitestrong evidence is wet and moldy bottom boards, and I find that there is a
difference in wood about the effect
some holding moisture and molding
more than others, and this dampness
also causes dysentery and spring dwindling to a great extent at least a great
many experiments that I have tried during the past 4 years prove it sufficiently
to establish a rule to go by. First, if
the bees are kept perfectly dry, they
will not be apt to be troubled with the
black mold. This mold emits the same
kind of gas or poisonous effluvia that
is found in welis. deep holes, and in some
This gas is death to all animal
cellars.
This is
life in a greater or less degree.
also one trouble that is caused by the
hives standing on the ground in cold,
damp places, and in such I have found
spring dwindling, foul brood, dysentery,
and black mold more than in any other
locality that I have found. I prefer a
low stand to all others, yet I have taken
particular notice of the great difference,
other things being equal, between colonies kept where the soil was heavy,
black, wet ground. Those kept on a
bench 2 feet high would be as much as
2 weeks ahead of those on the ground,
and the colonies on the ground would
dwindle twice as bad as those standing
on a high bench ; on the other hand, the
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colonies standing rip would fly out worse
and be lost on the snow during the sunny
•davs in whiter, and be lost in the early
spring blustry days. On the other side
•of the question, where the soil was gravelly and of a leachy nature, there was
just as much difference in the tlying propensities, but those on the ground would
•come on as fast, and in as good season
as those that Stood on a bench, consum-

ing less honey and wasting less by snow
or wind. Now, the two locations need
Teverse treatment in the spring and

summer they can be the
have noticed the above points
closely for about 5 years, taking notes of
circumstances and comparing dates and
fall,

while in

same.

I

results.

There are two things that I have ooticed regarding wintering— dysentery
m\<\ spring dwindling— and tind they are
alike, in all cases and situations, attributable to the same cause, though situations will cause some difference in
time, but the cause and results are the
same. 1st. Colonies on 3 or 4 year-old
brood combs, as a rule, are the safest
for wintering, the paper making them
better absorbents of moisture from the
bees, and the warmth of the bees will
dry them out. 2d. Bees with a quantity
of bee-bread invariably 'have the dysentery when long conlined, especially in
•da'mp weather when the bee-bread sours
and ferments some it is then fed to the
larvse, and some foul brood is the result.
But few cells may show at first, but if
the bees have a good supply of combs,
the disease will make progress fast
enough. On the other hand, if they are
;

given no more combs than they can
cover, there is not so much danger of
trouble. Now, to keep out of the trouble, box all the honey you can or extract
it, feed sugar syrup, and be sure that
there

is

no pollen

in the

combs

after

Dec. 1st. For the latitude of Connecticut or north Give the colonies as old
combs as you have try to contract them
to 5 Langstroth frames or their equal,
that is for ordinary colonies pack tliem
well at the sides, then lay several strips
of lath across the frames to reach from
•one division board to the other. On
these laths put a piece of pasteboard
or paper box that will reach two-thirds
the length of the top bars, lay on your
quilt, and put on the chaff cushion and
cap, and be very sure to put a chaff
cushion under the bottom board every
time. If you do not like this idea, just
"knock out the under-pinning from your
house, and experience how cold and disagreeable it is, or sleep on the slats of
your bedstead, piling the bed-clothes on
the top and sides of you. It is the same
:

;

;

•principle exactly.

Then let them alone

about the Ist» of March, and after
they have a good flight look them over.
If they can spare a comb take it away,
and insert a division board. Before
closing them up, rub at least half a gill
of good, sweet rye flour into one of the
center combs— a gill will not hurt a
•strong colony then tuck them up and
shut up the hive. The queen will begin
to lay immediately, and in as many
cells as the bees can cover.
Let the hive alone till the 1st of April,
then look it over and you will find a nice
lot of young bees. If the bees are not
gathering pollen give them some more
rye flour, and your colonies will be strong
till

—

and

The

result generally is
early swarms or a good surplus. I have
tried feeding sugar syrup in the fall and
rubbing rye flour in the combs in March
and April, with some of my colonies for
the past four years, and every time it
has proved a success. This year they

healthy.

are the only ones that are proof against
the scourge of this ever-to-be-remembered disastrous winter.
Woodbury, Conn., April 2, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

"Using Separators for Surplus Honey.

GREINER BROS.

did not disagree with Mr. Heddon for the one colony of Italians, and stocked
the sake of being on the contrary side, his large apiaries, sold quantities of
but our argument was sincere, and based queens, and still has good bees after a
on actual observation. The fact that quarter of a century ? Dzierzon's exMr. Heddon claims "they sometimes periment is a very strong argument in
kindlv attach the sides of the combs to favor of in-and-in breeding, as are also
them'' to be an argument against wood- the qualities of the Cyprian and Palesen separators, is sufficient proof to us tine bees, where they have bred in-andthat he does not speak from experience, in for ages. Dzierzon's success is because he is a real scientific apiarist.
but merely to sustain his argument.
What say the Hanoverians (bottom of
We are not aware that we declared
against tin. as intimated by Mr. Hed- third column, page 30, Bee Journal
don ; we only gave the reasons of our of Jan. 26, 1881 ) r They think they rear
individual preference for wood. That a finer bee by destroying }i of their bees,
Mr. Heddon considers himself a " Gali- thus renewing all their combs every
leo " is undoubtedly true, but the com- three years, and avoiding foul brood.
1 would like to inquire of Mr. Jones
parison does not seem to have any bearingon thesubject. The Bee Journal, or Mr. Benton if they heard of foul
as a progressive apiarian periodical, brood in either Cyprus or Palestine. My
stands too high and is too valuable, in opinion would be that a colony of either
our estimation, to be used as a debating Cyprians or Palestine bees would not
medium. We want facts and actual ob- take or catch foul brood, if fed with
servation. If we should differ in our foul broody honey, because they are
views, let us discuss such questions in naturally so vigorous. To try the experiment, I should want my queen
a friendly wav for our mutual benefit.
reared naturally, from a locality where
Naples, N.'Y., April 11, 1881.
they were all reared the same way. I
am glad to see that a few of our best
For tbe American Bee Journal.
apiarists are giving the necessary attenBee Diseases, Spring Dwindling, etc. tion to their bees, so that others can
get queens that will be an honor to the
S. S. BUTLER.
breeder.
I am getting quite well pleased with
G. M. Doolittle says to Novice
the change in the Bee Journal I had
" Can't you manage to tell us why bees
been used to the Monthly so long that I
did not spring dwindle prior to 1870 V" at first disliked the change but now
Further along he says " I can't see would be very much opposed to having
through it all," and Novice says " I it relapse into a Monthly again. I have
can't either." Page 68, Gleanings for just taken out of the hives about 150
Feb., 1881. With a great deal of hesita- lbs. of honey,
of which was new,
tion, after the veterans Doolittle and showing the bees to be very forward for
tell
Novice give it up, I will try and
the time of year.
what seems to me to be the reason it
Los Gatos, Cal., March 3, 1881.
the bee has lost so much
is simply this
vim or vitality that it is not able to stand
the cold as it used to. I will try to prove
For tbe American Bee Journal.
;

;

:

:

—

%

;

:

my

position.

I

was

in

Eastern Penn-

sylvania in the fall of 1872. and knew
two bee-keepers with nearly 100 colonies

common hives, who kept them
in the old-fashioned way, by brimstoning the poorest, keeping the best, and
so keeping up the tone of the colonies,

each in

L.

JAMES.

Several years ago this same charge
was brought against our bees by the
so that when the first disastrous winter vineyardists, and I supposed the evicame their bees were not affected, be- dence adduced then by the apiarists
But another
cause there was not a pseudo scientific had proven satisfactory.
bee-keeper near enough to them to lower dry fall has been attended with a heavy
the tone of their bees by dividing and loss of grapes, and the bees have again
thus rearing poor queens, which would been arraigned as the culprits. If bees
rear poor drones, and thus lower the were not armed with such sharp weap-

your sheep pasture and cry out, "John
the buzzards are eating up your
sheep!" You would no doubt laugh and
The
say, "That's not so, George."
probability is that your blunt contradiction to his conviction of a fact would
probably cause him to retaliate by saying, " Well John, they are "your sheen,
and if you see proper to let the buzzards
destroy them in this way, all right. But
I tell you it is a fact fori saw them myself with my own eyes tearing your
sheep to pieces and eating them, too."
I presume such evidence, coming from
an honest but decided person, would
have but little weight with you. The
bees, just like the buzzards, are nature's
scavengers in this instance, nothing
more, nothing less, and utilize the fragments.
Who are the real depredators ? With
us, first on the list stands the grass-hopper, small in size, great in numbers (in
certain seasons) and armed with terrible jaws for just such work. In my apple orchard last fall the apples were
badly cut in holes by them and crickGrass-hoppers will either eat or
ets.
cut almost everything on which they
crawl or hop. My orchards are in grass,
and some seasons the hoppers very numerous. At such times, if clothing is
hung up in the orchard it is liable to be
damaged by them. Crickets, and other
nocturnal insects depredate to a greater
or less extent also. The robin and catbird are both on hand in grape gathering also, but as they render valuable assistance to the horticulturist iu obtaining his crop of fruit, and as we toil
among our vines their outbursts of
!

John

!

mimicry or song amuse or elevate our
thoughts and we feel disposed to grant

them a portion

of the crop.

The

robin,

good fellow as he is, should be welcomed
to his fill of concords, as he plucks no
more than he eats. But when you see
the catbird coming, shoot him if you
can, and summon all your Christian
graces to govern that unruly member
for when grapes are ripe he becomes
the meanest bird that wears feathers.
He knows just where the best grapes
grow, and a second or third rate one he
has no use for while a No. 1 is to be
had very unlike the robin, he does not
pull off the berry and swallow it whole,
but takes a nip out of one and then another in his restless way and by the time
he has satisfied his appetite he has
ruined enough grapes to furnish a host
of bees with employment in rescuing
;

ons as to be held in dread by many
persons not accustomed to handling
them there would be but little difficulty the pulp of these damaged berries, unthe quantity, and pay attention to qual- in satisfying our neighbors that our til he makes another call. These damity, before he could get honey returns. bees are in reality their friends, and aged berries are of no value to the vineI nave never been able to get anything that the charges brought against them, yardist, then why object to let this right
of account from my bees until I got the though appearing so to a casual ob- royal insect gather up the fragments
best stock I could procure and reared server, is an erroneous conclusion drawn from the catbird's feast, that would be
my bees by natural swarming. Hear from imperfect investigation. 1 am in- lost V
Henry Alley on this subject, although terested in both branches, and have
It is well known to persons growing
he does not seem to take the same view been for over 20 years, and although grapes that when the fruit is fully ripe
of it that I do. On page 42, Bee Jour- losing grapes in the same way as my that a soaking rain and a warm atmosnal of Feb. 9, 1881, he says "I have brother vinedyardist I say to him, that phere may cause many of the berries to
found farmers who have kept bees in for many years I have settled this mat- burst, from the fact that it has ceased

vitality of his neighbor's bees.
Mr. Doolittle gives his own case as one
where he had to stop rearing queens by

:

the

same place upwards

of

my own satisfaction, and in as
few words as possible inform him how
he can reach tne positive fact that bees
do not injure his grapes if he will spare
one hour or less from his pressing duties and learn one truth that is worth
to him more than a dozen "I think

to grow and is incapable of sustaining
the internal pressure of the extra incoming flood of sap.
Most bee-men are aware that bees are
abl e to gnaw such article as paste-board,
sacking, and even wood, yet I am satisfied they are unable to cut open the
so's."
grape. My belief is based upon the folThe first dry fall that causes the bees lowing premises Paste-board, textile
to gather in countless numbers on your fabrics and wood, however smooth, have
grapes, call in to your assistance some sufficient elevations on the surface for
person accustomed to handling bees the jaws of the bee to get a hold, but
and not afraid of being stung (as I pre- the skin of the grape is very smooth,
sume your are select a cl uster of grapes somewhat tough and elastic or yielding
that is so full of bees that you cannot in its character as to afford no hold to
see a grape, then request him to drive be had, and I have no doubt a practical
them off by blowing his breath strongly microscopist could give an illustrated
upon them and at the same time whip- drawing of the mouth of the bee, showthe berry.
Sing them with a whisp of soft ^grass. ing its inability of opening
Tow remove every imperfect or already Again, there is one thing certain, the
jnjured berry. Do this effectually. Af- intense excitement and energy disthis
ter having done so step to one side and played by bees when engaged
the cluster will in all probability be hid business would not cease when the
from sight by them again. Sit quietly already open ones were consumed if
by and rest yourself for a while and you they had the power to cut through so
will observe they will begin to leave, thin a covering as stands between them
and when all have gone examine and and the so much coveted interior.
you will find the very end of the stems
Atlanta, 111., April 11, 1881.
from which you plucked the damaged
[So far, the preponderance of evidence
fruit sucked dry, and every sound berry
tends to exonerate the bees from all
will be found just as you left it and the
same bees as busy on some other clus- the charges which have been brought
ter, doing a better business.
against them this is the more gratifyThis simple test.if properly conducted, ing, as the majority of it comes from
in
error.
that
you
were
you
will satisfy
more
What would you think if one of your those who are themselves engaged,
city cousins should come running from or less, in grape culture.— Ed.]

40 years ter to

without indications of deterioration."
1 think they will always be found far
enough away from frame-hive beekeepers, so that drones from the divided bees have not mixed with their
bees.
If our friends will look around in the
cold Northern States, they will find old-

fashioned bee-keepers,where away from
new-fashioned ones far enough to keep
the bees from mixing, also away from
sorghum and cider mills, and do not get
grape, peach or apple juice, or honeydew in quantities, are still wintering
their bees well. Bees are no better by
being kept in the old-fashioned than in
a frame hive, if allowed to swarm in
the frame hive but it is impossible for
an old-fashioned bee-keeper to keep his
stock good, if others near him divide
theirs and rear forced queens. " Five
hundred dollars would not hire me to
breed all my stock from an imported
mother and let my present stock go
down." Doolittle, page 21, Jan. number of Gleanings. Why are imported
Italians getting below our best American yellow bees ? For the reason that
all the Italian exporters are rearing their
queens by the forcing process, for quantity and not for quality.
I would warrant very fine Italians from a locality
in Italy where they had been allowed to
;

—

appears from Mr. Heddon 's reply
Weekly of April 6th, that he mls\mderstands the meaning of our article
on "Use of Separators for Surplus
Honey." We read the Bee Journal
with the expectation of gathering information, and the few articles we nave always swarm naturally.
How has it been with the great Dr.
contributed to its columns we hoped
might benefit some of its readers. We Dzierzon, who has uever imported but
It

in the
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So improbable and highly discolored greatly interested in the public health,
lecture, that many of the notwithstanding their clamor, as they
better informed and more thoughtful of are in the money in the public pockets.
In other words, that I believe their perthe readers of our morning papers were sonal
proclivities tend more directly
not slow to believe the Doctor had other towards mercenery motives than they
than scientific motives for giving utter- do towards sanitary benefits.
ance to such a lecture, and he found it
It is unnecessary to assure the intellinecessary in a supplemented letter to gent
reader, that Prof. Williams' opindisclaim any selfish purpose in preparions regarding glucose

was the whole

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor and Pbopriktor.

11,

of grape sugar, it is self-evident
that to sustain life bees must consumea much larger quantity of the latter
than of the former, and that there must
be a much greater amount of waste
(feces! trom the grape sugar. Is it not,,
lb.

therefore,

a

that there

is

demonstrable certaintjr
risk run in using it
for winter supplies, where the cold may

much

for 4 or 5 months confine bees to their
are in accord hives ?
In what I have thus far said, I do not
with those of the most celebrated chemassume that grape sugar cannot be manfew days after the lecture above ists of Europe and
America, and that ufactured as pure as that found in
the
Food Adulterations from a Hygienic referred to, an Iowa farmer sent to one it is anomalous to find
a scientist of any raisin. Mr. Frank R. Cheshire, who is
of the daily papers a can of glucose
Standpoint.
respectability who agrees with Prof. high authority, says, in the London
syrup purchased in Davenport, and
Journal of Horticulture, April 14, 1881,.
Haines.
In March last, Dr. W. S. Haines, pro- stated " he and his family had been
page 300, that "glucose can be made
u>
Bee-keepers are thoroughly disgusted from old rags, old paper
fessor of chemistry in Rush Medical ing the syrup for some time
(second-hand'
just as they with the villainous
stuff, and the follow- pawn tickets having sometimes been
College, startled the scientific portion had the ordinary cane syrups,'and
liked ing will find a ready echo in every
employed thus), and indeed any form of
honest
of community with an elaborate lecture it exceedingly but, after steady
cellulose or starch,
use of heart " I have never used
an ounce of America usually beingIndian corn in
eulogizing the virtues of glucose, and it for some time, he discovered that
the source, and
the glucose, and would quit the
business
if by the action of sulphuric acid can
indirectly defending its universal man- digestion of every member of the
be
fam- I had to use it. I have instructed my converted into a sugar that no
chemisufacture and sale as an adulterant. Of ily was ruined, and that something
try, no palate can distinguish from that
or merchant to give away my honey
if any
course, he scientifically dresses up the other, presumably the glucose,
taken from the most dainty bunch of
because trace of glucose can be found in it."
grapes
It is equal to grape sugar,
stereotyped and popular arguments that that was comparatively a new article
of
The
following communication bearing whatever its origin, and as an article of
grape sugar, as found in the grapes, and diet with them, had seriously disagreed
upon the use of glucose in the apiary, diet it has its value but all this still
glucose made from corn with sulphuric with their stomachs." Dr. T. D. Wilwill be read with interest by the thou- leaves its use as an adulterant most disacid, are substantially one and the same, liams, quite eminent
graceful, and all should join hands in
as an analytical sands
of admirers of its writer. The fearlessly
doing our level best to get the
and similar to that made from potatoes chemist, after careful examination,
earnest language employed by the Rev. right ticket put upon any man (and
and bread in the laboratory of the hu- made the following report and explanahis
wares)
who
to a practice
man stomach. He might have added, tion, to which we give considerable L. L. Langstroth, its autor, and his which, if it does descends
not lower him, wrongs
forcible manner of presenting facts,
also, that chemically speaking, the same space
all those who are striving to do honcannot fail to carry conviction that the estly.
Glucose, although chemically
product could be realized from a great
I find the contents of the can to be a matter has received the fullest consid- like a portion of honey, is altogether
majority of the garbage to be found in
wanting in that which makes honey
solution of starch sugar (grape sugar), eration
the gutters of our popular cities, but and not uncrystallizable starch sugar
what it is. Its aroma, the delicate disMuch has been written in favor of and tillment from a thousand flowers inimfor fear of adding to the prejudice al- (glucose) or starch syrup, as alleged.
against the value of grape sugar as a itable and incommunicable alike, is not
ready existing, we suppose, he kindly
The reaction is acid. The specific winter bee feed. Some
years ago, while there, and he who gives the one for the
omitted giving this information. Evi- gravity is 1,343, indicating the presence not denying that it might be safely other is as truly
criminal as he whoof 75.5 per cent, of starch sugar.
used in winter, permitting cleansing tenders knowingly a base com."
dently, the following extract explains
The
substance
is unusually sweet
a
flights,
I
expressed
the
opinion
that
it
the reason for the waste of his valuable
Mr. A. I. Root, in Gleanings tot April,
fact showing that the saccharine prop- might prove very injurious when the
" The American Grape
page 203, says
time— first, to remove the prejudice erties have not been destroyed either by bees were confined for a long
time to Sugar Co., of Buffalo,
N. Y., have at
from the public mind regarding the use heat or by the undue presence of lime the hive. I could then speak only theolength
produced
a sugar entirely free
of glucose second, to beguile the farm- (combined with heat), which fact is cor- retically, now I can give the most de- from
the
slight
bitter
taste
which has
roborated by the presence also of free cided testimony against it from actual
ing community from their opposition to sulphuric
acid. I also find traces of observation of its fatal results, in an heretofore characterized even the best
refined grape sugars.
It is a pure proswindling;
sulphate of iron (copperas).
apiary only a few rods from my house.
The microscope reveals innumerable Mr. David McCord prepared 65 colonies duct of Indian corn, and is as pure and
I beiieve it is no exaggeration to say,
delicate crystalline tufts, and larger for wintering in the open air. Being simple a sweet as the best grades of
at the present moment, at least twowarty bodies of starch sugar, thus in a both painstaking and skillful, he had maple sugar."
thirds of the reading public look upon
Now, the expert chemist may permanner authenticating the chemical never before in wintering lost a single
glucose as a dangerous substance, posexamination made. It also shows the colony. Thirty-six of .these colonies haps make a perfectly pure article of
sessed of highly deleterious or even poigrape
sugar, but this is a very different
presence of sulphate of lime and a vast were fed in the fall upon a syrup made
sonous properties, and I question
coffee
sugar and 2<j grape sugar; thing from his being able to manufacwhether 1 housewife in 20 could be quantity of vegetable tissue (cellulose). of
I believe in calling a thing by its the others had no grape sugar.
Every ture the same on a large scale, and for
found who would accept a pound of this
proper name. Artificially, no such sub- colony but one which had grape sugar commercial purposes, so that it can besugar as a present, if she were obliged
stances as grape sugar and glucose were died of dysentery.
Two of the others profitably sold for its real sweetning
to promise to use it in the household
Our friend. Root, in his honest
ever made. Now, while this may ap- starved, wnile the rest came through in value.
cooking.
recent letter in one of the
be an ultra expression, I better than average condition.
His enthusiasm, says: "Just tasle of it
daily papers expresses, I believe, the pear to you to
yourself
(the Buffalo article) if you are
am willing to be convinced of my mis- brother, living close to him, wintered
average public ignorance in regard to take, if
AVe will mail you a samI am, indeed, making one, for, 23 colonies in the open air ; one starved incredulous.
"
glucose, when it says
The persons
a matter of fact, the terms grape and the average strength of the others ple for 5 cents, which I think will settle
who have been made sick, and are in- as
sugar and glucose in their original sense was unusually good. He used no grape the discussion." We have tasted it, and
jured for life by its use, are already a
very nice arto the natural products alone, and sugar in any form. They died with yet are not convinced.
mighty host
No wise man wants refer
not to any artificial ones. Dalton very dysentery, between combs well supplied ticle it is as compared with that made a
glucose for food."
Another equally properly says " The cane and grape
few
years
ago,
but,
if our taste is not at
with the "mixture above referred to.
misinformed writer says.- "
Grape sugars are held in solution in the juice
Early in April, even after they had fault, the bitterness is not yet wholly
sugar is not only injurious to health ac- of
We have tested it side bythe plants from which they derive several cleansing flights, the'only one of eliminated.
cording to chemists, but it is a plain
side with a pure article of maple sugar,
and palpable fraud, because it is not their names." Again, Dunghson de- the colonies fed on grape sugar that and we should never think of comparfines glucose as being a variety of sugar had survived, was found to be suffering
sweet
It is of no possible use except
(uncrystallizable) that occurs naturally so badly from dysentery that not a bee ing the delicate taste of the latter tofor adulteration.''
We
in many vegetable juices and in honey. could fly. An empty hive was warmed the mockish taste of the former.
If, as I have said before, this mistake
are far from setting up our own taste as
Indeed,these terms were subsequently by laying it upside down upon a stove
was like most of the other popular falla- given to the artificial products,
and, some combs of good honey were also an infallible criterion, and we thereforecies, a harmless error, we might afford
in my opinion, erroneously so, because warmed and the bees brushed into the call upon Prof. Kedzie, or other analytto let it travel, confident that it would
of their saccharine properties and their hive from their filthy combs and car- ical chemists, to take hold of the matdo no serious harm. But since it threat- chemical
combinations, which, in both ried into a warm room.
Those which ter and give us the bottom facts, withens to affect a branch of industry which
instances, are insomeric with the natu- could not crawl upon the combs were out fear or favor.
promises, if it be encouraged, to reSuppose that their verdict is that the
ral product.
dound to the advantage of every man neously givenI say the names are erro- given a warm bath, and when dried, re- Buffalo article is a perfectly pure grape
first, because they are turned to the others.
Although quite
who owns a farm or who plants an acre not natural products
Considering its
and, second, not weak in numbers they are now in good sugar what then {
of corn, I believe it is nigh time to
being those produced by nature, man heart.
One night more on their grape low sweetening power, at present prices
discuss the subject, and remove the prehas no right to presume upon their pos- sugar combs would probably have killed can there be any advantage in using it
judices against this truly valuable proas a bee-feed which will justify the risks
sible physiological effect.
Assuming them.
duct of chemical skill.
that such effect is the same, a thing reThis experiment of Mr. McCord's to which I have referred ? Are not
The following paragraph contains the cently done, because of an alleged fam- lias suggested to me the idea that when both grape sugar and glucose, at presbees are suffering from dysentery and ent, used on so enormous a scale, almost
gist of his lecture as to the method of ily patronymic.
Dr. Williams said he believed that the no flight can be given them, or they are entirely for adulterating the commermanufacture
Is it not a fact sworn to
frequent reiteration of the statement too weak to fly, a warm bath, even car- cial sweets ?
By mechanical and chemical means that the natural product is wholesome, ried so far as to make them insensible, by one of the former proprietors of the
the starch is first extracted from the a truth made use of conjointly with the might so relieve them, both externally Buffalo Co., that on a capital of $400,corn and then is boiled with very dilute word glucose, for the purpose of extend- and internally, as to restore them to 000 they realized in one year a profit of
sulphuric acid, when it rapidly passes ing the sales of the artificial product. health.
They can easily be warmed $1,000,000 ? Did not this profit come by
into solution and becomes changed into The misrepresentation so constantly and dried by confining them to a seive. furnishing to unscrupulous men the fasugar. The chemical action that takes persisted in is a question of fact, as is The fearful loss sustained by so many of cilities for adulterating the sweets in
place during this transformation is also its avowed purpose.
The glucose our best bee-keepers, both in special common use by the people ? Tweedhighly interesting.
Both starch and manufacturers and their devotees, in winter depositories and in the open air, like, the reply to such questions may be
glucose consist of exactly the same ele- some few instances ignorantly, but of- seem to give renewed emphasis to the for a little longer, " what are you goments, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, tener intelligently, are engaged in mis- importance of providing some feasible ing to do about it ? "—but we hope only
united, however, in slightly different representing the facts, as above stated, way by which the bees can be given a for a little longer.
proportions the sugar containing just and this, too, with but one object in purifying flight, without any reference
What interest has one out of a thousenough more of the oxygen and hydro- view namely that they may uninter- to the external temperature.
and of our citizens in having the dollar
gen to equal the quantify of these ele- ruptedly perpetrate fraud. I want you
If 1 lb. of honey or cane sugar lias paid out for sweets go so largely to enments present in a molecule of water.
to understand that these men are not so over twice the sweetening power of a rich the pockets of those who furnish
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no equivalent for the money they re- sold under fictitious names, is argument
ceive, even if they do not sell an un- conclusive that they should be retailed
wholesome article in their adulterated
under their right names the same is
mixtures? The American peeple may
be somewhat slow in reaching results, applicable to all food and medicinal
but how often have we found that they adulterations. If a customer asks a
effectually reach them at last V Let grocer for sugar or honey, he should
LONDON JOURNAL OF HORT.
laws be made compelling those who
manufacture grape sugar and glucose have it, and not a decoction of sulphuric
Apis Dorsata.— Mr. Alfred Neighbour
to sell their products for what they are, acid and corn-juice; if he buys butter
and forbidding the use of them in adul- he should have it, and not wagon-grease has translated from the Bienen-Zeitung,
terating our commercial sweets, and at butter prices.
a letter from Hern C. J. H.Gravenhorst,
how long will it be possible for manuViewed from a moral standpoint, the on the introduction into Germany of
facturers or dealers to make such exorMr. Gravenbitant profits out of a deluded public ? whole system of food adulterations and this large bee of Java.
Then if their products are wholesome their imposition upon the public is horst quotes from a letter received* from
and have a substantial value.prices will wrong, radically wrong. But if chemi- Mr. Benton concerning his visit to Java
rind their proper level, and the new
to obtain these bees, and also says that
sweets may be of benefit to the public. cal and medical testimony is entitled to
L L. Langstkoth. any weight, then the moral wrong is he is in correspondence with Dr. GraOxford, O., April, 1S81.
transformed into a serious crime. In- bowsky, a young savant of Prussia, who
stead of feeding our families with is going to Borneo to collect insects,
Oleomargarine and lard-butter are
wholesome, nutritious food, we are daily plants, etc. The editors of the Beinenrapidly working their own destruction.
Zietung append the following comments
While the best medical authorities are administering insidious poisons which, which will be read with interest
though
not merciful enough to cause
attributing the rapid increase of Bright's
Mr. Vogel received some very special
speedy death, is quite as certain in acdisease, diabetes, and other complaints
complishing final destruction. What information about this species of bees
incident to the urinary organs to the
direct from India a few years ago, and
it matter whether days, months or
in his opinion the introduction of the
excessive use of glucose, bogus butter does
years
be
consumed,
if under the guise species (not race) would be of great
is now charged with giving rise to indi;

and of legitimate food a nation or race of
even trichina?. The recent legislative people may become contaminated, their
duration of life shortened, temporary
investigation in New York has brought
ailments become chronic, and activity
to light some interesting statistics, and
and intelligence degenerate into effemverified a prediction we made several
months ago, that while it was not only inacy and imbecility, does it relieve the
a fraud perpetrated upon the uncon- government of its duty in the matter ?
it not imperative upon Congress to
scious consumer, it was an injustice to Is
manufacturers of genuine butter and protect the people from national calamicheese, and would bring their goods into ties V Can Congress ignore the univerdisrepute.
We collate the following sal demand for protection from imposition, when it has been convincingly
from the reports of the investigation
demonstrated, time and again, that as a
The direct injury to the dairy inter- sanitary measure it is absolutely necesests of the country was put at $50,000,000 to $75,000,000 per year. Francis D. sary ? State Legislatures have nobly
Moulton showed that last year 25,000,- attempted a partial reformation, and
000 lbs. of oleomargarine and 28.000,000 have ignobly failed. Food adulteration
lbs. of butter were exported from the
is a National evil, and nothing short of
United States. The committee visited
the oleo-grease-butter factories without a National law can regulate it. If any
warning, and found them dirty and of- imitation is equal in point of excellence
gestion, cramps, " winter cholera,"

:

fensive. Consumption is being greatly
curtailed by the fear of oleomargarine and
lard butter, and the trade in good butter is
much injured.

to the

genuine

article,

then

its

manu-

facturer or retailer need not fear honest

"No-rice's"

Report.— The following

is

taken from the department of " Blasted
Hopes," in Gleanings for May:
Started" into winter quarters with
about 140 stocks, in chaff hives, well
protected, but pretty weak in bees.
During the winter and spring, the
queens were, sold out of perhaps 20 of
them,' and the bees were put with
To-day, April 22, I have 12
others.
hives with bees in them. Three of the
12 are gathering pollen fairly, but the
other 9 will pull through, only with the
very best kind of weather and c;ire.
The cause of the loss, so far as I can
tell, is, first, too few bees
second, that
the combs were handled and mixed dur;

ing the process of uniting after quei nrearing, so that the bees had no chain e
to build and wax up in old tough combs
before the approach of cold weather, as
they usually do; third, the long winter,
which gave them no good opportunity
to fly, tor a period of nearly 6 months.
I am not quite sure in my convictions,,
from the fact that others lost heavily,,
who complied, so far as I can tell, with
the first of the above conditions, andi
also that some wintered well whose
bees were in as bad shape, or nearly so,
as mine. Another thing, I do not know
scientific interest, as its hybrid offspring
why those three fair colonies came out
especially would afford bee-keepers
better than almost a hundred others.
some very valuable information. To The above
report is for myself,
acclimatize this bee in Germany will be
A. I. Root, Editor of Gleanings.
impossible, as coming from the tropics
it will not be able to live through our
r^-Mr. G. M. Doolittle says: "If
northern winter.
This was our experience with Apis fasciata, which dies in this weather keeps up long I shall lose
the hive when the temperature of the half of my bees that were wintered on
air outside shows from 3° to 5° R. frost,
though the walls of the hive may be the summer stands, packed in chaff.
thick and warm. Nevertheless, in the Those in cellars are doing much better."
interest of science we recommend the
importation of Apis dorsata, and Mr.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Vogel will announce in due course how
to make it safely and without difficulty
®"
By
the Eichstadtsche Beinenzietung
live through the winter.
we learn that a committee has estabThere can be no question of any lished itself to erect a monument
to the
practical importance attending the in
honor of the Baron von Berlepsch, who
traduction of Apis dorsata into Gerhas done a great deal toward the admany, but it might be possible to accli- vancement
of modern bee-culture. The
matize it in the Southern States ot the
monument of marble and metal will
United States of North America.
cost about $300 v and will be erected in
Erfurt, the capital of the Baron's native
country. The petition closes with these
GLEANINGS.
words: " Honor yourselves, by honorr@° Mr. C. E. Glazier says " He has ing this great dead."
:

competition under its proper name but lost 70 out of 88 colonies with prospect
" spring dwin
C. A. Butler testified that some man- if it is inferior, then the genuine article of losing still more— 50
ufacturers made oleomargarine from should be protected in its superiority, died."
the fat of offensive meat, and extracted and the purchaser be protected against
rgT Novice says: "I think you are
it at a temperature of 150°, which was
nearly 100° below the temperature nec- imposition.
right, friend N., in deciding that good
essary to destroy animal lire in fat. He
cellars are almost the only sure winter
had little faith in the legislative measCorrection. On page 139. in Mr. repository in a winter like the past."
ures to prevent the sale of an adulterated article for genuine butter, but Boardman's article, 15th line from the
r®" Mr. J. H. Townley, the original
thought a small license fee and a penalty top, the word pushed should be perislied;
of $500 for each offense might do some- 36th line, the word feeding should be chaff-hive man, is disgusted with them,
thing toward suppressing the adulterafussing. These errors occurred through and offers to sell his " 38 chaff-packed
tions. He would compel grocers who
wintering hives at a price much below
dealt in bogus articles to display the the oversight of the printer.
sign, "Adulterated butter and cheese
their actual cost."
sold here."
r^" We attended the Central MichiWalter Carr testified that an immense
i®° Mr. James Heddon says " Out
amount of lardine or lard butter was gan Convention on the 5tb. inst. There of -212 colonies, nearly "^ are dead and
disposed of in the New York markets.
were about 100 members present some worthless about
were packed with
Not one-hundreth per cent, of the bogus articles manufactured is sold for 8 or 10 being ladies. The Rev. J. W. chaff, and 2 with sawdust, and shavwhat it is, and grocers sell it at an enor- Ashworth presided and Mr. Geo. L. ings above. The loss is greater among
mous profit for the reason that if they Perry was secretary, and both were re- those packed in chaff, though they be
took only a fair profit, customers would
elected for tha coming year. Mr. Perry ing in another apiary, it is no test of
suspect the character of the article sold
them for butter. Customers, if they worked faithfully to get up a good packing shat we can be sure of."
knew what they were getting, would meeting, and must have been flattered
not buy it.
at his success in that direction. We
Save the Empty Combs.— "Do not let
H. K. Thurber, of the firm of H. K.
& F. B. Thurber & Co., testified that enjoyed a short but very pleasant visit your empty combs go to waste. If they
he is now manufacturing about 2,500 with Prof. A. J. Cook, well known are nice ones, do not try them up for
tubs of oleomargarine weekly. Last throughout the apiculturaf world as a wax, either. Look at them often, fumyear he exported nearly one-half of his scientific and thorough bee-master.
igate them if the worms get started on
manufacture, but this year only 7 per
cent. He branded all his goods as re- report of this Convention may be ex- them, and save them for another year,
quired by law, but was aware that some pected in our next issue. The Chicago if you do not need them all this. I have
retail dealers removed this mark when Times of Friday had the following spec- often saved them over, without a partithey had the oleomargarine in their
ial telegram
cle of injury."
possession.
Lansing, Mich., May 5.— The CenLangstroth Frames for Wintering.
Of course, there are some persons who tral Michigan Bee-Keepers' association
Mr. T. G. Mr. II. B. Harrington says " Facts
do not hesitate to declare that oleomar- was in session here to-day.
Newman, editor of the Bee' Journal, will show that bees in hives with deep
garine and lardine are as wholesome of Chicago, delivered an excellent
have died just as badly, if
ad- frames
and desirable as good butter, and pref- dress, which caused much enthusiasm. not worse, than those in the usual hives
erable to poor butter yet they acknow- Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Agricultuial (Langstroth frames). Out of 37 hives
17 in the
American " hives
ledge that it is sold, if at all, underany Collage, reviewed the subject of winter- of bees
ing bees and the causes of disaster. The and 20 in Langstroth— all died in the
name but the right one. The fact that losses of bees during the past winter by American hives but 2, and there were
glucose and grease-butter have to be those present amount to 55 per cent.
10 in the Langstroth hives that lived."
;
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Timely Hints.— Mrs. L. Harrison, in
the Prairie Farmer, gives the following
timely hints to novices in bee-culture
:

The

last half of April was very favorable for bees. It was astonishing how

much

pollen was carried in during;
warm, moist days. As there are "but
few bees in this locality, besides our
own, we feed them diluted honey in the
open air, and we never saw them build
up faster at this time of the year. The

shade trees of the city, such as cottonwood, box elder, soft and silver-leafed
maples, hummed with the music of
busy workers.
As soon as a colony becomes populous, it would be better to remove
frames of hatching brood, and give them
to weaker colonies than to put on surplus boxes. Frames containing worker

comb should be put in place of removed
brood, and some apiarists claim that it
is best not to separate brood combs,
but to place these empty frames at the
side instead of the centre of the brood
nest. Bee-keeping is a knowledge of
small items, and good judgment must
be exercised in the practice of it. Thus

in building

up weak colonies

at the ex-

pense of the strong, if we are not very
careful we will soon have the best ones
in the same condition that the poor ones
were formerly but if hatching brood
is taken away no faster than the strong
one can bear, and the colony is stimulated with feed, the apiary will be benefitted by the exchange.
good way
to feed during stormy weather is to uncap frames of sealed honey and put it
in the place of empty comb.
During seed time remember the
winged stock, and put in a tid-bit for
them. Sweet clover, migonette, borage,
mustard, etc., will bring quick returns,
and when setting out trees do not for;

A

get the linden.

®" Dathe, a noted
has recently died.

German

apiarist,
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by a careful selection of our own, is a
gross mistake. There may be cases
where this to a certain extent is true.
I have seen the brightest and most beautifully colored bees bred from one of the

Taking Off Top Cushions.— When is
the time to take off top cushions? I
liave not seen anything about taking off,
but enough about putting them on. Mine
are on yet. I lost 4 colonies in wintering 2 in frame and 2 in box hives. I
believe in top ventilation without it,
1 believe I should have lost all my bees.

—

;

an old Virginian's method of
Put an iron kettle in
your bee-yard, in the midst of the bees,
I will give

trapping moths

:

rill half full with soapsuds, drive a stake
solid in the ground near the kettle, nail
an arm to it so as to extend over the
kettle, then hang a glass lantern in the
kettle so it will reach within 2 inches of
the water. Light the lantern at dusk ;
the light attracts them, and they soon
worry and fall in the suds. Throw a
rug over it in the day time. J. N. B.
Linn Grove, Ind., April 22, 1881.

[

Leave top cushions on

till

the nights

become so warm as not to chill the brood,
then replace with a blanket or honeyboard till time to let the bees up in the
second story.— Ed.]
Loss 90 Per Cent.— In this region we
have suffered the loss of nearly all our

bees during the past winter.
I think
that 90 per cent, of the whole quantity
is dead.
I know of none who had better success than I, and my loss was 5-12.
Well, we are not discouraged our survivers are working finely, and in every
"way are making a good start.
I congratulate you on the success of the
Weekly Journal. W. B. Spence.
Sidney, O., April 30, 1881.
;

May

—

Loss 50 Per Cent. I had 14 colonies By the bee papers I learn of heavy losses
of bees packed in chaff on the summer among the unfortunates being G. M.
stands.
I have lost 7
the other 7 are Doolittle (my guide). I sold 24 colonies,
strong. Nearly all the bees in this vi- 23 of which are now silent the one livcinity are dead.
Success to the Jour- ing was left with me, and I packed the
nal.
super with chaff and left it out. They
V. Fisher.
Ironton, Wis., April 30, 1881.
are carrying in pollen to-day. Mr. Doolittle says in forming nuclei he would
Spring Dwindling.— I must sorrow- wait 24 hours before introducing the
fully disclaim, as undeserved, the credit cell, anil would keep them shut up until
given my sister and myself for compar- towards night of the second day, to keep
ative success in wintering, in the Bee them from going back home. Now, how
Journal for April 27. On March 9, would he introduce the cell without the
after a 3 days' flight.' our bees received bees getting out ? or would he smoke
a
thorough
examination.
Bottom them down from the top, and put the
boards were cleaned and honey given cell on the frames instead of grafting it
where needed. Those which had suf- in ? I learn of several having from 8
to 20 colonies in box hives, allof them
fered more or less from dysentery
some 25 colonies were found in much dead one apiary, 9 miles from me, of
better condition than had been antici- 160 colonies in the fall, in Langstroth
They had considerable capped frames. 100 dead anotherof 30 colonies,
Eated.
rood and no lack of bees to care for it. in Langstroth frames, 18 dead 1 month
Brood enough had been reared to in ago, and expected to lose more. I am
part supply the place of bees which had well pleased with the Weekly Bee
died. But little honey was left in many Journal ; success to it.
A. P. Cowan.
cases, but this we could remedy.
Grattan, Mich., April 24, 1881.
found but 2 dead colonies—one from
starvation.
At that time we expected
[Desiring Mr. Doolittle to answer the
to lose no more. In answer to inquiabove
query, we have obtained the folries, about 10 days later, we reported
as above, hence the statement in the lowing reply from him.— Ed.
Saginaw Herald. Some of our friends
" I said 24 hours' waiting, in opposiwill not be greatly surprised to learn
tion to A. I. Root's theory, to introduce
that our amended report is a loss of 15 queen-cell on taking queen out, which
out of 52.
close our 9th year as bee- has failed 19 times in 20 with me. In
;

:

darkest queens I ever saw. This is q uite
common with many of the dark imported
and home-bred queens, but the progeny
of those queens did not show any signs
of the black bee, even if they were several years old. As regards the different
shades of color being evidence of their
impurity, where they breed uniform, it
is all bosh.
The month of March afforded but ittle
food for the bees. In the peach, plum
and many other flowers, the honey and
pollen were mostly destroyed. Strong
colonies bred heavily through March
some with little honey had much brood
the 25th of March we had a cold freeze
which destroyed nearly all the peaches
and killed large quantities of brood
the cold caused the bees to recede to the
center of the hive to keep warm, leaving the young larva? to freeze. This
We
happened only in weak colonies, as the
strong ones had plenty of bees to keep
warm. On the 5th of April they commenced to swarm, which they have kept
up quite busily. They are gathering
honey rapidly at the present time, and
the prospect is rather encouraging.
The past season was one of the poorest
known for many years, and caused some
We
to retire from the field in disgust.
keepers with our 1st experience in
The past winter was a severe one on spring dwindling we have never beall colonies with but little honey. Strong fore lost a colony in wintering.
We atcolonies came through splendidly, and tribute a large part of our loss to the
up to the present time some have gath- fact that we were unable to prepare our
ered perhaps 20 lbs. or more. All the bees in good season last fall.
We winbees that have died are such as were ter in chaff on the summer stands, and
destitute.
White clover is now bloom- our theory is that the best results may
ing, and many other flowers, giving the be looked for only when the bees are
bees plenty to do.
A. F. Moon.
packed early enough to insure their
Rome, Ga., April 23, 1881.
flying out after the packing.
1

—

;

Lucy a. Wilkins.

—

Prevention of Swarming. I was delighted to see the change from Monthly
Wintered Without Loss.— I put 30 to Weekly, and wish it every success.
colonies of bees in the cellar Nov. 10, I have increased by natural swarms,
and took them out April 23; they all since March 31st, from 13 to 35 colonies,
came out alike strong with bees and and they were all very large ones at that.
had plenty of honey. They are at work The bees are now in a feast of white
now on the willow and popple. The clover bloom, and storing honey rapidly.
loss in wintering has been very heavy I am now cutting out all drone comb
It was a poor honey and destroying queen cells, to try and
in this vicinity.
season last year in general. From 25 prevent them from swarming.
I
colonies I took 1,000 lbs of comb honey pursuing the right course ? If there is
and had 5 swarms. The Bee Journal any better plan, please report it in your
comes every Friday that is not too of- valuable Journal.
W. R. Thomson.
ten. Mr. G. M. Doolittle's articles in
New Iberia, La., April 29, 1881.
the Journal were worth more than
$50 to me last season. As long as I
[ If you have the time to spare to go
keep bees I shall take the Bee JourClarence Marsh.
through your hives once a week and denal.
Sharon, Vt., April 2-5, 1881.
stroy queen-cells and drone comb it may
do but we would advise that you clip
The Italian Bee not a Pure Species. one wing of each queen. With a small
Mr. Deniaree, upon this question,
furnishes the readers with some very pair of scissors or a sharp knife, cut off
important considerations regarding the about
or % of the wing. The operapurity of the Italian bee, which he pro- tion is quickly performed.— Ed.]
nounces a hybrid, or a cross between a
pure " yellow, quiet race, and a fierce,
More Homer.—
black, irritable race of bees," and he
The Weekly Bee Journal,
thinks it impossible that the race is
Long may It wave.
O'er Hi" borne of the bee
pure. He is tempted to ask what is
And the land of no slave
meant by the dark and light strains of
Good-bye fogy notions,
Humbugs and queer ways.
Italians, and what point is the dividing
Such as " kind bees." " gums."
And brimstone's blue rays (blaze9).
line to be fixed. The dividing line, I
Jacksonville,
III., April 21, 1881.
H. T. C.
supposed, had already been fixed, or so
near that it was very satisfactory to all.
Very Refreshing.— I commenced this
or nearly so. As to color i.e., light and
dark— it is of but little consequence, if spring with 132 colonies, have increased
to
146, and have already extracted 626
the markings be true and uniform which
cannot be found in a hybrid of any kind. gallons of honey. Counting the origiWhen the Italian bee is crossed with the nal number, it makes an average of 56.8
black in this country, there is no uni- lbs. per colony. The white clover seaThe next
formity of color about tbem. Does the son closed on April 29.
same rule work in Italy as here ? Cer- (which is the same as your basswood
liarvest),
commences
the
first
week in
tainly it does. It must be a settled fact,
continues until the last of
if they are a cross between the pure June and
yellow andthepure black that Mr. Dem- July. If the season is as good as it
aree speaks of, have they not been bred was in 1879 I shall get about 700 gallons
long enough to become a fixed type V more. My average that year was 9
Most assuredly they have. At least this gallons per colony, counting the numI
is my experience with them 18 years. ber commenced with in the spring.
never used an ounce of glucose
From the first I claimed they varied in havewould
quit the business if I had to
shades of color as much as does the nnd
Anglo-Saxon race, but with uniform use it. 1 have instructed my merchants
give away my honey if any
to
markings of the three golden bands
trace of glucose can be found in it.
that is, the entire colony.
J. I). Bedell.
It seems that the writer had a starting
Franklin, La., May 1, 1881.
point, as he speaks of a "pure yellow
race" and a " pure black race." If there
Heavy Loss. I have lost 28 out of 31
did exist a pure yellow race as he speaks
of, is it possible that race is entirely ex- colonies of bees during the past winter.
W.m. A. Brundage.
tinct. As to the color of the beautiful
Lodi, N. Y.,May2, 1881.
Italian bee being altogether produced

Am
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;
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Farwell, Mich., May

3, 1881.

;

;

this case the nucleus already had a laying queen to be replaced with a cell.

When we make nuclei by the plan Mr.
Cowan speaks of, we do not introduce
queen-cell till after they have flown,
unless the nucleus is made from queenless colony, as I prefer
in that case
they are made 48 hours before the cell
is ready to hatch."
G. M. D.]
;

—

—

Encouraged. I fed some in the fall,
but the cold weather set in so early that
it proved a failure.
All colonies that

had stores enough are now in good conBees Doing Well Now.— My bees are dition and full of bees.
doing well now some colonies are so
Robert Corbett.
strong that they hang out even during
Manhattan, Kan., May 3, 1881.
some cold nights. I have bought some
and commence with 120 colonies, after
Bee-Keeping in Dakota.— Now that
a loss of 50 per cent.
winter has passed and the floods have
H. D. Burrell.
subsided, I will venture to give an acBangor, Mich., May 6, 1881.
count of bees and bee-keepers in Dakota. Twenty bee-keepers within my
Building Up.— My bees are doing knowledge, who, last fall, owned over
splendidly.
My Italians are rearing 800 colonies of bees, do not now own
drones already.
I have only 8 colonies over 180 colonies.
Seven of them lost
and I want to turn them all to increase, all they had ; and of these 7 the most of
and shall raise no surplus until I get as them were the largest bee-keepers here,
many colonies as I think I can manage. 3 of whom live in Vermillion, Dakota.
I do not know exactly what plan to The loss from wintering I think will
adopt. I have plenty of foundation
not exceed 20 per cent., the great loss
bought a lot of comb built out, from was from the floods that have not only
parties that lost their bees last winter. swept away bee hives, but in many
I look over my colonies every day and
laces on the Missouri River bottom it
give my queens empty frames as fast as E as swept away houses, barns, etc., and
they need them.
I shall first build also several towns and villages were aleach colony up strong, before attempt- most entirely swept away, causing priing any increase, then insert a division vation and suffering to a considerable
board in my best colony, separate the extent.
My bees went through the
queen and part of the bees from one winter first-rate I only lost 2 colonies;
side of the hive, and then raise a lot of they are doing well now, and have
queen cells (or remove the queen en- their hives well filled with brood, and
tirely and introduce her into a nucleus), if the present good weather continues
then form as many nuclei as I have they will swarm as early as usual, notqueen cells. This is the best plan that withstanding the late spring.
I know of.
W. T. Clary.
W. M. VrNsoN.
Claryville, Ky., April 18, 1881.
Elk Point, Dakota, May 2, 1881.
;

;

;

,

Loss 80 Per Cent, in Cellar.— I put
Packed in Chaff, Without Loss.— I put
winter quarters 33 colonies (27 in the 109 colonies of bees in the cellar last
fall,
and have but 28 healthy ones now.
Doolittle hive, the rest my own make).
They did not have honey enough for
I put cotton cloth over at each side
R. S. Johnson.
packed the super and ends of hive with such a long winter.
Lockport, 111., May 3, 1881.
straw and chaff put them in a row
drove stakes about 6 inches in front and
placed
6 inches fjack of the hives
Loss One-Third.— The past few days
boards inside the stakes and filled in have been fine for bees, and they have
with buckwheat chaff, and from 6 to 10 improved the time gathering pollen
inches of wheat chaff above, covered from the willows and soft maples. We
with boards to keep dry laid a board had snow 4 inches deep on the 13th inst.
in front, supported by if inch blocks The loss in wintering in general is very
laid on the alighting-board, to keep the heavy in this locality, especially where
chaff from the entrance and give a they were left ou the summer stands.
chance for flight, which they did not get My loss is about 33 per cent.; all winfrom about the middle of November, tered in house and cellar. The loss is
when I packed them, until in March. I mainly of those wintered in cellar,
fed them coffee A and granulated sugar which was damp, and too cold.
in the fall, to last until March, and the
W. D. Wright.
winter held on so long that I did not
Knowersville, N. V., April 28, 1881.
open them until about the middle of
April, when I found two starved, (my
(ST Our Letter Drawer is yet very
only loss) these two were dry and in
splendid condition. My bees have been full, and many will be disappointed in
in

;

;

;

;

bringing in pollen for the last 3 days.

not seeing their letters in this Journal.
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LIFE,

IS

Books

_j"Single copies of the Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
.,-»-^.

THOMAS

,

;

Bee- Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

,

O. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, HA,.

H74

<g" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so hy paying the difference.

Cook's Mjiniml of the Apiary.— Entirely reand elegantly Illustrated,
Is fully up with the times on every conceivable
subject that interests the apiarist. It 1b not only inHtructlve, but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practical. The hook la a masterly production, ami
one that no bee-keeper, however limited hlsraoa-is,
can afford to do without. Cloth,!* 1.25 ; paper, tfl*.
<>uini.\ '*
Bee-Keeplnnr. by I,. <:. Ki."i.~
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
In a manner that cannot fail to interest all.
Its *t vlo
Is plain and forcible, making alllts readers sen-'Mo
that the author is master of the subject.— 1#1.50.
Novlce'H
C of Bee-Culture, hy A. I. Hoot.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care '>f
the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginner-* and
those more advanced. Cloth, #1.35; paper, #1.00).
Kinir't Bee-tteepern' Text-Book, by A. .)
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, iKl.OO; paper, 75c.
written, greatly enlarged

uwl

—

*^»-*-«

ti" The Volume of the

Bee Jour-

nal

for 1S80, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

New

ig"When changing
dress,
as the

mention the

new

a postoffice adold address as well

AH

one.

®" We have prepared Ribbon Badges

^"Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the
week previous.

^TWe

can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

the back
If

soon.
.

& SUSPENSORIES.

BELTS

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.

Bee-Culture or Succeimful Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— Thla
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Oueen Rearing
Loss of Nervous or Vital Energy, Harrass of Business, Excessive Mental Application,
—Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transferring- Italianizing— Introducing Vueens— Extracting— Quleitng
Malarious Poisoning or Acts of Imprudence,
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of PreparHoney for Market, etc. It Is published In Enurcausing Physical Weakness and Nervous Prostration, Nervous Debilitv, Beminal Weakness Impotency. ing
ii-h and German. Price for either edition, 40
Brain Troubles, Epilepsy, Paralysis, Spinal Disorders, Dyspepsia, Heart Troubles, Kidney Diseases, and
Dr. Bryan's Perfected Electro-Voltaic and Magnetic Appliances surpass all other
ment, fur their wonderful recuperative power in cases arising from

methods of

A Safe and Sure Means of restoring the
youthful color of the hair is furnished
by Parker's Hair Balsam, Which is deservedly popular from its superior cleanliness.
lSwlt

;

treat-

:

cents* postpaid, or

other functional derangements.

Medicine Fails

IT IS

Frauds— this

and

the Only Genuine.
Reader, if vou are a sufferer it will do you no harm to send a statement of your case to us, and you
relation
it.
will be advised by our Medical Electrician In
to
Enclose postage, and prompt attention will be
given.

of

is

ELECTRO APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Address,

Bond

Street,

dozen.

;

not eat.

Electricity properly applied, with continuous current night and day to the body, will cure them.
It gives force to the brain, digestive functions and circulatory forces,
renews the vital action so necessary to recovery.
Dr. Bryan's invention is patented, and has proved Itself invaluable in many thousand cases.

Beware

$3.00 per

What we eat and should
This book should be In every family, where
It ought to create a sentiment against tbe adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect

Food Adulteration

Cure these Diseases,

to

NATURE'S KEUEDY.

» 9 »

L.ang;«troth on the Hive nntl Honev Bee
This Is a standard scientific work. Price, )#2.00.
BleHHed Been* by Jnhn Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, &1.00.

Limited,

near Broadway,

New

York.

consumers against the many health-destroying adul-

200 pages. Paper, 50*>.
The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they arc demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas O.
Newman.— This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in English and tierman. Price
for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering; Bees. —This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $23 in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essav, which is given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Cse— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

terations offered ad food.

;

^"Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.
.

6^

» M .

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Southern Michigan Bee-KeepAssociation will hold a meeting in
Battle Creek, Mich., on Wednesday,

ers'

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

May

CHICAGO.

.

HONEY -The market is

names

11, 1881, at 10

a.m.

B. Salisbury, Sec.

plentifully supplied with

of the Weekly honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at i."i(gi8c. for strictly choice white comb in
Bee Journal will be sent free to any and
2 lb.boses; at HKsii^c. for common dark-colored
broken lots. Extracted, T'v-itt^sc.
names that may be sent in. Any one and
BBESWAX.-Choice yellow, 20(»23c; dark, 15@17.
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
NEW YORK.
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
desire to interview, by sending the

Sample copies

l

^f The

date following the

;

name on

Extracted, choice to extra white,

o^itgai-^c.

;

dark and

candied,4(&r>Hc.

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

11, 1881.

Several essays will be

read-

2c. less.—

the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
<postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except increased the bee food in the leading honey districts,
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of and there are now good prospects of a very fair crop.
We quote white comb, V2@\ic; dark togo<'d,9@llc.
collecting them.

Wisconsin Bee-KeepConvention will be held at LaCrosse,
Wis., in Germania Hall, Tuesday, May

one on " Wintering Bees," by N. Lossing, of Hokah, Minn., and one by L. H.
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20fe25c.
Pammel, on the " Progress of BeeCINCINNATI.
Keeping." As a question box will be
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey opened, it will consume a great deal of
is good, at8@l0c.
Comb honey is of slow Bale at Hie.
time to discuss the different topics. The
for the best.
BEESWAX-18&22C.
C. F. MUTH.
custom of reading many essays will be
done away with at this Convention,
SAN FRANCISCO.
since it will be of more interest to disgeneral
disposition
Btocks
HONEY— A
to clean up
of extracted is enabling buyers to obtain concessions cuss live issues than listen to essays.
on previous asking rates. Late rains have materially
packages, 14(sl7c.; dark Ilea 12 large boxes
White extracted. !*31Uc.; dark, 7<a8c.

to this office.

^The N. W.

ers'

BEESWAX-i;2&24c., as to color.
Stearns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
San Francisco,

Cal., April 30, 1881.

L.

II.

Pammel,

Jr., Sec.

«®"The Annual Meeting

of the So-

ciety for the promotion of Agricultural
Science will be at Cincinnati, on Tues-

copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
CLUBBEVG LIST.
cloth ; for a club of 6, we give a copy of
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few and any of tbe following periodicals, for 1881, at the
i^° The bee-keepers of Missouri will
prices quoted in the last column of figures. Tbe
hours to the Bee Journal.
meet in Convention at Mexico, Mo., on
first column Rives the regular price of both
June 2, 1881, at 10 a. m., and hold a sesPublishers' Price. Cluo.
Dr. N. P. Allen, of
f9*At the Chicago meeting of the Na- The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
*2 00 sion two days.
Gleanings
in
Bee-Culture
(A.
Root)
CO.
and
3
2
75
Smith's Grove, Ky., President of the
tional Society we were requested to get
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..I.King).. 3 00. 2 BO
North
American
Bee-Keepers'
Associaphotographs of the leading apiarists, to
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellls). 2 75. 2 50
The4 above-named papers
4 75.
3 75 tion, is expected to be present to assist
sell to those who wanted them. We can
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas) 2 60. 2 35
now supply the following at 25 cents
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 50.
235 in organizing a Bee-Keepers' AssociaThe 6 above-named papers
5 75.
500 tion ; other leading bee-men are exDzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25. 3 00
due notice of which will be
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
2 40. 225 pected,
given. The programme will be pubof Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00 lesB.
Monthly
Bee
Journal, $1.50 less.
For
lished
in
a short time and will embrace
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
such questions as will be of interest
both to the novice and practical apiarwas in good health and spirits." We
Local Convention Directory.
ist.
All are invited to partake of and
are glad to be able to secure one of such
assist in this much needed organizaa satisfactory nature.
1881.
Time and Place of Meeting.
tion.
Those that cannot come will conMay 10, II— Eastern New York, at Schoharie. N. Y.
fer a favor by giving us a communicaW. S. Ward. Sec, Fuller's Station, N. Y.
i@° It would save us much trouble, if
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.
tion on some subject of interest to beeN. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
all would be particular to give their P.O.
men.
P. P. Collier, Vice Pres.
12, 13— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at Mcaddress and name, when writing to
Kinney, Collin Co., Texas.
N. A. B. K. Association, for Mo.
W. R. Howard, Sec, Kingston, Hunt Co.. Tex.
this office.
We have several letters
All papers of Missouri please copy.
17-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at H, W. Lee's,
Pecatonica, 111.
(some inclosing money) that have -no
J. Stewart, Sec.
17— N. W. Union, at Hastings, Minn.
name. Many others having no PostF. B. Dorothy, Sec.
Also, if you
office, County or State.
19— Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
im" The next meeting of the N. W.
T. Brookins, Sec.
live near one postoffice and get your Sept.
Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-KeepNational, at Lexington, Ky.
-Kentucky Suite, at Louisville. Ky.
mail at another, be sure to give the aders' Association, will be held at H. W.
Oct, 1, 11^— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
dress we have on our list.
12— Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Louiyville.Ky. Lee's, 2 miles n.w. of Pecatonica. WinW. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
nebago county. Ills., on the 17th of May,
J. Stewart, Sec.
U" In order to have this Table complete. Secreta- 1881.
Food for the Brain and Nerves that will
invigorate the body without intoxica- ries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— ED.
ting, is what we need in these days of
<^" The Northern Michigan Beerush and worry. Parker's Ginger Tonic
Keepers' Association will hold its fourth
restores the vital energies, soothes the
gy We are very sorry to hear that Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
nerves and brings good health quicker both Mr. and Mrs. Doolittle are ill Mrs. Clinton Co., Mich.. October 11 and 12,
than anything you can use. Tribune. D. was thrown from a sleigh and receiv- 1881.
David Eishelman. Pres.
18w4t
ed severe injuries, several weeks ago.
See other column.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
1.

.

,

.

.

:

.

.

1

;

C. P.

;

Dadant, Hamilton,

Harvesting, Handling

^4-page pamphlet, by Ch. &
III.
This givesin detail the

methods and management adopted
It

contains

many

in their apiary.

useful hints.— PricelSc.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas. F.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on the
Muth; 32 pages.
management of bees, Price, lOc.
Kendall's Horse Book— No boob can be more
useful to horse owners.

It

has

35 engravings, illus-

trating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much

other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
Chicken Cholera,by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Price,

ita

25c.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

day, Aug. 16. 1881, the day preceding
the sessions of the American Association for the advancement of science.

:

Extracted Honey
and Marketing.— A

are

handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, 181. ©O ; Morocco, 9B1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, 50c.

The Crowning Culmination/

A $5£oo£for $3.5011

MOORE'S
UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,
-

And Coinplete Mechanic,

'

Enlarged Edition, contains overi
1 , JC-0,000 Industrial Facts, Calcula-*
„ turns. Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
,
Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to evcrr
Mechanic, Farmer, and Business Man. Givcs200,000itema
for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinists,
"Millers Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Assayers, Plum! er
Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzcr-,
Gilie .Met land Wood Wtricrscf every kind. Builder',
ManufVs and Mechanics. 500 ENonAViNGS of Mid.
Steam, and Mining Machinery, 'iools, Sheet Metal
>ork. Mcchai.ical Movements, Plars of Mills, Roofs,
Bridge, etc.
Arrangement and Speed of Wheels,
ulleys, 1 rums. Belts, Saws, Coring, Turning, Planing,
Si Drilling To Is, Flour, Oa'meal, Paw, Shingle Paper,
(.Vtt.n, Woo; lea & Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marhle, Threshing & Rolling Mill, do., Cotion Gins,
i

Strcngt i of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. FricLathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing
ino
building, l.'cpainng and Operating, Setting of Valves,
Invent; ics. Link
Valve Motion, fctcam Packing, Pipe
it Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives,
Steam Heating,
Ventilation, Gas it Water Works, Ilydiauiics, Milt Dams,
Presses, &.c.

Em

tion,

&

(lors^Pow rof Streams, etc. On Blast Furnaces, Iron
b Steel Manufacture, Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quuri/, and Pla<-er Maiuij.', Assaying. Amalgamating, etc.
461 Tablics w.th 500,(M) Calculations
in all pussible forms* for Mechanics, Merchants snd
rarm-Ts, Sjj items lor Printers, Publish, u and
1.009 items fcr Grocers, ConWrite s for the Pres-,.
lectioncrR, Physicians
Druggi.-fc*. etc.
300 Health.
fcems,
503 dj. lor
Punters, Vami.-.hcr.-. Gilders,
m\) do, for Watchmakers at Jeweicrs. 400 do. for
Hunters, Trappers, Tanners Leather
Rubber Work.
Navigation, 'J-eiee nphy. Photography, Book-keeping,
ot ., in detail.
Strength of Materials, Effects of Hear.,
t-'uel Vaiucss,
Speciiic Gravities, Freights by rail and
tvater— a Car Load, Stowage :n Ships, Power of Steam,
Water, Wind, Shrinkage or Castings, etc.
10,000 items
for Housekeepers, Farmers, Gardeners, StocK Owners,
etc.

&

Bee-ki.;epers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details,
'tural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Remedies

wr do.,

to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horse-",

Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for
Cubic Me sures. Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent, Board.
Wages, Interest! Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain,
Hay, it (Jattio Measurement, r-e d. Plough ine. 1 laming
& Br -e Una Table*, Contents cf Granaries, Cribs. Tank=,
Cisterns Boilers, Logs,
oards, Scantling, vtcatsiuht.
Business Forms, all kinds. Special Laws of 19 States, Territories and Provinces (in the U.S. andCmada), relating
to the Coll. of Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale,
Mechanics Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Estate, Rights of Married Women, interest and Usury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
'Forms complete trcntisei on the different bu^jpcIs." — Set. Am,
The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable Treasury
if Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight iugoldtoany
Free by mail, in
Mechanic, Business Man, or Farmer.
i

1

-

fine cloth, for

$2.50;

in

leather, for $3.50.
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OF

BLACK BEES in LANGSTROTH HIVES
In lots

of less than

each

for sale this month.

;

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line will contain about elgrbt words
lines wilt occupy one inch of space.

One

to three weeks, each insertion,

Knur

"

"or more"
"
"

Eight.

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"
"

"

••

*'

"
"

;

S

0.

Madison

Chicago,

III.

Keeping Bees for

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for genheavy and light ripping.
Lathes, Ac. These machines are

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

W.

F.

Tested Queens, each

& JOHN BARNES

"
1

III.

. .

"

3

THOMAS

"

M

Editorial i
Food Adulteration from a Hygienic Standpoint
in

148
148

Winter by Glucose

Among oar Exchanges:
Apis Dorsata
Losses of Bees Packed in Chaff.

149
149
T49
149
149
149

Novice in " Blasted Hopes"
Timely Hints

Selections from Our Letter Box
Italian Bees Not a Pure Race
Taking Off Top Cushions
Prevention of Swarming
Loss 50 per cent
Wintered Without Loss

:

Loss no per cent

150
150
150
150
15o
150

More "Homer."

1.50

Very Refreshing

15o
15o
150
15o
150
150
150
l5o
150
150

Heavy Loss
Encouraged
Spring Dwindling
Building

Packed

Now

Up

in Chaff

Head

Without Loss

Loss ho per cent, in Cellar
Loss one-third
Bee-keeping in Dakota

Of the 31 dollar queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertilized.
finely, while three-fourths
of the bees in this section are dead.
L. Dexsmore.
Livonia Station, N. Y., April 11, 1881.

They have wintered

swarming.

tW All

tainment

bee-keepers are cordially invited.
F. B.

free.

like

the above.

size,

each

;

prize

honey boxes for 30

hives, nearly

comb

;

and
first class, and many other things necessary in an
apiary. Reason for selling going out of the busiL. M. ROBERTS.
ness.
:

Ft. Atkinson, Jeff. Co., Wis.

I9w3tp

If

enough to

GET THE BEST
Earat" for Hatching, from the Autocrat strain of
Light Brahnias, Langshans, $:i for 13 Rose Comb
Brown Leghorns, *2 for 13; Plymouth Rocks and
Brown Leghorns, $1.50 for 13. Albino Queens, $4
each. Chicks in the full. Sntisfuctmn L'ii:tr;inteed.
I,.

A.

Belle Vernon,

I.OWMASTEK,

Wyandotte Co., Ohio.

BEES FOR SALE.
Blacks and Hybrids, in frame bives, in good condition. Nearly all gone.
Germantown, Pa.
19wltp

JAMES SMOKE*
FOR HATCHING— From
EGGS
ties of Poultry, Brahmas, Cochins,

the varieHam burgs,

nil

Polish Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Roan Gauya, IVkin and Aylesbury Ducks. Eggs carefully packed
from our prize birds at $1.50 per 13. Four or more
settings at $ I per 13. Our Plymouth Rocks and Pehins have never been beat. A few first class fowls
and Berkshire pigs to spare.
«fc BRO., Stony Brook, N. Y.
Mention the American Bee Journal.
i->w:n

'

*'

Italians,

SURVIVE CUTE COLDEST WINTERS,
and that will pile up the box honey, give us a trial
order. Can furnish
\ it

in

i:i:\«.

I

I

:\s,

TESTED QUEENS
the

and

200

Colonies of Native Bees,

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April 15th, in lots of 10 or more,
each.
The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
filled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover

and basswuod surplus.

ALFRED
972

West Madison

II.

\ F.W

M

\

V

,

Chicago,

St.,

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.
Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

OTJR,

40-PA6E CATALOGUE
H. A.

all.

III.

Wax

read

is

price

cheaper now, bo

I

list

can

you a

and Cyprian Queens, Bees, Hives, Sections,
Price List free to

PURE COD LIVEE
OIL AND LIME.
Wllhor*« rod-Liver Oil and Lime.—The

popularity of this safe and efficacious preparais alone attrloutableto its intrinsic worth.
In
the cure Of Coughs. Colds. Asthma. WhoopingCough,
Bronchitis, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive
symptoms. It has no superior, if equal. Let no one
negiect the early symptoms of disease, when an
agent is at hand which will cureall no m plaints of the
Chest, Lungs or Throat Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilbok. Chemist, Boston. Sold bv all druggists.
iireat

tion

ilUtt&OMfi

tine

V.

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or

VAN DEDSEN

\ SONS,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Su pplies. Fine Poultry, Small
Send for it and save money.
Fruits, &c. Free.
J. T. SCOTT & 8RO., Crawtlsh Springs, tia.
2w32tx

new

tW

only

WEST OF THE MISSOURI.
a lfi-page Semi-Monthly, and is full of valuable Information to the farming public— furnishes the
most reliable information to be had for those contemplating going West.
Send 6 cents in stamps for sample copy. Subscription price $1.50 per year.
It Is

McBRIDE & DRUSE,

Editors,

Lincoln, Kebra«ka,

:

;

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Italian and Hybrid Bees.

w

50 to 75 Colonies, in Lanestroth Hiv^s, for
l
l
l
it it i: i \i. i it

ADAM

Jefferson, Wis.

ANTED—ofYou
Price

send for our Circular and
merlcan-l tullnn*. Address.
to

A
JOS. M.

list

BKOOKS

.V

RK&.,

Columbus, Ind.

J3w*;m

6@ ENGRA VINGS.

The Horse
BY

B. J.

;

;

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

From
sale.
1kw«

KENDALL, M.

D.

;

35c.

per

lb.

JW

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
other of the best medicines known are com-!
binea so skillfully in Parker s Ginger Tonic as.
to make it the greatest Bl^od Purifier and the "
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs

many

all Female Complaints.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or.
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what
your symptoms may be, it wdl surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,!
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations and
other Tonics, and combines t he best curative propertiesof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
None genuine without our signature on outside
Hiscnx & Co., Chemists. New York.
wrapper.

and

'

]

PARKER'S

HAffl

the symptoms
each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used tor the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the, horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price 8*5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

BALSAM £&?fi&%±SS

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE

giving an Index of diseases, and
A TREATISE
cause and treatment of

OSTLY

;

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;
OR,

Italian

Queens. *j.00 Cvprian Queens, $2.00
TestedCyprian Queens, $4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.011 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, *o.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00
Colony of Cyprians, 8 1'rameB, $10.00. Wax worked
<siiI0c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 23 lbs. or over,
Send for Circular.
lwly
;

bought for cash. Address.
ym6t
Dr. J. P. H.

J.

SALISBURY,

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, 111.00; Tested

in lurtre

high side-walls, 4 to lt» square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

PUBLICATION

Rev. A.

or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and

ITALIAN QUEENS,

17w3t

I6/-PE/\(?B0F^I St.
111.

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and

lltf

Is the

Co.,

QIKEXH, FOUNDATION and APIAKIAN
SUPPLIES. If you want Early Queens, from

CO.,

The NEBRASKA FARMER

™graver

etc.

all.

12w6ra

South Haven, Mich.

lflwtf

Mir-H.

WLLBOR'S COMPOUND OF

for the spring

sell

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

Address,

BURCH &

ABRONIA.

DON T BUY SUPPLIES
you have
my new

want Imported Queens, Dunham Foundation

Pound,

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

no
TO

I

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

for

IMPORTED O.UEEXS,

Bees by

50
25

1

1

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than 5
colonies at S8.00 each, which I will ship direct
from the South, at any time after April 15th.

you i^ant bees that are hardy

WARRANTED <»l

$l 00

If to be sent by mail, or Bingiy by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

flwtf

OF

Till

;

I9wltp

timonials.

Bingham & Uetheringtun Honey Knife... 2 in.,
Large Bingham Smoker
2%
Kxtra Standnrd Bingham Smoker
2 "
(•lain Standard Bingham Smoker
2
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker
..lH"

Address,

COLONIES

IOO

J.

DoruthvS6c,

filled with comb ; 800 frames filled with nice
2 four-frame Extractors, $lo each, worth |14,

ALSO

The Large and Extra

Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
new Dunham and ttfwVandervonrt machine. Italian

Our Strains of

Enter-

M VI. K AT LESS THAN COST-loo
FOR
well painted,
Langstroth Hives, Grimm's
K5c.

letters In praise of

STRIGTL Y A GRICUL TURAL

Appointment of committees.
Election of officers. Adjournment.

each
each

hort-llved.

Standard have extra wide
shtetda to prevent burning the angers and bellows.
A real improvement.
Send postal card for tes-

article of

17, 1881

:

5,

10,

I
use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than l.ouO miles.

trade.

do 1. 1.

1.— Address of Welcome, by J. N. Searls.
2.— Reports of committees.
3.— Reports from all— number, kind and condition
of bees.
4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tldball, on honey-producing plants and flowers.
5.— A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
as food and medicine.
6.— Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
Avery, of St. Croix Falls. Wis.
7.— A paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
Taylor's tails, Minn.
8.— A paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of Farmington.
9.— Progressive bee-culture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion. In
'-addition to the above, the following subjects are suggested
l.— Essential properties of a good bee hive.
2.— How to prevent and cure foul brood.
If,— How tqbrevent spring dwindling.
4.— Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural

'*

%W

Could give scores of

mly ones on exhibition at
last
National Beekeepers' Convention. 18hm.
L'ime sift* the wheat from
he chaff. Pretensions are

at»e.OO

;

the Northwestern
Bee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Has-

May

in lots of

in

Say

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
contains a queen I bought of you
they are
lively.
J. R. M. ALLEN.
Greencastle, Ind„ April 16, 1881.

%& Programme of

tings, Minn.,

What They

"

will

Also,

149

Save the Empty CombB
Langstrotb Frames for Wintering
Monument to Baron of Berlepsch

Bees Doing Well

^

Urn.!?^-ple ^?HU' P 1 08
16 employment.
T
Afip 6 ritfl Local
Printing House, Sllrer Creek, N. If.
1,

Bees Killed

,

"
"

'

"

ELECTROTYPES
Of EnjfravinRs used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square Inch— no single cut less than 5<>c.
<1. \ E \\ M A >
07 4 West Madison Street. Chicago, III.

fa 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
6 50
12 00
10 00
9 00

per half-dozen

frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen

"
4
Full Colonies, each

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

145
145
145
146
146
146
147
147
147

returned, or letter of compUiut received. Our original patent Smokers and

Honey Knives were the

are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the following prices:

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

sand

:he

adapted to Hive
Making-. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page
Illustrated Catalogue.

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouIn use— not one ever

clusively-

ITALIAN QUEENS,

eral

especially

ble to prosecution fortheir
use and sale. The largest

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in lo frame
Langstroth hives. Orders for

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS

C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Falrlawn. Southal), London.

Profit

of a Prolific Queen
Apis Dorsata Not Found in Java
Interesting Letters from the East Indlea.
Foul Brood
Feeding Rye Flour and Foul Brood
Using Separators for Surplus Honey
Bee Diseases. Spring Dwindling, etc
The Bee and Grape Controversy

Bingham 4
UetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

COLONIES

300

howtododoit.

Egg Tubes

you bay a Bingham

Sojoker, or a

British Be* Journal is published monthly at
(1.75, and contains the best practical Information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and

Correspondence t

Re-Lssued

;

y, 187».

HAVE NOW OVER

I

The

Contents of this Number.

and May, 1S79

i$7*.

If
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III.

,

July

2

NEWMAN.
Street..

Patented Jan.

SON,

Foot-Power Machinery

"
"

11.

THE ORIGINAL

*noo

BARNES' PATENT

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

THOMAS

5,

Hamilton, Hancock County,

liiwlt

line.

^Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Jourxal is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real Imposition will be exposed.

974 West

more than

j

'*

"
"
"

is
lo

viifty-two

per

each

$7.on

DADANT &

CHAS.

fourteen

SO cts.
18 "
15 "

">,

May

Agricultural

;

PUBLISHED

IN

Weekly
THE

;

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
By A.

J.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN.

COOK,

974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Professor of Entomology in the Michigan Stale Agricultural College.

S80 Page.; 112 Fine
Price— Bound

Sl.OO,

in cloth,

by mail prepaid.

I

374

Given's Foundation Press.

.(...„-.

$1.2:>; in paper cover,
For sale by

West Madison

This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Year,

and meeting with immense Buccess. The low price
of its subscription ($1.1x1 per year) in-its new and improved form 16 pages ISHXKA6, folded and pasted
makes It very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It is the JBest Advertlelnir Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
llw2Gtx
ST. It. < Ol.ro* K, Wetland. Ont.
(

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

SMITH

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Street, Chicago,

111.

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. S. ©IYEN, Hoopeston, 111.
and

1

SYVAKM-C'ATOIIER
BAILEY'S
ded success. Pi ices reduced.
lars

and testimonials.

17w$t

J.

is

Send for

a decicircu-

Address,

W. BAILEY, Box

40*.

Ripon, Wis.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

VOL. XVII.

CHICAG-O.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
WEEKLY-152 numbers) SS.OO a year,

in

advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY- The flrst and third numbers of
each month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The flrst number of each month, at
5© cent, a year, in advance.
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Any person sending

a Club of sir

is
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toun extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
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to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 2r» cents for collecting.

Free of postage
Postage to

in
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out and discharge their feces, so necessary after such a long confinement.
Every evening these colonies were
brought into a warm room. Notwithstanding these precautions, two queens
perished, leaving but 6 colonies alive.
This misfortune had destroyed my hope
of getting some of these colonies, but
Mr. Fiorini was willing to keep his word,

and sold me two

colonies, besides presenting me one of the earthen hives
where the queen had died
" Mr. Fiorini had not yet thoroughly
examined the small colonies, hence I
had the opportunity of seeing 7 Cyprian
colonies and 5 queens. I noticed thai
the Cyprians, as well as the Italians, are
not perfectly alike in color. In fact, I
saw one queen much more yellow than
the others, and one colony where the
color of the workers was perceptibly
lighter than the copper-yellow of the

the United States or Canada.

Eorope 50 cents extra*

Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

MAY

No. 20.

18, 1881.

can be distinctly seen when the worker these peculiarities, because some find
to be examined is immersed in alcohol. the Cyprian queens very fine, while oth-

The corslet of the Italian worker is generally of a uniform tinge which approx
imates black. There are, however, some
colonies of Italians in which a few of

looking for the test of purity in the
increasing yellow color, find these bees
not so beautiful, ,nd because such a remark can have some weighton the sales
the workers are adorned with the above of queens.
mark of the Cyprian. This mark is.
"Mr. Fiorini, in his journey to the
moreover, always smaller and of a duller Orient, gathered worker bees at Corfu,
yellow, and, in fact, such bees are an Jaffa, Ramble, Jerusalem, Mount Oliexception, at least in the locality where vet, Bethlehem, St. John in the MounI
have had occasion to notice them tain, and Beyrout, as he narrated in he
This mark, which in the Italian is an description of his journey (page 373 of
exception, in the Cyprian, on the con- American Bek Journal. 1880). I extrary, is a fixed characteristic.
Was amined these bees carefully one after
the Italian bee original in the Orient or another*
All (about" 50 in number)
is this mark, which is sometimes visible
have, like the Cyprian, the third ringof
the
corslet
yellow. All were, like the
on our bees, a phenomenon of atavism*.
Who knows ?
Cyprian, a lit tie smaller than the Italian,
" Cvprian queens have no such mark, although having been gathered on the
for I have not seen it either in the di- continent, and that. too. to my mind,
rectly imported queens, or in their queen proves that the smaller size of the Cyprian is not the result of their inhabiting
in island, a circumstance which generally influences the growth of other animals. I found some of these bees a little
more yellow than others: but I had
already noticed similar differences between the bees of the several colonies
ers,

I

;

imported by Mr. Fiorini, and we
that

it is

usual

among

know

the Italian.

Bewere gathered in
the same phial and in'small numbers, I
was unable to know whether these small
differences were local and constant, or
sides, as all these bees

only accidental.
'

Translated for the American Bee Journal.

The Apiary

"I examined

the drones later.

They

are, among the Cyprians, more beautiful than either the queens or the work-

of Mons. Fiorini.

The hairs of the Cyprian are
whitish three rings of the abdomen,
the nearest to the corslet.and sometimes
four, are attorned with copper yellow in
their upper part, and this in all the colonies, at least as far as I noticed. Yet
the drones, like .the queens, have not
the yellow mark of the workers. In the
Italian bees the drones are not all
adorned with yellow, a large part of
them having only some yellow marks,
and a greater number of them being
about uniformly black.
" As I said about the Italian workers,
which have exceptionally the mark or
the Cyprian, there can be found a few
Italian drones, although very rarely,
which are as yellow as the Cyprians
yet the Cyprian drones can easily be
distinguished by the whitish color of
ers.

CHAS. DADANT.

;

By request of the editor of the Bee
Journal I translate the following very
interesting editorial article from L'Apicoltore

-

" Who has not heard of Fiorini, the
enterprising bee-keeper who last year
made a trip to the Orient expressly
to secure the direct importation of the

far-famed bee from Cyprus Island.
As soon as he had returned from his
journey, in January, 1880, he informed
me of the successful issue of his undertaking, and invited me to come and see
the colonies he had brought with him.
I hastened to Monselice, a town on the

road between Padua and Bologna,where

Mr. Fiorini resides. At Padua I met
Mr. Sartori,who,returning from Venice
was on his way to Monselice. Major
Hrushka, the inventor of the honey extractor, was to be one of the party, but,
to our sorrow, at the hour of starting
Mr. Sartori had to depart alone. From
Padua one hour by railroad brought us
to Monselice, where Mr. Fiorini came to
meet us. We went to his home, and immediately turned our attention to the
beautifui Cyprian bees.
" Mr. Fiorini, with difficulty, had succeeded in gathering together 8 colonies

their hair.

" According to some, one of the merof the Cyprian bees is that they are
less inclined to rear drones. Mr. Fiorini
narrated that in the 8 colonies he found
but about lOsquare decimeters of drone
cells (a square decimeter is about four
inchessqnare). The earthen hive which
he gave me while I was at Monselice,
had no drone cells yet mv observation
in this my first year with Cvprians. did
not confirm the persistence of this
quality. I have some reason to think
that the combs observed by Mr. Fiorini
were those of after-swarms, or of first
swarms who had built during a scarcity
of honey.
" As to the greater or less tendency
to sting, 1 will wait for another year before pronouncing an opinion.
" To sum up. I do not think that there
is the least fear of the Cyprian bees
taking the first rank which was conceded
to the Italian amongst the other races,
its

bees of the other Cyprian colonies. As
to this special color, I notice a curious
coincidence. It is said that the first
copper was found in the Island of Cyprus (a Cypro cuprum dicitur). The name
of Cyprian is therefore twice related to

these bees, since they were first noticed
at Cyprus, and since they are copperat Lanarca,as he narrated in the descrip- colored. Both of these circumstances
tion of his journey (see American Bee will probably perpetuate the name of
Journal for Aug., 1880, page 373). Cyprian to those bees, although the
Six of these colonies were put in small same bees can be found in all Asia Miboxes especially prepared tor the jour- nor, and in a large part of the East, as
ney, and two were in their original we will see. The most distinct mark of
hives or earthen jars. Yet, although the workers of this kind has not yet
Mr. Fiorini used every precaution to been noticed, which consists in a mark
strengthen the poorest of them, some of the same yellow as that of the abdowere yet very weak ; the winter being men, which, in the form of a half-moon,
unusually cold, he experienced great occupies nearly all of the third ring of
difficulty to bring them through the the corslet of the worker.
winter. These colonies were placed at
" All the full-blooded Cyprian workers
a southern window, to allow them to go have this characteristic mark, which

progeny. Every queen is without this
This fact seems to be very sin-

mark.

gular.

What

is still

more curious, is
and of

that, while the color of the hair

the skin of the workers are generally
yellower, the queens have the rings with
black bands very well marked, but narrower than in the Italian. This does
not mean that they are less beautiful—
that depends on the taste. The beekeepers, outside the Alps, think a queen
the more beautiful when the black color
is least, because the preponderance of
yellow is for them aguarantee of purity.
In the Cyprian queens both colors are,
it seems, more distinct.
One makes the
other more apparent, by the contrast,
which prevenlsdullness, and to my taste
is more beautiful.
I have dilated on

;

•Atavism— The recurrence of the
a species in the progeny of

Unabridged.

its

original type of
varieties.— WEBSTER'S
Is

•Count Qaetano Barbo. the writer of
a very good microscopist.— CH. L>.

this article,

in spite of the popularity that
in these late years they have acquired,
and by which, of course, the queenbreeders will profit. Yet, I think that
a decided advantage will be gained in
the direct importation of this beautiful
race, by the crossing between our best
queens and the drones of Cyprus.
" The Cyprian bees were the great,
but not the sole aim of our journey.
Knowing that the apiary of Mr. Fiorini
was among the best in Italy, and the

and that

skill

was

with which

lie

manages

in great expectations.

I

his bees, I

am happy

my

anticipation was exceeded.
" Mr. Fiorini had wintered over 500
colonies of bees in 3 places and 4 apiaries. One of these places with 2 apiaries,
each of 100 colonies, is in the gard%n adjoining the residence of Mr. Fiorini, at
Monselice. Another apiary of 200 colonies, of which I give the engraving (see
first page), is in one of the properties of
Mr. Fiorini, in a place named Merandole, and a third in another property,
to say

May
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numbering above

100 colonies.

" The apiaries or bee-houses of Mr.
Fiorini are made with roof's covered
with tiles, and supported by wooden
plates and rafters, under which a long
and solid beam holds two stories of
hives. Every one of the posts has an
iron foot which is plunged in a small
stone recipient of water, in order to obtain a complete insulation. All the
hives are three stories high.
"Some of Mr. Fiorini's hives are
double and even treble, and which can
be reduced to one by taking out the partitions.
Experience has taught him, as
well as a number of others, that the best
way to obtain the greatest amount of
honey is to repress "natural swarming.
In spring he chooses from his colonies
the most populous, which he puts in the
triple hives
as soon as one of the compartments is full he takes out one of the
division boards when both these compartments are full, he takes out another
With such management, he
partition.
obtains over 30 kilo. (66 lbs.) of honey,
with enough honey for the bees to win-

him by the Secretary of State,
under date of Aug. 18, 1877
"'Sir: In compliance with my letter
of March 28, I present to your notice a
report which comes to me from the royal
consul of Singapore. This royal functionary writes me that in compliance
with information directed by Mr. Van
Oosterzee. consul to Batavia, and of
Messrs. Tidman, Balfour & Co., Mr.

ted to

;

;

—

was

of

Translated for the American Bee Journal.

lost sight of: viz., that of

maintaining a low, even temperature.
I know some of our very best apiarists who lost sight of the importance of
this, and resorted to frequently heating
their cellar by means of a stove last
winter. The result of this uneven and
sometimes high temperature, was disastrous to the bees. Though in a perfectly dark cellar,brood-rearing was beFerrari, of Buitenzorg, who was in- gun early in the winter, which naturtrusted with the search for bees in this ally shortened the life of the old bees,
Island, has succeeded, in some places, and as the young bees were deprived of
the necessary flight when one or two
in procuring some of these bees.
" 'In view of the desire of Mr. Fiorini weeks old, the result was disease and
Much worse
to import these bees, and thinking your death of many colonies.
signory would prefer the successful results followed, however, in this vicinsending through the peninsular line, I ity where bees were wintered out-ofhave taken. steps to send them directly doors, 80 per cent at least having perfrom Batavia to Venetia. through the ished in this and adjoining counties
English line, with a recommendation to during the past winter.
Now for the manner in which I winthe agency of Singapore, to take all
possible precautions for the transporta- tered my bees: With the assistance of
tion and the placing of the boxes on a hired man, I put 50 colonies of bees
board. I beg your signory to bring to in an under-ground cellar on October
the notice of Mr. Fiorini the forthcom- 23 last. On November 11,1 put 70 more
ing arrival of the desired insects, so in the same cellar. Of the above 120
that lie may be ready to take steps for colonies, 23 were nuclei and 27 were
weak in bees and light in supplies,
their reception.
G. Mornielli.'
" Mr. Fiorini was planning a bolder leaving but 70 in good condition for
scheme, and he had for a long time spo- wintering, as regards quantity of bees
ken of it to me, but the American Ben- and ample supplies. I took some out
ton has the start in going to Java, as and placed them on their summer stands
appears from his letters published in March 21. Those first put in the cellar,
the bee papers. As everybody will see, were not removed till April 7th. The
Mr. Fiorini has more than one claim to continuectcold weather kept them from
the public gratitude, and the President taking a cleansing flight till April 14th,
of the Central Association, in giving thus having been confined to their hives
him the gold medal, was but the inter- for more than h\i months, (or 173 days.)
preter of the unanimous wish of the On moving them from the cellar, I
found 2 standard colonies dead, having
Italian bee-keepers.
"If these lines should induce some been smothered by the entrance becombee-keeper to visit Mr. Fiorini, I will ing closed, and 3 of the nuclei having
be glad of it, for such a visit will be consumed their supplies, had died.

productive of precious practical notions;
encoaragement, and of the conviction of the unexceptionable importance
of our pursuit. In remembrance of the
lively and cordial reception and of the
indefatigable condescension in satisfying my insatiable, and at times indiscreet curiosity, I send to the bee-keeper
of Monselice an apiarian greeting.
ter on.
" G. Barbo."
" The apiary at Merendole faces the
for
half
a
it
only
The
sun
warms
east.
day. When the bees return from the
For the American Bee Journal.
fields loaded with honey in the afterCentral
Idea
in Wintering Bees.
The
noon, most of them, before entering the
hive, alight on the ground, which is cold,
J. W. SICKINNEY, M. D.
and are unable to repair to their hives.
If the night is a little cold, and if the
of the unusual morconsideration
In
sun does not shine the next morning,
most of them are lost. Mr. Fiorini, to tality among bees the past winter, all
States lying north of the
obviate this inconvenience has 4 men, through the
of Tennesee, I am disposed to
who with gloves gather the bees in large State my
success in wintering.
pans, sometimes in great quantities. state
As spring is now fairly established,
These bees are put in a warm room and
and all danger from spring dwindling is
enabled to return to their hives.
" When I visited the apiaries of Mr. passed, we can the better judge of the
full merit of this or that mode of winall the
Fiorini, only one was occupied
Many reports made in the
hives were gathered, in a large room tering bees.
March of sucnear each apiary, secure and dry in a months of February and
temperature which does not go under cessful wintering, will prove premature
revised;
for to my
-1 nor over -+1 (from 30° to 34°). A and have to be largely
section of the
humming a little stronger could be. certain knowledge, in this
heard when we entered this winter country, many colonies that had struggled through five months' of cold winrepository.
"Every one can imagine how great ter-weather, perished during the first
the work to manage such an apiary. part of April.
For many years it has been a matter
Such an undertaking could not succeed
but for the good order which I have ad- of surprise to me that there should exmired at Mr. Fiorini's. Two large ist such diversity of opinion among
rooms are used one for the preserva- apiarists in regard to the best mode of
wintering bees in the
tion of the combs, the other, facing the successfully
Every thoughtful
north, is the working-room. In 2 large Northern States.
cupboards are gathered thousands of and observing apiarist must know or
more
quiet bees are
ought
to
know,
the
combs, empty or filled with honey. In
The
a third cupboard are the small combs kept the better they will winter.
35°
used in shipping the 800 queens that more evenly a temperature, between
45° is maintained in the immediate viMr. Fiorini exports annually.*
they
" Mr. Fiorini showed me also his cor- cinity outside the hive, the better
respondence with the Italian Secreta- winter.. The purer the atmosphere that
the better they winter.
ries of State and of Agriculture, and enters the hive,
with his agents in the Island of Java,t With these conditions and a sufficiency
in order to attempt the direct importa- of honey in the hive, all doubt can be
tion of the Apis dursata, which is larger obviated about successfully wintering
;

tering

:

nuclei
4 or 5 of the weaker
chilled to death during the latter part
of March, and first part of April, leaving 110 colonies that wintered safely
through this long cold winter in my
under-ground cellar, at a temperature

Some

never above 45° nor below 33°.
Camargo, 111., April 28th, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

Waxed
B.

Ends.

HIX.

Az fur az mi own observation extends
glewcose is the best huniiy plant yit diskovered it wil stan enny klimate or
sile, is purrennial in its babbits, and is
;

tew kultivate az a Kanada thisand full az eazy tew erraddicate.
Its bunny enps air shaller, sow a short
tonged bea is gest as good az one a footlong. If yew hev this plant growing in
yewer naberhood, a Be Journal is onnessary and overstocking onpossible.

as ezy
sle,

new awl about

beas
and waz so positive az to frekently al{cardinal
on
objectors
with
terkate
pints, but poor sesons and tuff winters,
sandswitched with agravated attacks or
long spring dwindles, haz dun fur me
what argyment culd never do, and now
no enuff about beas 2 overstok
i don't
but ive found out won
the market
thing wilf nil old natur had jest az soon
kit won hunderd and foar kolonies az
one. I don't try to arger with bur
enny tpoar. She nose the hull story,
and wil hev the last word.
I went 20 mile tew kail on a man that
grandilloquizes in the papers about hiz
" litle petts." lie had 2 strong hives in
a week kondition, and it wuz so nasty
around tbar I dident sta tew dinner.
When i sea a amitewer watchin his
beas a falen into the sno, I drive rite
along; hiz kountenance iz enuff fur me.

Ten year ago

i

11,

Shall Bees be

Fed

in

PAMMEL,

L. H.

Winter?
JR.

The

following article on the above
subject, by Dr. Dzierzon, is from the
Beinen-Zeitung
" Too much honey in the fall is dangerous, as all the cells will be filled with
honey, and the bees will have a very cold
place to winter in, and the consequences
are that many dead bees will be found
in the hive. Bees, like all other animals, require as small a space as possible in which to contract themselves and
keep warm. They are not only found
to occupy but a small space between
the combs, but in many of the cells bees
can be found perhaps more are found
in the cells than between the combs.
Now, if the cells are filled with honey
the cluster will be of an unequal size,
the cold sheets of honey will cause
dampness, and the uncapped honey become sour and watery and lose its enThis is only the case with
tire aroma.
honey as soon as breeding stops. If the
honey is distasteful to the bee, some
other honey should be put in its place.
It is, therefore, advisable to take away
some of the sealed honey and store it
for winter use in feeding,. as this feeding can be done to great advantage
when the bees take a purifying flight.
" It is still better to have 3 or 4 colonies in one hive if possible, and place
small partition boards, with holes, between the brood and honey chamber,
and put some honey in the storage chamber, hy first removing the moss or hay
in this way bees can be fed without disturbing them or causing excitement.
" But should you give sugar candy or
anything of that nature, bees will eat
it, as it requires considerable moisture
to dissolve it— a great deal more so than
It is a well
it does to dissolve honey.
known fact, that nothing can be more
dangerous to the bees than a disturbance, especially if everything is closed
so that they cannot fly out ; for if they
are disturbed they exhaust themselves
Therefore it
in attempting to get out.
is better never to close the entrance entirely, unless for transportation, for it
is much better to lose a few hundred
bees in .this way than to lose the entire
colony. No sensible bee-keeper will
feed his bees after a fresh fall of snow,
or during the prevalence of a cold wind.
Not many bees will be lost when it is
quiet and cold, as they soon experience
a chill and quiet down". It is always best
to feed bees at dark, as they will not
then endeavor to fly, and all danger from
excitement will be avoided."
;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to Test Italian Queens.
O.

H.

The method

TOWNSEND.

in

general use

is

as

fol-

workers show 3 yellow
bands they are classed as pure Italians,
and this is carried so far as to advise
the bending of the bees, or placing them
on a window, in order to discover the
bands. I am sure the above rule has
caused many a colony of hybrids to be
classed as pure Italians.
I have several colonies of hybrids
which are % black in blood, the worker
bees of which all show the 3 bands,
without bending or placing them on a
window.
This method of testing Italian bees
has led many to believe that the dark
Italians are crosser and more inclined
am
The man thatreportetha bigghunney to sting than the light ones. As Ishall
kropp and at the same time a large in- ready to defend the dark Italians I
guilty."
krease ov kolonies, is purty stmre tew firmly plead for them—" not
hev hiz name writ into the order book Some who have Italians, and some wellmarked hybrids, call the latter dark
ov a glewcose seed store.
During the late thaw i see a man ex- Italians, and they do not wish to use
they
aininnin his beas; tha wuz so quiet like queens from the latter because
The konfident were too cross. These hybrids showed
that i ventured klose.
directions
look that he wore las fall wassent thar the 3 bands, when "the above
when we looked for
now enny more, and as the okkasion were followed, or,bending
the body, uswuz won words cuddent reech, i took them right," by
lows

:

If all the

;

:

than ours. With a great deal of persist- bees.
Can these conditions all be secured
ence, Mr. Fiorini had nearly succeeded
in importing thisrace of bees, as I could ami maintained in any place so easily
why take
see by the following letter communica- as in a cellar? If not, then
wintering?
the hazzard of out-door
Pack them as you will on summer
* One-fourth of this exportation' comes to Mr. Ch.
Dadant, the translator.— ED.
stands, in chaff, or whatever else you
+ Prior to ordering beep from .lava. Mr. Fiorini had
please,
you hardly expect to control the mi departuer.
condescended to consult me about the best waj I"
When the freemometur wuz nappin
get these bees alive, and it was in accordance Willi temperature of the atmosphere in which
the
thatbe
sentto
Java
boxes
all
mv advice
prepared they live for the winter.
Some one at 10 below, mi naber moved 13 kolonies
to receive the bees. Had be succeeded, I should
his yard. He
nave been the first to import the Apis cioTsatu int<- might ask, has there not been many 7 mile, and sot thum in
this country. Yei, that such lmpi irtatlon will succeed
failures the past winter, as in seasons sed he chused a kold da so az not to git
is very doubtful, on account of the difference in climeet a solium man,
mate, the thermometer in Java never going under preceding, in cellar wintering? Most stung. Now i hate to
50"; and because these bees are not accustomed to
certainly there has; and why? Because but we met 2-day. Hiz bees air the
live in cavities", but to*hang their combs under the
the important central idea in cellar win- stingless variety.
CH. DiMKl.
limbs of trees.

ing plenty of smoke to cause them to
their sacks with honey, or placing
fill
I am not
them on a window, etc.
personal. I only write to discuss the
method of testing queens, which, according to my judgment, has been found
wanting. As some may desire a better
test I will give it
!
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into winter quarters light in numbers working qualities of the two kinds,
and weak in stores; I was away from lie was of the opinion that Italian
home, too, when I ought, to have been blood would inn out.
Mr. Hunt thought that blood was as
there preparing them for winter, ami
they were not put up as they should likely to " run " one way as the Other.
As a consequence, all I He believed that Americans surpassed
have been.
the Italians in skill in breeding.
have left now is 54 colonies.
Mr. llolbrook said that Italians would
Tompkins, Mich.

The worker progeny of a pure
1.
queen (whether light or dark) will all
plainly show the 3 bands peculiar to
their race, as they stand on the I'onihs,
without feeding.' bending, or placing
them on a window.
They will all have light downy
2.
rings around that part of their bodies
back of the 3 yellow bands. Sometimes
these rings of down or hair are worn off
from the effects of having honey on

For the American Bee Journal.

Wintered well

their bodies, as in case of robbing, etc.
When the absence of these rings is thus
caused the back part ot the abdomen
always presents a shiny, black appear-

ance.
that
test

I
all

will

the drones in the neighborhood Were Of the right kind.
Mr. Herberstute had had black bees
that ran to Italians because there were

not run out

w.

in Chaff Packing,

if

Italian drones in

KOWN.

Ins neighborhood.

Mr. llolbrook said that the same
principles applied to the breeding of
Last fall 1 had 24 colonies of Italians bees as to cattle.
in double-walled hives, with 4 inches of
Mr. Pierce said that American bred
space between the walls on every side cattle were equal to imported.
or the bees. I packed this space full of
Mr. Weed thought that frequent imdry wheat chaff; gave no ventilation at portation of fresh blood precluded the
the bottom, but the entrance, %x4 in. possibility of improvement by select inn.
used boxes as large as the body of
I
The question " why do bees swarm
the hives, 6 in. deep, witli common mus- out in the spring "elicited much interwith
tilled
These
were
for
bottoms.
lin
est.
The conclusion was that it was
the same kind of chaff and placed in because of uncomfortable quarters.
the hive, and the caps were put on over
Mr. Hunt and Mr. Morhous had some
all. This gave no top ventilation except that swarmed out this spring, when the
what could pass through the chaff box closest examination revealed no cause.
and out between the hive and cap. In
Mr. llolbrook said that there was yet
place of <i honey board I used a piece much to be learned about bees.
of thin cloth on some, one thickness of
Mr. Kleinow had observed that a
home-made carpet on others, or a heavy slight covering, if dry, was better than
woolen cloth. The frames I use are \\% a heavy one if dam]) he considered
bees were in ventilation above the chaff necessary.
in., in side measure.
good condition in the fall, but some of
Minor subjects were discussed and
and conse- the Association adjourned to April 11,
capped
was
not
the honey
quently soured and caused some mold. 1882, at'Detroit.
A. B. Weed, tSec.
Some of these colonies did not fly from
Nov. 18 to March 15; others flew a litRead before the Central Michigan Convention.
tle 3 or 4 times between these dates.
loss in these 24 colonies was one, which
The Lesson of the Winter.
c.

always find, sooner or later,
queens not bearing the above
show their impurity by the

sic

I usutheir workers.
use more smoke when handling
such, than I do with pure Italians.
They will not keep their place on the
combs like the latter while being handled, and sometimes they will leave the
combs entirely, and roll over the sides
Again.
of the hive like black bees.
some of their queen progeny, even
though they mate with pure drones, will
produce cross workers although they
look like fine Italians; but a close examination will show the absence of the
rings of down on a part of the bees.
Such will not be shiny-black unless
My
smeared with honey or syrup.
I claim that the bright rings covering
the back part of the bodies of all the
bees of a colony is a sure test of purity.
The bees must be several days old before the above test can be applied, as it
My
is difficult to distinguish the light rings
on bees just emerged from the cells
was
blunder
by some unaccountable
but if it is a pure colony the 3 yellow
There
'chaffed" only on 2 sides.
bands can be seen as soon as the bees
were some dead bees in all the hives,
are hatched, while they stand in a natseveral, though not
Wheu all and dysenteryanyinbut
ural position on the comb.
one this I surely
very bad in
bee-keepers adopt this method of testwould have lost in March had I not reing their queens, the dark Italians will
treatment. One day
no longer be called crosser than the sorted to radical
in March I found the bees daubed and
light ones.
not disposed to move or fly so I took
Hubbardston, Mich.
the honey cloth off and let the sun in
between the frames. The bees soon began to roar and crawl all over the hive.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
Many flew away and never returned,
others crawled out and back. About }%
Chaff Packing— The Result.
the bees never returned, but those that
did were cured, and now it is a good
J. H. TOWNLEY.
colony. But the color of the hive was
The old reliable and ever welcome changed from clear white to dirt brown
Bees packed in this way are not afBee Journal makes its regular weekly
visits tilled with interesting and valua- fected by a solitary warm day— it takes
about
3 of such to briug them out.
ble informaton upon all topics connected
with bee-keeping. The past winser has Some moisture accumulated in the chaff
been worse than the winter of 1842-3. over the cluster, and I repeatedly lifted
Cold weather then commenced Nov. 17 off the caps to let the sun dry it. In
and continued until near the last of March, when I wanted to force them to
March, but we had warm weather by fly, I took the caps and chaff boxes off
April 1. This year on April 3itsnowed, and let the sun shine on the honey
and on the 2d it was only 7° above zero. cloths. This brought the bees out in a
In LS42-3 I was so unfortunate as to lose few minutes. I had 9 other colonies in
the caps tilled with
all the bees 1 had,one -'skip" in a hollow single- walled hives
log, but found another one in April with wheat chaff and about 12 inches of the
which to commence again, and have same on the outSide, covered with
been without bees but 2 years since. boards. Of these 1 lost one. So my
Chaff; Oh yes, chaff howaboutchaff loss in 33 is only 2. Some tell us of
now ? As I was the first to bring chaff failures with chaff, but they do not tell
Eacking as a winter protection to bees us what kind of chaff was used, how
efore the bee-keeping public (in Glean- much, or in what way. I believe the
ing*), I am again receiving letters in re- chaff hive theory is correct, and the
lation to it, while some of the writers failure is in the manner of doing it.
intimate that the " baby " is dead or The prospect for a good honey season
dying, others seem to be just a little here is excellent. There is an extra
" sarquastic " for instance, as follows
tine crop of white clover coming on.
" How do you manage to winter your
Gilson,Ill.,May 2, 1881.
bees on chaff V Do you give it to them
clear, or do you mix it with honey,
sugar, or glucose V Do you cook it or
do you feed it raw ? Do you have it
Will it not
ground or feed it whole
produce dysentery if fed whole without
bolting V " etc.
It has now been 10 years since I first
Eastern Michigan Convention.
commenced wintering bees packed in
very
chaff.
I have heretofore been
successful with it, but the present winThe Bee-keepers of Eastern Michiter has been a little too much for thi
gan met at Detroit on May 3, and
chaff. The winter commenced early. formed
the Eastern Michigan BeeThe last good flight the bees had was in Keepers' Association, with the usual
October
from then until the 6th of Constitution and By-Laws.
March they were kept in their hives by
The following were elected officers
cold weather. Bees have died all around for the ensuing year President, A. B.
me in cellars, out-doors, and, in fact, in Pierce; Vice-President, Win. Morhous;
all
other ways of wintering them. Sec, A.B. Weed Treas., J. U. Sanborn.
Whole apiaries, consisting of 2 or 3
The chief topic of discussion was the
colonies up to 150, each have been comparative merits of imported and
swept out of existence, leaving nothing home bred queens.
All agreed that
but hives and combs. Last season was further importation was undesirable.
very poor here for bees but few coloMr. Otto Kleinow belived that imnies stored any surplus honey
hardly ported queens were the best for those
enough was collected during the fall who bred queens for sale, because they
crop to keep up breeding they went sold better ; he saw no difference in the

disposition of
ally

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

:

'(

;

:

;

;

;

;

PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

I do not know that Shakspeare was a
bee-keeper, though he seems to have
been almost everything; or at least to
have been intimately conversant with
all kinds of men and their various
crafts; but I do know that his -'sweet
are the uses of adversity" is specially
pertinent, after such a winter as we
have just experienced, and may well
serve as the text of an address to practical bee-keepers.
As many wtio have suffered sore losses
will wonder where we can see aught
of sweetness, I propose, on this occasion, to indicate just where we have received value from the unwelcome losses
of the past severe winter.
We have previously learned that to
winter our bees on the.summer stands,
with no protection, was neither safe nor
wise. Bees thus neglected may pass
safely through several winters. But he
who trusts his bees, with no protection
from the full sweep of the winter's
blasts, can never be certain that his pets
will live to greet the sunshine and
bloom of the coming spring.
Past experience has also taught us
that good cellars, thoroughly adapted
to the requirements of our bees, were
safe, and could be safely trusted witli
our little insect servants, even tbeugb
the storms raged in maddest fury for
four or five months. The past exceptionally severe winter has been valuable in showing tnat this opinion was in
no wise vain. Good cellars are again
vindicated as the most secure places in
which to winter bees.
We have also been taught by our
practice in the past that chaff hives, or
packing about the hives with chaff,
sawdust, or straw, would aid to ward
off calamity in severe seasons, but we
had not had such a trial as would warrant us in pronouncing them wholly
safe. The past winter has furnished a
crucial test. The verdict is an important one. This seems to call in question
of the
heavy,
the trustworthiness
costly chaff hives, and certainly pronounces against the efficiency of the
good packing
method of packing.
box will cost, at least, §1, which will be
chaff hive.
good
the extra cost of a

A

These latter are, besides, inconvenient
and awkward. Now if the past winter
is

convincing bee-keepers

fruitful in

and hives are
and thereby saves to each

that such packing boxes
insufficient,

bee-keeper $1 per colony, it will not be
vain and we shall be able to
wholly
see some use in adversity.
Again, the past winter has shown that
cellar wintering saves no small amount
of honey. Colonies wintered out-doors,
even though well packed, have eaten 2U

m

;
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honey, and in some cases
to have starved to death,
after eating all their stores, while colonies in the same condition have winthe
tered in the cellars on less than
amount of honey. The extra honey

or 30 lbs.

(if

seem actually

';,'

consumed is worth $2 a colony.
Mine than all this, the bees are

also

dead, which adds SS to the loss. It will
quickly be seen that a few colonies of
s will pay all the expense of a good
cellar, or of converting a poor one into
The present winone that is suitable.
ter has more than ever settled the question in Eavorof good cellars for wintering bees in all the Northern States Of
our country.
Last, autumn all our colonies of bees at
the Agricultural College were strong,
and vt.re provisioned with about 30 lbs.
of good capped honey to the colony. On
Nov. 10, >i were packed in straw— the
packing being one foot in thickness
and immediately above the bees ttiere
was placed 6 inches of chaff. One of
these colonies was also in a Shuck hive.
The other half of our bees were, on the
same day, placed in the cellar. Just 5
months later, on March 10, all were exI

amined and permitted to fly. There
was no suitable opportunity previous to
this date. Those in the cellar were all
in good condition, while each colony
had over 20 lbs. of honey. Half of those
out-doors were already dead the others were suffering in no small degree
from the dysentery, though the colony
in the Shuck hive was in far the best
;

the evening of March
10 I placed all in the cellar except the
colony in the Shuck hive. Since then
one, which was reduced to a mere handThe
ful of bees, has died in the cellar.
colony in the Shuck hive is no more.
This hive was warranted, I believe, to

condition.

On

be all-sufficient, without any packing.

Warrants do not always save bees. Had
removed this colony to the cellar on
March 10 I feel sure it would have remained with us. I do not regret, however, that I gave the hive the trial,
though I do regret the result.
I

The great sine qua non to successful
wintering of bees, next to a sufficiency
of good honey, is a uniform temperature, neither too hot nor too cold. Too
much heat irritates, induces uneasiness,
over-eating, and, if the bees are restrained from flight, death. Cold likewise stimulates to activity, that the
unbodily heat may be kept normal
due eating follows as a necessity, and,
as before, with prolonged coutiuement
;

comes death.
With such prolonged cold

as we have
had the past winter, the best chaff hive
insufficient
prove
will
packing
style
of
or
to maintain this uniform temperature,
which should range from 35° to 45u F.
But a well-arranged cellar will secure
this desideratum, and so may always be
counted on to bridge over calamity
with bees that are in good condition in
the fall, and that are provided with sufand as we
ficient good capped honey
have seen, it requires the minimum
amount, if we winter in a good cellar.
A uniform temperature in a cellar
;

be secured in either of 2 ways
First, by sub-earth ventilation, where
the cellar is constantly supplied with
fresh air drawn 30 to 40 feet through the
earth, quite below the freezing point.

may

Or, secondly, by keeping a large body
of water in the cellar. This, as in our
cellar, may be accomplished by arranging the out-flowing drain pipe so that it
will be higher than the bottom of cellar.
better way would be to have the
cellar well drained, and have a large

A

As you all know, such a
cistern in it.
body of water would serve excellently
well to modify temperature, keeping it
warm in the cold winter days and not
suffering it to rise during the warm
days of winter and spring.
1 fully believe that in a cellar thus prepared, colonies of bees which were in
good condition in the fall, might remonths in prime condition.
main for
Two small nuclei in our cellar survived
until March, the past winter, and then
only died because the water raised till
it covered the bottom boards, owing to
The old idea that a cellar
our floods.
must be dry to be safe for bees, is not
founded in fact. Ours has worked well
lor 2 winters, and has had from 4 to 8
inches of water in it during all the winter through.

May
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Retrospective and Prospective.
Until the founding of the American
Bee Journal, some twenty years ago,

thought had been devoted in
this country to bee-keeping as an occupation, and still less to it as a science.
True, many kept a greater or less numbut

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

MAY

18, 1881.

little

gums" or " skeps," and a few,
comparatively very few, master minds
ber of "

^•Sweden

has this season had one

of the severest winters ever

®° We

known.

have received a crate of Giv-

en*s foundation in wired frames' which
we will test and report on, as soon as

venient.

^° Trees

by hundreds of thousands
Wisconsin were destroyed
by ground mice during the snow block-

in southern

ade.

KTWe

have received Mr. O. II.
Townsend's Catalogue for 1881, consisting of 10 pages. He has supplies and
bee-implements for sale at Hubbardston, Mich.

again.
preparation for market; a good, living to our feet to-morrow, and try
Perseverance is the mainspring to sucgeneral
article
a
honest
;
price for an
cess, and the man who has good hives
dissemination of scientific and practi- and plenty of combs, can very soon
Take
cal knowledge, and the cultivation of a work up a good yard of bees.
go ahead, and all will be well.
feeling of fraternity among the bee- courage
winter-house
I put 90 colonies into a
keepers of America. Should these reon the 22d of November they had a few
sults be attained, the experience and hours' flight on the 15th of March ; put
found one
losses of the past winter, while causing them out the 9th of April
queenless. Since they
temporary commiseration for a compar- dead and two
were put out two more have died, makative few, will be a source of congratuthree dead and two
;

;

;

up to date,
queenless. I put the queenless colonies
with the others.
1 never had my bees, taken together,
look better or stronger at this time of
year.
I have had orders for all of my
bees, but sold only ten colonies. I can
only say, respecting other bees for many
miles around here, if reports were given
they would about tally with the reports
given in the Bee Journal— very heavy
ing,

in the future.
views lation for all
heretofore, has been an
Bee-keeping,
regarding many of the internal mysteinfluenced largely by local
occupation
some had to an extent
ries of the hive
and spasmodic causes. Two or three
comprehended the physiological history
seasons of plentiful yield and good privery
of the honey bee, but they were so
ces were sufficient to induce scores of
few that their wisdom was almost covunthinking persons to start in the busiered with disrepute by the ignorant and
if a good honey-flow rewarded
ness;
who
superstitious ideas of the masses,
efforts, prices immediately detheir
kept bees as did their great-grand fathclined—but if the season was poor, bees
ers, and whose comprehension had only
were disposed of very cheaply, or Provimprovements.
kept pace with their
was depended on to protect the
dence
The master-works of Rev. L. L. Langtill a remunerative season should
bees
stroth and the late M. ^uinby gave rise
come. And this is the class of persons
to much thought and study, which in
who have persuaded themselves that
turn led to experiments, and these creahives are as good as any, and success
box
ted the necessity for a periodical, in the
in bee-keeping '"depends upon luck."
could
discoveries
new
columns of which
They have mostly quit the business I
be heralded, accepted theories be disOn page 84 of the Weekly Bee Jourcussed, old prejudices be combatted,
for March, we indulged in some
nal
to
its
proper
elevated
and apiculture be
speculations regarding the prospects for

had conceived rational

11,

scientiiic

;

R- Bacon.

losses.

Verona, N. Y.,

May 9,

1881.

We commend

the foregoing sensible
to the
future, and beg to assure them that they
need pluck, more than sympathy. No

letter to those

who are doubtful as

one's loss, however great, has
as bad as it might have been.

Forcing Bees
Mr.

to

Work

W. Hinsdale,

J.

C, under

date of

May

been

in the Boxes.
of Raleigh,

11,

N.

says

0- The Bill against " Foul Brood " position among the
this season, and the favorable outlook
" I have some 30 colonies, but cannot
That much progress has been made
was passed by the Michigan Legislafor an abundant honey flow. Our sub- get the bees to work iu the upper stoBee
the
years
of
twenty
during the
ture, on the 5th inst., and now only
sequent correspondence convinces us ries, though the colonies seem very
Journal's existence all will acknowland there is a tine honey flow at
needs the signature of the Governor to
we were not over-sanguine. White clo- strong,
What is the best thing to
this time.
edge. Many doubtful problems have
and
the
plentiful,
make it a law.
more
never
was
ver
do r"
been solved, and new ideas promulgabuds are
progressive sciences.

^

sod is well matted basswood
bright and green, and they lavishly
promise, while wild flower plants exhibit a thriftiness seldom equalled.
From the South come reports of gratifying honey yields, while in the Central
and Northern States bees are thriving
remarkably well, and vegetation everywhere, though tardy in starting, is maufftm the subject of preparing bees for
king amends by its unparalleled rapid

ted all the standard works on apiculMr. B. Salisbury gives the folture have been revised time and again,
lowing statistics : " At a meeting of
as published experiences have proven
Bee-Keepers'
Michigan
the Southern
to the several authors that their books
Association, held in Battle Creek last
inclined to error, and none but the most
Wednesday, 39 bee-keepers reported as
conceited have dared to assume that
on
May
colonies;
fall
771
follows Last
they knew it all. In nothing, perhaps,
11—325."
has opinion been more divided than
:

^"

Prof. A. J. Cook writes as follows:
" Editor Weekly Bee Journal :— Allow me personally to thank you for the
communications from our venerable
friend and the great apiarist. Rev. L. L.
Langstroth. All that we can gather

from

;_

;

his rich, ripe experience is
Let us hope for many

valuable.

munications."

winter, and here, again, the

Bee Jour-

mission in publishing the hundreds of letters giving the
results of last winter's experiments—
for mostly they were experiments. As
we foreshadowed in our issue of Februmost
ary 9th, the winter has been disastrous
comalike to the veteran and the novice, the

nal

has

fultilledVits

and the amateur where loss
was least expected, it has been as heavy
^° Mr. G. M. Doolittle is better. as where success was not anticipated.
This intelligence will be welcome news It has but demonstrated that no general
to our readers. A postal card just re- method is absolutely certain, and to our
ceived says " After a short but very se- mind it has proven that in the Northern
specialist

;

:

am

again about, although States there is much less risk in a propare in full erly prepared cellar or bee-house, than
quite weak.
bloom, with the mercury at 80° in the in any other method in general use. Of
shade. Bees are prospering; I have course, there are anomalous exceptions,
bees in 72 hives yet, but shall double but they are not numerous enough to
down to 40 to commence the season establish a rule.

vere illness I

Hard maples

are too large
the queens do not keep them
sufficiently packed with brood to prevent the bees storing considerable honey
there, and they become loth to leave

The brood-chambers

that

the brood unless forced to do so. The
best course to pursue will be to takeout
the outside frames, which you will find
well tilled with honey, and put division
boards in their place if any others are
growth.
tilled with honey take them out, extract
We estimate the losses the past winter the honey, and replace them in the cenbut
cent.,
per
50
over
at
North
in the
ter of the brood chamber only as fast
there will be larger gross receipts in cash
as the queen can use them. By thus
if even only 25 per cent, of the bees are
contracting the brood chamber, you will
saved, than have been realized the past
force the workers up in the second story
will
be
two seasons, as the honey flow
before they have made preparations for
abundant, prices rule high, and reckless
swarming, and once there, they will be
canWe
market.
the
out
of
producers
slow to encroach on the queen's domain
beenot advise any one to go into the
in the lower story. The size of the
keeping business— nor into any other—
brood chamber is the only tenable obbut we do say, if any one contemplates
jection that can be urged against the
they
specialty,
ever going into it as a
standard Langstroth hive with ten
;

never And a more encouraging time
than now.
To our unfortunate friends we extend
our sympathy— no, not sympathy, but
encouragement. Fill up your hives immediately—build up strong one or two
will

;

failures should not. will not, drive you
While we fully sympathize with many from a chosen occupation. Look well
whose losses have been peculiarly try- at every occupation what one affords
g^ We give considerable space this ing as individuals, we feel almost the facilities for retrieving losses ? In
week tothe able article from the pen of tempted to congratulate the bee-keeping what occupation can you engage where
Count Gaetano Barbo, President of fraternity upon the disasters of the past success is more certain?
the National Society of Bee-Keepers in winter. We think we can see many
"If at first you don't Bucceed, try. try again
It is not necessary to apologize ways in which good may arise from it.
Italy.
You will conquer, never fear. try. try aRaln.''
with
deep
It will discourage and drive out of the
for so doing, as it will be read
following letter is from one of
The
interest by all our subscribers, who will business many laggards who have only
progressive men of the age
recognize it as a masterly production of kept bees because they had them to keep; the
I have been very much interested in
who have kept down the price of good
a scientist of no mean attainments.
reports giving the successes and
honey by selling their poorly-prepared the
failures in wintering bees the past cold
bewould
bring,
for
what
it
commodity
winter. I fully sympathize with the
ig-We have received a letter asking
" how would bees do in the northern cause it had cost thtm nothing. This unfortunate ones in their losses and disto very
give it up, appointments. It is a hard blow
part of Dakota, Minnesota or the North- class of people will probably
many. Bee-keeping has its ups and
ideas.
The
progressive
more
or
adopt
west Territory ? Is there a supply of
downs, like all pursuits. The man that
honey plants there, or are the winters thinning down of our numbers will also plants to-day is not sure of a crop of
Socie- grain he who rears up a flock of sheep
too long for them to do well ?" Will prove of great assistance to our
to-morrow they may
uniting
bee- knows not but that
in
Conventions
and
localities
ties
in
the
some of our subscribers
be cut down by disease. But the old
anissues
general
mentioned be kind enough to answer keepers upon the
maxim is quite as true to-day as ever
have.
a reliable "Nothing venture, nothing
the queries ¥ We can only give conjec- tagonism to adulteration
to-day, we should spring
and these are not always reliable. market for our products uniformity in Though we fall

with."

;

;

:

;

:

;

tures,

;

is,

frames, and we have found them none
too many in breeding up, and easily
lessened when the sections were neglected. Many of the most successful
apiarists use hives holding only seven or
eight Langstroth frames.

^

The

bee-keepers, of Missouri will

Convention at Mexico, Mo., on
ses2, 1881, at 10 a. m., and hold a
sion two days. Dr. N. P. Allen, of
Smith's Grove, Ky., President of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Association, is expected to be present to assist
in organizing a Bee-Keepers' Associa-

meet
June

tion

in

;

pected,
given.

other leading bee-men are exdue notice of which will be
The programme will be pub-

lished in a short time and'will embrace
such questions as will be of interest
both to the novice and practical apiarAll are invited to partake of and
ist.
assist in this much needed organizaThose that cannot come will contion.
fer a favor by giving us a communication on some subject of interest to bee-

men.

P- P- Collier, Vice Pres.
N. A. B. K. Association, for Mo.

All papers of Missouri please copy.
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later they were somewhat
splendidly
Observation shows that the
uneasy.
colonies worked for surplus honey have
wintered well, while those used for
queen rearing were the fated ones, the
"tinkering" in fall being the probable
cause of their failure. Pollen is now
Cellars for Wintering.— About % of
being gathered, and at this writing,
GLEANINGS.
April 25, the weather is warm and very the bees in this locality are dead in
'Mr Geo. Grimm reports having dry. We earnestly hope that contrary fact all who did not winter in a gooil
" lost 35 colonies out of 431." Includ- to the past few seasons, we may get a cellar have now no bees worth mentionand dry, ing. The winter here is too severe for
ing the dwindling in spring he docs not damp, rainy spell in May,
sunny weather in June, when the great any kind of packing on the summer
think it will reach 10 per cent, of loss.
stands to be a safe manner of wintering
white clover harvest comes.
He then adds " In my chaff-hive
bees. Dysentery and long confinement
have caused the loss.
apiary (consisting of one colony) I lost
;

ind every one on the south end of a row
and every one of several scattered over
the yard and fully exposed to the sun
Those in the
ire in good condition.
rows starved with an abundance of
their
hives.
in
honey
Geo. M. Piper.
Chillicothe,

111.,

May

2, 1881.

;

:

BEE-KEEPERS' INSTRUCTOR.

100 percent.

A. A. Decker.

Granger, Wis., May 5, 1881.
Future Prospect.— The Editor says:
using every effort posHe is Greatly Puzzled.—Novice says
Bees Successfully Wintered.— I have
to get at the mortality, and have,
—Neighbor Shane, with an apiary of sible
we think, arrived at a pretty fair ap- 47 colonies left out of 49; I wintered on
about 100 colonies, has not lost to exceed proximation of the losses of the winter. the summer stands, with chaff cushions
10 per cent., and wintered out-doors at
We are able to make our estimates in upper story. Those now left are in
that. The hives were ordinary Langfrom reports of nearly 15,000 colonies splendid condition, being stronger than
stroth hives with chaff cushions over
to us and other bee journals. they were one year ago, and are now
He borrowed one chaff reported
the frames.
reports are mostly from the building up on fruit bloom. I think
These
without
a
hive from us, which wintered
Northern States, and show when taken there has been a loss of about % of the
loss of over 2 dozen bees, and consumed
the aggregate a mortality of 55 per bees in this county.
much less stores than those in his other in
Jas. A. Nelson.
We are satisfied however that
cent.
hives. Although he always wintered in
Wyandott, Kan., May 7, 1881.
the mortality is even greater than this,
cellars until of late,he now thinks he will
in the northern portion of the United
winter out-of-doors next winter. I conStates and Canada. We base our opinWell Done.— I have lost but 2 colofess I am greatly puzzled.
ion on the ground of hundreds of small nies out of 75 ; this is my first loss in
bee-keepers of whom we hear, but of wintering for 5 years. One starved and
whom we have no report, naving lost one had the dysentery. About of the
BEE-KEEPERS' EXCHANGE.
:

—We have been

Wintered Successfully.— I put 23 colonies of bees in

took

again " fill the earth?" The proverb beekeepers are generally looking forsays, " there is no great loss without ward hopefully, with the full determiNo Loss in Winter.— This has been a
some small gain." This we think is nation to make the most of their pres- very hard winter on bees about
are
shiftless
Undoubtedly many a
true.
ent resources, and to build up again as dead in this vicinity. 1 wintered 10 colothbusiness
drop
the
will
to
bee-keeper
rapidly as possible. There appears
onies in the yard and 30 in the cellar,
ers having lost all their bees will throw be a general feeling that we are going and only lost one, which was caused by
away their old appliances, and begin- to have a good honey season, and while my closing the entrance of the hive and
ning anew will adopt a better class of the amount of honey produced may neglecting to open it when removing
hives and management; while others, not be as large as usual, better prices from the cellar.
Thomas Heaton.
having gained knowledge from the suc- are expected. Many will no doubt run
Moore's Hill, Ind., May 3, 1881.
wintering,
neighbors
in
their
cess of
their apiaries more for increase than
will more effectually protect their bees for honey.
.By close attention and juBees that are Stingless.— Will bees
in winters to come. Like philosophers, dicious management the severe disasgrapes, is a question that has
we must profit by experience, hope for ters of the past winter may be greatly puncture
been discussed considerably of late.
the best and prepare for the worst.
overcome, and for the future turned to
Now, as regards my 25 colonies of bees,
advantage, if the lessons we have
I can put that question at rest— they
Increase Rapidly.— Owing to the learned from the past are not too easily will not puncture grapes, neither will
great loss of bees this past winter there forgotten.
In the language of Jim
they sting.
— m
will be put forth an extra amount of enrisk," they are gone wtiere the woodergy in the direction of rapid increase
The majority of the
bine twineth."
MISCELLANEOUS.
of the apiary. Already inquiries pour
bees that have passed through the winKing Birds and Bees.— The Rural New ter in this vicinity are in the old box
in asking how best to restock the depopulated colonies. The requisites are, Yorker says
hives. 1 will make it as light as possia few strong colonies, a lot of clean,
We are of the opinion that the king ble by averaging it. Last season was
dry, empty combs, or, better still, a libbird catches not only drones but workers a poor year and I had plenty of bees
eral supply of Dunham foundation,
queens also. Examination of the this year I have no bees and there is a
and
close-fitting
dithat
hives so arranged
king Dird's crop scarcely ever reveals good prospect for honey.
vision boards can be inserted, and time,
E. F. Cassell.
presence of bees except in such a
knowledge and energy enough to per- the
Illinois City, 111., May 2, 1881.
condition as to be quite beyond idenform all the needful operations at the tification.
gentleman once noticed a
right time and properly. To this should
king bird catching bees and, on close
Out of the Woods.— My bees have
be added a bountiful yield of honey, observation saw small particles drop to
wintered well. I put 106 colonies in
after which we might reasonably expect
both
proved
to
be
which
the ground
the cellar last fall and now have 147 in
5 colonies to be increased to 50 good
the bees' extremities, and he concluded good condition, and am out of the
ones by fall.
that the bees were caught in such a woods, for the fruit blossoms are just
manner as to secure the honey-sac only. coming out. I use the 8-frame LangReport of the Nellis Apiary.— Our If this be true, search for bees in the stroth hive.
J. F. Spaulding.
own bees were removed from winter king bird's crop would be in vain.
Charles City, Iowa, May 10, 1881.
quarters on April 8. The loss at that
time was about 15 per cent., and after a
Peach Trees Killed.— The New Y'ork
No loss without some small Gain. My
period of 2 weeks,. from uniting and
loss the past winter has been 42 out of
dwindling, the loss amounted to about Express says
We think 2 or 3 colonies There is no hope any longer enter- 93 colonies and about % of those remain25 per cent.
numbers but I
starved, not that they were so short of tained by the fruit-growers of Dela- ing are very weak in
discouraged, for although my
stores, but for some unaccountable rea- ware of any profit from peaches in that am not
the
prospect for a
and
son, some colonies consume nearly State this season. It is said that not in loss is severe
none at all, I am
twice as much as others, when the con- 25 years has there been a worse show- honey crop almost
and 1 have
ditions and treatment are equal. The ing, and the belief is that a great ma- not alone in my misfortunes,
mice had evidently secreted themselves jority of the peach trees have been the satisfaction of knowing that the
of black bees which
in the hives during the fall, and had killed, while all the rest have been so scores of colonies
almade havoc in a few hives despite our severely injured as to make, them use- surrounded my apiary and made itItalme to get an
for
successful) to trap less. If this be indeed true the loss most impossible
efforts (partially
now
alare
fertilized,
queen
purely
ian
them. We were diligent to contract will be very serious, for no less than
past. I shall now
the entrances in autumn. butthe warmth $5,000,000 are invested in peach cultiva- most a thing of the
have all the bees in
of the hive and the cosy chaff cushions tion on the peninsula, ot which more take measures to
reach of my apiary Italianized if I have
were a great temptation. Providence than half is invested in Delaware.
to doit for nothing, and there are other
permitting, we will effectually exclude
Bee-keepers will have lots of com considerations which contribute to
the little rascals another fall by the
timely application of perforated tin to pany in disasters this year, among lighten the load of my woes. I winter
chaff.
the entrances, that will allow the bees fruit-growers, cattle-raisers, and far- on the summer stands packed in
east and stand in
to pass freely, while the mice can only mers whose wheat winter-killed. But My hives face the
rows so close to each other that none
smell in.
tfie south end of the rows
Up to the middle of March the bees none who are progressive in any of but those on to
the sun during mid-day,
were very quiet and seemed to winter these branches will talk of giving up. are exposed

%

;

.

.

..

i

:

A

—

:

;

on Nov.

is, all in

11

and

good con-

You could not have told that
they had been confined at all; all had
they have not
either eggs or brood
dwindled any other than those which
die a natural death, which in some hives
has apparently not exceeded the number hatched. As 1 have wintered suc-

;

;

cellar

dition.

%

Our conclusion is, there- bees in this locality are dead. I will
all they had.
Profit by Experience.— As the weak fore, after a full survey and investiga- send you a small crate of my foundaanimals
men,
whether
of
of all kinds,
tion of the situation, that the losses tion, which I want you to test by the
or plants, are the first to succumb to north of the 38th parallel will be about side of the Dunham I have no fear of
disease and death, may we not console 65 per cent, of the colonies placed in the result.
D. S. Given.
ourselves that the bees remaining after winter quarters, while many of those
Hoopeston, 111., May 9, 1881.
the recent severe winter are a hardy that survive come through very weak.
[As soon as convenient after it conies
race, capable of wintering with less per- South of this parallel we think 25 per
centage of loss in future seasons, and cent, will cover the losses. Discourag- we will give it a fair trial and report
are in addition a class of bees that will ing as this state of affairs appears, we the results in the Bee Journal.— Ed.]
multiply rapidly and thus, very soon are daily in receipt of information that

my

them out April

;

cessfully I wish to summer as well ;
please tell me how to prepare them to

move them

4

miles over a rough, hilly

road, to a small belt of basswood. The
hives are 2-story simplicity, Langstroth
frame, and both stories as full of bees
as I can get them ? In looking over
my bees to-day I found capped drone
brood in 3 or 4 colonies. I have been
around among the farmers lately, buying combs to melt into wax for foundation, and find the mortality of bees as
follows: Visited and heard direct from
15 bee-keepers with a total of about 114
colonies that they attempted to winter,
of which number only is or 19 are now
living, and several of those are weak.
have also heard from several expeI
rienced apiarists, who have lost from \i
James Nipk.
to %.
Spring Prairie, Wis., May 7, 1881.
[In early morning, while cool, put a
bottom strip in the hive with notches
for bottoms of frames, or slip down
strips to prevent frames from shaking
then tack down ends of frames. In
the evening put wire cloth or mosquito
netting over the portico, and move them
at night, so as to keep them confined as
short a time as possible. Care must be
taken that that they do not get excited
and melt down the combs.— Ed.]
;

My Bees

in

Good Condition.— I put

17

colonies into the cellar last fall and had
I have 15
2 die, they were queenless.
good strong colonies left, for which I
am satisfied. They were confined 148
days. I use the Doolittle hive and pack
as he does. It has been a very hard
that
winter for bees ; I think about
were in this county have died those
that were put in cellars wintered best.
r
l ou can put me down for a life subscriber for the Bee Journal.

%
;

Charlie W. Bradish.
Glensdale, N. Y., April 30, 1881.

How I Packed in Chaff.— I put into
winter colonies 72 colonies, and lost one
by dysentery and 5 starved. I doubled
up some weak ones and now have 58.
I have a separate stand for each hive
made by taking a 2x4 scantling 2 feet 2
inches in length, and 4x8 the same
length, nailing on boards 3 feet long,
putting the wide piece behind, elevates
the stand 4 inches, on which 1 place
I use the
the hive for the summer
Langstroth hive. In the fall, as soon
and beflow
ceases,
as the honey
fore it gets cold, I take a box 2 feet
high that will tit the stand it is without bottom or top, the foundation answering for a bottom; I place it over
the hive, leaving 4 inches space for
1 then put a 6 inch block under
chaff.
that leaves a
the back of the hive
;

;

;

chance for packing under the hive.
Taking off the hone? boards I put on
a box that will fit the hive the box is 4
inches deep witli wire cloth on the bottom, putting in burlaps to keep the litter from the bees, then filling with cut
straw. The cap above the box is tilled
with straw. I have a hole through the
cap on each side covered with wire
cloth to keep out the mice and let the
foul air pass off. In the front I have a
;

spout 10 inches long, made by nailing 4
pieces of 1 inch board, 4 inches wide,
leaving an entrance 2x4 for the bees to
pass to the hive on the end of the
spout I have a door, hung with one
hinge, that I can close in cold weather.
By running a block in the spout up to
the hive, you can give them as small an
;

May
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entrance as desired. The cover of the
box should be made to keep perfectly
dry. By wintering in this way ray bees
come out clean. I weighed all of my
hives last fall to ascertain the amount
of honey ; they had from 13 to 28 lbs.
the one that died of dysentery consumed
others that were soiled con26 lbs.
sumed in like manner those that came
through all right consumed the least
Geo. Wickwire.
honey.
Weston's Mills, K. Y., May 6,*1881.
:

;

The Winter and Bees in Maine.— After
reading so much about disaster among
bees elsewhere it is encouraging to
know that in this part of Maine we have
done well. My bees wintered well
I have
and are in good condition.
heard of but one colony here that is
lost, and that had no care or protection.
It has not been colder than 8° below
zero here ; cold weather commenced
early and continued until about February 25, when we had a rain, which,
with the warm sun, took off the snow,
and gave the bees a cleansing flight. I
like the chaff hive, either for wintering
on the summer stands or in the cellar;
The Bee
it keeps them dry and warm.
Journal is a welcome visitor the
more I read it the better I like it.

—

A. P. Miller.

Camden, Maine, May

6, 1881.

and smoked them loose, covered up the sultry days of July and August, and
hive, and in about 2 hours after on ex- one in which they can keep warm when
amining the hive found all quiet, and the mercury marks 20° below zero; a
the old lady apparently following her hive that is cheap and simple, and that
usual duties as though nothing unusual can be made with a saw and hammer.
had happened. What was the cause Let us have no hobbies to ride or scisSuch a hive will be uniof her leaving the hive and brood in sors to grind.
Movable frame hives
this manner? The hive contained only versally adopted.
about 4 or 5 frames of bees and brood. have been in use long enough for all
I had them closed up with division their good qualities to be known, and
boards. The queen had a clipped wing, the size of frame best adapted for sumotherwise she might have left for good. mer and winter use. Let the entomologist, the honey producer, the queen
W. T. Clary.
breeder, and the hive maker reason toClaryville, Ky., May 9, 1881.
gether, and the result ought to be what
[It
was an attempt at abnormal is wanted.
J. S. Duncan.
Those bees which you
swarming.
Browning, Mo., April 18, 1881.
found in the hive had undoubtedly
her,
but when she
dropped to the ground lost sight of her
and returned to commence the work of
Of course they were
rearing a queen.

come out with

loth to accept her

till

after

smoking.—

Ed.]

Bee-Keeping in Missouri.— I have 100
hives— 56 containing bees in good condition, the rest empty, ready for the
I prefer natural
swarming season.
swarming for increase. My hives are
10 inches above the ground and 10 feet
apart each way, located in a locust grove
of 60 trees 5 or 6 inches through, tops
about 12 feet high 3 of_ these trees
I do not
were struck by lightning
know whether it is the electricity in the
bees, or the locust trees that attract
the lightning or either of them. There
;

Saved out of 140.— I commenced the season of 1880 with 93 coloseason was late, none
honey
the
nies
being stored until about June 20; I increased to 140 by the •'shaking off''
process, making 1 new colony from 2
old ones, and a few natural swarms
that came out from those very strong,
although I examined often and destroyed the queen cells to prevent increase. I extracted all the white clover
and basswood honey all honey left for
wintering was gathered after July 25.
All were very strong in numbers and
they soon tilled up the hives, so that 1
had to extract the fall honey from some.
Our first frost was on Aug. 17, which
nipped buckwheat and fall blossoms and
checked the flow of honey still they
On
gathered more than they used.
Oct. 10 the weather became cold and after that the bees did not fly. I examined them on Feb. 1 and found 3 dead,
and many were getting very uneasy; by
March 1 only 88 answered to the usual
rap on Mar. 0, down to 02 on the 15th,
to 55 these then had a flight, but many
were lost on the snow, and by the end
of the month only 42 remained. The
first week of April was very cold and
unfavorable, and by the 10th only 12 remained, and to-day only 7 survive out
of the 140 a few bees are left in some
of the hives, but they do notcount anything all had plenty of honey. Now I
think all, or nearly all my bees had as
much unsealed and late gathered poor
honey as they would consume for a
month after they were confined to the
hive, and if they could have had a flight
early in November all would have been
well. I winter on the summer stands
and in different hives, some being douOnly

7

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and having 4 inches of sawdust all
around them the bees in some of these
double hives were the first that died.
Geo. Garlick.
Warsaw, Out,, May 0, 1881.
ble

;

Abnormal

Swarming.—The Weekly

Bee Journal comes

regularly to hand.
with it and would
not be without it" for twice its cost. I
like to read the articles of Messrs. DooI think they are
litlle and Ileddon.
both earnest in what they say, and
hope they will continue from time to
time to furnish us with their interesting articles on bee-ology. While working close to one of my black colonies I
noticed a small cluster of bees on a
piece of plank lying in front of the
hive directly under the alighting-board.
1

am

I

was a

well pleased

little

curious to see what they

were doing, and was astonished to find
she was so quiet that at
the queen
first I thought she was dead, but she
was alive and the bees were in a circle
around her caressing her and offering
On opening the hive to reher food.
place the queen 1 found everything all
quiet, but immediately on dropping the
queens on top of the frames the bees
attacked her as they would a stranger.
I immediately ran and lit my smoker
;

;

;

heavy timber close by. I have lost4
colonies they were moved to another
is

;

part of the yard soon after their first
There has been great mortality
flight.
among the bees in this county during
the past winter, but principally with
those in box hives or log gums. Great
ignorance prevails here among those
keeping bees; they will yet be compelled to discard these " old fogy
ideas, sooner or later, for scientitic advancement is rapidly gaining ground
west of the Mississippi.

Benton, Mo.

Wintered in the Cellar.— I put 119 colonies in the cellar Nov. 15, and took out
I left 6 out for want
alive 107 April 16.
of room, all of which died, of course.
Those taken from the cellar were put on
the summer stands between 7 and 9 a.
in., without reference to their former
location. The caps were left off till
towards night and put on while the bees
were out the result was a dozen colonies went in with others (all had plenty
of honey), and now, after robbing, etc.,
I have 89 colonies in the best of condition.
My loss was wholly the result
of carelessness. The cellar was 8x16,
partitioned off from the family cellar
by sheeting paper. But a few nights in
the winter that the outer door was not
In
opened to cool the atmosphere.
March I made a "blower" so that I
could cool them at any time. My bees
consumed from 8 to 10 lbs. of honey on
the average in the 5 months. I have had
good colonies winter well on 4 lbs.;
some used 18, but generally 6 to 10.
of the bees are probably dead
About
Will Hiram Roop
in this locality.
please say why he would rather have
100 colonies wintered out of-doors than
Do queens go out
150 in the cellar ?
with the bees on their first flight r How
can I keep a queen for future use ?
;

%

Thos Tracy.
Nashua Iowa, May

1, 1881.

less

honey

is

consumed

in a

11,

warm room

than out in the storm. The walls of
my bee house are 26 inches thick, filled
in with tan bark and sawdust, with
double doors and ventilators ground is
covered severaHnches with dry sawdust,
to take the moisture. The bees were
kept in 160 days this winter with no
signs of dysentery.
I took about 950
colonies out of my old apiary April 9
all were alive, though one had but the
queen and a very few bees, and soon
perished. Of about 44 colonies bought
last fall in bad condition, and kept in
another room, I lost 7. My bees are
stronger than ever. P. T. Griffith.
Danby, Vt., April 19, 1881.

—

;

Cellar Wintering.— For the past 5
years this has been always satisfactory

with me, although loss from dwindling
always averages from 20 to 30 per cent.
I have now 50 good colonies out of 70
last fall.
J. C. Thom, M. D.
Streetsville,

Ont, May

10, 1881.

A Loss of One-third.— About Nov. 15
I packed with chaff 30 strong colonies
on the summer stands part were in
hanging-frames and part in Quinby's
standing frames. I have 20 now. I see
no choice between the different styles
of frames for wintering. I also had 12
nuclei, each with from 2 to 4 frames and
of the 3 I
about a quart of bees
packed in chaff on the summer stands

—

;

there are but 2 weak ones left the others I put in the cellar without packing
hive, with division boards
between. On jvpril 15 I took them out
;

—2 or 3 in a
and

5

were

The other

alive,

3, 1

but 2 dwindled away.

think, will build up.

My

Robert Downs.
was damp.
Naugatuck, Conn., May 0, 1881.

cellar

Experienced Bee- Beepers.— While a
large percentage of the Dees in this locality are dead, experienced bee-keepers
who had their bees in cellars have lost
but few, and their bees are now doing

'

well.

Dewar.

J.

Tiverton, Ont.,

Smith Head.

May

10, 1881.

[Queens do not go out with the bees
on their first flight. If your bees are
Good. From 90 colonies placed in the
Plenty of Honey but few Bees.— It is allowed to swarm naturally, you cannot cellar Nov. 12 I have 82 in fair condihard to make a report when our efforts
loss in this locality
without clippingg one tion. I estimate the
have not been successful. I had 70 col- keep the queen
W. H. Fletcher.
at 25 per cent.
dividing,
you
can
save
her
wing.
and
By
have
or
now
9
10,
fall,
onies last
Sauk Rapids, Minn., May 2, 1881.
most of them are weak they all had by removing to the new colony, or deplenty of honey, but long confinement pleting the colony in which she reHeavy Loss.— Mr. Knowles and I had
did it. Our first natural pollen came
about 45 colonies each last fall now he
mains.
Ed.]
April 15. I think % of the bees in this
lias 5 and I 6. All were packed in chaff.
vicinity are dead. I shall try again but
The winter has Nearly all the bees in this locality are
Good Prospect.
shall
buy
few
slow
I
a
will have to go
R. Walton.
passed and so have many of the bees. dead.
queens from those who don't raise dol- The past 2 seasons were a total failure.
Industry, Pa., May 7, 1881.
It may be profitable to dollar queens.
There are but 6 colonies of black bees
lar queen breeders to rear them, but it
the Italians have
left in this vicinity
Lost 2 out of 7.— I have lost 2 out of 7
I thank God
is loss to the purchasers.
held their own better. I doubled down colonies in wintering the cold came on
for the men who are opposing cheap
colonies;
wintered
95
to
70
fall
from
last
last fall before I was prepared for it,
queens, glucosed honey, and other them in a house apiary put them in and left them unprotected the other
I
frauds which are doing great injury to
the house Nov. 14 and took them out 5 have now sealed brood and I hope are
bees and their true friends. I like the
March 20 1 found 4 weak colonies, all
right. Can I hive my new swarms
Bee Journal, and want to see the dead now 3 queenless, 2 with drone all
on those old combs this spring V they
subscription list large enough to sustain laying queens, and several weak in
have each about 5 lbs. of honey in the
L). G. Parker.
it well.
numbers. I doubled down to 56 which hive and I have no extractor. A neighSt. Joseph, Mo., April 21, 1881.
are all in fair condition. Fruit trees bor of mine has half a dozen colonies
the back of the hive is
are beginning to bloom ; if we have in box hives
No Loss in Wintering.— I finished put- fair weather now I think we shall have hinged and the brood chamber closed
on
April
25.
colonies
ting out my 240
about the first
a fair crop of honey, for white clover in with a pane of glass
They are in prime condition with only promises to be abundant. When I read of March when I saw them I found one
8 dead ones (4 starved and 4 destroyed the reports in the Journal I feel that of them with the glass out of the brood
by mice). Two of my neighbors win- I have reason to be thankful. I am chamber, and the back of the hive so
tered 100 and 105, respectively, without now engaged in other business, so if it swelled and warped that it would not
losing any. I like a solid- cold winter is a good season I shall have all I can close within 6 inches, leaving one side
Ira Barber.
for bees.
attend to, and if it is a poor season I almost wholly exposed to the weather.
De Kalb, N. Y., May 2, 1881.
J. M. Valentine.
have enough.
I was told that they had been so all
Carlinville, 111., May 4, 1881.
winter, and yet that hive contained the
best colony in the lot, and on April 1 the
What is Required.— The article on
Loss One in a Thousand.— Our terrible bees were carrying in pollen lively.
page 99, by A. Webster, is worthy of
careful consideration, and if a hive- winter is nearly ended. It has been The combs were as bright and fresh as
frame or system of bee-management more fatal to bees than any for many when first made. In the surplus chamcan be established in exact accordance years. Nearly all who had a dozen or so ber were 2 large boxes that the owner
with the honey bee, it will be a grand of colonies have lost all. Judging from did not dare to remove, on account of
success. Let us have a hive in which the reports in the Journal those the bees flying out front and back.
we can control the colony, be it small who wintered out-of-doors will be try- Perhaps they kept that warm enough
or large ; in which we can produce ing something different, and I am to live in during the winter, and so
extracted or comb honey in thebestpos- rather glad that they have had some- were not obliged to go on the other
that the honey thing to open their eyes. It may be all edge of the combs for food. I am of
sible shape for market
"
can be taken from the hive without right to winter out in the cold, but to the opinion that you builded better
that the me it lias the appearance of barbarism, than you knew " when you made the
disturbing the brood nest
frames can be lifted out without stick- and I cannot see how anyone with the Journal a Weekly it has already being or scraping that swarming may be least kindly feeling for the bee can come a necessity, and the bee-keepers
encouraged or" prevented, as desired; sleep on those cold dreary nights, when of this country, as well as Europe, apC. W. Dow.
that bees can be safely wintered on the they must know their bees are having a preciate it.
Lynn, Mass., April 18, 1881.
summer stands on the smallest possible death struggle with the cold. If the
amount of honey, without chaff, saw- winters' losses shall teach a lesson to
[Yes those combs are as good as so
dust, lime, or any other packing (all such men, then all the bees have not
them dry thoroughly
such prove a deficiency in the hive); that died in vain. Anotherreason why peo- much gold. Let
the bees can keep cool in during the hot ple should house bees is, it pays much before using. Ed.]
J.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

FRANCES DUNHAM,

BUYEHS' QUOTATIONS.

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for S cents each.
•

^" Those

Inventor and Solo Manufacturer uf the

;ire

. • -.

CHICAGO.

change
the Weekly, can
to

from other editions to
do so by paying the difference.

market |8 plentifully aupplietl with
slow lit we.ik, easy prices. Quolor strli'tlv oholOe white comb in 1
2 lb. boxes; at iiim ijc. for common dark-colored

table at

^° The

Volume of the Bee Jourfor lsso, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

THOMAS

suit's :ire

and
and broken

Extracted,

lots.

BKESWAX.-Cholce

HONEY.— Best
packages,

wtiite

1

.

12

;

White extiaoied. 9®10c; dark,

BEESWAX.-Prime

.<'

l
'.

dark, 15®17.

MAC?XXXTE,

small neat

lame boxes

2c.

less.—

7(oj8c.

changing a postoflice admention the old address as well

new

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

HONEY—

A ceneral disposition to clean up stocks
of extracted is cnablinc buyers to obtain concessions
on previous asking rates. Late rains have materially
increased the bee food in the lending honey districts,
and there are now pood prospects of a very fair crop.
comb, 12@14&; dark toeood, 9@1 1c.
Extracted, choice to extra white, f>?4@(;?4c. dark and
;

candied, 4@5}£c.

igT Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office "by Friday of the

week

mn

previous.

—

®"We

Front Street.

;

:

1

We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal

can supply but a few more of and any

numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

soon.

6S° Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks

(T. G.

Newman)
.

-J

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, tl. 50 less.

the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the
copies

collecting them.
.

» 9 •

Premiums. — For a club

2,

50
75
35
35
00
00
25

FRANCES DUNHAM,
DEPEKE,

lsmtlm

Wis

CO.,

Y.
Y.

Pecatonica, III.
J. Stewart, Sec.
17— N. W. Union, at Hastings, Minn.
F. B. Dorothy, Sec.
Bristol, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec.

National, at Lexington. Ky.

-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.

Oct, 11,

-Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Lnuisville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

fW In order to have this

Table complete, Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
ries are

iggrinstead of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
silver.

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices.
Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C. A- H. P. S
2eowl5t
Hartford, Wis.

AXLES,

THE ORIGINAL QUINBY SMOKER,
with upright bellows and tube, has been upon the
market five years lunger than any smoker made.
"The lurgest bee-kee er- use them."
" The Heihenngton Bros are the must extensive
bee-keepers in the United States."
Cherry Valley, N. V., March 22, 1881.
After testing your smokers with others of the best
make, I do not hesitate to ordertwo dozen for use in
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it, running it all day and burning hard
maple wood, which tests the construction most thoroughly. Those we have been using admit coals into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
yourQuinby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.
J.

Smoker made,
Prices by mail

or will

Hetherington.

Double-Bl »st to be the
refund the money.

Medium,

L irge, 2*4

aUINBY'S

we

EMERSON BINDERS.

E.

We warrant our new

weekly

will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of "Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

BROWN

Be SURE

12,

12

_&l

To send

N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
13— Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, at Mc-

Sept.

Circular and Samples free.

B^~

less.

1

such fhan
of

5 75..
3 25.. 3
2 40.. 2

COMB
FOUNDATION,
New

(JO

10,

19— Champlain Valley, at

date following the name on
wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of

2
5

00
75

Kinney, Collin Co., Texas.
W. R. Howard, Sec, Kingston, HuntCo., Tex.
17-N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis., at H. W. Lee's,

to this office.

4? The

2

2 50..
2 60.

Time and Place of Meeting.
I— Eas' ern New York, at Schoharie, N.
W. S. Ward, Sec, Fuller's Station, N.
11— S. W. Wisconsin, at Darlington, Wis.

May

of

•the

..$2
3 00.. 2
3 00
2
2 75.. 2
4 75.
3

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

(y Sample

.

The above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomasl
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A. G. Hill)
The K above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth)
Bee-Culture (T.G. Newman)

for 50 cents extra.

AND DUNHAM

Publishers' Price. Club.

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. .I.King)
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.NellisK

18w4t

liness.

;

:

<

Safe and Sure Means of restoring the
youthful color of the hair is furnished
by Parker's Hair Balsam, which is deservedly popular from its superior clean-

llsh and German. Price for either edition, 40
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, where
It ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect

of the following periodicals, for 1831, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both

The Weekly Bee Journal

A

names

Bee-Culture or Successful Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
— Feeding— Swarming— Dividing -Transferring- Italianizing
ntroducing Queens— Extracting—-Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Enir-

Cal.. April 30, 1881.

CLUBBING LIST.

the back
If

San Francisco.

BEST

inches
inches

$ 1 50
1 75

2

NEW BEE-KEEPING,

By mail

*1 50

and learn how we were enabled to obover 15,000 lbs. of honey from 17ti colonies last

Send for
tain

it,

;

;

;

tion. The Prize— *2."> in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essav. which is given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— A iM-page pamphlet, by Ch. &
Dadant, Hamilton,

C. P.

This gives

III.

methods and management adopted

in detail the
in their apiary.

many useful hints.— Priceloc.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

It

contains

Muth; 32 pages.

It

K.

gives Mr. Muth's views on the

management of bees,
Kendall's Horse

Price,

lOc.

Book— No

book can be more

useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much

other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and

cause,

cure.

Price,

its

35c.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, iff l.Oi*
MoCheap edition, without slate, 50c.
:

rocco, iffl.50.

The Crowning Culmination

I

A $5Jioofc/or $2 601!

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,
A n d Co mplete Mechanic
•-

Enlarged Edition, contains

ove.

jOOiOOO

Industrial Facts, Caicula-'
Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
*

lions,

Items

A.ssaycrs, Plum'er , Ga> and Steam Fitters. Bronzers,
Gilder Met land Wood Work era of every kind. Builder^,
Manuf'r's and Mechanics.
500 ENQuAVlNG.s of Mill,
.

at the following prices, postage paid

"

or Magazine desired.

:

Cloth and paper, each

50c

Leather and cloth

75c.

%W We can also
y74

THOMAS street.
G. NEWMAN,
Chlcajro.

111.

SUGAR WA3VTED.-I wish to buy
MAPLE
for cash a quantity of PURE Maple Sugar
Give price, quality,
quantity and how put up.
prefer to hear direct from producers.

VOLUME FOR

West Madison

Street,

Chicaa-o,

The Van Densen Feeder, with our attachment,
shown in the cut, is perfection itself.
Send for illustrated circular describing all goods.

is

Would

gg" It would save us much trouble, if
ISsmtf
M. M. BALDR1DGE, St. Charles, 111.
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
I88O,
this office.
We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no Postoffice, County or State.
Also, if you
li^e near one postoffice and get your Bound in stiff paper covers. A few copies for sale at
mail at another, be sure to give the ad$1.00, postpaid to any address.
dress we have on our list.
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

&

furnish the Binder for any Paper

West Madison

111.

SEEDS! HONEY PLANTS

L

variety Of all kinds, including Melilot, Alsike
and White (Mover, Mammoth Mignonette, Ac. For
prices and instructions for planting, see my Illustrated Catalogue, -sent free upon application.
II.
* Chicago, III.
97J West Madison St.,

m

ROOT &

BRQ.,

Mohawk,

500 do. tor
Painters, Varnishers,
Gilders,
5U0 do. for Watchmakers i, Jewelers. 400 do. for
Hunters, Trappers, Tanner-, Leather
Rubber Work.
Navigation. Telegraphy, Photography, Book -keening.
Etc., in detuL
Strength of Materials, Effects of HearFuel Values, Specific Gravities. Freight? by rail and
water— a Cur Load, Stowage in Ships, Power of steam.
Water, Wind, Shruikaee of Castings, etc.
10.000 items
for Housekeepers, Farmers, Gardeners, StocK Owners,
Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, "liiil details,
Hural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stuck. Remedies
tor do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horses
(terns.

N. T.

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

COX, O INTI IES
WITH

etc.

&

Steam Power on Farms.

Imported Italian Queens,
Or our own Importation,
GUARANTEED PLJRE AND GENUINE.
Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diploma
at tin 1 North-Eastern Bee-Keepers'

Convention held

February.

full

ALFRED

C.

17

in

A

Steam, and Mining Machinery, 'iools, ^hect Metal
Work, Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Roofs,
Bridge^ etc.
Arrangement and Speed of Wheels,
Culleys, Pmms Belts, Saws. Coring, Turning, Planing,
& Drilling Tools, Flour. Oatmeal, Saw, Shingle Paper,
Cotton, Woollen
Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marble, Threshing & Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins,
presses, &.c. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Beiting Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Ent-ina
Building. Repairing and Operating, Setting ot Valves,
Eccentiics,Lmk
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe
Steam Heating,
St Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives,
Vent il.it ion, Ga.s & Water Works, Hydraulics, Mill Dams,
Hoie-Pow rof Streams, etc. On Blast Fun aces, Iron
fc Steel Manufacture, Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quartz and Placer Mining, Assaying. Amalgafnatmg, etc.
461 TABLES w.th 500,(JW) Calculations
in all possible forms for Mechanics, Merchants and
Farmers, 8JJ items for Printers, Publish' rs and
Writers for the Press.
1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners, Physicians,
Druggists, etc.
300 Health

&

:

nerves and brings good health quicker
than anything you can use. Tribune.
See other column.
18w4t

upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &c. and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published in Envllsh and German. Price
for either edition, 6c.; per dozen, aOc.
Wintering Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Associa-

Mechanic, Farmer, mid Business Man. Gives 200,000 items
for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinists,
Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,

lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

restores the vital energies, soothes the

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Q.
Newman.— This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing

I

fc£* Binder* for the Weekly Bee Journal,
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them. We can of 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.
now supply the following at 25 cents We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
Dzierzon, the Baron of Ber- the back, for AiMEHiCAN Bee Joi'unal for 18SO,
each

Food for the Brain and Nerves that will
invigorate the body without intoxicating, is what we need in these days of
rush and worry. Parker's Ginger Tonic

The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, IS cents.

„

Alsike Clover Seed a Specialty.

(gfAt the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get

the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.

consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, 50c.

season.

;

it is

<

the present time. Cloth. Wl.OO; paper, 7 tic.
I-iungNtroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
This is a standard scientific work. Price, !$2.00.
Blessed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical Information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. $1.00.

We quote white

BEES WAX--'2<5 24c. as to color.
Steakns & Smith. 423

and is full v up with the times on every
ceivable
abject that interest* the apiarist. It is not <>niy instructive, bnt intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book Is a masterly production, and
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, 81.SJS paper, KM.
Qalnbr*i New Bee-Keeplnr. by 1* C. Root.—
The author has treated the subject of bee keeping
in B in miner that cannot fall to interest all.
Its stylo
is plain and forcible, making all its readers sensible
that the author is master of the subject.— tfl. SO.
Novlee'n A
C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care "1
the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, Wl.iSA; paper, JSl.OO.
Kind's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to

B

C

BEESWAX

SAN FRANCISCO.

We have prepared Ribbon Badges

gg"

Y.— The market for extracted clover honey
isKood, at 8@10c. Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c.
for the best.
-18®22e.
F. MtiTH.

one.

Cook's Manual of the Apiary. — Entirely reand elegantly illustrated,

written, greatly enlarged

;

quality, 20i*2Sc.

HONE

t^When

C. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

974

FOUNDATION

,.i-.

2U(«2:ic;

YORK.
comb honey,

17c; dark Ilia

14"i

T

yellow.

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

CINCINNATI.

dress,
as the

Books

L5<§ 180.

NEW

nal

DTJXTXXAM

HONEY- Tho
honey, iind

who may wish

159

Price LiBt, with

NEWMAN,

>

3

samples of

CHAS.
9smtf

&

1

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.

Comb

t

Foundation, free.

DADANT &

SON,
Hamilton, Hancock

Co.,

III.

Lightning Calculator

for

Cubic Me isurcs, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent Board,
Wages, Interest, Coal
Tonnaqe Tables. Land. Grain,
Hay. At Cattle Measurement, Sc d. Ploughine Planting
& Br-e line Tables, Contents cf Granaries, Cribs. Tanks,
Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, boards, Scantling, t lc, atmaht.
Business Forms, all kinds. Special Laws of 10 States. Territories and Provinces [in the U.S. and Canada), relating
to the Coll. of Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale,
Mechanics Lien, th Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
LawB, Limitation of Actions, etc.
"Forms c >m pletu ron tises on the different subjects." -Set, Am.
The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable Treasury
f Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight infold to any
'
Free by mail, ill
Mi
:hanic. Business Man, or Farmer.
Luc cloth for $a.50; in leather, for $3.50.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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May

THE ORIGINAL

BARNES' PATENT
Foot-Power Machinery

Patented Jan.

1878,

9,

and May, 1879

July

CIRCULAK

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham A
HctherlngtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liaIf

SCKOLL SAWS
words

A line will contain nbout eight
lines will occupy one Inch of space.
One

"or more"

Eight,

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

'*

*'

"

'*

fourteen

20 cts.
18 "
15 "
1« "
lO "

to three weeks, each Insertion,

Four

;

per

W.
"

"
'*
*'
"
"
"
*'
"
Fifty-two
8 "
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

is

the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

G.

974 West Madison

NEWMAN.
Chicago,

Street.,

& JOHN BARNES

F.

Kockford. Winnebago Co.,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement U inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
V early Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

Thk Ameuican Bke Journal

especially
adapted to Hive
Miiktiifr. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page
Illustrated Catalogue.

line.

III.

•

Bees
Apis Dorsata— the Large Bee of Java
The Central Idea In Wintering Bees
Waxed Fnds
Shall Bees be Fed In Winter?
How to Test Italian Queens
Chaff Packing -the Ke-ult
Wintered Well in Chaff Packing

Convention Notes

ITALIAN QUEENS,

AND BEE-KEKPKRS ADVISER.
British Bee Journal \$ published monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Kairlawn, Southall, London.

Nuclei and Full Colonies,
lowing prices:

ELECTROTYPES

2

"

What They

Read

Say

of bees alive In this township,
they are
contains a queen I bought of you

postal card for testimonials.

Bingham k

ALSO

COLONIES

Little

Knife.

.

.2 In., f

2^

'

"
"

2
'2

Wonder Bingham Smoker

i

1

1
1

"

lji

00
50
25
00
75

be sent by mall, or slngiy by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for doaen or half-dozen rates.
Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

Hwtf

BEES,

UailQGK &QJHNDLER

1881.

in,

queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertl ized.
They have wintered finely, while three-fourths
31 dollar

April

Colonies of

Native Bees,

Box Hives,

delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April loth, in lots of 10 or more,
uttttt.OO each.
The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
filled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover

Densmohe.

11, 1881.

Could give scores of letters

200

Also,
in

of the bees in this section are dead.
Y.,

Honey

If to

."i

;

Greencastle, Ind., April

lletlieriiuton

Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than
colonies at SS.OO each, which I will ship direct
from the South, at any time after April 15th.

R.M. Allen.

J.

lively.

Itnprove-

real

Send

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

BLACK AND HYBRID

The only swarm

A

ws.

•

nent.

OF
158
154
154
154
154
154
155
155

156
156
156

terns

"

*'

lOOt

Livonia Station, N.
I

"

'

3

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

$2 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
6 50
V2 oo
10 00
9 00

per half-dozen

frame
Nucleus, with Tested Queen
"

"
"
"
"
4
Full Colonies, each
"
"
In lots of 5, each
"
*'
10, each

Of Engravings used In the Bee Journal for sale at
2C> cents per square Inch — no single out less than 50c.

:

Editorial

"

*'

1

I'yl

155
155

Ketrospective and Prospective
Forcing Bees to Work in the Boxes

The Large and Extra
standard have extra wide
blelda bo prevent burning the fingers and bel-

are now being booked and will be filled In rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the fol-

Tested Queens, each

L.

Editorial

aort- lived.

The

$1.75,

insively.

sand

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,

Of the

of the Winter

-keepers use them ex
Twenty thouin use— not one ever
returned, or letter of com*
ilalnt received. Our original patent Smokers and
loney Knives were the
•nly ones on exhibition at
he last National BeeCeepers' Convention, Ikho.
'line sifts the wheat from
he chaff. Pretensions are
I

.

of Pure Italian Bees. In good condition, in 1" frame
LangBtroth hiveB. Orders for

153
153

:

Eastern Michigan Convention

The Lesson

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

COLONIES

300

111.

Furnlsht pleasant, profitable employment.
Agent:cO Local Printing House, Silver Creek, N. Y.

orrei|>ondenc«:
The Apiary of Mona. Fiorinl
View of Apiary at Merandole, Italy
Count Barbo's description of Cyprian

HAVE NOW OVER

I

»74 West
Contents of this Number.

Re-Issued

;

1878.

I

and

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, Ac. These machines are

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.

11.

|y

in praise of

and basswood surplus.

Among our Exchansea:
George Grimm's Heport

157
157
157
157
157
157
157
157

Greatly Puzzled
Prodt by Experience
Increase Rapidly
Keport of the N el lis Apiary
King Birds and the Bees
Peach Trees Killed
Future Prospects

Selection* from

Our Letter Box

No Loss

in Winter
Bees that are Stlngless

Outof the Woods
No Loss without some Small Gain
Wintered BuOCeSsf ully
Bees in Good Condition
Mow 1 Packed in Chaff
The Winter and Bees in Maine
Only 7 Saved out of 140CoIonies
Abnormal Swarming
Bee-Keeping in Missouri
Plenty or Honey, but Few Bees
No Loss in Wintering
Required

Wintered

in the Cellar

Good Prospect
Low One In a Thousand

th:it will pile

up the box honey. Rive us a

Good

l^

1 1

III.

you have read my new price list for the spring
Wax is cheaper now, so I can sell you a fine
Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
new Dunham and nnoVandervoort machine. Italian
and Cyprian Queens, Bees, Hives, Sections, etc.
Price List free to

Bees by the Pound,

Ol

40-PAGE CATALOGUE

IC

H. A.

all.

for

Address,

BUB.CH &

CALDWELL.
111.

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN HI Is and
FOUNDATION and APIARIAN

OTTEENS,

SUPPLIES.

CO.,

If

\M

RevTATSALISBIJRY;

you want Early Queens, from

Dr. J. P.

9mf!t

II.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, '$1.0*1 Tested
;

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

[fc^'^SsSb high side-walls, i to lfi square feet to
''*'
Circular and samples free.
''-v J the pound.
J- VAN DKUSEN A SONS.
Bsfevi->:]
ffS£££S£g|
.
Sole Manufacturers,
'&-- -_7fl. Htf
Sprout Brook, Mont, Co., N. V.

tings, Minn.,

May

17, 1881

1.— Address of Welcome, by
UepOrt* Of committees.
2,

— Reports from

3.

all

J.

cultural College.

286 Pace*; 112 Fine

-number, kind and condition

4.— A paper by Pres. A. Tidball. on honey-producing plants and tinners.
5. — A paper by Dr. P. Barton, of St. Paul, on honey
as food and medicine.
>:.- Apiary culture and our fairs, by Hon. William
Avery, of St. Croix Falls, Wis.
7. -A paper on sales of honey, by F. B. Dorothy, of
Taylor's Fulls, Minn.
8.— A paper on wintering bees, by L. Day, of FarmIngton
:'.
Progressive bee-cnlture, by J. G. Teter.
The above subjects will be open for discussion. In
addition to the above, the following subjects are suggested
Kssentlal properties of a good bee hive.
low to prevent and cure foul brood.
How to prevent spring dwindling.
S,
4. -Comb Foundation, with dividing and natural
:

]

1

swarming.

free.

F. B.

Price— Bound
si.do, by mall

Illustrations.

in cloth, ffitl.SAi In

prepaid.

For

Street, Chicago,

Ij

Italian and Hybrid Bees.
50 to 75 Colonies, In Langstroth Hiv
ADAM FUERBRINOER. for
sale.

all

Poultry, BrahmiLH, Cochins,

the varte-

Hambunis,

Polish liPglmrns, Plymouth Hocks, Kuan Gauva, Pekln and Aylesbury Due s. Kggs carefully packed
from our prize birds at fl.fVt per Ki. Four or more
settings at $l per i:i Our Plymouth Rocks an
Peklns have never been heat. A few tlrst class fowls
and Berkshire jilts to spurn.
6%
Stony Brook, N. Y.

sMITIl
Ame

KUO.,

loan Bee Journal.

imw;h

XE-PIKCE SECTIONS— pound and
OlKsm4tp
—
Sample
BYRON WALK
Cupac,
r

prize size

$4.. >0

per

fl.t*

«

section free.

i.

1

;

size,

Michigan BeeijgT The Northern
Keepers Association will hold its fourth
Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
Clinton Co., Mich., October 11 and 12,

each; prise honey boxes for 90 hives, nearly
filled with comb
800 frames tilled with nice comb
2 four-frame Extractors, ftln each, worth $14, and
first class, and many other things necessary In an
apiary. Reason for selling going out of the busi:

:

:

L. M. ROBERTS.
Ft. AUinson.Jeft*. Co., Wis.

ness.

19w3tp

u.

li.

David Eishelman. Pres.
Goodno, tfec.,Carson City, Mich.

Price

on

JOS. M.

HROOKS.V

IMC.

Columbus,

cause and
a table
the principal druKBUsed for the horse, with
the ordinary nose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an onk'ravtnp of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable Information,
Price »5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

a

Those having any for Bale are Invited to
correspond, giving particulars".

V1.FKE1I
972

West Madison

NEWMAN
CHICAGO

II.
street,

ILL.

p

j

may be, it will surely help you.
This Tonic cures drunkenness,
the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations and,
other Tonics, and combines the best curative prop-]
ertiesof all. Buy a 50c. bottle of youruruggist
None genuine without our signature on outside
Hrscox' & O.. Chemists, New Vrrl
wrapper.
your symptoms

Remember

|

!

is

.

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM

^ »•««-»«-•«
Dumtc&l

llair

Dictttog

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE OSLT

;

Agricultural

Klvlnt.' nil

;

Pt'ULISHElJ IN

Weekly
TOE

;

974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical Journal

in

now

in its

Third Tear,

Immense success. The low price
subscription c$i.00per rear! in its new and improved form ifl paces I3KX10&, folded and pasted)
makes It very popular. Eta editors are nil practical
men. It is the lteit A dvertlnlitK Medium in
Can ad ii. Sample copies sent free to any address.
Ilw26tx
N. B.
Welland. Ont.
and
01

ineetiiur with

Its

i

.

WANTED.-I desire to purchase sevHONEY
eral barrels Of dark extracted honoy. and
few

lwly

for Circular.

^

The Horse
symptoms

Dunham

PT*Send

tiingor, Kurliu, Mandrake., StlMingia and
Imany other of the best medlCiOU known ate com•bined so skillfully in Pakkek s Dinger Tonic as
'to make it the greatest Bl^od Purifier and the
Bc6t Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
y
'Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,.
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs
and all Female Complarnts.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
aoy disease, use the Tonic to-day. Nomattcrwhat'

©5 ENGRAVINGS.

the

lb.

lb.

PARKER'S GINGERTONIC

,

By the pound. Will be pleased to hear from imy one
that can supply me this month or tirst of June.
2UWitp
J. It \ IC IC Darrtown, Ohio,

of light.

per

;

lnd.

B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
an index of diseases. and
A TREATISE jrivtn*treatment
of each,

per

36c.

You to send for our Circular and
of Amt-rlcHii-ltnllmi*. Address,

list

inwi>m

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
Black or Hybrid Bees Wanted

1

iSMl.

W ANTED—

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

Jefferson, Wis.

BY

Mich.

SALE AT I>ESS THAN COST-lon
FOR
Langstroth Hives, Grimm's
well painted,

BSO.

day, Aug. 1H, 1881, the day preceding
the sessions of the American Association for the advancement of science.

s,

i

Mention the

new

From

111.

Enter-

^"Tlie Annual Meeting of the Society for the promotion of Agricultural
Science will be at Cincinnati, on Tues-

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry. Small
Send for It and save money.
Fruits, &c. Free.
2wX!tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

lMw4t

POOS FOR HATCHING- From
tins of

Ell,

DouoTBVSec,

Full

paper cover,

sale by

West Madison

ITALIAN QUEENS,

%W

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

/

Appointment of committees.
Election of Officers. Adjournment.
tJfAll bee keepers are cordially Invited.

tainment

COOK,

J.

Professorof Entomology in the Michigan State Agri-

:

N. Searls.

of bees.

:.'.

By A.

1

;

'{'•'•'•

the Northwestern
Bee-Keepers' Union, to be held at Has-

;

:

10c.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

Italian

;

Queens. &00 Cvprlan Queens. $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
frame
Nucleus, Italians, £4.00;
frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00
Colony of Cyp-

BROWN, Augusta. Ga.

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

0* Programme of

Cod-Liver Oil and Llme.-The

-'-

great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth. In
the cure of. Coughs, Colds, Asthma. Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive
Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal. Let no one
neglect the early symptoms of disease, when an
agent is at hand which will cure nil complaints of the
Chest, Lungs or Throat
Manufactured only by A.
B. Wll.iiOH. Chemist. Boston. Sold by all druggists.

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation in large
or Brnall quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind.
at moderate prices, send for my n«-w Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address.

South Huven, Mich.

18wtf

V.

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.
of Apiarian Supplies, free to

all.

J.

NUCLEI. AND FULL COLONIES.

158

7

Chicago,

trade.
article of

TESTED QUEENS and
IMPORTED QUEENS,

157
157
157
157
157
157

15*
158
158

NEWMAN,

Till

158

Loss one-third
Experienced Bee-Keepers

II.

St.,

DON'T BUT SUPPLIES

trial

Can furnish

WARRANTED QUEENS,

157
157
157
157
158
158
158
158
158
158
158
158

West Madison

SURVIVE OUE COLDEST WINTERS,
and

order.

158
158

Cellar Wintering

envy Lobs
Lost 2 out of

ALFRED
972

you want bees that are hardy

If

enough to

t

Well Done

is

like the above.

Italians,

DOLLAR QUEENS,

Cellars for Wintering Bees
Bees Successfully Wintered

What

Our Strains of

Given's Foundation Press,
The latest improvement in Foundation, ourthin
and common Foundation Is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to Rive satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue ami Samples.
I>. S. GIVEN. Iloopeston.il].
lwly

COL(0(K,

SWARMlATUIER
BAILET'S
ded
and
17w«t

lars

success,
stlmoj

t<

J.

P. ices reduced.

lit

Is.

is

Send fur

a decicircu-

Address,

W. BA1LKY, BuX40», Rlpun, Wis.

.^t*

(ST (5 OLDEST BEE PAPCRXiT
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO.

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

protecting their hive against the moth,
that bear their loads of honey right up
to the very entrance instead of gyrating in front of the hive, that have many
ragged winged veterans among the
Published every Wednesday, by
working force, which denotes hardiness
and longevity (the latter-characteristic I
G.
regard of paramount importance)
Editor and Proprietor,
such bees I consider as possessed of
superiority as between colonies of the
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
same race and bees of whatever race,
possessing the foregoing requisites, I
TERMS OF Sl'BSCRIPTIOUt
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) $2.00 a year, in advance. look upon as superior.
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
2.
I claim that in any locality north
SEMI-MONTHLY- The first and third numbers of of parallel 40, cellar wintering is prefereach month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTFILY— The first number of each month, at able from the fact that if any protection is necessary that method which
SO cents a year, in advance.
19" Any person sending a Club of six is entitled seems the most perfect and entire proto an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to tection is the best, and we should enany address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
deavor to preserve, as nearly as possity~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable ble, that temperature which will keep
on
to our order.
Such only a re at our risk. Checks
the colony in its normal condition a
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
condition which in my mind cannot be
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
secured on the summer stand (no matPontage to Europe ."»<> cents extra.
ter how thorough and complete in its
method of packing
details is
the
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
adopted) with the mercury ranging as
it has for the last 60 days in our State; I
would have it understood, in all that
the terms imply, that a cellar should be
perfectly quiet, pure and dry, and all
light excluded.
With the above conditions ful3.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

(

;

filled,

quilt

N.

W. Wisconsin and E.

Minnesota.

if

upward ventilation more than a
would give, I think needless, but

on the summer stands, direct up-

ward ventilation or plenty of absorbent
material

I

think very necessary.

Pursuant to call, the bee-keepers of
Attendant upon and owing to the
4.
Northwestern Wisconsin and Eastern foregoing method of winter protection,
Minnesota met in convention at LaI consider from 12 to 14 lbs. of good
Crosse, Wis., on Tuesday, May 10, 1881,
honey sufficient to carry any colony
with Vice President E. Markle in the
from the 20th of Nov. until the 1st of
chair.
April, but if on the summer stands,
The number of colonies lost last win- would
consider 25 lbs. as no more than
ter was 403, and from the different
an ample store for the same length of
opinions expressed, it was the general
time after that time, each would conimpression that bees will winter best in
sume comparatively the same amount.
;

a cellar.

L. II. Pammel read a paper on the
" Progress of Bee-Keeping."
W. Lossing followed with an essay on
" Wintering Bees."
Mr. Salzer did not know what was the
cause of losing so many bees last winter, but thought it was impossible to
lose so many unless they froze.
Mr. Markle said those who had wintered in cellars had lost but few compared with the loss on summer stands.
Most of those lost on the summer stands

5.

The

smallest quantity I ever

knew

consumed was

5 lbs. This was in
the winter of 1879-80, from Nov. 20 to
March 20. This was by a colony of Italians of my strain of small eaters, which
I consider a very desirable trait, and one
as distinct as that of beauty, docility,
or honey gathering, and which I firmly
believe can be induced by selection anil
breeding as much as any other quality.
For who has not noticed in families of
bees (as well as of mankind) that some
will live and thrive— by their habits of
were smothered.
Mr. L. S. Soules said that as bees economy and frugality upon what othdwindled so much in winter, bee-keep- ers would waste by their gormandizing
ers would have to sell their bees by trie and profligate habits.
pound.
The great mistake of beginners is
6.
The following is the address of M. getting too many bees before acquiring
A. Gill, Viola, Richland Co., Wis.
a thorough knowledge of the business
In giving my ideas on the many vital another mistake is often made by alquestions you have so wisely chosen for lowing a too rapid increase which will
discussion at this convention, I do not (to the novice) invariably result in disexpect or claim to offer any rule which aster.
is infallible. I do not wish to array my7.
Having some experimental knowself against the mighty march of pro- ledge I would say to the beginner, be
gress, that is daily evolving new and cautious; first study well some standard
valuable lessons in this, our chosen sci- work, and by no means think of doing
ence ; all that I can hope for is to be without a bee-keeper's periodical of
privileged to drop, perchance, some recognized merit. Next buy 2 or 3 colsingle tnought, whereby some member onies of bees (not more), and buy none
of the fraternity may be benefitted. I but the best, adopt some good standard
will therefore comment briefly upon hive and get all the honey you can and
and review the several questions be- but little increase until you find out
fore this convention.
whether or not you are a bee-keeper.
1.
Bees that are each and every one
8.
In commenting upon this quesarmed sentinels against every discour- tion I have only to say that I never had
teous intrusion, that are vigorous in occasion to winter on any substitute
to be

—

;

MAY

for pure honey; have ever made it a
practice to allow my bees ample stores
for even an emergency while I take
what remains. I endeavor to place the
honey in such shape in the hive (for
this the Gallup frame answers the purpose best) that the late honey, such as
buckwheat, golden rod, aster, etc., may
be consumed first and while the bees are
in their most healthy condition, while
the basswood and clover will come in
toward spring and serve as a change of
diet or alterative, which is of considerable importance after their long confine-

On

the best method of swarming
for Wisconsin there are many different
opinions and many phases of the question, and the matter must necessarily
For
be governed by circumstances.
the specialist with but one apiary I
would advise well controlled natural
swarming, while if he should own
an apiary away from home nucleusswarming might be practiced to great
advantage by building up nuclei and
interchanging between the locations,
thus avoiding the difficulty so often met
with of a return to the parent colony.
But in the case of many (myself included) who are engaged in a joint business, farming and bee-keeping, it is
impossible to give the latter one's whole
attention, and for such, well conducted
artificial swarming is the most desirable.
10.
I would not advise dividing, only
in exceptional instances, before the
clover season, as it is liable to thwart
the best chances for the basswood yield
in those sections where it is the chief
In many parts of
source of surplus.
our State white clover is sadly wanting
as compared with the older States, but
we look forward with hope to the time
when our hill-slopes, valleys, pasture
lands and waste lands shall bear this
beautiful and useful plant in bounteous
profusion.
In regard to melting up old combs
11.
for foundation, I think it should not be
practiced with straight worker comb. I
have sometimes thought that for the
different uses of brood combs those old
stiff ones were the best, however their
utility is certainly of longer duration
than many suppose.
The use of division boards as a
12.
means of enhancing our surplus is to
me of great importance, and not only
its early use in the hive proper, but its
use in the super in getting the bees
started where frames are used that hold
2 tiers of sections or for starting on 2 or
3 combs for the extractor throwing back
the mat or quilt and putting in the follower, and spreading the comb as fast
as wanted until the entire super is
occupied, when everything around the
hive will soon be on a boom.
13.
I do not think basswood injured;
it being a forest tree and indigenous,
why should it kill any more than the
bloom of the maple or any of the different varieties of salix.
The following questions were taken
from the question box
What is the origin of the Italian bee ?
Are bees taxable property and if so,
how much per colony ?
In answering the first question, Mr.
Soules said that the Rev. Mr. Langstroth, Mr. Jones and others had come
to the conclusion that the Italian bee
was a hybrid of the Cyprian and black
:

;

bee.

21.

Mr. Pammel said the Italian bee was
an offspring of the Cyprian, since its
shape and general structure indicate it.
Mr. Lossing said they were a distinct
race, as the saddle found on the Cyprian
was not to be found on the Italian.
Mr. Pammel said that asa proof of his
statement, every close observer had noticed the great difference in our homebred Italians and those imported. A
few years more and we will have a disif the rule of selection of the
best and "survival of the fittest" be
practiced.

tinct race,

Mr. Markle thought Mr.

ment.
9.

No.

25, 1881.

Pammel was

laboring under a great mistake. In regard to the second question, he thought
it an insult to tax bees, since he could
not tell how long he could own them, or
whether they would ever give him a
profit.
L. S.

Soules said he did not know how
they could be taxed, since they are not
personal property.
Mr. Lossing thought it unjust that
some bee-keepers were taxed while others were not if they are taxable property he would be willing to pay.
Mr. Salzer said they should be taxed,
since they are personal property, just as
are the horse and cow, and the profits
reaped therefrom are just as large.
Mr. Markle. If they are taxable, why
not tax the trout in a man's pond ; it
would be equally absurd.
Mr. Pammel. As bees are in every
sense of the word personal property,
they should be taxed, one and all.
Mr. Jaques said as his bees had been
taxed while others had not, he looked
the point up and found that bees, according to a general law, are not taxa;

ble property.

R. A. Morgan, Arcadia, Wis., in reply to the question " does it pay to melt
up old comDs and use foundation," said:
I say it does.
But what I may say, or
what the best of bee-keepers may say,
now
believed
unless proved by
is not
actual demonstration hence I will give
the following formula, which I think is
;

not overdrawn
1.
I find about 15 per cent, of all old
combs moldy and about 5 per cent,
cracked or twisted out of shape.
2.
We will suppose that the cost of
tilling a hive with new foundation is 50
cents, and that honey is worth 10 cents
a pound, we lose what is equal to one
good day's work for the colony or (2J>£
lbs. of honey) 25 cents to say the least,
which is 50 per cent, of the foundation
by using old combs instead of foundation ; the cleaning of the combs is
worth at least 5 per cent, of the founda:

tion.
3.
The old combs to melt up are
worth 25 per cent, of the cost of foun-

dation, making in all 100 per cent, or
This
the whole cost of foundation.
does not take into account the waste
and expense of keeping combs over, the
number of bees killed or disgusted by
having old combs put into the hive or
the increase in wax that the bees make
by building out the foundation, nor the
time lost by the queen not accepting old
as readily as new, and sometimes not
at all.

But while we bear this in mind we
must not think that there is no profit in
using old combs on the contrary, old
combs may be used with great profit,
;

but comb foundation with
profit.

still

greater
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I cannot explain in detail here
arrived at these figures suffice it
to say that I arrived at them hy actual
experiments, which experiments are
subject to conditions, such as climate,
weather, kind of comb used, etc.
I think it but just to say that to my
knowledge the Dunham foundation is
the best in use.

But as

in themselves,

which

latter quality will

a success of any article or man
possessed
J. II. Nellis.
vote of thanks to Mr. Nellis for
his able essay was unanimously carried.
" What are the requisites
Question
for successful wintering ? " This was
answered by all as follows Plenty of
young bees and honey, also a good cellar or frost-proof repository, and the
The Convention adjourned to meet bees should be put in before there is
pursuant to the call of the President.
frost in the hives.

how

I

L. H.

James Manchester,
Pammel, Jr., 6'ec.

New York

Eastern

Pres.

11, 1881.

President A. Snyder being absent, at
m. the meeting was called to order
W. L. Tennant was
by the Secretary.
elected President pro tern. Mr. Tennant then delivered a short address, full
of practical interest to bee-keepers.
W. D. Wright, N. D. West, I. Markle, Geo. Van Wie, and M. Snyder
were appointed a committee to select
questions for discussion.
" Is it necessary to give
Question
bees upward ventilation in winter, if in
frame hives in cellars with temperature
at 45° ? " The general opinion was in
favor of wintering in cellars with upward ventilation, but not enough to
and
cause a draught through the hive
that bees should occupy 7 spaces of
comb for successful wintering.
The evening session convened at 7
p. m., and had an interesting meeting
full of interest to bee-keepers.
2 p.

:

;

President Snyder, at 9

a.

to order by

m.

:

:

Question "Dobeesneedwaterwhile
wintering in the cellar if so, is the
condensed vapor arising from the bees
sufficient, or should they be supplied
with fresh water ? "
Mr. Boomhower said Bees do not
need water in winter, the vapor arising
to the top of the hive is sufficient and
good for this supply I have tasted of it
many times and found it good and
sweet. I winter in a clamp no ventilation at the bottom of my hives ; I put
on a piece of factory cloth covering the
whole top of the hive, I then put on the
honey board, so as not to cover the
whole top. I examine them often and
if any are uneasy I shake the drops of
water on the honey board down upon
;

Convention.

SECOND DAY.
The meeting was called

A

:

This convention was held at the
Schoharie Court House. N. Y., May 10

and

make
when

The

fol-

:

;

—

the factory cloth I sometimes sprinkle
them with fresh water they will come
up and eat like pigs and be quiet. I
winter very successfully.
;

;

J. G. Quinby winters his bees in box
hives inverted, without water.
S.

Vroman never

water but

tried

thinks the vapor of the bees gives all
the water needed
he does not disturb
his bees in winter quarters he thinks
he would prefer water to honey for
feeding to stimulate breeding in February.
W. Tennant thinks bees do need
water when wintered in the cellar he
has been very successful in wintering
;

;

;

he said he had some
lowing were elected officers for the box hives inverted one winter and he
coming year
sprinkled water on them with his hand;
President, W. D. Wright; Vice-Pres- they took the water freely they kept
ident, M. Snyder; Secretary, N. D. quiet and bred in the cellar and came
West; Treasurer, W. L. Tennant.
out the strongest of any he ever had.
The next meeting will be held at.
J. G. Quinby keeps his bees dry and
Knowersville, Sept. 27, 1881.
gives a large amount of upward ventiIt was resolved that each bee-keeper lation.
He winters best in this way
present should in the afternoon hand in and never gives them water.
their reports for the last year, but they
G. Van Veris No water is needed.
failed to do so.
President Wright was not in favor of
The Secretary read the following giving water.
Canajoharie,
N.
Y.
Nellis,
from J. H.
In the afterooon the meeting was
The past severe winter has doubtless called to order at 1 p. m. and the followmade sad havoc in many apiaries and, it ing discussion ensued
may be,has well nigh discouraged many.
Question "What is the cause of the
Here the theory of " the survival of so-called dysentery V "
the fittest" will be exemplified, and
The President indorsed Mr. Heddon's
those who possess pluck will, with the theory and thought it was the most
plucky bees that " pull through," make plausible as the cause of dysentery.
a grand success in the future. Study
W. Tennant thinks G. M. Doolittle is
hard to learn the causes of loss, for we correct he uses his name frequently
all must realize that if the losses of when speaking and indorses his writwinter can be avoided we can make ings.

when he used

it

;

;

:

:

;

bee-culture profitable,

and we hold that

S.

Vroman

thinks that cold

is

the

nowhere can more accurate informa- cause.tion be obtained than from a careful
G. Van Veris cold and dampness.
comparison of facts, circumstances and
A. B. Simpkins I believe nearly all
conditions, especially between the ex- the bees that die have the dysentery.
tremes of success and failure, which
honest men seeking for trutli can eluciThe following essay was read on
:

:

date at our Bee-keepers' Conventions.
Compared with the matter of successful wintering, all other points of discussion fall into insignificance, unless perhaps the matter of creating a solid basis
This will be
for the honey market.
done largely in the future in 3 ways,
viz.: Create and maintain a home demand, avoiding as much as possible the
crowding of your product upon a centralized market where it is handled by
commission merchants. True, you will
learn of a few getting fancy prices for
their crops when so handled, but realize that favorable conditions, as being
put on the market very early, or being
of gilt edge quality, or there may be a
little favoritism shown, or is it not possible that a few lots are accounted for
at fancy prices in order to allure consignments V Beware of all these we
say.

Be sure your packages
Secondly.
are of popular size and of line appearance for box honey.
Extracted honey can and
Thirdly.
will find large sales at fair prices, put
packages, varying from
tin
cheap
up in
2 to 50 lbs. in weight. These can be
shipped at cheap rates, are useful to the
consumer, are not expensive to the producer, are not subject to breakage in
shipping, and finally, are common sense

;

ing to find out their condition, see
that they have plenty of sealed honey,
and the main point of all, a queen not
a poor, shriveled up object, that might
never be capable of doing the duties
of her majesty, but one that looks as if
she will be capable of doing her duty
under all circumstances. If you should
find a colony queenless unite it with
some other weak colony, if you have
any in your yard. By uniting 2 weak
colonies you can make quite a good colony of them. Here is where bee-keepers make their mistake they will try
and nurse along a weak colony thinking
they will have so many more colonies to
gather honey and the result is they will
hardly gather honey enough for their

—

:

25,

own

use the coming winter, where, if
they had united 2 of those weak colonies in the spring they would have
gathered quite a surplus.
The next necessary step is to keep
the bees confined on as few combs as
they will cover the object of this is to
keep as much heat as possible confined
in the cluster for the benefit of brood-

expect to receive a bountiful harvest ?
But if wegive all ourenergies and mind
to the best mode to make our pets comfortable, we will obtain the best results
as a recompense.
As I have not the space or time that
I wisli to give to this theme, I hope all
will bear in mind the secret of beekeeping is in keeping your colonies
rearing. To do this remove all combs warm and populous, and breeding as
not occupied by the bees, leaving both fast as possible, then you will have atsealed honey and empty combs neces- tained the best mode of spring manTheo. Hauck.
sary for the brood nest put all combs agement.
taken out where it is dry, for future
vote of thanks for this essay was
combs,
all
surplus
use. After removing
passed unanimously.
have two division boards manufactured
Question " What style of hives and
out of some thin boards about % of an section boxes are best tor securing surinch thick, and have them so that they
plus honey ? "
will fit closely on all sides
put one on
S. Vroman uses the new Quinby hive;
each side of your frames, thus closing he likes the broad frame for side secup on both sides of the brood nest mak- tions and top-boxes
used at the same
;

;

A

:

;

the same as if yourhive was made time. He controls
swarming so as to
the size of your colony, thus your have little
or no increase
formerly he
bees will not have any unoccupied was
satisfied when using the old box
space to consume their much needed
hive with about25 lbs. of surplus honey,
warmth, for plenty of warmth is the but is now hardly satisfied with 100
lbs.
It is
success of spring management.
per colony.
also quite necessary to put some chaff
Tennant favors side and top boxW.
on both sides of the" brood nest, and, in ing combined
says the Italians work
fact, in every unoccupied space about
in side boxes best
they are more reyour hive, as it will keep out the cold, luctant about going up the
side boxes
bleak winds, and help to generate must be
used to secure the best results.
warmth. After you have your colonies For the native bees he thinks side-boxall in this condition and there are any
ing less practicable he favors the 2 lb.
that require feeding, I should advise
prize box, says the 1 lb. is too small.
some kind of top feeder, that is a feeder
A. Stanton used top boxes only.
to be placed on top of the frames right
A. B. Simpkins uses top and side
over the brood nest, and feed them, as boxes combined, and thinks
that the
they require it, some good white sugar best way.
made in a thin syrup, or honey if you
F. Boomhower has had no experience
have it, and by all means do not use with side boxing and wants
none.
any glucose or grape sugar, as it is a nuiGeo. Van Wie favors and practices
sance and not worthy the attention of top and side boxing combined.
any bee-keeper. There is nothing betW. Tennant objects to the Langstroth
ter than good sugar or honey ; it may
frame, says it is not deep enough for
cost you a trifle more, but you will find it
successful wintering
would not use it
the cheapest in the end. My reasons under any circumstances
there is not
for not using grape sugar are, I have
depth enough for the bees to breed up
found that it hardened in the cells so naturally he thinks the queen should
that the bees would not remove it, and
have room to form a solid ball of brood,
it hindered the queen in depositing her
at least 10 inches in diameter.
eggs in them, thus making the combs
It was resolved that the President apalmost useless. I have known it to point a Vice-President for each county
cause dysentery.
You will rind it necessary to examine not represented.
resolution of thanks was passed to
your colonies about twice a week and the County Sheriff and Jailer for couras fast as the queen fills the combs with
tesies, and a bill of $2 for use of Court
brood and the bees can cover them, room was ordered paid. Adjourned.
ing
to

it

fit

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

supply them

with another frame of
or foundation, putting it
in the centre of the brood-nest, thereby
increasing the size of the brood-nest
and giving the queen more business in
rearing. Bees I have often given two
frames of empty combs in a week, and
had them filled with brood. It is very
necessary to use caution in doing this,
for if you spread the brood-nest faster
than the bees can fill it, you are only
hindering instead of advancing them.

N. D. West,

empty comb

I find it

pays to stimulate the bees in

some manner in the spring, to make
them breed fast. The amount of bees
are what we are after at this season of
the year, and the best way to bring

about this result is my aim. I find it is
a good plan every time going through
your colonies to take a knife and break
Spring Management.
the cappings just enough to make the
All experienced apiarists well know honey run, and the bees will gather it
that this is an all-important subject. up and store it around the brood-nest,
All depends upon the nee-keeper after and set them to rearing.
A great many bee-keepers are trouthe bees are wintered to bring them
through the coming spring, and he must bled with robbing, but I find it of not
determine whether they will be a suc- much importance if you keep your colonies strong as they should be. If yon
cess or a failure.
Two practical points must be consid- Jiave weak colonies, I should advise
ered First, to know the exact condi- keeping the entrance closed so that but
tion of the bees
second, after know- one bee can pass out or in at a time,
Practical
ing their condition to determine just then there is no danger.
what they require to bring them through apiarists never have much difficulty in
strong and ready for business.
In try- this matter; they generally know the
:

May

Sec.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Straw Hive

WM.

F.

of the Future.

CLARKE.

Those who are familiar with the old
edition of Quinby's " Mysteries of BeeKeeping " (I have not the new one edited by Mr. Root), will remember a prediction of his that the straw hive would
yet, in time, regain its former position
in the public favor. Not the conical
hive, but a straw hive of convenient
shape for using movable frames.

I was
reminded of this prediction last fall, on
being shown, at one of our fairs, a straw
hive coated within and without with

The walls, including
both straw and plaster, were about 3
inches in thickness, 2 of them being of
straw, and each coat of plaster about half
an inch. I was greatly interested in
the hive, especially when the exhibitor
colonies
their
and
what to told me that he "was going to winter
condition of
do with them but sometimes hints several colonies oii this principle. He
that have been tried as experiments promised, at my request, to report the
and proven successful will help the result. I have now his letter before me,
The bee-keeper in which he says
most enlightened.
works under many disadvantages. "I used 8 of the plastered liives and winand
works
correct one tered that number of colonies in them
proves
What
year will not another, therefore he and 33 in wooden hives. The plastered
has to apply his knowledge as well as hives had 10 frames in them, the others
that of others to the peculiar circum- (Jones' hive) had all removed but 8 (12
stances that govern the season, and we is the full complement of frames to the
must govern our work accordingly. Jones hive). All the 41 colonies had
How are we to do this V We must un- 30 lbs. of honey by weight, not guess.
derstand just what our bees require un- I put them all in the bee house on the
der all conditions of the weather, and 22d of October, and took them out on
apply our knowledge to their require- the 14th of April. Well, all the 8 in
ments. If there is too little heed given the plastered hives came out alive. One
to our bees in the spring how can we that had no queen was alive but very
plaster of Paris.

;

:
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weak

in

strong as

bees. The other 7 were as Hut winter began the first of Novem- hive as before, and the operation is trouble. Confininglonger than 2 weeks
causes excessive consumption of honey,
when put in, last fall Shad 5 ber and there was no let up until nearly performed.
The bees will liberate the queen in a and hence dysentery and all its ills. If
the middle of April; more than 5 months
of cold weather, during which bees very short time and when the hive is the foregoing " lesson of the hour" is
must consume much honey to keep up closed and everything is quiet she lias true, and facts seem to sustain it, we
;

frames of brood sealed over, and all
had some brood in them. All these
had old queens, the young ones were
all in the wood hives; 21 out of 83 in
the wood hives were dead all the live
ones were very weak, and in a bad,
dirty condition. Some had used all the
honey, while the plastered hives had
;

lots to carry
whole 7 are

them

to the present.

now, May
swarm, while those
are still quite weak."
to

5,

The

strong enough
wood hives

in the

The calamitous experience of the season just past shows that we have not
yet fully mastered the problem of wintering.
Various methods have proved
successful under certain circumstances,
while all have failed in many cases.
Cellar wintering seems to have come
out somewhat ahead, yet even that has
Chaff
not been uniformly a success.
packing has disappointed not a few of
its
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Possibly

advocates.

enthusiastic

one reason of its failure may be its being encased in boards, one great objec-

which is their liability
moisture. Mr. Quinby refers
tion to

to retain
to this in

his discussion of the straw hive of the
" Boards do not disfuture. He says
pose of the moisture with sufficient
rapidity." Again he says : "The moisture must be got rid of, and in no way
can it be done so well as by straining it
:

through straw."
My correspondent
does not say what top covering he had
on his plastered hives, but the plaster
would be impervious to moisture both
outside and inside. With a thick straw
mattress on top, the moisture would
"strain through the straw," and leave
the inside of the hive perfectly dry.
I shall investigate the straw-piaster
hive more thoroughly, and report on it
further hereafter. Meantime, now that
the subject of wintering is invested
with such a melancholy and general interest, I give the information which
has reached me in regard to this novel
mode of constructing hives. I use the
term " novel " in regard to myself. It
is that, both as to observation and experience, so far as I am concerned, but it
may not be so to others, for there are
those who consider that, so far as hives
go, there is no longer anything new under the sun. Even these, however, may
yet rind it possible for them to get hold
of a new wrinkle.
Listowel, Out., May 12, 1881.

the heat of the hive, soon exhausted
the small supply, and very large numbers of bees soon had every particle of
honey eaten.
6.
Some report their bees dead with
plenty of honey in the hives.
This
may haypen in 2 ways 1. In cold
weather bees collect in a dense cluster
just beneath the honey in the combs.
They eat the honey above them, gradually going up the combs until they
Now, if the weather is
reach the top.
very cold they cannot go around the
edges of the combs to get at combs containing honey, and may starve with
honey within 3 inches of them. 2. Bees
do not usually void their feces in the
hive ; this is done outside on the wing.
In very cold weather they had to eat so
much to keep up the heat that they
soon became gorged and diseased. They
are compelled to void in the hives, the
hives become damp and filthy, the bees
get what is called "bee-dysentery " or
bee-cholera," and perish miserably, in
spite of plenty of honey.
Probably all these 6 causes have been
operative in bringing to bee-keepers the
disastrous results of the winter just
passed. It is quite probable, too, that
there are other causes whicli have thus
far escaped the notice of the acutest
Whatever the cause, beeobservers.
keepers are painfully aware of the sad
fact that most, or all, of their bees have
perished. They have, it may be, a few
weak colonies left they have a discouraging array of hives with no bees,
from which the soiled combs send forth
The winter has put
a sickening odor.
a check upon the bee-keeping industry
from which it will take years to recover.
:

;
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Introducing Queens.

ROBERT DOWNS.

the scent of the hive and very soon be- should regard winter flights as a remgins business, like all good queens. By edy for trouble already begun, rather
this method but very little time is lost than a preventive of trouble to come.
in the increase of the colony. After The cellars in both the above cases are
removing the old queen I aim to get an- dry, warm and well ventilated
both
other one in her place as soon as possi- lots of bees being in Langstroth hives,
ble.
To let a colony remain queenless of the same stock, and apparently in
for 6 or 8 days is needless, and then to the same condition in the fall why one
go through a hive and cut out the queen- should need the flight and the other
cells I find is no boy's play.
I have put not, I do not know, but it was not the
in queens in this way when the bees confinement that did it.
The following table of losses and
were made so cross by robbers that I
could not go near the hive without veil manner of wintering may be of interand gloves, and the queens were re- est. It covers an area of 10 miles, except such as have already reported
ceived all right, every time.
Naugatuck, Conn., May 2, 1881.
4 colonies, loss 4
C
F
"
"
10
3
C
F
"
25
C
F
For the American Beo Journal.
"
"
10
10
S
F
Shall we have a General Report ?
"
6
6
F
S
;

;

:

G. L.

TINKER, M.

D.

There will probably never be a more
auspicious time to make a general report on the various causes of the great
mortality of bees during the past winter.
If bee-keepers are to profit in the
future by our late disasters, a classified
and summarized report should be made.
No names of bee-keepers need be
published, but the losses of colonies
and those left alive can be classified and
utilized to great advantage in promoting the science of apiculture in this
country.
percentage of all losses in
the different kinds of hives by the various methods of wintering can be
made so that it is possible to ascertain
the most successful winter hive and the
best method of preparing for winter.
The many published reports are
indefinite in very important particulars, and if anyone will take them alone
and endeavor to make out a general report, it will soon be found to be impracticable. I have therefore undertaken
to make out a general report by addressing a large number of bee-keepers

A

There are many methods for introduc- for more definite particulars, and if all
ing queens, some of which require too I have addressed will answer as fully
much unnecessary labor to suit me, as those I have already heard from, a
and I will give my method. I do not report of value and general interest
say that my way is best, but it has can be made. I hope to receive reports
proved good enough for me thus far. I from all whom I addressed, and from
have, during the past 2 years, intro- many others.
duced a hundred queens or more, for
A full report can be readily made out
my neighbors and myself, without the on a postal card, if the following form
From the Western Stock Journal.
loss of a single queen, by this method
be taken as a guide, and may include
I put the queen to be introduced into the living and dead colonies of other
The Mortality Among Bees.
the introducing cage, which is an Oat- bee-keepers in the neighborhood
man
cage or one similar, with a stopper
o. CLUTE.
What hives were used
in one end, and a small, clean sponge,
In all bee-keeping records there is no soaked with honey and water, in the Number wintered onsummerstands
unprotected
parallel to the losses of bees during the other end, in such a way that the bees
Number alive
past winter. North, east and west all from outside cannot get to it. I then
report that a very large part of the find and remove the old queen if rob- Number protected
Number alive
bees are dead. In some cases old bee- bers are. likely to cause trouble, I move
keepers, who had scores or hundreds of the hive into some building, and I find Number wintered in cellar, winter
repository or bee house
colonies, have lost all. Nearly every by so doing that it makes the bees
Number alive
bee-keeper has suffered, but some es- more docile and less apt to sting.
It is important that the kind of hive
cape with a loss of 25 or 30 per cent.
In the middle of the day is the best
The losses are due to several causes
time, as then a good many of the bees used in wintering be given, and following
it the method of preparation for
season
1.
The
last year was a very are in the field and out of the way.
If
poor one for honey. During fruit-bloom the weather is a little cool I examine winter, then the number of colonies
there was much wind and rain, hence the center combs first, and very often lost and the number left alive.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.
honey was washed out of the flowers, pick the queen off from the first comb
and bees were also prevented from fly- that I take out but if it is very warm,
ing to get it. As but little honey was I find that she is as likely to be on the
For the American Bee Journal.
secured during fruit-bloom bees reared outside comb as anywhere. When the
Disturbing Bees in Winter.
but little brood, and so wei e weak when old queen is found I put her where I
the white clover season begun.
know she will not get back to the hive
c. A. HATCH.
2.
Last year the white clover was a again. If the weather is cool I spread
very short crop. The previous winter the combs apart in the center and hang
was quite open, and the white clover the cage in between, run a small wire
Most writers on the subject of the
was largely killed. Probably there was through the stopper and let it rest on present loss and bad condition of bees
not 1-10 of the usual amount some say the frames which holds the cage in are inclined to lay the blame to long
not 1-20. Even if the colonies had been place. I formerly held the cage in confinement. I have an interest in 23
strong they would have secured but a place by pressing the combs against the colonies 10 miles from home, now in a
short crop of honey.
Weak as they cage, but I often found the cage on the cellar, where they have been since
were the crop was doubly short.
bottom board when I opened the hive about Nov. 5, with no flight, making
3.
Linden-bloom last year seemed to to liberate the queen, which, though it over 5 months' confinement, and yet I
yield but little honey, and this little was may be harmless, is not so handy to get never had bees in a better condition.
largely washed away by rains during out when ready to liberate the queen
Fifty colonies at my home cellar have
the opening of the flowers.
if the weather is warm, which is gen- all had one good flight and part of them
4.
The severe drouth in July and Au- erally the case, I lay the cage on the two, and they are not in as good condigust cut off a large part of the plants frames and, as in the first place, close tion as the others have lost 9. If bees
that yield honey in the fall. Spanish up the hive and let it remain from 18 to cannot be put out for good in 2 weeks
needle, golden rod, asters, heartsease 21 hours (not over 24 hours); then open after a flight no good is done, but
and buckwheat were much less abun- the hive very gently, using a little rather the reverse it makes them undant than usual. As a result the fall smoke to drive away the bees from the easy they come out of the hive and
crop of honey was very light.
cage, remove it as carefully as possible, die on the cellar bottom.
5.
From these causes the hives were take out the stopper and replace it with
The idea suggested by Mr. Langbut partially stored with food for win- one of comb honey, cut to tit. I uncap s troth, i. e., that disturbing bees causes
ter.
If the winter had been a warm a little honey near the cage, after it is them to breed, is true, and in this case
one the losses would have been heavy. replaced on the frames, close up the (of winter flights) the cause of the
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letters indicate different

owners;

in

the col-

for manner of wintering, C stands for cellar, S
-ummer stand with straw packing, H for house.
SS for summer stand without protection, B for buried. In last column F stands for frame hive, B for
for

box hive.

Ithaca, Wis., April 15, 1881.
For tho American Bee Journal.

Success in Wintering Bees.
A. D.

STOCKING.

As the past winter has been a severe
one on bees, and as there has been great
losses by both old and experienced and
inexperienced bee keepers.the question
arises, what is the cause and what the
remedy

?

We have passed through 2 severe winters on bees, and one the opposite of
the other; the first open, wet and
changeable, the last long, and severely
cold; the loss of bees both winters being heavy. We need not discuss the
method of wintering, for those who read
the Journal can see that whether wintered in the house, the cellar, or on the
summer stands, in chaff or packed,
there is not much difference in the results
there has been success and loss
in all these modes of wintering, therefore we must look somewhere else for
;

the cause.

One year ago I wintered 18 colonies
without any loss this last fall I had
34 colonies and have lost but 3
the
balance came through all right and are
now getting a good deal of honey and
are building up finely. I wintered mine
on their summer stands, protected
only by about 5 inches of fine cut buckwheat and
wheat straw over the
frames, and the weakest chaff cushions
at the sides, and the entrances closed to
about 2 inches they had no flight for
nearly 4 months.
I have no extractor, therefore took no
;

;

;

honey from the body of the hives and
they were full of clover and basswood
honey, and the hives full of bees, with
the exception of 3 or 4 that were quite
light.
I got but very little surplus
honey. I have come to this conclusion:

That the cause of the great loss of bees
was lack of young bees, poor stores and
long confinement.
It is generally considered that the fall honey is usually of
poor quality; if we extract the early
honey and leave the bees to winter on
the fall honey we must expect heavy
losses if the winter proves severe of
course many were short of stores and
starved. I attribute my success wholly
to my hives being full of bees and having good honey to winter on. I think
many pay more attention to the mode
of wintering than to the interior of the
hives. If I was using the extractor
and my bees had to winter on fall
honey and I was not satisfied the honey
was of first quality, I would extract it
and feed the best sugar, if I had not
clover honey to give them.
Ligonier, Ind., May 16, 1881.
;
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25,

always worth their cost in the family— grades of extracted honey, whether for
the former for pickles, catsups, and a retailing or manufacturing purposes.
We cannot see anything about the
thousand other uses, while the latter are
equally appreciated for their conven- large tin cans (5 and 10 gallons), whether
them to
ience in putting up jellies, etc. Jars round or square, to recommend
and tumblers, like the tin pails, should public favor. They are very expensive,
C.
be tastefully put up and labeled. For and require an outer wooden case to prothe others.
Editor and Proprietor,
transportation. This exa retail market, excellence of goods tect the can in
should be the prime consideration, but tra expense is a total loss to the apiar
Best Package for Extracted Honey.
worth returning after
25, 1881.
CHICAGO, ILL.,
the attractiveness of the package should ist, as no can is
its contents.
We
retailed
has
grocer
a
Manufacturers
Mr. J. H. Shimer, of Hillsboro, 111., never be lost sight of.
grocer
of nearly every very much doubt, also, if any
adulterated
goods,
of
question
following
asks the
Did Starvation Cause Dysentery ?
effecting could be found willing to buy a second
" What is the best style of packages description, depend more upon
10-gallon can of honey at any price, afattractive
honey on the mar- sales by the employment of
Dr. South wick contributes the follow- for putting extracted
contents of a first one
right, for a good packages and tasteful pretentious labels ter having had the
begin
to
want
ket
I
r
ing, as corroborative of the position he start is half the battle. I have 118 colexcellence of the pre- granulate a few times.
the
than
upon
assumed in the Weekly Bee Journal onies, all booming, and a good prospect
tended article sold. In this respect,
of April 20, that the prevalence of dys- for 10,000 lbs. of whiteclover honey."
bee-keepers have been wofully negliStatistical Report.— The call is quite
entery was owing to starvation
The above question is one of the great- gent, and many have appeared wholly
general for a statistical table of the redysentery,
beewith
est importance in connection
I have found another case of
their
of
appearance
the
indifferent as to
sults of the winter on the bees of
which I think will puzzle your long-con- keeping. If the product is for a home
honey, seeming to imagine that their America. In order to have it of any
finement, bacteria and pollen men. As
producer
the
course,
of
then,
took market,
personal assurance to the grocer of the value it should be general and full. We
I understood the man, he said he
local preference regardoff the top boxes in the fall and put in must study the
purity of the article, was sufficient to will give it in the Journal if we can
their place, a cushion the bees, nearly ing the size and style of package, as
convince the public of its desirableness.
cushion,
general response, but a partial
a quart of them, got above the
well as the grade of honey most easily Nine times out of ten, New York or have a
could not get back, and died there. He
one will be annoying, and will not repay
keep
practicable,
of. As far as
disposed
daubbad,
dysentery
attractive
in
the
honey,
had
glucosed
Chicago
said they
us for the labor and expense of getting
ing the hive, and upper side of the cush- each grade of honey separate it is a packages, will find a sale at exorbitant
it up.
We invite attention to Dr. Tinion very much. Now, where did they mistake to suppose a few pounds of
figures, while unattractive pure honey
ker's remarks on this subject, on page
get their honey with or without the bac- inferior or different shade honey will
goes begging the market at unremuner- 163. Be careful to follow the table there
teria to produce this dysentery and
in a large bulk of
death ? Is not this a pretty sure case of make no difference
ative prices.
given, and let the reports be sent in at
dysentery and death produced by starv- white clover honey, or that thereby a
If the honey be destined for a metro- once. Dr. Tinker haspromised to send
ation, or is it a first-class case of dysen- better rate will be obtained for the sectery caused by gorging themselves with ond grade article. Instead, the result politan or foreign market, an entirely us his statistical table next week, therean imaginary honey and no chance for
different method of putting it up should fore all reports should now be sent to
will most likely be to class it all as secE. B. Southwick.
flight?
be employed. No more convenient, at- the Bee Journal directly, that they
will
be
Mendon, May 13, 1881.
ond grade, and the price of all
tractive or economical package can be may be included in the general statistiAgain, if possible, keep
It was undoubtedly a first-class case depreciated.
used than ten or fifteen gallon kegs. cal table.
honey
basswood
and
clover
white
on
real
the
of dysentery caused by gorging
These should be spruce, pine or cypress,
keep
a
do
this,
honey. It is more than probable that separate. In order to
of hard-wood. Barrels are
basswood bloom and never
the disturbance necessarily created in vigilant watch of the
too heavy and cumbrous for convenient
quite
close
clover
white
the
extract
the
caused
and
taking off the top sections
and irregular in size
commence gathering handling, too large
bees to gorge themselves before getting before the bees
sales, and too wasteful in leakrapid
for
in the
above the cushion, and certainly the from the former. A little clover
for profitable use. No hard- wood
however, will not do age
close confinement is clearly established, basswood honey,
barrel is safe to put honey in till after
pro
the
result
if
inasmuch as they could not get out for the harm that would
thoroughly waxed, and even
After the bass- t has been
a flight. If, on the other hand, the sup- portions were reversed.
BRITISH BEE JOURNAL.
this will not prevent leakage where the
bees,
the
gathered
by
all
harvest
is
were
wood
they
that
position be assumed
has granulated, because it will be
honey
do
to
not
will
it
8J" The British Bee Journal comworkers returning from the field, the extract it closely, as
necessary to take the head out of
mences a new volume with the May
probability is equally as strong that they taint any other honey, even though it
the barrel to get at the honey, and in
were filled with honey when impris- be from fall flowers and somewhat order to do this, the hoops must be number. Mr. C. N. Abbott, its able
pungent
flavor.
peculiar
editor, with whom we spent several
oned. To our mind, Dr. Southwick has darker, with its
started and the staves sprung out, which
very pleasant hours while in London,
For small retail packages, tin pails
cited strong presumptive evidence to
the wax atevery joint where the
best. breaks
two years ago, is a thoroughly practical
disprove the theory he attempts to with close-fitting covers are the
cannot
and
they
together,
come
staves
apiarist, and keeps up with the times in
Purchased by the gross or in lots of one
establish.
be closed tightly again therefore, if
Last fall we had occasion to visit an thousand or more, the price is so incon- the honey be not all taken out at once, all progressive and scientific attainobject
ments. He commences the ninth year
apiary of two hundred colonies, in Kane siderable that no consumer will
The wax
is certain to follpw.
to leakage
of the existence of the British Bee Jourcounty, 111., in which several colonies to paying what they cost in addition
also comes off the staves in scales and
had died from sheer starvation. In the price of the honey, for they are so mixes with the honey, which is often nal with these characteristic words
"
"
many of the combs were cells filled with " handy to have in the house that not very annoying. Soft-wood kegs need For ourselves, we promise to do our
dead bees, but so far as our observation one housewife in a hundred would wish no waxing. If thoroughly drenched best to deserve what it is not in mortal
went, not a comb was soiled. We since to return the pail. Persons will often with water a few hours before using, to command, success." The American
pail
Bee Journal extends its congratulalearn every one of the 200 colonies died persuade themselves to purchase a
no leakage will take place. Taking into
from starvation in the early days of of honey after lifting off the cover and account the value of the wax and time tions, and wishes its contemporary an
winter. Our informant (an old bee- tasting the contents, who would not be consumed in applying it, together with unbounded success.
keeper) said the hives were filled with tempted were it in a tight-stoppered the price of the barrel, and the kegs will
could
(gTThe Rev. Herbert R. Peel, the
as bright and clean combs as he ever jar or a close-topped can, so they
cheapest, without reckoning in
"
read- be the
saw. Another case: A gentleman from only feast the imagination" by
very efficient Secretary of the British
the cause of dysentery. Observation
has led us to think that excitement and
confinement would produce it, as also
would unusual cold and unremitting
confinement ; and it may be these factors are more or less each dependent on

is

THOMAS

NEWMAN.
MAY

:

'

,

:

;

;

;

their favor the less liability of leakage
neatly printed label
in ing the label.
Association, we are exand greater convenience. As the jobber Bee-Keepers'
on
each
pasted
or
gummed
fortnight
be
a
should
sorry to learn, is seriously ill.
ceedingly
the Bee Journal
barrel,
the
shipper
the
pays
for
and kind of never
Mr. Peel is an enthusiastic apiarist, and
since, that he had lost about all his bees pail, stating the amount
cheapest— if the best.
put should use the
(some 200 colonies) by starvation, and honey, name of apiarist by whom
one of the most progressive in England.
will
always
jobbers
of
The preference
We hope he will soon recover his
had purchased another 100 colonies with up, and giving in a foot-note directions
in case it shall be found to favor the kegs holding 10 wonted health.
•which to build up again, and it would for liquifying the honey
shipment
of
a
With
gallons.
15
and
pails might
be an easy task, as his bees that starved become granulated. These
lbs. of honey, we are confident
be of three sizes— 1-quart, 2-quart and 10,000
had left a nice lot of clean combs.
The Weather in England.— The prolbs., if in kegs holding 10 and 15
9,000
lbs.,
respectively,
holding,
2%
We have examined many hives this 1-gallon—
will all be sold longed coldness of the weather, conselbs—
165
110
and
gallons—
not
advise
would
spring in which the bees perished, and, 5 lbs., and lOlbs. We
quent on the prevalence of easterly
screw-top cans; they are a before the remaining 1,000 lbs., if in two
as a rule— in fact almost universally— the use of
barrels of 500 lbs. each, winds during the past month, has sadly
oak
ordinary
is
one.
It
than
more
ways
in
nuisance
where the excrement-covered combs
favorites, for,
provided the quality is the same. Many retarded the progress of
showed that dysentery had prevailed, equally difficult to get an exact weight
they
have
excepting occasionally,
commission
dealers
and
jobbers
times
we observed more or less honey some- into and out of them if the honey be
than furnish scarcely visited the fruit- blossoms with
liquify
it decline small sales, rather
to
difficult
is
it
granulated,
proximity
in
close
times the honey was
and give the time re- which Nature has so bountifully and
without besmearing the can and they smaller packages
to the bees, in others further removed
up a large barrel of beautifully embellished the earth, and
dividing
for
quisite
in a
but it was almost always to be found in are not convenient for general use
we
are safe in pre- many of the fruits which she has so lavthink
family after the honey is consumed, so honey. We
the hive.
the time is rapidly ap- ishly "brought to the birth" will not
that
dicting
paid
for
what
is
that
feels
purchaser
To what extent the presence of bacte- the
"
"
the imposproaching when there will be a discrim- be brought forth through
money thrown away.
ria in the honey may be a factor of dis- the can is
apistieal influence, a great
sibility
of
pound
cent
per
one
least
at
of
If smaller packages are wanted, then ination
ease we cannot say, but we do not see
argument in favor of bee-keeping.
tumblers. These are in favor of the small casks, for the finer
any reason for believing that starvation use glass jars and
St.

Clair county, Mich.,

A
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;

;

;
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Boos and Honey Producing Bloom.—
a recent meeting of the Torrey Botanical Club Mr. Thomas Mehan, in a
note in the Bulletin, of the Torrej Bo
tanical Club, says

At

^t£^^g^^
Si^&E

165

friend living 100 miles away has a small
one. I gave my plan of taking comb
honey last season. I send you a sample by mail of red clover honey, of
which I took a very large surplus in
June, before basswood, last year. My
bees are in excellent condition they
began carrying in pollen April 15. and
to-day they just roll in witli the little
yellow balls. I never saw so much
brood at this season of the year, and
considerable new honey is coming in, 1
think from maple or willow, both being
very plenty at short range.
E. A. Morgan.
Arcadia, Wis., April 20, 1881.
;

find

I

that the behavior of bees

is

governed by circumstances.
When
flowers are abundant they Visit those
only which they prefer; at oilier times
they examine anything that comes in
am writing,
their way. At the time
(May IS) there is a dearth of garden
flowers. Those of early spring are gone,
I

anil the later ones are nut well formed.
But columbines in many species are in

The humble bee bores the end
Of the nectaries and sucks the honey
stored there, and the honey bee follows
and sucks from the same hole what may
be left, or what may lie afterwards genI have
erated from the honey gland.
often watched closely to learn whether
honey.
Its
bee
bored
for
the honey
bloom.

quick motions are unfavorable to cor1
thought 1 once
rect observation.
caught it boring lilac flowers, but I afterwards counted all the flowers that
had been bored by the humble bee, and
then watched tlie work of the honey
bee on the cluster, and there were no
more bored afterwards than before.
The columbines (i/i/m'ta/iVr). with curved
nectaries, such as A. Vulgaris and A.
Olimpica, are very favorable for observation, as the slit is made on the upper
side of the curve and the honey bee
can easily be seen following after the
crumbs that may have been left on the
strong one's table. I have no doubt,
however, that it would bore for itself if
it had the power, and perhaps it sometimes does. The humble bee and the
honey bee are evidently not the insects
for which the columbine had this beautifully contrived nectar cup provided,
and what
to induce cross fertilization
particular insect was designed to be
it,
and no
the favored one, so that
other, could turn its tongue around
those twisted spurs to get at the honey
in the end, I think no student has yet
;

discovered.

Pollen in the

Combs.— My

report for

lost in wintering 33 coloare rather light. I usually have
nies ;
success in wintering
bees. Mr. II.

this year

is,

1

my

L. Jeffrey, on pages 1411-7 of the Bee
hit the nail on the head
about pollen in the combs for wintering;
but I would put it in, in April. I have
experimented in feeding in winter
largely, and I like it
it may be the way
out of our difficulties in these hard
winters.
J. L. Davis.
Holt, Mich., May 14, 1881.

Journal, has

;

The Results of the Winter.— I started
into winter with 165 colonies; they were
strong, and had plenty of sealed honey.
After 5J£ months of steady cold weathBee-keeping
The Frame for Winter.—
er, I had" but 3 very weak colonies.
is dreadfully set back here
box alder bees left 3,000 lbs. of sealed honey of
is in bloom, but not one bud where the best quality.
few showed signs
thousands might have been seen last of dysentery in the hives, on top of the
bees are all nice and busy. frames, and many more died before they
year.
One colony shut up out-of-doors from reached that point.
bees died from
Nov. 1, to April 15, came out to-day, extreme cold weather, long-continued.
healthy and in a normal condition. I They were not sufficiently well packed
see no reason for changing my method on their summer stands. I live on the
of wintering, except that I would rec- highest ground in Peru, and there was
ommend 30 lbs. of honey instead of 25. not one day from Nov. 10 until April 15

My

;

A

My

My

point will eventually come out
and that is that bees must have a
frame long enough and deep enough for
the cluster to travel on all winter, without changing from side to side. Breaking cluster in winter, especially if pollen is plenty in the combs, always produces excitement, followed by dysentery, unless the cluster is broken by a
cleansing flight.
I have repeatedly
seen the bees, after having exhausted
the stores in a few frames, prepare to
break and change, and I have noted
the results.
frame for wintering that
is shorter than the Langstroth is a mistake I prefer them a little longer and
nearly 3 inches deeper. Consumption
of honey with me was light in 1S73

One

fully

A

says

The warm weather of this month is
promoting the hatching of moth larva'
(Gidleria Cereana) in unoccupied comb.
The eggs of the bee moth are very
J. M. Shuck.
small and white. As soon as they hatch, winter.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 29, 1881.
to protect themselves from the bees they
wrap themselves in a silken tube, which
The Opinion Prevailed.— In the Jourthey have power to spin. They remain
in this tunnel of silk during all their nal of May 18, in the report of the Eastgrowth, enlarging it as they eat. By ern Michigan Convention this sentence
looking closely the presence of these occurs: "All agreed that further imlarva' may be known by this robe of portation was undesirable. " It should
glittering

silk

along the

surface

of

comb.
In 3 or 4 weeks the larva; are full
grown, when it spins its cocoon, and issues from it in 2 weeks in a moth of
the color of old boards. In an astonishing short time these worms will destroy the comb in a hive. Their anatomy is very different from ours, for
they can digest comb and it makes
These worms
them plump and fat.
breed in weak colonies, and those that
are queenless, but we know from experience that a teacupful of Italians will
protect all the combs in a hive from
We have inserted a
their inroads.
comb, badly infested with worms, into
a strong colony of Italians, and in an
incredibly short time they carried out
the worms.
Some apiarists claim that freezing
will destroy these insects in all stages.
It was certainly cold enough the past
winter in the open air for the experiment, and we find plenty hatching in
unoccupied comb thus wintered, at the
present writing— May 11. These ingreat cowards, and love
sects are
warmth and darkness, and we have observed that when combs touch they are
more likely to be infested than when
hung separately. If unoccupied frames
of comb are hung up in a light, airy
room, 2 inches apart, they will keep
All
free from worms until needed.
combs in hives without bees, should be
fumigated. We do this by lighting our
smoker, and when it is burning sprinkle on sulphur and set it in a hive.

be "'the opinion prevailed that further
The opinimportion is undesirable. "
ion was not unanimous, but seemed to
be held by a majority of those present,
as now published the minority are misrepresented.
A. B. Weed, Sec.
Detroit, Mich., May 20, 1881.
:

—

Those Three-Peck Swarms. In the
Weekly Bee Journal of April 20, Mr.
C. A. Hatch remarks that he fears some
novice may be ruined in trying to obtain such results as I reported. His remarks about basswood are all lost to
me I never wrote a word about basswood, neither do I claim any knowledge
of it. That article was written by R.
A. Morgan, who lives in the next
county and makes a specialty of rearing
;

basswood trees for sale from the seed,
and ought to know whereof he writes.
Those 3-peck swarms trouble him and

—

—

;

fact that I live in

a,

fertile valley, bor-

May 4, page 12, one would suppose that
Ontario is devastated of its bees this
those put in good celis not the case
lars, or houses built for storing bees,
did not have heavy losses.
Mr. M.
Emigh, living 6 miles from this town,
put into a cellar under a dwelling house,
last November, 85 colonies, and took
them out April 21
5 colonies starved
temperature in cellar 40 to 50; and today some of them have 8 frames of
brood. R. Martin, of this town, put
away last fall 8 colonies now he has 7.
[put into a bee-house 100 colonies on
Nov. 4, and into a cellar under a dwelling house I put 45 colonies on Nov. 10.
I did not remove the Bummer quilts and
opened the entrances to the full extent.
I put .them out April 15 in splendid
condition. Losses to May 1, when I
take stock for the year, 13 colonies—
died with plenty of stores, 2 were
robbed after being put on the summer
stands, leaving 127 colonies 4 of them
are weak. My bees were never in a
better condition at this season of the
year than at present. The temperature
in the house was 38° to 52°
in cellar,
1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

40° to 50°, well ventilated. At noon today, at time of young bees playing, I

No more Black Bees.— I have already
reported
going into winter quarters with 27 colonies (all black but 5),
and coming out March 1, with 26, one
black colony in an odd sized hive not
being supplied with honey from the
Italians, lived till the last of February
and then died. Moving in March, the
condition of the roads forced me to
leave my bees seven miles away, till
April 26, when I moved them up and
found that 2 had deserted for want of
honey, and 2 had starved. Two others
were so weak that they were united, 1
being queenless. Five in all were
queenless, but that was a slight loss, as
all my Italians were full of bees and
brood, and drones were hatching. I
took stores from them last fall to keep
my blacks alive, and now I have taken
brood for my blacks to rear queens and
to build them up with. I have been an
advocate of black bees, or at least slow
and cautious to change, but after this I
shall doubt the judgement of any beekeeper who will have them, if he can
get Italians at any price. If I have any
on the place hereafter, I shall feel
obliged to make some excuse or apology for there being here. Indications
with me are for early and profuse
swarming, and I would advise all beekeepers who desire honey, rather than
increase, to be on their guard. Mr.
Shepherd, some miles northeast, has, I
hear, lost 50 out of 100 colonies. Dr.
Foreman, of Milton, reports a loss of
one out of 33, but gave no details. The
Dr. has the brightest bees and the tidiest apiary I ever visited.
I enclose a
little plant, or floweret, that I wish you
to give the name of, though I am
ashamed to ask any one to name a plant
so common yet the bees seem so busy
on it that it would be interesting to
know what to call it. White clover is
very abundant, and the promise is for
an abundant honey crop. I have lately
seen a new honey rack, invented by E.
Armstrong, in which both ends of the
rack act as wedge, while 5J£x6k and
1
boxes were so arranged that
4. 4'x53^
both or either could be put in the rack
the same separators answer for both
sixes of boxes, and the glass was cut in
strips as long as the box was wide, and
no glassing of sections was required, as
the wedges held all very tightly together. I do not know whether it is
patented or not, but it is a very superior honey rack, and the inventor deserves credit for it, as it can he made to
fit any hive.
One of your correspondents says that a dead-air space between
double walls will prevent the formation
of ice in the hive. Most of my hives
are well and carefully made with two
7
of an inch
n walls, and from }£ to
between them, yet ice forms in them
before the thermometer marks zero,
though they are tightly fitted on good
stands, and no ventilation, except %x2
at the entrance
Wm. Cajiji.

more we think we know

;

the same

is

however, in all other pursuits in
Box-hive men fared the best this
life.
season. One man saved 2 out of lOcoltrue,

onies; another,

out of

20,

One man had

;

>

1

$800 00
Also, 1,400 straight combs.

I admit being somewhat at a loss to
know what to do to be. saved, but have
concluded to go on, if I have to commence with one colony. We are about
as badly off as the people in Kansas after they were hoppered.

H.
Peru,

111.,

May

Hackman.

S.

1, 1881.

Winter Losses.— My

fully 50

loss is

per cent., and the remainder are very
weak. Most of them were packed on
I placed potatoes
the summer stands.
on the honey board of 2 or 3 and found
inches in length.
sprouts from 3 to
Those in cellars lost less bees, but the
combs were moldy and mice destroyed
near neighbor had 11 and lost
3 or 4.
all but 2; another had but 3 left out of
another
13 ; another had 16 and lost 8
9 and lost 5 another 8 and lost 4. One
man claims to have wintered 13 in his
chamber without loss another put 13
another had
in a dry cellar and lost 4
Others lost heavily but
9 and lost all.
I have not learned to what extent.
H. B. Rolf.
r
Westfield, N. i .. May 16, 1881.

A

;

,

;

;

;

he gives figures to show how they could
not get in the hive. Did he ever see
one of his peck swarms contract at the
approach of winter into a ball no larger
than a child's head ? That enormous
yield of honey 24.5 lbs from the swarm
and 185 lbs. from the parent colony is
I
438 lbs. he says reader, figure it.
stated that I took 430 lbs., which sold
at 20 cents, and it netted me $80. The

pe-

Bee Journal

and lost25 colonies. Another, at
Henry, put into winter quarters 200 colonies, and saved only 40. One in this
city had 40 colonies, but now has none
left.
Our lady bee-keeper on the prairie had 60 colonies, but now has only 2.
The less we know about bee-keeping, the
cellar,

:

Empty Combs and Moth Worms. — In

Canada.— By an observant

saw drones

;

the Prairie Farmer, Mrs. L. Harrison

in

that was warm enough to open a hive
with safety. One of our best bee men,
at Granville, wintered his bees in the

2outof 18; another, 6
with no protection whatever.
3 box hives he removed
the honey boxes from the top, left the
(commencement of my experiments in holes open, set an empty hive on each
wintering) till the winter just ended, one and saved all. I append a statewhich has simply been enormous. I ment of my 4 years' work. I had but 1
have to feed. I am not discomlitted by colony in 1876. Commenced in 1877
Prof. Cook's report there will be an
$218 on
Bought during 4 years. 04 colonies
Material for hives, fixtures, etc
222 40
outcome to that yet. One point I have
fully proven, at least to my satisfaction,
$440 40
that is, that bees may remain shut up
Sold honey, hives and bees
$300 00
134 40
Pleasure with my bees
on pure honey, free from pollen, from
Nov. 1 to April 15 without dysentery,
$440 41)
|3O0 00
and with trifling loss of bees from the
On hand 3,000 lbs. honey at loc
"
30i hives at $ .50 each
450 00
colony. I have tested this the last 6
"
extractor, buzz saw, etc
50 00
winters by trial of one colony each
;

Bees

rusal of a letter in the

A

Boy's Experience.

— We

have

3 col-

onies of bees, 2 blacks and 1 Italian, in
good condition ; they have commenced
storing honey in the boxes very rapidly

from the poplar and black gum. The
poplar bloom is very rich, there being
now more bloom and honey than bees.
I believe the blacks will beat the Italians, at any rate, they are working betfather says he exter in the boxes.
pects 100 lbs. from each colony ; he says

My

"ABC"

book but need the
dered by streams abounding in bass- I have the
wood, maples, alder, willows, etc., Journal also. I am 13 years old anil
bounded by high bluffs affording fall don't know much about bees only what
B C " and by
flowers late,and have at least 8,000 acres I learned from the
A. Deaton.
of clover range, makes the statement watching the bees.
no less true of my yield, even if our
Carthage, N. C, May 11, 1881.

"A

flying.

Woodstock, Out.,

J.

May

B.

Hall.

11, 1881.

;

;

%

Murray ville,
[It

111.,

May

1,

1881.

belongs to the aster family.— Ed.]
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weary be better, from past experience, if I
had kept it about 40- to 4o D they used
more honey than ever before. As to
lar, my
mer stands My bees have come through the cause of dysentery, I think (;. M.
Doolittle
is right about
the matter;
colonies
by
the ordeal well'; I lost a tew
starvation.
Not having a tlight, I had this one of mine, last fall, was a strong
no knowledge of their needs until too colony and they have eaten more honey
late.
I ]nit
my bees on their summer than any one in the lot. I don't know
stands April 25; nextday they were just why they get uneasy and do so, but
carrying in pollen rapidly; the third I think that is all the trouble. Another
day] looked through the hives and colony was very heavy last fall, and
found new honey from swamp poplar. I seemed about as heavy when I took it
suppose, as tin'' willows had not then out, and they have lots of honey and
blossomed.
read in the Bee Journal bees and are dry and nice. So, in proof terrible losses, and know personally portion as they eat and keep quiet, are
many that have lost all. who have not they in good condition. Such I could
reported. What few bees are left should get out-of-doors, perhaps, before they
think there is a appeared to know they were being
be well cared for;
good prospect; white clover is plenty moved, but the others would boil out in
the cellar, making an uproar because
where there was none last year.
there was a disturbance around them. I
E. J. Gould.
believe that a good cellar, rightly arDundee, 111., May 3, 1881.
ranged, is best.
Mine is 19 feet by 25
divided through the middle by a
Saved (iO per cent, of Bees.— Not less feet,
lathed and plastered division and in the
than 95 per cent, of the bees in Delaware Co., N. V., are dead, but I have south end has a stove. When it gets
door
done better than that; 1 have saved 60 too cold I build a tire and open the
between, and when I want to ventilate
\. II. Owen.
percent, of mine.
W.
Keeney.
V.
North Kortright, N. Y., May 11,1881. I do the same.
Well.— Afer

Wintered

months

S long

of close confinement in the celbees are again upon their sum-

;

I

I

Success.— Bees have not wintered very
well here. Those on summer stands
without protection are all dead. Some
have wintered well in cellars and some
have lost all. I wintered 130 colonies
without loss up to April 15, since then I
have lost some and have united weak
colonies and am now a dozen short, but
none are as strong as they were one
vear ago. Success to the Bee Jour-

N. D. West.

nal.
Middleburgh. N. Y.

May

which I united and may have to give
them the third. The remaining 5 colonies are in good condition. Early last
summer I took §12. worth of comb
honey from them, but should not have
done so if I had any idea that the season would be so poor. My bees were in

frame colony by drawing forward or
pushing back the division board. My
chaff hive (if such it may be called), is
a simple tight box with single pitch
loose roof, taken off when we are handling the bees. This box is 4 inches
larger than the hive all round, 23 inches
they high at the back, so there is no trouble

the cellar last winter 100 days
were dry and free from mildew I did in stooping over it. The four-inch
not disturb them till spring. I prefer space I fill with a chaff cushion, cut
to winter in the cellar, and shall prac- straw, or cut corn stalks does as well
;

;

tice

it till I

something better.

tind

All

Earlv

Swarms.— I had 2 large swarms

have several more
about ready to swarm. B. Walker.
May
Capac.Mich.,
10, 1881.
to-day, and

No Loss in Winter.— My bees are
and have wintered without

ians,

summer

on the

They

Italloss,

stands, with protection.

are strong and breeding nicely.

Amanda

East Gloucester, Mass.,

18, 1881.

Statistics.— Now that winter is fairly
to recover and
over, and we begin
count up the dead and living colonies,

we would like very much to have a statistical table, much like the one in your
of October, 187S. I
excellent

Journal

could be obtained by giving
I
notice through the Bee Journal.
will do what I can to help its completion. Success to the Bee Journal.

think

it

Newell

l'latteville,

E.

France.

Wis.. April 25, 1881.

Pleasant Visit to Texas.— On May 11.
arrived at McKiimcy. Texas, to attend
the state Bee-Keepers' Association.
a good attendance and we
very interesting meeting, at the
apiary of President Andrews, whose
enjoyed. Many zealous
hospitality
bee-keepers were in attendance, among

There was
hail a

1

whom

were

:

Mr. F. F. Collins, and Dr.

Howard, Dr. Graham and

others.

They

enthusiastic welcome as
fnve me
'resident of the National Society, ami
shall long remember this meeting with
X. P. Allen.
pleasure.

an

I

The Condition

of the llees.

—

I

will let

you know how the bees are coining on
about here. One man put 40 colonies
in a Cellar and took Ollt 88 With bees in
the hives April 9; another man put
colonies iii the cellar and they were all
right
another having 85 or 86 in a bee
house last fall bad lost all by the lirst of
March— the bee house bad ^thicknesses
of boarding and 2 thicknesses of paper
another that wintered in a
all around
bee house, double-walled and packed,
lost about 20 out of about in colonies,
but perhaps a cider mill was to blame
another that wintered in a
for that
bee bouse lost nearly ''-and nearly all
that were left out-of-dooi s wiiiiout proI bad 22 colonics and
tection are dead.
the nuclei and 2 colonies
4 nuclei
one
was queenless. All
starved, and
They
but 3 are iii good condition.
were put in the cellar about Nov. 17.
and took out April 9 one colon) had
the dysentery. The thermometer stood
about:;! above zero I think it would
;

;

;

;

;

;

it'ier.

I

remove the cap, leave the

and they are safe
Last winter

I

in winter quarters.
put 24 up in this way, and

all came out sound.
packing and leave a deadair space in summer, which is cooler
and facilitates working. My bees

as in the past, they
I

remove

all

are leather-colored Italians; the pro-

"Dollar" and "Tested" Queens.— geny of which I mean to cross this sumThe article on page 91, on " The Supply mer with Cvprean drones.
Stelton, N. J.
G. W. Thompson.
and Queen Trade " seems to infer that
if

we wish

to

improve our bees, we have

;

;

the chair

my

—

Fifty
Bees cared for, Doing Well.
per cent, of all the bees that were left
on summer stands in this locality are
dead, while about '1)4 percent, of those
that were cared for are dead besides
the uncared for are very weak and build
up slowly, while those cared for are full
;

and running over. I had S swarms by
the 16th inst., from 10 colonies that I
had cared for I don't know of another
:

swarm

yet in all this locality. Bees are
doing well nectar is plenty
bloom is
flourishing and tilling the air with per;

;

fume.
Robert Corbett.
Manhattan, Kas., May 19, 1881.

—

Bee-Keeping in Missouri. Nearly all
the bees are dead in this locality. I
put in winter quarters last fall 165 colonies, and only have 50 left, and those

Swarming Out.—
very weak. A neighbor had 100 coloon the summer stands April 8 in good nies and lost all another had
45, only
order. After being in the open air for
10 left
another had 43, only 10 left, and
the
colonies
left
the
hours
one
of
\}'i
so on; but few are left. All winter on
hive, and, after a flight, they joined anthe summer stands without protection,
they
were
accepted
other
colony,
where
Not in money or in stocks
this being a mild climate. Some winwithout strife. This colony had plenty
But that a r>c. or loc. cigar
tere we have no snow, but the past winBoth came from the same box.
the hive
of honey and a good queen
has been the most severe one ever
Our fare was all that could be wished,
was clean and all the combs bright. ter
Our beds were low and wide
known. This is in general a splendid
But cornerwise, to stretch our length,
did it leave the hive V The bees
Why
locality for bees. We have usually very
We lay there side by side.
of this same colony left the hive again
mild winters and a vast amount of wild
Next year when we shall meet again.
on May 8, leaving brood in all stages, flowers,
If the mercury is not much higher,
which commence blooming
We had better go, packed in chaff,
and joined another. Here they were about March 15 and last until frost
Or have a better tire.
only accepted after a severe tight, in
among
which
are maple, hazel, gum,
which several hundreds were killed. basswood, poplar,
Scriba, N. Y.
F. II. Cyrenius.
grapevine, wild lodid they do it ? What does it
Why
foxtail, boneset, sumac, black[This was sent immediately after the
mean when bees come home loaded cust,
Convention was held, but a press of im- with pollen and stop at the entrance of berry, golden rod. ditney. Spanish needle, far blanket, horsemint. white cloportant matter has prevented its publi- the hive and buzz for some time before ver, etc. I am well pleased with the
Otto Rohland.
entering ?
cation till now.— Ed.]
T
Weekly Bee Journal.
Narrowsburgh, X Y., May 14, 1881.
W. N. Craven.
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
After the Battle.— One-half the bees
[It is not a settled point, what causes
wintered in repositories, in this local- abnormal swarming.
We have known
ity, are dead, as well as 9-10 of those
Separating Swarms.— If Messrs. Bray
wintered on summer stands. I re- a colony to desert 3 or 4 hives before & Seacord's manner of separating
ported, on March 10, that my bees were settling down to business permanently; swarms is really effective, I hope that
in good condition, with the loss of 1 out then, again, we have known as many they will give a more thorough explanaof 08; they were returned to the cellar,
as 3 abnormal swarms to go in the same nation of the operation than was given
and another warm day did not occur
in their article on that subject in the
until April 10, when they were placed hive. Bees in gathering pollen some- Bee Journal of April (i, which is not
on the sumnier stands, with a loss of 2 times come in contact with obnoxious considered satisfactory by bee-keepers.
more. Spring dwindling, since, has plants, and it is generally supposed the With your permission, Mr. Editor, I
caused a loss of 20 colonies but if I had
fanning is done to purify themselves will call their attention to the matter.
lost all. I should try again, witli as
J. O. P.
much enthusiasm as ever. I have been before entering the hive. Ed.]
Winnetka, 111., May 19, 1881.
much interested in the reports on wintering.
I
think that apiarian science
Wintering Bees.— Any fads on this
Very Thin Foundation.— I mail you
consists in successfully getting the. bees subject are interesting to those desirous
from
until
May. of obtaining information. Meeting a to-day, Mr. Editor, samples of comb
through
November
made on the Dunham maIn regard to the Weekly Bee JOURNAL man who keeps bees, some distance foundation
For the man that is inter- from my home, I asked how they win- chine, the lightest of which will measI would say
to the pound.
I do not
fully
11
feet
ure
ested in bee-keeping, from one month tered. He replied in a " matter of
to another is too long to wait.
have course'' manner: "First rate, sir." send it for the purpose of advertising,
I
for any one,
been Out today watching the blessed " How many had you in the fall " said for I do not care to make it
bin to show that the Dunham comb
bees; Hie woods are full of llowers and
"Eight." "flow many now."
I.
foundation can be made equal to any,
the apiary is booming.
"Eight, doing
inquired;
finely," for surplus.
J. G. Whitten.
<'. 11. France.
pointing to 8 weather-beaten pine boxes
Erie, Pa., May 1. 1881.
samples
are
as near perfection
[These
on
the
south
side
of
fence,
on a bench
a
ami S'o feet from the ground, unpro- as we can wish, and shows what can be
Cellar Wintering. — About March I. tected, except some rough boards nailed accomplished by the persistent efforts of
colonies of bees ollt of the against the fence. There they stood in
1880, I took
3 January, just as they did in August- the skillful manufacturer. Ed.]
cellar, after 4 months' confinement
were in good condition, but the other no cellar, no chaff, no dead air spaces.
bad to bi' fed. They were in good con- and no dead bees. I do not give this
Out of the Woods.— I increased my
dition for honey gathering, but white instance to attack any theory or prac- bees to 40 colonies in 1880. 1 have never
clover ami ot her honey -producers failed, tice, though I see that the great apostle lost a colony in wintering. My method
and in the fall had to feed them. I in- of chaff hives has been no more success- is on summer stands, in simplicity
creased by natural swarming to 7, and ful than others. 1 will now give my hives, with 5 inches of chaff and 1-inch
bought 3 one of the latter left one day own experience of years with winter- lime cushion. I am the originator of
use Sim- this lime idea, and wrote the first letter
in my absence, leaving 9 which I had to ing on the summer stands.
feed. One colony, by some oversight, plicity hives, with frames the short way on it, which was published in Gleanings
did not get enough, and starved. 1 took of it, instead of the regular Langstroth for Dec, 1880, pages 579-80.
C. Lover.
them from the cellar last week, and 3 frame by this, 1 am able to snugly
were weak (1 being queenless), 2 of tuck in a three frame nucleus, or a 15
Reisterstown, Md., May 10, 1881.
;

placed

I

The discussions still continued.
From the hive down to the cage.

bees

A

;

clown could never, never give,
By either smile or grace.
The dollars Bacon did receive
As shown by smiling face.
Our Secretary cave us information,

;

;

;

Parsons.

May

i

;

I am of the opinion that it is
not advisable to clip the queens' wings
I think the muto prevent swarming.
tilation robs her of prestige and power.
W.m. L. Backenito.
Iowa City, Iowa, April 18, 1881.
its price.

only to get some high-priced queens,
and it is accomplished. I do not believe the theory: We have to depend
upon the honesty of the breeder, for we
Shirland, 111., April 19, 1881.
cannot examine the goods and select
the best. I notice in one circular sent
The N. E. Convention.— We all enjoy me, the breeder says that he rears dola good joke, and those personally ac- lar queens just the same as tested ones,
quainted with the parties mentioned but can better afford to sell them as
soon as they begin to lay. for a dollar,
below will. 1 think, appreciate it
than to test them at the higher price.
Our friends, Messrs. Doolittle & Co.,
That being the case, would it not be
Have had their storm and calm,
Are now consoled, like bees subdued
better to test them ourselves and save
By smoke, or sweet, or balm.
the higher price V Would not some
President Root did well preside
But now hi- term has past
breeders having large orders for tested
We still desire
to hear of him,
queens, 011 the orders, even if they
If only by " cold blast."
were not very prolific, if purely mated,
Dr. Marks, who took his place
Our choice— we all like well B
etc ? Success to the Weekly.
The hearty vote that he received
Lyn, Ont.
C. J. Asseltine.
Is the rule by which to tell.

When Vice Doolittle took
He filled it to the edge

as

who keep bees should subscribe for Ihe duck quilt on, put on a thick chaff
Bee Journal it is worth many times cushion lapping well over on the packing

;

out

25,

;

.

;

;

'i

I

I

;

1

"•

;

1

;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wire

lU'YKHS' QUOTATIONS.

of the Journal, are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

GFSingle copies

*-*-*~*~«

(£" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

®- The

of the Bee Journal for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for (1.50.

Volume

^m

»

changing a postoffice address, mention the old address as well

new

1

BKKSWAX.-Choice yellow, 2O02«s;

NEW
HONEY.-Best
packages, 14<ai7c.
White extracted,

;

9<s,10e.;

dark, 15@17.

YORK.
comb honey,

white
dark 1 Id's 12

BEESWAX. -Prime

;

dark, 7(*8c.

quality, 20<si25c.

HONEY.— The market

Rood, at 8® 10c.
for the best.
Is

for extracted clover honey
Is of slow sale at 16c.

Comb honey

C F. MUTH.

BKKSWAX-18(§i22c.

one.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONE Y— Being now between seasons, there is not
hands in honey. Stocks are small,
Badges
much
changing
Ribbon
prepared
We have
ami in many cases held at a limit above buyers
for bee-keepers, on which are printed a views, in anticipation of improved prices later on.
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each, The first consignments of new will probably not arrive before the middle of June. A shipment of 556
or §8.00 per hundred.
cases and 174 bbls, representing previous purchases,
(3*

»«-» -•

^"Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office oy Friday of the
week previous.
•

>--

B*We

can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers.
any want them, they must be sent for

the back
If

soon.

A Safe and Sure Means of restoring the
youthful color of the hair is furnished
by Parker's Hair Balsam, which is deservedly popular from its superior cleanlSw4t
liness.

to Liverpool this week. We quote
white comb, 12@Uc.; dark to go d.Wsillc. Extracted, choice to extra white, ivViU'^c. dark an d can-

went forward

;

died, 4@5)£C.

BEESWAX—

-Miii-J'Jc.,

as to color.

Steakns & Smith, 423 Front
Cal., May 14, 1881.

San Francisco.

Street.

Nails.

There being considerable demand for wire nails, I
have concluded to carry a stock of them, and can All
orders for any quantity promptly. For nailing Sections, Cases, Frames, Racks, Crates, &c, they have

become quite popular.

The
small neat

large boxes 2c. less.—

CINCINNATI.

*

e*When

as the

CHICAGO.

HONEY The market Is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable nt IS&180. for strlctlv choice white comb in
and a lb,bOX9Bi at 10® 12c, fur common dark-colored
and broken lots. (Extracted, 7J>ti@0)jo.

167

entire length of the nail being the

same

never loosen as ordinary Iron
and are not as liable to bend or break.
ness, they

thick-

nails will,

From the assortment of lengths given In the table
below, any kind of nailing may be done with these
nails, even to making large boxes.
20,

per lb

Books

for

Bee-Keepers.
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May

THE ORIGINAL

BARNES' PATENT
Foot-Power Machinery

Patented Jan.

9,

IS7P,

words

;

fourteen

adapted to Hive
iiklng. It will pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page
especially

M

One

to three weeks, each insertion, SCO cts. per line.
"
IS "
Four
"or more"
"
"
15 "
Eight,
"
'
Thirteen
ia "
"
"
"
"
"
Twenty-six
lO "
"
Fifty-two
"
8 "
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly. In advance.
THE American Bee Jochnal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
$1.75, and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. O. \ A t BOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Falrlawn, Southall, London.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN.
Street..

Chicago,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The

1

Convention Notes t
N. W. Wisconsin and Eastern Minnesota
Eastern New York
Spring Management

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

"
"

2
3
'
4
Full Colonies,

in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch — no single cut less than 500.

THOMAS
O. NEWMAN,
Madison Street, Chlcuso, III.

"

pleasant, profitable employment.
Silver Creek, N. Y.

'

162
162
162

Correspondence t
The Straw Hive of the Future

Editorial

Editorial Items
Did Starvation Cause Dysentery ?
Best Packages for Extracted Honey
Statistical

L.

164
164
164
164

Report

in England
Bees and Honey-Producing Bloom
Empty Combs and the Bee-Moth

Livonia Station, N.Y., April

Also,

Our Letter Box

164
165

DBNSMOUB.

If to be sent by mall, or singiy by express, add 2jc.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell agiiin, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

9wtf

MiQemciMfi

Colonies of Native Bees,

above.

972

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

St.,

111.

yuu want bees that are hardy

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,

165
IR.'i

and that will pile up the box honey, Kive us a
order. Can furnish
IHil.l. lit QUEENS,

165
165

165

Canada

No More

Black Bees
Wintered Well
Saved 90 per cent, of Bees
Success
Early ti warms
No Loss in Winter
Statistics

Pleasant Visit to Texas

The Condition of the Bees
The N. E. Convention
After the Battle
Cellar Wintering
Dollar and Tested Queens

3

Swarml"g Out
Bees Cared for. Doing Well
Bee-Keeping in Missouri
Separating Swarms
Wintering Bees
Outof the Woods

J. Pammel, I desire to have all letters addressed to him, who will answer
such as punctually as they have heretofore been. I shall as heretofore study
the natural history and habits of the
bee, and report the same to the Journal and Instructor* my favorite beeJit.

you have read my new price list for the spring
Wax is cheaper now, so I can sell you a fine
article of Comb Foundation cheap, and made on the
new Dunham and newVandervoort machine. Italian
Till

trade.

TESTED QUEENS and
IMPORTED QUEENS,

and Cyprian Queens, Bees, Hives, Sections, etc.
Price List free to

Bees by the Pound,

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.

BURCH &

H. A.

South

18wtf

II

a\

SUPPLIES.

Mich.

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

J.

COOK,

Professor of Entomology in the Michigan State Agricultural College.
;

112 Fine

ciety for the promotion of Agricultural
Science will be at Cincinnati, on Tues-

day, Aug. 16. 1881, the day preceding
the sessions of the American Association for the advancement of science.

West Madison

1

Instead of sending silver money in
letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

Street, Chicago,

new

Italian and Hybrid Bees.
Colonies, in Langstroth Ilivs, for
50 to
ADAM
FUEKKUINOER,

From

111.

FOR SALE AT

LESS

THAN

COST-Wn

Langstroth Hives, Grimm's size, well painted,
85a each; prize honey boxes for ho hives, nearly
300 frames filled with nice comb
filled with comb
four-frame Extractors, flo each, worth $14, and
first class, and many other things necessary In an
apiary. Koason for selling going out nf the busiL. M. ROBERTS,
ness.
;

'5

inw4t

list

JOS. M.

I

Those having any for sale are Invited to
correspond, giving particulars.
of light.

ALFRED

West Madison

M'.W M A \
CHICAGO ILL.

II.
street,

BROOKS A

It

1H,.,

Columbus, Ind.

The Horse
BY

B. J.

KENDALL, M.

D.

A TREATISE givingan Index ofof diseases, and

thesymptoms

The NEBRASKA FARMER
STRICTLY AGRICULTURAL
PUBLICATION

WEST OF THE

;

;

J5c.

each, a table
cause nnd treatment
giving ail the principal drugs used for the burse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price SB5 cent-..— Sent on receiptor price, by
;

lb.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Sfilliugia and
other of the best medicines known are com*,
btned so skillfully in Parker s Ginger Tonic as
to make it the greatest Bl^od Purifier and the
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs
Randall Femalo Complaints.
If you are wasting away with Consumption or
any disease, use the! on tc to-day. No matter what
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely
different from Bitters, Gim-er Preparations and
other Tonics, and combines t he best curative propBuy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
erticsofall.
None genuine without our signature on outside
Hi-jqa- A Co., Chemists. New Yorkj
wrapper.
!

\

i

',

PARKER'S HAfR BALSAM

;

974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

iSiSSSS

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE OM.V

Agricultural

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

;

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

MISSOURI.

per

1

65 ENGRAVINGS.

Ft. Atkinson, Jeff. Co., Wis.

WANTED.— desire to purchase sevHONEV
eral barrels of dark extracted honey, and a few

(

13wt;m

:

972

Jefferson Wis.

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
of A mrrlni n-1 ultima. Address.
Price

;

'I

;

I

many

Colonies, Nuclei
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Su pplies, Fine Poultry. Small
Send for it and save money.
Fruits, Ac, Free.
J. T. SCOTT & BHO., Crawfish Springs, Oa.
2w32tr
Full

sale.

is>w3tp

Michigan Beel§g° The Northern
Keepers Association will hold its fourth
Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
Clinton Co., Mich., October 11 and 12,
David Eisiielman. Pres.
1881.
O. R.GooDNO,jS'ec, Carson City, Mich.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

Italian

:

;

SONS,

%W

Illustrations.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

of the So-

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. Y.

PltiCE— Bound in cloth, fltl.SA; In paper cover,
?*i.oo, by mail prepaid. For sale by

18, 1881.

:

Queens, f'.'.OO Cvprian Queens, $'-.00
TestedCyprian Queens, $4.00 1 frame
frame NuNucleus, Italians. $4.00
cleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp.rians, 8 frames, $10.00, Wax worked
•sillOe. per lb.
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
Iwly
t^~Send for Circular.
;

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular nnd samples free.
lltf

SALISBURY,

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, If 1.00 Tested

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
«8« Pavel

Rev. A.

you want Karly Queens, from

Dr. J. P. H.

Oil,

J.

If

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want Imported Queens, Dunham Foundation In large
or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address,
9mfit

By A.

111.

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and
O.ITEENS, FOUNDATION and APIARIAN

CO,

-ii.

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

for

Address,

all.

V.

12w6m

OUR 40-PAGE CATALOGUE

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

all.

J.

Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

G.

Pammel,

DON'T BUY SUPPLIES

trial

WARRANTED QUEENS,

165
165
165
165
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

igT Having sold my interest in the
supply and bee business to my brother,

The Annual Meeting

If

ALFRED

Italians,

enough to

i

Results of the Winter
Winter Losses
A Boy's Experience

W

200

50

25
00

l

ty

In praise of

Our Strains of

165

Pollen In the Combs
The Frame for Winter
The Opinion Prevailed
Those Three- Peck Swarms

papers.
L. H.
La Crosse, Wis., May

75

l

1

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April 13th, in lots of 10 or more,
at $41. OO each.
The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
filled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover

11, 1881.

Could give scores of letters

like the

in

\$i "

Wonder Bingham Smoker

Little

and basswood surplus.

The Weather

BeeB

ALSO

f l 00

'2

in

Aiming our Exchanges:

Selections from

10,

Bingl am & ELethermgtuii Honey Knife... 2 in.,
Large Uinghum Smoker
::H>
"
K\tr;i M.iiidm! Bruliam Smoker
"
Plain Standard Hingham Smoker
2

OO

Of the 31 dollar aueens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertilized.
They have wintered tinely, while three-fourths
of the bees In this section are dead.

:

"

each
each

nent.
Send postal card for testimonials.

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

;

163
163

The Large and Extra

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than 5
colonies at 98.
each, which 1 will ship direct
from the South, at any time after April 15th.

of bees alive in this township,
they are
contains a queen 1 bought of you
lively.
J. R. M. Allen.
Greencastle, Ind., April 1G, 1881.

163

?

What

They Say I

The only swarm

162
163
163

hort-lived.

lOO COLONIES
OF

l

Read

"

each

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

161

Robber Bees

Mortality Among Bees
Introducing Queens
Shall we have a General Report
Disturbing Bees in Winter
Success In Wintering Bees

y

J2 50
13 50
5 00
5 50
6 00
6 50
12 00
10 00
9 00

"
"

In lota of 5,

"

1

Standard have extra wide
•shields to prevent burning the fingers and beliowb.
A real improve*

lowing prices:

ELECTROTYPES
.

1

on exhibition at
he last National Beekeepers' Convention, 1880,
line sifts the wheat from
he chaff. Pretensions are
•nly tinea

Tested Queens, each
"
"
per half-dozen
1 frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen

Agent;SFurnisht
Local Printing House,
...

use and sale. The largest
bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouclusively.
sand in use -not one ever
returned, or letter of complaint received. OuroriginaJ patent Smokers and
>iti'\'
Knives were the

are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, commencing about June 1st., at the fol-

074 West
Contents of this Number.

Ite-issued

ble to prosecution for their

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in lo frame
Langstroth hives. Orders for

Of Engravings used
111.

OVER

ITALIAN QUEENS,

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
.

\"\V

COLONIES

300

III.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is Inserted.

974 West Madison

HAVE

I

Illustrated Catalogue.

Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

;

you buy a Bingham
Bmoker, or a Bingham Jfc
Hctheringtonlloney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liaIf

Hand, Circular Hip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
line will contain about elffht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

and May, 1879
L87&

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS

A

25.

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical journal is now in its Third Tcar»
ting with Immense success. Tin* low price
and
Of its subscription i$].oo per yean in its new ami improved form 16 pases ISJtfs 10K. folded ami pasted)
11

1

$250,00

in

I).

S. Bonds,

Premium

for Subscribers to the Mllwuuk.ee Monthly Miiffiizlne at iSl.OOayeiir.
Sample copy, 10 cents: cent for Circular.

Offered as a

I

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine
(Company composed of
21w8t

ladies.)

It Is a Ifi-ptige Semi-Monthly, and is full of valuable information to the farming public— furnishes the
most reliable information to be h;id for those con-

templating going West.

Semi o cents in stamps for
tlOD price $1.50 per year.

Co.,

sample copy.

McItKIDE & DKUSE,

Milwaukee, Wis.
17w3t

Subscrip-

Editors,
Lincoln, Nebraiku.

Given's Foundation Press.
nt In Foundation. Our thin
The latest itupn
surpassed. The only
and common Four
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for

Catalogue and Samples.
Iwly
D. S.

GIVEN,

makes
men.

it

very popular.
the Beat

It is

111.

are

all

practical

Medium

In

SWAKMX'ATCHEK a deciBAILEY'S
ded success. Prices reduced. Send for circuis

lars una" testimonials.

Hoopeston,

Its editors

Advertising

Canada* Sample copies sent free to any address.
N. I*. (UL(OCK, Welland. Ont.
IlW26tZ

17wat

J.

Address,

W. BAILEY, Box

408,

Ripon, Wis.

iSt*

r«

7
(pT ^OLDEST BEE PAPErYaY
IN

-^

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

vol. xvn.

ILL.,

JUNE

find some material to absorb moisture,
but also one to absorb carbonic acid,
the product of the respiration of the
This slaked lime will do, but
bees.
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

i

WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S2.00 a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
first and third numbers of
each month, at 81. OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
*iO cents a year, in advance.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The

XV

Any person sending

a Club of six

is

entitled

to an extra copy like the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
XV" Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
I

local

banks cost us

2fi

cents for collecting.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Pofttnffe to Europe SO cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.
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Glucose, Foul Brood
S.

I

am much

and Absorbents.

MACDONNELL.
pleased by the attention,

characteristic of Americans, which beekeepers are giving to seeking special
legislation for the benefit of those en-

gaged in the " noble hobby." The employment of glucose (a material alike
deleterious, as food, to man and bee) in
the adulteration of Nature's delicious
and wholesome sweet, should be suppressed by the strong arm of the law,
and your conventions will not have existed in vain if they are the means of
gaining this end. The regular communication, which of late years has been
opened up between San Francisco and
this city, has caused large quantities of
California honey, delicious to the eye
and with most attractive packing, to
come into our market. Since the adulteration by glucose has been ventilated

Journal

slowly. If my knowledge as an amateur chemist is not in error, I think that
caustic potash would do so more readily,
and also absorb moisture. For absorbing moisture alone, chloride of calcium
would be effective, perhaps to such an
extent as to keep the interior too dry,
if such a state be possible.
I

have much pleasure

acknowledgment

to the

in

adding

my

many which

you have already received of the value

Weekly Bee Journal. It is
marked not only by the variety and ex-

of the

tent of its subjects, but also by the
fairness and fearlessness with which all
matters of controversy are treated.
The change from a Monthly to a Weekly
is a great benefit to subscribers.

These Colonies afford a splendid opportunity for the cultivation of bees,
but unfortunately only a little is known
Our
of the scientific management.
farmers and fruit growers keep bees in
boxes, in some cases in considerable
quantities. They are alive to the benefit of robbing by driving the bees into
an empty box, in preference to using
sulphur, but beyond this no step in advance has been attempted, with but
one exception, that of a gentleman having a bee-farm within 7 miles of Syd
ney. where 250 colonies in frame hives
Here, however, the
are to be found.
progress has stopped with the frame
hives, as no superiority is attempted beyond the use of large bell-glasses.

The summer now drawing to a close
has been unusually bad for bee-keeping, owing to the severe drouth which
withered up all honey producing flowSo ruinous was the
ers, with others.
dry season to plant life that our horticultural societies were obliged in most
instances to abandon their exhibitions
on account of their being nothing to
show.
Last winter was unusually warm during the days, but the nights were sufficiently cold to cover the water in my
fowl troughs with a thin coat of ice.
Generally we have weeks together of
fine, dry, sharp weather, with frosts
frequently at night. When rain sets
in, the temperature rises and the rain
is accompanied by a driving, searching
wind. During fine weather it is seldom
too cold for bees to fly and gather honey
and pollen, although in but small quan-

have
looked on all American honey with susMignonette bloomed through
tities.
eschewed
have
it
in
favor
picion, and
last winter, when it was continually
of the more homely looking Colonial arwith the hum of bees.
made
merry
ticle, for home consumption.
in a
The necessity of seeking legislation The bulk of the bees remained
cluster in the center of the hives, breedfor the suppression of foul brood shows
ing being evidently abandoned.
that many bee-keepers with you are igI imported a quantity of wired founnorant of the value of the many books
and journals devoted to bee-culture. dation from Mr. A. II. Newman. BeThe suppression of foul brood is, I fore its receipt I made a few sheets of
think, a matter which legislation alone plain foundation by dipping a plaster
The homewill not effect.
It may remedy the real mould into molten wax.
evil of ignorance by compelling bee- made article was rough and clumsy
finished,
the
imported
was
beautifully
keepers to acquire the knowledge necessary to combat the ailment and to nevertheless I found that when a sheet
treat rt according to rule, a point which of each were placed side by side in a
would, perhaps, be gained as easily by hive, the bees invariably commenced
operations on the home-made unwired
a greater diffusion of bee-literature.
Theexperi ments in absorbing mois- article. I have been unable to tell
ture in bee hives, referred to in your whether it was the wire or the material
number of the 16th of February, are used to prevent the wax sticking to
very ingenious.
to me, the roller, to which the bees objected.
It seems
though, that not only is it advisable to
Sydney, Australia, April 14, 1881.

so freely

in

your

I

1,

For the American Bee Journal.

Cleansing Moldy Combs.

Thinking some of the readers of the

Bee Journal may

be troubled with

mildew and mouldy combs which they
have stored away, I send the plan I pursued to cleanse them.
Placing upright a plank, 2 inches
thick and about 6' feet long against a
building, I put a frame of comb upside
down upon it, the whole side of the
comb toward me with the cells slanting
upward. Then taking a Whitman's
Fountain Pump with the sprinkler
attachments, I " dose " the comb.
In this position of the comb, you get

pump at the same angle as cells,
and throw water to the bottom of them.
the
empty comb and those containOn
ing fermented honey, I throw the water
hard, washing the cells out clean.
With sealed honey I do not squirt so
hard. After washing one side, I turn
the other and treat it the same way.
the

The cells not sealed will now be full
of water. Taking the bottom of the
frame in the right hand, and the top in
the left, hold it flat before you. Then
give the frame a succession of upward
jerks toward the left, when nearly all
Leave
the water will be removed.
them upside down for half a day or so,
until dry, when they are ready to use or
store away. This may seem tedious,
but it surely saves the bees considerable work, if in fact they could do it at
all, as some of my combs were covered
so with mould the cells could not be
seen.
Working as well as it does in this
case, I believe the pump would do
splendid service in washing dead bees
out of combs, at least it will do to try.
It would also be a good means for
introducing salicylic acid, sulphur etc.
Danville,

111.,

May 21,

1881.

For the American Bee JournaL

How

to

Having

No. 22.

1881.
the

comb and

making

bar,

it

secure.

Two

wire binders were put round each
frame, % from each end, and in one of
the centre frames a flat bottle containing water was fastened with wire, for
which a part of the comb had been cut
away next to the end bar; this, of
course, was neck downward, corked and
some lampwick communicating with
the water. The frames rested in a
notched strip on bottom board the
width of the hive (not nailed), and two
notched strips secured them on top, the
cover going down on these, held all
firmly. The entrances were covered
with wire cloth, and directions for giving water on the sponge were pasted on
each hive.
The bees, by date of letter received,
must have been confined in the hives
about 6 weeks. On arrival, I found one
to be in splendid condition, although
there were a large number of dead bees
in the hive; the other was not in quite
so good a condition, owing to insufficient ventilation, caused by the entrance
being clogged with dead bees; both
were suffering slightly with dysentery,
from which, however, they are recovering. About a gill of water had been
used from each bottle. There was no
sealed brood in the hives on arrival, but
both queens had commenced to lay, as
there were hatched larvae in some of
the cells. They are now working away
splendidly. The hints gained by this

shipment are
1.
Do not tack wire cloth over the
entrance, but use a hive with a portico
and tack wire cloth over that. This
allows the bees to drag out their dead
and clean the hive and I have no doubt
would tend greatly to prevent dysentery.
2.
Do not neglect the bottle of water
inside the hive, as by this means they
are not so dependant on the water from
the outside, which is liable to be neg;

lected.

Arrange the sponge so that it may
3.
be taken out and wetted, instead of
water being poured on.
I believe that bees packed in the
above way with plenty of sealed brood

Prepare Bees for Shipping. and honey at starting, would travel
safely round the world.
J. HOPKINS.
New Zealand, April 10, 1881.
just

received 2 colonies of

from Mr. R. Wilkin, San
Buenventura, Cal., I have thought
that by stating how they were packed,
Italians

the condition they arrived in, etc.,
the knowledge might be valuable to

For the American Bee JournaL

The Three Bands

of Italian Bees.

DAVID RICE,

SR.

My father kept bees,

and in my youth
others.
I have read your editorial, page 12, I was familiar with their management.
vol. xvii, on the above subject, and For the past 25 years I have kept bees,
think on one or two points an improve- and I have a mania for line bees.
About 13 years ago I bought the
ment might be made.
The hives my bees came in were 8 first Italian bees I ever owned, giving
"
bot$10 for a fine queen, but her progeny
framed Langstroth." tin rabbets,
tom board flush with entrance nailed did not come up to my expectations
on to body of hive, cover flat with 1 they showed only 2 yellow bands beinch strips, \% inches wide, nailed sides the connecting segment. I have
from one bought many since in the hopes of getacross the top at each end
end of cover toward the centre, over the ting those that would .produce the 3middle frames, a piece about 9x5 inches banded workers, but I have so far been
sawn out, and 1 inch strips \% inches disappointed. Last summer I went to
wide nailed round the edge on upper Mr. Dadant's apiary and examined his
side. This hole was covered with wire •bees, and bought a Cyprian queen, but
cloth on under side, a sponge laid on I did not see any there with 3 full
that, and then covered with wire cloth bands, though they had some of the finon upper side, and the cover screwed est I ever saw. Mr. Dadant said, in
down. The frames contained old tough the Weekly Bee Journal, No. 12. that
comb, and where they had not been in Italy and Germany they count but 2
they do not count as a
built right down to the bottom bar yellow rings
strips of wood were joined in between ring the first segment to which the
;

:

;
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thorax is attached. Had I known this
years ago I should not have purchased
so many queens, trying to get a third
ring besides that segment.
I find it very difficult to keep an
apiary up to the standard of purity.
Queens will mate with a scrub drone
as quickly as with fine pure stock, and
in tact, seem to prefer them, for though
I have discarded all native stock years
ago, more than }<i of my queens have
been fertilized by black drones, and yet
there are not over a dozen colonies of
black bees within a radius of 4 miles.
I have wintered some of my bees in
the cellar for many years, and never
lost a colony, except by starvation. My
cellar is dry and well ventilated, and
never freezes.
I always give plenty of
upward ventilation, and yet the hives
I do
and combs get damp and moldy.
not like cellar wintering— I do not think

fathers of the hive " to feed and nurse,
which is no small matter to consider
when we have a large number of hives.
I noticed in some article relating to
wired foundation that it was destructive to the brood hatched in the cells
through which the wires pass. I have
examined very closely, with a friend of
mine, the young brood as they emerged
from those identical cells, and we pronounced them as perfect in all respects
as those from any part of the hive if
there is any difference, my microscope

—

fails to show it.
At all events I am
perfectly well satisfied that I have a
great prize in the Given Wired Foundation fress, with which I can make a superior article of foundation, either
with or without wires, thick, medium,
or very thin, for starters in sections or
boxes, and all with equal facility. I
would not like to part with my machine
it healthy.
for 5 times its cost if I could not get anThe plan of wintering I like best is to other. I think 4 days on good foundamake a box, inches larger than the tion equal to 10 days on empty frames.
hive, all around and above, taller on
I have watched with great interest,
one side than on the other to give a during the past 18 years, the rapid
slanting roof: then fill in with chaff, strides some inventive minds have made
straw, hay or leaves, and cover the top in regard to bee-culture for profit, as
with boards. I let them remain so till compared with the superstition of the
late in the spring when it is warm- they past, which for ages have reigned sudo not fly out every time the sun shines preme. With the information we rein the winter. In the spring they are ceive from the excellent bee periodicals it
I have practiced would be surprising indeed if something
strong and healthy.
this plan for some time with excellent wonderful was not accomplished. Now
results.
bee-culture is a science pretty well unI have wintered bees in many differ- derstood ; a few years ago it was covent hives and by various methods, and ered with the thick mist of ignorance
have found that they always furnished and superstition. In a great measure
themselves with all the moisture they we owe what we know about the apiary
needed, and even more.
and its management to books and jourI feel jolly ; I have saved half of nals devoted wholly to the subject, of
mine during the past winter, while so which lean truly say I think the Amermany have lost all. My bees had but cian Bee Journal one of the very
little honey in the fall and what they best
and anyone, whether professional
did have was of very poor quality, and or amateur, desiring a knowledge of
I expected great mortality. I hope the the hidden mysteries of the hive, has
present season will yield plenteously.
no excuse for being ignorant, if he will
With the multitude, I welcome the take the trouble to read and learn the
Weekly Bee Journal. It is the best, lessons therein contained.
cheapest and most reliable bee literature
Brighton Village, Ont.
of the age.
Kichtield, 111.
For the American Bee Journal;
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1,

Absorbents are now generally rebe traced to other causes, such as poor
condition of colonies in the fall, the use garded as essential to successful wintering
of bees. Last fall about 1-5 of
of straw instead of chaff, etc.
My own loss is 6 out of 115, all in my colonies were arranged with absorbchaff hives, and a neighboring bee- ents about them, and carefully packed
keeper, in a card received yesterday, with chaff on the summer stands. The
says, in regard to his bees, that " some balance were placed in packing boxes,
but chaff could not be procured for
are good, some light and many dead
out-door wintering with me has been packing them until after winter had set
successful no loss."
He had some 40 in. The brood frames were covered
or 50 colonies in chaff hives, out-of- with enameled cloth, and that by a
doors, ana nearly 200 in the cellar, thus inch solid board. Hoping mild weather
making a direct contrast with Prof. would soon come, and absorbents could
Cook's experience, only he used chaff, be arranged, the boxes were filled with
chaff.
Mild weather did come in
while the Professor used straw.
and these colonies, almost herI am among those who at first had March
doubts about the value to honey pro- metically sealed, save an entrance at
ducers of a Weekly Journal, but those the bottom %\\ inches, were in better
doubts have gone. News in our busi- condition than those arranged with abness, as in any other, is worth so much sorbents or upward ventilation.
Facts seems to prove that none of us
more if only 3 or 4 days old, instead of
that many weeks, and I hope we can know much about wintering bees.
always keep at least one standard few seem to be successful for a time,
but sooner or later the dread scourge
Weekly Bee Journal.
comes, and empty hives are left to tell
Wilhamstown, Iowa, March 3, 1881.
the tale, and refute pet theories. The
theory that impure honey causes the
trouble
seems best substantiated by
Bee
Journal.
For the American
facts. If I knew all my hives contained
Wintering Bees— A Few Facts.
perfectly pure stores and good strong
colonies of bees not too old, I would
H. D. BURUELL.
not fear loss under almost any circumstances while if I knew that they conAs nearly as can be ascertained by tained impure stores, I should expect a
careful inquiries, from about 1,500 col- heavy loss no matter how they were
onies of bees in Van Buren Co. last fall, protected, if they were confined a long
not over 250 colonies are alive now. My lime.
It is difficult to find
loss is 75 from 153.
Bangor, Mich., May 9, 1881.
out the exact facts, as many will give
[Our correspondent propounds queries
only evasive answers to inquiries about
their losses.
to which only suppositious answers can
Why is it so many have died ? Some yet be given. We have so often given
main
starved,
but
the
trouble
has
have
been dysentery.
Now what are its our views, that it is hardly worth while
causes
One able writer says confine- to repeat them at this time.—Ed.]

—

%

—

—

A

;

'?

ment, but facts do not seem to prove
that the only cause. The past winter
my bees were confined about 130 days,
yet
of them showed no signs of dis-

%

From March 6 to 10
ease until April.
it was mild and pleasant here, and bees
flew well 28 were dead from 153. Most
of the remaining colonies were strong
and healthy, and we felt confident but

For the American Bee Journal.

Using Separators, Foundation,
.TAMES

etc.

HEDDON.

;

I)o the largest and most " successful "
honey producers use separators ? I beBut alas
another lieve not. My experience with a box
few would die.
month of winter followed, and in 3 and a half of tin is decidedly against
weeks from the time they Hew well dys- them. I wonder what Mr. Doolittle saw
entery was playing sad havoc with the the first year he used them that caused
!

For the American Bee Journal.

Wired Foundation a
J.

E.

Success.

SOLOMON.

The season has come when every
bee-keeper should know how to obtain
the most profit or pleasure from his
bees. For the last 2 or 3 years I have
watched the experience of other beekeepers with comb foundation as reported through the Journal, at Conventions, and elsewhere, and I concluded that the application of it was a
failure, the chief difficulty being its
warping out of position and eventually
falling to the bottom of the hive, causing loss of labor as well as disappointment, although some seemed to have
success with it. But I could not help
thinking that the invention of foundation was a grand step in the right direction, and hoped that some way would be
devised so that whole sheets could be
used in the brood chamber without fear
of sagging or otherwise injuring the

Hearing that the Given
machine had overcome the difficulty by
Dressing the sheet of wax into comb and
fastening it into the frame at one opeoccupants.

ration, holding

it

in its

proper position

by the aid of fine wires indented in
the wax, I felt so sure that the sagging
difficulty was overcome that I at once
wrote to Mr. Given about the matter,
and finally purchased a machine for
making wired foundation in the frame.
With wax about u Langstroth sheets to
the pound, and my machine, I have
made hundreds of wired frames, ready
to be placed in the hives, and as soon as
swarms issued I put in a proper number
of frames, introduce the swarms to

new homes, never thinking of
sagging or getting out of place, even
with a large swarm in the warmest
weather.
On examination I generally find several combs containing a patch of honey
or eggs, or both, in from 6 to 10 hours,
and in a few days the whole hive would
be full, every comb nice and true, and
every bee to be hatched in those combs
would be a worker and able to help support the family no idle drones or "lazy
their

—

Calling Things by
o. o.

In the

Wrong Names.

POPPLETON.

of April 27 is
an article written by Prof. Cook, giving
the results of different modes of wintering bees at the Agricultural College.
I always take very great interest in
anything from his pen. but I want to
indulge in a little friendly criticism on
this article.

While the Professor has not said

in

many words,

that the hives he tried
to winter a part of his bees in were
chaff hives, yet there is no question
from the entire tenor of what he writes
but that is what he thought they were,
and was the impression he intended to
convey. But has he not called those
hives by a wrong name, thus conveying
a wrong impression and almost entirely
nullifying the value of his arguments r
hive packed with straw around four
sides and chaff on top, is not a chaff
hive in any sense of the word.
Some may think this a small mistake
but to me it is a very important one. I
have used chaff hives for the past 7
winters, and my experience has proved
that the finer and cleaner chaff is the
best. I have entirely discarded the use
of the coarser kinds of chaff, such as
that from wheat and oats, and use only
that from timothy seed, and 1 go to the
trouble of even sifting that, so as to
have it as tine and free from coarse particles as possible.
I use a thickness of
only 5 inches of chaff around my bees,
but I prefer that amount of fine chaff
rather than 3 feet of straw around them.
I hope Prof. Cook will continue his
experiments in different methods of
wintering, and that he will give real
chaff hives a trial.
I would caution
all, however, against the
use of oat
chaff, for that has a decided tendency
so

A

to

become damp when used around
I

am

not

among

those

Now why did these 3 him to wish to " divide the bees as little
weeks' confinement in the spring cause as possible" the second year.
disease in these colonies when 130 days'
My method of applying sections, withconfinement did not in the winter V In out separators, must be in some way
the winter of 1879-80 our bees were not superior to his, for I crate 99 out of
confined 6 weeks at one time. They 100. on an average, and with Moore's
were carefully protected with chaff on style of glassing (which I count the best
their summer stands, and the winter was extant) I can glass a large majority, in
mild, yet before Jan. 1 many colonies good style. I do not propose to use secwere dead from dysentery, and before tions without full sized sheets of comb
May first, 30 per cent, were gone from foundation in each and every one, sepSurely con- arators or no separators. (This is said
the same primary cause.
finement was not the cause of the dis- not only in behalf of my trade in foundation, but also that of Messrs. Alfred
ease.
For 40 years Thos. Kemp has lived on H. Newman, A. I. Root, J. H. Nellis,
a farm, 3 miles south, and for nearly Chas. Dadant, and seventy or eighty
that time has kept bees. He "can't others, who dabble slightly in its manumanage your new-fangled hives" facture or sale). Yes, it is true, that
though. He tells me (and he is well we do not need to attach any costly and
known as a reliable man), his bees complicated contrivance to make our
never had dysentery but once (in the chosen surplus system work to our perspring of 1872), before this season and fect satisfaction.
The method I practice I think the
he seldom loses a colony, except by
starvation. Last fall he had 20 or 25 simplest and most rapid of any extant.
"
colonies, (he
never counts them, and They are in use by numerous producers,
don't know how many there are,") in and I have never known one to abanold box hives. Many have been used don it for any other. The reason I disso long the bottoms have rotted.
A carded the brood frame system was becouple of boards are thrown on the cause the sections were so stuck up
ground, often a couple of inches apart, with propolis. I refer to R. A. Burnett,
and the bottomless hives set on them. of Chicago, on the comparative cleanliNo arrangements are made for surplus ness of sections received from myself
boxes, but when he wants honey he and others. But suppose for logic's sake
" takes up " a swarm. Last winter 2 that I am untruthful, does that change
died and 5 came out weak, and as bees the law of cause and effect ? Do natucould get out or in at a dozen or more ral principles depend upon my reputaplaces, and they received no attention, tion for their existence and regular action r Cannot Mr. Doolittle give us an
they were robbed out.
Last season I bought 16 colonies of article whose points are based upon reahim, and never had better working son, and not upon his personal experistock in my apiary. One colony pro- ence, of which we know nothing. His
duced over 100 lbs. in sections, notwith- wonderful experience makes good seastanding the poor season. I Italianized soning for his general dish, but is not a
very palatable commodity when taken
all but 6 colonies of them, which
I
saved to see if they would winter bet- all alone. While I would be far from
ter than Italians, but they could not attacking Mr. Doolittle 's reputation for
stand civilization. All died. Now why truth, I still hold strongly to " reasons
why," for proofs. I hope his attack on
has not confinement killed his bees ?
H. E. Bidwell told me he once buried my" motives was " a joke," and here let
colonies,
and
as
an
experiment
several
me say that I will do my very best to
left them in the ground one whole sum- give him all he can attend to in any
mer and 2 winters, yet a fair portion well meant discussion that he may enter
into, without taking time for "jokes."
lived through it all.
best colonies.

Bee Journal

bees.

who think any

one method of wintering to be all right
and all others wrong. I simply know
that chaff-hive wintering in this section has been more uniformly successful than cellar wintering, and I am inclined to think that the report, heavy
losses by wintering in chaff hives, can
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Notwithstanding I make comb foun- North. In the South it keeps up a condation to sell, that docs not change the tinuous bloom from its commencing to
fact that that article, properly made and blossom until fall, ripening and (lowerused, is becoming a staple yes, is one ing at the same time, while in the
now. The old and modern prices go to North it ripens like wheat and other
prove it. When 1 was experimenting
with bogus foundation 1 and 5 years ago,
and condemning the article (as Mr. D. is
doing now). Prof. Cook and others predicted that I would be using and selling

How

correct that prediction
was! 1 hand the same to him. 1 know
the road, and know Mr. D. is "coining."
1 rind that the bees will draw out
foundation so much faster than they can
secrete wax (to say nothing of the time
of gathering the honey it is made from
and the time spent in building it), that
during the " rush" is just when we get
it

soon.

most

profit

from

its use.

Foundation

should (especially for boxes) have a thin
base and soft line, then the septum of
the combs from it will be like those of
natural comb, and the line being soft
(less in size than the cuts between
the dies would take), the bees will make
astonishing progress with it. Not one
consumer in one thousand will ever notice anything bulky about the comb.
Is it true that the combination top and
side-storing system necessitates these sections '? My method of adjusting sections admits of their removal separately
" the moment one is finished," which
we know has its advantage in the way
Mr. Doolittle speaks of. But that advantage is more than off-set by the
great amount of extra labor it requires
to do that to the letter. There are certain times of the season when it is not
of so much importance when honey is
coming in and combs are being finished
up rapidly. I have no trouble in removing a single section, because I do not
put the next section just where the full
one came from, but shove the next fullest up where the vacancy is, and so on,
and put the new section (which is not
empty, but full of comb foundation)
down at the lean end of the row.
Mr. Doolittle's closing sentence in his
article on separators, in the Weekly Bee
Journal, of April 27, is worth more to
me than all the rest of that article— my
sentiments exactly.
I construed Messrs. Greiuer Bro.'s
article as a disclaimer against tin separators as " compared with wood," and
after carefully reading the article again,
I can place no other construction upon
it.
I did not pursue the discussion for
the sake of being " on the contrary
side," but because my experience had
proven 1 was correct, as I had faithfully
tried wood, paper and pasteboard, as
well as lots of tin. I fail to discover
any acrimonious feeling in any of the
correspondence except their last letter,
which was undoubtedly hastily written.

—

Dowagiac, Mich.,

May

18, 1881.

hives in cellars is to remove the covers
and tie over the hive common cotton
cloth this keeps the bees and combs
dry. To winter well, bees should be
kept cool enough, so that they will keep
clustered, not running around over the

combs for brood, and it is the same
when I have many or few combs in the

combs.

While 1 am satisfied that to get the
largest yield of honey, or any surplus
at all, you must have the brood cham-

;

—

grains.

In January I went into a flower pit
that had been closed for some time
there were several rose-bushes in bloom,
and, strange as it may appear, each one
was covered with honey dew as plentifully as I ever saw it in the forest.
Upon examining it I found the small
buds were covered thick with the rose
louse.
There were nearly 200 plants
besides the roses, in the pit, but no
honey dew on one of them except the
rose-bushes.
As to the South being a great honey
country, I will say that it is about medium. There is one thing, however,
that is very desirable besides the honey
production, it is one of the finest climates that a person could wish to live
in.
have good water and as kind
and generous people as we ever wished
to live with To our Northern friends,
who so often write us about the South
and her people, let me say, if you wish
a quiet, peaceable home in the sunny
South, you will find among the South;

The, loss of bees in this

section is
about alike, whether in the cellar
packed with chaff, or without any pronearly
tection. About 7-10 are dead
all had sufficient honey to have carried them through the winter.
widow living 3 miles from me had
5 colonies last fall, and there are now 3
alive and strong. They were in movable comb hives, and put flat on the
ground where tliey were hived. The
old dry weeds and grass around the
hive indicated that the hives must have
been nearly hid from sight last summer.
is that for winter packing ?
;

A

How

Tor the American Bee Journal.

MOON.

We are often asked if the South is a
good location for successful bee-culture. There are locations where large
yields of honey have been obtained,
but such locations are not so desirable
for living in, for they are generally near
Northern Georgia is about
low lands.
medium; in fact.it is about the same
-all over the State, with a few exceptions.
The main dependence for a large yield
This in some seasons
is honey dew.
and in certain localities is very great.
living
15 miles from this
A gentleman,
city, informed me yesterday that his
bees had averaged about 7o lbs. to the
colony during the past 10 days, while
here none had been seen. This honey
is about the color of the buckwheat
honey of the North, but is very thick
and rich, though sometimes a little
strong, and in Eastern markets would
be classed as second quality. But little white clover or liudeu honey comes

market in this State, yet some fine
honey is obtained. We have 2 months
in which there is a great scarcity, that
is July and August.
I think this might
be greatly counteracted by sowing
buckwheat; although this plant is so
greatly operated upon by climatic influence that some seasons it yields but little, honey.
Its growth in the South is
from that in the
entirely different

into

ber overflowing with bees and honey,
my experience is that this is the sooner
accomplished by not altering their condition, as spring finds them, which
with us, is with all their combs. And
what puzzles me, is that Messrs Muth,
Doolittle and others' experience is so

There must be something in
if you can, from
this letter, see what it is and give me
an idea, I will try to work it out better,
and see if I cannot get more than three
or four gallons, which was my best yield
different.

my management, and

Cuthbert, Ga.,

We
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How

Swarms.

to Separate

BRAY & SEACOKD.

In the Journal of April 20 we find
Kansas. In
ern people a generous welcome they the remarks of "E," of
haste
to reach the mail in time was the
know no South, East or West all is
omission
named.
We will
the
cause
of
peace and quietude, with law abiding
now give our plan with full particulars.
people.
Make a box 3 feet long, wide and deep
Rome, Ga.
enough to hang the frames in, from
the hive you use; place the frames in the
For the American Bee Journal.
box, same spaces apart as they are in
make one enthe movable comb hive
Upward or lower Ventilation.
trance for the bees on the side of the
box. twice the length and of the same
A. BENEDICT.
height as the entrance to the hive.
Make 3 or 4 division boards to fit the
My experience is that bees require box, then make a cover with cleats on
more ventilation in the winter, to be both sides (no end cleats) to fit the box;
healthy, than at any other time in the hive the swarms of 2 or more in the
vear; this should be only in one place. box ; place the box in the shade until
If the opening is at the top, the animal the next morning, then push the cover
heat which is so essensial to the com- lengthwise of the box and you will see
fort of the bees, is continually escaping each colony clustered by themselves.
upwards. But if the ventilation is at Now, put a division board between each
the bottom of the hive only, therarified cluster, after which push back cover
heat would be retained, or have to make over box and set it where you wish to
Place the hive in a conits way down, instead of up, to escape. hive the bees.
It is a well known fact that bees stop venient position to receive the bees,
every little crevice at the top of the push the box cover back from over the
hive.
The little honey bee is wiser by first cluster, carefully drawing out the
instinct than man with his reason. frames from the box, for the bees build
The nearer we follow that instinct, the comb 24 hours or less from the time
hived. On some of the frames you
better success we will have with bees.
To have lower and upward ventila- will find comb place those frames with
This will
tion, both at the same time, is wrong. bees on, into your hive.
A cold current of air is constantly pass- start a roar in the hive the balance of
removed
with
a feather.
can
be
ing through such hives, and bees can- the bees
not breed up to full colonies, until set- When all the bees are in the hive, place
it where you wish it to stand, and protled warm weather comes.
A few years ago when so many bees ceed with other clusters in a similar
died, I visited several apiaries, to see if manner.
Having tried the above plan freI found
I could discover the cause.
one man that had lost all his bees he quently we know it works like a charm.
box
have received the Emerson binder
left.
This
was
a
I
had but 1 colony
hive on 4 pieces of bricks, which left 2 for the Weekly Bee Journal. It is
inches all around for ventilation. The complete no bee-keeper can afford to
other 14 hives in which the bees had be without one.
Warthan, CaL, April 29, 1881.
died, had only an ordinarily entrance
ventilation. I examined some of the
hives and found the dead bees and
For the American Bee Journal.
combs wet and covered with mold.
Sundry Questions.
On examining the hive on the bricks,
I found the combs entirely free from
J. B. RUSSELL.
moisture or mold. I asked the man
how long that hive, had been there.
the following questions
publish
Please
(Ie said for years; that it was one of
the laun- with answers for the benefit of myself
his oldest colonies. (Moral
dress hangs her clothes out where there and friends in the South
1.
If I confine my bees to a few
is a strong current of air, and they soon
dry, instead of hanging them in a damp combs, will I not lose the honey they
put in the extra combs when they have
cellar where there is no air stirring.)
The late Dr. Kirtland of Cleveland, them?
2.
I notice that colonies left undisOhio, one of the most noted bee-keepers
in Northern Ohio, told me that one win- turbed have filled the outside frames
ter he lost all his bees but 1 colony, and with sealed honey, cast a swarm and
that colony was in a box hive up in the stored a gallon of honey in cap already
forks of a tree. The bees had lit there, while those confined to a few frames in
and it was difficult to dislodge them early spring, have cast no swarms, nor
he placed the hive over them and the stored any surplus? Is it not reasonabees soon took possession of it. He ble to suppose that for this section, at
said, just for the novelty of the thing, least, it is best not to disturb bees, only
he fastened the hive securely to the so far as to see that they are increasing
tree with a trace chain, and let it daily, etc.?
3.
If I did not have all of the brood
remain. He said that these bees were
no more protected from the cold than chamber of each colony filled with
they would have been if the hive had brood and sealed honey, as now, when
been suspended to a limb of the tree, the main season opened in June, they
would use this crop (the best honey), to
without any bottom.
Years ago, I put my weak colonies in fill up the brood chamber, as I find they
box hives in the cellar, bottom up, with do not go into the cap till they fill up
a cloth tied over the hive to keep the below ; that is, the two outside frames
bees in. This I did to save honey. and the tops and sides of all the rest
The best way to winter movable comb leaving the middle of all the centre
;

;

;

May

23, 1881.

No you

can extract the honey
from those combs, then give them back
as fast as needed, or use them in colonies where feed is wanted.
2.
In a mild climate, like that of
Georgia, contraction of the brood chamber in winter and spring is not so essential as in the North, unless the colony
is very weak.
With good colonies, you had bet3.
ter lift the sealed honey combs from
the outside, put in division boards, and
leave the brood chamber to the queen
exclusively ; if a good queen, but little
honey will be stored below after your
June harvest begins.
4.
The fault is principally in not
having spread the combs fast enough.
If honey is coming in lively in early
spring, and nights are warm, notto chill
larvie, a fresh comb should be added to
the brood chamber at least each four
days. If you contract too much, it is
at the sacrifice either of bees or honey,
for both cannot occupy the same cell at
the same time. Ed.]
[1.

;
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Sugar Syrup for Wintering Bees.

;

A. A. E.

WILBER.

;

;

A. F.

hive ?
4.
Should I confine them to a few
combs and get less honey, as I have
done? Wherein lies the fault?

last season.

Benington, Ohio.

;

Bee-Keeping in the South.
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:

:

;

On December 24, I put 20 colonies in
the cellar, 4 of which had sugar syrup,
and the remainder natural stores. I
left 21 on summer stands, 3 having
syrup. My cellar proving too cold for
such a winter, the mercury at a few
times falling as low as 26° above zero,
and remaining 4 days at a time. After
the first one of such cold spell, I could
detcet the smell of dysentery upon
going into the cellar, but I hoped they
might have a fly soon, but a suitable
day for that did not come till most of
them had died. On April 8, 1 removed
those from the cellar for the last time,
only 3 remained out of the 20 I put in
last December, and these were the 3 out
of 4 having sugar syrup all those having natural stores, and 1 of those having sugar syrup, died with the dysentery. Out of the 21 left on summer
stands, only 2 remained 1 out of the 3
having sugar syrup, and 1 out of 18
having natural stores. Sugar syrup
and cellar wintering are a little ahead
the two that died with syrup on summer stands, were the only ones that
died without the dysentery. I can see
;

;

now where

I could have done better.
my cellar early and
frost proof, given all my bees
sugar syrup and put them ill early, it
would have been better ; the cellar was
not completed till after some zero

If I

had completed

made

it

weather, and when the hives were loosened from the stands, they came up
with a heavy jar, which caused the bees
to fill themselves with honey. I would
like to hear from some one that feeds
sugar syrup. I believe Mr. D. A. Jones
recommends it. How has he succeeded
in wintering his large apiaries ? Fully
85 per cent, out of all the bees in this
vicinity are dead, those packed in chaff
not being exempt.
Kelloggsville, N. Y., May 21, 1881.
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when many

was

a kiss of affection

The Honey Market

for 1881.

exchanged, accompanied by the parting
tear.

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

Although

now

it

may bepremature,atthis

37 years since the Bienen
time, to hazard conjectures regarding
Zeitung was started. It is the oldest
the incoming crop and the prices likely
Bee Paper in the World, and is pubto govern the market, yet we feel that
its
Among
valsemi-monthly.
lished
bee-keepers cannot too soon realize the
It is

ued correspondents, has been numbered situation, and take advantage of every
the Rev. Dr. Dzierzon, the late Baron
circumstance which may be made to
CHICAGO, ILL., JUNE 1, 1881.
Von Berlepsch, of Coburg, Prof. Von contribute to their prosperity. We see,
Siebold, Prof. Leuckart, Dr. Donhoff,
as yet, no reason to amend our auguries
Dr. Kuchenmeister, Pastor Kleine, regarding the favorableness of the seaAnother Bee-Master Gone.
Pastor Schonfeld, Herrn Vogel, Dathe
son and the bountiful honey flow in all
Rothe, Count Von Stosch, whose names
On May 2nd, at 8 a. m., Herrn An- are among the illustrious apiarists of the States east of the Rocky Mountain
range, and the heavy harvest and remudreas Schmid, editor of the Bienen Zeithe 19th Century.
nerative prices which will be realized by
tung, died at his residence in Eichstadt,
It must be admitted that the Ger- those who have escaped disaster, or who
Germany, aged 65 years, after a long
mans bear off the palm, for all the great may be wise enough to replenish their
and painful illness.
advances
in the theoretical knowledge winter losses before basswood bloom
His name belongs to those illustrious
generation past, puts in its appearance.
ones, whose research, patient study of the bees, made for a
and progressive thought, have given have come from them.
Reports are very encouraging from
The following is from the pen of all quarters, and more especially from
Germany the unquestioned first position in the theoretical department of the late Samuel Wagner, our wor- most of those districts where last season
thy predecessor, and will be read with the honey yield was least encouraging.
scientific bee-culture.
While in Europe in 1879, we had the interest as a part of the history con- Up to this time the weather, since the
extreme pleasure of having a very in- nected with the late departed:
late advent of spring, has been most
teresting conversation with the illusbuilt up
In the earlier part of its career, the propitious, and colonies have
trious departed, having been intro- German Bienen Zeitung had to contend with marvelous rapidity. In most of
duced to him, by the Baroness, widow with difficulties. Bee culture had long the Southern States the honey yield has
of that late celebrated apiarist, the been a subject of general interest and already been unusually gratifying, and
study in Germany. Various theories
Baron of Berlepisch. At that time we had been framed, to explain the mys- the prospect is good for several weeks'
exchanged photographs, and from the teries which its advocates recognized as duration. In all the Northern and Cenone he then placed in our hands, we existing; and the authors and adher- tral States the showing was never bethave had the accompanying engraving ents of these several theories, clung ter for a heavy summer harvest, and
fondly to their preconceived notions,
made, and now present it to our readers: defending them oft with intemperate with seasonable rains and favorable
ardor. So long as it seemed conceded winds, we may expect results that will
that anyone of these theories might be astonish the most sanguine, and of a
true, and all of them were treated with
quality that will prove the superiority
the Bienen Zeitung
equal

defference,

But when of American honey.
Dzierzon advanced his new theory,
In California, however, the prospect
though modestly submitting it at first is anything but encouraging. Recent
in the form of an hypothesis, a different
advices, both public and private, from
state of affairs ensued. The old schools
felt intuitively that if this new doctrine San Diego, Santa Barbara, San Bernarbe true, it involved the subversion and dino, Los Angeles and Ventura counrepudiation of all the subsisting theo- ties, are of a somewhat discouraging
ries.
It was at once made an object of
blossom of the white sage,
attack from all quarters; and a violent nature. The
controversy, not unmixed with acrimo- relied on for the lightest colored and
nious personalities, followed. Dzierzon finest flavored honey, is said to be a faildefended his theory with great dia- ure in many localities. This, in addilectic skill, for which his training and
California marlarge experience in bee culture emin- tion to the fact that the
ently qualified him. Then turning on ket was about depleted of last season's
his assailants, he exposed their falla- crop, leaves but little to be forwarded
cies and the inconsistency of their
markets, thus putting the
against
them for our home
views, and arrayed
the evidence of incontrovertible facts. price under the control of our home
Some of the old correspondents of the producers.
Bienen Zeitung began to complain and
However abundant the yield may be,
remonstrate, and finally many of them
there
need be no fear of an over-stocked
withdrew. But the truth was rapidly
making converts on every hand and market. There never has been much
when Berlepsch, who had vauntingly attention paid to scientific bee-keeping
denounced the new theory, proclaimed in the Southern States, and, of course,
his conversion and Kleine Orttel, and
but little honey on the market from
other distinguished apiarists became its
advocates, a new and highly intelligent there, so that however abundant their
corps of contributors soon made amends yield may be this season, it will not
for the defection. The impartial course approximate anything nigh the shortage
of the Bienen Zeitung, pending the conwhich will occur in the Northern yield
troversy, was acknowledged its policy
vindicated and, in its speciality, it now in consequence of the loss of bees last
enjoys universal esteem.
winter. Honey has become a staple.
and now that the old fogy producers
were pretty well " frozen out" of the
that
Apis
Jones
reports
Mr.
D.
A.
Gig"
business last winter, we cannot imagine
Dorsata has been found in Ared. We
why this season would not be a favorashall be able to give our readers the
ble time for establishing a staple price.
full particulars soon.
Why should not our local, district, State
and National Societies take this matter
US' Farmers in central Illinois report up, and discuss it in their Conventions ?
winter wheat suffering from the chinch Would it not be well to estimate the
bug and Hessian fly. Thousands of average cost of production, reckoning
acres are being plowed up to plantcorn. also the hazard, then after adding a
Bee-keepers are not the only ones hav- reasonably liberal percentage for profit,
ing disasters.
fix a staple price for our commodity ?
We fail to recognize any other business
*®* The Annual Meeting of the So^ of one-half the magnitude of the beeciety for the promotion of Agricultural keeping interest, wherein the producer
Science will be at Cincinnati, on Tues- has not at least a voice in fixing the
day, Aug. 16, 1881, the day preceding price he is to receive, or calculate about
the sessions of the American Associa- the gross receipts on a certain amount
tion for the advancement of science.
of business transacted. We take this

moved along smoothly.

Herrn Andreas Schmid.

we then

think that of all
the noted apiarists present at that Congress, he would be the first to be cut
down by the all-devouring scythe of
time, which without distinction sweeps
away the rich as well as the poor, the
learned as well as the ignorant, and the
savant as well as the peasant.
Little did

Never again do we expect to behold
such a scene as we witnessed at that
honorable Congress of Austria and
Germany. There, though we had hired
an interpreter to assist us in conversation, that estimable lady, the Baroness
of Berlepsch, escorted us around, and
personally introduced us to the leading
apiarists of the World, who were in
attendance at that Congress among
whom were the late Herrn Schmid, the
Rev. Dr. Dzierzon, Herrn Emil Hilbert, Prof. Dr. Butlerow, of Russia,
(who was the bearer of authority from
the late Czar of Russia, to confer the
order of Santa Anna upon the eminent
Rev. Dr. Dzierzon), Prof. Louis Ritter
Von Sartori, of Milan, Italy, Herrn
Vogel, Herrn Karl Gatter, editor of the
Bienen Vater, at Vienna, Count Kolowrat, Otto Schultz, and many other celebrities, who seemed knit together in
We
the closest bonds of affection.
shall never forget the parting scenes,

—

;

;

:

;
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1,

occasion to advise our readers not to be
in too great haste about forcing a market. Europe will not produce enough
honey this season for local consumption,
and the foreign shipments from California will be comparatively light, therefore those who may have any to sell can,
if they will, get good prices.

From a San Francisco price list of recent date, we clip the following comparative statement of transactions during
the past three years
:

of cases of comb honey
received were 1878,38.337; 1879,8,443;
1880, 26,782. In addition to the receipts
for 1880. there arrived 1,156 bbls. and 126
kegs. There was also considerable exported overland, and by sea direct, from
Southern Coast points, the exact amount
of which there is no data at hand.
Exports for the past three years from

The number

:

San Francisco, Sacramento and San Jose
have been
:

By

By Sea from
San Francisco.
4,»78

187S
1873
1NMO

from

interior.

Lbs.

518,714

1,254,989

150,806

214,216
861,050

13,(575

7,890

Kail

S.F.S
Lbs.

Of last year's shipments overland,
720,690 lbs. were sent from San Francisco, and 140,360 lbs. from Sacramento and
San Jose.

Receipts since January

1881, to date, 3,865 cases, 272

1st,

bbls., 49

kegs. Exports by sea for same time,
cases, 199 bbls.; by rail, exclusive of May shipments, 119,190 lbs.
4,432

from San Francisco, and 34,530 lbs. from
the interior. From Wilmington direct
there were shipped to Europe last month
1,139 cases.
(gg" We were requested to write a
synopsis of the lecture we delivered at
Lansing, before the Central Michigan
Bee-keepers' Convention, and incorporate it into the minutes. We have been

too busy to do so,

and must ask pardon

for its omission.

MISCELLANEOUS.
(Jueen Bees Sent by Mail.— Mrs. L.
Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, gives
the following cautions to careless shippers
:

Queen bees have been sent by express and through the mails for years.
Through the carelessness of some
breeders, who forwarded them in bad
shape so that the officials were stung
and the contents of the mail pouch
made sticky by the leakage of honey,
an order was issued forbidding them to
be sent by mail.
But by the intercession of some prominent entomologists
and apiarists the Post Master General
last year agreed to consider them mailable matter, so long as the officials
were not stung or the mail soiled with
honey. The requirements were, that
the bees were to be covered with two
thicknesses of wire cloth, and that no
liquid sweets were to be in the cage.
Queen bees are now sent in the mail
safely to the most remote settlements.

The Bee Catcher.

—

In the Farmer's
Journal we find the following
description of the red bird which
destroys bees as found in " Audubon's
Birds of America :"

Home

Summer Red Bird— (Tanagra
tiva).

— Adult male, the

(Es-

whole plumage

brighter on the lower
parts, excepting the tips and inner webs
of the quills, which are tinged with
brown. Length 7*4 inches extent of
is

vermillion,

;

wings 11 inches. It is migratory from
Texas to Massachusetts, and especially
abundant in the interior of Canada.
Adult female, the general color is
light brownish-green, the sides of the

head and under parts generally brown-
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ish-yellow
quills deep brown, externally margined with yellowish-red.
This species feeds principally on
insects, and especially coleoptera, some
of which are often of a larger size than
a bird of the dimensions or the summer
red bird might be supposed capable of
swallowing. It seldom alights on the
ground, but prefers pursuing insects on
;

s£g%g»M&*L
diMl'£

Loss by Fire. — Last month my house
was burnt. I lost all of my Bee Journals,
honey extractor, over 700 lbs. of
the wing, which it frequently does from
the dried twigs at the extremity of the honey, and a lot of apiarian supplies.

blanches.
subscriber gives further light on
the subject, to-wit
I have just been reading your valuable paper, and see among other things,
a question asked by a correspondent for
the name of a red bird that has been
destroying his bees. I suppose it is the
same bird that 1 have been troubled
with ever since I have been raising bees.
I rhink it is the same bird that ornithologists call the tire bird, from his
brilliant red. I have known him to be
a destroyer of bees for years, and consequently declared unceasing warfare
against him. My boy says they are
more numerous this season than ever
known. They only eat the thorax, then
leave the abdomen of the bee. Our
greatest trouble in bee-keeping is from
birds.
Wm. W. B.
Elizabethtown, Ky., May 7, 1881.

A

:

The Season in Indiana. —Mr. Frank
L. Dougherty, in the Indiana Farmer,
says
:

With us
gone.

fruit

bloom has come and

We are now in

honey dearth between

the midst of the
fruit

bloom and

white clover, the latter of which is beginning to make appearance, although
as yet it contains no honey. The bees
must be watched now, so as not to allow them to run out of stores. The
queen should be kept laying to her
full capacity, for it is on the bees
raised this month that we must depend
for our main honey crop. In an apiary
of only a few colonies, seemingly in the
same condition, we find some colonies
will far outstrip others in brood-rearing, consequently for the best results
we are compelled to take from the
strong to assist the weak. Examine all
the colonies, mark their condition, removing frames of brood and bees from
those that can spare them and give to
the weaker ones, thereby putting them
in better condition for the honey yield
when it comes. If this work be done
in the middle of the day but very few
of the bees removed will return to the
parent colony, as at that time most of
the old bees are in the fields at work.
When 2 or 3 frames are given at one
time it is better to take them from several hives, for by thus mixing them up
they are less liable to injure the queen.
In manipulations of this kind it is always best to ascertain the whereabouts
of the queen, so as not to remove her
from the hive.

—

Selling Bees by the Pound. Mrs. Harremarks as follows on this subject in the Prairie Farmer :
rison

A

new industry has lately been developed, viz: that of selling bees by
the pound. They are sent by express
in boxes made with 3 sides and bottom
of wire gauze ; the top and ends are of
of light wood. Little feeding troughs,
in which candy is poured in a liquid
state, which hardens on becoming cool,
are fastened in each end of the cage.

In these cages bees can be sent long
distances safely and cheaply.
During the last almost unprecedently
cold winter, many persons in the North
and West lost all their bees, and yet
have % of their investment in the hives
It would be
and combs remaining.
better for those who have lost their
bees to purchase a qeeen and bees by
the pound, than let the moth-worms
received bees
destroy the comb.
by express (sent in the way described)
yesterday, putting them on combs, giving also a frame of uncapped brood
and honey, and to-day (May 18) they
Bees are
are working like beavers.
.

We

being shipped from Texas, Alabama,
and other Southern States to the North.
The bees were not destroyed by " blizzards" there, and are now at the swarming point.
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Perhaps no news is good news
hope SO; but 1 would like to have him

F'ave.

;

and explain " how those 1,000 colof his have fared during the
unprecedented winter we have just
passed through.
So I think would

"rise

onies

many

others.

Listowel, Out.,

No Surplus

Wi\r. F. Clarke.
12, 1881.

May

Honey.— Judging from

surplus last present indications this county will
year, and many died with dysentery produce little or no surplus honey.
John S. Calkins.
early in the winter. Some were in the
Los Angeles, Cal., May 15, 1881.
cellar and some packed in chaff on the
summer stands; those left are now
Robinia Viscosia. I would like to indoing well.
E. J. Rockefellow.
quire if you know anything of the value,
Farragut, Iowa, May 25, 1881.
as a honey-producing tree, of Robinia

My

bees gave

but

little

gun, and whilst he
made 2 other sallies, each time getting something.
He
bees,
shot it, cut it open and found
freshly swallowed.
I encourage all
around me to kill all they can, and kill
all that come near me.
Others should
do so, too. I do not know whether
drones and queens have honey sacs or
not, or if the food they take goes direct
to the stomach.
If they have no honey
sac the king-bird will not catch them.
his boys

to get the

was getting ready

it

:>

Long live the Bee Journal and its
genial editor.
G. W. Ashhy.
Valley Station, Ky., May 2-5, 1881.

—

—

Bee Losses in Virginia. As near as
can learn the losses in Virginia among
bees are about as heavy as in the North
and West. My losses were less than 10
per cent, wintering on summer stands
with chaff above. The first natural
swarm issued May 2, unexpectedly, as
I do not allow much swarming when
attending the bees. Our season has
begun handsomely. One hive kept on
the scales gained 17 lbs. on the 15th, and
10 lbs. on the 10th. It is in full two stories.
The locust bloom was very abundant; the Liriodendron is now blooming.
I can get heavier work with the full
size wide frames, holding 6 sections,
4)4 x;>% in them, with clamps. I use
both but it is fun to compel bees to
work above, by lifting brood up and
placing wide frames between. Besides
there cannot be too many bees, for one
can put on a third story, as I have done
till they could ripen and seal.
It was
I

—

Viscosia clammy locust. I have been
told that the bees are very fond of it,

and work upon it in great numbers while
in bloom. Arthur Bryant, Sr., in his
work upon forest trees, states that it
sometimes blooms twice during the
season. As it conies into bloom before
the clovers, and is valuable for timber,
and of rapid growth, it might be worthy
of cultivation by the apiarist, if its
value as a good honey-producer is established. It is a beautiful ornamental
tree.
D. P. Norton.
Council Grove, Kan.,

May

Origin of the Italian Bee.— The prevailing enthusiasm among bee-keepers
concerning the different races of bees
has, no doubt, induced an investigation
concerning the origin of the Italian
race of bees. Some suppose them to be
a cross between the Palestinesand black
I do not, however.
;
What evidence is there that the " saddles " on
the Cyprian bees are a distinctive
mark V There is a certain insect of the
beetle race, found on the Island of
Madagascar in great numbers, which
live on the nectar of plants, which have
a very long neck the plants are pecu-

bees

;

liar and require this feature in the beetles to obtain the nectar. These beetles are found on other islands, but have

19, 1881.

[Will some of our readers who are
familiar with this tree, please give the no "such peculiarity, showing that the
nature of the insect must comply with
desired information ?— Ed.]
the requirements of the plantor it could
Honey Season in England.— We are not subsist. In many other instances
having very dry weather here, with similar changes have occurred in this
insect, as shown in natural history. The
easterly winds, so that the bees have to
be fed. We seldom expect a flow of Italian and Cyprian races may be the
same one generation may not have
in that way I got my heaviest yield honey till June has really set in, for o perfected the Italian race
it may have
times
the
spring
too
cold
out
of
10
is
last year, 96 sections filled from one
taken ages.
One common trait is still
hive. As the Cyprian and Palestine for the bees to do any good on the fruit found to correspond with all other inbees are coming into notice, I wish to blossoms. Our first good crop is the sects which will never be wholly extinsuggest a better name for the latter. yellow trefoil, or" none-such," which is guished.
L. H. Pammel.
The Holy Land bee and Holy bee, (as in full bloom by the end of May.
La Crosse, Wis., May 10, 1881.
Samuel Simmins.
some shorten it), is hardly the thing.
Why not call them the Palestine bee ? Ruttingdean, England, May 11, 1881.
Loss 15 per Cent.— My bees wintered
If it proves of value, it must have a
of 15 per cent, principally by
name.
J. W. Porter.
Bees for Pleasure.— I keep a few bees with a loss
starvation,
by not being properly preCharlottesville, Va., May 23, 1881.
for the pleasure derived therefrom, and
pared
for
so
severe a winter.
they never were so strong and doing so
[That is precisely what the Bee JourJohn F. Eggleston.
well at this season of the year as they
Eagle, Pa., May 24, 1881.
nal has been calling them for some are at present. White clover is begin;

—

;

may perhaps be still bet- ning to bloom, and locust bloom is just
events, to call them " Holy passing away. We will soon have a
profusion of European linden bloom.
not the correct thing.— Ed.]

Syrian

time.
ter.

At

Bees"

is

all

H. H. Littell.

Louisville, Ky.,

Bees in Texas.— Bees in this locality
are doing well the prospects for a good
honey crop are rather flattering. We
have 80 colonies, about 14 are Italians,
the others are blacks.
secured no
surplus of any consequence from blackbees last season. We give the Italians
the preference in all respects.

May 20,

My

Experiments in Wintering Bees.—
loss in wintering was 7 out of 69, but I
have lost two more since, by being

My Italians stands the

winter
wintered on its
summer stand in a chaff hive they are
doing well. I wintered in a bee-house
there were put in 59 colonies the day
before winter set in. The house was
dry, dark, and in a uniform temperarure, ranging from 42^ to 50°; no artificial heat used.
The wall, 2 feet thick,
was filled with sawdust, and ventilated
in under the floor and up through the
ceiling and roof. They were taken out
robbed.
the best.

1881.

One colony

I

Losses in Winnebago Co., 111.— An
apiary of 2 colonies is what I had I
wintered them on the summer stands,
packed in straw and chaff, and they
starved to death. C. has 21 out of 40
II. 16 out of 46
both wintered in a
house.
S. has 22 out of 325
G. has 16
Flournoy & Foster.
out of 16 ; M. has 6 out of 6 A. has 5
San Antonio, Texas, May 20, 1881.
out of 5 A. has 22 out of 32 these all
wintered in the cellar. M. has 1 out of
Does not want to Winter in Cellars.— 14; these were out-of-doors without April 14. and 3 of the colonies were
I wintered my bees packed in chaff on protection.
These are nearly all prac- dead. Nine were put in the cellar
their summer stands. I put into win- tical bee-keepers, and there are a good about the same time the others were
ter quarters 36 colonies and lost 9 by many farmers in this vicinity who had put in, and taken out about April 10;
starvation, and one became queenless, last fall from 1 to 10 colonies, but nearly 4 of them were dead. The temperature
which I wintered with another, leaving all are now dead. I wish I could get of the cellar was too cold, (below 30°),
26 colonies 5 are rather weak, but are the Bee Journal twice a week, or about 15° colder than the bee-house.
J. H. Heard.
coming on finely. Drones commenced even daily.
D. L. Whitney.
Flesherton, Ont., May 17, 1881.
to fly yesterday.
The first pollen was
Rockton, 111., May 26, 1881.
brought in April 19.
No cellar wintering for me.
J. Chapman.
Why the Defective Wings?— I have a
King-birds, Drones, etc. I notice in
Home, Mich., May 19, 1881.
the Bee Journal for May 18 an article colony that I believe will oe ruined.
about king-birds, in which the opinion large amount of defective brood is carHow Bees have Wintered in Ontario.— is expressed that they catch workers as ried out and some apparently perfect,
I have been so "stiddy to hum" this
well as queens and drones. My opinion which cannot fly, but crawl all over the
spring, owing to my having a new is that they catch workers alone for the ground by hundreds. There is no sign
moth in the combs, and the queen is
place to fix up, that I have hardly been honey in the sac
I have noticed them of
out among the bee-keepers at all. The station themselves near the hives on a fine looking one and fast layer. I see
echo of many sighs and groans has some dead limb of a tree and dart out nothing wrong inside except the brood,
reached me however, and while I can- and catch the heavy laden ones as they a large amount of which is pipped (unnot give the percentage of mortality, approached their homes. I have also capped). The bees were shipped by rail
I am convinced that the winter of 1880- frequently noticed them perched on 60 or 70 miles, 10 days ago, but came all
Twoother
81 has been a disastrous one for bee- the dead weeds in the midst of a white right sofaras I could judge.
keeping in Ontario, as in most regions clover field, and when a loaded bee colonies are similarly affected, but not
of the North American
continent. started to go home the king-bird would so bad ; in the fourth hive but few of
" Old style " bee-keepers are pretty well dart out and gobble him up.
the drones can fly, but the workers seem
I have
Peter James.
cleaned out, and not a few intelligent also noticed the pieces fall, as though all right.
Waveland, Ind.,May 23, 1881.
and up-to-the-times bee-keepers are in the bird had cut them in two, to swalthe same predicament. Mr. Ravel, the low the part containing the honey sac.
[The bees did not have ventilation
best practical apiarist in my locality, At a neighbor's house one day I noput into winter quarters 45 colonies, ticed one of those birds perch himself enough when moved, which softened
and in view of the misfortunes of on the dead limb of a peach tree, near the combs and the outer ends of the
others, blesses his lucky stars that he 3 colonies of bees. I asked my neigh
cells were distorted, thus killing or dehas 10 left. I don't know how Mr. bor why he did not kill the bird it was forming the young bees. With a very
Jones has succeeded. Does any body eating his best worker bees.
He said
but himself
In his correspondence "I reckon not." At that moment it sharp knife shave off the surfaces of the
witli me, he says nothing as to winter- darted out, seized something, alighting combs where there is not sealed brood,
ing. On that point he is silent as the back in the same place. He told one of and it may remedy the trouble.— Ed.]
;

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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;

;
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Mr. Robinson, of Pewamo. one of the
uncleanly surroundings which under
putrifying conditions propa- largest bee-keepers in Michigan, said he
wintered over 200 colonies in a beehad
gate a specific poison, sporadic in character, which is undoubtedly transferred house at his home apiary, a large numto healthy bees after plunder. The ber at his branch apiary, and had comremedy must be something to destroy paratively little loss he thought much
the spores and antizymic in its charac- of the loss in bees resulted from neglect
ter.
When bad, destroy the hive and in preparing them for winter.
Mr. Baker described his method of
its contents.
Mr. Robinson remarked
that he had ^reat confidence in the vir- successfully wintering in the cellar, as
tue of salicylic acid as a remedy. Mr. did many others.
Mr. C. Case, of Eagle, showed the
Harling believed that what they called
brood
being best record of any one present, having
foul brood was dead
exposed by swarming, the bees not made a fall count of 65 and only lost 4
being able to keep the brood warm, it in winter. Mr. Case is a thoroughly
died, became putrid and they called it practical bee-keeper and devotes his
foul brood. Mr. A. A. Dodge said he whole time to his bees. He wintered
had seen the real disease and that it in a single-walled hive, in a dry cellar
was a very different thing; very offen- well ventilated, and kept it perfectly
sive to the smell and a mass of putrifi- dark.
Mr. C. E. Waldo, of Grand Ledge,
cation and contagion.
suitable

;

South East Michigan Convention.

An adjourned meeting of the South
Eastern Michigan Bee-Keepers Association conveneed in the Court House at
Ann Arbor, on Thursday, May 12, at 9
The meeting was called to order
a. m.
by the President. The Secretary being
absent, G. G. Pease was chosen Secretary pro tern. The attendance was not
as large as was expected, on account of
the busy season, and the discouragement attendant on wintering. The
best method of wintering was the prinHeavy
cipal subject of discusion.
losses were reported.
Mr. Douglas had only 5 left out of 29
in the Langstroth hive.

;

lost
of 86 colonies. He
lar and out-door packing ;

%

Central Michigan Convention.

Mr. Ashley did not know what was
The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
the best method. Of 72 colonies last
Association held its sixth annual sesfull, only 10 were now alive bethought
sion
in the Pioneer Rooms of the Capithe box hives had shown the best
tol building, at Lansing, on May 5, 1881,
results.
and the attenGooddell had 4 in Gallup simplic- The day was pleasant
;

Mr.

dance was large. For some time it had
been announced that Thos. G. Newman,
the gentlemanly editor of the American Bee Journal, would be present
and deliver one of his instructive lecin addition to this, Prof. Cook,
simplic- tnres

put up in straw and chaff,
winch went through safely.
Mr. Bennett had only lost 18 out of 68
colonies of Italians in Langstroth hives
ity hives,

in the cellar.

Mr. Bodwell had 41 some in
15 came
and some in box hives
through, but they had dwindled since.
Mr. J. Hick saved 11 out of 16.
Mr. Pease had 4 colonies of Italians
in Gallup simplicity hives on the summer stands, which came through in fine
order; they were packed with chaff and
;

ity

;

straw.

N. A. Prudden had

42 in the

fall. 5 in

chaff hives of his own construction and
pattern they came through in good
order. Out of 18 put in the cellar
November 6, not taken out until April
6, 2 starved ; the rest came through
safely. He packed 15 on the summer
stands with more loss. His 4 tenement
hives packed in chaff all around the
outside, come through in fine condition; he saved 30 out of 42 in all.
Hives, 10 to 12 frame Gallup simplicity.
Others lost heavily, one 40 out of 70;
another 20 out of 30 several lost all in
box hives. The per cent, of loss is
about 75 per cent. No general agreement as to the best method of wintering was arrived at. The subject of
importing bees was discussed, and
decided that further importation of Italian stock at present whs unnecessary,
as the Italians we now have are better
;

;

than imported stock.
A committee, consisting .of N. A.
Prudden, N. Eastwood, L. W. Bodwell.
G. G. Pease and R. Gooddell, were
appointed to recommend a proper person for the office of commissioner on
foul brood, in accordance with the
recent act of the legislature.
The time and place for holding the
next meeting was discussed at length.
Some desired a union with the Eastern
Michigan Association at Detroit; and
others favored a meeting at Jackson,
sometime during the State Fair. The

matter was

finally left to the decision

the executive committee, N. A.
Prudden, G. G. Pease and R. Gooddell.
To the Bee-Keepers of Jackson and
other parts of the district, I would say
Take the matter into consideration and
correspond with me, and see if we cannot have a meeting at that time, and
choose officers for another year. Let
us hear from the bee-keepers of Jack-

of

:

son in particular.

N. A. Prudden Pres.,
and Chairman of Com.
{Michigan Farmer please copy.)
From

the Michigan Farmer.

Coopersville Michigan Convention.

A

meeting of bee-keepers was held at
Coopersville. Mich., lately, with J. J.

Robinson

.as

Chairman, and Dr. E.

P.

Cummings as Secretary. Dr. Walling,
who was called upon to state the conditions

under which contagious diseases

among

bees developed themselves, said

answer that he thought foul brood
among our bees was caused by a speciin

;

of the State Agricultural College, was
to give an address on wintering bees.

At 9:30 a. m. Mr. Geo. L. Perry, the
Secretary of the Association, escorted
Mr. Newman from the Michigan CenAftral depot to the Chapman House.
ter breakfast they went to the Capitol
building, where Mr. Newman was formallv received by Rev. W. J. As worth.
President, and other members of the
Association.
At 10 a. m. President Ashworth
called the meeting to order, and made
a few well chosen remarks, reviewing
the history of the Association for the
past 6 years, giving the contrasts between the first and the present year,
and pointing out the many benefits derived from, and the pleasure received in
the prudent management of the apiary.
He mentioned our distinguished visitor
and gave him the following introducLadies and gentlemen, I have the
tion
honor and pleasure of introducing to you
Mr. Newman, of Bee Journal, fame.
This occasioned loud and continued
large number of Senators
applause.
were present who favored the passing
of the Root Adulteration Bill (a bill to
prevent adulteration of food now before the Legislature), and understanding that Mr. Newman was the ''Chicago
man " that " so energetically opposed
the adulteration of honey with glucose,"
they had a little cheer of their own.
Following this was the usual proceedings of conventions, viz Secretary and
Treasurer's report, election of officers
for the ensuing year, appointing committees of inspection, etc.
Mr. Baker moved that the President
call for wintering reports, and requested
the Secretary to report them in the
minutes.
Prof. Cook then entered the room and
brought with him his usual amount of
good feeling and advice.
Mr. Brown described how he had
buried 11 colonies, similar to the
method that farmers bury potatoes, but
with more care. Mr. Brown states that
he gave upward ventilation by the use
of tile, that his loss was but 2, and that
his confidence in this method sufficient
to induce him to try it next winter.
He gave this plan at the State Convention last fall, which was looked upon
with doubt by Prof. Cook, T. F. Bingham and James Harper. His statement of success caused some further in:

A

:

quiry.

Mr. Newman said it was a similar
plan to that recommended by Mr.
Cjuinby. It was successful some winters, but he advised caution.
Prof. Cook said he had made careful
experiments in this method of wintering and considered it nothing more nor
less than a cellar, with the disadvantage of admitting of no examination.
The Professor gave some experiments

of the same method made at the Colpoison of a zymotic character, aris- lege, and thought Mr. Brown's experiing from dead bees, broods, and ence was the exception and not the rule.
fic

had tried

cel-

he also had
His loss was
a number in chaff hives.
about the same by the 3 methods. Mr.
Waldo considered the long confinement
the cause of loss in winter, for he had
taken every means to save his bees.
Mr. Geo. L. Perry, the only one in
this vicinity that makes a special use
of the chaff hive, had only 13 left out of
43 last fall. He considered the chaff
hive all that is claimed for it, viz that
it will keep bees from freezing, for he
he had a
lost no bees until March 20
cider mill within 60 rods of his apiary,
and the bees worked on the pomace for
10 days, and had much sour honey in
the combs gathered after packing for
:

;

Dr. Root, in a slow and easy manner,
made some fitting remarks on the science of apiculture, and the rights of
bee-keepers generally. Finally, touching the subject of adulteration, he
warmed up to that quick, positive tone
and expression that so characterizes
his speeches on the floor of the Senate.
The Convention next listened to some
timely remarks by Mr. Robinson, of
Pewamo, giving his methods of management of bees in his extensive yards,
and advice concerning the care of
combs and comb honey.
After some further remarks by members present the President declared the
" question drawer" open, and appointed
Messrs. Newman, Cook and Harper a

committee to answer the

answers.
The exhibit of the hives and supplies
was quite large a chaff hive from 111.
was there, but owing to the many parts
it
contained found but little favor.
Bingham's smoker was as usual the
" pet."
Time was given to examine
the books and publications on exhibibition.
Mr. Brown, of Lansing, exhibited a section machine and foundation fastener Mr. Newbrow a clamp to
;

;

from the hive.
After being called to order, Mr. Case,
of Eagle, offered resolutions in honor
of Messrs. Newman and Senator Root;
both gentleman were elected honorary
members of the Society. On motion,
the Convention adjourned to Oct. 27.
raise frames

Rev.

Many

Geo. Perry,

cent. loss.

Prof. Cook gave the college report; 10
were put in the cellar and only 5 are
now alive 4 packed in one foot of
straw, all dead
one in Shuck hive,
;

J. Ashworth, Pres.
Sec.

Honey and Beeswaz Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

;

dead.

questions.

Many of the usual questions were asked
and much intelligence imported by their

winter.

others spoke of their wintering, but all gave statements of 50 per

1,

CHICAGO.

HONEY- The market Is plentifully supplied with
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quotable at IS431180. for strictly choice white cumb in 1
and 2 lb. boxes; at 10OI2C. for common dark-colored
ami broken lots. Extracted, 7H@9Hc.

Mr. Newman said that lie had made a
thorough canvass from his large corBEESWAX.-Choice yellow, 20»23c; dark, 15@17.
respondence, from Maine to California,
and the loss was 50 per cent all over
NEW YORK.
HONEY. — Best white comb honey, small neat
the Northern States. Michigan and Ilpackages,
14wl7c;
dark
11(5112
large boxes 2c. less.—
linois reports were not more favorable White extracted. 9®10c; dark, 7(<v8c.
BEESWAX.-Prime quality, 20@25c.
than Kansas or New York it is only
one of the adversities common to
CINCINNATI.
any business. As the prospect is flatHONE Y.— The market for extracted clover honey
is good, at h@ loc.
Comb honey is of slow sale at 16c.
tering for a good honey yield, the few for
the best.
bees left will be likely to gather more
BKESWAX-18®22c.
C. F. MUTH.
honey this year than the many did last
SAN FRANCISCO.
;

;

season.
HONEY— Most of the honey now in market, both
The Secretary, having made the can- in tirst and second hands, has been either
withdrawn
placed at a limit above current rates. This action
vass of the Convention, found that out or
is confirmatory of the unfavorable prospects hereof 743 colonies shut up last fall only 238 tofore referred to. We quote white comb, 12(stl4c.;
dark to go d. 1K«)11C. Extracted, choice to extra
are reported alive, and many of them white,
5U@69lG.; dark and candied, 4&i5^c.
weak and not out of danger. Many BEESWAX— 2Hs)22c, as to color.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
old bee-keepers that have grown gray
San Francisco. Cal., May 21, 1881.
in the science said that the last winter
knew.
All
was the worst they ever
but one said that the long confinement
CLUBBING LIST.
was the cause of their losses, and he
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
(poor fellow) said he used 2 sheets of and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the
foundation and knew that the patent prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
stuff killed his bees.
first column gives the regular price of both

The meeting then adjourned to give
Publishers' Price. Cluo.
time for the examination of the num- The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
,»2 00
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. 1. Hoot) 3 00. 2 75
erous exhibits.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A..). King).. 3 00
2 60
The afternoon session was even more
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellls). 2 75. 2 50
The 4 above-named papers
4 75.
3 75
many
interesting than the morning
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W. Thomas) 2 50. 235
.

.

.

;

came in. Several of the leading papers of the State were represented, and a large number of ladies
citizens

were present. After calling to order,
the Association was entertained by an
His subaddress from Mr. Newman.
ject, selected by the Association, was:
' The rise, progress, present condition and future prospect of American
Apiculture." Mr. Newman spoke extemporaneously, and delivered an address in his usual free and sprightly
manner, interweaving occasional wit,
sufficient to command applause.
The following were unanimously
elected officers for the ensuing year
Vice
President, Rev. J. W. Ashworth
Presidents: Eaton Co., C. E. Waldo;
Ingham Co., James Harper; Clinton
Co., C. Case; Sliiawasse Co., L. P.
Bailey; Livingston Co.. W. K. Cole;
Calhoun Co., B. Salisbury; Jackson
Secretary, George L.
Co., C. B. Smith
Perry Treasurer, L. B Baker.
Cook
read the essay on
Prof. A. J.
wintering bdes at the College, as published on page 155 of the Weekly Bee
Journal. After closing his remarks
Prof. Cook invited Dr. Root, member
of the Senate and mover of the famous
" Michigan Adulteration Bill," to favor
the Convention with a few remarks.
:

.

I

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

2
5
in cloth) 3
2

Theti above-named papers
Prof. Cook's

Manual (bound

Bee-Culture (T.G. Newman
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal. $1.50 less.
1

60.
75,
25.

.

40.

.

236
600
300
225

.

.

less.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1881.

of Meeting.

Sept.— —National, at Lexington. Ky.

-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Ocl, 11. 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
12

-Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Loulsvllle.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

U"

In order to have this Table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— ED.

;

;

;

—

Nana's Daughter. T. B. Peterson &
Brothers have just published a remarkable book which will create a great sensation, being no less than a continuation of, and sequel to Emile Zola's
great Paris realistic novel of " Nana,"
being a far superior book ; which can be
appreciated by all.
it is entitled
"Nana's Daughter," and is one of the
most exciting and absorbing stories
ever given to the public. The heroine
is elevated upon the stage of Parisian
fashion, and is more natural than realistic.
Look out for another eruption.
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IMPORTED

SPECIAL NOTICES.
^"Single copies of the JOURNA1 are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

—

• -*•

may wish

to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

fg" Those who

QUEENS.

ITALIAN

shall Import, dlreot from Italy, Choice Italian
Queen* this season, and will sell them at *."> each.
Tested Queens, of mv OWD roaring, from Imported
Untested, f l each. Imported and
stock, *2 each
C

;

Tested Queens will he sent by Express, and Untested
All orders will receive prompt attenones by mall
tion. Bafe arrival guaranteed.
North Nassau, N. V.
liiuip
«. H.

ADAMS,

l

(y When

changing a yiostoffice address, mention the old address as well

new

as the

Italian,

&

Cyprian

one.

Holy Land Queens.

SS

Single Queen, Tested

<>•>

OO

1
Untested, InylnK.
mull, Bate arrival guaranteed.
.

By

4^"

We have prepared Ribbon Badges

2-frame nucleus
Furnished after June 1st.
By express, safe arrival guaranteed.
lli:\l>i:«M>\, Murfreesboro. Tenn.

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

.«»».

®" Notices
tended for the

in-

JAMES HEDDON,

Weekly Bee Journal
office

by Friday of the

QUEENS, BEES, ETC.
YOU WISH THE

IF

Many Lose Their Beanty from the

hair falling or fading. Parker's Hair Best, Gentlest and Most Beautiful Bees,
Balsam supplies necessary nourishI am prepared to furnish early Queens.
ment, prevents falling and grayness
PUKE ALBINO,
22w4
and is an elegant dressing.

ITALIAN AND

HOLT LAND QUEENS,

.

(iT Constitutions and By-Laws for Bred from Imported and Select Stock. Warranted
local Associations $2 per 100. The name to be pure, and safe arrival guaranteed. Also Hives,
Extractor, and Apiarian Supplies generally.
of the Association printed in the blanks Novice's
Send for Price List. Address,
for 50 cents extra.

S.
4^" Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

Friends,

if

you are

In

Co.,

Md.

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of our
Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

name on

date following the

the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
collecting them.

Premiums. — For a club

VALENTINE,

Double Pipe Creek, CarroU

14m3t

to this office.

©" The

Heddon's Langstroth Hive.
Send for Circular to

and advertisements

must reach this
week previous.

»» oo
3 so

It-frame nucleus

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

mentsin Hi*

<•>.

Honey Extractor*, Artificial

Comh, Section Honey Boxes,

all

books and

journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Culture.
Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a
postal card, written plainly, to A. I. Ruot, Medina, O.

A

NEW

PLAN.—

For one dollar we will send
full printed directions how to prevent the end of the
sheet of wax from adhering to the rolls in making
comb foundation. Address,
Kenton, Ohio.
<&
lm6t

SMITH

SMITH,

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested Queens

of

2,

Cyprian Queens, untested

;"

we

will give a copy of "Bee-Culture
for a club of 5. weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth ; for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

$1 50
1 00

Warranted Queens

weekly

As most
last

all

them

1

the DolIarQueens

year were pure,
this year.

Mortonsville,

I

J. T.

will

I

00

sold

warrant

WILSON.

Woodford

Ky.

Co.,

ITALIAN QUEENS.
I-1

p

63" At the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get CO
CO
photographs of the leading apiarists, to CO
sell to those who wanted them. We can
now supply the following at 25 cents
each: Dzierzon, the Baron of BerArrival Guaranteed!
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness Safe
ot Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
I am prepared to furnish queens of the purest
bred
from Imported Stock
grade,
all
furnished by his daughter, who says,
$1 50
" it is the only one ever taken when he Untested Queens, in May and June
1 00
Untested Queens, in July and after
2 50
was in good health and spirits." We Tested Queens, in May and June
2 00
Tested Queens, in July and after
to
able
to
secure
one
of
such
are glad
be
I guarantee all my Queens to be purely mated.
satisfactory nature.
:

a

B3T~Send for price list— free.
L. C.

McFATRIDGE, M. D.,
Carroll, Carroll Co., lnd,
would save us much trouble, if 9m6t
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH,
this office.
We have several letters for the manufacture and sale of BEE-KEEP(some inclosing money) that have no KKS' SUPPLIES, ITALIAN QUEENS and
BEES, nil bred from mothers of my own importaname. Many others having no Post- tion
DolIarQueens, $1 Tested Queens, $ l'.50 fourSafe arrival and satisfaction
Also, if you frame Nucleus.
office, County or State.
Send for my illustrated catalogue.
H"e near one postoffice and get your guaranteed.
PAUL L. VIALLON, Bayou Goula, La.
22mtf
lfg° It

;

;

$."..

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

"I am 65
•An Old Lady writes us
years old and was feeble and nervous
all the time, when I bought a bottle of
I have used a
Parker's Ginger Tonic.
little more than one bottle and feel as
at 30, and am sure that hundreds need
See advertisejust such medicine."
:

22w4

ment.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex County, Mass.
Cyprian, Holy Land, Hungarian and Italian

QUEENS AND BEES.
have made queen breeding a specialty for the la*t
20 years. All my queens are reared on a new and
scientific prinelp e. combining beauty, purity, industry and docili y. Noln-and-ln or nuclei-b fd queens
pent out by me. All qu> en- warranted pure, and safe
arrival guaranteed, by mail. Warranted queens $1.00

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

COLONIES
WITH

Imported Italian Queens,
Or our own Importation,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diploma
at the North- Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention held
in February.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
Price List, with 3 samples of

CHAS.

I

each, choice selecte
$1.50 each, lesteu $j.oo each.
Send for my 20m ann
circular and price list. Try
these new races and their crosses.
.

;t

9smtf

Comb

Foundation, free.

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

G. Olm's Comb Foundation Machine.
%3T Send for Sample and Circular.
18mtf
C. oi.M, Fond du Lac, Wis.

18m3t
J3T"

Those having Bees

please address as above.

Downglac, Mich,
to sell, or to let on shares,

JAMES HEDDON.

SECTIONS AND HIVES.

175
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TO
£$(

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

|||

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
words

line will contain about eleht
lines will occupy one inch of space.

One

SO

to three weeks, each insertion,

Four

or more"

'*

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

"

*

"

;

cts.

IS
15
1«
lO

"

8

"

fourteen
per

Patented Jan.

DT7NHAM

G.

Madison

FOUNDATION

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
UetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

COLONIES

300

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in In frame

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thou-

Langstroth hives. Orders for

clusively.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

line.

sand in use— not one ever
returned, ur letter of complaint received. OurorbrInal patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention. 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

"
"

Nuclei and Full Colonies,
are now being booked and will be filled in rotation
as received, at the folluwing prices:
*2 50
Tested Queens, each
"
"
per half-dozen
13 50
5 00
1 frame Nucleus, with Tested Queen
"
"
ft 50
2
"
"
6 00
3
"
"
6 50
4
12 00
Full Colonies, each.."
10 00
In lots of 5. each
"
9 00
10. each
I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

NEWMAN.
Street.,

Chicago,

Re-issued

;

9, 1878.

If

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is Inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable In advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Jodhnal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and Is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

and May, 1S79

1K7S,

9,

July

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

974 West

1.

THE ORIGINAL

FRANCES DUNHAM,

mM
A

June

A LSO

lOO QOLONIE8
OP

111.

-hort-llved.

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burnand

ing the fingers
lows.
A real

bel-

improve-

ment.

Send postal card for testimonials.

Bingham & Ilethenngton Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

.

.2 in., $1

"

1

2

"

I

2

"

1

2H

l«"

oo
50
25
00
75

he sent by mall, or Bingiy by express, add 25c.
eacb, to prepay postage or express charges.
To Bell again, apply for dozen or half-doien rates.
Address,
If to

BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

Contents of this Number.

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than 5
colonies at S8.00 each, which I will ship direct
from the South, at any time.

Correspondence
Glucose. Foul Brood and Absorbents
Cleansing Moldy Combs...
How to Prepare Bees for Shipping
Three Bands of Italian Bees
Wired Foundation a Success
Calling Things by Wrung Names
Wintering Bees- A Few Facts
Using Separators, Foundation, etc
Bee-Keeping in the South
Upward or Lower Ventilation
How to Separate Swarms
Sundry Questions
Sugar Syrup for Wintering Bees

1(59

1H9
169
170
170
170
170
171
171
171
171
171

ABRONIA, MICH.

Circular and Samples free. m

FRANCES DUNHAM,
BROWN

DEPEKE,

Native Bees,

Colonies of

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April 15th, in lots of 10 or more,
:.:.>«[ (Mi each.
The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
tilled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st, and increased in time for white clover

in

FOUNDATION,
COMB
Mt
IFNew
IsmGm

200

Also,

AND DUNHAM

CO.,

WIS.

\W

and basswood surplus.

ALFRED

972

Editorial

BINGHAM & HETHEEINGTON,

9wtf

169

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

rTs7pE/\RB0^Ni St.

Chicago, 111.

St.,

1;*^

:

Editorial Items

172
172
172
172

Anotber Bee-Master Gone
Engraving— Herrn Andreas Schmld
The Honey Market for lStu

Queen Bees Sent by Mull
The Bee-Catcher

172
172
172
172

Indiana

in

Pound

Selling Bees by the

Our Letter Box

Selections from

173
173
173
173
173
173
1 73
173
173
173
173
175
173
173
173

...

King-Birds, Drones, etc
Origin of the Italian Bee
Loss fS per cent
I

Why the

Wintering Bees

in

Defective Wings

Ureencastle, Ind., April

16, 1881.

queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely ferti Used.
They have wintered hnely, while three-fourths

Of the

31 dollar

?

li.

Livonia Station, N.

Our

like the above.
enough to

If

you want bees that are hardy

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,
and

th.it will pile

up the box honey, give us a

with upright bellows and tube, has been upon the
market Ave years longer than any smoker made.
"The irgest bee-kee er us.- them."
"The He hermgton Bros are the most extensive
bee-keepers in the United States."
Cherry Valley, N. Y., March 22, 1881.
After testing your smokers with others of the best
make, I do not hesitate to order two dozen for use in
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it, running it all day and burning hard
maple wood, which tests the construction most thoroughly. Those we have been using admit coals into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
yourQuinby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.
J.E. Hethekinoton.
We warrant our new Double-Bl^st to be the BEST
Smoker made, or will re und the money.
$1 50
Prices by mail Medium, 2 inches
1 75
Ij.irge, 2Mi inches
I

By mail

*1

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine

SALISBURY,

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, If 1.00 Tested

Italian

;

Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, #4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians. $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $.'>.00 Colony of ItalColony of Cypians, 8 frames, *8.00
;

;

;

;

;

;

vt,rians, 8

frames.

Wax

$10.00.

worked

per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
lwly
jySend for Circular.

<i*llOc.

50

Alsike Clover Seed a Specialty.

„

35c.

per

lb.

on

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Bucha, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
[many other of the best medicines known are com.,

and

IMPORTED UUEENS,

>bined so skillfully in Parker s Oincer
to make it the greatest BI">od Purifier

Tonic

as.

and the
^BestHealth and Strength Restorer ever used.
Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
It cures Dyspepsia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs;
and all Female Complaints.
or
If you are wasting away with Consumption
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. Nomatterwhat
your symptoms may be. it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,,
ever made, entirely
is the Best Family Medicine
different from Bitters. Ginger Preparations and
other Tonics, and combines the best curative propBuy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
•erticsof all.
'None genuine without our signature on outside

Pound,

the

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

laoies.)

21w8t

Send for it, and learn how we were enabled to obover 15,000 lbs. of honey from 176 colonies last

l.K\S.

Bonds,

U. S.

for Subscribers to the MilMonthly Mufruzlne at tfl.OOayear.
copy, 10 cents ; 1 cent for Circular.

(Company composed of

season.
1(1

TESTED QUEENS

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.

BLACK QUEEN BEES FOR SALE.

Sample

in

Premium

waukee

tain

(|iri'\«.

Bees by

S250.00
Offered as a

NEW BEE-KEEPING,

QUINBY'S

trial

Can furnish

WARRANTED

174
174
174

Central Michigan Convention

letters in praise of

Strains of Italians

DOLLAR

:

South-Eastern Michigan Convention
Coopersville, Michigan Convention

Densmore.

Y., April 11, 1881.

Could give scores of

order.

Convention Notes

M. Allen.

J- R.

lively.

of the bees In this section are dead.

:

Loss by Fire
Bee Losses in Virginia
Bees in Texas
Not Winter Bees in Cellars
How Bees have Wintered In Ontario
No Surplus Honey
Koblnla Viscosia
Honey Season in England
Bees for Plea-ure
Losses In Winnebago County, Illinois

Experiments

Say

The only swarm of bees alive In this township,
contains a queen I bought of you ; they are

Among our Excbannei
The Season

What They

Read

c,Kic/\go

THE ORIGINAL QUINBY SMOKER,

',

I

have about SO Black Queen Bees which

sell at

SOc, each, by express or

WM. LOSSING,

22wlt

JOSEPH

D.

I

will

Address,

mail.

Hokah, Minn.

Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

OTTH 40-PAGE

ENAS,

[Sunny Side Apiary,)

H. A.

Pure Kalian Queens, Bees, Colonies
Nuclei*

Comb Foundation,

Cul.

'.in<:t

FOR MY CIRCULAR

$) LIST or Italian Colonlen,
clei and Apiarian Supplies.
II. II

Italian Queens Only
Warranted
f j.75 to

and

PRICE

Queens, Nu-

$l.i*>.

$H.on.

E. A.

urant

Hill's

Tested

UT"Send

$1-50, 10
fur Circular,

CO.,

;

|

W ANTED—
list

You to send for our Circular and
of Amerlenn-It.»lliin«. Address,

JOS. M. IIICOOKS A

BRC,

Columbus, Ind.

I3wilm

The Van Deusen Feeder, with our attachment,
shown in the cut, is' perfection itself.
Send for Illustrated circular describing all goods.

as

BROWN,

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa,

18mtf

Address,

South Haven, Mich.

18wtf

Price

,

<F.M)
l

all.

BURCH &

etc.

Napa, Napa County,

Address.

CATALOGUE

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

80 Cents.
frame Colonies
and savemuney.

THOM AS, Coleralne, Mass.

Archimedean Lawn Mower Co.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

latest

Improvement

Section Boxes.
have now every facility for making wood, cheap
both nailed and dovetailed having bought
an Interest In the pluiitng-uiill here and will make
any size from 4 4.\4 1 Co6x6, at*5 per K000. Good
material and good work. Dunham and Van Deusen
Foundation, Italian and Cyprian Queens, etc.
flections,

Manufacturers of the

I

Be SURE
a postal card for our Illustrated Cntnlogue
of Apiariim Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
it contains Illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the

To send

lowest prices.

.1.

NEW

ARCHIMEDEAN
and CHARTER OAK

1

J.

12w(>m

V.

be; stjpub:

J.

plies for the Apiary, tree to all. "One-Piece" Sections and Queens specialties.
idti m,
ici it. ri.

a

;

of lawn.

Hand Mower

Horse

Sizes, from B to |k Inches
Pony and
Sizes, 24, 28 and :cJun:hes. Send for Circulars.
;

SOLD BY OUR A0ENTS EVERYWHERE.
•££w\£l

22w3t

Adelphi, Ross Co., Ohio.

SUGAR WANTED.-I wish buy
MAPLE
cash a quantity of PURE Maple Sueur
to

for

Give price, quality, quantity and how put up. Also, a
few barrels of choice white clover honey -give price.
18smtf
M. M. BALDKIDGE, St. Charles, 111.

Holy Land

SATXES,
Hartford, Wis.

VAN DEUSEN

ITALIAN QUEENS,

and Bee Hives

St

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. Y.

lltf

<• " Section
Boxes before
purchasing elsewhere— you will be convinced of their
excellence. Our "-page Circular and Price l.isLol
Italian and Holy Land lle-s nn.1 Queens, and nil suit-

P.

II-

high Bide-walls, 4 to Hi square feet to
the pound. Circular :md samples free.

to

of our superior " One-Put

A

FLAT.R0TT0M COMB FOUNDATION,

III.

SEND FOR A SAMPLE
These Mowers have become celebrated throughout
the world, where lawns uri* cultivated, as being the
most perfect and desirable l.awn Mm wits ever made.
They stand at the head of the list of l.awn Biowera
in the United States and Europe. They contain all
the Improvements that experience In their manufacare beautifully finished, thorture can suggest
oughly made, and do splendid work on every variety

C.

2eowl5t

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

Cyprian and

Italian,

Queens and Bees.

i,

,

V.

in

I

specialties.

Full

Our

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated

new

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine 1'oultry, Small
Fruits, &c. Free. 13T send for It and save money.
2w.'Ktx
x BCOTT * BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.
.1

OFFER
THEON LATEST
COM FOr.SDATIO.N,
It

made on

CHINE,
fcet.

and warranted

Iter tt*»c

per

lb.

as good as any in the
have a Dice lot Just

We
work

up ready for orders. Will
Send for circular,
per lb.
lb

22wlt

IIVNIIAM MA-

the latest Improved

r.

l!lsro\

PARKER'S

HAffi

& Ol.

New

Chemists,

BALSAM

York.

and moit
™3ffi!££

The

eeo-

best

BRO..

Mohawk, N.

17

Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All PresseB warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
D. H. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.
lwly

The

ROOT &

L. C.

Given's Foundation Press,

>rapper.

mar-

made

ii|» wax for lOc.
W. HOLMES,

Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE OM.y

Agricultural

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

DOMINION OF CANADA.
This practical journal

Is

now

In Its

Third Tear,

and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of its subscription ijl.oo per yeari in its new and Improved form (l»i pages 13xxl0)6, folded and pasted)
makes it very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It Is the Rest Advertising Medium In
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
N. B. COLCOCK, Welland. Ont.
Hw26tX

IKVILEVS SWARMCATl'HER
I>
lars

muvcss. Prices reduced.
and testimonials. Address,

ileil

I7wKt

J.

W. BAILEY. Box

is

Send fur

-MW,

a dedcircu-

Hlpon. Wis.

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and
QIT KEX8, FUVNUATIUN and APIARIAN
for

SUPPLIES.

If

ynu want Early Queens, from

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or

yueen^.Dunham Foundation in large
or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price Lift. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address,
want

Iriiporied

'.'ui'i

I>r. <I.

P.

II

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

ESTABLISHED ^)l/^

(pT (3 OLDEST BEE PAPEI
IN AMERICA

[gigv-

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

JUNE

8,

myriads of flowers, rich with honey He have to put our bees in cellars, or pack
carpets the broad prairies with flowers, them in leaves or chaff upon the sumand fills their delicate honey-cups with mer stands, while your bees need but
nectar, suitable for food for the Gods
little, if any protectors.
Indeed, this is
He gives us the honey bee, endowed a land of flowers, a " land that flows
with an instinct for gathering and stor- with milk and honey," capable of susing it, in waxen cells, for the use of men. taining an immense population.
Man was endowed with reason, intelAllow me to congratulate you upon
lect, understanding, and was given con- the progress you are making in the scitrol over the animal, vegetable and min- ence of bee-keeping, and in developing
eral kingdoms; yea, he was commanded the honey resources of this great State.
to go forth and " subdue the earth."
We bid you " God speed," and ask
The honey bee can be controlled by your co-operative in building up the
man in its labors of honey gathering, National Association.
;

;

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) $3.00 a year, in advance.
1

Three or Six Months

at the

same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The

first and third numbers of
each month, at SSl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
SO cents a year, in advance.
fST" Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the clubl which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished .free.
Kemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
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Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 2"i cents for collecting.
i
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comb

!

traverses both land and water.
Mr. Langstroth invented the movable-frame hive, which gives us entire
control of the labors of our bees, so as to
make their labors a source of pleasure

bee-keeping, will give us reliable information, and the bee periodicals will
keep us posted concerning all the late
inventions and discoveries in manipulating

Texas Convention.

The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association
convened at the apiary of Judge W. H.
Andrews, at MeKinney, Collin County,
at 9 a. m. The meeting was called to
order by the President. Judge Andrews,
who introduced Dr. N. P. Allen, President of North American Bee- Keepers'
Society, and stated that he would preside over our meeting.
pleasant
shade was sought under the boughs of
tree, which Judge
a large apple
Andrews told us was planted by himself 13 years ago; it was over 1- inches
in diameter. We were situated in close
proximity to the busy bees which
seemed to enjoy the balmy breezes as
much as their masters, who had assembled in their behalf.
After an expression of general good
feeling toward Dr. N. P. Allen for Having honored our Society with his presence, the general order of business was
taken up, and called by the Secretary.
Committees were appointed as follows
Committee on resolutions, committee
on subjects for discussion, and commitafter which
tee on apiarian supplies
Dr. N. P. Allen delivered the following
address

A

:

:

I am happy to meet so many who are
interested in the cultivation of the
honey bee— glad to be able to throw in
my might to aid you in developing the
honey resources of your great State.
This is a " laud of flowers," and millions of them are wasting their fragrant sweets upon the breezes, for the
want of bees to gather it. Millions of
pounds of sweet nectar are going to
waste every year in your State enough
to supply all the sweets necessary for
the consumption of the people. Pure
honey is the gift of the great Creator.
He makes the forests and fields, the
desert and waste places to bloom in the
;

DAY.— AFTERNOON SESSION.
The committee on subjects for discussion reported. The first subject was
" What is the best method of preFIRST

venting excessive increase? "

Judge Andrews was selected to open
the discussion. He uses the American
side-opening hive, and an empty hive
being at hand, he illustrated his method
preventing excessive increase by

of

manipulating the hive. He calls the
side which opens, the front; the oppo-

the back. When a swarm issues,
he takes out the three front combs, and
reverses the position of the others in
the hive, in order to disorganize the
brood-nest at the same time removing
all the queen cells, he puts an empty
frame next to the back, then a full
frame of comb and brood then another
empty frame then a full frame then
seminate knowledge, than among sci- another empty frame he then fills up
entific bee-keepers.
He was glad to the hive with the remaining full combs
meet so many brethren on this occa- after the removal of the first three,
sion, and felt greatly encouraged in the which, if full of honey, can be removed
success of the organization. It not only to his store-room. Combs containing
showed the desire for the perpetuation brood can be used to strengthen nuclei,
of our society, but the untiring zeal by placing the empty frames near the
which its members possessed.
back; he will have them filled with
In 1S70, at Sulphur Springs, in Hop- good worker comb, and by the time the
kins Co., the Texas Bee-keepers' As- brood-nest is re-established in the back,
sociation was organized, and he had the all desire to swarm will have passed,
honor of presiding at the organization and he has a strong colony, ready to
site,

building and brood-rearing, so as
Judge W. H. Andrews gave his
to produce large amounts of honey, or
annual address, which was able and full
"•
to
increase and multiply" to an unof enthusiasm. He said he knew of no
limited extent. Franklin subdued the
other profession in which the minds of
lightning, and Morse made it subserve
men ran more in the same channel, in
the interests of man in transmitting
news from place to place with light- which there was more fraternal friendning speed
By the aid of steam, man ship, or a more earnest desire to dis-

and profit. But in order to utilize this,
we must study its nature and instinct,
and become familiar with its habits.
The standard works and text books on

For the American Hee Journal.
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and controlling these

little

commence

as starters in section boxes.

Last, but not least, we should look
well to the natural bee pasturage and
where that is lacking, supply, as far as
possible, with artificial pasturage.
Here we are favored with a honey
flow from 8 to 10 months in the year.
We, in the Northern and Middle States,

;

in the supers.

Lyday uses the simplicity hive;
his method was similar to that just
described, except that after removing
the queen cells, and re-arranging the
S. S.

brood-chamber, his bees were hived in
the upper story, which was placed over
the parent colony.
The next subject was, " Which is the
most profitable, extracted or comb
honey? " The discusion was opened
by Mr. M. II. Davis, who said that he
the
could produce extracted honey at
cost of comb honey, and that his
extracted honey he could sell at 16% cts.
per lb., while his comb honey was
worth only from 20 to 25 cts. per lb.
Mr. S. S. Lyday said that it had been
his experience, that extracted honey
was the most profitable.
M. S. Khun said that in his market,
extracted was the most profitable.
Judge Andrews said that comb honey
was most profitable, all things consid-

;

;

;

;

;

busy

workers, as well as teach us how to secure and market the honey crops. By
availing ourselves of these helps, we
can learn in a short time what it took
years to learn by observation and experience. We must avail ourselves of
the movable frame hive, which gives
we
us entire control of the colony
should also obtain the best race of bees
for honey gathering.
We have the black or German bee,
the Italian, the Cyprian and the Albinos from which to select, and the Jungles of Asia are being searched by
enterprising Americans, with the hope
of obtaining other varieties superior to
those we now have. Not only should
we avail ourselves of the movable
frame hive and the best race of bees for
gathering large crops of honey, but we
should employ the best implements for
manipulating our bees. As the agriculturist avails himself of the best machinery for the cultivation and harvesting of his crops, so we must avail ourselves of the best implements to enable
us to control our bees, and to make
them profitable to us securing our
honey in the best shape for market.
The honey extractor enables us to secure large amounts of pure honey, and
to return the comb to be filled again
and again by the bees.
The bellows-smoker enables us to
subdue and control our bees while manipulating them. By the use of 1 and 2
pound sections, we can get our honey
stored in convenient and fancy shape
for the market.
Comb-foundation, made of pure beeswax, is extensively used in aiding rapid
comb-building in the brood-nest, and

;

%

ered. The time employed in extracting, and the expense of putting it up in
an attractive shape for the market,

but as bee-keeping was carried on by
few persons, and they so widely separated, and the means of public conveyance so limited, the Society lasted only
a short time. He thought it was kept
up two years only but it was the
means, in that short period, of encouraging the industry to that extent, that
Hopkins Co. produced more honey than
any other County in the State, though
only a small portion of the County was
;

adapted to bee-culture.
In July, 1878, the society was re-organized at Greenville, Hunt Co., when
he again had the honor of being elected
To-day, Collin and Hunt
its President.
counties produced more honey than any
other 2 Counties in the State and Collin Co. was capable of producing a
greater income from its honey resources than from the raising of wheat.
After a general expression of good
feeling by all present, the meeting
;

adjourned

till

p.

m.

were items that snould not be overlooked, while comb honey in singlecomb sections and boxes, was ready for
the market as soon as taken from the
hive, without any further expense.
" Will it pay to co-operate in purchasing supplies? " was discussed, and
referred to the committee on resolutions.

"

The

best

marketable

Howard

shape

for

that it
depended upon the market; but that
small packages in an attractive shape

honey," Dr.

found ready

said,

sale.

Judge Andrews said that the 1 lb secand extracted honey in glass jars,
pleased the fancy best that we must
put up our honey in an attractive
shape we must " tickle the fancy."
M. II. Davis put up extracted honey
in Mason jars, which held 6 lbs., neatly
tions

;

;

labled, with a notice printed on the
lable— " Return this jar and receive
15 cts."

Dr. N. P. Allen gave some very inter-
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esting, as well as practical and instructive hints on marketing honey. He recommended small packages for extracted honey, in glass or tin cans, neatly
labeled. They must be showy, and as

Judge Andrews said that he would
eral persons availed themselves of the
opportunity to become members.
not have one in his yard unless he had
The election of officers was next in some one else to work with it. It was oborder. The following was the result of jectionable, first because it was expenthe election W. II. Andrews, Presi- sive: 2d. it was too heavy to handle;
dent, McKinney, Collin Co.; M. II. and 3d, it was wholly unnecessary, lie
Davis, Vice-President, Howe, Grayson wintered 2 nuclei on one frame of
Co.; Win. II. Howard, Sec, Kingston, honey each, on the summer stand, withHunt Co.; S. S. Lyday, Treasurer, out any protection, the past winter.

—

:

Judge Andrews remarked, we must
" tickle the fancy." He gave some
statictics on sales of extracted honey in
2 lb. tin cans attractively labled, compared with those of the same kind of Honey Grove, Fannin Co.
Adjourned till 2 o'clock p. m.
honey in the sarnelsized cans not labeled,
which illustrated the fact that fancy
SECOND DAY— AFTERNOON SESSION.
labels sold the honey he was in favor
of the 1 lb sections for comb honey.
The meeting was called to order by
Judge Andrews brought out some Dr. K. P. Allen.
extracted honey in a 3 lb. Mason jar, 3
Mr. F. F. Collins, of Austin, had just
years old, which was only partially can- arrived, and many were the words of
died it looked neat, and attractive.
encouragement he spoke. He regretted
Adjourned till 9 a. m. to-morrow.
not being with us sooner, but sickness
;

;

in his family prevented however, he
SECOND DAY—MORNING SESSION.
was proud to meet with so many beeThe meeting was called to order by keepers it was an indication of suc;

;

Dr. N. P. Allen, and the committee on cess to the Association.
resolutions made the following report
The President announced that while
Resolved, That the Texas Bee-Keep- waiting on the committee on supplies to
ers' Association recognize, in the intel- report, that a few subjects for discusligent management of the honey bee, sion would be in order.
an economical source of wealth to the
"Dysentery; its cause and cure,"
country, and an easy means of obtain- was suggested. Several had never seen
life,
richest
luxuries
of
the
ing one of
a case of it.
within the reach of almost every famS. S. Lyday asked, what is dysentery
ily.
Adopted.
or bee-cholera V
Resolved. That we take steps at once
Dr. Howard believed it to be a disto secure to the members of our Asso- ease of the digestive organs, causing
ciation the benefits of co-operative ef- restlessness, thin, watery discharges of
fort, in securing bee-keepers' supplies, the feces, to be voided ever and anon
by electing a State agent to make terms in the hive or out of it, as the case
with manufacturers and transportation might be. There was, doubtless, high
companies, both as to purchases and febrile excitement which the bee suffreights. Adopted.
fered, constantly growing weaker and
Resolved, That we recommend to the more sluggish, and. finally, death enorganize
loto
bee-keepers of the State
sues. It does not affect every colony in
cal Bee-Keepers' Associations, and to the same yard at the same time, nor
order the apiarian supplies through the every member of an infected colony.
agent of the State Association. Adop- There is a diversity of opinion as to the
ted.
cause of the disease. Some say bacteria,
Resolved, That we recommend to be- some starvation, some one thing and
simplicity
hive.
ginners to adopt the
some say other causes. He was of
After some discussion in regard to the opinion that it could be caused at
narrow top-bars and wide top-bars, any season of the year, and from what
Judge Andrews said that he did not experience he had had, he believed that
think that open-top frames possessed excessive gorging with honey, and over
any advantage over the closed-top, but confinement in a damp, cool atmosphere,
from the fact that the simplicity hive such as we have during our long spells
was made and kept in stock by dealers, of wet weather in the winter and spring,
and all the fixtures were made to fit were conducive to the disease. He had
that style of hive, he was in favor of lost several colonies in the last 3 years.
the resolution. Adopted.
Judge Andrews asked, why did they
Resolved, That bee-keeping is a more
not all die, all being subject to the same
lucrative and less laborious industry
conditions.
than stock-raising or farming.
Dr. Howard said that extreme heat
After discussion, by several parties
cold would excite the bees
whose experience favored the resolu- or extremewould consume more honey
and they
tion. Judge Andrews was called upon
than was necessary for their health in
to give his experience. He said, that
a moderate temperature. Colonies disafter estimating his bees at their cash
turbed during confinement are more
value, his profits last year were 45 per
apt to become diseased, if they have
cent., fust of labor 5 percent.; while
plenty of stores accessible. As an even
his income on his Jersey cattle was 23
temperature is conducive to the health
per cent., and the cost of labor 18 to 20
of bees in confinement, so will extremes
per cent., showing a great balance in
The cure
be conducive to disease.
favor of bis bees, both as to labor and
was simple but not always available—
profits.
The resolution was adopted.
Resolved,

That we tender

the thanks

of this Association to Messrs. Scovell
Anderson, of Columbus, Kan., for

&

the exhibition and donation of hives

and

fixtures

from their factory.

Adop-

ted.
Itrsnlvul. That we tender the thanks
to Dr. N. P. Allen, of
Smith's Grove, Ky., Piesident of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society,
for the interest he has manifested in
honoring our Association with his presence, in presiding over our delibera-

of this body

tions, for his intelligent advice, and for
the enthusiasm his words of encouragement have awakened among us. Adopted.
Resolved, That the Texas Bee-Keepers'Association tender thanks to Judge
"VV. H. Andrews for his pioneer efforts
in the bee-keeping enterprise, and for
the pains he has taken to exhibit the
practical advantages of bee-keeping,
and to make this Association a success.

Adopted.
Hi-solved,

That invitation

extended

is

to lady bee-keepers to attend the sessions of this Association and become
members of the same. Adopted.
<;. M. Cooper, J. P. Nenny, .1.
It.

Wilmeth, Committee.
The Secretary announced that the
"doors" of the. Association were open
for the reception of members that the
only requirements for the gentlemen
were to sign the constitution and pay
the sum of 25 cents
ladies free. Sev;

:

The committee on apiarian
made the following report

supplies

We find on exhibition the simplicity
bee hive, with and without chaff packing; arrangements with surplus honey;
arrangements in the shape of all-in-onecases and tin
piece simplicity sections
separators simplicity bee-feeder; comb
foundation made on a Dunham machine,
also one piece of comb drawn out from
foundation of the same make, from
Scovell & Anderson, Columbus, Kan.,
all made in good style, which we recommend as first-class goods.
We also find the Quinby smoker, with
cold-blast attachment, and Quinby beeveil, which we recommend as indispensable to bee-keepers, and which on trial
give entire satisfaction.
We also find honey knives, extractors, queen cages, etc.. from various
parties, which we consider as valuable
utility to bee-keepers.
We also find Cook's " Manual of the
Apiary," "Quinby's New Bee-keeping,"
the Weekly Bee Journal, Gleanings
in Bee-Culture, Bee-Keepers' Magazine,
;

;

June
remains

8,

those only have living bees
a specialty of bee-keeping,

;

who make

more or less an extent.
That the drones from 1 or 2 apiaries
where bees had been divided could have
to

degenerated these bees in so short a
time, seems hardly possible. Again, if
such were possible, Mr. Betsinger's
case does away witli that, for up to 1870
he scarcely lost a bee, and he had been
dividing and rearing queens for years,
and as long as he kept his former sheltered position, all went well; but when
he moved to his present bleak place,
his loss exceeded that of any one around
him. Well do I remember going there

my loss of 1872-3 and seeing his
strong colonies, and then coming home
as blue as I could well be, to look at my
little handful of bees in each hive in
the latter part of May.
How will Mr. S. S. Butler's degeneration theory account for the great loss of
after

such

men

rington,

as D. D. Palmer, O. J. Ilethand hosts of others who scarcely

ever lost bees before

?

What

is

to be

which A. P.

said of that 23 colonies

Cowan

sold, that all died while his all
lived, if degeneration is the cause of
our losses ?
I have also had colonies that went

down so low that they had only a little
brood in one frame, on the first of'.May,
after a winter of heavy loss
but I
built them up to good colonies by fall,
had them do splendidly the next seaBee-Keepers'' Instructor, and Kansas Bee- son, and come through the next winter
Keeper, all of which are up with the stronger than any others— when I sustimes and ably edited by practical bee- tained a loss of }'2 with the same queen
keepers, and are respectfully recom- presiding all the time and producing
mended to the bee-keeping fraternity. bees that nearly succoinbed one severe
Respectfully submitted, Win. R.Gra- winter, and 2 years later pass through
ham, M. II. Davis, C. E. Chappell, an equally severe winter and come out
the best. Not only once has this come
Committee.
The report was received and the com- under my notice, but several times.
;

,

mittee discharged.
F. F. Collins introduced the subject
of electing
a State agent, through
which to purchase apiarian supplies,
and a delegate to send to the National
Convention, and nominated Dr. Win.
R. Howard, of Kingston, Hunt Co., for
State agent, which was carried.

How

will Messrs. Butler and Thomas
account for this, by their theory
Mr. Thomas says, after reading the

%

of their
reports of those losing 1 to
bees, " When I read such reports I always think that the rest of them might
as well be dead, for all the good they
will do their owner the coming season."
Judge Andrews was nominated for Mr. Thomas is a little rough to talk
delegate to the National Convention. so discourageingly to us who are down.
Carried.
I wish to give a few facts which will
F. F. Collins was then elected to rep- encourage those who have lost bees, and
resent the Association at the National which will also show Mr. T. that his
Convention, in case, from any cause, thoughts are a little premature.
Judge Andrews could not go.
When the spring of 1875 opened, I
vote of thanks was tendered Judge found I had but 4(i colonies left out of
Andrews and family for their kind hos- over 100 the fall previous, and from
pitality in entertaining members from those 46 colonies I sold over 4,800 lbs. of
abroad.
box honey. In the spring of 1877 my
The Secretary was instructed to send loss was quite heavy, amounting to
a copy of the proceedings to the Amer- about 1 3 and that season our average
ican Bee Journal for publication, yield per colony was 166 lbs., which was
and also respectfully invite other bee- by far the largest yield I ever had. As
papers to copy; also to send a copy to a rule, we find a good yield of honey folthe leading Texas papers, requesting lows a heavy loss of bees.
all county and local papers to copy.
Mr. Thomas says " Why is it that
The Convention then adjourned to some have good success in wintering in
meet in McKinney, Collin Co., on the cellar and out, in all ways and all congood cleansing flight, in a warm, dry last Tuesday in April, 1882.
ditions, while others lose their bees, no
atmosphere..
clean hive would be
Wm. R. Howdkd, Sec.
matter how careful they are, or in what
advisable, in order to relieve the bees
Texas papers, please copy.
manner they winter them ? Take the
of the task of cleaning out the dead,
case of Mr. D. D. Palmer, as one of the
and removing the unwholesome stench.
many which may be cited was it beM. S. Klum lost a few colonies that
cause his bees were weak and puny that
were weak,a few years ago, by that disthey were all swept away during the
ease.
past winter, while they have withstood
Judge Andrews offered a suggestion
If I am
all the cold blasts before ?
He would recommend
to beginners.
rightly informed. Captain Hethrington
them never to go among the bees withand Mr. L. C. Root bought bees for sevout being provided with a good bellows
eral years to replace their bees, (buying
smoker.
For the American Bee Journal.
them of parties in Vermont, and elseM. II. Davis asked, if a bee-veil or a
Have Our Bees Degenerated?
where, who wintered successfully) only
bee-hat did not have a tendency to make
Will the
to lose them the next winter.
bees cross.
DOOLITTLE.
M.
of all these as weak and
G.
condemning
Some thought that it did. Judge Anpuny, solve our wintering troubles? I
drews said that a veil was only necesOn pages 145 and 147 of the Weekly leave the reader to answer.
sary when bees were swarming, as then
Xow, while I would gladly point the
he could not intimidate them with a Bee Journal are articles by E. A.
Thomas and S. S. Butler, both saying way out of this darkness of disastrous
smoker.
" Which is preferable, natural or arti- that all the losses of bees in winter wintering, and tell yon what was the
prove that the losers have a, weak race only true cause of our failures. I shall
ficial swarming ?_" was next discussed.
Dr. Howard said that it depended en- of bees, or those which have degene- have to confess candidly, that I do not
tirely upon what the bee-keeper wished rated from their once hardy and pros- know how to winter bees, and say, as I
" I cannot see through
to accomplish. If he wished numbers, perous condition. Will facts bear these did in Gleanings,
it all."
All the different theories adregardless of honey, artificial swarming theories out ? Let us see.
Prior to 1870 there were hundreds of vanced only seem to leave us more in
was to be preferred; but if he wished
One thing seems to impress
to prevent excessive increase and run colonies of bees within a circuit of 20 the dark.
for honey alone, the manner described miles from me, kept by farmers and itself, more and more, upon the intelliby Judge Andrews, yesterday, was pref- others, in box hives, who brimstoned gent mind, and that is, that a long cold
their bees, as S. S. Butler says they did winter with no chance for the bees to
erable. All agreed on these points.
" The chaff hive" was next discussed. in Eastern Pennsylvania, killing the fly from 4 to months, tends toward
Would it pay in poorest and keeping the best, scarcely disaster, while a warm open winter
Some one asked
ever losing any, and yet, when the dis- tends toward success. Also, so far, celTexas?
Reply They had not been tried for astrous winters of from 1871 to 1875 lar wintering at the North has proven
summer and were considered unneces- came, nearly all were swept away, and most successful.
Mr. N. N. Betsinger was here a few
to-day, so far as I know, not one colony
sary for winter.
.>
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losing only I.,, while others around him
lost ally
"I gave them 'vent' at the
hen all,
I did not open
top, in the fall
hut of those that arc (lead the most of
them had no 'vent." bought 7 of these
colonies; they arc all strong in bees.
question but that the Langstroth hive found that they did have vent enough
If
600cubic inches of empty space in the
is the htmdiesl hive ever invented.
any one has heen unsuccessful in win- cap above the bees, with 16 three-quartering bees in any hive during the past ter inch holes in the honey-board; some
winter.
should be glad to hear from of the hives had cracks in the covers.
him in regard to the kind of hives, how How is this for upward ventilation ?
These "bees must have consumed a
put up, etc.
large quantity of "bacteria," having
Marcellus, Mich., May 30, 1881.
used over 30 lbs of honey per colony. I
do not place much faith in Mr. Heddon 's
For tho American Bee Jmirnal.
theory of vegetable matter or bacteria
Comb Foundation Making.
in flu food being the real cause of dysentery. I would ask why did those 16
.TAJIKS HEDDON.
colonies came through without getting
the dysentery, while the others in the
Mb. Editor I send you some sam- same yard, and all the others in the
ples which are average pieces, made in neighborhood, except 2 colonies, died of
full sheets, on the Vandervoort mill. dysentery ? If there were only a few
I have here on trial 2 of these mills, one bees in a hive we might suppose that
for thick and one for thin foundation. some colonies might get the honey that
I prefer to make the thin on the mill was not infected with bacteria. I think
made for the thick, because I can get a that it is unreasonable to suppose that
base nearly or quite as thin, and a much all the bees of some colonies would
better line in size and shape, besides gather thin honey from trees or nectathe line will be soft and easily worked ries infected, while others would not,
by the bees, because the cuts are so even were the source infected that this
deep between the dies that the wall in honey comes from but for a short time;
the hive is not hard pressed. Could I I doubt if all the bees of some colonies
have had such comb foundation 12 years would pass it by.
ago I might live on the interest of my
Here is another case 1 exchanged J|
accumulated wealth to-day, merely of the combs of my Italian colony (they
from the honey-crops I could have had too much honey for winter) for
raised with the aid of such an adjunct. the combs of another colony; this other
The statement of Prof. Cook, in his got the dysentery badly; why did not
" Manual," that " two men could roll the Italian colony get it, as they used
400 lbs. per day" (see page 206), has in- the same kind of honey ?
duced me to write this. My 2 men are
I hope that we will find out the real
at work "rolling," and about 100 lbs. of cause, and the prevention in a winter
the
ex- like the past. The Weekly Bee Jourheavy, and 60 to 75 of light, is
tent of 10 hours work tor them this nal I highly appreciate.
and
included all the getting-ready
Varysburg, N. Y.,May IS, 1881.
I know
cleaning-up work, besides.
that we could and did put as high as 40
For the American Bee Journal.
lbs. per hour (when we were all ready)
through the Root mill that we had, but
Too Much Bee-Science.
it ran easy and smooth and was the best
mill to manipulate I ever worked. The
WM. F. CLARKE.
only trouble was in the foundation, a
lot of which we tire re-rolling, after reintelligent-looking
old gentleman
All
melting and re-dipping. It is with foundation, as with other things, the best called on me the other day, stating that
he wanted my advise, as he understood
is reached with the most difficulty.
Mrs. Dunham once made up 83 lbs. of that I " knew considerable about bees.''
wax for me, and the print was excel- I modestly admitted that I knew a lit-

weeks ago and wished me to ask Mr. diced in favor Of the chaff hive, for I
Heddon, through the Bee Journal, would only be too glad if there could be
us first what bacteria in the some other ami cheaper hive produced,
hone; is. and how we could ascertain that would be so generally successful in
wintering, even though it hail none of
its presence in the honey, so that we
could detect it. and not try to winter the other good points. There is no
to tell

our bees on boney infected with it. But
1 see by the
BEE JOURNAL for May 4.
that he (II.) never saw this supposed
bacteria, nor never searched for it. hence
knows nothing about it. It is said a
drowning man will catch at a straw, so
we. who have lost bees so heavily, are
ready to grasp at anything that has a
showing of success, but that showing
must lie plain enough so that we can at
least catch a glimpse of it.
Borodino, X. Y.. May 23, 1881.
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"

The Straw Hive
H. L.

of the Future."

CHAPMAN.

Although an amateur in the bee-busI have long been
of the opinion
straw hive or its equal was the
proper hive for bees in winter or summer, in any climate but do not think I
should like the arrangement of plasteriness,
that a

;

coating the inside of the hive, as it is of
so cold a nature that it would be liable
to condense the moisture in the hive in
winter, which I consider very objectionable.

In this vicinity there has heen a
rather sad experience with bees during
the last, winter they were shut up so
long (110 days), without a day that they
could tiy then 2 days warm enough so
that they flew a little thus 14 days
more of confinement before winter
broke up. There were 1 parties here
having in all 119 strong colonies of bees
put up for winter in different kinds of
hives, as follows, as nearly as 1 can recollect 9 cottage hives, 20 Langstroth,
28 Thorp hive, which is very much like
the American in form 2 in Root's chaff
hive 30 in box hives, and 30 in the new
Haines hive, which is a long hive with
10 frames across it, partition boards
and chaff packing in the ends, behind
the partitions; the frames are 12x12
inches. The chaff hive which I make
and use, I call the Root hive, although
It has douit differs in a few points.
ble walls all around, and a double bottom ; the space should be filled with
chaff, but as I had no.chaff I tilled one
with fine drv pine sawdust, and from
the showing last winter, I believe it is a
better absorbent of moisture than chaff.
The brood chamber is exactly like the
Langstroth; the upper story is square
inside, and is deep enough to take in
the Langstroth frame above the brood
chamber; this space I filled with a coffee sack of pine sawdust, which is all
the preparation I made for winter, leaving them on the summer stands. The
others were put up in different ways
some were put in cellars, some housed,
some packed with straw, etc., and left
on the summer stands. However, the
2 colonies in the chaff hives were the
only ones that lived, the other 117 all
having died the 10 frames of each of
those 2 colonies to-day are well filled
with brood and honey, and are very
strong.
This I take as proof, that to winter
bees there must be some arrangement
whereby all moisture arising from the
bees can be absorbed, not condensed,
or carried off by upward ventilation
for in the latter case, the heat from the
bees is also carried away. I believe
that the brood chamber should also be
protected from the direct rays of sun,
both in summer and in winter, as it is a
well known fact that if too warm in
summer it retards the working of the
bees, and in winter the direct sun will
cause the bees to spread in warm days,
and even to fly when the atmosphere
the effect of the sun is
is too cold
hardly noticeable in the double wall
hives, and the bees will not fly until
the atmosphere is sufficiently warm to
bring them out. For the above reasons
I believe that the only practical hive
for summer or winter, is one that will
protect the brood chamber from the direct rays of the sun, and will also absorb
all moisture arising from the bees, be
that absorbent chaff, sawdust, straw or
any other substance that will do it effectually. I do not think I am preju;

;

;

:

;

;

:

%

;

tle about them, and he immediately
proceeded to set forth his case. He
had bought a colony of bees, a year ago,
earned the foundation making it.
When the season is at a close and I in a box hive. They had swarmed,
have given all these varieties of comb and he had put the swarm in another
foundation thorough trials, I will report box hive. During the past winter the
my success with them, giving the rea- young colony had died, but the old one
was alive and well. The box they were
sons as they. appear to me, etc.
in was very dilapidated, so much so,
Dowagiac, Mich., May 28, 1881.
that it would hardly hold together. He

lent (the best Dunham I have ever seen
in a lot), but she wrote me that she

wanted
tation.

Covered with Snow, Bacteria, Etc.

:

:

;

will not take the necessary pains

Irani the principles of apiculture.
the bees to manage themIt is no wonder such men fail.
selves.
to

They expect

But in so doing, they bring up an

evil

report against bee-keeping, say they
have tried it, and found it a humbug.
If people were to go into any other business totally ignorant of the way to
manage it who would be surprised at
their failure ?
is it that
intelligent persons,
who would not expect any other business to run itself, get into this delusion
,

How

about bee-keeping

V

this hallucination has

In whatever way
come about there
,

existence, and
there is little danger that bee-keeping
will be overdone, while there are so
many under its influence. It will fall
more and more into the hands of those
who are ever investigating, always
learning, and who deeply feel, that in
order to a wise, practical management
of their bees, it is impossible for them
to have " too much science."
Listowell, Ont., May 12, 1881.
is

ample evidence

of

its

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees Do Not Injure Grapes.

JOHN W. STURWOLD.
Iii the latter part of September, 1879,
while working among my grapes, consisting of about 200 Concord and Ives
seedling vines (it will not be amiss to
state here that I have my bees on the
north side of the Ives seedling vines
which give the best shade I have found),
my attention was drawn to a Concord
grape that was literally covered with
bees, as busy as they could be, extracting the juice from some of the berries
in an incredible short time. Having
been told the year previous, by my
neighbor,that bees destroyed grapes by
piercing small holes in them and

then sucking them dry, I now had
an excellent opportunity to find out
whether his statement and charge
against the bee was true or not.
of the
On examining I found that
berries on each cluster had a small
opening from the size of the point of a
pin to that of its head, and these were
the ones the bees visited. They would
also alight on the sound ones, circle
around them a few times, searching for
an opening, I suppose, but failing to
find such, leave for one that was punctured. As I could not examine them
closely with the naked eye, I cut a few

^

of the ripest clusters I could find, and
took them to my room and examined
them with my microscope, and separated the good from the punctured, and
placed both on a board in front of one
of my strongest colonies. It took them
but a short time to empty the pierced
ones, and although the sound ones were

into a better habishould he do it
If he
put a good, new box over the affair,
would the bees have the sense to see on the same board, and literally covered
that it was a more desirable home for with bees, not one of the grapes was

For the American Bee Journal.

J. F.

them

They

KROPP.

to get

How

'{

I told him
them, and remove into it V
have 7 colonies left, out of 38 win- they would not. What then should he
tered on the summer stands. Of these do ? The old box would soon tumble
hence he was in a great dian Italian colony, with a tested queen to pieces
(the only Italian colony I had) is in lemma. I explained to him the protransferring.
It was all Greek
good condition the other 6 are weak. cess of
These 7 are the only ones that did not to him. He "never heard of the like
have the dysentery. My bees were too before." After much talk and reflecwarm during the winter they were tion, he concluded that there was too
covered by snow from the first week in much science about the job " for him to
December until Feb. 10, this being a undertake it. I gave him a brief summild day, I shoveled them out and mary of the principles of modern bee31 of the keeping, showed him a movable frame
found the bees very uneasy
Feb. 27 I ex- hive, set forth its many advantages,
hives were badly soiled.
amined them again and found 2 colonies told him all about extracting, queenHe
dead and the most of the others were rearing, artificial swarming, etc.
strong in bees some of them had from became the picture of despair. There
4 to 6 frames of capped brood (7 Gallup was "too much science" about the
frames). I had 20 colonies on loose chip thing from beginning to end. I tried to
ground, 19 of these were among the persuade him to get a good manual of
the bee-keeping, to subscribe for a bee-pefirst that died, early in March
riodical, and become thoroughly posted
other 18 on solid ground fared better
those on the in apiculture. But he became despond!,, of them are alive yet
ent, thought he would sell his one colchip ground had the dysentery badly
the hives were damp and the combs ony, and have no more to do with such
moldy, with plenty of sour honey in a complicated business. I frankly told
him that he had better either master
them.
I

;

;

;

;

;

injured.

The next day I repeated the same experiment with 4 colonies, puncturing
some of the berries myself, with the
same

result.

Now, what

the

enemy

is

punctures the grapes, I do not
know, but will perhaps find out this
season, if my health is spared butthis
much I do know, from my own observation and experiments, that bees are
innocent of the charge puncturing
If I had
grapes, at least in my yards.
found them guilty I would not be slow
that

first

;

—

and dispose of my bees, for I
received a larger percentage from my
vineyard the last few years than I did
from my bees, but I candidly believe
the good luck I had with my grapes is
to say so,

due to my bees.

Haymond.

Ind.,

March

24, 1881.

;

;

;

,

Out

my neighbor- the science of bee-keeping, or give it up,
May 1, 30 alive; and he left me to consider what he

of 200 colonies in

hood there were, on
box hives, none

27 of these are in

less

I offered to give any advice
power ; invited
and assistance in
him to call again, and did what I could
to encourage him, with what success I
have yet to learn. This man is an av-

would do.

my
than 11 inches deep; 16 colonies of these
belong to one man. which is J of all he
had last fall; all were in box hives;
they were on a bench 3 feet above the
? round, with no protection whatever, erage 'sample of the great majority of
asked him what was the cause of his those who try bee-keeping in Canada.
.<

CLUBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee .Journal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
column Rives the regular price of both

first

:

Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weekly Bee Journal (T.G.Newman)
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King)..
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis).
The 4 above-named papers

..$2 00
8 00.. 2 75
3 00.. 2 60
2 75.. 2 50
4 75.
3 75

Bee-Keepers' Instructor W.Thomas) 2
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A. G.Hill)
5
The 6 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3
2
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
i

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal. $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, $1.50 less.

less.

.

50.

.

2 35

50.. 2 35
75.. 5 00
25.. 3 00
40.. 2 25
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IN bee-hoi -i s.
the empty combs, and put in place
lVrct.
thereof frames of mostly sealed brood,
1.IVIIIU.
l)on<l.
1",
days
hives, and in about
from
other
hive
9
Gallup
bees
[or pleasure.
keep a few
thereafter we get another swarm with American hive
4
10
215
have had some now for S years, and alcourse,
line
a
of
and,
queen,
the same
Is
4
•J
puini.y
ways wintered them on their summer
keep on till the Langstroth
cells.
we
So
lol
of
29
9
285
have never yet lost a colony.
stands.
by a Champion
Thus,
season
is over.
swarming
10
The top bar of mv frames are 11, in.
best queens each year, Betsinger
TO
.S3
30
cover selection of the
bottom. 1-', in.; sides. 13 in.
and rearing them by the best plan, our
the inside of the hive well up with
retro
instead
beimproving
of
1_'4
ii4">
16
Total
woolen cloth. The mercury here was bees may
5
Deep frames
j\
below zero, on several mornings, grading.
Shallow frames
28
the winter being vei \ long and cold.
'lease to give full particulars of the
SUMMARY.
The Results of the Past Winter.
best was to raise Bi si class queens.
Perot,
l.Mnu. Detid. Loan.
some
have read in the JOURNAL
I''
5489 5829
for a Statis- All kinds of hives
reports
for
requests
Our
bow
never
it.
but
have
to do
particulars
seen a plan so plainly given, so that
Table, showing the different
tical
The reports compiled are from the
('. II. HOWARD.
felt I could try it.
phasesof the mortality of bees, during Northern Stales only, and indicate that
in the lowest rale Of mortality has been in
In order to rear the besl queens, we the winter of 1880-81, lias brought
as it well-constructed bee houses, with walls
should take the advice of those who quite a number of reports, but
from 15tO 26 inches (hick, tilled in with
defer
sawdust, tan-bark. etc.. and built enbave had the most experience, and the Should be as full as possible, we
a snort time, to tirely above the ground, to avoid damp
best results in rearing queens. We will the general Table for
ness.
then-lore give the plans of several of idmit those that will come to band durThe reports have also shown that
week or ten days.
our most careful breeders. The follow- ing the next
bees require more ventilation in winter
the tallies
below
give
Meanwhile
we
Williams:
W.
of
is usually given: that the ventilaplan
F.
the
('aid.
than
ing is
furnished by (,. L. Tinker, M. D., tion is best given at the top of the hive
In rearing queens, I select a strong,
which we shall also incorporate into the but may succeed well if given at the
healthy colony, especially strong
bottom and that much of the loss in
young bees, and remove the queen. full table when given, but now give it protected hives, on the summer stands.
The next dav, or as soon as the queen- to show the doctor's views, and what was caused by the packing over the
remove all the
cells begin to develop,
account of having frames being too close, or composed of
combs containing eggs or uncapped lar- he has learned. On
material that would not properly abva'.
then select comb containing eggs obtained a larger comparative number sorb the dampness arising from the
only, from mv best colony (usually from of colonies that were wintered in celbees.
imported stock), and place it in this lars and bee-houses, than those winAs to the best winter hive, the tables
queenless colony, prepared as above.
stands, be finds do not show such a great difference beaim to bave my young queens hatch tered on the summer
the standard hives, as between
tween
out on the 14th or loth day. The 10th that the mortality has been-above 49
Adthe different modes of wintering.
or 12th day I divide this colony, and per cent.
vocates of deep frames, however, may
prepare as many colonies by dividing
take some consolation.
Colonies in hives left on their sumstrong ones as is necessary for the numWe would suggest those sending in
ber of queens wanted. The 13th or 14th mer stands, with, perhaps, a chafl
day 1 give to each colony, thus pre- cushion over the frames or other slight reports to kindly follow the " form "
ol
none
watch
frequently
keep
then
more
I
or,
cell.
protection,
pared, a queen
given by Dr. Tinker, on page 168 Of the
kind, are classed as
of the cells till the queen comes out.

How

^J

June

Rear Good Queens.

to

.

1

I

I

1

THOMAS

:

I

EDUOB am.

CHICAGO,

.".

NEWMAN.

C.

Pitoi-uirruK.

.JUNE

ILL.,

8, 1881.

i

0*Mr.

J. T. Wilson. of Morionsville.
" Record me
Ky.. semis $10, and says
as a lite subscriber to the Weekly Bke

1

:

substantial

Journal."

That

dence of his
pleasure in

making the entry

is

;t

We

appreciation.

I

evi-

have
accor-

dingly.

<3f

We

have just learned

Frank Benton has secured

Mr.

that

3 colonies of

Apia doraata, as a result of his researches in the Bast Indies. He has
had a very difficult and dangerous task
to perform, and but for bis indefatigable courage and indomitable energy
he never could bave accomplished it.
Bee-keepers throughout be world owe

m

:

I

t

him a debt

we

and

of gratitude,

hope, be slow to repay

I

will not,

it.

I

Report. —The report from

The College
the College was not correctly given in
the minutes of the Central Michigan
We sold down in tbs fall
Association.
to 10 colonies ; 5 of these were wintered in the cellar, and they are all

A.

right to-day.
Lansing, Mich.,

June

J.

Cook

any

If well developed, with good wings,
mark the date of hatching if faulty,

.

3, 1881.

;

(g^We

have received a very handsome Guide Book of the fifth season of
the Detroit Evening News Excursions
from Detroit to the sea; personally conducted by W. II. Brearley. Detroit.
Mich. It contains maps, and full in-

and

very attractive
structions,
Any one wishing to join in this
book.
excursion should communicate with the
conductor.
a

is

^r- The Grangi BiAktm says that beekeepers will nave lots of company in

among

disasters this year,
ers, cattle-raisers,

What with

winter-killed.

Wheal

fruit-grow-

and tanners whose

army-worm, chinch bugs,

locusts,

the

ami

caterpillars, which arc destroying thousands of plants every day, there is

I

State Fair

is

to he

Indianapolis, Seflt. 26, to Oct. l.
have received the premium list,
find

in
51

ignONd

5 lb.

entirely.

:

have kept bees here in Kansas, dmmg the past \ear. and lind it a splendid
Ill .lewell conntv the
place for (hem.
bees have all wintered well, so far as 1
have heard, and they arc doing well
cannot do withthis winter, so far.
I

TUB

77

1037
89
78

s:;

si

•an

89

93

st

B5

2654

**
S3

Deep frames
Shallow frames
Colonies

in

hives

left

on their

summer

stands, well packed with chaff, sawdust,
oi older material, are classed as

PROTECTED.

Perot
I

.is,.
1

•J

I

US
41

44

52
53
53

I

Weekly Bee Journal, and bo
renewal for another vear.

Our plan of rearing queens is this
(and after the results of the past 7 years
we have no reason to discard it ): n the
spring we select the colonies having the
queens giving us the besl results the
Season previous, and as early as possible
if we can
get them strong in numbers,
do this in no other way, we give them
from other colonies; but by a
Inthe Ob
jUdiCiOUS spreading of the hi
eel can generally be attained without
help from other colonies. So we get
Ivance of the rest,
them to swan
ins reared
thus getting our cells or q
just as the bees used to rear them when
of the
hand
from
came
the
they first
great Creator, and lie pronounced them
good. These cells We give to nuclei.
which are formed to suit the requirements of the cells, and b\ the lime we
wish to use queens in the sluing, we
bave queens thai are just as good as
(hose reared bj anj other method, and.
we hmk a lit le bet ter. II we wish a
further lot of cells from the same
mother, we put the colony c interning
hei m a hive filled With emptj combs.
and in two or three days, when she gets
well to laying, we take awa\ one-half Ol
..

I

ni\

<;.

1

Kansas for Bee-Keeping.— We are of
asked about Kansas as a lOCBl iOD
for an apiary.
Mr. T. J. Berry, Jewell,
Kan., writes as follows, on (hat point

send

"

Total

711

2\r.

M- Dooiittle gives bis plan,

h day.

1

len

out the

Simplicity hive

16
13
9
6

34
74

25

44
47

fertilized

I

a premium

in

"
Gallup
Kidder & Adair hive

89

983

19

al

honey

331
9
61
213

BOX
"
Graves
American "
Langstroth "

by

having your queens

thus:

of $5 for "combboxes." What a sad
commentary on the progressive ideasof
" Managers." The Vice ['resident
its
of the National
Association should
have prevented such an exhibition of
ignorance concerning the popular marketable size of honey boxes. Bees are

and

"

|

.

i

.51

for

May

25. 1881,

send them as soon as possible.

Perct'
Deud. Loss.

i

Mr.

We

Livnm.
108

Colonlesin.

Champion hive

Mitchell"

Bee JOURNAL

UNl'HOTECTED.

I

plex the bee-keeper.

<g"The Indiana

•

destroy her and give the colony another
cell, orjoin it with another weak colony.
As soon as my queens come out, I select my colonies containing drones,
with which desire to mate my young
queens. If there is not a good (low ol
honey, I stimulate bj feeding warm
honey or sugar syrup to those hives
containing drones, also those containing young queens. I usually put a few
selected drones in the same hive with
When my youngqueens
virgin queens.
are 3 days old, I close the entrances of
my hives containing selected drones,
and those containing virgin queens, to
prevent egress of drones or queens.
generally do this about n o'clock a. m.,
Or before the drones take their daily
Might, which usually occurs about 12 to
Watch carefully their return.
p. m.
and when they are all in. lei out your
virgin queens, giving them a tew minutes time to make observations regarding Locality, then release sour drones;
do this daily until all are fertilized. II
the weather is favorable, and your bees
properly stimulated, you will seldom

enough to annoy those in other branches
of business, as much as " wintering "
fail
and " springing " does annoy ami per- the

held

I

I

i

58
44
r,

46
52

and

to
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The Large Bee of .lava.— Mrs. Harrieven factory cloth," it is something
analogous lo the tearing open of grapes. son in the Prairie Former, gives her
am not able to sec that it is analo- views thus
gous. Paper and cloth arc manufacMuch money and time is now being
tured from fibrous materials and the
bees are able, with their mandibles, to Spent l'\ Several parlies, to introduce
separate the fibres, but not cut them. tin Apis dorsata, whose habitat is FarIn my earlier experience with bees, 1 ther India and adjacent islands. This
used strips of cotton cloth and pieces of bee has never been civilized, but at1

:

1

MISCELLANEOUS.

Seasonable Hints.—The Indiana Par- cotton string to tie the transferred
mer gives the following seasonable combs into frames, and would remove
them in or:; days, and always found
hints
that the bees had attempted to remove
The bee-keeper's wealth is not esti- them by tearing the fibres apart, but
mated by the colonies of which he is never saw a string or piece of cloth cut.
possessed, but by their strength, and If bees were able to cut open grape
the power and ability with which they skins, we would all know it; there
are able to gather surplus honey.
would not lie any doubt about it; the
Extra frames of comb packed away grapes would disappear more rapidly
should be examined often. If they than cherries, before, the cherry birds
show signs of worms, they must be fu- and potato vines— before the Colorado
migated with sulphur.
beetle."
Keep the grass and weeds cut away
Mr. D. J. Ellsworth, of Connecticut,
time
is
Much
from around the hives.
the following facts
gives
They
falling
in
the
grass.
bees
lost by
" The damage done to grapes is getmay become chilled by the rain or dew
in cool weather, or before they regain ting to be a serious matter. I wonder
the hives fall victims to toads or spi- I have seen so little in print about it,
ders, and young queens returning from and that we should be kept so long in
their bridal trip are liable to fall in the doubt of who the enemy is. I have a
grass and be lost.
single hive of bees, and we naturally
While working with the bees, avoid inferred it was their work, but last fall
all sudden jars, quick, active motions, I was informed by a neighbor, that it
and never fight them. Careful hand- was all the work of the fire-bird (Baltiling will cure nearly all cross bees, more oriole), that he had seen them at
while with careless rough handling, the work, and 1 readily gave them credit
most quiet will become cross. It is a for it; they are adepts at opening peas.

its comb to the limbs of trees,
said to build its comb 6 feet in
length. It is doubtful whether it could
be taught to dwell in a hive, or endure
the winter's cold. The desirable trail
sought in this bee, is the great size.

taches

-1

and

:

This man has quite a number of bees,
but he declares they are innocent. I do
not believe bees can break through the
skin of the grape, and the work is done
with a rush."

of the nature of bees to gorge
themselves with honey when alarmed,
and when in this condition, they rarely,
"Use the
if ever sting, unless pinched.
smoker judiciously, and avoid the disa-

part

greeableness of stings.
Transferring is best done early in the
spring before the colonies become
strong, or during fruit bloom, but by
careful management, it may be safely
done up to the middle of June. Avery
good time to transfer is after a colony
has cast a swarm. At this time there
are very few bees left in the old hive
to be in the way of the operator. The
combs being well tilled with brood are
strong and tough, and less liable to
break down. To those of you who still
have your bees in box hives, we would
say, make or buy a frame hive and
transfer your bees immediately. The
advantages to be gained will well repay
you for your trouble and expense pertaining to the change, and though you
have only 1 colony, have it in good
shape, and in such condition that you
can examine it thoroughly, in case all
should not be right with them.

The Care of Swarms.— Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, says
:

As soon

as a

swarm

is

fairly clus-

it should be hived, before the
scouts return, who have been sent out
to find a suitable home. If they have
clustered upon a limb of a tree, which
the owner is willing to cut off, it is

tered,

is

of the flowers of the Torrid zone
!reaare of great size, and an all-wise
tor adapted the bee to their wants.
introsuccessfully
The Apis dorsata, if
duced into this country, may be as
much too large for our flora as the native bee is thought to be too small.
bee that can work upon red clover, has

Many

(

A

GLEANINGS.
Mr. Root
Glucose for Feeding Bees.
feeding grape sugar
cautions all ag
" The Brst
for winter stores, and says
ever made with it, for
experiment
wintering, caused the death Of two colonies." lie then adds
i

:

I

The case Mr. Langstroth mentions in
Bee Journal of May it. seems to
show very conclusively that grape sugar
the

should not be used for winter stores,
and cannot see why our friend McCord
should have done so foolish a thing as
to have given the greater part of the
stores of 36colonies a feed mostly grape
Although 1 have never known
sugar.
a good article to produce dysentery, I
should have certainly supbosed it would
have hardened in the cells so as to

:

I

A

New

:

" In fairness to the bees, I wish to say
that my charge against the Italians was
expressly circumstantial only— the circumstances against them being a mad
onset on the grapes of a Concord vine,
which was covered with bees and roaring with their hum, about September
10, and on which nearly every grape was
sucked dry. Such a thing had never
been seen before, in more than 30 years'
experience with bees and grapes, until
now that Italians were established in a
large apiary near. Circumstances in
favor of the bees are: 1. That some
berries escaped, that bunches left accidentally on other vines near were untouched—the whole crop having been
gathered rather prematurely in alarm
2. That there were but few bunches,
and those very large, owing to frost
having killed the blossoms in May ; 3.
heavy continuous rain in the early
part of September so urged growth that
it is possible that the tender skins of
the Concords on this vigorous vine may
have bursted from the gorge. We may
find out more hereafter."
;

A

Another of its correspondents, Mr. J.
H. M., North Evans, N. Y.. gives
the following criticism on Prof. Cook's
article on this subject
"Prof. A. J. Cook leaves your readers to infer that he now inclines to the
opinion that, " from the fact that bees
are able to cut away strong paper, and

sometimes

leave,

without any forewarn-

clipping of the wings does
not prevent the bees from swarming,
but the queen being unable to accompany them, they will return to the hive
as soon as they have discovered her absence. They may try again next day,
if something is not done to prevent.
If let go they are likely to try several
times, or in waiting until the young
ing.

The

hatched will come out with
her, when they have cast a swarm and
gone back to the hive the combs must
be examined, divided, or the cells cut
out, the latter of which is a poor preventive, as they will soon build them
up again. It is only necessary to clip
the tip of one wing. This will prevent
her flying, and does not disfigure her.
The queen should be handled as little
In clipping, take the
as possible.
queen by the thorax between the left
fore-finger and thumb, raise the wing
with the point of the scissors and clip,
being careful not to injure her. Never
take her by the abdomen, as a slight
squeeze is liable to kill her. If you
practice natural swarming with the
queens' wings clipped, as soon as they
commence coming out, keep a look out
for the queen, secure her, put her some
place out of danger. Remove the old
hive, place an empty one on the stand,
wait until the bees commence coming
back, turn her loose with the bees.
They all go in together, and the hiving

queen

is

;

is

done.

starve them.

been much sought for by apiarists, and
The Best Bees for Wintering.— Mr. H.
some now claim to have it, and obtained
it by carefully breeding those of the
B. Harrington remarks
longest tongues. Hardiness is another
The Cyprians wintered the best of
desirable trait to be sought after by any bees'I had. The Holy-Lands did
those desiring the best bee.
not winter quite as well, but were not
in as good condition in the fall. They
will get up earlier in the morning, lly
Uses for (ilncose and Grape Sugar. faster and further than any other bees
contains
Monthly
—The Popular Science
The queens are very proI ever saw.
an article by Professor Wiley on the lific, and they build up si rung, very
in
the
spring.
manufacture of glucose and of grape quickly
an
extensimply
sugar, the latter being
New Way of Putting Wires into Founsion of the process for making the fordation.— Mr. A. I. Root gives the folmer.
lowing plan
This industry sprang up about 12
buttonI picked up an ordinary
extending.
rapidly
and
is
ago,
years
Glucose is a sweet syrup made from hook, such as ladies use for buttonafter
filing
a litshoes,
and
corn starch, resembling in appearance ing their
the hook, so it
the molasses of cane sugar, and by tle groove in the back of
found it
the wire,
reason of its greater cheapness largely would not slip off
belter than the. wire, friend
affecting the consumption of the cane was even
want your frame all
product. Grape sugar is made to re- Bliss sent. You
semble a finely-powdered sugar, and is wired as usual, and your sheets of founframes.
used extensively to adulterate the su- dation cut so as to just fill the
Have a board also, cut so as to just slip
gar of commerce.
Lay the wired frame
inside the. frame.
Glucose is used chiefly for the manu- over the board, and put the sheet of
facture of table syrups, but also in can- foundation between the diagonal and
dies, as food for bees, by brewers both upright wires. Now run your buttonin this country and in England, and hook along on each wire, with force

easily done by sawing it off with as little jar as possible, and laying it in front
little smoke.
of their future home.
may be used to drive them in. The for making artificial honey, the combs
and
clean, and
hive should be cool
new swarm will being moulded out of parafflne.
placed in the shade.
Grape sugar is also applied to some of
often desert a hive, if left in the sun afWhere the owner has a the same purposes, but principally for
ter hiving.
hive of comb, free from moth worms, the adulteration of other sugars.
it should be given to a new colony, for
The cheapness with which glucose
while they are building one pound of syrup and grape sugar can be produced
of
honey.
20
lbs.
comb, they will store
has led to its extensive use. The most
flourishing manufactories are at the
last year
Clipping Queens' Wings.— The In- West, where corn was bought
at a little over 30 cts. per bushel. As
Birds, Grapes and Bees.— The
diana Farmer contains the following
from 26 to 32 lbs. of glucose syrup or of
York Tribune gives the following facts
Although there be some disadvanta- grape sugar are made from a bushel of
concerning the bee and grape contro- ges in having the wings of the queen corn, the average cost of either to the
W, who clipped, still we believe the advantages manufacturer is about 1 ct. per lb. As
Its correspondent,
versy.
in favor of the clipping, while, as a he sells either article at 3 to 4 cts. per
made the charge that the Italian bees are
general rule, the bees do not leave for lb., the business is a very lucrative one,
had punctured his grapes, says
the woods without first settling, they do and is rapidly extending.

A

I

On the 1st of August, there were 10
factories in operation in the United
States, consuming daily about 20,000
bushels of corn. There were, also in
process of construction 9 other factories, with a total daily capacity of 22,000
bushels of corn. Prof. Wiley estimates
that not less than 11,000.000 bushels of
corn will be converted into glucose and
grape sugar during the present year,
and says that "every indication leads
to the belief that the amount will be
doubled in 1882."

imbed the wire slightly. Turn the
frame over, and do the same with the
diagonal wires, and it is ready to hang
to

in the hives.

Stingless Bees.— In reply to several
important questions, Mr. II. Burmeister, of Buenos Aires, South America,
says
Stingless honey bees are without ex:

ception melipones.
They live in hot and woody countries,
and are not found near Buenos Aires.
Near Mendoza I found a plentiful kind
another
anthidiaides ;
of
Melipones
smaller and more unknown kind I
these
Both
of
Tucuman.
caught near
kinds produce no honey. The honey of
the insects of this hot climate is produced by a kind of wasp, such as Lechiguanaor Polybia sceetellaries and Camu'uli.
known 'as JVectarinia lechiguana;
both of these kinds are plentiful, but
not as far south as Buenos Aires.
The honey-gathering melipones live in
large companies, as do our honey bees
but it is not yet known whether tbey
send out swarms, or how they multiply.
In Brazil it is the custom to take a few
egg-containing combs (of several kinds)
:

and put them in boxes near by, to inIn the above extract Prof. Wiley is duce them to be domesticated, and
forced to admit that glucose has no le- sometimes with success; but not alnew home must always
gitimate useful purpose to which it is ways, and their
be near their old one in the forest.
put, or for which its manufacturers dare
these
melipones is more
The honey of
In the third paragraph flowing than the honey of our house
to advertise it
" bees. If it can be crystallized, it is not
he admits that its use is " principally
!

and the only excuse for making it, is the fact that it
can be manufactured at a cost of one
cent per pound, and can be sold for 3 or
4 cents— thus making it a lucrative busiIt seems to us that any respecness.
table journal should " blush to murmer," or even to breathe, an excuse for
for "adulteration,"

making the villianous trash, whose
only excuse for existence is fraud and
swindling, cheating and imposition, deception and adulteration
!

known.
The webs

are, upright, and the cells
horizontal, like those of our bees, but
are generally much smaller; the wax is
dark— almost black. I got. some in
Tucuman to look at.
It is impossible to cross them with
our honey bees, as both live in greal
hostility to each other.
The melipones have the power, like
ants, to eject a biting fluid, which produces a burning sensation; there are
about 40 different kinds known: they
attack persons in the face who disturb
their home, and are very troublesome.
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me

June

some Langstroth hives and found bees
in one end of the hive and the honey in
had 2 the other, and the bees dead and dying.
swarms I shall have my first box By a temperature of 20- above zero the
bees did not move towards the honey,
honey inside of a week.
but stayed where they were till the
Fred C. Bowditch.
honey was all gone, and then died. I
Brookline, Mass., May 20, 1881.
saved many in this condition by putting
Merits.— Will some a frame with honey over the top. All
The
Relative
prominent breeder (Mr. Alley, for in- in my 10x12 hives wintered and bred up
stance) give in the Bee Journal his better and to-day are far ahead of those
views concerning the relative merits of in the Langstroth hives I think that
the 4 varieties lie is breeding? We, hive calculated for business, without
who have only one kind, do not care to reference to the nature of bees. Who
introduce into our apiaries bees that we ever found a bee tree 17 inches in diamknow nothing about; while if we knew eter? Let a certain number of people
a little more about them, we might get on a cold day stand in a cluster and
takes
S, a.

m.

into the city every day, from
p. m., so that I labor at a

till 5,

disadvantage.

On May

22,

I

;

—

Bees are Itoominjr. Tlie ground is
covered with while clover. We had
The bees
honey dew this morning.
"sung'' gloriously, as soon as it was
light.
Sumac, which exists here in 2
varieties, is coming on finely, and affords the most of the surplus hcney in
section
it is rich and secretes
beautiful and delicious honey. I can
what
hundreds have said
only repeat
about the Weekly Bee JOURNAL. "I
this

like

;

MARTIN Leidv.
May 27, 1881.

it.''

Carthage, Mo.,

Cannot wait for Monthlies. —When

my

term is out for the Weekly Bee Journal,.send it right along. I cannot do
without it. It is the paper for the apia-

Once a month is too long to wait,
in these fast times, and, " don't you forW.S.Buchanan.
get it."
rist.

Hartford, Ind.,

May

them immediately.

H. L.

(J.

I

Keepers in this locality have lost from
5-6 to all their bees.
J. E. Moore.
Byron. X. V., May 28, 1881.

Victory.— My
21 strong colonies of hybrid bees were
wintered on the summer stands, without protection, and I have 5 strong colthe balance have gone to
onies left
" de oder side ob Jordan."
I used the
to Achieve

they will feel warm stretch them in
long lines and notice the difference
I
have some hives made with frames 9
inches wide and 12inches up and down.
Such will not let them starve with
plenty of honey in the hive, will resist
the cold better, and assist breeding.
They have 12 frames and are 2-story.
I think broomcorn would make a good
of an inch thick, put in a
hive,
wooden frame. Plaster put on straw
destroys the good non-conducting quality of straw.
The second story could
be make of wood. I think bees died
and
long confinement, not
from cold
I think
from Mr. Heddon's bacterias.
the Weekly is a credit to its editor and
a sample of his enterprise. I never expected it would succeed half as well.
T. IIULMAN, SR.
Terre Haute, Ind., May 29, 1881.
;

!

Loss 2 out of 40 Colonies.— My bees
are doing splendidly now, I have already had 6 swarms. I lost 2 out of 40
the summer
colonies, wintered on
stands, in the Mitchell hive. I would as
soon see a awarm fly to the woods as to
miss one copy of the Weekly Bee

H. White.

Journal.
Woodbury, Ky., May

28, 1881.

27, 1881.

Pleased with the Cyprians.— My Cyprian queen wintered well, and I am
pleased with her bees, so far. although
I do not find them so easy to handle as
the Italians; they shake from the combs
as reaady as the blacks. Out of 134
have but 30 left. Most beecolonies

Determined

;

—

%

Are Bees a Nuisance 1 Will every
bee-keeper who can afford to donate the
time and a postal card, please send me
a postal card stating in brief what he
may kr.ow in regard to bees being a
nuisance where and under wdiat conditions they are allowed to be kept, and
if there has been any actions on the
part of corporations or individuals to
move them, and the success of the
My Visit to Texas.— The Texas beesame.
I hope to receive a personal rekeepers' held their State Convention
ply soon, through the mail, and to be
under an apple tree planted by Judge
able to reciprocate the favor.
;

8,

mice (one with wire on the end froze
over for me), these were 4x0 inside,
made of fencing lumber one of these
was over the ditch, and had an escape
pipe with an elbow to exclude light in
the top. which was 2x1 inside. I put in
63 colonies, and 2 nuclei (and 4 for my
;

neighbor), being weak ones. and. on
April 13, took out 59, nearly till in fine
condition. I have since united down

which tire now all ready for clover, but about 8 are rapidly coming up.
I call a clover swarm, one from
to
4-5 full of brood, having 12 broodframes of about 96 square inches.
Those of my neighbor's came out all
to 53,

%

right.
I would like to call attention to
this fact, that this cellar had water in it

the winter. In November, and a
part of December, I carried in water,
and then we had a rainy spell that
nearly thawed the ground this soaked
through the top, which was nothing
but fresh dirt, and dropped through
all over the hives, standing in great
all

;

drops on them for about 6 weeks. Water about an inch deep stood on the bottom, and from the time the rain came,
in February, the water was soaking in
and running through ; several times
surface water ran in at the ventilators,
besides the dropping and soaking in at
the sides. I was alarmed at times to
see the condition of things, but the bees
seemed to be all right. I thought the
combs would mold, more especially
those that were on the bottom, as the

water often touched the hives from the
bottom but there were not a dozen
moldy combs in all. I observed closely,
and the mercury was never below 38°,
nor higher than 45
during the whole
time standing at 40
when the water
was pouring through, and the bees were
so quiet that you could not hear a stir
among them. That encouraged me. as
I thought they were all right when they
were so quiet. They also wintered on
fall honey, mostly smart-weed, and consumed very little. My bees are Italians.
Bartlett Z. Smith.
;

,

-',

Andrews. The weather was deJames Heddon.
lightful, and the bees were swarming
Dowagiac, Mich., May 30, 1881.
as well as the bee-men 9 swarms issued
on the first day of our meeting, and 5
Losses of Bees in Minnesota.— As on the second day. A more pleasant
many are in favor of a general report and enthusiastic convention I never atfollowing hives: 2 American. 4 farmer's to be published in the Journal I will tended the members seemed to be very
friend. 6 Langstroth, and 9 Armstrong's give mine, with others in this vicinity, anxious to promote the science of beeCentennial. I now have 4 strong colo- as far as I am posted I had 147 colo- keeping. Texas is a splendid country
Tuscola, 111., May 29, 1881.
nies in Armstrong's Centennial, and 1 nies, in good condition, with plenty of for bees. They winter well, without
I regard the for- nice sealed honey last fall, packed them
in Langstroth hives.
the least protection. I have visited sevmer the "boss'' in every particular, with chaff 5 inches all around on the eral apiaries, and find that many bees
An Early Swarm.— I had a very large
and I shall use no other, hereafter. I outside, with entrance contracted, no are kept in Texas. Mr. Collins, who swarm to-day I do not think it can be
export to Italianize most of my bees cushions on side or top, nor contraction has traveled extensively over the State, beaten north of the 40th parallel. The
this summer. I have purchased 3 tested of frames, but left them as they were says that bees do well all over it, and losses in bees have been very heavy in
Italian queens from 3 of your distin- through the summer,
and 10 frames, that they gather, large crops of honey. this county, and those left are weak.
guished advertisers, and expect to re- 18 inches long by 11 deep, Langstroth I have visited a number of bee-keep- All are black bees but mine. My bees
reive them in a lew (lays. I am not yet hive on summer stand.
1 have now 55 ers' in different Counties — but all in are very strong, and some are working
discouraged, but am going into the bat- colonies alive, about a dozen are rather Northern Texas. I find bees in good in the boxes.
They were wintered on
tle, this time. determined to achieve vic- weak, the rest are doing well; my whole condition.
Natural swarming is the the summer stands.
The prospect for honey here this bees have wintered well until about the order here they complain of too much
tory.
L. A. Lowmaster.
season, is rather good. The way I like 15th of Feb., when they commeneed swarming here. Black bees in box
Belle Vernon, O., May 29, 1881.
is
"too nu- getting the dysentery, which by fur- hives can be bought from $2 to $3 per
the Weekly Bee Journal
Long may it ther confinement kept on until the 24th colony, and in movable frame hives
merous to' mention.''
Thomas J. Wargd, J. P.
live.
(^" The next meeting of the Cortof March, on which day they had their from $3.50 to $5. I visited one beeSt. Man's, Ind.,May 26,1881.
first general cleansing flight
and 05 keeper who has 90 colonies in Ameri- land Union Bee-Keepers' Association,
were alive then
quite a number of can and simplicity hives for sale. He will be held at Cortland, N. Y., Tueswere weak and dwindled away, says he sold 2,000 lbs. of box honey last day, August 8, 1881.
My First Winter. — I put 5 colonies them
and some swarmed out which had nice year at 15 cts. per lb. His bees are
C. M. Bean, Sec.
into' winter quarters, all in good condiand clean, combs, plenty of honey, and mostly hybrids he has them in nice
tion, in double-walled, sawdust hives,
quite a lot of brood and eggs, till they condition. Bees do well here on the
on summer stands, protected on the inwere reduced to 55 colonies long con- water courses. The soil is very rich
Honey and Beeswax Market.
side with cushions, etc.. on the outside
weeds grow to perwith leaves, banked on 3 sides, and finement with too much pollen in then- and productive
BUYEHS' QUOTATIONS.
believe,
was
hives,
I
the
cause
of
the
fection
honey
from
bees
gather
the
boards on the fourth, so arranged as to
dysentery.
The
following
is
the
loss
of
a
climbing
vine
which
is
comratan,
keep the wind from blowing and the
CHICAGO.
A. 25 colonies, mon here in the timber. Of the honey
sun from shining into the entrance, and others, unprotected
HONEY-The market is plentifully supplied with
and box hives, lost 21 B. 6 colo- producing plants that grow spontane- honey, and sales are slew at weak, easy prices. Quono upward ventilation with some trou- tree
table at l."i(«nsc. for strictly choice white comb in
ble
gave them a flight in the middle nies, Langstroth hives, lost 6 C. 6 col- ously on the prairies and water courses, and 2 lb. boxes; at
12c. lor common dark-colored
onies, Langstroth hives, lost 6 D. 6 the mints of which there are several and broken lots. Extracted, 7
o ..
of February and they came through
BEESWAX.-Choice yellow, 20@23c; dark, 15@1T.

W.

II.

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

I

;

101.1

I

:

;

colonies, box hives, lost 6; E. 11 colonies, Langstroth hives packed on 3
sides, lost 1
F. 15, Langstroth hives in
cellar, lost 1 ; F. 40, Langstroth hives,
partly packed late, lost 39.
They were
notch cornered Langstroth frames. On all on the summer stands except 'the 15
May 5, I had my first swarm (a very mentioned in cellar. Others of whom
large one). The quel n's wing being I don't know particulars have lost nearly
C. TlIElLMANN.
clipped, they went back, and 2 days ar- all.
Theilmanton, Minn., May 31,1881.
tel wauls, came out again, my efforts to
tbei
trary notwithstanding. So, very
unwillingly, I divided; I wanted to
The Best Hive for Winter.— In the
was a little fall of 1880 I had 75 colonies of bees.
drive hem into boxes, but
late, or rather they were very early, as About the middle of November I put
at thai time the leaves on the trees 40 in a cellar and left 35 out-of-doors.
were only in bud honey, however, was The latter 1 put in 4 rows, moved the
had extracted from 3 hives close together, packed straw all
verj plenty, as
colonies to give the queen room, and l around, leaned an 18-inch board on the
date. May 8, building back side, and darkened the fly-hole
that
colony was at
comb in side boxes. Our fruit bloom with a small board. Feb. 22. the fust
has been largely spoiled by a long, cold warm day. I moved all from the cellar
storm, so we shall have a set back. I all were alive but 2. Since then I have
suppose. It in. iv In- worth mentioning lost about a dozen ; I have 60 colonies
that the colony which was building in now. I use the Langstroth hive, and
sale boxes was wintered in a glass ob- one 10x12. All in the former were poor
servation hive on Langstroth frames, in bees, compared with the latter. I
with division boards on each side, and think the Langstroth hive very poor for
entire glass back. The only difficulty wintering in cold weather.
In March,
when the weather was cold, I opened
1 have to encounter is that my business

beautifully. 1 noticed thefirst pollen
April 2; during this month I fed diluted maple syrup, out-of-doors, sparingly, and they built up surprisingly,
on '.May l. transferred of them to
I

I

1

t

;

l

:

varieties, (called here horse mints),
stand at the head of the list. They are
not like the horse mints of the Middle

and Northern States. The clovers do
not grow here. I saw melilot clover at
Judge Andrews' in Collin Co.; it is
being tested, and should it do well, will
be extensively cultivated.

NEW

;

BEESWAX.-Prime

—

Wintering Bees in a Wet Cave.
a cave by digging 4 feet, as deep
as I could drain (our country being flat)
and built the rest on the top of the
ground, which was about 2 or 2 1 feet,
and walled with lumber. I put "heavy
timber across the top with a solid brace
under the center to support it. and
covered with plank. The entrance was
feet long on the south side, which I
put down as low as the bottom of the
cave-like cellar, with one door in
each end, and from the outer end of
this were steps, covered with an inclined door.
When this was arranged,
with a team I scraped dirt on this untii
It has 2 ventiit was 3 or 4 feet thick.
lators, one on each side 60 feet long,
which turn up about 3 feet, to exclude
sj

quality, Single.

CINCINNATI.

Honey.— The
isgood, at sii'.ioc.
for the best.

N. P. Allen.

made

YORK.

HONEY. — Best white comb honey, small neat
packages, 14(". 17c; dark U@l2 hiri:e boxes 2c. less.—
White extracted. 9®10c; dark,7@8o.
market for extracted clover honey
Comb honey Is of slow sale at 16c.

BEESWAX-lS<3)22c

C. F. MtlTU.

SAN FItANCISCO.

HONEY—

Most of the honey now in market, both
In first and second hands, has been either withdrawn
or placed at a limit above current rates. This action
is confirmatory of the unfavorable prospects heretofore referred to. We onote white comb, L2@140.i
dark to so d, in. 'lie. Extracted, choice to extra
while. 5m®6mc.i dark and candled, 4®s&c
21®22c., as to color.

BEESWAX—

Steahns tV Smith,
Cal., May I'l. Issi.

4.':;

Front Street.

San Francisco.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place ot Meeting.
National, at Lexington, Ky.

1881.

Sept.

-Kentucky
t

let.

11. rj
12 -Ky.
-

State, at Louisville, Ky.
M u'liicitn, :il Maple Itapids.
State, in Exposition B'd'g. Louisville, Ky.

Northern

W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.

|y In order to have this Table complete, Secretarequested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
ries are
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

"Single copies of the Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
.

#

-

(@T Those Who may wish to Change
from hi her editions to the Weekly, can
do so l>> paj ing the difference.

(gf'When changing a
mention the

dress,
as the

new

postoffice adold address as well

one.

^Tlie Volume

of the Bee Journal for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

We

iggr

have prepared Ribbon Badges

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

8^' Notices anil advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the

week

previous.

Many Lose Their Beauty from the
hair falling or fading. Parker's Hair
Balsam supplies necessary nourishment, prevents falling and grayness
22w4
and is an elegant dressing.
<@T Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

15D0LLARSZF0RS1,
w tV p s zo, pivlo of binding,
AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY,

wo have decided to
foraahort time.
i'
We will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1.
and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
PARTICTIjAR NOTICE*—We reserve the right *o withdraw this Dollar Offer at any tim*»,
thereiore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all yourfrienda
we have made the grandest offer of the century.
FOIt 25 CENTS, A COPY OF ANY BOOK IN THIS LIST WILL BE SENT BT MAIL, POST-PAID.
Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon ns published. One will bo Issued every two weeks.
LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
Or.More of his Plain Talk for Plain People, by Rev.
This well-known bunk may be ranked as the most
Chas. 11. Spurgeon. This book is exceedingly
popular standard juvenile book ever printed.
humorous and Instructive, using the simplest
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderform of words and very plain speech. To smite
ful adventures of a cast-away upon a desert
evil, and especially the monster evil ot drink, has
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
and homely wisdom of this book should carry it
From thisworld tothat which istoeonie. This reinto every household. Complete in one volume
markable book, as every one knows, was written
containing a great number of pictures.
under the similitude of a dream, by John
FARM AND FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.
Bimvan, the most popular religious writer in the
BESTCOOKBOOKEVEKPUBL1SHED. Contains
English language; and perhaps more conies have
about 1,000 Recipes. It is just the book that every
been sold than any other honk except the Bible.
wile and housekeeper needs. It tells how to cook
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with apall kindsof bread, cakes and meats; it tells how
Cropriate illustrations.
to make all kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cookLLIVER S TRAVELS.
ing fish, oysters, poultry and game; it tells how to
This book tells of the supposed travels and surprisselect the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
ing adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
the best nuthods of preparing sauces and salads
remote regions of the world, where he met with a
and all kinds of vegetables for the table; and tells
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
biscuits, rolls, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
in one volume. Finely illustrated.
Wishing

to

Introduce our books and sh

make the GRANDEST

NEW

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS.
Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which iho legend says the Sultaness of
Persia related to the Sultan iiight after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would have been sacrificed to his

ij^We can supply but a few more of
numbers to new subscribers. SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHE MORMONS.
unjust resentment.

the back
If

any want them, they must be sent for

soon.

Every man and woman in the laud should read
this story which is founded upon facts, and gives
an insight into the low estate of woman under
the

of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

^"Instead

letters,

(ST Sample copies

of

the

Weekly

Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

igg" The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
collecting them.
. » #
i
Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
give
a
copy
of
"Bee-Culture;"
we will
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

Mormon

rule.

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
BvB.L. Farieon. A very popular Christmas story
after the stvle of Dickens; abounds in excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
admirable picture of country life, giving the
history of a very happy and contented young
couple wlio thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete, in one volume, with illustrations.

the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them. We can
now supply the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,
" it is the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.
:

lU" It would save us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
We have several letters
this office.
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

apt representative of the
great social and intellectual movement of the age
which he adorned. Born a slave, he forced his
way by his mother-wit into the courts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history and he who had not
jEsop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.
;

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presenting correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate our own course, and steer, star-guided,
over life's trackless ocean.

THE BOOKS
THE PAGES
THE TTPE Minion, easy on the eyes. THE PAPEB heavy and of a beautiful white color.
One of the others will follow
Crusoe, was ready about April
THE FIRST BOOK, Robinson
to
as
is

is

1st.

subscribers as soon
published.
every two weeks and be mailed
RELIABLE.— Messrs. Rowell &. Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of FaBK AKD Fireside, say, *' they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the abovo books if careful
to direct letters correctly.

MONEY SHOt l<B BE SENT by Post
Publishers of FARitf

Office

Money Order

or Registered Letter, addressed to

AND FIRESIDE,

<>i

price,

i»y

C. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street, CHIC AGO, ILL,

THOMAS

974

Oook'a Manual of the Apiary. -Entirely rewritten, greatly enlarged and elegantly Illustrated,
>& on every c
Ivable
and is fully up with the t
subject that interests the apiarist, it is not only In
Btructtve, but intensely Interesting and thoroughly
practical. The booh Is a masterly production, and
one that no
keeper, however hunted his means,
can afford 1.111I.1 without. Cloth, 81<£5 » paper, Wl
Bee-Keeping, by
Root.
Qalnby'a
ping
The author hits (rented the subject of
It* st vie
in 11 manner thai oannol rail to Interest all.
is plain and forcible, making all its readers sensible
that the author is master of the subject, 81.50.
1* C ofBee-Cnltare, by \ I. Root.
Novice's
This embraces "everything pertaining i" the care of
," and is valuable to beginners and
the honev-l
those more advanced. Cloth, 81.85) paper, 91 <»«•
KIiik'm Bee-Keeper** Text -Book, by A.
King.—This edition is revised and brought down t->
the present time. OlOth, tfl.OO; paper, T5c.
Liuiii'-l !•! Ii on the Hive mill Ilotiey Bee
This is a standard seleiititlc work. Price, 8MS.OO.
BleHHeri Bee*, by John Allen. A romance of
Info nation and ciiiibee-keeping, lull of praetu
l.OO.
tagions enthusiasm. Cloth
ii

i

LC

New

1

I

A

.1

Bee-Culture or Successful itlunneeinent
of the Apiary, by Thoinns C Newmnri. This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary Honey Plants— Queen Hearing
—Feeding— Swarming Dividing Transferring- Ital;

:

Introducing Queens- Extracting- 'juieting
and Handling Bees The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published in Engianizing

40

lish and German. Price for either edition,
cent*, post pan i, or i'l.lld per dozen.
Food Adulteration; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should he in even family, where
it ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. Paper, SOc.
The Dzlerxon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes a
condensed statement of the tacts and arguments by

Price, 15 cents.
Honey, as Food anil Uedlclne, by Thomas G.
Newman.— This is a pamphlet ol 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honer the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
recipes for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, ftc.; and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for

which they are demonstrated.

;

;

honey. Published in Eiigli«h and (it-rman. Price
for either edition, flc. per dozen, 50c.
'Wintering Beet*. — This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important mi bject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $2.") in gold— was awarded to Prof.
Cook's Essay, which is given in full. Price, 1 Oc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the hive
used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.
;

Extracted Honey
and Marketing.— A
C. P. Dadant,

;

Hamilton,

HarveNtini;, Handling

24-page pamphlet, by Oh. &
III.
This gives in detail tbe

methods and management adopted
It

contains

many

in their apiary.

— Price 1 5c.

useful hints.

Practical Hint'* to Bee-Keepers, by
Muth; 32 pages.

It gives

management of bees,
Kendall's Horse

Chas. F.

Mr. Muth's views on the

Price,

lOc.

Book— No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings, illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. It has a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 35c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J, Hill,— A treatise on its
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropp's Easy Calculator.—These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest. It
is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, #1.00 ; Morocco, S»l. SO. Cheap edition, without slate, SOc.
The

Springfield, Ohio.

Cmwning Culmination I

J.$5iJooAr//i7-$2.B01!

UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT,
MOORE'S
->
JMechan

And Comple*"

i

!

Enlarged

Florida

Land-640

Acres,

m- CHEAP FOR CASH. ^1
Description, —Sec.

4,

township

7,

south range

;

;

THOMAS
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West Madison

Wire

There being considerable demand for wire nails, I
have concluded to carry a stock of them, and can fill
orders for any quantity promptly. For nailing Sections, Cases, Frames, Racks, Crates, Ac, they have
become quite popular.
entire length of tbe nail being the

The

% inch "long, wire"No. 20, per" lb
%
"
"
|S

thick-

34c.
25C.
22C.
200.
18C.
18C.
16C.
16c.
16C.
I4c.

lit,

%
%L
%

CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE TO ALL.tana

"
"

"

"

"

1

"
"
"

"

\%
1W

new
OUR
Seed Catalogue

Illustrated Plan
of 80 pagca.con
laming descriptions and Prices of
/<
varieties of Plants, Koses.
Seedi*. Bulbs, etc. in cultivation,

same

never loosen as ordinary iron nails will,
and are not as liable to bend or break.
From the assortment of lengths given in the table
below, any kind of nailing may be done with these
nails, even to making large boxes.
ness, they

M:\VM A V

O.

Street,

Nails.

7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated a bout 50 miles
south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west 01 the city of
Tailahasse, the capital of the State, and about *J5
miles northeast of the city or Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and 6) of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned fJ sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept. 5th,
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $3,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of tbe county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

"
"

lil

"

"

2

"

18,
IS,

"
'*

17,
17,
1«,
16,

"

16,
15,

"

"

"

"

..'

and a Colored Plateof our

If

wanted by mail add

will be Dialled upon thereceiptof a
three-cent stump for postage. Special Price-list or Rosks FREE.
Goods guaranteed first quality.
Liberal offers to setters up of clubs.

IVhutexale

>i;i

lit tail.

:

.i

.

M:K

NANZ

U74

^u

Weat Madiaon

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

St.,

ILL.

Ed

contains ovei
UHtrial Facts, Calcula
Trade Secrets, Legal
etc., of vast utility to evcrj

1,000,000

tloIN, PlnivItems7 Business Torn
icss Man. Gives2O0,OOO itemd
Mechanic, Far
for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining; Engineers, Machinists,
fillers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
Assayers, Plumbery. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers,
GUders. Metal and wood Workers of every kind, Builder?,
Manufr'a and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Mill.
Steam, and Mining Ma* hinery. Tools, Fheet Metal
Work, Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Roofs,
Bridges, etc.
Arrangement and Kneed of Wheels,
1'ulleys, Drums, Belts, Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing,
& Drilling Tools, Flour, Oatineal, Saw, Shingle. Paper,
Cotton. Woollen & Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marble, Threshing & Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins,
Presses, &c. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Beiting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing. Engine
Building. Repairing and Operating, Setting of Valves,
Eccentrics, Link it Valve Motion, Steam Packing. Pipe
& Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
Ventilation, Gas &, Water Works, Hydraulics, Mill Dams,
Horsj Power of Streams, etc. On Bla^t Furnaces, Iron
k Steel Manufacture. Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quart/, and Placer Mining. Assaying, Amalga461 Tables; with 50C,ulh) Calculations
mating, etc.
all possible forms for Mechanics Merchants and
Farmers, 8W items for Printers, Publishers and
1,000 items for Grocers, ConWriters for the Press.
300 Health
Druggists, etc.
fectioners, Physicians,
Paint its, Varnishers, Gilders,
(terns,.
500 do. for
etc.
500 do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers. 400 du. for
Rubber Work.
Hunters, Trappers, Tanners Leather
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Rook -keening,

tn

&

etc.,

Strength of Materials Effects ot Heat
Specific Gravities, Freights by rail and
Load, Stowage in Ships, Power of steam.

in detail.

Fuel Values

ALFRED
West Madison

UT2

water— a Car
10,000 items
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings etc.
for Housekeepers Farmers, Gardeners, Stock Owners,
Bee-keepers Lumbermen,

etc.

Fertilizers full details

Hural Economy, Food Values Care of Stuck. Remedies
tor do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horses
Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for

As

Louisville, K>.

Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board,
Tonnago Tables. Land, Gram,
Wages, Interest, Coal
Hav,& Cattle Measurement. Be d, Ploughing. Planting
& Breeding Tables, Content 1 of Granaries, Cribs,atTanks
sialic.
Cisterns Boilers, Logs, Boards Scantling, etc.,
Business Forms, all kino's, Speei;d Laws of 10 States Territories and Fruvi no s
n the U. S. and Canada), relating
to the Coll. of Debts. Exemptions from Forced Sale,
Mechanics1 Lien, th" Jurisdiction of Court s,S do of Real
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and L^ury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
"Forms complete treittlaefl on the different su1o ,,(,,; - Sci 1 "**
The work contains 1,016 pages, is a veritable Treasury
gold to any
of Useful Knowledge, and worth its weight in
Free by mail, m
Mechanic, Business Man, or Farmer.

&

VOLUME FOR

^mquait

is cents per lb. for postage.

NEW

DOUBLE WHITE BOUYARDIA

I88O,

:

— w4

/ESOP'S FABLES.
The I ablesof .-Esopus, an

We

An Old Lady writes us " I am 65
years old and was feeble and nervous
all the time, when I bought a bottle of
I have used a
Parker's Ginger Tonic.
copies for sale at
little more than one bottle and feel as Bound in stiff paper covers. A few
$1.00, postpaid to any address.
at 30, and am sure that hundreds need
See advertisejust such medicine."
THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
ment.

cookies, tea, coOee, chocolate, home-made candies,
antidote for poi>on, cooking for the sick, and many
other usetul things.

propose to bind them in heavy
The usual price of these books bound in cloth is SI .00 to?3.00each.
paper or thin card board, and send them by mail and prepay the postage, lor 25 cents each. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity ot the most brilliant and pleasing productions ot the most noted
aflid popular authors, and include books oi travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all tastes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Library, and any one obtaining these ten
books will possess a library of ten of the most popular books ever published. We have not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain these noted books at so low a price.
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations!
one alone requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5?-£ by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.

;

;

etc.,

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt

$impL

Street,

Chicago,

111.

Is a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated

Monthly Magazine

devoted to

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCE.
It

has the largest corps of practical breeders as editors

Americ and is
of anv
TEE FI1TECT POULTRY JOTOKAL IN TEE WORLD.
journal of its class in

Volume
si. ni.i

12

per year.

Specimen Copy.

WAR1>,
ST.,

C. J.

1S2

.

begins .January 1881.

CLARK

STJBSCBIPTIOH:—
10 cents.

Editor and Proprietor.
-

CHICAGO.

(

i

-

-

'

fine cloth, for

J2.5Q;

iu

leather, for $3.50.

THE AMERICAN BEE^JOURNAL.

184

June

THE ORIGINAL

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

Patented Jan.

July

MAMAL OF THE APIARY,
word*

A

line will contain about eight
lines will occupy one inch ol space.

One

to

SO

wrt-k^. e;ich insertion,
"
" or more"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

thxt'tj

Four
Bight,

Thirteen
Twentr-six
Fifty-two

IS
S

By A.

per line.

286 Pages 113 Fine

"
"
"

PRICE— Bound

Sl.UO,

"

974

974 West

Street.,

Queens

tions and

specialties.
IS

Chicago,

111.

of our superior " One-Piece" Section Boxes before
purchasing elsewhere— you will be convinced of their
excellence. Our 8-page Circular and Price List of
Italian and Ilolv Land Bees and Queens, and all supplies for the Apiary, free to all. "One-Piece" Sec-

NEWMAN,

Madison

Street, Chicago,

SEND FOR A SAMPLE

is

111.

ALSO

Read

What They

1

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
they are
contains a queen 1 bought of you

.

177

;

Greencastle, Ind., April

Have our Bees Degenerated ?
The " Straw Hive of the Future"
Bees Covered with Snow in Winter
Comb Foundation Making
Too Much Bee Science

178
17m
179
179
179

of the bees in this section are dead.

DEXSMORE.

Livonia Station, N.Y., April 11,1881.

Colonies of Native Bees,

and basswood surplus.

ALFRED

Could give scores of

180
180
180
180

The College Report
How to Rear Good Queens
The Results ot the Past Winter
A New Business

>

Kansas for Bee- Keeping
Chaff Hives

s"

like the above.

181
181
181

Clipping Queen's Wing
The -Large Bee of Java
Stingless Bee.Plan for Putting Wires into
tion
The Best Bees for Winter

New

Selections from Our Letter
Bees are Booming

Box

trial

V 1! <|l

1:

l'\s,

WARRANTED

QXTEEXS,
QUEENS and

TESTED
IMPORTED dlEE\8,

isi

Bees by the Pound,

181

Before ordering goods, send us a

182
1x2
182
182
182
1S2
182
182
182
182
182
182
1*2

Frst Winter in Bee-KeepiDg
Relative Merits of Bees
2 out ol 10 Colonies
1

>

Minnesota
Winter
President Aliens Visit to Texas
Wintering Bees in a Wet Cave
in

for

Swarm

of

list

jos.

brooks a

.is.

<i

list

H. A.

J.

&

thin

in

Archimedean Lawn Mower Go.

BY

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

A
Hungarian. A

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

1 have now everv facility for making good. Cheap
sections, both nailed and dovetailed (having bought
an interest in the planing-mill here), and will make
nnv size from 4 |\t'i to 6x6, at $5 per 1,000. Good

material and good work.

)

Sept. 23, 1880,
B. V.wWn;.
Your queens are very well thought of here one of
my neighbors has one thai be declares he would not
GEO. D. ELDEliKIN.
Bell for $150.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 27
If.,

in tine shape, and as lively as a
the prettiest queen lever bought of
fad she is as nicely marked as 1 ever

Queen received
anj deater
saw.

:

in

Wm.

H. Graves.

Duncan, 111., Sept
Send for 20th circular and price li-t of Apiarian
Supplies. Warranted Queens of any race. $ each
choice Queens, $1.50; Tested. $2 each— all by mail,
safe arrival guaranteed. Bees by the pound, and
1

Nuclei hives for sale in Langstrotfa frames.

.

23

ENGRAVER?

S250.00
Offered as a

in

Premium

S. Bonds,

II.

nankee Monthly Magazine
Sample copy,

in cents

Mll-

for Subscribers to the
at

Sl.OOayear.

cent for Circular.

1

:

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine
(Company composed of

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

ladies.)

SALISBURY,

Rev. A.

Italian
;

;

;

;

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

SOLD BY 0TJR AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bejt and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled "The
Science of Life, or Self-Preser-

vation ;" hound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 300
pp., contains beautiful steel engraving B,125 prescriptions.price
illusonly $L.2."> sent by mail
send
trated sample, 6 cents
;

;

TUT/OPT T now. Address Peabody Medi&JNUW InlOLlir-cul institute or Dr. W. H. PAR22w1y
KER, No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston.
1

U"UfVTA7

per

10c.

lb.

pfSend for Circular.

lwly

flingcr, Bucha, Mandrake, SMIIingia and
other of the best medicines known are combined so skillfully in Parker s oinjer Tonic asthe
make
it the greatest BI"M>d Purifier and
to
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used.
.
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
'Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs;

and

all

Female Complaints.

Consumption or
If you are wasting away with
•any disease, use the 'Ionic to-day. Nomatterwhat
surely
help you.
will
it
be.
your symptoms may
This Tonic cures drunkenness,
Remember
entirely
made,
ever
Medicine
Family
is the Best
and;
different trom Bitters, Ginger Preparations
other Tonics, and combines the best curative prop.,
druggist
your
bottle
of
Buy a 50c.
.ertiesof all.
None genuine without our signature on outsideHiscox- & Co.. Chemists. New York.
wrapper.
!

.

PARKER'S

HAffl

BALSAM

J.

12w6ni

V.

THE OM.V

This practical journal

Hinders for the Weekly Ree Journul,
1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cent*.

Z3?~
ol'

Foot-Power Machinery
CIRCULAR

and

SCROLL SAWS

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1880,
at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
Leather and cloth
75c.
%W~ We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

adapted to Hive
pay every beekeeper to send for our 48 page

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

especially

It will

974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

Illustrated Catalogue.

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNE

Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

is

now

in its

Third Year,

makes it very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It iB the Bent Advertising Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
Ilw26tx
N. B. COLCOCK, Welland, Ont,

SWARM-CATCHER is a deciBAILEY'S
ded success. Prices reduced. Send for circulars iiml testimonials.
17wst
J. W.

Address,

BAILEY, Box

408,

Ripon, Wis.

:

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and light ripping.
Lathes, &c. These machines are

Making.

Weekly
THE

PriU.ISHEI> IN

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription ($I.<kj per year) in its new and Improved form (16 pages lSJrfxl0&, folded and pasted)

111.

BARNES' PATENT

rt

DOMINION OF CANADA.

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

™& £MK5

THE CANADIAN FARMER

EMERSON BINDERS.

Dunham and Van Deusen

;

is

&CUKB

HflLLQCK

;

Foundation, Italian and Cyprian Queens, etc.

AMANDA PABSONS.

1 furnished tins lady all the queens she has.
The queens you sent me are the very best I ever
bought, and theirworker progeny the nicest I ever
J. 11. Wallace.
saw.
Lucas, Ohio, Aug. 10, 580.
can he found any1 have tii'' finest swarms thai
where, irom the queens you sent me this summer.

She

A*:

£

1

:

cricket.

ABRONIA. MICH.

Agricultural

Section Boxes.

;

V

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

;

:

Please send me three queens I do not like those
little queens sent me by other dealers. Those you
send me are a real improvement to my apiary.
Dk. W. ARMS.
DuQuoin, 111.. 1881,
[ have one queen from H. Alley, that (25wouldnot
tempt me to sell, and sbe cost me only {1.
F. A. TlCKNOH.
Austin, Minn.. May 6, 1881.
From American Bee Journal of May 25, 1881 My
bees are all Italians, and wintered without loss on

obleskill.

00
75

Queens. f2.00 Cyprian Queens, f 2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, *4.00 I frame
Nucleus, Italians, |4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of ItalColony of Cypians, S frames, $8.00

These Mowers have become celebrated throughout
the world, where lawns are cultivated, as being the
most perfect and desirable Lawn Mowers ever made.
They stand at the head of the list of Lawn Mowers
in the United States and Europe. They contain all
the improvements that experience in their manufacare beautifully finished, thorture can suggest
oughly made, and do splendid work on every variety
of lawn.
Hand Mower Sizes, from s to 18 inches Pony and
Horse Sizes, 24, 2M and 32 inches. Send for Circulars.

;

4 RACES OF BEES.

I

25

1

many

A TREATISE

Essex County, Mass.

stands.

50

l

Address,

9wtf

CHARTER OAK

and

D.

giving an index of diseases, and
the symptoms cause and treatment of eaeh, a table
giving all the principal drugs u*ed for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse; a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

HENRY ALLEY,

summer

1

If to be sent by mail, or Bingiy by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Manufacturers of the

;

what my Customer* say

'

"
2 "
\H "
2

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, If 1.00 Tested

;

The Horse

"Sunny Side" Apiary, Baltimore, Md.

Kr;nl

new

;

CHAS. H. LAKE,

Italian,

SONS,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated
and Bee Hives specialties. Our
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry, Small
Send
for it and save money.
Fruits, &c„ Free. ZW~
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT &, BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga.

CO.,

&& ENGRAVINGS.

READY.

Holy Land. Cyprian and

VAN DBUSBN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

South Haven, Mi eh.

latest

Send for special circular of these valuable bees
before purchasing elsewhere.

Wenham,

$1 oo

in..

2^

Wonder Bingham Smoker

NEW ARCHIMEDEAN

and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
B. S- GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.
Lwly

br&.,

ITALIAN" QIEENS,

23m3t

Bingham & Hethenngton Honey Knife. ..2
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

LAO QUEEN'S,

NOW

postal card for testimonials.

;

Address,

all.

BURCE

18wtf

improve-

Send

III.

of articl es

OUR 40-PAGB CATALOGUE

V E EN s.

HOLY

A

ment.

same.

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

and bel-

ing the fingers
real
lows.

high side-walls, 4 to 1*5 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

you wish to purchase, and get our price for the

Columbus, Ind.

CTPB1 A N

Chicago,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

for

ISwGm

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burn-

NEWMAN,

St.,

lltf

Hill's

Foundation Press.
our Circular and Given's
send
You
W.WTEDFoundation. Our
improvement
American-Italians. Address,
The
Price
tn

H^
"

NUCLEI AM) FULL COLONIES.

:

My

Early

DOLL

Founda-

Pleased with the Cyprian Bees
Determined to Achieve Victory

Nu

up the box honey, give us a

Can furnish

order.

H.

short-lived.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
Italians,

you want bees that are hardy

If

th;it will pile

181
181

Fann.it Wait for Monthlies

a

and

181
181

Uses for Glucose and Grape Sugar
Glucose for Feeding Bees

Losses of Bees

West Madison

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,

181

Cart- of S warms

Are BeeE

972

enough to

Seasonable Hints
Birds. Grapes and Bees

The Best Hive

letters in praise of

Our Strains of

1*0
180

Among- our Exchange*!

An

200

Box Hives, delivered on Mississippi River Steamboat any time after April loth, in lots of iu or more,
.ii ><».oo each.
|pT"The Colonies of Hybrids and Natives are very
strong in bees reared this spring, and combs well
tilled with brood. They can be transferred or divided
by May 1st. and increased in time for white clover

:

Editorial Items

The

31 dollar

L.

Also,
in

16, 1881.

queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertilized.
They have wintered finely, while three-fourths
Of the

I7;i

Bees do not Injure Grapes

M. ALLEN.

J. K.

lively.

rorreMionueiice

inal patent Smokers and
Honey KniveB were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

Little

In Langstroth hives, in quantities of not less than T>
colonies at JS8.00 each, which I will ship direct
from the South, at any time.

177

Dr. N. P.Allen's Address

Editorial

Say

:

The Texas State Convention
Engraving—Judge W. H. Andrews

lOO COLONIES
OF
BLACK AND HYBRID BEES,

Contents of this Number.
Convention Notes

returned, or letter of complaint received. Ourorig-

I will use all possible care in preparing the above
for shipment, but cannot guarantee safe arrival, except on queens any distance less than 1,000 miles.

Adelphi, Boss Co.. Ohio.

22w3t

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thousand in use— not one ever

clusively.

are now being booked and will be tilled in rotation
as received, at the following prices:
Tested Queens, each
$2 50
"
"
13 50
per half-dozen
5 00
1 frame Nucleus, witb Tested Queen
»
"
5 50
J
••
••
3
e oo
"
6 50
4
12 00
Full Colonies, each
10 00
in lots of 5, eaeh
9 00
10. each

DRUM,

EG EL A

I

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

Nuclei and Full Colonies,

BE SURE TO

the oldest Bee
Paper in Arueriru. and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men. and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

G.

West Madison

COLONIES

300

of Pure Italian Bees, in good condition, in lo frame
Langstrotn hives. Orders for

paper cover,

In

For sale by

Re-issued

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoneyKnife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

ITALIAN QUEENS,

THOMAS <S. NEWMAN,

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

THOMAS

$1.25;

in cloth,

by mail prepaid.

;

y, 1878.

If

Illustrations.

;

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

COOK,

J.

Professor of Entomology in Die Michigan State Agri-

fourteen

cuttural College.

cts.

15
13
lO

'

;

and May, 1879

1878,

t,

OR,

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

8.

111.

pleasant, profitable employment.
House, Silver Creek, N. V.

"
Agents Furnisht
'Ca! Printing

for

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN BEES and
APIARIAN

UTTEEXS, FOlJiDATION and

SUPPLIES.

If

you want Early Queens, from

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want imported Queens.Dunham Foundation in large
or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address,

9m0t

Br. J. P. H.

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

OLDEST BEE PAPER

,

INAiyiERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

JUNE

No. 24.

15, 1881.

the open only at the top. For the benefit
of those who may still doubt as to this
structure, I have drawn, under the
camera, a very fine cross section of the
ligula, kindly loaned me for the purPublished every Wednesday, by
provisions. If it is, therefore, noticed pose by my friend, Mr. David Folsom.
in the winter that a hive has an uncom- He has succeeded in cutting it from a
G.
mon quantity of these wax chips under specimen with the rod thrown out of
Editor and Proprietor,
the frames or near the entrance, it is a the sheath (see Fig. 5).
In going over the work of Mr. Hyatt,
sure indication that starvation is at the
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
while examining a mounted specimen
door.
That bees in their winter quarters of mouth parts, my friend, Mr. F. B.
TERMS OF SUBSCKIPTIOSTi
they are Doten, pointed out, in the nientuin, a
WEEKLY— 'o? numbers) S2.00 a year, in advance. change their position whenever
compelled by hunger, I had occasion to small spiral tube that gave me a clue,
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers of observe in a housed colony last winter. which followed up, has resulted, as I
each month, at SSl.O© a year, in advance.
The building was, in regard to change believe, in a slight addition to our
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at of temperature and light, completely knowledge of the parts. I am unable
,iO cents a year, in advance.
my oees were kept to find any mention of the glandular
\W Any person sending a Club of six is entitled protected, so thatWhen
I opened the structure, a description of which folto an extra copy like the club) which may be sentto perfectly quiet.
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
straw-door of the hive carefully, the lows. The drawing. No. 1, showing
Remit by monev-order, registered letter, exiy
least noise or get the head, is somewhat diagramatic,
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable bees did not make the
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. CheckBon in any way excited. There was no structures that might confuse being
2">
local banks cost us
cents for collecting.
chance for these bees to get around by
outside means, and still I found weekly
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
(the usual interval of my examinations)
on the outside comb next to the door,
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter.
small clusters or scattered bees which
were sometimes only chilled, and by

communicate among themselves

;

then opened, or if such
are not yet within reach, empty combs
are gnawed, and even holes cut through
them to open passages to the necessary

capped

THOMAS

cells are

NEWMAN,

thorax the spiral ducts of two glands,
which will be found, on following back,
lying one on each side of the oesophagus, in the space between the muscles
of the wings. I have given one of
these, Fig. 3, magnified 3.5 diameters,
as drawn under the camera. It could
be but little more than outlined, as it
was a dense mass of coiled and twisted
glands, the true structure of which is
shown (Fig. 4) still more magnified.
At the base, the duct enlarges, as is
seen, into quite a reservoir. The ducts
unite within the neck, or just as they
enter the head, and following the floor

i

warming them were brought back

to

again, and sometimes were gone beyond human aid. This can only be explained by supposing that the b^es,
although not disturbed by any outward
cause, excited themselves and spread
the cluster for the purpose of taking
food, after which they gradually contracted again, and left these few to perish on the outside by becoming detached
from the cluster and chilled. In this
way, perhaps, most of the bees that die
in winter are lost. This can be prevented, to some extent, by cutting
passages through the combs within the
cluster, and a still better plan is to lay
a comb of honey on the frames in such
a way as to allow the bees a free passage
from one space into the other.
To the question, After how long an
interval do bees repeat this feeding process ? a positive answer cannot be given
any more than we could fix the exact
amount of honey it requires to winter
a colony. This is governed by temperature and season generally. When extremely cold, we conclude from the
humming noise we hear that bees are in
this excited state almost continually,
and it is, perhaps, not over- rated to say
that they eat more on one such day than

life

Translated for the American Bee Journal.

Bees Feed each other in Winter.
DR. DZIERZON.
Messrs. Greiner Bros, have favored
us with a translation of the following
article from the Bienen-Zeitimg
Some time ago the question was
asked How do bees provide themselves
in winter with food; do they individually take the honey out of the cells, or
do they transmit the same from one to
another ? In the fall, when there are
:

yet

numerous uncapped

cells of

honey

within or near the cluster, they probably feed in the way first mentioned
that this cannot be the case in winter,
when all the uncapped honey in the winter quarter is exhausted and when only
the top, or may-be one side of the cluster is anywhere near the stores, cannot
leave any doubt. If the honey in nearly
all the spaces which the bees" occupy is
consumed, and only one side of the
cluster has access to the stores, the
colony suffers no inconvenience on account of hunger, as long as there is perfect communication throughout the
cluster. The bee passes every drop of
food she can spare to her hungry sister,
which meets her with outstretched
tongue to receive the charitable gift of
her fellow-insect; when the supplies
fail and starvation takes place, the colonv dies together in a body.
The question might arise here, How is
it possible that bees in a compact cluster, as they are in midwinter, can succeed in transmitting food from one to
another throughout the entire cluster V
Well, according to my observation, it
takes place in the following way The
bees take, after certain periods through
which they are in a semi torpid state, a
certain amount of food
they effect,
when preparing for these meals, an excitement—the temperature rises, the
cluster spreads and enables the bees to
:

;

they would otherwise in a whole week.
It is certain that bees, if they are not
compelled to create an unusual amount
of heat, can still live after every drop of
honey in the hive is consumed but how
long they will survive under different
circumstances and still be capable of
perpetuation, is a matter for further
;

investigation.

From

Bee's Tongue,

the

American

Naturalist.

and Connecting Glands.

JUSTIN SPAULDING.

My own

observation, so far as the

lig-

the glands from the thorax bear a striking resemblance to the Malpighian tubules of insects, while those from the
head are larger, different in shape, and
composed of much smaller cells. Keeping to tbe floor of the headj the main
duct passes on to the sub-mentum.
Here on joining the spiral tube coming
from the ligula, it passes by an opening
common to both into the mouth at 6,
Fig. 1. Below the opening the spiral
tube dips into the mentum, and is imbedded in its muscles.
At a (Fig. 1) it seems to terminate,
judging from a side view, but a series
of cross sections shows it to gradually

a, point where spiral tube
sni. sub*mentum
I, mandiopening into mouth e, entrance of ducts
from head d. junction of ducts from thorax g,

FIG. 1.— Diagramatic.
enlarges m. mentum

;

:

bles

;

b,

;

;

;

;

glands in thorax.

The specimen here represented was taken while fresh, pressed
flat, dried under pressure, bleached in
turpentine and mounted in damar.
It shows the structure as represented,
from the tip of the ligula to the opening in the mouth at b. Beyond that I had
to resort to dissection, not extremely
scalpel,
a
with a sharp
difficult
steady hand and patience. It is best
performed on alcoholic specimens, and
the magnified drawing, under camera,
of the gland from the thorax (see Fig.
3), it will be understood is somewhat
shrunken on that account.
Running the scalpel from the base of
one mandible back across close to the
neck and forward to the other mandible, turn forward and pin, remove the
cut the
brain and salivary glands
oesophagus as far forward as possible,
turn it back, and if all has been done
neglected.

is concerned, agrees with Prof.
Cook's (see Naturalist, April, 1880), and
I think he has given the true solution
when he says it consists of a sheath slit
below, within which is the grooved rod,
and projecting from the edges of the
latter to the edges of the sheath, is a
thin membrane, forming, as will be easily understood, when the rod is extended or thrown down, an enclosed sack, carefully,

ula

FIG. 2.— Fragment of glands of head magnified.

of the latter, are joined by a pair coming in right and left (Fig. 1, c). Following up one of these side glands, we
find it dividing into 3 main branches,
ultimately terminating in glands, the
structure of which is shown in Fig. 1,
much enlarged. It will be seen that

;

FIG. 3.— One of the glands of the thorax, magnified
thirty diameters.

(Fig. 1) to near the base
of tbe ligula, where it terminates in a
chamber that leads above into the sack,
and below by a valvular opening into
the groove in the rod. This trumpetshaped part from a to the chamber at
the base of the ligula, is collapsed, the
upper half of the tube being pressed
down into the lower half.

widen from a

Thus we have a passage from the

tip

of the ligula through the groove in the
rod, and the spiral tube in the mentum
to the opening in front of the pharynx,

one sees coming from the above the labium and between the man-
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This opening is transverse, and soon had the satisfaction of knowing
have lips, and from its appear- that I was right.
In April, 1872, 1 sold out in Iowa, and
ance we should expect it to close like a
came to California, landed at Lathrop,
valve, if suction was applied below.
Meeting this tube from the lutrula, near here, May 2, and on the 8th I took
and discharging its contents through a lot of foul broody bees on shares. This
the same opening into the mouth, is the was the lirst foul" brood I ever saw or
spiral duct from the glands of the head handled, and I do not want to handle
any more, although I do not dread it
and thorax.
The questions are at once thrust upon like I used to, since I have learned how
to handle it. Then on the 15th of Noits, whence comes this structure ? and
of what use is it to the bee ? If I was vember following I bought 45 colonies,
the
article
would
end
here,
but
wise
our intending to make bee-keeping my busiinclination to explain everything by re- ness while I remained here. And now,
sorting to speculation, is always strong in as few words as possible, I will tell
in the absence of facts to curb it.
It you how I have managed them ever
seems but natural from the size, posi- since, and let you be the judge as to
tion and outlet of the glands, connected whether I acted wisely, and if I am not
as they are with an inlet for the nectar on the track of the '•coming bee."
I tacked a label on each hive, and
of (lowers, to conclude that they are ormade a note, not of their stripes (some
had 1, others 2 and 3, and some had
none), but of the amount of honey
taken from each one, also of their other
bad and good qualities then, when the
season closed, I made a note of each
dibles.

seems

to

;

colony, in my memorandum book, selecting my " breeders," and condemning those with undesirable qualities,
while all was yet fresh in my memory.
I

then bred

Fig. 4.— Fragment of glands of thorax magnified.

gans that furnish the animal secretion
that changes nectar into honey, and I
would venture the suggestion that they
may be the spinning glands of the larva
modified. If this is true, I should expect to find them either in an active or
aborted condition in nearly all Ilymenoptera.
Another question raised, is, in what
way is nectar carried from the flower to
the mouth V This must be, from the
nature of the case, largely a matter of
speculation. Prof. Cook, in his article,
says: "The tongue is also retracted
and extended rvthmically while the bee
is sipping."
May not this motion be
due to a pumping action of the grooved
rod of the ligula, that enlarges and diminishes the size of the sack lying behind it? It would seem that the bee
has perfect control of this rod, that it is
remarkably elastic, and capable of much
extension and contraction. The rod
and sack thus acting as a suction and
force pump, as will be easily understood by one familiar with the parts.
Of course I cannot say that the bee
makestliisu.se of it, but I do say it
should, and if it does not, it is pure stu1

my

queens and drones

best colonies, destroyihg my
poorer queens, and this I have kept up
ever since.
I also obtained bees from
different places, far and near, to improve my stock and to prevent in-andin breeding, and as a further improvement of my stock, I sent an order for

from

my

12 Italian

queens to

Illinois.

When, on

the Oth of August, 1879, 11 arrived safe
and sound— one having died on the way,
my neighbors took 3, and I kept 8 but
lost one in introducing.
I only reared
some 8 or 10 queens that fall, as I do
not like to rear many queens from a
colony until I have first tested it.
This brings us to the season of 1880,
and this will bring out the special
points I wish to notice in this article.
The season was cold and windy, and
bees done nothing but swarm until after July 20.
I reared about 60 queens
in the spring, about half of which were
Italians. I aimed to have half of my
drones Italians, but do not think I got
half of them Italians— when I say ItalI call
ians, I mean the Illinois stock.
my stock the American bee yes, "fullblooded American" stock. But out of
all my young Italian queens, I do not
believe I have one that mated with an
whether any of the
Italian drone
American queens mated with any of
the Italians I do not know, as they
do not breed up to a fixed type of
All the queens I got
rings, horns, etc.
from Illinois I pronounced pure.
On the 20th of July I commenced
hauling my bees to the river (I was
then living about 3 miles on the plains);
I hauled 02 on the Stanislaus, and left
them in charge of a neighbor beekeeper. They had little honey there
;

—

;

you

see. I did not

nies in this

have

The

lot.

my

result

best coloup,

summed

June

its part.
And if some one demonstrates that I am all wrong now,
at no distant day, will set me
light, for there will lie born a bee, less
conservative, that will dare defy old
usages, and take a new departure that
bee, trust me, will make use of this
cunningly-devised apparatus, and produce honey Cheaper than any competitor, excepting the glucose man, and I
hope and trust may worry even him.

pidity on

evolution,

;

For tho American Bee Journal.

The Coming

Bee, or Apis Americana,
J. F.

II.IIKY.

As the "coming bee " seems to be the
great absorbing question of the day, I
will give my opinion as to " how to
catch him," after an experience of
over -'< years of bee-keeping in Virginia, Iowa, and California.
In July, 1861, while in Iowa, I obtained my first Italian queen from Mr.
Langstroth, which, I think, were the
Italians west of the Mississippi
lirst
For some 6 or 8 years I " bred
River.
for stripes." as that seemed to " be all
the go" then but I finally Came to the
conclusion that honey paid better than
;

stripes,

and so changed

my

tactics

and

gathered in the North

when returned, on account

of their un-

makes over 2,500 lbs.; all comb honey. easy condition, might pay all expenses.
The 11 Americans gave 1,241 lbs., an The express companies, in order to esaverage of 112 lbs. per colony; the 3
with Illinois Italian queens gave 177,
an average of 59 while their 7 daughters and grand-daughter gave 1,092, an
average of 136 but a glance at the figures show that the grand-daughter has
beat them all, she giving 225 lbs. of
honey. She is also credited with getting the nicest honey.
A lot of bees I obtained on the Merced River, 5 years ago, were good honey
gatherers, but desperate swarmers,
which to me is a serious objection to
any stock. Another, and the last lot, I
got way up on the Sacramento, in 1877.
had some good qualities, but not equal
to mine.
I never, before last fall, figured up so close the honey from each
;

;

strain of bees, and I must confess the
figures astonished me.
I never found fault wilh the Italian

queens and bees from Illinois, and have
no doubt that they are a good strain of
bees. My neighbor that got 2 of those
queens, claims that they are the best
stock of bees he ever owned, and that
about the only honey he obtained last
fall was from his full-blood, and from
the few queens he reared from them.
But what puzzles me is this While
the full-blood figured so low in honey,
why did their daughters, mating with
my improved drones, figure so high V
The average of 59 lbs. for the tullbloods, against 112 for the Americans,
:

shows the superiority of my strain.
But why did none of the young Italian
queens mate with the Italian drones ?
Were the American drones so much
hardier, tougher, more active, and
longer winged, so that the Italians could
not keep up in the chase after the
queen ? or, what was the cause r Can
any of your numerous readers solve the
question ?
Now you have my idea as to how to
" catch the coming bee."
few of our
leading bee-men (and they are by far
too few), claim that the drone is "a
mighty factor in the improvement of
the honey bee," but I claim that he is
long
I have
"the mighty factor."
since been satislied that the drone does
more to determine the character of the
progeny than the queen, and have acted
accordingly, and have had no reason to
regret my labors in that direction.

A

Ripon, Cal., March

2, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee Notes from Mississippi.

tablish such a business, could afford to
carry and re-carry on moderate terms.
Such inter-communication between the
North and South would thus not only
be of pecuniary advantage, but would
be pleasant socially, and tend to
strengthen the National tie.
I noticed, during the last winter, that
there is great advantage in wintering
in a tall hive cold affected my colonies
in single-stored hives much more sensibly than in the double-story ones. As
I use a shortened Langstroth frame,
ll i,x9i 8 inches, when I put one story
on another my hive is the equivalent of
Towards the
a box hive with frames.
close of winter I found my colonies in
2-story hives even comparatively stronger than those confined to a single story.
The bees would retreat upward as far
as possible from the entrance, and, as
spring approached, commenced to rear
brood in the upper story, extending the
brood-nest downward as the warmth of
the weather increased.
I put a frame with cloth tacked on
the bottom, and tilled with cotton seed,
on the top of each hive. This covering
and distance from the entrance causes
the top part of the hive to be the warmest part of it, and hence is preferred by
the bees. Just here I will remark that
in my judgment the full length Langstroth frame, while it is of the proper
depth, is too long to combine the most
advantages for apiaries, either North or
South. 1 may be radical in this opinion
but I believe that Doolittle is right in
regard to the principles that should
guide us in the selection of a frame, as
he is on many other subjects connected with the apiary.
If the National Society should ever
give its sanction to a standard frame, it
would, I hope, not be the Langstroth.
A small frame is preferable in these respects 1. For 2-story hives— hence especially for warm countries like the
South— and if 2-story hives are best for
winter, then for the "North also 2. For
obtaining straight combs 3. in the use
of comb foundation, sagging and break4. In
ing down not being so probable

—

r,

'

:

;

;

;

and shipping 5. In artificial swarming, taking
frames of hatching brood from strong
colonies to give to weaker ones, so much
0.
In
not being taken at once, etc.
handling the frames, extracting, etc.,
the weight not being so great. 1 make
these remarks, notwithstanding the
practice and authority the other way,

making

nuclei, raising queens

;

;

as a candid doubter, for considering the
great variety of frames used, and the
injury resulting therefrom, to the genbecomes
It seems to me. as a looker on, that eral interests of bee-culture, it
the results of last winter's cold should us all to express our opinions in order
"
make " an end of controversy" as to to a survival of the attest."
Grenada, Miss., June 4, 1881.
the method of wintering bees in the
and 24 I hauled on Great San Joaquin, North, and that good cellars should alwhere I had charge of them myself 12 ways command tiie preference, as the
For the American Jlee Journal.
were full-blooded Americans, 9 were safest and most economical plan. It
Bee-Keeping in Ireland.
young queens, the 3 others were 1 or 2 has been demonstrated that the only
years old. My 3 Illinois queens (the condition necessary to safe wintering
1VM. C'AUK.
other 4 having died, and another died out-of-doors in this locality is an ample
this winter) and 8 daughters of the Il- quantity of stores, yet, even here, I am
small
will
see
by the British Bee .JourYou
linois queens, and one I think was a convinced that it would pay to put
grand-daughter, from an 1879 queen colonies and nuclei, that could be eas- nal, we did a great work for Irish beethat I think was superseded last spring. ily moved in and out, in a cellar during keeping last autumn.
The Baroness linrdett CouttS, PresiThe following is the result of the the severest weather. Suppose, for inyear's operations of 24 colonies, as 1 stance, during the flow of honey from dent of the British Bee-Keepers' Assocopy from my memorandum book No. the bitter weed in August, I should ciation, and whose name here is a
68, American queen, 150 lbs.; 09, Ital- make a large number of nuclei, in order household word for everything that is
Duchess of Marlborough,
ian, none
70, Illinois queen, 08 lbs.; 71, to raise pure tested queens for ship- good, the
American, loo lbs.; 72, American, Hi ment early the next season, it would Canon Bagot and others that take an
lbs.; 73, grand-daughter of Italian queen certainly pay me to put the nuclei in a interest in Ireland, persuaded the Coun(nice honey) 225 lbs.; 74, Italian, 90 lbs.; cellar dining the coldest spells, and I cil of the British Bee-Keepers' Association to send their bee-tent on a tum75, Italian, 118 lbs.; 70, Illinois queen shall try the plan.
The thought has occurred to me that uli through Ireland, to instruct the peo(dead now), 87 lbs.; 77, American (condemned), 56 lbs.; 78, Italian of 1870 it might be profitable for Northern bee- ple in the improved way of bee-keep(but little gum), 160 lbs.; 79, American keepers, who arc favorably situated, to ing. So the Council persuaded me to
(very gummy), 108 lbs.; 80, American, ship bees South on the approach of go anil lecture to the people, whilst Mr.
106 lbs.; M, Italian queen of 1879, 106 cold weather, to be returned North the Abbott, the editor of the Jlrilisk Bee
The Journal, was manipulating the bees in
lbs.; 82, Italian (no gum), 90 lbs.; 83, next season, say about May 1.
American (condemned), 88 lbs.; 84, certainty of safely Wintering, and the the tent. We commenced at the Royal
American. SI lbs.; 85, American queen superior condition of the bees when re- Irish Agricultural Show, at Clonniel. in
of 1879, 135 lbs.; 86, American queen of turned, would more than counterbal- the south of Ireland, on August 11, 12,
Bees fre- and 13th. We showed and explained to
1878. 125 lbs.; 87, Italian queen of 1879, ance the expense incurred.
is:; lbs.;
ss, Illinois queen, 22 lbs.; 89, quently
commence to gather pollen the people lm\\ to ,1m ever} operation
American, 137 lbs.; 90, American, none; here iii January, and swarm from the with bees.
At Newtownhards. north of Ireland,
91, Italian queen of 1879 (no gum), 120 last few days in March through April,
lbs.
Now, from the foregoing, you will so that bees shipped here from the at the great agricultural exhibition on
see that 2 gathered no honey, being North in October would safely winter September 2. we greatly astonished the
very weak and losing their queens, beyond a peradventure, and could be natives, by driving a strong stock of
when 1 took them to the river ; some Of returned full of brood, and perhaps in their own bees, and captured the queen
The addi- which we tied on our cap, then placed
the others were quite weak, too. So, double or triple numbers.

OSCAR

F.

BLEDSOE.

;

FlG. 5.— CroBfl section of ligula magnified one hundred and seventy diameters.

honey

tional

15,

;

•

:

;
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the ground and shook all the When placed in the rays of the morning
bees on to it
they clustered sun they remained motionless for a long
time, only one revived, and she only
round the queen like a natural swarm
we then placed the eai> on our head, laid drone eggs thereafter.
and walked all over the show-ground
In a well constructed clamp, with the
amongst thousands of people with about atmosphere entirely excluded during
20,000 bees on our head and face, and severe cold, the bees remain quite tornobody received a sting. This was pid, and very quiet, in a low, even temWildinan's feat, 108 years before (see perature, needing scarcely any vital
page 12 of my pamphlet, a copy of oxygen, and consuming but little honey;
which I sent for your acceptance, on hence there is no occasion for a Might
December 21, ls.sn. and hope you re- for evacuation. Large clusters of bees
ceived it safely, and that you were do not afford the best conditions under
pleased with it. I had only a few special protection, for too much heat is
generated in the center, and a supply of
printed for my friends).
Newton Heath, England.
oxygen must be present, defeating
quietude.
2-pound colony is more
[We noticed and returned thanks for manageable and
can be wintered more
Mr. fair's interesting pamphlet, in the safely than one larger. Large colonies,
it

on

driven

;

;

A

Bee Journal of January
—Ed.]

18

on page

20.

:

appearance in some honey in brood the season with, an extractor, a comb
combs, taken out of a depopulated hive foundation machine, a.
gallon evapthis spring.
orator, and a 20x20 honey house, so I
Again
all my bees wintered well, am well prepared to take advantage of
and were bright and healthy, except 2, the coming crop. Last year I started
in
1879-80.
Those two were very with 14 colonies, increased to to, and
strong hybrid colonies, which gave a extracted 1,900 lbs. of honey, which
late swarm ; the brood chamber of the brought in the Boston market 15 to 20
old colony was full of brood at the cts. more per gallon than any other
time and the swarm filled its own hive honey there at that time, and this with(after I gave it combs), so that both had out a pound of foundation. This yearl
hives filled with late honey. I packed expect to increase to 100 colonies', and
them on summer stands, the same us extract 7,500 lbs. of honey. I will rethe rest. The old colony had the dys- port my success next November or Deentery badly early in February, and cember.
when a thaw came in the middle of
I am constantly receiving letters of
February, so many had died inside that inquiry in regard to this State as a field
the balance were not worth saving. for bee-keeping, and many have no
The swarm had the dysentery when the stamps inclosed for reply. As I have
the thaw came (in Feb., 18S0), so I no land or bees for sale, I cannot afford
cleaned them out and found nearly half to find stationery, time and stamps to
dead. I reserved the combs having write on other people's business so if
sealed honey, and hung them up by a any reader wishes further information,
stove pipe, till they had done sweating thev will please enclose 2 stamps, and I
(3 or 4 days) when fine weather came, shall be pleased to give it.
for a half hour or so, I cleaned the disNew Smyrna, Fla.
eased colony again, and exchanged
combs, giving them the solid warm
For the American Beo Journal.
honey, and contracted the brood chamMaking Comb Foundation.
ber to 4 combs. When the next thaw
came they appeared clean, had begun
SMITH & SMITH.
breeding, and did well with some help
I

l.'i

:

while being wintered above ground (I
abhor chaff packing) require ample
supplies of atmospheric air, with a plentitude of honey for combustion, wearFor the American Bee Journal
ing out the bees, and " packing " their
alimentary canal until it gives way.
Burying Bees in Clamps.
The Author of Nature, who gave to
bees the laws of instinct and their proc. J. ROIIINSOX.
pensities, has given a lesson for man to
Ever since 1860 I have wintered my study, and when he has learned their
true
history, he has learned all that can
small colonies underground, in clamps,
so-called. This sort of winter reposi- be known on the subject.
Richford, N. Y.
tory was first devised by a scientific
in spring.
bee-keeper, in Germany, and promulLast spring (1881), I had plenty of
gated in this country by the lamented
For the American Bee Juurnal.
dysentery to experiment with, but the
Samuel Wagner.
weather
was not fit to open a hive till
The Cause of Dysentery.
The clamp mode is set forth in "Langthe spring opened, and then I exI do
stroth's Hive and Honey Bee."
changed some combs in weak and sickly
J. O. SHEARMAN.
not follow, strictly, all the details of the
colonies, with beneficial effect.
plan as specified in said book. I select
Do not these instances give a key to
I notice the difference of opinion
a dry, mellow spot of earth, dig a trench
somewhat wider than a hive will cover, among experienced apiarists on the the cause, and justify further experiments
in the same direction ? I ask
Fill the cause of bee-dysentery, and wonder
and some 18 inches deep.
trench about full of dry straw, laid in why we cannot come nearer to an agree- the co-operation of the fraternity in
this line, and an impartial judgment,
loosely put scantling or sticks across, ment.
One fact is noticeable, that the dis- hoping that the question of wintering
over the pit, and place the hives thereon
in a row. Arrange the interior of each ease is more general in a long and se- bees will be solved thereby.
New Richmond, Mich.
hive so as to give ventilation, as maybe vere winter and this should be the barequired, taking caution against intru- sis of our investigation.
Bees have been known to come out
sion by mice. Spread dry straw along
For the American Bee Journal.
on each side of the row of hives, com- bright and healthy after a steady conthem,
and
the
earth
Bees and Honey in Florida.
finement of 4 months. Henry Bird's
pletely' covering
that forms the bottom of the pit. Now bees, 2 years ago, were put in a dry,
W. S. HART.
place boards, so as to form a box over cool and quiet cellar, in November, and
the row, but in such a manner as to were taken out the following April,
Seated on a broad veranda, with the
form a chamber, or air space, of S or 10 without loss, and all were healthy and
inches all around the top and both sides, strong, and the honey in good condi- cool and balmy breezes from the piney
is
fully
tilled
all
of
which
woods
and the broad river fanning your
tion.
with trench
As to " bacteria," why does not some brow, the long lines of towering orange
with the straw, not packed. Then put
another coat of straw over the boards, scientific "bee-ist" give us the proof, trees, in their pride of gold, green and
and over that a coat of earth— like po- if " that is what's the matter?" Asser- white, shading the nicely painted, busy
tions do not satisfy. The proof of the homes of the apiarist's pets, before
tatoes are buried in a pit.
The points in the case are the straw pudding is in chewing the string, Bing- your eyes the hum of thousands of
absorbs the moisture of the earth and ham says but Mr. Heddon has given us nappy bees, gathering the sweet nectar
the vacant space that string to chew for 2 years, but only from the sea of bloom nestling among
keeps the hives dry
all around the hives allows dry air to the end of it that didn't touch the pud- the beautiful green of the orange leaves,
circulate all through the cave and hives; ding or bag. Did not " bacteria " nour- and the songs of the birds, many of
this is one of the essential conditions
ish as well last year as this V If not, which are warbling their sweet " gooda freezing atmosphere is excluded, and why not V I do not wish to attack any bye " to their sunny winter home, in
is another condition in any plan of bee one's pet theory, but Mr. H. says, " let your ears ; the air, laden with the richsalvation. None of the creeds of pack- us reason together." Yes let us chew est of perfumes, in your nostrils, and a
ing above ground are rational, and the the whole string, hoping to use the pud- basket of freshly plucked fruit at your
end thereof is sure destruction, unless ding. I agree with him that the chief elbow, if you are a lover of nature
the bees are equal to saving themselves, cause of bee-dysentery is the condition (which all good bee-men must be) I
anyhow.
of the honey, and I will add, at the time think you would find yourself as near
On Nov. 141 put 4 colonies in a clamp, of being eaten. This may seem super- heaven as it is often man's lot to get.
one of which was a small after-swarm fluous but I have experimented with
To the apiarist all of this is to result
that my neighbor had in a box hive only honey for 2 years, off and on, and in barrels or crates of delicious honey
about half tilled with comb. He said proved to my satisfaction that honey to the orange grower, in checks on New
that it could not be wintered, and gave changes in its character in different York, and a good many little surprises,
me that, and another not much stronger, seasons. In a continued cold and damp and pleasures, and comforts for wife
to prove to him the benefits of a clamp season, it turns thin my theory is that and little ones, coming in return for
repository.
On the 15th of March I bees can use thin honey if they fly fre- great piles of crated fruit to be sent to
took the 4 colonies out of the clamp. quently. They can endure long con- market in the fall.
The realization of a part of this
On opening the smallest I found the lit- finement if the honey is thick and in
I believe this is gener- happy picture is still in the future to
tle colony as lively as when first put in, good condition.
the writer, as my grove is still young,
and now they are doing finely. All of ally admitted.
The long cold weather thins the and now blooming for the first time, but
the 4 were in the best condition, and
have remained thus.
honey the breath of the long-confined a short time only is wanted to finish it
I have put my small colonies in clamps bees, also helps this on, and when warm out. This morning I picked as high as
each year, except 1879, when I kept weather begins [i. e, a thaw), it sours 400 buds and blossoms from
one
none. I do not remember of losing a the thin honey, and then comes the tree which I set out 21 months ago, and
colony in a clamp. In my first attempts worst form of dysentery. The second which is now but 19 months old from
(after a warm spell), is the bud. I have several others of the
I kept ventilation in view— 1 feared to confinement
shut off a free circulation of air, and I more disastrous than the first.
same age with nearly as many upon
in
barrel)
the
lower
(gun
placed a tube
Now for the whole string, which I them. I pick quite a large number
end of the pit, and a chimney in the top. hope Mr. H. will be the first to experi- of the buds off to prevent the tree
The free admission of atmospheric air ment upon with his accustomed ability. from bearing too heavy a crop the first
defeats all of the advantages to be
Two years ago, I put a box of sealed year. One of my neighbors has a grove,
gained by burying. Indeed, it is the honey in a cupboard, in a room with no set out 6 years ago next August, which
long terms of cold air that does the fire, but adjoining a room having a has trees in it that bore 800 oranges
harm under all conditions, rousing the stove, in which was a fire in the day- each last year, and, judging from the
bees to activity in a sea of oxygen. All time, but none during the night; the bloom now on the trees, they will greatly
This orange
should know that the honey bees may, temperature of the room changed twice exceed that number this.
under certain conditions, remain semi- in 24 hours. The box of honey was of business never promised better than it
torpid for a long time.
the button-willow, and oozed through does this year, and the prospects for the
The Baron of Berlepsch experimented the caps a little in the fall in the future prosperity of Southern Florida
queens
in
putting
3
to test a theory by
spring, it oozed enough to fill the box never looked so bright as they do to-day.
an ice house during 36 hours. He and run over, with a frothy appearance.
My bees have been gathering honey
said they were thoroughly chilled stiff The honey was sour, and soda would rapidly for weeks past, and are swarmwith the cold, and white with frost. cause it to foam. I noticed the same ing. I had 36 colonies to commence
19,

1

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

—

Beyond dispute, comb foundation has
become a necessary article, and it is unnecessary to state the advantages in the
use of it. There is room, however, for
in the way of making it.
will say a few words on that sub-

improvement

We

Every manufacturer of comb

ject.

foundation knows the amount of time
and patience required in stopping the
machine after starting the sheet of wax,
and using a quill or brad-awl to pick up
the end of the sheet, which is sure to
adhere to the rolls, especially if the
wax or the mill are too warm or too
cold, etc.
All these things are inclined to make the end of the sheet
stick so much the tighter; in short, we
find it takes about
of the time in

%

stopping and picking up the end, ready
to put the sticks on, to hold the sheet
firm. This has been one of the disadvantages all have to contend with. The
past season we adopted a plan that entirely overcomes the adhering. After
starting, the sheet will go through ; all
we have to do is place sticks on the end.
No time is lost in picking it up, and
there is no risk of injuring the dies by
the use of a brad-awl, etc. It saves
time, and is in no way injurious to the
foundation.

;

Tennessee for Bee-keeping.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

A. H.

Here

known

BRADFORD.

the South I have never
a colony of bees to require winin

ter protection, and I have never known
a hive to freeze out, and not many
starve.
Our hives stand out and take
all sorts of weather from year to year,
and very often when winter has fully
set in and the earth is covered with
snow, here in West Tennessee 2 or 3
bright sunny days will warm them up
so that they will stir out and fly around
full of life, cleaning out their hive and
hunting for something to gather up
and when the little crocus
outside
peeps out through the frosty atmosphere of early spring, the little worker
is the first to notice it, and every flower
is soon covered with the hungry little
;

fellows, striving for the first sip of delicious nectar. Every bee fancier should
have a good plat of this sweet little
harbinger of spring for his bees, if
nothing else. Soon after this, the aulonia, that prince of shade trees, with

wide spreading branches and long
spikes of fragrant purple flowers, furnishes another feast of good things.
The maple, in its varieties, and the
willow of the woods, come in time to
save the weak colonies, and I have
hardly ever had to feed them in winter
or spring.
its

Cg- The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Chicago on

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.

11

and

All bee-keepers are cordially invited to attend. It is desired to make
this one of the most interesting Conventions ever held in the United States.
C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
12.
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The opinions of our subscribers concerning the Weekly have approved it
so unanimously that it has been quite
surprising. This shows how much of a

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor and Proprietor,

CHICAGO,

JUNE

ILL.,

15, 1881.

more and get a more convenient size. The amount we pay for
the Journal is nothing compared with
its real worth, and to lose a copy is like
losing a link out of a trace chain on a
hard pull. My Journals never go to the
waste basket, like other papers, but are
carefully preserved for future reference.
One of these old Journals saved me a
colony of bees, and that colony gave
me S10 in surplus that season 5 years'
subscription from a single article in one
prefer to pay

Present and Future of the Weekly.

THOMAS

June

necessity it had become. With the exception of those who incidentally remarked that they preferred the old size
and form, the following are the only

—

15,

I am well pleased with the Weekly.
Its publication is a great stride in scientific apiculture.
Long live the Bee
Journal and its genial editor.

G.

W. Ashby.

the Bee Journal very much and
would not be without it for 8 times its
I like

price.

Ernst Zabel.

think the Bee Journal the best in
the world, and it is better and better
every week.
Isaac F. Plummer.
I like the change from a Monthly to a
Weekly very much.
H. B. Lisk.
I was agreeably surprised with the
Bee Journal coming Weekly. I would
not do without it for 5 times its price.
I

.

back number. When it will justify, I
ones who have written disapproving would ask the publisher to give us a
These we more convenient form, and we will pay
the size of the Journal.
The Honey Prospects.
have retained to see how many we could for it. If the cost is greater, the benefit derived and the time saved will overFrom many quarters we are receiving gather up and publish all at once. And balance that.
John M. Davis.
Geo. A. Temple.
very gratifying news regarding the in- even these only disapprove the shape of
The Weekly Journal is not only profriendly
We are very glad to have these
gressive and fully up with the times
coming honey crop. Of course, to the the pages, while they all, without excriticisms, and have given them due but it is decidedly excellent.
north of us the nectar flow has hardly ception, desire its weekly visits
H. S. Van Anglen.
When first pub- consideration, and will, after the expicommenced, but everywhere the prosI like the Weekly.
Success to the Weekly Journal. We
ration of the present year, greatly enfavorably
impressed
was
not
lished
I
yield
progood
pect is encouraging for a
are all well pleased with the Bee
but it is just as it should be. large the Weekly Bee Journal.
with it
portionate to the bees surviving. Dr.
Journal except the form. We think the
I did not realize that it could get such
This year, it was an experiment, and old form much preferable.
C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., 111., says: communications as it does. Some of
S. L. Dorsey.
" Bees are building up finely prospects the monthlies have to borrow a good we desired to give as much matter as
I am much pleased with the Bee Jouragricultural and other possible, and at the same time not to
for an excellent season." C. F. Muth, deal from the
nal and am glad that it will be a weekly
bee papers. This is a little humiliating
Ohio, writes June 8 " Locust blossoms to the editors, I should think. Best re- make it so expensive as to cripple its visitor instead of a monthly. This
Now,
as it has received such will be appreciated by all its patrons.
career.
yielded more than ever before to the
A. Snell.
:

;

;

:

gards.

best of

my

knowledge.

I

took

off

more

F.

to see the propriety of the
change, but the weekly visits of the
It has
Journal have convinced me.
been a great satisfaction to me to get
reports every week of the effects of the

was slow

I

than 1,000 lbs. of locust honey 10 days
ago. Bees are now filling up slowly
with clover honey. We want warm, dry
weather for the next 2 or 3 weeks to pro- extraordinary winter upon the bees, and
duce a large crop." Osman McCarthy, of the different modes of wintering, in all
Pennsylvania, writes enthusiastically the different parts of the country.
LeKOY WniTFORD.
regarding prospects in that State ; John
Being a subscriber of 11 years' standBoerstler, Central Illinois, " forced the
ing,

and an occasional contributor

to

season" with 20 natural swarms in May the Bee Journal, I hail, with pleasure,
and 10 in early June while W. S. Hart, the advent of this cherished publicaFlorida, becomes poetical in his contem- tion as a Weekly. But at the same time
it is with great sorrow that I see the
plations. W. P. & Frank Coffinberry,
Journal changed from its life-long, conArkansas, write that the prospect for venient form.
I should prefer to have
a heavy spring yield is discouraging, on had the Journal remain a Monthly, even
account of heavy rains but all the signs at a higher price, rather than have its
form changed. But I might as well
for a large fall harvest (which is the think of getting along without my daily
main dependence there) are propitious. meals, as without the Bee Journal.
Wit. Muth-Basmussen.
Here, the hot weather scorched white
I am very sorry that you have changed
clover to some extent, but sweet (melithe size of the Journal, as I considered
lot) clover was never more promising.
the American Bee Journal for 1880 was
perfection in size and form, paper and
(g* The editor of the Nebraska Far- printing. The present size of the Jour" Our first swarm came out nal is inconvenient to read, and not fit
mer says
;

;

:

on

May

It

23d.

was very large.

leave on the drawing-room table, and
How is to
when bound it will make such a cum-

that for Nebraska, in a late season, too ?
Our former estimate of the loss of bees
in this State, by the severe winter, was
much too low, as later reports show.
now think that 4-5 in all the State

We

perished."
are pleased to learn, by the Bed
Oak, Iowa, Express,thaXMt. E.D. Godfrey, who is a progressive and successfull apiarist, has been appointed a special agent of the Interior Department.
We congratulate him on this "progress)

ive step."

^"Mr.

D.

S.

Given, Hoopeston,

111.,

made us a very pleasant visit on

marked approval and assurances of
continued patronage, we shall endeavor
to satisfy

all,

as to

for another year.

We

its

size

braska Farmer says
At the last meeting of the Nebraska
State Bee-Keepers' Association, Ashlaud was chosen as the place to hold
the next meeting ; that place seeming
to represent nearly the centre of the
bee-keeping population of the State.
It is to be hoped the bee-keepers of that
place will take hold of the matter and
make the necessary arrangements for
the meeting without doubt it will be
the largest meeting the Association
ever held. Our last meeting in the city
of Plattsmouth was an honor to the Association. Let us not " put our hands
to the plow and look back."
;

am

M. Weede.

well pleased with the change of

and shape, the Bee Journal from Monthly to
Weekly. May it ever prosper.
M. B. Terrass.

propose next year to drop

off

one

and
inches, mak-

column from the page, leaving

3,

reduce the length about 2
ing the size not only unobjectionable,
but a very handsome and attractive
one, and also double the number of
pages, and continue it weekly, at the
same price as now— $2 a year.

INDIANA FARMER.

Those who have purchased Binders
for this year, will then have a nice volPutting on Surplus Boxes. Putting
ume already bound, and convenient for on surplus boxes like many other things
connected with work in the bee-yard, is
reference.
dependent on conditions and circumWe shall also bind the Weekly num- stances.
The experienced eye can easbers every month, and issue it in ily tell just when they should go on.
Monthly parts, of from 68 to 84 pages, The cells unoccupied with brood will
with honey, and the bees will
according to the number of Wednes- be tilled
have commenced building little patches
days in each month, at the same price of comb in all the unoccupied space,
as now, and thus accommodate our lengthening out the cells next the top
large list of foreign subscribers, and bars, etc. This usually commences at
the yield of white clover, and in many
others in America who may prefer to
localities they will need the boxes ere
have it in that way.
They should not have too much
this.
The following indorsements are also room given them at the start put on a
few at first, and as the bees get started
received
in, give them more room.

—

bersome book it will have to be thrown
upon the bottom shelf of the bookcase,
out of sight, whereas the old size was
I am much pleased with the Weekly
handsome enough to leave on any table,
and when bound made a beautiful book, Bee Journal. It keeps its readers up
Henry Crist.
and was placed on the most conspicu- with the times.
I like the change to the Weekly very
ous shelf in the bookcase. I have all
the 16 volumes complete, and I often much— it was too long to wait for a
J. C. Pennington.
show them to my numerous bee-keeping Monthly.
friends, and by that means I have inI consider the Bee Journal so full of
duced many to become subscribers Eractical information that no one should
of the good old American Bee Journal.
e without it who has the care of bees.
I do hope you will change the size back
Chas. Smith.
again to the old form. I have made
I find myself looking for the Bee
these remarks because I am so anxious
Journal with much more interest since
for the continued success of the Bee
E. E. Hasty.
it became a Weekly.
Wsi. Carr.
Journal.
The Weekly is simply " immense."
Monthly
change
from
a
approve
the
I
I have received all the numbers so far.
to a Weekly, but record me as unalteraJ. H. Baldwin.
bly opposed to its present size and shape.
I am well pleased with the Weekly
It is inconvenient for reading and presBee Journal. I like its general appearI am always glad to receive
ervation.
It ought
ance as well as its contents.
the Bee Journal, but greatly desire it
My interest to meet with much success.
its old form and shape.

the 10th
inst.
He reports the prospect for a good
honey yield as very encouraging.
Henry Alley.
regret to be obliged to announce that in
and pride in the Journal impel me thus
Mr. Given is suffering from ill health, to write
I am delighted with the neatness and
J. W. Hudson, M. D.
richness of the Weekly Bee Journal. It
which he attributes to over-work.
The Weekly Bee Journal supplies a is very comprehensive and interesting
Mr. and I wish it great success.
want long felt by bee-keepers.
The Nebraska Convention.— The Ne- Samuel Wagner, before his death, con(Rev.) A. Gunther.

We

J.
I

templated a semi-monthly, but nothing
Allow me to congratulate you on the
less than a Weekly would now give sathandsome appearance of the Journal.
isfaction. Let me suggest that the shape
Success to it and its proprietor.
It
is not the best for preservation.
JonN W. Lockin, Ed. Wis. Farmer.
looks too much like the ordinary newsThe American Bee Journal makes
paper, and will often share its fate. I
take it for granted that no change of its Weekly visits and is just what is
form can be made for this year— but wanted. Success to its enterprising
Anthony' Opp
would it not be well now to announce editor.
that another year the shape of the Bee
I find the Journal as interesting as
Journal will be such as to obviate all my husband does and we both like the
objections.
L. L. Langstroth.
Weekly very much and wish you all

Mrs. W. L. Portfr.
success.
I am well pleased with the change of
admire the change of the Bee
the Bee Journal to a Weekly, except
the form, which is not so convenient for Journal to a Weekly very much indeed
Flournoy & Foster.
I would
keeping for future reference.

We

;

Dividing Bees.— Dividing bees, when
properly done, is a much better plan to
increase than to allow them to swarm
naturally. But improperly done, has
been the ruination of many an apiary,
for it seems almost impossible to convince some people that success depends
on the strength of the colonies, and not
numbers. The better plan is to wait
until the bees are making preparations
to cast a swarm, and then they can be
divided with benefit. When you find
they are making ready, or have queen
cells capped, then divide.
Take a frame
of honey, bees, brood, and the queen,
in an empty hive, fill up with
frames of comb or foundation. Move

hang

the old hive to a new location, placing
the new hive containing the queen on
the old stand, and the work is done.
Nearly all of the old bees and those in
the fields at work will return to the old
stand, which now contains the new
hive, and makes quite a good colony.
The young hatching bees will soon fill
up the old hive. The empty place from
which you removed the frame of brood
and the queen, should be filled with a
frame of comb or foundation for if an
empty frame be hung in place, the bees
will till it with drone comb. This work
should be done in the middle of the day
when the larger part of the bees are in
the fields. Nothing can be done for 7
or 8 days with the old hive. By that
time they will have capped the queen
cells: if the cells were capped at the
time of dividing, they will need looking
after sooner than this. The queen will
hatch in 15 days from egg. When the
young queens are ready to hatch, all
queen cells should be removed but one;
;
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those removed can be used in nuclei
previously prepared, or be given to colonies divided a few days in advance of
the hatching queens. If no other colonies are ready CO divide, make nuclei by
taking 2 or 3 frames of brood and bees
from prosperous colonies, and to give
them the hatching cells. The nuclei
should be made the day previous, as
they will then more readily accept the
Young queens will hatch and
cells.
become fertile while occupying these
nucleus colonies, and can then Be built
up from other colonies, or be given to
divided swarms, keeping the old colony
to gather and at work until the young
queens are ready.
Starters in Surplus Boxes.— Bees commence work much more readily in sur-
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queens each, and just before they
divided them, making 4 nuhatched
each nuclei now has
out Of the 2
1
examined them yesterday
a queen.
and found one of the queens laying;
the others are fertilized, I think, but
are not yet laying. Bees in this locality are generally wintered on the summer stands, unprotected I am the only
one that has tried packing and cellar
wintering. Some have lost all, or nearly
so, while others came through all right.
One neighbor had about .'SO colonies and
now has -V, 2 others had 20, now one has
none, the other S or 4 another one had
2 colonies, both came through all right,
and are the stronest I have seen this
Yesterday a swarm issued
season.
from one of them they are in box
hives.
Permit me to say, I am highly
pleased with the Weekly. It is just
what every bee-keeper needs.

4 or 5

1

clei

Bees Doing Well.— About

%

bees in this section are dead

of
;

the

some

I have Id, in good condilost all.
tion, left out of 59 last fall ; wintered
Had I followed more
in the cellar.
closely the instructions given in the

have

Journal from

time to time, I might
Still I feel
have fared better, I think.
very thankful for so

many to start with,

am

hopeful for the fu-

this season,
ture.

and

John Meader.

Delaware, Iowa, June

2, 1881.

;

;

;

;

Prospects Flattering.— My bees are
doing finely. They came through the
winter with the loss of one, out "of 11
colonies.
All were packed in chaff mi
The one lost
the summer stands.
lacked honey. Good honey, plenty of
bees, and chaff packing are, the essentials in wintering bees here.
The prospects for an abundant honey yield are
flattering. I cannot do without the Bee

Journal.
Pleasantdale,

J.

W.

W. Carter.

Va., June

4, 1881.

Honey from the Locusts. — I saved

(>S

put into winter
quarters.
These outstrip anything I
ever beheld for gathering honey from
locusts; during their blooming the bees
filled every available cell with honey,

out of the 80 colonies

I

clear as crystal and of excellent flavor.
I think we shall have a nice honey crop
Melilot Clover.— In Cook's Manual,
this year; as about }4 of the bees are
page 230, speaking of melilot clovers,
Osman McCarthy.
dead, if there is anything in having "an
the author remarks" another disagreeaZollarsville, Pa., May 30, 1881.
undivided field "for our bees, we should
ble fact they have no value except for
have an excellent crop of honey. White
honey." I have had 5 acres of melilot
clover is opening nicely.
dllucose as a Honey Plant.— I do not
pasture for 7 or 8 years, and 1 give it as
Rapp.
my opinion from experience, that 1 acre believe a word that " Hix " says about Mullberry, O., June 4,James
1881.
of melilot clover will furnish as much glucose being a good honey plant (see
I
pasturage as 2 of any other grasses in page 154 of the Bee Journal).
Wintering in Cellar. Father has kept
then set it injplace, and it will stick; common cultivation. Stock will eat it, guess he is an own cousin to Petroleum bees for several years. He winters in a
for foundation, this will not work so after becoming used to it, as freely as V. Nasby, and the next thing we ex- cellar, and would winter in no other
use the following, which is blue grass or timothy, and its fatting pect to hear of him is that he will be way in this latitude. He says he thinks
well.
Take a tin qualities, from a casual observation, I wanting to start a post office in some that it is just as easy to winter bees
very simple and effectual
glucose factory, so that orders for gludish, an oyster can with one side cut judge to be equal to any.
cose seed may be received with the successfully as it is to winter cattle and
A. Salisbury.
out does admirably, till part full of beesLet us see about sheep. He put 73 colonies into the celleast possible delay.
Camargo, 111., June 6, 1881.
wax and rosin of equal parts. Fix the
the glucose honey plant. Our friend, lar about Dec. 1, and took them out
dish over a lamp, so as to keep the mixA. I. Root, has always been a strong April 21, all alive but 3. One starved,
ture at the right temperature, which
Foul Brood.— Allow me to suggest
and the other 2 smothered from the enyou will soon learn. If too hot, it will that the recent articles on foul brood in advocate for the plant, and advertises trance being closed.
few colonies
melt the edge of the foundation. If the Bee Journal should not pass the seed (grape sugar) for sale at 5 cents became weak in the spring, but by
not sufficiently heated, it will cool be- without some editorial comment. The per lb. Well, he had 300 colonies of doubling them up they are getting
He sold a few and doufore you can get the starter in place, difference between chilled brood and bees last fall.
strong, tor the honey harvest. Most of
and will not stick. Have your starters foul brood is too well known to most bled the remainder down to 140, just be- the colonies are very strong, with quite
Take the section of the older bee-keepers to need any fore the cold weather in November. a number of drones flying. Not desirall cut the right size.
" we
in the left hand, top down, dip one explanation, but many of the beginners On April 22, he says in Gleanings,
ing any more bees than he can take care
edge of the starter in the wax, and set may be frightened into the belief that have but 12 colonies left, 5 or which of himself, father restrains them from
in place, and it will stick. With a lit- they have foul brood on their hands, by will probably pull through without swarming as much as he can. Some
Either that neighborhood was
tle practice you will be able to do this reading such articles from men who ev- help."
overstocked, or else glucose is a very colonies which did not swarm last year
very rapidly.
idently never saw a case of genuine
poor honey plant and it is not safe to averaged from 75 to 100 lbs. of comb
foul brood. I have lived and kept bees
try and winter bees that have worked honey, while those that did swarm avBuilding Combs in the Open Air. Mr. for 10 years, in one of the worst foul on glucose. But I am too fast in the eraged from 50 to 00 lbs., besides some
He keeps nothing
Frank Cheshire, in the London Journal brood infested districts of this State, May number of Gleanings he says " it extracted honey.
and know the disease from sad expe- was raising queens that did it." Well, but hybrids, and uses the Langstroth
of Horticulture, says
rience
have also seen chilled brood,
hive. I will give his method of winterif it costs the loss of 300 colonies of
Mr. Benton apologizes for Apis dor- and do not see how one familiar with bees to rear dollar queens, I believe I ing bees and preventing robbing, in
must not be both cases can mistake one for the will not try it.
sata in these words—"
Have the colonies some future number of the Journal,
Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.
prejudiced against the bees because other.
these queens have been intro- if wanted. Being a carpenter, he makes
where
Independence, Cal., May 20, 1881.
they build their combs in the open air.
duced fared any better V If not, will it all his own hives and surplus boxes,
Our yellow bee does the same thing in
[The above subject has been quite ably not pay us to improve our bees till they and also rears his own queens, so he
tropical countries, and when unable to
can stand it to be wintered on the sum- ought to succeed in the business.
place to settle." I discussed in the Bee Journal, and our mer stands any winter. I claim this read the Bee Journal, and do not see
find a suitable
am glad to be able to corroborate Mr. columns are still open to receive any can be done with the use of chaff hives, how we could get along without it. Pa
Benton by an instance of this, the evi- new ideas which may be advanced pro and until this is done, we shall not takes it out among his pets and reads it
I do not know which likes it
dence of which still exists.
can- through
Perhaps in the multiplicity of make bee-keeping a success.
et con.
his pets
they will
In the beginning of September, 1874,
not stand such fearful losses as we have the better, he or
correct
solution
of
the
problem
ideas
the
the Hon. and Rev. II. Bligh discovered
had during the past winter and make light upon it sometimes as if they were
reached,
and
its
cause
it,
too.
a colony of Apia mellifica (our common may finally be
bee-keeping pay. I wintered on the trying to read
Carrie M. Charles.
bee) in a privet bush near Henley. prevention and cure be thoroughly un
summer stands, the past winter, withCedar Falls, Iowa, May 27, 1881.
That the insects had been at least some derstood by every apiarist.— Ed.]
out the loss of a single colony, and have
weeks established was certain, for not
no more fear of wintering out-of-doors
only had a large quantity of worker
than I would in the best cellar in the
Locust Honey.— The locust bloom
comb been built, but in a good patch of
"The Harvest is Great, but the La- world. I know I have made a great yielded
more honey this season than I
drone comb the cells were stained by borers are Few." The harvest is fast improvement in my bees, and if you
ever before knew it to do. I obtained
the exuvia; of the males that had al- approaching; the locust trees are in full wish an article on improvement and
more than 1,000 lbs. of it nearly 2 weeks
ready left them, while a second set of bloom, so white are they that they pre- how it can be done, I will write one
ago. Bees are now filling up their hives
Since 25 sent the appearance of snow, and rival soon, giving my experience and suclarvse were far advanced.
slowly with white clover honey. They
days are occupied in maturing a drone that of basswood in richness and nectar. cess.
L. R. Jackson.
gathered more yesterday than all last
from the egg, and 8 or 9 more would be White clover is just coming, and prom1881.
Fairland, Ind., June 4,
need warm weather for 2 or
week.
required to bring the succeeding larvae ises to be abundant but alas, the reapcrop.
[Give us the article, by all means. 3 weeks to yield a honey
to the condition in which they were ers are few, although the loss in this loC. F. Muth.
found, we have but 8 days left of our cality is not so bad as reported in some
want all the light there is, and if
Cincinnati, O., June 8, 1881.
hypothetical
weeks for the bees to others, but it is bad enough. As near
Mr. Jackson can tell us how he has imbuild much worker comb and then make as I am able to judge from reports,
preparation for colonizing by turning nearly 50 per cent, of the bees in this proved his bees we shall all thank him
CLUBBING LIST.
their attention to the production of locality are dead, and a great many of for the light— Ed.]
We supply the Weekly American Ree Journal
drones.
those living are very weak. It matters
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
The handy work of this al fresco fam- little how good the season may be, but
A Cellar Best for Wintering.— I saved first column Rives the regular price of both
ily was secured by cutting through the little surplus will be the rule in this loPublishers* Price. Club.
5 colonies of bees out of about 30, which
stems of privet and removing the combs cality Southwestern
Pennsylvania
..$2 00
Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
think is tolerably well, considering The
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture A. I. Root) 3 00.. 2 75
bodily, which was in no way difficult, as and the prospect is promising now. I
many have lost all. I wintered
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. J. King).. 3 00.. 2 (»
the whole of them had been tied to- Last fall I had 16 good colonies (6 Ital- that so
Exchange
(J.
II.
Nellis).
2
75..
2 50
Bee-Keepers'
out-of-doors. Had my bees been put
4 75.
3 75
The 4 above-named papers
gether by interlacing twigs.
I was ians and 10 blacks), and now I have 2
think that I should
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W.Thomas) 2 50. 2 35
honored by having this specimen pre- in moderately good condition. Five of in a good cellar I
(A.G.Hill)
250.. 2 35
Guide
Bee-Keepers'
numthan
double
that
more
saved
2 25.. 2 50
Kansas Bee-Keeper
sented to me by the aforesaid gentle- the Italians were packed in dry hay have
5 75.. 5 00
I have wintered bees in a cellar
The 6 above-named papers
man who discovered it, and a few times and leaves, on the summer stands. I ber. seasons,
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
account of having
on
but
for
6
2 40.. 2 25
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
since it has been used at lectures or had 4 colonies in the cellar, one Italian
expe- For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00 less.
1 have no cellar now.
lent to grace collections of curiosities, and 3 blacks, the remainder out-of- moved
that a cellar kept at For Monthly Bee Journal, J1.50 less.
me
teaches
rience
and has, in consequence, suffered after doors, unprotected.
By the last of
that will keep the bees
the fashion of the Temple Bar Memo- February all that were out, unprotected, a temperature
winter bees.
All
rial
going in parts to the cabinet of and all that were in the cellar, except quiet is the place to
Local Convention Directory.
bees had was straw
the curious, or rather, perhaps, suffer- the Italian, were dead some seemed to the protection my
Sharp.
Isaac
caps.
in
the
1881.
Time and Place of Meeting.
ing under the thumb of the destructive; be affected with dysentery, while othWaveland, Ind., June 7, 1881.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
Sept.
but enough remains to bear testimony ers did not.
Those packed as above
—Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
to Mr. Benton's statement. The leaves described, came through the winter all
Oct, 11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
12 -Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'ff, I-.ouisville.Ky.
appear to have been carved from the right all but 2 of them lost their queens
Gathering Honev.— I had 20 swarms
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
petiole by the clever bees, thus securing before the last of April
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
had it not in May, and 10 in June. The bees are
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Coopersville, Sec.
room for their combs, and many points been for this I would have had all my working finely, and have gathered con|y In order to have this Table complete. Secretato which to fasten them, so that the wind Italians yet. However, I saved 2 of siderable honey. John Boerstler.
ries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— Ed.
would not disturb their arrangements. the queenless colonies; they reared some
Gilead, 111., June 7, 1881.

plus boxes, when provided with starters
of comb or foundation. All clean white
comb should be carefully saved for this
purpose. The larger the starter, the
better, but even a very small piece is of
great benefit. Where pieces of comb
are used, it can quickly be fastened in
the box or section, by holding it over a
candle or lamp until the edge is melted,
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Head before

N.

W. Wla. and

K.

Minn. Convention.

Wintering Bees Successfully.
W.M. LOSSTNG.

should cover the management of the ing the month of June, and the first few
days in July. This swarming should
apiary from spring until fall.
First, then, we must lose sight of the be done artificially.
If second swarms
debtor side of our expense account, and should issue, put them into any other
in doing this, we must exercise good hive that is queenless. and you will be
judgment. In famishing our necessary surprised to see how they push the work
supplies and implements, we should en- in the surplus boxes. If we have all
deavor to lessen our expenses wherever the bees we care for. I would advise as
an opportunity is offered, remembering little increase as possible. The most
that a dollar saved is a dollar earned. practical, and, I might say, the most
For fear this saving might be carried to prolitable mode of increase for those in
extremes, the successful apiarist should such circumstances, would be as folremember that in some instances an lows
outlay of a few extra dollars in some
Form nuclei by taking frames of
particular direction, he may add largely brood and bees from your strongest colto the profits of the season's labor.
If onies, putting them in new or empty
we can increase the value of our pro- hives, contracted by division boards.
ducts by ex-pending a small amount, or When they have a laying queen, they
if we can secure a larger yield of honey may be built up to the desired strength
with a little extra time or money, we by removing the division boards and
should not be backward in taking ad- giving frames of brood, drawn again
vantage of the situation. In complying from our strongest colonies. Frames
with these requirements, no tixed rule of foundation should be inserted in the
can be given to govern us. We should place of the frames of brood, thus taken
strive to have our products in the neat- out. By this mode, we not only have a
est and best shape of any on the mar- laying queen in all our colonies at all
kets and by a close observation of the times, but we secure a rational increase,
demands, together with a little study, and prevent nearly all desire of swarmwe can keep the lead. Apiarists that ing. Our strongest colonies are thus
keep fully up to the times, are the ones given more room for the queen, and in
who realize the most money from their a few days the new swarm will be
products. In connection with this part among our strongest and best surplus
of our essay concerning expense, I honey colonies.
would recommend that some action be
It is estimated that everything about
taken by this association, whereby we the apiary, should be so arranged or
would be enabled to purchase our nec- constructed as to admit of quick workessary supplies at a large discount, and ing, etc. The hives, and everything
be of mutual benefit to the members. pertaining thereto, should be of one
This can be accomplished by appoint- size, that each and every piece may be
ing a committee, whose duty shall be to interchanged with other hives when detake orders from the members for glass, sired.
nails, boxes, crates, comb foundation
and the various other supplies. To
Head before N. W. Wis. and E. Minn. Convention.
open correspondence with the manuThe Progress of Bee-Keeping.
facturers and send the orders to the
lowest bidders.
L. II. I'AMMEL, JR.
will
take up the manage-

of bees seems to be
question, and how
tin'
they can be wintered the must successfull)
My experience teaches me that
each colony should contain a young,
If
prolific queen—Italians preferred.
you have any queens more than - years
the
1st
of Sepold, remove them about
tember, and introduce young queens
their places, which will furnish plenty
of young bees to stand the winter.
Each colony should have not less than
30 lbs. of ripe honey at the commencement of winter. Cut a half-inch hole
through the center of each comb for
the bees to pass through. From November 1st to 15th, remove all the
honey-boards and in their places spread
quilts made of 2 thicknesses of cotton
Now your bees are ready for
flannel.
the cellar, which should be put in order.
To prepare the cellar, remove all
pickles, vinegar, soap barrels, etc., then
lay a tier of dry bricks on the bottom
now build
to lake up all the' moisture
lacks to hold your hives, so that you can
examine any one hive without disturbing the rest. Last, but not least, have
two 4-inch pipes, one to run from the
cellar to the chimney, or stovepipe, the
other to run from the cellar to the outEach pipe should have a damper
side.
in it, that you may regulate the temperature as desired. Hang your thermometer in the cellar, and keep as
now
Now, carry your ment of the apiary from the time the
uear 40 as possible.
bees and place them in the racks care- bees get the first natural pollen. At
fully, and the work is done.
this season of the year, we find some
If, during the winter they become colonies strong— others in fair condinoisy, give them a little more fresh air, tion, and some in poor condition. Some
which can be none by turning the dam- will want feeding, others room for
pers.
If very warm weather, open the brood-rearing, while more will need to
outside door during the evening until be strengthened in numbers, and perdown again. Remove all haps a few are in various other condiquiet
they
dead bees from the bottom-boards, tions. Those colonies that have insuffiwhich can be done with a wire bent a cient stores, can be supplied from those
do not leave them in having an abundance. Others that are
little at one end
the cellar to decay and get mashed un- weak in numbers can be made strong
der your feet. Keep the cellar clean, by giving frames of brood from the
dry, perfectly dark and well ventilated. strongest colonies, and inserting in
By complying with the above, 1 have no their place frames of foundation or
doubt but success will be your reward. empty comb. Then there are numerous

The wintering
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Read before the N. B. Convention <N.
s. W. Wis. Convention.

Y.i,

and the

Bee-Keeping— Prize Essay.

Profits of

GEO. w. HOUSE,

"How can we make the apiary the
most profitable?" How to make the
apiary profitable can be answered by
many but how can we make the apiary
the most profitable is the desired object,
and the goal to which all aspire. With
all the experience and teachings of our
leaders in apiculture, such as Quinbv,
Langstroth and others, we yet find difficulties to encounter. They have opened
up many new ideas, have given us
;

many dark

places, settled
doubts, and added muck to our present
has
furnished
us a susuccess. Italy
perior race of bees
America, the movable frame hive, extractor, comb-founlight

in

:

dation and many other useful applianl>ut with all our knowledge, exces.
perience and Implements, we have not
cached
that desired haven "uniyet
form success and profit." During the
years we have accomplished a
past
great deal, but our knowledge of apiculture is not perfect, and we have

—

i

'-!()

much

vet to learn.

Who can

say, in

view of what

is

pass-

ing before us in every direction, what
the unattainable may bey But how
can we secure the largest net profit
from our investment is the desideratum of our essay
To do justice to our topic would require much time and space, as il embraces the whole season's work
fact,
everything pertaining to labor ami ex;

pense attendant
culture.

to

m

the science of api-

But as prizes are offered tor

essays on other important subjects, I
presume it was intended that our theme

Every age marks

its

15,

wonderful mathematical skill, and the
naturalist has found much in the bee
that is valuable for cultivation and preservation.
Old notions have passed
away. It used to be quite common to
hear oli bee-keepers say that "bees froze
up solid in winter." which did not hurt
them, and in which condition they reI

quired but

Now

honey.

little

the nat-

uralist, as well as the bee-keeper, knows
that the bee is B tender little creature,

and deserves just as much care as he
does himself. If, therefore, he wants to
reap B harvest from his pets, he must
aim to keep his bees in the best conditions of

life.

Homer and

Virgil were to arise
from their sweet and quiet repose, they
would be no more astonished to see the
mighty engine with its unequalled
If

make

power, that can

accurately the

most delicate things with ease that no
human hand or eye can excel, than to
see one of our modern apiaries, where
the movable frame is used; where
queens are reared and comb foundation
is utilized.
Wax, as we all know, is a
production of the bee. thrown off apparently at will in little scales from
the segments of the bee's body. A fewyears ago the most prudent bee-keepers
thought it an impossibility for the queen
to be fertilized under confinement; today he knows she can be thus fertilized
to great

advantage.

The

bee being the most intelligent
of the insect creation, and so industrious
and frugal in its work, it is no wonder
that man has from times very remote
until the present day..studied its natural
history and peculiarities, and revered
its noble use.
Men of great learning
and skill may aim to trace its origin or
study its natural history, something of
that noble insect will ever remain a mystery to mankind.
LaCrosse, Wis.

scientific pro-

In one a Michael Angelo has
been produced, in another a Shakspeare,
in another a Huberand a Reaumur.
It
was Michael Angelo who studied to get
the loftiest position that could be attained in Greek and Roman sculpture
to Shakspeare we owe those noble and
passionate thoughts to be found everywhere in his works, and still more his
works are the foundation of all that
which is noble and eccentric in the English language; we owe much to Huber,

For the American Bee Journal.

gress.

;

Western Michigan Convention.

A meeting for the purpose

of organBee-Keeper's Association for
Western Michigan, was held at Berlin,

izing a

May 2(ith.
The convention being called to order,
proceeded at once to organize, with the

The name, "Westfollowing results
ern Michigan Bee Keepers' Associathe blind naturalist, for many valuable tion," was chosen then a constitution
discoveries which he made in bee-keep- and by-laws were adopted ; 18 became
:

;

we

do to Reaumur, the inventor of the thermometer. Progress
other manipulations of the hive that re- is, therefore, not confined to one age or
quire immediate and skillful treatment, a single class of individuals, but spreads
which time and space will not allow of its banners far and wide, where luxury,
our giving in this paper. Furthermore, pride and ambition reign, or where some
there is no one system of management renowned hero, his country's pride, falls
that can be given for the various condi- a helpless victim of immortal renown.
tions of the hive. Circumstances and It was thus in the ajje of Ciesar, that
locality alter cases, therefore the apiarBrutus and Socrates displayed their eloist is forced, to some extent, to exercise
quent thoughts on science, art and
his own skill and judgment. We should politics, while Homer and Virgil were
aim to have our colonies strong in num- engaged in studying the natural history
bers, and as near alike as possible, by of the bee, and to them we owe the earthe 1st of June for this locality. By liest tradition of anything relating to
this time the boxes should be in place, its nature.
In this age literature as well
if working for comb honey, or if workas art had attained a high degree of pering for extracted honey the surplus ar- fection, while all the industrial pursuits
rangement should be in position. In of man were yet in their infancy. The
fact, everything should be in readiness bees were hived in the trunks of trees.
to secure the How of honey for the fol- and the peasant followed the rude
lowing 6 or 7 weeks. From past exper- wooilen plow. Virgil could say someience,
believe the apiary should be thing poetically of the bee, but of its
worked for both comb and extracted natural history he was entirely ignohoney, to make our pursuit the most rant. He should be excused, however,
profitable.
Every bee-keeper is aware as it was a fault of the times.
that some colonies will store honey in
During the middle ages, when all
the boxes, while others can hardly be Europe was in a tumult, nothing was
forced to commence work in the boxes, done to develop the science of bee-keepconditions being equal. Hence it will ing, as where the foundation had been
be seen that some colonies will be most laid (mostly Italy and Greece) bloodshed
managed for comb and terror reigned. This vast field of
profitable when
honey, while others would give the larg- science laid idle until Iluber thoroughly
est returns with the extractor.
investigated each particular, and gave
Ilcre again, many manipulations of the world the benefit of his discoveries.
the hive are required that space will Thus, it was Huber who first assumed
not permit giving. The whole may be that the queen could produce male eggs
summed up in these few words: See without the proper fecundation, ami
that the bees and queen have plenty of that the queen was fecundated in the
room at all times during the flow of air, where a drone could meet her. But
honey. But you say we are now in the the movable frame hive was an imposmidst of the swarming season
what sibility with him. for after repeated
amount of increase is desirable ? If trials he failed to make one that would
more bees are desired, or if the apiarist work satisfactorily. It was Dr. Dzierzon
is so situated that he can readily dis- who perfected what Huber had so long
pose of his increase at a fair price, I planned out, and from that time until
would advise taking 1 colony from each to-day bee-keeping has been regarded
old one that is sufficiently strong dur- as a science. Scholars have studied its
ing, as

also

members,

H of

whom

wire ladies; and

the following officers elected: President, Win. II. Walker. Berlin
Vice
President. T. M. Cobb. Hand Rapids
Secretary. Win. M. S. Dodge, Coopersville; Treasurer. Mrs. C. S. Dodge,
Coopersville.
After some other business was disposed of, the members indulged in a
little friendly discussion, to the enjoyment and profit of all.
It was decided to hold the first an;

(

;

nual meeting at Berlin, Ottawa Co.. in
Huntley's Hull, Thursday. let. 27. 1881.
Bee-keepers of Western Michigan are
(

cordially invited to participate.
Around this nucleus we hope to Bee
gather, in time, one of the best district
Bee-Keepers' Associations in the State.

Wm.
W.m. M.

s.

Walker,

II.

Dodge,

Sec.

and

Pres.
Treas.

I

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.
HCVKHS' QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.

HONEY Themarketla plentifully supplied with
boney. and salee are alow al weak.eaay prices, vuotableat I5O180. for atrtotly choice white oomDlnl
andS lb.DOXes; nt [0Q12C. I"r common dark-colored
Kxtracti'il, 7 u ''i
find broken Iota.
l

BKESWAX.-CholCe

yellow.

NEW

»i3f;

dark.

l.i@17.

VOKK.
eomb honey,

small neat
larue boxes 2e. less.—
packages, UQI7C.; rlnrk Hi"
lll<\
dark. 7 08c.
White extracted,
iio.N'KV.

iii>*t

white

1'-'

;

'.'.<

BEKSW AX. -Prime

;

quality. 2U.

'i.e.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY. The

market

at HtSloc. Comb
for the best.
iseasc,
t!*(.'i.oil,

for extracted clover

honey

1m

honey

of (.low sale at 16c.

bebswaz

C.F.

MOTH.

SAN KKANCISCO.

HONEY—

Moat •! tin' iii. n. -y now in market both
in tirsi anil second hands, has be
Ither withdrawn
hi placed at a limit above cnrrenl rates.
Tint, action
la confirmatory of the unfavorable prospects heretofore referred to. We QUotewblte comb, i-hmc.;
dark to aoi dj 919110. Extracted, choice to extra
white. SKasVo.; dark and candled, 4(yi")Hc.
BEESWAX-2h*22c.. as to color.

Stkarni. A Smith.

San Francisco.

Cal..

May

123

21, 18M1.

Front Street.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

Single copies of the Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
•
» -•
gg"Those who may wish

change
the Weekly, can
to

from other editions to
do so by paying the difference.

new

^° The

one.

Volume

Bee Jour-

of the

for isso, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for §1.50.

We have prepared Ribbon Badges

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or Ss.ih) per hundred.

—

.._•-»-.

^" Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the
week

1

previous.

—

.-»

ment, prevents falling and grayness
±2w4
and is an elegant dressing.

:i

w

have decided

to

short lime.

the gruudest otier of the century.
25 CENTS, A COPY OP ANY BOOK IN THIS LIST
Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published.

FOR

LIFE and

local Associations S- per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

6g"\Ve can supply but a few more of
the back numbers to new subscribers.
If any want them, they must be sent for

may be ranked asthe most
popular standard juvenile book ever priute I.
Our edition is comnlete, and contains the wonderful adventures of a cast-away upon a desert
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
This well-known book

Or, More of his l'bii n Talk for l'laiu Penp]p,hy Rev.
Chas. II. Spurtjeon. This book is exceedingly
humorous and instructive, usin:* t ho simplest
form of words and very plain speech. To smite
evil, and especially the monster evil of drink, has
been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
and homely wisdom of this book should carry it
into every household. Complete in one volume
containinga great number oi pictures.

THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
From this world to that which is tocome. This remarkable book, as every oue knows, was written
under the similitude of a dream, by John
Bunyan, the most popular religious writer in the
English language; ami perhaps more copies have
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with ap-

NEW FARM AND

FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.
UESTCooKBUOKEVLR PUBLISHED. Contains

about 1,000 Recipes. It is just the book that every
wile and housekeeper needs. It tells how to cook
allkindsof bread, cakes and meals; it tells how
to make all kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cook-

LLIVER S TRAVELS.
This book tells of the supposed travels and surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions of the world, where he met with a
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
in one volume. Finely illustrated.
Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which the legend says the Sultaness of
P*»sia related to the Sultan night after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
hut for her would Lave been sacrificed to h.s

ing fish, oysters, poultry and game; it tells how to
select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
the best methods of preparing saucf s ami salads
and all kinds ot vegeiables for the table; and tells
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
biscuits, rolls, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
cookies, tea, cotlce, choc late, home-made candies,
antidote for pobon, cooking for the sick, and many
other uselul things.

letters, procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.

igT Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the
to this office.

The date following the name on

which he adorned. Born a slave, ae loicea n.a
way by his mother-wit into thecourts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
Bpeak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history and he who had not
jEsop's Fables at his fing.r's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

SAVED AT LASTFROMAMONGTHE MORMONS.
Every man and woman in the laud should read
which

founded upon

is

and gives
woman uudtr

facts,

an insight into the low estate of

^"Instead of sending silver money in

/ESOP'S FABLES.
The r antes oi Jfcsopus, an apt representative or toe
great social and intellectual movement of the a^a

unjust resentment.

the

two weeks.

will be issued every

ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;

this storv

soon.

WILL DE SENT BY MAIL, POST-PAID.
One

;

Mormon ruie.

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
ByB. L. Farieun. A very popular Christmas story
after the stvle of Dickens; abounds in excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
admirable picture of country life, giving the

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presenting correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good wa
regulate our own course, and steer, star-guided,
over life's trackless oceau.

history of a very happy and contented young
couple who thought no lot in life too lowly for the

pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete in one volume, with illustrations.

bound in cloth is $1.00 to £3.00 each. We propose to bind them in heavy
paper or thin card board, and send them by m;dl and prepay the postage, for 25 cetnseach. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity of the most brilliant and pleasing pro luctionsot the most noted
atid popular authors, and include books of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all ta tes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Libraky, and any one obtaining these ten
books will possess a library of ten of the most popular books ever published. We have not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain thi.se noted books at so low a price.
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
Till-;

The usual

price of these books

BOOKS
one alune requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete
THE PAGES are about 5% by 8 inches—the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
THE TYPE is Minion, easy on the eyes. THE PAPER is heavy and of a beautiful white

the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of

Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow
I II T FIRST
every two weeks and be mailed to subscribers as soon as published.
RELIABLE. Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of Farm and Fireside, say, " they are accredited by the Me cant. k- Agencies with a
capital of a Mdlion dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not Irue." Therefore all are sure to get the above books if careful

collecting them.

to direct letters correct

.

.

it.

co'.or.

BOOK,

—

1

v.

MONEY SHOVED BE SENT by Post

# »

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth ; for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

Publishers of

Office

Money Order

We

:

"

the only one ever taken when he
was in good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.
it is

would save us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
this office.
We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
live near one postoffice and get your
ijgT It

niaii at

dress

another, be sure to give the ad-

we have on our

EMERSON BINDERS.

By A.
for the Weekly Bee Jonraul,
or 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid* 85 cents.

32© Pases; 133 Fine

Price— Bound
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on 811. uO, by mail
the back, for American Bee Journal for 1880,
at the following prices, postage paid

in cloth,

prepaid.

974

50c.
75c.

Leather and cloth

Illustrations.

$1.25

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

:

Cloth and paper, each

%W We can also

West Madison

Street. Chicago,

111.

furnish the Binder for any Paper

or Magazine desired.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago, in.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

lltf

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Our
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Free,
Send
for it and save money.
Fruits, Ac,
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs. Ga.
2w32tx

and Bee Hives

specialties.

new

jy

Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled "The
Science of Life, or Self- Preser-

vation ;" bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 300
pp., contains beautiful steel engravings, 125 prescriptlons,price
only $l.2r> sent by mail
illustrated sample, fi cents
send
-,

;

¥"Wfn77

MXUH

TtTVPTiTTi now. Address Peabody MediIfllorjLl.eHl institute or Dr. W. H. PARNo. 4 BulrJnch St., Boston.
22wly

KER,

Given's Foundation Press.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. T.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

more than one bottle and feel as
and am sure that hundreds need
22w4

COOK,

cultural College.

tW Binders

GOLD MEDAL AWAKDED
the Author. A new and great

See advertise-

J.

Professor of Entomology in the Michigan State Agri-

:

ment.

fully

is

re-

and elegantly illustrated,
up with the times on every conceivable

subject that Interests the aplarls/. It is not only Instructive, but Intensely interesting and thoroughly
practical. The book is a masterly production, ami
one that no bee-keeper, however limited his means,
can afford to do without. Cloth, Iffl. 25 ; paper.iffl.
Qulnny'i*
Bee-I&eealnir, by L. C. Root.
The author has treated the subject of bee-keeping
in a manner that cannot fail i<> Interest all. Its style
is plain and forcible, making all Its readers sensible
that the author is master of the subject.— DP1.50.
Novice'* \ It i oi It. i-( iilim r, by A. I. Rout.
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper, Wl.OO.

New

Klnir'i* Bee-Keepem' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 15c.

LangRtroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
Is a standard scientific work.
Price, $2.00.
Blensed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of

This

bee-keeping, full of practical information and contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, !# 1 OO.
.

Bee-Culture or SucceKHfuI Management
of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.— This
pamphlet embraces the following subjects The Location of the Apiary— Honey Plants— Queen Rearing
—Feeding— Swarming— Dividing— Transf erring- Italianizing— Introducing Queens— Extracting— Quieting
and Handling Bees— The Newest Method of Preparing Honey for Market, etc. It is published In Enir;

:

l!«h and German. Price for either edition, 4:0
cents, postpaid, or $3.00 per dozen.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, where
It ought to create a sentiment against the adulteration of food products, and demand a law to protect
consumers against the many health-destroying adulPaper ."id..
terations offered as food. 200 pages
The Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the funda
mental principles of bee-cutture, ana furnishes a
condensed statement of the facts and arguments by
which they are demonstrated. Price, 15 cents.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas u
Newman.— This is apamphletof 24 pages, discoursing
upon the Ancient History of Bees and Honey the
nature, quality, sources, and preparation of Honey
for the Market Honey as an article of food, giving
reeipeB for making Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings,
Foam, Wines, &e. and Honey as Medicine, followed
by many useful Recipes. It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands all over
the country, and thus assist in creating a demand for
honey. Published In English and tJermun. Price
,

;

;

for either edition. Be.; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering: Bees.— This pamphlet contains all
the Prize Essays on this important subject, that were
read before the Centennial Bee-Keepers' Associa-

The Prize— $2.i

tion.

Cook's Essay, which

in

is

gold— was awarded

given in

full.

Price,

to Prof.

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Beinga description of the
used by G. M. Doolittle.

Price,

hive

5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting;, Handling
and Marketing.— A 24-page pamphlet, by Ch. 5,
C. P.

Dadant, Hamilton,

This gives

III.

methods and management adopted

in detail

the

in their apiary.

many useful hints.— PricelSc.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.ee pent, by Chas.

It

contains

Muth; 32 pages.

It gives

F.

Mr. Muth's views on the

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can be more
useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings. Illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all diseases
in a plain and comprehensive manner. Ithas a large
number of good recipes, a table of doses, and much
other valuable horse information. Paper, 25c.
Chicken Cholera,by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on its
cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropp's Easy Calculator.- These are handy
tables for all kindB of merchandise and interest. It
Is really a lightning calculator, nicely bound, with
slate and pocket for papers. In cloth, JSl.OO ; Morocco, $1.50. Cheap edition, without slate, SOe.

The Crowning Culmination

I

A $5Iiookfor $25011

LLnlarged Edition, contains ovei

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

list.

at 30,
just such medicine."

Cook's Manual of the A plary.— Entirely
written, greatly enlarged

(
,000.000 Industrial Facts, Calcula
tions, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal
Business Forms, etc., of vast utility to every
Mechanic, Farmer, andl'usinessMan. Oivcs200,000 items
for Gas, Steam, Civil mid Mining Engineers. Machinists,
Millers Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists,
issayers. Plumber-, Ga? and Steam Fitter?, Bronzes,
Gilder-. Metdand wood HVrl;crsnf every kind. Builders
Manufr's and Mechanics. WO Engravings of Mill.
Steam, and Mining Machinery, Tools, f-heet Metal
Work, Mechanical Movements, Plans of Mills, Roofs,
Bridges, etc.
Arrangement and Speed of Wheels,
Pulleys, Emms. Belts, Saws, Poring, Turning, Planing,
& Drilling Tools, Flour. Oatmeal. Saw, Shingla Paper,
Cotton, Woollen & Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar. Oil,
Marble, Threshing &. Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins,
Presses, &.C. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Beitinp' Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing
Building. Repairing and Operating,. Setting of Valves,
tecentnes. Link &. Valve Motion, Steam Packing. Pipe
Boiler Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating,
Ventilation, Gas & Water Works, Hydraulics, Mill Dams,
HorsiPowrrof Streams, etc. On Blast Furnaces, Iron
k Steel Manufacture, Prospecting and Exploring for
Minerals, Quart/, and Placer Mining, Assaying, AmalgaI

„_

*

Items,

An Old Lady writes us " I am 65
years old and was feeble and nervous
all the time, when I bought a bottle of
Parker's Ginger Tonic.
I have used a
little

Springfield, Ohio.

C. NEWMAN.
West Madison Street.CIIIOAOO. ILL

»74

ASSISTANT,
MOORE'S
" And UNIVERSAL
Co mplete Mechanic,

^°At

the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them.
can
now supply the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

or Registered Letter, addressed to

FARM AND FIRESIDE,

THOMAS
and

PARTKTLAR

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS.
l®° Constitutions and By-Laws for

$?gr

,

ful

will send the <en books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1.
and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
NOTICE.— We reserve the righl 'o withdraw this Dollar Offer at any 1im<\
there. ore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all yourfiieuds

Cropriate illustrations.

• ».

Many Lose Their Beauty from the
hair falling or fading. Parker's Hair
Balsam supplies necessary nourish-

names

e(c

we have made

nal

gg"

In Introducn our books n-il sVw th<> s'z<\ plvlo of
GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY

Wishing
niako the

JkCWe

mention the old address as well

dress,
as the

15D0LLARSZF0R$1.

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

ENGRAVINGS.

I

The Horse
BY

B. J.

KENDALL, M.

D.

A TR ATISE

giving an index of diseases, and
E
the symptoms ; cause and treatment of each, a table
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Emma

461 TABLES with 500,Ut)0 Calculations
mating, etc.
in all possible forma for Mechanics, Merchants and
Farmers, 8du items for Printers, Publish* rs and
Writers for the Press.
1,000 items for Grocers, ConDruggists, etc.
300 Health,
fectioners, PhyBicians,
Gilders,
Painters, VarnLshers,
(terns.
500 do. for
etc.
500 do. for Watchmakers & Jewelers. 400 do. for
Rubber Work.
Hunters, Trappers, Tanners, Leather
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Bi»ok- keening,
Strength of Materials, Emcts of fleai.
etc., in detail.
Fuel Values Specific Gravities, Freights by rail and
Water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships, Power of Steam,
10,000 items
Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc.
for Housekeepers, Farmers, Gardeners, Stock Owners,
Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc Fertilizers, full details,
Hural Economy, Food Values Care of Stock. Remedies
tor do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horses

&

Steam Power on Farms. Lightning Calculator for
Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner, Produce, Rent. Board,
Wages, Interest! Coal & Tonnage Tables. Land, Grain,
Hay, & Cattle Measurement, Se d. Ploughing. Planting

& Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries, Cribs

Tanks,

Scantling, < tc. at siaht.
Special Laws of 10 States. Territories and Provinces (in the U. S. and Canada), relating
to the Coll. of Debts, Exemptions from Forced .Sale,
Mechanics' Lien, ttm Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real
Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and Usury
Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc
"Forma complete trentiset on the different Bubject*. '-ytf.AW,
The work contains 1,016 pages is a veritable Treasury
weight in gold toauv
i.E Useful Knowledge, and worth its
Free by mail,
Mechanic, Business Man, or Farmer.
Cisterns, Boilers,

Business

Logs Boards,

Forms all kinds

m

fine cloth,

for

$2.30;

in

leather, for $3.50.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,

of our superior "One-Piece" Section Boxes before
purchasing elsewhere— you will be convinced of their
excellence. Our 8-page Circular and Price List ot
Italian and Holy Land Bees ami Queens, and all supplies for the Apiary, free to all. " One-Piece " Sec-

I3TJ2TXXAM
RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
lines will

One

about eight

words

occupy one inch of space.

to three weeks, each insertion,
"

2© cts.

"or more"

Four

Ei K ht

tions

fourteen

;

«
"

»

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

'.;

'.I

«

*'

"

'

"

"

18

"

i«
1*
1©

»

per

FOUNDATION

8

THOMAS

G.

Madison

Adelphi, Ross Co., Ohio.

Be SURE
8ATLE8,

the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

»74 West

R1EGEL A DRUM,

postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
___ __,
J. C. <fc H. P.
Hartford, Wis.
2eowl5t

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

is

specialties.

To send a

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

The American Bee Journal

and Queens

22w3t

MACHINE,

line.

SECTIONS pound and prize size
ANEPIECE
—$4.50
Sl,ono. Sample section tree.
per

BYRON WALKER, Capac, Mich.

18sm4tp

NEWMAN,
Street.,

TO

SEND FOR A SAMPLE

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

A line will contain

STTIFtlE

Chicago,

CO

111.

Contents of this Number.
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Bees Feed each other in Winter
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Fig. 1— Dtagramatic Engraving
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Fig. 4— Fragment of Glands of Thorax.
Fig. r>— Cross Section of Ligula
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185
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Convention Notes

FOUNDATION,
COMB
|f New
Circular and Samples free.

DEPEKE.

lsm6m

BROWN CO.,

WIS.

THE ORIGINAL QUINBY SMOKER,
with upright bellows and tube, has been upon the
market hve years longer than any smoker made.
"The lurgest bee-kee er- use them."
"The He.herington Bros are the most extensive
bee-keepers in the United States."
Cherry Valley. N. Y., March 22, 1881
After testing your smokers with others of the best
make, I do not hesitate to order two dozen for use in
our apiaries. When we use a Smoker we make a
business of it. running it all day and burning hard
maple wood, which tests the construction most thoroughly. Those we have been using admit coals into
the bellows, which burn the leather. The tube in
yourQuinby Smoker running further into the firebox, must prevent this in a great measure.
J.E. HETHERINGTON.
We warrant our new Double-Blnst to be the BEST

Smoker made, or will re.'und the money.
Prices by mail -Medium, 2 inches
Large,

ftUINBY'S

:

2H inches

$1 50
1 75

NEW BEE-KEEPING, M
*>

and learn how we were enabled to obover 15,1)00 lbs. of honey from 176 colonies last

Send for

Wintering Bees Successfully
Prod ts of Bee-Keeping— Prize Essay
The Progress of Bee-Keeping
Western Michiga n Convention

_&t

FRANCES DUNHAM,

By mail
*.

^

AND DUNHAM

19<:

tain

190
190
190

season.

it.

Alsike Clover Seed a Specialty.

The Northern Michigan

Beefourth
Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
Clinton Co., Mich., October 11 and 12,

Keepers' Association will hold

1881.

O. R.

its

David Eishelman. Pres.
Goodno, £ec.,Carson City, Mich.

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
uf Americun-Itallani. Address,
Price
list

JOS.

BROOKS

\1

.V

BB&.,

Columbus, Ind.

13wi>m

The Van Deusen Feeder, with our attachment
shown in the cut, is perfection itself.
Send for illustrated circular describing all goods.

is

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex

L

County, Mass.

4 RACES OF BEES. T
4
Italian,

Holy Land, Cyprian and Hungarian.

Read what my Customers toy

:

Please send me three queens I do not like those
little queens sent me by other dealers. Those you
send me are a real improvement to my apiary.
;

DR. W. ARMS.
DuQuoin, 111.. L881.
I have one queen from H. Alley, that $25 would not
tempt me to sell, and she cost me only f 1.
Austin, Minn.,

May

F. A.

6, 1881.

TICKNOR.

My
of May 25, 1**1
Ions on
AMANDA PARSONS.

From American Bee Journal
bees are

summer

all Italians,

ROOT &

BRO.,

Mohawk, N.

Y.

BEES BY THE POUND.
the first of July I shall be prepared to sell boxes
containing lbs. of bees and an Untested Queen, at
S5.00. Please send orders to C. F. MTJTM, Cincinnati, O., or to me direct.

On

"»

J.
:4w2t

W. BAGLET,

Morgan, Pendleton County, Ky.

:

and wintered without

stands.

C.

17

furnished this lady all the queens she has.
The queens you sent me are the very best I ever
bought, and their worker progeny the nicest I ever
J. H. Wallace.
saw.
Lucas, Ohio, Aug. 10, 1880.
1 have the finest swarms that can be found anywhere, ironi the queens you sent me this summer.
1J. VanWie.
Cobleskill. N. Y., Sept. 23, 1880.
Your queens are very well thought of here one of
my neighbors has one that he declares he would not
Geo. D. Elderkin.
sell for 8150.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 27, 1880.
Queen received In fine shape, and as lively as a
cricket. She is the prettiest queen I ever bought of
any dealer in fact she is as nicely marked as I ever
Wm. H. Graves.
gjaw.
1

;

:

Duncan, 111., Sept. 25, 1880.
Send for 20th circular and price list of Apiarian
Supplies. Warranted Queens of any race, *l each ;
Choice Queens, f i.5u Tested, *2 each— all by mail,
safe arrival guaranteed. Bees by the pound, and
23
Nuclei hives for Bale in Langstroth frames.

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,

handling and marketing extracted honey.

COLONIES
WITH

Imported Italian Queens,
Of oar own Importation,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
Our Coml) Foundation was awarded the diploma
Convention held

at the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers'
in February.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
Price List, with 3 samples of

;

CHAS.
9smtf

Comb

Foundation, free.

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

ft
ft

a
H
ft

<

*

-v

CO

June

15.

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan,

9,

1878,

and May, 1879

July

9, 1878.

;

Re-isBued

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAG-O,

VOL. XVII.

excitement we added another case, and
had then a capacity of about 140 lbs. of
surplus honey on those hives. When
the season closed, nearly all this honey
was finished, and we harvested from
these colonies about 1,000 lbs. of comb
This
honey, by the tiering-up plan.
we considered a success, and if Mr.
Heddon can succeed in producing such

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) 93. OO a year, in advance.
i

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY'— The first and third numbers
each month, atSl.OO a year.in advance.

of

MONTHLY— The

at

5© cent*

first

number of each month,

|y

Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
ilike the club) which may be sent to
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free
Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only are at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
toun extra copy

.

IV

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Posture to Europe SO cents extra..
ojjice

as second class matter.

For the American Bee Journal.

Top

vs. Side Storing.

We were highly entertained by the
able discussions on the above subject
Doolittle.

As

they take the opposite sides of the
question it gives an opportunity to
profit by the argument; we nave also experimented on the same question for
the last 3 or 4 years, and can add a few
more thoughts from our own observation.

When we commenced
we adopted Mr. Heddon 's

bee-keeping,
plan tiering
;

up, exclusively, for the production of
surplus honey. Our surplus cases, or
half-stories, are arranged to tier up, the
top and bottom being alike accessible
for bees, admitting the adjustment of
any number, and are therefore virtually the same as Mr. Heddon's surplus

arrangement.
In the year of 1877 we transferred 8
colonies.and supplied 3 or 4 of these with
sets of 9 four-pound glass boxes ; we
had, at that time, not adopted the 2pound sections entirely, but experimented with different styles. A week
later we found these glass boxes about

%

finished

;

we

raised

them and ad-

justed one of our surplus boxes. In
another week the latter was as near
filled as the glass boxes were the week
previous, but the boxes were not ye
finished.
Of course another surplus
case took the place of the first one
and this, with the 9 boxes, went up another story. By that time our hives
had much the appearance of house
chimneys, and we began to wish that
our bees would finish some of the top
work. The next week we were puzzled the last adjusted case was ready
to be raised up again; the first one
nearly, and the boxes almost finished,
but none ready to be removed. In our
;

;

stores are at the sides V
Is it not their
natural inclination to work sidewise as
well as in any other direction ?
The size and shape of the hive, locality, season, etc., may have a tendency
to make one or the other plan more
practicable, but we are convinced that
side-storing is a great advantage, and
we should use some side-storing ar-

as he stated in the last num- rangement, even if we used a hive as
ber of April, he may well be satisfied shallow as the Langstroth.
Naples, N. Y., May 23. 1881.
with his plan.
The next year we began to practice
artificial swarming, or, rather, divided
For the American Bee Journal.
the colonies, to prevent natural swarmwe had not yet tried queen-rear- The Cause of Winter Losses of Bees.
ing
ing, but used capped cells for the queenHIRAM ROOP.
less
halves.
We noticed that these
divided queenless colonies, while their
friend wishes to know why I would
queens were hatching and being fertilized, would store most invariably an rather have 100 colonies left out of 200
abundance of honey in the brood-cham- wintered out-of-doors, than to have
ber, and we wished, time and again, 150 left out of the same number winthat we had this overplus honey in sec- tered in the cellar (i. e., that is the way
tions.
Our hives were arranged in I put it), and as I have had no reason
such a way that six 5x5% sections just for changing my mind, I will tell why.
(originally calcu- I had, in the fall of 1880, 156 colonies
fill the brood-frame
lated for feeding purposes), and we of bees in the best condition for winconceived the idea that frames, the tering : as were all the bees in this part
same width of, and filled with our sec- of Michigan. Thirty-eight of my coltions full of comb, substituted for some onies were in the winter-protector hive;
of the brood-frames, might possibly the rest, 118 colonies, we put into a celThe plan lar, where I had wintered without loss
help us out of the dilemma.
worked in many cases to a charm, and during the past 10 years. As a result,
the starting point of our side-storing I had on June 1, 1881, 19 colonies left
from those wintered out-doors, and 21
plan was established.
Mr. Heddon says: "To move sections left from the cellar ; that I have kept
from the side to the top is too much alive by giving combs of brood and
work." This we found to be true the bees taken from the out-door colonies.
operation looks easier on paper than we Many of my friends know that this was
find it to be in reality, and. for this rea- my first severe loss as a bee-keeper,
son we have not yet practiced it very and I want to say that I am not disthoroughly but what harm is there in couraged, and while I do not wish to be
placing, according to the size of the on the contrary side, I must disagree
hive, one or more side-storing frames in with all that have offered theories as a
the same, to be taken out again when cause for this mortality among our bees.
the honey season is over V It gives the When asked my opinion, I answer by
bees a chance to work at the side, if asking what caused the yellow fever in
they choose to. We have taken hundreds of finished sections from our
hives in this way, which we considered
an addition to our honey crop.
We can hardly agree with Mr. Heddon, to call it "the wrong place; we
always find the side-frames in the
brood-chambei containing the most
honey.
Many solid side- frames of
honey which we have recently taken
from our perished colonies, are a proof
that bees do not refuse side room for
storing purposes, and we do not think
ttiat they possess the ability of discerning sections from brood-frames, but accept the former as readily as the latter,
so long as they are in the same place.
It seems that it is more in the immediate vicinity of the brood-nest that bees
The the South V the epizootic with the
prefer, rather than the direction.
instance related above shows that they horse V Our bees and their honey were
worked with the greatest rapidity in all right, but the weather was all wrong;
the case next to trie brood-nest, less i. e., atmospheric changes. One of our
in the
second, and hardly any in neighbors had, in the fall of 1871, 84
the third and fourth for some of the colonies of bees in box hives; the next
glass boxes were never perfectly fin- spring all had died but one, and that
ished.
one was strong and commenced swarmMr. Heddon's assertion, " the well ing early. In the fall of 1880 he had 32
known fact that the very first place bees colonies in box hives, and lost all again,
use in the spring, is in the top of except the same old box, and that cast
the
their a large swarm on May 27, 1881
the hive," does not indicate
objections to storing at the side. How combs in the box are built from each
above
shown
in
is it, when we hive a young swarm into corner to the center (as
an empty box hive (which comes the engraving). I know of many more like
nearest to nature's provision) that the instances but give this one for the benefirst used is the top, and yet, when the fit of that class who think no further
hive is filled and prepart- d for winter inmrovenipnt in tribes necessary.
ing, we find, as a rule, that most of the
Carson Oily, Mich., June 13, 1881.
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Experience with Comb Foundation.

JAMES

LORD.

I have read the Bee Journal for
years and have noted all the articles on
foundation, giving the good and bad
points of all the different kinds. I tried
2 kinds last year— the flat-bottom and
the Root.
Some of my hives take
frames 10^x13 in. ir.side, the long way
up and down. I know this is the reverse of most of the frames in use, but
I think in severe winters, like the past
one, they will winter bees better than
shallow frames. I know they have with
me, for I have both kinds, 10^x13 and
the Langstroth.
I practice" natural
swarming and I cannot get foundation
to stand the weight of a large swarm,
unless it is wired, and I do not believe
it can be made to stand, unless it is
wired, on as deep a frame as mine. I
tried 5 swarms on the Root, and it all
fell down, some close to the top-bar
and some an inch lower, and it nearly
ruined the bees in 5 hives. I put 40 colonies on wired flat-bottom foundation,
8 frames to the hive, and into 2 hives I
put 2 heavy swarms each, and there
was not a bad comb in the lot, and all
were built out in a very short space of
time.
I did not see a full card of sealed
brood ; once in a while there was an
empty cell, but not enough to make any
material difference I never saw a solid
card of brood, even on natural combs,
but I have seen brood in cells that the
wire ran through, and I think the queen
did not skip them oftener than she aid
the other cells still I think I should
like foundation with a natural base betit wired.
The
ter, if I could have
Given press will do that, but I must
own a press because my frames are not
a regular size, and the dies must fit the
;

;

runes.
I have 60 colonies of bees now on my
sized frames and could not afford to
change, and would not if I could. My
hives are made to pack all around and
over the bees in winter, and in the
honey season I use side boxes. 12 outside the frames. I get 56 4V£x->J4 boxes
within 6 inches of the brood-frames,
and I like them better than liering up.
I do not like to run Mr. Hawley out,
in the stingless bee enterprise, but I
have any quantity of colonies that I
will warrant not to sting.
Probably 90 per cent, of the bees in
I have informed
this section are dead.
myself and will give the report of 8 or
10 who use box hives and single-walled
I

hives

:

lost 20 out of 22 ; 2, 27 out of
1
29; 3,80 out of S7 4, 12 out of 14; 5,
7, 30 out of 30
7 out of 7 ; 6, 10 out 10
Others
8. 60 out of 100 ; 9, 33 out of 36.
have lost in about the same ratio.

No.

,

;

;

;

;

S.

I

;

commenced the winter with 70 colo10 of them in old hives that I did

nies

;

not have time to transfer, and the other
60 are in the " Genesee " hive. I did
not pack the old coolies, and have lost
6 of them ; the Genesee hives were all
packed in planer shavings, and I
have lost 5 of them. They had a flight
on Nov. 10th, and did not have another
until Feb. 10, just 3 months this shows
quite a difference in favor of the "Gen;

esee hive."

Linden, N. Y.
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Are Bees a Nuisance?
J.

H.

MARTIN.

Mr. Heddon wishes for information
about bees being a nuisance. There
has one case of the kind come to my
knowledge. An apiarist in Vermont
built up a very tine apiary of black
bees, and took pride in keeping it in order, beautifying it with flowers and
rose plants. He secured great yields
from his 60 or 70 colonies, and was prospering finely in the business.
This apiary was located in a small
hamlet of half a dozen houses. The
nearest neighbor on the south was close
to the apiary the yard also faced the
;

Neighbors on the
public highway.
south being so near the bees, members
of the family were frequently stung,
but our bee-keeper was indifferent to
pains and swellings, and rather enjoyed
the fun. There was so much complaint
from this neighbor that our bee-keeper
thought of the brilliant idea of running
a high board fence along the south side
of his apiary, and within a foot of his
neighbor's house
The idea was put
into execution soon after being born,
and 2 windows that were a pleasure to
the family, were rendered useless and
darkened by the high board fence.
The ire of the neighbor was aroused.
He knew that besides members of his
family, members of other families on
the north and horses on the highway
had been stung. An organized effort
was then made against the man with
bees, and they were complained of as a
nuisance.
The selectmen of the town were
called upon to investigate the matter.
They came and hitched their horses
upon the highway— one of the horses
was stung, and the apiary was soon decided to be a nuisance, and the bee-

vacuum

more heat they generate
; the
the faster it escapes, the movement being determined by the difference between outside and inside temperature.

—

'i

;

(

;

know when

the outside air attack of the bee-fever, slipped in to
is wanm. and get uneasy.
see him (you see friend Hopeful had
Mr. Doolittle says the majority of fairly made his neighbor's ears buzz by
apiarists believe in upward ventilation
Tom
his incessant talk about bees).
that is encouraging. I remember when had about 40 "gums" (how contemptthey were all that way, and I was a her- uously Hopeful smiled in his sleeve on
etic.
The writers, the masses, never hearing that last word) and would sell
adopted an error so contrary to nature, them at the low price of S6.50 each, just
and unknowingly took Francis Huber's because he hadn't the time to spare to
advice to study nature. Burket says "tenfi 'em." Furthermore, he heard
he has a colony which has been in a gum Bill Slambanger remark that his (Tom's)
for 20 years, and with other old bee- bees were the " rale Itland bees." That
keepers says they are best to winter in
last remark was a clincher for Hopeful;
as they are spherical, narrow and easily he closed the bargain on Tom's terms,
warmed the Deity sends them there then and there. Surely being Italian
for a home, and he knows almost as bees they were a bargain. What if it
much as we do. though we do not think did finally compel him to sell his best
so or we would not sneer at the old log cow to replace this outlay V
Italian
gum Mr. D. speaks of a large hole bees wern't to be bought every day and
near the top for the bees to go in and money wasn't an object in comparison.
out, which prevented losses. Forty-one Tom, being severely troubled with
years ago I was green enough totry a corns, it would, he said, greatly oblige
fly-hole just under the cover. The bees him if neighbor Hopeful would come
made a stopper of their bodies to retain himself and remove the bees. Hopeful
the heat for comb-building and breed
readily assenting. Tom smiled as heaing purposes, contracted the hole with then Chinese are supposed to, and jinpropolis, allowed no ingress or egress, gling his cash, was off.
;

;
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Keeping Bees on Stilts.
by decay above and around them, and
glaze to get a good condensing surface
vv. G. P.
to prevent absorption, which would deprive them of water, hasten decay, and
Mr. Hopeful concluded he would
ruin their work. He says " they go in keep bees.
He was fully persuaded
at the top ;" if so, they must be in a bad in his own mind that it wits the most
fix.
All upward-ventilationists agree fascinating and profitable avocation on
they must have tight tops to maintain a the face of the earth. Had he not
breeding temperature in spring, but looked through the "A B C of Bee-Culcan breed very well in winter witli a big ture." and digested several whole chaphole above them, and the thermometer ters of Cook's "Manual of Bee- Keep30° below zero. He further says my ing," and fairly got the "Blessed Bees''
predictions of "great losses are all by heart ? Could he not expatiate upon
groundless ;" I wish it was so. True, the wonderful accomplishments of the
they did not smother — witli open tops, winged insect the busy bee— and even
nobody said they would— but wore out soar up into the sublime heights of pocreating heat. He calls my attention etic thought as he dwelt upon their
to the hollow tree. There is where I manifest agency in the affairs of nastudied my lessons, and was under the ture ? Surely 100 colonies would just
impression he laid tl.e losses to the old "set him up," because, according to
basswood-gum men. I have examined John Allen, they ought to yield at least
a great many trees, and inquired of bee- 500 lbs. per colony and certainly after
hunters, and with very few exceptions friend Hasty got his improved clover
bees go in at the bottom or side ; the into operation, one could double that
decayed wood, kept dry by glazing, is a yield. Good Mrs. Hopeful mildly suggood non-conductor. He further says, gested that, though it certainly looked
with upward ventilation the bees make promising, she once knew a man who
the circulation. Just so where there only got }i of that amount from 2 colois life there is heat
hot air is light, and nies, and thought he did pretty well.
rising, escapes where there is a big hole Mr. Hopeful rather impatiently said
in the top, while the cold outside air is something that sounded like Jack— ,and
heavier, and (lows in to supply the then proceeded to enlighten the sadly

—

;

;

now became

remarkably

animated.

John had no opportunity to investigate,
but he was morally certain that he was
sitting upon a very rough and much
splintered piece of bee-furniture, and
that it felt very hot to him. At this
juncture the neighbors

was

Hopeful

bandanna

all

say our friend

frantically

handkerchief

waving
around

his
his

head.
It was certain, as the horses
rusiied frantically into the yard, he was
ejaculating something like " not so
very torpordised, after all," " worse

than hybrids," " get the

hartshorn,"

and other

like significant expressions.
future number will perhaps portray
Mr. Hopeful's future progress in bee-

A

culture.

:

—

;

off horse, and a sudden muscular
raising of the hinder limb, which reAs in deep fervency of spirit he pro- sulted in the entire destruction of one
ceeded to enlarge upon the mysteries of of the "gum heads" as the lively aniscientific apiculture, dear little Mrs. mal's hoof dashed into it. Both horses

bee-culture.

;

and used a fly-hole lower down.
keeper was compeiled to remove it to
The upward ventilation theory rean orchard several rods from the high- quires changes and attention which
way. The board fence, however, still could not be given in a state of nature
stands.
a little water on a sponge, closing the
Now, we claim that if our bee-keeper top in the spring, etc. Thus, condition
had been upon friendly terms with his must do for all seasons, and if ever
neighbors, and given them a pound of practical, it is only in artificial circumhoney now and then to alleviate the stances, while lower ventilation is adappain, and had shown any sympathy ted to all times and situations. The
whatever for their sufferings, his tine bees come out and go back, thus conapiary would never have been removed; trolling the temperature at all times.
charity and kindliness would have Our frequent and severe losses, and the
made them friends and defenders, in- great difference in essentials between
stead of enemies.
practical men. proves we have not much
This is the only case of bees being wisdom. I want no absorbents about
considered a nuisance that has come my bees to hold moisture, because it
under my notice, and the bee-keeper will freeze and remain to keep them
himself is clearly to blame.
wet. I have tried many kinds of hives,
Hartford, N. Y., June 11, 1881.
and think the surplus water should go
out below, as in a state of nature. Unless our teachers can tell me something
For the American Bee Journal.
better. I may go back to that old conUpward Ventilation.
temptible log gum. I know they will
winter there.
F. H. MINER.
Crescent City, 111.
In a review of my former article on
the above subject, Mr. Doolittle on page
65 of the Bee Journal for March, says
bees in a tree cut out the part softened

22,

informed Mrs. H. upon the subject of the

It- is impossible to be comfortable in
such a place; contraction is the resource, Hopeful's heart also began to expand
the increased consumption of honey and towards him, and she was heard to exair. the sources of water, make too claim in an undertone, " ha me, how
much, and it condenses and congeals too much he does know." Yes. bee-keepnear the bees, because our hivesarecold, ing, he reasoned, was certainly his
ill-shaped, too much radiating surface, special province, for who ever heard of
and too thin. They perish in the cold an individual that could " talk bees,"
season
cold and wet does it. Mr. that wasn't bound to succeed with
Doolittle does not believe in giving them
True, says he, Doolittle and
water all right; nature does that if others have uttered cautions and adwe do away with absorbents. He says vised beginners to "make haste slowly,"
they should not breed early, but nature but of course they are only croaking.
takes no counsel of us she lias given " Give me the bees and I'll show 'em."
instinctive foreknowledge we cannot As good luck V) would have it, along
safely interfere with.
I find it difficult
came Tom Clieat that evening, and
to confine them until pollen is plenty
hearing that Mr. Hopeful had a violent

they seem to

June
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Mi Lamentid Ded.

It iz ezy tu report disastur, when it
don't kum klose to hum. i kan talk
purty freely abowt mi nabur's losses,
but when litenin striks me i aint quite
sow volubel. Mi bea report wood hev
bin spred befoar the reders ov the Journal long agow, Butt i wanted 2 git
over mi solemnity a little, and alsow 2
sea if mi losses went above a hundred

pur

cent., whicth it haint, thanks 2 a
spel. The first weak in March

warm

found me steppin' hi, and i wuz prepairin' an artickle fur the press, on
"
2 winter beas sucksesfully,"
Butt there waz a hitch in the tune, and
it haz gone into the waist baskit or oblivion, along with mi aspirations and

How

mi prospective hunny krop. Marck 20,
1881, waz a sad da fur me. the wether
waz warm and old "sol" shone mockingly down. A kold snap had interveened and i wuz onezy, fur the beas
less farm wagon, of course, as it would dident seam 2 take in the situation.
hold the most.
Son John accompanied" Now and then a Backteary laden bea
wood fly atlwart the yard with a dolehim he was anxious to get his " pets
home before they "thawed out," for it ful dissentary hum that lingerd in mi
didn't require " book laming " to teach ears like a funerial nell.
I notist a slight depreshion in mi feelhim that bees "froze up" during the
approached and lifted the kuver
cool months the same as bears, etc. Ar- ins az
riving at Tom's he bethought himself ov no. 1 — ded, chaff, cos, starvation.
No.
i
lift the kuver tremusly, ded,
2,
to look at the little beauties, and be as-

It was on a salubrious spring morning, not many hours after this, that our
esteemed friend went after his purchase. He hitched up to the old spring-

;

i

sured, to use his words, "that they were
still torpidized."
Sure enough, as he
boldly peeped under several stands,
there they were, so quiet, and still, and
stiff.
Why -he could (he declared to
John) put his hand right up beside
them and not so much as feel them stir,
unless it was to drop to the bottomboard. He was delighted he looked
at still another. This was somewhat
heavier. He enjoyed to fondle these
"darlings," but so suddenly and very
energetically he withdrew his hand,
snapped his fingers, and John asserts
down to this day that he uttered an exclamation that sounded very much
like "golly" anyway, he quickly remarked that he gussed he wouldn't ex;

gone to the land ov shadders packed in
chaff. No. 3, ded, 2 much hunney jest
out of reach fur a kold snap, snaped
their thread of life.
No. 4, hibrids,
chaff, kombs the most fowlest ever
seen, Butt not ded (ded enuff 2 da), i
fix em, and proseed 2 No. 5, pure itallions and ded, the sweat starts. No. 6
to No. 42, awl ded butt won and that
purty week. I think of Mother Shipton's prophesy relating to the end of
the world, and reflect that purhaps the
awful fiatt or annihilation hez com-

menced

"And

in earnest.

the evenin'

and the mornin' waz the first da,"
March 21. If i rember kerect, i dident
sleep a very good slumber the nite befoar. How kan keep this thing from
examine any more. Tom. suggested mynaborsV shal keep mum, or face
waz the thots
putting an old bag over some of those the music like a man
that he was afraid had been awakened that drove mi sleep awa, 10 o'clock, a.
by wood chopping in the next yard. m. With sett teeth and the aggony ov
This was very thoughtful of Tom. So hopelessness pictered onto my face, i
they loaded them up the whole 40— lift the kover of No. 43, a large swellin'
thanks to Tom's ingenuity, and drove under the quilt rivets my attention it
John was assigned the driver's sturs, and presently 5 deer mice, slick
off.
seat, while the proud father rode astride and fatt, skampur awa; a hole atone
the load to direct the movements of end reveals their base ov supplise. No
the precious freight. All went smoothly kloggin' in this hive, bottum-board
as need be for the first mile, though clean, beas in tine kondition, sum hunJohn remarked that he thought the old ney and a little brude. What a pity i
mill dam must have given way again dident have mice enuff 2 gow round.
as he heard such a roaring near by. The mice served a dubble purpose
They did not investigate, however, un- they kept the bees dry and free from
til friend Hopeful ordered a halt, as he
kloggin', also both beas and mice assaid, "to pick out the slivers" from sisted in keepin' up the temperature.
A search revealed Az i sloly butt fully komprehendid the
his nether limbs.
the fact that the so-called "gums" were astoundin' revalation that perhaps a
very rough on the exterior, and some of fatt wood-chuck in a torpid state, klose
Mr. Hopeful's bees seemed intent upon to the brude-nest, seperated by a
examining said roughness, as they skreen division-board, waz the kee tu
rushed excitedly up and down the same. unlock the dark mistery ov winterin'
But such trifles failed to disturb Mr. beas, I waz overkum with joy. Sixty
H's equinamity. He chose a more fa- kolonis moar waz haistily examind and
Butt the hang-dogg
vorable seat and the line of travel was s found alive.
resumed. A turn in the road brought mournfulness which caractized mi first
them in sight of Mr. Hopeful's peace- day's performance had given wa 2 an
Suddenly there were signs abnormal kalm. That nite slumberd;
ful abode.
of excitement exhibited on the part of in mi dreems I saw mi eiuty hives, now

—

i

i

'i

—

—

i
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and 'grim, agin teamin' with beautiful in color, and will give pleasthe bizzy hum ov industry, i saw the ure, even to an invalid, but t much
price of wood-chucks advancin' and question the prospect of success for
wood-chuck tannin' on a grand skale such to make it a specialty. With such
waz fully developed, and the winterin' a winter as we have just had, many beeov ices" waz no more a question than keepers of little or much experience are
the winterin' of a mule. I wanto gow disappointed, and some are discouraged,
onto the record az the furst man 2 ute- determined to hereafter buy what honey
for them
lize this quadruped ov the klover Held. they want, as it it is cheaper
have nun 2 sel ami the plan wont be than to bother with bees all summer,
I
pattented. Deerreder, mi report iz be- and when winter comes have such
losses.
I admit it does look discouragfoar you and i hope you air satislide.
ing, but he that succeeds must not get
silent

i

discouraged if he does have some
See the farmer does he quit
losses.
farming because some year his crops
fail, or his stock becomes diseased ? ^No.
He goes right down to the scientific
analysis of ihe cause; finds it, and how
to hereafter prevent the same failure,
and, in the long run, is benefitted by
Read before the S. W. Wiaronsln Convention.
having had the failure.
Bee-Keeping-Will it Pay?
So it is with the successful beekeeper. If a trying winter comes, he
NEWELL FRANCE.
will, if he succeeds, do all in his power
to prevent any cause of failure before
The idea many people have, that bees experienced. He must not be easilywill take care of themselves, and bring discouraged
ever determined, success
the apiarist large returns for little or no shall be his portion. Generally, one exlabor, is incorrect and a drawback to treme follows another.
We have had
bee-keeping, as well as inducing many a few years of easy work to succeed,
who
not
work
are
to engage in the
but this last year has brought us the
adapted to it, either in natural taste or other extreme why not look for its relove for it, capital to work with, or a action in the year approaching ? All
sufficient knowledge to insure success.
bee-keepers, however, do not keep
Ignorance of bee-culture is one, if bees to obtain their profit from the
not the greatest cause of failures. Thor- honey produced. Many keep bees to
ough knowledge of the business is nec- rear queens and colonies to sell. This
essary, as well as practical application part of bee-keeping is getting to be
and hard work.
quite extensive, and. I think many realMuch information can be obtained by ize a far greater profit this way than
reading bee- papers and books, but act- they would by producing honey. Thus
ual practice in Uie apiary is just as nec- our papers have many articles on Italessary: in fact the successful bee-keeper ians, claiming their superiority without
must nave both. He must always be practically testing, when, 1 think, the
willuig and anxious lo learn something writer's object is to advertise himself as
for improvement, and if be is so, be an Italian breeder.
will find plenty in advance for him.
The Italian bee was first imported
In successful bee-keeping more de- into America in September, 1859, and
pends upon the bee-keeper than on the ever since importation and home-breedkind of hive, bees, or even location, al- ing of queens has beeu constantly
though these are important He must gaining, until at present the supply
have enough interest to know every rather exceeds the demand, and immonth the exact condition of each col- porters are opening a new field by inony, their wants, and how to supply troducing other races of bees.
Bees
them at the proper time. I know not can, and have been greatly improved,
out-door
work
that
deof any other
but I think much is said when the obpends so much on the right thing being ject is to help to sell queens. My only
done and at the right time. This is es- objection is, it induces the beginner to
pecially noticeable in the spring or har- place too much confidence on tfie supply
vest season, which, in this latitude, is so dealer's advice.
short, that a mistake then made may
Both the honey producer and supply
cause great failure.
dealer are needed, and call make it a
observing
at
all
times
must
be
He
success, if prepared and determined so
for instance, in the spring or fall, when to do. How many kinds of occupation
there is nothing for the bees to gather, are there that people engage in and are
he hears a bee tly by with that peculiar successful, without first having served
hum of robbing he must immediately some time with some one of practice ?
find the cause, for if left a day or two The blacksmith, wagon-maker, miller,
he may find some colonies robbed of carpenter, editor, etc., had to serve contheir stores, and perhaps those bees siderable time in practice or preparahave become discouraged and left.
ration before he was considered capaI have found, by experience, that ac- ble
of doing business for himself.
The apiarist Why, I ask you, is the bee business an
tivity is very important.
must move around quick, always being exception ? Should not the keeper of
careful. Some people can move quick bees be schooled and given practice,
enough, but in so doing are careless, just as much as the learner of any other
hitting things near by them, etc. This trade V
Too many are trying to do too
will not do, for often a jar or careless many kinds of business at once, to ever
motion causes serious work.
make it pay. If he is to be an apiarist,
In obtaining hired help 1 have found he must not let other business interfere
that boys 15 to 18 years old will be as when the bees demand attention.
careful and very much quicker than
Again, if you keep bees can you afgrown persons, besides, they do not de- ford to take a paper or not V Yes; most
mand as high wages. Some may not certainly, if you have bees enough to
see the use of being so careful. 1 will have honey to sell. The best bee-paillustrate
I have a frame with a new- pers are, the Bee Journal, Oleaninys,
comb in it, full of honey, to extract; 1 the Exchange, etc. The best books are,
and jar the comb in the '-ABC of Bee-Culture," for beginlittle
careless
am a
taking it out of the hive, or in sweep- ners, and Cook's " Manual," for the
ing bees off, or I may bold the comb a more advanced and scientific.
the result is the comb
little sideways
is broken and of no more use, and perRead before the S. W. Wisconsin Convention.
haps the honey lost also. Examples of
Wintering Bees in a Pit.
this kind very easily occur at all seasons. At some of our conventions we
REESE POWELL.
have been asked if we thought such
and such a person would succeed in beeculture. That, of course, neither we
dry pit is very well adapted for
nor anyone else knows until they have wintering bees, even though it be not
eyesight,
have
poor
tried
but if they
wholly secure from frost; the temperaor are much of a cripple, 1 would not ture will be much milder and more uniadvise them to attempt it. It takes a form than in the open air or cellar; the
keen and quick eye as well as good use bees will be more secure from disturbof hands and feet.
I am not of the ance and will be. protected from the
opinion (which I have seen advanced) piercing cold winds, which cause more
that a person of too poor health to do injury than the greatest degree of cold,
other kinds of labor can retire to the where the air is calm.
so-called easy work bee-keeping and
Universal experience teaches us that
make it a success. True, bees are in- the more effectual bees are protected
teresting to study, and the Italians from disturbance and from the varia-

—

;

;

—

:

—

A

;

—

!
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ions of temperature, the better will
they pass the winter, the less stores will
they consume, and the more vigorous
ami numerous will they be in the spring.
The pit may he made
Eeet wide, 1
feet deep, and the length to depend on
the number of colonies to lie put in
the sides and top should he hoarded, to
prevent the loose dirt from falling in.
inches of straw or hay
and about
should he spread on the top to absorb
the moisture (before banking lock the
dirt), and 2 pipes on each end. 4x6, inside measure, to give them ventilation.
If either bees or stores are lacking
they should be supplied during warm
weather, so that all may be quiet and
ready for the winter long enough before it becomes steadily cold.
All the hives should be examined
about Sep. 1, and if they have not
enough bees, double them extract all
the unsealed honey, leaving about 25
lbs. of sealed honey for winter, and if
most of this is gathered in June, so
much the better. Last year I took 4
combs of basswood honey, containing
25 lbs. in all, and gave it back for them
lo winter on, and took away all the late
fall honey, and they wintered splendidly, and are now the best colonies I
have they seem to be as strong now as
in the fall.
t

I

;

;

;

Read before the N. E. Convention.

Requisites for Wintering Bees.
H. H. FLICK.

To

a reader of our bee publications it
is plain that there are many bee-keepers
or persons who keep bees in summer
but not in winter; many others have
doubtful or ill success in wintering.
I made my system of winter management public in Ibis, through the Busy
Bee, and have since written various es
says for our conventions, upon the
same subject: but in bee-culture, as in
everything else, we need '* precept upon
precept," hence my excuse for again
writing upon this threadbare subject.
theory is known to be correct,
uhen, being put in practice, it proves
true. My system is based upon common seuse and well known facts is exceedingly simple and easily understood.
It was proven successful for 7 succes
sive winters, not having lost a single
colony by this management, while colonies in the same apiary, and others in
this vicinity, not cared for as described
hereafter, have perished.
Preparations for successful wintering
must commence in spring, as soon as
the honey season opens. All colonies
good beemust be kept strong.
keeper will not permit his bees to be renatural or
either
by
numbers,
duced in
artificial swarming neither will he extract honey from the brood apartment.
This is a vital point. Early honey
stored by the bees in the brood chamber is always good, and if the bees are
properly managed, enough good honey
will be placed in the brood frames for
the bees to subsist on during the severest weather. Many bee-keepers make
a mistake right here, by extracting all
the good honey, and expect the bees to
live on fall-gathered sweets. I never
extract from the brood chamber, but
keep good vigorous queens, and abundant surplus room, and I never find
the queen crowded with honey, neither
have 1 a complaint about late breeding.
Frost usually kills all honey-producing
flora during the latter part of September, and our bees never breed in October, yet they always winter and spring

A

;

A

;

safely.

The size and shape of the frame, has
much to do with successful wintering;
the frame 1 use is 13x19 inches outside
dimensions. By using this sized frame
the bees have the sealed honey above,
cluster, the wannpart of the hive. As the honey in
the forepart of the combs is consumed,
the cluster gradually moves back.
liming the breeding season we use
In the fall we con7 of these frames.
rait to 5 or 0. These are placed in the
centre of the stand across the top bars
in. square, and
I lay 3 or 4 sticks
cover with a good woolen quilt. These
sticks permit the bees to pass over the
top bars from one comb to another. I
also have passage holes 3 or 4 inches below the top bars in the combs, thus
giving access to all parts of the hive.
By placing the combs in the middle
of the outer case, or house, an empty
space is left on all sides between the
brood chamber and outer case. This is
tilled with chaff or finely cut straw. The
space above the quilt is also covered
with the same material, to a depth of
This keeps the bees warm
17 inches.
by retaining the animal heat, guarding
against sudden changes of temperature,
tnd insensibly carrying off the vapor,
exhaled by the bees. Under the roof
at each end, 1 have ventilators to permit free circulation of air above the
chaff to prevent moisture from collecting in the packing. Bees packed in
this way need very little ventilation.
In the winter of 1878-9, about %, of
our bee-houses were entirely covered
with snow for 2 or 3 weeks, the winter
being a severe one, but no ill effects
followed ; swarming commenced as
early as the 5lh of May.
inch,
1 close the entrance to about
and the portico slides brought together
within about ^ inch the entrances not
matching— one being set at the right
side of the portico, and the other at the
left, thus preventing cold draughts of
air or snow from entering direct. This
also makes it impossible for mice to
Whatever hive may be used,
enter.
care must be exercised to exclude mice;
the entrance must be well guarded
against these depredators.
Luring the winter, on mild days,
when bees tly, the entrance can be enlarged, and the bees may be assisted in
removing dead bees and litter, when
long confined; this, however, is not
necessary, only a help. For this purpose a long handled scraper, made from
heavy wire, should be used. The refuse of the hive should be scraped into
a receptacle, and carried away from the
apiary. The manure heap is the best
place for such filth. At other times the
bees should not be disturbed, but let
severely alone. The packing may re-

and rearward of the
est

i

;

%

%

—

main

warm weather, according to
when it must be taken out

until

locality,

clean, the colony- inspected, and put in
shape for its summer labors.
There are 7 fundamental principles
2.
1. We must have all colonies strong
each must have a fertile queen ; 3. plen4. never
ty of good food easy of access
extract honey from brood frames ; 5. a
frame of the proper size and shape; 6.
passage way across and through combs;
7. ample protection against the sudden
changes of temperature, whilst properly
ventilated so as to insensibly carry off
the moisture exhaled by the bees.
The advantages of this system are
There is no trouble in carrying
1.
heavy hives to and from the cellar.
:

;

;

:

Bees can tly any time during the
2.
winter when the' weather will permit.

During cold weather in spring,
3.
packed hives are warm, and bees breed
40° north latitude; much more rapidly than in any other

We are situated in
elevation above the tide water, 2,200
We are located in the valley befeet.
tween the Allegheny and Laurel Ridge
mountains, and our winters and springs
are pretty long and severe, on account
of our high latitude.
If there are any weak colonies in the
fall, they must be united, and if any
are short of stores, they must be provided for by giving combs from those
colonies that have too much. No colony should go into winter quarters with
less than 30 pounds of good honey
more will do no harm, and it must be
in as compact a form as possible. To
have the stores for winter spread over
8 or 10 combs will never do, as the cluster of bees cannot change combs in
cold weather.

way.
The preparing and packing for
4.
winter can be done during early fall at
leisure times, and when packed they
need no more attention till spring except to enlarge the entrances once or
twice during mild weather.
We find no moldy combs or dis5.
eased bees.
Bees wintered in this way in pure
6.
air are strong and vigorous, breed up
early, and "spring dwindling" is un-

known.
7.
There

is

satisfaction in

knowing

that your bees are comfortable, and by
safely wintering all your colonies you
find them strong when the honey season opens.
Lavansville, Pa.
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June

—one at each outer side of the brood

the fact, and the proportions in which
up such oleomargarine, suine, or butterine, beef fat, fard, or any other foreign
it in the surplus boxes, and
substance has entered into its composiworker
with
good
founsupply its place
tion
Provided, That nothing in the act
dation.

hive

chamber
and put

;

better, however, cut

it

:

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor and Proprietor,

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

JUNE

22, 1881.

Special Notice.

Weekly Bee
Journal completes the first six months
of its existence.
We are more than
pleased with the manner in which it
has been received, and the welcome
The next number

of the

that has been accorded to it everywhere.
Several thousands have only subscribed for six months, and their subscriptions expire with the next number.
To all such we wish to make a few re-

marks

at once.

they will not only prevent the annoyance, to themselves, of missing the
regular visits of their old friend the
Weekly Bee Journal, but they will
save us much trouble in taking their
names off from our mailing lists, and
then re-entering them within a short
time. We hope all will renew at once
or else send us a notice, by return mail,
if they desire its visits continued.
Once in a while we receive a rather
uncourteous letter because the Bee
Journal is discontinued when the
time is out that has been paid for. We
try to please all our subscribers, but it
is not an easy task for us to determine
who does and who does not want it
so continued so we must ask to be informed on the subject.
The following is just such a notice
as we wish all would send who desire to
have it continued without intermission.
Then we put this mark, "||Jun 81," after
the name on the wrapper label, and
when so marked we do not stop sending
the Journal until we receive an order
from the subscriber to do so.
" Please continue my Journal right
along if I do not send the money on
the day it runs out I do not want you to
stop it, for I want every number as soon
as it is published.
I will send you the
money just as soon as I can make it
convenient to go to the post office to
get a money order.
W. C."

—

;

;

Now,
would
it

who

so continued
drop us a postal card, or menif all

when they

desire

it

are sending a remit-

would save us much trouble,
and themselves the annoyance of having
tance,

the

it

Journal

stopped.

Too Much Drone Comb. — Mr. B. P.
Williams, of Goldsmith, Ind., asks the
following questions

How much

drone comb should be
the hive V
Will all eggs laid in drone comb
hatch drones V
3. I have some very nice combs which
contain all drone cells; how can 1 keep
the drone brood out of it, or shall I cut
it out ?
4. How many queen cells ought to be
left after dividing, in the colony that
has no queen
5. Is it the fault of the queen, or the
bees, that there is too mucli drone comb?
Ho the bees make the comb, whether
she is a drone-laying queen or not?
1.

left in
2.

't

1.

As

little

as possible,

if

you are

running for surplus honey.
2.

;

obliged to build new combs at the outside of the brood-nest, the bees quite
frequently construct it with drone cells.
This is one of the forcible arguments
in favor of the use of comb foundation.
Of course, when bees are determined to
have drone cells, they will build them,
even though they have to cut away
worker cells to get room to do so ; but,
as a rule, drone comb can be almost entirely excluded from the hive, by using
good worker foundation, to be given no
faster than they can work it out. If it
is desirable that the queen occupy it,
place it alternately in the centre of the
brood-nest if desired for honey-storing,
then place at the sides of the brood-nest
next the hive.

sections of this act shall, for the first
offence, be fined not less than $25 nor
more than $200 for the second offense
he shall be fined not less than $100 nor
more than $200, or confined in the
;

county jail not less than one month nor
more than 6 months, or both, at the dis-

cretion of the court; and for the third
and all subsequent offenses he shall be
fined not less than S500 nor more than
$2,000, and impisoned in the penitentiary not less than one year or more
than 5 years; no person shall be convicted under the foregoing sections of
this act if he shows to the satisfaction
of the court or jury that he did not know
that he was violating any of the provisions of this act, and that he could
not, with reasonable diligence, have obtained that knowledge the State attorneys of this State are charged with
the enforcement of this act, and it is
hereby made their duty to appear for
the people and to attend to the prosecution of all complaints under this act, in
against Adulteration in Illinois.
their respective counties, in all courts.
;

;

:

B) sending on their renewal

tion

the first shall be so construed as ti> prevent the
4. It matters not how many
use of harmless coloring matter in butqueen emerging from a cell will look ter and cheese or other articles of food;
after the remainder.
that any person convicted of violating
5. At the time of honey-gathering, if any provision of any of the foregoing

Yes.

3. Do not, under any circumstances,
leave more than two drone combs in a

Law

The

Legislature, just before adjournlaw against

ing, passed the following

We hope it
adulteration in Illinois.
will not be allowed to stand, " a dead
letter on the Statute Books of the
State." It should be strictly enforced
:

The law provides that no person shall
mix, color, stain, or powder, or order
or permit any person in his or her employ to mix, color, stain, or powder any
article of food with an ingredient or
material, so as to render the article injurious to health or depreciate the value
thereof, with intent that the same may
be sold and no person shall sell or offer for sale any such article so mixed,
that no
colored, stained, or powdered
person shall, except for the purpose of
compounding in the necessary preparation of medicine, mix, color, stain, or
powder, or order or permit any other
person to mix, color, stain, or powder
any drug or medicine with any ingredient or material so as to affect injuriously the quality or potency of such
drug or medicine, with intent to sell
the same, or shall sell or offer for sale
any such drug or medicine so mixed,
;

;

colored, stained, or

powdered

;

that no

person shall mix, color, stain, or powder any article of food, drink, or medi-

any article which enters into
the composition of food, drink, or medicine, with any other ingredient or material, whether injurious to health or
not, for the purpose of gain or profit, or
sell or offer the same for sale, or order
or permit any other person to sell or offer for sale any article so mixed, colored, stained, or powdered, unless the
same be so manufactured, used, or sold
or offered for sale under its true and
appropriate name, and notice that the
same is mixed or impure is marked,
printed, or stamped upon each package,
roll, parcel, or vessel containing the
same, so as to be and remain at all
times readily visible, or unless the person purchasing the same is fully informed by the seller, of the true name
and ingredients (if other than such are
known by the com -non name thereof) of
such article of food, drink, or medicine,
at the time of making sale thereof or
offering to sell the same that no person shall mix oleomargarine, suine, buttenne, beef fat, lard, or any other foreign substance, with any butter or
cheese intended for human food, without distinctly stamping, marking, or labeling the article or package containing the same with the true and
appropriate name of such article, and
the percentage in which such oleomargarine or suine enters into its composition
nor shall any person sell, or offer for sale, or order or permit to be
offered for sale, any such article of food
into the composition of which oleomargarine or suine has entered, without at
the same time informing the buyer of
cine, or

;

;

22,

now lift the sheet clear from
the pile and turn the two remaining
cuts or Haps in the opposite direction
lay the sheet down with the top edge
nearest you, place the frame with the
lower or sharp edge fitting closely to
the joints formed by alternately bending up and down the flaps, and press
the foundation to the top-bar with the
thumbs, drawing to you. When warm
and the wax quite pliable, the work is
very speedily and effectively performed
scarcely requiring more than ten minutes for a full set of frames. The foundation will reach within half an inch
of each end-bar and the bottom-bar, and
give ample room for the bees to pass
from side to side. Of course, a greater
number of cuts will do no harm except
With good founto take up more time.
dation we have never had any breaking
down, warping, nor sagging to any appreciable extent. The engraving will
give a comprehensive idea of the appearance of a sheet of foundation ready
for the hive.
turned up,

;

—

Methods of Usin^r Foundation.

We

frequently receive inquiries simi-

from parties who
have been more or less annoyed with
Many bee-keepers use a top-bar with
foundation breaking down, etc.
a tongue or in-set projecting below its
I am perplexed almost out of humor. surface, to which they fasten the founI fastened the foundation on to the
dation by pressing with a putty-knife.
frames, as I supposed, according to law
(pressing down with a putty-knife), but Others lay the edge of the foundation
As I opened the hive along the tongue, and fasten by tacking
it does not stay.
of a swarm two days old, the other night, a thin strip of wood over it. Melted
I found three sheets of foundation lying
beeswax and rosin is used a great deal,
on the bottom of the hive. I was vexed
I resolved to go to headquarters for in- with which the foundation is sealed to
formation. Now, will you please give the top-bar. Split top-bars are used by
in the next issue of the Bee Journal many, and possess some advantages
full directions for fastening foundation
on the frames ? Give full directions for over most other kinds. These, however,
lar to the following,

—

;

handling foundation. Is it best to fill
the frames full, or will starters two or
three inches wide serve to keep the
Nothing is more procombs straight
voking than crooked combs in a colony
of bees. I wintered in the cellar, had
good luck, and bees are doing nicely
now, with plenty of clover and rain. I
examined a swarm one week old Saturday, that was nearly full of nice comb,
honey and brood; will put on surplus
sections this week.
J. M. A. M.
Galva, 111., June 13, 1881.

necessitate considerable labor, as the
nailing down of the top-bars cannot be
completed till after the insertion of the

'{

We can

only answer the above ques-

tions by giving our way of using it, and
referring to some of the methods practiced by others, but will

recommend no

particular plan for fastening it, for the
reason that practice and painstaking has

much

to

do with acquiring

facility

and

perfection in anything pertaining to the
internal economy of the hive, and we
do not wish to provoke any discussion

foundation.
Starters two or three inches long will
not always insure straight combs, but,
of course, are much better than empty
frames; but with a good article, full
sheets are much more satisfactory.
In hiving swarms, if very strong, we
would throw them on full sheets and a
full complement, to prevent concentrating too much weight on a few but if
building up, then give full sheets, in the
centre of the brood-nest, only as fast as
they can use it.
;

gg" On page 2 of the
the Weekly

had an

first

number

of

Bee Journal, "M. B."

article

on "Fertilization in Con-

finement," and promised a full descripwith those who have derived satisfac- tion of the cage used, etc., during the
tion from a plan differing wholly or in present year. Mr. Louis Hofstatter has
waited patiently, but says he has now
part from ours.
We use Langstroth frames with a become very anxious to hear from the
V-shaped top-bar; the foundation is experiment, and asks us to call on " M.
just as wide as the inside of the frame B." to "rise and explain." He must
from the bottom-bar to the lower point remember, however, that so far we
of the top-bar, and is one inch shorter have had but little suitable weather for
than the frame from end to end. When such experiments, and must wait toiih
ready to use a set of frames, the foun- patience, and give time sufficient to
dation is placed on clean paper, evenly make several experiments, for such
piled, with the straightest edge next the only will be of any value to the science
Slip-shod exoperator now with a sharp knife make and art of bee-keeping.
four incisions or cuts half an inch long periments and hasty conclusions are aldown through the foundation to the pa- ways deceptive and undesirable. Let
per, and at equal distances from each all wait until the experiments are comwith the hands pleted, and then, doubtless, all will reother and the ends
placed at each end of the pile, turn up ceive the coveted information, or else a
the two end-cuts with the thumbs, and full explanation concerning the failure.
proceed- to the center, which is also We can well afford to wait.
;

;
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While others are described as " shy." Our
pedient previously explained.
the queen and retinue were returning gooseberries hang "like rones of onto their old quarters, so as to make ions," he blossoms having had ample
their tiual dislodgement easy, the ex- fertilization— a fact well worthy of caretractor was set to work upon the comb ful attention by those who grow fruit
honey, and soon lio lbs. of splendid for profit.
I

LONDON JOURNAL OF HORT.
Capturing Bees that wore lodged in
Stone Walls.— Mr. Frank R. Cheshire
gives the following incidents, showing
how colonies in inconvenient places
may be dislodged and made to enrich
the apiaries of their captors
:

The double

formed part of an
old structure, and through the aperture,
the result of decay, the swarm had evidently entered, and had utilized, as we
afterwards found, an interspace only
1
inches wide from front to back. A
bricklayer was employed to cut out the
front bricks, to lay the colony open to
view, and this work acted like, the hive-I

wall

.,

beating in driving, completely quieting
the bees, which made no resistance to
the removal of their comb. The, bricklayer was not a beekeeper, and so it
soon became expedient to remove the
bricks myself, lifting out the honeycombs as it was possible to free them.
These I found about 3 feet (1 inches deep,
and supported at intervals by cross
bricks, but unfortunately, as we came
upon the brood-combs, the queen retreated, with the greater number of
bees, into the recess beyond reach. All
the brood-combs, by cutting, trimming,
and fixing into frames, were made
ready for the hive, but the inhabitants,
except the very young, tlew from them
and returned to the wall. The queen
was not with us, while nearly all the
bees were with her, and quite inaccessible, unless so much of the wall was to
be removed as to endanger its safety.
In the dilemma we fixed the frames
with their brood-combs as nearly as
possible in true position, and in the
spot the brood had previously occupied,
nailing up over all a large gardener's
mat.
So soon as quietude was restored, the
bees, with their queen, returned to feed

and warm

their young.

The next morn-

ing the mat was lifted with as little disturbance as possible. The insects were
discovered closely clustered, putting
their plundered house in order. The.
hive to receive them stood against the
wall just under their old entrance.
Frame after frame was lifted down, the
queen, in due course, making her de-

scent with the rest. The few bees that
took wing soon learned the position of
their comrades, and the colony was established in its new quarters with but
very little loss, and yielded its owner a
fine super at the close of the summer.
The main point of interest rests in the
manner of capturing the queen by restoring for a time the combs, to which
she will infallibly return, when their
second movement is too rapidly and
quietly accomplished to give her a
chance of eluding us.
But to our second case. The 3 or 4
colonies in the roof of Much Hadam
Church, the descendants doubtless of
one, had behaved so badly that further
forbearance was impossible.
swarm
was sent out on the morning of a confirmation, and, audaciously entering the
church window, clustered on the ornament not far from the pulpit, and one
reckless bee from this cluster committed the sad indiscretion of stinging a
bishop. This sealed their doom, and
not long after ladders were raised, and
your humble servant was peering down
between the slates, as the saucy insects
were traveling in and out through 4 or
5 openings. The master builder in attendance came to give directions, but a
gust of wind, common to such altitudes,
nearly carried away his hat. His rapid

A

movements

in preventing this catastrophe produced a worse, for 5 or 6 bees,
which regarded this quickness as a
menace, took aim at his uncovered
scalp and caused him to retire discomfitted.
A practical breach was soon
made, and then pailful after pailful of
honey-comb, which at length fairly

honey was freed from wax and pollen.
After the final removal of the bees the
following morning, the hollow in which
this colony had existed for several years

wjm*:
—

The Clovers. Yes, Syrian is the word,
The Land if only for the sake of euphony.
Hee- Keeping in Texas.
I u <iist,
lJoerne, Texas, remarks as fol- "Holy" is too Oriental, and seems half
sacrilegious when used in this way.
was. by my order, tilled with coke pre- lows
Bees are doing well here, since we had
viously saturated iii carbolic acid. This
Bee-keeping,
very
small
befrom
a
shower or two. White clover is very
a
odor
disgustso
last substance emits an
ing to the genus Apis, that no fresh ginning, is receiving considerable at- abundant, but in front of my window
swarm is likely to choose this spot as a tention in Kendall county. That the is a meadow of mixed white and red
business is a profitable one all agree clovers and there are 5 or 6 Italians on
dwelling place.
who have given it attention. The re- the red clover to-day to one bee of any
turns are very large in proportion to kind upon the others. Lately I visited
the outlay of capital and time; the Mr. Jesse Hidings, of Whitehall, 111.,
MISCELLANEOUS.
seasons and wild profusion of honey who had a field of mixed red, white,
plants are all that is necessary to insure and alsike clovers, and there were 20
for
Surplus
Comb Foundation
Honey. success to those bee-keepers who are pre- Italians on the alsike to one on any
Mr. Dougherty, in the Indiana .Far- pared by needful industry and intelli- other bloom. He had also a patch of
gence to make the most of the busi- very thrifty meliiot, sown last year, but
mer, remarks as follows
ness. As an illustration of what can it was not yet in bloom. Have killed
The merits and demerits of the use be done with bees in this country, Mr. all my black queens but one
have
of foundation for surplus honey has Moore, of Llano county, took in one bred Italians, and have them laying inindiscussion
since
its
first
been under
season, from one hive, 230 lbs. of honey, stead of the blacks.
ffji. Camai.
troduction, and although at first there which, at 20 cents per lb., would net $46
Murrayville, 111., June 6, 1881.
was good grounds against its use, with on an investment of less than $5.
the improvements of the last fewyears,
The Prospects in California. Some
it has become a success, and with one
wrote a letter to the Bee
Extracted vs. Comb Honey.— As to time ago I
or two exceptions, is used extensively
Journal, stating how good the prosby most of our practical bee-keepers, which kind is the most profitable to pect was for surplus honey.
Now the
we have experimented extensively in produce, Mr. Dougherty, in the Indiana thing is changed.
month ago some
its use, and do not hesitate to recomneighbors
told
me
that
the bees
of
my
mend it for use in the surplus boxes, Farmer, remarks as follows, and at the were killing their drones. Having
but
not alone a strip in the top of the sec- same time indorses the views of the
few drones, I had no surplus and my
tion as a starter, but that the sections Bee Journal. He says
bees were leaving them alone, but now
be filled quite full, giving the bees a
As to which kind will pay the best de- I observe occasionally a drone being
good start, insuring straight combs, and
Many of my bees have
off.
lugged
in much better shape than where the pends upon how it is to be sold, wholestopped breeding, and commenced
bees are allowed to build the comb at sale or retail, distance to market, etc.
You can produce }£ more, good well again within a few days. Very late
will.
ripened extracted, than you can of comb frosts have killed what bloom we had,
honey, and when you have a good home and now the bearbush or hawberry, is
French paper relates that at a market, at retail, extracted honey will commencing to bloom and honey is
$gr
village near Florenville (Luxembourg) a
bring within a few cents as much per coming in, and queens laying again. I
gentleman, walking along beside a pound as comb honey. Where honey have obtained but little surplus and
wood, saw some bees swarming on a has to be shipped long distances, ex- very little comb honey, equalizing most
straggling branch of an oak tree. He
tracted honey will undoubtedly pay the of my colonies. I increased from 58 to
went to fetch a hive, and returned, with best. The freight is cheaper. The loss 81 strong colonies, but unless more
a wood-cutter named Guiot, who
from breakage and leakage is much honey is gathered, I shall have to feed
climbed the tree, and sitting astride of less.
Extracted honey is growing in back and rear queens in the fall. Queenthe branch, cut off the extremity of it
favor rapidly, and in the near future rearing, for the present, is useless, unupon which the swarm hung. An un- comb honey will be in little demand. less one wants them to starve and get
instead of
expected result followed
In creating a home demand it is well to the bees to robbing. All my colonies
falling to the ground, the swarm disproduce both kinds, and as the trade are full of bees, but they have very litpersed, and, raising like a whirlwind,
increases supply that which gives the tle honey, and only a little brood. One
settled on the head of the unlucky
In producing ex- colony had a good proportion of brood
best satisfaction.
Guiot, who was still sitting on the
tracted honey caution is necessary in in 6 out of 10 combs, and good sage
branch, 45 feet from the ground. The
not extracting unripe honey and in ex- honey to live on through the drouth,
bystanders shuddered.
Surely, they
tracting so much as to rob the bees of which will be on us after the bearbush
thought, he will be seized with giddinecessary stores.
Some bee-keepers is through blooming. I notice a great
ness, and tortured by a thousand stings,
practice extracting the honey as fast as many dead bees about the bush while
he must fall to the ground. But Guiot
it appears that
the bees
it is gathered, but honey in this condi- in bloom
called up all his strength of mind, and
the fine flavor that belongs gorge themselves and are too weak to
remained until the swarm had formed 2 tion lacks
the
load
home
bush is
their
take
to a good article of extracted honey,
long wreathes hanging from his temwith bees during the bloom.
and
is liable to ferment and sour. None swarming
then
ples, and waving as he moved
but a thoroughly good article should be What colonies survive the drouth, soon
half blinded by the insects, which also
produced and placed on the market, as fill up with fall honey, from the golden
covered his face and body, he contrived
the price will depend upon the quality rod and decaying fruit. Bees do not deto descend from his elevated position,
you otter. You should only produce stroy fruit, but save the juices after
taking the greatest care not to irritate
honey that is equal to the birds and yellow-jackets have punctWhen he arrived extracted
this living mantle.
very best article of comb honey. It is ured it. I have watched and seen them
on terra firma a hive was placed on his
but little trouble to secure a crop of leave the santarosa bloom because they
shoulder, but 3 hours elapsed before the
honey, when the extractor is judiciously could not bite through the base of the
bees would take possession of their new
during an ordinary honey yield, flower, where the honey is. The tube
home. When this happy change was used,
whereas at times it is almost impossible being long only humming birds can sip
effected the poor wood-cutter's wild deto make the bees work in the surplus the honey. By pulling the tube and
light testified to the intensity of the
sucking it one can taste the honey. The
boxes.
anxiety and discomfort he had endured.
locust in this vicinity was a failure,
giving no bloom to speak of.
Marketing.— In a short time the honey
J. D. Enas.
Napa, Cal.
The Season in England.— The editor crop for 1881 will be ready to put upon
of the British Bee Journal remarks as
the market. Particular attention is inEncouraging. Bees are doing finely,
follows on the honey season in England:
vited to several good articles on the swarming, filling sections and rearing
If the past month of May has not subject of marketing in the most de- brood. I got through the winter with
Alabama, and had
been all that could be desired, it has,
manner, which 13, bought 10 inThe fields, road sides6
on the whole, been a charming one and sirable and profitable
large swarms.
a vast improvement on many in pre- have lately appeared in the Weekly and commons are white with bloom. 1
ceding years. The usual " break" oc- Bee Journal. The Grange Bulletin have 3 acres of alsike clover near my
curred in the middle of it, but did not remarks that " for small retail pack- bees they worked on the alsike about
continue as long as former experiences
a week before they did on the white
with close-fitting covers
led us to expect, and, excepting that ages, tin pails
Basswood will have a very
clover.
Purchased
by
the
gross
the
best.
the nights have been cold, the bees are
heavy bloom; the buds are just formed.
have been doing well.
Swarming is or in quantities of 1,000 or more, the
J. II. Thoknburg.
late, which perhaps may be accounted
Manchester, Ind., June 10, 1881.
price is so inconsiderable that no confor by the excessive labor of the bees
paying what they
in honey gathering, many of our hives sumer will object to
Testing Cyprian Queens.— Will some
being less populous in the third than in cost in addition to the price of the
the first week, a glut trom the orchards honey, for they are so " handy to have breeder of Cyprian queens inform me
how I can tell whether my Cyprian
being available before they had made
in the house " that not one housewife queens have mated with Cyprian or Italsufficient headway in the brood-nest,
and the loss of life by overwork great in a hundred would wish to return the ian drones, where all are reared in one
yard ? I have 43 colonies of tine Italin proportion.
In gardens where no pail."
ians 32 are storing surplus now. The
bees are kept there is the usual comWeekly Bee Journal is indispensable
plaint that the early fruits are dropping
l^" Sometimes a noble failure serves to any live bee-keeper.
off, and the frosty nights and blight are
S. E. O'Neel.
blamed as the cause, but the absence the world as faithfully as a distinguished

—
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—
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A

:

A

a large saucer bath, was the first
instalment of the booty. The broodcombs followed; but as before, the bees
retired and had to be gained by the ex- of bees
tilled

19:

:

;

;

;

—

;

'

'

;

is

doubtless the true one, while

success.

Dryden.

Dupont, Ind., June

14, 1881.
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Bee Stings.— I am an attentive reader
of the Weekly Bee Journal, and as
long as i have a colony of bees, 1 should
be sorry to have to do without it. I am
very much interested about bees, but
am rather afraid that nature did not intend me for a bee-keeper, for it gives
me so much inconvenience when 1 am
stung. There seems less difficulty in
protecting the face by means of a veil
than in knowing the best way to protect the hands. 1 fancied myself safe
till yesterday, by wearing a rather thick
pair of brown kid gloves, but in handling the frames without having previously smoked the bees, I was stung

on one of my fingers, from which my
whole hand is still quite swollen and
painful.
For some time the inflammation extendeil all the way up my arm.
Perhaps you will say if I am so susceptible to the poison of the sting I had
better keep clear of bees. Prof. Cook
says that people soon become inoculated and feel every sting less, but 1
shrink from the idea of that process.
Would you advise me to get a pair of
rubber gloves
1 have seen it recommended to wear white cotton gloves,
but should think they would be no better protection than kid. 1 only have
one colony lost 'Z last winter packed
one in chaff and the other in shavings.
H. F. BULLER.
Campbellford, Out., June 11, 1881.
'i

;

;

June

the drones. With my honey knife as
sharp as I could get it 1 went to my black
colonies every days and clipped the
heads of all the drones that were
capped.
By repeating the process
above stated I have not a black drone
in my apiary, and none very close to it,
and my young queens stand a good
chance for a pure impregnation. In all
the swarming I lost only one queen,
which I failed to catch on coming out,
but she new to the hive, just in front of
one that had swarmed the day previous;
I gave the new swarm a cell instead of
the old queen. There is one great
trouble with swarming as above menmiles, that I know of. Of 460 colonies, tioned the bees on returning would
now less than 70 are alive, aside from try and get in any hive they could, unmy own, of which I lost 4 out of a lot til I was compelled to close all the enof 51.
F. W. Chapman.
trances when a swarm issued. Has any
Morrison, 111., June 11, 1881.
one had similar troubles with swarms
Poseyville, Ind.
J. F. Kight.
Wintering on Cider.— The fall of 1880
came, but no honey crop ; there were
Winter and Spring.— The long, cold
plenty of cider-mills, fruit-driers, vine- winter has passed away, and with it
I commenced the
yards, etc., all around here, and the most of our bees.
bees stored a goodly amount of " choice winter with 23 colonies 1 intended to
wines and liquors," and were well fixed pack them in straw and chaff, but was
Winter caught unavoidably prevented. I left 15 of the
for a winter's debauch.
me with 5 colonies (1 black and 4 Ital- heaviest out without protection, except
The blacks and one colony of a bank on the north that broke the
ians).
Italians had about 7 or 8 pounds of force of the wind, and during part of
honey, including their non-temperance the time they were under the snow 8
drinks, each.
I packed them all in of the lightest I buried in a pit out oi
chaff and made my second trial at win- the reach of frost of these 5 came out
tering bees. About the middle of Jan- with live bees in them, but 2 were very
uary, as a consequence of their intem- weak, so that I united them with one ot
perate habits. they all had the dysentery. the others, one I have lost since from
By the middle of February the blacks queenlessness ; out of the 8 1 have but
Of the other 15 1
had reaped the reward of inebriety, and 2 good colonies left.
•gone down to a drunkard's grave." have 5 good colonies left ; one cast a
They left behind them only empty good swarm on the 5th, which makes 8
combs and bloated carcasses. Toward colonies, at present, in good condition.
the last of March the bees had their The loss of bees was heavy here, the
first chance for a flight since Novem- past winter, but the spring has been
ber, and 4 colonies only took advantage very favorable for what came through
of the " let up " in the weather. The to build up, and they are generally in
colony that went into winter quarters good condition now.
Bees are getting
with 7 lbs., now had 3 lbs. 1 do not some honey from white clover, but we
think that many cellars will cause the have never got any surplus from
The prospect for
bees to winter on less than 4 lbs. The that source yet.
mortality of bees in this county has basswood is good, of which we have an
great,
and
myself
(notthe
cause of our disbeen very
I find
abundance. As to
withstanding 1 left my bees packed in asters in wintering I cannot indorse Mr.
chaff on the summer stands) one of the lleddon's theory.
Mr. Dooliftle exlightest losers, both among cellar and presses my views, exactly. I like the
chaff advocates. I would say to Mr. Weekly Bee Journal, and intend to
I'liwnly, that he may, if it will benetil renew, so as not to miss a number.
anyone, inform his correspondent that
Li. G. Purvis.
1 apply the chaff above, below and on
Hartford, Iowa, June 13, 1881.
all sides, whole and unadulterated and
that it will not cause dysentery, if the
White. Clover Short.— Bees are buildapiarist will only keep it dry, and if ing up very slowly.
White clover is
any of his friends will drop into my not more than half a crop, so far, owmodest apiary, I will show them a hive ing to severe spring drouth. We have
that will, every time, winter the bees had line rains during the past few days,
out-of-doors as well as they will winter and I hope for a good crop of honey.
in a cellar.
F. L. Dresser.
I am much pleased with the Journal
Hillsdale, Mich., June 13, 1881.
wish you and it success.
G. W. Jenkins.
Swarming.— I have wintered 7 coloNew Liberty, Ky., June 9, 1881.
nies in chaff hives (Langstroth), without loss, while so many have lost all
Spring Dwindling. My loss of 9 out
their bees.
I purchased 15 colonies of
of 18 colonies occurred during the first
blacks in March, transferred them early part of April the worst time for bees
in April to Langstroth hives, making
they are now in good condi1 ever saw
my number 22, all in good condition for tion.
My best Italian colony supplied
business.
As I preferred natural 2 full frames of capped brood to help
swarming to dividing, I at once clipped build up those weak. I have had a large
one wing of all the queens; 1 purchased natural swarm, and now have 18 two-lb.
a lot of Dunham foundation, gave one boxes nearly tilled with honey. White
frame of it to each colony, every 5 days, clover is abundant. There is at least
until every hive was full. 1 arranged
1 ,000 acres to every colony of bees near
all my hives in a hexagonal figure, conPhilip P. Nelson.
here.

cannot be beaten North of the
You know it is not always
laugh as hard as you
can at the first story, for something
may come funnier. Well, lhad astrong
new swarm on the 31st, but that does
not beat his in time, although I am almost l}a° further north but I had one
the 25th, another the 27th, and have
had several since, although his was a
Sunday swarm (they are considered a
little extra, you know, for then you have
an excuse to stay home from church).
Mine were 2 and 4 days earlier. Nearly
all the bees have died the past winter
in this county, within a radius of 12
that

it

-loth

parallel.
safe to

;

:

't

;

;

;

[Rubber gloves are better than
because

it

is

more

difficult

sting to go through them.' It

more pleasant,as well as

kid,

for a bee

would be

safer,to

smoke

they are so cross, and thus
prevent them from attacking you. Ed.]

the bees

if

The Weather, Cause of Losses, etc.—
Are the fates combined against us poor
fellows, that aie trying to cultivate the
it appears as if
sweets of nature V
something that is beyond tne power ot
the
endurance of us
mortals, is trying

bee-keepers; the elements, at
not propitious for the replenishing of our monuments of departed

poor

least, are

sweetness— rain, rain, thunder and
lightning and rain, with a little sun occasionally, just for an aggravation, thai
we may know that there is one. The
white clover is Justin its splendor, large
and full, and plenteous, but the rains

descend and the Hoods come, and our
bees stay, like sensible beings, in out
of the wet, getting ready for a grand
rush bye-and-bye a sort of spitting on
the hands, like, waiting for the word
go when the weather makers say
"now," and I wish they would soon,
for my hives are running over with
bees, gathering a little honey, just
enough to keep soul and body together,
a sort of a hand-to-mouth living; but 1
suppose it is the best they can do, considering how Prof. Vennor and the
rest of our weather-makers are running things, and, as .Novice says, I don't

—

—

understand it. By-the-way, what new
idea is he going to advance this year t
Almost everyone will have some new
idea to advance as to the fearful mortality among the bees, but how many will
profit by their past experience ? and

who has

the right way to
winter beesV and unless we judge by
their success can we take their way as
being the right one V I never wintered
bees any better than last winter. From

among

us

all,

Nov. 15 until April 17 they had no flight,
and yet I only lost 4 from 51, that 1 put
up right, and 3 of those starved, through
my own neglect. I had 6 that I took

Do Bees ever get to be a Nuisance J
In your No. 23 Mr. Heddon asks for information relative to the above subject.
Our Iowa "code" defines a "nuisance "
to be "whatever is injurious to health,
or indecent or offensive to the senses,
or an obstruction to the free use of
property so as essentially to interfere
with the comfortable enjoyment of life
and property," and when found to be a
nuisance under the above definition
may be enjoined or abated. Under the
above quoted
would seem that bees might, at times,
be included. If my neighbor owns and
operates a sugar refinery, and I keep
last clause of the section
it

adjacent thereto a large apiary, to his
annoyance, discomfort or disadvantage,
1 do not see why the bees could not be
declared a nuisance just as a stinking
hog pen, kept within easy range of his
olfactory nerves, could. I do not know
of a case where the question of damages by bees has arisen in our courts,
but I do not see why they should not be
controlled to the extent of not interfering with our neighbors' rights, as well
as any other class of property. While
we are supposed to have a right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness in
our own chosen vocation, and the enjoyment of property, we are not to deprive another of the same right. Our
individual rights ought to be subservient to the public good, and if we cannot pursue an occupation without injury to our fellow citizens, we ought to
choose some other business.
If beekeepers would also keep the Golden
Rule in their hearts, and when so unfortunately located as to cause annoyance or discomfort to their neighbors,
whose occupations attract the bees, if
they would endeavor to do right, very
little complaint would be made.

Forest City, Iowa,

—

sisting of 44 hives.

sued

May

18

I

;

My

swarm

first

was ready with cage

is-

Manteno,

—

;

beginning to swarm and working in
I wish the Bee Journal

sections.
success.

June

Hiram J. Ward.
May 8, 1881.

Farmington, Kan.,

CLUBBING LIST.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
pi-ices quoted in tbe last column of figures. Toe
first column gives the regular price of both
:

Publishers' Price. Club.
..$2 00
Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. I. Root) 3 00.. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. Kim?)-. 3 00.. 2 60
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J.H.Nellts). 2 75.. 2 50

The Weekly Bee Journal (T.G.Newman)
and

4
The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Instructor W. Thomas) 2
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A. G. Hill)
The above-named papers
6
(

ti

Kansas Bee-Keeper
For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, fl.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, I1.5U less.
1

i

75.

.

50.

.

60..
75..

3 76

2 35
2 36
5 00

226.. 2 50

Manual (bound In cloth) 3
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
2
Prof. Cook's

—

111.,

Eugene Secor.
May 13, 1881.

Died of Dysentery. I lost about 80
per cent, of my bees.
I had them
packed on their summer stands they
were confined too long and died with
dysentery.
They are doing well now

;

—

22,

^

25..
40..

3 00
2 25

less.

* -

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place oj Meeting.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
State, at .Louisville, Ky.

1881.

Sept.

—Kentucky

12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
-Ky. State, in Exposition B'd'g, Loutsville.Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge. CoopersvUle, Sec.
In order to have this Table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
and place of future meetings.— ED.

Oct, 11,
12

jy

10, 1881.

in

Honey and Beeswax Market.

the queen was about the last to
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
Grafting Wax.— Can any of the readleave the hive. I picked her from off
CHICAGO.
the sawdust, put her in the cage, put a ers of the Bee Journal give a receipt
HONEY- The market Is plentifully supplied with
extra care to have in a correct condi- hive tilled with foundation in place of for grafting wax, that the bees will not honey,
sales are slow at weak, easy prices. Quoand
My orchard surrounds my table at 15(j51«c. for strictly choice white comb in 1
tion, according to authorities, young the old one, placed the queen in front gnaw V
2 lb. boxes; at io<y.i2e. for common dark-colored
bees, extra good queens, good sealed of the new hive soon the bees missed apiary, and the bees trouble it very and
and broken lots. Extracted, 7.^<<&yHc.
honey, and a plenty of it, 3 packed in t> their mother, and came back to look for much in this way. I would like a reBEESWAX.-Choice yellow, 2U(*23c; dark, 15017.
nut
composed
in
part
of
inches of chaff on the G sides, and 3 her. The hive was black with bees, ceipt that is
NEW YORK.
with the same amount of dry pine saw- and I let the queen out of the cage and beeswax, if any such is known.
HONEY.— Best white comb honey, small neat
N.
F.
Case.
Glensdale,
N.
Y.
dark
1I"< 12
large boxes 2c. less.—
packages,
14<al7c.;
dust on 5 sides, and a ts inch thick all was over. I have now 43 colonies,
White extruded, Hi*luc.; dark, 7<a.8c.
blanket of chaff on top, and they all all having swarmed but one from which
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20<gi25c.
went over the bridge together, for chaff I removed the queen, in order to get
Mood Prospect for Honey. Basswood
CINCINNATI.
or dust did not save them, not a one. cells, in order to Italianize as I go along; is full of buds, and there is plenty of
HONE Y.— The market for extracted clover honey
Comb honey is of slow sale at 10c.
This spring I found the combs moldy and this is the way I did it Allowing honey in all the flowers.
is good, at8@iuc.
My lirst for
the best.
and bees mostly on the bottom of the IB days for a queen to hatch, my queens swarm came out on June 6 I have 30
BEESWAX-18(at22c.
C. F. MUTH.
honey
in
store
so I think hatched June 1, at which time my bees colonies, and 2 young queens laying. I
hives, with
SAN FRANCISCO.
I have exploded to my satisfaction, at had swarmed
colonies
for
.Some
as fast as they swarmed bought 10
$50.
of
HONEY.— A few case:* of new, both extracted and
least, that out-door chaff-packing
is
1 cut out all the black cells and introthem had brood in every comb. The comb, have arrived— not enough to attract anyone
but a rttali buyer. Large oiTerings woul not be apt
chaff, as far as the successful wintering duced an Italian cell
by June 2 all my cause of bees dying last winter was to
solicit much attention from canners just now, as
of bees is concerned, and is not the cor- Italians were hatched.
cold,
long conhnement, they are busily engaged on fruits. Stocks of old exI purchased a dampness,
are firmly neid.
rect way to do. Our friend, Lowmas- tine tested Italian queen, and all the breeding too soon in winter quarters, tracted
We quote white comb, J2@l4c; dark to goud, 9@
Vernon, Ohio, appears queens were from her, and they are and being put out too early.
ter, of Belle
lie. Extracted, choice to extra white, 6<<ji7c.; dark
und candied, 5<sj5HjC. BEESWAX— 2l«t25c.,
jubilant about having a swarm of bees beauties. The 7 I wintered were ItalFayette Lee.
Steakns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
the 29th of May, and gives his opinion ians ; of course I depend on them for
San Francisco, Cal.. June 9, lb81.
Cokato, Minn., June 11, 1881.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

._ "Single copies of the Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

15D0LLAR$ZF0R$1

THOMAS

f^* Those who may wish to change
Wishing '" Introduc <mr luniks n-> sVw tV r f'z", stvlo of inrMnt.
t\ etc w«
h^v decidec
decided to
wo h^vf
from other editions to the Weekly, can
make tho
the GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY, foraBhortti
fur a short time.
do so by paying the difference.
fi^We will send ihe len books described below, by mail, post-paid io any address, on receipt of $1.
1

•

^"When

changing a postoffice admention the old address as well

dress,
as the

new

one.

nal

for 1SS0, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for SI. 50.

We have prepared Ribbon Badges

(iT

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

®" Notices
tended for

974

and advertisements inthe Weekly Bee Journal

must reach this
week previous.

office

by Friday of the

the

hair falling or fading. Parker's Hair
Balsam supplies necessary nourish-

ment, prevents falling and grayness
:£'\y4
and is an elegant dressing.

of the century.
FOIt 25 CENTS, A COPY OF ANY BOOK IX TIIIS LIST WILL RE SENT BY MAIL, POST-PAID,
Orders taken now, anJ books mailed as soon as published. One will be issued every two weeks.
LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOf-'N PLOUGHMAN'S PITTURES;
This well-known boik may be ranked asthe must
Or.Moreof his Plain Talk for Plain People.hy Roy.
popular standard juvenile bonk ever printe I.
Chaa. 11. Spurgeon. This book is exceedingly
Our edithm is complete, and contains the wonderhumorous and instructive, using tho simplest
ful adventures of a cast-away upon a de
form of wonls and very plain speech. To smite
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
e\ il, and especially the monster evil of drink, has
been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
and homely wisdom of this book should carry it
From tliiswi ;id to that which is tocome. This reinto every household. Complete in one volume
markable bouk, ay every one knows, was written
containing a great number oi pictures.
under the eiimlit de of a dream, by Juhn
Butiyan, the most popular religious writer in the
FARM AND FIRESIDF *)O0:' ROOK.
English language; an.l perhaps more copies have
l.ESTCOOKBoOKFVI.lvPL'BLlt.tF.b Contains
about 1,000 lUsuipes, It is iusr the boot that every
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
wieand housekeeper needs. Jt tells bow to cook
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with apall kinds of bread, cakes and meaie; it tells how
Sropriate llust nit ions.
LLIVER S TRAVELS.
to imtkeall kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cookTins book tells of the supposed travels and surprising fish, oysters, poultry and game it tells how to
select the best poultry, fish, meats, elc; it gives
ing adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions of the world, where he met with a
the best ni' ihods of preparing sauces and salads
and all kinds ol yrge'ables for the table; and tells
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
in one volume. Finely illustrated.
biscuits, rods, puddings pies, custards, creams,

NEW

;

<g" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.
.

*

m

» .

Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which the legend says the Nultaness of
^^^nsia related to the Sultan iiight after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
atTections and delivered the many \irgins, who
but for her would Lave been sacrificed to his

cookies, tea, cotlee, chocolate, home-made candies,
antidote for poi on, cooking for the sick, and many

other useml

which he adorned. Born a slave, Dd forced Ui3
way by his mother-wit intothecourtsof princes.
He knew that to be toleraied in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history; and be who had not
iEsop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

unjust resentment.
(g"We can supply but a few more of
the back numbers to new subscribers. SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHE MORMONS.

If

any want them, they must be sent for

soon.

^"Instead

of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
use them, and it is safer to send
such than silver.
letters,

We can

SS° Sample copies of the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

to this office.

^" The

date following the name on
the wrapperlabel of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
Eostal order, registered letter, or by
raft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c, to pay expense of
collecting them.

Every

in tiie laud soou.d reaJ
founded upon facts, and gives
an insight into the low estate of woman under
the Moiiuon rule.

copy of " Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of

whieh

is

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
Byb. L. Farieon. A very popularChristmasstory
after the style of biekens abounds in excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
adiuirabie picture of country life, giving the
;

hisUjry of a very happy and contented young
couple wtio thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete, in one volume, with illustrations.

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presenting correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate o'ir own course, and steer, star-guided,
over life's trackless ocean.

BOOKS
PAGES
THE TYPE is Minion, easy on the eyes. THE PAPER is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
BOOK,

Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow
TIIE FIRST
every two weeks and be mailed to subscribers as soon as published.
Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of Farm and Fireside, say, " they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the above hooks if careful

RELIABLE.—

to direct letters correctly.

Publishers of

Office

Money Order

EMERSON BINDERS.

Land— 640
FOR
W CHEAP

Florida

the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
sell to those who wanted them.
can
now supply the following at 25 cents
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness
of Mr.Langstroth we have copied, is one
furnished by his daughter, who says,

DESCRIPTION, -Sec.

;

We

:

"

the only one ever taken when he
good health and spirits." We
are glad to be able to secure one of such
a satisfactory nature.
it is

was

in

$g" It would Bave us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when writing to
this office.
We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
]i"e near one postoffice and get your
mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

82P~

Binder* for the Weefe-ly Bee Journal,

of 1881,

cloth and paper,

postpaid, 85 cents.

We can furnish Emerson's

Binders, Kilt lettered on
the back, for American Bee Jopknal for 1880,
at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
50c.
:

Leather and cloth
75c.
t^~ We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
or Magazine desired.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
9T4

West Madison

Street.

J.
Iltf

ITALIAN
and Bee Hives

VAN DEUSEN &

411TKKNH,

Full

specialties.

Our

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated

new

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED
A new

and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled "The

•'
writes us
I am 65
feeble and nervous
years old
all the time, when I bought a bottle of
I have used a
Parker's Ginger Tonic.
little more than one bottle and feel as
at 30, and am sure that hundreds need
See advertisejust such medicine."

ment.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. V.

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c„ Free, t^" ^end for it and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT &, BKO.. Crawfish Springs, Ga.

:

and was

22w4

111.

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

the Author.

An Old Lady

Chicago,

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

Science of Life, or Self- Preservation ;" bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt, 3(X>
pp., contains beautiful steel engravings. 1 25 prescriptions, price
only 11.25 sent by mail
illustrated sample, U cents
send
:

;

ki-.K,

No. 4 BultJnch

Bt.,

Boston.

22wly

Acres,

CASH.

;

the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

Ohio.

HiH-insrfield,

4,

township

7,

&»

south range

7

west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50 miles
south of the Georgia line, 2*i miles west of the city of
Tallahasse, the capital of the Stale, and about 25
miles northeast of the city of Apalaehicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and 6) of the Apalaehicola river; the soil is a rich.
Bandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. .'ilst, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned ti sections, including the
above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3.2110, and on Sept. nth.
1877. by him conveyed to the undersigned for *3,0O0.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Kecordsof the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

THOMAS

974

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
Ree Journal IB published monthly at
$1.75, and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do. and when and
howtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture. Kairlawn.Southall. London.
British

B5 ENGRA VINGS.
M. D.

B. J.

index of diseases, and
A TREATISE givingan
and treatment of each, a table

symptoms

;

cause

all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules for telling the age of the
horse: a valuable collection of recipes, and much
valuable information.
Price 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

giving
;

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

974

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ABC

I.;i iiLr»t roth on the Hive ami Honey Bee,
is a standard scientific work.
Price! #2.
BlentHed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, * 1 .OO.
Bees and Honey : or, Mtece»»*fiil manatre•ue:ii of the \i>iiii .\. by Thomas G. Newman.
'I'm** emhnces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary — Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transf erringItalianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quletimz and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Engllnh and German.—
Price for either edition. 40 cent*, postpaid.
Food Adulteration What we eat and Rhould
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

—This

L

;

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 5«e.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

Honey, a.s Food and Medicine* by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honev for the
Market Honey as food, etvine recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Encrllfth and Oernian.
Price for either edition. Ce. ; per dozen, 50c.

Q.

,

;

Wintering; Been. — This contains

the Prize

Rssayson thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers* Association. The Prize— +2) in gold
— wasawarded to Prof f!ook*B Essay, whieh is here

lOc.
TTae— Being a description of the
M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Extracted Honey ; HarveNtlnir, Handlfull.

Price,

and Marketing.— A

iM-paee pamphlet, by

& C. P. Dadant, giving
and management adopted

in detail th*» methods
in their apiary. This

liits

Cta.

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hint- to Bee-Keeper*, by Chas.

contains
F,

Muth; 32 pages.

It gives

Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Kendall'* Home Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has H5 engravings

the

illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper,

25c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

Hill.— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropp'd Eiittv Calculator.— These are handy

its

cause,

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, AM. ; Morocco, ff>1.50.
A cheap edition, without slate. 5<>c.

Moore * Unlver*al A**l«tant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.ooo.ooo Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives ano.noo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
P utnhers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. r>on Engraving's of Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Shpet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels. Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws. Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal. Saw. Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mi'l Machinery. Sugar,
Oil. Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Be'tinc, Friction, Lathe Gearing Screw Cutting. Finishing Engine Ruildinir, Heparins and
Operating, Setting of Va'ves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating. Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Oams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces. Iron and SteH Manufacture.
Prosnectins and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining. Assaving, Amalgamating, etc. 4R1
Tables with 500.000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers, son
items for Printers. Publishers, and Writers for
the Pr"ss. l.non items for Grocers. Confectioners,
Physicians. Druggists, etc. 300 Health Items. .">00
do. for Painters. Varnishers, Gilders, etc. r)i»0 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4ix>dn. for Hunt-

Trappers Tanners, Leather & Ruhber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keep-

ers,

ing, etc., in detail.

of

by

Strength of Materials, Effects

Heat Fuel Values, Specific Gravities. Freights
rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,

Power of Steam. Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. in/ ton items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, stoc'r Owners, Bee-keeo-

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
the

ILL

Mummt

;

.

AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.
The

iitdr

1

or Registered Letter, addressed to

FARM AND FIRESIDE

!

The Hive I
hive used by G.

We

OM: V SHOULD BE SENT by Post

<-

New

given in

propose to bind them in heavy
The usual price of these books bound in cloth is SI .00 to £3.00 each.
paper or tnlu card board, and send ihem by mail and prepay the postage, lor U5 cents each. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity of the most brilliant and pleasing productions of the most noted
and popular authors, and include bo<. ks of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all ta^ tes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Libra ky, and anyone obtaining these ten
books will possess a library of leu of the most popular books ever published. We have not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain t Ik se noted books at so low a price.
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many Illustrations,
TIIE
one alone requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5% by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
TIIE

.11

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly^ we will give a

man and woman

tins story

tilings.

/ESOP'S FABLES.
The raniesot .*t,sopus, an apt representative oitna
great social and iutelle' tual movement of the ase

K eetier'n

or, Cook'n
oi" the A|»lary. - Entirely re-written, elegantly
Illustrated and fully " up with tho times" on ever;
subject of bee-culture. It la not oniv Instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
hci'-ki'i'per, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, ftp 1-25 ; paper cover, Wl.
4)iilnl>v*«
Hee-Kct-pltiir. by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping ho
that it cannot fall to interest all. I Ik stvle is plain
and fOrOfble, making all its readers realise that its
author is master of the subject.— IS 1 .50.
orBee-Cnltnre, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "evervt hint: pertaining to the care
oi the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more ad vatreed. ('loth, #1.25; paper, #1.
Klnte'o Bee-Keeper*' Text-Rook, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. ('loth. *M.OO; paper, T5e.
R«*t—

and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the sarm time, will include one year's subscription to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the w...l,J.
PARTICri^AR NOTICE.— We reserve the righ' '<> wiihdr w this Dollar PflVr rt anv tlm<\
there ore subscribe atunee ii y.u want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all your'frknd:

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS.

Street, CHICAGO,

West Madison

by

,

i

Many Lose Their Beauty from

price,

NEWMAN.

C.

(-'<•

1

we have niaue the grandest oiler

Bee Jour-

i^" The Volume of the

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid) on receipt of

ILL.

ers. Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details, Rural Economy. Food Values. Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase f'rops Pest Poisons, Train-

Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
CALCrnLATOR for Cubic Measures, Read v Reckoner
ins Horses.

Produce. Rent. Board, Wages. Interest Coal and"

Tonnage Tables. Land Grain Hav. and Cattle
Measurement.
Seed. Ploughing. Planting and

Rreedins Tables. Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns. Boilers. Logs, Boards. Scantling'
Business Forms, all kinds. Special
etc., at ttitiht.
Laws of 40 States. Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada relating to the Collection of
Debts. Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Ll^n, tbe Jurisdiction of Courts. Sale of Real Esfnte. Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains 1,016 pages. Is a veritahle
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and wor b its
weight in gold to :mv Me-b.-mlc. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, $2.50.
>.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

200

iB

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.
wordi

A

to three weeks, each Insertion,
"
" or more"
Four
Eight,
"
*'
*'
"

One

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

"

"

fourteen

cultural College.

15
12
lO

cents per

iiZO

"
"
"
"

G.

Read

line.

Street..

Chicago,

Upward Ven

194
194
194

"Mi Laajentid Ded"
Convention Xoten
:

Bee-Keeping-Will it Pay
Wintering Bees In a Pit
Requisites for Wintering Bees

Editorial

195
195
195

:

Editorial Items
Special Notice to our Patrons

Too Much Drone Comb

196
196
198

I,aw Against Adulteration in Illinois
Methods of Using Comb Foundation

19<i
19*>

Fertilization in

196

Confinement

»ui Exchanges:
Capturing Bees Lodged in Stone Walls
Comb Foundation for Surp.us Honey
An Exploit with Bees
The Season in England
Bee- Keeping in Texas
Extracted vs. Comb Honey
Marketing

Amoric

Selections from

The Clovers
The Prospects

Our Letter Box

197
197
i»7
197

197
197
197

:

197
197

in California

197
197
198
198

Encouraging
Testing Cvprlan Queens

Bee Stings

The Weather— Cause

of Losses, etc

Spring Dwindling
Grafting Wax

19J
198
19H
198
198
19*

Died of Dysentery

198
198

Swarming
Winter and Spring
White Clover Short
.

.

.

Good Prospect for Honev
Do Bees ever get to be a Nuisance?

A*!
±\ f\ f

1

25wltp

198

Vnndervoort Foundntlon. for tfS. Can till orders at once.
G. W. STANLEY & BKO., Wyoming N. Y.
"fl* •"*••

,0

|DB

*

ITALIAN BEES.
have eight frames, 17 Mi inc.
All Nuclei, frames 1 IM inc.
Single full colonies, $lo; in
lots of ten or more, each $*
single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; l-frame Nucleus,
Tested Queen lJunei, 13.50; J- frame do., $4; 3- frame
4-frame do., $5 50 ; July, August and Sepdo., $>
fra-t-e Nucleus, Tested Italian Queen, $5.
tember,
No Dollar Queens handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express terminus) oi every order from my
Shipping facilities, six times daily to all
yards.
points. With 2M years' experience in the propagation
and handling of Italian bees, 1 think I can suit the
All standard colonies
long and 11 Ine. deep.
long and 1054 inc. deep.
in
lots of ffve. each $:•

:

;

;

.">-

most

To
by

24w2t

ibort- lived.

fastidious.
secu e prompt attention,

money should be sent
draft or post office money orde.r.
discount from above schedule.

Address

all

communications to
J.

H.

ROBERTSON

Pewamo,

or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Dubois, editor of the Bulletin D' A piculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure Ibis wide
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully, and practice as advised.— Agriculturist* Quebec. Canada.
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recentlv appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the very latest phases of progressive bee-keeping, and writes of the themes
discussed in the light of his own experience.— Pacific

Rural Press.

Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof Conk's
the most valuable for the study of those who con.

template going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to. by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author ad resses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which dairies
the reader along with him to the end.— Kansas

V.

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co.,

]2w*sro

cover,

THOMAS O. NEWMAX,
974

sections, both nailed and dovetailed (having bought
an interest In the plantng-mill hcrei, ami will make
any size from 4mx4)4 to 8X6, at $5 per 1 .000. Good
material and good work. Dunham and Van DeuBflll
foundation, Italian and Cyprian Queens, etc.

J.

Pkice— Bound in cloth, S1.S5; in paper
91. OO, by mail prepaid. Published by
West Madison

$250,00
Offered as

for Subscribers to the Milat 81.
a year.
cent tor Circular.

waukee Monthly m :nr;i/ im-

Sample copy,

10 cents

111.

U, S. Bonds,

in

a Premium

Street, Chicago,

:

OO

i

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine
(Company composed of

ladies.)

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

111.

BARNES' PATENT
CIRCULAR

and

SCROLL SAWS*
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for general heavy and
light
ripping.
Lathes, Ac These machines are

C/D

Weekly
THE

Illustrated Catalogue.

This practical journal is now in Us Third "Year,
and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription i$ l. on per year' in its now and improved form (16 pages UiJ^xin ^, folded and pasted)
makes It very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. it is the Heat A«Wertl«lns: Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
llwiMJU
N. B. COLtOlK, Welland.OnU

It will

F.

& JOHN BARNES

Rnckford. Winnebago Co..

111.

A r»/\Titol'" urn s btpieaBant, profitable employment.
AgtJU
lb Local Printing Houbc Silver Creek, N. Y.
'
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.2 in.,

$ 1 00

*
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Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA. MICH.

9wtf
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What They

Read

<

Say

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
they are
contains a queen 1 bought of vou
lively.
J. K. M. Allen.
Greencastle, Ind., April 16, 1881.
;

Of the 31 dollar queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely ferti ized.
They have wintered finely, while three-fourths
of tne bees In this section are dead.

DENSMORE.

L.

VOLUME FOR

Livonia Station, N.

Y., April 11, 1881.

I88O,
Could give scores of

Bound

A

paper covers.

in stiff

few copies for sale at

$1.00, postpaid to any address.
West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

If

Italians,

you want bees that are hardy

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,
and that will pile up the box honey. Rive us a trial
order. Can furnish

111.

DOLLAR

<M

I

1
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WARRANTED QTTEENS.

THE Headquarters in the South
for ITALIAN and CYPKIAN REE8 and
QVHENS. FOUNDATION and APIARIAN
SUPPLIES.

above.

enough to

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
974

letters in praise of

Our Strains of
like the

TESTED «M r \ s and
IMPORTED QUEENS,
I

you want Early Queens, from
stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want Imported Queens.Dunbam Foundation in large
or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address.
llr. J. P. II. HKOYVN, Augusta. Ga.
9m6t
If

Bees by

Pound,

the

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.
Before ordering goods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

OUR 40-PAOE CATALOGUE

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

HENRY ALLEY,

H. A.

Address,

all.

BURCH &

CO.,

South Haven, Mich.

lSwtf

Wenhara, Essex County, Mass.

4

RACES OF BEES.
PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

Holy Land. Cyprian and Hungarian.

Italian.

Ki-itil

what my Customer* ony

:

Please send me three queens I do not like those
ealers. Those you
little queens sent me by other
send me are a real improvement to my apiary.
;

DK. W. AKMS.
DuQuoin, 111.. 1881.
I have one queen from II. Alley, that (25 would not
tempt me to sell, and she cost me only $1.
Austin, Minn.,

May

F. A.

6, 1881.

From American Bee Journal
bees are

summer

Italians,

all

of

May

TlCKNOR.

2."..

1>-W1

and wintered without

My

:

loss

on

Amanda Pahsons.

stands.

furnished this lady all the queens she has.
The queens you sent me are the very best I ever
bought, and their worker progeny the nicest lever
«! H. Wallace.
saw
Lucas, Ohio, Aug. 10, I«80.
finest swarms that can be found any1 have the
where, roni the queens you sent me this summer.
B. VanWik.
CobleBkUl, N. V., Sept. s.i, 1880.
Your queens are very well thought of here one of
my neighbors has one that he declares he would not
I

;

Ginger, P.uchu, Mandrake, SHMingia andj
other of the bess medicine* known are com-]
bined so skillfully in Parke ri b GlNGBR Tonic as|
to make it the greatest Bl"*od Purifier and the

many

BestHealthandStren&th Restorer ever usedIt cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach. ._
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs J
',

1
all Female Complaints.
If you arc wasting, away with Consumption orj
any disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what I
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
]
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,!
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely]
Preparations
andj
different Irom Hitters, Ginger
other Tonics, and combines the best curative propBuy a 50c. bottle of your druggist J
.ertiesof all.
None genuine without our signature on ouisidej

and

Hi^mx A

jwrapper.

New YorkJ

Q»., Chemists.

Gko. D. Kldeukin.

sell for $150.

Chicago, 111.. Sept. J7. 1880.
Queen received In fine shape, and as lively as a
Cricket, ^be Is the prettiest queen 1 ever bought of
any dealer In fact she is as nicelv marked as I ever
Wm. H. Graves.
saw.

PARKER'S HAm BALSAM ESSVStBSSJ

Duncan, III., Sept. 25, 1880.
Send for 20th circular and price list of Apiarian
Supplies. Warranted Queens of any race, #1 each
Choice Queens, $1.50 Tested, $2 each-all by mail,
safe arrival guaranteed. Bees by the pound, and
;

Rev. A.

Nuclei hives for sale in Langsimth frames.

SALISBURY,

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, ($1.00 Tested

Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens. $2.00
frame
Tested Cyprian Queens. $4.00
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 I frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colon v of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cypmrians, 8 frames, f 10.00. Wax worked
siijlOc. per lb.
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 26 lbs. or over,
Iwly
jySend for Circular.
;

;

j

23

;

;

W

;

AKTED-You
Price

lawum

to send for our Circular and
of AmerU-an-ltiillam.. Address.
A' It K . ..
JOS. M

list

:

KKOOKS

Columbus, Ind.

Italian

;

;

1

.

If to be sent by mail, or singly by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

:
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DOMINION OF CANADA.

W.
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Agricultural

adapted to If lv«*
payevery beekeeper to send for our IS page

especially

Makinir.

Bingham & Hethenngton Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

'

FARMER
Foot-Power Machinery THE CANADIAN
I'HE OM.1

bel-

improve-

Send postal card for testimonials.

o
*
O

W
W

Farmer.

Ionia Co., Mich.

making good, cheap

facility for

A

eg*

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— .4 merican Inventor.
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fullv up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never vet met with a work, either French

and

ing the fingers
real
lows.

ment.

H

any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it. will ever regret having purchased.— Michigan
Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessitv. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Moniicello. III.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van Antwerp, M. 1).
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welc me. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which

I

Section Boxes.
huve now every

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burn-

CO

New York

No

I

W. B AGLET,

J.
Morgan, Pendleton County, Ky.

and of

;

Wintering on Cider

returned, or letter of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

direct.

agement of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

1-'-*

ilation
Stilts

Keeping Bees on

clusively.

MUTH,

me

do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

193
193
193

Experience with Comb Foundation
Are Bees a Nuisunce?

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thous;iinl in use— not une ever

BEES BY THE PODNB.
cinnati, O., or to

Book;

V

111.

of Bees in Winter

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoneyKnife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liable to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— LEWIS T. COLBY.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— BritUh Bee Journal.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to

:

Top vs. Side-Storing
The Cause of Losses

the folloiving opinions of the

Re-issued

;

1878.

'.!,

If

I

Contents of this Number.
Porre«i>ondence

July

On the first of Julv I shall be prepared to sell boxes
Containing 5 lbs. Of bees and an Untested Queen, at
CinPlease send orders to C. F.

14*3 Fine Illustration*.

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value-— Apiculture, Paris.

NEWMAN,

Madison

;

and May, 1879

1S7S,

„„

$.'».t»0.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for the
time the advertisement w inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.—
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
THE American Bee JOURNAL is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers,
mechanics, professional and business men, and is,
therefore the best advertising medium for reliable
dealers. Cases of real imposition will be exposed.

THOMAS

Pa Be*

Patented Jan.

The latest Improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
mT „
I). 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston. 111.
Iwly

COOK,

Professorof Entomology in the Michigan State Agri-

cts, per line.
18"

8

974 West

J.
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Fifty- two

Special Notices, 50

;

By A.

22.
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide; Given's Foundation Press.
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lines will occupy one inch of space.
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35c.
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DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

simply been at fault, permitting involuntary evacuations.
It has been supposed that from atmospheric causes dysentery sometimes assumes an epidemic character, affecting
the apiaries in a wide range of country.

$ te^MGAft^grfay
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Such was the case

NEWMAN,

in 1840,
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY—(53 numbers) &S.OO a year, in advance.
t

Three or Six Months

at the

same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY"— The first and third numbers
each month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.

MONTHLY— The
50 ceuts

first

number

of

of each month, at

a year, in advance.

t^~ Any person sending a Club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) which may be sentto
any address desired. Sample copies furnished free.
SW~ Itemit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable
to our order.
Such only arc at our risk. Checks on
local banks cost us 2"> cents for collecting.
i

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Enrope SO cents extra..
Entered at Chicago post

office

ILL.,

as second class matter.

in Lusati, Germany,
3-5 of all the

when more than

colonies there were destroyed.
Ehrenfels recorded the destruction of an entire apiary, consisting of more than 300
colonies, oy dysentery, resulting from
the consumption of unsealed viscid
honey, gathered from pine or fir trees.
This contained only a small proportion
of saccharine matter, in a large mass
of crude and indigestible substance.
Poor honey, with bee-bread, produces
no injury, if consumed when the bees
can fly freely, because they are then
able to evacuate their excrement, but
confinement while they are restricted
to such diet, proves disastrous. Pure
honey seems to be " the staff of life "
for bees and their larvae. Pollen, if
they have it, forms a useful condiment
for both mature bees and larvse, but

For the American Bee Journal.

The Cause

of

C. J.

The length

Bee Dysentery.

JUNE

but if you introduce pollen plentifully, queenless colony a frame of brood from
they become tilled, and if you let them my Palestine colony, with what bees
have a flight they drop large, colored were adhering to it. These holy bees,
who had perhaps helped the robbers,
discharges.
The disease called May sickness is now took possession or the hive, drove
not dysentery, but constipation, though out the robbers, including the natural
it also results, in some cases, from the owners of the hive, and at last that
consumption of bad honey. Fecal mat- handful of Palestine bees remained in
ter accumulates in the intestines and possession of the hive. On the afterrectum, accompanied by an inability to noon of the 25th I transferred these
evacuate, resulting from the sluggish plucky little fellows to another hive, becondition of the viscera.
Breeding cause their number was too small to
bees appear to be particularly liable to constitute a colony.
this disease.
We find them leaving I also wintered 3 colonies on the sumtheir hives and crawling about on the mer stands they came out all right,
ground, unable to fly, and with the ab- but the strongest colony starved during
domen inordinately distended. It rarely a cold spell from the 28th of April to
they had a lot of young- bees,
happens that any considerable number May 8
are thus affected at one time, though eggs and brood in all stages. I transsome are found, every season, in colo- ferred the capped brood to another hive
nies that are populous and have much and it was saved.
The hives that I put in the cellar are
brood.
It is sometimes thought to be caused 2 story, made of lumber 5-16 of an inch
among the breeding bees or nurses, by thick, 8 frames in the lower story and 7
excessive consumption of honey and in the upper one the frames are 10
pollen, and prolonged through volun- inches high arid 15 inches long inside
the cap is 12.I4 inches deep, and comtary confinement.
pletely covers the upper story and laps
over the lower one. I can secure more
honey with bees in this hive than any
style I know of. By removing frames
of sealed brood, and the outside frames
which are generally partly filled with
honey to the upper story, itleaves plenty
of room for the queen to deposit eggs,
and I believe it stimulates the bees to
greater exertion, for as quick as the
bees hatch they fill the cells with honey.
1 never extract until the combs are at
;

;

;

j

least

ROBINSON.

shut in only

l

a

damp

state of the air they redegree of cold to which
they are exposed. When they are kept
quiet in a uniformly moderate temperature, the consumption of food and consequent accumulation of excrement
Apiary of Mr. J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Michigan.
will be small, and prolonged continewill not discommode them. But when
the honey they consume in the winter
is thin and watery, and has remained
both can do without it. They are cerFor the American Bee Journal.
unsealed in the cells, the consumption
tainly wrong who say that pollen is inwill be greater, the accumulation of
Wintering of Bees in Canada.
dispensable to tfie raising of young
spire, or the

'

excrement more rapid, and its retention more difficult. And if the quality
of honey is unsuitable the bees feed on
pollen (all stores of farina ought to be
taken from colonies before going into
long confinement), dysentery

the inevitable result. So, also, where the colony is subjected to frequent disturbance,
rousing and exciting the bees, or the
changes of temperature are freqeunt
and great, or the general temperature
in which they are kept is very high or
very low, similar consequences ensue,
especially if there be a superabundance
of moisture in the hive.
is

Exposure to cold and hunger will be
followed by dysentery, and if, immediately after

gorging themselves with
honey, bees be placed in a temperature
of 5(P to 55°, they will certainly be subject to dysentery within 21 hours. It is
difficult to say whether this results from
an infection of the intestinal canal, or
whether the instinct of the bees has

are

made

of

YR

inch

there is one inch
lumber throughout
space between the double floor, sides
and caps, which is filled with the best
oat chaff the front and rear, in addition to the space filled with chaff, have
a division board 1 inches from the inner wall, which forms a chamber to receive a frame, where bees will store
surplus honey very readily. The division boards at t'ie front and rear are the
supports for 11 other frames, which run
from front to rear all of these frames
are 12 inches deep and 15 inches long
13 frames in each hive, 11 one way, and
;

few days— according to the nature of
the food and the amount consumed, the
dry or

sealed.
;

which bees
can bear confinement without inconvenience, depends greatly on circumstances. They may endure it 4 months
or more, wholly uninjured, or they may
if

%

The winter hives

of time (luring

be ruinously affected,

No. 26.

29, 1881.

bees, and that it is consumed exclusively
by the larva;. Abundant brood has
been raised by experiment while they
were shut up on new combs, and fed on
refined sugar syrup, when they could
not get a grain of pollen from any
source. That bees consume new pollen
greedily in the spring, as an acceptable
change from their old stores, is proved
by its cathartic affect on them, as they
soil their hives and combs badly for a
few days after an abundant yield of
early pollen, when they are smoked or
disturbed in the least, and the discharge
is largely undigested pollen.
Dysenteric discharges during the winter are
the same tiling, proving that bees consume pollen in the winter, and it is evident that pollen is the chief cause of
this disease.
You may confine bees
till they die, on nice comb honey without a cell of pollen, and they will show
no appearance of engorgement, and, if
released, there will be no discharging,

P. P. N. E. PELISSIEIt.

On Nov. 2, 1880, 1 put 12 colonies in a
dry, sandy cellar. On March 8, although
the weather was rather cold, I put
them out and they had a good cleansing
flight. In the evening I put them back
in the cellar, where they remained very
quiet until I took them out for good,
April 20, when one of the colonies was
queenless, and the other bees robbed it.
In the evening of the 23d I removed it

.,

;

;

2 across.

by taking out the front
it leaves a dead-air
space of \%. inches front and rear, and
by taking out a few frames from each
In the

fall,

and back frame,

and inserting division boards, it
leaves a dead-air space all around.
For 2 years I wintered 7 colonies
without further protection, and without
loss, except what dropped on the snow
when they flew out. Last fall I put a
chaff cushion on the top of the frames,
and a board inclined over the door,
which I covered with straw, to prevent
too frequent flights, but that was needless for the cold did not abate from
Oct. 20 to March 7. On March 8 I took
off the straw from theeutrance, but the
bees did not come out, for the air was
These bees had no flight
still chilly.
I did not put back the
till April 12
straw at the entrance after taking it
side

to the stand of a very strong colony,
contracted the entrance, and put the
strong colony on the former stand of out on March 8.
The total loss in winthe queenless one. Next morning the tering the 15 colonies was less than a
robbers had a grand reception, in fact, pint of bees.
they could not stand the warm embrace
I am confident that Palestine bees
of their hosts, and they left, much to will winter better than blacks, because
their chagrin, but they soon found the they do not gorge themselves with
new location of the queenless colony, honey when disturbed. 1'ou can judge
and were making sail havoc with the of the strength of my colonies when I
combs. In the afternoon I gave the destroyed capped queen cells in 3 colo^
;
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May 12 on May 14 I destroyed
capped queen cells in 4 inure the other
queen cells containing
colonies had
se a
eggs and full grown larvoe.
week I destiny tin- drone larvse in my
want
colonies,
for
Italian and black
to keep only a pure race of Palestine
nies on

;

;

1

I

M'CS.

On June 4 I began to rear Palestine
nueens. 1 have now a fine lot of drones
[from imported queens) flying, but I did
want in rear queens before this
in.
I

month.
This year promises to be better for
honey than last although we are getting "considerable rain there is a fair
flow ot honey; in a lew days we shall
have hundreds of acres of red raspberOne of my colonies has
ries in bloom.
already stored 53 lbs. of honey, which
consider excellent for the Province of
Quebec.
;

I

strong colony with ample stores of
choice clover honey. They died from
the worst case of dysentery I ever saw,
leaving 30 to 40 lbs. of good sealed
honey in the hive. It was not starvation.
It was not poor honey.
The other, scantily supplied with
stores, mainly gathered late in the season, and through carelessness left without honey-board or chaff-cushion above
them, but having an empty rack for
sections making an open air space of
1,600 cubic inches over the bees, and
protected by the ordinary Langstroth
'

8-inch cap. They came through far the
best of any I had, never having a
symptom of dysentery. I attribute the
whole difference in the wintering of
the
the two to upward ventilation
lirst had none, the last most ample.
;

Two other

bee-keepers in this vicin-

ity report cases like the last named,
Over 50 per cent, of the bees in Ot- where the honey-boards were left off
tawa Valley will never buzz again not and the bees had no protection overone bee-keeper in a hundred is up to head but the empty cap, and the colothe times, simply because they do not nies are the best they have this spring.
Long life to Another had. a piece of common sheetread the Bee Journal.
ing, which the bees had cut full of
it and to its editor.
holes, laid on in place of a honey-board,
Pelissier, Quebec. June 3, 1881.
and still another hive which stood on a
hillside was so low that water would
;

For the American Bee Journal.

The Prospect

Honey

for

run in at the rear, across the bottomand Prices. board and out at the front, when a thaw

June

side of the division boards, and by the
middle of October or November they
are all in, when I put them in the cel-

the flying bees. I now cut the combs
loose 'from one side of tlie hive, and
with the cold chisel cut the nails and
pry off one side of the box. I next remove a comb, and lay it on a broad
plank or table lay the frame on it and
cut the comb so that it will just till the
frame, and fasten it with the twine by
wrapping it over the top-bar and under
the bottom-bar of the frame, drawing
If the comb is
it tight and tying it.
straight, one band at each end of the
frame will hold it till the bees fasten it
bang the frame in the
to the frame
new hive, and proceed in this way till
all the worker combs that are lit for use
have been transferred to the frames.
The combs containing brood should be
placed in the center of the hive, all toIf there are not enough good
gether.
combs to (ill the hive, till with empty
frames. Now brush all the young bees
that may be sticking to the old hive
and refuse combs into the new' hive,
and cover the frames with a quilt or
Then remove the box
honey-board.
from the old stand, and put the new
hive in its place, and proceed to "hive''
the bees from the box into the new hive
just as you would do if hiving a new
swarm that had issued in the usual
way, and the work is done. I transfer
quite a number of colonies every spring
in this way, and have never made a

lar.

My

bees never breed in winter, but
when I put them out in May they have
a little brood, so they are about 8
months without raising much brood,
Some say
and still they do well.
•'
Feed your bees in September ; if they
rear brood they will build up strong for
winter. My experience is opposed to
this plan. If the bees are rearing brood
in August or September I let them
alone, and if they are not strong enough
lor wintering, I unite them with w eak
ones. If they have a young queen, in
October, and cover 2 Langstroth frames
of sealed honey, they are good enough
for me, and will cover these two frames
in May and give as much honey as any
others, but no increase.
:

:

Duluth, Minn.
For the American Bee Journal.

Dysentery Once More— Its Cause.
E. B.

:

;

;

•

;

;
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Might.

;

.">

bees never get the dysentery,
ti

;

.

My

and 1 have to keep them in the cellar o
and sometimes 1 months, without a

occurred, and yet, as I believe, owing
to no honey-board, but a case in its single failure.
.1. II. MARTIN.
Ohristiansburg, Ky.
place full of empty sections, that colony
but was in good conLet us look the facts squarely in the had no dysentery,
except one or two moldy combs.
For the American Bee Journal.
fare and we will find that the tendency dition,
I could name other similar cases, but
will be toward lower prices. In 1880 the
Bees in Minnesota.
others
Wintering
Will
not
sufficient.
bee-keepers of our country had full these are
who can furnish any evidence either
apiaries, and every hive was teeming
for or against this theory of the cause,
Wit. FRIT/.K.
with workers, but our honey yield was
or a factor in the cause of this malady,
only a third of a crop, on account of the
in this way much good may
In the question drawer of the North
unfavorable weather for honey produc- de so, as
Eastern Convention, as given in the
We had many predictions that result.
tion.
1881.
June
Garretsville, O.,
16,
Bee Journal of March 2, 1881, 1 nothe price of honey would advance, but
tice the following question
when the market opened in the fall the
quotations remained about the same,
Will it pay to construct an inner box
From the Home Journal.
with little, if any, improvement over
just large enough to hold combs to winwe
had
an
Transferring Bees from Box Hives. ter 5 Langstroth or 5 Quinby frames,
the previous year, when
abundant yield.
that will set in the main hive, the obQ. V,'. DEMAREE.
The same predictions are made again
ject being to carry just what is needed
because over 50 per cent, of the bees
to the cellar, instead of the main hive
are dead. There might be some basis for
Transferring bees from box hives and they can also be used for nucleus hives
a hopeful view if the honey crop should bee gums is an operation well under- in summer ? No.
be short,but every indication points to an stood by skillful bee-keepers, and should
but how are we to
I should say yes
abundant yield. It would, therefore, be understood by those who only keep do it in the Langstroth hive, unless it
have been necessary to have lost over % a few colonies, and give the subject but is 18x20 inches inside, and that will he
of the bees to make any difference m little study. Anything that is worth
considered too large, by many, but it
If the loss had doing at all should be well done.
the price of honey.
is none too large to hold 3 pecks of bees.
been 7.") per cent, all over the United
The old plan of " driving bees" from I think a peck of bees with 7 ors frames
there
might
slight
prospect
of
states
be a
one hive to another, when a change is of brood is a good colony. I use the
betterprices,forthen onrglucose/riends/ desirable for any cause, forcing them to
Langstroth frame as well as one 0x13
would have t pay a little more for our desert their young (the most valuable inches; the hive to hold the latter frame
honey in order to getenoughto adulter- part of the colony), is not only barbar- is 17 inches from front to rear, 5 inches
We never saw the prospects for ous, but is attended with much uncer- from side to side, and 14 inches8 deep
ate.
honey better than at presenl our tields tainty. If the queen chances to go with for extracting I use it 2 stones high,
are white with clover, and our strong- the bees, and the honey season is favorand it takes 24 frames crosswise, 12 beest colonies are filling their surplus able, all may work well.
But if the
and 12 above. For this hive I have
combs quite rapidly. Basswood, in a queen is contrary and refuses to leave low
nucleus hive, to winter in the cellar,
few weeks, will fill the air with fra- with the bees, as is very frequftitly the a
and must say I like it. The nucleus
grance. Voung trees on our " Linden case, the new colony will be left queen9 5 R inches from front to rear. 7'
avenue " that have been set out 7 years less and without eggs or larva' from hive is from
side to side, and 14 inches
inches
buds.
weather
If
the
are laden with
which to rear a successor, and the ex- deep. This hive can be put into the
is favorable nothing can prevent there
periment will be a failure. These dan- main hive in early spring, and in the
being as much, if not more honey put gers are avoided by transferring the
fall, when it is time to put them into
upon the market than in lsso. Therefore combs containing all the eggs, larva; tlie cellar, I take it out and can get
I can see no prospect of better prices.
hees.
mature
sealed
brood
with
the
and
aw ay with it nicely. This nucleus hive
Hartford, N. Y.. .June 14, 1881.
If the queen should be lost in the oper- holds r) frames, and it is very seldom
ation, the colony is in precisely the that I cannot get them on these 5 frames,
[ Nevertheless we can see no reason
same condition they would be in if a when I put them in the cellar; they
for changing our opinion expressed on
swarm had issued in the natural way will winter well, and need no flight in 6
page 172.— Ed.]
from their home.
months, till pollen is plenty. They genframes in the
Transferring bees is a very simple op- erally cover these
for business.
eration after you get the hang of it. spring, and are ready
For the American Bee Journal.
Of course there are many methods of Thev alst) winter well in the Langstroth
Dysentery as a Bee-Disease.
proceeding, every one of which has its hive"(I use both side by side), providing
advocates.
Without giving the sev- a good colony is put on 4 Langstroth
WARREN PEIRCE.
eral methods, all of which will gener- frames, they will, once in a while, clusally give success, I will describe the op- ter outside on the entrance, and that is
1 do not mean to say
After a careful perusal of the various eration just as
perform it with just what I like.
reports and theories presented in the universal success. The tools necessary thai none of mv bees died in winter.
Bee Journal, and a study ol condi- area good bee smoker, hatchet, and a but I never have lost a colony in the
Last winter, when 1
tions and results in my own apiary, and thin, strong cold chisel, a long, thin- winter or spring.
fail to find any bladed knife, a ball of wrapping twine saw no bees on the floor of my cellar, I
those of ni> neighbors,
were
none dying, and
la-re
evidence supporting the theory that such as is used by hardware men). am a thought
could
the trouble is caused by "bacteria," and small bunch of quill feathers. Thus still I heard some come out, but
none to support he starvation theory armed
approach the colony to be see none on the floor, so set some mice
advanced by an able apiarist.
transferred, and give the bees some traps and caught over 2 dozen, and afsaw hees on the floor; the
For the purpose of drawing out a smoke al the entrance, and wait a little ter that
further discussion of the subject, and, while for them to fill themselves with mice ate the hees as thev came out, and
if possible, acquiring additional knowhoney. I now move the hive from its perhaps that is the reason why beeledge on this important question,
will stand, turn it upside down, set a box keepers think no bees die in winter.
offer a few facts which have Come un- on it. and with a small hammer knock
Mv hees never breed much after Sepder my observation.
sharp and quick on i
keeping up the tember; about October I crowd them
In the fall of lsso
had about 40 col- knocking lirst to one side and then to on about 5 of mv frames (or 4 Langleave a space of 2 .
1
onies, but owing to protracted illness. the other, for In or 20 minutes when stroth frames).
they were not properly prepared for the queen and the greater part of lie niches between the nucleus and main
survived. Two of bees will have ascended into the box, hive for the bees to cluster; ill the
winter, and only
the 40 I wish to notice. The lirst was a which is set on the old stand to catch Langstroth hive they get on the other
<

29,

SOUTHWICK, M.

D.

Some time ago, when traveling in a
strange country, I put up for the night
at a small town, and learning that there
was a physician there that doctored as I
did, I called on him and found him sick
"even unto death," as he supposed.
The doctors had said he could not live
until morning, the family had become
resigned, the minister had made his
last prayer with him, and everything
was arranged for his final departure before the dawn of another day. I asked
to examine him, to which they consented, and after doing so and asking a
few questions, I told him that without
a murder or tin accident he could not
die before morning and what was more,
he was not really sick ; that there was
no disease about him. He inquired
where I w;is from I named the college
that I graduated at. He had conlidence
in their teachings, and asked my advice.
I told him when bed-time came to go to
bed. have his family do the same, and
extinguish the lights as though there
had never been any sickness in the
house, and rest until morning and tie
would feel like a new man. lie asked
me to call in the morning before I left
He was sitting up eating his
I did so.
breakfast and said he followed my advice to the letter, and lie really felt like
anew man. The doctors, as "I learned
afterward, laughed at my presumption,
but the man recovered. Now we have
bee-doctors from the North, South.
;

;

East and West who know all about this
dysentery though they disagree with
;

each other, they will all agree in laughing at my presumption.
I think my statement of April 7th was
not properly understood. 'Ihe bees did
come out, or how could they spot the
hive on the outside ? The rain destroyed
the honey in the flowers, but did not
prevent their coming out. The other
swarms made at the same time, that had
honey, did not have the dysentery.
When I gave honey to those that did
have it, they did not fly out any more
than before, "but they recovered from the
dysentery. Hooked for the cause, found
the remedy,
it (no honey), gave them
and they recovered. But if it was a
flight they wanted. 1 did wrong; I
should have taken out the bees, frames
and all, carried them a little way off,
ami shook and brushed tin bees until I
made them fly, and lien return the bees
but did not do that way.
to the hive
I notice with me (and my conclusions
are all drawn from my own observations), that swarms made up from different hives are very quiet, hardly coming
out of the hive at all, unless forced out
by the want of honey for several days.
The old bees return to the old hive,
and the young ones slay in the hive to
care for the brood. The excitement of
making up swarms of Italian bees in
after the
this way is hardly noticeable
old bees' leave, the remainder are as contented as though they had not been re1

I

;

I

;

moved.
Last fall

I took some Italian bees to
placed a comb with some
I
in a glass case. They
a
queen
bees and

tlie

fair

;
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To save my extra combs from the
Cass—Paul Duncan, llarrisonville.
Montgomery— Jno Slay ter, Wellsville.
moths, I commenced quite a number of
Benton- -J. Smith Head.
my hives, with the Langstroth frames
J. S. Duncan, Browning.
in the upper story, which has paid me
Brood was
A. L. Seaval. Kansas 'ily.
well in extracted honey.
The Fresident will appoint Vicestored in some, but they were useful in
building up others. I have now ob- Presidents for other counties.
The Committee reported
nstitutained 2,000 lbs. of extracted and 200
tion and by-laws, winch were adopted,
lbs. of comb honey.
"•
Missouri
Bee
name,
The season has been very encouraging giving as the
this may be the case with the bees. until within the last 10 days, when Keepers' Association."
On motion the next meeting Of the
The Doctor's experience and mine with heavy rains with low temperature prestarved and dysentery bees are exactly vented the secretion of nectar. I have Association will be held at such time
the opposite, but as tins is not the first all my colonies this year located in one mil place as the President may, after
time doctors have disagreed, we will apiary, and will test, to that number, consulting the bee-keepers of the stale,
think besl to suit all parties concerned.
agree to disagree. But who shall decide? the question of overstocking.
On motion, Dr. J. W. Greene, of ChilWe have the white clover still in full
1 our own experience, reason and knowledge of facts; and remember that one bloom, which will continue until July. licothe, was elected a delegate to the
known fact is worth more than the The " swamp woodbine," which yields National Association, with 1'. P. Collier
opinion of all the doctors in the world. an immense amount of honey, is just and Paul Dunken as alternates.
A communication from Dr. E. C. L.
There is scarcely a tree
I notice that Messrs'. Doolittle and commencing.
Heddon are discussing the subject, and or plant here but what yields more or Larch, on " Queen-Rearing," was read
cottonwood
and
ordered placed on file. Also one on
less;
even
the
bloom
of
the
I think they are both more successful
in destroying each other's theory than trees were swarming with bees, but in " In-and-in-Breeding," by P. P.Collier.
On motion, it was agreed that the
But this is all probability they only obtained pollen.
in establishing their own.
There is no necessity of preparing President and Secretary assign memalways the case where both are wrong.
have as much confidence in safely bees here for winter, except to furnish bers various subjects for discussion at
I
wintering bees as I ever had but well them with a sufficient amount of honey. the next meeting.
On motion, the proceedings of this
packed in such a hive as mine, with Packed with chaff or hulls of cotton
plenty of honey, will stand even such seed is advantageous for brood-rearing. meeting be published in the Bee Jourwinters as the past. I believe mine I prefer 10 frames in the brood-cham- nal, and the Bee and Agricultural pawould have been all right if there had ber, as they can all be occupied by the pers of the State.
On motion, the Society adjourned to
queen, by the use of the extractor and
been honey.
One case more and I will stop In judicious spreading. With separators meet at the time and place hereafter
Mr.
Heddesignated.
P. P. Collier, Pres.
taking off the top cushions to see which I have failed. I approve of
F. A. Grove, Sec.
bees were dead and which were not, don's views in regard to them. I never
on opening one hive I thought all were use foundation more than % of an inch
dead, but my son, who was with me, wide, extending the entire length of
Michigan Beeigg" The Northern
said he thought he saw some stir. We the top bar, and seldom have over 3
separated the combs and found some per cent, of comb unfit to pack in ship- Keepers' Association will hold its fourth
Annual Convention at Maple Rapids,
bees that could move just enough to ping cases.
Our greatest enemies are the red bee- Clinton Co., Mich,, October 11 and 12,
show they were not entirely dead. I
told him I would sweeten their last mo- martin (Tanagracestiva), the king-bird,
David Eisiielman. Pres.
ments covered them up, went to the or Pitcherry of the West Indies, and 1881.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
house and melted some sugar in honey Toads.
Next to California, the alluvial lands
and water, cooled it to blood heat, and
turned in among the bees and on the of the Mississippi River will produce
CLUBBIXG LIST.
frames about a teacupfull, and covered the greatest amount of honey, which is
up the hive. At night I looked at them merely a question of time. Bee-keeping
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal
again and found they had licked it all here is barely in its infancy.
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881, at the
Greenville, Mis;-'., June 6, 1881.
up clean, and they looked up at me and
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
said just as plain as bees could say anyfirst column gives the regular price of both
thing, " Have you any more of that
Publishers' Price. Club.
stuff? if you have, bring iton." I fed
..$2 00
The Weekly Bee Journal (T. G. Newman)
until
times
a
day
I
them that way three
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture (A. l.Root) 3 00.. 2 75
could safely clean out the hive and put
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).. 3 00.. 2 60
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J.H.Nellis). 2 75.. 2 50
in combs of honey. They had the dys4 75.
3 75
The 4 above-named papers
entery, were cured with honey, did not
fly, and are now tilling up with brood as
Bee-Keepers' Instructor (W.Thomas) 2 50. 2 35

were closed up
days and 4 nights. not believe it, neither will I believe thai
Being a novelty there,they were bandied confinement caused the dysentery in my
in all shapes to get a sight of the queen bees, for confinement was as far from
and the yellow stripes on the bees. them as lightning is from us in a pleasThey were near the organ stand, Where ant day. The Doctor speaks of those
music and tumult was the order of the stupid bees. If he is a practising phyday. They showed no signs of dysen- sician, he knows that it is a common
tery, though worrying through the day thing for a revival to come just before
to get out.
Bees are con lined and trans- death, in which the patient will be quite
ported hundreds of miles without pro- strong, and then sink away and die;
."

ducing dysentery. Hut 1 do not wish
to write of what does not produce the
disease, but what my own observation
convinces me does produce it.
In looking over my bees and cleaning
out the hives. 1 found every dead colony
without honey. My hives are so arranged that when well packed the bees
can go to any part, as they pass through
the center of the combs. I found that
those bees that were on the bottom and
scattered between and hanging to the
combs, not in them, were less in bulk
than those found in the cells. I also
noticed that the amount of tilth on the
combs and hive was always in propor-

amount of bees out of the
That was so regularly the rule
that when I opened a lave 1 could easily
tell if I was going to have a long job
tion to the

cells.

203

—

(

i

;

there to get the bees out of the combs,
as the bees in the combs were always so
crowded with their feces that it was not
only a slow, but a very nasty job. And
here let me tell how I did it. I would
turn the top-bar down and rap on the
side of it, when most of the bees
would come out or protrude so I could
pull them out with my fingers. My
conclusion from the above is this, that
the bees not in the cells are those that
die first, and before they die they crawl
around, discharge their feces on the
combs or hive, and thus are less bloated
by them. In some hives I found the
bees all huddled together in among the
combs, and just here the cells were rilled
with bees. In this case the hives and
combs would be clean, and I concluded
that at the time of their death, and before, it was so very cold they could not
move. In these the bodies were alike
tilled with fecal matter.
I will give my version of the cases
mentioned in the Bee Journal in criticising my belief, and for which the editor has my thanks, for I deem it a
kindness in a man to attempt to convince me if he thinks I am wrong, and fast as any.
a great favor if he gives me real reasons
I have three rules for wintering, folwhy I am wrong. Bees die with plenty low them and you are safe 1. The colof honey in the hive. This was partly ony should be fair-sized, healthy, and
answered in my last article, but I will not very old 2. They should have all
say that those stupid bees that have not the good healthy food they need, and
life enough to work their way down into
not any more 3. They should be so prothe cluster starve, and before they die tected as to be at all times comfortable.
they crawl over the combs and discharge Follow these rules and bid defiance
their feces; the next under them will to dysentery and spring dwindling.
do the same, and the last will be found
Mendon, Mich., May 9, 1881.
in the combs over which the bees had
[We have carefully perused the above
concentrated, and still there may be
plenty of honey that these nearly dead ably written article, but can find nothbees have crawled over and besmeared.
ing to substantiate the Doctor's theory.
Again, bees that have the dysentery are
cured by a flight out-of-doors or in the Aside from the cases we have heretohouse. If a colony has been in so long fore cited, we could easily refer to scores
that some of the most stupid bees have of others which have convinced us that,
died with dysentery, there will be many
more that are too stupid to work their as a rule at least, starvation is not the
way to the uncapped honey, but if the prime cause of dysentery.— Ed.]
whole colony can be effectually stirred
up, either by an out-door or in-door
For the American Bee Journal.
flight, it will give those half-starved
bees a chance to get at the honey and
Bee-Keeping in Mississippi.
be restored, and all will have an equal
chance again, as when first put up in
O. M. liLANTON.
the fall. Again, bees that have been
confined for shipment, either queens or
I closed the season of 1880 with 401
colonies, die with or have the dysentery. colonies, left on the summer stands, afThe first thing the bees of a colony do ter a most discouraging crop of honey
when disturbed is not to fill themselves amounting only to about y. I was disas claimed by some, but to rush out and couraged and did not give the weaker
defend themselves they will fill them- colonies the necessary attention, and
selves when subdued. Now, I believe the result was a loss of about 50 colonies
some bees when confined will com- from starvation.
mence to worry and try to get out, and
After uniting the weak and queenless
continue to do so until they die, and ones, I commenced the spring with 340
these will not touch food until they die
colonies, in excellent condition.
All
:

;

:

.

.

Missouri Convention.

:

;

;

;

;

;

worry themselves to death bestarvation produces dysentery,
others do not. but have the dysentery,
daub up their hives or cage, then die.
Dr. Howard, in his article of the -4th
of April, says that the dysentery my
bees had was caused by confinement.
Now, if one of my horses should die in
the field on a pleasant, clear day, and
somebody in Boston that knew nothing
of the case should write me that the
horse was struck by lightning I should

some
fore

will

The Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Asmet on the call of Mr. P. P.

sociation

Vice-President of the North
American Bee-Keepers' Society, and
organized by electing Dr. F. A. Grove,
of Kirksville, temporary chairman, and
Win. Douglas, of Audrain County
Collier,

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
The above-named papers

2 50..

2 35

5 75.

5 00

Kansas Bee-Keeper
Prof. Cook's Manual (bound
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)

225.. 2 50

accommonate some expected visitors.
The next thing in order was the re-

in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, 1 1.50 less.

less.

Local Convention Directory.

A

motion was made and
Secretary.
carried thatthe permanent organization
be deferred until Friday morning, to

.

1881.

Sept.

Time and Place of Meeting.
National, at Lexington, Ky.

--Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
Oct, 11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
12— Ky. State, in Exposition Il'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, See., Lexington, Ky.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin. Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Coopersville, Sec.

ports from the bees.
Win. C. Hamilton, of Audrian, reported 87 in the fall, 54 in the spring,
ty In order to have this Table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of time
lost 33, increased 3.
Judge S. M. Edwards reported 16 in and place of future meetings.— ED.
the fall, 12 in the spring, loss 4.
P. P. Collier reported 9 in the fall, 8
Honey and Beeswax Market.
in the spring, loss 1.
BUYERS* QUOTATIONS.
Dr. F. A. Grove reported 31 in the
fall, 16 in the spring, loss 15.
CHICAGO.
Dr. E.C. L. Larch, of Ashland, reportHONEY- The market is plentifully supplied with
ed 110 in the fall, 109 in the spring, loss 1.
honey, and sales are slow at weak, easy prices. QuoW. A. Douglas reported 2 in the fall, table at I5@18c. for strictly choice white comb in 1
and 2 lb. boxes; at L(X3 12C. for common dark-colored
2 in the spring, no loss.
and broken lots. Extracted, 7V"-'BEES WAX- Choice yellow, 20(<j23c; dark, 15@17.
After a general talk on the various
causes of mortality during the last 2
NEW YORK.
years, the Convention adjourned until
HONEY.-Best white comb honey, small neat
llt&l'i
large boxes 2c. less.—
dark
packages, U(*17c.
Friday, June 3, at 10 a. m.
White extracted, 9fel0c.; dark,
On Friday morning the Convention BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 20(g*25c.
convened, and on motion P. P. Collier
CINCINNATI.
was elected President of the Missouri
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover honey
Bee-Keepers' Society; Dr. F. A. Grove, is good, at 8® 10c. Comb honey is of slow sale at 10c.
the best.
„ „
of Kirksville, Secretary; Jno. B. Sny- for
C. F. Ml'Tn.
BEESWAX-18@22c.
|]

-i<-'-

;

1

and Dr. George Hamder, Treasurer
the combs of the dead bees I used for ilton, of Callaway, Corresponding Secrestoring surplus honey. I shipped Mr. tary.
The following Vice-Presidents were
Muth 2.5 colonies, which left me 215 to
commence with. I use the Langstroth elected for their respective counties.
Adair— Dr. J. D. Pearce, Kirksville.
arran
use
either
section
hive ,so
ged as to
3
Audrian— Win. French, Martinsburg.
boxes of 8 frames each, or 10 LangCallaway— John Sallee, McCredie.
stroth frames in the upper story, which
Boone—Dr. E. C. L. Larch, Ashland.
enables me to work for comb honey
Pettis— J. M. Thornton, Georgetown.
early in the season, when white clover
Johnson— A. A. Collier. Knobnoster.
is in bloom, and extract altogether after
Livingston— Dr. J. W. Greene, Chillithe first of August, when all of our
comb honey is too dark for marketing. cothe.
;

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Receipts this month have

been exceed-

we might say inslgnlffcant, verif ring reports regarding a light crop. During the first three
weeks ot June last ?ear about 1,500 cases were received The market is firm, with no demand for new
beat this' moment. There is a marked difference
tween prices just now obtainable and the prices at
which stocks are held, although a few buyers are
bidding better prices on old lots. For one straight
and tor
lot of old extracted 7'uc. has been offered,
the same Bo. is asked.
dark to good, 9®
We quote white comb,tol2@I4o.;
extra white, 7@8c; dark
lie Extracted, choice
and candied. :.<";c. BEESWAX-23r*2f.c.
ingly light,

STEARNS & SMITH,

San Francisco.

Cal.,

June

423

18. 1881.

Front Street.
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Black Bees and Bee-Culture in Texas. happen to be robbed too close, I feed
them.
They will live through the winter on
We have received the following let- most
anything.
I feed on boiled corn,
ters and articles clipped from Texas papotatoes, bread, mush, turnips, pumpThey will explain themselves as kins, slops from the dairy, dried apples
pers.
or peaches boiled down, or old wet
fast as read
brown sugar mixed with dough. AnyDear Editor The following arti- thing of the above kind will keep the
cle was sent me from Texas, taken from black bee through the winter.
I have
a paper of that State, on the subject of seen my bees 5 miles from home; they
bees. Perhaps you can give the people are not afraid to leave home like most
of Southern Texas some information bees. My bees seem to know me they
on bee-raising, by making up an article will fondle around me when I am about
from this little jocose piece for your them.
Porter H. Snow.
Journal.
I have now on my premises 3S5 hives
in fine condition.
I have got them so
Bee-Cnlture in Texas.
completely under my control that all I
The culture of honey- making bees is have to do is to make gums or hives
a new industry which has sprung into and set them up above the hives, so
prominence in Texas within the last when a new hive comes out they go into
few years. The magnificent bottoms of a new box, gum or hive, as you are a
the Brazos and Colorado rivers, car- mind to call them. Will anybody show
peted with thousands of wild flowers, me any other bee that will do as much?
afford magnificent ranges for the honey I have been handling the black bee for
bee, and several farmers in that section nearly 50 years, and I find them to pay
of the State, realizing this fact, have better than any others.
The black bee
:

Editor and Proprietor.

CHICAGO,

June

:

29, 1881.

;

The Care

of

Comb Honey.

Mr. John Crawford asks the following
questions " Will you, through the Bee
:

Journal, inform me how to take care
of comb honey ? What kind of a house,
temperatnre, light *r dark, dry or moist,
should be used ?
The following is good advice on the
subject from one of our most successful
comb honey producers: "Filled sections
or boxes that have been removed from
the hives, should be examined every
few days. If the combs show signs of
worms, the honey must be fumigated
with sulphur. Care must be taken not
to give them too much, or it will discolor the honey, giving.it a greenish
cast. The amount used will depend, of
course, on the size of the room or box
you are using. It requires but very
little of the fumes of sulphur to destroy
Fumilife either animal or vegetable.

gation will not destroy the eggs, so

it

may

be necessary to give them a second
dose, after all the eggs have had time
to hatch.

By

close

watching you

will

be able to discover the worms before
they have done any material damage.
They are very small at first, but you
will notice their presence by seeing a
small thread-like streak of a mealy
looking substance on the cappings or
aronnd the edge of the combs in the
partly filled cells.
Comb honey should
It
be kept in a warm, dark place.
should never be allowed to stand where
the'sun will shine directly on the combs,
especially when behind glass.
The
cappings will soften in a very few moments and settle down on the honey,
giving it a dark appearance. The object should be to keep the honey as
white and clean as possible all the time.
Comb honey will bring 2 or 3 cents
more per pound, when nice and white,
than that of the same quality in soiled
or discolored packages."

W
Journal

This number of the Weekly Bee
completes the first six months
of its existence.
We are more than
pleased with the mamner in which it
has been received, and the welcome
everywhere accorded to it.
Several thousands have only subscribed for six months, and their subscriptions expire with this number.
To all such we desire to remark that
by sending on their renewal at once,
they will not only prevent the annoyance, to themselves, of missing the

—

regular visits of their old friend the
Weekly Bee Journal, but they will
save us much trouble in taking their
names off from our mailing lists, and
then re-entering them within a short
time. We hope all will renew at once
or else send us a notice, by return mail,
if they desire its visits continued.

secured swarms of wild bees and, domesticating them, made money by the
experiment. Quite a number of enterprising men have given it their sole atvastly
tention, finding the industry

more

profitable

than cotton-raising.

To make

a success out of the business
a person must have a talent for domesticating wild bees.
The wild bee is a small black institution, but fearfully loud, and, being
chivalrous to a fault, he tilts at every
one who intrudes upon his domain.
The fellow who struck Billy Patterson,
hit quick and hard, but Billy's eye never
did look as bad as that of the man who
The
has been boxing with a wild bee.
statement that they never sting but
once, is false, as hundreds of persons
who have enjoyed the fun of cutting
down a bee tree will testify. The black
bee skims along the surface of the
ground feeding on the blossoms, but al-

!

much mixed — something

A

like that!

where a colony of bees reside the stand is the
place where the hive is located
the
hive

is

a box or house
;

;

!

;

!

!

40,000 to

Seeing an article, some time since,
headed " Bee-Culture in Texas," I wish 60,000 bees in a colony we shall have the
to defend the little black bee, which the magnificent yield of from twenty to
writer so abused.
thirty thousand pounds of honey from

The black bee is a native of Africa.
The first discovery made of the black each hive
The Doctor says he has
bee was in the year 1342. In May, 1410,

Right here was the first instance we
have of the black bee being handled.
He fought desperately for a few years,
but careful handling proved a perfect
From that time up to the
success.
present time the black bee has been a
favorite with bee-raisers.
I find, by experience, the black bee is
worth more than any other bee. They
can make more honey than any other
bee, and at the same time can live on
V less than any other bee. They are

ridiculous nonsense
In the " backwoods " they sometimes get things very

:

"Just think of it!"— with

Colony.

!

!

—

The next year,
in Cuba.
1573, they nearly all emigrated in the
direction of North America. The first
black bee that was ever seen in America was in the swamps of Lousiana, in
the year 157.5. This is fair proof that
this was the same bee that left Cuba,
for there were several hives found in one

and peaches boiled down, or old wet
brown sugar mixed with dough."
Either the Doctor is writing about some
kind of hogs or he is a lunatic
Again, he says he "makes hires and
sets them up above the hives so that
when a new hive comes out they go into
a new hive or box."
What supremely

!

LITTLE WORKER.

numerous

kins, slops

!

:

a small hive left the southern coast of
Africa, and struck a due course for
Cuba. In the same year, 1410, in the
month of November, a hive of bees
was found in the mountains of Cuba.
In the year 1572 the black bee was very

mush, turnips, pumpfrom the dairy, dried apples

potatoes, bread,

family of bees is, when organized, a
roloity ; the bees leaving the colony with
a queen to form increase, is a moesrm.
One man will say that he has had to
feed his stands (the frame that supports
the box or hive); another that his hives
has, on an average. 365 bees to the hive.
Each bee will make, on an average, a (or boxes) Hew away to the woods How
half pound of honey a year.
So a man funny it would be to see boxes Hying
can tell what he is doing. You can through the air
take at least J^ from them, then they
Another that a new hive (or box) came
will have plenty to keep through the
out of his old gum, and settled up in
winter.
James Braken, M. D.
the top of a tree
Mr. J. W. Henderson also sends the
Another that his stands (the framesame extract, and remarks as follows
work or ground under the hive) all died
Just think of it Prof. Cook, in his last winter
" Manual" (of which we think so much)
How necessary it is to use proper
says that it takes from twenty to forty
thousand bees to make a good colony— terms in order to be correctly underbut this "M. D." asserts that it only stood by the common reader. The Doctakes 365 bees to make a good colony of tor's foolish use of terms should conhis magnificent " black " stock. Let us
send for Mr. Frank Benton it is no vince all of the desirability of using
use to try anywhere in the world to find correct names for every thing appertainsuch bees as this " M. D." has.
ing to the apiary
heard of a man ordering
We thank our friends for sending us We lately
" sash " from a supply dealer when he
these extracts. Now that we have a
flourishing Bee-Keepers' Association in wanted frames; another ordered frames
Texas there is a fine opportunity to im- when he wanted section boxes, etc.
prove the Italian bees which we already Calling things by wrong names leads to
have.
Such progressive apiarists as endless trouble and vexation.

his rudder end in first-rate
shooting order, and if there is a Sundayschool picnic in the neighborhood, he
will be there to participate and help on
the fun. There is, no doubt, a great
deal of money to be made by shipping
thousands of gallons of honey to a mar- Judge Andrews, Dr. Howard, Mr. M. M.
ket every year, but there is but little
Camp or Mr. F. F. Collins, will do well
solid comfort in raising wild bees,
whose only aim in life is to put a head to get some of the unrivalled stock of
on every mortal they get a chance at.
"James Braken, M.D.," and cross them
with the Italians, so that they may have
Mr. M.M.Camp, of Navasota, Texas,
40,000 or more bees to the colony, and
sends us the following article, also cut
with this " cross" they can easily "beat
from a Texas paper, and adds "Please
the world."
publish and comment upon the writer's
" Just think of it "— " each bee will
ignorance).'' Here is the article
make, on an average, a half pound of
the black bee defended— antece- honey every year so a man ran tell
dents AND HABITS OF THE BUSY what he is doing," says the Doctor

ways with

29,

385

I

I

I

!

!

!

!_

1

:

;

hives—

with this improved stock, and a yield
of say 25,000 lbs. per colony, the Doctor
will have a honey crop of nearly ten
millions of lbs. each year, without
counting on increase, for " a man can
tell what he is doing," when each bee
makes a half pound of honey each
astoundyear " Prodigious results
marvelous race of
ing revelation
bees
With such bees, and the additional
extensive practice that an "M. D." of
such erudition must command, the
Doctor will soon be a millionaire, for
that amount of honey alone would
bring a million of dollars each year
Oh "there's millions in it— millions in
it!"
Unfortunately, our " M. D." has
placed the date (1410) when his favorite
stock of bees were introduced into this
country before America wasdiscovered!
Columbus did not land till Oct.. 1492.
1

Test of Purity for Honey.— Mr. II.
Richey, Sing Sing, N. Y., says he has
made further tests with the receipt that
we published some months ago, and now
says: "I know I have struck the keynote. This test will not color syrup
made from corn, potatoes, grapes, or
any other glucose syrup, but will color
honey. Some kinds of honey will turn
darker than others, owing to the bloom
from which it is gathered." This is the
recipe " 1 teaspoonful of honey put
into a wine-glass, with about the same
quantity of water to dissolve it then
put in a few drops of tincture of iron.
This turns pure honey black."

Parthenogenesis.— W. B. makes the
" Will the drones
following inquiry
from a pure Italian queen be influenced
if she is mated with a black drone ?
Please answer in the Bee Journal."
No; they will not. Huber. Dzierzon,
Langstroth, Cook, Quinby, and, in fact,
nearly all the learned modern bee authorities are united in this opinion. It
is not even necessary that a queen
should mate with a drone to enable her
but these will always deto lay eggs
:

;

velope into drones, no matter what kind
of combs or cells they may be deposited
in.
Even the eggs laid by fertile workers, when batched at all, are drones;
but we are not fully convinced that these
latter have power to properly impregnate a queen.

With this number several thousands
^" We have received from Saallield's
Music Store, 839 Broadway, N. Y., the fine workers, protect their hives better,
of subscriptions expire, and we hope
monthly "Ten Cent Library of Music,'' and live longer. In fact, they can live
all will renew at once or else send us
containing 16 pages of the most popular and thrive where other bees will starve
His race of bees must be hogs — for he notice by return mail if they desire its
music for 10 cents. It is astonishingly to death. If my bees (the black bee,
" boiled corn, continued visits.
cheap, for the music is first-class.
for I would not have any other kind) says he feeds them witli
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Curiosilics of Red Clover.— Mr. C. Bledsoe.
had a line Italian queen,
Mr. W. <;. Me for a few hours, when the sun would
Strange Bees, etc.
Lendon, Lake Village, Ark., propounds shine very hot. bees would do a good Aldrich, in the Hamilton Freeman, gives purchased of Dr. J. P. II. Brown, of
business. Those who have their "dishes
Augusta, that
would probably have
the following questions
the following curious facts on this imright side up" when the flow of nectar
lost, as the bottom combs molded, and
portant
plant.
The
tardy
germination
comes
hives
will c&tcb an abundance
1. How can I find the queen ¥
I often
she moved everything up into the cap,
look through the hive 3 or 4 times, and thai are full and running over with bees of many kinds of field and flower seeds and saved her little family, and they
are the ones that will "make hay while is
do not find her.
of frequent occurrence, and does much have built more comb and stored more
the sun shines."
2. How can I prevent the moths dehoney than any have this season, and
to perpetuate the most obnoxious weeds:
A large increase in the number of
stroying my empty combs?
are still in it. Industry is gradually
3. From the following description can colonies, and a big yield of surplus canIn 1879 our crops of red clover Trifo- spreading over our section, and many
you give me the name of the bees V not be obtained at the same time. If lium pratense) were very luxuriant. Af- are inquiring about the improved sysThey are very small one-third smaller those bee-keepers who let their colo- ter the haying season it made a second tem of bee-keeping, and making prepthan the black bees -with one broad nies swarm naturally will put back all growth, little inferior to the first, and arations to give their bees better quaryellow band just back of the thorax, the swarms that issue out the first, their the seeds of this " aftermath " fully ters than the old box gum. Many will
balance of the body is of a dull red apiary will then be in fine condition to ripened. But to the surprise of all the neglect to attend to them, I know, and
color.
They have worked remarkably store surplus. The second swarm that farmers hereabouts, the following spring but few will realize any considerable
well, filling their hives three times issues is accompanied by a virgin queen, (18801 found the
But. bees
clover dead— com- profit from their keeping.
while my blacks and Italians Idled but and if the queen cells are all removed pletely killed out
Of course this pay well here, even in the old gum, if
twice: they are very cross the queens from the old colony, and it returned, it was very much of a discouragement to we could keep them from dying out,
arc short and plump, and very prolific, will remain, as it then has no means of many of us who had just begun the cul- from over swarming, loss of queens, etc.
keeping the lower story of a 10-fratue rearing another queen.
tivation of this excellent fodder plant. I sell, here at home, extracted 8 1 £cents,
Many bees died last winter leaving The causes of this mortality in the clo- comb 12' i cents. I have to compete
Langstroth hive full of brood. I bought
them from a bee-keeper that wished to hives full of comb, and if after-swarms ver seemed to me to be that, after a with the box gum men, and as they will
quit the business.
Each of them cast a are put into these, they will make good most vigorous summer growth, we had sell at any price— 7 cents is what they
swarm, which are doing well. I do not colonies before, winter. By feeding at an autumn of drouth, followed by a gfet for comb honey now— I think I
think I ever saw more bees in a hive night, and also during cold and wet dry cold winter, but with little snow. am doing pretty well' to get Yl i cts. I
than are in my old colonies now, after weather, the number of bees can be This state of things killed out clover, am not offering any more comb, howswarming. 1 think they are a distinct greatly increased.
without doubt. We all thought, how- ever. It pays me well on the investrace. I nave looked carefully among
ever, that the seeds would germinate in ment at 12*2 cents, as I have a good lomy other bees, and can find none of these
the spring and make us another set of cation for Gees, and only keep as many
Increase by Division.— An exchange plants.
mixed in with them.
But this did not occur, and in as I can attend without interfering with
the following advice concerning many meadows where the clover was the work of the farm. I caught the
gives
1.
Move the hive a little to one side
very profuse and thick there were "idea" from your issue of June 1 had
and place a duplicate on the stand, now the increase of colonies by dividing
bare patches of ground all summer it already from the pen of Mr. Doolittle
done
Dividing
bees
when
properly
is
carefully scan each comb and place in
long. During the spring of 1880 the in the Journal for 1880, but had nega much better plan for increase than to supply of moisture was rather limited, lected to remember. I am well pleased
the duplicate, and the probabilities are
allow them to swarm naturally. But while the summer and early autumn with the Journal in any shape, but
that you will discover her; if not, trans- improperly done, has been the ruinawas unusually dry. To the surprise of would prefer it something like the Bee
fer the combs back, looking carefully as tion' of many an apiary, for it seems al- most people now — after the seeds have Journal for 1880.
Capt. Milt. McCoy
most impossible to convince some peo- laid upon the ground two winters and and Dr. Bragden,Chillicothe,Ohio,made
you proceed.
ple that success depends on the strength one summer — they have germinated, us a tour of inspection a few weeks
2. Give them the sulphur treatment
of the colonies and not numbers. The
promise to make our meadows as since, and have induced some to try
recommended on page 204, this number, better plan is to wait until the bees are and
luxurient with clover as they were in clover If successful it will revolutionin the article entitled "The care of comb making preparations to cast a swarm, 1879 and previous years!
The little ize farming and bee-keeping.
and then they can be divided with ben- plants have sprung up by millions, so
J. B. Russell.
honey."
When you find they are making
efit.
Cuthbert, Ga., June 20, 1881.
3. We cannot name them
but think ready or have queen cells capped, then thickly, in fact, that not one in a score
can live. "The fittest will survive,"
you are wrong in supposing them a dis- divide. Take a frame of honey, bees, and not only beautifully illustrate the
Bee Stings.— I have found the immebrood, and the queen, hang in an empty great doctrine of " natural selection,"
tinct race.
diate application of common salt to the
hive, fill up with frames of comb or but, what is of much more practical
place stung to be very effective in neufoundation. Move the old hive to anew
gg° We haye received the Annual Cat- location, placing the new hive contain- moment, will gladden the hearts of our tralizing the poison, and allaying the
farmers, who were greatly disappointed pain, both in my own case and in othalogue of the Michigan State Agricul- ing the queen on the old stand, and the in the spring of 1880, to find that their
ers to whom I have given the remedy,
tural College, which shows a very work is done. Nearly all of the old clover would never wake up from its so that I feel no inconvenience. I usubees and those in the fields at work will winter sleep.
satisfactory condition of the affairs of
ally carry a lump of salt, and place it
return to the old stand, which now conPerhaps it
near for immediate use.
the College. Among the means of illus- tains the new hive, and make quite a
may not prove as efficient in giving retrating the various studies, it mentions colony.
The young hatching bees will
The Honey Crop.— The Indiana Far- lief to others, but it is a convenient
" An apiary, with specimens of Italian soon fill up the old hive. The empty mer remarks that " with the use of the
remedy when effective. My bees were
place from which you removed the
and Syrian bees, various styles of hives frame of brood and the queen should many improvements in bee-keeping late in getting down to their work, but
within the last few years the honey they are doing well now. I have had
and honey extractors, and other ap- be rilled with a frame of comb or foun- crops of this country may be increased
no swarms yet, and very little indicaproved apparatus
also noted honey dation, for if an empty frame be hung ten fold. And yet none need fear overtions of any preparations that way, but
will
fill it with drone
place
the
bees
in
production.
Honey
become
has
a
staplants— shrubs, trees and herbs." Such
comb. This work should be- done in ple. The home demand arid consump- yesterday 1 found them preparing queen
a College should be in every State, to
cells and hatching drones. One swarm
the middle of the day when the larger tion is on the increase largely every
became queenless, and I found a queen
aid progressive and scientific work.
part of the bees are in the fields. Noth- year. The exportation of honey to forcapped in a frame well filled with
ing can be done for 7 or 8 days with the eign countries has become a success,
capped
brood, and placed it with them,
hive. By that time they will have and American honey is in good demand
I® The Northwestern Illinois and old
but they tore down the cell. I then
queen
cells
capped
the
if the cells at
paying
prices.
The
California
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
found a frame containing capped and"
Association will hold its next meeting were capped at the time of divid- honey crop will be quite small this year, uncapped brood and eggs in nearly
will need looking after sooner while last season's crop is all consumed,
ing
they
Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
placed that with them
than this. The queen will hatch in 15 The prospects are favorable for good every cell and
111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
yesterday I found them constructing a
days from an egg. When the young prices and steady demand for all the
queen
cell — how it will come out I canqueens are ready to hatch, all queen honey that we can possibly get."
not tell. I have given them several
those
cells should be removed but one
frames of brood from hives that could
removed can be used in nuclei prespare them. They are storing honey
viously prepared or be given to colonies
L. B. Walker.
freely.
divided a few days in advance of the
St. Johns, Mich., June 22, 1881.
If no other colonies
hatching queens.
are ready to divide, make nuclei by takWood Prospect for Honey.— I lost all
ing 2 or 3 frames of brood and bees from
my bees (23 colonies) last winter over
prosperous colonies and to them give
1

I

;

I
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!

;
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;

:

;

;
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;

;
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MISCELLANEOUS.
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Seasonable Advice. Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, gives the

The. nuclei should
the hatching cells.
be made the day previous, as they will
readily
accept the cells.
then more

Young queens

%

—

Georgia. Mr. Bledsoe, of Mississippi, in speaking of the
different sized frames, etc., gives my
ideas exactly. Most of us in the South
are unable to purchase hives, etc., but
must make them, and to make a substantial l^gxil'g in. frame is much more

Bee-Keeping

in

will hatch and become
while occupying these nucleus
following seasonable advice
colonies, and can then be built up from
There is a magnificent bloom of white other colonies or be given to divided
keeping the old colony toclover Trifolium repent) in central Illi- swarms,
gether and at work until the young
nois, and, judging from the reports
likely than one 17^x9%.
You must
queens
are
ready.
from different sections, must be genremember our boys in ante-bellum days
eral throughout the country. It is eslearned no trade as a general thing,
sential for the production of honey that
£g" Success is the reward of eternal and did not learn to work. I mean, of
there should be abundant bloom of the vigilance.
Do not neglect colonies course, those owning slaves, and we
same kind at one time, yet a flow of hived on empty frames. Be sure that have had to scuffle around considerably
nectar does not always follow these re- the combs are being built straight in to do as well as we have, and you might
quisites. Nature's laboratory must be the frames. See that the hives are level consider us prodigies if we could make
in right condition to secrete sweetness from side to side.
Should you rind that and use tools well now, having never
from the flowers, or the honey crop will they are running the combs to one side been accustomed to it in our younger
be a failure. During the blooming of push them back into place, if not too days. I wish we might have been let
white clover, if a balmy south wind far gone. Otherwise cut them loose down easily instead of jerking the
blows, following a hot night, we may al- and fasten in place with sticks, in the props from under, so suddenly. But
most with certainty expect a big yield manner of transferred combs. New we are all natural philosophers, and
of honey while these electric conditions combs are very tender, and when filled make the best of things as we find
continue.
Since the advent of June with honey and brood are easily broken. them, taking things easy. And " if we
the weather has been cold and wet, so Handle them carefully, but be sure to cannot be easy we are as easy as we can
that the production of honey from white have them straight in the frames. In- be." Again, my experience in leaving
clover has been meager. Occasionally diana Farmer.
on the cap during winter is like that of
:'

(

fertile

of all the bees in this locality died
but I am commencing again. Bees are
doing well now on clover the prospect
is fine for a good crop of honey.
T. P. Barnum.
Carlton, Mich., June 23, 1881.
;

;

The True Cause of Winter Losses of
It is amusing to hear the reasons
given by bee-keepers of the different
causes of bees dying in winter — some
giving one reason and some another.
Bees.

—

my opinion, nine-tenths of all the
bees that died last winter died from being confined so long without a chance to
fly.
I am more than pleased with the
Weekly Bee Journal— cannot wait
for a monthly in th'ese times.
F. L. Merrick.
In

Kankakee,

111.,

June

23, 1881.

Bees Doing Well.— The loss of bees
winter was fearful in this locality.
They are doing well now, gathering
honey fast, and swarming freely.
last

Rock

City, ni.,

June

J. Stewart,
24, 1881.
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The Honey Yield.— Our honey crop is
being cut short by reason of the unfavorable weather cold and stormy. The
first swarming occurred here on the
10th and 11th inst., which is earlier than
usual. During the last 2 weeks it has
rained much of the time, with some

—

nights, and no warm days.
locust is going out of bloom, and
the yield from that source has been very
scant.
The yield of honey from the
berry bloom was very limited.
The
white clover has been in bloom 2 weeks,
but it does not yield much nectar; consequently the honey season will be of
short duration. We can now only depend on the clover, while yet it continues, and basswood and buckwheat. At
present the outlook bodes a short supply of honey. I have justreceivedfrom
Mr. C. H. Lake photographs of his bee
hive in working order. The hive is designed to prove a life-saving tenement
for bees wintered on the summer stands.
It is a Langstroth hive, having dead-air
chambers on all sides and bottom.
Dead-air chambers are away ahead of
any sort of packing as a protection
against the vicissitudes of irregular
temperature.
C. J. Robinson.
Richford, N. Y., June 18, 1881.
hail, cold

The

June

Good Yield of Honey Expected.— The as they could occupy, but the slaughter
had been too great before they could
well as elsewhere; a few have wintered rear their brood (21 days) they dwinwithout loss, on the summer stands, dled to a mere handful and perished,
packed with chaff. I have 30 weak col- and neighbor S., after a week's confineonies out of 50 last fall. They are filling ment, declared bees to be a nuisance.
up fast now, and the season bids fair to I have 29 colonies of bees, doing well.
be a good one. We have had plenty of I lost 7 colonies last winter out of 35 2
rain lately.
W. H. S. Grout.
or 3 were queenless the mice killed 1.
Kennedy, N. Y., June 10, 1881.
and 2 or 3 died of dysentery 5 or 6
were sick and weak after 6 month's
Bees in Muskoka, Canada.— I com- confinement, and one had a drone-laymenced last spring with one colony of ing queen. I had a nice swarm come to
bees, very weak, and increased to 2. by me aoout a week ago. Bees are swarmnatural swarming in August.
The ing earlier than usual nearly all my
loss of bees is great in this county, as

;

;

;

;

with room enough for a full grown
rabbit to enter with ease ; the top was
an old barrelhead, laid on in two pieces,
lacking nearly an inch of meeting, with
a rough board over the space.
Besides
this, between the head and hive, for }4
inches
of the way around, was nearly
space between. The mercury last winter was 12 3 below zero here, and the

%

above

is

what

I call

upper and lower

ventilation.
I transferred the bees
from the box hive (which was about 3
feet high and 11 inches square) about
swarming time. I had only 2 frames of

brood 12 inches square and was a medium colony .showing thatthe queen was
Alvah Reynolds.
not worth much. There was no appearance of dysentery and but little honey.
Oneida, 111., June 11, 1881.
S. G. Haile.
Big River Mills, Mo., June 13, 1881.
OldQueens.— Old combs can be nicely
cleaned by pouring water over them
Good, for a Beginner.— In April, 1879,
and throwing it out with the extractor
pare off the moldy part with a knife. I bought one colony of Italians from G.
I have hived 5 swarms this week on old M. Hawley, and increased to 2; in 1880
combs treated thus, and bees go to work I increased to 4 wintered on the sumimmediately, carrying out the soured mer stands, packed all with straw, expollen in bulk, and dragging out the cept in front, where. I hung a piece of
dried dead bees in a hurry. Of the 5 rag carpet. They all came out good
swarms, only 1 queen could fly ; is it a and strong in the spring. I have insign of old queens, or what is the cause 1 creased to 8 this summer. Prosperity
;

swarm did not gather

quite enough for bees are storing in section boxes.

wintering, so I fed granulated sugar
syrup, as directed by Mr. D. A. Jones
;

packed them in chaff and straw about
the 1st of Nov., on the summer stands,
18 inches all around the hives, with the
upper story filled with chaff they had
no flight from Nov. 5 till March 15 it
was very cold at times, twice it was
down to 40° below zero the old colony
showed signs of dysentery, I think,
from having an excess of pollen the
swarm fed with sugar syrup showed
I

;

;

;

;

;

;

very little dysentery, in fact, it came
out as strong as the parent colony.
Peter James.
About 30 per cent, of the bees have died
in this district
in bee-houses and
Waveland, Ind., June 18, 1881.
Sour Honey not good for Winter Food. on summer stands. Can a weak colony
[Frequently queens that have been
Out of 45 colonies of black bees last of Italians be safely united with' hyNovember I had but 15 very weak ones brids for wintering ? The frame I use pushed to their utmost ability in breedon May 1, which are now getting in measures 11 J^ inches wide by 13J 2 inches ing, become too enfeebled to fly at the
working order. My hives are one foot deep, 10 frames to a hive, with a half
square inside, and 22 inches long ; I use story for surplus.
The Weekly Bee first attempt, Yours may, however,
division boards, and winter on the sum- Journal has become a necessity with have been incapacitated from old age
mer stands without protection, except us.
Robert H. Smitii.
or defective wings.— Ed.]
blankets. I attribute the loss to a poor
Falkenburg. Ont., June 15. 1881.
season last year, when they gathered
Swarming.— My bees commenced to
IYes you can safely unite hybrids
some sour, unhealthy honey there was
swarm on May 20, and by June 1 I had
some uncapped honey in the lower part and Italians for wintering. Ed.]
20 swarms by June 19 1 had 26 more,
of the frames last fall, and some of it is
and have only lost 3 of them one hung
there this spring the capped honey is
Wintered on Summer Stands. I" win- out all night and went off in the mornall gone.
F. Baker.
tered 16 colonies on the summer stands ing another did not cluster and went
Holly, Mich., June 20, 1881.
with a loss of one up to April 7 after off before all left the hive, and nearly
that I lost 3 more which had queens but half of them returned to the hive (an
Fertile Workers.
Is there such a no brood and one had no honev until I unusual occurrence)
the other became
thing as a fertile worker a bee with supplied it with some reserved frames mixed up with another swarm, and
My bees have not when hived they could not all get in
the lire-requisites to lay eggs, carry of capped honey.
pollen and store honey V Please answer done very well this spring on account and that swarm left. We have a fair
of the cold wet weather, but now they crop of honey from the basswood, but
in the Bee Journal.
A. S.
are working nicely. Since reading in have had too much rain. I had 40 coloShellrock, Iowa, June 20, 1881.
the Bee Journal for June 15 of the
of bees to commence with I have
We proposed change of size of the pages nies
[Y'es, there are fertile workers.
sold 5 and have 85 left. There is a good
have had two sent us which were cap- for next year, I, for one, will say that I prospect for honey.
shall be much better pleased with it,
John Boerstler.
tured in the act of depositing eggs.
and you may consider me a subscriber
Gilead, 111., June 22, 1881.
They were dead when received, but for 1882.
F. H. Seares.
from their physical structure we would
Girard, Pa., June 19, 1881.
A Chapter of Experience.— I bought
imagine they were possessed of all the
my first colony of Italian bees of Mr.
Bees
in the Highway, etc., a Nuisance.
instincts and attributes of the ordinary
the
man kept a colony of bees by the Heddon in 1879. They were ofSince
worker bees. Ed.]'
fence of a public highway mischiev- dark, leather-colored variety.
of
ous and ugly boys stoned the bees until then I have bought queens and bees
Roop, Valentine, and others, but the
Bees building up now.— About 75 per they caught the malady and immedi- finest queen I ever saw I got from D.
cent, of the bees in Jersey county died ately took possession of the highway, A. Pike.
I reared queens from her
last winter. Those that lived through and warned people very quietly for sev- and they were as handsome and light
are doing well, building up, and gath- eral days not to pass that way. My colored as their mother
the drones
ering honey very fast.
I have been brother, not knowing of the blockade, were large and almost as yellow as the
considerably interested in reading the undertook to return home that way workers, and the queens are very proJournal, to see in what hive bees from town the insulted bees halted lific. I bought 5 colonies of Italian
have wintered on the summer stands him and stung him and his horse the bees of H. A. Burch & Co., in 1880;
best, as that is the hive we want in this horse upset the carriage and demolished they arrived about a month later than
latitude. Armstsong's Centennial hive things generally. The overseer of high- they were to have been sent 2 were
has been the best here, some losing all ways ordered the bees removed, and hybrids and 3 black. I have since Italtheir bees in the other hives and saving was coolly told to do it himself. That ianized them, as I want nothing but
most of them in the Armstrong. The night a load of straw was seen approach- pure stock in my apiary.
With the
Weekly Bee Journal is just what we ing the innocents a bonfire lit up the Weekly Bee Journal 1 am well
want I do not see how we could have firmament in the morning a black and pleased.
D. P. Campbell.
done without it so long. Monthlies are charred spot told where a "black and
Park Hill, Ont.
cruel deed" had been done by one that
in style no longer.
H. D. Edwards.
believed that bees in the highway were
Delhi, Ills., June 21, 1881.
a nuisance. Neighbor S., living in an
Upper Ventilation.— Out of my 50 colold house, had a large swarm of little, onies last fall only 7 lived through 8
Wintered Well.— Bees in this section black, sharp-pointed bees move in and that were packed all died. Those that
wintered well they are generally kept locate in about the center of the house, lived and were in the best condition had
in cellars.
I put 4:'. colonies in the cel- between the floor and
ceiling the floor upper and lower ventilation and were
lar, one died in the cellar and 3 after I being open and the ceiling cracked, the all on the summer stands.
M. had 16.
put them out ; 3 were queenless and bees left the clusters in all directions
T.
in box and cottage hives ; all died.
one was robbed. One man put 70 in a the 2 families quarreled. Mr. S. de- II. had 13, in box hives; all living; a
cellar and set them all out alive
and clared a war of extermination the strong one had a hole in the top, with
another put 38 in a cellar and all came bees accepted the challenge. Mr. S. an empty hive on for surplus. II. has
out alive. I have had 17 swarms my murdered them by the thousands with- 7 alive he only had a few last fall (I
bees have not commenced to work in out mercy, with fire and sword, brim- do not know how many). His hives
boxes yet. It has been too cold and stone and smoke.
The bees used their stand on nails or blocks and have holes
dry for honey here.
I cannot do withspear and bag of poison until they in the head (with caps) for passages.
out the Bee Journal as long as I keep blackened and closed the eyes of Mr. S. None of these bees were packed all
bees.
E. F. Taylor.
and drove him and his wife and chil- remained on the summer stands except
Canton, N. Y., June 20, 1881.
dren into a little corner bed-room that the 8 I packed which died. I believe
happened to be bee-proof. After 2 or 3 in upper ventilation bees cannot get
Good Honey Yield. Our bees are stor- days of fearful carnage, they sent for enough air through packing, only for a
Moisture, I think, causes uneasing honey very fast. It has been a poor the bee tamer.
I found about 2 quarts time.
year for swarms, but, so far, the bees of bees clustered on 2 small pieces of iness, and the bees fill themselves and
have stored 60 lbs. of box honey per comb, ready and willing for war. I dysentery is the result. I bought a box
hive, which we consider good.
treated them kindly, gave them all the hive this spring which was on the
the
Bray & Seacord.
honey they wanted, invited them into a ground without bottom-board
Warthau,-Cal., June 11, 1881.
nice house with as many hexagon rooms front-board was about 4 inches short.
;
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Weekly Bee Journal.
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19, 1881.

The Enlargement of the Bee Journal.

—Dear

Editor

:

I

am

exceedingly

glad that you will make the improvements and enlarge the Bee Journal
next year. It is very gratifying to know
that this year's experiment of publishing a Weekly Bee Journal has been
sufficiently encouraging to you to give
us so long in advance the promise of
doubling the number of pages and improving the size of the leaves, so as to
be more convenient for binding and
preserving. Though I have been very
much pleased with its weekly visits, I
must say that I have not quite liked the
inconvenient size of the pages; but as
I felt sure you would improve that as

you felt warranted in doing so,
have not said anything about the inconvenient shape, and hail with joy the
promise of the improved Bee Journal
for lss2.
You can count on me for a
subscriber, for I must have it as long as
Joshua Hills.
I keep bees.
Granby, Minn., June 20, 1881.
fast as
I

etc.— My loss in
out of 7. They were
packed in tiers 2 hives deep and about
6 inches apart, with straw between them
and about 3 feet of straw at the back.
They were facing the south. There is
a good prospect for a fine linden harvest
1. What is the best
in this locality.
plan for ventilating a cellar, size 12x20
2.
The little black ants are
feet ?
crawling all through my hives how can
J. E. Pryor.
I keep them out ?
Arbor Hill, Iowa, June 14, 1881.
Cellar Ventilation,

wintering was

1

;

[Run a 6-inch drain-pipe from the the
outside into the cellar. This should, if
possible, run through the earth outside
and make the connection with the cellar
near the bottom. Another pipe should
connect the cellar with a chimey-flueor
stove-pipe. These pipes should both be
arranged with dampers, so the temperature of the cellar can be regulated.
2. Various methods have been suggested, but we know of nothing more
effectual than to put the hives on stands
having legs, and let these rest in vessels
(fruit cans with the covers trimmed off
will answer) partly filled with crude petroleum or diluted sulphuric acid.— Ed.]

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

The Clover, etc.— There is very little
honey from white clover as yet, although
the bloom is magnificent it is too cool
and wet. Basswood is in bloom nearly
half of the buds are. open. Although
there were hardly enough bees left for
seed, in this locality, we have heard of
several runaway swarms. One clustered
on the lamp-post at the corner of one of
;

;

the principal streets.

Bee-hunters that

had marked colonies in trees last fall,
and did not take them up because they
had so little honey, report them dead
Mrs. L. Harrison.
this spring.
Peoria, 111., June 22, 1881.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

of the Journal are
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

^"Single copies

15D0LLARSZF0R$1.

—»« > »«

gg" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so hy paying the difference.

Wishing
m.iko the

e"Wht'ii changing a postoffice admention the old address as well

new

for 1880, bound in stiff paper
covers, will be sent by mail, for $1.50.

^T We have prepared Ribbon Badges

for bee-keepers, on which are printed a
large bee in gold. Price 10 cents each,
or $8.00 per hundred.

been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
and homely wisdom oi this book should carry it
into every household. Complete in one volume

THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
From this world to that which is to come. This remarkable book, as every one knows, was written
under the similitude of a dream, by John
Bunyan, the most popular religious writer in the
English language; and perhaps more copies have
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with ap-

(g' Notices and advertisements intended for the Weekly Bee Journal
must reach this office by Friday of the
previous.

LLIVER'S TRAVELS.

hair falling or fading. Parker's Hair
Balsam supplies necessary nourish-

ment, prevents falling and grayness
212w4
and is an elegant dressing.

dr Constitutions

cookies, tea, cotiee, chocolate, home-made candies,
antidote for poison, cooking for the sick, and many
other uselul things.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTr ENTERTAINMENTS.
Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which iho legend says the Sultaness of
jporaia related to the Sultan night after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would have been sacrificed to his

and By-Laws for

local Associations $2 per 100. The name
of the Association printed in the blanks
for 50 cents extra.

/ESOP S FABLES.
T

The

r ahiesof /fcsopus, an apt representative oit no
great social and iutellc< tual movement of the ace
which he adorned. Born a slave, he forced nia
way by his mother-wit intothecourts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular In Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history ; and he who had not
jEsop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce bv Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

unjust resentment.
<g"We can supply but a few more of
the back numbers to new subscribers. SAVEDATLASTFROMAMONGTHEMORMONS.

If

Every

any want them, they must be sent for

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
ByB.L. Farieon. A very popular Christmas story

ftiTlnstead of sending silver money in
procure 1, 2 or 3 cent stamps.
We can use them, and it is safer to send

letters,

the Weekly
Bee Journal will be sent free to any
names that may be sent in. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the

names

copies

of

to this office.

i§g" The date following the name on
the wrapper label of this paper indicates
the time to which you have paid. In
making remittances, always send by
postal order, registered letter, or by
draft on Chicago or New York. Drafts
on other cities, and local checks, are not
taken by the banks in this city except
at a discount of 25c., to pay expense of
collecting them.

after the st vie of Dickens: abounds in excellent NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presentand novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
ing correct and beautiful models of noble life to
admirable picture of country life, giving the
contented
young
the impulse to imitate what we admire.
very
happy
and
awaken
history of a
By the recorded actions of the gTeat and good we
couple who thought no lot in life too lowly for the
regulate our own course, and steer, star -guided,
pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
over life's trackless ocean.
Complete, in one volume, with illustrations.
The usual price of these books bound in cloth is Si .00 to S3.00 each. We propose to bind them in heavy
paper or thin card board, and send them by mail and prepay the postage, tor 25 cents each. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity of the most brilliant and pleasing productions of the most noted
raid popular authors, and include books of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all tastes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Libraky, and any one obtaining these ten
looks will possess a library of ten of the most popular books ever published. We have not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain these noted books at so low a price.
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
one alone requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5% by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
is Minion, easy on the eyes.
FIKST BOOK, Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow
every two weeks and be mailed to subscribers as soon as published.
RELIABLE.— Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of Farm and Fireside, say, " they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the above books if careful
j

silver.

$& Sample

in the land should read

tbisstorv which is founded upon (acts, and gives
an insight into the low estate of woman uuder
the Moimon rule.

soon.

such than

man and woman

THE BOOKS
THE PAGES
THE TTPE
THE

I

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we will give a copy of "Bee-Culture ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of "Cook's Manual," bound in
cloth for a club of 6, we give a copy of
the Journal for a year free. Do not
forget that it will pay to devote a few
hours to the Bee Journal.

THE PAPER

to direct letters correctly.

MONEY .SHOULD BE SENT by Post
Publishers of FARjiI

Office

Money Order

EMERSON BINDERS.

Florida

We

:

:

'.

We

* I am 65
us
An
years old and was feeble and nervous
all the time, when I bought a bottle of
Parker's Ginger Tonic.
I have used a
little more than one bottle and feel as
at 30, and am sure that hundreds need
just such medicine."
See advertise-

Old Lady writes

ment.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
.__> high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
;v^v.v.\\'\'v;.'
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.
lltf

VAN DBUSKN &

ITALIAN QUEENS,

and Bee Hives

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

specialties.

Full

Our

Colonies, Nuclei
Illustrated

new

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry. Small
Fruits, &c. Free. JW~ Send for it and save money.
2w32tx
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs. Ga.

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensa-

ble to every man, entitled "The
Science of Life, or Self-Preser-

:

22w4

Land-640

Ohi^
Acres,

CASH,

.m

Description,— Sec. 4. township 7, south range 7
west, Franklin county .Florida, situated about50 niiles
south of the Georgia line, 25 miles westrof the city of
Tallabasse, the capital of the State, and about
miles northeast of the cityot Apalachicola, a seaport on the (Julf uf Mexico, and within 2 sections (5
and G) of the Apalachicola river the soil is a rich,
sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. Hist, 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned t) sections, including the
above, to.!. M. Murphy, for (3,200, and on Sept. 6th.
1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for $S,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered, as shown
by an abstract from the Records of the county, duly
attested by the County Clerk the taxes are all paid
and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or trade
for a small farm, or other desirable property. An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,

&

ijgr At the Chicago meeting of the National Society we were requested to get
photographs of the leading apiarists, to
|V Binder* for the Weekly Bee Joarnnl,
sell to those who wanted them.
can
now supply the following at 25 cents of 1881. cloth and paper, postpaid, 85 cents.
Dzierzon, the Baron of Bereach
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered on
lepsch, and Langstroth. The likeness the back, for American Bee Journal for 1880,
at the following prices, postage paid
of Mr. Langstroth we have copied, is one
50c.
Cloth and paper, each
furnished by his daughter, who says,
75c.
Leather and cloth
" it is the only one ever taken when he
US'*" We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper
Magazine
desired.
or
was in good health and spirits/'
G.
are glad to be able to secure one of such
1*74 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
a satisfactory nature.

mail at another, be sure to give the address we have on our list.

Springfield,

er CHEAP FOR

;

$3^ It would save us much trouble, if
all would be particular to give their P.O.
address and name, when WTiting to
this office.
We have several letters
{some inclosing money) that have no
name. Many others having no PostAlso, if you
office, County or State.
lj>e near one postoffice and get your

or Registered Letter, addressed to

AND FIRESIDE,

vation ;" bound in finest French
muslin, emhossed, full gilt, 300
pp., contains beautiful steel engravings, 1 25 prescriptions.price

only
sent by mail
trated sample, ii cents
$1.2"i

tf"KTflTJf7

LHUlV

TTJVOrT V

illus-

:

send
now. Address Peabody Medi;

ifllBliLl'.-al institute or Dr. W. H. PAR22wly
No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston.

KER,

;

;

THOMAS

074

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
British Bee Journal is puhlished monthly at
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do do it. CN.ABBOTT, Bee Master,
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn.Southall, London.

The

¥1.75,

6S ENGRAVINGS

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

an index of diseases, and
A TREATISE giving
and treatment of each, a table

the symptoms ; cause
giving all the principal drugs used for the horse, with
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote when a poison a table with an engraving of the horse's teeth
at different ages, with rules fur telling the age of the
horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much
;

:

valuable information.

Pi-ice 555 centN.- Sent on receipt of price, by

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

\m West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

CHICAGO, ILL

Roe-Keeper'* Guide nr, Cook'a Miiniutl
Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
and fully " up with tin- times" on every
subject of bee-culture, it in not only Instructive,
Interesting
and thoroughly practical.
but Intensely
The book Is it masterly prod net Ion, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his menus, ran afford
todowlthout. Cloth, SI. 85 ; paper cover, 91*
t^nlnhy'iNrw Ree-Keeplnic, by L. C. Root —
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that It cannot fall to Interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all Its renders realize Unit Its
author Is master of the subject.— VI. 50.
oTBee-t'iilture, by A. I. Root
Novlce'N
—Thin embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and Ih villus hie to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, V1.S5; paper, * I
klim'" Bee-Keeper*' Text-Rook, hy A. J.
Kinir.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Ifcl.OO; paper, 7 5e.
of the Apiary. Illustrated

ABC

I.an^tt i-olli on the Hive and
iB a standard scientific work.

Honey Bee,
Price, #55.

Hleuaed Beei, by John Allen.— A romance

Contains
about 1,000 Recipes. It is just the book that every
wife and housekeeper needs. Jttelbjbow to cook
all kinds of bread, cakes and meats; it tells bow
to make all kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cooking fish, oysters, poultry and game; ittellshowto
select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
the best methods of preparing sauces and salads
and all kinds of vegetables for the table; and tells
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
biscuits, rolls, puddings pies, custards, creams,

This book tells uf the supposed travels and surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions Of the world, where he met with a
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
in one volume. Finely illustrated.

Street,

—This

BESTCOOKBOOKEVKR PUBLISHED.

Cropriate Illustrations.

Many Lose Their Beauty from the

number ol pictures.
FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.

containing a great

NEW FARM AND

West Madison

price, by

NEWMAN.

C.

;

'

AM

Bee Jour-

nal

week

974

Blyle of binding, etc, w> hnv«> decided to
(or a short time,

ptlze,

GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY,

f

one.

gg- The Volume of the

THOMAS

Wo will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1.
and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
FAItTKTLAR NOTICE.— Wo reserve the righl *o withdraw thin Dollar Offer at any t!nv»
therefore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all your friends
we have made the pruudestofler of. the century.
BOOK IN THIS LIST WILL BE SENT BY MAIL, POST-PAH*.
FOR 25 CENTS, A COPY OF
Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published. One will bo issued every two weeks.
LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
Or,More Of his Plain Talk for Plain People.by Rev.
This well-known bonk may be ranked asthe most
Chas. H. Spurgeon, This book is exceedingly
popular standard juvenile bonk ever printed.
humorous and instructive, using the simplest
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderform of words and very plain speech. To smite
ful adventures of a cast-away upon a desert
evil, and especially the monster evil of drink, has
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
fc"

dress,
as tlie

introduce our books and show their

fo

Bee -Keepers,

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of

ILL.

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Wl.OO.
Been and Honey ; or, ticeensfiil manatre*
ment of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary — Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Oueens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in EiinlUh and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cent*, postpaid.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every familv, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50rDzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the

demonstrate them. 15 c.
by Thomas
discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and Oerman.

facts

and arguments

to

Honey, an Food and Medicine,
Newman. — ThiB pamphlet

G.

,

:

Price for either edition, ttc. ; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering Been. — This contains the Prize

Essayson thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25
Cook's Essay, which

— wasawarded to Prof
The

in gold
is

here

lOc.
Hive I TTme— Being a

given in

full.

Price,

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Extracted Honey

;

description of the
Price. 5c.

Harvesting, Handl-

ing and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical 11 in m to Bee-Keepers' by Chas.
It gives Mr. Math's views on
F. Muth; 32 paces.

Ch.

t

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Kendall'* Home Book. — No book could be
more useful to horae owners. It has 35 engravings

the

illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 25c.
by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera,

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropp'n Easy Calculator.— These are handy

its

cause,

tables if>r all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. ; Morocco, $1.50.
A cheap edition, without slate, 50c.

Moore'* Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i,ooo,(kk» Indnsdustrlal Facts, Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,ooo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements.
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Brtdces. etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts.
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools. Flour, Oat Meal, Saw. Shingle. Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction. Lathe Gearing. Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccontries, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
DamB, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining. Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
TABLES with fsno.OOO Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. Hon
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press, l.onn items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3tm Health Items. 500
•do. for Painters, Varnishers. Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and .Jewelers. 4oo do. for Hunters,

Trappers Tanners, Leather

<t

Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphv, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
bv rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10,000 items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners. Stock Owners, Bee-keeping, etc., in detail.

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

ing Horses,

Steam Power on Farms.

Lightning

Calculator for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Rent. Board, Wages. Interest. Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hav. and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables. Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers. Logs, Boards, Scantling,
Business Forms, all kinds. Special
etc., at sight.
Laws of 4!> States. Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts. Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains l.oifi pages, is a veritable
Treasurv of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight ih gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, K2.50.
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The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
OK,

June

ITALIAN BEES. THE ORIGINAL
All standard colonies have eight frames, 17M* inc.
long and 11 ine. deep. All Nuclei, frames limine,
long and IO-K inc. deep. Single full colonies, $10 in
in lots of ten or more, each $n
lots of ffve, each $:i
single pure Tested Queen, $"2.r>o; l-frame Nucleus,
Tested Queen iJunej, f3J*.t; 2-frame do., *4; 3- frame,
4-frame do., $5.50 ; July, August and Sepdo., $.">
tember, 5-frame Nucleus, Tested Italian Queen, $.">.
No Dollar Queens handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (.at express terminus) Ot every order from my
Shipping facilities, six times daily to all
yards.
points. With liO years' experience in the propagation
and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the
;

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

of this type will contain about elffht
Mtiril*; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.
line

One

to three weeks, each insertion,
"

"ormore"

Four

'

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

'

"
"

"

"
"

"

"

**

"

"
"
"

SOc. per line.
18e.
15c.
l«c.
lOc.
8c.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.

The American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men.
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.
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FOR SALE CHEAP.
From one
dition.
P, F.

Pairea

;

133 Fine

Illustrations.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.

to fifty colonies of

Write for prices,

etc.

Bee*

in

prime con-

Address

It is

interesting

Read

the following opinions of the

J.

Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Miinual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wvnkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, MomiceJlo, III.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van ANTWERP, M. D.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that

every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has bad the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations. —^American- Inventor.
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fully up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wknzel.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French

Ind.

Bonds,

;

BARNES' PATENT
Foot Power Machinery

;

ELECTROTYPES

Milwaukee, Wis.

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

Pun e— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

lot

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

J>74 West Madison Street, Chicago,

111,

in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.2o

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
:»74

West Madison

O.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ill.

money should be

H.

sent

order.

to

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.
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Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
real value.— L'Apiculture, Paris.
1 think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.-LEWis T. COLBY.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to

waukee

•

communications

practical.

We

in U. S,

all

not only instructive, but intensely

and thoroughly

Ml AM COMB FOUXDATIO\,35c.

frhan50c.

Address

;

_^___

$250.00

attention,

New York draft or post office money
No discount from above schedule.

—

or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Du
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
per pound, and warranted pure.
management; also a botanical description of honey
F. W. HOLMES, Coopersvllle, Ottawa Co., Mich.
producing plants, and an extended account of the
Hwltp
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure this vad*
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. To all taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, rend it carefully
Offered as a Premium for Subscribers to the Mil- and practice
as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
Monthly Maigiizlne at !#1.00 a year.
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
Sample copy, 10 cents 1 cent for Circular.
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
Milwaukee Monthly Magazine Co.,
their handling in apiaries.
The studies of the
(Company composed of ladies.) Milwaukee, Wis. structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
•JlwHt
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are allot high and practical value. Prof.
Cook lias presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined
on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook s
CIRCULAR and
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
SCROLL SAWS, keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachto, by the apiarist, who exercises a
Hand, Circular Kip Saws for ings conformed
degree of common sense, he or she cangeneral heavy and light rip- reasonable
to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
ping. Lathes, &c. Those ma- not fail
author
success.
The
addresses himself to the
chines are especially adapted
to Hive Making. It will pay work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
every bee-keeper to send for the reader with him to the end.- Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
our 48 page Illustrated Catathe same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
logue.
W. F. & JOHN BARNES. to the book of winch Dzlerzon Is the author; the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
Rockford, Winnebago Co., III.
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
f urnisht pleasant.profltable employment
in several instances to Darwin
He
and
Agents Local Printing House, SilverCreek, N.Y. does refers
not belong to that class which hates every9yl
thing that is foreign, for he speaks Of German naturalists with great reverence.- Herman FreUUmkt r,

DAVIS & CO., Muncie, Delaware Co.,

26w2tp
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do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
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This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
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My Management
P.

ILL.,

ing here I wanted either blacks or
pure Italians (no hybrids for me), and
as the country was stocked with the
black or brown bee. I concluded they
were good enough for me, considered
in the light of former experience.
For a hive, I wanted something
cheap, simple, and practical, so concluded to adopt the following inside
measure 14^2x18x10 inches, holding 10
frames, a little shorter than theQuinby
frame (because I did not have the exact dimensions), bottom-board nailed
on, and projecting 2 inches in front
the honey-board is made of J^-inch
lumber, with six l 1 inch holes. I put
a moulding all around
inch below
the top of the hive for the cap to rest

LOUCKS.

I

JULY

No. 27.

1881.

6,

crawl from the ground to the entrance
without difficulty. The upper story is
made the same as the lower story, except minus the bottom-board and the
entrances.

The main part of my stock, to start
with, I transferred from bee-trees. In
1879 and 1880 1 transferred and worked
some bees on shares but now I have
all the bees of my own that I want to
handle. I had my leg broken the 12th
of March, so cannot give my bees the
attention necessary to get the most
out of them.
I have my brother-inlaw doing the best he can, but he is a
raw hand at the business. Swarming
season is at hand. The doctor says he
will have me out on crutches the last

:

of Bees.

I have handled bees some 18 or 20
years on a small scale, but have not
made bee-keeping my entire business
until tins year.
I have read 3 editions
of Quinby's bee book, several of the

smn-snos

BEE-CULTURE AND THE

;

.,

%

1861

confine them to the hive 24 hours. I
rear as good queens in this way as I
can wish for. When I remove the
queen to a new colony I replace her
with a sealed queen cell, if such are at

hand. I thus keep them occupied
rearing queens and building comb,
and in the fall or latter part of the
honey season they generally furnish
some surplus honey. At the end of
the season after taking out all the
queens but one, I remove the partition boards

and

let

them

unite,

mak-

ing a good colony.

Last fall I left 2
queens in one such nucleus hive, after taking out one queen and removing one division-board in January I
took away the queen from the double
;

niu

A
bee periodicals, etc., sol have had theory and practical experience.
I first made box hives as recommended by Quinby after a few years
I transferred to the Langstroth frame,
using hives of different patterns
Novice's simplicity, A. II. Hart's
complicated patent hive, and a hive of
my own make, with loose bottomboard, honey-board, and cap to cover
boxes, but no portico.
I also caught the Italian bee fever,
which lasted for several years.
On selling out to move to California
I had one pure Italian coloiiy out of
23; the rest were hybrids. This experience was in Outagamie County,
Wis. When I commenced bee-keep;

Picturesque Apiary, Designed by Mr. A.

on; cap 8 inches high. For entrances
I cut out of the front end 2 places at
the bottom, %x 3 inches, and bore a
i>8-inch hole near the top.
For a
stand, I take 6-inch fencing, cut two
pieces 16 and two 20 inches long, nailing the short pieces against the ends
of the long ones. I slip the front end
up enough to correspond with the
thickness of the bottom-board of the
hive, the back end I raise one inch or
more to give the required pitch forward when the hive is placed on the
stand, so the bottom of the hive rests
on the side pieces. The front end of
the stand serves to keep the hive from
sliding forward, also to enable the
bees that fall short of the entrance to

I.

Root, of Medina, Ohio.

week or the first of next ; then
can spread the brood and start the
nuclei hives, which I do as follows I
take a standard hive, put 2 partition
of this
I

:

;

j

boards in

it,

make entrances on each

end and one
'

side, to

accommodate

each department, one dying east, one
south, and one west, each apartment
holding 3 frames. I now go to one of
my best colonies, take a comb of brood
and bees, selecting one with a large

amount

of sealed brood, and a few
eggs, from another colony I take a
comb of honey and bees, also shake
the bees from one or two more combs,
being careful not to get the old queen,

and put in one empty frame. I fill
each apartment the same way, then

nucleus to supply a queenless colony,
intending to remove the other division-board, but did not get around to
do it for about 2 weeks, when I found
they had reared a good-looking queen.
So I left her, to see what she would
amount to. I examined them once a
week. Feb. 27 I failed to discover any
eggs, but she must have commenced
to lay within a day or so, for March 6
I found a comb with a circle of 5
inches filled with eggs, and hatched
brood well supplied with food. 1 have
not had a chance to look at them since,
but I had Mrs. L. and her brother examine them they report worker bees
hatching out in fine style. When I
get around, I will give her a chance
;
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to " spread " herself, to see what a
queen hatched in January and fertilized in February will be able to do.
I divide for increase, making one
colony from 5 old ones as often as I
think advisable. I never saw queens
"spread" themselves before like some
of mine did last year in April, ami in

May

nearly every cell in the lower
story, and the greater share of the
second story was filled with brood,
and the third story with honey.

About 35 feet from where I lie in
front Mi a window, there are 3 colonies
of bees, the weather being warm
enough to raise the window I have a
aood view- of them. They are going
in and out so fast, and eager that one
might think they had found a white
clover patch. I was in hopes of being
able to band in a report next November that would astonish the "natives,"
but a broken leg, no hives to speak of
or lumber to make any on hand, on
account of looking'up and moving to
a new range, obliged to move on accountof our health, have disappointed
me. Let me say to Mr. Hohenshell
that if he wants to shake his boots oil
he can come and take the place I am
now on. I do not mean to say but he
can find some other range where it is
healthy.
I am experimenting with bees in
several localities this year, having 9
colonies in the Sierra foot-hills. 9 more
on the San Joaquin river, the balance
am moving some 20 miles down
King's river, where they claim to have
good health. Now, for the benefit of
those who doubt my statements, I
will say that I keep an exact account
of all I do, and can vouch for what
1

I say.

King's River, Cal., March

28, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

When

are Bees a Nuisance?
.TAMES 1IEDDON.

I must, through the Bee Journal,
thank a host of bee-keeping friends
who have, in private communications,
answered my question as to whether
bees are a nuisance, and under what

conditions ? From a host of evidence
and opinions of able thinkers, I have
made up my mind in regard to the
matter. "If bees are kept and treated
in such manner that they fly at and
sting people or animals then they become a nuisance, from their location."
This was the decision of Gen. May,
City Attorney for Kalamazoo, I am
informed.
In my own case, the bees were kept
as follows From 100 to 200 colonies
were located upon two city lots,
forming a square eight rods each way.
This square was surrounded by a
picket fence
the apiary was surrounded by a six-foot, tight, board
fence, all within the outer fence, besides buildings and apple trees on
nearly all sides. During my 13 years'
stay here not a creature has ever received a sting, except where a bee has
been stepped on or pinched by children
or others.
very few (perhaps 4 to 0]
cases of this kind have happened, and
some of these half a mile away. This,
however, was not the principal grievance
the main complaints were
"The bees get into my pump," "into
my well," " into my cistern," " into my
tub," etc. Notwithstanding we have
used every method we could devise or
hear of to water our bees in the yard,
:

;

A

;

or less would visit some mossy
bucketsand pumps. Another trouble:
two or three times some clothes hung
out to dry just when the bees took an
opening flight in the spring, were spotted by them. Our own never happen-

more

ing to be out at the right time to get
specked, we did not know of the annoyance to others till years afterward,
or we would have cheerfully paid the
cost of re- washing. Notwithstanding
the first two years we kept a large
numberof colonies in this same yard,
not a word was heard about their
troubling any one.
Well, just as I had sold the lots containing the bees and was negotiating
(trying to obtain a clear title) down by
the river, where I would lose no more

bees in tubs, cisterns and wells, and
apiary thereto, some of my
supposed friends drew up and circulated a petition asking the Aldermen
to exclude bees from the corporate
limits of the city of Dowagiac. Not
a man in the place, except myself, had
a bee or was likely to have one. judgmajority
ing the future by the past.
of my nearest neighbors refused to
sign it. Misrepresentations were made
to induce them to sign it (if I have
been rightly informed), but without
avail. Such a foolish ordinance would
have been largely a " corner'' on the
business for me, as nineteen-twentietlis of all possible opposition in the
But
tield would have been cut off.
that did not change wrong to right. I
asked the Aldermen to investigate the
matter and then decide. They did so,
and decided to throw that petition in
the "waste-basket,'' or to table it,
which is practically the same thing.
Soon after I obtained a piece of
ground to suit me, near the water, and
away from houses (except one, the inhabitants of which invited me to bring
the bees there, having had some little

move my

cabbage.

When they are

become a nuisance as

so kept as to
aforesaid, they

can order that nuisance abated.
As it was to our interest to move
our bees away from our supply houses,
where our honey and wax works are
kept, and we suffer the only real annoyance, we felt that a disposition to
throw oil upon the troubled waters
and have good will and peace with all
men, was the truly wise and moral
course. We adopted it, and moved 120
colonies during their work on white
clover, and as we only moved them
less than a mile, what do you think
the result was? Well, we made one
strong colony with a comb of brood, a
queen cell, and what bees returned.
Now, in regard to the ideas of Mr.
Martin, as given on page 194 of the

Weekly Bee Journal

for June 22d,

I

think they are widely open to comment. First, allow me say, that to
those neighbors into whose yards I had
to go to recover swarms, and where I
would sometimes injure the garden
plants, we always presented honey to
ten-fold the

amount

of

injury.

As

Mr. Martin says, this present made
non-petitioners of them. There is no
doubt that if I had extended the donation line far and wide enough to have
taken in these petitioners, all would
have been peace. But if the damage
from these pump, cistern and wellloving bees can be appeased with a few
combs of honey, should we be obliged
to give them to opulent people, when
we have people in our midst whose
little children are hungry for deserved
sweets that their parents cannot afford
to buy, perhaps because they are
cheated out of their just earnings by
those more opulent and influential petitioners.
Our machine shops are
allowed to whistle and rattle, because
they are a business blessing our sawmill proprietor is allowed to till the
roadside for many rods with logs, because he is doing business the city
gravels the road to a grist-milt, because the mill is a blessing to the business interests of the city. Now, should
a business which employs two to four
men, brings in from the labyrinths of
nature from $1,000 to S2,000 yearly
(thus making twobladesof grass grow
where but one grew before), rest upon
such a flimsy foundation that the
;

;

owner must present a portion of his
product to people (out of fear, and not
of love) who are well able to pay for
their luxuries, and who have had educational and observational advantages
enough to know they should encourage
such an industry as apiculture, both
from a sense of duty and interest.
Being, as it is, a fact that the rich have

more power than the poor, I have
probably made a great mistake in placing many of my donations; but now

am

so isolated from the powerful
petition smack into
a waste basket), I guess I will continue
my former way of selecting donees.
I

(who can send a

Dowagiac, Mich., June

—

brilliant

14, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

writings. I commenced this communication with a view of adding my
mite to the subject of winter man-

memory

Wintering and winter management
seems to be the theme of correspondents of late. On page 42. of
the current vol., Mr. Miner informs

of bees

•

Bee Journal

I have wandered, in
of my ideal friend and instructor of former days, but I will
now close, hoping to recur to the subject of wintering in a future article.

agement, but

ROBINSON.

the readers of the

name.

am

not to Hatter nor to treat with
contempt, nor to be personal in my

Progressive Bee-Culture.
.1.

6,

prejudice, and even now now, when
the land is illumed by many others
that same torch (but in other hands)
is burning and blazing with a pure and
I

A

chance to know something about bees),
and that ground is within the corporation limits, and " upon that rock " I
propose to " stand," petition or no petition.
We have aCity Board whoare
not unwise enough to pass such an ordinance, and no City Board has the
power to expel bees from its limits,
any more than the raising of onions or

July

Kichford, N. V.

that

upward ventilation " has been the

Mr. Miner's idea is that
bees must have a free circulation of
However, lie
air to generate heat.
concedes that he realized the best results when he excluded the air from
his 48 colonies by "covering them
with snow in the coldest weather,"
His two modes of wintering are as
opposite as science and quackery.
But the nub of Mr. M's article is the
discovery that an inch of open space
between the lower end of a box hive
and its bottom-board, all around,
would not lose as much heat as a x 2
inch hole at the top. Mr. M. says that
his box hives were one foot square
then if there was an open space at
the bottom of one inch all around,
the opening was equal to 48 square
inches. Now, ignoring science, if he
will open at the base of his sittingroom in a cold day an opening of 48
square inches, and try the effect produced by the rushing in of cold air for
a time, and then close the opening at
the base and open a J^-inch hole in
the ceiling overhead, he might be inclined to change that opinion.
The little learning that I have acquired and the experience I have had
with bees, during half a century,
qualifies me to say how bees can be
wintered reasonably successful, and I
fear the problem involved in a scientific winter management of bees is
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destroyer.

'
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Black agin Italian.

LUKE TWIST.
[Bein' a artical which proves that the Bl cks
superior.

is

I am an ole man. nigh onto three
score nor ten, and mi flaxen lox is
thickly spangled with threads, uv silver, and all no this, mi well spent life
hez ben passed aiming them bizy inSum no the earliest things
sex, bez.
thet
kin remember is plain round
these noise hives, or bein' lulled tu
sleep by there sweet music, or dancin'
a jig tu the merry hum uv there tieri

less

wings.

I

never bed much book

larnin, thank the Lord,and heve never
ben tu skule only 6 weaks in my life,
I heve not burdened mi mind
with sech nonsensical trash as gog-

and as

rafy and rithmetic, yeu see me able
tu stand forth and not only cope with.
buteverlastin'ly demolish the so-called
sientitic bee-keapers, and, ez a conse-

quence uv not

idlin'

awa mi time

in

skule, to be bloated out with booklarnin and self-consete (for yen will
finde humility tu be won uv mi greatest characteristix), i heve ben able tu
divote a larg portion uv mi time to
practical experimints
fer the improovemint uv the hunny be, and aftrials
and tests, i
ter yeres uv patient
yet afar off.
am forced tu the conclusion thet the
The "chaff hive" men, like Mr. Mi- black be, in the good ole-fassioned box
ner,"found perfection" and exclaimed hives, is the best. I will neaw proEureka but dire destruction still fol- ceed tu give yeu the menes by which I
The prooved the Italian uv no good.
lows each successive winter.
/lire cannot obtain honey, nor regulate
I seen a advertisement fer Italian
Were it not for the dev- bez, so i sent a dollar tu jorgee for a
the climate
astation of bees during the inhospita- be, fer I bed heerd thet wun be put
ble reign of winter and spring, this in the hive wood make 'email Italians.
land would, indeed, flow witli milk Yeu ma be surprised thet I kin effort!
and honey. Will such a happy frui- tu pay a dollar fer jest wun be, but,
yen sea, I don't spare no panes or
tion ever be the destiny of our race V
There has been rapid progress in inuny fer tu make mi experements onthe science of apiculture since the ad- tirelie fre frum fault, and I tliaut ez
vent of the American Bee Journal. long ez I wuz goin' tu git wun I mite
At that period, bee-culture was at a ez wal git a good wun. After a while
low ebb everywhere, except in some the bez cum they wuz tu kinds on
parts of Germany. Then no discus- um. I didn't no which was the italsions were had, pro or am. on any sub- eans and which wuzn't, so I thant i'd
ject, or new idea or theory held, with put um botliin,tho wun on um didn't
There look ez ef lie cood fli for greens it
perhaps a few exceptions.
were but few correspondents to the wuz aboui twice ez long ez the rest
Bee Journal, and all had their say, and lied wings about half ez long.
I kept em kooped up in that ere litwhich was taken for granted as revealed truths, like the writings of tle koop untill nite after dark it was
King James' translators. The Amer- moonlite. Then I quietly snook uptu
ican bee-keeping fraternity and the the hive and opened wun end uv the
public generally owe a colossal debt of koop and let um run in. I got up in
gratitude to the lamented Samuel the morn in' ex pectin' tu find a lot uv
Wagner, a German by birth, who was them little lazy yaller humbugs
but what du yeu
the founder of the Ameriean Bee crawlin' round
Journal, as well as its present able think not a sine of a yaller wun wuz
all as black az a republican's
editor. Conceived in a laudable de- they
sire to do good, conducted with a view harte. I looked round and there they
wuz
aul
beeped un dead on the ground.
to the promotion of genera! prosperity, dedicated to the interests of a Neaw ef i'd ben predjudiced agin the
hitherto neglected
industry,
the Italian bes, or didn't heve mi subject
American Bee Journal established thoraly distilled intu me, i'd got mad
as an experiment has become a "fixed and nocked over the hive and raised
but I didn't, I jist thant
fact," commanding universal admira- the deuce
tion, and this pioneer Journal, by tu miself, " neaw I no all there is tu
unflagging industry, has now reared no abatit bez, and they can't no body
17 monuments upon the broad area of learn me nothin' about um, but I'm
improvement eacli vol- bound tu satisfy the public, and I
industrial
ume bearing tokens of ability and en- don't give it up in no sicli way ez
ergy, as indelible as they are distinct. this." So I sent tu a nutlier man and
Many bee periodicals have sprung paid 8 dollars fer a hive that's the
into existence, but the American gospel truth, hope to die ef it ant.
Tha cum, at last, and I sot 'em out
Bee Journal retains its superiority,
ever holding forth a beacon light to along side a hive uv blacks, and there
imitators. Let itever be remembered I watched 'em. Fer about 3 weaks
that Samuel Wagner's was the first untill tha swarmed I thaut tha wuz
voice claiming for bee-culture its purty slick, and mi harte begin tu
rights as a science. His light gleamed quale fur the black they waz up earalone, but brighty and steadily, amid lie in the momin, and out late at nite.
that,
wun thing 1 noticed
of ignorance and But
the dark mists
;

!

;

;

;

;

!

!

:

—

—

;

:
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I didn't sea tu moths lain' in
front of the Mack beas hive anl summer, them Italians hedn't ben thare a
weke before i seen s in front uv them.
is thet fer lii V
Tell me that

whereas

How

black bez is trubled moar with moths
than Italians be. Tha wuz purty gentle until after tha Bwarmed, and then
tliii wuz az cross az the dickens.
Tha
woodn't no moai let nie cum neve the
hive than a hive uv blacks wood let
me take hunny awa from um when
tha wuz alive. Tank about Italians
bein' gentle
And then a nuttier
thing, ef
ever go tu strain hunny
out-doors them pesky Italians is allcrs
round stiekin' there tungs inter nie
or if iset eny frute out doors to dri it
is jist covert! with bez, and these bez
!

i

;

is

alters Italians,

and neaw what moar

kin yen sa agin bez than this

moths, cross, and trublesum

?

:

full of

Didn't

moar hunny frum them than
did frum the rest V Yes, I did but
what does that amount to V Don't
yen ever git moar frum wun hive than
i

git

i

;

yen du frum a nuther V
And now, Mr. Editor, i wish I hed
time tu extend this instructive artical,
fer i no that yen wood rather heve articals frum wun uv the feu old bekeapers like me than the trash which
but, you
at present fills yeur colums
must no, men uv mi ability heve all
there time took up with other matters, and Ms with the greatest unconvenyence that i take time tu pen this
artical, and on conclusion I wood say
wun wurd tu the supply dealers. I
suppose you will be awful hot at
me fer spoilin yeur trade in Italian bez,
but I don't fel'e a bit sorry fer ye, and
if I hed time tu rite on the superiority
uv box hives I'd brak ye up in that
wa, tu.
If, Mr. Editor, yeu wood like mi fotograph tu sell with those uv uther remained be-keapers, I can supply yeu
with a negative.
Hillsdale, Mich., May, 1880.
;
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the
very coldest time we
had, and never disturbed any bees; it
suitable for any hive.
I make all my fixtures for the apiary
myself and save many dollars by it
made my own extractor, of a molasses barrel, an apple peeler for the
gearing, and the wire bottoms of 2
triumph hives for comb baskets, and
it
worked all right; it cost me $1.26
complete.
I get extra pasturage for my bees bysaving all the seed that I can get from
the Simpson honey plant, which is the
best plant I ever saw
motherwort is
the next best; catnip and melilot are
good, too. I save all the seed from
these 4 plants that I can get, and
every time I go out in the vicinity I
take my pocket of the seeds mixed,
and drop some of them in every
available spot, and some come up
the Simpson honey plant comes up in
the spring only
the others will come
in the fall or spring either, and I improve my location all the time. It is
but little trouble if we have the will
to do it, and don't cost anything.
I put my honey up in the best shape
for market, nicely labeled, and I sold
every pound last year for 20 tents per
lb. in my own town
while some were
offering it at 12J£ to loots, mine would

sugar
is

1

;

;

;

sell

first

tractive.

it was atMr. Diane and myself are

at 20 cts., because

informing people in these parts how to
get up and buy honey, and we are getting people's eyes open on the subject.
The season for surplus here is nearly
closed and we have but little honey;
it is a long
way behind last season.
No honey and but few swarms, is the
order of the day here. Will not Mr.
Heddon's doctrine about "bacteria"
have a tendency to injure the sale of
honey V Some may conclude that if
honey will kill bees that it is not
healthy for man, and will not use it
Mr. Heddon is right in most tilings,
but I wish he could drop that notion
until he can prove it. Mr. Doolittle's
writings have benefitted me a great
deal ; his head is level on hives
I
know by my own experience.
Eminence' Ky., June 27, 1881.
;

;

Bee Items from Eminence, Ky.
W.

T.

STEWART.
For the American Bee Journal.

As

now

reports are

in order I will

give in mine, and as I am one of the
successful ones as far as wintering
bees the past severe winter goes, I
shall attempt to give a few items as to
my method of bee-keeping,
I put 74 colonies into winter quarters, and in April I had 69, a loss of 5
colonies; 8 were queenless in April,
and I doubled them up with others
All were
cause of death starvation.
wintered on the summer stands,
hay,
dry
sand,
or chaff
packed in tine
and sweepings from a flour-mill floor.
Those that wintered best were in Hiram Hoop's winter protector (of Carson City, Mich.) 40 of them were
Hoop's, and 20 Langstroth's; none
description
died in the Roop hive.
of it will be found in a back volume
of the Bee Journal and in this
year's Gleanings. I made them from
the description in the Journal. After
trying all hives fairly and without
prejudice, giving all the same attention, in the same yard, and under the
same circumstances, I have adopted
Hiram Roop's. I do not know Mr.
Roop nor have I hives to sell, or axe
to grind in any way, but I do know
that Roop's winter protective hive is
the very best that I have ever tried
for summer or winter the frames are
10 inches square in the clear, 12 frames
in the brood-chamber in summer and
as few as possible in winter.
I use in each hive a feeder of my
own make, that is in the brood-chamber all the year round it is simply a
trough under the top-bar of one of
the brood-frames, the length and
width of the frame and 2 inches deep;
the balance of the
it holds one pint
;

;

A

;

;

;

is filled with brood and honey
has a hole through the top-bar and
quilt to pour in syrup, with vacant
space under the top-bar for bees to go
in and out.
I fed some colonies during all the past cold winter every week,
and they are as good as the best today. I fed them warm syrup of

frame

;

it

A

The Honey Season

in Georgia.

A. F. 3IOON.

The present season, this far, has
been more favorable, both in the production of honey and swarming, than
for several years however, the swarming has not been so great, except in
some localities. The principal cause
of this was that in some parts the
honey-dew was so great that the bees
filled up the hives with it, and the
queens were deprived of the amount
of space necessary to deposit eggs sufficient to keep the colonies strong and
throw off swarms. In some localities
bees have not swarmed at all, but have
stored large quantities of surplus.
Had the extractor been used freely, a
much better yield could have been ob;

tained. I have examined several colonies, and find them filled below,
almost crowding the queen out. This

could only happen

when honey-dew

plentiful. The honey gathered
is of superior quality, more so than
usual, being a light straw-color instead

was so

whole season, but it does not afford the
of honey here it does in the
North. This grain requires a peculiar
atmosphere, wherever winter fruit
have observed more buckdoes well
wheat grown, and it secretes much
more honey.
see by the Bee Journal that
I
there still exists a difference of opinion
regarding the great mortality of bees.
Some attribute it to one thing and
some to another. 1 intend to test the
matter, or, rather, have some experiments made. I propose to send to
three or four editors of bee papers each
a swarm of bees from the Sunny South;
they will be. in old box hives, rather
open, but good and strong these hives
to set upon their summer stands, unprotected from the cold weather. By

amount

I

;

this
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ran lie seen on the ground
lev its
branches, apparently dead.
When
the bloom of it is over, then look out
for robbing.

Napa,

Cal.

Fop the American Bee Journal.

Fastening Comb Foundation.
.1.

EIGHT.

K.

number of
regard
foundation.
As
there seems to be a great many ways
of fastening it, [will give mine, which
is as easy and rapid as any one need
notice in almost every

I

the

Bee Journal an article in

to fastening

comb

wish for. My frames are Langs troth,
some with tongues and some with vmethod we may learn where the shaped top pieces. Having the wires

—

rests whether in the food all in (of which, by-the-way, 5 is all
gathered or in the cold weather. I that are necessary) get a board just to
think they will stand the test at least, lit the inside of your frame, then a
we can know whether cold weather pail of water to wet the board to keep
kills them.
the wax from sticking to it, then a 1The Weekly Bee Journal comes cent piece fastened to a handle and a
to hand regular as clock-work, and
groove cut around it with a file, or
does not seem to be much exhausted. what is simpler still, a shoe buttoner
Its smiling pages are read with pleas- with
a notch cut in the heel of it, now
ure. Long may it continue a regular place 5 or 6 pieces of foundation, with
missionary to all parts of the world. about half an inch in the sunshine
To-day I received 3 bee papers from (for more will get too warm) and you
the old country. The bee-keepers are ready for business. Place your
there, as well as here, are doing a good board across your lap (after you nave
work.
wet it), and if you have a little 4 or 5Rome, Ga., June 21, 1881.
year old girl let her hand you foundation, and place more in the sun as
you work them; they will do it as well

disease

;
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as you can, and delight in it, too
place the edge that is warm next to
the top-bar of the frame and with
your thumb or thumbs press tightly
now turn it over, and with your cent
or buttoner run on each wire from top
to bottom, and itis done. In this way
my little 4-year old girl and I fastened
50 in M0 minutes. I have nearly SOU
worked out, and not one sagged or fell
;

Honey Bloom
J.

D.

in California.

ENAS.

;

The young queen I mentioned

Bee Journal

of Feb.

9,

in the
did not lay

or have any brood until January 10. I
clipped her wing to keep her from
leaving, in case she was so inclined. I
was not aware that I had any drones
at that time, but on Feb. 19 she had
several combs with good worker brood.
I think she is pure ; her workers are
hatching and look fine. I had several
young queens at the same time ; they
are doing well. I helped the bees out
in the spring by uncapping my dark
pale honey from golden rod (it has a
tine flavor but is too dark to sell), aud
feeding it to them in the comb between the wet spells. My Italians fly
between showers, and very often get
caught. They appear to be heavily
laden, and we frequently see them
alighting to rest. They are very quiet,
and but seldom trouble either human
beings or stock, though at times the
air seems full of them.
I wish to make a few corrections in
my, last article, which says my hives
"have no portico, but the front projects." It should be, the top projects
at the front, which partly shades the
entrance.
For " on the 15th I took
away 20 frames " read I took away the
Instead of "magan7 empty frames.
ita" read mauzanita.
The mauzanita is regarded here as
I
have
a good honey producer.
watched it closely and fail to perceive
that it shows itself that way. I have
seen but few bees on it at any time,
and those appear to get pollen. The

down.

Now for the sections, cut your starters just the size you want them, lay
them handy, to your left, for instance,
and your sections inverted lying just
before you, now get a chisel anywhere
from 1 to 4 inches wide, and put it in
the fire about 20 seconds and you are
ready for work. If you are quick-motioned you can fasten about 12 before
your chisel is too cold ; place your
starter where you want it, press the
edge of it with' the chisel, now invert
again and straighten the starter, and
when cold it will stick like a leach.
If any reader of the Bee Journal
desires to fasten foundation, give the
trial and he. will be surprised
I would rather miss
at the rapidity.

above a

my dinner when hungry than to miss
one number of the Bee Journal.
1'oseyville, Ind.,

June

27, 1881.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
DPTKKS' QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— There is no new comb honey In market.
We quote extracted, 7}4&^c.
BEESWAX—Choice yellow, 18«22c; dark, 15@I7.

NEW

YORK.

dark, 7@sc.
HONEY— White extracted. 3O10C.
2tKsi23c.
I

BEESWAX.— Prime

quality,

CINCINNATI.

have been covered with its bloom,
HONEY.— The market for extracted clover
but there appears to have been very honey is Rood, atHftnOc.
C. t MlTTn.
BKESWAX-18<Si22c.
have
seen
hives.
I
in
the
of a wine-color, as it sometimes is, and little stored
FRANCISCO.
on
it, but if
SAN
humble
bees
and
wasps
is very thick and finely flavored.
The
HONEY— A lot Of 1,2H'. cases and 3 bbls was formain honey season is about over until there is as much honey in the bloom
warded this week on a wheat ship to Great Britain,
the fall honey crop sets in, which is as many persons about here seem to the
honey in cases being in fancy packages and
usually in August, or the latter part of think, bees ought not to starve every shipped by a prominent packing tlriu. The visible
held. Quotations
winter, for it generally blooms about supply of old is light and firmly
it, and the month of September.
I
are entirely nominal. For some old extracted an
asked, but there are no
have had good strong swarms conic off Nov. 1. The willows look different, advance on quotations isfigures,
except in a retail
extreme
the last of August and the first of Sep- when fine enough to fly anyone can see buyers at our
dark to good, 9®
We quote white comb, 12<S.14c.;
tember, and fill their hives with plenty swarms of bees on the bloom. The
T'.'sc.; dark
white.
lie. Extracted, choice t" extra
for winter. This, however, is an ex- idea here, too, isthatthechemisal fur- and
candied, o(s.i3c. BEESWAX— 23isi25c.
nishes honey. When it is in bloom
ception, not the rule.
Street.
423
Front
Stearns & Smith,
San Francisco. Cal.. June2n, 1881.
But little or no buckwheat is sowed the hills look to be covered with snow,
visit
it.
occasionally
here in comparison with the North. I but the bees only
am sure that it would almost astonish
We have a bush that bears clusters
s
The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
it is called
a Southern man to look at one of the of red berries in the fall
Northern buckwheat fields, both in here bear bush, as the bears eat the Association will meet in Chicago, on
full bloom and in full " ripening." The berries
while in bloom the bees ap- Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
growth of buckwheat varies so greatly pear to get intoxicated over it. I have and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
It is desired to
here from that in the Norjh, that it is seen, in a cluster of flowers as large invited to attend.
quite a curiosity. It is covered with as my hands, 50 bees, all busy and make this one of the most interesting
bloom from its earliest growth until peaceful. If the evenings are cool conventions ever held in the United
killed by cold weather; blossoming many get belated and stay all night, States. C. C. Miller, M. I)., Pres.
0. C. COFFIKBERKT, Sec.
and ripe buckwheat can be seen the and thousands of old and young bees
hills

.

;

;
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demonstrated in a single season,
The
nor by an exceptional result.
National and various District Societies have done much in elevationg
and advancing scientific apiculture,

torily

Published every Wednesday, by

G. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
EDITOR AND

but the results of the past are but a
meager index of the future. We canPROPRIETOR,
not well imagine how any bee-keeper
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
can regard with indifference the duTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
ties devolved upon him to sustain and
District, State and
Three or Six Months at
and especially
numbersot National Societies,
SEMI-MONTHLY—Theflret andthird
each month, at 91. OO a year, in advance.
should every person attend the Conof each month, at
MONTHLY The Bret number
ventions and contribute of his wis5© cent* a year, in advance.
ffl" Any person sending a club of six ts entitled dom and experience to the general
to an extra copy like the club) sent to any address
good. We hope Mr. Tadlock will be
desired. Sample copies furnished free.
%M~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- present, with all his Southern friends.
Chicago or New York paya year. In advance. encourage Local,
WEEKLY— '52 numbers) »*the
same rate.

July

The cocoon, left behind, forms a
her mandibles, and then makes a cirBeing lining to the cell, and fortius reason
cular cut along its periphery.
the same breednearly detatched from the cell walls. it is best not to use
for each cocoon
the cap drops, opening a circular pas- ing comb too long,
not the
sage, through which the young queen left behind imperceptibly, but
less really, diminishes the size of the
emerges.
From the egg to the queen emerg- cell for its future occupant, and preattaining their
ing from the cell, takes 16 days. She vents the bees from
development of size.
is then a virgin queen, and for .5 or 6 full
When the weather is cool or the colony weak, the development is retarded
to a greater or less extent— the heat
should be above 70

at the next National Convention, to
urge his proposition, which will un-

,

Free of postage
Pontage to

EnUred

in

the United States or Canada.

doutedly receive a hearty support from
the Northern bee-keepers present.

Europe 5© cent* extra.

at Chicago post office as second class matter.

Fahr. for the best

Both the workers and the
drones, on emerging from the cells,
are rather helpless, and are soft,
downy, and light in color.
The workers and drones spin complete cocoons, inclosing themselves
perfectly, but queens inclose only the
head, thorax, and first ring of the abdomen—evidently to provide for the
results.

i

press or bank draft on
able to our order. Such only are at uur risk. « hecks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

6,

of being destroyed by a rival
queen, before emerging from the cell,
should it become desirable to do so.
In the contemplation of thisexceedingly interesting subject is found
Eggs and Brood.
much food for thought and meditation,
b anil c, eses d, e, I and a. various and for instructive lessons none can
a. empty cell
stages of the larvae h. pupa i, pupa of queen
rival the marvelous transformations
k, k, capB.
in queen cell
that insect life undergoes in its prodays she moves around in much the
The repulcesses of development
same manner as a worker bee, help- sive maggot of to-day, may to-morrow
ing herself to honey from uncapped
be the active little fly, visiting leaf

means

CHICAGO,
"

ILL.,

JULY

The Coming

We cannot

Development of Queens and Bees.

6, 1881.

Mr. H. Hance, Bryan, O., asks for
an answer to the following questions

Bee.'

in the

Bee Journal

:

"

How

long

from giving the
does it take to rear a queen from the
following letter from Mr. J. S.Tadlock, egg— that is, till she is ready to fly 1
Kingsbury, Texas, a prominent place How long is it, after she emerges from
in our columns, and hope all progresscell, before she will take her wedrefrain

the

ive apiarists will give the proposition
the consideration its importance de-

serves

ding flight ? "
Having passed 3 days in the egg and
.5 in the larval state, the workers close

:

!

cells.

About the

one in queen-rearing that one I determined to let alone, to see, for my
own satisfaction, what one colony
would do during the season. It gave
me 107 lbs. of honey (extracted) up to
June 15, also one large swarm. I
managed them on the Doolittle plan
of side and top storing combined. I
send you a few of the workers of this

w

;

Larva of Bee.

and the future queen commences to spin her cocoon, which occupies about a day. Then, apparently
exhausted by her labors, for 3 days
please examine them and see she obtains complete repose, and on
colony
what you think of my Texas bees; the 16th day, as a perfect queen, she
they are the third generation from an emerges from the cell. The strength
imported queen. I want to make a
and the character of the
proposition to the bee-keepers of the of the colony
United States. Let every bee-keeper season may vary it a day or so.
who feelsr so inclined send to you the
When the embryo queen is nearly
sum of 2 cents to be put in one corn- mature, within 12to 16 hours of emergcoin purse, and be awarded to the man
the

cell,

;

>

that will send to the National Association for exhibition the largest and
fine
I like
longest worker bees.
queens, but it is the workers that
Would this not be
gather the honey.
the best plan to find and catch the
coming bee ?
Here bees are doing nothing now.
We have had aline flow of honey from
horsemint (the best of all honey plants)
but a drouth of 2 months' duration has
dried it all up. The bees have plenty
of honey in the hives and are getting
sufficient pollen to keep up breeding.

The bees

sent us are large and fine,

We

cannot say, however, that they appear in any way superior to many others we have seen
they were badly bloated with feces
when examined, and somewhat bedaubed with honey, which would detract much from their natural appearance as seen generally around the
Mr. Tadlock has, we think,
hive.
suggested the right course to lind the
;

"coming bee."

It

might be well

day,

if

the weather

and

is

flower,

mood

!

in

merry and sportive

The repugnant

caterpillar of

pleasant, she may be seen crawling
to-day, may to-morrow, as a chrysalis,
about the entrance of the hive, and
be decked with green and gold, awaitif the next day is propitious, she may
ing its speedy transformation to the
alighting
the
try her wings some from
butterfly, of brilliant tints and gorboard. She will appear somewhat exgeous beauty.
cited, but after awhile she will mount
This is not a whit more wonderful
the
increasing
around,
up and circle
than are the transformations from the
distance each time, to mark the hive,
egg to the tiny larva, from the larva
and insure a safe return from her wedto the pupa, and from the pupa to the
ding flight.
fully developed honey bee,with its wonIn the warmest part of the after- drous instincts, and marvelous habits!
noon, when the drones are flying, she The student never ceases to wonder and
will spread her beautiful wings and admire, as he turns over leaf after
soar into the air to mate with a drone. leaf of the "book of nature," devoted
If successful, she will bear the marks to this interesting insect.
Indeed,
of it on her return if not, she will, there is a fascination about the apiary
after a time on the same day, come that is truly indescribable but even
out again and again, until it is accom- that richly rewards the apiarist for all
plished. She will then return, going the time and labor bestowed upon it.
quietly into the hive, and in a day or Every scientific bee-keeper is an entwo she will commence to lay; so that, thusiast. The wonderful economy of
generally, from 8 to 9 days after the bee hive, from its very nature,
emerging from the cell, the queens presents to the thoughtful student,
are laying. Should the weather be both admiration and delight at every
unfavorable, and she fails to meet the step
drones within about 20 days, she will
have failed in the object of her exisgg"Mr. Hoot, Editor of Gleanings,
tence, and become only a drone prohas several times very kindly noticed
;

a,

convex cap

;

b, b,

the extension of the

Finished Queen

cell.

Cell, sealed over.

ing, the bees begin to demolish the exterior compartment, or extension of

the top of
level with
of the cell
being then

!

ducer.
JOURNAL, contrastthe cell, reducing it to a
The drone passes 3 days in the egg, the Weekly BEE
other bee papers who
with
some
ing
the
cap
and
edge
of
state,
larval
the outer
about 6H in the
never said a word concerning it.
proper. The convex cap changes into a perfect drone in 24 or have
The July number of Gleanings in Beevery prominent, is very 21 days, counting from the egg.
Culture says
The worker, after passing about :;
The American Bee Journal has
days in the egg, is hatched—a small
its first 6 months as a
white worm, grub or maggot— and is completed
Weekly, and has proven a success, as
called larva, (a Latin word signifying it could not well help being, with the
a mask, for the bee is concealed or hid- able way in which it is gotten upIt remains in this clean nice print, good paper, and brim
den in that state).
full of "bee-talk'' that could not all
state about 5 days and then the bees
very well lind place in a monthly.
seal the cell over the larva then spins
nvi'x
ti
cap.
CI, linings stands at the
Thanks!
around itself a silken covering, called
1

.,

;

,

Ripe Queen

Cell, inlli

ptirtmi

ill

ri

tin

uleritir corn-

nuntd.

best honey plants for cultivation, liable to be injured, and to protect it
the best hive for winter and summer from injury the bees coat it witli a
use, and perhaps other progressive fresh layer of wax, making it nearly
which might be suggested. as thick as the walls of the cell.
steps
These questions should not be hastily
The young queen pierces a hole
decided, as they cannot be satisfao- through the edge of the cover with

the

.5th

;

for the

National Society tooffera gold medal,
or set aside a percentage of net receipts, or in some other way adopt
measures to stimulate a general competition for the production of the
••
" for all purposes; also for
6es( bee

;

;

;

I had 22 colonies this spring to commence with, but had to use all except

but very dark.

;

;

Monthlies, and is filled
a cocoon, which occupies about 36 head of the
In this third stage it is called with interesting reading for bee-keephours.
beginners. The Bee
a nymph, i. pupa or chrysalis, in which ers, especially
to disagree
state it remains until the 21st day, Journal is often obliged

counting from the time the egg was
laid, when it emerges from the cell a
pei feet working bee. and is called an
imago.

with Gleanings on many things, but
we desire always to be on good terms
with all co-workers, and wish them

abundant success.
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rule, died shortly after.
Query— Did
thej die from the poison got in the

foxglove alone, or did

it

depend on

their coming iii contact with the Bowcould
ers of the canterbury bell V
I

MISCELLANEOUS.
in

Bee Notes for July. -Mr. L.C. Hoot,
the American Agriculturist, gives

tlir

following hints for this

month

important that everything
should be in proper condition for securing surplus honey during the present month. Basswood will begin to
blossom about the middle of the
month in Central New York and similar localities.
We expect our largest

honey from this tree,
hence the necessity for abundant storing space, whether box or extracted
honey is to be secured. If box honey
is desired, supply
each box with a
yield of best

comb or comb
foundation. The amount of honey
which can be secured by using full
cards of comb foundation will be found
much greater than when only starters
of natural comb are used.
The very
great advantage to be gained by the
use of comb foundation, both in the
brood-chamber and surplus boxes,
should be investigated by every beekeeper who reads these notes.
If the surplus honey is to be taken
with the extractor, a sufficient number of good extra combs must be supplied. These may be added at the
sides of the brood-nest, or at the top
of another story to be added to the
hives. Another advantage in the use
of comb foundation is seen in case
there is not a sufficient number of
surplus combs at hand, the frames
may be filled with foundation, which
will soon be formed into combs and
tilled with honey.
When these are
tilled the honey may be thrown from
them by the extractor, and the combs
be returned to the hives to be refilled.
Boxes should be removed promptly
when completed, as the appearance of
the honey is injured if left upon the
hives, where the bees travel over it.
starter of either white

Very Little Swarming.— The Texas
Patron, published at Crockett, Texas,
says
:

We

are in receipt of the American
Bee Journal, a Weekly, published
by T. G. Newman, at Chicago, at S2

a year, in which we find proceedings
of State Convention of bee-keepers,
held at MeKinney, Collin Co.. Texas,
on the 12th of last May. We have
perused this issue with much interest.
To a bee-keeper there is no publication more useful and interesting. After diligent inquiry about bees in
Texas we report the following facts
During the past season they have
hardly swarmed at all. There has not
been an average of a swarm to a dozen
good colonies, and in most cases they
:

have gathered but little honey not
enough to pay for robbing. And singular to tell, all they have gathered is
;

Most of it
died, as it is called.
pose there has been one
granulated.

is

We

solid

—

The Honey Crop in Canada. The
Canadian Farmer gives its views on
the subject in the following language:

:

is all

It

wsimi

not find any dead bees on any other
plant or on the ground near by!

What

the honey harvest of this
year will be it is impossible to say. So
far the weather has been unfavorable
to a heavy honey flow.
In many parts
of the country nota shower moistened
the earth during the proverbially
showery month of April; neither were
the May flowers stimulated to growth
by refreshing rains, and up to the
present writing, June 1.5, we have had
but one shower this month. To make
bad worse, the northern part of Ontario was visited with a scorching
frost in the beginning of June, which
cut down every tender thing, and
some of the more hardy plants and
trees suffered not a little from its effects.
White clover, the principal
source of June honey, was badly
blackened, its vigor checked, and its
honey producing (lowers doubtless injured. All this taken in connection
with the immense decrease in bees
from winter losses point to the fact
that the honey crop of 1881 will be a
short one.
Nevertheless, if we are
yet visited with timely rains, white

Canada thistles, sumach and
basswood may yield their wonted
quota of the nectar.
clover,

—

—

Bees are just Booming.
I
have
taken off more honey this season ii])
to date than for :i seasons before, being an average of 41 lbs. per colony,
and one swarm from each colony.
Basswood is just coining into bloom
we have an abundance of it and it
will certainly be very full of bloom.

self.

L. A.

Belle Vernon, O.,

LOWMASTER.

June

28, 1881.

;

White clover is plenty, and is rich
with honey this season; last year it
was a failure. I expect to have a good
report to make at the end of the season.
M. II. WOI.FEH.
Richmond, Ind.. June 25, 1881.

Prospect for Abundant Honey Crop.

—The Journal

is

necessity and

a,

I

do not want to do without its weekly
visits.
I lost 3 out of 14 colonies of
bees last winter— but about % of all

the bees in Iowa County are dead. R.
saved only 22 from 80; II. 1 from loo
and some lost all they had.
Bees are
doing well now.
White clover is
Splendid Honey Season.— Bees are abundant, and linden is commencing
doing well in the sotheastern part of to bloom.
E. H. Norton-.
Indiana; they are commencing on the
Marengo, Iowa, June 30, 1881.
basswood, which is in full bloom.
There is a splendid white clover crop.
My Texas and Arkansas Trip.—
This season is unusually good for reached home on June 4. having been
white clover and basswood. I shall absent in Texas and Arkansas 27 da vs.
report the amount gathered at some I wrote you last from Honey Grove,
future time.
J. W. Sturwold.
Texas, where I visited an apiary of 90

Haymond,

Ind, June 27, 1881.

;

colonies of bees.

At

Clarksville

I

met

Mr. J. W. Baker, a genial, wholeConstruct a Bee House.— As souled bee-keeper, who is doing much
I want to build either a cellar or warm to help on the cause of scientific beehouse this fall, for fruit, potatoes, and culture. Bees do well here and give
bees, which will be the best and cheap- large yields of surplus honey. I went
est ? If a house, what
material is to Little Rock, Ark., by way of Texarbest, brick or lumber, and how thick kanna, over the Pacific and Iron
the walls V Will a warm house above Mountain Railways. Little Rock, the
ground do to winter bees in as well as a capital of the State, is pleasantly sitcellar V I have seen 3 different styles uated on the west bank of the Arkanand sizes of hives all called the Lang- sas river, has a population of 22,000,
stroth hive now please state what is and tine railroad facilities. There are
the regular Langstroth hive length, no large apiaries there, but quite a
width and depth ? Will those who number of small ones.
Prominent
have had experience in building cel- among them are E. II. Chamberlain,
lars and bee houses please give their S. B. Kirby, W. N. Parrish and S. II.
The latter is editor of the
opinions in the Bee Journal? Suc- Nolin.
Spirit of Arkansas, a paper devoted to
cess to the Journal and its editor.
the
farm,
home, and work-shop. Bees
Mansfield, Ind.
D. S. Kalley.
pay a large dividend on the capital in[The standard Langstroth hive is vested. Little Rock is a beautiful
l-CgX-lS's inches inside, and 10% inches city, and with its superior railroad fadeep, and contains 10 frames, Q%sfVJ% cilities, will grow. The railways are
developing the country. The officers
inches, outside measure. Will some
of the Iron Mountain, the Fort Smith
one who has built a winter repository & Little Rock, and Little Rock
&
that has been a success during the Memphis Railways have our thanks
past winter please give the inquirer for courtesies shown, as representative of the North American Bee-Keepthe manner of construction.— Ed.]
Association.

How

to

;

Fertile Workers. The Indiana Farmer remarks as follows on these pests
to the bee-keeper

TftWdxr

addition to all the advantages indited
above, it is not in the least affected by
the severe cold of our winters; it
never softens or cracks when exposed
to atmospheric action
or changes.
There is no better preparation for covering the wounds of trees.
Anyone
trying this receipt will please report
through the columns of the Bee
JOURNAL; I have never used it my-

:

Colonies that are allowed to stand
queenless, for any length of time,

without brood and eggs from which to
rear queens, will be very apt to contain fertile workers. The evidence
that these pests have taken possession
will be found in the promiscuous manner in which the eggs are scattered
around in the combs, sometimes one,
but oftener 2 or 3 in each cell, which
will only produce drones; although
the bees will build queen cells around
them in the endeavor to rear a queen.
The only remedy then is never to allow
a colony to go any length of time
without a queen, or eggs from which
colony containing ferto rear one.
tile workers will neither accept a queen
if given them, nor rear one if brood
is given them for that purpose. There
is no way to distinguish the egg-laying workers from any of the others,
unless you should see them in the act.
The quickest and easiest way to dispose of these pests is to take a frame
of brood with adhering
bees, and
place in an empty hive on the old
stand, remove the old hive some distance away, take out the frames, shake
all the bees off on the ground, and
they will return to the old stand and
go to work without further trouble.

A

— can-

—

do not supGlucose for Wintering Bees. Our
pound of good readers are well aware of the persisfluid honey in our market this season.
This is a very remarkable fact, and is tent war we have made against the
worth the attention of the scientific.
use of glucose or grape sugar for feeding bees. Some 2 or 3 bee periodicals
Bees Poisoned by "Foxglove." Dr. have advocated its use, but at last Mr.
A. Paterson, in the British Bee Jour- A. I. Root, its chief advocate, is connal, says:
vinced that it works disaster, and in
Last summer I had a large quantity Gleanings for July (page 321) he says
of foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), cultiAs grape sugar seems, without
vated varieties.land very beautiful in question, to "make many of my
bloom, at the same time a quantity of brothers to offend," I will, for the
canterbury bells growing near them, present at least, drop it
In the next
and in dower. I was much struck to edition of the "A 15 C," and also in
find that a great number of the work- our Price List, I will
advise against
ing bees were lying dead in the flow- the use of grape sugar.
ers of the canterbury bell. Day after
In our next issue we will give his
day I watched, with much interest, the
movements of the bees, reasons for coming to this conclusion.
and found that after they had fed some Gleanings has come to hand just as we
time on the flowers of the foxglove
they became stupid, and after leaving are ready for the press, and we can
the foxglove they went into the flow- make no further allusion to it this
ers of the canterbury bell, and, as a week.

—

:

ers'

Bees Doing Well.— Dear Iournal:
Yes; I want you every week, and
here is a dollar to pay for your visits
the remainder of the year.
If I
should fail to remit when my time is
out, do not take my name off the
books, for I want to see you while I
live and handle bees.
Bees are doing
well now they keep me busy attending to their wants. There has been
plenty of rain through this month, but
through the entire month of May it
did not rain enough in this place to
lav the dust.
L. Eastwood.
;

Dr. W. W. Hipolite.Devall's Bluffs,
Ark., is a progressive bee-keeper, has
an estimable wife and children, and
has a model apiary. He uses 1 and 2pound sections, and says lie cannot
supply the demand at Litte Rock at
20 cents a pound.
While here we visited the apiary of Mr. A. W. Sory,
who has 70 colonies of bees in Langstroth hives, run for comb honey, in 1
and 2-pound sections, he ships to Little
Rock and Hot Springs, where he finds
ready sale at 20 cts. per lb. Mrs. Sorv
is well posted in
bee-culture, and

equally interested in the management
with her husband. Arkansas is one
of the best States in the Union for
It has excellent
Liquid Grafting Wax.— As Mr. Case honey production.
wants a receipt for grafting wax that climate and rich soil, with many
forest trees.
At
is not composed in part of beeswax, I honey producing
will give it. Melt one pound of com- Memphis we found white clover as well
mon rosin over a gentle tire, add to it as in Arkansas. Bees do well in the
one ounce of beef tallow and stir it Mississippi Bottoms, but when they
well, take it from the fire, let it cool swarm are apt to go to the woods, for
down a little, and then mix with it a trees are easy of access. On our way
tablespoouful of spirits of turpentine, home we passed through Western
and after that 7 ounces of very strong Tennessee, where bee-keeping could
alcohol (95 per cent.). The' alcohol be made quite profitable. On account
cools it down so rapidly that it will be of poor health we were unable to atnecessary to put it once more on the tend the Convention at Mexico. Mo.,
fire, stirring it constantly.
Still the which we much regretted, feeling a
utmost care must be exercised to pre- great desire to meet them in council.
N. P. Allen.
vent the alcohol from getting inSmith's Grove, Ky., June S, 1881.
flamed. The best way to avoid it is to
remove the vessel from the tire when
the lumps, that may have been formed,
How the Bees are Doing.— Last fall
commence melting again. This must I had 74 colonies and lost 2 of them
be continued until the whole is a ho- during the winter; which "dwindled
mogeneous mass, similar to honey. It to 14 in the spring li of the best have
is very cheap, very easily prepared, already gathered 50 lbs of honey each:
and when corked up in a bottle with a the others are in fair condition. I hail
tolerable wide mouth, keeps at least
4 swarms, and 6 more are ready to
months unaltered. It is laid on in as swarm, being very populous. Bassthin a coat as possible, by means of a wood yields little honey white clover
flat piece of
wood. \\ ithin a few is late but good.
G. W. Horner.
days it will be as hard as a stone. In
Dubuque, Iowa, June 27, 1881,
Waterville, O., June 28, 1881.

Y

;

;
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of them, which is the case
sometimes. It seems strange to us
who are used to handling bees, to see
a man squirm and dodge around, and
get so nervous about a little bee but
there is a great deal in getting used to
anything.

was afraid

;

Read before the

The Location

S.

W.

of

Wis. Convention.

an Apiary.

locate away from home we
take into consideration the time

When we
must

FltANCE.

Of course, keep the bees

at

home

if

possible, as it will save a great deal of
extra work and travel to take care of
them but we are not all situated in a
good location to keep bees, as it is a
positive fact that some locations are
better than others for bee-keeping.
Because a man does not happen to live
in a good location is no proof that he
cannot be a successful bee-keeper.
There are some bee-keepers who have
so many bees that it is more profitable
to keep them in several places. I
have been in the bee business quite a
long time, and have had occasion to
locate my apiaries in several places,
and I find a great difference in places.
There are more things to be thought
of than one would at first suppose,
and there is a great difference between a farmer keeping a few bees for
Ills own use, and making a regular
business of it, where a man wants to
keep all his location will support.
The first thing to look after is the
pasturage for the bees, something that
will produce good honey and plenty of
it.
Our best and most salable honey
comes from the white clover next
;

;

basswood

;

early spring

then

buckwheat.

For

work we want willows

fruit blossoms, with a good range
of fall flowers for late work. The
more we have of all these good things
together, the better, as far as honey is

and

concerned. But there are other things
we must have some
to be considered
natural protection for the bees, something to break off the wind especCertainly,
ially the north and west.
if we intend to winter on the summer
stands, it is of more importance to
break off the winds than to keep off
the snow. Do not locate on a piece of
ground facing the north, and if there
are shade trees, so much the worse.
There is another point Do not put
the bees close to a public road, where
there is much travel it will not do.
The bees will make trouble, people will
get stung, horses will get stung and
be very likely to run away and perhaps kill some one and smash up
things. I had 50 or 60 colonies of bees
one year close to a road that was traveled very much. There was a great
deal of growling and threatening, and
some stinging and hard feeling, etc. I
went through the season without paying any damages and then moved them
to another place further from the
road. Again, if we keep our bees so
close to other people's land that they
will be troubled by them while at home
or at work on their own land, they
will not like it and it will make trouWe should always keep on good
ble.
terms with our neighbors.
I see by our bee-papers that one beekeeper has become involved in trouble about his bees making free with
grapes.
The bees
his neighbor's
worked on the grapes, the grape man
became angry and destroyed some 60
colonies of bees with poison, and they
So I would
are now in law about it.
not locate an apiary near a vineyard of
;

—

:

—

any extent. If the same man owned
the grapes and the bees, there would
be no trouble. I raise grapes and bees
on the same ground, and sold 2,000
I

lis.

of grapes last year.

I

picked the

most of the grapes myself. There
were a good many bees at work on the
cracked grapes, sucking the juice
but they never offered to sting. They
would always fly away when I jarred
the vines. After I had picked my
basket full, I set it in the shade and
put a cloth over it to keep the bees
away from the grapes while I picked
more. Bees never open a grape themselves, but they will suck the juice
from those that are opened from any
other cause, and it is easy to see bow
they would annoy a man that had no
interest in the bees, especially

if

he

;

will take to go and come, the roads
over which we must travel, and if
there is water handy for the bees to
drink—some natural stream or springy
ground ; if there is not, you must supply them with water in some way. If
this is not done, the bees will be sure
to trouble the family ;.t the house*
about the pump or well bucket, for
water they must have, and they will
get it where they can the easiest. I
find it is hard to find the right kind of
location for the bees, and find the
right kind of a family living on it we
must leave them under the watchful
care of some one, and it will not do to
leave them with anybody and everybody. It must be a good, honest famthey must not be tinkering witli
ily
the bees themselves, and as far as they
can prevent it, not allow anyone else
to meddle with them. I want to do
or oversee all the work with my bees
myself, and it is not necessary to see
them oftener than once a week or 10
days, in the busiest part of the year, tlemen present.
and when they are fixed up in the
wise feature in the programme
fall there is no more to do with them was the practical lessons taught by
until spring.
the actual manipulation of bees and
There are some neighborhoods that bee-fixtures. Honey was taken from
would be very risky to locate in on ac- the hives in frames and " uncapped "
count of thieves but on this score I with the uncapping knife, placed in
have had but very little trouble so far. the honey extractor and the honey was
One year I had 2 hives opened, and extracted. Comb honey was removed
one of them was entirely destroyed. from the surplus apartment of hives,
it

EDWIN

sense of the word; that it was not
necessary that he should look to the
honey bee for his daily bread that he
owned broad acres over which line cattle roamed, yet he takes a deep and
enthusiastic interest in the culture of
the honey bee, and to this end he has
traveled thousands of miles for no
other purpose than to dispense useful
knowledge concerning scientific beekeeping. The speaker said that when
he saw such men as Dr. Allen, men of
high standing, socially and intellectually, earnestly grappling with the
knotty science of bee-culture, he felt
sure that the dark mist of the past
would soon be dispelled, and hundreds of men, and women, too, will
be able to make an honest and easy
living from the products of the " busy
bee."
Dr. Brown, of Eminence, VicePresident of the Kentucky State Association, and President of the Union
Association, spoke in behalf of more
thorough organization for the purpose
of acquiring knowledge of the science of bee-keeping, urging better attendance upon the sessions of the
several societies in the State. His remarks were well received.
An interesting discussion concerning bees and their product followed,
participated in by a number of gen-

;

;

A

July
SPECIAL NOTICES.

6"? Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
gjj" Those who may wisli to change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.

^T When
dress,

new

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

address.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

— Langstroth, Dzierzon, and the baron
of Berlepsch. — Price 25 cents each.
lg"g"

Constitutions and

;

;

together on the amount of bee pasturage that a location contains. Some
places would keep 500 well, when 100
would starve on some other location
equally as large.

Time and Place of Meeting.

I«81.

Sept.-

— National.

atLexintfton, Ky.
State, at Louisville, Ky.
-Union Kentucky, at Shelbyviile. Ky.
G. W. Demtiree. Sec, ChristianshurK. Ky.
1, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. K. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
1, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Berlin, Wis.
J -Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'tr, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec, Lexington, Ky.
2t;
Northwestern District, at Chicago, 111.
C. C Coflinherry. Sec. Chicago, 111.

Kentucky

Oct,

t;

Union (Ky.) Convention.

1

!.">,

:7— Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
!7— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.

The Union Bee-Keepers' Associaconvened at the apiary of Capt.
S. T. Diane, Shelby county, Ky., on
Tuesday, June 21, President Dr.
Brown in the chair. After the transtion

action of some business, including
the receiving of two valubale memviz: Esquire J. <;. Byars and
Mr. Bird Smith, of Simpsonville, the
Rev. Mr. Crutcher, of Eminence, was
invited to preside over the deliberations of the meeting.
letter from Dr. N. P. Allen, of
Smith's Grove, Ky., President of the
National Association, and also of the
Kentucky State Association, was read
by the Secretary. A vote of thanks
was tendered Dr. Allen for his kindly
greeting and words of good cheer.
Mr. G. W. Demaree, of Christiansburg, Ky., spoke in response to Dr.
Allen's letter. The speaker said that
he had the honor of being personally
acquainted with Dr. Allen ; that he
was a gentleman of culture in every

bers,

Svm. M.

S.

Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.

1882.

Jan.

:;>— Northeastern,

at Utica. N. V.

Geo. W. House. Sec, Fayettoville, N, V.
April II — Eastern Michtg;tn, lit Detroit, Mirh,
A B. Weed. Sec. Detroit. Mich.
17— Texas State, at McKinnoy, Texas.
Win. R. Howard, Sec.
Valley, at Bristol. Vt.
Chauiplain
May

—

By-Laws for
The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Ladies who Appreciate Elegance and
purity are using Parker's Hair BalIt is the best article sold for restoring gray hair to its original color
and beauty.
27w4t

sam.

•-•-•-«-«

;

There were some combs of honey queens were bunted up and exhibited.
taken out, the hives left open, and All in the sight and presence of ladies
the other bees took out the rest of the and gentlemen, without any of them
honey. But this trouble happened in being disturbed by the bees, though
the yard thai 1 had so close to the no protection was resorted to except a
road. Some of the boys thought they bellows bee smoker which was used to
would get even with me for the trou- subdue the bees.
ble they had in passing along the road.
A grand feature of the occasion was
As to over-stocking any location there the spreading of a sumptuous repast,
seems to be a great difference of opin- consisting of roast beef, ham, bread,
ion. I have always kept more bees in pickles, butter and milk, and honey
my home yard than I have in any other white as the drifting snow, and the
yards, but have never kept much over hot cup of coffee.
The presiding
100 there. When there are 100 at genii were the two Mrs. Diane and
home and forty or fifty in some other other ladies whose names we did not
yards. I could not see that there was learn. Suffice it to say, that under
any difference in favor of the few
those tall thickly set trees, around
but I do think that any place can be which the woodbine twineth in real
I do not and artistic beauty, the "picnicers"
over-stocked with bees.
think it would be best to locate an did ample justice to the occasion.
apiary in a neighborhood where there
A vote of thanks was tendered Capt.
were 100 or 150 colonies located al- Diane for the princely manner in
ready — that is to make a specialty of which he entertained the Association
keeping bees. If I was living near and others. The meeting then ad150 or 200 colonies of bees, with some journed to meet at Shelbyville, on the
other business, and wanted to keep a first Tuesday in October next.
few bees, I would not hesitate about
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
it at all.
Mine would have as good a
Christiansburg, Ky.
chance as the rest. I think 100, or at
most 200, in a range of 3 or 4 miles is
a plenty but of course it depends alLocal Convention Directory.

6,

A Sample Copy

of the

Weekly Bee

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

to

any per-

to get up a
club can tiave sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this

name on

paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Premiums.

— For a club

of 2, meekly

we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
copy of "Cook's Manual of the Apiry,"
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
;

a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the

Bee Journal.

Hundreds of Men, Women and Children Rescued from beds of pain, sickness, and almost death, and made
strong and hearty by Parker's Ginger
Tonic are the best evidences in the
world of its sterling worth. Von can
Post.
find these in every community.
"
27w4t
See advertisement.

would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you li"e near one postoffice and
IJST It

if all

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

CLUBBLNU list.

T. Brookins, Sec.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— En.

A

We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both
:

(§?"

The Northwestern

Illinois

and The Weekly

Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
its next meeting
Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
Association will hold

Jonathan Stewart,

111.

^"

Sec.

The Northern Michigan Bee-

Keepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11

and

12, 1881.

O.R. GooDNO,iSec.

Publishers' Price. Club.

BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)
and Gleanings inBee-Culturei A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.Kingj.
Bee-Keepers' Kxehange (J. H.Nellls)

The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers'lnstructort W.Thomas)
Bee-Keepers' (Juirie (A.G.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's ManuaHbound in cloth)
Bee-Culture (T,G. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1SS1

.

.$2 00

3 00..
3 00

2 75

2 75..
4 75. .

2 50
3 75

2

t>0

2 50.. 2 35
2 50. . 2 35
2 30.. 2 15
05.. 5 00
3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
2 85.
2 75

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, 11.50 less.

.

less.

THE AMERICAN SEE JOURNAL.

1881.

JOSEPH
Pure

\

ENAS,

D.

Hide Apiary,

Siimi.x

Italian (Juoriis,
\

Address.

.

!•-'

Books

>

Bees, Colonics,

Comb Foundation^

>/<!, i t

Nil-;"

etc.

County, Col.

BmOt

Comb Foundation Machine.

DOilARSZFOR $1

15
t\

C, Olm's

ishing to Introduce our books

make the GRANDEST AND

and show the'r

s'zo, stylo

MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE

&5 We

of Mndinjr, etc , wo have decided to
CENTURY, for ft short time.

=,

will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid io any address, on receipt of $1.
and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
OLM, Fond da Lac VV>.
isiuti
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
NOTICE.— We reserve (he right 'o withdraw this Dollar Offer nt any lime,
therefore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all your friends
we have made the grandest ofl'er of the century.
FOB 25 CENTS, A COPY OF ANY BOOK IN THIS LIST WILL BE SENT BY MAIL, POST-PAID.
Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published. One will be issued every two weeks.
CO LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
CO
This well-known book may be ranked aathe most
Or.Moreof his Plain Talk for Plain People.by Bev.
CO
popular standard juvenile book ever printed.
Chas. H. Bpurgeon. This book is exceedingly
CO
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderhumorous and instructive, using tho simplest
ful adventures of a cast-away upon a desert
form of words and very plain speech. To smite
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
evil, and especially the monster evil of drink, has
been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
THE
PILGRIMS
PROGRESS
Guaranteed.
Safe Arrival
and homely wisdom of this hook should carry it
From this world to that which is to come. This reinto every household. Complete in one volume—
purest
I am prepared to furnish queens of the
markable book, as every one knows, was written
containinga great number of pictures.
grade, all bred from Imported Stock
under the similitude of a dream, by John
$i 50
Bunyan, the must popular religious writer in the NEW FARM AND FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.
Untested Queens, In May and June
on
Untested Queens, in July and after
English language; ami perhaps more conies have
BESTCOOK BOOK EVEB PUBLISHED. Contains
2 50
Tested Queens, In May ami June
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
about 1,000 Recipes. It is just the book that every
2 00
Tested Queens, in July and after
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with apwile and housekeeper needs. Jt tells bow to cook
l guarantee all my Queens to be purely mated.
aU kinds of bread, cakes and meats; it tells how
eropriate illustrations.
J_r?"

So ml for Sample ami Circular.

C

ITALIAN QUEENS.

PARTICULAR

:

i

t3r*Send for price list—free.
I*.

C McFATRIDGE,

9mGt

LLIVER S TRAVELS.

M. D

.

Carroll, Carrol) Co., Ind,

HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE SOUTH,

to make all kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cooking fash, oysters, poultry and game ; it tells how to
select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
the best methods of preparing sauces and salads
and all kinds of vegetables for the table; and tells
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
biscuits, rolls, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
cookies, tea, coffee, chocolate, home-made candies,
antidote for poison, cooking for the sick, and many

This book tells of t he supposed travels and surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions of the world, where ho met with a
race of people no larger than your band. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
in une volume. Finely illustrated.

BEE-KEEPARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS.
KKS* SiriM.lF.S. ITAI.I.1M QVEEXS THE
Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, deBEES, all bred from mothers of my own imscriptive of those many strange

for the

manufacture and sale of

and

Tested Queens, $2,50
Safe arrival and satisfaction

portatlon -Dollar Queens, ?i

;

4-frame Nucleus, S5.
guaranteed. Send for

PAUL

U2tutf

Friend*,

if

my illustrated catalogue.
VIALLON, Bayou Goula, La.

L.

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

stories

other uselul tilings.
and singular
which the legend says the Sultaness of /ESOP'S FABLES.

Persia related to the Sultan night after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would Lave been sacrificed to h.a
unjust resentment.

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
Hivem, Honey Extractor*, Artlllclal Comb, Section Honey Boxes, all books
in

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly, to
A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BEFORE PURCHASING ANY

this story

which

and Cyprian Bees,

Italian

headquarters for Apiarian Supplies

in

New Eng-

CAR Y A SOW, formerly
WM. W.
VVM. VV. CABV, Coleralne, Mass.

land.
ynitf

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested Queens
Warranted Queens
—
As
DollarQueens

$i 50

Cyprian Queens, untested

most all the
last year were pure,

them

this year.

Mortonsville,

I

will

1

J. T.

1

(>0

1

00

sold

warrant

WILSON,

Woodford

Co.,

Ky.

JEsopus, an apt representative oi'the
great social and intellectual movement of the ai?e
which he adorned. Bnrn a slave, he lotced his
way by his mother-wit into thecourts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he cave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history and he who had not
jEsop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

is

founded upon

facts,

and gives

woman under

;

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
By

B. L. Farjeon.
after the style of

A very

popular Christmas storv
Dickens; abounds in excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
admirable picture of country life, giving the
history of a very happy and contented young
couple who thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete in one volume, with illustrations.

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presenting correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate our own course, and steer, star-guided,
over life's trackless ocean.

every two weeks and be mailed to subscribers as soon as published.
Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of Fa km and Fikesidk, say, " they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the above books if careful

RELIABLE.—

READY. HONEY EXTRACTOR
AND UNCAPPING
KNIFE.

CHAS. H. LAKE,
"

Office

Money Order

or Registered Letter, addressed to

FAR A AND FIRESIDE,

Publishers of

Send for special circular of these valuable bees
before purchasing elsewhere.
23m3t

The Extractor is
made of all metal,

Sunny Side" Apiary, Baltimore, Md.

Springfield, Ohio.

and

Ba Price IJ.t for Advertisers sent Fr.EE.
Bb < A. <l)OK4'('ll., »iiver1isinc ^ents,
Cor. Dearborn
Waah'n Sts.. Chicaoo
'

it

send for
my circular, giving
details about the
care of bees, and "^
ow to get the most Honey.

1

Could give scores of

P.

MUTH,No.«76

Central Av., Cincinnati, O.

;

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

A new and great

Medical Work, warranted the
beatand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt, 300 pp., contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions, pi ire only tl.25 sent by
mail
illustrated sample. lie;
;

Wa^.&SSUSSS^If!S.
PARKER, NO. 4 BuWnch
Boston.
KNOW

ffinly

M. Allen.

letters in praise of

Our Strains of
(HAS

AND BOXES.
Material for Langstroth Hives, including brood
frames, 40e. each Lewis' V-shaped groove onepiece Sections, any size to 6x6, $5 per 1,000; Lewis'
one-piece Honey Boxes of all sizes, $\> to $4 per
100, including glass ; Dovetailed Sections, any size
to 6X6, *l per 1,600. Manufacturing experience of
G. B. LEWIS,
20 years. Send for Price List,
Successor to Lewis & Parks, Wateriown, Wis.

J. K.
16, 1881.

Of the 31 dollar queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertilized.
They have wintered finely, while three-fourths
of the bees in this section are dead.
L. Densmore.
Livonia Station, N. Y., April 11, 1881.

life-

Every Bee-keeper

Hives, Sections,

6t.,

a

fact,

should

.

the Author.

;

to be appreciated.

in

in the

&

In

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
contains a queen I bought of vou
they are
Greencastle, Ind., April

basonly to be used

a Given ADVERTISING any
B
Country. Our new^
Hk NEWSPAPER
^^

will last

time.

Read what they Say
lively.

is always ready for
use.easily cleaned,

ESTB^iATE^
E
tot

THOMAS
974

West Madison

NEWMAN.

C.

Street. CHICAGO,

ILL

Bee-Keeper'a Guide mm-. Cook's Manual
the Apiary.
Entirely re- written, elegantly
-

11I"

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but Intensely Interest Ins »nd thoroughly practical.
The booh is ji masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without Cloth, W
- - ; paper cover, SKI.
Illustrated

1

Qulnby'i
The author

New Bee-Keeping

1
,

by L.

C.

Root—

treats the subject or bee keeping so
thai it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
»nil forcible, making sill its readers realize that Its
author is masterof the subject.— Jtfl.5©.
Novkf'H \ 11* >* It- .--« oil >,i by A. 1. Hoot
•

.

,

-This euibracea "everything pertaining to the care
01 the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper, 1*1.
kM-|"-iV'lVvi-lt(...i.. by A. .1.
KlnK'« I!
King.— This edition is revised anil brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 9SI.OO; paper, 75c.
I,iiol'-i

1

on the Hit. and Honey Bee.

«'ib

—Tina

is a standard scientific work.
Price* J£SS.
ISIetmed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Wl-OO.
Bee» and Honey ; or, ttuccenHfiil mananr.
""in «1" the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman —
Thle embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Hearing
Feeding — Swarming— Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey
etc. It is published in EnglUh and German,
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Food Adtiltenttlon ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
'

consumer against the numerous health-destroying

adulterations offered as food. 200 pages fiOi>.
Dzlerzon Theory {-presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, an Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honev the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
,

quality, sources,
;

Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam. Wines etcand Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes'
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in r.n«li.ii and German,
Price for either edition. 6c. per dozen, ."»o.
;

Wintering Bee*. —

.

This contains the Prize

Rsnayson this subject, read before the centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2 > in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
:

lOc.
The Hive I TJ»e— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.

given

in full.

Price,

Extracted Honey If arventlng-. Handland Marketing.— A 124-page pamphlet, by
:

ing

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

HOOKS
THE PAGES are about 5% by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
THE TYPE is Minion, easy on the eyes. THE PAPER is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
THE FIRST BOOK, Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow

ITALIAN QUEENS,

NOW

postpaid, on receipt of price, by

each book, but all will be delighted who obtain these noied books at so low a price.
Till:
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
one alune requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
full description of

MONEY SHOULD BE SENT by Post

CTPRIAX QUEENS,
HOLY LANS QUEENS,

Bee -Keepers,

for

unit),

Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving

price of these books

to direct letters correct 1 v.

lui'Jt

Sent by

bound in cloth is SI. 00 to S3. 00 each. We propose to bind them in heavy
paper or thin card board, and send them by mail and prepay the postage, for 25 cents each. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity ot t lie most brilliant and pleasing productions of the most noted
ami popular authors, and include bocks of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all tastes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fikesidk I.ibraky, and anyone ohtaining these ten
Uioks will possess a library of teu of the most popular book-* ever published. We have not room to give a

The usual

Send for our 20th Annual Price List. Full Colonies, Nuclei and Queens at reduced rates; also

The rabies ot

SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHE MORMONS.
Every man and Woman in the laud shoUid real
an insight into the low estate of
the Mormon rule.

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments

215

like the

above.

If

Italians,

you want bees that are hardy

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,

Ginger* Buchu, Mandrake, Stlllingia and
other of the best medicines known are combined so skillfully in Parkek 5 Dinger Tunic as<
to make it the greatest Bl^od Purifier and the
Best Health and Strength Restorer ever used
It cures Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sleeplessness, and all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Urinary Organs
and all Female Complaints,
If you are wasting away with Consumption or,
auy disease, use the Tonic to-day. No matter what
your symptoms may be, it will surely help you.
Remember! This Tonic cures drunkenness,
is the Best Family Medicine ever made, entirely*
different from Bitters, Ginger Preparations and
other Tonics, and combines the best curative propertiesofall.
Buy a 50c. bottle of your druggist
None genuine without our signature on outside
Hiscox & Co., Chemist';. New York.
Iwrappcr.

WARRANTED

QUEENS,

TESTED QUEENS and
IMPORTED QUEENS,

Bees by ike Pound,

i

',

'

NUCLEI AND FULL COLONIES.
Before ordering poods, send us a list of articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

all.

Address,

',

.

PARKER'S

HAffi

BALSAM

»-i- -*--«.
Domical Hair Dteulog

H. A.

BURCH &

CO.

South Ilnven, Mich.

FOR MY CIRCULAR ami I'KK'E
SEND
LIST or Italian Oolonlen, «
Nuand Apiarian SuiM.licK.
II. II. BROWN,

clei

lMmtf

the methods
This

their apiary.

Paper, 35c.
Hill,— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera, by A.. I.

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropp'd Easy Calculator.— These are handy

it*

cause,

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
II is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 9*1. ; Morocco, J*l. 50.
Moore's I n \ .i—.i A«ai*tant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.om.poo Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Knrma. etc., of vast
i

I

utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assavers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Utters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wo.nl Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 K\
GBAVnrasOf Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Hoofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pullevs, Drums, Belts.
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cot-

ton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting, Friction. Lathe Gearing. Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Ueparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives. Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining. Assaying. Amalgamating, etc. 4iil
TABLES with !XX).000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. *«»
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. I.ikki items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. *ki Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Vnrnishers, Gilders, etc. ;Vif> do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunt-

Light Street,

t'ol.

<

....

Pa.

& Rubber Work.

Trappers Tanners. Leather

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat, Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. IOjOOO items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keep1

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase Crops Pest Poisons, Train-

ing Horses,

Steam Power on Farms.

Lic.htning

Calculator for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and

Tonnage Tables.
Measurement.

OUR 40-PA6C CATALOGUE

IHwtf

horse information.

ers,
trial

DOLLAR QUEENS.

many

in

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Ree-Keepem, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F\ Muth; 32 pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
BendnlPn Home Book. — No book could be

contains

.

enough to
and that will pile up the box honey, give us a
order. Can furnish

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

in detail

and management adopted

Lund. Grain. Hut, and Cattle
Ploughing, Planting and

Seed.

Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers. Logs. Boards, Scantling,
Business Forms, all kinds, Special
etc., at sight.
Laws of 40 States, Territories, and Provinces un
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Heal Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.

The work contains

1,016 pages,

is

a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, Ssj.SO.
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aii my Queens ire bred from choice mothers,
mi are warranted to be pure. Safe arrival and
lattafactlon guaranteed. Address,
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BATES FOR A DVKKTINI.VG.
A

of

line

type will contain about eight

tills

word*; fourteen lines will occupy Inch of space.
One to three weeks, each in-ertion, SOc. per line.
"
1

" OT

Knur

more"

lZc.

James Forncrook

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rute for
tin' time the advertisement is Inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable In advance.
Contracts payable quarterly, In advance.

Has

Tiik AMBRICAM BBBJOUBNAL Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a Jarye circulation In
every Suite, Territory and Province, anions farmer-, riii-.iiiuurs, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable 4 eaten, Caaesof real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.
Chicago,

Street..

III.

Just

Received liis Patent

— Yearly

»74 West

WITH

Imported Italian Queens,
Of our own 1 mportulloii,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
I

>,ii

ii

<i.i

i

i

ma at the North-Kastern

Notices, 50 cents per line.

luJ

COLO UNTIES

Our *<••••

lOc
8c.

9pe<

SECTIONS.

lflc.

"
"

Thirteen

Twenty-six
Kirty two

handling and marketing extracted honey.

KKV.J. K KKAKNS. Morning Sun, Iowa.

18c.

"

K-itrlit,

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,

was awarded the diploBee- Keepers' Convention

mi.

held In February.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
Price List, with:* samples of

ON HIS

Boss One-Piece Section,

CO

heretofore called the "Lewis" Section or any
other Section made from a single piece of wood,
dated June 28, 1881, No. Of Patent 248,674. llavInebeen drawn into this lawsuit with Lewis and
others in order to protect myself 'and it having
cost me quite a sura of money), I now propose to
have the benefit of the Patent. let It cost what it
will.
A- CO.,
liTwtf
Watertown. Jefferson County. Wis.

FRANCES DUNHAM,
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Glucose for Wintering Bees
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Bingham Smoker
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213
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Honey

Prospect for Abundant

Corner.

June 10, 1881.
T. K. Bingham, Abronla, Mich. Dear Sir
Please
send me bv mail two Large, hIx K.vtrn, and 4 Plain
Standard Bingham Sum ers, Your fi-ur years' old
Smoker is -till In use. and does good service, the
Side. Napa. California.

:

only trouble being

It is too small.
I require the
I
have a large and small yulnhy
large Blse
large one condemned), the other
tret along with
by repairing often.
As far as have tried them I
prefer yours above all, and shall keep them in
slink- Yours Truly,
Jos. D. K.v.as.
1

1

1

ajw4

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 1 to Hi square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN liKIJSKN ,V SONS,
Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

.1.

lltf

ITALIAN

Ol KK>». hull Colonies, Nuclei
I and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee*. Bup plles, Pine Poultry, Small
Krults. Ac., Free. ISfSend for it and save money.
.1

T,

BCOTT

Blto., Crawtlsh Springs, Lin.
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3w32tX

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL,
AND BBB-KEEPBR'S ADVISKH.
Bm Journal la published monthly at

TheBriUs/i
11.76,

and oontalna the

best practical information

showing what to do, and when
C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
BchOOlof Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London.
for the time being,
bowl
doit,

Ud

Queens Only 80 Cents.

Italian
Warranted
VS,7StOl8.

jl.OO
J

K.

oniKt

Tested

,

if Send

A.

11.50, 10
lor Circular

frame Colonies
save money.

and
Mass.
THOM AH, C.deraine,
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%W HinderMM
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| ,
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Weekly Hee

-

.1

elotb and paper, i>o*ti»uld,

B6

eetitM.

Wo can furnish Kmerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for AMEKICAN Bkk JOURNAL for
I

MHO,

at the following prices, postage paid
(Moth and paper, each
50ft
Leather and cloth
75ft
We can also furnish the Binder for any Pa:
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per or Magazine desired.
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April 20th. at which time we found the
winter and spring had worked more
ruin to our bees than any season ever
known before. After getting things
in order, I found the best I could do
tween the care of his flock, the Ag- was to unite my bees down to 30 coloricultural Editorship of the Western nies, for they stood as follows 1 good
colony, 10 fair to medium, and 40 weak

and literary labor. In
June, 1880, he became pastor of the
Congregational Church, in Listowel,
which by the harmonious blending of Ont., where he divides his time be-

at the Apicultural conventions held

of professional

at Indianapolis, Dec. 21, 22, 1871, and
at Cincinnati, in Feb., 1872, out of
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

conflicting interests, the

North Amer-

ican Bee-Keepers' Association,

now

:

prosperous, was organized. Mr. Advertiser, and Montreal Witness, and
Clarke held the Presidency of this occasional contributions to a variety
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
body for 2 years, and, until laid aside of periodicals. Of late he has reby ill-health for a time, was one of its sumed work on the American Bee
TERMS OP SUBSCKIPTIONi
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S» a year. In advance. most active members and officers. Journal, and we hope hereafter to
Throe or Six Mutiths at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers ol On the death of the lamented Samuel see his face and hear his voice at our
each month, at JSl-OO a year, in advance.
Wagner, Mr. Clarke purchased the annual conventions of bee-keepers as
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at American Bee Journal,
and, act- of yore.
i>o cents a year, in advance.
Mr. Clarke has never practiced beeI2T* Any person sending a club of six is entitled ing under the advice of leading beeextra
(like
the
club)
sent
to
address
to an
copy
any
keepers, effected its removal from keeping as a business, but wholly as
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Editor and Proprietor,

so

letter, exIf Remit by money-order, registered
or

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Post :\ge to Europe 5© cent* extra.
office

The Rev. W.

On

earnest.

On

the 12th, golden willow

golden willow. It comes so early, giving the first honey, which seems to
five the bees new life and activity,
here are probably 50 smallish trees
in range of our bees, and they generally make a gain of from 5 to 9 lbs.
per colony of good honey from it, while
in bloom.
We value this willow more
from the fact that it does not incline
to throw up sprouts or shoots as most
of the willow tribe does, but grows
into a tree similar to the basswood,
although it never attains a large size.

as second class matter.

F. Clarke.

It grows readily from cuttings, and
will thrive in all moist (not wet) places.
But to return May 21st apple trees
commenced to bloom, and as the

page we give our readers
an engraving of the Rev. W. F.
Clarke, which will be recognized by
those who know him, as a very good
this

:

weather was generally good, our best
colonies stocked up with new honey
the best one (which I concluded to
work for extracted honey) giving 19J4

likeness.

Mr. Clarke is an Englishman, and
was born in the city of Coventry,
March 31, 1S24. He was educated for
the ministry, having been one of the
earlier students in the Congregational
College of British North America.
Before going to college he spent a
couple of years on a new Canadian
farm, and there contracted that love
of agriculture, which has been with
him a strong, if not a " ruling passion " ever since.
Mr. Clarke bought his first hive of
bees in the spring of 1864, with a view
of investigating the secrets of apiculture, in order to fit himself to write
on that branch of moral economy. In
January of that year, he had undertaken the editorship of the Canada
Farmer, owned by the late Hon. G.
Brown, and published in connection
with the Olobe newspaper, the leading
daily and weekly of the Dominion,
lie continued editor of that paper for
S years, and during that time pursued
the study of apiarian science with unflagging interest. He was one of the
first to introduce the Italian bee, the
honey extractor, and other improved
appliances to the bee-keepers of Canada. He represented the Dominion

though regretting the great loss, 1 have
been thankful it was no worse, when
I received so many reports from parties who had lost all.
Pollen came in
quite plentifully about May 1st, from
elm and soft maple, when the work of
building up our bees commenced in
gave the bees a taste of honey, from
which our best colony gave us 5}£ lbs.
of extracted honey. Rightherelwish
to say that I know of no tree or plant
that helps the bees more than the

press or bank draft on Chicago
New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 2'> cents for collecting.

Entered at Chicago post

to very weak. After reducing all to
30 in number, many of them were still
found to be quite weak, and had to be
helped by other colonies. Still, al-

The weather during May wasextremely warm, the mercury going as
as high as 02° in the shade.
June 1st, owing to the continued
warm weather, white clover began to
open, and as the ground was thickly
covered with it (as a result of the favorable winter for all herbage), I confidently expected as good a yield of
lbs.

honey from clover as in 1877. But
alas on J line 4th the weather changed,
and it has been cold, cold, rain, rain,
ever since. On June 6th there was a
frost which killed grapes, and even
our strawberries after they were nearly
one-half grown. On the 14th we had
!

Washington, D. C,
from which city the

to Chicago.

another frost, with a week of cold,
cloudy weather, so the bees scarcely
a matter of scientific investigation looked out of their hives.
It is
and interest, 24 colonies being the warmer now, but we have rain nearly
every day.
most he has ever had at one time.
I have taken 28 lbs. of clover honey
from the colony for extracted honey,
and
if it should come warm and dry
For the American Bee Journal.

III.,

number was
In the December

first

issued in Jan., 1873.
following, the proprietorship

of the

Journal

passed into its present
hands, but Mr. Clarke remained the
responsible Editor for more than a
year subsequently, and continued to
contribute to its columns for some
time afterwards, until sickness compelled his retirement from" that and
all other literary work.
Happily he
betook himself to the recuperative influences of farm-life, regained his
health, and for more than a year past
has been able to perform his full share

soon, a few days' good yield mightyet
be obtained otherwise, basswood is
our dependence for honey for 1881.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
It has been the worst time for queenrearing I ever saw, for the cold nights
I see by the reports in the Weekly chilled most of the brood in newly
Bee Journal, that most of the. read- made nuclei.
now hope for better
ers are having a prosperous season, times, and dislike to give this dark
and I wish it was so with all but so side to the picture, but deem it no
far, little honey has been obtained by more than right that the readers of the
the bees in Onondaga county, N. Y., Bee Journal should know that all
and reports of like character are com- does not always go smoothly in beeing in from many portions of this culture, any more than in any other
State. Spring opened with us about business.

The Honey Crop

in Central N. Y.

;

We

;

j
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I fancy I hear Mr. Miner and Mr.
Thomas saying, " We told you so,
when you were writing upward venti-

and a good season with your
dwindled down colonics, and now you

lation,

find

it

as

we

told you."

Well, gentle-

July 13,

flint against articles made almost exclusively for bad purposes.
You say that the Buffalo Crape Sugar Co. have produced a sugar which
'is as pure and simple a sweet as the
best grades of maple sugar." Have
you any warrant for such an assertion?
and even if you had, is it right for you
in to call down a blessing from heaven

the
without the loss of one, spreads one pound of surplus than two in
more favored northern locations.
the combs.
" Did you make winter passages
5.
"Did you feed your bees for
2.
"
winter with a mixture of grape and
in the combs ?
" Perhaps half of the combs have cane sugar "
" Only apart of them, as I stated on
winter passages. I have never been
satisfied it made any material differ- page 278."
1808,

'i

men, you did well in your discussion
of the matter, and I am willing to let ence."
I think your losses were owing
should
it drop where it is, for if I
In this you differ from those who part to your use of grape sugar. It is upon a company which is making such
write further trying to prove myself have had the best success in winter- not at all necessary that grape sugar enormous profits by selling their pro-

we should only get into a con- ing bees. Mr. Hill, for instance, never should contain any impurities to make ducts almost exclusively to men who,
troversy instead of a friendly discus- neglects this point, and I am satisfied it a very hazardous food in such a by their adulterations, are cheating
friendly discussion benefits that the power of passing from comb
his honey, candies,
sion.
winter and spring as we have just had. the poor man in
matter
all, as it gives both sides of the
to comb through the heart of the From its low sweetening power as syrups, and sugars V If ever grape sucontrounder consideration ; but a
\\:n in cluster, besides saving the lives compared with honey or cane sugar, gar and glucose are made as pure as
versy benefits no one, and is anything of many bees, greatly encourages your bees which used it were forced the best maple sugar and syrup, and
much
our
of
readers
the
but tasteful to
early breeding. In the old box hive to eat more than they otherwise would it becomes desirable to mix them with
esteemed American Bee Journal.
the 'holes around the cross-sticks for have done, and thus to suffer from a our other sweets, let them be offered
Borodino, N. Y., June 27, 1881.
the support of the combs give the greater accumulation of feces. You at reasonable prices under their own
that we can do our own
best of winter passages.
say, " Had our usual April weather names, so
be sold
on, we should probably have mixing or let the mixtures
come
any
"
or
burlap
place
Die
you
Did
Bees
3.
Root's
Did Mr.
we lost." as such for what they are worth.
other non-conductor of moisture over saved about 50 colonies that
gained
a host
Friend Root, you have
Is it not highly probable that, with
the frames? "
L. L. LANGSTROTH.
your candid ad" We used burlap, wood mats, and the weather just as it was, you might of warm friends by
mission of mistakes into which you
enameled sheets, but saw no differ- have saved many of those colonies, if have fallen, and by your readiness to
[The following article is taken from ence in favor of either."
they had not been forced to succumb
even
the excess of feces produced by notice improvements of others,
the July number of Gleanings in BeeWhatever the material used for con- under
when they have superseded what has
Mr. Langstroth wrote Mr. fining the bees below, it should, as a the undigested starch which so largely
Culture.
and money nor
enters into the composition of grape cost you much time
Root 5 questions, which, with the an- matter of course, permit the ready sugar V
have you, from a false pride of consuperfluous moisture. With
persist in advoswers, are given in the article. The escape of
In noticing my account of Mr. D. sistency, been wont to
weak colonies in very cold winters, McCord's
heavy losses from wintering cating what time has proven to be erwhole article will be read with inter- this is a point of great importance.
It seems to many of your
his bees on a syrup largely made from roneous.
est.— Ed.]
" Did you give the bees a good grape sugar, you express surprise that best friends, however, that on this
4.
Your heavy losses in bees affect me space above the frames for clustering he '' should have done so foolish a grape sugar question you have acted
prejudices
painfully. While 1 admire your cheer- in V "
thing ;" but you published last fall his under the influence of
strangely warped your bet'•
ful spirit under such reverses, 1 know
part of them, perhaps nearly j£, account of the mixture he proposed which have
cannot question
that the failure to winter your bees is had an empty frame, or a frame of to feed, without a word of disapproval ter judgment.
hope that,
much harder to bear than the mere stores placed over the cluster. Our or caution. You also say, in June your sincerity, and only
I speak from a vivid Palestine bees went into this upper Gleanings, " 1 have never advised the when you weigh well this matter in
pecuniary loss.
recollection of past experiences. Be- chamber and starved, having plenty use of grape sugar for wintering." all its bearings, you will feel that you
enlist the great influence of
fore I discerned what precautions of stores below."
Surely, friend Root, your memory is ought to
In Gleanings your name and journal against a busiwere necessary for wintering bees sucfault in this matter.
at
Reference to the back volumes of for October, 1880, page 189. Mr. Crow- ness which, as it is now conducted,
cessfully in movable-frame hives, I
show
commit
more than once found myself in the the American Bee Journal
a letter to you, says, " Will enables unscrupulous men to
(afterward im- foot, in
spring in a plight almost as bad as that Bickford's quilt
you please tell me what you would feed such monstrous frauds.
to
him
credited
by
is
Your sincere friend,
can fully indorse proved by you)
I
your own.
have got just about half
which he bees that
L. L. Langstroth.
your explanation of some of the reas- the successful experiments
enough honey to carry them through
discarded
apiary.
I
in
my
witnessed
so
have
been
ons why your reverses
I have about 700 colowinter
V
the
using,
Mr. A. I. Root's reply to the above
much greater than those of some large the honey-board in wintering,
nies of bees, with about half enough
carpets, etc.,
article is as follows
bee-keeper in your neighborhood. I instead, woolen rags, old
to winter on."
honey
moissuperfluous
often met with great losses when my through which all
May the Lord bless you, my good
To this you reply,"If I had 700 colowhile sufficient aniapiary was managed chiefly for the ture could pass,
explaining at nies with half enough stores for win- kind friend, for your frank and faithretained,
heat
was
mal
At the close
sale of Italian queens.
witti
deficiency
the
ful way of taking your old friend to
the principle was the same ter, 1 would supply
of a poor honey season my apiary of- length that
task. I certainly had forgotten giving
covering to keep frames of candy made of coffee
bed
suitable
using
The
as
colonies.
weak
many
ten had
cold and best grape sugar in about equal the advice you quote, and felt sure
in
warm
and
dry
ourselves
such
colevery
winter
to
temptation
If it is less trouble to that I had never said anything favorregarded the proportions.
ony which had a good queen was weather. I have always
application of this you to feed in the form of syrup, make ing grape sugar so strongly for winvery great, as the demand at high elucidation and
great advance in practi- the syrup as described in the "A B C." tering. At the same time, I have no
prices for such queens in the spring principle as a
They may die with this feed, but reason for thinking it any worse than
The letters of II ubee-keeping.
be
cal
could
than
was usually greater
More than 10 years
they may also die with natural stores, stores of honey.
ago,
few
years
published
only
a
ber,
that
my
lofact
the
only
met. It was
but ago we had abundant proof of the adhis bees suffered as past reports fully demonstrate
much
how
show
honey,
and
for
one
poor
a
was
cation
and before I so fully I think, if properly done, such stores vantages of sealed stores of coffee
that I could get large figures for from dampness
in the London are just as safe for winter as natural sugar syrup over natural stores, and
nearly all the queens that I could expounded my ideas
Very likely the grape sugar the past winter has abundantly corHorticulture, our English stores
rear, that at all justified my course. Journal of
have always
I
is made now would be safe of roborated it again.
that
not
use
they
could
that
found
friends
queen
business,
If in addition to the
but to be sure of being on the sold grape sugar under its true name,
itself
satisfaction.
any
with
boxes
wooden
late
in
the
quite
bees
the selling of
Mr. Bickford, safe side, I would use half coffee A, as and, as far as I know, so also have
season by the pound had been prac- My plans, as seen by
the manufacturers of whom I bought
described in the Amer- above."
ticed, the condition of my apiary af- and verv fully
Certainly you have sometimes cau- it, and also those to whom 1 sold it. If
Bee Journal, not only gave
ter an unusually cold winter and late ican
sugar
the experience I have had of the
without tioned your readers about, grape
spring would probably have been very this free escape of moisture
but there can be world is worth anything, I am sure I
too much loss of heat, but especially as a winter bee-feed
similar to that of your own.
your
reply
to
Mr.
in
as
that,
doubt
am right in feeling that the unjust
provided an ample warm space for the no
indorsed it as (and I might say foolish) prejudice
I give some comments on your re- bees above the frames, so that the Crowfoot, you have fully
into against grape sugar is going to pass
plies to questions which I sent to you. cluster could contract or expand at a safe food to enter at least )i
preparation of winter stores. away, and it will come out and stand
" Did you spread the combs fur- will. This saved the lives of many the
1.
your
all
carefully
as safely as a valuable product from
bees which, in very cold weather, When you review
ther apart?"
utterances, I believe not only that you Indian corn as does starch. Evidenpassages,
winter
best
with
the
even
" I
recomAlthough
did not.
clus- will admit this, but that, with the ex- ces of this are now scattered through
mended, so far as I know it has been often failed to regain the center
Notwithstanding this
of the last winter, you will our papers.
ter, and died because they could not periences
abandoned."
mostly
condemn its use for winter stores so conviction, as grape sugar seems,
the necessary heat.
up
keep
first
called
Mr. Harrison, of Buffalo,
plainly that no one can mistake your without question, to " make many of
I believe that, even in such a winter
attention to the importance of keepposition. Perhaps it needed such a my brothers to offend," I will, for the
past, that with winter passages,
ing the combs in which the bees clus- as the
winter and spring as we have just present at least, drop it. I feel sure we
and
a
apart,
combs properly spread
ter for winter '}& of an inch further
passed through to demonstrate that no shall winter better next winter, but 1
aforethe
space
for
clustering
apart than the natural breeding dis- warm
prudent bee-keeper can afford to use think it will be greatly due to somebetter
be
could
bees
purposes,
said
important than the
tance. In the old box hives there are
grape sugar as a winter feed in any tiling more
'„ of
hives
air
in
the
open
in
wintered
can
clusbees
which
usually spaces in
substitution of granulated sugar for
proportions however small.
with any amount
than
inch
thick,
an
than
numbers
larger
much
ter in
You say, " I am very sorry that grape, viz giving the bees more of
below them,
movable frames properly spaced for of chaff above, around, or are
sugar is used for bad or dishon- my brains individually. As an excuse
grape
ignored
precautions
readers for the inthe working season. In the very cold where these
est purposes but even if it is, I can- and aplogy to our
hives
such
thin
weather
sunny
in
for
open
kindly
winter of fs72-:t I wintered in the
see why this should lie a reason consistencies friend L. has so
not
to
out
and
aldry
as
up
so
warm
will
inch
thick,
an
of
air in hives only
use it while rear- pointed out, I would say that I am
bees
to reach their stores, why we should not
low
the
colonies
number
oi
a
great business on
until February,
remain cold ing queens, and bees by the pound." getting to have a
which were estimated not to have while the chaff hives may
frauds practiced my hands. In my zeal for getting
cellar. I will send you, So enormous are the
(that immortal
to
work
over 2 quarts of bees per hive. All and damp as a
girls
and
boys
of our commerseason, an unpatented device by the adulteration
the bees of a hive were placed between in due
grape sugar and glu- souls may be saved), a great traffic
by
sweets
cial
warm
securing
a
Hill,
for
Mr.
used
by
which
were
2 combs full of honey,
has opened in supplies. Brains are so
clustered bees, which cose, that it seems tome that Beekept nearly 3 inches apart, and they nest above the
countenance much needed at every turn, ami so
better than any one I keepers should lend no
the
end
answers
shaped
like
a
cluster,
single
a
formed
nuke them. many points are gone over in a single
Is there a man in all in any way to those who
If the combs of these colonies have yet seen.
ball
have been day. that I am no longer able to resuspicions
such
Already
who
claim
can
country
have written and adhad been left in their summer posi- our northern
greatly to curtail the member what
as
awakened
Hill
in
winwitli
Mr.
succeess
equal
tion, no amount of chaff used in any
did a few years ago. In
sale of pure honey at remunerative vised, as I
need
be
said
hardly
It
bees
tering
V
them.
saved
Mr.
B C," and
fashion could have
motives alone, the next edition of the "
who that he is a pattern of skill, energy, prices. On selfishhonest
J. S. Hill, of Mount Healthy, <>.,
honey, and also in our price list. I will, at least
in
deal
who
those
made his
against
the
wintered last season 11 2 colonies with- and promptness. He has
advise
bee for the present,
region where I think it those who have the control of our
out losing one, and who has wintered bees pay in a
set their faces as a use of grape sugar.
should
periodicals,
to
secure
difficult
more
ordinarily
on an average 80 colonies a year since is
correct,

A

;

Why

\

;

A

We

:

A

;

A

;

;
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Observations about Several Things.
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\v.

DKMAUEE.

My

Report on Wintering.
r>.

A.

1
or 2 of my strongest colthis second Bfory with same.
Off the bees from these frames

brood from

For the American Bee Journal.
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lill

larva- should be placed about the center of the hive.
The queen that is removed may be kept in a "nucleus"
unt il she is needed in forming a col-

I brush
containing brood and honey, and leave
their places in the hives from which ony, and the brood that is removed
provide my- may be given to the other colonies.
they are taken vacant.
self with a smoker, dull hatchet or This queenless colony will immedicold chisel to cut nails, mallet, large ately commence building queen-cells,
leal her (a single feather is belter than and as there is no brood m the hive
a bunch), a vessel covered by a sheet, except that from the choice queen, all
and a knife. I put the frame hive the queens will necessarily be her
Cutting off edges of the
prepared as above in place of the box daughters.
ceremony, only comb, or cutting holes in the same,
hive, without any
blowing in enough smoke to keep the where there are eggs or just hatched
bees from flying at me. I lay the box larvae, will almost, always insure the
hive on one side, the lower or open building of queen-cells in such places.
part turned toward the frame hive, It will be noticed that the queer.s are
and place boards so that the bees can started from eggs or from just-hatched
larva', as the bees are given no other,
crawl into the frame hive easily.
then commence to cut the box hive and so are fed the " royal jelly " from
apart very rapidly, taking the combs the first.
In a week the queen-cells will be
as fast as the bees can be brushed
from them, and putting them in the sealed over, when the apiarist should
"nucleus," in
As soon as all the form his "nuclei."
vessel at my side.
combs are taken and the bees brushed bee-keeping, is a colony on a small
the purpose of rearing
off. occupying only a few minutes, the scale— for
transferring is complete so far as the queens. A nucleus hive may be nothbox hive bees are concerned. The ad- ing more than an ordinary hive, with
vantages of this process are, 1st, its the space contracted by a divisionrapidity—no previous "knocking first board to the capacity of 2 or 3 frames.
to one side and then to the other," no By using 2 division-boards and having
"waiting a little while for them to till an entrance at each side of the hive,
themselves with honey ;" 2d, its safety one hive can be made to accommodate
1

Mr. Moon,

in his criticism

on

my

As I could not give my personal su
purity of the Italian ra.ce, pervision to the preparing of my colodisposes of the troublesome question nics for winter last year, consider
of "color" in a very convenient, if not have been very fortunate. My men
a very logical way. He tells us, in have all been trained by myself, yet
language Which seems to indicate the prefer to look more closely after preloss of patience, that the idea that paring them than 1 was able to last
color has anything to do with the pu- fall. At one of my bee farms, about
rity of the Italian " is all bosh."
3 miles north from my home apiary,
I have to say that if Mr. Moon will
William Cause, manager, there were
point out a single case in all animate 162 colonies placed in the sawdust
nature wherein "color has nothing to wintering house, and 151 put out in
do" with the identity and purity of the the spring in good condition but 4 of
they were
species of animals, fowls, and insects, those that died, starved
I will confess that lie, at least, has Palestine bees, and the queens had
made a new discovery. If he should bred until all their stores were gone;
tell us about a white blackbird, or of 2 were drone layers, 1 a very small nua black yellow-jacket, would there be cleus, and the others were the poorest
any "bosh" about that?
ones, especially in young bees.
The Italian is classed with the yelAt my bee farm, northeast of my
Now
of
bees.
low or light-colored race
home apiary, about 4 miles distant,
if we discover bees among them as
where there were over 200 colonies,
black as night, or any material varia- died, and 3 were nearly gone, so that
tion in color, do we not reason logi- they had to be united with others.
cally when we conclude that it is an
Our house apiary, where there were
out-cropping, the result of mixture of nearly 300, the loss was somewhat
mere
asblood ? We prefer reason to
greater, but that was owing to selling
sertion. The 3-band test of purity, so many bees late in the fall, and
though perhaps the most reliable of having only old bees in the hives.
any single feature yet discovered, is, Then to make matters worse, about
nevertheless, very unsatisfactory. Are f)0 queens arrived from the East, very
we to accept as true the absurd and il- late, after winter had set in, and in
logical doctrine, propagated by some some instances, I took a comb from
of our vendors of queens and bees, each of several colonies, with bees to
that a queen whose progeny must be form nuclei for them others we divitilled with light-colored honey and ded, and in still others we removed
placed upon a window in order to ex- the old queens and introduced the imhibit the faint outlines of 3 precious ported
ones, thus disturbing and
bands, is just as pure as a queen whose breaking up the cluster of the coloprogeny shows the orange-colored 3 nies, without giving them a subsebands under all circumstances? I, quent flight for many months they
for one, do not accept it. There are suffered very much.
degrees of purity, ami when we admit
All good colonies that were not tamthis much, we admit, in fact, that the pered with late, came through safely,
race as a whole is not pure in the sense where they had stores enough. 1 hope
of being unmixed. 1 wish it under- to be able, at some future time, to
stood that I do not value the Italian give more particulars as to my method
bee, because of its sporting character, of wintering. I always try to make
—but rather the more while I may all my preparations in the fall, and
make my own selections.
give them a " good letting alone " in
"Dysentery" is a trouble rarely ever winter.
beapparently
seen in this" climate,
My bees now are booming, but it is
cause our bees can usually take a flight so cold and windy upon the Georgian
once in every week or two. I have bay, that I have experienced great difnever seen but two cases that amount- ficulty in getting queens mated there.
ed to anything, and one of them was I have now from 100 to 200 colonies
caused by approaching starvation. devoted to rearing queens, and will
The colony was cured by feeding." soon have more than 200. The PalesDr. Southwick's " starvation theory
tine queens will be in great demand,
is just as reasonable as that of the as soon as reports are given from
other bee-doctors who attempt to many disinterested parties.
I find
find just one cause for the disease.
that those from some parts of the
I am sorry that Mr. Ileddon asserts Holy Land far outstrip others.
that bees will attach the comb to wood
Now, Mr. Editor, I will send you one
separators, because it indicates he to keep in your apiary to test it, and
writes about some things about which show it to your visitors.
I have used
he knows but little.
The Rev. L. L. Langstroth, Mr.
wood separators for several years, Muth. and others, have them to test.
made of poplar, Jjj inch thick, nicely If you and some of our other firstdressed, and have to see the first comb class bee-keepers test them, we shall
injured by being attached to the sepa- arrive at the truth as to their merits.
I prefer wood to tin, because
rator.
If handsome bees is one of the qualiabsorbs the moisture, ties required, they are ahead and in
the former
while the Litter condenses it.
prolificness they can, I think, beat the
Mr. Doolittle's advice to breed from world. Mr. P. P. N. E. Pelissier, of
the queens whose colonies produce Quebec, reports 7,580 eggs laid in 24' 2
the most honey is a good "theory," hours. I will send you another letter
but, in my opinion, poor practice. from Mr. Benton next week.
Condition has a great deal to do with
Beeton, Ont.
the working capacity of a colony of
bees. In 1878 I had a colony of soFor the American Bee Journal.
called dark Italians, which ran right
off from my pretty light-colored bees,
Transferring Bees from Box Hives.
and I was ready to breed from her exWell, in 1879 she was
clusively.
OSCAR F. BLEDSOE.
beaten by 2 of her light-colored sisters of the same age, and I changed
Having had some experience in
my mind. 1 have found that all the
prodigies in the way of queens which transferring, I will give my method,
I have had the good luck to own were being led to give my thoughts on this
daughters of my line selected queens, subject by reading an article from Mr.
and not one of them were capable of G. W. Demaree, in the Jouknal of
transmitting her energy to her queen the 29th of June, in which he seems
posterity with any certainty. I see to think he has reached the ne ph<s ulno reason why we should discard the tra in transferring. I transfer at any
established rules of stock breeders, time when there is a flow of honey. I
fill the lower story of the Mississippi
i. e., breed from the pur 'st stock rather
bee hive (having dubbed the hive I
than from accidental specimens.
One of my queen-rearing colonies use with that name) with 9 frames,
" balled" and killed their queen when either filled with empty comb or comb
she returned from an unsuccessful foundation, or having good starters. I
put on a second story, and having
bridal trip, the other day.
taken 9 frames filled with honey and
Christiausburg, Ky.
ticle

on

ar-

tlic

j

I

1

1

;

;

;

;

;

I

A

and certainty, inasmuch as to add to 2 nuclei.
After the hives for the nuclei are
the confusion and dismay of the transferred bees, no patching up is inforced all prepared and placed upon their
dripping
stantis,
then the bee-keeper should go
on them— no combs with
honey are given them to invite rob- to different hives of the apiary and
bers, and if the equivalent of their take out 2 or 3 frames for each nucleus
brood and honey are put in their new (at least one comb in each nucleus
home, instead of being checked, they should contain brood), till there areas
are actually bettered in their condi- many nuclei prepared as there are
The bees
tion.
I will add that if lean catch queen-cells to dispose of.
the black queen and have an Italian should be left adhering to the frames
queen or queen-cell to spare, I kill her of comb, only one must be certain
and thus Italianize and transfer at the that no queen is removed. To be sure
frames
of this, do not take the
same time.
After driving the black bees into away until the queen is found. I
the
nucleus
the frame hive, I take the vessel con- sometimes shake off into
taining the combs to a close room, and the bees from one or two more combs,
having transferred the combs to so that, even after the old bees have
frames, put the frames in the hives returned, there will yet remain a suffrom which the frames of brood and ficient number of young bees. The
honey were taken to give the black next day after the nuclei are formed,
bees. Fixing up these combs and each one of them should be furnished
"handling" the dripping honey often with a queen-cell. In cutting out the
gives a new impetus to these last cells a small piece of comb should be
named colonies, so that transferring cut out with each cell, and great care
by this method, if not an advantage should be taken, both in cutting them
and in fitting them into the
"all around," is, at least, not a decided out
check. I use no tin-fixings, thorns or comb in the nuclei, not to press or
in
combs
dent them in the least. In 2 or 3 days
pegs, or clasps to bold the
the frames, but simply coarse cotton the queens will hatch, and in about 10
thread, or better, the common paper more days they will be laying.
After cutting out all the queen-cells
package-cord of the stores, that the
bees can cut easily and remove from from the old hive, another comb of
larva; can be given it and another lot
their hives.
of' queen-cells obtained, or, if the
Grenada, Miss., July 3, 1881.
apiarist has a sufficient number, he
can leave one queen-cell, which will
Hural New Yorker.
soon furnish this colony with a vigorHow to Rear Good Queens.
After a laying queen has
ous queen.
been removed from a nucleus, another
HUTCHINSON.
/..
W.
queen-cell can be inserted, and in 10
or 12 days it will again have a laying
As queens are liable to die, or to be- queen.
come impotent, and as the increase of
Rogersville, Mich.
colonies require queens, it is necessary for the beginner to learn how to
Preparations for queeni]
rear them.
rearing should be commenced as early
as the weather is warm enough for
the bees to fly every day. The best
queen in the yard— that is, the one
whose colony, all things considered,
has given the best results— should be
selected as the one from which to rear
others. Some other colony, containing a choice queen, should be allowed
frame of drone
to rear the drones.
comb should be placed in the centre
of the brood-nest, and the colony stimulated by feeding, in order to have
drones flying from this choice queen
as soon as possible. Inferior queens
can usually be prevented from rearing
drones, by allowing them no drone
comb. As soon as some of the drone
brood is sealed over, a frame of dry,
worker comb
clean, light-colored
should be placed in the center of the
colony containing the queen from
In 2
which queens are to be reared.
or 3 days the queen will fill this comb
days
the
more
or
4
in
3
with eggs, and
eggs will hatch into minute larva'.
when both the queen and all the brood
should be removed from some strong
colony, and this frame of just-hatched

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

of Meeting.

Sept.- —National, at Lexington. Ky.
Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct, 6 -Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec. Christiausburg, Ky.
Rapids,
1, rj— Northern Michigan, at Maple

o. It. Goodno. Sec, Carson City. Mich.
12— Northeastern Wis., at Berlin, Wis.
-Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville. Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec. Lexington. Ky.
5 26 Northwestern District, at Chicago, 111.
C. C Coflinberry. Sec. Chicago, 111.
!7— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
!7— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
1

•2

A

1SS2.
!.}— Northeastern, at Utica. N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec. Fayetteville, N. Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.

Jan.

A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.
>7— Texas State, at McKinney. Texas.
Wm.

Champlain Valley, at

K. Howard,
Bristol, Vt.

Sec

T. Brookins, Sec.

ZW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings— Ed.

^g- The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
and 12, 1881.
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Mr. Langstroth on Glucose.
It

is

with the greatest satisfaction

we give space to the

able and practical
from the pen of the Rev. L. L.
Langstroth, to be found on page 218.
His strictures on the uses and abuses
of glucose are exhaustive and convincing, while the whole article will well
repay careful and studied perusal.
Particularly worthy of attention are
" So enorthe following sentences

article

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor and Proprietor,

CHICAGO,

®" On

ILL.,,JULY

Saturday, July

2,

13, 1881.

after the

:

mous
week was on

are the frauds practiced in the
adulteration of our commercial sweets
the press, the bees in our great hive of
by grape sugar and glucose, that it
nature were thoroughly alarmed, beseems to me that bee-keepers should
cause of an attack made upon the perlend no countenance in any way to
son of its chief. Had the intruder been
On selfish
those who make them
within reach of the infuriated bees,
motives alone, those who deal in honthey would quickly have stung him
est honey, and those who have the
to death. The person attacked was
control of our bee periodicals, should
Pres. Garfield ; the assassin was a noset their faces as a flint against artitorious fanatic by the name of Guicles made almost exclusively for bad
large
reteau the weapon used was a

Bee Journal

of last

;

volver the work was clumsily done,
at the depot in Washington, as the
President was about to take the train,
but the President still lives, to rejoice the hearts of fifty millions of
The messages of condofreemen.
lence from all the civilized nations of
the world, present a beautiful and af;

—

fecting spectacle.

—

The small monthly,
Suspended.
" Young Hearts and Little Hands in
Apiculture," that was published by J.
W. K. and A. G. Shaw, two clever
boys, at Loreauville, La., is no more!
In its June number, just published,
the editors give their valedictory. It
We expect
has lived just two years.
to hear from the "Shaw" boys at something greater, if life be granted them
to

become men.

$g- The Minnesota Agricultural and
Mechanical Fair and Exposition will
be held at Minneapolis, Minn., September 5 to 9, 1881. It promises to
be a very attractive Fair. We desire
engage some good judge of
to
bees and honey who may attend that
Fair to make a brief report of such
for the Bee Journal, and will furnish 2 season tickets and the necessary
documents as our reporter. Who will
accept this proposition

?

$g" Hern Vogel succeeds the late
Hern Andreas Sclunid, as editor of
the Bienen-Zcitung. The Zeitung is

now
and

in its 37th year of publication,
the oldest bee paper in the

is

world.

We

extend our congratula-

and welcome its new editor,
Hern Vogel, whose acquaintance we
were very glad to have made at the

tions,

Austro-Gernian
Prague, in 1879.

Bee

Congress,

at

The Northwestern Convention at
Chicago. It will be observed, by reference to our local convention directory, that the time for the meeting of

—

the Northwestern District Convention
has been postponed till Oct. 2.5 and 26,
1881, instead of Oct. 11 and 12. It was
found other Societies were entitled to
the latter days for their Conventions,
by priority, and hence the change.
We think the change a good one, as it

members of local Societies
to perfect arrangements for a general
attendance, and give opportunity for
will enable

a review of the summer's work.

July 13,

might say person, in Ceylon. This
Explorations in the Orient for Bees.
letter not only secured me his influence with the natives, but an invitaThe following very interesting letter tion to remain in his home during all
from Mr. Frank Benton, will be read my stay in his locality. Within two
miles of his home I saw the first colwith much interest. The results of
ony, or, in fact, the first specimen of
his expedition are not flattering. Af- Apis dorsata which ever greeted my
ter the expenditure of a small for- eyes.
The bees were about 50 feet up a
ture, many months of valuable time
and enduring hardships, that but few tree, on a branch to which it was not
easy to get. Yet I climbed up so as
men could or would endure ; the re- to reach out and take off in my hands
sult is that Mr. Benton has a colony some of these wonderful bees, as large
of small bees that are " not valuable," as queens, blue backs with shining
and a colony of Apis dorsata that are blue wings and orange-colored bands
under them. The comb, which was
in such a condition as not to be new, hung from the under side of the
" likely to reach its destination, Cy- branch about 15 inches long, and the
prus, alive." The result is anything bees hung down (i or 8 inches lower,
like great wasp-colored horbut flattering, and the contemplation looking
nets, beautiful but dangerous looking.
of it by Mr. Jones must be rather dis- As long as wholly undisturbed, or
couraging. Nevertheless let us hope merely taken off from the bottom of
that there may be some result that the cluster with the hand they made
no effort to sting, but a breath or the
will, in a measure, give some solace
least jar, or even the scent of the
for his many expenditures.
body blown by the wind towards
them irritated them much. When
Mr. Benton's letter is as follows
one had stung me or my clothing, I
have forgotten which, the rest fast be)
Steamer " Djemnah,"
came wild with excitement, constantly
•
Red Sea, May 3, 1881. f
whizzing out from the cluster in great
Friend Jones: No doubt you look anger. They kept coming in great
for a long account telling you that I numbers until I thought it prudent to
have with me scores of colonies of retire. So down the tree I went, but
bees of various kinds and races, some my new-found friends accompanied
of them far more valuable than those me, as I went out into the jungle,
we now cultivate, and I should be " sticking closer than a brother." I
very glad indeed to be able to give received many stings, yet found them
such a report, but instead, I must say not quite as severe as those of our
I have with me but two races of bees
bees, and the bees themselves were
and but two colonies of Apis dorsata, more awkward about stinging than
and
one
of
the Great East India Bee,
are our bees. At last I got rid of
Apis Jlorea, a race of very small bees, them by killing and capturing them,
curious, but not valuable, and fur- but for some time others kept trying
thermore, I cannot say that the colony to sting even when I was rods from
of large bees is in such condition as the tree.
With the help of some na:

If ever grape sugar and
purposes
glucose are made as pure as the best
maple sugar and syrup, and it becomes
desirable to mix them with our other
sweets, let them be offered at reasonable prices under their own names, so
that we can do our own mixing; or let
the mixtures be sold as such for what
they are worth."
It is gratifying to know that Mr.
Langstroth's able arguments have not
been altogetherin vain, for the closing
sentence of Mr. Root's rejoinder indicates that he is " almost persuaded,"
although his promise is made with an to be likely to reach its destination
evident mental reservation. This sen- alive.
Now, notwithstanding this very
tence reads: " In the next edition of
meagre report, I am justified in saythe "A B C," and also in our price
ing that I have exerted myself to the
list, I will, at least for the present, ad- utmost, and have risked my life and
health times without number, feeling
vise against the use of grape sugar."
It will be observed that Mr. Lang- that I must do the work I had undertaken
if it were a possible thing. The
stroth takes the same view of grape
fact is, I have undergone hardships,
sugar and glucose as a commercial and have exposed myself to the atproduct, that we advocated long ago, tack of disease as well as to the danand is as unalterably opposed to its gers of instantaneous death in a number of ways, to such an extent as I
being offered and sold for anything could by no means be induced to do
We have always assumed that again, even for a very considerable
else.
any article of real merit has nothing sum. As it is, my only penalty has
been a severe tropical fever the
to fear from being honestly trafficked,
jungle fever of Ceylon— which afwhile a product possessing no real flicted me during 10 days, occasioning
merit should not be imposed upon the me much suffering
some personal
public under an assumed name. No expense for clothing necessary to the
well as others spoiled by
amount of commercud enterprise can journey as
climatic influences. It was an utter
ever justify dishonest dealing.
impossibility for me to reimburse the
money the journey has cost. I shall
likely return to Cyprus with £12 to
Fraternal Appreciation.— There is, £15, but if I had had a year's time in
perhaps, nothing more indicative of a the East, and had found very valuable
believe I could have
paper's real merit than the frequent bees I do not
paid expenses.
appearance of articles accredited to it,
I aroused much interest in Ceylon
and nothing more encouraging to an while I was there. Even with the uteditor than the receipt of private en- most economy, traveling and getting
a manner as
comiums like the following, from those along, of tentimes,in such
the Europeans living in the East conwho " know whereof they speak :"
sider "mean," the expense of such a
journey is immense, and then it takes
The Rural New- Yorker, )
so long to accomplish a little. This is
34 Park Row, N. Y.
T. G. Newman, Esq.— Dear Mr: partly owing to the character of the
Allow a word of congratulation on the people living there, and partly to the
work you are doing for apiculture by climate, to which no European or
means of your paper. Its able dis- American dare expose himself as he

—

;

tives I secured this comb and a part
of the bees, but the rascally Cingalese, being afraid of the bees, let their
torches blaze up, although they had

been cautioned against it, and thus
burned many of the bees. I could
find no queen among tne remainder,
and of course soon played out. They
took no care of their brood, so I was
obliged to throw away the comb
shortly after. Strange to say, these
bees, so ferocious in their forest-home,
where nothing but smoke will bring
fear to them, can be handled with no
fear and without smoke, when in movable frame hives, provided they be
not jarred or breathed upon, and no

quick motions be made. After this I
could get no more trace of the large
bees near at hand, with the exception
of a single colony very high up a large.
tree. I had learned that at night was
the best time to handle them, if I
wished the bees, and so in the night I
climbed this lofty tree which stood on
the side of a large, steep, rocky, and
jungle-covered hill; but except a severe stinging and much fatigue there
was no result of this venture, for the
bees were in too dangerous a situation. Many times when I had made
long journeys to secure some, which
liad

been found for me,

I

was disap-

pointed by finding that some one had
cut the combs for the honey, or that
these were new swarms, only temporarily settled, and which had soon

gone away.

An excursion of a few miles was a
long journey, because it had to be
made with an ox-cart, generally in the
night to avoid the heat, and as much
time would be lost in getting a cartcussions of all topics relating to the would at home.
man and getting him under way as it
short
give
a
acto
endeavor
will
I
apiary have won for it an enviable
took to make the journey, or the way
leaving
since
ings
of
journey
count
my
journals.
Sucreputation among bee
would be through almost impenetrable
I think, of my
told
you,
having
Java,
Fraternally,
cess to you
and rocky jungles where progress, on
fruitless and trying search there. You
J as. \V. Harrow.
foot, even, was slow and laborious.
will see from what follows why I have
trip to BambcragaUa(Apis dorsata
Seldom have we felt more pleasure no more to show for the time, money
miles with ox-cart and 7 miles
than we experienced upon the receipt and trouble I have been obliged to rock),22
on foot, showed me 14 colonies of the
use in testing this matter.
of the above note from the ollice of
Immediately upon my arrival in great bees, some of them containing
the Rural New-Yorker, a paper which Ceylon from Java 1 proceeded to one a bushel of bees and having combs 4
3*4' feet broad
stands pre-eminent among the agri- of the jungle districts where I had or 5 feet long and 3 to
se- But the lowest down was 50 feet from
cultural papers of the world. It is been informed I would be likely to
some of the large bees. I had a the rough rocky bed at the base of the
unnecessary to return the compliment, cure
itself, and others were a
letter of introduction to one of the mighty rock
as the Rural is read and appreciated native chiefs— the head one of this hundred feet above us upon the under
wherever scientific and intelligent ag- district, and a man more interested in side of a shelving projection, quite
three could, at
bees than any other native— perhaps I inaccessible. Two or
riculture prevails.
1

!

A

!
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great risk, be gotten at; we crept
into the cleft or the great rock, ascended a slanting pole 80 feet, then
built a perpendicular ladder of poles
and ratans 50 feet ap the face of the
rock, after which, hand-over-haiul, we
went up about ;!() feet of very steep
rock, perfectly bare and solid, our only
hold being our bare feet ami a single
ratan attached to a boulder above.
Once up here, we could go within 20
feet, along the ledge, to the place
where most of the bees were located.
I had pat on my shoes, but the jar of
the rocks made the bees angry, and I
removed the shoes. I made the examination in the day-time, and at
night we were to take the bees.
The men considered it so dangerous
for me, that it was only by insisting
upon it that 1 succeeded in accompanying them. I had little faith that
they would get me the bees in good
shape, as they asserted they would.
In a fearful, blinding, thunder-storm
these natives let one of their number
down, by means of a rope, a very
steep decline some 30 to 40 feet, where
he slipped a sack over the comb and
bees and cut the former between the
honey and brood then he cut the
honey from the rock and came up
with his sack of broken comb and
lie had a torch, and I suppose
bees,
made such use of it as to prevent
of the bees from getting into the sack
alive.
Of course I protested, and to
satisfy me they motioned that I should
go up next time.
I followed them, and, behold, we
went by a passage that I had not found
before, right through the center of
the great rock which rested upon the
immense mountain-like block up
whose side we had climbed. It was
a most tortuous and difficult passage,
but at last we emerged at the top and
found ourselves upon a rock about 10
In a lisor 15 feet square, at the top.
sure, roofed by a small rock, and into
which I could step, since it was, in
fact, a smaller cave, was a colony of
the great bees. With smoke I cleared
the bees away a little and began titting the combs into a box which we
had hauled up with a rope. There
were some 40 or 50 lbs. of very line
honey. I had a box which would hold
about a bushel and a half, but after
;

%

combs

of brood and honey,
in about 3 a of the bees, I
was obliged to leave the rest to the natives. They feasted themselves upon
honey and sealed brood, or, in fact,
brood in any stage was a choice bit
fitting 3

and putting

for them. The rocks were wet and
slippery, so that it required great care
in letting down the box of bees, as
well as in moving about.

Thus, at midnight upon this great
rock more than a hundred feet up in
the air, with the moon and stars look-

down upon us and the clouds below us, with 4 wild Cingalese hunters
my companions, their tawny skins
invisible except where a single cloth,
the size of a pocket handkerchief, was
wound about them, and far from civi
lization.in a dense ebony forest, I got
the bees I now have with me. It was
not a very safe journey down the rock
so slippery with the fallen rain, but it
had to be made. I breathed freer
when my feet were again on the
ground below. We camped under the
edge of the rock and in the morning
started for the village, where we had
The bees were carleft some things.
ried by men some 13 miles, and then
brought in a 2-wheeled ox-cart 16
miles, thence by coach 12 miles, and
by rail 50 miles.
I made many excursions, but found
only one other colony of Apis dorsata.
While getting this from a tall tree on
a steep declivity, I got soaking wet,
and had 4 or Smiles to walk in the
night air. Then I do not think that
the water was very good.
There were many sick with fever,
and this was one. of the very bad disNotwithstanding the greatest
tricts.
precautions, I was soon down with
ing

as

'
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sumes about 800,000 more. The tlesofour
railroads consume yearly80 years' growth

in an ox-cart to where I could get
some medicine, then I went by coach
and sail to Colombo, where I was well

cared for by the editor of the paper
for which I had written some articles,
During the last 10 days of my stay in
Ceylon I suffered intensely— more
than in all my life before. At last,
being so weak I could hardly stand, I
got on tins steamer.
I have been
gaining strength since then, having
had no fever, so now I feel quite like
myself, though the heat is fearful.
You can well imagine that, sick
upon my bed for nearly a week before
leaving, I could do little or nothing to
prepare the bees for shipment, and
just when I had learned to know how
to handle the new bees, I was prevented from getting more of them. I
felt so well and had such great hope,
at the end of the first 2 weeks in Ceylon, that I should at last solve the
mystery regarding this wonderful bee
that, though I had given up all hope
of getting enough colonies to pay expenses, still I stayed over another
steamer, determined to make the
greatest effort to know about the.
value of these bees.
I cannot say, exactly, as to what we
may expectot them, for I do not think
I gave them even a fair trial during
the few weeks I had these colonies.
However, they did not fix up their
combs readily, nor did they gather
much; besides the rascals would not
take the sugar syrup much faster than
they wanted it to eat, but they amused
themselves by fighting each other,
and really stinging to death the
weaker members of their own family.
Their stings are not to be feared, nor
are their tongues as long as I exThey do get
pected to find them.
honey, and can be kept in well ventilated hives, yet I must consider their
introduction into Europe and America
as a very doubtful experiment, not
because they are not likely to stand
pretty cold weather, for they are found
in the open air in exposed situations
on the tops of high mountains, but I
hardly believe they will distinguish
themselves as honey gatherers.
To get them, there should be at
least two bee-masters together, and
they should come prepared to spend
some months at the work, if a thorough
trial of the race and positive results
were to be attained.
letter, written a month ago by
Mrs. Benton, was received by me at
Aden, and informed me that you
wished me to take bees to Cyprus. I
shall be glad to get them there alive.
Mrs. Benton further says, that on ac
count of black plague, which is raging in Mesopotamia and parts of
Syria, quarantine has been established
in Syrian ports, and between Beyrout
and Cyprus, so that, unless I come
via. Alexandria, I may be delayed
considerably. I hope to learn that by
this time the ports have been opened,
as, if I have to go from Suez by rail
to Alexandria and then take the English steamer, I think the expense will
be greater, and, if I should not just
catch the English steamer in Alexanandria there would be several days deSeveral lines run from
lay there.
Port Said to Beyrout, and there I
would get the English or Austrian

A

Lloyd without
for the best, I

much

delay.

am, yours

Hoping

truly,

Frank Benton.

(^ The

Caledonian Apiarian So-

ciety will hold its

Honey Show,
July 26 to
its

20, 1881.

Premium

Annual Bee and

at Sterling, Scotland, on

We

have received

List, by the courtesy of

Hon. Secretary, Mr. RobGlasgow. It presents a large and varied list of cash
prizes, medals and diplomas, and we
its efficient

ert J. Bennett, of

hope

it

will be a very successful

show.

g^In our next issue we expect to
the fever the jungle malarial fever give the table of winter losses, so far
of Kurunegalla. There was no medi- as they are heard from.
We intended
at last, in
cal aid, and I grew worse
desperation, 1 walked several miles to have given it this week, but it is

—

;

through the jungle and went 9 or 10 crowded out.

Of 75,000 acres, and to fence all our railroads would cost 845,000,000, with a yearly
expenditure of $15,000,000 for repairs.
These are some of the ways in which
American forests are going, 'there are
others; our parking boxes, for instance,
cost in 1874, 812,000,000, while the timber

MISCELLANEOUS.
California Honey Crop.
to this, the

— In reference

San Francisco Grocer says

:

year, owing to a reported
scarcity of bee food in some localities,
a short crop is anticipated, estimated

This

all

way from twenty to fifty per
But as similar fears were en-

the

cent.

tertained a year ago, they

used each year in making wagons and
agricultural implements is valued at more
than #100,000,000.

may again

prove to be unwarranted.

—

The Crops. The views of some of
the Western Boards of Agriculture
concerning the crops for the present
season are as follows
;

In Ohio the yield is expected to be
about 80 per cent, of that of last year,
the early sown being the best. The
acreage in Michigan is about the same
as in 1880, and only 10 or 12 bushels
per acre are looked for. Indiana expects a crop of only 30.000,000 bushels,
as against 47,000,000 last year, the
quality being excellent.
Wisconsin
has a large acreage in spring, but a
half breadth of winter wheat, and the
crop is in fine condition. The Iowa
board estimates the spring- wheat crop
at half that of last year, and the winter sown at 44 per cent.

The Linden or Basswoodin Bloom.
Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer remarks as follows
While I am writing, a bouquet from
the linden (Tilia Americana) is by my
side. About % of the buds are open,
and the fragrance is refreshing. This
magnificent shade tree reigns supreme
in the profusion and quality of its
honey. During the opening of its
pale yellow bloom, its I> ranches are
enlivened by the humming of bees
and buzzing of flies that are reveling
upon its sweetness, and the bees are
so loth to leave this treasure, house of
nectar that they spend the night
among its leaves, carrying home a
load with the hist morning light.
The largest amount of honey gathered by one colony in one day on record was from this elegant tree.
Therefore, during its bloom every facility should lie afforded the little
gleaners, that they may make the
most of its harvest. Every impediment to their flight should be removed, such as heads of grass or tall
weeds, and an easy egress and ingress
provided. As fast as surplus boxes
are filled and capped, they should be
removed, and no colony compelled for
want of room to unwilling idleness.
Care should be taken to procure the
honey in the neatest and most attractive way, so that it will please the eye
and be in the best marketable shape.
Honey must necessarily be a short
crop, as so few bees survived the past

—

Will Uees Pay in Oregon J
This
question is answered by the Oregon
Farmer in the following language
If asked, "Will bees pay as well in
Oregon as in the Eastern States"? my
answer would be. Yes, provided the same
care and attention is bestowed upon them

here as in the East. By this 1 mean that
they will pay as is the average in the.
Eastern .States, leaving out the certain
favored localities.
Our winters are milder, and if the hives
are sheltered from the rains, every strong
swarm that is well provided with honey
and has a strong, healthy queen, will
winter safely 09 times out of 100.
In the spring, in this locality
the

—

—

Willamette valley
the earliest and most
important bee forage is our willows,
which line the river banks and small
streams. From these trees the bees obtain
pollen as early as the first week in February. Next in importance are, the dandelion.
About the first of April the maple
opens out a perfect harvest of honey and
pollen for the bees, and being supplemented by the peach, plum, pear and apple
blossoms, enable the hees to build up
strong and prepare for the most important crop or all, the white clover. This
begins to open about the first of June
and is in reality the main dependence for
our surplus honey. The flavor of this
honey is unsurpassed, and in favorable
seasons the yield continues
aoout
6
weeks, when the honey season, as far as
surplus is concerned, may be said to be
virtually over. In August and September
the bees gather their
supplies
from
golden rod and various wild blossoms to
he found in our forests. In our list of
honey-producing plants we must not overlook the locust and the blackberry, both
of which are of considerable value in
their seasons. In regard to the yield of
surplus honey for the season of 1880,
among my own bees it was from 2 up to
over 80 pounds, the average being about
42 pounds. The same bees also increased
by swarming to rather more than double.
Perhaps the best result from any one
colony was 50 pounds surplus aud four
swarms, all of which were large. The
worst enemy to bees in Oregon is foul
brood, now chiefly confined to those who
keep bees in box-hives. Moths are not
numerous, and with strong colonies need
not be feared.

—

Adulteration of Food. By the San
Francisco (Cal.) Examiner we learn
that the Chamber of Commerce, of
that city, has drafted a bill against
the adulteration of food, to be presented to Congress, next winter, and
proposes to exert its utmost power
to

have

it

pass.

Mr

meeting, made the
pertinent remarks

Steele,

at

following

that
very

:

He

said there was a great and urgent necessity for taking some steps
to check the horrible and dishonest
adulteration of food and drugs now being extensively carried on in America.
He thought that the proposed bill was

winter, and reports from California
are not flattering, owing to very late
frosts killing the bloom. Bee-keepers
should be vigilant and ready to take
advantage of every flow of nectar, and hardly binding enough, and bad grave
so remedy, as far as possible, the un- doubts as to whether it would pass,
precedented losses of the past winter. as a great body of adulterators would
go to all lengths in lobbying against
it.
He referred to the honey shipWhere our Forests are Going.— The ments and said that the pure honey
Fishkill, N.Y., Standard remarks as made on this coast could hardly find a
follows on this subject, showing that buyer in Europe, on account of the
our natural bee-pasturage is fast pass- glucose adulterations of New York.
In this State, he said, that as yet there
ing away, and that the successful bee- was no adulteration of sugar, though
keeper must plant for his bees
it was extensively practiced in
the
To make shoe pegs enough for Ameri- East. He thought a good plan would
can use consumes annually 100,000 cords be to make every- advertisement and
of timber, and to make our lucifer match- label a contract, any breach of which
es, 300,000 cubic feet of the best pine are could be
recovered on.
He then
required every year. Lasts and boot trees moved that Congress should be asked
take 500,000 cords of birch, beecli and ma- by the Chamber of Commerce to pass
ple, and the handles of tools 500,000 more.
proposed bill at once, and that the
The baking of our bricks consumes 2 000 the
representatives of California in Con000 cords of wood, or what would cover
with forest about 50,000 acres of land. gress be urged by the board to use
Telegraph poles already up represent their best efforts to secure its pas800,000 trees and their annual repair con- sage, which was carried.
:
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I have sev- lost 9 colonies in winter, and 11 more
persons testing my fertilizing by dwindling after putting them out.
cage and await the result before de- I had 64 to begin the season with, and
scribing it for the Bee Journal. I they are all doing well. My bees are
am making experiments this summer in the simplicity hives, with the stanendeavoring to lengthen the tongues dard Langstroth frame. I expect we
of the worker bees by careful and ju- will have a large yield of honey here
dicious crossing.
M. B.
this season.
Our main source for
Fincastle, Ind., July 1, 1881.
honey is from white clover and basswood, which is here in any quantity.
John W. Calder.
Chips from Sweet Home. While I
Williamstown, Ont., June 29, 1881.
was at church (I seldom go), a swarm
entered one of my hives. Up to June
20 I did not see one live honey bee on
Poor Y'ield of Honey.— White clover
any bloom on my place, although I
watched closely. Three of us have everywhere, but the continued north
had a swarm enter our depopulated winds and frequent rains make me
and the bees quite discouraged. I
hives.
D. D. Palmer.
read, with interest, all the reasons
New Boston, 111., June 28, 1881.
given for last winter's disasters, but
to me it is no " marvel of surprise,"
sit that next year
Alphabetical.
that bees from sunny Italy cannot
the Bee Journal is to be enlarged.
live in our climate, in hives 1 inch
I must say I like it better and better
thick, even with all our chaff.
We
every week I cannot do without it, pay
a price for all our higher civilizaand wish it and its editor prosperity.
tion and cultivation, and we have our
choice between the old log gum or the
A. American Bee Journal.
bees' natural home, the mixed honey
B. Best bee paper printed.
and safe wintering, or nice prize boxes
C. Cannot be excelled.
1>.
of honey and winter losses.
-Don't do without it.
Mary E. Rogers.
E. Excellent type, easy to read.
Flint, Mich., June 27, 1881.
F. Fresh every week.
G. -Good for all bee-keepers.

That Fertilizing Cage.

eral

Dysentery and Lack of Ventilation.
ain very much pleased with the
I put 17
Weekly Bee Journal.

I

my

colonies into

cellar last fall

and

they lived till April the dysentery was the cause of the trouble.
They are doing well now. The dysentery was, I think, caused by their
lost 11

;

;

having no ventilation.
Silas Noble.
Stillman Valley, 111., July 1, 1881.

— The

Encouraging.

weather

has

Again the sun
shines out warm and clear, and the
" Let there be
fiat has come forth
honey, and there is honey'"—" honey
changed at

last

!

:

as

is

Yes, the

honey," too.

"boom"

has struck' at last, and the bees are
working as they have not worked before this season, or last, either. The
long continued wet weather has kept
the white clover blooming continuously for the last 5 weeks, and it promises to continue for the next two, so
that there is some hope of a good harIIakky G. Burnet.
vest.
Blairstown, Iowa, July 2, 1881.

'

Honey Crop.— The honey crop is almost a complete failure in Los Angeles and San Diego counties, Cal.;
Ventura county also has a very small
II. S. KlMKELL.
crop.
Cucamonga, Cal., June 25, 1881.
Bees Doing Well.— Our bees are doWe only lost 16
ing well this spring.
out of 85, and wintered on the sum3
About
stands.
mer
3 of the bees in
this section died during the winter.

Foster
York,

111.,

July

Honey Crop

in

of the season

wet and the

& Hodge.

3, 1881.

Texas.— The first part
was excessively

here

latter part excessively

we had about

the two

dry— between

I shall
10 days of line honey How.
not get more than l i a crop of honey
this year unless it rains in 2 or 3 days,
for which there is not the least prosw. II. Andrews.
pect,

McKinney, Texas, June

29, 1881.

Plentiful.— Bees are doing
well in this part of the country, with
a fine prospect for a large yield of surplus honey. Accept our best wishes
for the welfare of the Bee Journal.

Honey

Scovell & Anderson.
Columbus, Kan., June 27, 1881.
[Messrs. Scovell & Anderson are
the publishers of the Kansas BeeKeeper, and with pleasure we give
place to

their

very

friendly

item.

The Weekly Bee Journal presents
and wishes its Kansas cotemporary success. Ed.]
its(g^',

—

I

;

—

—
—

;

;

01 N M. PEARSON.
Tippecanoe City, 0., July 1, 1881.

April.

•!

Unusual

1

Amount

of

(lover.

— The

frequent rains of late have caused an
unusual growth of white clover with
an abundant show of flowers, and bees
are having a good time of it. Mine
began Swarming on May 20, and are
still keeping it up, but they cannot
equal my neighbors; Tims. Camerer
had 2 colonies in the spring, one has
cast 6 and the other 3 swarms, giving

him

11

colonies now.

Atlanta,

111..

July

L.
2, 1881.

James.

—

Brushing Bees from the Combs.
in handling bees wishes the

novice

Bee Journal

to tell her the best way
of brood or honey clear
are told to shake them

to get frames
of Dees.

We

off,

but there must be a particular way

shake them that I do know of, for
that plan to answer, and if they are
brushed off with a wing or feathers
they get furious, and small blame to
them for resenting such rough treatment. So, kind Journal, in tl'e interests of humanity, pray tell us how
to

to proceed.

II.

F. B.

no better method, that we
are aware of, than to use a little smoke
judiciously, then with the soft edge
of a turkey-wing feather lightly brush
[There

is

the bees off. During hot weather, considerable skill is required to shake off
the bees, as the combs are very tender,

and break out

easily.

Ed.]

Calling Things by Wrong Names.
Mr. Editor On page 204 of the Bee
Journal, you say: "Calling things
by wrong names leads to endless trou:

and vexation," and yet, you say
on page 206, " Yes there are fertile
workers."
Why this adulteration f
Why not say "laying workers:"' If
H. -Handy to refer to.
they
were
fertile,
would not their eggs
The Honey Crop.— 1 am not going to
L- It is invaluable.
try to pull through the worst honey produce other workers, like those of a
J.- -Just what all need.
Critic.
season we have had for 20 years with- fertile queen V
K. King of all bee papers.
out the Bee Journal. The locust
L. Latest news every week.
[We think had "Critic" consulted
M. -Most information for the price. bloom was good for 4 days; then it Webster's Unabridged, he would not
ceased. The white clover is a failure
N. Ne plus ultra.
not more than one blossom in a thous- have been so hasty. Fertile or laying
O —Of all, it is the best.
and to what there generally is, and workers produce eggs, but do not reP. —Purchase it at once.
the heavy rains have washed all the
Q. — Quickly, as possible.
produce workers all queen bees are
honey out of what blossoms there are.
R. —Reasonable price S2 a year.
The white clover season is over, with supposed to be fertile, even though
S.- —Sample copy sent free.
us, and the basswood is in full bloom. not mated with a drone, but they do
T. —Try one, and you will like it.
I think fully half of the bees in mova- not reproduce queens or workers unU. Unfailing instructor.
ble frame hives in this county died,
V. Very best in existence.
less properly mated with a drone.
If
while
those in box hives came through
Will inform you on every topic.
with scarcely a loss not more than 2 the orthographical definition and uniX.
Xcellent adviser.
per cent, at most. Bees have thrown versal custom can sanction the use of
Y You need it every week.
out more swarms this season than for a special phrase, then "fertile" worker
Z. —Zealous friend of bee-keepers.
3 years past. I use the Langstroth
S. C. Frederick.
Critic will
hive, and lost 4 out of 11 last winter. is a proper expression, and
Ar cadia, Kas., June 25, 1881.
My best colony, last year at this time, have to exercise his "fertile" brain
produced 85 lbs., and now the best I on some other technicality.— Ed.]
Large Yield of Honey.— I send sam- have out of 14 has given but 20 lbs. of
ple of honey from wild China, a tree surplus. I think the Journal is the
A Month Behind.—My bees came
that grows in our Texas bottoms. bee-keepers' best friend.
through to the 1st of April well, but
How does it compare with white cloThos. J. Nichols.
dwindled then and had lobe fed much.
New Richmond, O., June 24, 1881. They are one month behind in quanver honey V The linden commenced
blooming May 15; when it is nearly
tity of bees and honey, compared with
out of bloom, then the wild China
J. A. Burrow, M. D.
New Crop of Honey. By the end of 1880.
conies in, which gives us about 4
Santa Fe, Tenn.
weeks of good honey How. Then this week I shall have 50 barrels of exhorsemint conies in, giving very good tracted honey. The barrels hold 47
gallons each, and the honey is of good
It has Almost Rained Honey.— After
honey. My bees have done very well,
quality. I have 300 colonies in good losing all my bees (150 colonies) I
so far. In the last 20 days I have
condition.
L.
Lindsly.
6 colonies of black bees.
bought
I
taken 4,800 lbs. extracted, and 600 one
Waterloo,' La., July 4, 1881.
now have 2s colonies in fair condition,
pound sections; the largest yield from
queens.
24
laving
I
expect
with
one hive (3 story simplicity), being
240 lbs. I took from it 120 lbs., gathTop vs. Side Storing. About all our to have 50 colonies in the fall, and I
ered in 7 days, and all sealed over bees are now working in sections, think I shall succeed. I have plenty
nicely.
In July the milk weed blooms, placed at the sides, while very few are of honey and combs on hand from the
It has alwhich gives us a good How of sharp at work on top. If it is objected to hives where my bees died.
honey. In October and November we let the results of experience pass as ar- most rained honey in this locality this
A. C. Balch.
have an abundance of golden rod. I gument, would it not be more reason- year.
Kalamazoo, Mich., July 7, 1881.
wish the American Bee Journal able to throw aside theory, no matter
ble

;

,

—
—

;

;

—

w

—
—

;

—

—

—

much

success.

J.

W. Eckman.

Richmond, Texas, June

how

plausible it may appear, when
and actual experience prove the

Loss 25 per cent.— 1 lost 25 per cent,
abun- of bees last winter from starvation.
use the 10-frame Langstroth hive;
dance of white clover for the last 3 or
honey in appearance and flavor, but 4 weeks, but the weather has been wintered in a cellar under a barn,
somewhat thinner. It should bring very unfavorable to receive any bene- built on a side hill, the lower side facThroughout the' month ing the east thermometer 30 to."5°;
fit therefrom.
about the same price. Ed.]
of June it has been cool, with north absorbents on top of frames, 3 inches
winds prevailing most of the time; of buckwheat chaff; caps on. front
Basswood Promising. The clover the nights especially have
dysentery showed
been too entrance open
honey yield is small. The basswood cold
to admit of bees working in sec- itself in
not to any
spring, but
is opening and is promising for a good
tions. The thermometer has stood amount.
C. McDermott.
honey yield.
James IIeddon.
near the freezing point many nights,
Malone, N. Y., June 6, 1881.
Dowagiac, Mich., July 1, 1881.
and several light frosts have been noticed in some localities. Of course
I have already doubled"
The Honey Yield in Canada. I am we cannot expect progress in our sur- myDoubled.—
number of colonies (I lost none
so well pleased with the Weekly Bee plus receptacles unless we have warm
They are storing honey
last winter).
Journal, that I would not be with- nights. The prospect, however, looks very fast from white clover.
out it if 1 only had 1 colony of bees. a little more encouraging just now,
John Heron.
Bees are doing extra well in this sec- and if the present change should conLockridge, Iowa, June 14, 1881.
tion just now, and are gathering lots tinue for a few weeks, we may yet
of honey. Bees wintered well an mud have a good flow of honey from basshere last winter, considering how they wood. Since writing the foregoing,
l^The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
fared in other places. The loss, so far we have taken a lot of finished sec- Association will meet in Chicago, on
as I can find out. would be about 10 tions from our side-storing frames. Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
'! h«e fcef pers are cordially
Eer cent ; >>tft bees are mostly kept in We have hardly any sections on top, and 26.'
ox hivi s !!< this country, with the ex- that are even partly capped, so far. invited to attend. It is desired to
ception at a very few, and it is hard and we are more and more convinced make this one of the most interesting
to induce people to use the frames. that side-storing is an advantage.
conventions ever held in the United
My report tor 1881 is as follows I put
<; rkiner Bros.
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
84 colonies into winter quarters, and
Naples, N. Y., July 2, 1881.
C. C. COFFINBERUY', iScC.
[It is

Well Enough. —I had 8 colonies left
I have 22
out of 22, this siuing.
again; principally increased by natural swarming.
Black-bee anil boxhive men have almost become extinct
in this section, although I transferred
one colony this spring that had come
through the winter similarly to that
mentioned in the Journal
it stood
out-of-doors all the winter, without
protection
it was strong and
was
preparing to swarm on the last of

13,

very

much

20, 1881.

like white clover

facts

contrary

V

We

have had

an

I

;

—

;

—
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

gg" Single copies of the Journal
sent postage i>;iid for 5 cents each.
. » m •
<iT Those who may wish to change
Wishing i<> Introduce our hooka and ibmr the'r s'.se. style of bind Inc. etc., wo hnve decided io
from other editions to the Weeklj ,can make the GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY, for a short time.
do so by paying the ditlVrence.
»"
Wp .will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1.

—

15D0LLARSZF0R$1.

—

'

new

and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
FARM
Wo reserve tlie righl *o withdraw this Dollar Offer at anv 11m<\
therefore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all your friends
we have made tho grandest ofler of the century.

AND

When

changing a postnfliee admention lie Ota as \vt 11 as the

(IT
dress,

t

address.
.

»

PARTirrXAR NOTICE.—

FOR

. .

25

CENTS, A COPY OP ANY BOOK

IN TITIS LIST

WILL RE SENT BY MAIL, TOST-PAJD.
One

Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published.

will be issued

every two weeks.

Ribbon Badges, tor bee-keepers, on LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
Or.More of his Plain Talk for Plain People,hy Rev.
This well-known book may be ranktd as the most
which are printed a large bee in gold,
Chas. II. Spuxgeon, This hook is exceedingly
standard juvenile book ever printed.
we send for 10 ets. each, or $S per 100. popular
humorous and instructive, using the simplest
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderful adventures of a cast-awav_ upon a desert
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.

form
evil,

Advertisements intended torthe BEE
PILGRIMS PROGRESS
Journal must reach this orlice by THE
From this world to that which is to come. This remarkable book, us every one knows, was written
Saturday of the previous week.

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

— Langstroth.Dzierzon.and the baron
of Berlepsch. — Price i3 cents each.

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations 82.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

of this book should carry it
into e\ery household. Complete in one volume
containing a great number of pictures.

NEW FARM AND

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

tells of tin-supposed travelsnnd surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remoteregiousof tin* world, where he met with a
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Bate following your
the wrapper label of this

name on

paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
;

—

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

we

we

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Jouknal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

bound

;

It is a Foolish

Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which tho legend says the Sultaness of
p-^rja related to the Sultan night after night, iti
order to prolong her life, and ttius finally won his
a flections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would Lave been sacrificed to h.s

now

common.

4^* It would save us

an insight into the low estate of
the

if all

would

trouble,
be particular to give their

post orrice address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you live near one postofh'ce and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

Mormon

rule.

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, present-

after the style of Dickens: abounds in excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
admirable picture of country life, giving the
history of a very happy and contented young
couple' who thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoyme ut of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete in one volume, with illustrations.

ing correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate our own course, and steer, star-guided,

over

life's trackless

ocean.

We

propose to bind them in heavy
The usual price of these books hound in cloth is SI. 00 to£3.00each.
paper or thin card board, and send them by mail and prepay the postage, lor 25 cents each. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity ol the most brilliant and pleasing pro Suctions of the most noted
aaid popular authors, and include bocks of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all tastes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Iibrauy, and anyone obtaining these ten
books will possess a library of ten of the most popular books ever published. We have not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain these noted hooks at so low a price.

THE BOOKS
THE PAGES
THE TYPE
ROOK,
THE

will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
one alune requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5% by S inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
is Minion, easy on the eyes.
Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow
FIRST
to
subscribers
soou
as
published.
be
mailed
as
and
weeks
every two
RI'.EIARHjE. Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
" they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
of the publishers ot Fa KM and Firesidk, say,
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
true."
Therefore
all are sure to get the above books if careful
not
make any statements which are

THE PAPER

—

to direct letters cofrrectlv.

MONEY SHOVED BE SENT by Post

Floreston
Colo&rne

Office

Tho Most Fragrant and
in
Idling or all
l

New,*
by

i

'

1

1

. i

or Registered Letter, addressed to

Springfield, Ohio.

-

.

Read what they Say

'Sold
FaiMonabll
Drugs & l'erfum-

ilea'ers n
i

Signature of Hiarox &
*'.. N. V., m-v.-ry bottle.
efy.

o

I

The only swarm of bees alive in this township,
they are
contains a queen 1 bought of you
J. K. M. Allen.
lively.
Greencastle, Ind., April 16, 1881.

All Farmers, Mothers, business Men, JMechan'ics, &c, who are tired out by work or worry, and"
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Rheuma-^
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-plaints, youcan beinvigorated and cured bv using

;

,

PARKErTS

Money Order

AND FIRESIDE,

Publishers of FARitf

We

much

and gives
woman under

facts,

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
Bv B. L. Farjeun. A very popular Christmas story

Mistake to confound a

have
used Parker's Ginger Tonic with the
happiest results for Rheumatism and
Dyspepsia, and when worn out by
overwork, and know ittobe a sterling
health restorative. Times. See adv.
27w4
so

apt representative ot toe
great social and intellectual movement of the aue
which he adorned. Born a slave, ne torced nia
way by his mother-wit intothecourts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history ; and he who had not
^Ksop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHE MORMONS.
Every man and woman in the laud shou<d real

remedy of merit with the quack medicines

/ESOP'S FABLES.
The ranicsol j&sopus, an

unjust resentment.

founded upon

Of the 31 dollar queens purchased of you last
season, only one proved impurely fertiized.
They have wintered finely, while three-fourths
of the bees in this section are dead.
L. Densmoke.
Livonia Station, N. Y., April 11, 1881.

GlMlfiTOK

If you .iro wasting away with Consumption, JJ.S-4
any weakness, vou will find Parker'sl
.Ginger Tonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer and thej
;Best Health &StreiigthRestorer youCanllsej
and far superior to Bitters and-other Tonics, as it 1
50J
builds up the system, but never intoxicates.

'eipation or

ct.

and$r

sizes.

Hiscox

&

Co.. ChemUts,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

letters in praise of

Could give scores of

Our Strains of

N Yj

Remove? Dandruff
Prevents Baidnes*
i:,-...r c ,c„i, r

like ttie above.
enouKli to

If

Italians,

you want bees that are hardy

SURVIVE OUR COLDEST WINTERS,

CHICAGO, ILL
Bee*Keeper*i Guide or, Cook'a Mmiuui
Entirety re-wrltten, elegantly
th* Apiary.

CLUBBIKG LIST.

be3tand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture* A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellisj
The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers'InstructoriW. Thomas)
Bee-Keepers Guide (A.G.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
Prof.Cook'sManuahboundin cloth)
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1SS1

gilt,:joopp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings,]

:Ti prescriptions,prfce only $1.25 sent by
mail: Illustrated sample. 6c;

1

.$2 00

3 00..
3 00
2 75.

.

4 75..
2 50..

2 75
2 00
2 50
3 75

2
2 50.. 2
2 30.. 2
6 05.. 5

less.

i-:i:ns,

TESTED «ttJEE>S mid
IMPORTED O.XTEENS,

Bees by the Pound,

NUCLEI

AN!)

FULL COLONIES.

Before ordering poods, send us a listof articles
you wish to purchase, and get our price for the
same.

OI

It

40-PAGE CATALOGUE

of Apiarian Supplies, free to

15

3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
2 85.. 2 75

For Semi-monthly BeeJournal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, $1.50 less.

sen"' now. Address Peabody
THVQrTT
OW
VV
lnioLlil. Mclii-al instituteorDr. W. H.
PAKKER, No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston.
2iiwly
1

35
35

00

01

WARRANTED QTJEENS,

of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

Publishers' Price. Club.
.

]

"The Science

:

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.O.Newman)

DOLLAR

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the

nal and any of the following periodicals, for IB81,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both

»

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

Given

for

Bk NEWSPAPER in

in

H. A.
l«wtf

any

the Country. Our new!
Price List fur Advertisers bent free.
IMC.A. roOKd-t'O., Advertisinc Aeents. 1
Cor. Dearborn & Waah'n StB., Chicago.

H&

^^

Street,

rally "

up with

;

ut'

illustrated

and

tin-

times " on every

subject of iMM'-ruluii'i'. it is imt only Instructive,
!nit Intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can anord
todo without. Cloth, #1.215 ; paper cover, DM.
Bee-Keepliier. by L. C. Root—
Quliiby/'a
The author treats the subject of bee keeping bo
that It cannot fail to interest all. Its stvle is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of the subject.— #1.5©.
ot'Bee-Ciilture, by A. I. Hoot
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to tho care
ol the honey-bee." and is valuitbli' to hot-'irim'r* and
advanced.
Cloth, #1.2i>; paper, !$1.
those more

New

ABC

Klnic'* Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, bv A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, Sl.OOj paper, 75e.
LnnsrMroth on the If Ive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price. SB3.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance
bee-keeping, full of practical

of

information and

It is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, anil
ought to create a sentiment against ad 11 Iteration of
food products, and demand a law to proteel the
consumer against the numerous lir>alth-destroytng
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages '*<**-.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana turnishes the

etc.

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, an Food and Medicine, by Thomns
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts
(J.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
,

quality, sources,
:

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with manyuseful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should he scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition. 6c. per dozen, 50c.
;

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centenniul
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize -*2."» In gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essav, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, ftc.
Extracted Honey ; Harvesting, HniidlInieand Marketing.- A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods

Ch.

and management adopted

all.

Address,

BURCH &

CO.

South Haven. Mich.

QUEENS, Full Colonies. Nuclei
and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated
Catalogue Of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c.. Free. JS^Send for it and save money.
J. T. SCOTT & BRO., Crawfish Springs, Ga. 2w$!tx

ITALIAN

in

their apiary.

This

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
32 pages.
It gives Mr. Math's views on
F. Muth
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Kendall'* Horse Book. — No book could be
contains

;

nmre useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 35c.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 25c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

Rnpn> Easy

Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SI. ; Morocco, SI. 50.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over 1,000,000 Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200.000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 EnfiKAVixcsof Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour. Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton. Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc.

Strength of Teeth, ShaftCut-

ing, limiting. Friction. Lathe Gearing. Screw
ting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing

and

Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, lank and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ven-

Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospectlng and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Tatu.es with 500.000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. Km
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
tilation,

the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3m Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunters,

and thut will pile up the box honey, give us a trial
order. Can furnish

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jour-

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

;

select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
the best methods of preparing sauces and salads
and all kinds ol vegetables for the table; and tells
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
biscuits, rolls, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
cookies, tea, coffee, chocolate, bome-made candies,
antidote for poison, cooking for the sick, and many
other uselul things.

Finely illustrated.

is

THOMAS
P74

:

LLIVER S TRAVELS.

which

Bee -Keepers,

:

Cropriate illustrations.

this story

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on reoelpt of price, by

FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. fiil.OO.
BEST COOK BOOK KV Fit PUBLISHED. Contains
Bees and Honey or, successful nmiiiiireabout 1,000 Recipes, It is just the book that every ment ot" the Apiary, by Thomas O. Newman.—
wile and housekeeper needs. It tells how to cook Th> embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — (Jueen Rearing—
all kinds of bread, cakes and meats; it tells how
— Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
to make all kinds of soup; it gives recipes for cook- Feeding
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
ing fish, oysters, poultry and game it tells how to Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing
Honey,

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS* ENTERTAINMENTS.
Because it adds to Personal Beauty
by restoring color and lustre to gray
or faded hair, and is beneficial to the
scalp, is why Parker's Hair Balsam is
such a popular dressing.
27w4

The humor

and homely wisdom

under the similitude of a dream, by John
Bunyan, the most popular religious writer in the
English language; ami perhaps more copies have
been Fold than any other book except the Bible.
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with ap-

inunc volume.

of words and very plain speech. To smite
and especially the monster evil of drink, has

been the author's earnest endeavor.

Th Bbook

^T

for a club of 5, weekly,

223

Trappers Tanners, Leather

<fc

Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. IOjOOO items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keeping, etc., in detail.

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details, Rural Economv. Food Values, Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

LniHTNING
ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms.
CALCULATOHforCubioMeaaures, Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Kent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain, Hav, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
Laws of 49 States. Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.

The work contains 1.016 pages, Is a veritable
Treasurv of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, S3.50.
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$250,00
i

Offered as h

in U. S,

Premium

Bonds, The Bee-Keeper's Guide
Mil-

fur Subscribers to the

July

THE ORIGINAL

*'

"

more"

or

Fight,
"

"

Spec

il ]

1

cent for Circular.

July

ELECTROTYPES
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

than 500.

974 West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable

in
in

The American bee Journal

advance.
advance.

-I
-I

the oldest Bee

is

Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and 1b, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

O
o
<

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

Street.,

o
X
u

III.

Contents of this Number.
I

..i'l'l'«|.innl''iir.-

W.

Rev.

5

z

F. Clarke (illustrated)

New

York.
The llonev Crop in Central
Why did Mr. A. I. Hoot's Bees Die t
Observations about Several Things
I). A. Jones' Report on Wintering
How to Hear tJood Queens
Transferring Bees from Box Hives

3

Fraternal Appreciation
-

*

Mr. Longstrotta on Glucose
The Northwestern Convention at Chicago
Explorations in the Orient for Bees
Interesting Letter from Frank Benton

Among our Exchanges:
Honey Crop

525

5
O

:
1
H

JZ5

:

high side-walls, 4 to lfi square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.
lltf

Wrong Names

A Month Behind
It has Almost Kained Honey

VAN DEUSEN &

SON8.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

EMERSON BINDERS.

Brushing Bees from the Combs

Calling Things by

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

'.*•

Loss 25 per cent

Doubled

Bingham Smoker

Corner.

Side, Napa, California, .June 10, 1881.
Bingham, Abronia, Mich. Dear Sir Please

Sunny

:

send me bv mail two Large, six Extra, and 4 Plain
Standard Bingham Smokers. Your four years' old
Smoker is still in use, and does good service, the
large size.

I

it

is

too small.

I

require the

have a large and small Quinby

(huge one condemned), the other
by repairing often.
prefer yours above
Yours Truly.

As

far as

all,

and

I

get along with

l

have tried them
keep them
JOS. D. ENAS.

1

shall

stock.

27w4

pT" Binders Tor the Weekly Bee Journal.oi' 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 8i>
cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for American bee Journal for

1880,

at the following prices, postage paid

Leather and cloth

7. .c.

furnish the Binder for any Pa-

per or Magazine desired.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

"174

West Madison

BLTYEHS' QUOTATIONS.

W.

CHICAGO.

HONEY There isno new comb honey in market.
We quote extracted, 7%u»tiHfi.
BISESWAX-Cholceyellow,iH@22c; dark, ir»@i7.

NEW

YORK.

IIONEY-White extracted, EKgUOc.; dark, 7@8e.
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, 18&22C.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY. -The
honev

50c
r

Cloth and paper, each

ry We can also

:

is

market for

extracted

good, at 8@10C

BEESWAX— 18022C.

C. F.

clover

Street,

Chlcngo,

III.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

KuifcrMvllle, <Jenenee County, Mich.,
specialty of rearing fine Italian queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from

Makes a

the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vkinitv. Single queen, $ l. oo six queens for $5.00;
twelve or mure, 75c. each. Tested queens, $2.00
Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
each.
money by draft, registered letter, or by money or28eowtf
der drawn on Flint, Mich.
:

Ml'TH.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— A lot of 1,216 cases and 8 bbls was forwarded this week on Q wheat ship to Great Britain,
the honev in rases being in fancy packages and
slopped iiv a prominent packing tirm. The visible
supply of old IS bubt and firmly held. Quotations
areentlrelj nominal. For some old extracted an
advance on quotations is asked, but there are no
buyers al our extreme figures, except inaretall

comb, I2(ral4c: dark to go- d, 9®
We quote whitechoice
to extra white, 7(*Hc; dark
Kx traded,
ic
and candled, 5©6c BEESWAX
Stkauns & SMITH, 423 Front Street.
San Francisco, Gal. June 25. 1881.
l

:

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,
Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new slxteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
American
Bee
Weekly
cents. We club with the
Journal for only $2.in. Sample copies free. AdSCOVKLL A ANDEKSON,
dress,
;

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

l$y Tlie Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its next meeting
Aug. 30, at Rock City,,Stephenson Co.,
111.

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.

due

to the clear, discontained in Cook's Manit is

M. U.
pronounced by the press and leading
most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it Is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most couplete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which

Untested Holy Land Queens,
Sent by return mall, $1.00 each.
anteed.

[28w4t]

• K. GOOD,

HELP WANTED
O.
28tf

Safe arrival guar-

Nappanee, Ind.

IMMKDIATELY.
II-

I

OU \M

\

Ilubbardston, lonta County, Mich.

'2*4

'

2

"

2

"
"

\%

.SO

1

25
oo
75

1

1

If to be sent by mail, orsingiy by express, add 2f)C
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT.ON,
ABRONIA, MICH.

Owtf

^m

mm

Rev. A.

tCHflllDLEB

SALISBURY,

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, ($1.00 Tested

Italian

;

Queens. $2.00 Cyprian Queens. $'2.00
frame
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of ItalColony of Cypians, H frames, $8.00
8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
W\~£W\ Brians,per
lb.
Pure Comb Foundation,
galOc
'r\3r\
\ on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
X
lwly
Send for Circular.
35c. per lb.
;

;

;

1

;

;

;
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Is

or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe I>u
Bois, editor of the Bulletin £>' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; alsoa botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
rattitm of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to api
culture. To all taking an Interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subjectof bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pa ciflc liural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-cullure, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings ron formed to. by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of. common sense, he or she cannot fall to achieve at least u reasonable degree of
BUCC6B8. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.- Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded In German;
the
to the hook Of which Dzierzoii is the author
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combine* the profoundness of the (Jeriuan pastor
with the superiority of the practical American,
He refers in several instances to Darwin and
does niit belong to that class which hales everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence. -German Freidmkt r,
;

Milwaukee, Wis.

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN REES and

for

QVKENS. FOUNDATION and APIARIAN
SUPPLIES. If you want Early Queens, from

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or

want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation

Price— Bound

paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, tfl.2.**

$1.0)0, by mall prepaid.

THOMAS

West Madison

G.

Street.

;

in

moderate

at

Price List.

II,L.

prices,

:!"

W

Dr.

i

my new

send for

Illustrated

Pure Beeswax worked on shareB and

bought for cash.
-I

Address.

P.

II.

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

ANTED— You to send for our Circular and
Price list of AmerU-aii-Itallani, Address,

BROOKS

JOS. M.

A BRG.,

Columbus, Ind.
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THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE ONI.*

Weekly

Agricultural
lTIILISHKI) IN

THE

Dominion of Canada,
This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Tear,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription ($1.00 per year) in its new and improved form (18 pages KC.jXloV folded and pasted)

makes it very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It is the Bent AdvertlnliiK Medium in
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
nw2(itx
N. B. COLCOCK, Welland. Ont.

Given's Foundation Press.
The latest Improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. Theonly
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
D. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, III.
lwly

ITALIAN BEES.
All standard colonies
long and n inc. deep.
long and 1(^4 inc. deep.
hits of ffve. each (9
in
;

have eight frames, 17Ht Inc.
All Nuclei, frames limine,
Single full colonies, $lo in
Iota ol ten or more, each $s
;

;

single pure Tested Queen, $2. "io

-frame Nucleus,
Tested Queen (.lunei, $3.50; 2-frame do., $4; 3-franie
4-frume do., $5.50\\ July, August and Sepdo., $.'»
tember, 5- frame Nucleus, Tested Italian Queen, $r>.
No Dollar Queens handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express terminus' 01 every order from my
yards.
Shipping facilities, si\ times daily to all
points. With 20 years' experience in the propagation
and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the
;

I

;

most

fastidious.

attention, money should be sent
draft or post office money order,
discount from above schedule.

To secure prompt

New York

No

Address

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

In large

or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,

by

974

00

.2 In., $1

to be the

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inveiitor.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee- raise ra.—Ky. Live Stack Record.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fully up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzei..
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never vet met with a work, either French

il,

.

Wonder Bingham Smoker

Little

Ameri-

;

,

timonials.

Kingham & HeiheniiiUon Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

and of

— WM. VAN ANTWERP,

bee-men

2-22

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
Bhlelds to prevent burning the lingers and bellows.
A real improvement.
Send postal card for tes-

Book;

U

myself, and much of

This book

Honey Yield in Canada
Poor (Vop of Honey
The Honey Crop
New Crop of Honey
Top us. Side-Storing

only trouble being

the following opinions of the

can works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British lice Journal.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constantguidein my operations ami successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkooi*.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage in bee- culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— iff raid, Monticello, III.
My success has been so great as to almost astonual.

of Clover
Cage

short-lived.

It is

interested information

Chips from Sweet Home
Alphabetical
Large yield of Honey
Basswood Promising

T F

This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the

ish

222
222
222

returned, or letter of complaint received. Ourorlginal patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1KK0.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

Fine Illustration*.

All agree that it is the work of a master
Apiculture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our

t

Honey Plentiful
Well Enough
Unusual Amount
Fertilizing

:t:t

clusively.

;

real value.—

Encouraging
Honev Crop
Bees Doing Well
Honey Crop in Texas

That

i

not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Adulteration of Food

Selection! from Our i-.-ti.-i Box
Dysentery and Lack of Ventilation

;

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thousand in use— not one ever

College of Michigan

shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.

Read

The Crops In General
The Linden or Basswood in Bloom
Where our Forests are Going
Will Bees Pay in Oregon

P«ice«

He- issued

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

the

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,

apiarist.

ft

w
Q
«

Editorial Items

Suspended

av
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—

California

W
W
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:

820

;

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

Of Engrnvinys used in the Bee Journul for sale lit
^r> cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

8c.

"
"
"
lOc.
"
"
"
8c.
Notices, 50 cents per line.

—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,
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y, 187H.

If

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

ladies.)

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomology in

18c.
15e.

"

*

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

1

2lw8t

weeks, each insertion, SSOc. per Hoe.

to three

;

(Company composed of

A line of this type wll contain nbout eight
u-orilx; fourteen linos wll occupy I inch of space.
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cents

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
One

in

and May,

1S7H,

OH,

waukee Monthly MiiKiizlne atWl.O© a year.

Sample copy,

13.
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ROBERTSON,
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DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.
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VOL. XVII.

ILL.,
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Mr. Jarvis, Consul at Lisbon, shipped and internal
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NEWMAN,

Editor ant> Proprietor,
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WEST MADISON

CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
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and third numbersot
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at the
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some of these changes
great improvement has been attained.
Our most valuable animals are, in
Alexandria, Norfolk and Richmond, some sense, a manufactured article
reserving 350 for himself.
Just at a creation through the agency of man.
:

Published every Wednesday, by

form and

carry us beyond any record of history
or tradition regarding it. but, few
doubt that all the varieties sprang
each originally from a single type, and
that the many variations are due to
causes connected with their domestication, and influence of climate and
that time those Spanish sheep were The object of the bee-keeper, like other circumstances.
obtainable in consequence of the that of men engaged in other avocaNow that the renowned tourist, Mr.
French invasion of Spain, and the tions, is profit, and, like other men, Benton, has obtained the famous eleconfiscation of the flocks of the gran- the bee-keeper may expect success phantine honey bee (I ignore or drop
dees, who had bred these sheep con- in proportion to
the skill, care, the Latin), which is said to be a disformable to the natural laws for im- judgment
and perseverance with tinct species, why not breed mule and
provement, as they fancied, during a which his operations are conducted. hinny hybrid honey bees V Comrades
long period. Each grandee, such as The improvement of domestic ani- Jones and Benton have acquired a
the Prince of Peace, kept a flock of a mals and insects so as greatly to en- valid title to fame as enterprising
strain differing somewhat from either hance their individual and aggregate philanthropists. Thanks to their conof the others. For instance, the said value to render the rearing of them tributions to scientific bee-culture,
Prince owned the Taulars the Conde more profitable to all concerned, is which opens a wide field for the imCampo de Alange, proprietor of the one of the achievements of advanced provement of races and originating
Negrettis; then there were the Eseu- civilization and enlightenment, and is new breeds.
rials, Infantados, and Montarcos, be- as much a science of triumph and
The space allotted me will not allow
sides the Aqueirres. From these sev- skill as the construction of a railroad, of my writing of the principles ineral families sprung the improved a steamship, an electric telegraph, or volved in the philosophy of breeding,
American merino. And what of the any work of arhitecture. The truth but in a future article I may attempt
improvement ? The best sheep of is, and it is of no use to deny or dis- to do so briefly.
Spain or the highest bred sheep of guise the fact, the improvement of doRichford, N. Y.
Europe only yielded 10 pounds of wool mestic animals (including insects) is
per fleece, as the highest about one one of the most important, and, until
For the American Bee Journal.
pound of wool to 12 pounds of car- of late and even now, one of the most
cass, while " Gold Drop," the famous neglected branches of domestic econGetting Rid of Fertile Workers.
§10,000 buck, a good type of the omy. Let the ill-favored,
chanceAmerican merino, gave a yield of 40 breed mongrel,so common, testify. To
J. M. VALENTINE.
lbs. of wool annually— 4 lbs. of wool assert
that Dame Chance is the
to 11 of carcass. This great improve- scienced breeder is advocating docYesterday, from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m., I
ment is a triumph of the American trines countering the teachings of took off, all alone, 110 section boxes,
breeder, through a continued " sur- science scientific bee-culture, and be- trimmed them up and pu ,them away,
vival of the Attest, "by the "relentless littles the intelligence and attributes then took out and extracted 2ii gallons
hand," through the agency of man. of mankind. If it is true that the of honey, and cleaned up and put the
The census return shows a progres- Ajjis mellifica of any clime has been things in the honey house in order,
" letting the thermometer ranging from S7° to
sive improvement in weight per fleece perfected by a beautiful
during each decade for more than half alone " and "the severe pruning of 97° in the shade. I do not know
a century.
the relentless hand of nature," why whether it was a big day's work, as I
The history of the improved Ameri- is it that there should be any differ- have not heard others say what they
can merino is parallel with the his- ence between the bees of Italy, Cy- can do at any rate, I know I was tired
tory of the Americanized breeds of prus, Syria, and America ? Each have enough. Bees are doing well. We
the representatives of domestic hus- been left to the " pruning which na- have had a good run on white clover,
bandry. That which has been done ture practices with relentless hand " and the bees are now gathering from
by skillful breeders of domestic ani- during centuries. No attempt has both clover and basswood. I have tamals in this country in the line of im- been made to interfere with said ken from 40 to 00 1 J£-lb. sections from
provement may be wrought by the hand other than to hide domiciled a number of hives. I did not double
American apiarists. England is no bees in a box of straw or chaff, which up as I should have done in the spring.
longer the nursery of improved stock, beats entirely the hand of nature in There are colonies that just now are
nor has Italy, the Oriental Isles, jun- relentless pruning. And if it is the in good working condition, which, had
gles of Ceylon, Holy Land, or other fittest that survive such relentless they been doubled together would
country ever been the nursery of sci- pruning, those that survived the stern have given me 60 lbs. of honey, after
entific bee-culture. The whole field ordeal of last winter's pruning must which they could have been divided
for improvement in bee-breeding is be doubly fittest for perpetuating the and be as good as they are now. It
yet unoccupied, except, perhaps, a race, and the fancied reasons for im- will not pay to keep a weak colony. I
few Americans who have attempted porting bees that have been " bred found a colony a few days ago that had
to enter the broad domain of im- under the most trying circumstan- a fertile worker. They cast a swarm
proved breeding.
ces," in order to keep "our apiaries June 1st, and a few days after a second
Upon few subjects connected witli from deteriorating," is absurd.
swarm. As I did not want to use the
domestic economy, probably upon no
In the case of creating the improved young queens that were with them, I
single one, is there greater need of American merino, the breeders did pinched them all (0 in number) and
diffusion of knowledge than in regard resort to importing the survivers of the bees returned to the old hive.
to the principles of breeding.
Even nature's scrubs, with which to couple few days ago I examined them and
with professed scientists, who write in the breeding to give intensity of found they had a fertile worker. I
upon the subjectoccasionally.thealpha vigor or preponderance of any de- took two empty hives, set one on either
and omega of their philosophy is em- sired superiority. And if, as in the side of the old one, and lifted out a
braced in the axiom that a "survival improved sheep, bees can be bred that frame and put in one, and the next
of the fittest" by "the relentless hand" will produce 4 times the amount of frame in the other, alternating them
of chance is the road to improvement of honey gathered by the fittest native till all were transferred. After shakrace or breed. Now, if this axiom be and European races, it is worth while ing out all the bees I moved the old
a good one, and our farm animals to give attention to the subject. The hive away, and gaveeach colony a ripe
were now in the condition which na- improvement of bees by breeding in cell. Now each have a fine young
ture produced them, and if this con- accordance with the laws of nature, queen. Let some one who has a ferdition best subserved the wants of applied scientifically by the hand of tile worker try the same process, and
the agriculturist, it would approxi- skillful physiologists, is as promising, report.
mate nearer to a sufficient guide in and presents as wide a field of operaI like the Weekly Bee Journal
breeding, but with domestication came tions, as was that of the sheep.
There is just enough in
first rate.
the disturbing influences, and the efcannot say what might have each paper for one dose I can digest
fects of these have been deviations been the original type of the several it all nicely.
numerous and great, changes external races of bees, for the inquiry would
Carlinville, 111., July 2, 1881.
3,850 to the United States, to be distributed 1,500 in
York; 1,000
in Boston and Newburyport ; the remainder to Philadelphia, Baltimore,
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For the American Bee Journal.

How

to

Produce the
C. J.

"

Coming Bee."

KOBINSON.

Among progressive bee-keepers
there seems to be various speculative
ideas concerning the " coming bee,"
or the manufacture of a breed of bees
superior to those obtainable at the
present time. Now that the production of

honey

is

looming up as one of

the most lucrative branches of industry adapted to many regions of the
world, it behooves the producers of
that commodity to look about for the
best servants to gather in and store
the crops of nectar.
The soaring
bee-keepers are not satisfied with the
"scrubs" (bees) of either Continent,
or Islands yet explored, and none
others exist unless it be the Americanized Italian bee.
The American bee-breeder now has
at hand types of all the different species or distinct races of bees from all
climes, and in the near future the history of the American merino sheep is
to be repeated in the improved Americanized honey bee. The fine-wooled

sheep of Spain had been famous for
centuries. The "Traushumantes," or
traveling flocks, were known as merino sheep. Prior to the introduction
of merinos into this country (their ex-

portation was prohibited up to 1802)
there were several distinct families,
such as Spanish merinos, French merinos, Saxon merinos, and Silesian
merinos. In 1802 Chancellor Livingston, American Minister at France,
sent to his farm in New York 2 pairs
of merinos from the French national
flock at Chalons. Col. David Humphreys, of Conn., American Minister
at Spain, in 1802 brought home with
him a flock of Spanish sheep. In 1810

—

;
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An

Excellent Canadian Apiary.

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

There are many excellent bee-keep-

unknown to fame, who are
pursuing the even tenor of their way,
and quietly enjoying their favorite
pursuit, without much opportunity of
association with
those of kindred
tastes.
I unearthed one of this class
ers, quite

A

on Dominion Day, July 1.
cheap
excursion trip tempted me to go to
Kincardine, the Lake Huron terminus
of our railroad, 57 miles from here. I

either quit the tin-smithing or quit press down well to the iron another
bee-keeping. His heart is evidently piece of glass, slightly larger than the
with his bees, but the care of them rim, to give a smooth back to your
encroaches too much on business. He casts. These casts, when taken from
is happier in his apiary than he is in the rims, should just fit the pan in
his tin-shop, and my private opinion press, and when properly hardened
is that the bees will gain his undi- with baryta water and soluble glass,
vided attention, and that he will make will stand a great deal of use.
it pay.
I .will add, for the benefit of ecoListowel, Out., July 7, 1881.
nomical .bee-keepers, that this press
need not cost over $6. In my own I
use a set screw on the hinge, to reguFor the American Bee Journal.
late the thickness of the foundation I
wish to make. Hoping these points
Common-Sense Apiary.
may be of benefit to some of your
readers, I will close with a "long live
DB. W. Q. PHELPS.
the Bee Joubnal."
Galena, Md., July 8, 1881.
It has been well said that the best
evidence of a successful life is for one

wanted to see.the place and the lake,
but was chiefly anxious to ferret out a
man who had the repute of being to succeed. Success, in any channel
"daft" on bees. Whenever you hear of life, is only
another word for pathis kind of argument about a man,
tience and persistency.
Success in
you may suspect that, you are on the bee-keeping comprehends the
exercise
apiarist.
The
multitude regard it as a sign of lulie
nacy for a man to
a clu>e and earnest student of bee-life.
Common-

track of a scientific

sense people, you know, keep bees on
the free-and-easy, "go-as-you-please "
plan soon discover that bee-keeping
is a humbug; quit it in disgust, and
rail against it on every available opportunity.
;

Air. George Sturgeon makes tinsmithing his business ami bee-keeping

his pleasure.
I was agreeaiily surprised to find in his out-of-the-way
town,
of
little
one
the neatest, best appointed apiaries I have ever visited,
it was a holiday, and the proprietor
was finding his fun among his bees,
which were having a jolly time of it,
swarming. Mr. S. is one of those beekeepers who. after full trial of artificial swarming, prefers the natural way
of it.
lie
thinks he gets better
queens, more vigorous colonies, and
more satisfactory results generally, on
Dame Nature's plan. The state of
his apiary goes far to justify his practice.
more uniform, nicely marked,
even-tempered lot of Italian bees I
never saw than these. Mr. S. pro-

A

of both these valuable traits of character, and still more, it means the exercise of economy. Observe well these
3 and success will, ordinarily, crown
any intelligent apiarist's efforts, close
and sharp as may be the competitors
in bee-keeping.
To receive the greatest aid in practicing these, the average bee-keeper "hankers" after facts,
when lie searches his bee literature
and preserves his Journal.
The
"old heads" in apiculture may talk
learnedly, and the untrained tire off
their enthusiasm, but plain hard facts
are what we want.
While others are
hammering away on the wintering
problem, or the bee dysentery puzzle
(neither of which have ever troubled
me, save once, when seduced into
using that first-class bee poison, grape
sugar), I will try and give your readers directions for getting up a cheap
and serviceable foundation machine.
In using the columns of your widelycirculated Journal I shall doubtless
aid many who are groping in the dark,
and save myself the trouble of answering personally the many inquiries
that have been directed to me.

Mine is, in some respects, " the old,
cured a dozen queens from Tennessee,
old story" of utilizing plaster casts to
I forget how long since, and also imported a few direct from Italy. He produce foundation. This subject I
lias practiced judicious selection, and introduced to the public through the
the "survival of the Attest" with such columns of Gleanings in 1877, and have
results that if any bee-keeper can go ventilated the matter at intervals subThe development of this
through his apiary, and not break the sequently.
Tenth Commandment he is a bet- matter has been a real case of patient,
persistent study, forced upon me by
ter Christian than lam.
I coaxed my
newly-found friend to sell me one of economic motives, and I can truly say
his colonies, and it is now humming I have "got it" at hist. Gleanings for
August, 1880, contains an article of
away in my garden very musically.
Like my apicultural brethren in mine, giving a general review of what
had
been done up to that time. The
general, I am studying up the quescredit due me is of little moment in
tion of wintering. Now here comes
Mr. Sturgeon's experience to compli- comparison to the importance of getcate things. He wintered % his bees in ting a press that will answer every
purpose and yet be inexpensive.
A. I. Root's chaff-packed

—

hive,

and

the rest in a brick bee-house. All his
out-door colonies did well one, however, proved queenless.
Out of 20
wintered in the brick bee-house, he
lost 15, and the remaining 5 were
rather weak. Of course Mr. S. is enthusiastically in favor of chaff-packed
hives. We all praise the bridge that
carries us over safely. I should like
to know from parties who have tried
chaff-packed hives with such diverse
results, how these hives were treated
in other respects ?
Had they any
shelter, or did they stand out in the
open air? Mr. S.'s hives were in a
well protected place, close under the
lee of a tight board fence, and I am
inclined to think that even a chaffpacked hive is none the worse for such
a friendly shelter.
opened some 20 hives to inspect
the queens. In several cases we had
no need for a puff of smoke, so quiet
were the bees. There are no other
bees near there, and I think when
there is no intrusion of strangers and
the consequent quarrelling, pacific
habits are formed, a sort of family
feeling gets established, and gentleness becomes a characteristic.
Why
should we not breed for apeaceable and
quiet spirit among our bees, if it can
be had without the sacrifice of other
;

We
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The Hive that
L. A.

Like Best.

I

PENNOYER.

Bees are doing well now, but swarm
too much.
The first day of June I
took off 7 two-lb. boxes from one hive.
the earliest I ever obtained. I put Hi
colonies in the cellar November 15th,
and April 15th took out 9 in fair condition. I left 13 on the summer stands
in double-walled hives, packed with
chaff 4 inches thick, front and rear,
and 5 inches at each end. I use the
Doolittle hi ve,except that I build them
18 inches high instead of 12 inches;
this gives me 6 inches of chaff above
the brood frames, and 6 inches airspace in the cap, with air-holes bored
in the side of the cap to give a free
circulation above the chaff. I banked
sawdust on the ends and rear of the
hives as high as the brood chamber,
and stood the shade-board in front.
Result every hive except one hail
combs as bright as in summer; the
exception had a little mold in one end.
When I opened them, on the oth day
of March, I found from 3 to 5 combs
of brood. I have the Gallup frame;
there was capped brood within one
inch of the bottom of the frame, and
eggs within half an inch of the bottom-bar. The colony which had 5
combs of brood is the one from which
1 obtained the honey June 1st.
Early
breeding has worked well with me.
Those I had in the cellar dwindled
badly I think I should have lost some
had I not kept them up with brood
from those wintered out-of-doors.
great deal of the loss here was after
April 1.
:

;

A

Winona, Minn., June

14, 1881.
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The Army-Worm and Basswood.

My press is made as follows Two
cast or wrought iron pans, }£ inch
deep, are hinged together ; to the uppermost one a handle 2 feet or more
in length is attached; daps with screw
holes are made on the lower pan.
Within these pans are accurately arranged and secured the plaster casts,
previously run.
Guides of iron are put on each side
to
conduct the two halves into
juxtaposition when brought together.
Screw down the lower half to a strong
bench, place a sheet of wax, previously softened in warm water, between, and exert a moderate pressure,
and your foundation is made in

DAVENPOBT.

July 20,
vicinity

at

least,

nothing but the

naked limbs remain, both leaves and
blossom-buds

being

stripped.

A

Weekly Bee Journal is just what
we need and must have. Long may it
"be."
Auroraville, Wis., June

2, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.
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Practical Bee-House.
C. F,

GREENING.

In answer to the request for a description of a bee-house that successfully wintered bees last winier, I will
describe mine for the benefit of D. S.
Kalley, and others.
I have studied
the requirements of the bees, then
tried to meet them. I excavated a
pit 12x16x3 feet deep, at the west end
of my apiary, and not over 150 feet
from the farthest hive. Pit-wall, of
brick, to level with ground, wainscotted inside, with 2-inch air-space.
Frame 6 feet high on top of wall, of
2x6 studding, using shiplap lumber for
insides and ceiling, with 8-inch dropsiding for outside. I tilled in the walls
solid with dry sawdust. For rafters
I took 2x12x12 feet, beveled down to
4 inches at ends, leaving full in the
center, filled over ceiling with 4
inches of dry sawdust, making solid
from 6 to 4 inches of sawdust from
sill to sill,
and over-head.
Roofboards lengthwise, 16 feet, then finished with match flooring, coal-tarred
together, and Jg-inch battens to .break
joints, on top of all, with a good coat
of boiling coal-tar over all, making
top of house same as freight car roof. I
put one 7-inch ventilator through roof
and ceiling, 4 feet from each end, letting one extend to within a foot of
the bottom of the pit, the other just
through the ceiling. The cold air
strikes the bottom of the pit and circulates all over the room, while the
hot, damp, impure air escapes through
the slrbrt one.
One window in south
side of bee-house, with storm sash
outside, and another inside, lined

around edges with heavy wool cloth.
My window is then always clear of
frost.
One door in east end opens
outside, and another door inside, both
battened with cloth, with hooks to
draw tight. My floor is " mother
earth." with 2 inches dry sawdust.
My bee-house is always fresh and dry,
with no draft, but plenty of air.
If very cold, say 20° to 30c below
zero, I close both ventilators with,
cloth, until the temperature rises in
the bee-house, then open short ventilator, and the other as required. The

coldest weather last winter, mercury
32 below zero, with a howling blizzard
in progress, my pets were closed up,

no sound
was heard inside except their low,
About a week ago my bees were quiet, cheerful hum, as natural as a
"weighed in the balance and found summer night. I keep the window
wanting." I have but 31 colonies out heavily curtained so that it is absolute
of the 87 put in the cellar Nov. 20. darkness within. I use a tiny beesThey were put out and had a good wax candle when visiting them, and
flight on March 18, at which time they watch the thermometer closely, and
were suffering with dysentery, but keep it as near the freezing point as
only 5 had succumbed to " that sleep possible. A few nights it went some
which knows no waking," and 2 of degrees below, but by closing the venthese had starved. They were put tilators a few hours it went up to 35°
back in the cellar on the morning of the again.
I place my hives, one row,the strong10th, and remained there until April
15, when I found 15 dead, and more est, around the outside next to the
than that many weak. I use the 8- wall, but not touching it, and 3 rows
frame Langstroth hive, and for winter of shelves around, and stack them up,
quicker time than it takes to tell it. put cushions of burlap over the making 4 tiers, but none touching one
The sheets of wax I place close by the frames, after removing all honey- another or the wall. Thus I get abpress in a pan of water, kept at uni- boards. I think my bees were dis- solute quiet and darkness (most essenform temperature. Of course a dip- turbed too much during the fore part tial requisites).
ping apparatus is necessary to pre- of winter they should not see a gleam
In the winter of 1879-80 I had 27 colB. T.

:

viously prepare the plain sheets, as
with any other mill or press.

air-tight, comparatively, but

;

of light,

if

possible.

Our

cellar

is

onies in bee houses, wintered with a

damp, but well ventilated, and the loss of only one colony, which starved,
In the winter of
It seems hardly necessary to give temperature ranged from 30- to 44 '. through my neglect.
if not % of the
ices 1880-81 I had 50 colonies and lost 2'
directions
for making the plaster I believe that ~
casts, so often described before, yet I in Waushara county are dead, and, as which died with plenty of stores,
will do so briefly.
learned, they are but no dysentery. Why it was thus I
I place the sheet far
as I have
of foundation, from which I get the "deader" still in the county east of do not know, unless they tired of life.
casts, on a piece of glass, and rub into this, but what are left have just been They clustered over 5 frames and died.
each cell, with an old tooth brush, a booming since fruit, bloom. 1 never My 4s colonies came out A 1, after a
Two
strong solution of soap. Around, and saw bees get so much honey from dan- " total eclipse " of 135 days.
closely fitting the piece of foundation, delions
I had to extract some to spring dwindled some and 10 I dou"
important qualities ?
bled
believing
that
up,
in
union
I place an iron ring, well oiled.
With give the queens room. Clover is beMr. Sturgeon is a disciple of A. I. plaster, mixed thin at fust, 1 pour the ginning to bloom and promises well. there is more strength."
Root's, uses the simplicity hive, and same, rubbing it well down into each The latter was also true of basswood
How my management will work
runs his apiary by the "A B C" book. cell with another old tooth or paint until the army-worm put in an ap- with blacks 1 do not know; I keep
He has made up ins mind that he must brush. When full, place over and pearance, and now, in my immediate only the best Italians to be had, and
;i ,

;

I
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urn read; to compare stock with any
To beginners in the business I ofin America.
Bees are just booming fer this advice: Do not be in too
now. rolling in white clover.
<>n great haste to increase your colonies
swarms ami saved or to eat honey— you will get on much
had
July 1st
1 prepare lor winter by setting faster by going slowly
that is, never
all.
my hives on a 2-inch square frame, weaken your colonies by dividing, or
when not
to eateli rubbish, take on the covers by robbing them of honey
ami cover with heavy duck, with rich with honey and full of bees, then
Head before the S. W. Wis. Convention.
4 to 6 inches square of wire cloth cov- 2 frames taken out of a full hive at a
Bee-Keeping for Profit.
time will giveroom to work.
ering a hole in center Of duck cloth.
started
here with one colony, lor which paid
Grand Meadow, Minn.
ED. PIKE.
SIT).
In
years I had 200 colonies,
and had lost, by improperly weakenHurai New Yorker.
Profitable bee-keeping is not now
ing the colonies lor increase, an equal
number.
Had I been more patient I carried on as much as it will be when
Bees and their Pasturage in Utah.
doubt not 1 might have had 500 strong bee-keepers are in possession of more
practical knowledge on the subject. It
colonies, and lost none.
.1. B.JOHNSON.
needs a great deal
In case a colony becomes queenless, is a business that
of study, and considerable physical as
it is quite probable there are but few,
The bee in Utah is quite a power, if any young bees in the hive now, well as mental ability to carry it out
with profit. The worker bees, the
especially as we make sugar from the young
bees are the wax workers,
neither maple trees, beets or sugar and unless there are some in the hive queen and the drone should be well
understood in all stages of developcane, and have only Chinese sorghum you cannot get a queen-cell made
and bees to help us to sweetening; all the old bees will not do it. When, ment, and the nature of each class the
bee-keeper should be thoroughly faelse is imported. Our climate is won- therefore,
a frame of eggs is put into
miliar with, in order that he may
derfully free from moisture and rain- a
hive-that a queen may be made, be
start on the sure road to success.
falls are rare, especially in southern
sure to put in also a good quantity of
Utah; these causes make a scarcity young bees, or the work is profitless. There are times when caution should
of bee forage growing wild within This 1 have learned by dear experi- be observed in handling bees, and the
reach of bee industry.
In the north- ence. A fertile worker is a great when and why should be known, and
ern portion of the Territory winter nuisance, and difficult to get rid of, not guessed at.
Managing bees for study and curigenerally brings enough snow to make but it can be done as easily
as anythe wild flowers bloom more profusely thing else, thus Remove the hive osity is one thing, but making money
than at this place (St. George). In containing the fertile worker several out of them, year after year, is quite
Keeping bees for a
another thing.
this country the inhabitants live in
rods from the old stand, and on the
little table luxury is often very exvillages in the foot-hills, and generally old stand
place another hive, with a
of this kind
most
classes
have to go to the river bottoms some frame of brood and a queen now pensive, as
miles avvav to make farms.
The take all the frames out of the re- over-do the matter, and kill their pets
towns are provided with water for the moved hive and brush off all the bees, by too much attention. Keeping bees
gardens, and here the bees are kept. and return the frames of stores to the on a large scale, with a vague knowThe gardens and orchards furnish for- hive in the old place. The workers ledge of management is something
age in a great measure, which to- will return to the old home, accept like a large farm poorly managed
considerable expense and small ingether with the wild flowers that bloom the queen, and it is done.
come.
early, and the great American bee
Washington, Utah.
But either bee-keeping or farming
plant, that grows on sandy wastes
and blossoms from January till Sepon a large or small scale will, and does
tember, serve to keep these little honey
pay those who have the brains to comFor tbe American Bee Journal.
prehend the situation, and make all
gatherers busy.
Robbing
Weak
Colonies.
Where the fields and lucerne
the conditions favorable to success.
meadows are within 3 or 4 miles from
Bees need more care than the average
S. W. SALISBURY.
town, there are periods when at the
number of keepers are in the habit of
blooming stage of the crops,- great
giving them. There are many differThe unexpected shortness of the ent cares to attend to, and the neglect
help is afforded in honey-making. In
honey
in
many
crop
localities
seems
Good,
some sections the bee plant grows in
of one might prove a loss.
tracts of many acres, and often bor- to develop the tendency of the bees to white honey, well sealed, should be
rob
weak
colonies.
I
have
tried
many
to
last
them
brood-chamber
left in the
ders highways in such a manner as to
make bee forage plentiful and rich expedients described in the books to the year round. Otherwise, if they
late
in other regions the seed is sown to prevent robbing, with indifferent suc- go into winter quarters with
get it started, after which the plant re- cess. The easiest and most certain dark honey, unsealed, the honey is
way
that
know
of
is
I
to
place
a decoy very apt to sour and give them the
produces itself without further trouble.
Where this grows abundantly hive, partly filled with honey, be- dysentery, and they die of disease.
daubed
combs,
or
undrainedcappings,
there is no need of growing plants on
Worker combs should be kept in the
purpose for bee pasturage where it in the place of the hive being robbed, middle of the hive as much as possiis scarce we plant patches of mignon- having first moved the attacked colony ble, and all drone comb placed in the
A good colony should
ette, sweet clover, and squash and a few feet away. After about 10 min- upper story.
melon vines, and such garden Mowers utes I move this colony some distance fill both lower and upper stories of the
and
give
it
a
new
stand.
The
robas are most productive of honey and
hive by June in order to obtain the
bers having all left will return to the greatest possible amount of honey.
pollen.
decoy
hive
in
force,
and
there
conIn my long experience of bee-keepFeeding a little liquid honey from the
ing I have found 3 plants superior to tinue operations until they consume middle of April till June will do a
all others for the production of honey, its available contents, when they will good deal in populating a hive early
viz the purple-flowered bee plant, gradually resume natural work. The enough for the honey flow. Swarmees that belong to the unfortunate ing means increase of the apiary, and
next mignonette, and third melilot or
sweet clover. The 2 last named will colony that return to the decoy hive that does not mean honey. If there is
make honey so perfumed as to be far will finally cluster therein, and can be plenty of forage, and the bee-keeper
superior to that made of any other safely returned to their own colony has help, without too much expense,
plants, and such honey brings fancy late in the evening or early in the the increase of the apiary will fill the
prices in markets where it is known morning, without loss. In this way measure of reasonable expectation.
and tested. Lucerne makes a nice I have saved several valuable queens The prevention of swarming means
amber honey and is worked on indus- and nuclei, with but little trouble.
honey. Now, the point, plainly stated,
Bees wintered without serious loss is this Which will bring us in the
triously by the bees, but it does not
this
locality
in
have
done
only
modeIf a
the
plants
named
above.
produce like
most money, honey or bees V
The mesquite, a shrubby, sprawling rately in the way of honey gathering colony of bees, having surplus honey
tree of the Pulse family, produces a or swarming, and are now mostly from the upper story, will bring as
burden of bloom, often twice a year, idle. Honey is in fair demand at 20 much money as their increase,
similar to that of the filbert and chest- cents for comb, and 1.5 cents for ex- when run for increase, then which
nut, from which an immense crop of tracted.
course will the most surely bring us
Kansas City, Mo., July 11, 1881.
honey is gathered, and some pollen,
profit ? From past experience I would
also.
run for honey, because the demand
The lycium and several other honey
for honey is on the increase. Bees are
For the American Bee Journal.
Our averplants are abundant here.
only wanted for honey and wax, and
age yield of honey would perhaps be How I Remove the Bees from Frames. honey and wax only have a commerabout 50 lbs. each season to the colcial value, while the value of bees is
ony. Our varieties of bees are Itallimited to the producing classes only,
ians and hybrids. In northern Utah
and whether there will be a demand
I wish to say to "II. F. B." that I depends entirely on unforeseen circumthe bee industry has been greatly retarded by thousands of cases of foul use a very soft flat brush to remove stances.
brood no case lias as yet occurred in the bees from frames and surplus
Success in this business depends
boxes. The brush is 3}£ inches in largely on the queens. Old queens
southern Utah.
Our Legislature has passed a law width with bristles 4 inches long. I should be replaced by young ones
providing for the destruction of colo- do not know for what use it was in- whenever they cease to be prolific.
I found it among a stock With the practical bee-keeper, rearing
nies affected with foul brood, which tended.
will materially lend encouragement to of brushes for sale at a paint and queens from inferior mothers is althe industry. The bee moth is very drug store. I first give the frame one ways avoided, for reasons that good
destructive here to weak and queen- good shake, and whisk the balance off ami prolific queens only are profitable.
The bees do The real value of good queens is hard
less colonies, but in strong colonies lively with the brush.
there is no danger. Thus far there not dislike it, as a feather; it never to over-estimate, while poor ones are
have appeared no other serious ene- hurts nor irritates them. Try it.
a positive curse. They are worse than
Flint, Mich.
mies.
useless. Queens can be introduced at
1

ti

:

;

I

1

li

—

:

;

;
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any time during the season, but more
successfully during a good honey How.
Good queens air known liy prolificness, and the vigor and activity of
their progeny, ami are not limited to
any particular race of bees, a mixture of the different races being desirable.

On the supposition that our hives
are slocked with good queens, and
that at the end of the season we have
a large crop of honey, the next problem is successful wintering. Several
mollis have been practiced, of which
many have been quite successful. Yet
the past long, cold winter has demonstrated that in the Northern States no
mode of wintering is proof against
loss.
Some of you may inquire, what
is the best method of wintering V
To
this I would say, that it is rather delicate to assert any one method as the
best mode. I liave always wintered
mine in a bee-house made for the purpose.
It is much drier than a cellar,
and so far as ventilation is concerned,
the air reaches the bees in a
I know
drier and healthier state than in a
cellar.

Out-door wintering and double- wall
I know nothing of, having never
tried them. I have been very successful in wintering so far, and so long as
I succeed with my bee-house, I shall
hives

" let well enough alone." Ventilation
is, I think, of great importance while
bees are in winter quarters and upward ventilation is the most essential.
In preparing for winter, quilts should
never be laid directly on the frames,
an open space over the frames is indispensable.
It is the best source by which the
moisture can escape and the heat be
retained the bees also can have comthe
plete access across the frames
heat is evenly distributed over the
brood-chamber, and the bees will reremain on the frame, instead of clustering in small squads between the
;

;

;

combs to chill and die. The above
reasons, in my mind, are conclusive
on this subject.
In conclusion, I would say to those
just embarking in the business, acquaint

:

;

—

with the proper

better let them alone.
Boscobel, Wis.

Local Convention Directory.

;

:

yourselves

wants of the bees at all seasons of the
year, and attend to them, otherwise,

Time and Place of Meeting.

1881.

National, at Lexington, Ky.
—Kentucky State, at Louisville. Ky.
Oct, 6— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec. Christiansburg, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. K. (ioodno. Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11. la—Northeastern Wis., at Berlin, Wis.
12 -Central Ky., in Kxp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec. Lexington. Ky.
25, 26-Northwestern District, at Chicago. 111.
Coffinberrv. Sec, Chicago, 111.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Sept.

CO

1882.

—

Northeastern, at Utica. N. Y.
Gen. W. House, Sec. Fayetteville, N, V.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A I!. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec,
Valley, at Bristol. Vt.
Champlain
May
T. Brook ins. Sec.
Jan. 25

%W

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
<£g" The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
and 12, 1881.

l^" The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
in Chicago, on
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
are cordially
bee-keepers
All
and 26.
Association will meet

invited to attend. It is desired to
make this one of the most interesting
conventions ever held in the United
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
C. C.

COFFINBERHY,

Sec.

(^ The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its next meeting
Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
111.

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.
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STATISTICAL TABLE.

To make

Table has been a very
one that lias cost many
difficult task
weary hours of steady brain-work— but
this

—

THOMAS
KlMTUIl

C.
AND

NEWMAN.

as

PKOI'HIETOB,

many a valuable lesson
paid.
Some omitted im-

will teach

it

we

CHICAGO,

ILL.,.JULY

are well
portant points from their reports, and
left us to hunt over their old letters to
find out what hive they used, or in

20, 1881.

^"Carefully read and study the

what way they usually wintered, and.
in

lessons so emphatically taught by the
Statistical Tables on this page.

some instances, we had

to conject-

ure whether they were protected or
not from the result they reported. The
Table is, therefore, necessarily imper®T The 21st st. L.niis Fair will be fect, but we have done the best we
held at St. Louis, Mo., Oct.3 to 8, 1881. could to wade through the enormous
Premiums, $50,000.
bulk of writing sent in, to ascertain
the simple facts in the case.
gg"The Patron's Guide, edited and
In the Bee Journal for June "8,
published by (Jeo. F. Henry, M. I)., Dr. Tinker reported the results of
at Boyd, Ky., commenced its 4th vol- 10,818 colonies. Those he has since
ume this month. It is a well edited received he has sent to us. and they
and nicely printed weekly, and de- are included in the following table,
serves success.
which aggregates .521,230 colonies, or
about one-sixth of the whole number
A New Bee Enemy.— correspondent of colonies of bees in America.
in the western part of the State says a
WINTERED IN BEE HOUSES.
cardinal bird, something COLONIES
small,

A

bright,

smaller than our common red bird,
haunts his bee-hives and devours his
bees continually. lie wants some ol
the bee-men to give the name of it.

Hives used.

American

Ni*. in Fall.

.19
.24

762

1,664
127

.17

15,863

3,299

.21

4,468

Gallup
Langstroth...

2,841

Fu nmr's Horn* Journal.
Quinby
Does Mr. Newman, of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal, know anything
about this new enemy ?-— Pat. Quid*

Total

Per cent.
Dead, of Loss.

832
676

....

7.792

.21

COLONIES WINTERED IN CELLARS.
9,156
.34
3,096
The bird mentioned has a bad repu- American

among bee-keepers. Its pecubright plumage has often led to
the error of calling it cardinal bird
'ardinalis Virginianus), though they
may belong to the same family. This
bird is also sometimes called kingbird,
which is an error. The kingbird (Tyrannus intrepidus] is a small, very
stout-built bird, with a short, strong
beak, slightly hooked at the point.
It is of a bluish color, interspersed
with spots of white. It is very combative in disposition, and delights in
attacking crows, hawks and eagles
while on the wing, which fly to enormous heights to avoid it. Notwithstanding Prof. Cook's enumeration of
the good qualities of the kingbird, we
always feel tempted todeal summarily
with it, as also with the red-bird described, bj shooting them on the spot
and eulogising afterward.
tation
liarly

(

Box
Gallup
Langstroth...

Quinby
All others....

10.656
4,160
60,217
1,840
5,142

4,393
1,664
17,521
.644
2,416

.41

91,171

29,734

.32

.40

.29
.35
.47

progressive bee-keepers, as is shown
by the fact that while his report included only 3,420 hives unprotected,
those protected by being "packed with
Chaff, sawdust or other material,"
numbered 4,103, or 25 per cent, more
than the unprotected.
Our reports
generally were made by the progressive bee-keepers, who included all their
neighbors in the county or district who
had left their bees unprotected, and

COLONIES PROTECTED.
American
28,746
13,680
4.7ut
Box
2,016
Gallup
Langstroth
All others.

.

.

2,304
34,388
6,128
8,722

Total

145,883

67,238

COLONIES UNPROTECTED.
American
7,363
5,761

Box
Gallup
Langstroth...

Quinby
All others

Total

.46

—

HI

.93

2,3 12

1.S96

48,504
3,268
10,464

30,392
2,416
7,980

.80
.62

268,313

bee houses.

15,863
91,171
.... 145,883

Total....

229,741

.74
.76

No.

.

Total

252,917

Dead,

Percent.
of Loss

10,656
4.704
196,372

4,393
2,016
181,296

.41

211,732

187,705

.89

.43
.93

In bee houses.

Protected....
.

Total
In bee houses.
In cellars
.

.32
.46

100,271

.39

Another valuable lesson is taught by
the following comparison Colonies of
bees protected by being placed in cellars or bee houses, or by being packed
:

summer stands, number 252,91 7;

268,313 colonies

were wholly unpro-

5,761

.47
.78

cent.

23,869

.47

.19

3,096
13,680

49,733

was 229,741— S."» per
more
than double the Dumber that died, out

— or nearly

of a like

2,841

676

.24

4,160
5.360
2.312

1,664
2,804
1,896

.40
.43
.80

14,703

6,560

.45

In cellars

Protected
.Unprotected

.

7,792
60,217
79,424
48,504

34.3SS
30,392

195,957

83,965

1,661
17,521

.21

.29
.43

.62

(JUINBY HIVES.
Ill

bee houses.

In cellars

Protected

Unprotected

.

Total

762
1,840
13.745
3,268

127
644
6,128
2,416

19,615

9,316

thirty thousand

number

protected

!

These figures will illustrate, better
than all the arguments imaginable
could do, the advantages of rational,
intelligent, progressive
it

bee-keeping,

remunerates the apiarist

to

properly prepare his bees for winter.
Notwithstanding the diversity of ways
of protecting bees, it will be observed
their loss was less than one-half that
of those partially or wholly unpro-

They demonstrate, beyond

tected.

Total

per cent.;

tected, hut the loss

and that

In bee houses.

—39

died

.34

s:;2

LANGSTROTH HIVES.

.21

67,2:ss

for reference

of these, 100,271

4,4os
9,156
28,746
7,363

GALLUP HIVES.
Protected
Unprotected

— useful

as well as interesting for the student.

on the

AMERICAN HIVES.

Total
3,299
29,734

statistical table

niVES.

in Fall.

.85

erence to tin- movement to prohibit
the use of glucose as a substitute for Unprotected.. 268,318
229,741
.85
malt in beer-making. They claim that
glucose does not make the beer ini(.rand total. 521,230
330,012
!o3
liealthfiil. and plead the nonsensical
All that were left on the summer
argument that the prohibition would
ruin all potato-growers
Exchange.
stands, but which were well (lacked
Of course, philanthropy is a good with chaff, leaves, sawdust, straw, or
pretext for all "crooked" transac- otherwise, are included under the
tions.
In this country, the manufac- heading " Colonies Protected ;" while
turers of glucose would persuade the those left on the summer stands with
unreflecting farmer that wil bout their chaff cushion or other slight protec

—

AND LOG-GUM

Unprotected

SUMMARY.

In cellars
Beer Adulteration with Glucose.
The German glucose manufacturers Protected
have petitioned the Reichstag in ref-

1

IX

How Wintered.

.78

181,296

the figures compare very favorably for
it, thus: the percentage of loss in all
kinds of frame hives is 46; exclusive
of the Langstroth hive it is 51, leaving only 43 for the Langstroth, being
8 per cent in favor of the latter.

I

Unprotected

196,372

tering, will be surprised to learn that

;

In cellars

Iii

—

5,360
79,424
13,745
13,904

. .

Quinby

Those who have contended that the
Langstroth hive istoo shallow for win-

losses

In cellars
Protected
.47
.43
.43
.43
.45
.63

—an unanswerable argument in

46

favor of frame hives.

Again, this report records the result
were enormous. We re- of wintering in 521,330 hives; 21l.7:;2
port, under the heading of unpro- of which were in box hives, leaving
tected, 268,313 colonies, or nearly 80 309,598 for all kinds of frame hives.
times as many as are included in Dr. Of the latter, 195,957 are Langstroths—
Tinker's report, while those protected ;'.... shallow frames— and 113.561 of all
include 145,883, or only 35 times as others combined. So, that, in numbers the shallow frame hives reported
many as his.
By the above figures it will be seen aggregate nearly double those of all
that no bees in box hives were wintered other kinds combined. Thus in numin a bee house
10,656 colonies in box bers, as well as in the least percentage
hives were put into cellars, where the of loss during last winter, the shallow
losses amounted to 4,393, or 41 per frames have the advantage.
cent. Only 4,704 were protected, and
We really think these figures settle
of these 2,016 perished (43 percent.), the matter of " the coming frame."
while 13 times as many were left on Had deep frames been shown to have
summer stands unprotected, and !»:{ the advantage, the Bee Journal
out of every 100 unprotected colonies would have been ready to advocate
their universal adoption, for it has no
perished.
Some have argued that bees in box desire to favor any but the most suchives and log gums were more safely cessful methods, hives or implements.
wintered, because the brood chambers
To prevent misunderstanding let it
were undisturbed, etc., and that, be distinctly understood, that all
therefore, we should return to old frames nearest in size and shape to the
theories, and discard the progressive four types of hives named [i. e., the
ideas of the nineteenth century. As American, Gallup, Langstroth and
we have been to much trouble in get- Quinby) have been classed as such, no
ting up the above table, let us investi- matter by what other names they may
gate what it demonstrates concerning be called our only object being to
classify so as to make an intelligible
the hives named

whose

|

Total

more but

results in large apiaries with

Losses of Bees Last Winter.

July 20,

.43

controversy, that nature and nature's
ways are not always best, and that
.17 the probabilities of loss are stronger
.35 against those who " trust to luck"
.45
than those who rely upon a combina.74
tion of industry and judgment.
.47

We would not

taunt the "old fogies"
kept their bees in box hives
In cellars
2,416
5,142
.47 and log gums, because nature never
8,722
.63
13,904
assistance there would be but a lim- tion (or none at all), are classed as Protected
made a movable-frame hive for them
Unprotected
10,464
7,980
.76
ited market for corn, juices would be • Colonies Unprotected."
but we earnestly commend to their
unremunerative, agriculture woidd
In order to make it more perfect, we
.t\:>
Total
29,510
19,11s
consideration the contrast in percentcome iido disrepute, and general ruin have added the resultsof Dr. Tinker's
ages of loss box hives 89, all frame
RECAPITULATION.
would befall the country. We are reDOrt, as published in the Bee Jourhives 40 nearly double, as reported.
211,732
IS7.7U.-,
Boxhives
.89
\\ 'e
sorry a few— but very few editors nal for June 8, 1881, but our figures All frame hi ves309,498
112.307
have no doubt, however, the pro.tu
and doctors have found it to their in- show a vast difference in the percent- Langstroth ...195,957
.42 portion of losses was much greater,
88,966
Other
frames.
.113,541
5S.342
.51
terest to take the same \ iew of the age of loss, in the different styles of
as thousands of persons in out-of-the330,012
.68 way places
matter, and have displayed the bad wintering, because our report is SO Grand Total . .621,230
have lost the bees in their
taste to attempt to justify tin' indis- much larger than his was.
His report
It will be readily seen that while the gums and made no report, considering
criminate manufacture and sale of included some of the most extensive average percentage of loss in box it no pecuniary loss, as they had never
glucose and other adulterants.
bee-keepers in America, and gave the hives is 89, in all the frame hives it is derived any pecuniary gain from them.

ALL OTHER FRAME HIVES.

who have

;

.

—

—
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say a few because it is pretty certain to need forty or fifty
ian bees.
million bushels of wheat alone, and
best for the beginner to go slow.
gentleman, resident in the city, whose England is always a large importer.
\ particularly copious yield in Russia
to lip.
ment that is both pleasant and profit- Dime is occupied from 7 a. in.colonics would supply western Europe without
procured 5
able, we know of no class more enviable in. in other dot L6S,
creating any exceptional demand from
than the apiarists of Southern Cali- of Italians last Spring, and gave them
such care as he could. The cost and the United Slates, but as the average
fornia.
surplus of all grains in Russia is 180,follows
result of his experiment is as
Five colonies at $10, $50; 7 new 00(1,(11)0 bushels, while the average net
The Honey Crop in Ohio.— The Bee- hives at $2, $14, or a total of $64 out- deficiency of Europe is880,000,000 bushpounds of comb honey els, the demand for American grain of
Keep rs' Instructor gives the following lay. He sold 240
during the season at 2-r) cents, $60, and all kinds must be considerable. If
concerning the crops of honey in the had 7 new colonies of bees at $10, $70. we have less to export than usual this
northwestern part of Ohio
Good as 200 per cent, on his invest- year, we shall at least get betterprices
for what we do export, unless there is
to the tirst part of this month ment.
a great change for the better in the
bees were doing remarkably well, takgrain-fields of Europe.
ing into consideration the general
The Value of System.— The Marsh
weak condition of colonies in the early
following
spring. And while we have heard of field (Mo.) News, gives the
Old Comb Honey, Candied.—Inquino excessive yields, a pretty fair notice in its last issue
ries are often made as to what to do
amount of surplus has been stored,

life which is too
retired to attract any but the thoughtful and intelligent, and an employ-

the world's market, a

MISCELLANEOUS.
Queen Cages for Mailing.— Mr.IIenry
Alley, in Gleanings, thus describes the
cage he uses
:
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We

A

:

:

use a sponge lilleil with honey
instead of sugar candy. Experiment:
ing with candy last year cost me the
I do not lose
loss of many queens.
I shall

one queen in 50 with sponge and
honey. Now I will explain about the
It is made 5 8 inch wide, so as
to give more space of sponge to the
bees, thus making the food hold out
longer. In shipping, the tin might

cage.

press in, but as I make them the tin
is on solid against the wood on all
sides, and cannot press in.
In shipping 2, 4, (i, or more queens
at one time, I will place the wire face
to face, but reversing the sponges, so
that the bees in one cage can feed
In
from the sponge in the other.
shipping 3 queens, I will make tin one
inch shorter, and cover the sponge
with wire cloth, and then the bees in
all 3 cages can draw food from their

Up

:

while colonies have been increasing to
There has not
a limitless extent.
been any excessive swarming like we
of the counsections
hear of in some
Bees everywhere, so far as we
try.
have heard, are in good condition, but
how long this will continue we cannot
tell, as we are now suffering from a
severe drouth, which, if it lasts much
longer, is going to play havoc with our
honey prospects. The white clover is
dead, and dying basswood bloom has
dried up, and the chestnut, of which
we have but little, is about gone. The
present indications are that bees will
barely gather enough honey for awhile
;

to

keep them.

Should we have good

rains soon we may have asmall second
crop of white clover. Our main dependence, however, for the rest of the
season, will be on fall flowers and
buckwheat. So far the season has
been very satisfactory. How it will
wind up is yet to be seen.

The American Bee Journal

is
with old comb honey that has granuon our table, and, as usual, is tilled
Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Praiwith matter of value to every apiar- lated.
Bee-culture is an interest that is rie Farmer, some time ago, gave the
ist.
of far greater advantage to those who followihg plan
engage therein, if conducted systemWhen the honey is marketed all unatically and with proper knowledge
sightly and unfilled combs are rethereof, than is usually supposed, and
moved, and we find much of it granthis knowledge can only- be gained by

lated, so that extracting is out of the
question.
bee-sister once told the
writer that she put all such comb
honey into a pan and melted them in
the oven, and that when it was cooled
the wax would be in a solid cake on
the surface, when it could be removed
and the clear honey would be underits
for
thanks
has our
tried this plan, but the
neath.
shall endeavor to al- honey was injured by being heated too

studying the habits of these indus-

A

trious insects. The Journal is the
oldest publication in this specialty in
the United States, having been established 20 years, and we can recommend it to our readers, who are interested in bee-culture, with pleasure.

The News
kind notice.

We
We

We

present flattering

much.

then tried this way, and

ways sustain

'the

reputation of

the Weekly Bee Jour- was mashed up

much

The honey
and set over
a kettle of boiling water, and stirred
nal.
frequently.
Before the honey was
very hot, the wax had risen to the surThe Crops of the World.— In a coun- face, and being set out in the cold,
neighbors. Bees in such cages will
live from 2 to 3 weeks. I think t hetry so extensive as America, with quickly congealed, so that the warm
Missouri Apiculture.— In the Inde- climates varied all the way from the honey could be poured from under it,
pressure of the wire will hold the
sharp
drive
a
not,
place;
if
sponge in
pendence Sentinel, Mr. C. M. Crandall torrid to the frigid, the crop of honey through a coffee strainer into another
nail through the side into it. Half a
vessel, leaving the wak in the pan.
says:
will be as diverse as the climate.
dozen bees to a cage will be all the
After the honey was melted, the wax
company a queen will want.
In the immediate vicinity of Inde- Speaking of the crops in Europe, we was all melted up together, and conTo put bees in the cage, keep up pendence we find the following gen- contrast the crop of one country with siderable honey of inferior quality
the corner of wire not nailed down, tlemen engaged in apiculture
which can be kept sepathat of another of the dozen that go was under it,
and raise it with the index ringer.
L. W. Baldwin has 226 colonies.
rate and be used for cooking, making
Amerit
But
will
keep
whole.
wire
colonies.
the
of
the
140
make
up
lias
to
spring
Baldwin
The
P.
gingerbread, etc.
The rinsings of
down. I have done this all my days.
F. J. Farr has 120 colonies.
ica comprises as much territory (and vessels used in manipulating the honey
I can bore the holes in them with
C. M. Crandall lias 75 colonies.
The
diversity of climate) as the whole will make excellent vinegar.
power, and can do it much quicker
Win. Parker has riOcolonies.
wax can be melted in a pan over boilof the countries of Europe, and crops
than I can nail them up. Then again,
J. U. Meador has 140 colonies.
ing water, and should be poured, when
the cages used to-day are much
The product of these 781 colonies of all kinds will vary as much, or melted, through a hot coffee strainer,
stronger and neater. I have put a few aggregates each year over 20,000 lbs. even more than that of the old world. and when cool will be of a light straw
bees in them, and covered the tin with of tioney. which yields not less than
is, therefore, not strange to have one color.
paper to keep the bees away from the $4,000. But this is a mere bai/atelle of It
" crop of honey as uncold tin.
the real business. Hundreds of our pronounce the
citizens throughout the country have usually large"— that it seems to "rain
Management of Section Boxes. —The
from 10 to 100 colonies of these ener- honey," etc., and another to complain Indiana Farmer says
Honey Show in San Francisco.— The getic honey gatherers, and the entire
of wet, heat, drouth, and " scarcity of
As the flow of honey slackens off,
Semi-Tropic, California, remarks as crop must approximate 100,000 lbs. Of
goes to home con- honey"— all are true, and are to be ac- take from colonies with more sections
mostly
this
course,
follows
sumption, still it is beginning to cre- counted for by the magnificence of than they are likely to finish, and put
The attractive and interesting dis- ate quite a handsome revenue.
them in place of full sections rethe North American Continent.
Beeof
the
auspices
the
play, under
moved, contracting the room for surOf the other crops of the world, the plus honey, if necessary, so as to have
Keepers' Association, formed a cenHow to Commence Bee-Keeping.— following, from the Chicago Tinas, all the sections finished as soon as poster around which the apiarists literally
swarmed, intent upon investigating The Northwestern Farmer, published will be read with interest
Beginners are apt to add boxes
sible.
the claims of improved machinery, at Portland, Oregon, gives the followas long as the How continues, and at
reap
destined
to
seems
world
various
The
and testing the contents of the
the end of the season have a large
sensible advice
but sparingly this year. The reports number only partially filled, which
frames and jars, any one sample of ing very
this counof
portions
different
clear
and
defrom
faultlessly
can
be
acseemed
which
Successful bee-keeping
must be kept over or extracted.
that
licious to the uninitiated. One hun- complished in no other way than by try are so uniformly unfavorable
dred and two varieties of honey pro- securing large yields of honey. Large we cannot expect any such harvests
ducing flowers, prepared by J. W. yields of honey can be had only by as those of the last 2 or 3 years. From
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Wilson, of Pasadena, formed a novel having everything needed ready for Europe the reports were rose-colored
after
country
but
one
ago,
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
days
exhibifew
this
a
of
and interesting feature
securing it. To begin bee-keep ng
world is coming
tion. The decorations of white sage with old-fashioned box or stump hives, another of the old
CHICAGO.
were tasteful and appropriate, and the and expect to make it profitable, is forward with doleful accounts of the
HONEY-But little comb honey is yet upon the
Of condition of the crops. The French market,
nectar itself, in jars arranged in pyra- like killing hens to find eggs.
und the quotations are rather premature.
New extracted honey isquite plentiful, and in good
midal shape, clear as crystal, sup- course the first thing to be looked af- anticipations of a few weeks ago of demand.
ported by frame after frame of comb ter is food or honey, for the bees to being for the tirst time for some years
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
of
supplies
foreign
of
made
a
independent
boxes, 19@21C in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
inviting,
honey, snowy and
gather. If, in the vicinity where it
7@0C.
dashed
by
been
have
to
photographed
seem
wheat,
be
cannot
there
are
which
bees,
picture
is proposed to keep
BEESWAX— Prime quality, 18@20c.
condiexcept by the artist memory.
plenty of yielding flowers, you are all an unfavorable change in the
NEW YORK.
last reports gave promthe
for
tions,
it
is
ahead
but
to
go
ready
department,
right
and
this
In connection with
HONEY— New honey in or 2 lb. boxes will bring
ise of only an average crop, but little good prices, but as yet there is none on the market.
ahead
go
to
necessary
samples
of
absolutely
displayed
Benedict
Mrs.
A Berlin though is dailv expected.
or nothing beyond that.
excellent honey vinegar, almost color- aright.
White extracted. 9®1UC.; dark. 7(§)Sc.
is that
Good hives first. Several forms are dispatch says that the prospect
BEESWAX.— Prime quality, ls<S22c.
less, and above average in acidity
the harvest in Germany will be much
several samples of fruit preserved in offered for sale at about $2 each, with
CINCINNATI.
last year, and that
was
than
it
worse
extractor
honey
A
frame.
honey with undeniable success, and 3 movable
HONEY.— The market lor extracted clover
yield will be only M or % of the
hotiev is Rood, at 8®10c.
kinds of honey cake, which elicited is as necessary to large yields of honey the
grain,
of
kinds
all
average. Taking
C. F. MllTB.
BKESWAX-18@22c.
the warmest praise from those who as good hives. A honey knife for unthe crops and conwere fortunate enough to secure a capping comb, bee veils, rubbergloves, and averaging
SAN FRANCISCO.
Ausyears,
past
10
the
for
sumption
sample. It is urged, and very plausi- a smoker, a lot of extra hives, and
HONEY— Market quiet and firm. Stocks very
devoted tria produces 560,000,000 bushels a liiiht. Holders not disposed to grant concessions.
bly, that fruit cake made with honey last, though not least, a paper
530,000,000 bushels, A sale of loo cases choice extracted is reported
consumes
and
year,
The
bee-culture.
to
is richer and retains moisture much exclusively
HJ^e.
30,000,000 bushels. atWe
14c. dark to
d, 9@
quote white comb,
Americak Bee Journal is one of leaving a surplus of050,000,000
longer than that made of sugar.
bushels, lie. Extracted, choice to extra white. si„e. dark
produces
Altogether, bee-men have a right to the best. With these, though there Germany
and candied, 7^c. BEESWAX— 23tet25b.
imhas
to
and
1,005,000.000,
STEARNS & Smith. 423 Front Street.
conveniences, one may consumes
be proud of the honey display in this are other
San Francisco, Cal.. July 0, 1881.
port 115,000,000 bushels. France is
pavilion. With a product that leads safely procure a few colonies of Italsucceeded

better

:

in a pan,

:

:

;

;

I

it

12'.'
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;
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;
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Plenty of

sMSsszmm,
WuK'lzm

Honey.— I had

12 colonies

for Winter.
past winter lias forced me to
the conclusion that plenty of young
bees with good healthy stores are of
more importance than any kind of
hive for wintering. I fed one barrel of
sugar to my weak colonics of
coffee
bees in the fall, and wintered all of
them, while the ones lost were all
strong in bees and had forty lbs of
honey in the fall, 2 of which were in
chaff hives, but I find that chaff hives
or cellars will not give a new lease to
the allotted days of old bees.
S. E. O'Neel.
Dupont, Ind.

Young Bees and Stores

—The

A

Loss of Bees in Waupaca Co., Wis.—
Agreeable to request, I will report the
percentage of loss of bees in this
county. I find, by careful inquiry,
that those left out unprotected are
nearly all dead. Of those chaff -packed
and left out, 85 per cent, are dead, and
of those wintered in the cellar probably 50 per cent, are dead. In many
cases a large proportion of this loss is
from spring dwindling since they
have been carried out, as in the case
of my own bees. I wintered in the
cellar with a loss of only 10 per cent,
until the first week in April, when I
carried them out since then my loss
has been 20 per cent.
I now have 35
swarms to commence the season with.
The bees in this locality are mostly
kept in the Langstroth hive some in
box hives yet. My own observation
tells me that one of the causes of the
great mortality among bees the past
winter was in not having them protected until after the extreme cold
weather came on then many of them
were removed to their winter repositories with the mercury down to zero.
My own experience and observation
tell me that in the latitude of Northern Wisconsin that it is desirable to
winter in a good, well-ventilated cellar, so arranged that it can be kept at
a uniform temperature, ranging from
35° to 40° Fahr. If the cellar is not
properly arranged they might as well
I can, with the
be left out-of-doors.
multitude of subscribers of the Bee
Journal, say that I most heartily
welcome the weekly receipt of it, and
very much appreciate the custom of
bee-keepers reporting their modes
and plans of managing bees, and the
by weighing
results of their efforts
their experiences in the balance we
may benefit each other.
;

—

FolDysentery, Foundation, etc.
is a'list of the losses of bees in

lowing

this section as far as I now know D.
S. had -1-1. has 4; W. B. had 5, has 3
:

;

has none G. B. had 7.
has 3 T. F. had 32, has about 12 D.
G. had 13, has 2 ; L. 147, has 1 ; we 21,
have 19. I think the losses are largely
attributable to ignorance and carelessness, as we wintered in the same locality on stores gathered in the same
fields, and our loss was no more than
might be expected any ordinary winter.
On the subject of dysentery I
am almost confirmed in the belief that
an excess of pollen is the cause. We
took up 7 colonies last fall, drove 4 in
one and 3 in another hive with empty
frames, fed them very little honey,
and the rest sugar syrup to winter oh,
having no pollen whatever, and they
wintered with very little loss and no
sign of dysentery, while some of the

A. L. had

3,

;

;

;

—

;

having honey and pollen as
they gathered it, were more or less
affected. The* season so far has been
very favorable white clover is just
beginning to yield some honey, and
we look for a fair amount of surplus
if the weather is propitious during
Harvey Feathers.
the coming month. If a colony is
Royalton, Wis., May 31, 1881.
boxed and swarms out. leaving the
boxes partly filled, is it best to leave
Transferring.— Bees have done well
them on the parent colony or move
them with the swarm ? Why are full here this spring. The swarming is
sheets of foundation recommended about over, and a great many left for
unknown more than usual.
for surplus boxes in preference to only parts
a smail piece for a starter V I have Basswood bloom is over, and furnished
but little honey. Can a novice transreference to the thin foundation.
fer bees with safety at this season of
W. II. Stout.
Pine Grove, Pa.
the year? I like Cook's Manual very
I. R. Waggoner.
[The unfilled boxes-are usually left much.
Grantville, Kan., June 24, 1881.
with the parent colony. Most bee[The best time to transfer is in the
keepers claim that the foundation is a
great economizer of time in building spring, but it can be done at any
comb, and that the larger the surface time. Care should be taken not to inpresented, the greater the number of jure the brood. Ed.]
bees accommodated and if, as some
Short Honey Crop.— I fear that we
of the most expert honey producers
may have a poor season for honey.
assert, the thin foundation is no det- Early in the season we had several
now we
riment to either honey or comb, and weeks of continuous rain
no imposition upon the consumer, have a dry season that is equally disastrous to the honey crop. I really
then the greater the amount used to
did not know the pleasure I was readvantage the more profitable its use. ceiving in perusing the Weekly Bee
Journal till I failed to get last
Ed.J
week's number. I think its weeklypreferable to a monthly,
Chaff Packing.— I had 13 colonies visits are far
packed in chaff which have gone but I must say I prefer a more conthrough a rigorous New England win- venient size of page, for preservation.
S. E. Thompson.
ter without loss, while the bees in box
Shelbyville, Ky., July 11, 1881.
hives were dead before June 1, and
also those in the Langstroth hives.
With 2 exceptions my bees came
Snow as Winter Protection.— I used
through the winter very strong. I 25 chaff and 17 2-story simplicity
examining
on the summer
just
been
my
hives;
hives
I wintered
have
one was lost by accident and
I have 3 hives with 13 frames in each. stands
2 were queenless.
literally filled with brood, bees and one by starvation
honey; size of frame 12x16, outside Late in the fall the bees were placed
measure. I have used this hive since in the center of the hive on the few1873 and have never had a colony die est, combs possible ; all of the lower
I have found them queen- story not occupied by bees and all of
in them
less and united them with others. the second story were then filled with
2-frame nucleus in a
One gentleman near here wintered fine chaff.
some 10 or 12 colonies in a cellar and simplicity hive thus protected winIn mid-winter
lost 2 of them. My bees never dwin- tered quite finely.
dle in the spring like those wintered I frequently raised the lids and found
in cellars. Others have wintered in icicles as long as my fingers on the
the upper surcellars and lost none. Bees are work- lower side of the lid
ing very briskly, and are gathering face of the chaff was wet and moldy.
J. T. Davis.
At 2 inches deep the chaff was dry,
honey quite fast.
and from 2 to 6 inches (according to
Shelbume Falls, Mass.
otliejs,

;

the size of the colony) of the chaff have never noticed drones out early in
the morning, and have never known

and have 30 now. This next to the bees would not only be
I did not disis the best season foi honey I ever very dry, but warm.
knew. I shall have 1 .000 to 1 ,500 lbs turb them during the whole winter,
this season, of a very choice article of and kept them covered with snow
honey.
I. P. Wilson.
most of the time.
M. Frank Taber.
Burlington, Iowa, July 7, 1881.
Salem, O.. June 11, 1881.
in the spring,

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

A

Y

-

;

July 20,

to collect stores
hence I am of
the opinion that the kingbird destroys
workers. That his instinct may teach
him to reject the abdominal portion of
the insect, and thus avoid the sting, is
possible, but does not help the case.
St. Joseph, Mo.
S. P. Hyde.

them

;

That Picture.— On the first page of
My Second Report.— On June 1st I
the Journal, for July 6, I find truly
" a picturesque, apiary, designed by found my number very much reduced
to what it was when I reported in
Mr. A. I. Boot." It is, indeed, a beau- February then
my loss was less than
tiful picture, but it is certainly not
20, but the cold month of April was
practicable. I never saw bee pasturthe hardest on my bees of any part of
age that would support 450 colonies, winter. The 25 colonies
in box hives
one apiary, and in
profitably, in
with which I commenced the winter,
swarming time it would take 10 men now number
but 3 of 123 in chaff
to handle them, under ordinary cirhives I have lost 4fi (21 of them being
cumstances; and with bad weather for last
year's swarms)
they died of dysa week, there would probably be 75 to
entery, caused by too much unsealed
100 swarms in a single day. The pichoney the others died from different
ture is all that could be desired, probcauses, some from failure of old queens
ably, but I would prefer to see a beeand some from bad shaped combs.
house in the center space, with a lawn
By careful examination I satisfied myaround it, with bees all around, etc. I
self that there was a good cause for
think Mr. Root is better on pictures
the loss, taking into consideration the
than possibilities, or rather, more
long, cold winter, which has taught
visionary than practical. I think a
me one of the most valuable lessons
horse railroad should be added to run
of my life. It should cause us all to
all around the walks to carry off surmake more thorough preparations;
plus, •provided they get any.
then if the winter is mild we are all
C. F. Greening.
right, and if severe, thesmall
Grand Meadow. Minn., July 7, 1881. of extra labor will pay us well amount
for the
[The Bee Journal called it pic- trouble of careful packing and securing proper ventilation, which I conturesque. Mr. Greening says the pic- sider a very important
element in sucture is all that could be desired. Some cessful wintering.
J. M. France.
Auburn Corners, Pa.
of the criticisms are right, and just
;

;

;

;

what we

when
make

Such a picture,

like to see.

its

faults are pointed out, will

more lasting impression than
pages of words without a picture. We
shall all do well to remember the wise
saying; "There are (laws in diamonds,
flies in amber, and faults in every
a

How to Exterminate Ants, etc.—
notice the request for a plan to exterminate "little black ants" from hives
of bees.
solution of salt, or dry
salt (chloride of sodium), sprinkled
where the said ants infest the hives,
sends them a " kiting " an effective

A

—

means of getting
Try it. Bees love
and I add a pinch

rid of the pests.
salt as condiment,
of it in their feed.
I also notice the request for a receipt
for making grafting wax without compounding beeswax with it.
cele-

man."' In the discussion of theories
wejask no favors, but when we criticise our fellow men let us remember
our own imperfections, and chide with
love. Ed.]
brated pomologist published a receipt

A

for

—

compounding a grafting wax made

Short Crop. The honey crop in of alcohol, rosin, and spirits of turPennsylvania will be short June was pentine. I have made and used it,
Honey is pretty but do not remember the proportion
so wet and cool.
of the ingredients.
plenty now, but it cannot last long.
It has been used
R. B. Oldt.
by many claiming that it was superior
New Berlin, Pa., July 7, 1881.
to any other.
C. J. Robinson.
Richford, N. Y., Julv 4, 1881.
My Management,— I have thought
sometimes of sending a report to the
Honesty and Dishonesty. Honesty
Journal, not having seen any from is the offspring of conscience. From
this county, and my methods differ so this first principle all rules of behavior
much from the common practice of are drawn. It teaches us the difference
bee-keepers. I use the Quinby hive, between right and wrong teaches us
8 frames and honey-board, no divi- to shrink from everything evil. There
sion-boards, no cushions, no chaff or are some men who seem to have no
other absorbents, no upward ventila- conscience, who come into the world
tion, the hives ventilated below by to seek only pleasure and wealth, and
raising one inch above the board. On care not by what means they are obthe 18th of Nov., 18S0, I put 39 colo- tained. It is for such men that we
nies into their room in the cellar un- need compulsory honesty, and it cander the house. It is warm, totally not be demanded on too broad a scale.
dark, damp, and well ventilated. I Adulteration is not confined to honey.
put them out March 17; all appeared We poison our drugs with cheaper maas well as when put in, but 1 put them terial we sell shoddy for wool we
out too soon, and had to double up sell veneering for solid wood we rob
some of the weaker ones. I have now and cheat each other all around, and
34 that are doing well
blacks and hy- in every trade and business we are
brids. There are but few bees left in rapidly destroying our national sense
How is it
this county. In this township the as- of honesty and integrity.
sessor informed me he found no bees we elect legislators who need petitions
mine.
Eastwood.
presented
in
order
to
get
them
alive except
L.
to make
laws for the protection of the people ?
Waterville, O.
We want laws as broad as the United
Kingbirds and Drones. I had heard States, protecting honest and innocent
and read so much about chaff cushions men. We do not want a law shielding
and wintering on the summer stands, honest honey-producers alone, and do
that I thought best to try the experi- not want our law-makers to look at it
ment. One trial is enough for me. in that light. We hear the complaints
By the first of February, 6 had gone of thousands of other honest men, and
we want laws protecting all. There is
I put the remainto return no more.
ing 3 in the cellar and saved them. lots of dishonesty in America. RealMr. Quinby, in his " Mysteries of Bee- ize this, and uphold truth and honesty.
Covington, Ky.
A. E. Foster.
Keeping," expressed the opinion that
the kingbird destroyed only drones.
Repairing Losses. I have been diThe same sentiment is also expressed
in the revised edition. From recent viding my bees, according to the direcobservation, that opinion seems to me tions given in the Bee Journal on
erroneous.
My bees were lately very "Repairing Losses by Division." Had
busy about some willow trees in my I read the Bee Journal 2 years
yard; presumably collecting stores. sooner it would have saved me more
Henry Zeis.
Two kingbirds, early every morning, than $200.
Pacific, Mo., June 30, 1881.
were equally busy With the bees. I
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

^

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

15 DOLLARSZFOR $1.

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid) on receipt of price, by

THOMAS
H74

West Madison

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

CHICAGO, LLL

Ree*K«'('i»»'i-'« Guide or, Cook'n Mnnuul
ggf Those who may wish to change
Wishing to Introduce our books nil s'v w thr r e ze, style of binding etc w<> have decided lu
of thv A i»i:ify. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
from other editions to the Weekly ,can make the GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY, for a short time.
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
do so by paying the difference.
'J®%Ve will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1. subject nf hrc-. nil lire. It Is nut only instructive,
1

;

,

(g°

When

changing a postoitice address, mention the old as well as the

new

address.

,

but Intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
The bonk is a masterly production, and 'tic thai DO
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
bee-keeper, however limited bis means, can afford
NOTICE.— We reserve the right *o withdraw this Dollar Offer nt any limp, todo without. Cloth, SI, £5 ; paper cover,
!#l,
thereiore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all yourfrienda
t|itiiitt.v'* New Bee-Keeping, by I.. C. Boot we have made the grandest oiler of the century.
The antbiir treats the subject of bee keeping bo
it can in
fail to Interest all.
Its M vie is plain
FOB 25 CENTS, A COPY OF ANY BOOK IN THIS LIST WILL BE SENT BY MAIL, TOST-PAID. that
and forcible, makingall itf renders realize that Its
Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published. One will be issued every two weeks.
author is master if the subject.— W1..1©.
Novice's Alio ofBee-Cultare, by a. Root
LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOr'N PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
This well-known bonk may be ranked asthe most
Or,More of his Plain Talk for Plain People.by Rev. —This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
(lias. 11. Spurgeon. This book is exceedingly
popular standard juvenile book ever printed.
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.35; paper. tf 1.
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderhumorous and instructive, using the simplest
K in-'- Bee-ttee]MT»' Text-Book, bv A. J.
ful adventures of a casi-away upon a desert
form of words and very plain speech. To smite King.—
This edition is revised and brought down to
island. Complete in one vol. Fully illustrated.
evil, and especially the monster evil of drink, has
the present time. Cloth, Wl.OO; paper. ?.><.

PARTimAR

it

<

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

I

^

Advertisements intended for the Bee THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
reach this office by
From this world to that which istocome. This remarkable book, as every one knows, was written
Saturday of the previous week.

been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
of this book should carry it

Journal must

a dream, by John
religious writer in the
English language; an. perhaps more copies have
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with apSropriate illustrations.

under the eimilit.de of

Bunyan, the most popular

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon,aiid the baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

—

and homely wisdom

into every household. Complete in one
containing a great number of pictures.

NEW FARM AND

The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

This book tells of the supposed travels and surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions of the world, where he met with a
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
in uiie volume. Finely illustrated.

ing fish, oysters, poultry and game; it tells how to
select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it gives
the best methods of preparing saucs and salads
and all kinds of vegetables for the table: and tells

the housekeeper

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper: it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stories which the legend says the Sultaness of
pRi-Ria related to the Multan night after night, in
order to pioloug her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would Lave been sacrificed to bis

for a club of

5,

weekly,

we

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.
;

which is founded upon lacts, and gives
an insight iuto the low estate of woman under
the Moi mull ruie.
this story

Dickens; abounds iu excellent
and novel features; is chiefly remarkable for its
nilmiiabie picture of country life, giving the
history of a very happy and contented young;
couple who thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoyment of Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete
one volume, with illustrations.
after the st vie of

m

common.

health restorative.— Times.

over

We

1st.

REEIABEE.—

to direct tetters correct! v.

MONEY SHOULD BE SENT by Post
Publishers of FARitf
I...-:

in.-

iie3'era iu Drujrs

Si

'Sold

All Farmers, Mothers, business Men, Median&c, who are tired out by work or worry, and|
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Kheuma-^
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-'
plaints, you can beinvi^orated and cured bv using'

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

ics,

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuablo collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 35 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

PARKER'SGINGERTONIC
If you are wasting away with Consumption, Di
'sipation or any weakness, you will find Parker's;
.Ginger Tonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer and the^
;Best Health* StreugthBestorer youCan Use;
and far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it*
50.
builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
Vct. and$i sizes.
Ht^cox & Co.. Chemists,

;

;

THOMAS Gr. NEWMAN,

N

_.

974

the Author.

Florida

Publishers' Price. Club.
.

Bee-Keepers'Instr\ictor( W.Thomas) 2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hiil)
2

Prof. Cook's

ManuaKbound

Bee-Culture <T.G. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881

.$2 00

;

andGleaningsinBee-Culturei A. I. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis) 2
The 4 above-named papers
4

Kansas Bee- Keeper
The 7 above-named papers

Life, or Self-

Preservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt, 300 pp.,contains beautiful
steet engravings, 125 prescriptions, price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c

00..
00.
75..
75. .
50.

.

50..
2 30..
6 05..

2
2
2
3

75
60
50
75

2 35
2 35
2 15
5 00

in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40. . 2 25
2 85.. 2 75

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, JI.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, (1-50 less.

less.

;

ffUffilT TTTVQrTr send now. Address Peabody
MiUVV InloIiLI* Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
PAKKBH, No. 4Bulflnchst., Boston.
22wly

Land

^ CHEAP

A new and great

"The Science of

:

CHICAGO,

LLL.

— 640 Acres

FOE. CASH,

j®

south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, Bituated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line. 25 miles west ot the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 26 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola. a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and 6) of the Apnlachicola river the
Boil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec. 31st. 1875, by Col. Alexander McDonald, who owned ti sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for $3,200, and on Sept.
5th, 1877, by him conveyed to the undersigned for

Description, -Sec.

4,

township

7,

;

$3,1)00.

The title

is

perfect,

and

it is

unincumbered,

shown by an abstract from the Kecords of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my posas

ESTIMATES
E
ADVERTISING
any
a
Given
Wk NEWSPAPER the Country. Our new^

i

for

in

in

Price I, i«t for Advertisers sent free.
CO., Advertisinc Aeents,'
HffiC. A.
Cor. Dearborn & Wash'n Sts.. Chicago.

&3k

^^

ml b on

I.Mii^-l

;

session.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for It is respectfully solicited. Address,

lOOKd

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

I

In-

Hive and Honey

llee.

a standard scientific wiirk. Priced #2.
Bee*, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full ot practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 8B1.00.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful nmnugemenl of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Thie embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming— Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing— Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc.
It is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition. 40 cents, postpaid.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in everv family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

-

This

is

Itlt'">'-«i

consumer against the numerous health-destroying

adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50<*.
Bzierzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

15 c.

%
as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

Il'iiic

G.

,

Ancient History of Bees and Honev the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of 'Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
,

:

Price for either edition, fie.

;

per dozen,

50c.

Winterlns Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2.i In gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description fif the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, i»c.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handl-

ing and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
\- C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Pi-ncticnl Hints to Ree-Keeper*. by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 'SI pages.
Ch.

the

management of

bees.

Price,

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

lOc.

— No
It

has

book could be
35 engravings

illustrating positions <if sick hoses, and treats all
disease? in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 25c.
Hill,— A treatise on

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Ropn's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

Its

cause,

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. ; Morocco, iSl ..»0.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com-

plete Mechanic, contains over 1,000.000 Indnsdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Socrets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200.000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Wurk, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts.
Saws. Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw. Shingle. Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins. Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating. Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Tables with r.nn.i'irxi Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1 m items for Grocers. Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 300 Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and .Jewelers, -loo do. for Hunt.(

be3tand cbeapest.indispensable to every man, entitled

nal and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column Rives the regular price of both

Street,

i^^^u

Medical Work, warranted the

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jour-

West Madison

Remove? Dandruff
Prevents Baldneu

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

CLUBBIXG LIST.

Snrinsrfield. Ohio.

The Horse

Perfum-

Signature of Hiscox &
Co.. N.Y., on every bottle.
ery.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

or Registered Letter, addressed to

©S ENGRAVINGS

oT all Perfumes.

New,& FaiMonabk
by

Cologne
,

Money Order

Office

AND FIRESIDE.

The Most Fragrant sod

Floreston

27w4

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)

ocean.

life's trackless

every two weeks and be mailed to subscribers as soon as published.
Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
of the publishers of 1'ahm and Fihesidk, say, " they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with J,
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known ami too much respected to make it worth while tc
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the above books if careful

See adv.

gg* It would save us much trouble,
if all would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you li^e near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

ing correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate o ir own course, and steer, star-guided,

THE BOOKS
THE PAGES
THE TYPE is Minion, easy on the eyes. THE PAPER is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
THE FIRST BOOK, Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April
One of the others will follow

We

have
used Parker's Ginger Tonic with the
happiest results for Rheumatism and
Dyspepsia, and when worn out by
overwork, and know it to be a sterling
so

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, present-

usual price of these books bound in cloth is?]. 00 to 53.00 each.
propose to bind them in heavy
paper or thin card board, and send them by mml and prepay the postage, for 25 cen.seach. They comprise a wide range and striking diversity of the most brilliant an 1 pleasing productions of the most noted
and popular authors, and include bocks of travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all ta tes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fikkside Library, and anyone obtaining these ten
books will possess a library of ten of ihe most popular bouks ever published. We bave not room to give a
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain thise noted books at so low a price.
will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
one alune requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5J£ by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.

Mistake to confound a
remedy of merit with the quack med-

now

;

The

It is a Foolish

icines

which he adorned. Born a slave, ii« lorced n*&
way by his mother-wit into the courts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history and he who had not
jEsop's Fables at his fingers ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

unjust resentment.

—

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey;"

/ESOP'S FABLES,
The raoiesoi J&sopus, an apt representative or toe
great social and intelle' tual movement of the a^e

SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHE MORMONf..
Every man and woman in the laud sbotiid real

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
ByB.L. Farieun. A very popular Christmas story

she needs toknowaboutbread,

all

biscuits, rods, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
cookies, tea, coffee, choc late, home-made candies,
antidote for poi on, cooking for the sick, and many
other use»ul tilings.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS* ENTERTAINMENTS.
Because it adds to Personal Beauty
by restoring color and lustre to gray
or faded hair, and is beneficial to the
scalp, is why Parker's Hair Balsam is
such a popular dressing.
27 w4

COOK SOOK.

FIRESIDE

BESTCOOKBOOKEVLKPCBLIfaHED. Contains
about 1,000 Recipes. It is just the bonk that every
w.ieaud housekeeper needs, it tells bow to cook
all kinds of bread, cakes and meat?; it tells how
to make all kinds of Re-tip; it gives recipes for cook-

I

LLIVER S TRAVELS.

SiT Constitutions and By-Laws for

volume—

ers,

>

Trappers Tanners. Leather

A-

Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Streets
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values. Specific Gravities. Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10,000 Items for House- eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons. Train-

ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms, lightning
CALcrLAToHforCubic Measures, Ready Reckoner,

Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, dial and
Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,

Tonnage Tables.

Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards. Scantling,
etc., nt sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
Laws of 49 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains 1,016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, $8. 54).
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S250.00
Offered as a

S. Bonds,

in U.

Premium

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

Mil-

for Subscribers to the

Sample copy,

A

line

to three weeks, each insertion, SOc. per line.
"
" or more"
1 8c.
[Tour
"
*'
"
"
Eight,
15c.
"
Thirteen
13c.
"
Twenty-six
"
lOc.

One

8c.

"

Chicago,

111.

VAN DEUSEN &

J.
lltf

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. V.

Correapondence
Him- to Produce "the Coming Bee"
Getting Bid of Fertile Workers
An Excellent Canadian Apiary
Common-Sense Apiary
The Hive that I Like Best

22'-,

HONEY KEGS.

22r,

Bees and their Pasturage in Utah
Robbing Weak Colonies
How I Remove the Bees from Frames

227
227
227

:

Bee-Keeping for Profit
Convention Directory and Notices

227
227

These kegs answer the popular demand
honey in small packages, an( i when
compared with large harrels holding from
300 to 500 lbs. each, they are fully as cheap
ami often cheaper. They need no waxing
for

How to Commence Bee-Keeping
Dividing for Increase
How to Commence Bee-Keeping

but should simply be thoroughly scalded
The
with boiling water before using.
22*
228 leakage so often occurring in the large
228
228 hard-wood barrels can be entirely pre22-8
vented by using the White Pine Kegs.
Considering the cost and trouble of wax22!»
22U ing, the loss of honey by leakage, and
22:1
the ease with which these kegs can be
22:1
228 handled and shipped, with an actual sav228
2211
ing in original cost, it must be apparent to
229
Prices:
228 all that they are the best.

Old

228

Editorial

:

Editorial Items

A New

Bee Enemy

Beer Adulteration with Glucose
Losses of Bees Last Winter
Statistical Tables

Among; our Exchange*:
Queen Cages for Mailing
Honey Show in San Francisco
The Honey Crop in Ohio
Missouri Apiculture
The Crops of the World
The Value of System

Comb Honey. Candied

Management

of Section

Boxes

22:1

Selections from Our Ketter Box
Young Bees and Stores for Winter

:

Dysentery, Foundation, etc
Chaff Packing
Plentv of Honey
Losses of Bees in Waupaca County, Wis.

Trans f erring Bees
Short Honey Crop
Snow as Winter Protection
That Picturesque Apiary
Short Crop of Honey

230
230

Kegs, each
Kegs, "
1001b. Kegs, "
Ml
100

lb.

ALFRED

230
230
230

972

West Madison

NEWMAJT,

II

street.

CHICAOO.

ILL.

2:10

230

Repairing Losses

2:10

Bingham Smoker

Corner.

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER.
Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
to the best Interests of honey producers; dealers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $:J.l">. Sample copies free. Ad-

SCOVElX & ANDERSON.

dress,

June 2^', 1881.
Bingham & Hetherinftton, Abronia, Mich.
Gentlemen Your uncapping knife has been well
Oxford,

O.,

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

Messrs.

:

tested in the Apiary of Mr. 1). McCord, my neighbor. In his opinion land 1 agree with him it is far
in advance of any knife which he has ever used.
J

Yours very

LANGSTROTH.

L. L.

truly,

Untested Holy Land Queens,
Sent by return mail, $1.00 each.
anteed.

Napa. California, June 10, 1881.
T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich. Dear Sir Please
send me by mail two Large, six Extra, and i Plain
Standard Bingham Smokere. Your four years* old
Smoker is still In use, and does good service, the

Sunny

.-.

I. It.

ii

GOOD,

Safe arrival guar-

Nappanee. Ind.

Side,

:

require the
have a large and small On in by
large size.
I
(large one condemned), the other I get along with
by repairing often. As far as I have tried them I
prefer vours above all, and shall keep them m
Jos. D. Exas.
stock. Yours Truly,

only trouble being

it

is

too small.

I

UNTESTED QUEENS,
In v 11 z o.<
In September

'.m>.

?.'»<_•.

OEOKOE W. BAKER,
Lewlsville, Ind.

liitwitp

1881, -ITALIAN

ITAIJAK UUEESiS,

Full Colonies, Nuclei
Our
Illustrated
Catalogue of Bees, Supplies, Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, Ac, Free |J3?~Scnd for it and save money.
.1. T. SCOTT A BRO-. Crawfish Springs, Ga.
2w32tx

new

specialties.

Tested Queens
"

BTJRCH &

in
in

"
"

QUEENS I-I88I.

July

$*J

August and September
in
in
in

GEORGE

r>(>

2 00
on
1

July

!hi
August
September
73
W. BAKKU. Lewlsville, Ind.

CO.,

South Haven, Mich.,
'

"

Untested Queens
j:twltp

H. A.

General Dealers in

EMERSON BINDERS.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Comb Foundation

a

Specialty,

ISfCatalogues Free.

29wtf

It is

QUEENS.

«5°Cyprians Only.^?3i

GOOD ONES,
Xi IX Ell J
From the

Join's*

from Full

Colonic*.

FOR 1'UKITT,

Importation.

Hafely delivered nt

B^fAiid Reii<ly._j£2
29WW DR. W1I. M. ItOGEKS, Shelby ville, Ky.

$;}.uo

short-lived.

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burn-

Read

the following opinions of the

All agree that

it is

A

Send postal card for testimonials.

ItT Kindt- r« for the Weekly Ree doiirnnl, of 1881, cloth and paper, pimtpald, Hti
eon In.

We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for amkuican Bee JOURNAL for
1880,

at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
r»oc.
Leather and cloth
T.'ic.
BJT" We can alBo furnish the Binder for any Paper or Magazine desired.
:

97-1

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

"*

2

"
"

2

1H

ABRONIA. MICH.

KfflMffl
CNGMVER5
IS7j)E/\RB0l\M St.

S? --V. CHICAGO

SALISBURY,

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens. |$1.00 Tested
;

Italian

Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, |4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $S.U0 Colony of Cyp;

;

;

;

;

;

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

Wax

worked

per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

10c.

on

35c.

per

lb.

jySend for Circular.

lwly

is

to be the

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live SUick Record.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe l)v
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series nf directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.

with great pleasure this vnde
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an interest In this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the Several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
their handling in apiaries.
The studies of the
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are allot biHh and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to tinwork with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded In Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author the
only difference being that Prof- Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers In several instances to Darwin; and
does not belong to that class which bates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— Oerman Freidenker,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Price— Bound

Jot—

in cloth,

by mall prepaid.

*

paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

2V£

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Swtf

and much of it Is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man-

Wl.UO,

$ I 00
1 50
1 25
1 00
"
75

.2 in.,

Address,

Book;

Van Antwerp, M. D.

.

If to be sent by mail, or singiy by express, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

ish myself,

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

euch.

Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife.
Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

the work of a master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
It, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, III.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

and belimprove-

ing the fingers
lows.
real

ment.

real value.— L'Apicutture, Paris.

;

CYPRIAN

sand

returned, or letter of complaint received. Ouroriginal patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, I880.
rime Bifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

Illuntrntloiiii.

We have perused

>,

27w4

1 and Bee Hives

Fine

pronounced by the press and leading
most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
si'ientiflc work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and It is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— IVeste rn Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which

230

Honesty and Dishonesty

!I3

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouin UBe— not one ever

clusively.

College of Michigan.

This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the

This book

2:10

280

1

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

t lie

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
tirst edition of 3.OU0 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.. splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.

bee-men

280

230
230
230

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
UetheringtonHoney Knife
you are sure of the best
and cheapest, and not liaIf

The

ual. — Wm.

35c
55c
65c

lb.

2:10

My Management
Kingbirds and Drones
My Second Report
How to Exterminate Ants

Pniren;

Re-issued

;

9, 1878.

COOK,

J.

not only instructive, but Intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

22(J

The Army- Worm mid the Basswood
A Practical BeeBooBe

32©

apiarist.

225

226
226
226

and May, 1879

;

POPULAR

m.

Contents of this Number.

Convention Notes

Chicago,

high side-walls, * to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Street,

FLAT-BOTTOM COMB FOUNDATION,

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance.
The AMERICAN Bee Journal Is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every state. Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertisinp medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

G.

By A.
State Agricultural

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

974 West Madison

July

Of Lansing. Professor nf Entomology In

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no Bingle cut sold for less

line.

I878|

9,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

ladies.)

ELECTROTYPES

— Yearly Contracts

»7-t West Madison

cent for Circular.

1

21w8t

than 50c.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

:

^Company composed of

of this type will contain about fight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

'*
Fifty-two
Special Notices, 50 cents per

cents

Milwaukee Monthly Magazine

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
word*;

in

THE ORIGINAL
Patented Jan.

OR,

waukee Monthly Muirazlne atJtM.O© a year.

July 20.

West Madison

t .•£.'» ;

O.

Street.

in

for

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN REES and

UVEEHS, FOUNDATION and APIARIAN
SUPPLIES. If you want Early Queens, from

stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or

want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation

ILL.

Dr.

9mtit

.1.

P. H.

BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
Price
of Amerloun-Itnllim*. Address,
list

JOS. M.

UKOOKS A

HR&.,

Columbus, Ind.

I3wfim

THE CANADIAN FARMER
THE OSTI/T

Agricultural

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

Dominion of Canada,
This practical journal

Is

now

in its

Third Tear,

and meeting with Immense success. The low price
its subscription ($l.oo per year) in its new and improved form (16 pages lajtfxinVfc, folded and pasted)

of

makes it verv popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It is the Rent AdvertlMlnic Medium In
Canada. Sample copies sent free to any address.
Ilw26ftx
N. R. COLCOCK, Wetland, Ont.

Given's Foundation Press,
The latest improvement In Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation Is not surpassed. The only
invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly
D. 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston. 111.

ITALIAN BEES.
All standard Colonies have eight frames, 17J^ Inc.
long and II ine. deep. All Nuclei, frames limine.
long ait d 11^4 inc. deep. Single full colonies, $ln in
lots of ffve, each $:i
In lots of tenor more, each $s
single pure Tested Queen, S2.60 1-frame Nucleus,
Tested Queen (June). $3.50; 2- frame do., $4; :i- frame
do., $.">
4-frame do., 95.50; July, August mid September, 5-franie Nucleus, Tested Italian Queen, $.">.
No Dollar Queens handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express terminus) ol every order from my
yards.
Shipping facilities, six times daily to all
points. With 2U years' experience in the propagation
and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the
;

;

;

;

:

most fastidious.
To secure prompt attention, money should be sent
by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.
Address all communications to

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

In large

or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address,

J.
r
2.

jwtf

H.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

Co.,

Mich,

,

ESTABLISH ED^XXfl"

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

Published every Wedne?day, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

'

Editor and Proprietor,

TIIE

ILL.,

The queen is seen to lay 3 or 4 eggs
per minute, and the apiarist, by adding comb with empty cells, proves
that she may lay as many as 4,000
eggs der day. Aristotle was correct,
then, in calling the queen the mother,
and Virgil wrong in pronouncing her
Her hatred to rivals
to be the king
is easily shown by the certain combat,

fatal to one of them, when two queens
CHICAGO, ILL. are placed together.
This enmity induces swarming, as bees rarely suffer
TERMS OF Sl'BSfKIPTIOX
in
the same hive
queens
of
x plurality
WEEKLY— numbers! S3 a year, in advance. In swarming the queen never leads,

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

i

(5'2

Three or Six Months

at the

same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY— Theflrst
each month, at

MONTHLY— The
5©

cents

Sl.OO

first

and third numbersot
a year, in advance.
of each month, at

number

a year, in advance.

entitled
sending a club of six
|y Any person(like
the club) sent to any address
is

to an extra copy
desired. Sample copies furnished free.
Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 2'? cents for collecting.

Ur

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe SO cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

Read before the Entomological

Society.

Relation of Apiculture to Science.

PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

I once heard a well-known profesand scientist, than whom there is
no better student of American agriculture, remark, that the art of agriculture was founded almost wholly upon
and that all it had to
empiricism
thank science for was that the latter
explained what had already been determined by the empiric method.

sor

;

Whether
verse

is

this be true or not, the re-

most certainly true of prac-

yet the special place of clustering is
usually determined by the queen.
Unless the queen accompanies the
swarm, the latter will always return
to the hive.
By clipping one wing of a virgin
queen, so that flight will ever after be
impossible, the bee-keeper quickly
proves the correctness of the great
Iluber's discovery, that queens always mate on the wing. The same
experiment proves the correctness of
Dzierzon's more wonderful discovery,
that drone bees are a result of agamic
reproduction. No queen whose wing
is clipped while yet a virgin, so far as
I have observed, and I have tried the
experiment many times, will ever lay
eggs that will produce other than
drone bees. It is also true that if a
queen is forced to virginity for 3 or 4
weeks, she will always remain a virgin.
Upon the queen's return from her
matmg flight, we may observe the
evidence of success, as she always if
successful bears away a portion of the
drone's reproductive organs, which remain attached to the queen for some
hours.
It was a theory of the late Samuel
Wagner, that the placing of unimpregnated eggs in the larger cells of
the drone comb, and the impregnated
ones, in the smaller worker cells, was
simply automatic. The pressure of
the smaller cell upon the queen's abdomen, forced the sperm cells from
the spermatheca, as the eggs passed
As there would be no such pressby.
ure from the larger drone cells, the

PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

JULY

No. 30.

27, 1881.

flight, possibly for two queen has become superannuated, the
more years, vet the muscles are by drones will be permitted to remain in
the
no means atrophied, as shown by her the hives all winter. The fate of

her marriage
or

rapid flight, often several miles, en
route to her future home.
The reason why a few impregnated
eggs develop into queens, while thousands of the same produce worker bees,
appears to be wholly due to quality
and quantity of food. The enlarged cell
is necessary to a full-sized queen, but
not to a queen. The exceptional position of queen-cells is simply for convenience, as it is not important.
Direct observation, as also her removal from the hive, shows that the
only function of the queen is to layeggs.
In;
have known queens to lay with no

abatement of fertility for 5 years,
though often in one or two years she
ceases to be prolific, either from her
own impotency, or from a depletion of
the spermatheca, in which case only
drone bees are produced. Usually the
worker bees arrange to supersede the
queen before she becomes an exclusive
drone producer.
Common observation proves that
the drones are males, that they are
great eaters, and that they have no

drones hangs on the prosperity of the
colony. With rapid increase of bees
and honey they are safe adversity in
these respects, unless caused by loss
or impotency of the queen, betokens
their speedy extinction.
Drones are tolerated in a strange
colony, which is not generally true of
either the queen or the workers.
The longevity of drone bees, as we
;

have seen,

;

;

largely dependent

upon

A

function in the economy of the hive,
except the sexual function. As already explained, the drone loses a portion of his reproductive organs, in
mating, which is attended with immediate death.
Though doubt is sometimes expressed as to the origin of drones by
parthenogenesis, there is no such

and more abundant pabulum. I have
wondered if this might not verify
The
Lamarck's idea of evolution.
bee desires eggs, and the deeply felt
want induces the extra ovarian development.
The worker bees are shorter than
the drones and queen, and less robust

with depleted spermathecas, will likewise produce only drones. In appearance and structure these drones are
every way normal. I have no doubt
but that they are functionally perfect.
There is an interesting fact connected with the appearance and disappearance of drones, whose explana-

maxillae, with whicii they extract nectar from deep tubular flowers, and the
deep baskets on their posterior tibiae
and basal tarsi, which are wanting in

than are the drones. Their wings are
doubt among intelligent apiarists. If small but strong, and move very
When the bees are
the wing of the virgin queen is clipped, rapidly in flight.
rapidity is still more
or the entrance to the hive so con- angry the
there
is a corresponding
tracted that she cannot fly, or again, marked, and
no increase of pitch to the hum.
if she is reared when there are
The workers, as the name, implies,
drones, she will be, not sterile, but
hence a
from her eggs will come only drones. do all the work of the hive,
manOften these will be in the small cells, reason for their better developed
comb, rewhen the drones will be no longer than dibles, with which they cut
from
pollen
dig
the workers. The eggs from fertile move cappings and
and
worker bees, and also from old queens, the cells their longer tongues
;

entomology. Economic entomology rests almost wholly upon science. spermatoza would not be extruded
Fear deters most people from bee- from the spermatheca. Practical beekeeping, unless a desire to study bees, keepers have shown this to be untrue.
Queens have been seen to lay eggs
and to know more of the nature and
habits of these marvels of nature, in the still larger queen-cells, whicii
The queen tion seems to call for an intelligence
impels to that close association with are always impregnated.
As the colonies bebees, which practical apiculture de- often lays in worker cells, where the above instinct
the
walls are but just commenced, and come very populous in spring,
mands.
For this reason, there is no class of where there is no compression yet worker bees build drone comb, and
men engaged in manual labor pur- such eggs are always impregnated. rarely even tear down and replace
the queen
suits which possesses the intelligence That the bringing of the sperm cells worker with drone cells, and
and enthusiasm which characterize into connection with the germ cells, lays the unimpregnated eggs in such
queens,
apiarists, or which practices so much or the withholding of them, as the cells, preparatory to rearing
If we remove a
that is really scientific. The success- eggs are to produce females or males, and to swarming.
will be
ful apiarist of to-day must be able to is a matter of volition with the queen, queen, none but drone comb
inspect every part of his hives must is sustained by the muscular character built. Now suppose a colony is strong
suddenly,
be constantly familiar with the pre- of the spermatheca. It is a curious and preparing to swarm, and
continuous rains
cise condition of every colony of his fact, that young queens, when they from lack of bloom,
of necbees ; must be possessed of quick and first commence to lay, often put sev- or great drouth, the secretion
gathering
accurate powers of observation. Thus eral drone eggs into worker cells, tar suddenly stops. Honey
we understand why science has gleaned though after the first day or two, they of course ceases, brood-rearing is disthe
generally deposit only impregnated continued, and, not infrequently,
so much from practical apiculture.
The nature of the several bees in eggs for the first season. It seems bees kill all the drones, and even drag
cells.
the
from
pupa?
the
each colony, as to sex. function and probable, that the muscles of the sem- the larva' and
hopelongevity, is now well known to every inal sack of the queen do not act ef- As soon as the honey harvest is
cut short by the autumn
lessly
intelligent apiarist. The peculiarity ficiently until somewhat in practice.
of queen, drones and workers, and
An anomalous physiological fact is frosts, the worker bees commence at
the peculiar duties of workers of dif- illustrated in the flight of the queen once to bite and worry the drones, till
But
ferent ages, are matters of daily ob- when swarming takes place. Though the latter are driven forth to die.
if the
servation.
she may not have used her wings since if the colony be queenless, or

tical

is

circumstances. There is good reason
to believe that they may live through
the entire season.
The worker bees are imperfectly
developed females, whicii from receiving less and different food while larva?,
are immature in their sexual developworker larva, less than 3
ment.
days from hatching, will, if given
more and richer food, develop into a
queen. If an apiarist allows a colony
to go queenless for a long time, fertile workers are almost sure to appear, from whose eggs, however, none
but drones are produced. Some apiarists suppose that such workers receive, perhaps by accident, a richer

the queen and drones, in which they
carry pollen and propolis to their
hives. As they protect the hives from
intrusion, they need and possess a
better developed sting than that of
the queen, which is only used in dis-

patching

rivals.

the introduction of Italian bees,
differ greatly in color from the
German or black bees, bee-keepers
have learned that the old bees, for the
most part gather the honey, pollen and
propolis, while the young bees remain
within the interior of the hive and secrete, the wax, build the comb, feed
the brood and cap the brood cells,
though the old bees will do the work
of the young ones if for any reason
the natural equilibrium of the colony
is destroyed.
That bees possess and use the sense
of smell is obvious to the apiarist. If
he unite 2 colonies, they often engage
in fierce combat, which only terminates when one of the parties is vanBy smoking, sprinkling
quished.
with an essence, or otherwise giving
to both colonies the same scent previous to the union, perfect peace and

By

which
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harmony is secured. The same fact
leads to somewhat similar precautionary measures in introducing queens.
In going to any place, bees seem to
be guided by direction rather than
sight. Thus it we move a hive, but
for one or two feet, the bees will, for
days, descend to the old position, and
I
then turn abruptly to the hive.
have been led to notice a strange exception to this by placing honey on
a porch of one or two houses that are
exactly alike, but about 5 rods apart,
many bees were misled and swarmed
about the purrh on which there was
no honey. The experiment was several times repeated.
Experience shows that bees will
winter quite as well with pure honey
or sugar syrup for food, as though
they had pollen with it. They may
be kept healthy at least for a time, in
confinement, in summer, on a pure
;

hydro-carbonaceous

diet,

and

will se-

wax and make comb with the
But pollen is a sine
usual activity.
to brood-rearing.
Probably
rum
aua
it is also necessary for the old bees, at
times of great activity.
Bees also
need water. Unless very active, this
want seems to be met by the water of
the honey but in shipping bees they
are now generally fed with candy or
crystallized sugar, and unless water is
added, they perish in a few days.
Nectar, as gathered from the flowers, contains much more water than
does the honey. The bees leave the
nectar, which is often nearly as thin
as water, some time before capping,
until the necessary evaporation has
transpired. Bee-keepers call this the
curing process. Some nectar is so
thick that it is capped very soon,
though frequently it remains for days,
and rarely is it of suoh a nature that
it does not thicken, and ttie bees refuse to cap it at all.
Such nectar,
usually from bark lice, etc., is unwholesome, and unfit food, even for
the bees. If thin nectar is extracted,
bee-keepers evaporate the moisture
crete

;

from

it by artificial heat, as it does
not preserve its quality unless rid of
the superfluous water.
One of the most terrible disasters
that can befall the apiarist is to become the victim of foul brood. In
this terrible disease a fungus attacks
the brood, which causes it to become
putrid and disgusting. It is very con-

tagious.

The

disease

is

common

in

Europe, and has brought ruin and discouragement to apiarists in several of
our own States. Spraying with salicylic acid has been found an efficient
cure.

The enemies of bees is
much interest to

a matter of
tists,

and

especially

Among mammals,

to

certainly

all scienzoologists.

shrews and mice

are often quite destructive to bees.
The kingbird, Tyrannus Carolinensis,

captures worker bees, although

it is

partial to drones. Toads and frogs
seem to lap up bees with no inconsiderable relish, and often work quite
successfully to deplete the hives.

Bees have many and formidable
among insects. In the order Ilymenoptera, a species of Xylocopa,
probably A', micans. has been observed to kill bees in North Carolina.

foes

The cow

killer, Mutilla coccinea. destroys bees in the States from Central

Texas. It has been reported
several times that ants are at times a
Illinois to

serious foe to the honey bee. It is
stated that they not only worry the
bees by invading the hive, but that
they sometimes kill both the queens

most serious dipterous pests to the
apiarist. Of these there are at least
3 species of Asilus, 2 of Mallophora.
2 of Promachus, 2 of Laphria, and 2
of Erax, that catch and kill bees.

building, and secures straight combs, flowers of the plains pass out of season or dry up, then this bee plant
and exclusive worker cells.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich. commences to bloom, and continues
to grow and bloom until cut off by

work the most

promises a valuable future, and should
be better known.
The seed being al-

These predacious

(lies

serious mischief South, but are not
exempt from blame even as far North
parasitic fly of the
as Ontario.
family TachinicUe is destructive to
bees in several of the States.
In importing bees, the bee louse,

A

Braula coeca, lias been introduced
from Europe but so far it promises
to do little harm in our country.
;

Amongst

Heteroptera,

Phytnata

erosa is a dreaded foe of the honey
bee. From its close mimicry of the
flowers of many composite plants, in
which it is wont to hide, it finds it
easy to grasp the bees with its unique
anterior legs, when it soon sucks out
their life juices. Mantis corolina kills
bees from Central Illinois to the Gulf.
Many of the Libellulidw, chief
among which is Anax Junius, are so
fierce in their onslaught on bees, that

they have been termed bee-hawks.
These marauders depredate in all sections of our country.
I need not speak, at this time, of
the value of bees in fertilizing flowers, as that has been ably discussed
by our botanical friends. That bees
ever injure buckwheat or other plants,
by seeking nectar from their bloom,
as is sometimes claimed, is known to
be erroneous by all present. That
they are equally harmless to grapes
and other soft-skinned fruits is not so
generally granted. Personally, I have
never seen a case, though I have several times gone quite a distance to
see them at the request of positive
individuals.
In each case the bees
were found never to attack sound
fruit, but only to sip from such as had
burst, or been torn by other insects or
by birds. While I am not positive
that bees are never guilty of such
wrong-doing, I do feel certain that
such actions if ever true, are quite
exceptional. I have lived in California in the midst of apiaries and vineyards, and I have yet to see the first
case of such depravity among bees.
The 2 great improvements in apiculture since the Langstroth hive,
and scientific knowledge gave the
apiarist such control over his bees,
are the extractor and comb foundation, both of which are recent inventions. In both cases the thought came
from Germans, but perfection in carrying it out is due to Yankee genius.
The honey extracter works on the
principle of centrifugal force, and by
its use honey maybe thrown from the
combs before it is capped over, or afterward if the cappings be first removed with a knife. By this practice
the comb is used over and over again,
and as a result, at least twice as much
honey can be secured. Experiment
proves that it takes at least 20 pounds
of honey to secure one of comb, besides the time of secretion is lost, as
bees are usually quiet when employed
in secreting the wax-scales.
Extracting is often very necessary
to furnish room for the queen, so that
she may lay eggs. In times of great
honey secretion, the workers so fill the
cells with honey that the queen finds
no place for her eggs, so brood-rearing
ceases, and as the workers live only
for a few weeks during the active season, depletion of the colony is rapid
and sometimes is carried to a fatal

extent.

When bees cease gathering, from
lack of nectar secretion the queen
stops laying, and all brood-rearing
Nothing is found to pay the
ceases.
And even apiarist so well as to feed sparingly,
moth, Galleria cereana.
this is no dread to the intelligent whenever there is a cessation from
It
gathering honey, and so keep his colapiarist.
is found that strong colonies of bees and none others pay— onies strong. The extracted honey
and especially if Italians, will always furnishes a cheap and excellent food
defend themselves against this enemy. for this purpose.
It is only weak orqueenless colonies
Comb foundation is made from pure
that succumb to this foe.
beeswax and is a perfect copy of honey
Among Diptera, Bombylius Jfeas- comb, as just commenced by the bees,
canus, is reported to enter the hives, except that it is much thicker. When
in Texas, without resistance and lavs given to the bees, they at once accept
its eggs, where the prospective larva' it, thin it to the usual thickness of
will be nourished and cared for, with- natural comb, and use the parings to
out labor on the part of the mother complete the cells. This saves the time
The family Asilidie affords the and work of wax secretion and comb
fly.

and workers.

The

only lepidoptcrous insect winch
annoys American apiarists is the bee-

—

July 27,

frost.

To

the

apiarist

this

plant

most as heavy as mustard seed the
wind will not blow it away, but it remains where it is first sown, preferring
the road-side or waste places, where
the plow and hoe are not used.
Bees
For the American Bee Journal.
probably do better in the parks and
valleys of our mountains than around
Poor Crop, Wooden Separators, etc. Denver, on account of the large quantity and variety of flowers found there.
.IAMES HEDDON.
There is a plant growing all over
Rocky Mountains, up to the snowA May drought put white clover the
line, the mountain people call it "kinback so it lapped over on basswood
icanick" (I do not know the botanical
the latter yielded honey very mode- name). This plant lias small, thick,
rately, and for a short time only.
We dark-green leaves, growing flat on the

when it commenced ground, covering the earth like a green
report the white honey carpet, producing a small white flower
crop (which
usually about 2 J of all) in early spring, which continues in
as not over 1 3 of a crop here.
We now bloom a long time. Prom this plant
look forward to fall flowers. " Hope bees find pasturage equal to white
on, hope ever;" "Man never is, but clover.
always to be blessed."
boarding house keeper, on Bear
Messrs. Greiner Bros, say their bees Creek Canyon, at an altitude of 10,000
are just going for the side boxes and feet, has a small apiary doing remarkalmost neglecting the top ones, and ably well. He has never had a case
that this individual experience of of dysentery, or any other disease,
theirs is better argument than any among his bees, and his honey is equal
philosophy. Yes, it is to them ; but to the best California. Success to the
Mr. Demaree says that he is " sorry Bee Journal.
that Mr. Heddon asserts that bees will
Denver, Col., July 16, 1881.
attach the comb to wood separators,
because it indicates he writes about
For the American Bee Journal.
some things about which he knows but
little."
I had used wood separators,
Bees of South America.
Stingless
and know of their being thrown aside
by others. It is my duty, as a stranger
A. H.VROKY. M. I).
to Mr. Demaree. to try to point out to
him that there is philosophy in supDear Editor: In compliance with
posing that bees would not be as likely my promise, I send you a description
to attach a comb to a substance that and history of the stingless honey bee,
was moist with condensation, so hard as seen by me in Mexico, from "notes
that the bees could not move the first made by me while there. This bee,
particle of it when they wish to lay slightly differing in size and color, is
the first scale of wax with which to found in the heart of the dense formake a " brace," and a substance en- ests of the middle and southern parts
tirely foreign to them in a natural of Mexico, and all the States of South
state, as they would to wood, which is America. It hangs its hive or nest
their time-honored housing. I ought upon branches of trees, like the Apis
to try to show him that the main rea- dorsata is said to do in Java and the
son why tin is objected to, is a good islands of the far East.
This nest is
reason why the bees will not be so composed of nearly the same matelikely to attach bits of comb to it, to
rial as that of the large yellow hornet,
leak and muss up our surplus when is pear-shaped in form, is from is
removed. I ought to ask him if he inches to 3 feet long, and from a foot
has not found out that even painting to 20 inches in diameter, is divided
a surface tends to prevent comb at- into partitions, orportions, not unlike
tachments? To convince him, I am an orange, with passages an inch wide
too far off; his experience is close by, running from top to bottom, of very
and his reason still closer.
thin material, like
gray or brown
Dowagiac, Mich., July 13, 1881.
paper.
There are one or more entrance
holes near the top, each protected by
For the American Bee Journal.
a cap or portico from rains, with one
or two holes at or near the bottom for
Cleome as a Honey Producer.
exit these holes are about
4 inches
wide, and are large enough to permit
D. S. GRIMES.
several bees to go in or out at once.
My hobby has always been trees, The hive is suspended by 2 or 3 ligfruits and flowers, but .3 years ago I aments of strong fibrous material,
added bees. Although ignorant and slightly elastic, permitting the gentle
inexperienced in the business, I found balancing of the hive from the action
them an interesting subject of study, of the wind. The hive is thoroughly
and soon learned to love them on ac- water-proof on the outside, somewhat
count of their intelligence, industry, rough, of a brown or grayish brown
and the sweet stores of honey pro- color; on the inside it is smooth and
vided for our table, here in an altitude of a delicate yellow, and extremely
clean. The honey cells are elongated,
high and dry.
inch in diameter, rounded,
In reading the experiences of the about l
correspondents of the Bee Journal and slightly perpendicular, and about
The brood-cells are
Since I learned 1 inch long.
I have learned much.
to treat bees with gentleness and com- slightly less in size— 'i of an inch
3
my daily pilgrimage long and s in diameter they are
mon-sense,
through beds of flowers and blocks of placed like gently rising steps, one
nursery stock, on tire double-quick, above the other," adhering to each
Some of these
driving a few angry bees around, has other by one side.
ceased— we understand each other bet- nests are very large and heavy; some
ter.
I have learned, also, that when must have weighed ton pounds.
The cells are situated always oppobees find but little honey to gather,
site each other, that is, are attached
ami are hungry, they are cross.
to
opposite sidesof the divisions, with
Last year I had 40 colonies, but my
manipulations in dividing and winter- inch holes here and there for free
ing destroyed half of them. I have passage.
The workers are about J^ inch long,
the 10, save one, again— strong and
healthy (thanks to the Bee Journal of a yellowish color, strongly made,
and Mrs. Harrison)— now gathering black head, black crescent on the back,
and storing large quantities of excel- with white bars in the corselet divislent honey from cleome, the Rocky ionsjiave very long tonguesand strong
Mountain bee plant. Were it not for mandibles— their only defense— which
this valuable honey producing plant, inflict severe bites when the bee is
bees in Colorado would find poor pick- angry.
The queen is nearly an inch long, of
ing from now on. As the bloom of
the raspberry, white clover, and wild a bright-yellow color, brownish head
could hardly

and

left off.

tell

I
is

:

A

(.'.

1

;

.i

—

>
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with white star in forehead, is very
corpulenl and very quiet, unless disturbed by a blow upon the nest or a
These queens did not
violent wind.
move until the eonibs were taken out,
then, after dying around a little, they
returned to the hive or nest.
The drones or males resemble the
workers in color, but have the white
lioth the drones
star like thequeens.
and queen have yellow bars upon the
corselet, but those of the

queen are of

a golden-yellow, inclined to azure.
The drones are about % of an inch
Ions, very corpulent, and apparently
very indolent. The workers are very
active from sunrise till about 11 o'clock,
they then cluster about the nest or
branches near the nest.
The honey is very rich in taste in
the spring, but 1 am told that
in the latter part of the season it will
cause vomiting and purging in certain
places, where the wild locust and jessamine are abundant.
The bees may be found in the dense
forests and chapparals from near Matamoras to San Louis l'otosi, and perhaps to the Pacific. I found them at
Matamoras near Lago del Muerte,
near Beynosa, in the mountains near
Monterey ,and in the regions along the
route from Monterey to San Louis PoThey may be
tosi, also at Monclova.
found in the regions around Tampico,
in Gautemala, Brazil, and otherSouth
American States. The natives sometimes bring the nests for sale, honey
and all the holes of entrance and
exit closed with a plug of grass, and
the nest swung upon a pole over the
;

shoulder.
Might not this race of bees be
crossed with the Italians or Cyprians?
Will they endure our winters V They
are very gentle, never even biting
unless abused.
I removed the honey from the nest
by simply slitting upon the outside
covering or case, turning a portion
back and cutting out the part wanted,
the bees Hying around making a noise
something like that of the common
humble bee, though a little sharper,
lighting upon the person and crawling
around with great activity and excitement. These nests are difficult to
rind and are always in the deepest and
most shaded parts of the forests.
Chataignier, La., July 12, 1881.

[We see no object to be attained by
crossing the stingless bees with the
improved bees we now have, even if
it were possible. They are quite small,
and not at all suited to our climate.
Theirsevere " bite"

ruined. If those boys, had been fed
judiciously they would have been
helpers instead of destroyers. The
motive of giving may be termed fear,
or selfishness, but we think the little
rule " Do to others!as you would have
others do unto you,'' covers thecase.
When an apiarist gets so penurious
that he cannot part with a few ounces
of honey, he belongs to that fourfooted class above referred to. Not to
be misunderstood, I refer only to localities in the country, many miles
from large villages. If I were located
in such a place where the giving became a wholesale transaction, I, too,
would choose who should be. the recipient of favors.
In all these cases of nuisance, when
applied to bees, one fact is very prominent. The bee-keeping business is
looked upon by the majority of people as a small occupation "fussing
with bees" is the usual term applied
to it. Our neighbor runs a dairy of 20
cows, and who ever heard of a man
" fussing with cows ? "
His manipulation of cows' udders brings him in
$400 or $-500; our bees net us as much
with less foddering. Still his dairy is
a big thing, and is getting to be of so
much importance that the Goddess of
Liberty should have a roll of butter
in one hand, a cheese in the other, and
a calf tied to her apron strings.
We rind, in nearly all cases of nuisance, it is that which causes injury
to people that is complained of.
stench, that carries disease and death
with it, from any cause, is soon abated,
and when a person gets stung and has
to call a physician he does not think
of your one or two thousand a year, it
Our bees
is of the danger to himself.
might roar every day, the year round,
and no one would call them a nuisance.
Those logs Mr. Heddon speaks of
are very harmless, but arm each one
with a spear, ready to pierce the traveler, and the mill and its surroundings
would soon be denominated a nuisance.
The same with the steamwhistle, if it caused pain or swelling
in the ear you would soon hear no
more of it, but as we are a4th-of-July
nation, the majority of us like a good
deal of noise. In conclusion, we think
we are greatly blessed by having our
bees located in the quiet country.
have none of those opulent, purseproud, selfish families for neighbors.
all stand upon a common level,
and can interchange courtesies without motives of fear or selfishness.
:

—

A

We
We

Hartford, N. Y.

might prove more

For the American Bee Journal.

objectionable than the stings of Italian bees or the crossing might develop "business'' qualities at both
ends. We do not think we want the

Wintering Bees without Loss.

;

stingless

bees.— Ed. 1
For the American Bee Journal

The Bee-Nuisance Question.
J. 11.

MARTIN.

D.

S.

BASSETT.

;

A

;

nice to have one every week, and especially one as good as the American

Bee Journal. You may put me
down as a subscriber as long as I keep
bees, and I wish its editor health
success.

and

Farnumsville, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Honey Crop
J.

in California.

D. ENAS.

About the last that I wrote to yon
regarding our honey crop was a favorable prospect for a good supply of
the nectar that was at the beginning
;

The prevailing idea
the majority of honey
producers is that we shall not have
much surplus. In some counties the
reports are more favorable than in
others. San Diego, for instance, but
even there it differs, if near or
further from the coast. Frost, cool

of the season.

now among

weather (especially

rains, and cool
cool nights) have

had much to do with
poorer returns than last season, although the season was one month earWild
lier than the season before.
flowers did not go to seed the bloom
;

killed, and at one
time neither pollen nor honey was
gathered, and the queens stopped lay-

was prematurely
ing.

it again I thought no harm in
telling you how I have done for the
last 4 winters, without the loss of a
single colony. I have but few colonies, but keep them just as well as I

with

I

had

9.

I

increased by natural swarming to 19,
and did not feed them, either. Now
My bees are
1 have 30 from the 9.
very hardy, I think. My first experience in wintering bees was in box
hives, and since that in Root's chaff
hive, using oat chaff altogether. I
put the bees on as few frames as possible, with plenty of sealed honey, and
use a division-board made of lath,
thin boards nailed on one side and
duck on the other. I put the duck
next to the bees, in winter, filling all
the space between the division-board
and the hive with loose chaff. I put
2 thicknesses of Java canvas over the
bees ; then I put a good half bushel of
loose chaff on the canvas, and then
Eut the large chaff cushion on. In 2
ives the loose chaff became rather

now describe the form of my
I will
hiving-box. Wl
a swarm comes
out, the queen's wing being clipped,
she remains on the ground
pick her
up, case her. and fasten the cage to
Che pole inside the hiving-box by a
siring or wire, holding the box in the
middle of the swarm if in the air, or
just over the limb or bush where they
are clustering, or if clustered, just
over them. They will soon find out
the queen and cluster on the box; if
not, I drive them with a little smoke.
I have had half a dozen swarms secured in this way, with only one box,
almost as fast as they came out, and
only a few on a limb. Give me a difference of 1*2 minutes, or 2. at most,
and I will keep them from uniting.
From 6 to 12 are necessary, according
to the size of the apiary.
When I
have a queen that I do not care to
save, I use this cage to keep her in. I
have kept queens in cages for 2 weeks
at a time. The bees will not let her
starve. At one time I kept a queen
on top of a hive for several days alone;
I found a half pint of bees clustered
about her and feeding her. She was
lively.
I use wooden cages so that she
cannot be chilled. I use a common
starch box, the long way up and down;
one side open, the other full of 1-inch
holes, one false end, % of the way
down, for strength. The pole is \)i
inches, and of a length to suit. I have
;

I

Some honey is being gathered now, used this for 2 years.
The Bee Journal is steadily gainand the queens are laying again. Pollen from fall flowers is coining in ing ground and influence on this coast.
Napa, Cal., July 11, 1881.
plentifully from the California poppy
and doveweed. My bees are working
on the azalia. Some melilot, that 1
allowed to go to seed last fall, and appeared above ground in the spring, on
unplowed land or stubble, has enI found a large
tirely disappeared.
bed of blue sage that showed the efit had scarcely any
fect of the frost
;

seed in its pods, and most of that was
white and had not ripened; although
it grows from the root, it does not die
out in our winters. I rind that the
poplars are shedding their leaves, as
well as the almonds. These are signs
of early fall weather ; in fact the
weather has seemed more like fall
than summer. We have had only a
few very warm days. As soon as the
sun gets down a great change in the
atmosphere seems to take place, probably owing to the planets or the comet.
I increased 50 per cent, by natural
I kept it back as
much as possible. All my colonies
though at one
condition,
are in good

swarming, though

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to Build
F.

Wintering Houses.

W. COMINGS.

Iii the Journal for July 6, the editor asks some one who has a successful wintering house to describe it for
the benefit of D. S. Kalley, Mansfield,
Ind. I built such a one last year, and
put 40 colonies into it on Nov. 18. On
April 16 I took out as many, minus 2
that died of starvation ; we also lost

one other by starvation while on

its

stand.

The house is 12x18 feet, and studding
10 feet.

There being no

cellar

under

we dug a trench about

2 feet deep,
laid a heavy stone wall in it. Our
We then set
sills were 6x14 inches.
up a set of 2x5 inch studs, and double-boarded the outside and sided up
the inside, filling the wall with sawdust. Then set up a set of 1x2 inch
studs against this wall and sided up
then another set of 2x5 inch studs and
sided with matched spruce, filling the
second wall with sawdust. Thus we
have two 5-inch stuffed walls, and an
inch dead-air space between them.
Overhead we put 10 inches of sawdust,
and stuffed the floor, using 4 inches
for that. We use 3 doors in one end,
in winter, making 2 dead air spaces.
Have ample ventilations in roof and
I have thus given you the main
floor.
points, which probably will be suffiit,

and

time they had a very little honey. By
using comb foundation most of them
have filled out their hives, besides replacing some old drone and irregular
combs. I gave all partly-built combs,
after trimming out the imperfect
parts, to young laying quuens in
frame nuclei. I save the empty perfect comb by tiering up, using false
ends to rest the frames on, as they
are in the hive, over a 12-inch box,
with an iron pan set in it, and burn
sulphur in the pan, occasionally, until
time to use them again. They must
be kept dry or they will mold, and cient.
East Berkshire, Vt., July 13, 1881.
must be often examined. I do not
think it worth while to save any but
perfect comb, for by using foundation
Local Convention Directory.
combs' are quickly built in the spring.
I hive swarms on empty frames, exTime and Place oS Meeting.
cept one frame of brood, and 2 outside 1KSI.
National, at Lexington, Ky.
empty combs or those partly filled with Sept.
State, at Louisville, Ky.
-Kentucky
stores. After giving them foundation
Oct, 6— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville. Ky.
I have had the lower part built out
G. W. Demaree. Sec, Cbristiansburg, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
ready for extracting in one week in
O. R. Goodno, Sec Carson City. Mich.
some cases by returning the bees and
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Berlin, Wis.
:'.-

am

well aware that the subject of
wintering bees is rather old now, but
we
shall
soon have to go through
as
I

know how. Last winter
think, in relation to this nuisance
question, that Mr. Heddon does not
take into consideration the fact that
the case I mentioned was located in a
little hamlet of half a dozen houses,
and only 2 or 3 families were afflicted
with bee stings. I think in that, and
all similar cases, an interchange of
neighborly civilities would have healed
If I give my neighbor a
all pains.
pound of honey he will, in due time,
unless he belongs to
the
favor,
return
that class of four-footed beasts which
once ran down a steep declivity into
the sea.
I not only give to my neighbor, but
his family sometimes, during the extracting season, come into my apiary,
and I give them of the fruits of the
time but a few ounces are consumed,
and it is a pleasure to us to see them
bee-keeper in an adget satisfied.
joining town adopted the plan of kickboys
who came near
ing and stoning
his bees the result was that one
morning several hives were found
tipped over, and the colonies nearly
I
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;

;

old queen.

12 -Central Ky.. in

Exp.

B'd'g, Louisville,

Ky.

W. Williamson. Sec, Lexington, Ky.
hard work to rear early queens,
26 Northwestern District, at Chicago. 111.
C. C- Coffinberry. Sec, Chicago. 111.
as they have many enemies that catch
27—Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
the young queens after May there
George L. Perry, Sec.
Western
Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
27—
seems to be less risk.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
My bees seem to be all working Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Plattevillo, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis,
eagerly, although honey is not coming
1882.
in very fast, but just enough to en- Jan. 2.",— Northeastern, at Utica. N. V.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
courage brood-rearing.
Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
Those bee-keepers that still use April 11— Eastern
A. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
damp in February, and I changed it twine and sticks, or nails in transfer27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Win. R. Howard, Sec.
for dry. Last winter my bees were 4 ring, should try the wires that I deChamplain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
scribed in the Bee Journal some May
colonies of blacks and 5 of Italians
T. Brookins, Sec.
now I have 5 blacks and 25 Italians time ago, and I think they can do it
and hybrids. My blacks swarmed 4 more easily and quickly, and also more
$&~ In order to have this table complete, Secredays before the Italians. I take 6 bee satisfactorily to themselves and the taries are requested to forward full particulars of
papers, and I like them all, but it is bees.
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
;

It is

2-">,

;
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opposed to such a course, saying it Encourage Progressive Apiculture.
would injure our foreign honey markets others favored it, claiming it
Referring to the correspondence of
The Bulletin of the Apicultural So- would increase our sales, as the more Mr. J. S. Tadlock, and our comments
it
the
more
advertised
honey was
ciety of Alsace and Lorraine, for July,
thereupon, we have received the folwould be bought.
1881, edited by Mons. Dennler, of
lowing communication from Pres. N.
the followConvention
had
Another
Enzheim, near Strassbourg, Germany,
P. Allen, bearingdate July 12, 1881
question for discussion
has an article upon " the importation ing
I was pleased with the editorial re" Is it advisable to send delegates to
of American honey at Hamburg durmarks in the Bee Journal of July 6,
educate
their
to
foreign
countries
relating to the exhibition of bees, etc.,
ing the year 1880." It says that " the
people in the advanced methods of
Hamburg Journal has formulated a bee-keeping, to thus enable them to at the National Convention, It was a
good suggestion, and is better calcuvery interesting table on the quanti- more readily compete with our own lated to bring out the " coming bee"
ties of American honey that have bee-products, and also follow the same than anything that has been done in
in this country.
that direction. Let every bee-keeper
been imported in the past four years." course
however, had the delegate who possesses what he thinks to be a
"
Scarcely,
In astonishment it says
Voice ce
returned home, when our market be- superior strain, send bees for exhibitableau /" see the table
tion not full colonies, but a queen
The total amount of American honey came stronger. The foreign demand with workers enough to spare a few
and
a
healthy
comstrengthened,
was
for comparison and examination.
received at Hamburg in 1877, was
We give committee can be appointed to com1,018,000 kilos (a kilo is 2 pounds). In petition was springing up.
pare size of bees, length of tongues,
1878 it was 1,529,500 kilos and in 1880 the following extract from a letter re- etc., and make decisions as to whom
principal
honey
from
the
dealer
ceived
enormous
it was swelled to the
amount
belongs the honor of having the "coming bee." We can undoubtedly have
of 1,912,500 kilos, or nearly four mill- in England
exhibition fine specimens of Apis
on
ions of pounds.
You might cover Europe with the dorsata.
Syrian, Cyprian and Italian
modern
bee-keeping
approved
most
will
be
seen
that
the
amount
imIt
bees; also. Apis Americana, Albinos,
appliances, but you could not prolong
ported last year is double the amount
and the German or black bees can
our honey seasons. Bee-keeping here come in for their share of the honors.
given for 1878.
can never be pursued as a business, Hives, honey boxes and useful impleWhen the National Convention of because our honey seasons are of no ments can be exhibited. No one is
consequence so all fears of our comthe North American Bee-Keepers' So- petitition can be discarded as absurd authorized to offer premiums for bees
the name of the Society, but the
ciety, in October, 1878, appointed the and ridiculous.
You here rendered in
honor of having superior bees, with
editor of the Bee Journal to repre- me great assistance in abolishing the the longest tongues, will amply pay for
sent the Society at the Conventions unfair prejudice existing about that all the trouble and expense of making
time in the minds of English consumand among the bee-keepers of the Old ers against American honey in fact, the exhibit. After the committee
World, it elicited considerable criti- it was remarked by many that the makes its report, the bees and queens
can be returned to the exhibitor, or
cism on the part of some near-sighted whole of your valuable time was de- donated to the Association. I shall
voted
to
this most important desiderabee-keepers, who could see no market
write to the bee-keeping fraternity in
tum. Time which almost all visitors
beyond their own limited home trade, to this country would have spent in Europe to take part in the exhibition.
and could recognize no right for oth- sight-seeing, you occupied in counterWe are glad President Allen apers to engage in an enterprise which acting the many absurd stories about proves the suggestion. Not only can
" stuffed honey combs" launched into
might by any possibility come in comYou de- the National Association do much to
this country from America.
petition with themselves. Rut the serve and will have great credit for encourage the development of the
" coming bee," but Local and District
Convention, with a wisdom for which your tireless efforts in that direction.
it has not received proper credit from
Now we have the gratifying intelli- Societies can also assist greatly in adthe bee-keepers of America, foresaw gence, in German figures, that the vancing progressive apiculture. Prothe advantages to be derived from the sale of foreign honey in Germany has gress is not confined alone to the comcultivation of closer relations with nearly doubled in the past four years, ing bee, but to every part of the
foreign bee-keepers.
reaching an aggregate almost equiva- business that exercises a bearing upon

Honey

is

Becoming a

Staple.

;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

:

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

CHICAGO,

ILL., JULY

27, 1881.

g^ Several correspondents write
with pencil, and we desire to ask them
By conto write with ink hearafter.
tinuous work, writing and studying,
our eyes are getting quite weak, and
it tries them very much to read long
articles written with pencil. Eyesight
is precious, and we wish to preserve
it as long as possible.
l^"

We

thor, J.

of

have received from the auB.LaMontagne, A. M.,LL. D.

Montreal, Canada, a copy of his
" Le Nouveau
entitled

new work,
Manuel du

:

Gultivateur ou Culture Bai-

:

—

—

A

;

;

sonnee des Abeilles, de la Vigne, et de la
Canne a Sucre." It is modern in its
teachings, and though the engravings

are not as nice as they should be, still
we are glad to welcome this Manual
for French bee-keepers. Price 75 cts.

O" E. P. Roe's Catalogue of Small
Fruit and Grape Vines, for the summer and

fall

of 1881,

is

received.

It

on the production of small fruit. Mr. Roe's nursery
located at Cornwall-on-Hudson,
is
New York.
is full

of information

l^ We hear complaints from many
bee-keepers, this season, regarding
difficulty in rearing and testing queens.
Some complain of the cool nights as
being unfavorable for the nuclei, and
others have much trouble in getting
queens mated. Most breeders have
found it impossible to fill all orders
promptly, and have been obliged to
ask the forbearance of customers.
-

;

In 1880, the Delegate visited most of lent to one-eighth of the entire promore prominent apiarian societies duet of North America. But very
of Europe, and was received with few years can elapse before Europe
cordiality and courtesy by all. But will eagerly consume our whole surmuch prejudice was discovered to exist plus product, and seriously encroach
the

against American products, and espe- upon the portion required for a liberal
and while the
cially was this the case regarding home consumption
honey. In England the public had honey itself is rapidly becoming astabeen frequently imposed upon and be- ple production, and finding its way as
come disgusted with vile trash sold as such into the markets of the world,
" Pure Strained Honey ;" while in the price is as rapidly assuming a staFrance, Italy and Germany, it was in- bility as is that of butter, cheese, lard,
couple of years since a familcomprehensible how the Americans etc.
could produce such vast amounts of iar correspondent querulously wrote,
apparently superior honey, and com- in substance, " Bee-keeping will pay,
pete with their own producers, after as an occupation, when honey shall
have become as staple as is beeswax,
paying exorbitant freights.
The Delegate appreciated the im- for the latter is as staple as gold."
mensity of the market awaiting our We believe we have about reached
product, but realized the necessity for that time and it only remains for the
removing distrust, and wherever he bee-keepers themselves to maintain it
went, labored with this object in view. as such, by producing a superior artiIt was not enough to assert that our cle, and selling it only at a remunerahoney was superior to theirs, but he tive moderate price by exercising at
was obliged to prove why it was nor least an ordinary business judgment
was it sufficient to claim that we could in providing sufficient pasture for the
produce pure honey and meet the pub- bees, so that one season may not be a
lic demand at popular prices, but he plethora and the next prove a dearth,
found it best to demonstrate how it and by cultivating a generous, fraternal spirit, remembering that the saint'
would be accomplished.
However, a limited few in this coun- wise Creator who placed us here and
try looked with disfavor upon the imbued us with generous as well as
whole movement. We copy the fol- selfish natures, also created the ballowing from the minutes of one of the ance of mankind, and endowed them
Western Conventions
with equal reason and rights.
;

®T

The

Inter-State Exposition will

be held at Chicago, commencing Sept.
At the
7, and closing Oct. 22, 1881.
same time and place the Illinois State
Horticultural Society will hold its annual fair, the premium list of which
Prizes are offered
is on our desk.
ranging from $2 to $100 for the best
exhibits of fruits, vegetables, etc.

gyBy

reterence to announcement
in another column, it will be seen that
the National Convention will meet in
Lexington, Ky., on the 5th, 6th and 7th
of October, 1881. We regret that a
time has been selected by the Executive Committee when we will be unable to attend, but an engagement
made nearly a year ago will necessiWe would, howevtate our absence.
er, urge all who can possibly attend,
to do so, and make the meeting as interesting as possible.

A

;

;

;

ultimate success.

In fact, the

summit

of progress will not have been reached
until

the

how

of

problem has been solved

to realize the greatest

amount

and pleasure, from the smallinvestment of capital and labor,

of profit

est

with the least risk. Many factors
will enter upon this solution, and we
believe it should be a special feature
of fraternal associations to determine
upon and encourage the best.

ig^The German Zeitung, of Milwaumakes the following notice
of our pamphlet, a German copy of
kee, Wis.,

which was sent at the request of the
editor of the Zeitung.

" The Honey Bee "
valuable

little

work

It says

:

of a
of 80 pag^es, inis

the

title

tended for the beginner, and is published by Thomas G. Newman, Editor
of the
974 W.

American Bee Journal,
Madison

street, Chicago. It
contains everything that is interesting
it leads off with a short
to beginners
natural history of the bee, and then
describes the management of the
;

same, and

it

also details

all

new

in-

ventions pertaining to bee-keeping.
This book is embellished with 56 engravings, and costs but 40 cents. It
may be had of the publisher, both in
German and English.

Igy We have received the Premium
List of the Kansas State Fair Assoat Louisville, Ky., and holds 2 days.
ciation, to be held at Topeka, Kan.,
It is expected that many who attend
We notice that
Sep. 12 to 17, 1881.
the National Convention, at Lexing§18 and 7 diplomas are offered for beeMuch discussion was bad pro and con
C. F. Muth and W. Williamson are fixtures and honey. Mr. George Y.
ton, will also attend the State, at Lou- in regard to sending delegates to Euisville.
The prospects for an interest- rope to instruct their people to keep appointed a committee on arrange- Jrhnson, Topeka. Kan., is the Secrebees in a better way, thereby causing ments for the National Convention,
ing Convention at Lexiugtan are very them to produce more honey to com- and they will, in due time, give rail- tary, who will send a copy of the Prenattering.
pete with our own honey. Some were road and hotel rates in the Journal. mium List upon application.
<^° The Kentucky State Convention
meet on Wednesday, Oct. 12, 1881

will
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The Danger of Procrastination.— again before swarming, they must
Mrs. L. Harrison gives the following have yet more room given to them
for bees should never be allowed to
good advice on this subject in the remain idle many pounds of honey

To European Bee-Keepers.

;

The following

letter

from President

;

Allen, sufficiently explains itself:

Editor Bee Journal :— Allow

Prairie Farmer:

through your columns

to extend the
following' fraternal invitation to the
bee-keepers of the Old World, with a
request that all bee periodicals copy
the .same
:

MISCELLANEOUS.
Dividing for Increase.— Mr. Geo. M.
in the Nebraska Farmer, says

Hawley,

in this

his way.

The

nie

are often lost to the bee-keeper

late Prince Napoleon lost
life by his habit of procrastination. It
had always been his habit from earliest childhood to plead for a delay of
10 minutes, when requested to perform some duty, such as retiring to
bed or arising in the morning, and it
became fixed— as it were a part of his
bis command desired to
being.
return to camp, his characteristic re"
was
No,
let's wait 10 minutes;"
ply
and at the expiration of this time the

Beautiful Honey.— The Orange llulleof Cincinnati, ()., very truthfully
remarks as follows

tin,

:

Extracted honey
perfection of the

is

certainly

the

- Ki
product, though
To the
/» rs "» England, France,
All who have kept bees have seen
honey in the comb as yel brings the
Germany, Italy, and elsewhere, greet- swarms coining from the hives, rushing
When
ing:
higher price. People say because it
or tumbling out, or any way to get out,
is more beautiful to the eye, but, this
The time is fast approaching when the queen coming after most of the bees
around
cannot be true. Served in a stand of
the North American Bee-Keepers' So- have left the hive. After circling
for some time they alight on some tree,
ciety will convene at Lexington. Ky. shrub or prominent object near the hive, Zulus came. Do every duty as soon crystal, extracted or clear honey, golthe
An exhibition of bees, queens, hives, waiting for their master to provide a shel- as it can be done, is the only road that den in color and as transparent asmore
honey boxes, implements, etc., will be ter. After which, if it is acceptable, they leads to success in temporal and moral crystal itself, what object is
beautiful upon a well-appointed teaone of the features during the session go to work with a good will, in kind appre- affairs.
of the Convention. We invite you to ciation of his attention, and if nature is
few days ago. while visiting at a table V
A
participate in the exhibit. No gold lavish in her stores of sweetness, they will farm house* we noticed a colony of
medals or money premiums are of- abundantly pay him for services rendered. bees, that were clustering on the outIt he he negligent, however, and allows
Honey and Beeswax Market.
want of room infered, but awards will be made by a
them to hang long in the cluster, uncared side of the hive for
committee.
All exhibits you may for, they "take matters into their own side, and on our remarking to their
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
send will be properly attended to. We hands," and send out scouts in search of a owner, that he should give them more
cordially invite you to be present, and suitable abode, to which, when found, space, by putting on surplus boxes,
CHICAGO.
take part in the discussions. Essays they go. This is nature's plan of increase. his reply was " I'm going to do so
HONEY-But little comb honey is yet upon the
That "dividing" the colonies can be as soon as I get my corn planted." market,
upon any topic in bee-culture will be
and the quotations are rather premature.
intelligent
the
careful
and
apiarist
by
done
New extracted honey is quite plentiful, and in good
highly appreciated.
As he had but one colony, it would not demand.
if not better results than naArticles may be forwarded, charges with equal
have taken him much more time to
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
but
ture performs it, there is no doubt
prepaid, to Wm. Williamson, Lexing- that as good results are not obtained by the have laid back the duck, and put on a boxes. HIS; line in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
7@9c.
ton, Ky., Vice President for Kentucky. majority, speaks rather against the apiar- box, than to have said so. Those perBEESWAX-Prime quulily, 18S20C.
Hoping to meet many of our European ists than the system. If we observe sons who wait to plant, and work
NEW YORK.
friends. I am fraternally yours,
closely we will see that bees make prepa- their corn, sow buckwheat, etc., beHONEY — New honey in or 2 lb. boxes will bring
rations for swarming only when they are fore supplying their bees with surplus good
N. P. Allen,
prices, but as yet there is none on the market,
gathering honey, and the hive is crowded boxes, will find in the fall that they though it is daily expected.
Pres. N. A. B. K. Society.
White extracted. omiOc; dark. 7@8G.
with bees. They start the queen from the have no honey for their cakes. The
Smith's Grove, Ky., July 12, 1881.
BEESWAX.-Prime quality, 1S822C.
egg, not taking larva? of several days'
supplying boxes varies
growth around which to form their queen proper date for
CINCINNATI.
colonies,
of
strength
climate,
with
the
as is usually the case when accidenHONEY.— A few small lots of comb honey have
8^" In noticing the reception of the cell,
Inexperienced made
tally or intentionally deprived of their and yield of honey.
their appearance on our market, which I
Indiana State Fair Premium List, we queen. Therefore, the queen is fully de- persons are apt to put on boxes too bought at 4<" loc. per lb. have very many offers,
there being no demand yet, 1 have not comreared while they were soon, and too many at a time. If too but
menced to lay in my supply. Extracted honey
stated that we only found a premium veloped, being
gathering honey. The queen was made much space is given it cools the hive ranges from 7(S9c, on arrival.
of $5 for comb honey, in 5-pound much larger, and the larva? much better
BEESWAX— 18@22c.
C. P. MUTB.
too much, and bees cannot manipuboxes. The Indiana Farmer calls at- supplied with food than if reared at other late their wax. A person, to be a sucSAN FRANCISCO.
times.
familHONEY— A small amountof new extracted ison
tention to some other premiums, on
Having seen the demands of nature we cessful apiarist, should become
held at lie. For choice old the above is
industri- the market,
now the bottom price with holders. There is a fair
page 27 of the pamphlet. We there can now imitate her and by careful selec- iar with the habits of these
tion in the colonies from which to rear our ous insects, and then use his judg- inquiry. Several sales have been effected within
the following premiums, and queen, can make improvement much faster ment in their management. A farmer the week.
find
We quote white comb, i:i@ir,c.; dark to go >d,lo@
gladly make a note of them " Best than if they were left unaided. If we de- told us recently that during fruit I2c. Extracted, choice to extra while. '" loc; dark
caudied.se. BEESWAX—23®25c.
and
colony
of
their
queen,
and
prive
a
they
porthe
comb
in
built
bloom his bees
10 pounds of comb honey in packages
Front Street.
Steakn* & Smith.
have brood in their hive, they will form ticos of their hives, and be thought
San Francisco. Cal.. July Hi. 1881.
of one pound or more, §5 second $2
from 5 to 20 or more queen cells of larvae, that they would swarm sooner if he
best 10 pounds, or more, one-pound and by a greater amount of food develop did not put on boxes. In this locality
those that would have hatched worker
<ST The time selected by the Execupackages of extracted honey, $5— bees into queens. In other words, a worker bees sometimes store in boxes during
Committee for holding the Nasecond 82 best crate of honey in the is an undeveloped female, by growing her fruit bloom, but it is rare, but if they tive
a queen cell, and furnishing her with have been well managed, they are tional Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,
comb, in the most marketable shape, in
more food she will be fully developed.
ready to go to work in them at the is October 5, G, and 7, 1881. All beeWe have already seen that queens are commencement of white clover bloom. keepers'are invited to attend and take
$6 best display of honey, both comb
during
raised
naturally,
a
How
of
honey.
and extracted, $5; best display of wax,
Care should be exercised to secure all part in the deliberations of the ConIf, then, we wKh to rear them at any other
Lexington is a central
machine for extracting time, the colony should be fed. Also to the white honey attainable, and in vention. As
best
$2
point, the Executive Committee hope
the best marketable shape.
fullest
development,
should
secure
her
she
honey, diploma; best display of beeto have a large attendance from the
be started from an egg and not after the
the North, South, East and West, and
keepers' supplies, diploma."
egg has hatched. Therefore, all brood
The Prairie Farmer also adds "Our should be taken away, and combs of newBee-Keeping in the South.— Mr. A. from Canada, and that the 12th annual
meeting of the North American Beelaid eggs put in their place. Queens are
Agriculture so hostile to one another, that as
Honorable Board of
reports as fol- Keepers' Society will be the most insoon F. Moon, Rome, Ga.,
deemed it best to leave the bees out of as one hatches, if not taken away, she will lows in Our Home and Science Gossip teresting meeting that the bee-keepers
the list until a greater interest was destroy all the others. If it is desired to
Some apiaries have, with little care, of the United States have ever held.
save the queen cells, nucleus colonies
The National Convention will be
shown in this department. We are of one or more combs of brood and bees, yielded 100 pounds to the colony on an
sure they are willing and anxious to taken from strong colonies, should be put average, the present season, and where held during the time of holding the
in hives constructed with a division board; there has been care, little swarming St. Louis Fair and the Expositions at
do all in their power to assist any and on the ninth day, all the queen cells but
has resulted. There is no cold weather Cincinnati and Louisville, and that all
one
should he cut out, putting a cell in
all departments in which any interest
here, and the bees fly almost every passing- through those cities can get
each of the nuclei. After the queens have
the winter, but where this the benefit of excursion rates.
is shown."
hatched and commence to lay, the nucleus day during
N. P. Allen, Pres.
colony can be built up by giving it frames freedom is allowed them they consume
honey than when properly
of brood from the stronger colonies, put- more
Getting Used to Glucose.— The West- ting empty frames, or frames with comb housed.
They are, however, more
lgg*The Northwestern Lee-Keepers'
em Rural remarks that " A writer in foundation, in their places.
healthy and vigorous when privileged Association will meet in Chicago, on
to fly, than when confined to their Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
a certain paper says that apiarists
domiciles.
must get used to seeing glucose honey
and 2H. All bee-keepers are cordially
Work for August.— In the American
invited to attend. It is desired to
in the market. They are used to it, Agriculturist Mr. L. C. Root says
make this one of the most interesting
Bees Hanging Outside the Hive.—
but do not propose to stand it if they
conventions ever held in the United
During the month of August take
as
follows
Farmer
remarks
can help it." And the Bee Journal care not to add too many boxes, or to The Home
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
would add that apiarists "can help it," extract too freely, in localities where on this subject
C. C. COFFINBERJIY, &VC.
The next care that comes after
and do not propose even to try to "get fall forage is scarce. I would advise
every bee-keeper to leave a few hives swarming is the honey harvest. In
used to it!" It is a nefarious swindle without extracting
gg" The Northwestern Illinois and
all of the combs. view of this it is always advisable to
to use the trash for the purposes of In fact, where boxing is practical, it is give additional room at the top of the Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
and bee-keepers will well to arrange a few hives with extra hive, and sometimes even below the Association will hold its next meeting
adulteration,
combs to be filled and capped over. hive when the season happens to be Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
fight it to the " bitter end."
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
I have frequently known seasons in exceedingly good.
The bees will of- 111.
which the brood combs were so en- ten fill a cap (or super) of beautiful
Complimentary.— The New Sharon tirely filled with brood that all the honeycomb before they swarm. There<@T The Northern Michigan Bee(Iowa) Star, makes mention of the honey was stored in boxes then the fore be on the look-out, and when the Keepers' Association will hold its
yield
of
honey
closing
abruptly,
but
and
weather
fine,
season is good, the
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Bee Journal thus
little or no honey was stored for win- the bees show signs of want of room
Rapids, Clinton Co.. Mich., Oct. 11
It is the standard authority in its ter. At such times it is most desirable by hanging ever so little outside of
and 12, 1881.
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
particular line, and ought to be in the to have heavy cards of sealed honey the hive entrance, lose no time. Open
homes of every individual who is en- that may be furnished to such colo- the bole at the top and let them into
gaged in bee-culture. You have only nies. In a word, we should not be so the super. You must cover this well
l^ The Southwestern Wisconsin
to send S2 to Thomas G. Newman, of eager to secure a great surplus as to over, so as both to keep in the warmth Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
Chicago, and you will receive one of run the risk of starving our bees, and to protect them from a too hot next meeting in Platteville, GrantCo.,
the handsomest weeklies published which is sure to be the result of im- sun as from wet. If their numbers Wis.. Nov. 30. 1881.
in this country.
proper management.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
increase, and they hang out
still
/»'•
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Queries from Georgia.— Bees in this
latitude have done well this season.
Last year I had 33 colonies, and in the
spring 15 died from starvation I now
have 34 from one I obtained 40 lbs.
of honey and 2 large swarms. I have
but one colony of black bees, and it
gave a swarm of as tine Italians as I
have. How came that to be the case V
All the bees have three yellow bands,
and are as tine as those from my imported queen. I can only account for
I had some young
it in this way
queens about ready to take their bridal trips, and one of them was missing it may have gone to the swarm
;

;

Bees Doing Well.— Bees here are dogathering honey steadily
from swamp woodbine and button
willow. We shall have bitter-weed
during August, and after that a vaing well,

riety of fall flowers.

F. Bledsoe.
Grenada, Miss., July 18, 1881.

Oscar

;

The Honey Harvest.— The summer
crop, at most bassbut
wood is a total failure, and white
yield will be

;

J^j

Bees are
clover not much better.
plenty in the hives, hang idly about,
with no honey to gather. I do not expect much of a fall harvest, and that
There
will be of a second quality.
will be no surplus to speak of in this
immediate vicinity, though bees will
be in good condition for winter.
C. B. Woodman.
Johnson's Creek, Wis., July 17,1881.
Regained the Loss of Last Winter.—
bees are doing well. I have tilled

My
all

my

hives again, and they are

in good condition for
like the Weekly Bee

now

another year.

I

Journal much,

am glad you are to change the
of the page next year. Put me
down for a life subscriber. I live 10
miles from Louisville, the only place I
can get a letter registered, and sometimes I do not go to that city for 3 or
4 weeks, but I will pay up regularly,
and all the time, so do not stop sendWilliam Bence.
ing it at all.
but

I

size

Newburg, Ky., July

15, 1881.

[With pleasure we have marked
your Journal to come " without
ceasing." All we
that it is desired.
it thus, and hope

want

know

to

We prefer to
who

all

is

send

desire

its

continuous visits will notify us, and
thus save us, as well as themselves,
much trouble and annoyance.— Ed.]

Hood Square Work.— I never saw
bees work as they are doing this sumMost of the bee-keepers of
mer.
Kane county lost their bees last win-

amounted

The

entire loss
ter.
1,500 colonies, at least.

to

There never
was such destruction known here before. I had enough bees left for seed.
Geo. Thompson.
Geneva, 111., July 15, 1881.
Ventilating a Cellar.— My bees are
I had only 2 colonies
alive in the spring they increased to
8 and gave me considerable surplus
honey. I made a room in the cellar
for wintering bees, immediately under a coal stove, where the atmosphere
I have
will be regularly at about 45 J
a 2-inch tin pipe to bring in air, facing
the west, running 20 feet through the
cellar before entering the bee room.
On the east I have a pipe 4 inches to
conduct the air out through a window.
Will a 2-inch pipe give enough fresh
air V The room is 10 feet square, by 7
feet high, and kept from the stone
the floor is also
wall on all sides
raised from the ground.

doing well.

;

.

;

D. Lantz.
Forreston,

111.,

July

19, 1881.

[A 2-inch pipe should give
ventilation.

It

is

%

sufficient

an inch more

than used by several who ventilate
a similar manner.—Ed.]

in

—

Bees Doing Nothing Now.
Bees
have been doing nothing for about 3
weeks. Previous to that they did
well, as far as swarming is concerned;
they have killed oil' the drones already.
I

know

What the
not.

fall

harvest will be,

Basswood was

in

:

bloom

but a few days. About % of of the
bees winter-killed.
The weather is
Peter Billing.
very hot.
Pawnee City, Neb., July 16. 1881.

while they were settling. I had a
swarm come out which I hived, but
the queen would not stay in the hive,
so I clipped her wing, and in the evening they came out again. I looked in
the yard and found the queen with the
clipped wing dead. I hived them
again, and found another queen. They
remained all right, and are doing well.
This may not be new to old bee men,
but I never had a like case before. I
have one colony, the bees of which
during the late extremely hot weather,
would come out and fall from the
bench, and have the ground covered
with bees that could not fly. The colony has a large quantity of honey.
What was the cause of their falling to
the ground r How late would it be
safe to extract in this country ? I
have just received my extractor, but
am fearful it is too 'late to extract
much. I read the Bee Journal with
pleasure, and would not be without it
for double its cost.

July 27,

from the worker bees. I think she
might be called a fertile worker what
hard-working-men. " who has been do you think of her V
James T. Fife.
foremost in all undertakings through
Corning, Iowa, July 17, 1881.
life, but from appearance has met with
misfortune, or he must have been a
[We think that, excepting her diStewart or Rothschild. Said he "I
minutive size, she is a perfect queen.
have handled bees for over 50 years
The great Either unpropitious weather, absence
I know all about them.
trouble is, you do not give them room of drones, or other circumstances preenough to build theircombs you want vented her mating at the proper time,
at least \% inches for each frame
inches is better. Then, this transfer- after which she became what is called
ring is all wrong let them have their a drone-layer, and lost all desire to
own way about building their combs. leave the hive.— Ed.]
Why," said he, " I once lived down on
the river bottom and had one stand of
How to Winter Bees.—I lost 24 colbees they swarmed 14 times one season when the last swarm came out of onies of bees last winter and spring,
They were in an underthat hive I had nothing to put them in by dysentery.
but a flour barrel, and so I put them ground house, well ventilated, as I
but they became damp, and
in that, quite late in August. They thought,
could not prevent it. Wintering apfilled that barrel full of solid white I
to
be
the great problem, the socomb honey .and not a particle of brood pears
nothing lution of which is necessary to success
or bee-bread in the barrel
but clear honey. We sold $26 worth in apiculture, and I greatly desire to
of honey from that barrel, and had have the views of the editor of the
on the subject. Which
lots left—over 300 lbs." If this is all Bee Journal
better, a winter depository above or
true, I think that we had better go is
ground
Will it do for the
below
the
V
back to boxes and barrels.
hives to be placed in rows, with a shed
Urbana, 111.
S. Goodrich.
built over them and on one side, leav[There was a typographical error in ing entrances open, as recommended
the dimensions of the Langstroth hive, by some ? Different localities require
varied kinds of preparation, and there
this morning for the box-hive men.
It was from one of our " street-corner-

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

as published in the Bee Journal for
July 6 it should have read 9 7 „ instead
of lO'iJ inches in depth. The hive
you purchased is correct. It would
be a very important movement, if beekeepers could determine which is the
II. M. Williams, M. D.
best hive, and rigidly and scrupuBowdon. Ga.
lously adhere to the same dimensions
[You have undoubtedly solved the then one of the serious drawbacks to
problem regarding the metamorphosis a free interchange of hives, frames
of your black bees into Italians. It is and bees will have been overcome.
not unusual for two swarms to emerge —Ed.]
simultaneously, and, of course, one of
Foul Brood, Honey Crop, etc.— Foul
the queens would have to desert the
new hive, or perish in combat. In brood may be carried in foundation
made of wax taken from foul-broody
the case of the bees coming out of the hives.
friend of mine, in this valthe
ground,
it
would
dying
on
hive and
ley, with about 60 colonies, found so
be difficult to state definitely the cause many of them with foul brood early
without a critical examination of the in the spring, that he transferred them
into new hives and boiled the old
interior of the hive; but we presume ones. He made new frames, taking a
the heat softened the brood combs so great deal of pains not to let the bees
that the cells were more or less dis- get any of the honey, but made up
the wax into foundation, and after
torted by the constant passing to and
they got well filled with brood he
fro of the worker bees upon their sur- found it worse than at first in every
face, and as a consequence the young colony. He is satisfied that it was
I commenced in
bees were deformed, and sought to die carried in the wax.
kept
the spring with 75 colonies
in exile. So long as there is a conthem well snugged up, examining
tinued prospect of honey, it will do to them as often as once a week, and took
extract. In your latitude, too close the old honey away from all that were
extracting is not necessarily fatal, as honey-bound, to give the queens a
chance, as they were bringing in more
it might be here, for the Georgia winthan needed, which is unusual here
ters are never so severe and protracted in February and March. By attending closely to them they gave me, in
ample
opportunity
for
that there is not
wax,
feeding. It is, however, quite as nec- March and April, 45 pounds of
and 3,170 pounds of extracted honey.
essary that bees in the South should I increased to 96, with honey enough
have plenty of stores provided for to last them through. I doubt there
them as in the extreme North, for being any more honey in this State
often more or less breeding is going than we need.
S. S. Butler, M. D.
on through the winter, which conLos Gatos, Cal., July 14, 1881
sumes honey rapidly. It is not an un[There is not a possibility of foul
common occurrence, in the South, for
contracted by using founbees to breed up, consume their stores, brood being
from foul-broody combs.
dation
made
and starve before the spring honey
It is sheer nonsense, to say the least,
How sets in. Ed.]
to suppose that the infection was eradicated when your friend " boiled the
Size of the Langstroth Hive.— Hear
Editor: Did you not make a mistake old hives," yet would linger in the
in giving the size of the Langstrotb foundation after the several boiling
hive in the Bee Journal for July 6, processes necessary to transform the
page 213 V
I ordered a Langstroth comb into a perfect sheet.— Ed.]
hive, and received one 18JjJxl4JjjX9Ji).
Frame, when adjusted in the hive, was
% from the top and 7 „ at each end. I Not Mated.— I herewith send you a
am aware that there are hives made young unfertilized queen. I take her
which are claimed to be Langstroth to be about half-way between a worker
hives, and nearly every one makes bee and a queen not sufficiently dethem of a little different size. I wish veloped to mate with a drone. I have
hive manufacturers would be more been watching her for three weeks
careful about sizes, and not guess at it she seems to have no inclination to
so much it would be much better for leave the hive to meet a drone. She
all of us, should we have occasion to is a good layer, but, like the fertile
exchange hives with our neighbors. worker, locates eggs all through the
yet she is easily distinguished
I received rather a flattering report hive
;

;

A

;

are so many things to be considered
that I find myself in a quandary. As
with all other avocations, with all the
teachings and experiences of others,
nothing is so sure of success as good
brains well used.
G. B. Olney.
Atlantic, Iowa.

[Our views have been given several
times of late, on wintering, and on
the fourth page of the Journal for
last week we gave statistics oh last
winter's losses, and "our views" upon
them. Next week we shall give a long
article from Mr. Ch. Dadant, on the

same subject — all

mend

of these

we com-

study of our correspondent, as an answer to his queries.— Ed.]
to the careful

The Honey Season in Texas.— Our
spring honey season being over, I now
send you my report to June 20. I
wintered without any loss, including
several 2-frame nuclei. I commenced
up to
in the spring with 7 colonies
June 20 I took 968 pounds of surplus
honey and increased to 20 good colonies. Continued dry weather cut the
honey season fully 2 weeks short. I
think our fall honey will compare favorably with any in the world, both
in appearance and delicacy of flavor
most of our spring honey being nearly
white. Bees are now gathering honey
dew from oak and elm, to a limited
extent, but the quality is very poor,
and the color is dark. I am glad to
;

it coming in, anyhow, for it keeps
up brood-rearing, and makes it favor-

see

able for rearing queens.
Jas. G. Taylor.
Austin, Tex., July 11, 1881.

Brushing

the

off

Bees.

—I

com-

menced this season with 22 colonies
and have increased to 75, mostly by
I extracted 600
natural swarming.
pounds of white clover honey, and
have 25 colonies working in the secBasswood is just comtion-boxes.
mencing to bloom. Is there any danger of losing queens, when brushing
off the bees in front of the hive, if
she should happen to be in the second story when extracting, or should I
Emil Peterman.
look for her V
Oostburg, Wis., July 12, 1881.

[You should look at every comb
out, whether you want the

taken

queen or

not.

She

the second story.

is

frequently in

Ed.]

—

;

;

Heavy Crop

of

Honey.— Bees are

now doing

their "level best" on gathering honey. Another week or two
like the past one will secure for us a
heavy crop of honey.

Greiner Brothers.
Naples, N. Y., July

20, 1881.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Books

copies of the Joi'knal
Bent postage paid for Scents each.

^"Single

15D0LLARSZF0R$1.

(g" Those who may wish to change
binding, etc., wo
stvlo of li
tvo havehave decide
decided U
books and show their s'zn,
e zp, Btvle
Wishing to introduce our hooks
from other editions to the Weekly. can make the GRANDEST AND MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THE CENTURY, fur a short time,
iif' We will send the ten books described below, by mail, post-paid to any address, on receipt of $1.
do so by paying the difference.
qsg"

When changing a postoffice ad-

dress,

mention the old as well as the

new

address.

Ribbtm Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $s per loo.

and for twenty-five cents extra, sent at the same time, will include one year's subscription to
FARM AND FIRESIDE, the leading agricultural and home journal of the world.
PARTirTLAR NOTICE.— We reserve the right 'o withdraw this Dollar Offer at any time,
therefore subscribe at once if you want these TEN BOOKS FOR ONE DOLLAR, and tell all your friends
we have made the grandestollcr of the century.
FOB 25 CENTS, A COPT OF ANT BOOK IN THIS LIST WILL BE SENT BY MAIL, TOST-PAID.
* Orders taken now, and books mailed as soon as published. One will he issued every two weeks.
LIFE and ADVENTURES of ROBINSON CRUSOE. JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S PICTURES;
Or, More of his Plain Talk for Plain People, by Rev.
This well-known book may be ranked asthe most
(has. II. Spurgeon. This book is exceedingly
popular standard juvenile book ever printed.
humorous and instructive, using the simplest
Our edition is complete, and contains the wonderform of words and very plain speech. To smite
ful adventures of a cast-away upon a desert
evil,
and especially the monster evil of drink, has
Fully
illustrated.
vol.
one
island. Complete in

Advertisements intended for the Bee THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS
Journal must reach this office by From thiswuiid to that which is tocome. This remarkable book, as every one knows, was written
(Saturday of the previous week.

— Langstroth, Dzierzon, and the baron

under the similitude of a dream, by John
Bunyan, the most popular religious writer in the
English language; and perhaps more conies have
been sold than any other book except the Bible.
Our edition is complete and unabridged, with ap-

of Berlepsch.

Cropriate illustrations.

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

—Price 25 cents each.

been the author's earnest endeavor. The humor
and homely wisdom of this book should carry it
into every household. Complete in one volume

Because it adds to Personal Beauty
by restoring color and lustre to gray
or faded hair, and is beneficial to the
scalp, is why Parker's Hair Balsam is
such a popular dressing.
27w4

It is just the book that even
wife and housekeeper needs. It tells how to cook
all kinds of bread, cakes and meats; it tells ho?
to make all kinds of soup ; it gives recipes for cooking tish, oysters, poultry and game; it tells how t*.
select the best poultry, fish, meats, etc.; it give;
the best methods of preparing sauces and salads
and all kinds of vegetables for the table; and tells
the housekeeper all she needs to know about bread,
biscuits, rolls, puddings, pies, custards, creams,
n bout 1,000 Recipes.

This book tells of the supposed travels and surprising adventures of Lemuel Gulliver into several
remote regions of the world, where he met with a
race of people no larger than your hand. Also
his wonderful exploits among giants. Complete
in une volume. Finely illustrated.

cookies, tea, cotlee, chocolate, home-made candies,
antidote for poison, cooking for the sick, and many
other uselul things,

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS* ENTERTAINMENTS.

Illustrated with numerous wood engravings, descriptive of those many strange and singular
stones which the legend says the fcultaness of
Persia related to the Sultan night after night, in
order to prolong her life, and thus finally won his
affections and delivered the many virgins, who
but for her would have been bacrificed to his

/ESOP S FABLES.
T

unjust resentment.

SAVED AT LAST FROM AMONGTHEMORMONS.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
;

you have paid.

Always

send money

by postal order, registered letter, or

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at adiscountof 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Premiums.— For a club

of

weekly

2,

give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, 'weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth ; for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to

we

the

Every nian and wuman in the land should read
this story which is fuunded upon facts, and gives
an insight into the low estate of woman under
the

BREAD AND CHEESE AND KISSES.
Avery popular Christmas story
Dickens: abounds in excellent
is chiefly remarkable for its
admirable picture of country life, giving the
history of a very happy and contented young
couple who thought no lot in life too lowly for the
pure enjoy mentof Bread and Cheese and Kisses.
Complete in one volume, with illustrations.

NOBLE DEEDS OF MEN AND WOMEN.
A history and description of noble deeds, presenting correct and beautiful models of noble life to
awaken the impulse to imitate what we admire.
By the recorded actions of the great and good we
regulate our own course, and steer, star-guided,
over life's trackless ocean.

We

will be the latest and most complete editions, and will contain many illustrations,
one alone requiring thirty-nine pictures to complete it.
are about 5% by 8 inches— the most convenient size for reading and preservation.
is heavy and of a beautiful white color.
is Minion, easy on the eyes.
Robinson Crusoe, was ready about April 1st. One of the others will follow
FIRST
to
subscribers
as
soon
as
published.
every two weeks and be mailed
Messrs. Rowell & Co., publishers of the American Newspaper Directory, writing
" they are accredited by the Mercantile Agencies with a
of the publishers ot Farm and Fireside, say,
capital of a Million dollars, and are too well known and too much respected to make it worth while to
make any statements which are not true." Therefore all are sure to get the above books if careful

THE PAPER

RELIABLE.—

to direct letters correctlv.

MONEY SHOULD BE SENT by Post Office Money Order or Registered Letter, addressed to
Publishers of FARid AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio,

now so common. We have
used Parker's Ginger Tonic with the
happiest results for Rheumatism and
Dyspepsia, and when worn out by
overwork, and know it to be a sterling
health restorative. Times. See adv.
icines

27w4

Thfl

Floreston

Cologne

.N

£2

'Sold

All Farmers, Mothers, Business Men, Mechanwho are tired out by work or worry, and*
"ics, &c
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Kheuma-,
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-plaints, you can be'invigoratcd and cured by u:

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuably collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Price 25 cent*. — Sent on receipt of price, by

PARKER'S GINGErFTQNLC
If you a
^sipation or

writing to this

;BestHealth&StrengthKestoreryouCanUseJ

We have

letters

{some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you live near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

vastingaway with Consumpnt
any weakness, you will find Paiker's^
.GingerTonic the greatest Blood Fertilizerandthe^

;

;

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

land far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it,
"
•builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
;«. and$i si/cs. Hi^cox ft O.. Chemists N

974

PARKER'S
™££,
HAIR BALSAM EE
..-

>;,

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
beatand cheapest.indispensa-

We supply the Weekly Atnerlcan Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of botn

every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Selfble to

Preservation;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt,3i>opp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions.price only $1,25 sent by
illustrated sample. <;c
mail

:

Publishers' Price. Club.
..$2 00
3 00..
3 00..
2 75..

4
The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers'Instructor( W.Thomas) 2
2
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

75..

2 78
2 60
2 50
3 "5

50.. 2
50.. 2
2 30.. 2
05.. 5

35
35
15
00

3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
2 85. . 2 75

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Bee Journal, $1.50 less.

less.

;

U"KTnW

MlUW

;

IPUVQDT V send now. Address Pea body
IllIOIiLr. Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
22w y
No. 4 Bulflnch St., Boston.
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ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

ft Gi ven

any
Our new!
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for

NEWSPAPER in the Country.
Price tint for Advertisers

bent free.

A. COOK* CO.,
CCor.
Dearborn & Waeh'n

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Land— B40 Acres
m- CHEAP FOR CASH. J0I

Florida

Description,— Sec. 4, township 7, south range 7
west, Franklin county, Florida, situated about 50
miles south of the Georgia line, 25 miles west of the
city of Tallahasse, the capital of the State, and
about 25 miles northeast of the city of Apalachicola, a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, and within
2 sections (5 and ti) of the Apalachieola river ; the
soil is a rich, sandy loam, covered with timber.
It was conveyed on Dec 31st, 1875, byCol. Alexander McDonald, who owned ti sections, including
the above, to J. M. Murphy, for *:i,200, and on Sept.
5th, 1877. by him conveyed to the undersigned for
*;i,000.
The title is perfect, and it is unincumbered,
as shown by an abstract from the Records of the
county, duly attested by the County Clerk the
taxes are all paid and the receipts are in my possession.
I will sell the above at a bargain for cash, or
trade for a small farm, or other desirable property.
An offer for it is respectfully solicited. Address,
;

THOMAS

Aiiiertisine Acents.
Ste.,

West Madison

.<!•*

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

CLUBBING LIST.

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 1 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manuali bound in cloth)
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

,

,

igg" It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
if all

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)
andGleaningsinBee-Culture(A.I.Rnot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellts)

The Horse

iies& Perfumof Hiacoi &
very bottle.

;

»-•--•»•

office.

ENGRA VING8

Most Fraernnt nnd
onal.lt

Cbicaoo.

the

ol"

S74

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWSCAST,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Street. CHICAGO,

ILL

w ,-«-!>< r'-, Guide or, Cook's Miinmii
Apiary- — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
;

and fully "up with the times" on every
Bubject of bee-culture. It la not only Instructive,
t.ut Intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is » miisterly production, and one that no
bee-keener, however limited bis means, can afford
to do without, cloth, W1.85 ; paper cover, #1.
llft'-Keeplnic, by L. C. Root—
C|iiiiiby'*>
The author treats the subject ol' bee- keeping mo
that it cannot fall to Interest all. Its Btyle Is plain
and forcible, making :iii Its readers realize that Its
author Is master of the subject.— ¥1.50.
illustrated

New

Novice'* AlBCof Bee-Cnltare, by A. I. Root
—This emhraees"everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and in valuable to beginners and

those more advanced. Cloth, * 1 .--"•; paper, $1.
Kiin:'* Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. .1.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Hl.OO; paper,

TSc

l.iiu^Ht

ml h on

the

Hive und Houev Bee,

a standard scientific work. Price* l$2.
BleNNvd Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical Information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. $1.00.

This

-

is

Beennnd Honey; or, successful munngemeut of the Apiary, by Thomas O. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in EiiBllah and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cent*, postpaid.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every familv, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pates SOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
:

arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, ns Food »nd Medicine, by Thomnn
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

G.

-»•

Mistake to confound a
remedy of merit with the quack medIt is a Foolish

-

facts and

We

THE BOOKS
THE PAGES
THE TYPE
BOOK,
THE

it'-,

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

which he adorned. Born a slave, he forced hi&
way by his mother-wit into the courts of princes.
He knew that to be tolerated in courts he must
speak to please, and he gave lessons both to prince
and people by recitals of fables, which were very
popular in Athens during the most brilliant
period of its literary history and he who had not
JEsop's Fables at his finger's ends was looked
upon as an illiterate dunce by Athenian gentlemen. In one vol. Very profusely illustrated.

propose to bind them in heavy
The usual price of these books bound in cloth is Si .00 to $3. 00 each.
paper ur thin card board, and send them by m;iil and prepay the postage, for 25 cents each. They comproductions of the most noted
brilliant
and
pleasing
diversity
the
most
striking
of
range
and
prise a wide
ami popular authors, and include books ot travels, adventures, fiction and humor, so that all tastes will
be suited. We propose to call it the Farm and Fireside Library, and anyone obtaining these ten
have not room to give a
books will possess a library of ten of the most popular books ever published.
full description of each book, but all will be delighted who obtain these noted books at so low a price.

Bee Journal.
•-»-

Karjeon.

after the stvle of

and novel features;

THOMAS
974

The rabies of J&opns, an apt representative of'tne
great social and intellectual movement of the a^e

;

Mormon rule.

ByB.L.

pictures.

FIRESIDE COOK BOOK.
BEST COOK BOOK EVER PUBLISHED. Contains

LLIVERS TRAVELS.

fg~ Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

number of

containing a great

NEW FARM AND

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mull, postpaid, on receiptor price, by

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
,

quality, sources,
;

Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam, Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.

It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

everywhere. Published

in

English and German.

Price for either edition, 6c.

."<»..
; per dozen,
This contains the Prize
Essavson this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2.i in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

Wintering Been. —

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, ll:ni«Mand Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by

ItiB

& C. P. Dadant, giving
and management adopted
Ch.

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by ('has.

contains

Muth;

F.

3-J

pages.

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

management of bees, Price, lOc.
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has &"> engravings

the

illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseasep in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 25cby A. J. Hill.— A treatise on

Chlcken Cholera,

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Bopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

its

cause,

tableB for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. ; Morocco, $1.50.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over 1,000.000 IndusProcesses Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Mineis, Metallurgists, Assavers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 EnRHAViN(iS of Mill, Steam and Mirdng Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
dustrial Facts. Calculations,

Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
Wheels, Pulleys, Drums. Belts.
Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins. Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing. Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives. Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating. etc: 4m
son.ooo
Calculations in all possible
Tables with
forms for Mechanics. Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers. Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 300 Health Items, .vm
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. f>on do.
fur Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4(Xido. for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather tfc Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities. Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10.000 items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keep-

and Speed of
Saws,

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock. Remedies fi >r do., to increase ( 'rops. Pest Poisons, Train-

LTGHTNING
ing Horses, steam Power on Farms.
Cau'I'I.atdu for Cubic Measures. Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Kent. Board, Wages. Interest. Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay. and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers. Logs. Boards. Scantling.
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
Laws of 49 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale. Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains L0I6 paees, Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to anv Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, $2.50.
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A line
words;
One
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of ttaia type win contain about eight
fourteen unea will occupy 1 inch of space.

to three weeks, each insertion

our

Sight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

" "i-

more"

FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

iMiiihani

Foundation

July 27.

@)
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NEWMAN,

ILL.,

5.
A revolving comb-hanger is suspended by a thumb screw and swivel
from the end of a lever, which can be
drawn from the right side of the
honey-safe, and a frame of comb suspended and revolved for inspection.
If found to need pruning, or if queen

be cut, the revolving bar
can be firmly secured in any position
Editor and Proprietor,
and a
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. by turning the thumb screw
second lever drawn from the honeysafe, directly under the first one, and
TERMS OP SCBSCRIPTION
cells are to

;

i

AUGUST

3,

For the American Bee Journal.

How

I

Wintered

No.

1881.
My

Bees.

31.

mac. I call this box a storm-house.
This storm-house is of great advantage to the bee-keeper the entrance
will not get filled with dead bees, as
;

WM. DOLLING.
It now seems that the cellar carries
the premium on wintering, being most
successful, but all bee-keepers cannot
have a good cellar or a good bee-house;
I have not, and so 1 have to do the
best I can on the summer stands, and
that is, by my experiencej a good chaff
hive. I know of none better than the
Quinby, with the tight-end frame. It
also makes a great difference as to the
manner of using the chaff if packed
too tight it will not permit the moisture to pass off sufficiently, and if too
loose, it will
not retain warmth

below the bottom of honey frame
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) $2 a year, in advance. through the end of this an adjustable
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbered rod passes, with a revolving stirrup on
the upper end, which straddles the
each month, at Sil .OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at bottom bar of the comb-frame, which
5© centw a year, in advance.
is held as firmly as if held by both
I^r" Any person sending a club of six is entitled ends by an assistant, and the operator
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
can proceed to prune or cut out queen
desired.
Sample copies furnished /ree.
enough.
l&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- cells, having free use of both hands.
I began packing bees last October,
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay- When not in use, these levers can be
able to our order. Such only are at our risk, ('hecks
pushed back into the body of the safe, in the following manner I removed
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
the division-boards on each side of the
and are entirely out of the way.
brood-nest, and in their places I put
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
6.
The honey safe is furnished with a frame, made of lath, x 2 inch higher
Pontage to Europe 5© cents extra.
a metal-dripping drawer to catch the than the combs ; in these frames I
honey that may leak from the combs ; tack old carpet (ingrain carpet is the
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. this slides out on the handles
be- best), then I take the division-board
;

:

/

:

the bees will carry the most of the
dead ones in this store house.
It
keeps the mice out, nor will the entrance become closed with ice and
snow, and the bottom-board will keep
perfectly dry. By this way of packing I have lost but 3 out of 37
colonies by actual death 2 of them
in box hives, and one in the American 2 queenless colonies and 2 weak,
old queens being the cause. My bees
have no hill or wood protection; they
stand upon the very bank of the big
Canadaway Creek, and had to take
the full force of every blizzard that
came across lake Erie. I am the only
one in this section of the country who
has wintered bees with success on the
summer stands.
To my close attention to bee-keeping, and study of the Bee Journal,
I attribute my success in wintering
bees. I not only read the Journal,
but I study it. I thank you very much
that you will enlarge the Journal
for the next year, and give it a more
convenient shape.
;

;

Dunkirk, N. Y., June

21, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal

How

to
S.

An

S.

BUTLER, M.

Bees.

D.

Assistant for the Apiary.

The
that our readers desire to
be informed of all the " new things "
intended for the apiary, we give on
this page an engraving of " Davis'
Honey Carriage, Revolving Comb

but in order to give the many uses
for which it is intended, we have requested Mr. Davis to describe them,
which he has done, as follows

My
Hill, Tenn.

their

:

for
tools of
apiary.

;

when

is awash basin, convenicleansing the hands and
honey, etc., while in the

hand corner,

to rear

—

ing qualities.

Honey Carriage designed by John M. Davis, Spring

This invention is the outgrowth of
years of hard labor in the apiary, and neath this is a 20x24 inch metal-lined
drawer, 4 inches deep, which slides
is gotten up entirely from practical
out and is suspended by the handles,
experience.
forming a convenient place in which
1.
It consists of a honey-safe, sup- to
put broken combs and fragments of
plied witli corrugated adjustable honey wax.
frame supports, so arranged as to hold
The top of the honey-safe stands
the combs perpendicularly, and prevents them from coming in contact about as high as an ordinary Langswith each other, and thereby being troth hive, and requires no stooping
to transfer honey from a hive to the
bruised.
carriage. By placing a strong board
2.
Forward from the honey-safe, in the bottom of the dripping-pan,
over and on each side of the wheel, is crates and boxes
of honey can be
a tool-box, large enough to carry all wheeled from the
apiary to the honeythe tools, fuel for smoker, queen ca- room, without
fear of damaging the
ges, clamps, etc., required while work- comb.
ing in the apiary.
The most convenient cover is cloth,
3.
The top of this tool-box is shing- with a roller at each side,
and is rolled
led, so that when turned forward over
back, the same as the enameled-cloth
the wheel, it rests on an adjustable honey-board,
when bees are troublesupport, and forms a strong aud con- some during
a good yield of honey,
forward right

how

from some locality where there had
never been any forced queens raised,
and after getting such stock thoroughly tested in regard to their work-

Hanger and Recording Desk, Combined." The engraving is very plain,

venient writing-desk.
4.
Hinged on the

great question is
that will winter

almost any
where and almost in any way bees
that will ever be a satisfaction, instead of a disapointment. In the first
place I want them of the yellow race,
as they are decidedly superior, and
bees

Knowing

ent

Rear the Best

and put

it on the carpet-frame in such
as to leave a J^-inch air-space
between the two then I put 5 or 6
pieces of lath across the brood-nest
(from which I have taken the honeyboard), resting with each end upon the
end of the carpet-frame over these
pieces of lath I put a piece of ingrain
carpet, and then have a space of one
inch all over the brood-nest. I find
the bees in the spring dry and warm,
and holes made through the combs
for winter passages are unnecessary.
Then I fill the remainder of the hive,
6 inches on each side and 6 inches on
the top, with chaff of any kind.
I
have now a space left of 6 inches to
the peak of the cap, which remains
empty.
one-inch auger hole in each
gable end gives sufficient ventilation
of air. These auger holes are opened
or closed, according to the weather.

a

way

;

;

A

the bees are not disposed to rob,
useless to use the cover. The enWhen winter commences in earnest
graving represents the drawers parti- I open the entrance, which is
by 5
ally drawn out a frame of comb in incn, its whole length, and put a little
the revolving hanger and the tool-box box, that fits close over the entrance,
and wash basin open.
with a tube 10 inches long made of suit is

%

:

way is to let them take
course in the spring (keep-

favorite

own

ing them well snugged up), and rear
my queens and drones from those that
build up first, as they will certainly
prove superior in every respect. My
experience has been that those that
work best in the fall prove to be best
in the spring. After making up my
mind which I desire to breed from, I
contract their hives, giving them,
every few days, brood just hatching
out, taking eggsand larva' from them,
and thus getting the hives quickly
filled with bees so as to have them
swarm out, and have the cells ready
by the time the strongest of those I
am not rearing queens from are getting ready to swarm.
After they are out, the best way is
Mr. Doolittle's plan of finding the
clipped queen, and putting her in an
empty hive on the old stand, moving
the oid hive but a short distance, so
that they may be united again, if desired. Then select the queen cells after the colony is quietly settled on the
old stand, open the old hive, and I
usually find from 5 to 8 cells, either
sealed or the larvae nearly grown,
which shows that they are about ready
to be sealed. Mark all such, and also
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tlir number of tliem on the outside of
the hive. It you want to raise a great
many queens. di\ ide one of your largest colonies, and after 2 days put the
sealed cells in the queenless part, de
straying the ones they have made,
then put the best queen and bees together again, and crowd her with bees,
and in a short time they will swarm
out again. By working in that way
you can rear a quantity of superior
queens from the best ones; make nuclei 2 days before putting in the choice
cells, and you will not have them torn
down as they Often are after 21 hours.
I

have never

lost

to rear the

best

remember

this: Never,
under any circumstances, keep any
cells but those I have described.
You
may ask
Why not keep all of them ?
Because some of the queens reared after they have swarmed will he started

;

:

and they will start more
they can take thorough care
of. as they do of those made before
swarming. I have repeatedly tried with smoke. Just give a little smoke
both, and the cells made after swarm- when they appear
to
rebel—just
ing were not as line as those reared enough to keep them quiet.
before, and the queens did not give as
If a bee is pinched by you and stings
vigorous and industrious workers. you on the hand, remove the sting
with
They are not the best queens.
your thumb nail and suck the place beWe may just as well have all vigor- tween the lips, and don't halloo
ous, strong, healthy colonies that will "Ouch !" like
an idiot, or be so reckbring in good returns. As it is, many less as to thrust the same
hand back
keep nearly double the amount they among the bees
immediately. The'
need, because so many are poor ones. odor of the poison
will be sure to be
bringing in nothing. 'The main rea- taken as a signal for the fray,
and
son why there are so many poor colo- you will get more
stings.
bee sting
nies is, i doubt not, the large amount is really nothing when
one has just a
of imperfect workers that the bees little philosophy in his
composition.
worry to death, as they do the drones I have a supreme contempt for the awat the same time, amounting, in some ful dread
which most people seem to
colonies, to fully k of the workers. delight to
nurse and exhibit on
ocYou will not find such where your casions, when they hear the all
gentle
best queens are. If you lind a colony hum of the busy bee. I have
seen eduthat is superseding their queen, give cated
(?) men, men sleek with knowlthem a good cell in the place of theirs, edge (?) bending under professional
or if out of season, and you want to cards and
responsibilities, strike with
save the colony, mark it and give terrible energy at an
tired
them a good queen in the spring. Do bee which, by chance,inoffensive,
attempted in its
the same by any colony, which from innocence to make a
resting place on
any cause rears a forced queen. It is the person of this wise
(?) man.
impossible to rear queens, allot' which
After the beginner has learned to
will give usworkers that are equally distinguish one
from the other— the
vigorous and long-lived. Some queens worker cells, drone cells
and queen
excel others in this respect. Of a cells— and is able to trace
the history
frame of bees all hatched the same of the bee from the egg to the
perfectly
day, a few of them will live for days developed bee, he can begin
to rear
longer than the great mass, showing some queens, practice
artificial swarmthat some of the eggs are more highly ing, introduce
queens in short, make
vitalized than others.
his bees subservient to his will.
In rearing a quantity of queens, we
will lind a few whose workers will
For the American Bee Journal.
show a marked superiority over all
the others. Such queens are no doubt
Fertilization in Confinement, etc.
from those more-vitalized eggs. Bv
taking all these precautions, it is pos"REV. L. L. LANOSTROTH.
sible for us to rear queens and drones
from the best ones, and we are imI have been engaged in a series of
proving our stock instead of having experiments on fertilization in conto keep it up by fresh importations. finement, the results of which, if they
In this way we may soon have bees had proven favorable, I intended to
send to the Bee Journal. The exsuperior to any imported ones.
treme heat has been against them, but
Los Gatos, Cal., July 5th, 1881.
am afraid that we shall find nothing
reliable where the queens are not alFrom the Farmer's Home Journal.
on larvae,
cells than

-

'

;

A

;

1

Good Advice
II.

'

lowed to

for Beginners.

W. DEMAREE.

liy

at their will.

With great regret I notice the poor
success which Mr. Benton has had in
his efforts to secure Apis, dorsata.

What advice would you give

a beginner in bee culture ?»' I propose to
devote this short article to the answering of this question. It can readily be
seen that in order to make the answer
satisfactory to all who may be interested in the culture of the honey bee,
would be necessary for me to be informed of the intentions and purposes
of the beginners, so that I might tie
able to make a proper application of
SUCh advice as I am able to offer.
Some of us keep bees solely for the
profits to be derived from the business ; others simply for the purpose of
supplying their tables with the most
delicious of sweets; while there are another class who keep bees principally
to gratify their love for the study of
their marvelous habits and natural
history. To the charge of belonging
to latter class I plead guilty
though

London Journal

of Horticulture.

Alteration of Sex in Eggs.

I

have always hoped more from a cross
between this bee and some of ourbest
varieties than from the pure dorsata
and wish that Mr. Benton had been

3,

spermatheca are sometimes exhausted
before thev cease laying, or rather be
fore they die
the eggs laid after the
spermatheca has been emptied remain
male and hatch into drones. Though
we have had many queens die of old
age, and have known many hives of
our own ben-It of their queens by age,
we have never known a mated queen
to become a drone-breeder merely in
in her old age.
We have seen queens
by reason of old age totter and stagger as they walked, others dethroned
and cast out of their hives in a state
of dotage, and one this year lost a
limb and could not walk on the com db,
hut fell to the board again and again.
All these continued to lay female eggs
till the very last.
Other teachers.
among them Dzierzon, Berlepsch. ami
Woodbury, have had fertilized queens
that became simply drone breeders
and the statements of these able men
;

'

one yet.

Those who want
queens should

Commence with a few colonies. One
of these, at least, should have a pure
Italian queen, and the combs in the
hive occupied by hershould be straight
and nice. Get a copy of Professor
Cook's Manual of the Apiary. I recommend this work, not because there
are not other good works on the subject, but because Cook's Manual is not
only a practical but a scientific work
as well. Subscribe for a bee paper,
and let that paper be the American
Bee Journal. If you can't afford to
take but one. let it be the best one.
With this small outfit you can make a
start.
Read up the subject, learn to
handle your bees frequently, especially your fine gentle colony at the
start
lift out the frames and learn to
"hunt up" the queen; show her to
your friends and neighbors when they
come to see you. Always keepa good
bellows bee-smoker at your side.
Never let your bees "boss you avoid,
however, the mistake so common with
the inexperienced— deluging the bees

Aug.

A.
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What more unlikely and wonderful
than this V What harder to believe
than the statement of fact that all the
eggs of queen bees are naturally and
originally male, many of which are
changed and become female in character in passing down the bodies of
the queens ? In the history of bees
many wonderful points strike the
thoughtful students. One of these is
the well-established fact that all eggs
in their origin are male and convertible into the opposite sex. For nearly
40 years I believed that all eggs laid
by queen bees were alike, and convertible by after treatment into queens,
drones, and workers. By a fair and
satisfactory experiment made in
own garden I found that this was a
mistake ; that the notion was alto-

my

gether wrong

and the eggs as they
from queens are either male or female and remain unchangeable in that
respect, but the eggs which are " femalised " in character before they
;

fall

are laid are convertible into

either

queens or workers by after treatment
in their cells. It has been long known
that eggs meant for workers are 21
days in hatching, and which may be
placed in royal cells by the bees and
hatched as queens in 14 days. Though
the mystery of this change or transformation in the cells is great it is not
a change of sex, for both queens and
workers are female, the one perfect

are trustworthy.
If other proof be wanted to establish the statement that all eggs of
queens are naturally and originally
male, it will be found in the fact that
from the parents of different races,
say from Ligurian queens and common drones, we have no half-bred
males. Paternal influence does not
affect the direct male progeny
indeed half-bred drones are an impos;

sibility.

While young queens and

working bees are decidedly cross-bred,
the direct male offspring share no influence but that of the mother.
Let
me now call the reader's attention to
a nice point or distinction between the
words " half-bred " and" cross-bred,"
also between " direct " male progeny
and " indirect." While drones have
no half-bred— that is to say, direct
male progeny there is the possibility,
nay, the liklihood of the second and
third generations catching up and
possessing some of the characteristics
of the grandfather. This is the idea
I wish to convey, that while drones
have no sons of their own they may
have daughters which may carry the
characteristics tofuture generations of

or fully developed,the other imperfect;
but whether the special after treatment is applied to eggs in royal cells
or to those in worker cells is an unsettled question. If the special treatment be given solely to royal cells, if
the inmates are royally fed, we have
some reason to believe that the
treatment is meant to develop and
perfect young queens in every respect.
If the special treatment is applied to
the eggs in worker cells it will go so
far to prove that it tends to dwarf the both male and female offspring. The
insects and interferes with their devel- history of drone life is stranger than
opment. The whole of this interest- fiction, and is perhaps without a paring subject is clouded in mystery. allel in natural history.
Again, it is known that some workEverywhere we have evidence of design and wise arrangement, and see ers lay a few eggs which invariably
hatch
into drones, and as workers are
cells provided for the cradling of
young queens, bees and drones, and imperfect females, incapable of fecunsuitable, too, for acting as reservoirs dation, these fertile workers lend some
for honey. In considering the sub- small additional proof to support the
ject of treatment that the 3 kinds of statement that all eggs of bees are
bees receive in their cells, it should originally of a male character.
1 his subject is fully discussed and
not be forgotten that queens are only
14 days in their cells, bees 21, and elucidated in a small pamphlet, by
drones 24. This subject, beset as it is the late Baron Berlepsch, called " The
with difficulties, presents a wide and Dzierzon Theory," On page 26 the
interesting field for future investiga- Baron says " that queens' eggs are
tion, as it is to be hoped that apiarian susceptible of development though
students will turn their attention to it. unimpregnated, but masculinity still
That " all eggs in the ovaries of pre-exists therein, which, marvellous
indeed is transformed into feminity
queen bees are naturally and originby impregnation with the male sperm.
ally male, and develop as males when
I am anxious to attract the attention
laid without being impregnated, but
of my readers to this portion of the
are changed to female if impregnated
theory, for it is the most important of
before being laid," is a statement of
Baron Berlepsch, the truth of. which all the propositions I have undertaken
to discuss. With its aid almost everyhas been illustrated and confirmed by
thing relating to bee-culture becomes
extensive experiments and well-esintelligible
without it hardly anytablished facts. Notice first that unmated queens are not unfertile, they thing is clear. He who does not fully
this point will grope in
lay male eggs.
Some queens are comprehend
the dark in all his operations, and be
hatched with defective wings and
constantly exposed to mistake and discannot fly, and, as queens are mated
appointment."
outside their hives, those that cannot
London, England, June, 1881.
fly remain virgin.
Many queens perfect and able to fly remain so by misfortune or inclement weather. Many of
these queens lay eggs which are capable of hatching into drones only.
Such queens are drone-breeders.
Now notice that queens mated in
early life are capable of laying both
male and female eggs. Those who
Prize Essay of the Northeastern Convention.
have investigated the subject say that
in the body of the queens there are
to Winter Bees Successfully.
I

;

;

able, when in its vicinity, to test the
feasibility of getting such a cross.

A

few nuclei with virgin queens might
have given us the desired cross. As
the Cyprian bees have been introduced into Ceylon, thanks to Messrs.
Jones and Benton, it will now be a
comparatively easy matter to see
whether the wild dorsata drones will
mate with Cyprian queens. Mr. Benton's researches have shown some
strong points in its favor,- and that its
ferocity is by no means to be dreaded.
I thank you for your kind notice
of
my remarks on grape sugar and glucose.
When we have proof that these
articles can be made pine and are sold
at prices which will lower the cost of
our commercial sweets, and when sold
under their own names they are sought

How

by name, Bpermatheca,
which receive and retain for use the
Oil. DADANT.
sperm, that queens have the power of
Bees are altogether different from most
using it at will, and that all eggs
touched by it in passing are changed ot the other insects, in this respect, that
I have learned to try to make mvl
s
from male to female. This will ap- instead of becoming torpid in winter, they
pay, as well as to gratify my inclina- by the general public,
then may those pear to many students of nature tube remain active. Although a .tone bee is
tions to pry into their matchless ways. who manufacture
killed in less than 48 hours, in a temperathem claim to be anomalous and extraordinary.
As ture under 40 degrees, yet bees live unit
The first advice I should offer would engaged in a legitimate business.
queens live 4 years and are wonder- prosper in the coldest regions. Their
be "make haste slowly" at the start.
Oxford, O.
fully prolific, the contents of their gathering in numerous families helps
;

small

I

sacs,
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tliem

to

warmth
It

generate, during winter, the
necessary to their existence.

seems that their instinct

them

ilirects

of their abodes; for, at
in the
Borneo and Sumatra, as well as between
the tropics, they feel that to Inhabit a
hive is unnecessary, and they build their

selection

big trees; while
in northern climates they seel; the protection of hollow trees. The motion of the
sap maintains inside of the tree a temperature above that of the outside. In northern Russia the travelers, astonished at
seeing so far north so many bees, wonder
how so small an insect can resist the severity of such a climate. To own bees,

oomb under the limbs of

as domestic animals, man, who inhabits
so varied countries, had to provide them
With dwellings suitable to the different regions in which he was located. Thus different materials were used to make beebeehives. In some parts of Africa
keepers use hives made of sticks joined
wooden ligatures. In
together
with
Arabia, in Egypt, in Cyprus Island they
use earthen jars, as in some parts of

southern Europe. Farther north they procure gums farther yet, straw twisted and
fixed with willow twigs. But as bees are
indigenous to a warm climate, very often
then
these protections prove insufficient
some tried to protect theircolonies by putting them in places where cold could not
;

;

penetrate.
In the middle of Russia they dig wells
20 or 25 feet deep. They pile in them
the gums
their bees, which are in gums
are placed horizontally, the lower part of
the gum remaining open. The well is thus
;

about six feet from its top. Then
made of straw, is built upon the
well, and the bees are left to themselves
for five or six months. In localities, not
far distant from old quarries, or from dark
filled to

a cabin,

natural caverns, the bee-keepers bring
their bees in these for winter. Others
bury their hives in soils, and succeed well,
when the ground is not too wet. Some put
them in cellars, or in buildings, especially made for the purpose.
All these means, although good in themselves have sometimes turned to disasters.
Such losses cannot be ascribed to fatality,
but to some wants of the bees which are
not fulfilled. Not the apiarian science,
but chance, had directed the cares bestowed
and when the winter was over
the bee-keeper reckoned a great many
losses, which he was unable to explain.
He bad prepared his bees the same as
the same as did
in the preceding years
his forefather before.
his father and
Then with a simplicity similar to the
dark ages, he imputed his losses to the
fault that he had made, by selling for
money a few of his colonies ; or by forgetting to put a black crape on his hives at
the time o' the last death which occurred
in his family.
Now, thanks to the studies of our predecessors, the conditions of a successful
wintering are better known and when a
loss occurs in the apiary, the bee-keeper
cannot impute it to any other cause but
his lack of knowledge or foresight, or of
;

;

;

good management.
Before going farther in our subject, let
us examine first what happens in a colony
during winter. There is a fact that a beekeeper ought not to lose sight of: it is
that bees, in winter, do not inhabit the
combs which are filled with honey They
gather directly below the sealed honey
the mass of the bees, on every comb,
being congregated in the form of a disk.
On this disk the bees hang imbricated,
like the shingles of a roof. Every bee has
its head under the abdomen of the bees
immediately above and so on, to the bees
which are close to the honey. These last
bees suck honey and give some to the bees
immediately below these do the same for
their neighbors and so on, to the last bee
of the group. As soon as the honey of
;

;

;

;

the first attainable cells is exhausted, all
the mass move upward to reach the full
cells till the top of the comb is reached.
Experiments snow that the temperature,
inside of the group, is about TO degrees.
As long as such temperature is held inside the group the bees remain motionless,
almost sleeping. It the temperature of
the mass decreases, the bees who feel the
cold generate warmth by a beating of
wings. This motion sends some warm air
downwards to warm the bees, which are
altogether under the group. It is for
this cause that, when the weather is very
cold, we can hear the humming of our
bees inside their hives. But by beating
their wings bees digest faster ; then the
consumption of honey increases. Such
is the cause why a colony ill protected
consumes more than a colony located in a
place where the temperature is suitable.
This increased consumption explains also
why the intestines of bees, in winter, are
soon filled in unprotected hives.
When the temperature keeps warm, the
queen, who dwells in the middle of the
group, begins to lay.then water is needed
to help in feeding the brood. If the colony
has wintered outside, the daily alterna-

tives of warm and cold give to bees the
chances of going out for water, or procure
of
it inside the hive, by the condensation
the steam produced by breathing. If the
bees are in a cellar, or in some other winter depository, when the rising of the temperature excites the queen to lay, as there
is no condensation of steam, the bees becbme restless on account of the. dearth of

water.
Now that we know how bees behave in
the hives during winter, let us see how to
prepare them for a safe wintering. The
first thing is to ascertain that every colony has a queen, and to see whether our
colonies have enough bees to keep the
right temperature in the group. When
we find a queenless colony, it is an easy
matter to unite it with some weak colony
having a queen.
can also unite two
feeble swarms, to make a good one. As
to the number of bees necessary for a good
wintering, that will depend on the cares
and the means that the bee-keeper can
colony numuse to protect his bees.
bering 10,000 bees or less, about two
pounds, can be successfully wintered if
well cared for.
have now to resolve the question of
wintering our bees inside or outside. If
outside, let us keep in mind that, in cold
spells, bees cannot pass from one comb to
another, and can starve on an empty
comb besides fall over out of their reach.
This fact, which gives to the large combs
a superiority over the small ones, led to
the practice of punching a few small holes
in the combs. Such care is not taken
as regularly as it ought to be : and I, for
one, have too often regretted my neglect
on that account, when my bees starved
with a quantity of honey in the hive.
For the same reason and in order that
bees could more easily warm their groups,
it is indispensable to take all the empty
combs, reducing the number of the combs
to the space that bees can occupy, on condition, nevertheless, that we leave honey
enouun to winter on. Of course, if some
of our colonies have too much honey,
while some are poor, it is an easy matter
to take one or two full combs from the
rich ones to give to the poor. It is generally admitted that 15 or 18 pounds are
enongh for a colony to winter on but it
is safer to leave more rather than less.
But do not waste honey ; a colony with
ten pounds more than what is necessary
will, on an average, be in better condition
for the crop than one with 10 pounds less.
The next precaution is to see whether
the honey is of good quality, M. Maurice
Girard, a French scientist, in a book entitled "Les Abeilles," says that honey is
composed of crystallizable and uncrystallizable sugars. The crystallizable sugar
is easily and completely digested by bees,
while the other is of a more difficult and
incomplete digestion. It is for that reason
that pure cane sugar is better than honey
for winter. For the same reason spring
honey is better than fall honey; honey
dew is still worse, and the juice of fruits
are the worst substances for wintering
bees.
Very often it happens that bees have
put honey in cells partially filled with
pollen, and sealed them. This fact is
easily ascertained by looking through the
combs. The cells containing pollen have
no transparency. Not only the quantity
of honey is smaller in these combs, but
this honey is unsafe for winter, on account of the pollen which, eaten with
honey, compels the bees to void their
feces often.
colony living on pure
honey will endure 5 or 6 weeks of confine-

We

A

We

;
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yet 1 advise to put under the bottoms of
the hives some dry material, such as dry
leaves or straw, and some also on the top
of the frames. I suppose that our hives
have a cap, as in the LongBtroth or
Quinbv, or that they are double story.
We take out the cloth, which ought to
cover the frames, and replace it with t;
mat, made of seed or straw, then we fill
the cap with straw or dry leaves.
If we have single walled hives, there
are several ways of protecting them.
begin by preparing the inside. In the room
made by reducing the number of combs
we place a partition board, or some kind
of cushion, and till the interval with dry
leaves or chaff. Then we fill the top, as
above, with some warm and absorbent
material, to rid the bees of the dampness
produced by the digestion and the respi-

We

ration.

At one time I forgot to prepare a good
colony for winter. This colony had 7
Quinby frames, without partition, in a
hive of the capacity of 11. It had neither
cloth nor honey board, above the combs.
In the spring I found the family greatly
reduced in numbers and all trie honey
gone. All the combs were wet, as also
the sides of the hive, and the cap. The
dampness having lasted all winter, the
boards were soaked and blackened. To
rescue this unhappy colony I had to put
it in another hive, and give it dry combs
Some bee-keepers advocate a current of
air in the hives ; a current that carries

away dampness. This method
southern climates, but

it

will

do for

increases the con-

sumption of honey too much for the northern States. Yet, had I to choose between a
current of air and a tight closed top, without other protection, I would prefer the
first.

At one time, while preparing my bees
for winter, I was interrupted by a sudden
change of the weather. For a few days
the weather was very cold. When I resumed the work, I found the under cloth
and part of the combs in every hive damp
and covered with ice. 1 then opened, for
comparison, a number of the hives on
which 1 had put a mat with dry leaves.
The combs were dry, in every one. At
noon of the same day, I noticed water running out of the unprotected hives, while the
entrances of the protected ones were dry.
But, in our climate, the inside partition
is not sufficient to winter, on their summer stands, single boarded hives and we
have to provide an outer coat for them.
;

It results,

from experiments made, over

100 years ago, by Klaumur and by Gelicu,
that very small colonies of bees can be
wintered safely, if the protection is sufficient. They put straw hives, containing
weak colonies, in boxes filled with straw
or dry earth; after preparing channels,

through which bees could fly out. The
bees wintered perfectly. A number of
bee-keepers in this country have tried
this method, with excellent results, and
was not this way too cumbersome and expensive I would recommend it.
For outer protection to our single walled
hives, we use dry leaves or straw. We
gather this material around the rear and
sides of the hives, and tie it about the
hives with a kind of rope ladder, made
with 12 or 15 laths, 20 inches long, and 2

groups, and the cold benumbs and kills
for alevery bee that leaves the mass
though tin' temperature of the central part
of the cluster is about 70 the outside of
the cluster is -sometimes below the freezing point.
Every colony wintered on the summer
stand ought to have, as far as possible, its
entrance turned south and its bottom slanting, so as to let the water generated by the
bees run out of the hive.
From time to time- it is well to see
whether the entrance is free from dead
bees or ice for the lack of air would kill
the colony.
For a good wintering in a cellar, or other
winter depository, the first precaution,
after looking for the queens and the provisions, is never to put the colonies in the
cellar after a few days of cold weather;
but to wait till the morrow of a day during
which bees have had a good flight. The
reason of such a precaution is obvious.
Our bees will be confined in the cellar
for months ; if we put them in the cellar
when their intestines are empty, as they
are after a good flight, they will easily endure a long confinement. As bees, after
4 or 5 months, remember the location of
their hives, care ought to be taken to
mark the place that every one occupied.
The hives can be piled columns of 4 or
even 5, with the precaution, if they are
piled without bottoms, to put a few laths
between them, to prevent the mixing of
the bees.
The cellar ought to be as free from mice
as possible. The bees ought to have good
ventilation, I mean a current of air, by
opening the entrance if the bottoms are
nailed, and the cloth glued at the top.
The cellar ought to be dark and easy of
ventilation, without admitting light.
The temperature of the cellar ought to
be about 45= ; or 43°, when the bottoms are
nailed to the hives. When the temperature is suitable, it is only with an attentive ear that you can detect the humming
of the bees. This humming increases as
the temperature increases or decreases.
When tlie room is too cold, the bees generate warmth by beating their wings :
when it is too warm, they roam on the
combs, impatient to go out. The temperature can be raised by shutting the outside apertures of the cellar. It can be
lowered by opening the windows at night
if the nights are cold, or by putting in thecellar some ice to melt the drippings of
the ice should be received in a vessel.
When all these conditions are fulfilled,
bees can be left in the cellar for 4 months
;

,

;

m

;

without suffering.

To replace the colonies on their summer
stands, select a day promising to raise
above 45°, in the shade, and hasten to bring
out all the bees before noon, so as to give
them a chance of flying out, on the same
day for a confinement in the hives by cold,
when their bowels are full, would be fatal
to a number of workers. If the bees do
not suffer in the cellar, they will act as if
they had wintered on their summer stands;
;

but if they have been restless for days and
weeks, as is sometimes the case when
February and March are warm, some colonies will swarm out of the hive in which
they have suffered. When such desertions begin in the apiary, it is difficult to
in
front
of
the
hives.
prevent them from inciting other colonies
strings tied together,
This protection is sufficient. When win- to follow the impulse. When such trouble
ter is over we roll our cord ladders and is anticipated, we ought to be careful to
put them in the garret. We do not put bring out only a few colonies at a time,
them in front of the hives, for bees need waiting to bring more till the excitement
every warm spell, to fly out of the hive. produced by the first flight has subsided.
One of the causes of such untimely
1 know a German bee-keeper who killed
A
his bees by preventing them from flying swarming is the lack of water, caused by
wire
cloth
the failing of brood, for the queens lay in
ment, while one with impure honey will out in winter, by means of a
the cellar when the temperature rises
get the dysentery if unable to fly out placed before the entrance.
Far from advising bee-keepers to use but the bees cannot find water to feed the
when needed.
condensation inUnsealed honey is unsafe also on ac- such precaution. 1 will give a suggestion brood, since there is no
side the hive.
which
is altogether the reverse of it.
count of the water that it contains, and
wintering
bees in
long
I will not speak on
of the water that it gets during winter, by few years ago we had a very cold and
weeks our bees were eon- closed bee houses, for such buildings are
the condensation or the steam generated winter. For 7
and such a not fit for our country. If the temperaby bees in cold days. The condensation fined, by cold, in their hives;thermometer
One day I saw the
ture of the closed room is cold, bees are
sometimes fills the cells containing the cold
37°
of Janu- not better than on their summer stands
the
16th
below
zero.
On
at
unsealed honey, so as to appear in large,
incited to fly out in
round drops, held on every cell by capil- ary the weather being warm I hastened to if it is warm, bees arereturn.
apiary. Of course I opened the weak cold days and cannot
larity, and ready to run out at the slightest the
for a successful
above,
the
was
alive.
Satsum
up
first.
Every
one
To
colonies
jar.
When the capillarity is no longer
bees, every colony ought to
able to hold these drops they run out of isfied with the result, I did not disturb wintering of
sufficient quantity of
on
did
not
this
queen
a
They
have
a
the
strong
colonies.
the cells, and the bee-keeper seeing this
a protection against cold
sugared water at the entrance of the hives, warm day fly out; while all the small ones, suitable food
quietness durwonders how it is produced. Bees cannot awakened by my visit, filled the air with and dampness an absolute
with a chance, to fly out
came
spells,
The
cold
weather
cold
hummings.
ing
their
winter on such matter without becoming
more, and I found that every time they need it, if wintered on
sick. We therefore will act wisely in tak- again for 3 weeks
in their summer stands, or an equal and suiting out all the frames containing unsealed all my strong colonies were reduced
while able temperature if wintered in dark celhoney, especially when the number of numbers, or dead, from dysentery
such frames is very large. After winter every one of the smaller ones were alive lars.
When these conditions are fulfilled, we
these combs will greatly help the colonies and healthy.
Now after a spell of more than a week can be assured of a good success. Such is
in brood-rearing.
thermomthe
the result of my observations continued
When the quantity of sealed honey of cold weather, as soon as
begun with
seems to be insufficient, the provisions eter rises to 45', in the shade, I disturb for 17 years, in which, having hundred, 1
several
can be completed by syrup made from cof- every colony to compel their bees to fly 2 colonies, and sold
disturbing
from
left to people 5 apiaries.
not
deterred
have
enough
out.
1
am
fee A or granulated sugar, dissolved in
Hamilton, 111.
warm water. The quantity of water them even by snow, if their confinement
ought to be 1 pound and 1 ounce for 2 has lasted 2 weeks for the loss of a few
snow,
is little, when
falling
in
the
bees,
of sugar. Let me here advise bee-keepers
I®' The Northwestern Illinois and
not to use glucose, or grape sugar, for put in comparison with the risk of a con- Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
finement prolonged 6 or 7 weeks, or more.
winter.
will hold its next meeting
Of course such a disturbance would not Association
If we have chaff or double-walled hives,
Co.,
for the smallest Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson
the protection around it is itself sufficient do during cold spells
Jonathan Stewart, -Sec.
to protect them on their summer stands, jarring of the hive excites bees to quit the 111.
;

A

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Premiums for Apiarian Exhibits.
That it pays to make it is
evident from the fact that there are
factories
in
than twenty glucose
We cheerfully give place to the folWe are in receipt of the following more
this country, turning out over one mill- lowing communication, as it touches
(6)
letter, relating to an editorial which ion pounds per day.
upon a subject which we consider of
appeared in the Boston Journal of
are forced to disagree with Dr. vital importance to honey producers
We
Chemistry for July, 1881
Nichols as to the desirableness of gluC.
July 25. 1881.
Mr. Editor Allow me to call cose for any purpose, and think its im- Council Grove, Kan.,
Editor and Proprietor,
Editor Bee Journal :— The St.
your attention to an editoral in the
portance as a commercial commodity Louis Fair Association offer premiBoston Journal of Chemistry, on gluand, like the ums to the amount of only $15.00 for
I have ever been accustomed is greatly magnified;
cose.
1881.
CHICAGO, ILL., AUG. 3,
honey and beeswax, while for beer,
to place almost implicit confidence in Doctor, we do not object to its manutobacco they come down to
Dr. J. R. Nichols, Editor of the Jour- facture and sale as swefe, but the fraud wines and
the tune of $450. Their honey preminal of Chemistry, as a reliable chemist
object
to.
honest
people
all
swindle
ums are less than half the sum paid
International Congress in Italy.
and assayer. He has for many years and
National Association,
manifested a deep interest in exposing But few persons will care to buy even by the Western
Lawrence, Kan., in 1880, and yet
We have received the following very frauds and adulterations of articles pure glucose, when they know it is but at
med one-third as good as sugar or honey, they are the centre, commercially, of
kind invitation to attend the Italian in common use, both as foods or
a very large extent of territory in
icines. I was not prepared to see just
refrain from thanking which' bee-keeping is profitable.
International Congres
such a position as he takes on manu- and we cannot
D. P. Norton.
factured glucose in the July number the editor of the Journal of Chemistry
Milan, Italy, July 1,1881.
There is, perhaps, no pursuit in the
Honorable Monsieur The In- of his Journal. If what he says is for adding his testimony to the fact.
ternational Congress of Apiculture true, then it seems to me we may bid
country so general in its location and
will be held in Milan, on Sept. 15, 16 farewell to the thought of ever bringso little understood by the great mass
honey
and 17, 1881, and the President of the ing honey especially extracted
Counterfeit Comh Honey.
of our intelligent population as scieninto very general use. It cannot be
Central Association for the promoindeed, the knowtific bee-keeping
tion of apiculture in Italy, being de- produced as cheaply as glucose from
article going
following
the
find
We
sirous of making the Congress the corn. He thinks the glucose of comledge of most learned men extends
most productive of good results,and at merce not particularly poisonous, but the rounds of the press
only to the facts that there are two
the same time to subserve the inter- only a swindle by selling it for more
Prof. H. W. Wiley, in the Popular
honey kept on sale in mostof
ests of apiculture, by promoting the than it is worth as a sweet. Please Science Monthly, records the amazing kinds of
progress and prosperity of the indus- tell us what you think of it.
progress of the glucose industry. the stores, namely, comb honey and
D. K. BOUTELLE.
try, is very desirous of obtaining the
There are 20 immense glucose facto- "strained" honey the former they
Lake City, Minn., July 6, 1881.
attendance of the most renowned
ries either built or in progress of con- buy, because they relish it
the latter
apiarists of the world. I have, therea capital of over
As we have so often unmistakably struction. is Already
they abhor, because it does not taste
fore, the distinguished honor and exbusiness.
invested in the
$2,000,000
treme pleasure of sending you this committed ourselves on the subject of The daily consumption of corn for the as honey did " when they were boys."
most cordial invitation to attend our food adulteration, and, in fact, against manufacture of glucose is about 35,- Many do not understand why this is,
Assembly.
for obtaining money 000 bushels, and the annual amount and all have a distrust of liquid honey.
The Society would be extremely every artifice
about 11,000.000.
People should be educated to an appleased to have the honor of your at- fraudulently, we do not feel authorIt is hard to find a table syrup
tendance, and would deem itself very ized in commenting at length upon the wholly free from this adulteration. preciation of the excellence and econfortunate by your participation in the article referred to by Mr. Boutelle. Glucose is said to be present in most omy of all pure honey, and we know
discussion of the important topics and
developments, beer now brewed. The bee himself is of no place offering as good facilities
interestingthemes that will be brought As there are no new
not as busy as the glucose manipulasomewhat
lengthy,
is
the
article
and
Assembly.
before the
The latter puts up a " honey" of for a diffusion of that knowledge as the
tor.
Should you. however, be unable to we must content ourselves with mak- which the waxen cells are made of Agricultural Fairs and Expositions.
attend personally, will you be pleased
ing brief extracts from it. Dr. Nichols paraffine, and the contents consist of For this reason State Vice Presidents
to put your views on some topic of inThe fraudulent and local Societies should make exfairly, snow-white glucose.
terest in writing, and submit it to the states facts very frankly and
comb and honey are handsomer than
who
prejudice.
exertions to secure the award of
'Congress for discussion, by those
and evidently without any
the finest white clover " Vermont," tra
will be in attendance.
Were all as candid and honest as he. and can be sold at half the price, at a liberal premiums at every Fair within
The Industrial Art Exposition will
their jurisdiction should no premium
the public would have but little to greater profit.
be held in Milan, and will remain open
Railroad complain of. He is, of course, very
To the question, " Is glucose whole- be offered, the more need for a creduntil the end of October.
itable display not only of comb and
fares will be much reduced, and many guarded in his indorsements of glu- some V" the Professor replies
other inducements will be offered to cose, and, to prevent misconception,
extracted honey, but all the impleall depends on the presence or abIt
time
to
our
that
at
attract visitors
in several places makes a prefix of the sence of sulphuric acid, lime and cop- ments pertaining to the apiary, and,
Congress.
to find their way if possible, a colony of bees; above
The President has the honor to pre- word pure to glucose. Nor does he in- per, which are apt through
imperfect
article
sent you, Sir, his most cordial felici- timate that a majority, or even a con- into the
all, do not forget the extractor, and a
chemical treatment.
A. Cadelin, Cor. Sec.
tations.
is
few combs of honey with which to
sold
pure,
siderable portion of that
Wiley is greatly in error when illustrate its use. The omission of the
We shall ever have occasion to re- but the contrary. The introductory heProf.
asserts that artificial honey combs premium is proof of the ignorance, on
member our visit to Milan, Italy, and, paragraph is perhaps most objectionaare manufactured from paraffine, filled the part of the executive committee,
while memory holds its sway, we shall ble, as it partakes more of sophistry.
with glucose, and sold as honey. The of the importance of the bee-keeping
never forget the pleasant hours we It reads
story originated in the fertile brain of interest.
Presithe
Barbo,
Count
spent with
Glucose is the sugar of the f utirre. some sensational newspaper correAll honest branches of industry find
dent of the Society, and also with Oppose it as you will, it is daily inand in the spondent, where the Professor proba- it a profitable investment of time and
Count Alfonso Visconti de Saliceto, creasing in importance
number of its uses. In climates where bly obtained the idea, and accepted it money to exhibit and advertise their
Apicoltore, the orthe able editor of
the sugar-cane will not grow, and in as true, without investigating its posproducts, aird bee-keepers ought to
gan of the Society, and exceedingly countries where the sugar-beet cannot
As we have heretofore inti- have discovered by this time that they
sibility.
regret that our duties in connection be cultivated with profit, there is a
glucose. Wherever corn, mated, It has never been accomplished. are not an exception to the rule. Libwith the Bee Journal will not per- wide field for
grain or potatoes thrive, there glucose The hoax has really done much harm, eral premiums, of course, stimulate
mit us to accept their cordial invita- factories will flourish. Glucose differs
as many unthinking persons, knowing competition, and competition develtion to be present at the International as much from cane sugar as tallow
the prevalence of adulterations, have ops superiority. Vice Pres. Norton
from lard, or butter from oleomargaCongress.
kinds of sugar are sweet, become prejudiced by it. Referring deserves commendation for his energy,
Both
rine.
promised
to
We have, however,
although in a very different degree, to this, we are in receipt of the follow- and he will give an impetus to prosend a letter to the Convention, in and for many purposes one can be subing from Mr. R. Mayerhoffer, Prague, gressive bee-keeping in Kansas that
French, on "Progressive Apiculture," stituted for the other without the conAustria
of
the
fact
aware
being
will accomplish much good.
sumer
noted
the
to be read and discussed by
of glucose are very numeruses
The
I have read an alarming paragraph,
apiarists that will be present, and hope
ous, although it is seldom sold to the published in the principal European
that the Congress will be deeply in- public under its real name; but under papers, that an ingenious Yankee has
Sorely Tempted.— The following is
and
of
vital
present,
those
teresting to
the alias of "golden drips," "sugar- constructed complete honey combs, clipped from a late number of the
"
importance to progressive apiculture house syrup," strained honey," and and well filled them with honey. The Fanners' Review, Chicago
even Vermont maple syrup, its sale is capping of the cells must be a line
the world over.
What are we coming to ? DairyIt is impossible for man
very extensive. It is largely employed operation
by confectioners for making candies, to accomplish this miraculous work of men are accused of buying oleomarstrengthening
Jourfor
the
Bee
garine, and now a Louisiana sugar
O"l'rof. Vennor's weather predic- bv wine dealers
the bee. I have read
tions for August are: First week. wine, bv brewers to add body to their nal, but have not found a notice of manufacturer is reported as having
come to the conclusion that glucose
pleasant days with cool evenings and beer. Dr. Kedzie, of the Michigan the humbug.
will soon be largely used for mixing
nights second week, hot, cloudy and Board of Health, reports that of 17
alluded
to it, and detwice
have
We
with sugar-house syrup. lie offers the
sultry days, with cooler nights; third samples of table syrup tested by him,
practicability.
its
excuse that people will be better satisweek, cooler weather, with storms in 15 contained glucose. Of 20 samples nied
unaonly
1
was
cloudy
Chicago,
analyzed in
fied with such a combination syrup
Virginia, ending with hot,
week,
fourth
storms;
dulterated
and
weather
Ninth Industrial Exposition than with the pure article.
(gjTThe
We do not believe that pure glucose
sultry and windy weather, with heavy
We are sorry the Louisiana man can
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 7
storms on the lakes. St. Lawrence is an injurious substance when properly will be held at
large number of not frankly tell the truth, and say that
fifth made, but to sell it under the name of to Oct. 8, 1881.
river, and around New York
week, cooler, with rains and frosts in cane sugar, when it is but one-third, as premiums are to be awarded, consist he is unable to compete with the adulto
the North, and pleasant days with cool
We do not like his poor subld S° ld and silver terators.
'
but i»8 of » ul ses of S°
nights further South, with indications price of cane sugar, when it
terfuge of an excuse.
three cents a pound to make it, is a medals, etc.
of returning heat.
Journal of Chemistry on Glucose.

swindle.
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his soldiers were taken sick alter eating wild honey from the valleys near
Trapezunt. The Vice-consul states
that, although a great many bees
were kept in those regions, not one
would eat of the delicious honey
which they produce. Whoever did so,
ignorantly,
soon after experienced
MISCELLANEOUS.
dizziness, began to vomit, and fell into
a stupor, and, sometimes, even death
Death of the X. Y. Adulteration Bill. would follow. Bee-keeping is carried
The following we lind in the Bec- on solely on account of the wax.
The cause of the injuriousness of
Ki p rs' Exchange for July, and it has
awakened a curiosity to know the this honey is to be found in the fact,

—

i

that in these valleys, there grows in
persuasions brought to bear upon the great abundance a poisonous plant,
Governor by the swindlers. If a per- the deathly nightshade, from whose
centage of their ill-gotten gains, then, beautiful (lowers, rich with honey, the
bees gather the delicious, but poisonhow much ?
ous honey. Upon the heights where
We saw an item in a newspaper re- these plants are not found, the honey
cently, which stated that the Governor that is gathered there is lit for eating
of New York State had vetoed the bill and not injurious. By this statement,
regulating and punishing the adulte- Xenophon receives confirmation.
ration of sugars, syrups, honey, etc.
Besides, this poisonous honey is also
to be found in other regions, where
poisonous plants luxuriate.
Melilot as a Honey Producer.— Mr.
F. L. Dougherty, in the Indiana FarFeels Proud of the Weekly.— The
mer, says
Kansas Bee-Keeper makes the followhot
weather
during
excessive
The
the fore part of this month burned up ing remarks about the Weekly Bee
:

the white clover, shortening the season about 2 weeks. White clover did
not yield honey so well as we were led
to hope, by its condition early in the
season, however our melilot is still
holding its own, being covered with
bees from early morn till late at night.
Although not making surplus honey,
the bees are getting enough for present use, enabling us to continue queenrearing, and the building up of nuAlmost everyclei, without feeding.
thing, except white clover, has yielded
copiously this season, and we hopefor
a good fall crop of honey.

An Editor's First Experience with
Bees.— The Fayetteville (N. Y) .Record

Journal, and has our thanks
kind words " which
pressed

'•

for the
are there ex-

:

The

28 boxes

placed there a few

weeks previous were all
House informed us that

Mr.
was an

filled.

this

unusual product for this season of the
pounds of new honey,

year. Forty-six

and a new colony is, we think, a pretty
food opening before the first of July,
f any person can beat it we want to
hear from them. Mr. II. says that 10
or 12 pounds more would undoubtedly
have been obtained had the boxes
been removed several days previous.
also informs us that we may safely
count on from 160 to 200 pounds of
honey this season from our Italians.

He

Honey and Beeswax Market.

frame and

frame after

showed queens, drones and bees; the
different sizes of honey comb, worker,
drone

anil

queen

Hl'YKKs' QUOTATIONS.

cells, the distinction

between the Italian and Cyprian bees,
these are the only kind he keeps.
His bees are worked for comb and
extracted honey. The honey extractor
is a marvel of simplicity
the frames
of comb filled with honey are lifted
from the hive and set in the extractor,
and before you know what has been
done the comb is emptied of its precious load, ready to be set back in the
hive to be refilled with honey again.
In this way a large amount of honey
can be taken from each colony in a
short time, as the bees have no comb
to make, which is the most expensive
article in the beehive. This, our first
visit to an apiary managed on scientific principles, was amusing as well
as instructive, and to all any way interested in the honey bee we would
advise to call and see Mr. Duncan and
his bees.
as

;

The Krainer Bees.— The Bienen

Zci-

tung contains an article from Hern
Moistrana,
of
Miclnel Ambrozic,
Krain, Austria, on the Krainer bees.
The writer is a very enthusiastic admirer of that variety, and gives some
information concerning it in its native
From his article we give the
home.

CHICAGO.
iionky- But little comb honey 1b yet upon the
market, and the quotations ate rather i>n>
ture.
New extracted honey Isquite plentiful, uutl In good
and
\\v .iiii.l,. light comb honev, tn single coinh
boxes, ]8<.'.2nc in larger boxes2c leas. Extractod
;

7<" '>!.

BEESWAX

be 45 per cent, on the capital invested.
But bee-culture depends largely upon
the hardiness of the race of bees, and
their propensity to gather honey.
Krainer bees, in these respects, must
be preferred. The rough climate of
our mountainous country has made
our bees a hardy race, for they have
been hemmed in by mountains for
centuries. Our bees fly in dark and
cool weather, and suffer very little
from dysentery and other spring mal-

swarm

My apiary is situated but \ l i miles
from the Mountain Triglav, which is
9,000 feet above the level of the sea,
A
and its north side is covered with
eternal fields of ice, but for all that
my hardy Krainer bees visit the herbs
on the rocks in March and April,
showing that they will succeed in any
country, for they are used to rapid
1
lb. of coarsely changes of temperature, and I can
of sifted sugar,
i
ground almonds, 2 whole eggs, the recommend them for importation to
yellow peel of a lemon, grated, a little any country. Our bees are proverbcandied orange peel and citronate ially kind and gentle.
ground fine then gradually add cardamins, cloves, cinnam'on, and about
How to Prevent Robbing, etc.—At
% lb. of fine flour, and stirring dili- this
time, in the absence of sweet clogently.
After having mixed the
whole well, add M ounce of potash, ver, robbing is liable to prevail. The
dissolved in a little water, and a glass Indiana Farmer makes the following
of rum then convey the whole mass
suggest!, ns
upon a vermicelli board, covered with
Weeds or small brush set up before
flour, knead with it as much flour as
will be necessary to form a dough, the entrance to hives will prove conagainst robbers,
roll this dough out to the thickness of siderable of a barrier
a leadpencil, cut it into sizes to suit as they dislike very much to approach
'winding passages.
yoib, and bake it upon a baking-tin at the entrance by
a moderate heat, until light brown. For very bad cases of robbing, a wet
By covering the pieces while hot. with cloth hung over the entrance and kept

—

_

;

;

:

It may be that the colonies are extraordinary workers, but undoubtedly
the arrangement of the hive facilitates their labor. To whatever cira boiled solution of sugar, using a dripping is generally very effective.
cumstance the product may be owing, brush in doing it, the cakes will gain
Bees use large quantities of water
we are satisfied with the House bee a pretty color and greater sweetness. during the hot dry days of July and
hive.
August. If they have not an ample
supply handy, it should be provided
Scientific Bee-Keeping.— The Edi- them in some kind of an open vessel,
Poisonous Honey.— The Bicnen-Vafloats must be placed to keep
tor
of theLinneus(Mo.) Bulletin gives in which
Austria,
in Vienna,
ter, published
them from drowning.
the
following
visit
the
notice
of
his
to
gives the following bit of history,
During the drouth, which usually
from an English work, on poisonous apiary of Mr. J. S. Duncan, Brown- lasts until about the middle of Auing, Mo., one of the best and most gust, the bees are much inclined to
honey
rob, therefore the entrance to all weak
progressive bee-keepers of that State
The English Blue-Book of the Decolonies or nuclei should be made
partment of Commerce, which has
Mr. Duncan is an enthusiastic and small to enable them to better protect
lately appeared, contains a report of practical bee-keeper.
By invitation, themselves from robbers. In this
Vice-Consul Bilicki, in regard to the we reluctantly visited his bee-yard
case, the rule that an ounce of preventrade at Trapezunt and the surround- for we know the pain a little bee can tion is worth a pound of cure, is well
a
singular
give but we were fully assured there exemplified. With a little care robing districts, in which, in
manner, an ancient classical writer was no danger, and without veil, bing is easily prevented. If they once
receives due credit. Xenophon namely gloves, or any other protection except get a start at robbing, it is, at times,
relates, in his Anabasis, that many of a little smoke, he opened a hive and very hard to stop them.

k)

YOKE.
1

BEESWAX.-Prime

quality, 18®22o.

CINCINNATI.

MONEY.— A

few small lOtH of comb honev have
appearance on our market, winch l
per lb.
have very many offers,
but there helm; no demand yet.
have notoom-

made

their

bought nt

ej'" isc.

I

I

menceil to lay in my supply.
ranges from 7<»!ie., on arrival.

Extracted

BEESWAX— 18@22c

C. F.

v

I

MlTTH.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— Light

arrivals of new comb are noted.
sales of any description rePrices are at present nominal, Inside figures representing about the extreme views of
wholesale buyers.
quote white comb, 13@15c.l dark toco id,10®
12c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 86910c.; dark
and candied, d(gj8c
2:ir«25c

There are no recent
ported.

We

BEESWAX—

Stearns & Smith. 12:1 Front Street.
San Francisco, Cat. July 23, 1881.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1881.

Oct,

6— Union Kentucky,

of Meeting.

at Shelbyville,

Ky.

5-7— National, at Lexington, Ky.

—Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec, Christiansburg. Ky.
12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. (ioodno. Sec., Carson City. Mich.
12— Northeastern Wis., at Berlin, Wis.
12 -Central Ky., in Kxp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec., Lexington, Kv.
25, 2G- Northwestern District, at Chicago. 111.

11,

11,

C. C Coffinberry. Sec., Chicago, III.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.

27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30-S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
1882.
'_'">— Northeastern,
at 1'tica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Micb.

Jan.

27— Texas

May
adies. The rich mountain meadows
and forests of Krain, with their profusion of bloom, animates our bees in
JST"
the spring, and we often find them
flourishing in March and April, breeding early and beginning early to

quality, 1*"

" HONEY -New white honey In the comb, in
OP 2
pound boxen, will bring 18i,u22 cents, though but
Mn le ih offered vet.
White extracted. 7@10c.; dark,7€ lo

The American Bee Journal was
and is the oldest following extract
bee-paper in America. It was pubThe profits of the apiary in Gerlished as a monthly until January,
many and Austria, are estimated to
1881, since which time it has been issued weekly, it being the only weekly
bee-paper in the world. Its advent as
a weekly marks a step in the progress
of apiculture, of which the bee-keepers of America can justly be proud.
Mr. T. G. Newman, its editor and
proprietor, is an able and earnest defender of the right, and outspoken in
his denunciation of that which is
wrong or has a tendency to cast a
shadow of reproach upon the fair
name of our chosen pursuit.
For his energy and perseverance in
giving us a weekly bee-paper, and the
efforts put forth to impart useful and
reliable information on all subjects
pertaining to bee-culture, his paper
should receive the patronage of every
bee-keeper.

Prime

NEW

established in 1861,

has an amusing account of the editor's
first experience with a colony of Italians. At first he was rilled with /en?and dread of his " little ne/s;" butnow,
seeing such a good result of their
summer's work, so far. he is beginning to love them just a little. They
were a present from Mr. George W.
House, of that city, and Mr. II has
German
Ginger Honey Cakes.
given the editor instructions and prac- paper gives the following receipt for
tical lessons in the management of making a superior quality of tine
the colony. His outburst of admira- honey cakes
tion is given in these words in the
Let a pound of honey boil up in a
brass kettle, then add to it one pound
Eecord of last week
.

out

lifted

245

State, at

MeKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard,

Champlain Valley,

Sec.

at Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins,

Sec

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

igT The time selected by the Executive Committee for holding the National Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,

October 5, 6, and 7, 1881. All beekeepers are invited to attend and take
part in the deliberations of the Convention. As Lexington is a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the
the North, South, East and West, and
from Canada, and that the 12th annual
meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society will be the most interesting meeting that the bee-keepers
of the United States have ever held.
The National Convention will be
held during the time of holding the
St. Louis Fair and the Expositions at
Cincinnati and Louisville, and that all
passing through those cities can get
the benefit of excursion rates.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
is

(gfThe Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet

in

Chicago, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend. It is desired to
this one of the most interesting
conventions ever held in the United
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
C. C. COFFINBERllY, Sec.

make

Northern Michigan Bee<jsg* The
Keepers' Association will hoid its
Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
and 12, 1881.
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
fourth

:

:

—

&jt The National Bee-Keepers' Convention meets on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Oct. 5, 6 and 7. Delegates to the Convention can get
excursion rates to the Louisville Exposition. Cincinnati Exposition, St.
Louis Fair, and to the great Cotton
Exposition, at Atlanta, Ga.

N. P. Allen, Pres.
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Well Pleased with the Honey Crop.—
tineiy, getting a good
crop of pure white honey. I have had
from each colony.
swarms
from 3 to 4
Those that have swarmed 4 times

Bees are doing

have recruited up, and are at work in
the boxes. Bees are now at work on

buckwheat in the early part of the
day, and later they get to work on
white clover, which is plenty yet. I
am the only one in this part that has
any honey

to sell.

I sell all

my

honey

at home at a good price, and cannot
bees
half supply the demand.

My

have

wintered without

loss,

but

I

a few colonies early in May by
dwindling and robbers. With everyone else, I say, success to the Bee

lost

Ebeb Lucas.

Journal.
Kirkland,

111.,

July

26, 1881.

2. How late should the last brood
except what little can be retailed.
Dealers want to pay 12^ cents, and hatch in the fall V
3. Give the best way to feed, withhave
been
There are, or
sell for 20.
(they may be out of business now), a out feeders, to promote late breeding,
few that bring in honey, and, by sell- and how late should honey be fed in
ing it low, spoil the market. I have the fall.
4. What quantity will 20 colonies reseen nice white honey sold at 7 cents,
and one man told me that he sold here quire daily to promote breeding.
5. With hives in boxes well packed
at 16, but I have never been able to do
so, and my honey has been the best in straw or chaff, will it do to leave
and in the best shape. Before I sell the caps off during the winter if chaff
more honey I must solve the oft-pro- cushions are placed on top of the
pounded problem— how to market the frames and straw above the cushions ?
L. A. BURKnOLDER.
crop? I should have had no trouble if
Hamilton, Out., July 16, 1881.
a prominent supply dealer had filled
my order on time and correctly, for
[1. Had it been a case of foul brood,
crates, as I should have sent it to your
would probably have been a recity, but the crates I ordered did not there
come as soon as I wanted them, and currence of it this season again, with
according to his promise, and when I the contagion usually known as foul
got them they were too small and had brood, there is always an accompanyto be enlarged, so, as the winter was
rushing on so rapidly, I shipped to ing foetid or putrid stench, which is
New York, just getting it through by said to be unmistakable. The larvae
Nov. ]., when winter began. I re- becomes stuck or glued to the bottom
ceived returns on Yz of it about May
of the cell, and is rotten and ropy, so
6, and the rest is on hand yet.
the bees cannot remove it. Yours was
S. E. Tubbs.
Auburn, N. Y., July 18, 1881.
undoubtedly a case of brood killed by

135

to carpets, cushions, chaff
hives, sawdust, and other materials,
and still they die. For thousands of
years, these poor little creatures inhabited the hollow trees and the crevices in the rocks, and down to a more
modern period, salt barrels, nail kegs
and box hives, and many of them very
poor and open at that, yet bees wintered well.
must do something in experimenting, to see if the cause exists in
the food, or cold and confinement. I
will send to each of the editors of the
several bee papers a colony in an old
box hive, you can put it out of doors,
elevated on J^-inch blocks, and let it

We

—

;

;

,

;

:

A. F. Moon.

flicker.

Rome,

Ga., July 20, 1881.

Fertilization.— The
many experiments in

failure

of

so

the fertilization
of queens in confinement is, I think,
on account of a misunderstanding of
the modus operandi. The queen is not
fertilized on the wing, as so many assert, but after being pursued by the
drone, and overtaken, they settle on
the nearest object. Then, while the
chilling.
What it might lead to, in queen suspends herself by one leg, she
case there was much of it in the hive is fertilized. Had Mr. Demaree known
this, he might have succeeded in his
and the colony quite weak, or the experiments, as reported in the Bee
"
muggy," we are Journal for Jan. 5, 1881.
weather cool and
E. I. Bussey.
unable to say. It has been a subject
Shellrock, Iowa, July 23, 1881.
of much interesting discussion in the

tra strong in numbers. I think the
Journal.
weather too cold for the basswood. pages of the Bee
2. The last brood should hatch in
Unless the yield is better other places,
Large Honey Crop of Best Quality.— honey will be worth 30 cents.
season to give the young bees at least
Basswood has not given us a pound of
A. A. Harrison.
one good flight before being shut in
has
the
season
honey this year, yet
McLane, Pa., July 23, 1881.
for winter.
been very favorable until a week or
two ago. My 108 colonies have given
3. For late breeding, outside feeding
Yield.— The first harHoney
Poor
me an average, so far, of 70 pounds vest is now over and it has not been is undoubtedly best. Mix your honey
each, nearly all white clover, ex- very favorable. We had an abundant
with hot water to thoroughly liquify
tracted, and the best quality I have
yield of locust, but it was cut shortby
it, in the proportion of two parts of
ever obtained. O. O. Poppleton.
unfavorable weather. June was cold
Williamstown, Iowa, July 21, 1881.
and wet, and the abundant yield of honey to one of water, or even a little
white clover contained but a small more of water. Put this in broad,
The honey season amount of honey.
Light Crop.
Basswood has shallow vessels, and place in an open
closed about July 10. The crop has come and gone, but did not amount to
obliged
been light, owing to unfavorable anything.
swarms were all shed, where the bees will be
May
weather during nearly all of the hived on empty combs and comb to lose sight of the hives in order to
white clover harvest. The basswood foundation, and yet I have not re- reach it. Never place the honey in the
season was extremely " short and ceived a pound of surplus from the
apiary, in sight of the hives, as it will
II. R. Boardman.
sweet."
whole. I commenced the spring caminvariably incite the bees to robbing.
East Townsend, O., July 25, 1881.
have
obpaign with 41 colonies, and
tained only 440 one-pound sections, A few shavings or a little hay put in
Much Pleased.— I am much pleased consisting largely of locust honey.
the vessels, will prevent drowning or
with the Weekly Bee Journal. Its
C. II. Fronce.
daubing. Feed until you have the devalue has greatly increased, and it is
Erie, Pa., July 25, 1881.
sired number of young bees in the
now indispensable. To go back to a
monthly now would be almost like
Late Fall Breeding, etc.— I put 35 larval state.
throwing away the Langstroth hives colonies in winter quarters Nov. 15th,
4. Five to ten pounds per day. Feed,
and going back to the old "bee gums." 1880, packed in straw, which remained after the fourth day, only as much as
J. M. Davis.
Spring Hill, Tenn.
until March 7, 1881, when they had
young bees will consume.
their first flight. At that time all an- the
provided there is no outside
5. Yes
Locality for Honey, Crop, e'c— The swered to roll-call but 5, which died of
Weekly Bee Journal is the "right dysentery. Most of them were in fail- escape for the heat.— Ed.]
had
flights
on
thing at the right time." I have fre- condition. Again they
quently, this summer, had my ques- the 9th, 10th, 15th and 16th, but during
The Wintering Problem not Solved.
tions answered, when in doubt, by that time the bees died very fast, the
—Time, with his sickle, is mowing the
the timely arrival of the Bee Jour- bottom-boards being covered every
hours. Seasons come and
nal. The monthlies are all right (I few days. For about a month the days and and months, like the seasons,
go days
wisli I could take and read them all, weather remained cold, so the bees had
each other. Summer, with
but that is impossible with me), but no chance, to lly, and on examining succeed
the joyous anticipations that could
the Weekly just " fills the bill," for them again I found all dead but 15. all
by the warm' and genial
me, especially. When the Monthly Some of these were too weak to sur- be producedsun
and change of the seaof the
Bee Journal formerly came to hand vive, and I united 4 of them with rays
soon
give nlace to autumn,
son, will
I could hardly spare time to read all others, and 3 swarmed out and united
When and this to cold, bleak winter. Thus,
of it, and it would lie around some- with some of their neighbors.
moving us on, and soon
times until another came, before I they began to carry pollen, on April time is fast
quieted in
23d, I had 8, and all were weak but 3. the little busy bees will be
could more than glance through it
domicils to feast upon their hardbut I read the Weekly. I am increas- Some of them could only cover a patch their
awaiting
anxiously
provisions,
ing slowly trying only to fill my combs, of brood the size of my hand, on one earned
spring. The practical
and am only working 2 colonies for sur- comb. I have now 19 in good condi- the coming of
apiarist will watch their needs and adplus, and must say I think it a very tion, and have two that will cast their
to their wants. If stores are
We have had no first swarms in a few days, and 1 to minister
poor year for bees.
should the
wanting, provide them
clover honey, to speak of, and now cast its after swarms. In the October
of unfruitfulness,
basswood is half gone, with a poor number of the Bee Journal, 1880, queen show signs
have
They
should
another.
prospect for the rest. We have had a page 475, 1 gave a description of my give them
good honey, and a sufficient
very few warm days and plenty of bees, asking you if it was a case of plenty of
to generate heat necwarm nights, and rain most of the foul brood. They were then hatching quantity of bees
welfare of the colony.
time. The farmers ought to be happy, their last brood for the season, and I essary for the
as some of our
but bee-keepers will fall short of their found little patches of dead sealed I am not so positive
that it is necessary to
bright anticipations for the summer's brood in several of the hives after the wise apiarists,
bees
for successful
work, except in a few localities. Mr. rest had all hatched. This spring, have all young
Forty years ago such a
Doolittle " hits the nail on the head" when the brood began to hatch, I still wintering.
not talked of, and then bees
as to the season and queen-rearing. found a little dead sealed brood, but thing was
As soon as they wintered well without much loss. The
I never had such hard work to rear none dead unsealed.
now is about the bees
the few queens I want. So far as a began to carry in fresh honey and pol- great anxiety
winter. Almost every remlocality for honey is concerned, this is len, their dead brood disappeared. I dying in
possibly
be thought of
can
as good as any in the State from re- think my loss was from the bees not edy that
through the bee
ports, I notice that when there is breeding late enough in the fall. I has been prescribed
periodicals; these prescriptions are
honey to be had, I get my share. It would like to ask
number, and many of them
1. Is this a case of foul brood, and not few in
is pretty well stocked, however, and I
are worthless. Some bee-keepers have
can get no price in the home market, if so, will it break out again ?
;

3,

resorted

;

To Queen Breeders.— I wish some of
our extensive queen breeders would
Poor Season for Honey.— This is
give through the Bee Journal, a de- decidedly the poorest season for honey
suitable
size
for
most
scription of the
yet, with me. Too cold and wet for
making nuclei. I have the Langs- white clover to secrete, and basswood
troth hive, and wisli to make some yielded,only a part of one day. I have
boxes for nuclei, but do not know the
colonies, and the most of them ex-

Samuel Coulthakd.
best size.
Preston, O., July 21,1881.

Aug.

The Rev.

L. L. Langstroth's Letter.

—How quick the Bee Journal comes
to

hand

this

week — on Wednesday

—two or

af-

three hundred miles
away
I read with interest the Rev.
L- L. Langstroth's letter to A. I. Root,
and two things are new to me The
wide space between the combs, and
the space above the frames. I hope
lie will be able before long to give us
his best thoughts on preparing for
winter, for there are many readers of
the Bee Journal who are, like myself, novices in bee literature as well
as in bee-keeping. I left my bees last
winter in charge of an old bee-keeper,
who very often was at work on them
digging away the ice that formed at
the entrance. This disturbance, of
course, was very bad for them last
winter. How to avoid this ice formation, or to have it not interfere with
the entrance, is the question. My bees

ternoon
!

:

had quilts filled with wool above and
on the frames, and bags of chaff above
those, with the summerentranceopen.
Nearly all died in April— a few sick
ones left. I have thought of cutting
out the bottom 4 inches (or length of
entrance) by 2 inches inside the hive,
and fitting on below the board a strip
to cover this hole, and so give a place
for drainage. Should I save the ice
from the entrance r Do you think
without a honey-board, only quilts or
chaff, bees would smother if the entrance was filled up V If not asking
too much, sometime when there is
room, please give us some thoughts on
this.

Mary

E. Rogers.

Flint, Mich.
r
[I our scheme for diverting the wafrom the entrance, and thus preventing its obstruction with ice, we
think is feasible. Or grooves might be
cut along the bottom-board, and outlets prepared for the water independent of the entrance. Unless the
vapor should permeate and solidly
congeal in the cushion above the bees,
so as to make the brood-chamber airtight, we do not imagine it would be
possible for the bees to smother. With
an upper ventilation, but little lower
ventilation is necessary. Last winter,
the hive of one colony in the Bee
Journal apiary not only had the entrance entirely closed with ice, but the
ice was more than an inch deep in the
bottom, completely imbedding the
lower portion of the combs. The upper story of the hive was half-filled
with chopped straw. This colony was
among the best in the spring.—Ed.]
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Books

^p° Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

Sent by

James Forncrook

<g" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

new

Una

ON HIS

address.

" Boss" One- Piece Section,

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Heddon's Langstroth Hive.
Send for Circular

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

Dowagiac, Mich,

18m3t

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
1K5 South Water Street, Chicago,

-

The Beauty and Color

may

of the hair

be safely regained by using Par-

Hair Balsam, which is much admired for its perfume, cleanliness, and
dandruff eradicating properties. 31w4
ker's

BiUTH'S
HONEY EXTRACTOR
AND UNCAPPING KNIFE.
and

before purchasing elsewhere.

CHAS. H. LAKE,

ITALIAN, CYPRIAN,

Co., Mass.

CHICAGO

-

ST.,

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
tor the time being, showing what to do, and when
and howtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London.

Honey

F. MUTH, No. 076
Central Av., Cincinnati, O.

Italian Queens Only
Warranted

THOMAS,

9m8t

JOSEPH

ENAS,

D.

(Sunny Side Apiary,)
Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies,
Nuclei, Comb Foundation, etc*
Address.
Napa, Napa County, Cal.
9mtf

ITALIAN QUEENS.

80 Cents.

Tested $1.50, 10 frame Colonies
|p?~Send for Circular and save money.
E. A.
Coleraine, Mass.
$1.00,

$5.75 to $8.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than 50c.
G.
l»7 1 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

for MY CIRCULAR and PRICE
SEND
LIST of Italian Colonies, Queens, Nuand Apiarian Supplies.
H. 13- BROWN,

clei

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

18mtf

09 G. (Jim's Comb Foundation Machine.
09 JST" Send for Sample and Circular.

CO

(0

H

I8mtf

am

prepared to furnish queens of the purest
from Imported Stock
Untested Queens, in May and June
$1 50
Untested Queens, in July and after
1
Tested Queens, in May and June
2 50
Tested Queens, in July and after
2 00
I guarantee all my Queens to be purely mated.
I

grade, all bred

:

m

for price list— free.

L. C.

McFATRIDGE, M, ».,

9m6t

Carroll, Carroll Co., Ind,

HEADQUARTERS

C.

OLN,

THE SOUTH,
for the manufacture and sale of BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES, ITALIAN QUEENS
IN

BEES, all bred from mothers of my own importation—Dollar Queens, $1 Tested Queens, $2.r>o
4-frame Nucleus, 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for my illustrated catalogue.
22mtf
PAUL, L. VIALLON, Bayou Goula, La.
and

;

Fond du Lac, Wis.

Thd Most Frnprnnt and

Floreston

Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

Lasting of

N«^,A

nil rerhimeit.
I'aaMonabll
Sold

by defers n Dnifrs &. Perfumery. Signature of Hiscux dc
C-V.N. Y.,rn every bottle.

Cologne

i

All Farmers, Mothers, Business Men, Mechan&c, who are tired out by work or, worry, and*
who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Kheuma-^
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-plaints, you can beinvicorated and cured bv using'
ics,

all

PARKER'S GINGERTONIC
Ifyou are wastingaway with Consumption, JJisany weakness, you will find Parker's]
•GingerTonic the greatest BloodFertilizerandthe^
;Best Health* StrensrthBestorer you CanUse'sipation or

.and far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it"
'builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
50.
;ct.

and $1

sizes.

&

Hiscnx

Co., Chemists,

N V-

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM SEKS2
Restore, Col»I

Friends,

HONEY A
"W. F.

Late of Connor, Burnett &

161 So.

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

MALTY. BEES OR HONEY

CONNER.,

Water

Co.,

Street, Chicago,

We

will

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
beatand cheapest,indlspensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreBervation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hives, Honey Extractor*, Artificial Comb, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly .to
A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

gilt,300pp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by

mail

:

illustrated sample, He

know mw.T*$jsi^&$sss:&&ii.

PARKER,

No.

4

Bulnncb

St..

Boston.

22wly

PRODUCE COMMISSION. for five dollars i E
ESTIMATES
B Given ADVERTISING Ourany
pounds
We
you
send you
Country.
oew^
Hi NEWSPAPER
and
pounds

to correspond with us before disposCROP, as we can be of much
service, having constant intelligence from all parts

ask
ing of your

HoNEY

of the country.
would refer to James Hkddon, Dowagiac,
Mich., and J.Oat&ian&Sons, Dundee, III. 3iwly

We

CHICAGO. ILL

;

New

ARC

This

a standard

is

Hive und Honey Bee.

scientific work.

Price!

S2.

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.
Bees and Honey or, successl til manage*
men! of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen HearingFeeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing— Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German,Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
;

:

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50r.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana lurnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
,

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc:
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is

intended for consumers, and should be scat-

demand for honey
English and German,

tered by thousands, creating a
In

Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— *2i> in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handl-

ing and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
the

management

of bees,

Price,

lOc.

KendalPs Horse Book. — No
more useful

book could be

to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper,

25c.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

Hill.— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Roup's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

its

cause,

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SI. ; Morocco, SI. 50.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.om.om IndusTrade So-

dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes,

;

HENRY
ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex

CLARK

The

targe

aismtf

,

$1.75,

CHAS.

PP~Send

with Cyprian or Italian drones, producing the best
race of bees intheworld. Allour Dollar Queens
are warranted pure. Tested Queens of either
race, each. $ 2.m. Choice Selected Queens of either
race, each, $l.f»n. Safe arrival guaranteed by mail.
Full colonies, in Standard Langstroth Hive, $l2,m.
Nuclei and B es by the pound.

has the largest corps of practical brooders as editor

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

about the
care of bees, and
how to get the most
details

Holy Laud and Hungarian.

;

devoted to

It

The British Bee Journal,

Every Bee-keeper
send for

race of Hungarians are very hardy, queenB

and unusually prolific, worker progeny fine
honey-gatherers and very gentle color dark no
pure queens of this race for sale, all are crossed

Sunny Side" Apiary, Baltimore, Md.

Lsa 32-page, beautifully illustrated Monthly Magazin

my circular, giving

All sent out thus far give general satisfaction.

The

"

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCE

should

What our Customers say about our Queens

:

ulde

everywhere. Published

:

MATTHEW

<J

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

182

will last a lifeIn fact, it

has only to be used
to be appreciated.

Oxford. O., June 29, 1881.
Messrs. Btnpham & Hetlierinttton, Abronia, Mich.
Gentlemen your uncapping knife has been well

MARY E. SMEATON.Chesaning, Mich.
The colony of bees you forwarded me last June
turned out very well, and such a colony of bees as
I had at the close of summer was worth looking at.
JONES, Halifax, N. S.
J.
A thousand thanks for the two Cyprian Queens.
They are both laving at the rate of 3,000 eggs per
day. C. A. STEVENS, St. Liboire, Ont., Canada,
I have some of your light Italian stock.
They
arc simply beautiful, and as for their honey-gathering qualities, they cannot be excelled.
J. P. REEVE, M. D., Blanco, Tex.
We have the four races of bees

23m3t

anv journal of its class in Americ and is
TSE FINEST POULTKT JGUE1TAL IN TEE WORLD.
SUBSCRIPTION :12 begins January 1881.
$1,00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.

&_

The best Italian Queens I ever purchased came
W. MCKAY DOUGAN, M. D.
from you.
Independence, Kas.
Queen was received all right. Her progeny is
as well marked as herself, and she is the handsomest queen I ever received from any dealer.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

time.

Corner.

Read! Read!

Street.

or, C»oh'« Manual
of the Apiary.— Entirely re-wrltton, elegantly
Illustrated and fully "up with the times "on every
subject of bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book la a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, DP 1.25
paper cover, SI,
4|uliihy's
Hee-Kcenlne, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all ltn readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— VI. SO.
NovIce*s
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Hoot
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 25; paper, *i.
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition Is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, Sl.OO; paper, 75c.

krriHi'i.

Lnntfitroth on the

Volume

is always ready for
use.easily cleaned,

31 w4

tested in the Apiary of Mr. D. McCord, my neighbor. In his opinion (and 1 aeree with himMt is fur
in advance of any knife which he has ever used.
Jours very truly,
L. L. LANGSTKOTH.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of

READY.

of

The Extractor is
made of all metal,

Nearly all the ills that Afflict Mankind can be prevented and cured by
keeping the stomach, liver and kidneys in perfect working order. There
is no medicine known that will do this
as quickly and surely, without interfering with your duties, as Parker's
Ginger Tonic. See advertisement.

Bingham Smoker

H

-

Send for special circular of these valuable bees

Constitutions and By-Laws for
We ask you to correspond with us before disposlocal Associations $2.00 per 100. The ing of your HONE Y CROP, as we can be of much
name of the Association printed in the service, having constant intelligence from all parts
of the country. We would refer to James Hei>blanks for 50 cents extra.
don, Dowagiac, Mich., and J. Oatman & Sons,
Dundee, 111.
aug4m

g^

KOOIi. A CO.,
Watertown, Jefferson County, Wis.

NOW

111.

GENERAL PRODUCE COMMISSION.
HONEY A SPECIALTY.

JAMES FOK\<

CYPRIAN QUEENS,
HOLY LAND UUEENS,

BURNETT.

A.

R.

heretofore called the "Lewis" Section, or any
other Section made from a single piece of wood,
dated June :X, 1881, No. Ol Patent iM:i,iJ74. Having been drawn Into this lawsuit with Lewis and
Others in order to protect myself (and it having
cost me quite a sum of money), I now propose t>>
have the benefit of the Patent, let it enstwhat it
will.
i'7uitf

to

JAMES HEDDON,

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

— Langstroth, Dzierzon, and the baron

postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

of

Just

Received his Patent

When

<1T

Bee -Keepers,

for
till,

THOMAS
974

dress,

m

rive
of Italian or hybrid
of honey,
five
combs
a second-hand Langstroth hive. Tested
Queen, bought of G. Orimm last Mav, for *2 addiJ.
L.
tional.
Adams, Walworth County, Wis.
30wtf
I

will

bees, five worker
all

in

WOLFENBEN,

for
in
in the
Price List fur Advertisers sent free.
CO., idvertisimr Airents,^

knf.A. (OOK A

^^ Cor. Dearborn & W ash 'n Sta.. Chicago.

c rets. Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business

Man. (iives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders, Manufacturers and Mechanics, fioo Engravings of Mill, Steam and Mining Muchinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, RJOOfs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mil!, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 4»;i
5uo,ooo
with
Calculations
TABLES
in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 8<x>
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3m Health Items, r>m
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 5m do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4m do. for Hunters,

Trappers Tanners, Leather

£ Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat, Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10,000 items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers,

Lumbermen,

etc.

Fertilizers, full details.

Ru-

ral Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops, Pest Poisons, Training Horses, Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
Calculatoh for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner,
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle

Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries, Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
Laws of 49 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains !,<H6 pages, Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, S2.50.
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THE ORIGINAL

Excelsior Honey Extractors.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Patented Jan.

9,

l

and May, 1879

37H,

July

The following

letter explains itself
A. H. Newmkn, Esq.. Dear Sir No. 4 Excelsior

you buy a Bingham
Smoker, or a Bingham &
HetheringtonHoney Knife
you are Bure of the best
and cheapest, and not lia-

:

iwith three-sided comb basket),
received to-day and tested. I find it EXCELLENT.
from my hives, extract, and return
I can take
frames at the rate of lOO pound- per hour.
Do not know how long I could keep up at that rate.
If this isn't work, it resembles it verv much.
Truly yours,
SHUCK.
J.
Des Moines, Iowa, July 30, l*wi.

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

of this type
fourteen lines

will
will

about eight

contain
1

inch of space.

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
" -a more"
Eight,
"
"
"
"
Thirteen
**
"
"
"
Twenty-six

SOc. per line.
18c.
15c.
12e.
lOc.

occupy

One

Four

ble to prosecution for their
use and sale. The largest

bee-keepers use them exTwenty thouclusively.
sand in use— not one ever
returned, or letter of complaint received. Ourorlginal patent Smokers and
Honey Knives were the
only ones on exhibition at
the last National BeeKeepers' Convention, 1880.
Time sifts the wheat from
the chaff. Pretensions are

M

8c.
Fifty-two
Special Notices, SO cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

short-lived.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide
shields to prevent burn-

- Venriv Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The AMERICAN Bke JontNAL is the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State. Terrtti try and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men.
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS
©74 West

G.

Madison

Chicago,

An

iy New

:

241
241

Wintered my Bees
Rear the Beat Queens
Good Advice for Beginners
Fertilization in Confinement, etc
Alteration of Sex in Eggs

Convention Note*

Among our Exchanaen

244
244
244
244
244
244
244

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

Doolittle says

who see and use
*1.5©and B1.7S.
all

it

others.
his

own

iaunequaled.
by mail,

Price,

it.

continues to grow

in popularity,

just

;is

We

them

tribute

supplied

be

to bee-keepers will

ITALIAN QUEBNS,

I can now
MAIL, at the following
RETURN

furnish

Bee-Culture.

ested

ROOT & BR0.,

SURE

Be

a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains Illustrations and descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens and Bees.
J. C. <fe II. P. S.VYLE8,
Hartford, Wis.
2eowl5t

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

COLONIES
W
our

OurComb Foundation was awarded the diploma at the North-Kastern Bee-Keepers' Convention

per

lb.

for

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN 11 IX and
FOUNDATION and APIARIAN
1'

Ql'F.EXS,

SUPPLIES.

Cyprians Only.^H
GOOD ONES, from Full Colonies.
T>T>T?Tl FOR BUSINESS,
FOR PURITY,
jDKHiiJ
From the Jones Importation. Safely delivered at
t#~And Heady. _&t
29wtf DR. WM. M. ROGERS, Shelbyville, Ky.

$3.00 each.

QUEENS, Full Colonies, Nuclei
ITALIAN
and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated

you want Early Queens, from
stock selected for their most desirable qualities, or
want Imported Queens.Dunham Foundation in large
or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind,
at moderate prices, send for my new Illustrated
Price List. Pure Beeswax worked on shares and
bought for cash. Address.
Augusta, Ua.
Dr. .1 P. H.
9m6t

BROWN,
ANTED—ofYou
to send for our Circular and
American-Italian*. Address,
Price
JOS. M. BROOKS A Kit....
Ind.
.

W

list

DADANT

& SON.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

h1«h side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.
lltf

of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax. revolving combhanger, which holds oomb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
will not break nor bruise combs ; adjusts
ba-in
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a postal card, and
.miii.% M. DAVIS,
address it to
90w ly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill.Tenn.

We

Columbus, Kansas.

THE CANADIAN FARMER
PUBLISHED IN THE

VAN DEU8EN &

SONS,

100 Pounds

fySend

HTODUAKT'N REVIEW.

IPIEIR.

A.

l

i

Sam pit Cd/'|/ mailed for'.tv. Stamp.
M. BTODDAHT, Pub., N. V., Phila., or Chicago.

t-'uur-

:.!...,

<'„.,

I.

JUST WHAT IOC HAVE WANTED

!

A Good Eoiindation Machine

FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!
and one that works with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.
Having been persuaded to yet up several lor my
have on bund the patterns.
in
'limit' friends,
etc., to make any number. Therefore, send in your
orders,
[Slwtf]
W. o. P1IBLPS, Galena, Mil.

now

In Its

Third Year,

D.

S.

GIVEN,

Iloopeston,

111.

ITALIAN BEES.
have eight frames, 17^ inc.
All Nuclei, frames limine,
Single full colonies, $10 in
lots of ten or more, each fs
single pure Tested Queen, $S.5p; l-frame Nucleus,
Tested Queen (June), $3.50; i!-frame do., $4; n- frame
do., $r>
4-frame do., $5.50ii July, Augustand September, .v frame Nucleus, Tested Italian Queen, $r>.
No Dollar Queens handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express terminus) Ol every order from my
Shipping facilities, six times daily to all
yards.
points. With 20 years' experience in the propagation
and handling of Italian bees, I think I can buH the
most fastidious.
To secure prompt attention, money should be sent
by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.
Address all communications to
All standard colonies
long and 11 Ine. deep.
long and ~H*H inc. deep.
lots of tfve, each $v>
in

I.

;

;

31 wilt

I

Nuppanee, Iod.

I

is

The latest improvement In Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The only
Invention to make Foundation in the wired frame.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction. Send for
Catalogue and Samples.
lwly

BENHAM,
M

IMhil.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

;

Untested Holy Land Queens,

ZPOTTISTID.

\n

for Catalogue of Supplies.

D.

This practical journal

and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of Its subscription <$I.U> per year) In its new and Improved form (in pages in^xioH,, folded and pasted)

Given's Foundation Press.

of Bees

AT Wl.oo.
TESTED QUEENS, $2.00 EACH.

Vennor's Predictions
For this Month's Weather, prepared expresBly for

J.

S1.25

-A.T

<H

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

BEES!

BEES!

Dominion of Canada,
makes it very popular. Its editors are all practical
men. It Is the Best Advertising Medium in
Canada. Sample copies Bent free to any address.
llw-'Gtx
N. B. i'OLCOCK, Welland, OnL

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.

CHAS.

Columbus,

13w6m

Agricultural Weekly

entirely
dealers
to the best Interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
club with the Weekly American Bee
cents.
Journal for only |2.i.ri. Sample copies free. Ad>
SCOVKLL ft ANDERSON,
dress,

28wtf

If

THE ONI/tf

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

held In February.

FLAT-BOTTOM COMIt FOUNDATION,

Safe arrival

35c.

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

own Imp>ortutlon,
GUARANTEED PUKE AND GENUINE.
Ol*

free.
itsmtf

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hlvetothe Extractor, b set

;

as»wtf

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry. Small
Fruits, &c. Free. jafSend for it and save money.
J. T. SCOTT & BRO.. Crawfish Springs, (ia. 2w32tx

Price List, with 3 samples of Comb Foundation,

OOOD,

Specialty.

Free.

t:;

To send

rtiwr.t

REVOLVING OOMB-BANGER,

;

;

CYPRIAN QUEENS.

BY Imported Italian Queens,

DAMS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

Italian Queens, |$1.00

;

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
^"Catalogues

MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

$1 SO

.I.T.WILSON.
them
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

Tested Italian
Queens, $2.00 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4.00 1 frame
Nucleus, ItaliaiiB, $4.0U 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5.00 Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
10c. per lb.
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
lwly
l»"Send for Circular.

in

;

this year.

Si-nl by return mail, $1."" each.
mitred. [28w4t] I. K.

111.

Warranted

A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted

1 00
Cyprian Queens, untested
1 00
As most all the DollarQueens I sold
last year were pure, I will warrant
i

General Dealers

Comh Foundation a

for Illustrated Circular to

L. C.

prices:

Queens
Warranted Queens
_

A. SALISBURY.
CO., Rev. Camargo,
Douglas County,
;

ITH

ITALIAN QUEENS.

BTJRCH &

;

EverythingUsed inAdvanced

any quantity desired.

free, in

H. A.

sell

will be published in lS82(16;pages),

for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any one who may desire to disetc.

lwly

Hubbardston, Ionia County, Mich.

published. Price,by mail,*1.50.

Send

Bee Journal,

111.

at verv low prices, ail in the
F. E. TOWA'SEND

South Haven, Mich.,

:

SPECIAL

—

Street. Chicago.

;

245
245
245

Rev. L. L. Langstroth's Letter

:

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

£.3owtf

Most Practical Work

24r>

The Winter Problem Not Solved
Fertilization of Queens

ALFRED

972

31tf

Rood frame.

the

is

and Prices of Extractors

-2

-

24.">

Locality for Honey, Crop, etc
Poor Season for Honey
Poor Honev Yield
Late Kail Breeding, etc

Size*

No. 1— for 2 Lanestroth frames, 10±18 Inc.... Jg 00
* •*'
No. 2— for 2 American frames, 13X13 inc
No. 3— for frames of any size. 13x35 Inc.... 12 00
No. 4— for 3 f mines of any size. U'^xl'l'o inc. 1-' to
14 oo
No. r»— for 4 frames of any size, 13x20.no

ITALIAN BEES,

QUINBYS NEW BEE KEEPING,

243
245
245

Pleased

have prepared a

all

book:,

OTJIR,

24")

246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
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ABKONIA. MICH.

9wtf

now made.

and orders two dozen for

and

Selection* from Our Letter Box
Well Pleased with the Honey Crop
To Queen Breeders
Large Honey Crop of Best Quality
Light Crop

ti

decidedly the BEST
Betberington discards

is

:

Death of the New York Adulteration Bill
Melilot as a Honey Producer
An Editor's First Experience with Bees...
Poisonous Honey
Fei'ts Pioud of the Weekly Bee Journal..
Ginger Honey Cakes
Scientific Bee-Keeping
The Kralner Bees
How to Prevent Bobbing

^ We

If to be sent by mall, or singiy by expreBS, add 25c.
each, to prepay postage or express charges.
To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

the BEST.

use.

edition of the

. .

_&Z

DePere, Wis.

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUINBY
SMOKER

So say

:

00
50
25
oo
75

The best informed bee-keepers in
the United States, say that our

242
243
243

Editorial Items
International Congress in Italy
Vennor's Weather Predictions for August
Journal of Chemistry on Glucose
Counterfeit Comb Honey
Premiums for Apiarian Exhibits
Borely Tem pted

Much

Bingham & Hetherington Iloney Knife... 2 in., $1
1
Large Blnghum Smoker
2J$
2 " 1
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
" 1
J2
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker
"
- 1H
Little Wonder Bingham Smoker

:

to Winter Bees Successfully
Dadanl's Prize Essay.
Preparation of Bees for Winter

bel-

improve-

Address,

BUY

242
242
242

How

Editorial

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DUNHAM,

241
241

I

to

and

Send postal card for testimonials.

lsmtf

Assistant for the Apiary
Engraving of Honey Carriage

How
How

A

111.

Contents of this Number.
Correi|iondence

ing the lingers
real
lows.

ment.

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Re-issued

;

9, 1878.

If

Honey Extractor

word*;

3.

Rofget'NVllIe,

Makes

Oeneaee County,

Miell.,

of rearing One Italian queens.
All queens bred From imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred Queensland the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees In the
vn inlby. Single queen, $1.00 six queens Cor $5.00
twelve or more, ~r>c. each. Tested queens, $2.no
safe arrival by mall guaranteed. Send
each,
money by draft, registered letter, or bj money order drawn on Flint. .Mich. lie has a stock of queens
:Xeowtf
on hand, and can till orders promptly.
a specialty

;

j

;

;

J.
2">wtf

H.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.
*?&§ss&JFEvfj}
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

EDITOR AND PUOPUIETOR,
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION!
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) $2 a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
and third numhersot
each month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The flrst number of each month, at
5© cents a year, in advance.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The flrst

%S~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
£b*~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us '2o cent* for collecting.

Free of postage

in
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Postage to Europe oO cents extra.
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office

as second class matter.

For the American Bee Journal.

Apis Dorsata, the Large Bee of Java.

W.

Z.

HUTCniNSON.

The following

is

an extract which

I

ILL.,

save what we could eat with our food,
was no use to us, and I have little
doubt that thirty or forty thousand
pounds of honey was destroyed by us
in that one week, for the wax was all
that we cared to take.
The first time I saw the natives take
a bees' nest I thought their method of
doing it as peculiar as the nest itself
was odd. This particular nest hung
from a limb of a tall, straight, smoothbarked eucalyptus tree, 75 feet from
the ground. The trunk was a yard or
more in diameter. To cut it down
would have been several hours' work,
even for an experienced woodsman,
while to climb it, after the ordinary
fashion, would have been out of the
question. This is the way Benn, one
of the Timor men, set to work. First,
he took from his bundle a torch of
some resinous wood, and lighted it.
This torch he attached to his waistcloth, or girdle, by means of a string
some 10 feet long, so that as he climbed
up, the slowly burning, but densely
smoking torch would hang beneath
him. To this girdle was also hung a
chopping knife, for cutting off the
comb from the branch, and a long line
in a coil, for lowering it to the ground.
Fola, another of the men, now brought
him a strong bush rope, or creeper,
some 20 feet long, green and pliable,
and freshly cut from the thicket.
Benn first passed one end of this
creeper around the trunk of the tree,
then, grasping an end of it in each
hand, leaned back, and setting hisfeet
against the trunk, he began to walk up
the tree, holding fast by the brush
rope, and throwing it up, by a quick
jerk, after every second step. It was
wonderful to note the skill with which
he took advantage of the least roughness or scar in the bark, to get a hold

have copied from a recent number of
The Youth's Companion. Anything in
regard to Apis dorsata seems to be of for the loop, or for his feet. He was no
interest just now. Here is the extract: more than a minute going up 60 feet.
In the year 1857 I was mate of the All this time he was almost enveloped
ship "Ellen Bird," then making her in a cloud of smoke from the torch,
third voyage, it was in the 4>almy which seemed to prevent the bees from
days of the sandal- wood and beeswax settling on his body, which, but for
trade, and we were at the Island of his waist-cloth, was entirely bare and
Timor, anchored at Delhi haven, tak- exposed to their stings. Arriving di
ing in a cargo.
rectly beneath the limb to which the
While slowly taking in sandal-wood, comb was suspended, by a dexterous
log by log, I, as mate of the vessel, spring he threw himself partly over it,
was dispatched on a trip inland, to then drawing up his torch so that the
hasten the collection of beeswax.
smoke completely enveloped his body,
Much has been said and written he rested for some moments before
concerning bees, but I think the reader creeping out on the branch to cut off
will yet hnd something novel in a the combs.
Thousands of bees were
brief description of tire wild bees of flying about him, and thousands more
Timor, and the odd method by which were clinging in black masses to the
the natives capture them.
outside of the comb. But upon Benn's
These bees (the Apis dorsata) do not, holding out the torch beneath them,
like the wild bees of America and they all rose in a dense cloud, filling
other countries, build their nests in the forest with their deep solemn hum.
hollow trees, or clefts in the crags. I Defended by the smoke, Benn had in
was astonished to see hanging to the a moment or two made a double noose
lower side of some stout branch, far of his smaller line around the comb,
up in the top of the loftiest trees, a and then, with a few deft cuts of his
great cone of honey comb, often 4 feet chopper, he cleaved off the cone from
in diameter by 5 feet in length. These the limb, and lowered it unbroken
combs are so piled and covered in as to the ground. In 3 minutes more he
to resist the weather completely, and walked down the tree, much as he had
are cemented to the branch with a walked up, and stood among us, none
thick, glutenous stump of very tough the worse for his exploit, with the exand compact wax. I estimated the ception of a few stings. Afterwards
weight of some of these large combs I repeatedly saw Fola, Amme, Motuat 300 pounds.
leet, and a dozen others of our native
During the week we were in the for- squad, climb up for nests in the same
est, we took, I should think, nearly way.
It was their customary method.
600 of these honey cones. The honey,
Rogersville, Mich.

AUGUST

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to get rid of Fertile
E. A.

No. 32.

10, 1881.

Workers.

THOMAS.

Fortunate it is for bee-keepers that
the fertile worker is of rare occurrence, and can only occur in a colony
in an abnormal condition. No one
should allow a colony to remain queenless or without the means to rear one
from, a single day, and whoever does
will lay himself liable to a new chapter of experience in bee-culture.
I
believe the old adage, " an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure,"
holds good in this case, and if the
apiarist will take proper care of his
bees he will have but little trouble
with fertile workers. But the most
careful bee-keeper will sometimes

have a case, especially

if

he has a

number of colonies to care for,
and how to get rid of the workers has
large

doubtless puzzled many.
I think there is a difference in colonies, for, while some will readily accept the means of obtaining a queen,
others seem bent on their own destruction, and nothing can be done with
them until the fertile worker is removed. I have never had a full colony
with a fertile worker, but now and
then have a nucleus colony, which
loses their first queen in going out to
meet the drone, and so has no means
of supplying the loss. After having
experimented some as to the best way
of getting the worker out of the colony I have concluded that the treatment given below is the only sure way
to deal with "tough cases" that refuse
to receive a queen or raise one.
I have had 2 nuclei troubled with
fertile workers, one of which readily
accepted a queen-cell, and, in course
of time, had a fine laying queen. But
the other would not accept a queen or
start any cells from brood given them.
I repeatedly inserted cells which the
bees would take care of until hatched
and then kill. This seemed to be, a
case where the bees had accepted a
worker for their queen, and regarded
all queens as intruders.
I had about concluded to subject
them to the treatment given below,
when, by accident, I discovered a
I
worker in the act of laying.
watched her while she laid quite a
number of eggs, the bees treating her
with all the consideration they would
a queen, and then I pinched her head.
1 had always thought that there was
only one fertile worker in a colony,
and I now had an opportunity to test
the matter. In a short time after I
killed this worker the bees manifested
all the signs of queenlessness, and I
immediately gave them some eggs and
larvas, when they became quiet and
soon had cells started. I then gave
them a cell from a full colony, as I
rear no queens from nucleus cells, and
in due time they had a laying queen.
should find a fertile
If anyone
worker in a colony let him try the folShake the bees
lowing treatment
from all but one or two combs during
the day, and at night, when the bees
are quiet, remove the hive to a new
stand, and put a new hive with the
combs taken from the old colony, on
:

the old stand. In the morning the
bees will commence to go back to the
old stand, and after a sufficient number have returned, give them a queencell and brood in all stages. The bees
in a colony having a fertile worker
are, of course, nearly all old bees, and
so will nearly all return to the old
stand.
The fertile worker and a few
bees will remain, which can be destroyed, or they can be united with the colony after the queen is established.
This manner of treatment reminds
me of a very sure way to introduce
queens. Remove the hive to a new
stand and place a hive containing a
frame or two of brood on the old
stand. After all the old bees have
returned to the old stand, introduce
the queen to the young bees left in the
hive, and after she has commenced to
lay take the hive off the old stand and
return the old hive containing the
queen.
The old bees will return
gradually, but so few returning at a
time, and they finding the queen so
quiet on the combs, do not offer to
touch her. This is the way I introduce imported queens, and all those
that I do not wish to run any risk on.
Coleraine, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Rocky Mountain Bee
R. W.

KEENE, M.

Plant.
D.

Dear Editor Will you, or some
of your correspondents, give me some
information as to the best manner of
raising the Rocky Mountain bee plant
:

— when

and how to sow it, etc. ? I
sowed some of it in drills in my garden in the spring of 1880, and it did
not come up until last spring, and then
only about 30 plants. From what I
have seen of these few plants it beats
anything for bee pasturage— the bees
are on it from daylight until noon, and

while everything else is parched with
drouth it is flourishing. My bees have
been working on it 5 weeks— if I had
one or two acres of it now I would enjoy it, and I know my bees would. I
also have a few plant's of sweet clover
that have been in bloom a month, but
there has not been one bee on it yet.
I had intended to sow several acres of
the latter this fall, but I am afraid it
What do
will not produce honey here.
you think of it? Give me your advice.
My bees have done, well, for a beginner. I have taken 1,800 pounds of
honey from 19 colonies in the spring,

and made 26 new

colonies. I lost 6
I use the simplicity chaff

last winter.

hive, with chaff pillow over the brood-

chamber.

I

commenced with

3 colo-

nies in the spring of 1879, and now
have 45 good colonies, all in chaff
hives. I have succeeded well in everything, except in preventing my colonies, run for section honey, from
swarming. I have averaged 60 onepound sections to 9 hives, which I consider a failure in box honey, for, if I
could have prevented swarming, I
could have obtained 100 pounds to the
colony just as well. I took 107 pounds
from 'the only colony that did not
highest yield from the
swarm.
extracted colonies was 230 pounds.
sold at 15 and 20 cents,
is
all
honey

My

My
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over, they are taken off, and those
For the American Bee JournaL
home. I hope to see you at the
partly filled at the sides are raised to
National Convention, at Lexington.
Method of Obtaining Comb Honey. the top, in place of those taken off,
Versailles, Ky., July 29, 1881.
and trie empty boxes placed at the
[Sow Kocky Mountain bee plant
sides every time. In doing this, I
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
generally handle them by the cases
(CUome) seed in the fall, either in
of by the separate box. Keep
drill 30 inches
drills or broadcast
"The best method of obtaining instead
on taking from the top, and placing
with
6
sent
me,
inches,
or
has
been
plants
every
6
honey"
comb
apart, with
empty boxes with starters at the sides,
pounds per acre broadcast, harrowing a request that I use it as a text upon till the season draws to a close. Now,
which
to write an article for the Bee
instead of placing more boxes at the
It is biennial, blooming
it in nicely.
Journal.
close up the sides with your folthe secoDd year after planting, and
The tirst and greatest necessity, is sides,
lower, as you raise the partly-filled
continues reproductive. We fear you plenty of bees. While a few bees can boxes, till the bees are shut out of the
have hardly given sweet clover (Meli- be made to work in the honey recepta- side boxes entirely. By this means
cles to some extent if rightly managed
Sow one acre still success, as a rule, is rarely at- you throw the full force of the bees on
lolus alba) a fair trial.
the few remaining boxes, which are
this fall, harrowing it in nicely ; in
at

;

tained unless the hive is well crowded
partly filled, so most of them are finpound mammoth with bees.
ished up at the end of the season. I
Plenty of bees are of no advantage
mignonette, to give bloom the first
take off all finished boxesonce a week,
unless we have them at the right time
consider this none too often to take
and
season, as sweet clover is also a bien- for if they are only obtained at the end
off the honey, for by so doing it is not
nial. We think, all things considered, of the honey harvest, they become
traveling over it.

the spring sow

%

;

it

consumers instead of producers, thereby thwarting the object we have in
view. If the harvest is white clover,
we must build the bees up strong,
early if basswood, a little more time
can be taken if buckwheat and fall

has no equal.— Ed.]

The Honey

Crop.

soiled by the bees
Thus, I have told you, in short, just
how I manage my bees for box honey.
One writer thinks that to move sections from the side to the top is too

Aug.

10,

obtained, and my weakness while on
the steamer, as well as lack of facilities, rendered it impossible to remedy
the matter. When on the Ked Sea we
experienced a very sudden change of
temperature, from the hot breezes of
the deserts to, what seemed to us, a
cold northern blast, and I found myself again down with the fever. Most
of the passengers suffered, and many
who were strong and well before became suddenly ill, not from seasickness, however, for the sea was not
rough.
At Suez I was too weak to go on
shore, so as to come by rail to Alexandria, and avoid, thereby, any quarantine here, hence I went on to Port
Said, but could get no steamer for
Alexandria for some days, although I
could get one for Beyrout the same
day. Ichose the latter route, since I
thought I might have to wait several
days in Alexandria also, if I did not
connect with the English steamer from
there then, too, I supposed I would
be sure of an English steamer each
;

to Larnaca, but
arrival in Beyrout I found,
to my surprise, that this line had discontinued for the present sending any
The white clover is over and gone,
is
the
As white clover
upon reason, and not steamers from Beyrout to Cyprus, and
and we may look at the result as to own course. crop
with the majority, points are based
main honey
crop thus far in the season. Bees
upon my perspnal experience." When I must wait some time for the Ausstimulated
during
should
be
the
bees
generally were weak when, about the
I write I give things as I find them, trian Lloyd for Larnaca.
the month of May by feeding, spreadAs soon as I gained a little strength
middle of April, spring opened.
and methods as I nse them, and not
brood,
etc., so as to early obtain
ingthe
few bees in a hive, many moldy
high-sounding theory, to tickle the in the bracing air coming down from
all the bees possible.
among
Lebanon, with its snowcombs, little courage either
If any do not see fit to work as Mount
The next thing is to know just when ears. let
as they choose— crowned peaks. I went out in search
bees or bee-keepers,— such was the
work
them
I do,
surplus
arrangethe
boxes,
or
of bees. Some of the colonies I bought
condition of things. But when spring to put on
free country.
ment. This is something quite diffi- this is a
were obtained of a man you bought
came, it came all at once. Very
Borodino, N. Y.
for
if put on too early,
cult
to
decide,
from last year. These I brought in a
warm weather brought forward the brood-rearing is retarded, and if put
boat to Beyrout, thinking they would
early flowers as if by magic. No
For the American Bee Journal.
on
too
late, much loss of honey will be
outthan
they
arrive in better condition, but it was
sooner could the bees fly
it the best
trying to see those stupid men
very
found both pollen and honey. The the result. I have found
Frank
Benton.
from
Letter
Another
boxes
about
putting
on
plan
wait
to
(Arabs and Turks) persist, after remost marvelous change was at once
until
I see little bits of comb being
peated caution and when I carried a
wrought in the hives that the hard
FRANK BENTON.
at the ends of the frames and
jug of them myself to show them how,
winter had spared. The good queens built
honey
honey-board,
with
benext
the
in turning them all ways but the right
began to lay rapidly. There was
By the courtesy of Mr. D. A. Jones, one. After many delays, much talk,
abundance of food for the growing ing put in them. When this is observable, you may know that honey is to of Beeton, Ontario, we are able to
number of lies on the
;

O.

CLUTE.

;

much work, and

says that " the opera-

flowers, the bees will usually become
strong enough, if allowed to take their

tion looks easier on paper than he finds
it to be in reality;" and another writer wants me to give an " article whose

be had, and that more room is needed.
Do not wait until your bees swarm before putting on boxes, for bees often

present to our readers another interesting letter from Mr. Frank Benton

week from Beyrout
upon

my

A

brood, and
long,

it

came on apace.

The

warm days were

musical with
Willows, elms,

the merry humming.
maples, cottonwoods, box elders, apples, and the small fruits, especially
the raspberries, all yielded honey or
pollen, or both.
With such favorable weather, and
such a good supply of food, the few
colonies that were alive when spring
opened increased in bees with unusual
rapidity.
Yet it is doubtful if they
were as strong as colonies ought to be
when white clover began to open.
Their winter depletion could not be so
easily overcome. Soon after white
clover opened we began to have rains,
which washed out the honey from the
flowers, and prevented the bees from
flying.
In some sections rains were
so prevalent during Linn bloom that
but little was obtained from that
source, which usually gives such an

—

refuse to swarm, and hang idle on the
hive all summer. Swarming is retarded very little, if any, by putting
on boxes, and if a start is made in
them before swarming, they are entered much quicker when the hive
gets populous again, from the hatching of the brood.
Another important item, is not to
put on too much surplus room at first.
Put on a capacity of from 10 to 20 lbs.,
according to strength of colony, and
when the bees are well at work in this.
add more by spreading apart those
they are at work in, and putting empty
boxes between those partially full, till
the full capacity of the hive is reached.

From many

experiments,

I

have be-

come convinced that surplus room to
the amount of 60 pounds is about right
abundant yield.
But the white clover has been quite for a good strong colony where worked
abundant, and the rains somewhat for box honey, and 120 lbs. where
prolonged the season, so that in spite worked for extracted honey, exclusive
of some weakness in the hives and the of the brood frames.
In putting on boxes I have found it
drawback of the heavy rains, a very
We a great help to have a few boxes full
fair harvest has been secured.
have hives that have given 80 pounds of comb, left over from the previous
,

of surplus honey, in addition to furnishing the bees for making two

swarms. But not all our bees have
done so well. Moreover, our bees
have had but little comb to build, for
at the opening of the surplus honey
season, we put on the second stories,
tilled either with frames of nice old
comb, or with foundation. This gave
the bees a great advantage. The time
and honey they would otherwise have
devoted to comb building they were
able to give to nursing the growing
brood and gathering honey.
On the whole, the honey crop thus
far has been fair in the vicinity of
Iowa City. We see reports which in-

season, to place on at first, as the bees
will store honey in these before they
will build new comb or draw out comb
foundation.
If you adopt the tiering-up plan raise
up those put on first, when two-thirds
,

and put an empty tier under
and when they are two-thirds
full, raise them again.
Do not keep
tiering up, however, toward the close
of the honey season; but as it draws
full,

them

;

near, reverse the operation, so as to
have the bees finish as many as possible of those they have started in.
This tiering-up process is preferred
but I
by many of our best apiarists
prefer the side and top-storing plan
dicate a fair yield generally. In some combined, and fully believe that better
sections the yield has been rather results can be obtained by its adop
above the average. As the rains have tion. In this case put on boxes as be
been so abundant we may expect a lux- fore till the top of the hive is covered
uriant fall bloom, and a pretty good and when more room is needed, put
yield of honey from it. Should these on those at the sides. For this plan,
expectations be realized, the present cases and separators for holding the
season, since the middle of April, will section boxes are a necessity. These
have been one of prosperity for the should hold the number of boxes most
bee-keeper who was so fortunate as to convenient for the hive in use. I use
bring his bees through the terrible a case holding two prize boxes. As
winter. Iowa City Stock Journal.
soon as those first put ou are capped

—

;

and no small

part of the officials at the customhouse, as well as some backsheesh, I
got the colonies on the steamer, and
Friend Jones They have me be- now they are here, and, strange to say,
hind bars and locks, with plenty of a few escaped with whole combs.
I am not alone in my
guards about
If anyone thinks that it is an easy
misery for, among the 30 other pas- matter to buy up, prepare, and transsengers, is Mrs. Fluhart, who came on port bees from these lands to our far
the same Austrian Lloyd steamer, western home, he would need but one.
having been on a journey to Palestine. such trip as my last to convince him
What are we charged with V Why, we to the contrary.
touched the Syrian coast, and quaranAs to the great East Indian bees
tine has been established here, since a {Apis dorsaUi) I can say they were
few cases of the terrible disease known alive when I reached Beyrout, but
as the " black plague " have been re- seemed to have withstood a trying
ported from Mesopotamia (Bagdad) a journey, so that, when I let them out,
thousand miles from Beyrout, or fully they dwindled. I could not prevent
40 days journey from any port of the it, and at last there were no more left.
Syrian coast. We have but 3 days to It would have been interesting to have
stay, and get along very well since experimented with these bees, but I
food is daily brought us from our doubt greatly their excelling, if they
After not having equaled, Apis mellifica. I have still
friends outside.
seen my wife for over 5 months, I am some bees of the species Apis flprea,
now permitted to speak to her through and at least one queen is alive. These
a small window, sne remaining at a are very small bees, and not of much
distance, and I have not shaken hands value. One thing very much surwith her yet. We have had visits prised me, namely, the wonderful tefrom the ladies of the American nacity of life the 2 races just menschool, and many of the pupils, also, tioned have shown. Under the same
conditions Apis melifica would, I bebut they are "distant calls."
I brought with me, from Syria, a lieve, scarcely have reached alive
lot of bees, from Mt. Lebanon, and of this long journey of 6,000 miles
they are also in quarantine (that is. from Ceylon.
nights, for I have " stolen a march"
LATER—OUT OF QUARANTINE.
upon the officers ; as soon as the hives
We are busy getting things fixed up;
had been ranged in the shade of a
wall, I opened the entrances. To-day keeping house in the old mansion, but
one colony swarmed, and the swarm could only get the promise of it for
clustered on a tree in the outer in- one month, since the owner thinks
closure of the quarantine. Everyone some of coming to Larnaca to live.
outside of our part, not being quaran- You know it is owned in Nicosia.
I found the bees in fine order, with
tined, left ; but by permission of the
My dear wife has
physician in charge, I went out and some increase.
hived them. As things can be passed done wonderfully well with them she
swarms, etc., given
the
hived
all
has
in for us, I sent home for empty bee
them empty combs, and has smoked
I
hives, and have been transferring
have had about 30 spectators inside, the surplus combs with sulphur, so
and those having come to see friends, they are in good order, and I will soon
by climbing up outside, could look have them covered with bees.
Those "pesky" Greeks said "That
over our walls.
and we hope
My letter, mailed at Suez, probably American has now gone,
prepares you for the statement that I steps will be taken to prevent his rehave now no living specimens of Apis turning to our Island and sending
In that letter I explained away the few bees left in Cyprus."
dorsata.
that my severe illness (malarial fever, But there is no fear, for our work here
by reason
or, jungle fever, as they call it in In- has interested those who,
could counteract
dia) just before leaving Ceylon, pre- of their positions,
vented absolutely my caring for and any petitions sent to the Government.
Frank Benton.
preparing for shipment the bees I had
:

:

!
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;
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Rend before the LewlsburK

tN. V.) Scientific Soc.

Do Bees Puncture Grapes
PROF.

F.

?

W. TUSTIN.

The question as to whether the honey
bee, Apis mctlifica, punctures and tears
open the skin of fruit, and especially
that of the grape, has called forth considerable discussion. That a matter
apparently so simple should, for so
long a tinie, be in an unsettled condiseems a little surprising.
Bee-keepers generally deny that
bees do any injury to sound fruit, and
as they doubtless'best understand the
habits of their favorites, they make a
strong argument in their own behalf.
Fruit-growers, on the other hand,
earnestly claim that bees do them
great harm. They find these insects
industriously engaged in sipping the
juices of bursted grapes, and in their
vexation over the lost fruit, and without much discrimination, they charge
the whole work— both the rupturing
of the skin, as well as the extracting
of the j uices— upon the busy yet harmtion,

less insect.

Here we have the chief point
terest

in

this

of in-

question— the

fruit-

grower, from personal considerations,
demanding that the bees shall be dethe
stroyed or kept within bounds
apiarist denying that his bees do any
harm, and that therefore they should
not in any way be restrained.
The subject was assigned to me to
report upon before the society, at a
time when I had not the opportunity
of giving it any special attention, and
yet in a general way I have observed
for several years that bees have been
very numerous about my vines, and
that many a grape was robbed by them
of its sweet juices and rich pulp.
That bees have increased in numbers and that they are fond of feeding upon the luscious contents of a
ripened bunch of grapes are well adThe food most natural
mitted facts.
to the bee is the fluid secretions contained in the nectaries of various
kinds of flowers, and the pollen dust
;

—

of the anthers. But when flowers are
scarce, or when they have passed
their season— since the bee must live

and gather honey

all

the

day— its

in-

stinct leads it to other saccharine substances, and on this account, doubtless, it takes to the ripened peach,

grape, pear, and the like.
The bee is furnishd with organs,
enabling it readily to gather its food.
In the first place it has a double stomach, or, more correctly, two stomachs,
the first of which serves as a receptacle or pouch for the fluid matter which
this fluid
it gathers from the flowers
matter thus gathered and stored up
does not appear to differ from honey.
In this honey-stomach no digestion of
the honey is known to take place, and
it seems to serve the only office of
holding the gathered honey, until the
bee returns home. The coatings of
this stomach being furnished with the
power of muscular reaction, the honey
is readily emptied into the cells of the
;

comb.

To extract the honey-fluid from the
flowers and introduce it into this stomach, the bee is furnished with what

may be regarded asan elongated tongue
formed by a prolongation of wliat
with us answers to the lower lip. This
tongue is flexible, and capable of a
certain degree of extension. It is not
a hollow tube with a suction arrangement at the end, to enable the bee to
suck the fluid of the flower into its
stomach, as has commonly been supposed. But in gathering honey the
bee inserts its tongue into the nectary
of the flower, and whatever honey may
adhere to the surface of the tongue
is introduced into its mouth and ultimately finds its way into the stomach.
It is in this way that the bee gathers
its

honey.

This tongue

is

a very del-

icate organ and has no puncturing or excess of juices in the fruit whereby
the skin not being able to yield suffipenetrating power.
To further enable the bee to accom- ciently must burst, or through the
plish its work the mouth is furnished sting of the wasp or Other insects.
with "feelers" or palpi— four in numProf. A. Packard, of Brown Uniber. These are for the insect, its or- versity, says that though he has no
gans of scent. There are, besides, 2 evidence that they do so, yet his " imstrong mandibles or jaws, furnished pression is that bees will puncture and
These parts are not bite open grapes," but this impression,
with 2 teeth.
used, as in vertebrates, for masticat- he says, is founded simply on this,
ing the food, but for a variety of other that he sees " no reason from the
purposes.
For instance, sometimes structure of the mouth why they
the parts of the flower may be so com- could not do so."
that
ready access to the necBut the observations and experipressed
taries cannot be obtained, and it may ments of the Secretary of the Cincinbe necessary for the bee to push apart nati Entomological Society are more
or to cut away portions of the floral to the point. He says that if you lay
envelopes, so as to gain the honey. a ripe bunch of grapes with sound
And in the work of preparing a place berries in front of the hivej with the
orto
for the building of the nest, or the entrance thereto contracted to
making of the comb, it may be neces- %of an inch, so that every bee going
sary to break away or to cut through out or coming home will have to run
hard substances. In the accomplish- over or around the bunch, you will noment of these things the mandibles tice that they try their very best to
furnish the requisite power, while the attack the grapes, while every berry
palpi or feelers tell the bee what is to remains intact. He found the same
true of a sound ripe Bartlette pear.
be done, and how and where to do it.
That these mandibles have, for the After he had satisfied himself of the
size of the insect, considerable power, inability of the bee to penetrate the
may be seen by considering for a mo- skin of the grape, he then punctured
ment some of the genera allied to the each berry with a pin, and in an hour
common honey bee.
or two nothing remained but the skins
Thus, instances are known where and the stem.
the humble bee has been shut up
Dr. S. S. Rathvon, editor of the
" I have
within the corolla of flowers, and he Lancaster Farmer, says
has cut his way through the walls of grown grapes (Isabellas, Clintons,
his prison. There is the so-called bor- Concords, Hartford Prolifics, Marthas,
ing bee, which, with its mandibles, and Delawares) upon my premises for
often skillfully cuts its way for a con- 30 years, and yet I have never obsiderable distance through dry timber. served a bee cutting or tearing open
From the organic
Then the mason bee detaches and any of them.
gathers together grains of sand and structure of the mouth of the bee it is
by the aid of a mucous secretion works very probable that they can lacerate
these up into cells of an almost im- skins of the more delicate grapes, and
perishable kind. So that the mandi- the testimony from intelligent sources
bular power of the bee family is quite seems to be so strong that I do not
conspicuous, and it is a power to be feel like ignoring it, and yet I feel
exerted according as the exigencies of that many observations in that directhe case may require.
tion are too superficial to be entirely
The sting of the bee is an organ in reliable I have not conversed with a
quite
difits structure and in its use
single person who says he ever saw a
ferent from the mandibles. It is sit- bee in the act of cutting open grapes.
uated in the posterior part of the body But the grapes are found ruptured,
and is a finely pointed instrument and the bees do work upon them, and
with an open tube extending along its that seems to be the bulk of the testientire length.
At the root of the mony."
sting is a little sac in which is conBut the best authority, Prof. A. J.
tained the poisonous fluid, which the Cook, of Lansing, Mich., says "From
bee injects through this tube into the close observation for many years,
wound which he has made. The ob- from careful experiments seemingly
ject here is to provide the insect wiih crucial, and from a vast amount of
the necessary means of self-defense testimony, I feel sure that if bees
when it is exasperated or attacked, ever attacked sound grapes it is exand, so far as it is known, it is only ceptional ; some scientists say that
under these circumstances that the they do at times so that I cannot say
sting is used. It is strictly an organ they do not. But I am sure it is very
of defense, and in no way used as a rarely, if ever, the case. I have lived
means to assist in the gathering of the for several years in the midst of vineWhen the sting is used it sim- yards, and where bees were very nufood.
ply punctures the surface to which it merous, but I never saw bees tear
If bird or wasp
is applied, unless that surface be pow- open a sound grape.
erful enough to resist the fine point of or disease break the grapes, and the
the sting. So that with reference to bees find no other stores, they will lap
the question before us the opinion is up the oozing juice. At such time I
generally held that, in their ravages have broken grapes, and when they
upon grapes, if bees ever do tear open were being supped by bees, I would
the skin, they certainly do not and remove them and place sound grapes
cannot do this with their sting, this in their stead, when the bees would at
organ having no power to tear or cut once stop work."
open, but only to penetrate or punctOur conclusions from observations,
ure easily yielding substances.
and from the testimony of others are
But it is not certainly known that then
the bee does ever tear open the skin
That the bee cannot puncture
1.
of the grape.
For what has been the skin of the grape with either its
stated, its mandibular power is with- tongue or its sting.
out donbt sufficient to enable this to
2.
That it is possible that bees may
be done, and that it is possible may tear open grapes from the fact that
not be doubted. But there is want of they possess the necessary mandibular
evidence that the bee ever does this.
power.
I have never seen a bee in the act of
3.
We believe that they rarely, if
teartng open the skin of a sound ever, do this, and that their depredagrape, although I have seen repeated tions upon grapes are confined to cases
instances of one, and indeed several where already from other causes the
bees together, luxuriating upon the skin has been ruptured.
sweet juices of a Delaware or a ConThe complaints of bees destroying
cord,
grapes and other kinds of fruit are
And so far as I have been able to more frequent than they were 30 years
correspond with them, I find that the ago, and possibly for the reason that
authorities upon this subject quite in later times the trees and shrubs
unanimously agree that there is no and plants from which bees have been
evidence against the bee that it tears in the habit of gathering their honey
open the grape, although this assidu- have been relatively decreasing in
ous little honey-worker is ready to ap- number, while at the same time the
propriate the sweet substance of the culture of bees has beeu increasing all
grape, the peach, and kindred fruits, over the country. The remedy for
when once the skin has been broken such complaints should be found not
from any cause, whether on account of in destroying the bees, nor in advoa defect in the growth of the fruit, or cating their restriction, for honey we
through disease, or by reason of an must nave and it is quite as desirable
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any

p(

way

will be for the bee-keeper to provide, in places conveniently
near
the hives, the necessary clover and
(lower-bearing plants from which his
bees may derive their food.
Imbued with its instinct of industry, the bee will not be idle.
It will
gather its stores from flowers if it

from various
can
grapes and pears, if
;

fruits,

peaches,

must.

it
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Improvement
REV.

of the

Dear Editor

:

Race of Bees.

BRIGGS.

E. L.

Some

years ago I

addressed an article to the Bee Journal, proposing a plan to improve the
Italian race of bees, just as we have
improved our races of hogs, cattle,
and horses. And I am extremely glad
to see your correspondents falling in
with this proposition, and advocating
the plan as not only possible, but one
which ought to go into immediate effect.
Therefore, in order to inaugurate the work, I propose the following
prize for the best tested Italian queen,
to be exhibited at Wilton Junction,
Iowa, Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1881, at 2

m. Major Allen, A. N. VanCamp
and Mr. Picket, of this county, being
the judges in the case to award the
prize.
These 3 gentlemen are all
practical bee-keepers, and competent
judges, and any one can write'to either
p.

for information concerning the responsibility of the writer, directing
the letter to Wilton Junction. I also
beg leave to refer them to you for any

such information, having formed a
very pleasant acquaintance with you
at Muscatine, a year ago. If you think
the plan one which will help to find
the best in the market, I wish you
would add a word in the Journal to
help forward the work.

TEN DOLLAR

PRIZE.

through the Bee
Journal, the above named prize for
the best Italian queen, home bred or
imported, sent to me before Monday,
the 22d day of August next, out of 6,
forwarded to me by any 6 different
breeders, each sending one tested
queen, not to exceed one year old,
this year's rearing having the preference. Said queen to excel in the following respects
I

wish

to offer,

:

largest in size herself, and
producing the largest worker progeny.
Producing the brightest colored
2.
1.

The

workers.

Her progeny being the most
3.
peaceable in handling, and adhering to
the combs the closest.
•i.
As far as it can be ascertained
this fall, the most prolific breeder, and
honey-gathering worker offspring.
I will pay each breeder the common
price, also, which he charges for a
tested queen, providing she shows any
of the qualities named above, in a superior degree, reserving the right to
return her if she falls below the average standard of queens in my home
apiary at this place.
Any queen- breeder who accepts the
above proposal, and becomes a contestant, to notify me by postal as soon
as possible, at the same time announcing when the queen can be forwarded,
when I will notify him by return mail
if he can be accepted as one of the 6
to compete for the prize.
The report of the committee, and
payment for queens, and $10 prize, to
be made at the North Western BeeKeepers' Convention, to be held at
Chicago, Oct. 25 and 26, 1881.
It will be noticed that the breeder
will get the ordinary price for his
queen, and the. ten dollars extra, if
she proves to be the best. But none
need send, except such as rank up
with the best in the market.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
gg- The North Eastern Wisconsin
Convention meets at Pewaukee, Wis.,
instead
1881.

make

Berlin,

of

nounced.

It

as

at

meets on Oct.

anfirst
11 and 12,

Those in that vicinity should
a point of attending.
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investigation.

keepers are unable to appreciate any public manipulations with bees, the
superior traits. The August number question is a natural one How can it
be done V
of the Bee-Keepers' Guide says
When we were in England, in 1879,
Holy Land queens look like queens
reared from hybrid Italians, and act we found that the most attractive
always
They
are
like black queens.
features of the fairs were the public
scared and running when you open the
manipulations with bees. There they
hive.
We have one colony of Syrians in the had a large tent, as shown by the acBee Journal Apiary. The queen is companying engraving. The inner
large, well-developed, and quite slow circle was inclosed by mosquito bar
and deliberate in her movements. We or netting around the sides and about
have reared several very promising 8 feet high, leaving the top entirely
daughters from her, and all present open. Around this circle is a passagethe same general characteristics of the way, covered with canvas above and
:

1

:

EDITOU AND Pkophietor,

CHICAGO,

and the new methods and new ideas
of practical management must take
The Syrian bees appear to have met the place of the old and undesirable
with more favor, though many bee- ones. As we have so strongly advised

prejudice, or result from insufficient

AMEBIOa.V

10, 1881.

Exhibits for National Convention.
To all Bee-Keepers, fraternally greethave been appointed a commiting:
tee to receive exhibits for the National
Convention, and accept the trust.
Persons sending articles for exhibition
will please prepay freight or express
charges, and send plain directions how
to be returned; if desirous of selling
I

mother, and nearly approach duplicathem, attach a card stating the lowest tion. They bear no resemblance to
price in plain figures. I will cheer- the hybrid Italian in fact, not so
fully and impartially attend to exhib- nearly as the pure Italian does. The
iting queens, bees, hives, and other
implements for the apiary, of any kind, body is nearly a maroon-color, the segfree of charge. I will exercise all due ments being very distinctly cut, and
care and diligence, but will not be re- a polished dark-mahogany color. The
sponsible for losses of queens or bees
mother queen is certainly very prolific;
by death oraccident. 1 earnestly hope
that all who can possibly attend this the daughters are quite young yet, and
Convention will do so, and see the were reared for the purpose of crossbeauties of the far-famed •' Blue-Grass ing with Italian drones. The workers,
Region," the " home of Clay" and however, exhibit the characteristics
other statesmen, and its fine stock of
every description. We cordially in- mentioned in the Guide ; they have a
vite you to conie. thus tilling a double quick, nervous, hurry-scurry movemission. I shall feel grateful to all ment, are smaller than Italians, and
who have any intention of coming, to
intrusion.
have them state the fact on a postal much more ready to repel
card addressed to me, and will cheer- They are very good workers, and we
fully answer all inquiriestothebestof find they become a trifle more amiable
W. "Williamson,
of riiy ability.
with frequent gentle handling.
Vice Free.
Ky. N. A. B. K. Soc.
Of the so-called Hungarian bees in
Aug.
1881.
Ky.,
1,
Lexington,
country, we have not sufficient
We cannot refrain from congratulat- this
data for arriving at any conclusion
Bee-Keepers'
ing the Morth American
unless that they areahybrid, produced
Society, upon the choice of Mr. Wm.
perhaps by mating black or brown
Williamson as a special committee to
queens with Italian drones. As a race,
the
interests
of
exhibitors.
look after
we have no confidence in them.
In him are combined all the essentials
With our present limited knowledge,
necessary to a satisfactory execution
and in the absence of well authenti-

—

:

ing the entrance, and running through
the side of the building, giving free
passage, in and out, for the bees.
Sometimes, a glass box inclosing each
frame, arranged like leaves of a book,
with a common entrance to all of
them, from the tube running through
the side of the building, is made to
exhibit bees. This gives an opportunity for thorough examination of the
whole colony.
Liberal premiums should be offered
for the best exhibits, and these premiums should cover a large variety of
special points in order U> make the
competition the more lively and attractive, as well as to enhance apiarian science in general.

Last year a small exhibition of bees,
honey, and implements for the apiary,
assemble to witness, through the net- was made at the St. Joseph, Mo., Exting, the manipulations with bees
position. The superintendent of the
driving the bees from a skep or box
apiarian department for this year, R.
hive, and finding the queen and exS. Musser, Esq., has written to us as
hibiting it to the audience.
Here,
;

follows

of last year have
interest in proapiculture
in this vicinity,
fressive
lany then, for the first time, saw the
new apiarian improvements, single
comb sections, comb foundation, etc.,
and had never heard of planting anything for their bees to get honey from.
The finest honey in the world is produced in the Missouri Valley, from
Yankton, Dakota, to Jefferson City,
Mo. If the various Fair Associations in this valley would give some
encouragement to this industry ,a large
amount of honey would be gathered
in this valley, and put upon the market in first-class style. Not one cent
in premiums was offered last year, but
this year over $120, besides diplomas
are offered, and next year I know we
can double the amount.

:i

;

exhibits

worked up quite an

Tent for Publicly Exhibiting Bees.
also,

;

The
5,

on Sept.
and promises to

fair for 1881 will begin

and closes Oct.

10,

be a very interesting occasion.

The

following is the list of premiums in
the apiarian department

Display of Italian bees, 1st premium,
$5; 2d premium, $3.
Display or black bees, 1st premium,
$2: 2d premium, $1.
Display of queen bees, $3.
Display of imported queen bees, $5.
Display of bee-keepers' tools, im-

plements and fixtures, $5.
Best display of honey in comb, $4
2d

premium,

;

S2.

Largest assortment of
honey plants. £2.

seeds

for

Exhibition of a swarm of bees in a
hive, including their handling and
best method of subjugation, to be
practically illustrated on Friday, Sept.

I

.

:

The

a lecturer was arranged for every
hour, who gave a lecture for half the
time, leaving the other half hour for
the manipulations. The committee
there charged 6d. (about 10 cents), for
admission, every hour.
While in Great Britain we gave 8
half-hour lectures in this tent each
of the trust discriminating, unprejutime the inclosure was full of eager
cated proof of superiority in other
diced, energetic, honest, and with all
listeners. Two of these were delivraces, we would dislike advising any
the courtesy that distinguishes the
ered at the Scottish Bee and Honey
apiarist who now possesses a good
Exhibitors can trust
true gent leman.
Show, at Perth, concerning which the
strain of Italians, to make a change
to his judgment.
lie will leave nothDundee Advertiser remarks as follows:
but, rather, to make their improveing undone to make of the Convention,
The manipulating tent was a scene
ments in the pasturage.
as it richly deserves to be, a complete
of great interest during the show. It
is
of octagon shape, the operator standsuccess.
Management of Bees at Fairs.
ing in the middle, while the public
feel secure under the protection of an
Which Are the Best Bees?
Driving
Dr. J. W. Hudson, of Mayesville, S. intervening gauze screen.
bees from a straw skep and transferthe following request
makes
C,
hive,
bar-frame
ring their combs to a
Mr. J. A. Johnson, Indiana, writes
Dear Editor Please to give us full were hourly operations, and never
us as follows
directions for showing, handling, dri- failed to strike with astonishment the
Which do you consider the best bees ving and the general management of spectators, who stood aghast at seeing
for honey-gathering, Italian, Cyprian.
bees at exhibitions and fairs. Giveall
being unprotected turning
Syrian or Hungarian bees¥
want the details, for many of us have never a human of bees, and handling them
up a hive
the best queens to breed from in 18812.
seen bees on exhibition, though we as if they were blue flies.
I have no knowledge of any only Italmay know how to handle them in our
Mr. Thos. G. Newman, editor of the
ians. Could you not give us an article
own apiaries. I know of no one so American Bee Journal, was preson the differenl races of bees now in
capable of giving instruction in this ent during the first 3 days of the show,
the United States?
matter as yourself, who have seen it and gave lectures on American beeWe yel consider the better strains of done so oft en, both in this country and keeping, which were very interesing,
The Societj
Italians the besl bees in this country, in Europe. Give us the practice in and were well received.
both countries, and your opinion as to
ami that they will be the source from the best. I might have placed my bees presented to him a medal as a souvenir
of his visit to this country, and tor
which will be bred the "coming bee." on exhibition at our recent agricultu- the valuable services he has rendered
They possess so many desirable points ral fair, had I known anything about to the present session of the Society.
the management of them at such
of superiority thai it will be
difficult
The driving competition then complaces. I do not know whether they
matte)- lo supersede them with any of should be confined in their hives or menced, when ii competitors entered
skeps had
the newer races, about which there is allowed tolly in a word, I know noth- the list. After the straw
been balloted for, they were turned up
much difference of opinion among ing about it.
one after another, and by gently tapcareful and observing apiarists. We
In the BEE Journal for Feb., 1880, ping on the sides of the hive the bees
have not sufficiently tested any of them we urged that manipulations with bees were compelled to leave their homes
stoics of brood and honey,
to hazard a positive opinion from per- be instituted at fairs,and bee and honey with their
and to take refuge in an empty skep
sonal knowledge.
shows would be the most attractive placed above. The queens were capRegarding the Cyprians (from which features of State, County, and Dis- tured and exhibited to a large assemmuch was expected), we have sonic trict Fairs. There are many good rea- blage of spectators.
verj damaging reports. Thej are said sons for introducing such, but the chief
For "showing" bees, observatory
to be very fierce in disposition, rest- one, perhaps is that those who pro- hives were used— those having glass
v
less on the combs, easily aroused, and duce honey for the market may be in- sides.something like the Worrall hive,
display no superiority to the Italians duced to present it in the most mar- through which the bees may be seen
as honey-gatherers. Some of these ketable shape; for the old slip-shod at work— the hive being inside the exobjections are undoubtedly based on manner of production must pass away, hibition buildiug, with a tube cover;

10,

outside, about 8 feet high, and 6 feet
broad in this inclosure the audience

/'<>/'

—

Aug.

ii,

1st

premium $5; 2d premium, one

tested Italian queen, offered by D. G.
Parker, valued at $3.
Honey extractor, $2.
Honey knife, diploma.
.

Bee smoker, diploma.
Atomizer, diploma.
lice feeders, diploma.
foundation, diploma.
Felt blankets, for covering broodframes, diploma.
Bee veils, diploma.
G loves, rubber gauntlets, diploma.
Sections, all in one piece, diploma.
Sections, dovetailed, diploma.
Wax extractor, diploma.

Comb

SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
For best display of comb honey, $5.
For best 50 pounds of comb honey,
in 1 and 2 -pound boxes, $r>.

Pay for best 30 lbs. of comb honey,
exhibited in 1 or 2-pound boxes, $15.
For the best and largest display of
comb honey from any one apiary in
the Ninth Congressional District of
M issi mri, one copy of Daily Herald for
one year.
Second best display, one copy of
Weekly Herald for 2 years.
For the largest and best display of
bee-keepers' tools, implements, and

seeds for honey plants—exhibited by a
dealer in the same, $10.
For the best display of comb honey,
exhibited by a lady from either Kansas,
Nebraska er Iowa, $20.
For best display of comb honey, exhibited by a Missouri lady, $20.
For the second best display Of eonib
honey, exhibited by a lady, a patent

dOUgD kneader and
roll cutter, for

'patent biscuit

and

family use.

The managers of the St. Joseph
Fair have, by their foresight, given a
grand example for others to follow,
and we hope the time will yery speedily
come when apiculture, so long negmanagers of lairs, will
due share of their atten-

lected by the

receive

its
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Glucose.— Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria,
been supplied with 32 combs, from
which honey is to be taken with a 111., writes as follows in Gleanings in
honey extractor. I shall not only lin -< 'allure on glucose and its manugive the weight of honey as it is taken facture.
out from time to time, but also give
Friend Root:— I extend unto you
the gain at intervals of a few hours,
approval ol
on different days, which will prove ol my right H-fi' in token of
your present position on that vexed
interest to the reader.
Your
former one
The first honey was extracted June glucose question.
alwavs a soic trial to me, for I
25th, when it was all removed from was
money that was in
the entire number of combs. The was fearful that the
amount was 96 lbs. June26th was the it, so warped your better judgment
that you could not see it in its true
lirst warm, fair day for over a week,
the blessand during the day they gathered over light. When you invoked
Buffalo Sugar
20 lbs. In sections where the fall pas- ing of Heaven upon the
great for me to
turage is not abundant, I would cau- Co., it was a dose too
longer I chewed the
tion bee-keepers to not add boxes too swallow and the

the distant tree-tops— then he conies
ami seeks the bee-yard. His ways are
mysterious and not often inquired
Into by the apiarist. Still, withal,
when patience ceases to be a. virtue,
then his thieving highness is dealt
with in the following manner by the
bee-keepers of California:
"Mr. Rowell, of Santa Ana, who owns
a bee ranch in Trabuco canyon, and
who has suffered the loss of several
colonies of bees from the depredations
of bears, determined to lie in wait for
the unwelcome visitants, and succeeded in shooting a. large grizzly,
who came for his regular meal of (bee)

bread and honey. The bee men are
jubilant over the killing already of
three or four of these grizzly knights
of the mountains, but say there area
few more of the same sort. Mr.
Rowell has regaled the epicures of
Santa Ana with a toothsome steak
from bruin's carcass, which had been
made as sweet as honey and honey
comb could make it."

;

late in the season, as well as too use bigger it got.
Hamlin, who is the principal memcare in extracting too late. Many who
has large works
are inexperienced may extend this so ber of the Buffalo Co.,
and has recently
far, as to fail to leave sufficient stores here (Peoria, 111.),
purchased an extensive tract of land
for winter.
to
The possibilities of bee-keening are in the vicinity of Des Moines, Iowa,
there. He has
not fully comprehended even by some erect glucose works
of lime-kilns to manof our active bee-keepers. I do this acres upon acres
compound for his manuto encourage a more thorough investi- ufacture that
.

,

no God and no
gation of the best methods, which will factories. He knows
His employes are not freeAre Cyprian Bees Ferocious I— This
so surely lead to results almost in- Sabbath.
slaves, compelled to work
credible, to those unacquainted with men, but
of
eye of question Mr. C. A. Abbott, editor
with
the
year,
in
the
day
every
modern bee-keeping.
thus
a watchman upon them lest they cease the British Bee Journal answers
from their toil, and watchmen over
MISCELLANEOUS.
We are sorry we cannot confirm the
watchmen, with small wages; and good character for gentleness given to
The
Management.—
Bee
Midsummer
works,
vast
his
through
when he walks
character came
Bees Within a Statue.— The Bienen Bural Neiv Yorker contains the follow- an armed guard protects him. The the Cyprians. Such
with them when they were exhibited
Voter says
ing article on Summer Management
smoke from those vast chimneys never at the Crystal Palace Show, and those
ceases, nor does the deadly waste present, when they were handled on
In the town of Wernstein. Upper
In case of scanty pasturage for bees
into our magnificent river,
Austria, there lias stood upon a very at this season of the year, there is that pours
that occasion, were so impressed with
the certain death of the finny their ferocity that their purity' was
be
to
immemothem
time
from
providing
base,
stone
for
high
great necessity
wafted
are
that
fumes
The feeding tribe. The
and reference made to the
rial (life size) a statue of a madonna, with food in the hive.
of doubted,
Quite a long should be done regularly after sunset, over our city, from the boiling vats
authorities at the British Museum.
constructed of clay.
chemdeadly
containing
starch,
corn
then we have had considerable
time the supposition had gained and as they are more liable to be
compared to nothing else Since
ground that within it was a well-reg- vicious when the fields fail to supply icals, can be where a million pigs are experience with these bees, having repens
to
than
But
bees.
be
colony
of
should
ceived some direct from Cyprus, and
ulated and rich
them with honey, the bees
on distillery slops. We
no one seemed inclined to disturb the smoked sufficiently to keep them quiet; kept and fedbraved the privations of they have invariably proved most
who have
fightable the Syrians may be put in
little honey gatherers, within their and then, as always, they should be
few days ago, disturbed as little as possible. The frontier life to obtain a home have no the same categorv. As workers and
singular asylum.
it.
in
millions
are
there
for
redress—
workmen commenced to renovate the practice of feeding, either in Spring
breeders they are both good ; but the
Car-load upon car-load of lime, nitric best workers we have ever known are
old and venerable statue, to save it before flowers bloom or in the Sumdaily used
are
acid
sulphuric
and
search
had
to
of
they
absence
Cross from the Syrians. They,
from ruin, and first
mer intervals during the
manufacture of glucose. There the
for the abode of the bees. How great the best honey-producing flowers, is a the
however, are not easily subdued.
that
city
in
this
sold
was their surprise when they found wise one, as it keeps the bees in good have been syrups
a hole in a table-cloth
the entire hollow space within filled condition for the work before them. have eaten
have bought chemists as
Experience while Uniting Swarms.—
with the richest of comb honey. Two Cheap honey is recommended by some This company
nitric and sulphuric acid.
In the London Journal of Horticulture
large water tubs full of honey were as a good food, but "A" sugar well as
But the people are awakening.
tavern- reduced to the consistency of honey, is
taken from this statue.
Riatt, gives the following exinquiring why they feel so Mr. W.
keeper, who undertook to perform quite as good. There is but little to They are
and perience while uniting swarms
after eating sugar
this job of removing the honey, re- be said in favor of feeding grape-su- strangely
syrup and what makes the little one s
While uniting some swarms a rather
ceived such a treatment from the an- gar and glucose.
black, as if it had been licking rare circumstance transpired. After
gry bees that he had to go to bed imHoney which is removed from the lips so
bread
of
meal
its
after
ink-bottle
the
mediately. Now, people remembered hive in hot weather is apt to be inhabone queen had been removed, the bees
clear as honey.
continued very excited, which led me
that this colony had sent out 3 swarms ited by the moth worm, which hatches and syrup—
man,
Brother Root, you are a busy
to think they had balled the other
last fall, of which 2 were captured, from the eggs deposited in one way or
can't
you
and
if
take time,
queen. This I found to be the case.
but the third went to the woods. another by the bee-moth. Just how, I know but
Sunit
on
do
week
day,
Those bees had made the statue their or when, this is done is not known, get time on a
She also was caged, but left in the hive.
of
full
handkerchief
your
Tie
up
continued all
home for over 7 years from this one but it is not at all unlikely that the day.
Still the excitement
sit down by
sugar
Buffalo
best
your
morning when I went
can judge of the wealth of honey found. moth finds her way into the hive and
when night, and next
and
wash
it
anU
water
of
pail
a
the cage
found
to liberate the queen 1
there lavs her eggs, though some say
you are through, tell us what you have surrounded by an excited mass of bees.
she deposits them on the bottom
sweet
is
and whether the water
prisoner; at once she
I liberated the
The Honey Crop in N. Y. and the boards of the hive and then they are left,
of stuff is let t
feet or not,— and what kind
was again balled. Such a case could
and
East.— The Bee-Keepers' Exchange re- carried inside by adhering to the
candid,
Be
handkerchief.
your
only be accounted for by supposing
and legs of the bees. If honey taken in
marks as follows on this subject
tell us all about it, if it does hurt
some mysterious way a third
out is to be kept in boxes during the
ever had; that in
you
bee-sting
any
than
worse
at
We are asked, what the prospects Summer, it should be closely watched ami whether you would like to give it queen had entered the hive,Insoa Ifew
the balled.
removed
once
are for good prices in the honey mar- and at the first appearance of a fine
to Blue Eyes or the baby to eat.
moments the excitement died away,
ket. We hope to see prices high, but whitish powder on the combs, it should
I can not call down the blessing of the bees set to work with a will, and
doubt whether they will be. 1 rue the be removed by fumigating with sulbut
Buffalo
Co.
the
upon
in twenty-four hours had all their
number of colonies is few, but the phur. It is well to smoke combs from Heaven
may Almighty God bless good father eombs built out and mostly furnished
yield in most quarters is enormous. which the honey has been extracted.
continue unto him
and
Langstroth,
with honey, besides starting in a case
Throughout Central New York, and
It is important to keep the light-colhis mental powers May he
Vermont, the crop will be very large ored (basswood or clover honey) sepa- the use of upon the watch-towers of of sections. The intruder, of which I
stand
only had one hasty glance, turns out
per colony. Very favorable reports rate from the dark-colored, such as long
great industry, that he has given to be the late head of a nucleus that
come from various and widely separa- buckwheat honey. The apiarist who thislifetime
run
up
and
promote,
to
his
stands in yards off. She had been out
ted localities. Different from many expects to get good prices for his
the signals of alarm in full view of his on her wedding trip while the swarm
articles, small production of honey honey will be careful not to let these
of the vagathem
warning
children,
bee
was in the air, and, joining it, entered
does not and will not advance prices two kinds go to market in the same
ries of such impulsive persons as A. 1. the hive, where she seemed to be prevery much. We counsel our readers box. White honey, though it be but
Mrs. L. Harrison. ferred to the pair of old queens.
Root and—
to sell their crops at home as much as soiled with dark, will not command a
Peoria, 111., July, 1881.
few hours more and I should have
possible.
good price. However, nice buckbeen minus 2 fertile queens, which
wheat honey, though not commanding
prospective loss of
Bears Attacking Bee Ranches.— The means just now a
prices, is yet a source of much
as
large
Gathered.—
is
Houey
which
at
Rate
bees a day for at least a week.
profit, inasmuch as, in some sections. Bee-Keepers'' Magazine, gives the fol- 5,000
AmeHean
AgriMr. L. C. Root, in the
a good supply is obtained after the lowing account of bears attacking bee
The
culturist, gives the following figures on white honey plants have failed.
!^- Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont
California
hives should lie protected from the in- ranches in
this interesting topic:
Mich., having some nice comb
Center,
tense heat of the sun during the
The business of a California bee- honey, took 2 boxes of it to the IndiI shall commence here to give, as I heated term, though early and late in
not always one of giddy
'
have done heretofore, the weight of the season it is essential that the hives keeper is
we
nor of sweet and enjoyable cator, published in that place, as
honey taken from a selected hive at be exposed to the warm rays of the sun pleasure,
tranquillity. Not only have the apiar- notice by an item in that paper.
for
chosen
have
We
different dates.
favored land hao
August is a good month for Italian- ists of that otherwise
this purpose one of our best Italian
their hopes blasted by a short crop ol
colonies, and have given it every ad- izing, as the queens can be obtained
Igp We have prepared a SPECIAL
honey, but also the great hungry
vantage. The queen was very prolific, quite reasonably then, and good Italas the edition of the Bee Journal, just as
known
depredator,
mouthed
next
and choicest combs have been fur- ian workers will be ready for the
published in lss2(Ki pages),
grizzly bear, comes prowling at the it will be
nished so that she has been able to de- season. Every effort should now be
at Fairs, Conventions,
of night, when all is still, for distribution
hour
dead
with
colonies
utmost
capacity.
the
build
up
to
made
posit eggs to her
Any one who may desire to disthe gentle murmur of the bees in etc
save
required.
is
to
feeding
favorable
even
if
been
has
young
bees,
weather
The
bee-keepers will be
tranquil habitations, or the dole- tribute them to
quantity desired.
rapid increase. The bees are in a two- Colonies well prepared will stand the their
of wisdom in supplied free, in any
bird
some
of
screech
ful
story large Quiuby hive, which has Winter much better.
:

l

;

A
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bees were very much excited until
they had another started. The first
daughter hatched before there were
drones. She remained with the mother
about 10 days, when I removed her,
and they at once made a queen-cell
and the mother remained in the hive
the daughter became fertilized and
also remained in the hive and laid
about one week. I removed her and
introduced her to another colony, where
she is tilling the combs profusely. I
see to-day the parent colony has a
queen-cell with an egg in it, which
proves that they are determined to
have 2 queens. The daughters seem
I
to be exactly like their mother.
value these queens much. I will report again hereafter. The Bee Journal is an excellent thing to keep
away the blues. I hope I shall be
able to be one of its readers as long as
I read anything.
G. H. Green.
Athens, Maine, July 11, 1881.
;

Bee Stiugs.— A writer in the Journal, some time since, gave us a rem" hold your
edy for bee stings

—

I find that one generally
tongue."
has use for that member about the
If Mr.
time a bee sits down on him.
"Hold-your-tongue " will smoke the
stinger
where
the
thoroughly,
place
went in, I think that he will find it a
much easier task, and in a short time
he will hardly know that he has been
It serves not only to prevent
stung.
the scent from being communicated to
the rest of the colony, but kills the

poison.

Try

Saybrook,

S.

it.

Goodrich.

111.

Obscure, Scientillc, but Silent BeeMen.— On page ±26, of the Bee Journal, Mr. Clarke says that he has ferreted out an obscure scientific apiarThese are the kind of men we
ist.
but we would
like to hear about
rather hear from than about them.
Mr. George Sturgeon, no doubt, has a
great deal of knowledge and experience, and if such men would write
an article, now and then, for the Bee
Journal, it would do some of us (esEecially those who are young in the
It seems to
usiness) much good.
me, from last winter's reports, that
most of us have much to learn yet. I
visited a neighboring bee-keeper, a
short time ago, and handed him a
copy I had with me of the Bee Journal, and asked him to subscribe for
" No there is no nelie replied
it.
cessity for me to spend my money In
that way
I know all about bees."
Yet, out of the 9 colonies he prepared
for winter last fall, he has but 4 left.
Now, if the scientific obscure apiarists
would write an article now and then
for the Bee Journal, they would
most certainly gladden the hearts
of many of its readers, by letting
;

A. E. Foster.
30, 1881.

Stung by Cyprians.— My little boy
to death by cross
Cyprian bees, a few days ago. The
child is 20 months old. lie had not
been missed from the house when his
mother heard him scream in the
"

apiary.

lie

was

in front of

the hive,

head covered with bees. He
luckily recovered after 3 days of suffering, by the application of cold
his

Hamilton,

111..

The season

is

march-

does not come.
J. F. Love.
Cornersville, Tenn., Aug. 2, 1881.

Stizus Grandis.— I send you two specimens of the great wasp family (I
use the word wasp in the broad sense),
[M. B. is making experiments and which inhabits the Middle and Southern
States. They were captured and
will report when there is anything represented to me by my nephew, Mr.
Ed.]
liable to report.
L. W. Demaree. They are quite for-

Ants.— Every bee-keeper in the land
intolerable
Very Little Surplus Honey.— Bees has met and fought the
have done very little in the way of ant-nuisance, in one shape or another,
conquered. 1
collecting honey here, so far this sea- and yet they are not
over seas of carson. Fruit blossoms and white clover have had them wade
where they
hive,
no honey. bon oil, to reach the
yielded comparatively
Basswood bloom was immense, but might domicile on the upper side of a
among the caps
lasted only a few days. Vegetation is warm honey-board,
their millions.
dying, being burned up by the heat and supers to propagate
old
and drouth. Corn cannot make over Now for the remedy. Look up an or
holding about a gallon,
of a crop. We have no show for milk pan,
on
handle
a
whittle
any surplus honey here at present larger is better,
the thick end of half a pine shingle,
our hopes are blasted. T. J. Ward.
slip the thin end under and nail with
St. Mary's, Ind., Aug 1, 1881.
clinch tacks from the inside bottom of
pan, and your cremator is finished.
Feeding Full Winter Stores.— Is it Fill your pan about half full of dry
possible to feed up and carry through shavings or excelsior, and you are now
the winter bees in box hives, after be- ready for the conflict. Fire the shavfriend ings first, then quickly take off the top
ing robbed clean at frost?
told me he was going to brimstone a or covering of your hive, with the
part of his bees. I can have the bees flaming pan in one hand and a broomand brood comb free— would it pay me corn whisk in the other, yo"u will scoop
to try to carry them over?
I wonder both eggs and ants in the flames.
if the balance of the country is as dry Those escaping, you can get on a secas Southern Illinois is at this time. ond trial. For 25 years I have fought
We have not had any rain for six weeks this ant nuisance in vain. This year
to-day. Grass and clover are dead
I have conquered; on a hundred hives
in fact, the meadows would burn like in my apiary not a spoonful of ants
old grass, if the match was applied. can be found to-day.
Give it a trial
If it does not rain, and that soon, there when a thing is burned up that is about
will not be corn raised to fatten the the end of it.
J. \V. Bayard.
hogs. This has been, and I fear will
Athens, O., Aug. 13, 1881.
remain an extremely bad year for bees.
They are now consuming the white
Bees in Kansas.— Last winter being
Another question
clover surplus.
a very severe one, about % of the bees
Do bees usually store sufficient honey in this neighborhood died. I lost all
in brood frames to carry them through
but 3 colonies; I had 20 in the fall, in
the winter ? Longlive'the Bee Jour- Langstroth hives I wintered out-ofnal.
D. W. Bellemey.
doors, unprotected. The 3 that came
Vienna, 111., July 31, 1881.
through the winter were very weak in
I took good care of them,
[It is possible with an entrance feed- the spring.
following the directions given in the
er, or a division-bflard feeder, such as
Bee Journal, and in the manuals.
Prof. Cook describes in his " Manual I bought 2 colonies of bees, one black
of he Apiary," to feed enough sugar- and one Italian, making 5 colonies to
I
syrup to winter the bees nicely; and start with again in the spring.
increased to 8, which are in good conif bees at an extreme cost of $2.50 per
This
weak.
except
one
now,
dition
colony are any object, it will pay you season has not been very promising
to take them. Ordinarily, with a me- for bees. In the spring they combut
dium-sized brood chamber, bees will menced work in the section boxes,
in May, June, and July it became so
store an abundance in the brood frames
they
honey
dry that they used till the
We saw many colo- had. Luring the past week they befor wintering on.
gan to work on buckwheat, and are
which
last
fall
in
Kane
Co..
111.,
nies
with brood.
had not honey enough in the brood fast tilling the hives up
The bees and queens of some colonies
frames to hist half the winter but it are breeding in the upper story and
was because they could not find the leave the lower story empty. What
honey to store, not from lack of room. shall I do to get the brood down in the
lower story again ? Ernst Zabel.
—Ed.]
Williamsburg, Kan., Aug 1, 1881.
:

;

;

C. P. Dadant.
1,1881.

water.

?

still it

i

was nearly stung

and

or— what

ing on, and

midable-looking

and

active.

insects

when

alive

Being somewhat rare

have not been able to study

here, I
their habits successfully. What account can you give of them in the Bee

Journal?

G.

W. Dejiaree.

Christiansburg, Ky., July 28, 1881.

[This

is

Stizus grandis, Say.

It is

one of our largest and handsomest
wasps, and is over 1J£ inches long.
The color is black, handsomely ornamented with yellow bands. Like all
wasps, these are predacious, and by
destroying other insects (mostly those
that are noxious) they do no little good.
Their stings are formidable; but like
other Hymenoptera, they seldom sting
The fear of
unless rudely treated.
bees and wasps that is so often felt, is
Let them alone, and
unnecessary.
they will almost always return the
maltreat them, and they will
civility
repay with interest.— A. J. Cook.]
;

;

their light shine, for we desire to
I
profit by the experience of others.
am well aware that we have many excellent writers now, whose efforts
have been and will be highly appreciated. I commenced the season with
one colony, which was divided May
16.
I have received 35 pounds of
comb honey in 2-pound sections from
the younger colony. They are both
very strong, and are bringing in a little honey from the second crop of
white clover, which is very short on
account of the dry weather.

Covington, Ky., July

or,

A

;

10,

Drouth.— My bees have done very their grand undertaking, they surely
poorly this season ; I have had very may feel the proud satisfaction of
few natural swarms, not over 1,000 knowing that they have done a great
A. J. Cook.
pounds of extracted honey and 125 favor to apiarists.
pounds of comb honey; and with 70
or 75 colonies we are in the midst of
Fresh Every Week.— The Weekly
one of the most disastrous drouths I Bee Journal is so valuable to me
ever saw, and not a drop of rain for that I can hardly wait for the next
nearly 5 weeks. It was very wet un- number. I have been reading nearly
What has all the literature devoted to bee cultil the dry weather set in.
become of M. B., of Fincastle, Ind., ture, and I find the American Bee
and that promised article on "Fertil- Journal the best; perhaps that is in
ization," in time for the present sea- part, because it conies so fresh and
son ? Has he or she or thev forgot it, clean every week.
L. J. Diehl.
or did their bees all die in the spring,
Butler, Ind.

%

;

:

Aug.

Aug.

A Colony Determined to Keep Two
Queens. I have fought the elements
for 8 months, and have had but little
reward, except bringing my bees
The
through with but little loss.
winter here was quite favorable for
bees, though the spring lias been the
worst for bees that ever was known.
My bees are now in prime condition

—

The basswood
for storing surplus.
we shall have
will soon be in bloom
an abundance of it, as the late rain
has, with the warm weather, revived
things very much. My lues are mostly
Italians; I Bud them much ahead of
the blacks. 1 own 1 of a small apiary
located at Charles Barker's we have
things in fine condition to produce
;

-,

;

— We

left our home,
On the Wing.
Peoria, 111., on the evening of July
27.0U1' destination being St. Johnsbury, Vt.,the birth-place of Fairbanks'
scales.
All the way we were on the
qui vive for honey plants, but recognized very few until we arrived at Al-

From there to Troy we
were gladdened by the sight of sweet
bany, N. V.

the rocky crevices. The
road from Greenfield, Mass., to this
place, is edged with gold— golden rod
everywhere against the side of depots, lumber, etc.. in some places appearing like a cultivated crop a sea
of waving gold. The bouquets in the

clover in

all

—

—

honey. I think we are fortunate we church decorations were composed in
have one colony that accepted 2 queens part of golden rod. mingling with
to lay, and seem tube perfectly thrown lems and golden-banded lilies, unout of order when one is remo\ ed.
knowingly doing honor to a bee-keeper
have removed 2 this season, and the from Illinois. Mrs. L. Harrison.
;

1

[But in

the center of the

chamber 2or
Idled with

3

brood-

empty combs.or frames

October 5, 6, and 7, 1881. All beekeepers are invited to attend and take
part in the deliberations of the Convention. As Lexington is a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the
the North, South, East and West, and
from Canada, and that the 12 th annual
meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society will be the most interesting meeting that the bee-keepers
of the United States have ever held.
is

The National Convention

will

be

held during the time of holding the
Louis Fair and the Expositions at
Cincinnati and Louisville, and that all
passing through those cities can get
the benefit of excursion rates.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
St.

(gT The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet

in

Chicago, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend. It is desired to
make this one of the most interesting
conventions ever held in the United
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
C. C. COFFINBERRY, See.

®"

The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich.. Oct. 11
and 12, 1881.
O. R. Goodno. Sec.

foundation.— Ed.]

Gratitude to Messrs. Jones and Benton.— The readers of the Bee Journal will be pained to learn that a
recent letter from Mr. Benton, just
received, states that his health is not
restored. The effects of the severe
exertions and great hardships incident
to his arduous labors to secure the A.
dorsata are slow to leave him. All of
us will surely hope that they will
not be lasting, as, surely, Mr. Benton
has richly earned the hearty gratitude
not only of American apiarists, but
those of the whole world. Though
Messrs. Jones and Benton may not
secure great pecuniary benefits for
,

tlgr The time selected by the Executive Committee for holding the National Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,

$3T The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its next meeting
Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
111.

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.

.

KT The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meeting in Platteville, GrantCo.,
Wis.. Nov. 30. 1881
N. E. Frani ]•:. Sec .Platteville, Wis.

gg-The Eastern Michigan bee-keepers'Association will hold its fall meeting in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
A. hall, at 10 o'clock a. m.
A. B. Weed, Sec.
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^g" Single copies of the

Journal

6

Union Kentucky, ut ShelbyvlNe. Ky.
W. Demaree, Sec, Chrlstiansburg, Ky.

G.

lgr Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,ean
do so by paying the difference.

George

27— Western Mich.,

Ribbon Radges, for bee-keepers, on
which arc printed a large bee in gold,

we send

HONEY AND BEESWAX,

Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere. Wis.
Bxp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec, Lexington, Ky.
25, 26 Northwestern District, at Chicago. 111.
C.C Cofflnberry. Bee, Chicago, in.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.

address.

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Bee

Advertisements intended for the

Jot'KNAL must reach

this

office

by

Saturday of the previous week.

Wm.

Nov. 30— S.
I

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

<^* Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.
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that

EMERSON BINDERS.

FLAT - BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DELTSEN &

l&~ Kinden for the 'Weekly Bee Jonrnal, of 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, *."»
cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for American Bee Journal for
1

880.

ut the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
SOc.
:

Leather and cloth
75c.
We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper or Magazine desired.
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THOMAS G. NEWHAlf,

974

West Madison

Chicago,

Street.

111.

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
fail to Interest all.
Its style Is plain

This

is

ii

on the Hive and Honey Bee,

a standard scientific work.

Price,

83.

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 81. OO.
Honey
or,
Been and
successful manage;
menl ol* the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Thin embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Cjueens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German,Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Dzierzon Theory [— present! the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
:

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
,

31w4

i

Ncv.i
by

Co.. X.

Sold

r

Y ., t.n every bottle.

intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition, flc. ; per dozen, SOc.
Wintering; Bees. — This contains the Prize
Kssayson this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-KeeperB' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
It is

&

PARKER'S GINGER TON It
D

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handl-

If you are wastingaway with Consumption,
'sipation or any weakness, you will find Parke:
.Ginger Tonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer and the^

;Best

ct.

ing and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted

Health* StrengthRestoreryouCan Useand other Tonics, as

far superior to Bitters

builds

up the system, but never

intoxicates.

50.

F.

POPULAR

THOMAS

This

3'J

pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
of bees, Price, lOc.

management

;

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

Prevents BaldoeM
Restores Color

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food.

NEWMAN,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the

beatand cheapest.indispensato every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Self-

ble

HONEY KEGS.

their apiary.

Food Adulteration What we eat and should

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square Inch—no single cut sold for less
than 50c.
G.
97* West Madison Street. Chicago, 111.
2."i

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

Muth;

the

n

ELECTROTYPES

office.

in

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

contains

it'

and $1 sizes. Hkcox & Co., Chemists, N Y
Remove? Dandruff
|B »
HZ"Wyi» t€t

*t!L «. JV* - -BALrSADI
HAIR

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,

1-aiMonabU

-.mi Drutrsii PerfumSijrnnture of Hiscox

n.-.i'.

ery.

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foaiu.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.

All Farmers, Mothers, Uusiness Men, Mechanics, &c, who are tired out by work or worry, and'
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Complaints, vou can be invigorated and cured bv using

'and

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

;

L;islJti£<»ralI Perl it met,.

Cologne

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan,,
A new sixteen-colunin bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.

quality, sources,

The Most Fraprant and

Floreston
THE KAIAS BEE-KEEPER,
;

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

New Bee-Keepliiff, by L. C. Root—

cannot

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

SONS,

Nearly all the ills that Afflict Mankind can be prevented and cured by Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
keeping the stomach, liver and kid- Journal for only $2. 15. Sample copies free. AdSCOVELL & ANDERSON,
neys in perfect working order. There dress,
Columbus, Kansas.
28wtf
is no medicine known that will do this
f urnisht pieaaant.profitable employment
as quickly and surely, without interfering with your duties, as Parker's Agents Local Printing House, SilverCreek, N. Y.
9yi
Ginger Tonic. See advertisement.

by sending the names to this

it

[..antfsl ro(
-

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

The Beauty and Color of the hair

by

t

Howard, Sec.

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

price,

NEWMAN.

Street.

and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of the Bubject.— 81. 50.
Novice** ABCofBee-Cnllure, by A. I. Hoot
This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
-it
in- honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 81-25; paper, 81.
King-'* Bee-Keepers* Text-Bonk, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 81-00; paper, 75c.

Cliamplain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
T. Brook ins, Sec

tSf" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

C.

CHICAOO, ILL,
Bee>K.eeper's Guide 101% Cook's Manual

Qulnhy's
The author

upon application.

at Berlin, Mich.

Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.

J.

be safely regained by using Parker's Hair Balsam, which is much admired for its perfume, cleanliness, and
dandruff eradicating properties. 31w4

FREE

West Madison

Aplni'v.- Kntiri'ly re-wrltten, elegantly
and Fullj "up with the timet*" nn every
Bubjecl "l bee-culture. It Is ma only Instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book Is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowithout. Cloth, 81. AS 1 paper cover, 81*

S.

.-.^^ .

may

sent

THOMAS
'.•74

Illustrated

CHICACO, ILL.
MY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

L. Perry, Sec.

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

»i On-

Jan. 25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, V.
April II— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec, Dctn.it. Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

May

— Langstroth, Dzierzon, and the baron
of Berlepsch. — Price 25 cents each.

M.

Books

kinds of

974 West Madison Street,

13 -Central Kv., In

changing a postofflce address, mention the old as well as the

all

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

5-7 — National, at Lexington, Ky.
-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Goodno. Sec, Carson City, Mich.
II, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukec, Wis.

®" When

NEWMAN,

H.

Dealer in

Time and PUice of Meeting.

1S81.

Oct. 4 -Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed. >ec, Detroit, Mich.

sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

new
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Local Convention Directory.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

255

Preservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt, 300 pp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions.price only J1.2S sent by
mail illustrated sample, t>c

200

pages

."»«»<

Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horBe owners. It has 3~* engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper,

25c.

Ropn's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 81.; Morocco, 81. 50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 25c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over 1,000,000 Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

These kegs answer the popular demand
•PTJVOCT V Bend now. Address Peabody
honey in small packages, and when B"HT1W
LilUVV lfllOliLl. Medical institute or Dr. W. H. smiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gild22wi y
Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly compared with large barrels holding from PABKEK, No. 4 BulfJnch st„ Boston.
ers, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;" 300 to 500 Ids. each, they are fully as cheap
Builders,Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 Engravings of Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a and often cheaper. They need no waxing
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
but should simply be thoroughly scalded
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide, with
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
boiling water before using.
The
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give leakage so often occurring in the large
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Given for ADVERTISING in any
a copy of the Journal for a year free. hard-wood barrels can be entirely preFlour, Oat Meal, Saw. Shingle, Paper, CotNEWSPAPER in the Country. Our new) Tools,
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Prire List for Advertisers bent free.
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CO.,
Advertisinc
COOK
A
kCA.
the Bee Journal.
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tilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
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Tables
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Physicians, Druggists, etc. 300 Health Items. 500
THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
give the address we have on our list.
for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
do.
974 West Madison Street, Chicago. 111.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers, 400 do. for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather & Rubber Work.
;

;

for

—

ESTIMATES

;

VOLUME FOR

i

i

.

The British Bee Journal,

CLUBBING LIST.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column Rives the regular price of both

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and how todo doit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn.Southall, London.

The

?1.75,

HONEY A^PECIALTY.
W. F. COXTXTEK.,
Late of Conner. Burnett

:

& Co..

.

and Gleanings inBee-Culturef A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers* Magazine (A.. I. King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nellis)
The 4 above-named papers

3 00.. 2 75
3 00
2 60
2 75.. 2 50
4 75., 3 75

Bee-Keepers'Instructon W.Thomas)
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

2 50.. 2 35
2 50.
2 35
230.. 2 15
6 05. . 5 00

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers

.

Manuahbound

in cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40.. 2 25
Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
2 85.. 2 75
Binder for Weekly, 1881

Prof. Cook's

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Be Journal, tl-50 less.

161 So.

.$2 00

less.

Water

Street, Chicago,

G-EHNTEIEt-A-IL,
Is a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated

Monthly Magazin

devoted to

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCB
It

has the largest corps of practical breeders as editor

any journal of its class in Americ and is
TSE finest poultry journal in the world.
Volume 12 begins January 1801. SUBSCRIPTION :$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.

of

182

.

CLABK

ST.,

-

CHICAGO

PRODUCE COMMISSION.
We

ask you to correspond with us before dispos»NEY CHOP, as we can be of much
ing of your
service, having constant intelligence from all parts

H

of the country.
would refer to
Mich., and J. Oatman

We

James

Hei»i>on, Dowagiac,

& Sons, Dundee,

111.

ers. Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

ing Horses.

Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage In Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castrings, etc. 10,000 items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners, Bee-keep-

alwly

Steam Power on Farms.

Lightning

Calculator for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner,
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds, Special
Laws of 4H States, Territories, and Provinces fin
the U. S. and Canada*, relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate. Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains L016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
F'armer. Price, postage paid, 82. 50.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

256

The Bee-Keeper'S Guide;
s

^

-"YfBrnlViHrlfcS

'

The following

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

One

By A.

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

line

word*;

"or

"

•

Eight,
"
"

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty two

"

"
"

"
"

'*

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomnlotjy in

20c. per line.
'*
18c.
15c.
18c.
lOc.
"

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
more"

Four

320

l'ai:.>;

the

College of Michigan.

State Agricultural

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
in advance.
is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men.
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

The American Bee Journal

THOMAS
»74 West

Correspondence
Api9 Dorsata, the Large Bee of Java

249
249
249

How

to Get Kid of Fertile Workers
Rooky Mountain Bee Plant

The Honey Crop
Method of Obtaining Comb Honey

250

Another Letter from Frank Benton

133 Fine IDiiMt at Ion*.

250

the following opinions of the

All agree that

it is

the work of a master and of

real value.— L' Apiculture, Paris.

Improvement

of the

I

25J
r
2. )i

Race of Bees

Convention Notices

254

:

Kxhibits for the National Convention

'2:>2

Which Are the Best Bees
Management of Bees at Fairs

2ry2

r

252

Anionic our Exchange* :
Bees Within a Statue
The Honey Crop in New York
Kate at which Honey is Gathered
Midsummer Bee Management

253
253
253
253
253
253
253
253

Glucose
Bears Attacking Bee Kanches
Are Cyprian Bees Ferocious /
Experience with Uniting Swarms
Selection**

from Our Letter Box

:

Bee Stings

254
254
254
254
254

Obscure Scientific but Silent Bee Men
Stung by Cvprians
A Colony Determined to Keep 2 Queens..
Very Little Surplus Honey
Feeding Full Winter Stores

2">4

Wing
Kansas

Gratitude to Messrs. Jones
Fresh Every Week
Stizus Grandis

254
254
254
254
254
254

& Benton

CHICAGO.

HONEY-But little comb honey is yet upon the
market, and the quotations are rather premature.
New extracted honey is quite plentiful, and in good
demand.

quote light comb honey, in single comh
boxes, 18@20C in larger boxes2c.le8s. Extracted

We

;

7<"'>r.

quality, 18@23c.

NEW

YOKK.
the comb, in

or 2
fiound boxes, will bring 18(922 cents, though hut
Ittle Is

in

1

offered yet.

White extracted, 7&10C.; dark, 7@Kc.
BKKSWAX.— Prime quality, l*@22c.

'

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— A

few small lots of comb honey have
made their appearance on our market, which
have very many oilers.
lioughtat 12(" 15i'. jier lb.
but there being no demand yet, I have not commenced to lay In my supply. Extracted honey
from
on
arrival.
ranges
7&9C,
I

I

BKESWAX — 1MW22C.

C. F.

MUTH.

SAN KKANCISCO.

HONEY—

some

inquiry, but difference
There Is
in views between buyereand sellers prevents any

with present
In a retail way.
light stocks holders sou no necessity of crowding

movement except

upon buyers.
quote white comb,

We

12c.

18(3 150.; dark to go
Extracted, onolee to extra white, BH@ioc.;

djtw.i

kkkswax

STEAKNs & smith.

San Francisco.

think Cook's Manual

the best of our Ameri-

is

can works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— BritLsh Bee Journal.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can atford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual lias been my constant guide in'my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ontains
It, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man-

ish myself,

Cal., July

423
80, 1881.

Bingham Smoker

Corner.
0.,

June

29, 1881.

Messrs. Bingham & lletberington, Abronla, BUcn
Gentlemen Your uncapping knife bus been well
tested in the Apiary of Mr. 1). M<r..nl, my neigh
bor. In his opinion (and agree with hi mi Lt i* tar
In advance of any knife which he has ever used.
1,. 1-. I.ANUSTKOT1I.
Yours very truly,
:

l

A

few tons of York State

COMB

iionky. state probable amount, bow boos

It

can be put

in

:t2w4tp

shipping order, and address
F. I. SACK, Wetherslield.Conn.

Vennor's Predictions
Vldl)li\KT'M
M.

REVIEW.

1

"
"

1

1

\% "

SO
SS

00
75

If to be sent by mail, or singiy by express, add
250. each, to prepay postage or express charges.

To

again, apply for dozen or half-dozen

sell

Address,

rates.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
Slzen and I"rloe« of Extractors :
No. 1— for-j LanL'Stroth frames, 10x18 inc....
No. ^— for American frames. 18x13 inc
No. 3— for 2 frames of anv size, 13x20 Inc
No. 4— for 3 frames of any size, 12MJX220 inc.
No. 5— for 4 frames of any size, 18x20 inc

—
—
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,

•_'

ABRONIA. MICH.

31tf

i>72

West Madison

ITAI-I AN KEEN,

Street, Chicago,

at verv low prices,
E. K.

Itoop frame.

%& 00
8 00
12 00
12 00
14 00
111.

ail in

TOWNSEND,

the

Hubbardston, Ionia County, Mich.

iSOwtf

H. A.

BURCH & CO.,

South Haven, Mich.,
General Dealers

THE Headquarters in the South
ITALIAN and CYPRIAN It is and
i:\s, FOUNDATION ami APIAKIANSVPPLIES. If vou want early Queens,
for

I

<H

in

I

from stock selected for their most desirable qualior want Imported Queens, Dunham Founda-

ties,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
Comb

BY
:

PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

;

<

t

conformed

to, ta

the apiarist,

who

exercises a

reasonable degreed oommon sense, be or she ananot fall to achieve :it least a reasonable degree of
success. The author ad. tresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
to the end.- -JtarUHH Former.
the reader with
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded In Germany
to the book of which Dzterson is the author the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
Combines the profoundness of the Oeruian pastor
with the superiority of the practical American,
and
lie refers in several Instances to Darwin
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for be speaks i<f German naturalists with great reverence.— German Fn ft- nh-r.
Milwaukee, Wis.
i

;

tol
in cloth, *

s

PitiCK— Bound
(mi. by mall prepaid.
i

furltv. Slump.
ST01>I>AUT, Pub., N. Y.. Pliila., or CbfoagO.

aiwat

2
2

tion in large or small quantities, or Apiarian supplies of any kind, at moderate prices, send for my
new Illustrated Price List. Pure Beeswax worked
on shares and bought for cash. Address,
.

l

1

BROWN, AuKUSta, Qa.

Dr. J. P. H.

1
1

You to send for our Circular and
WANTEDof Amerlcan-Itallam*.
Price
list

Address,

JOS. M.

it

ICOO K *

13w0m

.v

BKO.,

Columbus, Ind.

&c

or thlB Month's Weather, prepared expressly for

Sample

2H

Wonder Bingham Smoker

Little

VAN ANTWEHP, M.

;

W ANTED—

Large Bingham Smoker
Extra Standard Bingham Smoker
Plain Standard Bingham Smoker

ITALIAN QUEENS,

ings

Oxford,

NO AM SMOKER,

Time Bifts the wheat from the chaff.
Pretensions are short-lived. The Large and Extra
Standard have extra wide shields to prevent burning the fingers and bellows. A real improvement.
Send postal card for testimonials.
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife. 2 in., $1 00

"

Front Street.

Ke-issued

tion, ihho.

Foundation, a Specialty.
D.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
2i»wtf
UTCatalopues Free.
bee-men to be the most complete and pructical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
Nuclei
Full
Colonies,
scientific work on modern bee management that
and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it Is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry, Small
Free. pTSend for it and save money.
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit Fruits,
J. T. SCOTT & BKO., Crawtlsh Springs, Ga. 2w32tx
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
1 can now furnish ITALIAN QUEENS,
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
at the following prices
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
$1 50
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
Tested Queens
1 <*'
admirably to promote and make popular this most
Warranted Queens
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor.
Cyprian Queens, untested .... 1 00
Asmostall the DollarQueens I sold
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
hist year were pure, I will warrant
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
them this year. J. T. WILSON.
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fully up with the times in every particular.
its
author.—
Wenzel.
reward
awaits
A.
E.
richest
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— IVAbhe I)u
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Venmcrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this wkI?
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an interest In this BUbJect, DAVIS'
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,
and practice as advised.— Agri cult urist, Quebec.
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and Of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
The studies of the COmbfl and fragments of wax, revolving combtheir handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the hanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
various bee products, and following these the cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
points ol management, extending to the smallest ha in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
details, are allot bigb and practical value. Prof.
to tit till sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
loofc has presented the latest phases of progressive
Is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handkeeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
baskets. Write your address on a postal card, and
the light of bis own experience. — Pacific Rural.
M. DAVIS,
address it to
Of the many excellent works which we have ex- aowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
amined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Conks
the most valuable for the study of those who eontemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees- CfthoroUgblj studied, and its teachual.— WM.

;

187a

or a
RI
II
Hethei-lntcton Honey Knil.-.
are sure of the best and cheapest, and not
for
their
and
sale.
The
lable to prosecution
use
largest bee-keepers use them exclusively. Twenty
thousand in use— not one ever returned, or letter
of complaint received. Our original patent Smokers and Honey Knives were the only ones on exhibition at the last National Bee-Keepers' Conven-

you buy a

If

Bingham A

;

Offerings

dark and candled, 6!

9,

f'ou

RETURN MAIL,

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

rilONEY- Newwhite honey

July

ITALIAN QUEENS.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

BEESWAX-Prlrae

and May, 18?y

y, 187tf,

Book;

:

in

M

9wtf

Read

2">o

Convention Note*
Do Bees Puncture U rapes?

the

:

received to day and tested. I find it EXCELLENT.
from my hives, extract, and return
I can take
frames at the rate of lOO pounds per hour.
Do not know how long I could keep up at that rate.
work,
it resembles it verv much.
If this isn't
SHUCK.
Truly yours,
J.
Des Moines, Iowa, July 30, 1881.

shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and lust.tbough
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Chicago, in.

Street.,

Contents of this Number.

Ants
Bees

letter explains itself

;

NEWMAN.

G.

Madison

The ORIGINAL

Patented Jan.

—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,

10.

Esq., Dear Sir No. 4 Excelsior
(with three-sided comb busketi,

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the fall rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

On

Newman,

A. H.

Honey Extractor

8c.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Editorial

Exeelsior Honey Extractors.

TrWl/jSi JU/ll

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Aug.

i'l'im inuilai

1 .'-!."» ; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
074

West Madison

<:.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

XliL.

JOHN

FOR FIVE DOLLARS

five pounds of Italian or hybrid
bees, five worker combs and five pounds of honey,
Tested
all in a second-hand Langstroth hive.
Queen, bought of G. Grimm last May. for $2 additional.
J. l.
Adams, Walworth County. Wis.
:«>wtf
1

will

send you

wokfeWden,

THE

THR

PUBLISHED

This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Year,

and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of its subscription <$i.oo per year) in Its new and
Improved form (in pages ISJfxlOM, folded and

makes

pasted)

it

very popular.

Its editors are all

men. It is the Bent Advertising MeCanada. Sample copies sent free to any

practical

dium

in

address.

llwa.tx

N. B.

COLCOCK,

Welland. Ont.

Given's Foundation Press
latest Improvement in Foundation. Our
and common Foundation Is not surpassed.
to make Foundation In the
wired frame. All Presses warranted to give satialaction, Send for Catalogue and Samples.
Iwlv
D. 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston. III.

The

thin

The only Invention

ITALIAN BEES
All standard colonies have eight frames, \7H
long and 1 Inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 11^
long and lo*£ inc. deep. Single full colonies,
jlOj In lots of five, each 19 In lots of ten or more,
each $s single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; 1inc.
inc.

1

;

:

frame Nucleus. Tested Queen i.lune), (3.50; '2-frame do., |S 60
frame do.. $4; :t- frame do., f.'i
•lulv, August and September, .v frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens
;

-J

;

bandied. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) 01 every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
a) years' experience In the propagation and handling ot Italian bees, I think lean suit the most
fastidious.

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.
Address

all

communications to
J.

H.

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia

r

Rev. A.

Co.,

Mich.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested

Italian

Queens, $'2 Cyprian Queens, t'2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $S
ians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp;

;

;

ami one that works with

RAPIDITY. AMt SATISFACTION.
Having been persuaded to get up several for my
hare on band tin- patterns,
Immediate friends.
etc., to make any number. Therefore, semi in your
[aiwtf'j
W. G. I'HKLI'S, Galena, Md.
orders,

Weekly
THE

IN

Dominion of Canada.

!

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!

ONLTf

Agricultural

2. »wtf

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

FARMER.

CANADIAN

;

;

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 26 lbs. or over,
lwly
pf"BendforClrcular.
rians, 8 frames, $10.00.
10c.

i

3fic.

per

lb.

per

lb.

(pT

(5 OLDEST BEE

PAPER}^

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

out well, except the one not packed in
chaff, which was very weak, although
in good condition in the fall, having
yielded 75 pounds of surplus comb
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

TEKMS OF

ST.,

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

SUBSCRIPTION":

WEEKLY— (52 numbers) SS

honey last year.
I found in all my hives that the
chaff next to the frames was dry, but
nearly rotton on the top, from accumulated moisture
this suggests to
me the apparent necessity of a little

a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers ot
each month, at 1SI.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number ot each month, at
SO cents a year, in advance.

|y

Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

top ventilation. From the fact that
my bees did well for 2 months with
the bottom entrance frozen shut, I

conclude it is not essential.
This fall I will set my bees one foot
above ground, and pack as before.
How about lime over the chaff to absorb this moisture V This has been a

AUGUST

No. 33.

17, 1881.

Biographical— Dr. N.

P. Allen.

Dr. Allen was born in Cumberland
Co., Ky., April 30, 1830, was reared in

Warren county, Ky., and educated in
the common schools and academies of
the county. He received his professional education at the Ohio Dental
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1851-52.
In 1855 he married Miss Kate E. Edmonds, of Glasgow, Ky., and has
lived upon a farm ever since, his
health not allowing him to be confined
in a dentist's office. It being necessary for him to spend much of his time
in active exercise in the open air, he
devoted his time to agriculture, bee-

(

ty

Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or hank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

He has spent much time in the study
of bee-culture, but has never had any
intetest in patent hives or the sale of
any apiarian tools, and has spent much
time and money in spreading a knowledge of rational bee-keeping among
the bee-keepers of his locality and
State. He has never failed to attend
the bee-keepers' conventions of his
county, district, or State. He has traveled in Kentucky and other States, in
the interest of apiculture.
The Doctor has given his

whole energy and

influence to develop the honey resources of the country, and without
reward or pecuniary advantage, except the thought that he has been instrumental in dispelling, to some degree, ignorance and superstition in
regard to the cultivation of the honey
bee, and in seeing thousands of pounds
of pure

honey gathered, where none

was gathered

before.

The honors conferred upon him were
Free of postage

Postnfte to

in the

not of his seeking, neither did he expect any consideration for the lively
interest he has taken in the progress

United States or Canada.

Europe 5© cents extra.

Entered at Chicago post

office

of

as second class matter.

American

apiculture.

For the American Bee Journal.

Getting Bees
G. M.

off

the Combs.

DOOLITTLE.

On page

222, H. F. B. wished to
to get bees from the combs.
"
He said we are told to shake them
off, but there must he a particular
way to shake them that I do not know
of, for that plan to answer." I always
shake the combs to get the majority
of the bees off, and with the blacks
every bee can be shaken off.
To do this, place the ends of the
frame on the ends of the 2 middle fingers of each hand, and then, with a
quick upward stroke, throw the ends

know how

For the American Bee Journal.

Preparing Bees for Winter.

DAVID HIQBEE.
Last fall I had 7 colonies in Langstroth hives 3 were made with double walls and building paper between
the walls, and to fill the space excel;

my

sior was packed in closely. All
hives, except one, were packed by the
use of chaff in the upper part of the
hives, at least 5 inches thick, also 1 or
2 frames on each side of the broodnest were removed, to be again returned in the spring, and chaff packed
on the sides in their places. The 3
hives (not double-walled) I also packed

of the frame against the ball, or thick
part of the hand, at the base of the
thumb. As the frame strikes the hand
let the hands give a sudden downward

motion, which makes the shock still
greater.
As the frame strikes the
fingers again it is thrown back against
the hand, and so on till all, or nearly
all of the bees are off.
The principle
is that the bee is on her guard all the
while to keep from falling off, thus
holding on tenaciously so as not to be
easily shaken off.
By the sudden
stopping of the upward, and a quick
downwani motion, the bees are thrown

as above and covered over with slough
grass. The others I did not so cover.
I made a mistake with the singlewalled hives in placing them only 4

inches from the ground.

When

the

deep snow drifts tilled my garden in
February where the bees were, and
began to melt, before' I was aware of
it the water had risen 3 inches high
above the entrances of the singlewalled hives that were covered with
the hay. I made every effort to secure drainage, but found the hives
were frozen fast in solid ice which I
could not remove without destroying
the hives, and inasmuch as the bees
were supposed by me to be smothered,
I abandoned them as lost and did not
go near them again until April 1, when
they were standing in a pool of snowwater 2 inches over the alightingboards. I then opened them from the
top, when I was astonished to not
only find them alive but in good condition, and full of hatching brood
above the water-line. They have been
in better condition than any of my
bees

all

the season.

off their guard and disloged from the
comb. I do not remember of even
having broken a comb by shaking it,
as above described. Now, if we disturb the Italians, causing them to fill
themselves with honey, they can then
be shaken from the combs about as
easily as black bees.
But even if we
cannot afford time to waittill they are
filled with honey, 4-5 of them can be
shaken off. To get off the remainder
I take a turkey or goose quill and
trim down the feather edge about %
on the wide side, and with this I have
no trouble in getting off those rethat I like the old form better, as I
maining, without irritating them. Of
wish always to bind it. The old form
He was elected President of the Ken- course it will appear a little awkward
is better for the library shelves and
tucky State Society, in Louisville, and at first, but will soon be found easy
for perusal.
also of the North American Bee-Keep- enough.
r
The others came
Avoca, Iowa, Aug. 4, 1881,
ers' Society, at Cincinnati, in 1880.
Borodino, N. \ ., Aug. 6, 1881.

very poor honey season in this local- culture, and the rearing of fine stock
ity
I do not hear of any one yet sehorses, cattle, sheep and hogs.
curing any surplus. I only made one
In 1874 he called the bee-keepers in
new swarm this year, as I was all the [Southern
Kentucky together at his
time waiting for the honey season to
residence, where the Southern Kenset in.
tucky Bee-Keepers' Society was orMy bees are Italians and are in good ganized, and he was elected the first
condition and very strong, with plenty
President of the Society, and was reof brood but scarcely any honey ; this
elected for 3 successive years, after
has been the poorest year in the 20
which he refused to accept the office
that I have been in the bee business.
any longer. He became the Secretary
I am delighted with your Journal;
from that time until it was merged
could not think of doing without
into the State Society, at Louisville,
the Weekly, but must beg leave to say
Ky., Oct., 1880.
;

—
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The Rearing and Mating
G.

of Queens.

W. DKMAREE.

This subject will never grow old and
tiresome as long as there is room for

improvement.

I

have read with much

interest the several articles that have

appeared- in the Journal from time
to time, giving the methods and experience of the writers, touching this
subject. To rear good queens we are
told that we must select our colony to
rear our queens from, and another to
furnish the drones to fertilize them,
and we are reailv for business. This
looks quite business-like, and. doubtless, would answer well enough if the
apiarist resided in some secluded spot,
where the wing of the honey bee had
never fanned the air. To say that
there are no " black bees in the vicinity " does not quite cover the grounds.
There are hybrids in every vicinity
where both races have existed. Though
the black race may long since have
been banished, they have left their
blood behind.
With just one colony to furnish
drones, their being other drones in
the vicinity, the apiarist could just as
reasonably expect his queens to be
struck by lightning as to expect them
to mate, with certainty, with the few
drones that his one colony furnishes.
Of course such proceedings would answer better very early in the spring
and late in the fall, when there are
few drones in existence.
Mr. A. I. Root tells us that he has
had queens mated at a time when he
could see no drones, and I have seen
something very nearly like it myself.
If I wanted queens to breed from I
would not give much for them after
they had taken such a fearful chance
for purely mating, unless 1 could thoroughly test them myself, both as to
their

worker and queen posterity. At

the risk of being charged with heresy,
I avail
myself of this opening to say
that careful experiment has convinced
me that there are not a few queens
whose worker posterity are " wellmarked " that, nevertheless, bear hybrid royal daughters. Hence, if our
object is to rear pure queens and
bees, we must be on the continual

watch

for taint of blood.

Years ago

was ringing with the hum of thousands of bustling drones, this queen
made 8 trips into the air, aggregating
about 711 minutes of time. < In her last
tour she was gone i~> minutes; her
bees became very restless, and I
trembled" for her safety, but she
gladdened the hearts ot the ushers at
the thresh hold by Haunting her wedding certificate as she entered the
"queen's palace."
Christiausburg, Ky.
air

From Psyche.

Insect Life During Winter.

PROF. A.

.1.

COOK.

The condition of our vertebrate animals in winter, and also the functional
condition of their organs, have been
well studied and are pretty well understood. That most of them require
more carbonaceous food at this season,
as this ministers to the special kind
of nutrition which supplies animal
heat, is a well recognized fact. It has
longbeen known that some vertebrates
hibernate, in which state they respire
very slowly, and so are able to live
even though the heart does circulate
unoxidized blood.
The functional activity of the organs in this case is reduced to the

minimum, and

so nutrition is almost
abated, and jio food is required other
than that stored up in the adipose tissue. But even though these animals
do live so slowly, with too severe and
long continued" cold they often lose

even this

little vitality

and

perish.

Physiologists have determined that
and organs, whether in situ or
removed from .the body, will maintain
their vitality for a long time, and often
indefinitely, if kept in a cold atmosphere, though all functional activity
I
is for the time held in abeyance.
myself have exposed hens' eggs, while
in the process of incubation, to a temperature little above 0° C, until I had
good reason to believe that the hearts
of the embryo chicks had ceased to
beat. I then replaced the eggs under
the brooding hen, when with the return of heat came also a resumption
of development. Very likely the same
explanation may rightly account for
the retarded development in many
tadpoles that pass the winter in an
immature state. Most frogs develop
fully in summer, and pass the winter
Yet we not infrein a mature state.
quently find tadpoles in mid-winter,
or large ones at the very dawn of
spring.
If all animals have had a common
origin (andean any biologist doubt it?),
we may expect that the phenomena
observed among invertebrates will
resemble the peculiarities
closely
which we note in our study of the
higher forms.
The effects of cold to stay or retard
tissues

introduced, in the vicinity in which
They were
I reside, the Italian bees.
a great curiosity in those days. I set
from
remote
other
them up somewhat
bees, and in my innocence of bee
knowledge pertaining to the habits of
?ueens in their mating season (though
knew something of bees in other respects). I expected lo build up an Italian apiary without any difficulty. I
went to work to rear queens, and why
should 1 not succeed V I had a line lot
Of drones issuing from 1 or 2 colonies
every day, and was as well off in this
respect as those breeders who " select development among insects, though
one colony" to produce their drones. perhaps not so long and closely studied
Well do i remember my disappoint- as have been the same influences as
ment and disgust when I watched for they worked to modify development
the first hatching bees of my young among the vertebrates, will be found,
queens to find them all hybrids. I I feel quite sure, to act in a very simiconcluded that a lottery ticket was ilar way.
about as reliable as a purely mated
The winter of lN74-7-~> was one of the
queen, under thecircumstances. Nev- most severe ever experienced in the
ertheless, I learned something in the northern United States. In the month
meantime, and changed my tactics. I of February of that year, the temperpaid no further attention to the mat- ature fell below' zero ot the Fahrening of nee us. but gave all my atten- heit scale (— 17.' S (',.), at Lansing.
tion to pure queens and consequently Mich., twenty-one times.
The merpure drones. Ami when the lime cury showed— Hi) F. (—lis. ii 0.) on
came that I had pure drones Hying 8 different days, and- SO F. (34. 4 0.)
from 15 Or 20 colonies, my labors be- twice. Surely this was a good time to
gan to be rewarded. My queens were study the effects of cold on insect life.
mated with pure drones, and it is now
The codling moth insect (t 'arpoeapsa
no trouble lor me lo rear queens (hat pnmrmdlu), as is well known, passes
will bear the test of purity.
the winter in the larval state, proIf any person will give the subject tected only by a slight silken cocoon,
of mating of queens (lie lime and at- and some bark scale, crevice, or simitention necessary lo get a pretty fail- lar covering. The spring following
idea of the habits of queens and the severe season just referred to I
drones in their mating season, his found that nearly all these larva' that
faith in "3" faint bands and purity of had passed the winter out-doors about
blood generally will certainly undergo the apple trees were dead, a circumA week ago un- stance
have never observed at any
some diminution.
dertook to watch (as 1 have Often clone) other time. The fact that this mora tine young queen, and see all that tality was not due to parasites, that
could be seen in connection with her there was no climatic peculiarity durwedding Might. I foundherto beacon; ing that winter other than the cold,
summate flirt. Notwithstanding the especially as the larva' in cellars and
I

1

1

I

1

Aug.

17,

kitchens were healthy and lively .points tion of fecal matter within the intesstrongly to the severe cold as the cause tines, which consists of the undiIf this gested food and the waste products
of this "welcomed mortality.
inference is correct, we must conclude which are the resultant of functional
that insects which freeze up in winter activity. In this condition, bees must
soon fly forth to void their feces, which
may succumb to very severe cold.
Farmers iong since observed that in normal circumstances they only do
clover sward ploughed in autumn, and on the wing, or soon they will be atplanted to corn the following spring, tacked by fatal dysentery. The above
was less liable to be attacked by cut- is undoubtedly the rightful explanaworms, than when ploughed in spring, nation of the exceeding mortality
and immediately planted. This has among bees the past winter. In many
led to the- very general belief among parts of the more northern States,
farmers, which view is adopted by bees have been confined to their hives
several noted entomologists, that ex- for 5 months, and in almost all cases
posure to the cold, especially to alter- where they have not been protected
nate freezing and thawing, is what de- from the severe cold, they have died.
During the Those wintered in suitable cellars are
stroys the cut-worms.
very severe winter already referred to, safe and healthy, and many protected
I subjected some cut-worms— larvae of out-doors by a thick wall of chaff
species of Agrotis to intense cold, about their hives are savei from death.
and to alternate cold and heat, which I have found by weighing the honey
seemed in no wise to injure them. in the fall and in the spring, that bees
Others were exposed very much as kept in the right temperature during
they would be by fall ploughing, and the past winter have consumed never
yet passed the winter in safety. The more than 10 pounds (4 Kg. 5) of honey
farmers are doubtless correct in think- to the colony, while all colonies exing that fall ploughing is a protection posed to the severe cold have taken
twice that amount. The former winagainst these marauding cut-worms
but wrong in their explanation. Ex- tered well, the latter have sickened
posure to insectiverous birds and not and died.
If bees are confined in winter, and
to cold is the more probable solution,
especially as frequent cultivation of the temperature be raised much above
10°
spring,
when
C, the heat becomes a serious irthe land in autumn and
birds are plenty, is found to greatly ritant, and the bees.unless their hives
are very well ventilated, and unless
augment the destruction of insects.
The late Mr. Quinby, in his work on they are soon enabled to fly out from
bee-keeping, states that the larva? of their hwes, will speedily die.
It is an interesting fact that bees
the bee-moth [Galleriacereana) cannot
survive exposure to the cold that if require only the carbo-hydrates for
3
food
in winter.
from
the
hive
They will' wilder betremoved
these larva are
and its genial heat, during the winter, ter on clear honey or even pure cane
Mr. G. M. Doolittle sugar than when well supplied with
they surely die.
reports that he has observed these bee- the nitrogenous pollen. I think the
moth caterpillars in exposed positions, reason of this is. that in the first case
and that they have survived even the they are prevented from the activity
present rigorous -winter of 1880-81. I which follows upon brood-rearing, and
have often noticed these larva' and breeding can only be carried on when
the chrysalids, which have passed the there is pollen in the hive.
We see then that our honey bees are
winter in cold rooms outside the hives.
Still from the natural surroundings of not dormant in winter, but that, in
these insects we may easily believe our colder climates they are Othellothat they have developed a constitu- like, and with their occupation gone ;
tion more susceptible to the cold than and shut in by the rigor of the season,
insects whose habits bring more ex- they only eat the small amount necessary to the hated activity of their bodposure.
Mr. W. II. Edwards has shown how ily functions.
the development of butterflies may be
retarded by the cold. The bearing of
For the American Bee Journal.
these experiments upon the formation
Top Storing, Separators, etc.
of different broods of a species and
characteristic markings of each brood
GREINER BROS.
is of very great interest.
Among honey bees of the genus
writing,
Since
July 2, our bees have
in
respect
Apis, we note peculiarities
to cold, which, like their habits and changed the programme materially.
seem to separate them When the basswood began to secrete
instincts,
widely from most other insects, and honey, about the middle of July, they
strongly remind us of the vertebrates. went to work in the top sections in
Most insects freeze up in winter, so good earnest, and with partially filled
that all their functional activities are sections from the sides as induceheld in abeyance, ready to start into ments, they have done and are doing
action at the touch of revivifying a remarkable season's work. We have
warmth, which ever comes with re- tiered up 3 and 4 half stories, each of
few of the higher from 30 to 32 pounds, on many of our
turning spring.
There is a colonies, besides he finished seel ions
ones really hibernate.
Of
slight activity of the tissues which is we have taken from the sides.
sustained by the stored-up fat cells of course we cannot yet give a report of
the body. The species of Apis, on the season "s crop honey is still coming
the other hand, remain active, take in, and is likely to continue for some
food, and resemble more closely the time, for buckwheat has hardly comhigher vertebrates. In a nearly uni- menced.
On page 234 Mr. Ileddon explains
form temperature of from 3° to 8° C.
the domestic honey bees remain very why bees do and do not attach to difquiet, take but little food, and only ferent materials; his theory sounds
move as the cold outside of the clus- right enough, but does not stand inWe claim, and Mr. Iledter impels them to crowd towards the vestigation.
center, or as the absence of food in don will agree with us, that the matedo with the attaching
rial
lias
little
to
the
whole
the
impels
hive
any part of
cluster to change its position. If the of comb, bees being incapable of doing
temperature outside the hive is main- so, on account of hardness of matetained within the limits mentioned rial, is argument only. If Mr. Iledabove, the bees will eat so little, and don will look around and see how
there will be so little dis-assimilation nicely bees attach the edges of combs
in the body, that all the excrementi- in 4-sided glass boxes, how solid they
tious substances, except such as pass brace up things in glass dishes, such as
off with the breath— and this is very fruit jars, tumblers, globes, etc., a maslight at such times— are easily and terial at least as hard as tin or a coat
safely held in the intestines for so of paint, he will hardly claim that
or 6 months.
But their incapability tends to make tin
long a space as
wood.
if the temperature immediately with- bet er suited for separators than
out the hive is for any considerable By Mr. Root's recommendation we
i
period lowered much below the point painted, the first season, about 2 of
mentioned above, the bees attempt to our separators we could not see any
increase the animal heat by action. difference, and as plain wood gave
ami by increased consumption of such complete satisfaction, we never
honey, which among vertebrates is painted thereafter.
What keeps bees from attaching
food.
typical as a heat-producing
This leads to an excessive accumula- combs to separators is "nature's in-

—

I

;

;
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against the separators, and they will which we consider the
cages, ex
lind as good a chance to attach their one of Peet's introducing
recommended
fust scale for a brace on tin as on wood, hibited bj Dr. Allen,
for which
or any other material. Nature seems to lie good for the purpose
one case of bees by I.
it is intended
to teach them that small quantities ol
Italhoney, such as is stored in the com- N. Greer, which we consider nice
>f bees we recmonly used sections of the present ian bees; this n
particular
every
day, are sufficiently supported by being ommend as being in
attached at. the edges. Weoften Bnd superior to the old race of black bees;
the side combs in the brood chamber copies of the American Bee Jourattached sidewise; the combs being nal, also Gleanings, both of which
lame and generally filled to a great we take pleasure in recommending to
J. M. Holman, R, J.
extent with honey, bees deem it nec- bee-keepers.
essary to strengthen them by attach- Parker, W. V. Greer, Com.
motion
the
report was adopted
On
ing braces to the sides of the hives.
and committee discharged.
Naples, N. Y., Aug. 8,1881.
The committee on subjects for discussion at the next session reported
the following: 1. What is the best
plan to prepare bees for winter, to
prevent dysentery in the spring ? 2.
rf^-fa
Which is "better, natural or artificial
swarming V 3. Would it be profitable
for every farmer to keep 10 or 12 colonies of bees, or is there any fear of
For the American Bee Journal.
being over-stocked V 4. Which is the
most profitable, extracted or comb
Barren Co., Ky., Convention.
lies!

in

PROGRAMME.

TWELFTH CONVENTION

also one bv [.N.Greer, which was
very nice a lot of Bingham smokers,

" leave

your guides away orturn them square
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North American Bee Keepers' Society
IO BE iikmi IN Tin:
Odd Fellows' Temple, Lexington, Ky.,

WOT£S

Adams, N. H. Holman,
The Barren Co., Ky., Bee-Keepers' J. W. Scrivner and II. C. Davis, Com.
The report was accepted and the
Society met at Allen's school house,
honey

? J. II.

July 30, 1881, pursuant to adjourn- committee discharged.
ment. The President called to order,
How to Prevent Drone Brood.
and the minutes of the last meeting
Adams said, keep all drone
H.
J.
roll
The
were read and approved.
the brood-nest.
was called, and several names were comb away fromsaid, to prevent bees
H. C. Davis
added. The following subjects were
drone
comb they should
building
from
then discussed
be supplied with worker foundation.
The Best Method of Protecting Bees in
Can We Manage Bees so that the Moth
Winter.
Worm will not Destroy Them 1
should
that
bees
said
Holtnan
H.
N.
J. II. Adams said since the introalways have protection of some kind
duction of the movable frame hive
he preferred to put a box over the
bees could doubtless be kept free from
hive 4 or 5 inches larger each way than
moth. If we keep Italians or hybrids
the hive, leaving the entrance open,
them strong, we shall have
with straw well packed between the and keep
if we have
with moth
box and the hive, and well covered to no trouble
weak colonies, we can
our
them in
keep dry.
frames and kill them.
W. Scrivner had frequently lost raise theDavis
J.
The best plan to preH. C.
bees for want of winter protection,
to remove all combs not
and would advise protection of some vent moth is the bees, and, if necesoccupied by
kind.
them and give them back
H. C. Davis would recommend put- sary, smoke just as fast as they need
to the bees
ting the hives on a bench or platform,
them, but no faster.
6 or8 inches high, facing the southThe President then stated that the
east putting up boards or planks on
Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Conventhe northwest, for wind-breaks then
held in Louisville on
pack with crab grass all around and tion would be
appointed J. II. Adams
under the hive, except the front, con- Oct. 12. and
and J. M. Holman as delegates to tittract the entrance, coverthehive well
Dr. Allen
tend that Convention.
to keep it dry, removing all combs
interesting address
from the top story and till up with old then delivered an
on the pleasures and profits of beeclothes, rags, or chaff cushions. This
should all be done early, before winter keeping.
The following resolutions were then
sets in.
adopted: Resolved, That the
Dr. Allen preferred wintering on read and
be tendered to
He protects his thanks of this Society
the summer stands.
citizens in the vicinity of Allen's
bees by keeping them strong in num- the
school house, and especially the ladies,
bers with plenty of stores, with chaff
entertainment. liecushions on the quilts in the upper for their excellent
solved, That the proceedings of this
story he lost one out of 40 last winter.
Convention be published in the OlasWhen and How Shall We Feed 1
0010 Times. Farmers' Home Journal,and
the
Bee Journal.
J. T. Gray never had to feed much;
On motion, the Society then adhis bees generally had stores enough
Saturday
to winter on, but would prefer feeding journed to meet on the first
good sealed honey, if they have not in April, 18S2. The place of meeting
was not designated, but is to be pubhoney sufficient for winter.
If bees have less than lished in time for the meeting.
II. C. Davis
I. N. Greer, Pres.
20 pounds of honey to the colony they
J. M. Holman, Sec.
should be fed on sugar syrup in the
fall, after storing ceases, by placing
syrup in an oyster can, with the top
Bee-Keepers' Union.— The Eastern
covered with "muslin, turned bottom New York Bee-Keepers' Union Assoupwards on the frames.
ciation, will hold their eighth semiDr. Allen had learned to make his annual Convention on Tuesday, Nov.
bees self-sustaining by feeding them 29, 1881, at 10 a.m., at Knowersville,
sealed honey, beginning about the last N. Y.
All bee-keepers are invited to
of February or the 1st of March, and attend.
W. D. Wright, Pics.
continuing "until honey is plenty in
N". D. West, Sec.
the flowers, on honey removed from
:

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

the hives the fall previous, for that
purpose.
The President then appointed as
committee on apiarian supplies, J. M.

Holman,R. J. Parkerand W.V.Greer:
and on subjects for discussion at next
session, J. H. Adams, H. C.Davis, N.
On
II. Holman and 3. W. Scrivner.
motion the meeting adjourned.
called
to
President
the
At 2 p. m.
order and the committee on apiarian
supplies reported the following articles on exhibition: Two samples of

honey by Dr. Allen (peach and white
clover) the clover honey is of supe;

rior quality

both in color and taste

;

—

to 13.
Convention called to order.
Reading minutes of the last meeting.
Beading of correspondence.
iii

COMMENCING ON

;

wmmm

5.

MORNING SESSION.

Calling the mil of

members

I'm'

last year,

payment of annual dues, receiving new
members, anil distribution of Badges.
President's Annual Address.

%g" Lexington, Kv.. being a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the
North, South, East and West, and
from Canada, and tbatthe 12lh annual

meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society will be the most interesting meeting that the bee-keepers
of the United States have ever held.

Reports of Secretaries, Treasurer, standing Committees and Vice Presidents.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
to 5.— Appointment of committee to
nominate officers tor the coming year, to
report Thursday morning.
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.

1

The New Bees—
Notice to Vice Presidents.
1 desire to say to the Vice Presidents of
the North American Bee-Keepers' Society,
that 1 wish each one would send me a report of bees and honey in their icspective
States, as it is customary for the Vice
Presidents to make such reports at the
annual meeting of our Society. I hope
that none of them will fail to do so. 1
would be glad to meet them at the Convention, and become personally acquainted
with them. Programmes w'Jl be sent to
them for distribution to the bee-keepers of
N. P. Allen, Pies.
their States.

Report of Committee of Arrangements.
The Convention will lie held in the Odd
East Main Street, be-

Fellows' Temple,

tween Market and Mulberry

Streets.
The special reduced rates at hotels are
St. Nicholas hotel, directly
as follows
opposite the Odd Fellows' Temple, $1.40
per day : Ashland House, $1.50 per day ;
New P'lKenix hotel, $2.50 per day (regular
All of the above are first-class horate).

Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich.

Parties desiring private board, at$t
per day, can address a postal card to W.

Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
Railroad fares are as follows C. H. &
Dayton &
D. Railroad, to Cincinnati
Michigan, to Cincinnati C. H. & IndianCincinnati, Richapolis, to Cincinnati
mond & Chicago to Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus & Indianapolis,— all full
fare one way, one cent per mile returning.
Cincinnati Southern Railroad, Cincinnati
all intermeto Lexington and return, $4
diate or local stations 2}4 cents per mile
Lexington
fromChattanooga
to
way
each
and return, 2 cents per mile each way.
Lexington
and
Kentucky Central Railroad
& Big Sandy Railroad, all stations between Cincinnati to Lexington and Mount
Sterling and Lexington, 2J-J cents per mile
Louisville C. & Lexington R.
each way
R., 2% cents per mile each way.
from
the general passenger agent
letter
A
"At the time the Convention meets
says
the Exposition in Louisville will be in full
blast, and you can take advantage of the
:

;

;

;

;

liees

C. F. Mull], Cincinnati. O.
a Staple Product?
C. C. Coffinberry, Chicago, Hi.

Can Honey he made

Report of honey crop

7 to

for ISsl.

EVENING SESSION.
9.- -Receiving new members,

Miscel laneous business.

Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.

Wintering— C.J. Robinson, Rich ford, N.Y.
Progressive Bee-Keeping; or the Stepping-Stones toward PerfectionThomas G. Newman, Chicago, III.
The rest of the evening will be devoted to a social interchange of views between those present on any topics desired.

Hy

THURSDAY, OCT.

:

tels.

among

Foul Brood

0.

MORNING SESSION.
to

12.—Report of nominating committee.

Election of officers and Installation.

Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
In-Breeding— P. P. Collier, Mexico, Mo.
Bee-Culture— past, present and prospective
—Rev. L. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
The Different Races of the Honey Bee;
and their Geographical Distribution—
Dr. J. P. II. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
How to Prevent Swarming—
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Obstacles to Progressive Bee-Culture—
(i. W. Demaree, Christiansburg, Ky.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

;

;

:

1

-Balloting for time and place of
next meeting.

to

5.-

Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.

A

free-and-easy, go-as-you-please Recital
of a Bee-Keepers' Holiday
Rev. W. F. Clarke, Listowel,

Winteiing Bees
Dr.

Wm.

Swarms

vs.

R.

in

Canada.

Texas—

Howard, Kingston, Texas.

Comb Honey

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.
My Experience or How 1 Learned to
that time." Trie regular rates to parties of
Handle Bees Profitably—
25 is $5.50 for the round trip but no doubt
Dr. E. Diane, Eminence, Ky.
the excursion rate will be far below this

low rates made

to the

Mammoth Cave

at

;

;

figure.

hotels

When

a party of 10

is

formed, the

and proprietors of the Cave make

a

reduction of 25 per cent, off regular rates,
Grand
Hotel, $3 per day
which are
Route in Cave, nearly 30 miles, $3 each, innearly
Route,
cluding guides, etc.; Short
Smiles, $2; Chief City. 5 miles, $1 Mammoth Dome, 3 miles, $1; White's Cave,
the Grand Route includes all.
2 miles, $1
We should be pleased to receive a postal
card from all who think they will attend,
with suggestions that may be of interest.
;

:

;

;

If

more wish

100 or

to

visit

"High

Bridge," the highest bridge in the world,
at the low rate of 50 cents for the round

evening

session.

7 to 9. —Miscellaneous business.

Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
Relation to the

The Honey Bee and its
Science of Economics—

Hon. Melville Hayes, Wilmington, O.
Social Interchange of Views on Miscellaneous Topics by those Present.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER
morning

7.

session.

9 to 12.— New business, resolutions, etc.
they may do so. This bridge is sitAddresses to be Followed by Discussion.
uated 22 miles south of Lexington, on the
Races of Bees—
Cincinnati Southern Railroad, and spans The Origin of Hie Present
E. E. Hasty, Richards, O.
the Kentucky river, surrounded with romantic scenery of natural beauty. If found The Wintering of Bees—
C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
necessary the Convention can adjourn on
Employment for
Friday morning, the 8th, at 10.30, as the Is Bee-Culture a Suitable
Women ?— Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.
train leaves Lexington for High Bridge at
or the Sole
Business,
a
Bee-Keeping
as
2
11.30, and returns at 3.21. giving about
Vocation of an Individual—
those going north
hours at the bridge
Youngsville,
Pa.
Davis,
W. J.
to Cincinnati need not leave the train.
The Cincinnati and Louisville ExposiSESSION.
AFTERNOON
Those
tions will both be in progress.
who can possibly do so are cordially in- 1 to 5.— Reading of correspondence.
Bee-Keepers
State
vited to attend the Ky.
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
fg" The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention, which meets in Louisville,
Bleeding to Improve Bees—
Association will meet in Chicago, on Exposition Building, Oct. 12.
C. J. Robinsou, Richford, N. Y.
Chas. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
The Influence of Honey on Wintering—
Wit. Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
Chas. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
invited to attend. It is desired to
Those sending articles for exhibiBee Literature— What it Is, and
make this one of the most interesting tion will please prepay freight or express Honey
What it Should Be—
conventions ever held in the United charges, and send plain directions how to
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
if desirous of selling them,
be returned
Art Essay (subject not yet stated)—
A. J. King, New York City.
attach a card stating the lowest price
C. C. COFFINBERRY, 6'fC.
I will cheerfully and Essays are expected from Wm. Carr, Newin plain tigures.
impartially attend to exhibiting queens,
ton Heath, England, and other European
H®" The Eastern Michigan bee-keep- bees, hives, and other implements for the
apiarists.
ers' Association will hold its fall meet- apiary, of any kind, free of charge. I will Final business, and adjournment.
ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C. exercise all due care, hut will not be reBy order of the
sponsible for losses of queens or bees by
A. hall, at 10 o'clock a. m.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Wm. Williamson.
death or accident.
A. B. Weed, Sec.
trip,

;

;
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made, which, though half of the former, was still found too large. A pail
half of this was then made. It was a
Mr. Win. C.Carson, Addison, N. Y., pretty little thing— a real toy— and
asks for information concerning the took well. But this was not small
marketing of extracted honey, and enough for some customers, and at
where he can obtain tin pails or cans, the request of several grocers, we divided it again, and now had a box of

Lecture at

Marketing Extracted Honey.

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

17,

Joseph, Mo.

St.

We have consented to give a lecture
on "Bees and Honey," at the Court
House in St. Joseph, under the auspices
of the apiarian department of the St.
Joseph (Mo.) Inter-State Exposition,
]Ji pounds.
on Thursday, Sept. 8, 1881, at 8 p. m.
crocks
Mr. Heddon used earthen
R. S. Musser, Esq., the Superintendholding about 10 pounds, and he likes ent of the department of apiculture,
them very well it is very convenient seems determined not only to have a
to take the honey from them when it very fine display of bees, honey, apiais candied, or to liquify it by placing rian implements, etc.,
but also to try

such are suitable.
This is an important matter, for a
good article, attractively put up, will
always command the best price, and
CHICAGO, ILL., AUG. 17, 1881.
it is, therefore, of the utmost importance to producers to have honey put
Maple Sugar.— Mr. W. F. Standish, up in the best marketable shape.
the crock in warm water.
Evansville, Wis., gives the following
Of glass honey jars there are two
For larger packages we know of
incident
sizes, those holding, respectively, one
nothing superior to the spruce or
Quite a large number of pails of
pine kegs. Of these there are 3 sizes,
"Vermont maple sugar " were sold in
holding, respectively, 50, 100, and 160
It being
this village last spring.
When compared
pounds of honey.
only 14 cents a pound, I bought one to
melt up for syrup ; but on melting it
with large barrels, holding from 300 to
which
liquid,
makes a sickish-tasting
500 pounds each they are fully as cheap
has a thick, cream-colored sediment.
and often cheaper. They need no
We cannot use it, and a half pail of
waxing, but should simply be thorthe " sugar " now stands in the cellar.
It is fermenting and souring. Whether
oughly scalded with boiling water beit is sugar or glucose, I want no more
fore being used. The leakage so often
would
that
it
of it. I have no doubt
occurring in the large hard-wood barkill bees.
entirely prevented by
rels can be
The trash you have purchased for
using spruce kegs. Considering the
the
commermaple sugar is evidently
cost and trouble of waxing, the loss
cial article— about seven-eighths gluof honey by leakage, and the ease with
cose. It is a "favorite" with the adulwhich these kegs can be handled and
profitable.
so
terators, because it is
shipped, with an actual saving in origThat "it kills" thousands of children
inal cost, it is apparent to all that they
every year does not trouble their conare the best. The smaller packages
know,
you
is
business,
sciences—" It
(jars or pails) should be labeled, and
and we cannot help the results if we
made attractive.
don't do it some one else will." This
It is gratifying to know that during
such
for
offered
heard
we
is the excuse
the
present season extracted honey has
diabolical action, only a few hours
Glass Honey Jars.
been produced to a much larger exago.
tent than ever before. Without sayor two pounds these are very coning anything to the disparagement of
dg" We have received No. 1 of anew venient and attractive for small con- comb honey, we may say that we think
MePoole,
sumers. Some also use the large glass
paper, published by II. A.
it will become a staple only in the exchanic's Falls, Me. It is called the jars, but we do not think they are as
"New England Bee Journal and Home good as tin pails, such as are sold by
Gazette ;" 4 pages are devoted to bee- Ch. Dadant & Son, for several reaculture and the other 4 to home mat- sons. We give the following from the
ters, news, etc. The Gazette has our pamphlet entitled "Extracted Honey,"
best wishes for success in all earnest by Ch. & C. P. Dadant
endeavors to assist in elevating the
Having failed to succeed in the
science of bee-culture in New England sale of honey in glass jars, on account
elsewhere.
and
of the regular granulation of our
Small Keys for Honey.
honey and its unattractive appearance
in glass, since it looked like butter, or
attendLocal Fairs.— Bee-keepers
Its excellent qualities,
lard, or even worse, we concluded that traded form.
ing fairs this fall should have a few the only thing to be used for small re- when it is better understood, will
bee-keepers' manuals, etc., with their tail packages was tin. Small wooden
almost universal favor.
if

Editor and proprietor,

;

and beget a progressive spirit in the honey producers
of the Missouri Valley.

to elevate the science

We hope to see a large number of
the intelligent bee-keepers of the
Missouri Valley at this meeting we
shall
endeavor to elucidate many
points of interest to those who keep
bees and produce honey. Let there
be a general rally.
;

,

We

lots

taken in

%

bring

dozen

by express, for this purpose-, we
any or all kinds, or one or

fall,

The Honey Harvest of Switzerland.

—The Bulletin DApiadteur, published
by Mons. Bertram!, in Nyon, Switzerland, has an extended review and copious extracts from the pamphlet on
Extracted Honey, by C. H. & C. P.
Dadant. In a private letter, the editor of that paper remarks as follows
:

We

have had a very hot summer,
with no rain for seven weeks. A few
nights since we had several earthquakes. Such a state of things has
not occurred since 1793. On account
of the cold winds in April and May,
our early crop of honey was only onehalf of the average but our mountain
crop will be very good. I expect this
year to obtain only about 3,000 or 3,500
pounds in my three apiaries.

Bee Jour-

free for distribution at fairs.

On page

241

,

paragraph
Assistant for

in the 3d

An

the Apiary," read " The top of this
tool box is hinged" instead of shingled.

it.

A

single

number
is

several pages of this

Journal.

^" We

have prepared a SPECIAL
edition of the Bee Journal, just as
it will be published in 18S2(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to dis-

them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

tribute

Mr. Bertrand (our friend and cois one of the most scientific
and progressive apiarists in Europe.
laborer)

He manages his bees in true American
and closely watches all our
improved methods in bee-culture and
fashion,

He adds: "The

for obtaining honey.

out

it.

It

is,

for me,

the Standard."

Honey and Bee Show in Canada.
the Toronto Industrial Exhibi-

At

it is

tion, Sept. 5-17, prizes

not the old-

and a credit to " the art
preservative."
We wish it abundant
It should also be kept before consumers that granulated honey can be re- success.
duced to its liquid state in a few moPremiums.— Those who get up clubs
ments by placing the honey in a jar in
When thus liquified for the Weekly Bee Journal for
warm water.
before 1882, will be entitled to the following
it so remains for some time

of the Weekly
often worth more
to a bee-keeper than a whole year's
subscription costs. Read what those
who have taken it for years say on

(ST

let

and nothing taken from

comb— that

to the intellect of those

Bee Journal

I

for" Honeyand
Apiarian Supplies" are to be given to
fashioned " strained honey," which the extent of $115, besides two medals
was obtained by being taken from and six diplomas.
smashed brood-combs, and "strained"
igg" The Planters' Journal, published
from dead bees, pollen, etc., but that
Miss., is one of the
it is the pure liquid gathered from the at Vicksburg,
flowers, which will give health to the finest monthlies in the United States.
body, force to the mind, and strength The August number is a model of

added to
it but the

We

f$3T

into

be distinctly understood that it is
the pure honey taken from the combs
by centrifugal force— that nothing is

We

of the article on "

;

it

of each to make the half dozen,
at 30 per cent, discount. If wanted
do not
by mail, add the postage.
send any " on sale or return."

two

nal

Nebraska, Kansas and Misdo so this
as we have other engagements.

Weekly Bee Journal (though it is a
monthly when it comes to me) pleases
sup- me very much, and I could not do with-

Every bee-keeper should fully
ply his own locality, and he should

will supply

will furnish copies of the

it

on

souri, but shall be unable to

;

When

to lecture

in Iowa,

;

exhibits.

have been solicited

apicultural matters at several points

who use

it.

perfection,

again crystallizing. Consumers may premiums
»,— a copy of " Beea and Honey."
be sure of a wholesome article by pur- For"a Club" of 3,—
a Binder for I8t?2.
"
packages were tried, and found inad- chasing granulated honey and reduc"
4,— Cook's "Manual, paper.
"
"
5,—
cloth.
equate, as the honey soaked or leaked,
"
"
Weekly
Bee Journal for year.
6,—
ing
it.
more or less, through any of the
cheap packages that we could pro<^° It will pay to devote a few hours
vide, unless they were coated with
The Ninth Grand Exhibition of
wax, which made them too expensive. in getting up a club for the Bee Jour- Art and Industry will be open for the
But tin was entirely successful. We
reception
of articles on Wednesday,
nal. Read the list of premiums on
already had the 10-pound pail, but this
Aug. 17, to Tuesday evening, Sept. 6.
Every
bee-keeper
should
this
page.
was too large for a very large retail
Open to the public from Wednesday,
grocery trade. We had a 5-pound pail take it.
Sept. 7, to Saturday, Oct. 8.

A

Nest of Tin Pails for Honey.

1

W
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he has used for other than the purposes they sent it, ami that, too, withHaving received many complaints out their knowledge or consent?
We have no desire to injure anyone,
from the patrons of II. A. Buicb &
Co., concerning very long delays in especially any who are trying to do
broken promises, right, and hence we have labored long
filling orders, and
we have written them many times, and earnestly with II. A. Burch & Co.,
urging them to more punctuality. We for their own benefit, urging them to
desired not to unnecessarily bring make peace with their patrons, and
these matters before the public, pre- we do hope that they will act promptly
ferring to get them settled in a pri- and save their credit as business men.
vate way, but the complaints became
Not wishing to burden the Journal
so numerous that on August 1 we with the detailed complaints, we omit
wrote that firm, entreating them to them, and simply refer to them in bulk.

Unbusiness-like Transactions.

satisfy their patrons,

and added

full,

:

Editoh Bee Journal

this raising cotton.

In answer
to vours of Aug. 1, I will say that we
regret exceedingly that you should be
"annoyed" by complaints of us and
our business. The loss of our bees last
spring was a heavy bio vv to us, financially, necessitating purchasing largely to
fill our orders. This put us back somewhat, although June 1 found us restocked and in shape to begin business in earnest, but 2 weeks of cold
weather in June delayed us still more.
Then it came off very hot, and bees
swarmed to such an extent that we
could do little shipping during the reThen the
mainder of the month.
hives were crowded with honey, which
could
before
bees
extracted
had to be
be safely shipped any distance. This
made it very slow work indeed, and
as we were unable to procure sufficient
suitable assistance, we got further
and further behind. Notwithstanding, I have worked day and night for
the past 3 months, having nearly
ruined my eyesight writing nights,
we are still behind. We are still
shipping bees, but it goes slowly;
have returned all the money we can at
present, so much so that we have not,
enough left to meet our bills. Now,
:

to sum up, we have done all we possibly can for our customers, and if you
can suggest anv better plan than that
of keeping steadily at work and working out of the dilemma, we should be
very grateful.

The course pursued by Novice, and
other parties, has materially delayed
us, as many parties have obtained the
idea they would lose their money, and
we have been more than "annoyed" by
their threats and importunities. You
can perhaps imagine how one feels

:

Another correspondent suggests that
the losses in bees during last winter
were largely due to the fact, that from
the great abundance of apples, bees
appropriated cider quite extensively
during the fall. It is unquestionable
that the juice from such quantities of
decaying fruit, as well as the cider
gathered in the vicinity of cider mills,
would have a deleterious effect upon
While this can hardly be conbees.
sidered as the main cause of our heavy
losses, all will agree that all conditions
must be most favorable during such
severe weather, if success is to be attained. Good, well cured and sealed
honey is essential, and where cider is
gathered in abundance late in the fall,
this condition can hardly be secured.

Use for Propolis.— Mrs. L. Harrison,
:

many

ways, and there is
scarcely a day that I do not use it in
something. I noticed yesterday, that
bees were in a cap of a hive, and on examining found that they came in
through a hole in a honey-box. I got
some propolis, worked it up soft with
my fingers, and spread it over the hole.
If I saw off a limb of a tree, I cover the
wound with it, to keep out insects and
rain. If the dipper leaks, it is soon
I

use

it

in

Your
the cells with the sweet juices.
correspondent visited the hive last
evening, and would judge that there
must be at least a ton of honey there.
Mr. Diller says he will not disturb
them, but will give them full play in
their extensive home.

In the neighborhood of Waxahatchie
found (1U0 colonies of bees, and in my
Importingthiceus.— Mr. D. A. Jones,
neighborhood about 300. All doing
method of shipping
well mostly blacks. I have now on thus describes his
my yard Cyprian, Syrian, Italian, Ger- Cyprian queens, in the Canadian Farman and Hungarian Bees. I cannot mer :
yet tell which are the best^they are
It is a very difficult matter to im;

good.
for

Canada.— The Ca-

mended with it, and the wash-basin
can be cured of its leaky tricks by having a thin coating rubbed on the bottom. Old pans and dippers, used for
dipping slops and feeding chickens,
would be much better, if their holes
were mended in this way. Some roofs
leak around chimneys, which can be
stopped by rolling up propolis into little

warded by steamer to Cyprus. There
they were transferred from the cylinders into movable frame hives. I
then made a box about 4x5x6 inches

I put a screen on
the bottom and one in the top, each
about 3 inches square, to let the air
prize should be given for extracted pass through. In one end of the box I
honey done up in the best marketable fixed a bottle filled with water, and
shape in glass, tin and wood. Comb having a cork through which a cuthoney might be divided into three ting was made for a wick. Through
classes, box-honey, section-boxes, and this cutting I drew a cotton wick, and
whatever other form may commend by capillary attraction this wick is kept
This would give wet with water and the bees drink and
itself to the judges.
scope for much variety. In addition then eatsome granulated sugar, which
to the above there should be prizes for I fastened upon the other end of the
implements for apiarian use and also box by pouring it in hot and allowing
for fruit preserved in honey, as well as it to cool. Between the bottle and the
other things in the manufacture of sugar I had a comb with a little syrup
trust in. There was a queen and from 1(50
which honey is employed.
that the display this season will far to 300 bees in the box. I had a crate
surpass that of any previous year both made to hold 27 of these boxes, and
in the number of exhibitors as well as they were separated from each other
the variety of forms in which the honey about an inch and a half, so that a curis presented, so that the public may rent of air always passes around every
be made to feel the importance of this box. I have some bees that were kept
infant industry and encouraged to 6 weeks in that way, and during the
assist in its further development. whole time they had but one chance
One of the principal objects of the as- to fly, and that was when I arrived at
sociation is to show the advantage the London. Some of the bees appeared
country may derive from greater at- to need this, and others did not. The
tention being paid to bee-keeping, and water was very bad, and I have given
in no way can this fact be brought instructions that in future consignhome to the general public so forcibly ments the water should be boiled beas by the members uniting to make the fore being put into the bottle this will
display in the apiarian department of purify it.
The best course for a man to pursue
the exhibition a grand success.
who wants to keep bees, simply to get
honey enough to supply his own famSuperiority of Italian Bees.— Mr. J. ily, is to get 5 or 6 hives and read up
B. Mitchell in the Hawkinsville (Ga.) Cook's Manual of Bee Culture and if
he writes to me I will give him all the
Dispatch says
information I can. Cook's Manual is
Their good qualities are now con- decidedly the best manual on bee culvariceded by all who have tried both
ture which has been published.
eties under similar circumstances, and
place
of
the
taking
rapidly
they are
Prospect for Fall Honey.— The Indithe blacks in all parts of the country.
They are more active than other ana Farmer gives the following as the
bees, making three flights in the time
honey in
they prospects for a fall crop of
that the black bees make two
are more hardy, working earlier and Indiana
later, and in cooler weather; they
The bees have commenced getting
gather honey from flowers which are some honey again and in spite of the
not frequented by black bees; their exceedingly dry weather of the past
queens are more prolific, so that they weeks the prospects for a good fall crop
may be increased much faster with of honey are quite flattering. All secsafety they gather more honey and tions or boxes that are part full of
give more swarms in the same length white honey should be removed, espeof time, and are more gentle and cially so where well capped over. Seceasily handled than black bees.
tions partially filled with white honey
Their chief point of excellence, and and finished with buckwheat or dark
one that is worth everything to bee- honey, do not look well, and will only
keepers in the South is, that they bring a correspondingly low price in
readily and successfully defend their the market. If you want to use the
hives against the depredations of the sections partially filled with comb, restrong colony of Italians move the white honey with the extracbee moth.
is worth more as a protection sgainst tor, or, in the absence of the extractor,
this pest than all the moth-proof hives uncap the honey, so in finishing up
and moth traps that were ever again they will make the cappings all

out of pine lumber.

We

;

;

:

;

is behind, yet honestly striving to rolls, and fitting it nicely into the crevdo his utmost to be just to all, to be ices, so that the shingles and bricks
misrepresented as we have been. Now are glued together, leaving no cracks
do with us just as you think right. If for water to run through.
Some have parasols or umbrellas
you feel like saying in the Bee Journal that you regret our being so much with a carved fish or dog's head on the
behind, but are assured that we will end of the handle for ornament. We
make all satisfactory so far as lies in have one, and on the 4th of July our
our power, we shall feel grateful. My dog's head came off; We worked
partner has been away since last Feb- some propolis then, and wrapped the
ruary. Will remit amount of your handle in it, and puton the dog's head
A
again, cleaning off all propolis that
bill at earliest date we can do so.
H. A. Burch.
oozed out, after pushing it on. To-day
tried to pull it off, but it was no go
We are well aware of the troubles we
it was just as if it had grown there.
of
bees,
losses
the
from
that came
Who will try propolis for budding and invented.
Lucinda Harrison.
and unpropitious weather for queen- grafting r
Peoria. 111., July, 1881.
A Houseful of Honey.— A Special Disrearing, but the complaints cover the
patch to the Chicago lYibune gives
filling of orders for sections, comb
Good Report from Texas.— The Texas the following particulars of a hive,
foundation, etc.
new Monthly which is probably large enough to satIn all cases, where orders cannot be Agricultural Journal, a
Texas, gives isfy any one
Hempstead,
at
published
the
money
time,
reasonable
a
filled in
Mr. B. F.
should be cheerfully refunded. Mr. the following report from
Streator, Aug, 4.— A few days ago
Texas
Mr. Adam Diller, a wealthy farmer livB. asks if we can suggest some better Carroll, of Dresden,
ing a few miles east of here, had occaplan than the one he is pursuing. If
I had twenty colonies to commence
sion to visit an old dilapidated dwellcame
that
swarm
first
the
had
with
belonging
to
he has used the money
his farm,
this was all. I ing that stood on the back of
and
state—
the
in
out,
his patrons would it not be better to
long time been unocincreased to 53 colonies by artificial which had for a
borrow enough money on his bees, swarming, and have a surplus of 100 cupied, when he was quite surprised
that it had been taken possesssupplies, stock, farm, or whatever he pounds per old colony. My bestcolony to find
dollars and cents, ion of by an enormous colony of bees,
has, and pay back those whose money has brought me, in

who

port them to this country. The colonies I bought in Palestine I had
sent down to the coast, and then for-

A

Bees and Cider.— Mr. L. C. Root in

in Gleanings, says

t

nadian Farmer advises the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association to offer a variety of premiums for honey at the
exhibition, at Toronto, this fall, and
adds

MISCELLANEOUS.
the American Agriculturalist says

and from appearances they had been
there some time, as lie walls were full
of honey-comb and the industrious little fellows were hard at work filling

1

Honey Show

tisement.

give Mr. Burch's reply in
as follows

1

all

;

We

or 101) pounds choice comb
can
honey at20 cents per pound.
sell all my extracted honey at lfi cents
a pound. Three colonics of bees will
produce as much, in dollars and cents,
as 2 acres of cotton. One man and a
stout boy can attend 150 colonies.
These will average 50 pounds, one year
after another, and at 15 cents, gives
$1125.00. Can a man and a boy do

#21.20,

:

It will not do simply to say Mr. I!,
has been sick there is a "Co." who
should see that things move along
right, and satisfy customers. Yon assured me before I commenced to advertise foryou (in February, 1881) that
TOO would -'fill all orders promptly ," or
I should not have inserted your adver-

261

;

:

;

alike.

(0- The North Eastern Wisconsin
Convention meets at Pewaukee, Wis.,
instead
1881.

make

Berlin,

of

nounced.

It

as

at

meets on Oct.

first

11

and

an12,

in that vicinity should
a point of attending.

Those

©The

Southern California DisBee-Keepers' Association will
hold its annual meeting in Los Angeles
City, Sept. 8, 9, and 10, 1881. All persons interested in bees and honey are
trict

respectfully invited to attend.
J.

Anaheim,

E. Pleasants, Pres.

Cal.
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The Cyprian Bees.— I bought an imported Cyprian queen of Mr. D. A.
Jones about a year ago, but not being
prepared to rear as many queens from
tier last season as I wished to, I took
tier to my friend, A. T. Williams, of
St. Charles, Mo., who reared from her
a number of queens for himself, and 8
for me. This spring I sold the imported queen to him, and he has been
rearing queens from her for both of
us all this season. I have now over 30
in my yard, and expect to have one in

the house to sting the good woman,
who was quietly sitting in her chair.
You cannot look in front of a Cyprian
colony without being assailed
you
cannot move a block at the entrance
without 5 or 10 bees darting to your
face,
like sparks from fireworks.
While extracting, my son received
hundreds of stings from them. We
do not want any more such bees, even
if they were better than Italian bees
and this is not proven to be the case.
My grandchild was assailed by these
furies while standing in front'of one
of the hives. I hastened to bring him
into the house, and was, of course,
followed by a cloud of angry bees.
After 15 minutes or more, while we
were still bathing his head, we were
again assailed by these bees, who were
angry at not finding their way through
the window. They do not know how

of rain

harvest

Weekly

we

will have quite a long fall
of golden rod, etc.
The
is indispensable.

Harry

;

—

every one of my 95 hives before cold
weather sets in. I like them very
much. My experience with them is to gorge themselves with honey when
they shake their
very different from that of Mr. Hay- you smoke them
wings, and fly to sting. They act exhurst. I can handle them as well
actly as the Egyptian bees do, and are,
as the Italians.
It is very likely
that all the Cyprian queens I now have no doubt, of the same family.
Chas. Dadant.
have mated with Italian drones. It
Hamilton, 111., Aug. 5, 1881.
will take 2 or 8 years to tell the relative merits of the two races.
Short Crop of Honey. Had a poor
A. W. Windhorst.
honey season not more than '4 the
Ferguson, Mo., Aug. 9, 1881.
crop of last year, on account of long
The Causes of Loss in Winter.— Bees drouth. Bees have a plenty to keep
have done remarkably well here since them through the winter, if they make
the first blossoms in the spring until no more. If it rains soon there will
within the last 2 weeks. The dry be a good crop of bitter honey this fall.
E. P. Massey.
weather at present will seriously afWaco, Texas, Aug. 2, 1881.
fect the fall crop of honey. I have
thought of saying something about
The Mint Family.— 1 send, by mail,
the cause of severe losses last winter,
but so many have hit the point it is a sample of a plant for name. No one
hardly worth while. The long con- here knows what it is. It gives every
tinued cold with poor honey is about indication of being a grand honey
all that can be said.
I think poor plant, of long-blooming duration, and
honey the main trouble.
In some we wish the name and its tenacity to
the ground given through the Bee
cases the honey soured in the combs
good rich honey will not do that. We Journal.
James IIeddon.
had the same trouble 9 years ago,
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 8, 1881.
when one of my neighbors lost 72 col[This is Brunella vulgaris self-heal
onies in an above-ground cellar, where
he had previously wintered success- or heal-all. It belongs to the mint
fully. The honey and pollen soured, family.
It is a common perennial,
and foamed out of the cells.
about a foot high, or much less on poor
L. C. Whiting.
East Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 4, 1881. land. I have before received it, as a
bee plant, as in fact I have a large
Kingbirds. Before we commence a number of different species of mints,
war of extermination on these birds such as catmint, germander, spearwe should be sure that they do more mint, bugleweed, several
basils, marharm than good. We recently saw a
kingbird alight on the dead limb of a jorum, thyme, calaminth, balm, pencherry tree and then tly off and catch nyroyal, horse-balm, sage, bergamot,
a rose-bug, which it brought back, Scutellaria, horehound, hedge-nettle,
and ate a part of it and dropped the
motherwort, dead-nettle, and others.
rest.
It kept this up for some time.
We watched it awhile, and counted The plant above referred to, is considover 50 rose-bugs that it caught. There ered quite a weed in some meadows
were bees Hying to and from their and lawns.— Prof. W.J. Beal, Michhives under the trees, but I did not
;

—

—

Aug.

G.

Blairstown, Iowa, Aug.

Burnet.

Basswood, Bee-House, etc.— When
the right time to plant basswood,
and how should it be cultivated ? The
forests on the creeks are being cut
away, and there is none on the Mississippi bottoms. I will give a description of my bee-house, in which I have
wintered successfully for or 7 years.
Last winter I lost 3 colonies one a
nucleus, one starved, and one with
plenty of honey. The house is 10x16
feet, by 10 feet high
studding 2x8
inches; lined with the cheapest lumber outside boarded up and down
space of 8 inches filled with sawdust
6-inch square ventilator in north and
southend, just above the floor; floor
12 inches above the ground
filled below with sawdust; one ventilator in
the center ceiled with cheap lumber,
filled in with sawdust, and covered
with cheap shingles; door filled. The
house is also very handy for summer
use. I commenced this spring with 2
colonies, and now have 9. Success to
is

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

the

Bee Journal.

Keithsburg,

111.,

J. S. Jackson.
24, 1881.

July

[Basswood or linden (Tilia Americana) is indigenous to a large portion
of the North American continent
growing, often, to a very large size,
and vieing with other forest trees in
height. It is quite hardy, and grows
readily and thriftily from the seed.

it

catcli

one.

If

the kingbirds
to

keep

the rose-bugs thinned out, so that we
could do away with poisoning and
picking them off by hand, to save our

from its ravages, we might well spare a few thousand bees, if the birds want them. I
think the time spent and money for
powder and shot to kill birds with,
costs more than the damage they do
to the bees.
W. C. Jemison.
Natick,Mass., Aug. 3, 1881.
fruit, vines,

trees, etc.,

lias

it

Osakis, Minn.

—

Honey Crop Flush. The honey crop
Hush in this locality. The flow of
honey from the linden was fair, and
from white clover it was excellent.
is

Sprout Brook,

J. YanDeusen.
N.Y.

Short Crop of Honey in California.
honey crop of this State will be
short this year.
The Weekly Bee
Journal is very much appreciated
here in California. The universal report is
"I like it even better than I
thought I should." (Jo on with your
improvements; we. out here, will be

—The

:

with your excellent

fully satisfied

judgment.
Napa, Cal.

J. 1).

—

Bees Booming. Bees were booming
during July,— all else was at a stand-

W.

still.

Henderson.

P.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.

The Queen's Marriage Flight. — I
saw a queen and drone together a few
days ago. When I first saw them they

me like a small ball of bees,
in the air.
They were not
over 10 feet high, gradually coining to
looked to

moving

the earth they lodged on a weed that
had been cut down and was leaning
against a fence rail, and separated
the drone flew to the right and the
queen to the left. What I saw took
place in less than a minute. Our honey
yield was not large here, although it
was the best honey season for years.
Bees were too much reduced in numbers to gather and make it profitable
;

T. Wilson.

J.

—

Leaf ami

Illussoins of

Basswood.

—

tend to learn. My bees are all blacks;
they are always hunting for something
to quarrel with, but I could manage
them without smoke, if I only understood what to do for them. There
has been a continual How of honey
here since the 1st of May, and I have
a good location for an apiary.
If I
understood the business I think it
would pay better than farming, or
anything that I could do.

Blake Baird.

;

Cyprian Bees Handsome and (Jentle.
from Mr. Jones great favorite with the bees.

—My Cyprian queens

Ed.]

arrived too late for me to get a correct
Half a Crop of Honey.— Bees did idea of their qualities this season.
Bobbing, a Fine Art. Taking evwell in Jasper county early in the sea- They are, most certainly, the prettiest
erything into consideration, we are
son, but a local drouth has cut the bees I have seen, and as gentle as any
having
the poorest honey .season for
honey crop in two half a crop is all to handle.
Chas. F. Mutii.
years past. The season was good from
that can be reported. From 13 coloCincinnati, Aug. 10, 1881.
the middle of May until June 20, about
nies, mostly light in the spring, I have
4 weeks. Our bees were not strong
taken 405 pounds— 100 pounds 2-pound
The
Honey
Harvest.
enough
at the time to do much in the
The
very
hot
sections; the balance extracted. They
weather of the past week culminated, way of surplus.
First, too much
still have honey enough to winter if
hot weather— 106°
they hold their own from this time last night, in a terrible wind-storm, rain, then excessive
followed by a light shower. For 2 in the shade was not uncommon. To
until winter.
M. Leidy.
days the thermometer reached 102 in sum it up in a few words, rain, heat.
Carthage, Mo., Aug. 4, 1881.
the shade. Notwithstanding the long- and drouth has shortened our honey
continued hot weather, honey has season at least 4 weeks. The drouth
Our Experience with Cyprian Bees.
been coming in quite steadily. My still continues at this writing (Aug. 9)
to
We want get rid of them as fast as colonies that have been run for comb and we have bees by the bushel to conpossible. It is impossible to control honey have averaged about 46 pounds sume the winter stores, and to practhem. When their anger is aroused each, of the very best quality of clo- tice the art of robbing. Cyprian bees
you cannot get them quiet smoke is ver honey. I think that they would are no "sneak theives," they just walk
useless, unless you put sulphur in the nearly have doubled this if ( had not over the dead and the dying like l!osmoker. My son opened a Cyprian "divided the colonies" at the begin- man soldiers shod with iron. We hope
colony at one of our apiaries they ning of the clover harvest.
My in- to civilize them, bye.-and-bye.
stung every animal around the apiary, crease will be about 300 per cent.,
(i. W. ItKMAKKlC.
ducks, chickens, etc. They went inside nearly all by division. With plenty
Christiausburg, Ky., Aug. 5, 1881.

—

—

Enas.

Bee-Keeping Does Pay Better Than
Farming. About 60 per cent, of the
bees died in this neighborhood last
winter; I lost 1 out of 9, all in box
hives on their summer stands unprotected. They have now increased, by
natural swarming, to 29. I have 7 of
them in movable frame hives. I do
not know anything about foundation,
extractors, or anything else concerning bees, but if I do not get the enthusiasm all taken out of me I in-

We have heard of its blooming and
secreting honey in 6 years alter plantThe seeds should be sown in
ing.
igan Agricultural College.]
drills and cultivated for one year, then
transplanted, setting from 10 to 14 feet
Honey Crop in California. This is apart each way. It prefers the proxa poor season for honey many bee- imity to water-courses, bottom-lands,
men will do well if they carry their and gravelly soils in which water
bees through without a general loss.
Very few have extracted any this sea- stands near the surface the whole season, and only in limited quantity.
son through. It would be most satisMrs. Sarah A. Fairchild.
factory to transplant yearling seedPomona, Cal., July 21, 1881.
lings from the bottom-lands. It possesses a magnificent foliage, and is a

;

produced one

Mortonsville, Ky.

—

would do nothing more than

with July, and

to their keepers.

—

see

Immense Yield of Honey from Basswood.— The basswood bloom closed
of the largest yields of honey I ever
knew. I have 106 colonies in good
condition.
M. S. Snow.

6, 1881.

(i

17,

Cush, I'enn., July 16,

lssl.

Cheap Fares.— On the 5th of Oct.
(the day the Convention

meets) the
Cotton States Exposition opens in Atlanta, Ga.; round trip fare from Chicago to Atlanta will be J 15. Tickets
good,
suppose, till the close of the
1

Exposition, in December. Now, you
see, the bee-keepers in the North and
West can have no excuse, on the score
of high fare, from attending the BeeKeepers' Convention. On the same
ticket they can layover at Lexington,
for a lew days. Just think
only §15
round trip from Chicago to Atlanta,
!

via.

Lexington.

.1.

P.

Augusta, Ga., Aug.

|[.

Brown.

6, 1881.

Too Wet or Too Dry.— In May and
it was too wet, now it is too dry
honey gathering. Bees are storing
a little from buckwheat on the mornings when we have any dew.
A. J. Adkinson.
Winterset, Iowa, Aug. 9, 1881.

June
for

;

;

I®" The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Assocjation will hold its
next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis., Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
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Local Convention Directory.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

H.

Dealer

Time

1881.

Single copies of the JOURNAL
sent postage paid Cor Scents each.

KT

Oct

*

Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly,can

changing

'i.

Mfh.

Detroit, Mich.

-i"'.,

Ky.

il'

974 West Madison Street,

<i.

1

address, mention, the old as well as the
address.
new
a postoffice

CHICAGO,

Gennze

ILL.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

C

sent

FREE

ii74

upon application.

S. O.alt-'C, Sit., (\>n|>ersvtlle,

EMERSON BINDERS.

„•'.'

.

IfiS'J

-Northeastern,

.Ian.

Advertisements intended fertile Bee
Jouknal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

April

1

lit

Ctiea, N. Y.

Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
l-Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.

A

Sec., Detroit,

Wm. R.

May

-Cbaniplain Vnllev,

Constitutions and

Sec

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

S2T

of Berlepsch.— Price 25

^

Sec.

T. Brookins,

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

the baron
— Langstroth,I)zierzon,and
cents each.

Howard,

at Bristol, Vt.

l&~ Binder* for the "Weekly Bee Joarnal.oflSSl, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85
cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for American Bee Jouhnal for
at the following prices, postage paid :
50c.
Cloth and paper, each

1SSO.

By-Laws for
The

Honey and Beeswax Market.

local Associations 52.00 per 100.

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

name of

75c.
Leather and cloth
We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper or Magazine desired.

jy

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

West Madison

9T4

of the hair
HONEY-But little comb honey is yet upon the
and the quotations are rather premature.
be safely regained by using Par- marliet.
New extracted honey is quite plentiful, and in good
ker's Hair Balsam, which is much ad- demand.
We quote liEht comb honey, in single comb
for its perfume, cleanliness, and

Street,

The Beauty and Color

may

...

mired

dandruff eradicating properties. 31w4

boxes, 18@20c
7@9c.

;

in larger

BEESWAX— Prime

boxes^c.

Extracted

less.

.

I

s(«nc.;
Extracted, choice to extra white.
12c.
dark and candied, fii^Tc. BEFSWAX— 23©25c.
Stearns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 6. 1881

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
<^ The Northwestern Illinois and
you have paid. Always send money Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
30, at

^

of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

the greatest Blood Fertilizer and the,

Ginger Tonic

;Best Health* Strei.;?thRestoreryouCanUse'and far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it,
5°-builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
Ht^cox & Co., Chemists, N Y
*ct. and $rsizes.
Remove? Dandruff
Prevents BaldneM

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
rents per sun a re inch— no single cut sold for less
2.">

than

O. NEWMAN,
THOMAS Street.
Chicago, 111.

r.ne.

»74 West Madison

GOLD MEDAL

much

trouble,

the Author.

Awarded

A new and great

Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

mail

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,

;

illustrated sample, fie;

SOW
HuTOF.Sffi3&&£5i£$&
22wly
Boston.
PARKER. No. BulUncta
4

St.,

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING
:>y^

Given

;

gg° It would save us

Restores Color

gilt, soopp., contains beautiful
steel engravings,] lift prescriptions.priee only $1.25 sent by

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

in

(or

any

NEWSPAPER in the Country. Our ne
E.
V
Prire Lint for Advertisers sent free.
irentB,*
kC. A. TOOK A; «., Advertising AirentB.l
*
Cor. Dearborn

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
devoted entirely
A new sixteen-column bee paper,
to the best interests of honey producers; dealers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.

cago.
A Waah'nSte,. Chic*

u

m\u\

me year lor only thirty
would be particular to give their Will be sent loan v address-Weekly
American Bee
m*tjttat|
cents. We club with the
post ottice address and name, when Journal
for onlv *^.l.">. Sample copies tree. Ad& ANDERSON.
SCOVELL
writing to this ottice. We have letters dress,
Columbus, Kansas.
FOR I88O,
jSwtf
(some inclosing money) that have no
Bound in paper covers. A few copies for sale at
name, post-office, County or State.—
turniant pleasant.profltuble employment
A irontc
Also,if you lr e near one postoffice and AgBniS
Local Printing House. SilverCreek, N. Y.
$1.00, postpaid to any address.
if all

VOLUME

r

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

9yl

974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

III.

Tk

British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

CLUBBING LIST.

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
showing what to do. and when
and howtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall. London.

The

We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both

HONEY A SPECIALTY.

$1.7a,

for the time heing,

W.

T.

Publishers' Price. Club.

and GleaningsinBee-CultureiA.l Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.Nelhs)

The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers'Instruetori W.Thomas)
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.U.Hill)

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
Prof Cook's ManuaKbound
Bee-Culiure (T.G.Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881

.

161 So.

.$2 00

3 00
2 75
A 00
1 (J)
2 75.. 2 50
475.. 3 75

CONNER,

Late of Conner, Burnett &

:

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)

Water

Co.,

Street, Chicago,

2
2
2
5

35

35
15

b05..
00
in cloth) 325.. 3 00
2 40.. 285
2 Bo.. 2 7o

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthly Be Journal, $1.50 less.

less.

Honey

as food, giving recipes for

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddinns,

making

Foain.Wines.etc;

given in

full.

Price,

lOc.

The Hive I Use— Being
M.

Doolittle.

a description of the
Price, 5c.

;

Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth; 32 pages.
the management of bees, Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 5©e.
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all

diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information.

Paper, 25c.

Bopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
II is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, KB 1.; Morocco, SM.50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
Price, 25c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.tKKi.oon IndusTrade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Piumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 ENGRAVINGS of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans'of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels; Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws. Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw. Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cot-

dustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes,

Strength of Teeth, Shafting Belting. Friction. Lathe Gearing. Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics. Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
ProsFurnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
pecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and
Placer Mining. Assaying. Amalgamating, etc. 461
TABLES with 500,000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,<*>o items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. am Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etft. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4ondo. for Hunters Trappers Tanners, Leather dt Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing etc., in detail.
of Heat, Fuel ValueB, Specific Gravities. Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Wind, Shrinkage of CastWater,
Power of Steam.
ings etc lo,ooo items for Housekeepers, Farmers,
ton Gins, Presses, etc.

Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers

Lumbermen,

etc.

Fertilizers, full details.

Ru-

Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock. Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Training Horses, Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
ral

CALCDi-ATOBforCubicMeaBures, Beady Reckoner.
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,

.

2 50..
2 50..
2 30. .

;

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handling and Marketing:.— A iM-page pamphlet, by

Co.,

high side-walls, 4 to If. square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

Market

If you ..re wasting away with Consumption, Uis-.
'sipation or any weakness, you will find Parkers*

-

Premiums.— For a club

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the

quality, sources,

hive used by G.

Wen, Mechan-

,

Sec.

COMB FOUNDATION,

G.

PARKER'S GINGERT0NIC

ics,

FLAT BOTTOM

we

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

Rock City, Stephenson

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

&c who are tired out by work or worry, and;
alfwho are miserable with Dyspepsia, Rheuma-*
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Corn-*
plaints, you can beinvigorated and cured bv using^

Cologne

next meeting

Jonathan Stewart,

111.

:

and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition, «c. ; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— 2"» in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here

;

Aug.

111.

The MnU FVnirrnnt »od
Lasting of nil Forfuroefc.
N<mv,& FiuMonnbli Sold
by dtft'ersin Drutrii Perfumery. Signature of Hisroi 4
C-..N.Y-. on every Lottie

Floreston

.

its

Chicago,

All Farmers, Mothers, Business

'

Association will hold

the present time. Cloth, KM-OOj paper, 15c
Lang**) iol b on the Hive and Honey Bee.
- This is a standard scientific work.
Price, !S2.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, KM-OO.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful manasemenl of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Eniellsh and German.
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
llzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the

,

quality, 18S23C.

NEW YORK.
Nearly all the ills that Afflict ManHONE Y-New white honey in the comb, ill 1 or 2
kind can be prevented and cured by pound boxes, will bring 18<si22 cents, though but
keeping the stomach, liver and kid- little is offered yet. 7<iiilOc.; dark. 7@sc.
White extracted.
neys in perfect working order. There
BEESWAX— Prime quality, ix<s22c.
is no medicine known that will do this
CINCINNATI.
without
intersurely,
and
quickly
as
HONEY".- A few small lots of coml> honey have
fering with your duties, as Parker's niade their appearan _ on our market, which 1
hsive very tunny offers,
nought at 12@)15C. per lb.
Ginger Tonic. See advertisement.
but. there being no demand yet, I have not com31 w4
menced to lav in my supply. Extracted honey
»^_-^_
ranges from 7(<£t>c.. on arrival.
C. F. MUTH.
A Sample Tony of the Weekly Bee BEESWAX— I8(s)2-2C.
SAN FRANCISCO.
any
perto
Journal will be sent free
There is some inquiry, but difference
Any one intending to get up a inMONEY—
son.
views between buversand sellers prevent-* any
club can have sample copies sent to movement except in a retail way. With present
stocks
holders see no necessity of crowding
light
the persons they desire to interview, off-rings upon buyers.
We quote white comb, 13@15c.; dark to go d,in@
by sending the names to this office.

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at adiscount of i5 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

ABC

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

CHICAGO.

CI1ICACO, ]|J„

:

Its style Is plain
it cannot fail to Interest all.
and forcible, making all Its readers realize that Its
author is master of the subject. — KM. ft©.
ofBee-Cnltnre, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This emhraces "every tlnnc; pertaining to the care
oi the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
Cloth, KM .25; paper, KM.
advanced.
those more
KIdk'h Bee-Keeuer** Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— ThiB edition is revised and brought down to

Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

Weed,

B.

Guide

that

•27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for in ets. each, or $S per 100.

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

or, <'n«»k*M Miiuual
of lh«e Apiary. — Kntlrely re-wrltten, elegantly
Illustrated and fully " up with the times" on every
subject ul bee-culture. 11 is nut only instructive,
but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book iH a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. ClOth, KM. 25 ; paper cover, #1,
Quinbv'NXew Bee-Keeplng, by L.C. Boot
The author treats the subject of l,cc keeping so

L. Perry, Sec.

Mich.
Win M.
-Eastern X. V. Union. Knowersvllle. N. Y.
N. U. West, Sec Knowersvllle, N. Y.
:in — s>. w. Wisconsin, at I'lattcville. Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.

West Mudlson

llei— K.eci»cr'M

HONEY AM) 1SKKSWAX,

l.wuisvlllo, Ky.
lit
-Nortbern Michigan, at Manic Rapids.
n. Uoodno, 8ec, Caraon fit v. Mich.
Pewaukee, Wis.
Wla.,at
Northeastern
1, 12
Frances Dunham, Sec DePere. Wis.
i.'
Central Ky., m Bxp. it'dv, Louisville. Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec, Lexington, Ky.
25, 2G Northwestern District, at Chicago, 111.
I'
C.illinl.eiTY. Sec, rlnrau'ii. III.
27—Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.

Kentucky State,

ii.

Bee -Keepers.

for

THOMAS

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,

i.

U

do so by paying the difference.

When

nt Detroit,

Wei

it.

Books

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

8—Union Kentuoky. at Shelby vllle, Ky.
i;
w. Demaree, Sec, CbrlBtlansburg,
Null. ma at Lexington, Ky.
5-7

(gg"

g=g*

<i»'t

A.

NEWMAN,

In all kinilsof

Place of MrcttilQ.

Boatern Mlohlgan,

l

263

Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards. Scantling,
at sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
of 40 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U S. and Canada*, relating to the Collection of

Tanks
Is

Hnstraled Monthly Magazin
a 32-page, beautifully 111
„ .oted to

etc

Laws

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCB
as editor

PRODUCE COMMISSION.

of

you to correspond with us before disposing of yourH iNEY CROP, as we can be of much
service, having constant intelligence from all parts

It has the largest corps of practical breeders
anv journal of its class in Anienc . ar"jJK,„,,

TflE FINEST POULTRY J0UB1TAL IN THE WCKLD.
:Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION
81.00 per year.

Specimen Copy,

C

182

CLARK

J.

WARD,

ST.,

10 cents.

,

_

Editor and Proprietor.
-

CHICAGO

We ask

_
of the country.
_,
would refer to James Hki>hox, Dowagtac,
Mich., and J. Oatman& Sons, Dundee, 111. 3iwiy

We

Debts Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real EsRights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
veritable
The work contains 1,016 P»Kes, is a worth
Its
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
paid,
9B2.50.
postage
Farmer. Price,
tate

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

264

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Aug.

17.

Excelsior Hooey Extractors.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

The following
A. H.

Newman,

:

A

line

of this type will contain about eight
inch of space.

"or more"

Four

Eight,

"
"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

"

SfiOc.

»,

received to day and tested. I find it EXCELLENT.
I can take from my hives, extract, and return
frames at the rate of IOO pounds per hour.
Do not know how long I could keep up at that rate.
It this isn't work, it resembles it very much.

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.
words; fourteen lines will occupy 1
One to three weeks, each insertion,
"

letter explains itself

Esq., Dear Sir No. 4 Excelsior
(with three-sided comb basket

Honey Extractor

Truly yours.

per line.

Des Moines, Iowa, July

18c.
15c.
12c.
lOc.

J.

M

SHUCK.

30, 1881.

a

8c.

Fifty-two
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

The

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.
Chicago,

Street.,

111.

*

•

"5

Oj

-

ha

«

lew
g

•S

n

thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and safe, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

exposed.

THOMAS

be

The tlrst practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The Hrst never-fa ling bee controller.
The first direct draft bellows smoker.
The tirst to burn stove wood and not go out.
The tirst durable bellows bee smoker.
The tlrst to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twenty thousand now in ubo.
The tirst complaint yet to be received.
The first smoker yet to be returned.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance.
The American Bee Journal is the oldest Bee
Paper in America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium for
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be

974 West

S

Bingham Bee Smoker.

Dunham Foundation

tlrst

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGT0N,

Mill,

OTSEGO, MICH.

Patented Jnly 28th, 1881.
l&~ New Circular and Samples

Contents of this Number.

FRANCES DUNHAM.

lsmtf

('orre»pondence

2.~>7

257
257
258
258
258

etc

Top Storing, Separators,
Convention \"« •— :

Barren County, Ky.. Convention
Best Method of Protecting Bees
When and How to Feed Bees
How to Prevent Drone Brood
How to Destroy Moth Worms
North American Bee-Keepers' Society

of 12th Annual Session...
Arrangements for

Programme

259
259
259
259
259
259
259
259

:

260

Editorial Items

2»

Maple Sugar
Local Fairs
Marketing Extracted Honey
Unbusinesslike Transactions

Among our Exchanges

Makes a speciality of rearing fine Italian queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, $i .no six queens for $5-00;
twelve or more, 7Sc. each. Tested queens, $2.00
Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
each.
;

money by

2fii

BUY

Importing Queens
Prospect for Fall Honey

261
- hl

So say

all

262
262

-b-

!'

and

NEW

I

w
.

262
2h2
*82
2b2
262

BEEKEEP'Nfl

ROOT&BRO.,

Be SURE

thing new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy ljand
Queens and Bees.
P. t
A II- IV
Hartford, Wis.
2eowl5t

15 One-Cent Stamps
Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

OOLOTnTIIES
with

;

;

JOHN

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
of American-Italian*.
Price

JOS. M.

BROOKS

<fc IE it

Columbus, Ind.

BEES, at very low prices, ail In the
ITALIAN
F. E. TOWA'SKND,
Rood frame.
30wtf

Hubbardston, Ionia County, Mich.

QUEEN BEES.
Tested Queens
Untested Queens
*«
"
33wltp

tiEO.

(in

August
September)
1

W. BAKER,

OurComb Foundation was awarded the diploma at the North-Eastern Bee- Keepers' Convention
held in February.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
Price List, with 3 samples of

CHA8.

Comb

DADANT &

ttOe.

75c.

Lewisville, Ind.

THE

Co.,

Ky.

W.

I

Dominion of Canada.
This practical journal iBnow in its Third Year,
and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription i$l. Oil per year) in its new and
improved form (If! pages 1331x10)6, folded and

ever purchased came
D.

Her progeny

111.

I

have 35 Colonies of Bees that

pound, or in

full colonies.

I

1 will

by the

will sell

Italians at

sell

Ital$1.25 per pound ; Blacks at $1.00 per pound
ian Queens— $ 1. 00 for Untested, reared from choice
mother; r> lbs. of Bees, wifh Untested Queen, for
95.00; Full Colonies of Italians, $H.nn Full Colony of Blacks, with Untested Queen, $7.nn same,
with Black Queen, $tf.on. Bees are in well painted
Langstroth and Gallup hives, well stocked with
I— E.
bees, brood and honev.
;

;

WELCH,

33wit

Box

144,

Linden, Genesee Co., Mich.

it

practical

dium

is

in

very popular. Its editors are all
the Best Advertising MeSample copies sent free to any

It is

Canada.

S, B.

Uw26tx

COLCOCK,

Welland.Ont.

MARY

MATTHEW

A thousand

JONES,

Halifax, N.

S.

They are both

hiving at the rate of

eggs per

3.<hx>

Given's Foundation Pross
The

latest

C. A. STEVENS, St. Liboire, Ont., Canada,
have some of your light Italian stock. They
arc simply beautiful, and as for their honey-gathering qualities, they cannot be excelled.
J. P. REEVE, M. D., Blanco. Tex.
We have the four races of bees

faction.

lwly

All Presses warranted to give satisSend for Catal ogue and Samples.
». S- GIVEN, Hoopeston, HI.

ITALIAN BEES
have eight frames, 17V6
Ions and 1 1 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames \iH
long and lOK inc. deep. Single full colonies,
in lots of ten or more,
in lots of five, each $9
$
each $8: single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; 1frame Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), $3.50; 2frame do., $4; 3-frame do., $5 4-frame do., $5.50
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $o.no. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery lat express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
•n years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most
inc.
inc.

m

Holy Land and Hungarian.
All sent out thus far give general satisfaction.
The race of Hungarian- are very hardy, queens
large and unusually prolific, worker progeny fine
honey-gatherers and very gentle color dark no
pure queens of this race for sale, all are crossed
with Cyprian or Italian drones, producing the best
race of bees in the world. All our DollarQueens
are warranted pure. Tested Queens of either
race, each, (2.00. Choice Selected Queens of either
race, each. 91.50. Safe arrival guaranteed by mail.
Full colonies, in Standard Langstroth Hive, $12,00.
;

ALLEY,
HENRY
Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

;

;

;

can be put
32w4tp

in

fastidious.

Address

all

communications to

Rev. A.

SALISBURY
;

;

;

;

1

Ionia Co.. Mich.

ENGRAVINGS

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, $100; Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
frame
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4
Nucleus, Italians. $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames, $S.OO Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
jiiilOc. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
lwly
|»~Send forCircular.
35c. per lb.
;

ROBERTSON,

Pewamo,

©S

STODDART'S REVIEW.

H.

J.

shipping order, and address
F. I. SAGE, Wethersfleld, Conn.

Sample Copy mailed fur 8d Stamp.
M. STODDAitT, Pub., N. Y., Phila., or Chicago.

;

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

A few tons of York State COMB
WANTED—
HONEY. State probable amount, how soon
it

Our

All standard colonies

ITALIAN, CYPRIAN,

3lsmtf

Foundation.

wired frame.

I

;

in

The only invention

day.

:

improvement

common Foundation is not surpassed.
to make Foundation in the

thin and

thanks for the two Cyprian Queens.

31w3t

BEESforSALK

makes
men.

pasted)

MCKAY DOUGAN, M.
all right.

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

say about our Queens

Queens

<(M.»

Agricultural

J.T.WILSON,

Woodford

FARMER,

CANADIAN
THE

or this Month's Weather, prepared expressly for

Foundation,

SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Hsmtf

$ 1 50

Vennor's Predictions

;

JS2.00
(In

Ot* onr own Importation,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.

free.

—

Nuclei and B^es by the pound.

Imported Italian Queens,

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

J

as well marked as herself, and she is the handsomest queen 1 ever received from any dealer.
E. SMEATON, Cbesaning, Mich.
The colony of bees vou forwarded me last June
well, and such a colony of bees as
very
turned out
1 had at the close of summer was worth looking at.

8AYLE8.

.

Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
30wiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

BY

Independence. Kas.

J.

i^T The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
send a postal card for our Illustrated Catalogue
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11 To
of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
O.R. GooDNo.Sec.
It contains illustrations and descriptions of everyand 12, 1881.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING C0MB-HAN6ER,

best Italian

from you.

Queen was received

Illustrated Circular to

MOHAWK, NEW YOKK.

2t>2

this year.

What our Customers
The

in Advanced

Bee-Calture.
Send for

L. C.

262
^*_

Having been persuaded to get up several for my
immediate friends, I have on hand the patterns.
etc.. to make anv number. Therefore, send in your
[3lwtf
W. G- PHELPS, Galena, Md.
orders.

Read! Read!

Work

sell

by mail;

'-<>-

and one that works with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.

1 00
1 00
Cyprian Queens, untested
As most all the DollarQueens I sold
last year were pure, I will warrant

Warranted Queens

the

EverythingUsed

SI.501

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!

prices:

Tested Queens

them

ubltshed. Price.by mail,!$l.»0.

- f >-

ITALIAN QUEENS,

can now furnish

RETURN MAIL, at the following

!

111.

BEE - KEEPING,

Most Practical

262
262
262

Basswood, Bee-House, etc
-•
Robbing.a Fine Art
Immense Yield of Honey from Basswood.
Honey Crop Flush
Short Crop of Honey in California
Bees Booming
Queen's Marriage Flight
Bee-Keeping Pays Better than Farming.
Cheap Fares
Too Wet or Too Dry

is

JUST WHAT VOU HAVE WANTED

NEWMAN,

ITALIAN QUEENS.

continues to grow in popularity,

QUINBIfK

f

8 00
12 00
12 00
14 00

Street. Chicago,

Mortonsville,

NEW

$8 00

Catalogue of Bees, Supplies. Fine Poultry, Small
Fruits, &c. Free. J^~Send for it and save money.
J. T. SCOTT & BRO„ Crawfish Springs, Ga. 2w32tx

otjk book:,

*62

262
262
262

Cyprian Bees

H.

West Madison

SI. SO and #1.75.

QUINBY'S

:

QUEENS, Full Colonies, Nuclei
ITALIAN
and Bee Hives specialties. Our new Illustrated

I

decidedly the BEST now made.
Hetherington discards all others.
and orders two dozen for his own
use. Doolittle says it is unequaled.
who see and use it. Price, by mail,
is

261

Short Crop of Honey
The Mint Family
Honey Crop in California
Cyprian Bees Handsome and Gentle
The Homy Harvest

AddresB,
I3w»im

ALFRED
972

31tf

t

Honey

list

Size* and Prices of Extractors

No. 1— for 2 Lanastroth frames, 10x18 Inc....
No. 2— for 2 American frames. 13x13 inc
No. 3— for 2 frames of any size, 13x20 lno...,
No. 4— for 3 frames of any size, 12^x220 inc.
No. 5— for 4 frames of any size, 13x20 inc....

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUINBY
SMOKER

261
261

Honey and Bee Show in Canada
Selections from Our Letter Box
The Cyprian Bees
Causes of Loss in Winter

the BEST.

The best informed bee-keepers in
the United States, say that our

261

Superiority ot Italian Bees
A House Full of Honey

by money or-

draft, registered letter, or

der drawn on Flint, Mich. He has a stock of queens
28eowtr
on hand, and can All orders promptly.

2«1
261

wltti

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Bogernvllle, Oeiiesee Connty, Mich.,

;

Bees and Cider
Use for Propol is

Our Experience

W.

260
260
2b0

,

Good Report from Texas
Honey Snow for Canada

Kingbirds
Half a Crop of

_M1

:

Preparing Bees for Win' er
Biographical- Dr. N. P. Allen
Getting Bee-* off toe Combs
The Hearing and Mating ot Queens
Insect Life During Winter

Editorial

free.

DePere, Wis.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

;

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

and much valuable information.
Price 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

price,

by

Address,

.

THOMAS
U74

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO,

IIJj.

(pT (j OLDEST BEE PAPEI
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

opinion that bee-keeping " does not
pay." Nor would stock-raising be remunerative, if the cattle were deprived of their grazing land sheeprearing would be unprofitable, if they
Published every Wednesday, by
were robbed of their pastures and
G.
even market-gardening would cease
Editor and Proprietor,
to give satisfactory returns, if the
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
specialist were to neglect stimulating
the soil from which to obtain his bounTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
;

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

;

i

WEEKLY— (52 numbers)

«t« a year, in advance.

Three or Six Months at the same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY-Theflrst and third numbers ot
each month, at ffl.OO a year, in advance.
first number of each month, at
50 cents a year, in advance.

MONTHLY— The

t3f~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

t&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
Free of postage
Postage to

in the

United States or Canada.

Europe 5© cents extra.

Entered at Chicago post

office

tiful returns.

Of

course, with the natural and arincrease of bees, and the civil-

tificial

AUGUST

We are often asked to give
of

the

name

some annual that we can recom-

mend

as an excellent

honey producer,

of sufficient hardiness to withstand

excessive rain and drouth, and which
will thrive in fence corners and outof-the-way places without special cultivation.

After several years of close, careful
observation, we are more than confirmed in the good opinion we formed
and expressed two years ago regarding
the good qualities of Reseda grandiflora

izing destruction of nature's sponta-

neous

flora,

bee-keeping has become

yearly more precarious, and we quite
frequently hear inquiries for good locations for apiaries, and complaints

To be sure, white
clover accompanies cultivation, and
of over-stocking.

we can never weary

from any

and woodland openings have
been transformed into fields of golden
grain, so have been added to the certainty of a light honey crop
every
marsh and waste-place reclaimed, has
wrenched its tribute from the sweet
;

store of the toiling bee ; scientific agriculture has made bee-keeping, year

by year, a more precarious occupation,
and confirmed many apiarists in the

will,

more than any

staple crop.

Give

it

other,

make

a liberal

it

a

trial.

But many are not convinced (and

it

can have a
;

your bees cannot have the first and
long-continued harvest from sweet
clover, they will thank you for gleanings from the cattle and sheep pastures, and without murmuring eke out
a bare existence on the proscribed
thistles

and burdocks,

until nature,

unmolested by man, bedecks herself
in

her

autumn robe

of flowers.

|g"It will be seen, by reference to
the Local Convention Directory, that
the time of meeting of the Eastern

Reseda Grandiflora.

mignonette), as an excel- N. Y. Bee-Keepers' Union, has been
honey plant. It is a plant of vig- changed from Nov. 29, to Sept. 27.
orous, rapid growth having a strong,

(mammoth
lent

;

deep-penetrating tap-root, it is very
tenacious in its hold upon the soil, and
will grow, and bloom, and yield a rich
return of beautiful nectar under the
most adverse circumstances with a
sharp, pungent taste, not unlike horseradish, the foliage is not a favorite resort for spiders or insects.
Before
white clover has fairly passed its maximum of excellence, the graceful and
modest blossoms of the mignonette
will have won the preference of the
discriminating bees. The flowers are
thickly studded on the points of curving racemes, and as the base matures
its many pods well filled with diminutive black seeds, the point is daily
presenting a succession of fresh bloom,
which continues until winter has fairly
set in, thus providing each fair day a
nectar flow, despite the drenching
rains whicli may precede.
It is not unusual to see racemes 3 ft.
;

do not wish to be) that honey alone
amply repay for special planting.
To such we recommend any of the
clovers, especially white and alsike.
They are both excellent for grazing, or more in length. The roots, in taste,
and the latter desirable for hay. Al- are a counterpart of horse-radish.
falfa is also highly recommended.
The foliage is not at all similar to Rewill

wherever

But do plant something — anything

;

prairies

soil,

if

:

;

sweet clover, will

half a chance.

A

linden honey been rendered more cer- is a staple article of export, and prices
tain
as the green, flower-bedecked are rapidly becoming staple, this plant

latter, like

thrive upon and yield a rich return

as second class matter.

;

seda odorata, and is said to be an excellent table salad. We hope every beekeeper will give it a fair trial. Plant
early in the spring.
Sweet clover is said to make an excellent dressing for the soil, some
asserting its superiority to red clover,
and when stock are educated to it as
a forage they eat it quite as readily,
and thrive upon it.
If honey is the principal desideratum
in planting, then harrow in sweet clover this fall, and as you will derive but
little if any honey from it next season,
in early spring harrow in some mammoth mignonette on the same soil,
which will commence blooming in
June, and astonish you with the excellence of its honey.

The

in admiring its

beauty and excellence, but this season
has demonstrated, as have many others, that we cannot depend upon one
source alone for satisfactory profits.
Never was it more abundant, over so
wide a range of territory, as it has
been this season, but a few days of
cold rains here, or bees too light to
What and How to Plant for Honey. gather it there, or continuous adverse
winds somewhere else, have changed
correspondent asks the following many bright dreams to sad realities.
questions
With a general heavy bloom, but little
I want to plant extensively of honey- honey has been obtained from linden.
making plants, but I need some inforWe cannot understand how any one
mation. Could you not give information through the columns of your can mistake his duty to provide paspaper on the cultivation of the differ- turage, if profits are expected
nor
ent grasses, the latitude to which they how a humane, generous-hearted beeare adapted, soil required, etc.; it
would be valuable to many in these keeper, can increase his numbers of
regions state how they will do in or- bees without making some provision
chards, woodland, pastures, or mead- against starving. No person can view
ows, on drained lands, etc. I want to our streets lined with sweet clover, or
purchase seeds next fall, but I am
much in need of information, and listen to the busy music of the many
bees amongst its sweet-scented foliage,
hope you will give it to me. P. M.
Poplar Grove, Ark., Aug. 8, 1881.
without being convinced that it will
As bee-keeping has heretofore been not only pay to plant for honey, but that
conducted in this country, the expan- every dollar expended for sweet clover
sion of civilization has every year cur- seed will be repaid by the bees with comtailed its reliability. As forests have pound interest. For several seasons
trembled and fallen, under the sturdy we have eagerly and selfishly observed
blows of the woodman's axe, so have this 'plant, and are persuaded that as
the facilities for early and vigorous a supplemental honey plant, everyspring breeding been lessened, and thing considered, it has no superior, if
the probability of a lighter yield of an equal, in America. Now that honey

No. 34.
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Local Fairs. Bee-keepers attending fairs this fall should have a few
bee-keepers' manuals, etc., with their

%

dozen
When taken in
by express, for this purpose, we
supply any or all kinds, or one or

exhibits.
lots

will

two of each

to

make

the half dozen,

at 30 per cent, discount.

If

wanted

by mail, add the postage. We do not
send any "on sale or return." We
will furnish copies of the Bee Jour-

nal

free for distribution at fairs.

l^"An error occurred on page
Bee Journal for Aug. 10.

250

of the

In

Rocky Mountain bee plant
we inadvertently stated that it was a
referring to

biennial

;

®"Mr.

it

should read " annual."

G. M.Doolittle, in a private

remarks as follows " My report
of this year's honey crop will be fanote,

:

vorable, notwithstanding poor white
clover and basswood harvests, as well
as sickness in my family and being

over-worked myself."
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Michigan Adulteration Law.

The following

is

the full text of a

just passed by the Michigan Legislature " to prevent and punish the
adulteration of articles of food, drink
and medicine, and the sale thereof
bill

adulterated :"
Section 1. The people of the State of
Michigan enact, That no person shall
mix, color, stain or powder any article of food with an ingredient or material so as to render the article injurious to health, with the intent that
the same may be sold ; and no person
shall sell or offer for sale any such article so mixed, colored, stained or

when

powdered.
Sec. 2. Mo person shall, except for
the purpose of compounding in the
necessary preparation of medicine,
mix, color, stain or powder, or order
or permit any other person to mix,
color, stain or powder any drug or
medicine with any ingredients or materials so as to affect injuriously the
quality or potency of such drug or
medicine, with intent to sell the same,
or shall sell or offer for sale any such
drug or medicine so mixed, colored,
stained or powdered.
Sec. 3. No person shall mix, color,
stain or powder any article of food,
drink or medicine, or any article
which enters into the composition of
food, drink or medicine, with any
other ingredient or material, whether
injurious to health or not, for the purpose of gain or profit, or sell or offer
the same for sale, or order or permit
any other person to sell or offer for
sale any article so mixed, colored,
stained and powdered, unless the same
be so manufactured, used or sold, or
offered for sale under its true and appropriate name, and notice that the

same

is

mixed

or impure

is

marked,

printed or stamped upon each package, roll, parcel or vessel containing
the same, so as to be and remain at all
times readily visible, or unless the
person purchasing the same is fully
informed by the seller of the true
name and ingredients (if other than
such as are known by thecommon name
thereof) of such article of food, drink
or medicine at the time of making
sale thereof or offering to sell the same.
Sec. 4. No person shall mix any
glucose or grape sugar with syrup or
sugar intended for human food, or any
oleomargarine, suine, beef fat, lard,
or any other foreign substance, with
any butter or cheese intended for human food, or shall mix or mingle any
glucose or grape sugar or oleomargarine with any article of food, without distinctly marking, stamping or
labeling the article, or the package
containing the same, with the true
and appropriate name of such article,
and the percentage in which glucose
or grape sugar, oleomargarine or suine, enter into its composition nor
shall any person sell or offer for sale,
or order, or permit to be sold, or offered for sale, any such [article] of
food into the composition of which
glucose, or grape sugar, or oleomargarine, or suine has entered, without
at the same time informing the buyer
of the fact, and the proportions in
which such glucose or grape sugar
oleomargarine or suine, has entered
into its composition.
Sec. 5. Any person convicted of
violating any provision of any of the
foregoing sections of this act shall for
the first offense be fined not less than
ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars.
For the second offense they shall be
fined not less than twenty-five dollars
nor more than one hundred dollars, or
confined in the county jail not less
than one month nor more than six
months, or both, at the discretion of
the court and for the third and all
subsequentoffensestheysha.il be fined
not less than two hundred and not
;

;

did not know that he was violating
any of the provisions of this act, and
that he could not with reasonable diligence have obtained that knowledge.
Sec. 7. One-half of all tines collected under the provisions of this act
shall belong and be paid to the person
making the complaint, and the remainder shall belong and be paid into
the school fund of the township, city
or village where such conviction is had.
Sec. 8. The prosecuting attorneys
of the counties of this State are
charged with the inforcement of this
act, and it is hereby made their [duty]
to appear for the people and to attend
to the prosecution of all complaints
under this act in all the courts in their
respective counties.
Sec. 9. All acts and parts of acts
inconsistent with the provisions of this
act are hereby repealed.

The National Convention.

We

learn, with pleasure, that Rev.
L. L. Langstroth will (his health permitting) be in attendance at the National Convention in Lexington, Oct.

He will be the guest of Mr.
Williamson and family. The
presence of this good man and illustrious bee-master, cannot fail to be a very

5-7, 1881.

Wm.

attractive feature in the proceedings
of the National organization. The

programme, published

in our issue of

the 17th inst., presents a variety so
so extensive and tempting, that pressing duties at home alone can prevent
a large and enthusiastic attendance.
Many points of general interest will
be discussed, some or all of which
will have a bearing on the future of

bee-keeping, and no reflecting apiarist can for a moment imagine that he
is not personally interested in these
discussions. All should make a strenuous effort to be present, and our
word for it, no Northern bee-keeper
will regret having enjoyed a few very
pleasant and profitable holidays with
our Southern friends in their " Old

Kentucky Home."
Honey Trowel.— Mr. J. M. Shuck has
sent us an implement for inspection

and trial, for uncapping honey. We
have not had opportunity to test it
yet. The following is a copy of his
letter accompanying it
I have
I send you a honey trowel.
been enjoying my first experience in
extracting honey, and the first thing I
did was to quarrel with the uncapping
tools, called honey knives. I went to
a seed store and purchased, for 30
cents, a gardener's trowel, which 1
sharpened, and then tried again, and

To operate, lay the
I was pleased.
comb flat down, or set it on edge, as
desired

;

if

the

operator

is

right

handed, work from right to left, if
the
left handed, from left to right
tool will cut like a razor, and the caps
The
one
I
will roll up beautifully.
send will hold the caps of one side of
a Langstroth frame without emptying. If, after trial, you find it of interest to bee-keepers, you may notice
it as you think it deserves; I have none
;

for sale.

Des Moines, Iowa, Aug.
fgHT

We

3, 1881.

invite special attention to

our Market Reports this week.

We

give reports from several more of the
chief American marts. Selling honey
to the best advantage is of considerable importance now, and we have,

more than one thousand dollars, and therefore, made arrangements for
imprisonment in the State prison not
named,
less than one year nor more than five weekly reports from the cities
years.
as well as some others not yet indi-

Aug. 24,
wax

foundation, for several purappears unnecessary. Lastly,
to me to yield its contents to
the extractor with difficulty.

tiful

poses
it

it

seems

A

large Canadian Apiary.— It will be

MISCELLANEOUS.

remembered that Dr. Nugent purchased several hundred colonies of
Bee-Keepingin Southern California. bees of Mr. Heddon last season, and
—The extent to which bee-keeping many would like to know how he is
prevails in the foot-hills of Southern

succeeding with his new apiary in
California may be estimated by the Canada. From the Strathroy Age we
following item from an exchange
copy the following particulars
The San Francisco Examiner places
We are pleased to learn that our
the number of hives worked this sea- friend, Dr. Nugent, is reaping the reson in the counties of Los Angeles, ward his energy and enterprise so well
San Diego and San Bernardino at entitles him to do. The Dr. invested
nearly 200,000. There are, according upwards of a thousand dollars in bees
to this authority, at least 600 men at one purchase last fall, and we doubt
wholly engaged in the honey business not that his investment will prove a
this season, and an average crop is profitable one.
We know him to be
assured.
an enthusiasticand intelligent apiarist,
and we expect soon to see his apiary
Wooden Foundation.— The London take its place among the largest and
best managed establishments of this
Journal of Horticulture says
kind in this continent.
Everyone who has any thing to do,
Some days ago we greatly enjoyed a
beewith
scientific
slightest,
even the
visit to "Linden Apiary," where we
keeping must be convinced of the found the proprietor, Dr. Nugent, acvalue to bees and bee-masters of comb tively engaged gathering in the honey
foundation. Personally I am disposed harvest. The Dr. and his manager,
to endorse Messrs. Abbott's view that Mr. Conklin, showed us over the ennow comb foundation is so good, so tire grounds, and demonstrated some
strong and perfect, and at the same of the minutiae of bee-keeping. There
time so moderate in price, it is doubt- are near 400 colonies now in the apiary,
ful whether true economy is not best most of them are Cyprian, Italian and
shown by not using combs a second Holy Land bees, some few German or
time. There is something about the common black ones, which are rapidly
foundation that the bees appear to like, being replaced by the three first.
and they exclaim like the guest at the This is done by destroying all the
feast, whose silence obtained for him queens belonging to such stocks and
the character of being exceedingly giving them the desired pure ones,
clever till the apple dumplings were thus in a few weeks rendering the entoo much for his gravity, and he burst tire colonies so acted upon pure.
out with, " Them be the jockeys for Some few blacks will still be kept,
me !" It appears to me that the bees such as have proved themselves exexpress similar sentiments. I placed traordinary good workers.
a frame, with some comb in one hive,
We have had a sample of the section
and in another with an inch of foun- honey sent to our office, and for virgin
dation in two pieces (part yellow, part whiteness, as well as for neatness of
white). In 24 hours 1 removed both
style and flavor, it cannot be surpassed,
the comb appeared scarcely touched if even equalled.
by the bees, but the foundation was
The total yield this year is about 15,
built on " all along the line ;" and, 000 lbs., though it is expected when
what very much surprised me the bees setting up the bees for winter 1,000 or
had built up yellow cells on yellow 2,000 pounds more will be received.
foundation and white on the white
The doctor intends establishing anHow could they tell the difference and other yard next spring within a short
manage this ? It seems to me that distance of the town, and at present
the midrib is the difficult point of thinks of locating it above the town
manufacture to our industrious little on the banks of the Sydenham.
:

:

:

;

!

workers, but when this is provided
they lay on the cells at an express rate.
I have seen wooden foundation
vaunted as preventing sagging, and
being stronger &c. Accordingly I invested in some and tried 6 frames.
It appeared a first rate article, and
when fitted to the frames the latter were certainly as strong as posI expected grand success.
sible.
Great, however, was my dismay on the
first time of opening (they were indif-

Honey Dew.— An exchange contains
the following story concerning the appearance of honey dew in Georgia

My

daughter was engaged early
in sweeping off the

Sunday morning

front porch, when her attention was
attracted by the plaintive cries of
young chickens and the distressed
clucking of a hen. The sound came
some popferent hives) to find the first pair that from a pile of leaves under
happened to be next each other glued lar trees in the yard, and hurrying to
together, the comb being built irregu- the spot she found the little chicks all
rolling about
larly ahd attached to both wood foun- stuck up with leaves,
dations. The bars could not be re- struggling to free themselves, and two
were
stuck tosufferers
little
of
the
moved without a rupture and the falling of a large piece of comb. Then I gether. She picked these two up, and
found much uncovered— in fact, if the coining to the house called me. On
wax had been at all interfered with, examination we found them covered
here the bees had left it bare, but then with a sticky substance, which seemed
went
to make amends, and determined, as to have come off the leaves. I
yard, and found it on all the
is their wont, to economize space,.they into the
had built out the next comb to till up leaves, and, tasting, was surprised to
the space a great evil, as the comb be- find it honey. Looking around I could
comes so heavy that in hot weather it see it glistening in the sunshine like
breaks off, and sad havoc and loss en- diamonds on every leaflet, and on the
sue. Still more surprising, I found porch for 2 or 3 feet were splotches of
that though the wax was worker cells it. Several neighbors dropped in duron the wooden foundation, they disre- ing the day whom I told of the honey
garded it and built drone comb over, shower, su pposing it had been general

—

and on the irregular built cells they set but they were incredulous till shown
to and built out some pieces of perfect evidences of it. In the evening of the
two-sided comb with central portion same dav I noticed a mist between me
and cells, both sides sealed completely and the "sun. and a closer examinaon one side of the wood in fact it tion disclosed the fact that we were
seems to me that they were tempted having a repetition of the phenomenon
by it to all sorts of vagaries. Of the which was witnessed by many people.
the house,
12 faces on these 6 sheets, I have only While it did not run off
seen one at all even and respectable, either morning or evening, it covered
and this was not built over all the face the leaves of the trees and shrubs, and
honey dew, and
in fact, the bees evidently do not like was, without a doubt,
some portions of it. I cannot recom- that, too, from a cloudless sky.

Sec. 6. No person shall be convicted cated. This will give producers an
under any of the foregoing sections of opportunity to select the best market,
this act if they can show to the satismend
faction of the court or jury that he considering price and convenience.

;

;

it,

and, with the present beau-

Talbot, Ga.

John Keb.
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The

bee'-*

l.ifi'. alt is

Ktcb helped tlici'oor.arid poor

The

bee, in ages past, wi
In characters of worker,

Poem on the Honey

Prize

;

loved the great.

known
and drone

Each autumn, when the tempting store of bone?
Kxeitod appetite or love of money.
Thefalth'lll workers forfeited their lives.
Thai man might get the cedents of the hive
A tragic finish to the busv season,
For which necess ty was made the reason.

Bee.

CLARKE.

1VJI. F.

nut

men

rstitions
At.surdest theories nnd >
litlons,
Usurped tile place "t rat
Aod, while a dozen bees remained alive.
of the hive.
mysteries
search
the
man
durst
No
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My

to the ground all around.
This, of course, pre-supposes that the
hives are set near the ground, as all
hives should be. Four or five inches
above the surface is plenty.
As soon as the honey ceases coming
into the hive the queen relaxes herefforts in laying. Instead of depositing
2,000 or 3,000 eggs a day, she will, perhaps, lay only a few hundred. This,
of course, makes the growing brood
so much less, and hence there will be
fewer bees to gather the fall harvest
than there would be if the queens
would lay every day all the eggs possible for them to lay. In order to promote laying some bee-keepers are accustomed to feed each hive about a
quarter of a pound of thin sugar syrup
every day from the time honey-gathering ceases until it begins again.
This feeding needs to be done with
great caution, in order not to incite
robbing.
As soon as the fall flowers begin to
yield honey, see to it that the surplus
honey receptacles are all in place.

come down

a model citizen— ease, food,
fielded to the public good ;

No individual Interests « otgli u grain
Where there are public interests to maintain
As in old Itome. when nit were for the State,

;

In the brief sketch of my apicnltural career which appears in the Bee
Journal of July 13, accompanying

Now, thanks to science and Ita hand-maid, art.
The aplculturist acts a wiser part
The comb is built upon the movable frame.
With smoke or sweet the tlery bees we tame.
;

Control the busv inmates of the hive,
the portrait, no mention is made of Obtain
their stores, yet save them all alive.
what I have ever regarded as one of The brisk Italian now assumes the place
the highest honors gained by me as a Of the familiar, black, old-fashioned racemore energetic, more prolific,
bee-keeper. Ten years ago this sum- Nimbler,
And, happily, in temper more pacific
mer I succeeded in winning the $40 A more untiring and adventurous rover.
of And able to suck honey from red clover.*
prize, offered by H. A. King & Co.,
r
;

the Bee-Keepers' Magazine, New l ork,
for the best poem on " The Bee." I
was very proud of the achievement,
and am yet. Up to that period of my
life I had not considered myself, nor
been considered by others, a poet. I
had, like most people who handle the
pen much, now and then jingled a few
rhymes together— that was all. When
I saw the advertisement offering the
prize, I said to myself, " Now, this
thing won't go altogether by poetic
merit. There must be knowledge of
apiculture displayed, as well as poetic
genius. 1 think I know ther bee pretty

Of old a super-glass, or honey-box.
Was placed above each of the thriftier stocks,
In hope they might be tempted there to store
A surpiusage of twenty pounds or more
Of first-class honey but a lazy fit
Would oftentimes prevent their doing it.
;

Now in these palmy days of honey-slinging.
The bees are kept without cessation bringing
New stores of sweet, which quickly we transfer
Into the mel-extracting cylinder.
force centrifugal,
boney by the pail or barrel full.

And thence by use of
(Jet

termination

threw several pails of cold water on
" The Yankees will never let that
it.
prize go to a Canuck: " You're not a
poet, you know ;" " Time and trouble
advice

is

to

own way,

so I

be

all facilities for honey getting
race of bees that will admit of petting
Each household of an apiary possessed.

With

A

;

Bee-keeping followed with unflagging zeat,
Honey and milk shall flow all countries through,
And " home, sweet home," obtain a meaning new.

The true use of
more firm in our
went ahead with my

etc.

make

till

will

For storing honey, but of a description
Quite opposite in temper, and without
That ugly inclination to dart out
The venomed sting, on slightest provocation,—
Nature's worst form or counter-irritation.

I am going to try for
On announcing this deto my better-half, she

thrown away,"

of progress

Nor

A plan for making artificial combt.
And thus provide the bee a finished home.
To which all hands shall busily fetch honey.
And smiling bee-men turn it into money.
Next we will find a bee like the Egyptian

thoroughly, and
this prize."

is not over yet.
our apiarists get

The march

•License of poetry claimed here. The writer
has never been able to satisfy himself that the
Italian bee gathers from red clover to any extent,
but it is often asserted as a fact, and clover was
wanted here as a rhyme to " rover."

us

to do my very best.
the letter came from New
tComb foundation
York, announcing my success over 40 poem
was written.
odd competitors, I felt greatly uplifted, but tried, of course, to seem
very meek. I handed the letter to

poem, resolved

When

has come into use since the

Western Stock Journal.

Seasonable Hints— Summer.
wife, and retired quietly from the
room, so as not to be betrayed into any
night,
That
o. CLUTE.
self-glorifying behavior.
York
without any mention of the
The first part of the month of Auletter, the subject of the curtain lecture was the duty of not being exalted gust is, in many places, a season of
above measure in view of any honor enforced idleness among bees. The
or distinction that might befall us. summer flowers are past, and the fall
Next morning, at the breakfast table flowers are not in bloom, hence there
Wher(all our children were at home then— is little honey to be gathered.
now 6 out of 8 have gone from us) the ever corn is largely cultivated the litlady of the house made a little speech tle fellows will carry a great abun" Children, it is now dance of pollen into the hives to help
on this wise
definitely settled that your papa is a the brood-rearing of late fall and early
poet. This explains a great many spring when no pollen is to be had.
things I never could understand, but
As soon as the surplus honey-boxes,
I shall henceforth ascribe to the eccen- or sections, or frames, are full and
tricities of genius." That plea has come sealed, they should be removed from
in very opportunely many times since; the hives. Indeed it is usually best
in fact, between "the license of poe- to remove the surplus receptacles as
try" and the "eccentricities of genius,'' honey-gathering ceases, even if they
Bees are apt to carry
I get the liberty of doing pretty much are not full.
as I like.
some of it below, and they soil it by
The poem in question has never ap- traveling over it.
eared in the Bee Journal, I believe.
At this time great care must be exE everal of my friends have inquired
ercised, when working among bees,
for copies of it of late, and as it may not to incite them to robbing. If
be said to be "out of print," it might honey is left exposed they will at once
gratify others, as well as myself, to begin upon it, and soon the whole
see it in our favorite old apicultural apiary will be in a hign state of exciteJournal.
ment. As soon as the supply which

my

New

:

has roused them is exhausted they
will begin on the weak colonies, master them, and clean them out com-

prize poem on " the bee."
realm of nature do we see
A worthier study than the honey bee 1
What curious instinct dictates every art

Where

in the

Whereby

pletely.

this little creature acts its part

do the marvels of the hive combine
All other insect wonders to outshine
bee sets forth,
A swift-winged forager, the from
south to north.
Scouting from east to west,
Intent on Gathering, with industrious haste.
Sweetness that else upon the earth would waBte
roam.
wanderer
may
the
And, whereso'er
Laden she flies unerring to her home.
!

;

A skilful manufacturer, she makes.

internal process, pearly wax,

A substance

and

delicate.
to imitate—
Beyond the power of
Suited to houBe the growing insect brood.
Or to encase the store of luscious food.

The bee

is

plastic, soft

A little

carelessness in ex-

posing honey will thus often be the
cause of losing several colonies.
If bees once get to robbing they can
be dispersed for the moment by sprinkling the hives that are being robbed
with water from a common wateringpot. The bees seem to think it is raining, and so the robbers rush off home.
A good means of stopping robbing is
to pull several handfulls of weeds and

How

By some

Prevent swarming if possible. The
parent hive is weakened, and the new
one does not gather enough to last it
over winter.
Iowa City, Iowa.

man

grass and

leaves

and throw them

loosely over the entrance of the hive

mathematical, and well

illustrates Euclid in her form of cell ;
Sir Isaac Newton, Simpson, or Legendre,

being robbed. Bees belonging
that
to the hive will make their way out
and in through this obstruction. But
robbers seem to be chary about going
through it. Probably the best means
of stopping robbing is to spread a sheet
over the hive that is being robbed, letting it completely cover the hive, and
is

of these great masters need we send her:
For she has found what they could never see,
A " royal highway " to geometry.
The bee's a warrior bold, and never saw
Foe who could make her from the field withdraw
In single combat, or in army fight.
No bee has ever shown the feather white
" Ready, aye ready," any time to rally.
And at a moment s notice forth to sally.

To none

;
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Italian Bees in Australia.
S.

MCDONNELL.

As it may be

interesting to the readers of the Bee Journal to learn in
how far my experiment to introduce
Italian bee's into this Colony has pro-

gressed, I send you a few notes on
the subject.
The mail steamer" City of Sydney"

267
my new friends, the Italians,
paid our climate the compliment of
taking the mild winter to which they
landed, as the summer which should,
in ordinary course according to their
calendar, nave been allotted to them.
I
am afraid, though, that if they entertained such a notion, their minds
have been disabused by Hie absence of

or no

flowers.

Having landed the bees safely, my
next trouble was their proper careana
maintenance, and
turned to the
Langstroth,
hand-books— including
Cook, King,Quinby and Hoot, which
have on my shelves, for information. For the first time in applying
to those books for assistance in a difficulty, and you will understand in how
far I am indebted to them when you
learn that I have none other than the
advice to be gained from books and
periodicals to guide me no practical
friend to give me a wrinkle at the
proper moment, or show me how to
avoid doing things as they ought not
to be done I sought without finding.
The points on which I more particularly sought for information were, 1st,
The general treatment of bees after a
4 weeks' sea voyage ; 2d, Their treatment in having to face a second winter, without the intermediate seasons.
If you think it worth while to give a
few hints on these points, they would
probably be perused by others, as well
as myself, with interest. Although
they would come too late to be of service to me in my present emergency,
they would be in good time should I
try a second experiment. Under the
circumstances I hold that a little food
would not come amiss, and that an
inspection of the hives, during fine
weather, would do no harm, and
I

I

—

—

would relieve my curiosity as to the
San Francisco on June 4, and ar- bees rearing brood, as they would in
evening
rived in Sydney harbor on the
the ordinary course of summer folof the 1st hist. The mails by her lowing winter and spring. Not havmorning
the
on
here
delivered
were
ing a tool handy to remove the frames
of the 2d inst.and by a letter from without jarring, from the position in
Mr. A. H. Newman I learned that, ac- which they were fixed for traveling, I
cording to my instructions, two colo- deferred the operation, and have since
nies of Italian bees had been shipped been prevented from inspecting on acby the steamer. I next visited the count of wet weather, during which I
ship's agents, who handed to me a let- deemed it inadvisable to open the
ter from Mr. Williams, of Messrs. hives. I have, however, given them
Williams, Dimond & Co., San Fran- food in the shape of honey and syrup,
cisco. Mr. Williams, although a stran- to guard against their food combs beger to me, was kind enough to attend ing empty, although I had misgivings
to the shipping of the bees at San that by so doing I might be encouragFrancisco, on their arrival from Chi- ing breeding at an unreasonable time
cago, and I am much indebted to him. of year.
The shipping documents contained in
You will thus see that the experiMr. William's letter enabled me to get ment of introducing Italian bees is
immediate possession of the 2 hives, fraught with difficulties, the more esand bv means of a cab (traveling pecially when undertaken by one
gently) and the suburban railway, by whose only experience lies in having
noon the bees were on their stands on put the most excellent rules contained
my ground at "Homebush," about 8 in your American hand-books and pemiles from Sydney. The portico of riodicals into practice. I feel like one
each hive (Langstroth) contained wandering in the dark in unKiiown
about a quart of dead bees, which I parts, to whom a little practical adhad removed and preserved, in order vice exactly to the point would be as
to see if the queens were among the welcome as the light of day. Should
dead. I have looked them over (the the experiment not succeed, I should

left

dead bees) without finding her. The
day was bright and warm and the bees
were soon flying briskly. I now had
an opportunity, for the first time, of

seeing Italian' bees, and I was much
pleased to see that the difference between them and the black bees is sufto be noticed by such a
ficient
fresh acquaintance to their appearance as myself. We have, so far, had
a very mild winter, the days having
been warm and clear and the nights
cool, the thermometer on one or two
occasions showing the mercury at
freezing point.
You will observe that the bees left
Chicago at the end of May, or about
the middle of your spring, and arrived
here on the 1st of July, or at the beginning of our winter. They, therefore, after having passed through an
unusually severe winter with you,
have been subjected to the long journey from Chicago to San Francisco, by
rail, and a 4 weeks' sea voyage to
Sydney. It is true that our winters
seldom are so inclement as to prevent
bees from flying all the time, but. nevertheless, I cannot but think that the
best time for bees to arrive at Sydney
from San Francisco would be October,
in order to avoid the double winter. I
was much exercised to decide whether

not determine that it cannot be successfully performed, but should attribute the failure to my want of experience, and should try it again.
Your Journal continues to be read
with great interest. I must compliment your artist on the excellent reproduction of your photograph, which
appeared as a wood cut in your Journal. The possession of the photograph kindly sent by Mr. A. H. Newman enables me to form an opinion of
It is an additional
the reproduction.
proof that the matter in the Journal
is true to nature, and that its readers

may

rely on its counsel.
Sydney, Australia, July

12, 1881.

[When you placed the hives upon the
stands you should have taken out the

frames and examined them critically—
1st, for

the queen

ken comb

;

2d, to

mend

bro-

3d, to regulate feeding ;
4th, to see the amount and condition of
brood. If it is possible for "frequent
;

we would advise stimulating
immediate breeding, as many of
the bees are old, and the colony will
soon dwindle if new bees are notreared
to take the place of the old ones.— Ed.]
flights,

for
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worker and the queen progeny considered together in every case. As far
as I have observed, tin' queen progeny
of a mismated mother will manifest
TO. M. BOGEB8.D.D.8.
the mating. If this be so it will never
lie a popular fact among breeders until
The evidence of the Bee JOURNAL buyers are willing to pay for what
the
Cyprian
against the character of
Many of these untested
they get.
bee appears to he cumulative, and 1 Cyprians of 1881 and their mongrel
think the inferences pretty fair one progeny will appear at the bar as blathai the editor's judgment begins to tant witnesses and vociferous accusers
yield to the pressure. It would !» of the pure Cyprian. Could any race
presumption in me to attempt to in- of bees sustain character under the
struct you, but pray permit me, in conditions likely to be engendered
your columns, to advise those who against this "noble bee ?"
are in the possession of pure Cyprians
Shelby ville, Ky., Aug. 15, 1881.
to be careful how they let a good thing
have now had
1
slip their fingers.
[We want all the light possible reCyprians from the Jones-Benton im- garding the Cyprian and Syrian bees.
one
year.
am
about
1
portation for
do not. at this writing, find If they, or either of them, possess susure that
any cause for regret in the fact perior traits, why does not Dr. Rogers
that I sacrificed a nice strain of Ital- enumerate them ? It is an admitted
ians for them.
tact, that the progeny of an Italian
Hybrids, except in rare instances,
queen mated with a black drone, are
vicious
and
irmost
ranked
as
the
are
ritable bees, and we ought not, of worse in disposition than the blacks
course, to expect that Cyprians, when per contra, it is claimed that the progcrossed, should be an exception. I
eny of a black queen mated with an
think extreme crossness or "ferocity"
(the word speaks the nervousness of Italian drone, are more amiable and
the writer of it] in a colony of Cyp- vigorous. This will probably account
rians, imported though it be, will, in for the frequent assertions that hyitself, constitute a weighty argument
brids are the best workers. Again,
for the impure mating of the queen.
My experience is to the effect that is it not possible to combine the better
Cyprian queens mated with Italian traits of the Italians, Cyprians and
drones give a progeny, in frequent Syrians, or a majority of them if any
cases, that is unbalanced from the
superior ? Ed.]
1 bred are
character of either parent.
For tho American Bee Journal.

Value of the Cyprian Bees.

I

;

—

colonies in 1880 from Cyprian queens
mated to Italian drones that carried,
as far as I could see, all the characteristics assigned by Mr. Benton to the
pure Cyprian, excepting, only, the
case of their queen progeny. From
the same stock I bred other colonies
just as nice as the above, that I would
pit against the continent as lighters,
and yet 1 have not known a single instance in which even the worst of
these have volunteered an attack.
I cannot but regard it as a matter of
regret that Mr. Jones should leave Syrian bees with Mr. Benton on the IsThis, I think, is a
land of Cyprus.
It is to be refairly presumable fact.
gretted in a less degree, only in the
event that his sales from this source
have been less, that Mr. Fiorini should
have established his Cyprian apiary
We owe
in the presence of Italians.
a debt to the past as well as to the future. The censured character that
falls to the inheritance of the Cyprian,
under thousands of years of isolation
and trial, ought not, if valuable, to
be thoughtlessly or recklessly lost; it
seems a moral wrong to do so. From
my observation I think the Cyprian
has everything to lose and nothing to
gain from crossing, whether with Syrians or Italians.
I shall not indorse the Cyprian for
the full measure of gentleness that
is exhibited by the Italian, but I do
affirm that Mr. Benton's statements
on this point are, to the letter, true,
boldly assert that his affirmaand
tion is worth more than the denial of a
thousand loose ex peri neuters added to
that of anoi her thousand of careless obno one to give
servers.
I shall advise
up Italians for Cyprians, but to those
the
who make
experiment or who bai e
already invested,
say, if you are
first sure of the purity of your slock
and understand its character, you can
write as your second proposition success.
Let the uninitiated know that
the tests of purity, as applied to Italians, are not a test for Cyprians, for
I

i

I

—

a Cyprian queen mated with an Italian
drone will produce a race so close!]
resembling pine Cyprians that it will
take more than ordinary powers Of
discrimination to distinguish the difference, and yet in character the bees
are essentially different. Hence I infer that many breeders who sell untested Cyprians, having not the ghost
of a chance for pure mating, will vend
many bees that will stand the test of
the X bands. What is the test of a

For the American Bee Journal.

Exhibiting Bees at Fairs.
J.

Aug. 24,

him take 'em off the grounds, and here the hive on top, and long enough to
he's went and left all these a Hying reach down to the bottom of the
confound 'em, I wish frames, smoke the colony, take oil the
around here
;

"

they were all dead
I could not help smiling at the viewshe had of the matter, so explained
that she was laboring under a mistake,
that I was the bee man and had closed
up my bees the evening before, and
that those flying belonged to hives
kept outside the grounds.
I had been to some trouble and expense in getting my beeson exhibibition, and, although not to blame tor
!

the hundredth pail of the trouble, yet
I had to be ruled out in order to satI attached no
isfy the confectioners.
blame to the superintendent he acted
and reasoned in a gentlemanly manner, saying (as I fully understood) that
they were ignorant of the cause
trouble,
and as long as
of the
they could see my hives open they
;

surplus arrangements, contract the
colon] to the proper size, put in division-boards, till the empty space with
dry chaff, or any dry absorbent that
may be handy, such as lags, line hay,
or straw, place the blanket on the top
of the frames, then drop the end of
the blanket down back of the frames.
tuck the edges in nicely, close up the
hive and fill the top or upper story
with an absorbent, cover the hive to
keep perfectly dry. I bore a J^-inch
hole in the front of hive, about % of
tin- way iqi from the entrance, front
the hives to the south, and all is ready.
wintered my bees with sucI have

at least 15 years, and I know
speak. People are depending too much in chaff packing outside
of the hive; they must have at least
would not be convinced but what every one end of the frames to run to the
one of the bees belonged to my hives hive without packing, and that end
I would not discourage anyone from should be the front, ami the hive must
the undertaking, but will say unless front the south. All the bees that
there has been an understanding "all were in niv town are dead, except
around" beforehand, that sweets and mine, which wintered safely. I have
everything to tempt the bees must be 135 colonies, and my loss in winter
kept under cover, there will be trouble. was 6 colonies, 2 of which became
As to persons getting stung, then- queenless, 2 were destroyed by mice,
need be little fear if the exhibitor one starved and one died with dysenknows his business if he does not he tery. This has been a very good season for honey. My bees have had no
had better leave the bees at home.
there has
rest since the fruit bloom
Columbus, Ind., Aug, 10, 1881.

cess for

whereof

;

;

[Mr. Brooks would

now probably

been a constant How of honey.
Butler. Ind., July 21. 1881.

meet with more encouragement for
his beautiful bees and certainly nothing could be more interesting than a
practical lecture from him in connec;

For the American Bee Journal.

The Origin

tion with his exhibition. Last fall, at
the Wisconsin State Fair, a gentleman

M. BROOKS.

I

(.'.

of Drones.

UOIUNSON.

.1.

In a paper read before the Entomoof Madison exhibited his bees, and exHaving read the article on "Manage- plained the methods of manipulating logical Society, published on the lirst
ment of Bees at Fairs," I will say that, them. This season, with a good yield, page of the Bee Journal," of July
Though
27. Prof. A. J. Cook wrote
as I have had a little experience in that
line, I am of the opinion that our efforts to instruct the public in this way

:

honey has been sold as doubt is sometimes expressed as to
fast as obtained at comb honey prices. the origin of drones by parthenogeneno such doubt among inwill prove fruitless. Several years ago This is what is wanted, and bees are sis, there is
telligent apiarists." If all intelligent
I obtained permission to exhibit some
of much more importance to the coun- apiarists agree on any certain point,
bees at our State Fair; in due time I
why mention a doubt concerning Unarrived at the grounds and opened up try than hot glucose candy.—Ed.]
admitted fact, UnleSS the writer thereof
my bees. The public were greatly into dispose of or settle the
assumes
terested and surprised to see how easFor the American Bee Journul.
ily

the

combs could be handled,

his extracted

the

queens found and shown them, and all
without the use of smoke, veil, or
gloves. Although the crowd continually surrounded the bees, not one received a sting. Everything seemed to
be working nicely, when the superintendent came up taking me to one
side, he said that I would have toclose
up my hives, that they were not stinging anyone, but were giving the "candy
stands" trouble. I explained the matter to him, that, as there was an apiary
of blacks kept in the neighborhood
was very plain to be seen that as
it
my bees were Italians he would find
that about one of my bees to .511 of the
blacks were causing the trouble. He
admitted the fact, but said that the
candy men would not be satisfied unless my bees were shut up.
I confined
them to the hives that evening after
;

Preparing Bees for Winter.
L.

.1.

DIEIIL.

question of who rank as intelligent,
and those who do not y Said writer
was well aware that I. for one, " express doubt," yea, controvert the doctrine that teaches parthenogenesis in

honey bees.
Mr. Cook, providing he is reliable
each colony has a prolific queen, and authority on the subject he discussed,
was aware that at least two intelligent
if it has not already enough honey. Insure that the colony has enough bees apiarists, namely, the lamented Major
to lill up for winter as soon as the fall Munn, a learned physiologist and enbloom comes. Each comb should have thusiastic apiarist, wrote thus: "Parat least one hole through it, for a win- thenogenesis, so far as the honey bee
ter passage, for the bees to pass from is concerned, would be difficult to
one comb to another, without passing prove with all the voluntary muscles
have examined in the bees' abdomen, or any pressure
around the frame.
many a colony of bees that have been Of the cells that might tie brought to
wintered in a careless way, that were bear on the oviperous queen bee."

Now

is the time to prepare colonies
First, see that
for safe wintering.

I

not

provided with

winter passages,

lie further says

:

"

The

proof

is

want-

and have starved with plenty of honey ing that the eggs may not have already been fecundated in the queens'
fee]
on the other side of the comb.
certain that if they had had a passage 0\ :nies."
set forth in a former arI claim, as
through the comb they would liave
dark.
with
The next day I visited all the stands, survived the winter, [fan] colonies ticle, that queens are impregnated
while in
and SUCh a sight — pound after pound tail to gather enough honey tor winter, royal jelly (drone's semen)
Furthermore, I will
of stick candy lay on their counters, in the fall, unite all such together, for the larval state.
exposed not only to tempt the poor in- vou can make one good colony out of here allude to one other enthusiastic
of ten find colo- and experienced apiarist who. though
nocent bees to a feast, but to all the 2 or 3 poor ones, and
Bees were every- nies thus treated the very best colo- read out by Prof. Cook as not being
dirty Hies. also.
counted "intelligent," advocated the
where, completely driving away pro- nics in the spring.
as to the "origin of
prietor and Customers, and taking
early prepare my colonies for win- same doctrine
" that 1 promulgated in
lie
everything before them. Of course, ter, on the summer stands. This is drones
The inthey never volunteered to sting any- the critical point in wintering bees, Bee Journal of March
to
is
Mr.
Elihu
one unless pinched, nevertheless their and it must be done in good season so dividual referred
some sense, at
presence tilled everybody with fear. that the bees can properly finish up Kirliv.a naturalist of
to
according
intelligent
not
oil'
least,
if
frost
cuts
the
Thousands perished at the "sweet the work before the
have read the published re- the before mentioned standard. Prof.
cider" presses, and made things lively bloom.
Kiriiy was a valued correspondent
tor the "hot-candy" men, who boil and ports vcrv carefully, and can account
serve their candy on the grounds. Of in no other way for the bad results of of the Albany Country Gentleman,
Bee JOURCourse all were free iii laying the whole last winter but'by the neglect to have and after the AMERICAN
started, he contributed to
trouble to the "confounded bee man," the bees prepared in good time. They NAL was
should have at least 2 or 3 weeks pleas- both periodicals until his health failed.
ill bringing beeson the grounds, when
call C
pare the articles
hail kept them closed ant weather before winter sets in, to The reader
the truth was
then, if of the said Professors and determine
seal up and clean the hive
up. except the one day.
properly packed inside the hive and which, in a scientific point of view,
Stepping up to a stand kept
a
expresses" the highest degree of inlad] where the bees were just swarm- kept dry, they will winter in good
telligence.
ing)
remarked that the bees were condition.
inasmuch as have presented testiThis is my plan for preparing bees
very troublesome, when she replied:
"Yes; if it hadn't a been for that. for winter, and it works to a charm. mony to corroborate my theory of the
1

I

1

I

2:'..

I

l-:.

I

;

1

•

\

i

pure Cyprian? [have not found
in
the worker progeny, but I will not
that
deny
a more acute observer might
challenge Prof.
do so. I am almost sine that tor the plagued bee man we shouldn't a had After the fall season is over for sur- origin of drones.
most of us it must be sought in the all this bother. The managers made plus, I take a blanket made the size of Cook to produce one intelligent apiarit

I

1

I

not barring himself, who can explain and prove beyond a doubt, that
drones originate bv parthenogenesis.
No intelligent scientist will confess
that he, in matters pertaining to any
science, pins bis faith upon some one,
or some tew observations of bis own,
and say that others are non-intelligent who are not of the same faith.
The doctrine of parthenogenesis is
of modern invention, being held forth
as a hypothesis to account for the reproduction of certain insects, but
there is no record of evidence showing
that parthenogenesis exists, in fact,
in any living creature, much less that
it explains the phenomenon of virgin
queens reproducing drones. Certain
ist,

must work, think, talk and write. If
Mr. Sherman further says," assertions ting queens run right into aqueenless there is anything we do not underit is 99 times the
certainly
and
colony,
find
he
does
Where
not
satisty."
do
stand, that is the very point we should
any assertions of mine as to what safest.
Write upon. for. if we do ourselves
Sussex, Wis., Aug. 5, 1881.
causes dysentery? I have, from the
justice, we will post up on that point,
first, called the bacteria theory only a
in fact, we want to post up on every
it was the only
hypothesis, and said
theory that would admit of
effect

the

all

we had experienced and heard

reported. We had all heard of thin
honey and fall honey as causes, and
our experiences and observations had
convinced us to the contrary. We
knew bees had wintered in damp repositories, where " the combs were all
moldy" (I quote Mr. Balch. of Kalamazoo), and died in dry ones, where
all was dry and an even temperature
existed that they had come through
in fine condition out-of-doors, during
damp winters. where the combs molded
liadlv, and had all died in some apiaries
thatsome
in seasons just the opposite
lived while others died, only a few
miles apart, where the winter was the
same, and honey in the same condition
;

namely, Von Siebold, Leuckart, and Dr. Donhoff are
the originators of the term parthenodenned its meaning.
genesis, and
Those men fancied that drones originated as explained bv their new theory, and the lamented Baron of Berconcerned.
lepsch, being in the dark regarding as far as thinness was
Dowagiac, Mich.
the phenomenon, adopted the hypothesis as a fact.
Either parthenogenesis is a false
For the American Bee Journal.
doctrine or the Creator had no wise
purpose in making a distinction of Introducing Queens with Safety.
sex. True, if we have faith in some
stories, some of us might believe that
T. E. TURNER.
Earthenogenesis existed even in the
wilwould
be
none
but
uman race,
I write on introducing queens in 2

German

scientists,

Convention in Nebraska.

A meeting of the Nebraska State
Bee Keepers' Association will be held
in Omaha. Friday night, Sept. 16, 1881
to consider wintering reports and the
best method of wintering, and such

may demand their
Vandorn, Pres.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec.

other business as
T. S.
attention.

;

I append a copy of the premium list
cordial invitation
of our State Fair.
is extended to all to participate in the
exhibit.
Best comb honey, not less than 20
pounds, crated, and in single-comb
sections weighing not less than 2

A

pounds each,
premium, $5.

vouch for the truth of those hours' time, for the benefit of those
even to uphold the doctrine who purchase queens and are doubtful
by them advocated. Of course, I have of successful introduction. When an
no reference to the case of Joseph's apiarist has purchased a fine queen, at
bethrothed. nor to the 15 other virgins a cost of from $2 to $20, it is a matter
who, according to ancient history, are of some interest to him to know how
reputed to have reproduced indepen- to introduce her to a colony with
dent of the male sex
safety. Different writers have given
Parthenogenesis and Mormonism their methods, and in works on the
may yet transform the relation of hu- apiary we find several described the
man males to the reproduction of our one I have adopted as the safest and
race, like the relation of the drone to quickest is an old one with variations.
the bee species. I hope that some
When vour queen has arrived,
Professor will deign to write an essay which should be in warm weather if
on this subject.
at all possible, take a frame of brood
Richford, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1881.
just hatching from each of a number
of colonies, as yon may choose to introduce your queen to a large or small
For the American Bee Journal.
ling to

stories,

!

;

Bacteria, a Cause of Loss in Winter.

TAMES HEDDON.
In the Bee Journal of June 15,
Mr. J. O. Sherman wants to know why

some

scientific " beeist"

does not give

us the proof, if it is bacteria that kills
our bees. First, the theory or supposition, and then the demonstration.
How long did bacteria produce itch,
diphtheria, etc., before the scientist
guessed (from symptoms) the true
cause, and then how long was it till
he demonstrated the truth of the
guess ? Imagination is the parent of
nearly all practical inventions and discoveries. I wish to say here, that thin
honey is not the main great cause of
dysentery, for often have I known
colonies to die early, when apparently
none butthebestof stores were theirs.
Again, I had my large apiary of 375
colonies nearly all winter safely, with
considerable cider honey in each hive.
have many credible reports where
bees all died, with none but sealed,
thick honey I have bad colonies die
with dysentery in its worst form, ere
winter bad fairly began, where their
honey was, apparently, first class.
Mr. Sherman says, " nearly all admit" that bees can endure long confinement if the honey is thick and in
good condition. In nearly every repository, or out-of-doors, as soon as a
colony is dead, dampness accumulates
in the hive, an effect— not a cause— of
the death of the bees. If the causes
Mr. Sherman ascribes are the true
ones, why is there such a difference in
the success of apiaries only a few miles

We

;

apart?
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Why

cannot you go about

in

the fall and select the hives where the
bees are going to die ? I thought that
the winter problem was still unsettled,
This thin-honey
not "admitted."
theory came up, was advocated, and
let drop, some years ago, as the Bee
Journal shows. We believed that
dysentery had one cause we knew
that it raged in its worst form where
no thin or sour honey was present. Of
course we dropped this seeming cause.
;

colony, and place them in a new hive
on a new stand. Get combs of brood
and bees from colonies that have no
queens, or that have virgin queens
where there are no eggs, if possible.
Then let the bees in the new queenless colony stand 2 hours, with the entrance open, in the middle of the day
when bees are working busily. When
the old bees will have gone back to
the colony from which they were
taken, the cage or shipping box containing the qiieen may be opened and
placed inside the hive prepared for
her, with the edge of the box open
against one of the combs, and she will
leave the box or cage at her leisure,
and go on the combs among the young
bees unmolested.
If it is desired to make the introduction of your queen doubly sure,
shake or brush off all the bees from
each comb into or in front of the hive
from which taken and place the combs
of brood alone in the new hive. Let
them stand for 2 hours, when there
will be quite a cluster of young bees
,

hatched out, among which your valuable queen may be allowed to crawl

unharmed.
safest and quickest
have ever tried. The
plan of caging a queen for 48 hours
between combs or on a comb I have
found to be unsafe and tedious. On
one occasion I caged a valuable queen
on a comb in a hive containing old
bees for 48 hours, and released her to
have her balled up and only saved her
from being stung to death by a violent smoking and driving of the bees
backwards and forwards through the
hive. The 2 hour method may not be
a success in the hands of some, in
every case, but so far I have not failed
with it in one instance, and I have introduced a number of queens in this
way. I have had some failures in all
other methods, but have never failed

This

is

the

method that

I

by this plan, and, all things considered, this 2 hour method appears to
be the only positively safe way of introducing queens. It is only 2 hours
and the time spent, in preparing the
hive, behind A. I. Root's plan of let-

1st

point in the business.
Let no one try to excuse himself on
the ground of inability. Some say:
"I can't write anything; there are
others that can do better, and if I do
write, I am just as likely to say something wrong as right." If that is the
case, by all means say it; say it before the meeting, for if you are wrong
very likely some of the members can
correct you, and put you on the right
track. The sooner you are corrected,
the better for you.
I want all to criticize me just as
closely as they can. If I say something
you do not understand, ask for an explanation, or, if you cannot agree with
me, say so. and let us talk the matter
over. Perhaps I am wrong ; if so, I
can learn a
want to be corrected.
great deal from one another, in fact,
we can learn a great deal from mistakes made in bee-keeping, as well as

We

any other matter. I think we should
premium, $10; 2d establish a question box that is, if
anyone has questions to answer or be
;

answered.letthem write each question
on a slip of paper and band it to the
Secretary to be read and answered by
any member. If it will take too long
to explain now.have it assigned to some
one to answer at our next meeting.
As we can gain knowledge by observation, we should closely watch everything belonging to the bee business.

Best gallon extracted honey, limited
to competitors producing their own
honey in Nebraska during the year
2d, $3.
1881, 1st premium, $5
Best colony of Italian, Cyprian, or
either, 1st preof
or
cross
bees,
Syrian
mium, $10; 2d, $5.
The test of colonies to be net gam
in stores during the two weeks prea colony of bees try and
ceding the day of examination. Each If we lose
find out why it was lost, make a record
hive to be weighed, recorded and
it, and bring the report to the meetsealed at the commencement and of
all know about it, so
again at the end of the trial. No col- ing and let us
we can be prepared to avoid a
that
ony admitted not possessing the ordisimilar loss.
nary amiability of pure Italians.
I often find, while working with
Best exhibit of brood and surplus
I get an idea clearly demcomb foundation fully or partly drawn bees, that and
if I do notnote itdown
onstrated,
out. $5.
forgotten and lost. ThereBest exhibit of apiarian implements it is soon
would be a great help
think
it
and supplies, 1st premium, $10; 2d, $5. fore, I
would write down and
Best display of honey in marketable if everyone
bring to the meeting such things as
G. M. Hawley.
shape, $5.
they may think of from time to time.
Either in. the way of questions or imConvention.
Wis.
provements, let no good idea be lost,
Read before the S. W.
for we need all the help we can get.
Essays, and their Advantages.
Platteville, Wis.
;

.

EDWIN FRANCE.
I find it difficult to

get

members

of

Bee-Keepers' Union.— The Eastern
Bee-Keepers' Union Association, will hold their eighth semi-

New York

bee-keepers' societies to write essays
There is always annual Convention on Tuesday, Sept.
for conventions.
some excuse— no time, not posted, no 27, 1881, at 10 a. m., at Knowersville,
All bee-keepers are invited to
experience, some one else can do bet- N. Y.
W. D. Wright, Pres.
attend.
N. D. West, Sec.
Let me ask, are bee-keepers' associations profitable, or likely to be V I
think we can all profit by them if
®*The Southern California Diswe do our part. We get together to trict Bee-Keepers' Association will
the
to
belonging
matters
talk over
hold its annual meeting in Los Angeles
bee business, and, as our time together City, Sept. 8, 9, and 10, 1881. All peris short, it is important that we come sons interested in bees and honey are
right to the point on everything, and respectfully invited to attend.
we want to take up as many of the
J. E. Pleasants, Pres.
most important points as our time will
Anaheim, Cal.
important
is
it
think
admit. Now, I
that every member have some point
l^" The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
assigned to him, and let him post up
and gather together all the evidence Association will meet in Chicago, on
he can bearing on that point, and Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
write it down to be read at the next and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
meeting. Should it happen that he invited to attend. It is desired to
cannot come, he can send it to be read. make this one of the most interesting
There is no member that will be so conventions ever held in the United
much benefitted by it as the one that States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
C. C. COFFINBERRY, StC.
writes the essay, because, if I write
on any subject I have to think and
mind
call
to
and
post myself on it,
<®° The Eastern Michigan bee-keepmany things that I would not otherAssociation will hold its fall meet-

wise have thought of 1 shall examine
the bee-papers and think over my past
experience in that direction. In that
way I shall, perhaps, find many things
to remind me of something that I
ought to do, that will be a benefit to
me. If we ever make the business a
success we must think— we must study
all the wants and habits of the bee.
There are many things to be thought
of, and I know of no way that will induce us to think on any subject as
much as to write on it, and one is
more likely to remember an idea if it
is brought out by hard study, especially if written down. If we make
bee-keepers' associations a success we
;

ers'

ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
hall, at 10 o'clock a. m.
A. B. Weed, Sec.

A.

^g" The

Southwestern

Wisconsin

Bee- Keepers' Association will hold its
next meetingin Platteville, GrantCo.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.

igyThe Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its next meeting
Aug. 30, at Rock City, Stephenson Co.,
111.

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.
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white clover it was getting dry, but
we have had a fine shower which will
give clover another start. Success to
the Weekly Bee Journal. It is supplying a need long felt by apiarists,
and when changed to the new form
for next year, it will be better than
ever.
S. H. Mallory.
;

jfisror7

The Fall Honey Yield.— Bees are
doing well here now they are workDecatur, Mich.
ing on buckwheat. I received a good
crop of clover honey, and I think we
Milkweed. I send a bee with what
will of buckwheat and other fall flowers.
I attribute my success to the appears to me a fungus growth upon
its
neck and the lower part of its legs.
"
Journal and Cook's
Manual of
I find the workers of their own hive
the Apiary." Success to each.
dragging a number of them out. This
A. Rhinehart.
is taking place among other bees beCorning, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1881.
sides my own. This is among the
black bees exclusively. I have PalesMy Season's Report. In the spring tine
and Italian bees, but it does not
of 1880 I had 24 colonies of beesoccur among them. I have put them
blacks and hybrids. I obtained 2,000
1-5 power glass of my micropounds of comb honey and 800 pounds under a
scope, but cannot tell what it is.
of extracted, and increased to 45. In
I. R. Gast, M. D.
October they were packed in chaff on
Mifflinburg, Pa., Aug. 10, 1881.
;

—

—

their

summer

stands.

On March

1

all were alive except 2 that starved,
and nearly all were apparently strong
and in good condition. As they were
nearly out of stores, I opened the hives
frequently and gave them honey and
sugar candy over the frames. This
disturbance, combined with the long,
cold spring, caused them to dwindle,
and only 15 colonies survived 11 colonies swarmed out, abandoning brood

[The bee sent was weighted down
with pollen masses of the milkweed
(Asclepius).— A. J. Cook.]

—

Ants. To drive ants from bee hives
take a handful of tansy leaves and
rub and scatter them about the part
infested, and the ants will leave. Try
it.
If you have none growing plant
in all stages, 2 leaving as late as the some near the bee yard, to have it
middle of May, when they were ap- handy.
J. M. Valentine.
parently prosperous. The queens in
Carlinville, 111.
these colonies were given to strong
ones that were queenless. I lost 10
Dry Weather and no Honey. Bees
queens in 4 colonies they would lay
doing very well ; the 'weather
a few days and then disappear. Out are not
is dry and I have no surplus up to this
of 50 colonies in box hives, unprotime. I put on top story and sections
tected, belonging to different famiwith foundation starters about a
lies, there are 6 alive.
Mr. Stanton, of
month ago, but the bees do not seem
Sheridan, had 56 colonies last fall ; 20
C. W. Fisher.
were in the winter hive; of these only to take to it.
Lewis, Iowa, Aug. 9, 1881.
one died
36 were in single-walled
hives, with chaff in the caps of these
The Basswood Yield.— Basswood has
only 151ived, and they were very weak.
The bees in the winter hive did not come and gone for 2 years before this
dwindle. I had one chaff hive, but the yield of honey from it has been
that one did not have a pint of bees. very light, and this year was no exI like those hives
they have all the ception to what is getting to be the
capacity for side-storing or extracting rule, in this section but perhaps the
that can be desired, or the side spaces fact that a steam mill within one mile
can be used for queen-rearing, and of my place is sawing it into lumber,
storing given above, and they are the at the rate of 500,000 feet per year,
nearest approach to a non-swarming has something to do with the yield of
hive of anything I have seen. One it. Bees are now doing the best I ever
man at Ionia, 14 miles from here, had saw them, at this time of the year,
22 colonies, packed the same as in the from the second, crop of white clover.
winter hive, and he only lost 2, and They hardly pay any attention to
they came through in good condition. buckwheat," although there is plenty
N. F. Case.
I purchased 10 of these colonies, and near.
Glensdale, N. Y., Aug. 9, 1881.
have now 57. I have 2 natural swarms
that have gathered 80 pounds each of
[The axe has more to do with it than
comb honey I have 600 pounds of
comb honey (clover and basswood), many think. We must plant for honey
and the same of extracted. The bees or get none, after a short time.— Ed.]
are getting honey now from buckwheat.
few weeks ago, as I was
Well Done.— My bees have done
cutting out queen-cells, one hatched
well this season. I commenced with
in my hand. I caged her and placed
16 colonies in the spring and transthe cage in a nucleus in 2 days I referred 9 of them from the box hive
leased her she crawled onto a com!)
Jones hive, and increased to
and immediately attacked a worker into the
32.
I bought 3 colonies, making 35 on
bee and stung it to death in a few
now. and I have taken about
days she was laying. What a diver- hand
2,200 poundsof honey since the spring,
sity of opinion there is on the subject
We had a good
mostly extracted.
of bee-keeping. I wonder why it is
season for honey. W. G. Russell.
that men who are eqnals in intelliMillbrook, Out, Aug. 15, 1881.
gence, ability, experience and success,
should differ so much in regard to the
Honey-Dew. I would like to ask
successful management of the apiary!
In the face of all these conflicting through the Bee JouiiNAL,where does
theories the beginner has to use his honey-dew come from V My bees were
own judgment, and learn by experi- quite busy this spring on an oak tree
that stands close by my shop. Some
ence.
Mrs. A. M. Sanders.
say it comes from a little insect othSheridan, Mich., Aug. 12, 1880.
ers, that it is dew which falls on the
[Men differ on every conceivable tree, but this oak tree stands under a
subject on science, politics and re- big sycamore tree, and not a particle
ligion just as much as on theoretical of the dew was on the sycamore tree,
swarmed with bees every
bee-keeping— though they are "equals while the oak
day for weeks, and other trees close by
in intelligence, ability, experience and had none of the dew on them
I think
success.''— Ed.]
it is the overflow of sap from the tree.
;

—

;

;

Large Bee Hives.— I bought my first tilled it well. I think it would have
colony of bees in a hive 12x12 and 10 been $200 to me this summer. The
inches deep. Of course I made all of question is, what is Bokhara clover V
my hives of that size, until I became is it an annual ? if so, I have lost all
tired of it. I made different styles of my seed and labor sowing with wheat.
hives and frames after that, and My wheat was planted on very dry
this spring I made one 18 inches from land. Spider plant done moderately
front to rear, 20 inches from side to well. The drouth has killed a part of
side, 9 34 inches deep, and 2 stories the alsike clover ; I had one acre,
high. In this hive I put a good col- sowed last year ; in the early summer
ony that wintered on 3 Langstroth it was literally covered with bees all
frames ; the spaces between the combs day. Success to the Bee Journal.
were
inches, and they contained
ASBURT MCKNIGHT.
sealed honey from top to bottom.
Bible Grove, 111., Aug. 13, 1881.
Those frames were not only covered
[Bokhara, melilot and sweet clover
with bees, but crowded, and were wintered in a cellar. I never thought are virtually one and the same at
that a good colony of bees could be least we can see no difference.
It is
put on 3 combs, but it can be done.
Bees never rear brood when crowded a biennal, and that planted with the
like that
but by giving them the wheat is not lost. Ed.]
whole hive and combs, bringing the
honey from the outside combs to the
Large Crop of Honey in New York.
center, they will rear brood and get
—The yield of honey in this section is
uneasy. I was induced to make this very
good. The largest yield of exlarge hive by Mr. Langstrotlf s article
tracted honey for a single colony I
in Gleanings, in which he said a hive
have known here has been 306 pounds.
18 inches from front to rear, and 18
My largest (the largestl have weighed
inches from side to side, gave the best
but I think equalled or excelled by
results. My hive is 20 inches from side
1 or 2 others) has been 218 pounds,
to side and takes 28 frames, 14 below
with about 30 pounds of buckwheat

%

;

;

and

14 in the

The queen

upper story.

this hive had 10 combs well filled
with brood all the time, until I took
one of brood away and gave it to a nucleus then she kept 9 full. I tried to
make her lay in another frame, so as
to have 10 again, but she would not do
This colony did not swarm, and
it.
gave the best results I ever had. I
shall make all my hives of that size
for the coming year. I have a number of queens that will be 2 years of
age next June they have been good
in

;

layers all summer, and I
getting young queens in their place
will they be as good next spring as

they were this spring

V

Wsi. Fritze.

Duluth, Minn., Aug.

;

A

;

;

;

—

;

—

.

—

Irresponsible Supply Dealers. I am
out $10 for attempting to deal with irresponsible parties, besides the loss
sustained by not having the section
boxes ordered early, until late in the
season.
I think that when dealers
prove unreliable or dishonest they
should be exposed, so that others need
not suffer loss by dealing with them.
Bees are doing finely here now on

Gilead,

111.,

John Boerstler.
Aug. 13, 1881.
of honey-dew is a ques-

[As your queens

will be

but 2 years

old next June, they should be good

good, robust queens are thought
be better the second season than
the first.— Ed.]
;

to

16, 1881.

colors front a light colored Italian
to a black ; they work on red clover in
preference to white clover or anything
all

else,

except basswood (which amounts

Suitable Size for Nuclei.— In reply
Samuel Coulthard I would say that I
do not claim to be an extensive queenbreeder, although I have been rearing
queens, more or less, for the past 12
years. I prefer making nuclei boxes
to suit the frames of the hive I use. I
would make them large enough to
hold 2 or 3 frames if the nuclei is to
contain but one frame, the remaining
space can be filled with 1 or 2 divisionboards, as the case may be, and then
it is an easy matter to add a frame of
unsealed brood, as such is sometimes
full-sized hive answers
necessary.
as well for nuclei, only they cost more.
In making boxes for nuclei I allow
I have
1 7-16 inches for each frame.
taken the Bee Journal for a number of years, and must say that I am
well pleased with the change from
Monthly to Weekly. I could not well
do without it. James P. Sterritt.
Sheakleyville, Pa., Aug. 12, 1881.

My

;

A

and gold-

bees done splendidly
early in the season, but since July 1
all they have done is breeding, which
has been immense. It is favorable for
a good crop from this on. I shall endeavor to rear pure queens next season, and want the Ibest way, under
the circumstances.
The Journal
would be welcome daily, or as it is.

A.J. Norris.

to

Cedar Falls, Iowa, Aug.
[It

is

18, 1881.

of no use to try to rear pure

Italian queens among 100 colonies of
native bees. By removing the colony
of pure bees to some remote part of
the farm you may accomplish it.— Ed.]

—

Foul Brood Again.
There is no
doubt that boiling hives, frames, etc.,
is a sure cure for foul brood, for I have
the authority of Mr. J. S. Harbison,
who, when at Sacramento, was troubled so much that he made a tank to
boil his hives in. If we could heat
the wax to the same point there would
be none of the foul brood germs left
in it, but it is almost impossible to do
it.
I render all of mine under glass
in
honey tank, at about 15CP or
160°, and could melt
wax and make
foundation in the summer time, never
using fire heat, if I wanted to ; so, for

my

my

All Dried Up.— Bees did very well
here the first part of the season, until one, I do not want any foundation
the present excessive drouth com- made from foul brood wax.
menced. We still have no rain pasS. S. Butler, M. D.
Los Gatos, Cal., Aug. 10, 1881.
ture and all kinds of flowers are comWe
can
only
get
pletely dried up.
[We doubt whether any insect life
our bees through bv heavily feeding.
J. B. R. Sherrick.
could withstand, for any considerable
Mt. Zion, 111., Aug. 17,1881.
time, the amount of heat necessary to
transform comb into foundation nor
Melilot or Sweet Clover.— I bought
some of this because you recommended would contagious influences. What
I Dr. Butler might do without fire heat,
it so highly as a honey producer.
sowed early in the spring, on a rich is not the method pursued by foundawheat field, as a test I before sowed a tion manufacturers ; they find a much
little with spider plant ; that sowed
with spider plant has grown from 2 to greater amount of heat necessary to
6 feet high, and bloomed finely. On do expeditious work.— Ed.]
one stalk from one seed, branching
out in every direction like a peach
®" The Northern Michigan Beetree, I counted 31 blossoms, and this
present great drouth does not affect Keepers' Association will hold its
it, while everything else is dead, and fourth Annual Convention at Maple
bees are starving. I wish I had put 2 Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11

[The origin
doubt among scientists. Some
hold that it is an excrement emitted
by Aphides, a small species of insect
others claim that it is the exudation
of sap through the surface pores of the
acres of
leaves.— Ed.]
tion of

M. Bean.

;

enrod.

yet

C.

McGrawville, N. Y., Aug.

to nothing here this season)

14, 1881.

;

;

to extract.

still

Rearing Pure (jueens.— Please give,
through the Bee Journal, the best
way to rear pure Italian queens, from
a pure queen, among a hundred colonies of black bees? I have a very fine
queen I received, a year ago, of A.H.
Newman she is the finest I ever saw.
Her progeny is perfect. I have some
red clover queens, from a queen purchased
of A. I. Root, but they breed
thought of

;

;

;

Aug. 24,

—

;

this in

good rich

soil,

and and

12, 1881.

O.R. GooDNo.Sec.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY. The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.

^*

Single coiiies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

CHICAGO.

HONK Y-New honey is coming In freely and the
is koo<i.
Wo quote light comb honey, in single comb
^" Those who may wish to change demand
boxes, 18®300 in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
from other editions to the Weekly ,can 7@i»C.
BEKSWAX -Prime quality, l*e^Oe.
do so hy paying the difference.
;

Al. H. Newman,
Chicago, Aug. 30, 1881.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.
m •.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
gold,
which are printed a large bee
we send for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.
» # •
£g" Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

NEW

Journal must

•

m

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

—

—

•^-•-•-»

HONEY-There

We

New

address.

Sif Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

PerDoz. Per

YORK.

ALFRED

:

I paid
li.iKK) lbs.

be safely regained by using Par-

ker's Hair Balsam, which is much admired for its perfume, cleanliness, and
dandruff eradicating properties. 31w4

King Cramer 17c. per
It was in the Muth

on

arrival.

for choice lots.
Cincinnati, Aug. 13, 1881.

have paid

I

Muth.

C. F.

lb.

ST. LOUIS.
the market

HONEY— At present

is

prostrated

;

activity whatever. Aside from a sale
on Monday of 13 bbls. old Louisiana at 5&C, nothing reported.
quote New, strained, 7cg.8c;
extracted, in cans.yfaiioc.; comb, I2@13c; old is
is

no

We

:

nominal.

BEESWAX— Prime yellow sells at 2ic.
K. C. GKEER & Co., 117 N.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 18, 1881.

Main

HONEY— The prices of
quoted
1

in

pound sections

We

tW~ Hinders for the Weekly Bee Jourof 1881, cloth and paper, postpaid, 85
cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for American Bee Journal for

I88O,

at the following prices, postage paid :
Cloth and paper, each
50c.

Leather and cloth
75c.
can also furnish the Binder for any Pat£T
per or Magazine desired.

We

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

Street.

in 2

;

Honey

:

pound

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

CLEVELAND.

not disposed to shade rates.
We quote white couib, I4tgil<sc.; dark logo d.l l@
13c. Extracted, cboice to extra white, iHy. lo^fec.
dark and candied, 7(y-8c. BEESWAX— ii3(»25e.
Stearns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
San Francisco. Cal., Aug. 13. 1881.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

name on

—

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

we

we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.
for a club of 5, weekly,
;

G.

post-office, County or State.
Also, if you live near one postoffice and

1882.

Wm.

Champlain Valley, at

It.

Weekly Bee Journal

For"a Club of »,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
8,— an Emerson Binder for inhj.
"
"
4,— Cook's "(Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"
"

"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

Ve have a

cloth.
1 year.

for

SPECIAL EDITION

Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
tor distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any one who may desire to disetc.
tribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

of the

Frdprant sod
sold

&

N. Y.,cnev^ryboU]e

•

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

|y In order to have this table

gZESSES

^w.

«

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
Chicago, III.

than50c.

»74 West Madison

Street,

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest

French muslin, embossed,
gilt, :n

1

full

pp.,contains beautiful

steel engravings.li;.") prescript
tions,price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, tic
;

;

Bend now. Address Peabody
IniOriLf. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
M1UW TUV^nr

ffUflW

PARKEK. No. 4

L

»

Bulnnch

st.,

22wly

Boston.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

A

in

HCA. rnoK*((»„
Advertisine Accnts.1
t'nifioo
Dearborn & Wash'n
Sts.,

JSu

complete. Secreof

in

paper covers.

A

.

Jfltpal

VOLUME FOR
Bound

1880,

few copies for sale at

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

THOMAS 6.

974

CLUBBING LIST.

West Madison

\C\MI.I\.

Street,

Chlenso.

III.

ENGRAVINGS

quoted in the last column of figures.
column gives the regular price of both

at the prices
first

Publishers' Price. Club.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Exchange J. H.Nellls)
The 4 above-named papers
(

Bee-Keepers'Instructor( W.Thomas)

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's

The Horse

:

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newman)

ManuaKbound in

Bee-Culture (T.G.Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881

.

.$2 00

3 00.. 2 75
3 00.. 2 00
2 75.. 2 50
4 75. . 3 75
2
2 50.. 2
2 30.. 2
05. . 5
2 50..

35
35
15

00

cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
2 40..
2 85..

For Semi-monthly Bee Journal, $1.00
For Monthlr Be Journal, J1.5U less.

less.

2 25
2 75

>»

l

Ion*.

Read

the following opinions of the

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A

TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary duse, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Hfy. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French

or foreign, which I like so much.— IVAbbe I)u
BoiS, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caretully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in

the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author ; the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— Oerman Freidenker,
;

Milwaukee, Wis.
lot

;

and much valuable information.
Price 25 centii.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

price,

by

AddresB,

THOMAS
971

Book;

V

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which

any
NEWSPAPER in the Country. Our new^
FREE.
Price
fur
SENT
List
Advertisers
^SL
Given for

Bristol, Vt.

taries

The

Michigan.
•

do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage

Best Health* StrengthRestoreryouCan Useand far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it'
50.
•builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
r ct. and $1 sizes. Hiscox & Co., ChemUts, N. Y

tttttjtatf

Sec

llu-l

It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— BritU h Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. WVNKOOP.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to

I'crfnme*.

for

premiums
"

Bloit

"'-' "' ,,;l

^^ Cor.

We supply the Weekly American Bee Jourbe entitled to the following nal
and any of the following periodicals, for 1881,

1882, will

l

dealers in Dmtrs& Perfumery. Signature of Hiscox

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

are requested to forward full particulars
get your mail at another, be sure to time and place of future
meetings.— Eu.
give the address we have on our list.

for the

The

'"
by

If you are wasting away with Consumption, Dis'sipation or any weakness, you will find ParkerV
.Ginger Tonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer and the<

Howard, Sec.

T. Brookins,

—Those who get up clubs

„»* ^

Ky.

Jan. 10-Cortland Union, at Cortland. N, Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A- B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

name,

Premiums.

.

Cbristiansburg, Ky.

5-7— National, atLexington, Ky.
Dr. E. Parmly, Sec, New York City.
12-Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Kapids.
O. K. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere, Wis.
12 -Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W.Williamson, Sec. Lexington, Ky.
25, 26— Northwestern District, at Chicago, III.
C. C. Cofflnberry. Sec, Chicago, III.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, WiB.

6g° It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no May
if all

at Shelbyville,

W. Demaree, Sec,

.—

,

Y.

6— Union Kentucky,

;

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

27— Eastern N.

.

ELECTROTYPES

Union, Knowersville, N. Y.
N. D. West, Sec. Middleburg, N. Y.
Oct. 4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, see., Detroit, Mich.
Sept.

I

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
Apiculture, Paris.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.

Of Engravings*used in the BeeJournal for sale at
2r> cents per square inch— no single outsold for less

Time and Place of Meeting.

1»8 Fine

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
first edition of li.OUO copies was exhausted In
about 18 months
a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of tho honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full description's of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work iB a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

real value.—

111.

All Farmers, Mothers, Business Wen, Mechan-"ics, &c, who are tired out by work or worry, and"
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Kheuma-^
tUm, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-«
plaints, you can beinvigorated and cured bv using"

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

—

Chicago,

-

Nearly all the ills that Afflict Mankind can be prevented and cured by
keeping the stomach, liver and kidBEESWAX— 19® 25C.
A. C. Kkndel, 115 Ontario Street.
neys in perfect working order. There
Cleveland, O., Aug. 18, 1881.
known
that
will
medicine
do
this
is no
SAN FRANCISCO.
as quickly and surely, without interHONEY— An invoice of 267 cases and 7 bbls. was
fering with your duties, as Parker's forwarded
this week to Liverpool, shipped by a
packing firm. The market is quiet, but holders are
Ginger Tonic. See advertisement.

Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

,

Street,

BOlGSlOSl

Cologne

17, 1881.

unglassed sections, is
extraordinary demand at i:«a.joc. for 1 lb. while
and l8@Hic. for 2 lb. sections. Extracted honev is
not bo lively, but salable at lo^i^c. per lb. in 30
to 50 lb. cans.

A

f*

BEESWAX-Piime quality, 25c.
Crocker & Blake, 07 Chatham Street,

HONEY—Comb honey, in

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

Wm I —

in

sec-

tions, 2oc.

Boston, Mass., Aug.

West Madison

974

quote

retails at Uoc.

Puicen;

;

honey are not regularly

our papers here.

3«0

—

EMERSON BINDERS.

nal,

in

31w4

111.

Extracted, TwLtc. on arrival.

arrival.

BEESWAX.— isi.ij^c,
per

Entomology In the

College of

The

BOSTON.

may

Street, Chicago,

:

on

I4i'(iii;c,

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.
of the hair

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

972

18, inSi.

for a lot of about

State Agricultural

of

.">

sections, r>*4xt>, without separators. Every comb
If
is perfect, which speaks well for the producer.
Mr. Cramer did not succeed, this season, in establishing rules for queen fertilization, he succeeded
admirably in getting one of the finest lots of comb
honey in the country. Extracted honey is just
commencing to be in good demand.
Good comb honey, in sections, is worth
I quote

name of

The Beauty and Color

100

Gallon, holding Hi lbs. of honey. .. |1.80
$ 12.00
"
"
Half Gallon, **
....
1.50...,
9.00
"
"
2U "
Quart,
7.00
...
1.20....
"
Pint,
"
75....
4.oo
1H "

COOK,

J.

.

HONEY.— Last week
lb.

By A.

Of Lansing, Professor

:

CINCINNATI.

there

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

York, Aug.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey hy consumers. The following are the prices

l.'Hioisc ; dark, in small boxes, U(<j.'l">c.
Extracted, white, 100130.; dark, 7(*9C.
BEESWAX.-Prlme quality, i^w-Mc.
THORN & CO., 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

is

quote as follows

These PalU have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Money. The gallon and
hull' gallon paUB buve a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails

boxes,

2r*c.

^" When

St.

no settled market price yet
none selling.
White comb, in small

is

for honey, as there

W. Madison

i>7U

271

Price— Bound
$I.OO, by mail

prepaid.

$1.25

; In paper cover.
Published by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

in cloth,

974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, HA.
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Excelsior Honev Extractors.

mm mmmmmc

The following
Newman,

A. H.

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

word»;
One

of this type
fourteen lines

will
will

contain about eight
1 inch of space.

occupy

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
" or more"

Knur

Eight,
*

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Kifty-two

"

'*

"

*'

"

"

20c. per line.
18c.
15c.

letter explains itself
Esq., Dear Sir No. 4 Excelsior
:

Honey Extractor (with three-sided comb basket),
received to-day and tested. I find it EXCELLENT.
I can take from my hives, extract, and return
frames at the rate of lOO pounds per hour.
Do not know how longl could keep up at that rate.
It this isn't work. It resembles it very much.
Truly yours,

Des Moines, Iowa, July

J.

M SHUCK

30, 1881.

13Sc.

"
"

974 West

Madison

Chicago,

Honey Trowel
our Exchanges

Among

266

265,

:

Preparing Bees fur Winter
Origin of Drones
Bacteria, a Cause of Loss in

267

267
267
268
268
268
268
269
269

Winter

Introducing Queens with Safety

Our Letter Box

Honey

Fall

Extractors

of*

ALFRED
972

31tf

a

270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270

Rearing Pure Queens
Foul Brood Again

i^Over two tons of paper have been
used the past week on our special Pair
and Convention Edition. We have
some large posters for the
Weekly Bee Journal, which we will

also printed

who can

all

use

ITALIAN QUEENS,

-c

them

this year.

Mortonsville,

Rev. A.

J.

T.

intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

everywhere. Published

BT

Extracted Iloney

:

Co., Ky.

SALISBURY
;

;

;

;

per

jySend

lb.

lwly

forCircular.

!

and one that works with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.

CONNER,

F.

Water

& Co.,

III.

WOMAN
was founded upon the

!

\JT a new song and chorus,
following Incident: Immediately after the President was shot, he dictated a telegram to his wife,
informing her of the sad occurrence, remarking in
a most affectionate manner to those beside him,
" God bless the little woman," etc. It is easily arranged no that all players on the Piano or Organ
can master It with perfect ease 35 cents.
F. W. Helmick, Music Publisher,
34wlt
180 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0.
;

you to correspond with us before disposing of your HONEY CHOP, as we can be of much
Bervice. having constant intelligence from all parts
of the country.
We would refer to
Mich., and J. O ATM AN

latest improvement in Foundation. Our
and common Foundation is not surpassed.

wired frame.
faction.

Send

lwly

THE

to

make Foundation

in the

All Presses warranted to give satisfor Catalogue ft" Samples.
B. S.
Hoopeston. 111.
1-'

GIVEN,

FARMER,

CANADIAN
OIILT

Weekly

Agricultural
This practical Journal

Is

now

in its

Third Tear,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
its subscription (fl.oo per year) In its new and
improved form (It; panes 183{xlOKi folded and

of

pasted)

makes

it

very popular.

Its

editorsare

all

practical men. It is the Best Advertising MeJames Hkihmin, Dowagiac, dium In Canada. Sample copies sent free to any
& SONS, Dundee, 111. 31wly
UV26tZ
N. B. COLCOCK, Welland, Ont.
-

high side-walla, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

For the pastfew years

I

have made

this excellent

food my leading article. Having the best established reputation In this city as a dealer In
ICY direct from the Apiaries, enables me to

PUKE

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new slxteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely

HON

R. A.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wi3t
165 So. Water Street, Chicago,

in.

send for our Circular and
— You
WANTED
of A merlcnn-I a Inns,
Price
to

t

list

JOS. M.

Address,

I3w6m

BROOKS A

It

ICO.,

can be put
32w4tp

T-TOW

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

dress.

I

::-

w

;

Columbus, Kansas.

1

in

T°

shipping order, and address
F. 1. SAGE, Wetherstield, Conn.

MAKK MONEY.

Kalamazoo, Mich,

lu cents to

^

For particulars

Lock Box U18,

M w lot

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAKRIAtiE,
REVOLVING COMli-HANQER,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combbanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-tn will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbafkets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
aowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring llill.Tenn.
;

Columbus, Ind.

few tons of York State COMB
WANTED-A
HONEY. State probable amount, how soon
it

honey producers dealers
In Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $:Mf>. Sample copies free. Adto the best interests of

The

British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.

The British lite Journal \* published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and how to do doit.
Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn, Southall, London.
$1.75,

C.N.ABBOTT,

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c-

— No book could

Kendall's Horse Book.

be

horse information.

Paper, S5c.

;

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.

Hill,— A treatise on

symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com-

it*

cause,

plete Mechanic, contains over

1,000.000 Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes, Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Ulnars, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders.Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 ENGRAVINGS of Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cottun, Woolen and Fulling Mill -Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe mid Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and

Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 4til
Taih.es with 500.000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers, soo
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for

COMB FOUNDATION,
VAN DEUSEN &

lOc.

Given's Foundation Press

FLAT BOTTOM

J.

Price,

Kopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

Dominion of Canada.
We ask

bees.

tables for all kinds of merchandise and Interest.
II is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SI.
Morocco, SI. 50.

PUBLISHED IN THE

PRODUCE COMMISSION.

management of

Pood Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of Bick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

THE

Street, Chicago,

Harvesting, Handl-

Having been persuaded to get up several For my
immediate friends, I have on hand the patterns,
etc., to make any number. Therefore, send in your
[aiwtf J
orders,
W. G. PHELPS, Galena, Md.

The only invention

H0NEYAJ5PECIALTY.

;

ing and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
F. Muth; 32 pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on

the

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!

The

CYPRIANS ONLY.
Macon County.

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

thin

W.

English and German.

Ch.

;

860,

In

; per dozen, 50c,
This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-keepers' Association. The Prize— 125 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

WILSON,

Woodford

;

It is

111.

1

pOI) BLESS TIIE LITTLE

Bees and Honey ; or, successful management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in £ngll*h and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the

Wintering Bees. —

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, 11.00; Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
TestedCyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, J4.0A); 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, f 10.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

161 So.

SHERRICK,

JLangrstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee,
This is a standard scientific work. Price, S3Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.

-

Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.

$1 50

Late of Conner, Burnett

;

;

illustrated and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, HP 1.25 ; paper cover, 8*1.
Qulnby*s NewHee-KeepInK, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 8C1.50.
Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 191.85; paper, SI.
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sl.OO; paper, 75c.

Price for either edition, 6c.

1 00
Cyprian Queens, untested .... 1 00
Asmostall the DollarQueens I sold
last year were pure, 1 will warrant

them.

will sell 4-frame (Langstroth) Nuclei, with Untested Cyprian Queen, for $4 with 'Vested do., $r>,
Ready now. Bees by the pound, at 7r>c.

West Madison

:

*•

"

£

NEWMAN.

C.

Street. CHICAGO, LLL.
Bee-Keeper'* Guide or, Cook's Manual
or the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

Market

Street, Chicago,

Tested Queens

270

270

New York

Mt. Zion,

5
K;

boB

ITALIAN QUEENS.

270
270
27o

H<»ney Dew
Large Bee Hives

34w2t

*~
fc

Warranted Queens

Milkweed
Ants
Dry Weather and No Honev
The Busswood Yield
Well Done

J. B. E.

jjj

NEWMAN,

II-

West Madison

can now furnish

270
270

Mrs. Saunders' Report
Irresponsible Supplv Dealers

send, postage paid, to

^ b

a
2

$8 00
8 00
12 00
12 00
14 00

RETURN MAIL, at the following prices

:

Yield

Suitable Size for Nuclei
All Dried Up
Melilot or Sweet Clover
Large Crop of Honey in

.

:

—

I

269
269
269

THOMAS
974

,

Sizes and Prices

No. 1— for 2 Langstroth frames, 10x18 inc
No. 2— for 2 American frames, 13x13 inc
No. 3— for 2 frames of any size, 13x30 inc
No. 4— for 3 frames of any size, I2S>x220 inc.
No. 5— for 4 frames of any size, 13x20 inc. ...

:

Convention in Nebraska
Essays, and their Advantages
Convention Notices

The

*j

ABRONIA, MICH.

The

Selections from

g

.a » t
+* rj *
»2 *" ~
***
^ ~
<g

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

266
266
266
266

Poem on

Convention Notes

H £

.S

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

ABC

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

:

the Honey Bee
Seasonable Hints lor the Summer
Italian Bees in Australia
Value of Cyprian Bees
Exhibiting Bees at Fairs
Prize

communications to
J. II. ROBERTSON,

The first thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and safe, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

2(5"»

265

266
266
266

Bee-Keeping in Southern California
Wooden Foundation
A Large Canadian Apiary

Honey Dew
Correspondence

all

Binsfaun Bee Smoker. |.«

:

Editorial Items
What and How to Plant for Honey
Local Fairs
Michigan Law Against Adulteration
The National ('on vent ion

;

The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The first never-fading bee controller.
The first direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burnstove wood and notgoout.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers,
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers,
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twenty thousand now in use.
The first complaint yet to be received,
The first smoker yet to be returned.

111.

Books

;

;

Address

Contents of this Number.
Editorial

;

25wtf

NEWMAN.

Street.,

All standard colonies have eight frames, 17H
long and 11 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 1 H 4
long and 10M inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$10 in lots of Ave. each $y in lots of ten or more,
each $s single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; 1frame Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), $3.50; '2frame do., $4; 3- frame do., $5 4-frame do., $5.5<)
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens
bandied. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most
Inc.
inc.

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

"

8c.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

G.

ITALIAN BEES

fastidious.

lOc.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Vearlv Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

Aug. 24.

JOHN

POSTAL for my 12-page circular price
SB2VD
list of Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land

Bees, Oueens and Apiarian Supplies.
II.
:;-iHinU.

H.

BROWN,

Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.

the Press. 1,000 items for tinners, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3on Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, GilderB, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4oodo. for Hunters, Trappers. Tanners, Leather <fc Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc.. In detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Steam,
Water,
Wind, Shrinkage of CastPower of
ings, etc. UijiHX) Items for Housekeepers, Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners, Bee-keep-

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Reme-

dies fordo., to Increase Crops, Peat Poisons, Train-

ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
Calculator forCublc Measures, Ready Reckoner.

Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest. Coal and
Tables. Land. Grain, Hay, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds Special
Laws of 4Si States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, interest and
UBury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains 1,016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,SS.5©.

Tonnage

Measurement.

_»5t»_»

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

its loss, or the non-reception of the
goods ordered within a reasonable
time thus making them practically
useless to him. By giving encouragement to unscrupulous dealers sending orders for queens, bees or supplies
to those who offer them at ruinous
rates bee-keepers bring upon them-

AUGUST
Lecture at

St.

THOMAS

We have consented to give a lecture
on "Bees and Honey," at the Court
House in St. Joseph, under the auspices
of the apiarian department of the St.
Joseph (Mo.) Inter-State Exposition,
on Thursday, Sept. 8, 1881, at 8 p. m.
selves the loss of their money in many R. S. Musser, Esq., the Superintendcases, and also contribute to the more ent of the department of apiculture,
disastrous result of driving honorable seems determined not only to have a
very fine display of bees, honey, apiadealers from the business in disgust.
We are casting reflections on no rian implements, etc., but also to try
individual dealer, and only wish to en- to elevate the science and beget a proforce the lesson, that getting "some- gressive spirit in the honey producers

—

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (53 numbers) S>3 a year, in advance.
i

Three or Six Montlis

at the

same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY- The first and third numbersot
each month, at SI. OO a year, in advance.

MONTHLY— The
SO ceuts

first number of each month, at
a year, in advance.

IF" Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

—

thing for nothing " should never be
expected. All should send their orders
to reliable persons, and get the best,
quality considered, for a fair price. If
Free of postage in the United States or Canada. all will do this for the next season we
PuHtagre to Europe 50 cents extra.
shall hear far less complaints, and be
Entered at Chicago post ojpce as second class matter.
doing our share of the work in " build(

Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Sucli onlynve atourrisk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
fiT"

ing up," instead of " tearing down."
to

The Weekly Bee Journal desires
remedy this evil as much as possible,

and would suggest to dealers that it
would enhance the interests of the
fraternity to have a standard price

Ruinous Competition.

As we should endeavor to draw appropriate " lessons " from transpiring
events, let us try to do so from the
facts presented in this and a former
number, concerning the failure of
some supply dealers to meet the expectations of the public.
There are many against whom no
word of reproach can be heard, and
who enjoy the reputation of being
" reliable dealers ;" but why all are not
so considered is the question.
We have been accustomed to concompetition as the life of
sider
trade," but it will be well to remember
'•'

that an nnremunerative rivalry
sometimes the death of it.

is

A

also

mo-

ment's reflection will convince all that
every person who transacts trade must
a legitimate profit upon what is
bought and sold, in order to defray the
necessary expenses connected with the
carrying on of that business, as well
as to pay for the time given to it.

make

irresponsible parties cut these
figures so much that honorable dealers
If

cannot derive a legitimate profit, then
one of two things must happen either
the business will all go into the hands
of the dishonest, by the prudent withdrawal of the honorable dealers, or all
will go to ruin together.
Buyers are much to blame for seeking to find the one who cuts the figures
most, and then trust him with their
money, but very often have to mourn

—

current, of all kinds of apiarian supplies, so that bee-keepers can buy at
their nearest reliable supply depot,
at the same price as at a distant point,
and thus save freight and express
charges. This will, in some small
measure, remedy the evil, but will not

cure it. That cannot be done until all
the " irresponsible" dealers are forced
out of the business by apiarists who
will refuse to buy anything of them.

We submit these thoughts, on the
" events of the hour," to the earnest

at His

Word.

Page 413 of Gleanings for August
contains the following very singular

announcement
I agree to be responsible for my advertisers, and if Mr. Burch, or any
other one, fails to send the goods, or
return the money, I will pay back the
amount as soon as it is determined that
it cannot be collected of such advertiser.
It does not seem to me that I
should be responsible for damages resulting from delays in filling orders.

Novice has certainly inaugurated a
novel feature as a publisher, and one
quite as unbusiness-like, though perof the Missouri Valley.
We hope to see a large number of haps less reprehensible, than some of
the intelligent bee-keepers of the H. A. Burch & Co.'s practices. We
Missouri Valley at this meeting; we cannot agree with Mr. Root that he is
shall
endeavor to elucidate many not as much morally bound to make
points of interest to those who keep restitution for damages occasioned by
bees and produce honey. Let there excessive delays in filling orders, as
for the money actually remitted. It
be a general rally.
Excursion Rates. The following is easy to imagine cases wherein the
roads will charge passengers \i rates latter would sink into insignificance
to and from the Exposition from all in a comparison.
But Mr. Root's
stations on their line
Saint Joseph whole position is not only unbusiness& Des Moines. Wabash, St. Louis & like, but it is morally wrong it shifts
Pacific, The Kansas City, St. Joseph
& Council Bluffs. Hannibal & St Jos- all legal responsibility from the coneph, St. Joseph & Western, Atchison tracting party ; it assumes obligations
& Nebraska, Missouri Pacific, Kansas without having received an equivaPacific, Central Branch Union Pacific,
lent; it is a temptation to buyers to
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
relax vigilance in the settlement of
and it is an
private transactions
The Indiana State Fair.— The pre- incentive to dishonest practices on the
mium list has been increased 20 per part of advertisers.
cent. Improvements are ordered, and
In the article above referred to Mr.
every arrangement will be made for Root schedules about §400, which he
the comfort of exhibitors and visitors. virtually assumes to pay for II. A.
The Capital City will put on its holi- Burch & Co. with many more yet to
day attire. The Public Institutions hear from. It is incomprehensible to
will be prepared to receive visitors us how any sane man can establish
during the Fair week. Railroads will, such a business precedent. By a peruas usual, carry passengers and freight sal of the correspondence below, it

—

:

consideration of all interested in the
welfare and development of progressive bee-culture.
at }4 rates, and all combined will make
the State Fair the great event of the
Borage.— Robert G. Smith, Falken- season. Preparation days, Sept. 22,
burg, Ont., writes us under date of 23 and 24, so that the Fair will open
and Committees on Awards begin
August 25th
Monday, Sept. 26. The inHerewith inclosed you will find the work on
flower and leaf of a plant that my bees creased interest is demonstrated by
work on from morning till night. Can the unusual amount of applications
you tell me the name of it ? We have for space and other business connecabundance of goldenrod, but I have
the Fair thus early.
not seen a bee on it yet. Will Italians ted with
work on it mine are hybrids. Is mullein considered a good honey plant i
Local Fairs.— Bee-keepers attendThe flower and leaf is borage (Bo- ing fairs this fall should have a few
tago officinalis). Italian, hybrid and bee-keepers' manuals, etc., with their
black bees should all work on golden- exhibits. When taken in 14 dozen
rod, and yours will probably be busy lots by express, for this purpose, we
on it ere the receipt of this paper. We will supply any or all kinds, or one or
have never observed bees working on two of each to make the half dozen,
mullein, and do not think much of it at 30 per cent, discount. If wanted
for honey. In some locations, and un- by mail, add the postage. We do not
der certain circumstances, bees may send any "on sale or return." We
find a little honey in it, but not enough will furnish copies of the Bee Jourto justify fostering it.
nal free for distribution at fairs.

—

Taking Him

Joseph, Mo.

—

Published every Wednesday, by

No. 35.

31, 1881.

;

;

—

been taken at his
enumerated
in the schedule, but by H. A. Burch
Where this matter will end, it
tf- Co.
is impossible to foretell; but how it
will end can be easily imagined. The
following letter is from a former correspondent on this subject
will be seen he has

word —not by the

parties

have at last heard from II. A. Burch
Co., in the shape of a circular on
postal card, the contents of which are
as follows
I

&

:

" Notwithstanding that we have
labored earnestly and constantly the
present season to fill all our orders,
our books show that many are yet unfilled, yours being among the number.
In view of what Mr. A. I. Root, of
Medina, Ohio, has seen fit to say about
us and our business in the July and

August numbers

of his Gleanings,

we

request you to make out a statement
of your account with us and mail him
at once for payment, which he will
probably do, as per agreement— we
will settle with him for the same. In
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case he refuses to do this, please report there prepared for war, and came
to us at once. Our reasons for tak- away sayiDg, " So far as I have dealt
ing Mr. Root at his word will be given
with good, honest men, II. A. Burch
you all before many months. H. A.
does not fall below the average."
Burch & Co."
Our readers now have an outline of
For the most unblushing effrontery,
this firm, I think, will "take the cake." the whole matter before them, and
Their business practices will get well must form their own conclusions.
aired shortly.
E. E. Wokthen.
Since the foregoing was placed in
Wellsburg, W. Va., Aug. 17, 1881.
the hands of the printer, a subsequent
The South Haven, Mich., Sentinel
letter has been received from Mr.
copies the article from the Weekly
Stanley, bearing date Aug. 22, from
Bee Journal of Aug. 17, and then
which we make the following extract:
comments as follows
Our Burch bees are good ones, and
Too much stress should not be put I have no reason to complain of Burch
on the statement of II. A. Burch that in view of the straightforward way in
he is working eighteen hours per day which lie dealt with me.
to fill orders, or on any other excuse
We have received letters, from sevhe makes. In our next issue we will
give a case where he has had money eral parties, complaining bitterly of
since June, 1879, two years and tti:o
the manner of doing business by two
months, for which the remitter has not
received his goods, Mr. Burch making or three queen-breeders and supply
this "eighteen hours a day" plea in dealers but hope it will not be necesJuly of last year. We presume the sary to publish them.
Bee Journal and the Gleanings hope
his partner (V) the " Co." part of the
firm, will return with wealth to make
good the claims of apiarists in different portions of the country. Your
excuses are too thin, Master Herbert;
your only excuse to be made, is thorough
restitution of the money, or an acknowledgment that you really are what so
many people consider you.
MISCELLANEOUS.
it

—

;

On

the other hand, Mr. G. \V. StanWyoming, N. Y., was at this
office in June last, en route for South
Haven, Mich., for the purpose of getting satisfaction for himself and others from Mr. Burch, or " close him up,
if possible," to use his own language.
He went, and on his return to New
York he wrote the following to this
office, according to promise, to let us
know the true state of Mr. Burch's
ley, of

The Uses of Honey.— A paper named
Food of Health remarks as follows

Honey can be used in lieu of sugar
for almost all kinds of domestic use.
It has no superior in the canning and
preserving of fruits, making straw-

berry shortcake, etc. Many persons
claim that honey disagrees with them
makes them sick. This is a mistaken
idea and is owing to those persons having eaten honey mixed with the poison of the bee, bee bread, larvae, bees,
etc.,
as the old fashioned strained honey
affairs
used to be. But the honey of to-day,
home
at
last,
and
arrived
have,
I
such as is produced by intelligent beewill tell you what success I had. When keepers, and bearing their own label,
1 called on Mr. Burch I found him is pure nectar, free from all deleterious
very busy with his bees, putting up a substances, and is by far the purest
lot to ship to a man in Indiana, and I and most healthful sweet known. As
must say they were a very line lot. I an article for the table, both useful
could find nothing about him in his and ornamental, what can be superior
own town to make me think he had to comb honey ? This is now procured
any idea of beating any one, but, on mostly in small frames and is removed
the contrary, found that lie had a great from the hives as soon as it is sealed,
:

—

keepers everywhere to preserve the
standard; of purity of honey. For this
reason, I urge that no other food than
honey be used for our bees. I am well
aware that cane sugar may be used
for wintering in such a manner that
all of it will be consumed by
the
bees, but as we advance in the business, I find it desirable to feed more
freely.
While so many articles of
a saccharine nature are being so freely
and vilely adulterated, bee-keepers
should avoid even the appearance of
adulteration.
See to it that each colony is supplied
with a good prolific queen. It is important that all queens be of good quality
uopn entering winter-quarters.

Pasture for Bees a Necessity.

W. Camm,

— Mr.

Aug.

31,

smoke or flies from defacing
wood, and put on top of a cupboard
the place would hold. There was
a coal fire in this room to do the cooking, and at times the thermometer
stood at 100° in the shade on the adjoining porch. We thought at the time
that the great heat would melt it into
a heap at the bottom of the boxes but
far from it, remaining perfectly dry
it was cured.
Two years afterwards a
lady who had purchased a box of it,
" I can
showed us a comb, saying
handle it as easily as a piece of cake
it is dry and not sticky one particle."
Our experience proves to us, that to
dust,
tli9

all

;

;

keep honey perfectly, it must be kept
in a hot, dry, airy place. Other localities may differ in this respect, we have
only experience in this locality.

1

in the Bee-Keepers' Guide,

Clover as a Fertilizer.— Discussing
the mysteries of fertilization, the
Every season convinces me more American Cultivator thus alludes to
and more that bee-keepers must sow experiments
with clover
lioney plants and provide pasture for
his bees, and provide if possible a sucFor the last forty years there has
cession of bloom. I sowed 2 or 3 acres been no article known to agriculturists
of mellilot this spring, on poor, clay which has so largely claimed the athill points and where sown in oats, tention of the men of science, or indiit makes a poor show, but where the rectly that of the farmer, as has nitroground was roughly plowed, and the gen. Theory and practice alike have
mellilot alone sown, there is a good confirmed the opinion that there is no
stand. Several acres of alsike also more important element, either in the
were sown, and in moist places it will vegetable or animal kingdom, than
bloom this fall, but in dry spots it will this, and yet how, or in what manner,
make a thin stand. These with white or in what kind of combinations, it
clover and buckwheat, will make our enters into the vegetable kingdom, we
main honey crop except where linden know no more than we did when the
is abundant.
As 1 write, late showers inquiry first began. We can discourse
seem to have started the honey again eloquently about the fertilizing qualiand at early dawn the bees tly as though ties of Peruvian guano, we can tell how
they had found lioney dew. I sowed its fertilizing qualities depend on the
a good deal of mustard but its period amount of nitrogen entering into
of blooming was so brief, the bees the plants and we know that clover is
worked upon it so few hours each day, a wonderful fertilizer, that it leaves a
that I shall not sow it again. Catnip large amount of nitrogen in the soil,
and a kind of wild white flowered mint, in its roots and scattered leaves but
is crowded from morning until night, whether it did not accumulate the
and upon mignonette they swarm all whole from the soil and present it to
card us in new compounds, or, through its
through the heat of the day.
from the Rev. A. Salisbury, Camargo, leaves, presenting substances to the
nitrogen in the atmosphere which
111., says that his patch of 5 acres of
mellilot swarms with bees from time would combine with it so that it could
until
frost,
and
that
it
be carried to the soil, and made of adof flowering
completely bridged the season from vantage to other vegetation, we are tobut of day as ignorant as we were 100 years
white clover till fall bloom
quality and quantity of yield he would ago. But this we do know, that one
not speak, as 500 colonies more or less, kind of vegetation does furnish and
had pastured on his patch till the pres- prepare food for another kind, and in
this way we find the practical value of
ent season.
I would rather have common black alternating crops.
Mr. Lawes, in 1873, experimented
bees with plenty of continuous bee
bloom, than the best of Italians, Cyp- with barley and clover. He sowed
rians, or Hungarians and poor bee half a field with barley without manure, which had been kept in crop the
pasture.
3 previous years, and fertilized with
artificial manures the other half had
Management of Comb Honey.— Mrs. been sown to clover the year previous.
L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, The yield of barley was 31 bushels to
the acre, and clover 3 tons 48 pounds
gives the following advice
per acre. The next year the whole
As soon as the cells are sealed, it field was sown to barley without mashould be removed, so as not to get nure. The half previously in barley
discolored with the travel of the bees. gave 32% bushels the other half after
To be gilt-edged, that is No. 1, its clover gave 58 bushels per acre. Thus
snowy whiteness should be preserved, we see that after taking off a very valand whoever has this kind to sell will uable crop of clover he had increased
win the day. We know bee-keepers the fertility of the soil to almost
who let the lioney remain on the hives, double that of the half which had been
until frost drives the bees down into in barley. Now, without entering
the body of the hives, for warmth. into any speculative theories of where
The honey that remains on during the this amount of fertilizing material
season becomes discolored, and has came from, we have the facts from
not that delicate tenderness that comb which we cannot ignore that by the
lioney has that was built and lilled aid of clover the crop of barley was
quickly, and removed as soon as vastly increased. Nor can we without
completed.
presumption say that this fertality
In our early days of bee-keeping, was the result of nitrogen which the
we were yearly shipwrecked in the clover collected any more than it was
keeping of our honey, after we had the result of phoshoric acid and potfollowed these directions. " Why ?" ash, which it had also collected, for
The place we kept it in was not ac- unless there were already accumulated
cording to bee-lore. We tried the in the soil these two principles equivacellar, an upstairs closet, an airy cham- lent to the requisitions of that amount
ber, all with the same result. The of barley, it would have been in vain
lioney would sweat, get watery and that the soil obtained through the cloooze through the comb and run from ver the necessary amount of nitrogen.
the boxes. When it was in this consays

;

,

;

A

;

many friends, and was working from thus preserving its delicate whiteness.
4 o'clock in the morning until 11 or 12 But for use in the cuisine extracted
at night to fill orders and to overthrow honey is superior, as it is free from
the charges of fraud that are brought wax. being thrown from the comb by
up against him. True, Mr. B. is a poor centrifugal force.
man, but is doing all in his power to
not only (ill his orders, but to give
How, What and When to Feed.— Mr.
good satisfaction to all those who send
He had. when I L. C. Root, in the American Agriculto him for goods.
found him, 22U colonies of bees in his
turist, says
yard, besides about 40 nuclei, and has
In most localities the season for
a good stock of Dunham foundation
lioney gathering to any great extent
and wax on hand.
why
he advertises that lias now passed. Some sections will
I can tell you
his bees did notdie, like those of other afford honey from Sweet Clover(Melibee-keepers, last winter (this I learned lot), and others from Golden Rod,
from other parties). When he sent Aster, Enpatorium, and all fall flowers.
out his circulars his bees were in line In August I urged the necessity of not
condition, but they were allowed to endeavoring to secure too much surstarve late in the spring by the man plus, and thus leave the brood combs
who had charge of them, and then he with too little honey for the bees to
(Mr. Burch) had to take the money winter upon. There will be cases
that was sent in and buy more to liil where the honey yield closes very abthe orders. Of course, if all those ruptly, when the combs will be fully
who have ordered goods of him should occupied with brood, and the honey
claim their money at one time he almost entirely stowed above in the
could not pay them ail, but he has bees boxes. Where this is the case, the
and other goods such as they have or- bees must be fed. Where fall flowers
dered to (ill the orders, and is doing so are abundant, and more honey may be
just as fast as he can possibly send out stored than is necessary for winter,
empty combs should be supplied, and
the goods.
Mr. Burch has more than satisfied lioney stored for spring feeding.
If there are exceptional cases where
me, and gives me a much better lot of
goods than my order calls for, and from improper management, or from
when I wished the money refunded for causes referred to above, we find feedone of my men, he seemed perfectly ing necessary, what, shall we feed ? I
willing to do it, and paid over the answer, let it be pure honey. I have
amount in full. I will say that so far heretofore advocated the use of the dition we would have to put it on to
Bee-Keepers' Union. The Eastern
as I have dealt with good, honest nun, best " A" sugar, but time
has the bees again for them to dry it up,
The darker which they always quickly accom- New York Bee-Keepers' Union AssoII. A. Burch does not fall below the changed in our practice.
G. W. Stanley.
average.
grades of lioney are now so low in price plished. We did not like doing our ciation, will hold their eighth semiWyoming, N. Y., July 4, 1881.
that it is no longer to our interest to work twice over, and in our dilemma, annual Convention on Tuesday, Sept.
cane sugar and sell our honey. thought we would try the kitchen, as 27, 1881, at 10 a. m., at Knowersville,
The above letter from Mr. Stanley feed
Hut our strongest argument against we had failed in every available place. N. Y. All bee-keepers are invited to
"
"
trouble
for
a month, feeding other sweets than honey is, We wrapped the boxes in newspaper, attend.
staved off the
W. D. Wright, Pres.
N. D. West, Sec.
so far as we were concerned. He went that great efforts must be made by bee- tied them up securely, in order to keep
:

;

—

—
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full to the exclusion of fall pollen,
in this lies our success.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

to

Winter Bees Successfully.

fore,

JAMES HEBDON.

and of things one of the requisites to suc-

Mr. Dadant speaks of " 5 Or 6 weeks"
as a long time for bees to be confined.
but says they will stand it if the honey
is pure, etc.
Last winter our 74 surviving colonics were completely conlined for nearly 5 months, and that,
too, during spells of continued cold of
a severity seldom ever known here belica

It

and a majority came through
by and bright. All wintered out-

of-doors, and a few entirely neglected.
have just read the prize essay of
I
One fall, in packing my bees, I left
Mr. Chas. Dadant on the above sub- many with the brood cover tightly
ject, and never before was I so struck
sealed, leaving no upward ventilation
with the difference in the actions of or absorbents
above whatever. I lost
bees and the treatment they require, about one-third of
my colonies, but
in different localities varying so little
there was no difference in the condition
in latitude. In this article 1 will refer
of those with, and those without vento some of these differences, and diftilation through absorbents above.
ferent conclusions arrived at thereSeeing no difference, I tried the same
from. He says " Bees in winter do experiment the next winter, and obnot inhabit the combs which are lilled tained a decided preference in favorof
with honey. They gather directly be- the absorbents above, though a few.
low the sealed honey."
with no absorbents or other upward
Here this is true where hives are ventilation, were in fine order winleft with tight wood covers, but with
tered perfectly. May it not be that
the Langstroth hive the cluster rises whenever tight tops act as condensers,
:

—

to the cushion many times, clustering
square upon solid sealed comb below,

but almost universally

tilling

the space

between the top bars and cloth above
through the winter, passing over
from comb to comb in this space
(which is about 2 inches) and working
forward and back through the ranges
between the combs, thus being able
to avail themselves of any honey the
hive may contain. The quilt seems to
all,

attract
I

them

to

it.

supposed the " water in winter"

question was either unsettled or conceded that all attempts to supply colonies by means of sponges and panes
of glass as condensers, had failed to
give any satisfactory results.
Dysentery is the only winter trouble
of any moment known in this vicinity.
Whatever will cause winter breeding,
will tend to engender the disease. If
water will do it, then let us " keep
dry." Perhaps from this cause lies
the success of the use of absorbents
above.
In regard to bees being unable to
reach their stores, I have demonstrated
that bees cannot pass from comb to
comb through passages such as they
have between the ends of the frames
and the hive, when the hive is continually in a temperature of 42° P., but
will starve with honey close to them.
This being true, bees are hardly as safe
in special repositories (where no spepassage-room is made for them)

cial

as they are out-of-doors, unless the
winter is of continued severity. Ordinarily, many times during winter
the sun strikes the hive with sufficient
warmth to raise the temperature in
the hive so that the bees can pass over

and

this tends to stimulate breeding,
that dysentery results V
I always objected to imprisoning
bees during winter, because the moment they find out they are prisoners,
they become excited to a degree that
causes them to eat all sorts of food obtainable, and unreasonable quantities
of it. Next comes a statement in Mr.
Dadant's article which, while I have
no desire to question its being put into
successful effect in his location, would
:

mant

state which holds success in its
hands for any length of time that it

remains with them. This condition
our bees nearly always enter into when
first closed in by cold, and every time
they are disturbed and aroused to activity, the chances for getting them
back into this quiet state grow less
particularly so as the winter advances.
Flights in the fore part of the winter
are seldom of any benefit, not being
needed in the after part, they tend
to stimulate breeding, which has a
tendency to destroy our bees. Repeatedly have I noticed the evil effects
of a "purifying flight." During the
winter of 1874-75, 1 had housed about
35 colonies. Towards spring they had
the dysentery badly, so much so that
I lost all but 14 of them, and as the
cold frame was then among the great
discoveries, I put one I had in opera-

three different instances where, in carrying out bees from the cellar in the
spring to stay, a colony or two was
overlooked, and not discovered till
late in April or early in May. In every
instance these colonies were the best
of the season.
The only cases where I have noticed

sively basswood honey (the most crystallizable we have here) and in less
than six weeks after putting them

any good to arise from winter flights,
were where the bees enjoyed several
days of perfect freedom to bask in the
sunshine, and that before the time for
breeding to begin. This truly shortened the time of confinement, with no
disastrous effects to more than offset
the good obtained thereby.
It seems that in Mr. Dadant's locality the bees should " never be placed
in the repository after a few days of
cold weather," while George Grimm

the expressions of others, that late
(dark) honey was unsafe for wintering
bees upon. Experience, coupled with
close observation, led me to believe
that it was the best. I now think that
the secret is this when we have combs
of fall honey we usually have them considers the reverse of this condition
:

the statement
that Mr. T. saw a
worker lay quite a number of eggs,
for 1 have seen quite a number of
workers laying in the same comb at
hat " considerathe same time, but
tion" business puzzles me. for I never
saw lltal, or any thing that 1 cut Id mistake for it
if the other workers give
the laying worker the consideration
they are wont to give a queen, Mr.
T. should have no occasion to be troubled a hunt informing his readers as to
the best liniile of ridding a colony of
(he fertile worker, for he would only
need to say, examine your combs, and
when yon see the other workers treatI

i

;

ing one worker "with all the consideration they would a queen, why, just
there and then, pinch her head" that
would settle it. There is no mistaking the consideration given the queen
by her workers.
I get rid of laying workers by giving the colony one frame of brood, in
all stages, each day for 5 successive
days, and the work is done.
very good way is to put the colony
into a transportation case (a light box
made so as to receive a bee hive and
shut it in bee-tight, with handles on
each side) and set the case a few steps
off, and then set a new hive on the
old stand and put into it a comb of
brood in all stages, and a comb of
honey, then raise the rear end of the
case lid slightly, so that the bees will
find their way out slowly
at the end
of the fourth day shake all the bees
that still remain on the old comb off
at the entrance of the new hive, and
it is accomplished.

—

A

;

McKinney, Tex.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Degeneration
S. S.

ment required

in different localities.
8, 1881.

Dowagiac, Mich., Aug.

BUTLER,

of Bees.

M. D.

How to make and ruin an apiary by
gradually reducing the vigor of the
artificial swarming is the
Mr. G. W. Thompson, in

one of much thought and infor- bees by
mation, and I appreciate it. I only de- question.
sire to point out the difference in treatthe Bee
to, is

Journal

of

May

25,

page

3d column, under the head
of wintering, says
" Meeting a man who keeps bees,
some distance from my home. I asked
how they wintered he replied, first
166, in the

:

For the American Bee Journal.

;

How

to

Get Rid of Fertile Workers,

How many had you in the
said I. Eight. How many now,
i inquired. Eight, doing finely, pointing to 8 weather-beaten pine boxes on
a bench no protection except some
boards nailed against the fence. There
they stood in January just as they did
rate, sir.

fall,

W.

;

our bees, in my judgment, for if they
eat pollen with it, dysentery and death
will be apt to result.
About twelve years ago, in the month
of October, I bought 15 colonies of
bees in 10-frame Langstroth hives, of
a neighboring farmer. Owing to the
season, these hives were almost exclu-

all were dead with dysentery in
worst form. They were in a choice
cellar.
I was first led to believe from

We

;

(

its

,

be ready death here. I quote
" Now, after a spell of more than a
week of cold weather, as soon as the honey was gathered from trees, while
thermometer rises to 45-' in the shade, now, under a more advanced age of
country, these
I disturb every colony to compel their improvement of the
trees have been exchanged for weeds,
bees to fly out."
the latter being greater pollen proIn successfully wintering bees in this
ducers than the former, especially in
climate, the first desideratum is to get
the fall of the year.
the colony into that quiet, semi-dorMr. Dadant's article, above referred

and around the frames. Here it is
calculated that 25 pounds of honey are tion. I raised the mercury to the
required to sustain a normal colony proper temperature I think 60° or 70°),
from the time that they cease gather- and placed under the glass, on a straw
ing until they begin again.
Only floor, three of the diseased colonies.
about one-half of this amount is re- They were strong in numbers, and
quired to feed the bees during the time flew and voided fully and satisfactorily
they are confined to the hive. But (more so than they do out-of-doors in
little more than one-third is used if the same length of time), and returned
but little breeding takes place. Win- to the hive with scarcely any loss. I
ter breeding, however successfully was proud of my success, and deterdone, is of little or no value here.
mined to put more through the next
That crystallizable sugar is most day if the sun shone, and if not, as
easily digested by the bees I have no soon as it did. Before it shone, howdoubt, but this fact plays but a small ever, those three colonies, and those
part in our success or failure to winter only, were dead. I have been told of

away

cess in his locality. Here, in our section, I think that sunn' seasons early
housing, before any cold weather has
appealed, is best while ill other seasons a few cool, or even cold days are
needed to get the stubborn bees into
the semi-dormant state.
I have believed and held all along,
that whatever the cause of our winter
losses was, it was one cause, to which
all other influences were as fox-lire to
the sun, and at best only acting as
aggravations to the great cause, and,
as stated in my former article, I feel
sure that the great main cause is the
winter consumption of bee-bread. Last
winter bees that were cellared were
much better off than those that were
left outside in this climate in any
shape, because while those inside had
the advantage of a less consumption
of food (which resulted in many cases
in a total abstinence from pollen-eating, though I know of one cellar full
where all died), those outside had not
the usual advantage of a thorough
midwinter flight, or several of them, as
was the case the winter before.
I know of several cases where
packed colonies came through in splendid order, one lot being a whole apiary,
other cases, where bees entirely neglected did usually well. But these
were exceptional cases. I think last
winter's experience gave no proofs
why we should turn from the out-door
packing to the cellar. Perhaps a little
of both would be good for large apiaries.
often hear old residents say
that years ago bees did not die during
the winter if they had honey enough.
I notice that at that time most of the
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In the

ANDREWS.

II.

Bee Journal, Aug.

10, 1881,

;

Mr. E. A. Thomas writes under the
above quoted heading, and I feel sure
that as a generous man he will not in August no cellar, nochaffnodeadthink it unkind if I question some of air space, and no dead bees."
Now, why did those bees winter
his teachings, both as to logic and
well in those common hives with no
facts.
"I think there is a protection, when so many over the
First, he says
difference in colonies, for, while some country were lost ? I claim that his
will readily accept the means of ob- bees had not lost any of their natural
taining a queen, others seem bent on vigor or toughness, had not degeneNow, rated by either rearing forced queens
their own destruction," etc.
this implies that some colonies have himself or being near enough to one
innate peculiarities less favorable in who has, for his queens to get fertiltheirown perpetuity than in the happy ized by imperfect drones, from their
nature of others this, in my humble forced (and as I claim imperfect)
queens, thus giving workers not up to
judgment, is error not meant.
The difficulty in introducing queens the regular standard in hardiness.
and brood into queenless colonies in- The proof is that they wintered withcreases with the length of time the out loss. I defy anyone to give any
colony remains queenless and the other reason than that they had the
number of laying workers therein necessary vigor and hardines to carry
produced; there is no exception to them through the winter in spite of
So
the cold and long confinement.
this rule.
Second: "I have never had a full would all those bees that were lost
colony with a fertile worker, but now have been hardy enough to have carand then have a nucleus colony, which ried them through, if it had not been
loses their first queen on going out to for vigor lost by almost every beemeet the drone, and so has no means keeper rearing or buying, for years
past, forced queens, and, by so doing,
of supplying the bees."
This implies at least one, and may lowering the standard of his bees. It
be two of three things: 1st, that Mr. is almost impossible to find one who
Thomas never had a full colony; 2d. keeps bees in the common hive, who
that full colonies never lose their first either rears a good many forced queens
queens; 3d, that when they do lose by driving or has a dividing neighbor
their first queens they are never with- near enough to spoil the vigor of his
out the means of supplying their loss. bees in a few years.
One of the first plans given us for
I take it that not one of these concluforced swarming, with movable frame
sions is correct in point of fact.
"
while
hives,
was by dividing, by taking \i
she
Third
I watched her
laid quite a number of eggs, the bees of the combs and putting them into an
treating her with all the consideration empty hive, setting it beside the old
they would a queen, and then I pinched one, the entrance of each being a little one side of the old one, so as to reher head."
I do not question the correctness of tain about the same amount of flying

—

:

;

:
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viding to 35. and took 1500 lbs. honey;
next spring I had 30 (he did not winter quite as well), increased to 75,
mostly by dividing; the next May
found me with 11, it being a good
country.
Let us follow out the workings of year, increased by dividing to 52."
this process and note its results. The This brings him down to such a winqueenless part rears one from larva, ter as the last, which, no matter how
from to 3 days old, making a queen much pains he has taken in winternot up to the standard of one reared ing, closes him out.
Los Gatos, Cal.
by natural swarming, which will give
workers that want honey in abundance
will
or*
they
else
close to the apiary,
the American Bee Journal.
bees. This, of all the various plans
of artificial swarming, has no doubt
been practiced the most, and caused
the most injury to the bees of the

1

try to steal

it

For

from their more vigor-

A Model Prize List.
ous and successful neighbors. I had a
cell sealed up in 45 hours where I put
WM. F. CLARKE.
a frame of brood in a queenless colony
to find out if they had one. Does any
Complaint
has often been justly
had
bee-keeper think that queen, if 1
allowed tier to have been fertilized, made that at our great agricultural
would have borne any comparison to shows there has been scarcely any reone reared in a colony in a normal con- cognition of honey, hives, and beeThis forced keepers' requisites. Generally speakdition from an egg
queen, if she lives till next spring ing, this important productive industry
lived)
will fill all is ignored, or nearly so. Under the
(for they are short
the drone-comb in her hive (such be- influence of our Bee-Keepers' Assoing generally great drone layers). ciation, formed last fall, " Canada's
Those drones fertilizing queens, stamp Great Fair," which holds in Toronto,
their imperfect individuality on the from Sept. 5 to 17, has introduced a
workers, which have lost a portion of section into its prize list, the publicatheir toughness or vigor, and as tion of which may perhaps act as an
queens are reared from those worker example and stimutous to the manaeggs the next forced queen made by gers of other exhibitions in various
dividing is poorer still, giving the parts of this continent. It is as folapiarist poor workers which bring lows
him in but little honey. He goes on
Honey and Apiarian Supplies.
dividing (for lie is getting rich, makEntrance Fee, 2o cents.
ing colonies by the quantity, worth a
Largest and bestdisplay of honev, $10, $.>.
good sum each).
Best 10 pounds of extracted honey, $5, *3, $2.
What wonder if after this reducing Best 10 pounds of comb honey, $•>, $3. S2.
of marketing extracted honey, J5.
system has been practiced for a few Best»3,methods
J2.
years, he finds his queens very short- Best methods of marketing comb honey. $5, $3, $2.
comb foundation for brood-chamber, diploma.
lived and is puzzled about it
He Best
Best comb foundation for honey boxes, diploma.
reads that queens live from 3 to 5 Best and most scientific mode of wintering out""

:

:

Aug. 31,

The disposition of the honey bee in the fields, the plants whose corollas
much resembles that of the hu- are wider or shorter than usual, in
man family some are always peevish order to secure a sort in which they

very

;

and fretful, while others are gentle
and kind; some colonies will receive
a strange queen within an hour after
the loss of their mother, and some
colonies will never start a queen cell
after their mother is removed, providing a fertile queen is immediately
given to them while other colonies
show hatred toward their stepmother,
and a constant desire to rear a new
queen, by starting from 5 t© 25 queen
;

cells.
I have tried introducing queens by
taking off all the bees from the combs

and daubing the queen well with
honey. I have had pretty good success, but have found some that had
fallen a prey to the angry bees by their
balling her. In this case it is sometimes difficult to rescue her. I have
even known them not to kill her after

will be broader.
But the task will be
long, and we want help, if not in regard to bees, at least in regard to the
selection and propagation of selected
plants.

A

seed grower who would take the
thing in hand, planting selected clover
with this object in view, if he succeeded, u-ould be sure of a good sale
of seeds at runiunerative prices; for
every bee-keeper would try to have
the new variety introduced to his
neighbors. Of course, the end to be
attained is, not to produce a short corolla by raising a diminutive plant,
but to create a strong, vigorous kind,
endowed with short or wide corollas,
the sap of the plant being directed
more towards the branches and the
leaves than towards the corollas.
I dare to predict for the lucky man
who would succeed in raising a clover
with such fixed characteristics, large

giving her a severe hugging her pitiful cry for mercy may have saved
her. I have known them to hug a sales and big profits.
queen for a whole day and then receive
Hamilton, 111.
;

her.

To

get rid of fertile workers I give

them a frame of brood containing, if
possible, a few queen cells it does
;

not matter
sealed.

I

materially

if

now remove from

they are
the stand

For the American Bee Journal.

A Few
,T.

Interesting Facts.

H MARTIN.

one of the strongest colonies in the

apiary, place the queenless colony in
It is a fact that many apiarists adits place, and the strong one where mire the use of sugar syrup upon
the colony containing the fertile which to winter bees, in preference to
worker stood, and the job is complete. natural stores.
If sealed queen cells are given, under
It is a fact that there are a dozen or
these circumstances, the bees seldom more glucose factories in our country
molest them
the colony, through making tons of a deleterious substance
surprise, are thrown into confusion, used solely for adulteration.
and are made sensible of their loss at
It is a fact that our grocery-men are
in any kind of a hive, $5, $2.
years, and finds that his bees, that Bestdoors
house for wintering bees and of most use for once, and are more apt to recognize selling sugar and syrups adulterated
apiarian purposes in summer working model their want and appreciate their pros- with glucose, because it gives them
wintered almost any way the first few
to be on ground, represented by a scale of not
perity by receiving a new mother. It greater profits.
years, need a great deal of nursing.
less than one inch to the foot, $o, $2.
is seldom that bees destroy uncapped
require costly chaff hives and cellars Best winter and summer hive, diploma.
It is a fact that the consumer finds
Best
and
most
practical invention for retaining
to winter them well, but when they
queen cells, on account of their strong his sugar entirely different from what
even temperature in bee bouse, $3, $2.
attachment for their young.
get so reduced that they can stand Best wax extractor, diploma.
it used to be.
It has less sweetening
mode of securing the largest yield of box
The weather is very dry, a heavy power, and is hard and lumpy.
but little, cellars or chaff hives do not Besthoney
from a single hive, 13, $2.
save them in such a winter as the Best and most valuable invention in bee hives not drouth now prevails and the bees are
It is a fact that glucose 'will kill
heretofore exhibited or made public, bronze
doing nothing.
last.
One who had been sneering at
bees if you attempt to winter them
medal.
Rome, Ga., July 28, 1881.
his " old fogy " neighbor with com- Best non-swarming hive, diploma.
upon it, either in liquid form mixed
Best bee smoker. $2, $ 1.
mon box hives, who is far enough Best honev knile. $2, $1.
with honey, or sugar syrup, or in the
from him not to have his bees spoiled Best honey extractor for general use, $2, 11,
form of candy.
Rural New Yorker.
exhibit of bees and new races of bees.diploma.
by drones raised from his poor Jorced Best
It is a fact that bees will winter
Best and largest display of apiarian supplies. JU),
Improving Honey Plants.
queens, ought to see why his bees
well upon good sealed honey.
and most practical new invention for the
wintered so much better than his Bestapiarist, $5, $3.
From the above facts we have
CH. DADANT.
own. Forced queens give great quan- Best form of hive, bronze medal.
reached the conclusion that it is bettities of imperfect workers, that the
Critical readers of the above will be
The family of the Leguminosse is ter to winter upon natural stores, than
workers kill off in great quantities able to detect deficiences in it, and it
one of the best for bees and for cattle. to run the risk of buying sugar, a porwhere they kill the drones.
is only fair to say that it was prepared In this family we find the White Clover tion of which is glucose.
Such are the results of too much as the result of individual suggestion. (Trifolium repens] of our pastures,
Hartford, N. Y., Aug. 19, 1881.
dividing. How is it witli forced queens Our Association as such, lias not yet
the Melilot (Melifotus alba) whose
reared in full colonies, largely adver- had an opportunity of considering it. name is derived from the Greek word
For the American Bee Journal.
tised V The queen and brood are ta- No doubt, improvement will be made
meK (honey) and the Sainfoin (Onoken away, and after the bees get over on it next year. Indeed, it would be brychis sativa), a plant which does Origin of Sending Queens by Mail.
their worry, they commence cells, of- a good thing if the North American
not withstand our winters, but which,
ten allowing the eggs given them to Bee-Keepers' Association would bring in France, gives the best honey and
c. J. ROBINSON.
hatch and be fed worker food 1 or 2 its wisdom to bear on the matter of a the best fodder.
days before giving them royal food prize list, which, with slight modificaIt appears that some of the enterNearly related to the White Clover
and enlarging the cell. They gener- tions, might do for all our State and is the Red Clover (Trifolium arvense), prising queen breeders deem it very
ally start so many cells that the nurse Provincial exhibitions.
important
that queen shipping cages
as
great
a
quantity
which furnishes
bees are not able to furnish royal food
Listowel, Aug. 17, 1881.
of honey as any one of the plants men- have many distinct features to rentier
for them to make perfect queens, altioned. Every country boy has sucked them suitable in the highest degree.
though I have seen but 3 or 4 of those
the honey from the tubes of its corollas; The essential features of such a cage
For the American Bee Journal.
small half-starved looking cells in a
but few know that, if they had the are quite simple only to afford bees
large colony, that worried a long time
Introducing Queens.
chance of tasting this sweet, it was be- the conditions requisite, as I learned
at the loss of their mother and brood.
cause bumble bees are nearly the only from experience before any other
I am satisfied that the difference in
A. F. MOON.
insects which can reach it, and bumble party ever mailed a honey bee.
size of cells made by a swarm in norbees are too few in number to absorb humble self has the credit of being
mal condition, or an abnormal one, is
The success in introducing queens such a large crop, which, therefore, re- the original shipper of queen bees by
the lack of ability to furnish a large is
due more to the method than what mains un harvested, the corollas of Red mail transit. It was from necessity
quantity of royal food, so they half is sometimes
termed "luck." I have Clover being too deep to allow the that 1 devised the mode of transportstarve them
while in the large cells tried nearly every
ing queens through the mails, and
plan, and long since honey bees to suck it.
reared in the hive that has swarmed adopted the following
one:
These corollas are only a very little contrived a shipping cage.
naturally, we often see a quantity in
In 1859, when the Italian bees were
Remove the old queen from the too deep for, during the drought of
the cell after the queen has left.
hive you wish to re-queen, and place some summers, the flowers of the sec- first imported, up to July, 1862. I was
never sec any in the small cells, where the wire cage containing the
queen be- ond crop, being a little shorter, the receiving queens from J. P. Malum, of
the bees an- forced to make a queen, tween 2 combs of sealed
honey. If Italian bees find in them a good har- Philadelphia (the first successful imno matter how they are forced.
the cage is too thick, cut out apiece vest yet it is doubtful whether in the porter of bees), and also from others,
Any one can demonstrate this mat- of comb large enough to receive the best ;circumstances their proboscesare including Rev.L. L. Langstroth, who
ter, by rearing forced, instead of nat- cage and place her gently into the able to reach the bottoms of the tubes. shipped by express.
At that time no
ural queens, as hundreds have, in the hive. If she is a fertile queen there Moreover, the honey of the main crop express office had been established at
past, and reported by scores in the are always some bees, like the good is always out of reach of the bees, and this point, and I was bothered to get
bee papers, about as follows: See Samaritan, who will feed and care for the aim of bee-keepers is to produce a packages from the office in due time.
Gleanings for Feb., 1881, page 84, by her. Leave her in the cage for 36 kind of bees endowed with a tongue I wrote to Mr. Langstroth, asking his
J. C. Phillips, this being an almost hours, and on the third morning care- long enough to reach the bottom of opinion on the feasibility of sending
" I kept bees in the old fully examine every frame, destroy the clover blossoms, or to produce a queens per mail. He answered, signiexact report
fogy style, till 1872, when I began with any and all queen cells that may be kind of red clover whose blossoms fying that he deemed the plan impraca movable comb hive with 2 stands, started, and gently lift the queen out would be shorter or wider, so that ticable. Still I was bent on trying the
increased to 6 by dividing, got no on a frame of brood. If she is re- bees could suck all the honey ; or to experiment, and caged a black queen
honey started next spring with the (i ceived friendly the bees will surround, attack the difficulty in both wsys at in a package, which I addressed to Mr.
(you see he wintered well); this and feed and caress her.
In due
Should any the same time. The work has already Langstroth and mailed it.
the two following seasons increased worker show signs of stinging, it begun. Some bee-keepers try to pro- time the queen, with a few workers,
mostly by dividing to 15, took 600 lbs. will be better to recage her until the duce bees endowed with longer pro- arrived at Mr. Langstroth 's post office
honey next year I increased by di- next day, when all will be right.
bosces, and some others are selecting. all right. Then Mr. L. contrived a
;

!

:

—
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;
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:

;

;
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cage, in which he put ;i line Italian
queen, with a fen workers, and mailed
When the package
to my address.
came to hand the workers were all
queen
died soon after.
dead and the
reported the arrival and ill success to
Mr. L.. who contrived a cage different from his first, and sent it with a
queen to me by mail. His second attempt proved as successful as my first
was. Such is he history of the origin
of transporting queens through the
medium of the post office department.
I

I

Hiehford.N.

ST.

the beea lill with comb honey jusl as
if they were in an ordinary bee-frame
hive. This hive can be all closed up
in a few seconds, anil the bees can be
kept in it throughout the winter in
perfect safety. The second prize was
awarded to Mr. Young, of Perth, who
exhibited an ordinary <> bar Woodbury hive. Both these hives were
weli Stocked with beautiful bees.
:

(ileal interest was also manifested
in class 2, for the best colony of Cyprian, Ligurian, or any other foreign
bees exhibited in an observatory hive.

James Johnstone, of Touch. 2.
William Sword, of Falkirk. There

1.

For the American Bee Journal.

Cyprian and Palestine Bees.
A.

W. OSBORN.

The accompanying

letter from Mr.
G. M. Doolittle. whose judgment we

respect, will, I think, be of general interest

:

Borodino, N. Y.. July

2-~>.

1881.

As to Holy Land queens and bees I
know nothing, but will say that I be-

was

number

of entries in the
competition for the hives, but as there
was nothing of any particular note,
I need not trouble you to enumerate
the awards.
In class n, Mr. Johnstone carried oil
1st honors with his samples of comb
foundation, and wax in cakes of 2 lbs.
each.
The competition in the honey classes
were very few, and the only exhibits
of any interest was a few magnificent
a large

lieve the I". 8. would have been just Stewarton boxes from Ayrshire, and
as well off without them. You will a number of small 1 and 2 lb. section
see that as the Holy Land and Cyp- boxes of tine comb honey. The fine
rians are so nearly iike the Italians as display of run or extracted honey
to color, that should they prove infe- which is yearly seen at this show was
Class 23, for the best
rior, they cannot be separated, as can greatly missed.
the blacks and Italians. Let me pro- liquor or wine made from honey. 1.
Five years from now. but few D. Wood.
phesy
For the best cakes made with honey.
persons in the United States will be
able to tell of what their stock con- 1. Win. Sword. The above exhibits
how quickly
sists; for just as soon as Palestine were very tasty, but oh
and Cyprian drones are plenty, who they did vanish. In the miscellanewas
good
display of
ous
classes
there
a
can tell by the workers or queens
whether their queens have mated hives, supers, bee-furniture, bee-gear,
with an Italian, Cyprian or Palestine honey extractors, etc.; and amongst
drone? Hence you will see, that the principle hive winners in this class
should these last two prove inferior to were Messrs. Young, Wood, and Kinthe Italians, we are in a dilemma. I near.
The driving competition for the
know the rush generally goes for
something nm\ but I am content, at Highland and Agricultural Society's
silver medal, took place on the last
present, to let others try these bees.
day of the show, in the large manipuG. M. Doolittle.
tent belonging to the Bee SociThus far, I have not found the Holy latingThere
was a large number of
Land bees superior to the Italians. I ety.
competitors, and after a very keen
handled over 400 queens this sumcontest, the judges awarded the first
mer, both Italian and Holy Land, and
W. W. Young, who capwatched them closely. Perhaps prize to Mr.
1
tured the queen in transit in I 1 * minthe Palestine bees are not suited to
utes, and finished the driving of the
our dry seasons, and under the most
bees in the same time. Miss Stewart,
favorable circumstances would make
of Sterling, came second, and was
a better showing. With us the honey
awarded
the society's own silver
season is over. The yield has been
medal she took 4 minutes to capture
very light, not more than 1 apiary
the queen, and other 3 to finish the
in 10 that has taken any surplus. The
driving. The judges were Messrs, Anremaining!) will have to be fed, to
derson and Muirhead. During the 4
keep the bees from starving. But we
days of the show, the weather was
live and work on. cherishing the hope
very showery, and at times rained very
that next year will make up for this,
heavily but the visitors seemed to enand in fact, bee men have come to be- joy
themselves to the utmost extent.
:

!

.

;

;

lieve that it is impossible to obtain
2 good crops in succession.
I wish the best of success to all the
bee-keepers of the East, and prosperity to the Bee Journal, which
comes to us every week, tilled with
good things.

Los Angeles,

Cal.,

Aug.

13, 1881.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Calendonian Apiarian
J.

D.

Society.

Altogether, the show was a great success, both fiancially, and otherwise,
and much credit is due to the committee for the way in which the arrangements were carried through.
On the Thursday night, a large company of the principal bee-keepers attending the show, dined together in
McAlpine's hotel. The party spent a
very enjoyable evening, which was
greatly enlivened by the songs and
speeches of the various members.

HUTCniNSON.

This society held their 8th annual
exhibition at Sterling, on July 26, and
3 following days, and as hi former
years under the patronage of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland.

Owing to the very wet weather
which we have experienced here all
summer, there was only a limited
display of honey but this was more
than made up by the fine appearance
of the " observatory hives," which, as
usual, was a great attraction, the
queen being eagerly sought after. In
this department the competition is
getting keener at every show. The
first prize was awarded to Mr.
D.
Woods, of Benmore, whose hive was
much noticed for its ingenuity and
beauty. It is made to serve two purposes, that of an ordinary observatory
hive, and is adapted for both summer
and winter use. The frames, 4 in
number, are arranged in 2 perpendicular rows, and. above this is placed a
number of small section boxes, which
this

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Another

Way
W.

of Swindling, etc.

II.

STOUT.

Partie3 in this vicinity have taken
lessons in bee-keeping from a professional, who charges So. for instructions, and gis'es the following receipt
for feeding
5 lbs.
sugar,

A

teaspoonful line
dairy salt, % lb. essence of lemon, 1
knife-point full cream tartar, 3 pints
of water, to which add 1 i tea cup full
of vinegar, if you wish comb built.
The following for spring feeding
2 bushels of rye, 5 lbs.
sugar.
spoonfuls of dairy salt. 1 teaspoonful
i
essence of lemon, 4 spoonful of cream
1

:

A

tartar.

.'!

ufacturers,

I

know, but you see
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a

lit-

all that exHOW the little fellows arc to
appropriate the rye does not appear.
For the present we are satisfied with
sugar and water, and rye and oats
ground together for spring feeding.
The other articles we would prefer
mixed with Hour for cakes.
are disappointed in our honey
crop so far obtained only about 300
lbs. in sections from li) colonies in
spring, and increased to 32, of which
several are yet only nuclei. During
June it was very wet, yet white clover
was plentiful, but as our bees cannot
swim, to gather the honey, we got
very little of it. Since June' we had it
dry enough, so that corn and potatoes
will not make 14 of a crop and the
sowed
grass looks as if scorched.
some early buck-wheat for bee-forage,
but it yields scarcely any honey, and
also have some of later
less grain.
sowing which may do a little better,
if we get rain soon.
On the whole,
we had a season of extremes, the coldest winter, the wettest spring, the hottest and dryest summer that is remembered "well, by the oldest inhabitant.
have a colony of bees now
having 2 queens the old queen has
her wing clipped, and the bees

tle

vinegar

save us

will

pense.

A

We

;

We

We

—

We

;

swarmed out twice each time we
caught the queen, removed cells, and
;

returned the colony; but they did not
seem satisfied, but raised a young
queen lately, and both were in the
hive on one comb a few days ago.
Another colony had a queen with defective wings they also swarmed and
returned twice, then superseded the
old queen, and came out with 4 young
queens at one time. We caught 3,
;

which with his other entries brought
up to ">2S lbs., by far he
largest amount of English honey yet
staged by one exhibitor. Mr. Walton
Came second with 227 lbs., and Mr.
Hooker third with II doz.m lb. sections, all of admirably even quality.
The next class for supers not sections
was on the whole poor, and calls for
it lie remark.
The glass si ipers, handsome but unsalable, are clearly giving way before the handy sections.
The cost and risk of transit, without a
chance of sale, will ill the end banish
these ornaments from our exhibition
his total

I

I

I

benches.
Class 1.".. best

— Mr.

weul y-four

t

2 lb. sec-

Walton

'surpassed
Mr.
Thorn with boxes that can only be
Thorn
equalled. MissGuytonandMr.
were second and third in a class in
which to win is an event.
The silver medal for foundation was
replaced at the desire of the Judges
for 2 of bronze, one for Mr. Kaitt for
thick foundation, and the other to Mr.
tions.

Abbott for thin. A silver medal was
awarded to Mr. Abbott, Jr., who
showed Faris' method for making
foundation by dipping. In this he displayed considerable dexterity, nearly
if not all the sheets being turned out
perfect. Mr. Cowan again won in the
class for extractors. The machine in
principle is that of last year with an

movement by which the
combs can be more readily put in position. Mr. Abbott showed an expediadditional

tious

way

of

sealing

honey

jars.

coated with wax on the
lip; waxed paper is then, after filling,
pressed upon the glass
and the two
surfaces of wax unite, and a complete

These are

first

;

closure

is

effected.

gave them to nuclei, and left them
The Baroness Burdett Coutts distrib1; since, they have done well. From
uted the prizes on Thursday, July 28th.
these instances, we infer that bees are
The Rev. H. R. Peel has sufficiently
sometimes averse to having queens recovered from his severe illness to
that cannot fly.
allow him, to the delight of all, to be
Pine Grove, Pa., Aug. 22, 1881.
present during a part of the time the
Exhibition was open, Mr.T. W. Cowan
kindly taking general oversight during the whole week.

O*

The British Bee and Honey Show.
The seventh Exhibition of this
Association in the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society at South Kensington, London, has been rather conspicuous for the quantity and excellence of the honey than for evidences
of progress among appliances. The
total entries numbered 274, while the
attendances have been on the whole
satisfactory, and the interest in the
subject evidently growing. In Class
2 the Carniolan bees were very distinct.
This variety, though sombre in hue,
should be encouraged, since they are
good workers, not persistent s warmers,
and extremely mild in temper. Observatory hives brought out one or two
impracticable novelties, and we were
glad to see that the mistake was not
repeated of giving prizes where large
flight space involved wholesale death
to the bees, being a necessary part of
the construction. Mr. Holland showed
a pretty and ingenious observatory,
which at present partly involves this
indicated defeat, which without difficulty he could remedy. Mr. Scott
showed a hive in which the frames fit
together, but have glass between the
combs. These can be independently
lifted for observation.
In our opinion
the old form of observatory, in which
the combs are visible constantly and
without interference, .yet remains to
be excelled.
The display of honey has not hitherto been equalled. The total weight
was nearly 3 tons, while the flatness,
finish, and color of the sections seemed
to leave but little room for progress in
this direction.
The extracted honey

This is, of course, a kind of private
mixture, but as the Jottrnal read- was bright with hardly an exception,
ers are entitled to all the valuable dis- and must constantly have sorely puzcoveries, I take the liberty to have zled the Judges in making
their
you publish it, perhaps for the first awards. For the best exhibition from
time.
one apiary Mr. Thorn was to the front
It is a little rough on foundation man- with a magnificent lot of 3S4% lbs.,

The bee-keepers of Ontairo will
hold their annual convention Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday evenings,
second week of the Industrial fair,
13th, 14th, 15 September, thus allowing those attending the convention to
see the exhibition when it is at its best
and also the convention, which promises to be of such importance that no
bee-keeper can afford to miss it.
Ladies are especially invited to attend.
Notice as to place of meeting will be
D. A. Jones.
given in due time.

^F The

Southern California DisBee-Keepers' Association will
hold its annual meeting in Los Angeles
trict

and 10", 1881. All perinterested in bees and honey are
respectfully invited to attend.
J. E. Pleasants, Pre*.
City, Sept. 8, 9,
son's

Anaheim,

Cal.

®"Tlie North western Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Chicago, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
invited

make

to

attend.

It is

desired to

one of the most interesting
conventions ever held in the United
this

States.
C. C.

C. C. Miller, M. D.,
Coffinberry, Sec.

Pres.

Igg" The Eastern Michigan bee-keepers' Association will hold its fall meeting in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
A. hall, at 10 o'clock a. m.
Sec.
A. B.

Weed,

81° The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meetingin Plafteville, Grant Co.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.

N.E.France, ike., Plafteville,

Wis.

®° The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fourth Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
and 12, 1881.
O.R. Gooixno. Sec.
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Cyprians.— While I
no experience with imported
Cyprians, I introduced to my yard in
June 2 home-bred queens of this
strain, presumably fertilized with the
Cyprian drone. I am glad to be able
to concur in the testimony of Mr.
Muth— that I find them not only bandsome, but "as gentle as any to handle." I certainly think it would be
well for us to go on with the infusion
of this new
blood, notwithstand-

The

su^^am^.
>uK £k**m

Docility of

have-

:

—

Thoronghwort. I send by this mail
:i specimen of a weed that grows here
in wet land, about waist-high, and
which blooms from the middle of August until frost. It has a small white
Sower, on which the bees work steady ing the exceptionable cases of wrathWhat is it ? Some here fulness reported by Mr. Dadant and
all day long.
the tea of it will vomit others.
I cannot believe that they
call itbonesel
My bees worked on will prove in the average more irrasa pers
[Uickly.
cible than the blacks, while any imit so industriously last fall, I thought
maybe the impure.sour honey came provement that may result from the
from it that caused dysentery, it is cross will not be at the expense of the
very dry here now, and the bees that beautiful marking of the Italians.
had plenty of stores the first of July
J. S. WOODBURN.
Livermore, Pa., Aug. 21, 1881.
have used at least one-half in rearing
brood, and have gathered none since.
I observed in last week's Bee JourCellar Ventilation.— I have read in
nal, that men differ greatly on the some of our bee publications that a
value of the Cyprian bee. While Mr. cellar should have a ventilating tube
Dadant condemns them, Mr. Muth enter it from below the frost line in
and others praise them, so that begin- the ground, and extending some disners hardly know which to purchase. tance to an opening. Will some one
I have four as line queens as I ever having such a ventilating tube give
owned, of the Cyprian variety, bred the size of orifice, and the length necfrom imported mothers they breed essary to secure a uniform temperafaster, and their progeny are as gentle ture during severe weather?
and easy to handle as Italians, and
J. II. Martin.
just as good workers. 1 prefer the
Hartford, N. Y., Aug. 20, 1881.
;

:

Success to the Bee JourD. S. Kalley.
nal.
Mansfield, Ind., Aug. 23. 1881.
Cyprians.

thoroughwort
or boneset [Mupatorium perfoliatum),
and is au excellent honey plant.— Ed.]

[The specimen sent

is

Weather Scorching but Sweet
Keene's letter

Journal about

in a late

100 lbs. per Colony.— In my report
given on page 220, July 20, is a little
I lost 31, or rather 32 colonies out of 87. I have now increased
to 02, and am getting a fair surplus.
shall get considerable over 100 lbs.
of box honey from each of several colonies in the spring. The honey crop
in this part of Wisconsin is very light.
The harvest, truly, has been great,
but the laborers have been few.
B. T. Davenport.

Rocky Mountain bee plant and sweet mistake.
I have had 75 to 100 large
plants of sweet clover in bloom in our
garden this summer, the bloom upon

clover.

which was immense. It bloomed in
June, and when at its best, the bees
were very busy upon it about a week,
when to my great surprise, they abandoned it and let it alone for over a
month, and I concluded it was worth-

Then came

less for this locality.

I

Auroraville, Wis., Aug.

the

drouth with no rain for over 3 weeks,
when I was again surprised by seeing
the bees resume work upon sweet clover, and during the hottest and dryest
day we had, with the mercury 101 in
the shade, and a dry, scorching wind
from the southwest, they worked
upon sweetclover from morning until
night continuously. Of its value as a
honey plant I cannot speak from experience, except that I am sure it cannot be so dry that sweet clover will
not yield honey.
D. P. Norton.
Council Grove, Kan., Aug. 22, 1881.

other parties he has stated that a suit
against me for infringing on his patent is pending in the United States
court.
C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 24, 1881.
•

[We have occasion
man " Kidder,"

to

this

lie

is

know that
a swindler,

has troubled us the same way.

—Ed.]
Distance Between Frames.— In Prof.
Cook's "Manual," page 136, eighth
line from the top, in his instructions
about the distance frames should be
from each other, he says " }4 of an
inch, though a slight variation either
way does no harm." Again, on the
same page, 2 or 3 lines below, he says
"some men prefer nails or wire staples

which project just fej of an inch,"
I would like to have him tell us
how he. handles frames and keeps bees
in his hives with only M inch spa.ee
between the combs. I find, in pracetc.

that not less than% inch will do,
1 find 9 frames in the Langstroth
hive do better than 10. I have used
only 9 for 2 years past, and like it
much better, but only Jj inch is, 1
think,avery great error, and will make
bad work for beginners, for I know
in practice it will not work with me,
tice,

would like very much to have
Cook tell us, through the Bee
Journal, how he manages his hives,
and

I

Prof.

22. 1881.

Another Swindler.— I have received
the following letter:

"Please give me information, if
you can, namely Is there a National
Bee Co., if so do they establish agents
to sell their goods ? Is there a patented bee hive called Kidder hive ? A
man called himself Kirk Kidder, Jr.,
:

selling territory to use this patented
Was he a bogus or a genuine
hive.
representive of the. Co.? lie said you
was their agent at Cincinnati, O. C.

—

full of bees, with only J4 inch
space or less between the frames.

S. II.

Hutchinson.

Mechanics Falls, Me., Aug.
[I

have to thank

S.

Ky.,

Aug

Light Honey

Crop.— The honey crop

We

surplus honey from basswood bloom.

Our bees have swarmed

well this seame 3 large
It
is
so dry here
swarms
now that there is nothing for bees to
work on. If it rains, which it lias not
done, in 3 weeks, I think it is too late
lor much forage.
Everything looks

son

;

one colony gave
4 days.

in

it had been scorched.
all who have sent money to H.
A. Burch & Co., for apiarian supplies,
or bees and queens, and have recei\ ed
no compensation for their money, in

as though

I

wish

the

vcar, could be put in a

last

list,

SO

n
could sec how much money
will
have made out of bee-keepers.
In April last 1 sent
add my mite
$3.50 for a nucleus, but have no bees
yet. They do not correspond any
more; they say each will be served in

we

1

1

•

\

I

:

turn.

such

I

think

it

men where

Richfield,

111.,

isabout time to class
they belong,
Dai n> Kill.:. Su.

my attention to the above
mistake in the Manual. I noticed it
in the second edition (it was not in the
first), and intended to correct it, but
by some oversight the correction was
not made. I regret the error, as errors
are to be deprecated at all times and
in all places. Yet the above is not
serious, as the advice can hardly be.
followed. I always have given i 1
inches to each frame, or 12 frames to
a hive IS inches long. A. J. Cook. J
for calling

.,

—

The Bee Moth.— I see in the report
of the proceedings of the convention
of the Barren Co., Ky., society, that
among other subjects submitted to
that body for discussion, was, " Can
we manage bees so that the moth
worm will not destroy them ?" The
answer to that question might have
been made up of one word of 2 letters.
The " cattle men " of west Texas met
in convention, at Fort Worth, in this
State, one. day last May. Now, had

20,

Aug.

io. 1881.

:

;

;

;i

Drouth in Texas. — We are suffering
from a most protracted drouth. My
bees have hardly gathered U of
;i

crop.

aged.

We

are

all

somewhat discour-

W.

II.

McKinney, Tex., Aug.

Andrews.
10, 1881.

:

empty comb, and

4,

management.

J. S.

Woodburn.

Livermore, Pa.
Sections with Wood instead of Glass.
send a section box protected by
sides which are fastened to the
section by what I call a "hinged label." I commenced the use of wood
sides instead of glass some 3 years
since, and fastened them to the section by a light rubber band, till this
season, when I happened to devise this
label. The rubber band did very well,

—I

wood

but

the question, " Can we manage cattle
so that the buzzards will not destroy
There is a fellow by the name of them ? " been submitted to that body
Kidder. I believe Kirk Kidder, Jr., who for its decision, the same, answer of
makes himself unpleasant, and whom one word of 2 letters would have been
I can prove to be an impostor and a literally correct, and for the same reahumbug, by a number of letters on son. My object is to draw out a dishand. As he is using my name in his cussion upon the (among bee-keepers)
•'
king of terrors," the greatly misunswindling concern, I am obliged to
speak in plain language, as my time derstood, and comparatively harmless
Here in
little, so called, bee moth.
is taxed answering letters in regard
to that man, a little more than I can the south a great cloud of ignorance
stand.
The Bee JOURNAL will on the moth question hangs over us
please publish Mr. Ilaucke's letter of like a hideous nightmare, and prevents
inquiry which I enclose, and my an- thousands from keeping bees, and
worst of all, enables ignorant, or unswer, as follows
moth-trap venders to imMr. Haucke :— Your favor at hand, scrupulous,
confiding
asking me if there is a National Bee pose on our harmless and
people.
w. H. Andrews.
Co., and a patented Kidder bee hive.
Texas,
Aug.
McKinney,
22, 1881.
You say also that I am the agent of
that company, in Cincinnati, as slaMy Report.— Last spring I brought
ted by Kirk Kidder, Jr. To this I reply that a National Bee Co. may ex- with me from the Eastern part of the
7 of them
Kidder,
12 colonies of bees
your
Mr.
state
the
brains
of
ist in
but that it does not amount to a row had scarcely the strength of good nuof pins to the rest of the world, just clei prior to May 1st. Being well
there through with their stores, 30 lbs. of
like the patent on his bee hive
sugar was made into syrup, and fed
is no such patent, anil he cannot make
to them in April and early May, durhe
you
tells
I
you pay anything. If
am the agent, of anybody, be tells you ing which time also the colonies were
lii'. and you had best treat that humequalized— SO far, at least, as enabled
bug as he deserves, i. e., " boot him me to utilize to the full the laying
out doors." I have had so many let- capacities of the queens. As their
ters in regard to that fellow that I in- summer's work, 1 am able to report
tend to use plain language in regard 1,165 lbs. of honey, mostly extracted,
Counting nuclei, my
to him, especially since he is using my and 27 swarms.
name in his nefarious business. To number to-day is 49; but they occupy

Haucke.— Greenup,

only 39 stands, and it is to this numI expect to reduce my colonies after the present batch of queens is disposed of. As many have quite a surplus of honey on them yet, and as all
are still storing slowly from the buckwheat and fall flowers, I am not
troubled with visions of having to
feed to any extent, to enter them " in
good condition " for winter. But
should the surplus of my honey gatherers not prove sufficient for the lack
of my queen rearers? I have still
some $30 proceeds of queens already
sold, and more to come with which to
buy a little sugar. Of the 10 colonies
devoted to the extractor, 2 gave me
193 and one 184 lbs. of honey, and 3
swarms respectively. The 2 at the
other end of the class gave me 109 and
78 lbs. of honey and one swarm each.
The credit of this season's handsome
yield (the best in my 10 years of beeculture). I would gratefully and hum1st. Provibly accord as follows
dence; 2, Italian bees; 3, plenty of

I

wanted something

to cover

up

little stain of propolis, sometimes
left on to)) of the section, and also to

H. Hutchinson the

1881."

will be a very light one here this season, though early in the season it bid
obtained a little
fair to be good.

8, 1881.

31,

ber

and

Much Interested.— I am very much when
interested in anything touching bee
find the Bee
culture ; I therefore
Journal exceedingly atttactive and
instructive, and would not like to miss
a number of it.
G. E. T. Kyher.
Green Bay, Wis., Aug. 22, 1881.

Clo-

Honey.— I have read Dr.

ver Yielding

Aug.

prevent the end of the wood-side slipping down into the honey, which

sometimes happened when the sections were carelessly handled. This the
" hinge label " does very effectually,
and also gives the section a neat appearance. I fasten them on with white
glue, the same as I use for glassing,
only thinner. Our city grocers liked
the wood sides fastened by rubber
bands, far better than glass, as it is so
much less liable to break up by their
delivery teams, and now they like the
" hinge labels " best of all. To examine the honey, simply raise the lid
or side from the bottom, the label acting as the hinge. Of course I always
glass a few sections for the grocers to

put upon counters, in show windows,
but they all say, "give us the
wood sides for delivery." How do

etc.,

vou

like

them

?

Geo.

I.'

Goodhue.

Danville, P. Q., Can., Aug. 22, 1881.

a very clean and nice secit is not desired to
glass the sections, and some cover or
protection is wanted other than the
crate, these "wood sides" are very
convenient. Ed.]
[This

tion,

is

and where

My Hopes

Blasted.— My

almost

13

colonies of bees wintered without loss
on summer stands, only I lost 2 old
queens in February. I put the brood
in with others, and then I had 11, in
good condition; but the quantity of
bees in each hive was small (about 2
quarts); they multiplied fast, and in
the latter part of May and June, by
natural swarming, they increased to
21 colonies, and to-day every hive is
full of bees, comb, brood in every
I do not know how
Stage, and honey.

much. For S weeks we have had no
rain, and with hot and dry weather;
a great portion of the time, it was 100°
to 110° in the shade in my apiary, and
on the 12th inst., it was 112° in the
shade, and 150° in the sun, at the entrance of hive No. 7, at noon. It
seems to me that the " blessed bees"
are now living on bread and water,
although I have 3 acres of silver-hull,
golden rod, ligwort, etc. I have obtained about 100 lbs. from white clover.
I sell all my honey at 30 cts. per
Famine is staring my bees
lb.
squarely in the face. If it rains in a
few days, they will be all right. The
wheat crop is light corn is tolerably
good vegetables are very scarce, and
honey is a failure. R. M. Osboun.
;

;

Kaiie,

111.,

Aug.

22, 1881.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

IglT Single copies of tin JOURNAL
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

BUYERS' yt'OTATIONS.

1

—•- •

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY. The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

HONEY— New honey is

coming

and the

In freely

<g"* Those who may wish to change demand is good.
Wh quote light I'niiiii honey, tu Blngle comh
from other editions to the Weekly, can
boxes, L8@20o Id larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
do so by paying the difference.
iti-a sw.w -Prime quality, is«!-20c.
Al, H. Newman, $72 W. Madison St.
;

,,..

Advertisements intended forth* Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

„..

Chicago, Aua. 20, issi.

1

NEW
iNHY- There

11"

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts, each, or $S per 100.

YORK.

IfpT Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

»»- -»•

—

-»

»

Gallon, boldlnu' lOlbS. Of honey
"
Hall Gallon, " 5
"
"
"
Quart,
2W "
"
"
Pint,
"
i

ALFRED

Street, Chicago,

111.

HONEY.— La*»t week

I

EMERSON BINDERS.

paid King Cramer iTe.per

for a lot of about 2,000 lbs. It was in the Muth
sections, v,xn, without separators. Every comb
is perfect, which speaks well for the producer.
If
Mr. Cramer did not succeed, this season, in establishing roles for qneen fertilization, he succeeded
admirably in getting one of the finest lots of comb
honey in the country. Extracted honey is just
to be in good demand.
quote Good comh honey, in sections, is worth
[6c, on arrival. Extracted, 7@9e. on arrival.
BEESWAX.— 18@22c, on ariival. I have paid
25C. per lb. for choice lots.
C. F. MUTH.
Cincinnati, Aug. 13, 1881.

IW Binder*
nal*

mi.-

of 1881,

880.

at the following prices, postage paid :
Cloth and paper, each
50c.

Leather and cloth
We can also furnish the Binder for
per or Magazine desired.

IW

974

BOSTON.
HONEY— The prices of honey ;irenot regularly
be safely regained by using Parquoted in our papers here. We quote Honey in
ker's Hair Balsam, which is much adpound sections retails at 25c.; in impound secmired for its perfume, cleanliness, and tions, 20c
BEESWAX— Prime quality, 25c.
dandruff eradicating properties. 31\v-l
Crocker &. Blake, 57 Chatham Street,

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

III.

New, A KasMonabU
tiy de&'era

O..

it)

Sold

DriursA: Perfum-

Signature of Hisi ox

ery.

N".

&

Y.,cn every botll

All Farmers, Mothers, business Men, Mechan-who are tired out by work or worry, and*
"ics, &c
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia. Kheuma-,
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com'plaint ;, you can be invigorated and cured bv using'
,

17, 1881.

,

31 w4

A Sample Copy of the Weekly 'Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview.
by sending the names to this office.

CLEVELAND.

1

HONEY— Comb honev continues in pood demand
for l lb. white and 18@ 19c. for 2 lb. secGlassed sections about 3c. per lb. less. Extracted honev, in aoto 50 lb. cans, iu(ad2c.
19<§ 20c.

tions.

BEESWAX—20c,

A. C. Kendei,, 115 Ontario Street.
Cleveland,

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

weekly,

we

,

BALTIMORE.

Premiums.— Those who get up

demand

are too

"
"

S,—

"

elotb.

©— Weekly Bee Journal for

l

Health* StrensrthRestorer you CanUse-

Sept.

Oct.

N

&

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

•

fZSSSEL
Restores Color

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale al
25 cents per square inch— no Blngle outsold lor less

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

thnnsne.

97-4 West Madison Street, Chicago,

;

111.

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
beat and chcupest.indisni' usable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin. embossed, full
gilt, 800 pp., contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions,piice only $1.25 sent by
mail
illustrated sample, lie
m nVQrTP send now. Address Peabody
iflXOLLT. Medical institute or Dr. W. H.

arid Place of Meeting.

27— Eastern N.

Y. Union, Knowersville. N. Y.
N. D. West, See. Middleburg, N. Y.

4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Wetd, See., Detroit, Mich.
6— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
5-7— National, at Lexington, Ky.
Dr. E. Parmly, Sec, New York City.
12--Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
1, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere, Wis.
12—Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
25, 2<>-Northwestern District, at Chicago, III.
C. C. Coffinberry. Sec, Chicago, 111.
1

27— Central Michigan,

;

tTXTflW

LIXUVV

PARKER,

No. 4 Bulnnch

;

St.,

Boston.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

Given for
Price

^C. A.
.

'

any
Our newl

in

NEWSPAPER in tho Country.
I,i«t

fnr Advertisers

rOOKcVrtt.,

Cor. Dearborn

bent free.

JdvprtkincAc-pntR.'

& Waeh'n Sts., Chicago.

at Lansing, Mich.
L. Perry, Sec.

George

27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.

VOLUME FOR

N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
1882.

Jan. H3- Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C.

M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N,

May

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. It. Howard,

Champlain Valley, at

in

paper covers.

A

I88O,

few copies for sale at

THOMAS

Y.

April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.

27— Texas

Bound

$1.00, postpaid to any address.
974

West Madison

<;.

NEWMAN,

Street.

Chlcusro.

111.

ENGRAVINGS

Sec.

Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec.

premiums

"

wastingaway with Consumption, UiS-

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

Time

1881.

clubs

For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 18*2.
*'
paper.
4,— Cook's (Bee; Manual,
"

..re

.and far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it*
builds up the system, but never intoxicates. 50,
Y
'ct.and$i sizes. Hi^cnx
Co.. Chemists.

Local Convention Directory.

igiT It

for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will be entitled to the following

lfyou

'sipauon or any weakness, vou will find Paiker's*
.Ginger Tonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer andthe^

Journal.

;

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

*

pure, 21@23C. Western,
pure, 22c; grease wax, I2@t3c—Baltimore Market

will give a

would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you ]p'e near one postoffice and

the supply and

report.

BEESWAX.— Southern,

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

if all

was

13c. Extracted, choice to extra white, tKjjjloHjC.;
dark and candied, 7@8c. BEESWAX—23®25c.
STEAHNs ft SMITH, 426 Eront Street.
San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 13, 1881.

HONEY. -Both

PARKEFVS GINGERIONIG
;Best

7 bbls.

forwarded this week to Liverpool, shipped by a
packing tirm. The market is quiet, but holders are
not disposed to shade rates.
We quote white comb, I4.a 10c; dark to go d.ll®

—

5,

25, 1881.

HONE Y— An invoice of 2<V7 cases and

Premiums. For a club of 2, iceekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of

Aug.

SAN FRANCISCO.

meager to

name on

O.,

J3?~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Eh.

The Horse
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

year.

A TREATISE

®~We have a SPECIAL EDITION
of the

Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
pages),

be published in 18S2 (ltj
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any
one who may desire to disetc.
tribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
it will

QUEENS

!

QUEENS

One Dollar wiil buy one of our beautifnl Italian,
Cyprian. Holy Land or Hungarian Queens; will
•elect the very bent, from 200 queens, for £1.50
each, all warranted pure and safe arrival by mail
guaranteed. Send for 20th circular.

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison ; a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 2S cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

188 Fine

Read

Illuilratlona.

the following opinions of the

Book;

and of

think Cook's Manual 1^ the best of our American works.— IjEwis t. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I
have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. WYNKOOP.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without. Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.—Herald, Monticello, 111.
With look's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual. -Wm. van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-ruisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French

Wenbam,

Ha--.

or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L/Abbe Del
BOIS, editor of the Bullet/in D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.

We have perused

mecum vf

with great pleasure this vade-

the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an intere-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press nnd leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that

every experienced bee-man will welcome, ami it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations. —Ann ricun Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
look has presented the latest pbasesof progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have ex
amined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which D/.ierzon is the author the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American,
and
lie refers in several instances to Darwin
does not belong to that class winch hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks Of German naturalists with great reverence. — German Fnuttnk'.r,
Milwaukee, Wis.
(

;

;

tot

;

Address,

THOMAS
35wlt

:igo FfMreai

All agree that it is the work of a master
real v&lue.—L'Apiculture^ Paris.

Lii-lins of nil I'errumcb.

Cologne

:

i

at

""

7.3c.

Tho Must Frnzrant and

Floreston

The Beauty and Color of the hair

Boston, Mass., Aug.

\n

Michigan.

1

may

Nearly all the ills that Afflict Mankind can be prevented and cured by
keeping the stomach, liver and kidneys in perfect working order. There
is no medicine known that will do this
as quickly and surely, without interfering with your duties, as Parker's
Ginger Tonic. See advertisement.

Entomology

College of

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual ol
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The Brat edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about is months
a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new fforb baa been
produced with great care, patient study and pei
sistent research. It comprises u full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productsof the lloney Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants,trees,
shrubs, etc.splend idly illustrated— and last.thougb
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

any Pa-

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

Louis, Mo., Aug. 27, 1881.

St.

for (he Weekly Bee Jourand paper, postpaid, 85

cloth

cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for American Bee Journal for
1

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— An occasional sale at quotations, but
Constitutions and By-Laws for demuini
very light and puces easy.
local Associations Si3.00 per 100. The
We quote: New, strained, 7<S8c.; extracted, in
cans,
inc.; comb, 13®14c.
name of the Association printed in the BEESWAXPrime yellow sells at 20@2lc.
blanks for 50 cents extra.
U. C. Greek & Co., 117 N. Main Street.

State Agricultural

;

:

iglT

oj

-

.

>

COOK,

J.

—

lb.

I

When changing

75....

;

CINCINNATI.

Bv A.

of Lansing, Professoi

9.00
7.""
4.00

1.50
1.20....

...

100

$l2.on

$1,80

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

972

:

Per

Per Dos.

l

1

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

,

l

tracted, white, KKibliic.; dark, 7(«-!>e.
BEESWAX. -Prime quality, 22(3240.
Thorn & Co., and is Devoe avenue.
New York, Aug. IB, 1881.

Hi

a postothce address, mention the old as well as the
new address.

^iT

/.

i

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth.Dzierzon,and the Baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.
commencing

—

i

mam

no settled market price yet

is

i

•

i

'

for honey, as there is none Belling.
We quote as follows White comb, In small
boxes, l>' inc dark, in small boxes, li!(«j)l5c. Ex-

1

•-•_*-*-•

These Palis Imv a lull cover, and are excellent
...
marketing Candled Honey. The gallon and
,..,ii
u ....
i.
haltt ,•.,11.,
gallon
path.
have o ball or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
••<
"
Assorted samples
mm four
aogwirau
suiu^idd of
the
n oaltes,
pul inside
e o |>iil
one another as a nest, price
price.50
SO cents. These pails
arc very useful for
other purposes, after bein- emptied oi the bone; by consumers, The foling
lowing are the prices
or
foi

CHICAGO.

-»•

279

974

Price— Bound
$1.00, by mail

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

; in paper cover,
Published by

in cloth, $»1.3*»

prepaid.

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G. \l.\\

Street,

MA\,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Kxeebior Honey Extractors.

ITALIAN BEES

KATES FOB A I>\
A

line

type

of this

TIC

contain

vrill

about

«*iichi

1

«>r

"

more"

it resembles u very much.
Truly yours,
J. M BHDCK.

this Isn't work,

I:

Dee Moines,

inc.

issi.

i

"f Italian
fastidious.
i ......

suit

Advertisements irltlidimwn before the ex pi ration
of tin- contract, will be charged the tuil rate for
the time 1 1»«_* advertisement u> Inserted.

Ii 1- inn only Instructive,
subject
e.
itut Intensely Interesting and thorough!) pi
k Isams
ictlon, and one that no

hand-

hi- can afford
thou)
Cloth, SI.
; paper cover, SI.
Quiii)>->'» N.
Bee-Keeplna*, bylbC Root
thor treats the subject ol bee keeping so
snnol rail toll
Its style is plain
and forcible, making all it.* re
tlmt ita

;
.

Pewamo,

SA

w

monej should be

KOIM

.1. II.

ivwtf

>

Dionej order.

.

It

author la master of the

SUN.

I

a

\.,v ice*a

Ionia Co., Mich.

BC

-<:

Hit Smoker.

Kiiiijliaiii

<

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

The tlrst pra.t iral he! ! i«
n-.
1 fc
The drsl and original patent smoker.
2> S
*- 1 &
The iir-i never ta line bee controller.
The Mr^t direct draft bellows b
ker.
2. * e
The first to burn stove »
land notgo out K _
The iir*-t durable bellows
smoker.
<& * i_
The Hrsi to create a demand for smokers. a
,_
The first to meet the wants ol b
keepers. 5 fc
Thfl first Lnder prooi bellows smoker.
5 C £
The first twentj thousand now in use.
**£, The first complaint yel to be received,
a
&
es

III.

Bleaaed
1:.

:

:

Uo

Lecture at St. Joseph,
Indiana State hair

Word

Hi-

at

AmuiiK in Exchange m
The Dees .-i Honej
Mow. What and When

273

Peed

uaother

on

t

v

•

Way

."n

-ni

Mail

2~>:

in Society

-77
277

bj

Bee-Keepers'

ALFRED

1

Price for either edition,

Street, Chicago,

now

RETl'RV

Thi'llhi-

BY

ITALIAN QUEENS.

furnish

-

1

itox

•

*i 50
Tested Queens
no
\\ ai ranted Queens
00
Cyprian Queens, untested
As most all the DoIlarQueens sold
.1-1
year were pure, I will v. irranl
them this year. J.T, Wilson,

Thorougbworl
Weather Scorching, hut Sweet Clover
Drouth

in

Texas

The

Docility ol 'vprluns
Cellar \ entllatlon

Hncb

Interested

one Hundred Pounds per Colony
Anotbei Be
Distance Between Prames.
The Bee Moth
My Keport
Instead
Sections with VI
Hopes almosl Blasted
i

b@"

\\

ol

Glass

Mortonsvllle,

Woodford

Ky

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
a new slxteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
totbebesl Interests ol honey producers; dealers
In Supplies and breeders "i Queens and
Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We olubwltb the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $2.15. Sample copies free. Ad-

BCOVELL \ ANDERSON.

dress,
-'*wtf

National
Convention, information thai Mr. W.
T. Stewart, of Eminence, Ky., will
furnieb an article <>ii •• The Cultivation

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, S2.O0;
TestedCyprlan Queens, $4
frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4,00; frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5
Colony of Italians, B frames, $8.00 Colony ol Cj
rlans, B rames, $iu.(ni. Wax worked
HOo, per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
J

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!

1

examine

carefully

in
:i."ic.

The

latest

ImproTement

Foundation.

In

|3sT~8end

lb.

W.

;i

1

Conner, Burnett

ill

A

Ci>..

Kil So.

Water

Macon Count]

i

It

1

».""»*.

Paper,

Esuy Calcolator. Theae are handy

'*

1

it

dustrial Pacta. Calculations, Processes, Tra

Items. Business Forma, etc., of vast
ever] Mechanic, Parmer and Business
Gl\ ei .' '.'' Items
n
las, Steaii
tb, Machinists, Millers, Bmckatl Engl

crets, Legal

.Man.

THE

FABMER.

CANADIAN
niE 0x1.1

Agricultural
1

1

1

1

1

a

b

1

1

1

in

Improved form

jlti

'

i

t

1

etc

1

1

and Speed

per year)

In

new and

Its

folded ami
editors are all
>.

p

makes It very popular. Its
men, it is tin- Besi Advertising MeCanada, Sample copies sent free to an]

pasted

1

.

1

This practical Journal Is
In Its
etlng with Immense success, The low price

ol Its subsoi Iptton ($i.tRJ

t

Founders, Mine b, Metallurirlsts, An
1*. umber-.
S mil -1
Workers ol every kind.
ore, Metal and \v
Builder-, m.h ufacturers and Mechanics 500 EnqravinosoI Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery
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of June, which continued in many
States till the last week in July, and

die-men or jobbers; these men, with
Plan for an Apiary.
an eye to business, will drive the most
Dr. L. C. Whiting has furnished us
entirely suspended the honey flow. advantageous bargains. It is mainly
Later, the drouth struck Illinois, In- attributable to a nervous anxiety on with the following description of a
plan for an apiary, which will be found
diana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Mich- the part of producers to sell.
Published every Wednesday, by
igan, Missouri, and districts in other
Notwithstanding the disasters of the delineated in the engraving on this
G.
States. This, to a large extent, will past winter, bee-keepers in general page:
Editor and Proprietor,
After looking at the engraving, in
be detrimental to the fall honey yield, have occasion to congratulate them974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
and yet, with immediate general rains selves on the results of the year's No. 27, of Mr. Root's picturesque
apiary, I thought of sending you a
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
and tardy frosts, we anticipate a more work. Where cold, rigorous winter draught of a plan adopted by me some
itdestroy
there
also
did
than
average
fail
honey
killed
the
bees,
crop.
(52
numbers)
year,
in
advance.
WEEKLY—
S3 a
years since, which for sonie reasons
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
The increase in bees has been re- cattle, sheep and hogs, or consume gave me more satisfaction than any
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbersot
each month, at $1.00 a year, in advance.
markable everywhere, both by natural nearly their value in feed to carry them other.
It will be seen from the accompanyMONTHLY— The first number of each month, at swarming and by division some hav- through where storms and hurricanes
SO cents a year, in advance.
ing engraving that the hives radiate
disadvantage,
tW Any person sending a club of six is entitled ing increased tenfold. Bee-keepers have wrought to their
from a central point, in double rows,
to an extra copy like the club) sent to any address
are almost unanimous in reporting other descriptions of property have about 5 feet apart. These spaces are
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
for passage-ways, and from which the
l&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- colonies in strong and excellent condi- been flooded or ruined, and even
The front (or
bees are manipulated.
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. CheckB tion, and in most cases with plenty of human life has not been exempt from entrance) faces out from this passageon local banks cost us 35 cents for collecting.
honey for winter therefore, whatever destruction where drouth has inter- way.
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
The point gained by this arrangePostage to Europe SO cents extra.
ment is the facility of seeing any un-

8358KSSB?
NEWMAN,

THOMAS

t

—

;

<

;

Entered at Chicago post

office

;

usual action among the bees. I could
stand at the hub and glance down each
row and see if any robber bees were
threatening any colony, and in swarming time I could see from which colony the bees issued, with the least expense of labor or time.
When I commenced bee-keeping I
thought it necessary to have the hives
5 or 6 feet apart each way, but want
of room caused them to be placed
nearer, and I now find one foot apart
in the rows to give ample room.
East Saginaw, Mich., July 20, 1881.

as second class matter.
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The Honey Season

of 1881.

It is, perhaps, rather early in the
season to conjecture With any degree
of certainty as to the honey-harvest
for 1881 but enough is already known
to justify the assertion that the yield,
generally, has been very satisfactory.
In a territory so vast as that of North
America, embracing, as it does, every
variety of soil and every degree of
climate, it cannot be anticipated that
each portion will be equally productive even in the most favorable season,
nor will all parts be unproductive
alike in times of general failure. These
remarks are quite as applicable to the
production of honey as any other commodity, and the present season has
very forcibly illustrated it.
From all portions of the country we
learn that the white clover bloom was
unusually profuse and the linden was
much above the average, while less
important honey blossoms were quite
as satisfactory but owing to the decimation of the bees during the past
winter and spring, but few apiarists
were prepared to take advantage of
the bloom in time to secure the best
results. Those, however, who were in
condition to make the most of it, are
more than jubilant over their yield.
The summer harvest, however, has
not been so generally satisfactory. In
several of the Southern, and particularly in the Central States, a drouth of
long duration set in about the middle

(g" Mr.

;

Henry Jones,

of Chesanbox of honey
to the editor of the Oakley Cyclone,
who "noticed" the honey in the following words
ing, Mich., presented a

;

Mr. Jones, of Chesaning, will please
except our thanks for a cap of that
superb honey of his, which he kindly
presented to us, and which was pronounced immense by all the young

may be to gather in the fall rupted the bees In their labors, fruit
bloom, will be harvested to the best has been shriveled where it hung, corn
advantage, and may yet be a consider- parched in the fields, cotton shrunken
and burned before matured, and genable addition to the season's report.
eral, pinching want stares the hardin
the
advised
our
readers
we
As
in the face. All
early portion of the season, prices for working husbandman
honey are good, and the tendency is in all, bee-keepers in general have less
upward. This is not the result of a cause for despondent gloom than any
America,
short crop, for the crop is not short, other chosen occupation in
but is fully up to the average nor is involving a relative amount of capital.
there

Cyclones in the family, which includes
little zephyr, and several small
whirlwinds.

one

That

little local

notice will do

much

honey at
home, and thus create a local market
We cannot give
for years to come.
better advice than to keep the local
market well supplied— send up only
to assist

Mr. Jones to

sell his

the overplus to the large marts.

;

(@T A commercial exchange says
Unfortunate.— We are in receipt of that the American honey trade with
the result of an increased demand for the following note from Mr. J. T. Great Britain is growing rapidly. A
good honey at home and abroad. No Wilson, dated Mortonsville, Ky., Aug. recent English order calls for 5S.000
one-pound cans of pure extracted
longer does prime honey beg a market, 30, 1881
but is eagerly sought for, and finds a
I received an injury last Saturday honey.
ready sale. Every price current in morning from the falling of an old
did
<@" Mr. Fisk Bangs, of South Haven,
each considerable mart gives quota- shed, and for twenty-four hours
not know anything that transpired. Mich., who resides in the great fruit
tions, and nearly all the metropolitan
The doctor thinks I had better keep
dailies publish prices in their market out of the sunshine for a while, so if belt along the lake, gives the dispirit" almost total
reports. That these prices fluctuate my patrons do not receive their queens ing information of the
failure of the peach crop. Apples,
and vary greatly with each other can- this week, they will know the cause.
Our readers will join with us in sym- too, except close to the lake where he
not be attributed to the absence of a
demand, nor is it the fault of themid- pathy for Mr. Wilson in his misfortune. lives, are reported almost nil."
it

the natural sequence of a partial

failure in the California yield.

It is
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The

and the Government sent him,

Old, Old Story.

We cannot resist the temptation to
publish the following
South Haven, Mich., Aug.

We regret

both the

that the

30, 1881.

management

of

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Bee Journal

and Gleanings should have resolved
upon such action as they have, resultLarge Crop of Honey in Canada. —The
ing in our financial embarrassment.
Presume it's no use for us to repeat Woodstock, Ontario, Canada, Sentinel,
that we are paying fast as we can.
gives the following account of Mr. J.
H. A. Burch & Co.
B. Hall's apiary and crop of honey for
We can assure Mr. Burch that we this year
did not " resolve upon such action"
In a very recent conversation with
until the complaints against him bea gentleman who had been long and
came so numerous that we could no intimately connected with bee-keeplonger doubt much of his business was ing he declared that every township
tinctured with "crookedness" (toput in Canada was annually losing $10,000
failing to keep as many bees as
For nearly two years we by
it mildly).
would gather all its honey. Such a
have heard more or less of complaint, waste of our productive wealth is really
and have remonstrated with him for startling, and it is satisfactory to know
but more re- that it does not occur in or arround
his lack of promptness
Woodstock. A visit to the apiary of
cently we have been much censured
Mr. J. B. Hall on Drew St., will confor carrying his name in our advertis- vince anyone that Woodstock's honey
ing columns, which we should not have is all collected. Mr. Hall has now no
done had we not supposed he was at less than 250 thriving colonies of bees,
and has this year obtained over 6,000
least honest; but when statements pounds of honey. He reports the year
of his derelictions were received, sub- as a fairly good one, and seems highly
scribed and sworn to by numerous pleased with the signal success that
has attended him as a bee-keeper. A
victims, " the management" could not
visit to his apiary on Wednesday
do otherwise than " resolve upon such proved both pleasant and instructive,
action." Mr. Burch had passed that and we recommend all who are inter" point beyond which forbearance ested in bee-keeping to go there too.
:

;

By the same paper we notice that
The assurance of Mr. Burch, that Mr. Hall has taken unto himself a
we are paying fast as we can " may bride —Miss Mary Adams —and the

ceases to be a virtue:"

"

be gratifying to some, but there are
many, probably, who look upon orders

Bee Journal wishes that their honeymoon may be their light and sweetness

on the "management" of Gleanings, all through life, and always be proby Mr. Burch, for the repayment of vided with a sufficient store of bee-bread
money sent him for bees and supplies, for their numerous brood. Mr. Hall is
in about the same light that Dr. E. E. to be congratulated upon the success-

Worthen

does.

ful

The South Haven, Mich.,
of

Aug.

27,

Sentinel,

gives the promised partic-

ulars of the case where Mr. Burch has
had money for goods over two years,

re-queening of his chief

hive,

after

had been queenless for two years.
It would have been an impossibility
it

with bees.

and yet the order is unfilled, and adds
Biographical.— The following is an
With such charges staring him in extract of the biography of the late
the face, we should like to know how editor of the Bienen Zeitung, found in
much cheek it required for Master
Burch to write to the Bee Journal, that paper of June 15th, for a transla" If you feel like saying in the Bee tion of which Messrs. Greiner Bros,
Journal that you regret our being so have our thanks
much behind, but are assured that we
Herr Andreas Schmid, editor of the
will make all satisfactory as far as lies
in our power,

we

Sept. 7,

shall feel gratefid."

Bienen Zeitung, died in Eichstedt, May
after a long, suffering illness, in his

2,

65th year.

in 1836,
for his final education to the capital,
Munchen. and 1 year thereafter to the
Teachers' Academy, in Eichstedt, as
assistant principal. His labors in this
position so occupied his time, that he
was engaged from 5 o'clock in the
morning until 10 at night, daily, leaving him only the hours of the night,
Sundays and holidays to attend to his

private affairs. The Government sent
him again in 1853 to Munchen, to study
chemistry, and in 1867 back to Eichstedt, as principal.

The

agricultural

department of this institution, included apiculture in its studies, and Andreas Schmid found it necessary to lit
himself theoretically and practically
for its teachings. He purchased at
once bees, which he placed in the garden of the Academy, and the students
received,
under his management,
daily instructions

in

practical

bee-

keeping. Many of these students,
possessing a natural taste for beeaided in the advancekeeping,
ment of the cause in later years,
when scattered as teachers over the
country, they became distinguished
bee-keepers, encouraged others in the
;

gray bird had put its bill through the
grape the bee would then follow, as
they say of the grave-stone peddler,
after the doctor. I have frequently
seen the birds on the grapes and driven
them away, and found that where I
saw the birds most frequently they
were punctured upon the upper side
of the cluster 2 or 3 holes, sometimes,
in one grape, over % of an inch across,
with the skin of the grape lapping
down inside, showing very plainly
that the bee could not make such an
incision with its small proboscis. The
grapes in the lower portion of the cluster were almost invariably sound.
The bees will not wait for an invitation
to work upon fruit that has a broken
skin. That is a part of its economy
in providing for its future wants. Can
any one blame it for this V 1 do not,
and while I love good fruit I also love
good honey and enjoy taking care of
the bees, although they do play sharp
on me sometimes. From my observations I have no reason to believe
that the honey bee does in any way

—

injure fruit, and I believe that this
charge laid at the door of the honey
bee is entirely without foundation.

pursuit, founded Bee-Keepers' Associations, etc. His example found many
followers. His labors and zeal in ad-

Bees in Southern California.— We
vancing the cause are duly apprecia- condense the following from an article
ted by all the German and Austrian which recently appeared in the San
bee-keeping fraternity, and he always
lived as an unselfish, noble and con- Francisco Examiner. Evidently the
scientious friend and adviser in the estimate of the honey crop this year is
memory of all that knew him.
too large, as it will fall far below an
average
Handling Bees without Smoke.
The extent to which honey-making
correspondent in Gleanings remarks is carried on in the foothills of these
extreme southern countries is someas follows about handling bees withthing remarkable. Careful estimates,
out smoke
by responsible, well informed apiar" When we throw away fear entirely, ists, place the number of hives being
I think smoke is of little or no use.
I worked this season in the three counbelieve we can handle bees the year ties of Los Angeles, San Diego and San
round, and do it with more satisfaction Bernardino at nearly 200.000. There
and better results by leaving smoke are at least 600 men wholly engaged
entirely out of the apiary. If instead in saving honey this season, and an
of going to a hive, jerking the cap off, average crop is assured. Last year
tearing off the quilt, and blowing in the honey crop of San Diego county
smoke to arouse the colony to a fight- amounted to 1,291,800 pounds, and
ing pitch, we would be cautious, rais- this year it will be larger. The total
ing the cap easily (a cap that will not crop of "Ventura, Los Angeles, San
come off without jarring the hive has Diego and San Bernardino will not fall
no business in the apiary) raise the short if it does not exceed 3,000,000 lbs.
quilt slowly, without jarring, avoid all this season at least that is the opinquick motions laying the quilt to one ion of well informed apiapists. The
side, and then pick up the frame, or, growth of this business has been very
rather, commence picking it up, draw rapid, and may now be said to be in
You will then have no the zenith of prosperity ; for, as the
it out slowly.
trouble, even with black bees, running sage, sumac and other honey-producover their combs, scared to death. If ing flowers and shrubs decrease, so
they fly in your face and alight on your also will the number of bee colonies,
hands not one in twenty will sting you now so numerous along the southern
range
In 1877 there were only
if you just pay no attention to them. coast
I
have discarded smoke almost 22 bee ranches in this southern region
less than 500. Five
now
there
are
not
entirely."
years ago the crop of honey was little
Why do you not discard the smoker in excess of home consumption now
several large ships can be loaded with
entirely, if its use is unnecessary

—

—

Not far from Regensburg, in the
Another Dishonest Dealer.— In the.
September number of Gleanings, we small village of Grunthar, Andreas
Schmid was born, on Feb. 25, 1816.
find the following allusions to another His parents, Andreas and Ursula,
why say " almost entirely ?" With
of those swindlers who would bring were in very moderate pecuniary cirstrong colonies of bees, during a brisk
disgrace upon any respectable calling cumstances, and the support of the
family, consisting of 2 more brothers honey flow, the practical bee-keeper
they might adopt
and 1 sister, caused them frequent de- would make but little headway in maLebanon, Mo., Aug. 15, 1881.
nials of many necessaries of life. The nipulating his hives without smoke,
I drew on G. W. Marshall for the fact, that a piece of wheat bread or an
unless provided with a skin as impenpay for his advertisement, and he re- apple was considered a rare " holiday "
pudiated it, and we drop his card and treat, sufficiently illustrates their cir- etrable as that ot a rhinoceros and perif any one has lost money by reason of cumstances.
fectly reckless regarding the number
When 6 years of age, he was sent to of bees killed.
his ad. in our Journal, we are ready to
E. M. Harrison.
make it good.
Irlbach to school his chance for edu[That is business, friend Harrison, cational advantages was here anyBoth Sides of the Question.— Mr. T
and here is our hand on it. Let us thing but encouraging, for the teacher
suffer long, and be kind, but when a himself could neither read nor write. C. Hagaman,of Benton Harbor, Mich.,
himself
above
soon
distinguished
man repudiates his honest debts, he He
the west, on
his schoolmates, which attracted the the great fruit region of
should be held up as a warning.]

;

;

;

;

And

attention of the village parson.

He

the subject of bees injuring grapes,

under the editorial head of was frequently invited to the parson- remarks as follows, in the Benton
the same paper whose publisher con- age, where he found occasion to add Harbor Palladium
demns thisG. W. Marshall,we find him little by little to his education. He
As I have an interest on both sides
also made himself useful about the
accredited, as late as the August numhouse and garden, wherever an oppor- of the question, I ought not to be
ber,with being its regular subscription tunity was offered, but especially prejudiced either way. Bees, nodoubt
agent, and he has been so announced when this parson, who was a lover draw the juice from raspberries and
the way through the
during the whole season. We learned and keeper of bees, was engaged in probably find
handling the bees. Having a natural skin of them without any assistance,
years ago, through business transac- liking for these little insects, and be- as the juice will run from them as soon
tions with him, that this man Marshall ing encouraged by the parson, he as picked, if fully ripe. I don't know
was dishonest, but we do not propose probably formed here the love for the that they injure the raspberry trade,
calling he so faithfully pursued in af- unless it is by a little sharp practice
to admit a, particepscriminis by assumter years. From his 13th year he upon the berry pickers occasionally.
ing any of his obligations, or refund- went to high school, at Regensburg
I have been watching them for some
ing moneys he has swindled patrons his untiring perseverance in his stud- years to learn if they did injure fruit,
ies, soon distinguished him here also, and I could only find that after a small
out of.
yet,

the crop of a favorable year.
The bee-keeper usually lives upon
government land, not because he is
unable to purchase what land he requires (which is a small amount) but
because the wild sage, button sage,
sumac and other honey flowers and
shrubs are found growing luxuriantly
where land considered worthless for
grazing or cultivation is left unclaimed
and undisturbed. In almost every accessible gulch, gully and valley where
water can be had and where the
white sage blossoms, a bee ranch may
discovered. They are solitary
be
places, veritable hermitages, where intruders from the outside world never
find their way. Many of them are
very beautiful little rural gems, set
within a bower of roses and honeysuckles some are merely a shed among
rocks and brush, devoid of taste or
comfort. These bee-raisers cultivate
a sort of freemasonry among themselves, and aid and advise each other
when called upon. They soon become

—

;

accustomed to their solitude, and
gradually accumulate a competence.
There are a few exceptional cases
where men have failed in bee-keeping
down here, but they are few and not
often found. No one should attempt
to keep a bee ranch but a lover of solitude. It requires close care and attention, much patience, and little capital.
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in all that period when they are obliged to
it, or brood
and generally both but nearly semi-hibernate, is what I most desire.
I still believe that there is a differalways brood. I have found a few
colonies that died late of starvation. ence in races and strains of bees in reWith those that had accessible pollen. gard to their wintering bees that
and tried that as a last resort, dysen- breed earlier are in most danger. My
tery is to be seen in greater or less de- colon ies that were not packed wintered
gree but with many that had little or best, but were summered in another
Bee
Journal.
For the American
almost no pollen in the combs, all the field. More than nine-tenths of the
bees and combs are as bright as any bees about here perished, while I saved
Plants.
Producing
Honey
live colony. The sources, and conse- over one-third of mine. Those in box
cause
them the swarming fever, most aw- quent time of excessive fall pollen hives died worse from some
G. W. DEMAREE.
only 2 probably chance.
fully bad but even this is preferable gathering in different localities
Dowagiac, Mich.
or 3 miles apart, varies greatly, many
The value of the locust tree, com- to doing nothing.
times even more so than the gathering
Christiansburg, Ky.
monly called black locust, as a honey

This I
.•ninnies together.
do hereafter without hesitation.
Our honey seasons (even the best of
them), are crowded into about 2 brief
months of time, and it our bees must
be built up during these precious
days, the season is simply lost to the
What matters it, though we
apiarist.
increase our colonies of bees, if they
are never ready to reap the harvest.
Uniting bees in this climate gives
•_•

^Sife

or

more

shall

late

work with

stages,

;

—

;

;

producer,

I

known and

of honey.

think is not as generally
appreciated, as the true

merits of the tree deserves. The fact
that Prof. Cook, in his Manual of the
Apiary, merely gives this tree a pnssing notice, indicates that it eithei
fails to give the best results in many
parts of our vast country, or the tree
is not as well known as it should be.
The time of year in which it blooms
nearly filling the interval between the
late fruit bloom, and the white clover,
makes it an exceedingly valuable auxiliary to the honey harvest in the middle states, if not elsewhere. It is a
most profuse honey bearer, rivaling
the famous linden in quality, and only
inferior to the product of the latter in
color. Locust honey cannot be said to
be dark in color. It is of a rich palered color, when in a liquid state but
when in the shape of comb honey, its
appearance, if removed from the hive
;

Allowing this to be the cause, it is
not the easiest matter in the world
to foretell by examination, late in the
season, whether colonies are going to
die generally or not, because the pollen
in the combs will not decide the future

For the American Bee Journal.

Pollen Detrimental to Wintering.

JAMES HEDDON.

first

are planting and training these trees
by the thousands for their valuable
timber, some change must necessarily take place in the management of
bees in the early spring. Our colonies must be made strong enough to
harvest the tons of nectar secreted by
the locnst bloom in the short space of
about 10 days. I had a few colonies
last spring strong enough to teach me
what may be gained from this source.
Commencing with empty hives, the
queens were crowded out in 4 or 5
days, after the locust bloom opened.
With strong colonies and plenty of
empty combs, the amount of honey
obtained would depend much on the
good management of the apiarist. It
is no easy matter to get bees strong
enough by the 10th or 15th of May to
give the best results. Some of the
best colonies can be depended upon,
but to get an entire apiary ready for
strong quick work, is another matter.
I

know

of but

one way

in

be accomplished, and that

is

it

MRS. M.

L.

PARSONS.

We

have an equal

,

We

ory will.

There are more than a dozen different causes for the consumption of
bread, which vary in the extreme in
different winters, and in different localities only a short distance apart.
I will mention a few First, I be:

lieve that the consumption or preference for honey, and not bread, during
all

that period

when bees must void

no excrement, except by sensible and
insensible perspiration, is a fixed fact.
The cause of dysentery is a variation
from that rule, and the winter consumption of bread by the older bees
the attractive quality of the bread vs.
the attractive quality of the honey
the closer proximity of bread, or more
easy of access than honey (continued
cold spells affect this largely) disposition to breed, in which case the bees
being forced to handle the bread to
feed the larvse, eat of it more or less
;

;

We

%

:

sert the

The extra (about 3 feet), with hay have a duck
recommended by many, I sheet, woolen blanket and cotton quilt

two honey frames.

space, as

;

themselves.

I

have not found a dead

A

good tight roof pro-

I would like very well, though I
would not create it were I not going
through a more important manipulation, in which case I could do so as

over frames.

syrup. This should be done immediately after all gathering is over, and
noi later, and the feed should be given
from the top, and directly over these
three center combs, from a capacious
feeder, or several feeders if smaller,
to the end that the feed may be taken
down and sealed up as soon as possible,
and care should be taken against inciting the bees to robbing, which can be
avoided. If part of the stores are not
sealed no harm will result from it.
Place two bent sticks over the tops and
under the cloth or cushion thus, •— to
give the bees free access among the
combs during the latter part of winter. This plan might pay even in large
apiaries, especially if the colonies
needed more stores than they had on

secreted no honey, or the bees liked
other plants better, for we have no
dark honey, some of the last taken being as white as linden. We took
every section from the hive as soon as
at close of the season exfinished
tracted from unfinished sections. Use
.l^xiii, sections; adopted Miss Wilkins style of hive, the 10- frame American, with Doolittle hive for surplus

think

them all. Every queen has a
name and number, my book giving
credit to each the work of her own
colony. Our dark bees gave best re
well as not.
Another, and perhaps better plan, turns, " Nettie Carr" with 104 10-16
would be to remove the three frames lbs. comb honey, besides some excontaining pollen as before, and insert tracted. We get 16 cts. for comb, and
the same number of empty, straight, 12^2 for extracted honey, at Bay City.
all-worker combs in their place, and There was considerable buckwheat
feed them full of properly made sugar within reach of our bees, but either it

,

hand.
I think even feeding light colonies
with white sugar syrup is largely a
preventive of dysentery. While honey
of any color or flavor might be as good
a food

when

eaten,

still I

suspect that

sugar syrup has an extra attraction for
the bees, that induces them to use it
to the exclusion of pollen.

Some simpler, cheaper and less comcan colony, where there was not either plicated method of causing the bees to
to unite plenty of bee-bread showing signs of abstain from eating pollen during all

which

Early Experience with Bees.

began the season of 1870 with 2
result; much depending upon its po- colonies of Italian bees, one of which
sition in the combs at the dangerous was quite inferior. Our expenses, intime, and its attractiveness as com- cluding cost of bees were $24.25. ReSome time ago I threw out the bac- pared with the honey as they may exist compense for our labor was 1 10 lbs. box
teria hypothesis, to be thought of and
then, also much upon the frequency honey, 60 lbs. in frames, and increased
weighed in the scales of others' expe- with which the bees can have a thor- stock to 6 colonies ; left them for winrience. But little has been said about ough voiding flight, and the excess of
ter 7 frames of good capped honey ;
it, and those who have written upon
the cold, which governs to a large ex- put chaff cushion on inner side frames
the subject have spent most of their tent the amount of food consumed.
filled covers with chaff, and packed a
force in trying to pin it to me, rather
In a large majority of the cases foot or more of straw around and over
than to disprove the correctness of the
where sugar syrup has been used, the them. They took but one general
theory.
opened them April
been favorable. I can flight, Jan. 4.
You will see, by the records, that I reports have for
1 ; they were bringing some pollen
it on the supposition
never failed to assert that I " had not only account
queen
had
but a handful of
inferior
quality of the
seen the animal," " did not know it that the quantity and
One young queen, superseded
it was much pre- bees.
existed," thought it might be " vege- food was such that
pollen, and exclusively by a laying worker, gave me much
table matter in the food" (I guessed ferred to the
during the process of feed- trouble ; remaining 4 had brood in all
in the honey), and now, after carefully used, and
stages, some capped ; 1 colony killed
examining a large number of dead ing much of the pollen that would the queen in April, so we had. May 1,
was concolonies of my own and among my have otherwise been left,
cases 3 good colonies, and 2 queenless ones.
neighbors, I have settled down upon sumed or removed. In those
on sugar
then bought of the Misses Wilthe belief, strong and positive, that where bees fed exclusively
disease, the kins, lOcolonies of as beautiful Italians
the trouble is " vegetable matter in syrup have died with the
sugar.
no
sugar
or
eaten,
was
could wish. With 2 sample
pollen
one
as
the food," not. however, in the honey,
The best method of prevention is hives, frames, etc., they cost us, debut in the cell-joining— that dysentery
interests me most. I have given livered at our station,
of a mile
is caused by the consumption of bee- what
as yet, from home, §149.74 cts. Our hives,
bread. I stand 10 to 1 on this question. the subject but little thought
to the summer's rush of work, frames, sections, section frames, shipI understand that when any animal is owing
suf- ping crates, separators, 4-frame Everforced to consume of food several and I do not think of any method
and sure ett extractor, etc., brought our totimes its bulk and weight, and that, ficiently speedy, safe, cheap
adoption in preference tal expenses to $341.70, all but sectoo, without any voiding of excreta, to warrant its
which is its natural habit during an- to taking the chances of success with- tions being a permanent investment.
From the 19 colonies with which we
other season, that food must be of a out cost or trouble.
1
It occurs to me that Mr. Grimm's began in 1880, we have 847 4 lbs. comb,
highly refined and oxygenized nature,
plan of inserting two full frames of 530 lbs. extracted honey, 11?4 lbs. wax,
or disease will be the natural result.
have increased to 47 colonies,
I do not believe that bee-bread can sealed honey (previously stored away and
be eaten during the period of confine- for the purpose) in the center of the each of which made from 30 to 35 lbs.
ment, and good health to the bees be brood chamber is good, I would add the of good capped honey. When packed,
the result. That they do try to use it following precautions have these two Nov. 8, some queens too, had a little
We bridged
in place of their natural food (honey) combs free, or nearly so, of pollen. brood and some eggs.
and that their failures are well known Remove three combs containing the over entrances, packed 8 inches of hay
most pollen, leaving the space in the in front, 12 or more at the back, and
and fully realized by us, I am sure.
hives
If but few agree with me, it is com- center of the hive, in which space in- filled entire space between the

" In our common ignorance, all
right to guess."

finished, is but little infeour superior clover honey. It
becomes exceeding thick, if left with
the bees till the cells are thoroughly
sealed, and its keeping qualities are
therefore most excellent. We have
used it on our table when first extracted, and after it was a year or two
old. Many persons have partaken of
it, all of whom have pronounced it extra good. The farmers in this part of
the state are planting thousands of
these trees, for the valuable timber
they furnish for fence posts, telegraph
poles, and for all purposes where durable timber is needed. The locust is
a rapid grower, and is quite free from
disease. I have seen it bloom the second year after transplanting. The
trees are planted by the side of fences, in waste places, and on poor worn
out lands. They may be propagated
from the seeds, or by transplanting
the young trees from 1 to 3 years old.
If the ground is plowed in the spring,
and the locust seeds planted on the
hills with corn, or with other hill- forting to feel satisfied as to the cause,
crops, and cultivated the first year, and that step having been taken up
the young trees will grow with great the hill of science, we can now prepare
rapidity, even on very poor lands. In to search out the cheapest and most
I
this way beautiful groves can be star- effectual method of prevention.
ted, making the land, in process of see that others have come to the same
time, very valuable, in locations conclusion, and I have faith that the
where timber is an object, besides preventive is near at hand. The ungiving a perfect sea of bloom, ladened accountable phenomenon of Smith's
bees all dying, while Jones', treated
with precious nectar.
Every bee-man knows that a mere the same, and only three miles distant,
patch of bee-forage amounts to but all or nearly all live, shows the fallacy
If we are to have great results of looking for a cause in "cold,"
little.
in the way of yield of honey, we must "confinement," "dampness," or any of
have a sea of bloom to obtain it from. the popular theories. None of the
Now that this new source of bee-pas- supposed causes will agree in the efturage is being so rapidly developed, fects as we are forced to find them.
all unconscious to the farmers who I think the consumption-of-bread the-

when

rior to

For the American Bee Journal.

My

tects

;

honey, enlarged to take American
frame.
We have used the Van Deusen
foundation, both in frames and sections, successfully. Used at the last
sheets that nearly filled sections, and
like those best. Shall try the Dunham foundation this season coming.
We lost some young queens, by
their either not returning at all. or to
wrong hive. I rescued 2 that were
balled, and put them in the right hive;
had 5 queens fly from frames while in
mv hand, 2 of which were laying, returned, but the 3 " foolish virgins"
We united several
I never sawagain.
colonies without loss, by use of atomizer, using oil of spruce cut with alcohol, and reduced with water, and
sprayed all the bees and the hive well,
and they gave us no trouble placed a,
;
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board in front of the entrance, but
none returned to the old stand.
We give our bees the closest attention, having discovered they do not
work for nothing and board themselves, Mr. Parsons and myself often
being with them from 4:30 a. m. till

dark. We are working to succeed.
I see nothing but praise for " sweet
clover," but from our experience with
it east, I should as soon think of sowing Canada thistles I think those who
advocate its introduction can't be
farmers.
Perry Station, Mich.
;

[We have heard but little complaint
from practical farmers regarding melilot or sweet clover.
It certainly is no
worse to eradicate from the ground
than ordinary weeds, and should not
be compared at all with thistles, nor
even with Spanish-needle, while its
superiority as a honey plant should
make

it a great favorite with all keeping bees, if but a single colony. Ed.]

For the American Bee Journal.

The Origin
A. R.

of Drones.

KOHNKE.

Mr. Robinson's hope, that some professor will deign to write an essay on
this subject, will probably be in vain.
Such a waste of paper and ink could
hardly be asked of a person conversant with the subject, as all intelligent bee-keepers are. He may as
well try to refute Euclid, and then
ask some professor to write an essay
to prove this illustrious mathematician correct. This article is not intended to gratify Mr. Robinson's
hopes. To arrive at certain truths and
facts through a course of reasoning,
is, perhaps, beyond his ability
or lie
;

might understand them, if given by
others, which lie seems not to do.
But I would like to ask him a few
questions, namely
1.
Has Mr. R. a microscope of 1000
to 2000 diameter power? 2. Has he
ever seen the sperma of any animal
through such an instrument, especially that of a drone? 3.
Has he
ever dissected a worker or drone egg
immediately after being laid ? If lie
has not, he should do so, in order to
obtain ocular proof of what has been

its

breeders, that

it is

a difficult matter

to distinguish the Cyprian from the
Italian. This being a fact, and the
probability of the two races becoming

and I have run some strong colonies
through a good honey season with
mixed, any one can perceive the great good results, and no "swarming, by
injury that will be done to those breed- tiering up surplus too but it takes too
ing the Italians. I long ago had my much time to run a large number in
fears aroused, and more especially that way, in a good season, and we
after reading Mr. H. Alley's descrip- are sometimes pushed to throwing
tion of them in the Bee Journal, back swarms, or else increase, which
and concluded the less such stock bee- is undesirable when we have enough.
keepers had to contend with the betIn regard to the style of surplus, exter, if we expected to make any im- tracting is generally allowed to give
provement in the Italians. Further, the greatest quantity, but it was
I cannot see how any queen-breeder, rather a failure with me during the
rearing all or any of "these bees in the past season, for this reason
same apiary, or within two miles of
Honey came in about fast enough
eacli other, can keep any one strain to induce brood rearing, and both
pure. If fertilization could be con- stories were near filled with brood
trolled, then we could do better. From while the flow lasted
when it had
the description of these bees, not one passed, there were many more young
bee-keeper in five hundred can tell to feed instead of to gather surpl us for
whether they are pure or not and to our surplus came in short runs, sometalk of purity, or keeping them pure, times very short.
is all nonsense.
We want to hear from Glassed boxes seem to be the most
some of their advocates. I see that convenient to handle, as they can the
quite a number are advertising them, more readily be seen when full and
and hope they will not all speak at taken off independently, and it is the
once. Let some one who knows of most work done over the centre of coltheir good qualities tell us what they ony. It is a slow and mussy job to
are, and if the Italian bee proves the exchange places with sections before
best, abandon those which are inferior, capping, as we often do with boxes.
and not fill the country with stock that It is quite an object to be able to put
will mix the races, thereby lessening, on as much room for
surplus as possiinstead of enhancing, the value of the ble at times, as bees often gather more
better stock. Remember, we have bad than they can cap, in wet weather or
great trouble in keeping the Italian a heavy flow. Butif tiered up, the top
bee in its purity, and now we have a is seldom as well finished or as full as
double dose to contend with. I cer- the under tier. Sections, if put in the
tainly would be glad if a better bee body of the hive in the brood frames,
could be had, and that I long ago pre- are apt to have pollen stored in them.
dicted would be obtained by the im- They also cost more to crate, and in
provement of the Italian. But new breakage, in handling or shipping.
things and wild speculation often There are also more cells than in
sweep over our people at a fearful boxes, though honey in sections sells
rate. Some 35 years ago the Morus quicker and at
a better figure, and it
multicaulis fever raged to a fearful ex- is, therefore, a more desirable shape,
tent, and all wanted the mulberry and when
a person has the time to spend
silkworms. So with our bee-keepers; on them.
they caught the fever for the Holy
New Richmond, Mich.
Land, Hungarian and Cyprian bees,
;

:

;

;

;

not being content with our excellent
Italians.
It now turns out that the most practical bee-keepers of this country con-

Youngstown,

tised them for sale ; but no doubt,
like some others, they learned their
qualities. If such bee- men as Chas.
Dadant are not competent to judge of
their qualities, etc., it is useless to look
further. Although some good breeders like them, I would like the modus
operandi for breeding so many races
and keeping them pure. If they can-

:

Aug.

O.,

26, 1881.

The main thing
For the American Bee Journal.

Are the

Races Superior?

A. F.

MOON.

Candidly speaking, never since the
publication of the American Bke
it stood so intrinsically
high as it does at the present time, and
it owea the position it now occupies in
the nation to the untiring energy and
unselfishness of its editor, and the intelligence of its numerous correspondWhat a change has come over
ents.
its face
I was forcibly struck in reading the

Journal, has

!

editor's

answer

to

Mr. Johnson, on

page 252 of the Bee Journal for Aug.
10, regarding the best bees.
In your
free, outspoken answer, you have now
placed the matter where the advocates
of this class of bees will certainly be
obliged to step to the front with' the
proof of their superior qualities, should
they possess any if they do not. the
sooner they abandon them the better
it will be for all parties concerned.
It appears from the accounts given
of the Cyprian bee, even by some of
;

is

to obtain a

good

location, for,

if the bees gather but
the bee-keeper will have less.

little,

New

Bee Culture for the South.

demn them, although they have adver-

known as a fact since 1855, instead of
questioning the authority of men who
have made entomology a life study. not keep them pure, who would want
Referring to von Siebold Leuckart, them ?
" Those men
Fall rains have set in, and bees are
and Donhoff he savs
fancied," when the " fancy " is exclu- doing well.
Rome, Ga., July 16, 1881.
sively his own. For it was von Siebold who, in 1855, proved by ocular
demonstration, in von Berlepsch's
For the American Bee Journal.
own apiary, the theory advanced bv
Dzierzon.
His assertion that von Methods of obtaining Surplus Honey.
Berlepsch was in the dark is therefore without foundation.
J. O. SHEARMAN.
,

In a poor season any average colony
of bees can be controlled in this way,

The above heading relates more particularly to management with the
means we may have at hand. I shall,
therefore, give some personal experience, as it seems to me that we gain

O. F.

BLEDSOE.

We

hold that a people to be prosmust deversify their pursuits,
and develop in every direction all the
resources of their country. Nothing
that tends to the sustenance and comfort of human life but that deserves
attention. Northern people (to their
credit be it spoken) pursue with the
keenest intelligence and ardor, all
branches of industry, great and small.
Nothing that their country will develop is neglected. They even force
churlish nature to be, partial to them.
They have taken the minor pursuit of
bee-culture, and brought it to a systematic and remunerative branch of
industry, though they are compelled
to house their bees during the winter,
even then losing vast numbers each
winter, and in summer have only limited seasons of bloom.
The natural advantages in this pursuit are in many respects with the
south. Here no extra care is required
in winter, and our bloom is more continuous, though we are not prepared
to say that we ever have as great a
How of honey as is sometimes given
by the basswood and white clover of
perous,

more information by comparing ways
and means than by theory merely.
the north.
1 like a hive with the back for a diStill our honey resources are undevision board, so that the brood cham- veloped, and we might, in some secber can be made smaller or larger in tions of the south, excel anything yet
proportion to the amount of bees. I
have obtained some of my best results
by reducing the hive to so few frames
in the spring, that the bees will nearly
cover them, and keep them in that
proportion till surplus begins to come,
then put on boxes in like proportion
as long as they are satisfied, and all
keep to work. As soon as they are
crowded,
or show
indications of
swarming, move part of the hive backward put empty combs or foundation in the middle, add as many boxes
as the bees can be crowded into, etc.,
until the hive is full; then if more
room is needed, I take out combs of
brood for new colonies, and continue
as before,
;

achieved by the north.
We know not what we can do until
we apply intelligence to the pursuit,
and adopt the modern system of beeculture, which consists, first, in an
exact knowledge of the honey bee and
its habits, to be obtained from works
like Langstroth's and other newer
ones, and the current bee periodicals.
Second, in the use of the movable
frame hive, so that the entire contents
of a hive can easily be taken out at

any time.
Third, in the use of the extractor

and other appliances and inventions.
Fourth, in the use of Italian bees,
which are more prolific, industrious
and hardier than the common black

Sept. 7,
bee. They are very beautiful, having
yellow bands across the body. They
are very gentle, and with the aid of a
bee smoker and a veil, one need never
be stung in their management. They
are moth proof. The bee moth or
worm never disturbs a strong colony
of Italian bees. I have placed a comb
full of worms in the midst of a strong
colony of Italians, and in a few minutes the worms were writhing on the
ground. I have taken 100 lbs. of
honey from a single hive of Italians in
a season, and consider that amount as
not extraordinary. As much as 500
lbs.

have been taken from a single

hive in a season in the state of

New

York.

We

hold that bee culture

is

a highly

intellectual pursuit that would be a
pleasant and profitable recreation to
thousands of farmers, if they would
go at it right, and that if it were carried on in Mississipi, as in the north,
it would go far, directly or by ex-

change, toward supplying our people
with all the liquid sweets they consume—a result decidedly in the direction of "the glorious privilege of

being independent."
Grenada, Miss.
For the American Bee Journal.

Fertilization in Confinement.
c. J.

ROBINSON.

We occasionally read of fertilizing
confinement (that is copulating
with drones while inclosed in a coop).
On page 66, vol. I. of the Bee Journal, the Rev. L. L. Langstroth furnishes an account of an ocular demonstration by Messrs. Cary and Otis, of
the queen and drone bee, which I
could not indorse as correct at that
time nor since, the position of the two.
The drone clasping the queen around
the body, etc.
The architect of nature has so arranged the gentle parts of the drone
and queen, that it is physically imposin

sible to

make

their genital parts

meet

with the drone on the back of the
queen. They must be reversed, and
the queen clasping the drone with her
legs, and driving the drone down in
close contact with her body with a
quick motion, the genitalia are thrown
out into the vulva of the queen, by
which means the copulation is accomplished, which it is known that
the queen could not do if disabled in
her legs or wings.
Take a live drone, and by a gentle
pressure between the thumb and finger, it will cause them to throw out
their genitalia, which curves over towards the back or head, with a joint
about 1 3 of the length from the end,
which end curves downwards with
double barbs at the underside at the
joint, and is composed of a very thin
membrane filled with compressed

and the semen also thrown up
(that is contained in the 2 horn-shaped
sacs situated at the base of the genitalia), with sufficient force to burst the
air,

end, and the semen is thrown out
leaving the inside casing of the sack
which is held by a thread-like tendon,
attached at the base, the same as animals after giving birth to their young.
On my theory of reproduction of
queens, the workers that attend the
excursions cause
drones on their
them to give off semen, which they
hives
to perfect
convey to their
queens, which also accounts for the
cause and use of so many drones, as
they expire immediately on giving off
their semen. See what nature has
done to accomplish that design in so
constructing the drone that a slight
pressure of the abdomen, by the legs
of the worker or queen, or the lingers,
to throw out the genitalia, if the
worker is clasping the body to obtain
royal jelly, or the queen to get semen
In this, the
into her spermatheca.
drone is like some plants when ripe,
with a slight pressure the seed vessels
explode and throw off the seed.
It seems evident that the Creator
had some further use for the drone
than barely to copulate with the
queen. I have watched the drones

—

:
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and workers as they issue forth from of them show the three yellow bands, covered the hives with snow, and winthe hive, and take their flight to- nearlj all looking like two banded tered all but 1 colony out of 11.
gether, the drones appear as if Bred bees; but if we look at them again
Mr. Bacon believed wintering under
with I tie love of reproduction of their when from 5 to 10 days old, they will snow was very good, provided there
race.
The foregoing theory shows look likediflVrent bees, their abdomen was no rain.
the use and wisdom of God in Causing having Idled out at that age. I claim
Mr. House said the moisture of the
so many drones at limes, and the every I>ee should show the three yel- unfrozen ground, had a bad effect on
mystery is made plain in the perfecting low bands while standing on the bees kept under snow.
of queens in the absence of drones, by combs, to be such bees as I should
Mr. Snow said he used a doublethe impregnated worker larva.- with want to breed from. Now pass to walled hive. He placed his bottom
semen. The queen must tiy out be- November, and again we have the board on dry pine shavings to keep
fore becoming fully fertile and a per- same thing which we saw in our very the wind from blowing under the hive.
fect queen, and haw a connection young bees over again, at which time This is just as important as a warm
with a drone and her spermatheca, the bees of our best colonies in their floor in a house.
filled with semen, which is done, as undisturbed repose,
Mr. Read said he had found that
show scarcely
indicated in the foregoing. I have more than the two bands.
bees wintered in the cellar, dwindled
caught a number of drones and held
As far as my experience goes, I have more in the spring than those kept
them in my hand until warm then a yet to see the queen whose progeny out-doors. Mr. House coincided with
gentle pressure between the thumb show the three yellow bands under all this.
and lingers will cause them to throw circumstances. I quite agree with
Mr. Snow said he had built a stone
out their penis and the thin mem- Mr. Demaree, that condition has a bee house, kept his bees in it one winbrane bursts at the extremity, and great deal to do with the working ca- ter, and in the spring found that it
the semen is thrown out. I then pacity of a colony, be they darK or took longer to stock them up than
placed them on a board, and then pro- light still I also believe there is a dif- those left out-doors. Since then he
cured working bees, the same as in ference in bees, and that only by a had adopted the plan of wintering on
hunting wild bees, and they licked up careful selection of the best each year, summer stands with much better reevery particle of semen, thus extrac- can the " coming bee " be obtained.
sults.
Had practiced this altogether
ted, and conveyed it to their hives.
Borodino, N. Y.
for ten years with good results.
Dr. Marks gave his experience in
My theory as indicated in a former
wintering bees under snow. He inarticle, is the only one yet offered that
stanced a case where there was heavy
satisfactorily explains the phenomena
crust on the snow, where his bees kept
of inhabitants of the hive coming
best of all. Bees kept in-doors dwinforth in changeable and changed sexdled twice as much in the spring as
ual forms, and what is now admitted
wintered out-doors.
those
to be the history of the bee, in accordMr. Doolittle said winters varied,
ance with the instructive laws given
therefore he thought it good policy to
them by the Creator. And by looking
winter in the cellar, and out-of-doors
Preparing Bees for Winter.
at the subject from my stand-point

these with the best points of in-door
wintering.
lie bad cars made 7xii
feet, each car holding 36 colonies.
He
placed the bees on the cars at his leisure in the fall. He used portable
brood chambers, lie left the old hives
on be summer stands, but moved the
brood chambers. Bees will not (ding
to the old hive, but will stay where
the queen and honey are. His bee,
house was (ixll feet, with double 4-inch
brick walls. There were 4 feet of
earth on the roof. There were open
spaces to let in fresh air. There wire
openings on the floor, connecting with
the lines between the walls, having a
chimney on each of the 4 walls. This
kept the air within the building fresh.
The points gained were the saving of
honey, which was a saving of bees.
When the temperature allowed it in
the winter, he opened the doors and
rolled out the cars, rolling them back
before night. This combined the good
features of out-door wintering, purifying flights, with the benefits of indoor wintering. He found it impossible to keep bees quiet at a temperature above 30°. The height of inside
walls was 7 feet. He built this house
over a year ago.
Mr. Clark offered the following res-

of observation, the reproduction as
set forth in said former article, of the 3
kinds of bees, becomes plain and ra-

in equal proportion.
winter favorable for wintering out-doors, was not
favorable to wintering in the cellar,

good sealed honey."

and vice versa.
Mr. Bacon favored a higher temper-

<SF The time selected by the Executive Committee for holding the National Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,
is October 5, 6 and 7, 1881.
All beebeepers are invited to attend and take
part in the deliberations of the Convention. As Lexington is a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the

;

;

tional.

Richford, N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Three-Band test for Italian Bees.
G. M.

On

DOOLITTLE.

page 219 of the

Bee Journal

are these words

" Are we to accept as true the absurd and illogical doctrine, propagated by some vendors of queens and

A

The

following discussion on this
subject, had at the North Eastern
Convention last February, will be of
interest, now that it is time to be preparing for another winter. It followed the reading of Mr. Chas. Dadant's essay, as published in the Bee
Journal for Aug. 3, 1881 page 242
,

Mr. Bacon said

it

was sometimes no

impossible to put bees in winter quarters just after a flight. This season
cold weather came on suddenly and
remained.
He advocated winter
flights, although bees could be successfully wintered without. I find
that bees get moldy in cellars, but
they winter well in the bee house.
W. A. House concurred in these re-

a queen whose progeny
be tilled with light-colored
honey, and placed upon a window in
order to exhibit the faint outlines of
3 precious bands, is just as pure as a marks
He had wintered in 5 differqueen whose progeny shows the or- ent cellars. Lately he had experiange-colored three bands under all cir- mented in out-door wintering.
In the
cumstances y
winter of 1879-80 he had 104 colonies,
In answer to the above question, or and kept 13 in the cellar, the rest bea similar one, A. I. Root says that ing left out-doors. His percentage
of
such is the test that must be applied losses was largest among the
bees
to the progeny of some queens, im- kept in the cellar.
ported direct from Italy, in order to
Mr. Doolittle thought Mr. Dadant
see the 3 yellow bands. If such is the was mistaken in saying
that bees
case, then we must conclude that the would die in 48 hours at
a temperawindow test is sufficient, or else that ture under 40°. Bees would be dorno certain purity exists in the long mant, but on being brought into
continued home, of the Italian bee. warmth would revive. The
effect of
Then we must also conclude that the cold depended on the condition
of the
purity of the Italian bee consists in stomach of the bee, whether
bees, that

must

:

what

is

called

"thoroughbred,"

rather than their being a distinct race
or variety of bees, if we do not accept
the window test.
Once more if the window is not as
acceptable as the 3 orange-band test,
and that the bees showing the latter
are the preferable ones, where the
need of farther importation from impure Italy.
I wish to say a few words about those
orange-colored three bands which
show under all circumstances. I have
had queens from nearly all breeders
in the United States, and queens
which produced workers, a part of
which showed the fourth band as
plain as most Italians show the third;
still I have yet to see the queen whose
progeny not only showed the three
and four yellow bands, but also the
shield, said to be a characteristic mark
of the Cyprian at a certain age, yet at
other stages of their existence' they
would not show the three yellow
bands under all circumstances.
It will be seen, I claim the age of the
bee has more to do with this three yellow band business. If we look at "the
young bees as they crawl on the combs
from the time of hatching up to 5 or 6
hours old, we shall find that unless the
abdomen is curved, there will but few
;

ature than 40° part of the time during
the winter.
Mr. House said his experience was
precisely like that of Mr. Doolittle in
regard to wintering under the snow.
Mr. Doolittle said he had kept bees
in a cave, distant from the outer air
less than 3 feet at any point. The
temperature of the interior did not
vary more than 1 degree the entire
winter. The bees wintered very well.
Mr. Nellis thought bees wintered
nowhere better than under the snow.
Bees under the snow are very dormant
and consume but little. He preferred
to have the snow as deep as possible
shoveled them out in the spring while
the snow was dry. He favored Mr.

I

olution, which was adopted:
"Resolved, That as bees are natives
warm climates, that in wintering
them in colder climates the requisites
to do it successfully are a dark, quiet,
and even temperature, and plenty of

of

North, South, East and West, and
from Canada, and that the 12th annual
meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society will be the most interesting meeting that the bee-keepers
of the United States have ever held.

N. P. Allen,

Pres.

US" The bee-keepers of Ontairo will
hold their annual convention Tuesday,
Doolittle's plan of mixed wintering, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings,
that is partly in-doors and partly out- second week of the Industrial fair,
13th, 14th, 15 September, thus allowdoors.
Mr. Cyrenus said it made some dif- ing those attending the convention to
ference whether bees were kept on the see the exhibition when it is at its best
ground or a short distance from it. and also the convention, which promHe believed in having just a mound of ises to be of such importance that no
snow over the hive, and not a heavy bee-keeper can afford to miss it.
bank. With a heavy bank, the hives Ladies are especially invited to attend.
are apt to become damp. He had Notice as to place of meeting will be
D.A.Jones.
practiced keeping bees under snow a given in due time.

dozen years.
Mr. Adsit said he had wintered bees
d^The North we s rem Bee-Keepers'
in the cellar for 15 years with good
full or success
never tried wintering out- Association will meet in Chicago, on
not. Mr. Dadant met his views on doors.
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
the subject of water being necessary
President L. C. Root said the best and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
for the young brood. Mr. Dadant bee-keepers and writers differed from invited to attend. It is desired to
says bees will die if kept longer than him on this subject. He had win- make this one of the most interesting
5 or 6 weeks without a flight. His tered bees under from 1 to 15 feet of conventions ever held in the United
bees had already been in ten weeks snow. He thought it important to States. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
without a flight. He had once kept have honey enough in the smallest
C. C. COFFINBERRY, iS'fC.
bees five months without flight. He number of comb. The matter of predid not think it necessary to put each paring for winter is the work of an
The Western Michigan Beehive on the same stand it occupied the entire season. Bees are from a warm
year previously. He set out his bees climate and need an even tempera- Keepers' Association will meet in
promiscuously and lost no bees. The ture. The best bee-keepers employ Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday,
bees marked the place from which artificial heat to keep their cellars Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
they took their flight.
wr arm. This is one of the best win- 10:30 a. m. All interested, are cordiMr. Bacon said he had given up ters we can have for wintering bees, ally invited.
Wji. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
marking the place where the hives and yet they will not winter well.
Coopersville, Mich., Aug. 29, 1881.
stood. He believed in putting out We must have a place which we can
only a few bees at a time. Putting warm if the outside air is too cold.
them all out at once confused the He did not believe a purifying flight
l^ The Northern Michigan Beebees.
necessary. He had found that bees
Mr. Rians said he had been very kept in till the 1st of May did the best. Keepers' Association will hoid its
fourth
Annual Convention at Maple
successful in wintering bees for five Those put out early dwindled. He
years. He wintered on the summer was an earnest advocate of in-door Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
O. R. Goodxo. Sec.
stands, putting a quilt over them and wintering, believing that by this and 12, 1881.
packing around with straw.
This method bees were kept more nearly
winter he put a coffee sack filled with at an even temperature, and it was
Bee-Keepers' Union. The Eastern
chaff in the tops of the hives to ab- nearest to the natural condition of the New York Bee-Keepers' Union Asso;

W

—

sorb the moisture.

bees.

Mr. Scoville said if Mr. Bacon set
his bees out at night, he would have
no trouble in getting bees mixed.

Mr. Read said he had poor success
in

wintering bees.

One winter he

ciation, will hold their eighth semiMr. Betsinger said he had failed in annual Convention on Tuesday, Sept.
keeping bees under snow. He lost so 27, 1881, at 10 a. m., at Knowersville,
many bees that he abandoned the N. Y. All bee-keepers are invited to
method. There are some good points attend.
W. D. Wright, Pres,
in ont-door wintering. He combined
N. D. West, Sec,
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Over 100 Pounds per Colony.— Honey
gathering in this part of the country,
so far, has been good. My 68 colonies
I bad left in the spring out of 108 last
fall, have averaged over 100 lbs., with
a prospect of gathering considerable
more. Can you tell me the cause of a
I have a
queen's eggs not hatching
fine-looking queen that I reared this
summer. It is over two months since
she began to lay, but not a single egg
has hutched yet. C. H. Stordock.
'?

Durand,

111.,

Aug.

27, 1881.

The queen has
[It is a strange case.
probably been injured in some manner, which has caused sterility.— Ed.]

"The Coming Bee."—Permit me
through the Journal, to offer an

amendment

to

my

original proposi-

and that is as follows
"Largest and longest worker bees,"
progeny of a queen reared by the exhibitor—this will exclude Apis Dorsata, or any other race of bees, not in
reach of all. I do not know that I shall
send any myself, but think now I
shall.
I can hardly expect to win the
prize, and if I do not, I cheerfully pay

tion,

:

the small sum of 25 cts. to know who
has the best bees, that I may get
of him. I have experimented a great
deal in crossing, in breeding for
length of tongue, size of bees, and
gentleness, and find a marked difference in the different crosses. I am
also satisfied that the mother of the
bees that take the prize, will have
been rocked in a horizontal cradle. I
send in my 25 cts.; let the ball keep
rolling.
I hope friend Briggs has received his champion queen, but
neither 810 nor $25 would tempt me to
unqueen my best colonies. Let all

who wish

for better colonies, send in

cts., and the sum will be large
enough in the aggregate to find the
" coming bee,'" and if fertilization in

25

confinement can be accomplished, a
good reward in cash will bring it
about.

J. S.

Tadlock.

Kingsbury, Texas, Aug.

23, 1881.

The Bee Journal worth $10. a Year.
Weekly Bee Journal comes
hand with the regularity of clockwork, and fills the bill every time. I

—The

Lycium Barlmrum.— I send you all busy looking for empty cells. I have
the parts of an ornamental shrub grow- looked once every week since, and aling in my grounds; will you kindly ways find the 2 queens peaceably busy,
give its name in the Bee Journal, with the difference that the old queen
and how best propagated V It is a re- creeps around pretty slow, while the
markable shrub for honey, my bees young one is quite lively.
F. W. Dittmer.
having been constantly busy on its
Defiance, O., Aug. 25, 1881.
succession of flowers for over 2 months,
and are still so, when everything else
It has also
is suffering from drouth.
A Good Honey Plant.— Please name
the merit of being a verv pretty hedge. this plant it commences blooming a
I. C. Thorn, M. D.
little before basswood, and the bees
Streetsville, Can., Aug. 17, 1881.
prefer it to basswood it yields honey
[The specimen sent is Lycium bar- as white as water, and pollen as blue
as blue paint. I got about 100 pounds
bar um,oi matrimony vine. It belongs of honey per colony from this plant.
includes
which
the
order
Solanacec?,
to
The honey is very sweet, and has but
the tomato, potato, nightshade, bitter- little flavor ; people say I make it of
white sugar, and object to buy it. The
sweet, egg-plant, pepper, groundbees ceased to work on it about a week
cherry, horse-nettle, etc. It is easily ago on account of bad weather, and
propagated by layering. W. J. Beal.] brood-rearing stopped. Bees will rear
no more brood now, as the last brood
The Nicest Honey for Years.— The usually hatches here the first week in
bees almost all died in this locality September. I would like the name of
last winter, but those that were left the plant so as to know what to call
after the cold winds had passed, and my honey. It would be excellent to
the sun warmed the bees, began cultivate for honey, as it will thrive
all over
to gather pollen, and increase in num- anywhere, and the seeds fly
bers and stores. I have 65 colonies the country. It grows between 3 and
Wm.
Fritze.
feet
high.
5
now. They have done very nicely. I
Duluth, Minn., Aug. 14, 1881.
have the purest and whitest honey
this season that I have had for the
[Prof Beal informs me that the plant
past 5 years. My honey is mostly in
have extracted but is willow herb Epilobiumaugustifolium.
prize packages
very little. The greatest question now It is also known as gnat weed and fire
is, how to winter them without loss. weed, and is common throughout the
I shall be glad to receive the Bee
Journal in its new form next year, North.—A. J. Cook.]
and I hope it may increase in interest
in the future, as it has in the past.
Eggs that Will Sot Hatch.— I purThos. Pierce.
chased an Italian queen of a breeder
Gansevoort, N. Y., Aug. 25, 1881.
in Kentucky about a month ago she
was somewhat daubed when I received
A Terror. This summer has been a her, but I introduced her into a good,
terrible one for the bees of this Prov- strong colony. In 5 or 6 days after I
ince, for ever since the blooming of found the queen apparently all right,
white clover to the present, continu- and laying in 1 sheet of comb being
ous rains have fallen. My 12 colonies busy, I did not look at her any more
have hardly a pound of surplus honey until yesterday, which was about 25
or 30 days from the time I had introin them at this date.
duced her. As she was a warranted
J. Matthew Jones.
queen, I thought I would look at her
Waterville, N. S., Aug. 25, 1881.
worker progeny. I found the queen
crawling over the combs as large as
Melilot on Timbered Land. —Please
life, and appeared to be prolific, but
tell us in the Bee Journal, whether
to my great surprise there was no larmelilot will do well if sown on timber
vae in the hive, but plenty of eggs in
land, if only the underbrush is cut
the same sheet. The bees appeared
out ? Will the shade of the timber
to be perfectly satisfied with her, and
prevent it from yielding honey ?
did not build queen cells, as with a
J. S. Hughes.
fertile worker or drone-laying queen.
Mt. Zion, 111., Aug. 26, 1881.
something new to me. what do
;

—

.

;

;

—

;

It is

[We think

it

and, 111.— Ed.]

Royal Jelly, etc.— In the Bee Jourfor Aug. 24, page 268, Mr. C. J.
Robinson advances a theory that I
" I
do not understand. He writes
claim, as set forth in a former article,
that queens are impregnated with
royal jelly (drone's semen), while in
the larval state." What I wish to
learn is,how a nucleus colony composed
of all young bees, furnished with only
worker eggs to raise a queen, obtain
this royal jelly to impregnate the

nal

:

queen

in the larval state V

W.
Pine Grove, Pa., Aug.

II.

Stout.

29, 1881.

;

%

H. D. Burrell.
Bangor, Mich., Sept. 1, 1881.

crop.

My Report.— Early

made

drouth

the clover crop less than \i the average. Something unknown to me made
the basswood the same. We are now
in the middle of the fall harvest, and
as it is 5 weeks and 2 days since we
had any rain we never knew such a
severe drouth in this locality before),
our fall yield will not be but J£ of an
average crop.
James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 29, 1881.
(

That Bojrns Dunham Foundation.

The apiarian supply
gan (one of

whom

dealers of Michi-

have found to be
very punctual and honest in business
transactions), wish me to give the
name of the firm from whom I purchased foundation, spoken of on page
I

29 of the American Bee Journal
of 1881. As by keeping the name from
the public, they are all suffering; loss of
business, I cheerfully comply with their
request. Messrs. II. A. Burch
Co., of
South Haven, Mich., are the parties

&

that supplied the bogus Dunham foundation.
J. B. Hall.
Woodstock, Ont., Aug. 31, 1881.

"The Bridal Eve."— Mrs. E. D. E.
N. Southworth's powerful and highly
absorbing novel " The Bridal Eve" is
shortly to be issued by Messrs. T, B.
Peterson & Brothers of Philadelphia,
Pa., in excellent style at the exceedingly low price of 75 cents a copy.
This fascinating story deals with
love, romance, crime, and woman's
devotion, and has a plot of the most
ingenious and effective description.
The scene is laid in England, and the
characters mostly move in high social
circles.
The cheapness of the work
should give it an immense sale. Everybody will be delighted with it.

©•

The St. Joseph Democrat says
that Missouri was the second State in
Union
for the production of honey
the
in 1870. The following shows the surplus production of the counties named,
in that year: Atchison, 10,608 lbs.
Andrew,

16,183;

Buchanan,

7,626;

Caldwell, 21.340; Carroll, 20,812 ClinDaviess,
ton, 18,891 DeKalb. 10,627
25,052; Gentry, 23.480; Harrison, 46,Holt, 15,670;
024; Livingston, 17,331
;

:

;

;

Nodaway ,15,335; Platte,

12,044;

Worth,

17,000.

in One Hive.— I have
queens in a colony of bees
H. A. Burch Again.— This has been
both are good laying queens, and both a good season for bees, here, up to
seem very peaceable in the hive. About about July 10, when dry weather set
the middle of June the bees prepared in. We have had no rain here from
to swarm
they had 3 queen-cells, that time until to-day. We are havcapped over I waited, and looked in ing a line rain now, and I hope we
the hive every few days. One day I will have a good fall for honey. The
found that one queen-cell was already drouth has been tolerably hard on us,
hatched, but I could not find the but not so severe as it has been elseyoung queen. I then made up my where. I have increased my bees
mind to divide the colony, and took In mi 5 colonies to 18 by natural and
out one frame of bees containing the artificial means, and think they are in
queen, and placed it in an empty hive tolerably good condition. I am sorry
with comb foundation, leaving it in that H. A. Burch has disappointed
place of the old hive, and put that in a his customers so; I recommended him
new place, and by the next day I had to some of my bee-keeping friends
a pretty fair colony of bees with the last spring. He now has their money
old queen but on that frame where and gave nothing in return.
the old queen was, I found no queenIsaac Sharp.
cell.
I left all the queen-cells with
Waveland, Ind., Aug. 31, 1881.
2

;

;

;

;

;

;

Two Queeus

found

in Texas.— The great drouth
continues. The top of the ground
is drier than at any time since 1861.
It cannot well be described better
than to say that everything is burnt
the young bees. About a week after
up.
W. il. Andrews.
dividing. I looked in the hive where
McKinney, Texas, Aug. 20, 1881.
the old queen was, and could not find
her, and found they had a queen-cell
Dry and Hot.— The early part of the started. I then thought the old queen
season was good for bees, in this sec- was lost, or the bees had killed her
tion.
I started with 3 weak colonies, 3 weeks ago I found every frame
and bought 4 more. I now have 2s even the outside ones full of brood,
good colonies. I sowed buckwheat, all ready to hatch, and no young eggs
but it was too dry and hot it does or larva3 that drew my attention, and
not afford much honey, and unless it I looked for the queen, but found 2
rains soon, I shall have to feed to get queens the old one which was in the
through the winter.
colony when I divided it, also a new
E. Armstrong.
one, both on one frame, about 4 inches
Jerseyville, 111.
apart, and it seemed to me both were

Drouth

still

—

Yeiinor's Predictions. I think Vennor should have a leather medal, in
place of frequent storms. We have a
disastrous drouth for frosts, 100° in
the shade. There has not been rain
enough here for 6 weeks to lay the
dust fairly. Of fall honey we have
about J4 a crop basswood about the
same, and white clover about
a

;

would be difficult to you think about it? J. R. Reeve.
Martinsburg, Tex., Aug. 30, 1881.
could not think of getting along with- find shade dense enough to prevent its
[We can assign no positive cause
out it, if it cost $10. a year. Our bees blooming and secretion of honey. It
are not gathering much buckwheat would be better, however, to harrow for the phenomenon. You will find
honey. What is the reason V
or brush in the seeds, as birds are very in this number a similar instance reWji. Cairns.
lated by Mr. C. H. Stordock, of Durfond of them. Ed.]
Rockland, N. V., Aug. 30, 1881.
to

Sept. 7,

;

—

(gf The South Eastern Mich. BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its 4th
meeting at the Court House, in Ann
Arbor, Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1881, at 9
o'clock a. m.; the week of the County
Fair. An adjourned meeting may be
held during the week. All interested
are invited to attend. By order of the

Executive Committee.

N. A. Prudden, Chairman.

0° The North Eastern Wis. BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its
fall meeting at Peewaukee, Wis., on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.

A

11

and

attendance is cordially reNotice of the plauce of
meeting will be found at the local
Post Office.
Geo. Church, Pres., Neenah, Wis.
12.

"full

quested.

Frances Dunham,

,Sce.,Depere,Wis.

Rolling in Honey.— We began the
season with 30 colonies, and now have
(£g° The Eastern Michigan bee-keep72.
We increase by dividing and al- ers'Association will hold its fall meetcolony
gave
us
2
succeed
1
ways
5
ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
;

;

were artificial and 3 natural. We A.
have 4 acres in buckwheat, and the
bees are rolling in the honey. If the
weather keeps good we shall have an

m.
A. B. Weed,

hall, at 10 o'clock a.

Sec.

gl° The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
calities, some breeders were unsuc- next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
Moller & Son.
cessful.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
Fremont, Neb., Aug. 23, 1881.

immense

yield.

were successful.

In queen rearing, we
1 notice, in other lo-
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SPECIAL NOTICES.
gg~ Single copies of the

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Journal

(^

Those who may wish

CHICAGO.
IIONKV— New honey is coming

change
from other editions to the Weekly, can
do so by paying the difference.
to

demand

We

boxes, [8®20o

BEESWAX

Ribbon Budges, for bee-keepers, on

which are printed a large bee

we send

m gold,

for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.

.» 9

^° Articles

Chicago. Sept.

f/

HONEY
We

f0^ "ttsonlytobeuBed
Every Bee-keeper

New

York, Auk.

I

paid King Cramer

17c.

quote

2.")C.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Faded or Gray Hair gradually recovers its youthful color and lustre by
the use of Parker's Hair Balsam, an
elegant dressing, admired for its purity and rich perfume.
36w4t

per

good demand.

to be in

Good comb honey,

in sections, isworth
Extracted, 7@9C, on arrival.
18022C. on arrival. 1 have paid
for choice lots.
C. F. Ml'TH.

:

lb.

arrival.

CIRCULAR

Dunham Foundation

pound sections

We

quote Honey in
at 25C; in 2 pound sec-

retails

:

tions, 20c.

BEESWAX-Pi ime quality. 25c.

Chockek & Blake, 57 Chatham

Street,

Boston, Mass., Aug. 31, 1881.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY — Coin b honey continues in good demand
lb. white and 19c. for 2 lb. sections.
Extracted honey, lo(a,i2c.

at 20c, for

1

BEESWAX—

18O20C.
A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
Cleveland, O-.Sept. 3. 1881.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY.-Both

the supply and

demand

are too

to report.

BEESWAX.— Southern,

pure,21@23c; Western,

;

BUY

We

BEESWAX— 23@25c

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUIN'BY
SMOKER
decidedly the BEST now made.
Hetberington discards all others.
and orders two dozen for his own
use. Doolittle says it is unequaled.
who see and use it. Price, by mail,
is

So aay

all

*1.50and M.7.V

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

Aug.

123 Front Street.
27. 1881.

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New,

in

Indianapolis stock

or 2

1

lb.

sections,

Renew.
ST.

22@25c—

W.

Ijninlp New Bee -Keep

$5.75 to $8.

111.

80 Cents.

Tested $1.50. 10 frame Culonies
5^~Sencl for Circular and save money.
K. A.
Coleraine. Mass.
$l.ili).

THOMAS,

umHt

MY CIRCVLiS and PRICE
LIST of Italian Colonies, Queen., Nu-

s END

for

and Apiarian Supplies.
H. II. ISItOW.V,

clei

Light Street, Col. Co., Pn.

lKmtf

HEADQUARTERS

THE SOUTH,
BGE-KEEPEKB' SUPPLIES, ITALIAN 4|ir*:EXM

for the

manufacture and

IN

sale of

and BEES, all bred from mothers of my own importation— Dollar Queens, $1 Tested Queens, $2.50
4-frame Nucleus, *.">. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for my illustrated catalogue.
22mtf
PAUL L. VIALLON. Bayou Goula, La.
;

if

you are

in

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
We

Most Practical Work
published. Price.by mail, SI. SO.

1

3, 1881.

& JOHN BARNES.

will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

,,

continues to grow in popularity,
and is the

LOUIS.

F.

Italian Queens Only
Warranted

Frlendfi,

;

Mo., Sept.

logue.

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

book:,

otx:r,

HONEY.— Demand improving slightly prices
unchanged.
We quote: New, strained, 7@8c; extracted, in
cans,8®10c; comb, 13i- 14c.
BEESWAX — Prime yellow sells at 20@21e.
K. C. Greek a Co., 17 N. Main Street.
St. Louis,

tu Hive Making. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48 page Illustrated Cata-

in

the United States, say that our

HONEY.— A

sale of 50 cases of old extracted,
clear, is noted at loc, an extreme figure with
wholesale buyers. Some new extracted is offering
at Pc, whole other lots are limited at lie, but the
latter price is beyond anything now obtainable,
notwithstanding the light supply.
quote white comb, I4@16o.; dark togO"d,ll@
13c. Extracted, choice to extra white, !n.'loi„c.;

BEST.

the

The best informed bee-keepers

Stearns & Smith,

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

chines are especially adapted

vllie,
a specialty of rearing fine Italian queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, ana from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, $1.00 six queens for $5.00;
twelve or more, 75c. each. Tested queens, $2.ik_i
Send
each. Safe arrival by mail guaranteed.
money by draft, registered letter, or by money order drawn on Flint, Mich. He has a stock of queens
on hand, and can till orders promptly.
28eowtf

SAN FRANCISCO.

Cal..

^t

Makes

Journal.

San Francisco.

free,

DePere, Wis.

W.
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Roger*
Genesee County, Mich.,

pure, 22c; grease wax, 12(yil3c— Baltimore Marktl

dark and candied. 7iu*c

SCROLL SAWS,
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These ma-

honey are not regularly

our papers here.

in

FRANCES DUNHAM,

lsmtf

and

Mill,

Patented Aug. 23th, 1881.
C#~ New Circular and Samples

BOSTON.

meager

There is More Strength restoring
power in a 50 cent bottle of Parker's
Ginger Tonic than in a bushel of malt
or a gallon of milk. As an appetizer,
blood purifier and kidney corrector,
there is nothing like it, and invalids
find it a wonderful invigorant for
mind and body. See other column.
36w4t

F. MUTH, No. »70
Central Av., Cincinnati, O.

BARNES' PATENT
Foot Power Machinery

Cincinnati. Aug. 31. 1881.

1

for

most Honey

M'llAS.

—

per

for a lot of about 2,00U lbs. It was in the Muth
sections. oV^xil, without separators. Every comb
is perfect, which speaks well for the producer.
If
Mr. Cramer did not succeed, this season, in establishing rules for queen fertilization, he succeeded
admirably in getting one of the Hnest lots of comli
honey in the country. Extracted honey is just

quoted

The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

ol

to get the

lb.

HONEY— The prices of

.»,».,
Constitutions and By-Laws

are

how

for

ring

18. 1881.

HONEY.— Last week

address.

igj*

•

>

I

l:i

about the
DCBS, ami

1

I

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

my circular,

boxes, l.X'iilSe dark, in small boxes, _*i L 15c. Extracted, white, 10@12c; dark, 7<$8o.
BEESWAX. -Prime quality, 22®24c,
THORN & Co., 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.
;

send

should
details

:

14@16c on

When

arid will lasl ;i lilrtime.
In hot. it

ZJPfl t" bo appreciated.

YORK.

There is no settled market price yet
Inr ln.iicy, as there is none selling.
quote as follows
White comb, in small

must be

— Price 25 cents each.

L

IV^Sk

CINCINNATI.

for publication

always ready for
ase,easlh cleaned,
is

St.

BEESWAX—

kb.

The Extractor is
made of uii metal,

Extracted

1881.

."..

NEW

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon, and the Baron commencing

of Beiiepsch.

AX» CNCAPPIXG KNIFE.

comb

Prime quality, I8@210.
H. NEWMAN, ;»72 VV. Madison

. .

written on- a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

—

single

in

boxes 2o. leas.

In larger

j

AX..

Advertisements intended for the Bee
•InriiNAL must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

comb honey,

light

MXJTH'S
HONEY EXTRACTOR

ami the

in freely

good.

is

.linn,'

FRANCES DUNHAM,

QUOTATIONS.

lU'VlTHS'

sent postage paid for S cents each.
• *. • -•
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EverytbingUsed inAdvanced

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments
cial

in

Hives, Iloney Extractors, Artifi-

Comb, Section Honey Boxes,

all

books

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly, to
A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

;

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Premiums.— For a club

of

2,

weekly

we

give a copy of "Bees and Iloney;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

Bee-Culture.

Local Convention Directory.

12— Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Goodno. Sec, Carson City. Mich.
II, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere. Wis.
12— Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville. Ky.
W. Williamson. Sec, Lexington, Ky.
2C— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
25, 26— Northwestern District, at Chicago, III.

would save us much trouble,
if all would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,ifyou li"e near one postoffice and
It

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

Premiums.

— Those who get up clubs

Weekly Bee Journal

for the
1882, will

for

be entitled to the following

premiums
For a Club of 2,— a copy of " Bees and Horjey."
8,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"

4,— Cook's "(Bee) Manual,
5,—
'"

"

"

fi,— Weekly

Bee Journal

paper.
cloth.

for

1

year.

©•We have a SPECIAL EDITION
of the

Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

L. C.

o] Meeting.

Sept. 13-15— Ontario Bee-Keepers, Toronto, Ont.
27— Eastern N. Y. Union, Knowersville. N. Y.
N. D. West, Sec. Middleburg. N. Y.
Oct. 4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Wetd, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
5— Southeastern Mich., at Ann Arbor, Mich.
5-7— National. atLexington, Ky.
Dr. E. Parmly, Sec, New York City.

;

®°

Time and Place

1881.

Send for Illustrated Circular to

SEXDofPOSTAL
: ii.in.
list

I

i

27— Western

Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Micb.

Wm. M. S.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Plattevllle. Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
1882.

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.

April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
May
Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
T. Brookins, Sec

«

for my 12-page circular price
\ pi -iau
and Holy Lund
II.

IS

B™

IIKIIIW,

Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.

34sm4t

G. Ota's

B

to

have

Comb Foundation Machine.

CLOSING OUT FOR
rival

mid

anwltp

To

aatisfai tion
J. E.

!$.».

guaranteed.

1881.

Puritv, safe ar-

Address,
Sun, Iowa.

KEARNS, Morning

REV.

Send for Sample and Circular.
18mtf
C. OLM, Fond du Lac, Wis.

my

sewitp

present stock of Hue ITALIAN
im Dollar Queens at 65c. each

will B eii

or *7.uu per doz.

E.

A.

Also,

'J~>

Tested at $i.<>oeacb.
Coleraine, Mass.

THOMAS,

__

_ _a

The Most Fraprnnt and
kis'lnsofnlll-erfitrae..
-Sold
n™s & l'erfumof Histoi

4

ivtry bottle.

PARKER'S GINGrRTONIC

Bees for Sale.

fyou are wastingaway with Consumption, L>.s—
any weakness, you will find PaikerV
-GingerTonic the greatest Blood Fertilizer andthe,
'sipation or

I offer for sale

75

[Best

COLONIES OF CHOICE STOCK.

Health* StrengthKestorer youCanUse-

.and far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it*
•builds up the system, but never intoxicates.
50.

For particulars and circular of General Supplies,
address

'ct.

and $1

sizes.

Hi^cox

&

Co., ChemUts,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

JAMES HEDD0N,
Dowagrlae, Mich.

N

Y.'

£™™£u£2
R«u.r«c u ior

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A newandgreat
Medical Work, warranted the

15 One-Cent Stamps

beat and cbeapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Self-

Will pay for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,
handling and marketing extracted honey.

COLONIES

Preservation ;"bound in finest

French muslin, embossed,

full

:joOpp.,contains beautiful
steel engravingsji'o prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by
mail Illustrated sample, 6c;
gilt,

:

Imported Italian Queens,
Of our own Importation,
GUARANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diplo-

TtTVOrT r s^ ntl n ow. Address Peabody
VUflW
JUHUW InlOLlir.
Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
UUwJy
PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch st„ Boston.

ma at the North-Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention i
held in February.

SPECIAL SALE OF QUEENS.
close out

QUEENS,!

_

All Farmers, Mothers, L'usiness Men, Mechanics, &c, who are tired out by work or worry, and'
all who are miserable with Dyspepsia, Rheuma-]
tism, Neuralgia, or Bowel, Kidney or Liver Com-plaints, you can be invigorated and cured bvusine'

U3F"

taries are requested to

Six Italian Queens for

I

lOlGSlOn

•

this table complete, Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

ENAS,

Cologne

WITH
t&~ In order

D.

(Sunny Side Apiary,)
Pure Italian (Jueens, Bees, Colonies,
Nuclei* Comb Foundation, etc.
Address.
Napa, Napa County, Cal.

Bee., Queen, and Apiarian Supplies.

C. C. Cofnnberry,

Sec, Chicago, 111.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.

ROOT&BRO.,

MOHAWK, NEW YORK.

2fismtf

JOSEPH

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.
Price hist, with 3 samples of
free.

9smtf

ESTIMATES

Givn fur ADVERTISING in any
Bk N EWSPAPER in the Country. Our newl"
Ik

CHAS.

Comb

DADANT &

Foundation,

SON,
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

gn Price List for Advertisers bent free.
BfiC. A. {'IMIKilll., »dvertiBinc Airents.l
Chicago.
^^ Cor. Dearborn & WaBh'n
St».,
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Excelsior Honey Extractors.

Sept. 7.

Italian bees
have eight frames, 17!^
long and n inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 1 1H
long and 10M inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$10; in lots of Uve, each $9 in lots of ten or more,
single pure Tested Queen. $2.50; )each $h
frame Nucleus, Tested Queen (June). $3.50; 2frame do., $4; 3-frame do., |5 4-frauie do., $5.50
July, August and September, 5-frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ol every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most
All standard colonies

The following

letter explains itself
Esq., Dear Sir No. 4 Excelsior

A. H. Newman,
(with three-sided comb basket),
received to day and tested. I find It EXCELLENT.
I can take from my hives, extract, and return
frames at the rate of lOO pound* per hour.
Do not know how long I could keep up at that rate.
It this isn't work, it resembles it verv much.
Truly yours,
J.
SHUCK.
Des Moines, Iowa, July 30, 1881.
:

Honey Extractor

RAXES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

wordw;
One

of this type
fourteen lines

each insertion, 20o. per

to three weeks,

Knur

will contain about eight
will occupy 1 inch of space.
"

"or more"

Eight,

"

"
"

"
"

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

"

"

"

"
"

18c.
15c.
12c.
lOc.

"
"

"

line.

"

"

8c

"

M

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Address

074 West

G.

Madison

Chicago,

III.

Editorial Items

of 1881

281
281
281
281

Old. old Story
Another Disln meat Dealer
The Bridal Eve

282
282
286

The Honev Season
Unfortunate
Plan for an Apiary

The

Anionic our Exchange*
Large Crop of Honey

The Late Editor

in

Canada

of the Bienen Zeitung..
..

282
282
282
282
282

Honey- Producing Plants
Pollen Detrimental to Wintering
My Early Experience with Bees

The Origin or Drones
Are the New Races of Bees

Superior?....

Methods of Obtaining Surplus Honey
Bee-Cu iture fi >r the South
Confinement
Italian Bees

283
283
283
284
284

ALFRED
3itf

The Three-Band Teat for
Convention Note-.

285

Our Letter Box

972

can

now

furnish

in One Hive...
A Good Honev Plimt
Eggs that Will Not Hatch
H. A. Burch Again

Rolling in Honey
Vennor's Predictions

Mv

Report
The Bogus Dunham Foundation

/

286
286
286
286
286
286

Notice to Vice Presidents.
say to the Vice Presidents of
1
the North American Bee-Keepers Society,
that I wish each one would send me a report of bees and honey in their respective
Stales, as it is customary for the Vice
Presidents to make such reports at the
annual meeting of our Society. I hope
that none of them will fail to do so. 1
would be glad to meet them at the Convention, and become personally acquainted
with them. Programmes will be sent to
them for distribution to the bee-keepers of
their States.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
I desire to

ANTED

to sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe
ilJCllTew
Hut-Pi 10 Book. Sells at Sight, Double your money

AddressDr.Chase'sPrintingHouse,A.nnArbor,Micb

36m ly
few tons of York State COMB
WAXTRD-A
HONEY. State probable amount, how soon

them

Kalamazoo, Mich,

FREE

|

For particulars
Lock Box »18,

Be

SURE
.

35wlt

H. ALLEY,
Wenhum,

$777

Muso.

A YEAKand

expenses to agents,

free.addressP.O.VIekery
AngiiNla, Maine.
MGwly

outfit

g

fc

£

B

tuoH

a

*.

«=

£

ci

thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and sate, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to
first

—

Columbus, Kansas.

SALISBURY
;

;

;

;

;

B3fSend

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

!

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!
and one that works with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.
Having been persuaded to get up several for my
immediate friends, I have on hand the patterns,
etc., to make any number. Therefore, send in your
orders,
[aiwtf J
W. G. PHELPS, Galena, Md.

You to send for our Circular and
WANTED—
of American-Italian*.
Price
Address, JOS. ML BKOUKS A KRO.,
13wtim
Columbus, lnd.
list

m\\)M

FARMER,

Street, Chicago,

This practical journal

is

now

in its

Third Tear,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription t$l.no per year) in its new and
Improved form (16 pagos 13XX10& folded and
pasted) makes it very popular. Its editors are all
practical men. It 1b the Best Advertising M edlum in Canada. Sample copies sent free to any

N. B.

llwiiiitx

COIXOCK,

Welland, Ont.

We aBk

you to correspond with us before disposing of your HONEY CROP, as we can be of much
Bervice, having constant Intelligence from all parts

We

high side-walls,! to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Given's Foundation Press
The

latest

improvement;

in

Foundation.

Our

common Foundation is not surpassed.
only invention to make Foundation In the
wired frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction, Send for Catalogue and SampleB.
lwly
». S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.

The

everywhere. Published

in

English and German,

Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
Winterinc Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers* Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by O. M. Doolittle. Price, 5e.

Muth;

3:2

management

horse information.

Paper, 25c.

tables for all kinds ol merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SI.; Morocco, $1.50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
Price, 25c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over I.ihhi.ihhi Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. (iives ^00,000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 ENGRAVINGS of Mill, Steam ami Milling Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plansof Mills, Roots. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion. Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Ilvdraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quarts and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Tables with 500,000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics. Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. I.ooo items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 800 Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunt-

Trappers Tanners, Leather

<£

Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength Of Materials, Effects
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and wrter— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam, Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10,000 items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, stock Owners, Bee-keep-

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Remedies for do,, to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

COMB FOUNDATION.

thin and

;

ing, etc., in detail.

James Hkddon, Dowagiac,
& Sons, Dundee, 111. 31wly

VAN DEUSEN &

Honey

as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

ers,

FLAT - BOTTOM

J.

,

Market

Roup's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

Dominion of Canada.

& Co.,

PRODUCE COMMISSION.
of the country.
would refer to
Mich., and J.Oatman

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the

quality, sources,

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

IN

Water

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

G.

pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
of bees. Price, lOc.
;
eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paces GOV.

THE

161 So.

—

Food Adulteration What we

THE OM."»"
HONEY AJJPECIALTY.
Agricultural Weekly
PUBLISHED
THE
W. F. COITITBE.,
Late of Conner, Burnett

Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees
Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in .English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the

F.

lwly

forCircular.

is

Blessed Bees, by John

Kendall's llm-v Book. — No book could be

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

lb.

on the Hive and Honev Bee

a standard scientific work. PriceiSS.
Allen. — A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.
It.-.- mill Honey; or, successful management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen HearingFeeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring —

This

the

Co., Ky.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames. $8. 00 Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
per

I..iinf£H troth
-

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

;

35c.

K tnu'v Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. tfl.OO; paper, 75c. "

;

sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $2.15. Sample copies free. Ad-

Rev. A.

and fully "up with the times "on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, 5i>1.25 s paper cover, $l,
€|uinhy'sNewBee-K.eei»liiff, by L. C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize thai its
author is master of the subject.— S1.50.
illustrated

ing

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

28wtf

;

Ch.

J.T.WILSON,

Woodford

CHICAGO, ILL,

Bee-Keeper's Guide or, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly

Extracted Honey Harvesting:, Handland Marketings— A iM-page pamphlet, by

:

A new

QUEENS! QUEENS
One Dollar will buy one of our beautifnl Italian,
Cyprian, Holy Land or Hungarian Queens; will
select the very bent, from 200 queens, for $1,50
each, all warranted pure and safe arrival by mall
guaranteed. Send for 20th circular.

a

5

*~

?1 50

3_Wl3t

a postal card for OUT Illustrated Catalogue
Of Apiarian Supplies before purchasing elsewhere.
It contains Illustrations ami descriptions of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary, at the
lowest prices. Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land
Queens ami Bees.
.1. <
.V II. P. x \ 1 l,i;s.
2eowl5t
Hartford, Wis.

~

£

BY

A sample copy of theNew England Bee
Journal. H.Poole, Mechanic Falls, Me.

To send

£
^
* "

j& J^

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,

SAGE, We thersileld, Conn.
-

this year.

Mortonsville,

shipping order, and address

10 cents to

+3

"^

1 00
1 00
Cyprian Queens, untested
Asmostall the DollarQueens I sold
last year were pure. I will warrant

dress,

I.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

Warranted Queens
286
286
286
286
288
288
286
288
286
286

J
£
£- £

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

111.

RETURN MAIL, at the following prices

286

Terror
Meliloton Timbered Land

MAKE M0NKY

The

If
K £

.5

>2

Street.

:

ABRONIA, MICH.

286

Two Queens

F.

Street, Chicago,

Tested Queens

A

T°

12
12 OO
14 00

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

:

Over n xi Pounds per Colony
The Coming Bee
The Bee Journal Worth $1" a year
Royal J elly, etc
Drouth in Texas
Dry and Hot
Lycium Barbarum
The Nicest Honey for Years

in

$8
8

ITALIAN QUEENS.
I

:

Preparing Bees for Winter

can be put
32w4tp

:

The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The first never-failing bee controller.
The first direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove wood and not go out.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers,
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers,
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
00 The first twenty thousand now in use.
00 The first complaint yet to be received.
00 The first smoker yet to be returned.

284
284

284
285

Fertilization in

Selection* from

Sizes and Prices of Extractors

No. I— for 2 Lanastroth frames, 10x18 Inc
No. 2— for 2 American frames, 13x13 inc
No. 3— for 2 frames of any size, 13x30 inc
No. 4—for 3 frames of any size, 12^x220 inc.
No. 5— for 4 frames of any size, 1 3x20 inc. ...

—

Correspondence

HOW

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Biimham Bee Smoker.

:

Handling Bees Without Smoke
Both Sides of the Question
Bees in Southern California

it

my

K. A.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

ABC

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wl3t
1«5 So. Water Street, Chicago, HI.

:

974

ofBee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "every tiling pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $l. 25; paper, $1*

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

I have made this excellent
leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in PURE
HONEY direct from the Apiaries, enables me to
obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

food

Contents of this Number.
Editorial

communications to
J. II. ROBERTSON,

For the past few years

NEWMAN.

Street.,

all

25wtf

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

;

fastidious.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement w inserted.

THOMAS

;

;

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

:

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

"

Books

inc.
inc.

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMH-HANGEIt,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba>ln will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
Is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a postal ca'rd, and
;

address

;

it

to

JOHN M DAVIS,

UOwly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring

Hill,

Tenn.

ing Horses, Steam Power On Farms.
LIGHTNING
CAlATLATOKforCubicMeaaures, Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land, Grain, Hay, and Cattle
Srci, Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.

Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries, Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., 'if sight. Business Forms, all kinds Special
Laws of 4 » States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada!, relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Stile of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.

The work contains

LOlfi pages,

is

a veritable

Treasury of UBeful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, £>2.50.

_A5t»_»

PAPER
(s OLDEST BEE
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

for

ILL.,

SEPTEMBER

No. 37.

14, 1881.

honey producing as is the United eggs. Besides, with the custom now
and none produces honey of universally coming in vogue with the

The Honey Harvest.

States,

finer quality.

Time was when

prejudice militated
Published every Wednesday, by
greatly against our sales abroad, but
the cultivation of fraternal relations
G.
with our friends in foreign lands, and
Editor and Proprietor,
the assurance of friendly feelings and
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
honorable transactions, have turned
TERMS OP SXJBSCKIPTIOSfi
their honest prejudice into esteem,
WEEKLY— (5? numbers) $2 a year, in advance. and their jealousy into generous coThree or Six Months at the same rate.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first ana third numbersot operation.
each month, at $1.00 a year, in advance.
With the assurance of a ready sale
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
for every surplus pound of honey, it
5© cents a year, in advance.
IF" Any person sending a club of six Is entitled now devolves upon our producers, as
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
individuals and in their conventional
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
ISP" Remit by money-order, registered letter, exbodies, to deliberate upon the best

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

methods of

meeting this demand.

Much depends upon them.

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe ."»<> cents extra.
Entered at Chicago post

office

a3 second class matter.

Centralizing the

Honey

Traffic.

more practical apiarists, of grading
and keeping separate each kind of
honey, no long experience or especial
familiarity with the article on the part
of the commission merchant or jobber
is required
but, rather, an extensive
business acquaintance, a well established general jobbing trade, and an
unimpeachable reputation for honesty
;

and veracity.
Again, the proposed centralization
or co-operation

is impracticable, for
the reason that the necessities of beekeepers vary as much as do their ideas
regarding hives, wintering, etc. As a
rule, the heavier producers have their
outlets to market already established,
or have had sufficient experience to be
able to sell in job lots to the best advantage these men, of course, would
see no advantage to be derived from
co-operation, and would not jeopardize
their established trade by entering into
the scheme. On the other hand, the
lesser producers, and those "new at
the business," asarule, want to realize
immediately, and more frequently accompany their honey to market, or by
;

After a careful perusal of the able
on page 292, in this number,
by Mr. G. W. House, we can heartily
commend it to our readers for their
best thoughts. Bee-keepers should, as
far as practicable, be thoroughly inarticle

The Foreign Demand

for

Honey.

formed

in the statistical

department

of their pursuit, so that each

may

not

The

great question now is " What
the harvest be?" Mr. W. D.
Wright, of Knowersville, N. Y., on a
postal card writes us " Why do you
not call for universal reports of the
honey crop this season, as you did last
year V" We reply
For the simple
reason that we want to get them all in
within a few days, so as to publish all
at one time, and it was too early to get
a correct report. Several others have
expressed a desire to have a statistical
:

will

:

:

and we shall, therefore, ask all
send us, on Sept. 26th, a short, concise report on a postal card. If ALL
will follow the form given below it will
table,
to

aid us in

making up the

had
have now

colonies.

Have extracted
honey, and

comb honey
now in
Sign

your

figures

colonies in spring

I

pounds of light
pounds dark honey;
pounds. Bees are

condition.

name, Post Office,

County and State, and

mail

promptly on Sept. 26th.

If

till

after the 26th,

it

it to us
delayed

will be of little in-

terest to the public,

and no practical

use to us.

know how much helms produced correspondence and through samples
If promptly furnished, this Report
this class will benefit every producer of honey
it has cost him, but also how forwarded, sell it outright
we assumed that " Honey is
would gain nothing, because, being who desire3 to place his crop upon the
a Staple," and adduced in proof of our much has been produced in the whole
generally inexperienced, their product market, and while it need not cost
and
its value.
country,
To
this
end,
assumption the statistics of the rapid

On page

236 of our issue for July 27,

only

Becoming and what

;

would grade lower, and their returns more than one cent foreach (thecostof
would be correspondingly unsatisfac- the postal card), it will be of immense
tory, unless " worked in " with some benefit to the honey interests of the
better grade, in which case an imposi- whole country. Let every one give
tion is practiced on the buyer.
this prompt attention.
The honey interest of America is of
too great magnitude and the produApis Americana.— On page 291, the
ago this might have been advisable cers too numerous, to make successful Rev. W. F. Clarke remarks as follows
while the trade was in an undeveloped any attempt to centralize the trade in " The editor of the American Bee
state, when honey was shipped to mar- the hands of a score or less of middle- Journal has proclaimed Apis Amerket with no reference to grade, that men. We cannot, however, commend icana the coming bee. But, Mr. Newin the comb being packed in tubs, jars, the indiscriminate slaughter of prices man, 'bide a wee,' possibly Ajns Canpans, soap boxes, etc., and the ex- by intrusting the sale of honey, or any- adensis will win the laurels." Even
tracted in large, hardwood barrels, or thing else, to irresponsible or unprin- then, Mr. Clarke, we are right; unless
whatever else came handiest. No cipled agents. With a little prudence Canada is not a part of America ! We
commission merchant, with an estab- and painstaking on the part of the care not whether it is produced in one
lished trade, cared to handle it; and producer, enough honorable, compe- of the " States," Provinces, or counif perchance a shipment was consigned tent and willing men can be found in tries on the American Continent but,
to him, it generally proved a nuisance each city to handle to advantage every when " the coming bee " is produced,
in the store, and was sold to the first pound of desirable honey which may its name will be Apis Americana 1 Let
bidder, at any price offered, to get it be forwarded to it for a market.
that be distinctly understood in advance.
out of the way and to abate the leaky

increase in importations and sales of all should furnish detailed reports for
American honey in Germany within publication.
We cannot agree with Mr. House
the past four years. We now have
further confirmation in the following in the desirability of centralizing the
in the hands of two or
letter from Mr. W. M. Hoge, who is honey traffic
three,
or
even
more, dealers in each of
connected with one of the large jobthe principal markets. Several years
bing houses in London
:

you know of a honey producer
who wants to market his crop in England, consign him to us, if his honey
is strictly white comb, and stored in
nice boxes.
I have an outlet for
50,000 pounds. We can market that
quantity, and the producer can take
the proceeds back in a -month from the
time he lands. But he must load it on
the steamer himself, and unload it.
There is no danger whatever of the
honey-combs in tramsit the danger
If

—

lies in

the loading and unloading.

London, England, Aug.

25, 1881.

We now feel assured that with a
ready and anxious market for our comb
honey in England, and France, Germany, China and Japan as eager consumers of American extracted honey,
all fears of over-stocking the market
are happily set at rest, and the time is
not far distant when prices will be as
quotable, and as generally uniform as
for any other product. Nor need we
fear a divided market by reason of
foreign competition, for no country in
Europe is so greatly favored by nature

;

nuisance.

Now, however,
formation

is

a wonderful trans-

taking place.

Any

re-

spectable commission man will be glad
to handle the popular one and two-

pound

and
and certainly extracted honey
in the neat and attractive five, ten
and fifteen gallon kegs, is quite as desirable to handle as butter, cheese and
sections, properly crated

glassed,

St. Joseph, Mo., Exposition.— The
editor has just returned from his visit

We

have received the price list
and nursery stock for the
We will give an extended report in fall of 1881, issued by Thos. J. Ward.
our next issue. We cannot refrain St. Marys, Ind.
from saying, however, that through
8®" We are pleased to learn that Mr.
the energy and excellent management
of Mr. R. S. Musser, the apicultural J. T. Wilson has recovered from his
department was a most complete suc- late injuries, which we mentioned last
cess.
week, and is attending to business.
to the St. Joseph, Mo., Exposition.

lgg°

of poultry
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Huxley has studied the develop- to give the proper elements of the
young queens are cut out just as they
ment of aphis by parthenogenesis, queen, we consider it unimportant
are about to gnaw themselves free
the anomalous nature of which had and even unnecessary,
and lacking from the cells. As soon as they are
previously been discovered by Bon- proof also the manner of producing
fairly hatched, they are put into Peet
net, Trembly, Lyonet, Degeer.'Kyber fertile workers, that
is, " fecundating" cages with some companion
bees, and
and others, and arrives at the follow- the "ovary" of the worker through
shipped to Palestine Island. A num;

For the American Bee Journal.

Origin of Drones— Parthenogenesis.

DR. WM. K. HOWARD.

Mr. C.

J.

Robinson,

in the

Ameri-

can Bee Journal of March 23 anil
Aug. 24, has made some deductions on
his new drone theory. lie denies par-

ing conclusions:
1.
Ova deposited by impregnated
female aphides in autumn, are hatched
in the spring.
2.
From these ova viviparous, and,
in a great majority of cases, apterous
forms proceed.
3.
The broods to which these give
rise are either winged or apterous, or
both.

4.
The number of successive broods
thenogenesis as being a fact in na- has no certain
limit, but is, so far as
ture, and considers it a hypothetical we
know at present, controlled only
doctrine, etc.
Let us fully under- by temperature and
the supply of
stand the subject under consideration, lood.
and then see how far Mr. R.goes with
5.
On the setting in of cold weather,
us.
Fust, let us see what can be or in some cases
on the failure ol
proven in regard to parthenogenesis, nourishment,
the
and secondly, apply it to his drone warm, males and weather being still
oviparous females
theory. Let us take up tirst for con- are produced.
sideration, bisexual animals, examine
6.
The males may be either winged
them, and compare them with com- or apterous.
mencing at the egg.
7.
So far as I am aware, there is no
According to Prof. II. J. Clark proof of the
existence of any exception
(Mind in Mature), an egg is a globule to the law that
the oviparous female
surrounded by the vitelline mem- is apterous.
brane, or yolk envelope, which is pro
8.
Viviparous aphides may hybertected by the chorion, or egg shell
uate, and co-exist with oviparous feconsisting of two kinds of fluid, albu- males
of the same species.— (Linnrcan
men and oil, which are always situa- Transactions,
xxii, page 198).
ted at opposite sides or poles.

"In the earliest stages of all eggs,
these two poles shade off into each
oilier," but in the perfectly developed
egg, the small, or albuminous pole, is
surrounded by a membrane, and forms
the Purkinjean (germinal) vesicle;
and thirdly, and last, the innermost
of the three globules is developed
This last is the Wagnerian vesicle, or
germinal dot.

The

oily

matter forms

the yolk. Thus formed, the egg is the
initial animal.
It becomes an egg after contact with the male germs (unless the product of organic reproduction), and the egg-shell, or chorion,
to be considered as a protection to
the animal, and is thrown off when
the embryo is hatched, just as the lar
va throws off its skin to transform into
a pupa. So that the egg state is
equivalent to the larva state, and
hence there are 4 stages in the life ol
an insect— the egg. the larva, the
pupa, and the imago or perfect insect.
On the anterior end (though sometimes at both ends of the egg), is one
or more pores, or micropyles, of exi.-.

ceeding minuteness, through which
the spermatozoa (more than one ol
which, according to Darwin, is requisite to fertilize an ovule), enter to lertilize the egg contents.
In some cases
these micropyles are scattered over
the whole surface of the egg. This
contact of a male sperm-cell with the
yolk

From

the .fertilization of the egg.
this moment begins the life of

is

the embryo.
Fertilization of the female germ by
means of the male sperm, through the
congress of the sexes, is the rule with
bisexual animals, but there are exceptions among insects. An embryo
may start into being without the interposition of the male; to this mode
of generation, has been applied by
Leuckart, the term pwiliennyenesis.
Packard says: ••Among certain
species of insects, there are some individuals which, by a sort of budding
process, and without the aid of the
male element, throw off summer
broods, consisting of " asexual " individuals, which, as winter approaches,
are succeeded by a brood of true males
and females, the latter of which laj
eggs."
This phenomenon, called by Steenstrup •'alternation of generations."
has been observed among a comparatively few species. The individuals
in whom this budding process lakes
place are called "asexual," because,
though they may resemble the female
sex outwardly, their sexual organs are
only partially developed. This budding is the same in kind with that observable in the jelly-lish, which throw
off by parthenogenesis or alternations of generations, summer broods
of immense extent, but in winter
propagate by true eggs.

the digestive organs, etc., not only absurd, hut contrary to any other rules
or laws of physiology. His method of
hybridizing— he says, "It is ascertained that the embryo drone, workers

and queen, can each be hybridized

the ovary, egg, or larva state,
is communicated to the whole
production. I think the evidence conclusive in the reproduction of the
in

which

queen."

Here we again are compelled to difour friend, and call for the

fer with

"evidence."

In his article of Aug. 15, page 268 9,
in the Ajieuican Bee Journal, he
challenges Prof. Cook to produce one
intelligent apiarist, not barring himself, to explain and prove, beyond a
doubt, that drones originate by parthenogenesis.
Now, since parthenogenesis, or a
gamic reproduction is the production
of living individuals, without the actual congress of the sexes, he is compelled to admit the production of
drones by parthenogenesis. In conclusion we will quote "No intelligent
scientist will confess that he, in matters pertaining to any science, pins
The origin of the viviparous, asex- his faith upon some one, or some few
ual or agamic (from the Greek o. observations of his own, and say that
without; </«?»?, marriage) individual. others are non-intelligent who are not
as it may be more properly called, is of the same faith
If Mr. R.
not
up to a certain stage the same as that ike Ephraiiu of old, "joined
the
of the true egg. i. c, until the germ idols," he will have to give in.
(pseudovum) of the former is deKingston, Texas.
tached from the false ovary (pseudovarinm). "From this point onwards,
For the American Bee Journal.
however, the fate of pseudovum isdift'erent from that of the ovum.
The A Visit to Mr. Jones' Bee Islands.
former begins at once to be converted
WM. F. CLARKE.
into the genu the latter accumulates
yolk substance, and changes but litTo
tle.
save needless encroachment on
Both bodies acquire their membranous investmentratherlate; within the crowded and valuable space of
it the pseudovum
becomes a living the American Bee Journal, let
larva, while the ovum is impreg- me ask readers of this article to look
nated, laid, and remains in a state of at a map of Canada, and note the
geography of the Georgian Bay, almost
rest for a longer or shorter period."
a duplicate of Lake Huron, and lying
(Huxley).
Siebold has also shown that the ova eastward of that vast body of fresh
of the queen-bee produces females or water.
males, according as they are fecundaThe port of Collingwood should be
ted or not.
The fecundated ovum marked on the map, but if not, let it
produces a queen or neuter (worker), be observed that it lies at the southaccording to the food of the larva, erly point of the bay. It is 40 miles
and the other conditions to which it is from Beeton where Mr. Jones carries
subjected; the uufecundated ovum on his home apiaries. The Hamilton
produces a drone. This is analogous & North Western R. R. connects Beelo the agamic reproduction of aphis, ton and Collingwood.
There is a
:

;

and demonstrates

still more clearly
the impossibility of drawing any absolute line of demarcation, histologi-

between ova and buds.
This method of reproduction occurs
among mites, isolated genera of heiniplera, and also several species of lepidoptera have been known to lay fertile eggs without
previous sexual
union. Ami the late and lamented
Benjamin D. Walsh, of Illinois, observed a species of hymennpterous
gall-fly to lay fertile eggs without precally

vious sexual union.

steamboat communication between Collingwood and Parry Sound,
daily

76 miles to the north, during the season of open navigation. Parry Sound
is an important lumbering point, and
the centre of it new and rising agricultural district. The route between

ber are sent in full colonies, needed to
replenish the nuclei, and a small proportion are raised on ihe island.
These last are exceptionably good,
owing to constant feeding of the large
colonies, which are kept at swarming
point, but prevented from swarming
by constant removal of queens. As
soon as the young queens are mated,
and commence laying, they are recaged, sent back to Beeton, usually
again introduced to colonies, and allowed to lay until shipped hence they
generally go through 2 probations as
to laying. As to the extent of the
operations carried on, there are about
122 nuclei on Palestine Island, about
75 on Cyprus Island, and 50 or 60 on
Italy Island.
;

MAGNITUDE OF THIS UNDERTAKING.
I

had no idea until

I visited these

how formidable an
enterprise was. About 200
islands,

affair the
full colo-

nies of bees have been sent here, thus
far the present summer, and it will
take another 100 before the season is
over. All experienced bee-keepers
know what a great mortality there is
among bees, and how short-lived they
are during the busy part of the year.
To the ordinary causes for this, there
must be added here, the prevalence of
high winds, and the proximity of water.
Whirls of wind carry the bees
into the water, and the losses from a
variety of sources are so great, that
sometimes nuclei have to be renewed
every 2 or 3 days. Quite a percentage
of queens are also lost.
This fact raises the question whether
they do not lower themselves to the
ground in the act of mating, and amid
the whirl of excitement, find themselves in the aqueous element, before
they are aware of it. Five men are

constantly err. ployed in carrying on this
business. One skilled bee-keeper can
tend the nuclei and colonies on all 3
islands, but he must be wailed on by
an expert sailor, capable of making
voyages to the islands, whether the
wind be high or low, fair or foul.
sailing yacht is run when there is
wind, and a row-boat used when it is
calm.
These are stormy waters; a squall

A

is

liable

to arise at

any time; one

when yaching to Italy
which came within an ace

struck us
land,

capsizing us, and only an
navigator could manage
the work.
At Beeton, 1 man does
raise queens; 2 others

Is-

of

experienced
this part of

nothing but
are

busily

enough employed making cages, and
nuclei packing and shipping. Every
trip to the islands and back costs $6,
ami
the daily expressage amounts to a
Collingwood and Parry Sound is
through an archipelago of islands, vary- considerable sum. The bees on the
ing in size from a dining-table to islands gather but very little, and it
several miles in extent. These Is- takes no small amount of honey and
lands are unsurveyed and unsettled. syrup to feed them. Bees don't work
Very few of them are of any agricul- for nothing and board themselves on
these Islands, " by a jug full," rather,
tural value.

Mr. Jones has pre-empted 3of them,
Nicholas Wagner, and also Dr.
Leuckart have observed an asexual and established a great national and
reproduction in the larvte of certain continental queen-bee breeding establishment on them. They are called
dipterous Hies.
"Parthenogenesis or agamic repro- respectively, Palestine. Cyprus, and
duction, is then." says Packard, "the Italy Island. There are no wild or
result of a budding process, or cell domesticated bees in all this region,
growth. Metamorphosis is simply a except those transported there by Mr.
series of m. irked stages, or periods of Jones, for the good and sufficient reagrowth and hence growth, metamor- son that there is not a flora sutlicient
phosis and ag;iinic reproduction, are to sustain a colony of bees. Hence it
morphologically identical. All ani- is the beau ideal of a queen-breeding
mals, therefore, as well as plants, locality. The 3 islands chosen by Mr.
Jones are 6 to 8 miles apart, so that
grow by the multiplication of cells."
intermixture of the races is impossiWe. have given abundant proof of
ble, unless done on purpose.
the fact that agamic, or asexual indi;

THE MODUS OPERANDI.
viduals occur in several natural orders of insects, and might cile the
Palestine Island, 16 miles from
reader to cases where experiments Parry Sound, is the headquarters
of
carried on in a practical and satisfac- this business.
The steamers pass
tory manner, proved beyond a doubt close to a point Of this island, which
that parthenogenesis was an estab- makes it convenient for shipment.
lished fact in nature, but we deem it On each of the islands there is a little
unnecessary.
village of nuclei, with a few lull-sized
In Mr. R's theory of queen-produc- hives,
containing chiefly drones.
ing, i. e., workers impregnating the Queen cells are raised at Beeton.
All
larva with drone semen, etc., in order are started in crowded colonies.
The

by a great many barrels full.
The miscellaneous expenses for material and supplies foot up a large bill.

Not

in

DOES IT PAY?
money at present

lam

well

convinced that Mr. Jones could have
made more profit by keeping these 300
colonies of bees at his

home

apiary,

and running tiiem for honey and

in-

crease. But this thing is only in its
infancy, as yet. Its importance will
grow in the estimation of all intelli-

gent bee-keepers.
We talk about tested queens.

But

it is all moonshine
as well talk of tested mares, cows, or ewes.
All good
;

stock-breeders know that we must
have pedigree as well as points. There
must Toe some guarantee of purity as
to breeding.
I have seen the first
cross of highly pre-potent males, that
gave cattle irreproachable as to points.
But for want of pedigree, the next
generation would hark back toward
common stock. It will be so in regard to bees. The mix of new races
has done immense good, but in the
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Ions run, we must have somewhere, a
fountain of purity. We have got it
in Jones' islands, and nowhere else
I'robablv other similar
present.
at
establishments "ill he started, hut it
Will take monev and pluck to do it.
1 predict that the price of absolutely
pure queens will rise in the market,
instead of falling. It will he as with
short-horns among cattle; notwithstanding the multiplication of this
breed of cattle, pure-bred specimens
from choice families were never so
high in the market as they are to day.
It will he so with absolutely pure-bred
Unless we discover how to
bees.

which nearly cost Jonathan his life;
the bee that buzzed around King
David; the bee that fed John the Bapthe bee that furnished honey
tist
;

for the risen Saviour's meal, beside the sea of Tiberias," etc.
visit to the islands has impressed
me with the importance of raising

comb

My

high-class drones. I never saw such
handsome fellows, as were many of
those delegated to perform hymeneal
service at this breeding establish-

ment.
Mr. Jones, in a quiet way,

newly prepared hive; sprinkle again;
are in, set the hive about,
equal distance between where the two
hives formerly stood.
It is the safest to cage the queen for
21 hours, as the strange bees might attack her; but after they miss their
own, they will readily take to and proMake
tect their '• stranger mother."
all preparations this month for the
winter; prepare your top picking,
mats, quilts, col) boxes, chaff cushions, or whatever you have decided to
use, and have all in readiness for the

when

all
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gently to the task before ns. until we
have Surmounted the obstacles, and
have placed apicultural products on
all equal, or a higher footing (as compared with other branches of illdus
try), and unfurl our banner.
But it is important to consider the
barriers to be surmounted, before
success can be achieved. In the past,
many bee-keepers have been in the
practice of sending their honey to

hundreds of commission houses
large markets.

A

great

in

our

many times

consignments lind their way into the
is payhands of linns making specialties of
ing a large amount of attention to time coming.
successof
butter and cheese, potatoes, and grain
Remember the essentials
drone-rearing, and I think he is right.
what
early
doing
is
wintering
or
Hour and feed, and in nearly every
import- ful
mate queens in confinement (which 1 In breeding other stock, the males is should be done, and then perfect quiet. such case you will find that honey
securing the best
for one am not sanguine about), our ance of
From the sad lesson of the past win- piled up outside the door, begging for
I doubt not we
colonies will deteriorate, and we. shall fully recognized.
holds ter many have '" determined not to be sale; and why? Because they have
have to breed up from time to time, shall And that the same law
caught that way again." See to it never handled honey; they do not
good in apiculture.
from a source of infallible purity.
points early, then, or a like experience may know its market value, and they do
several
are
there
Finally,
weakening
little
I think I detect a
not want it sitting around where it
be the result.
He says he would not connected with the work that is going
in Mr. Jones.
Attend the fairs and examine the will surely get broken by the carmen
which may litly
go on with this thins but for the de- on at these islands,
thoughts of the as- bee departments; and contribute to that are wheeling in and out such vast
termination to have the very best engage the best
the approaching the same, thereby encouraging and quantities of produce. Now what are
stock in his own apiary. Every other sembled wisdom at
stimulating this branch of industry. the results from this state of things?
advanced bee-keeper will form the annual meeting of the North Ameri- Much valuable information can be ob- The firm not having the facilities for
Association.
Keepers'
Beecan
to
afford
cannot
same resolve. We
inspection of the va- handling honey do not want it around
I only wish that every member tained by a close
let Mr. Jones get discouraged ; at any
Attend all the in the way. It must be sold at once,
visit these islands in advance of rious contributions.
rate, not until somebody else is pre- could
and or they will quote it as nominal. A
the meeting. That being impossible. conventions, when convenient,
pared to take his place.
may do some- get up " Bee Keepers' Clubs," if pos- buyer comes along, and about the folFrom a careful inspection, both of I hope this narration
toward producing the impres- sible, in every neighborhood, where lowing conversation will take place:
his breeding and home stock, I think thing
" Wish to buy?"
important enter- hut even a few are engaged in the
he has got it to a high pitch of excel- sion, that a most
Buyer
''Perhaps, if prices suit."
shall do pursuit, and much information will
which
we
progress,
in
is
prise
back
on
the
patted
must
be
lence. He
Commission Merchant: "What is
he gathered from this source, during
and cheered onward. We cannot af- well to promote in every practicable ihe many winter evenings pleasantly it worth to you ? Make me an offer."
and reasonable way.
ford to recede.
The offer is made and the honey
spent in discussions.
Listowel, Out.
If I were Mr. Jones, I should be
Subscribe for the bee periodicals, if sold at the buyer's own price. The
of
willing, for a time, to take some
and
subscriber,
linn take their commission, etc., and
vou are not already a
American Farmer.
my pay in the honor of the thing. He
read carefully the various reports of the sacrifice is made at the producer's
is playing a lone hand which must
in the Apiary,
Work
bee-keepers. Pro
September
successful
our
most
loss.
win, and there is a card up his sleeve
wintering
All this is wrong such transactions
lit by their experience in
called Apia dnrsuta, that is pretty cerc. n. LAKE.
and the general management, and are the causes for the depression in
tain to be a strong one when he gets
your success will be sure to follow, our large markets, which work ruin
it into the game, which he is deterIf no surplus honey is stored in the lint go into winter quarters with only and disastrous results to the producer,
mined to do, regardless of cost. Every boxes early this month, remove them strong colonies, with vigorous queens. while he himself is the one at fault.
true apiarist will say, "Success to and put on the honey boards, mats,
The buyer passing along the street in
'•Keep all colonies strong."— Langsti otti.
him "
or top covering to frames. Usualh
our large city is amazed at the large
TIIE COMING BEE.
Baltimore, Md.
the honey flow is great in many localofferings in honey. He thinks there
this
what
It is too soon to predict
ities during this and part of nexi
is a heavy yield in the country, and
by
it
probably
get
shall
unfinished
We
the
will be.
month, and oft-times
Bee Keepers' Guide.
the markets are being glutted with a
judicious crossing. The short-horn, sections and combs in the super-boxes
While if the same
flood of honey.
Co-operation Necessary.
which now leads the cattle tribes, was will be readily tilled up with honej
amount of honey was confined to 2 or
obtained by a series of crosses and from the fall flowers. In such loca3 good business houses making a speGEORGE W. JIOUSE.
breeding for points, till valuable char- tions it is advisable to leave at least
cialty of our products, the buyer would
acteristics got lixed.
one box in position, to be looked at
be making inquiries for honey, and
of
branches
other
with
compared
futhe
As
bee
of
the
by
the
develop
We shall
occasionally, and if occupied
not afraid to liny at good fair prices,
sadly
been
has
Apiculture
will
be
industry.
way.
There
newly
same
the
appearance
of
in
ture
bees and the
offerings would not be so
marketing of because the
careful comparison, and the "survi- gathered honey, increase their storing neglected, as far as the
thus having a tendency of detrue free,
val of the fittest," until we reach the capacity by adding one or more boxes our products is concerned. It is
the markets. Furthermore,
pressing
acme. At present, the Holy Laud containing the unfinished combs as that much progress has been made when we can concentrate our honey, we
during the past few years in putting shall be able to sell for cash, and we
bees and their crosses are without they will be occupied, while new foun
doubt, the regal race. For prolifi- dation or empty frames will scarcely our products upon the markets in the shall see buyers traveling the country
most desirable shape, and that too, so to purchase it, as they do now with
cacy, hardiness, industry, gentleness, be looked at by the bees.
they are A 1. There are strains of
Drouths prevail in many localities, as to attract attention and tempt the butler, cheese, and other products.
Italians that are not far in the rear, and the bees show no disposition to consumer to pin chase, until at pres- The buyer would feel safe in purand are well worthy of perpetuation. visit the fields in search of nectar. ent American honey is finding its way chasing, because he would be confi1 am not enamored of the Cyprians,
Feed sparingly in such localities, and on the tables of many thousands of dent that our products would not be
whatever their other good qualities regularity every night, and keep the families, where until recently its util- scattered among the many various
ity and value was wholly unknown.
mav be their temper is unamiable.
entrances of .ill weak colonies con
com mission houses, who could cut the
Thus we are keeping pace with the prices at the producer's expense. The
1 had the pleasure of seeing a Cyp- traded that no robbing may take
times and other kindred pursuits.
rian colony make Mr. Jones beat a place. Look through every hive care
apiarist too, could place more confiOur various publications devoted to dence in the business, because our
hasty retreat. It was a pleasure, be- fully, and know their exact condition
mediums
the
been
cause he redicules my veil, which by the middle of the month. If not apiculture, have
products would have a fixed casli
enables one to sla id their ground, at least 2U lbs. of honey sealed in the and benelicial factors in bringing this value, fluctuating in price but little,
American
editors,
their
do
and
to
to
llee.
We
about,
forced
while he was
combs, feed during the latter days to
if any, and always in accordance with
not yet know what hybridization will the required amount; 2o pounds to a apiarists owe a vole of thanks, if the supply and demand as with all
accomplish, nor has Apis dorsnta j'ei prosperous colony is all that is re- nothing more.
other kinds of produce.
Now that all this has been accom- In perfecting concent ration, we must
appeared on the scene. The editor of quired inordinary winters. Noqueenthe American Bee Journal has less colonies should be kept beyond plished, it is our duty to put forth our
instruct, and look after the unexpeproclaimed A/iis Americana the com- tli is month in any case, unless where energies ill other directions, viz: "Se- rienced, and those making the business
ing bee. But. Mr. Newman. " hide a fertile queens are expected to be in- curing accurate statistical reports,"
a side issue. To accomplish this sucwee." Possibly, Apis Canadensis will troduced. As queens are usually and ''The concentration of our pro- cessfully, we must have the aid of our
win the laurels! I will even forgive cheap at this season, it is a good time ducts on the various markets." To various publications. I trust we shall
length of dagger, if Apis dorsata will to re-queen. Young laying queens accomplish this, will require much dil- soon see our weekly (the Ameuican
bring us length of ligula. The com- introduced during this month will, if igent and earnest work. We must
I5ke Jouiinal), and our monthlies
ing bee must gather the honey crop properly managed, build up colonies, have the aid of all our periodicals and (the Guide, Instructor, Gleanings, and
ofthe red clover for us. Then, how strong in young bees, to go into win- associations throughout the country. Magazine), all enlisted in surmountIn fact each and every one should
we shall revel in liquid sweetness
ter quarters.
ing this great stumbling block.
Keep no old queens a young, vigor- work understanding^ and co-operaMISCELLANEOUS REMARKS.
The importance of this question
ous queen will build up much faster tively.
Co-operation, and a unity of action cannot be too strongly urged, or imAny one who goes through these for winter than queens known to be
mainsprings of printed on the minds of every beebreeding apiaries as I have done, will over 8 and 4 years of age. Equalize are the monstrous
Associated ef- keeper.
not fail to perceive points of distinc- bv taking brood from the extra strong power and progress.
After a careful investigation, we
revolutionize the
tion among the 3 great races, now he- and giving to the weak; but be care- fort is destined to
the world. Is should select 2 or 3 of the most reliafore the apicultural world. I am in- ful and give the weak no more than business operations of
to notice the ble firms in each of our large markets.
clined to think the Palestine race the they can cover and raise, or they will there one who has failed
wonderful results that have been ac- Our journals should advise their readbee primeval, and I subscribe to Mr. perish, and you will be at a loss.
and ers of the selection made, and then
Great care is required in building complished by associated action,
Jones' eloquent outburst, which I suslet us one and all stand by the text.
pect he was rehearsing for the next up small colonies to winter. To unite a combination of interests.
Think of the astounding results that I would suggest for New York, the
small colonies, smoke them well then
convention, somewhat on this wise:
Thurbers & Co., and D. W.
" Behold, the bee which the Lord sprinkle thoroughly with sweetened have been accomplished by the asso- names of
For Chicago, A. II Newco- Quinbv.
What
dairymen.
of
system
ciated
anise
the
heavcreated
peppermint,
when
he
water,
with
scented
God made
for dairying and man, R. A. Burnett, and W. F. Conens and the earth the bee that stored or bergamot; shake the bees alto- operation has done
ner. For Cincinnati, C. F. Muth. If
honey in the carcass of Sampson's gether into an empty box. Take the other branches of agriculture, it may
apiculture. But any bee-keeper knows of better firms,
lion ;"the bee that made Canaan a land combs containing all the brood, and also accomplish for
commencement. he should make it known. Bee-keepflowing with milk and honey; the bee those with the most honey to till the there must be a
ourselves dili- ers that are posted iu relation to other
that gathered the tempting sweet, hive. Pour out the bees before the Then let us all apply
:

;

!

;

I

;

;

:
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large markets, would do well to give
us the desired information.
Another important factor to accomplish success, is, accurate and reliable
statistical reports regarding the yield
of both comb and extracted honey
from all the States, in time for September journals, at the latest. In
this, a weekly journal can be of much
value, as we might obtain the desired
information in many instances, in
time to accept or refuse an open offer.
At the coming Convention of our
North American Society, I trust they
will take this question into consideration, discuss it thoroughly, and take
immediate action on the conclusionsarrived at. I know of but one way to
accomplish the desired object, and
that is through our National Society.
The President should appoint energetic Vice Presidents for every
State. They in turn shall demand of
each and every Secretary of the different Associations within his State,
to collect the correct reports of the
to report
yield within his territory
the same to the Vice President, who
report
to
the
Secretary
of the
shall
National Association, and he be required to cause the same to be published in all the journals, no later than
Sept. 1. There should also be a unity
of action in all our Slate and local Associations. They should instruct their
members to report to th'eir SecretaWe
ries, promptly and accurately.
must have co-operation if we wish to
promote and protect our interests.
;

No

animal will touch them, and they year. To this end the bees should be
outgrow everything they come in con- Italianized. Those who have already
tact with, thus proving the " survival Italian bees can testify to the supeof the fittest.
Sow the seed any- riority of this breed. Those who have
where among rocks, on craggy hill- black bees should now prepare to Italsides, along the highways, in fence ianize next summer.
corners where nothing useful will
One method of Italianizing is to buy
grow, and where the winds and rains of a queen breeder a fertilized queen
will spread them, and in a few years for each hive, and introduce her.
As
your waste places will prove attractive soon as she is accepted the work is
to the eye, and yield abundance of done. All bees produced from her
sweets for the table.
eggs will be Italians. Soon all the
LeClaire, Iowa, Sept. 1, 1881.
old bees will die off, and the young
1

'

—

yellow-backs will take their places.
But this method is somewhat expensive, and we do not advise it. It is
much cheaper, and wiser, for the beekeeper to buy 1 good Italian queen,
introduce her now to a good colony of
bees, and then another year grow
queens from her eggs for all his hives.
ing planting distance in the drills, as Of course the queen can be bought
not every seed sown will grow, nor next spring, but often it is not so easy
to get them in the spring. Moreover,
will the majority. -It is much easier
as they cannot be sent out by mail or
to cut out a stalk here and there, if express until the weather is somewhat warm your operations in queennecessary, than to replant.—Ed.]
rearing in the spring will be some-

[Mr. Dodds has our thanks for his
very interesting article, which our
readers will appreciate.
We have
never seen it growing so luxuriantly
as he describes but if we had, we
would not modify our advice regard;

;

Western Stock Journal.

what

retarded.

To buy an imported Italian queen
from a reliable importer is a good way
to begin. In our apiary we have 2
o. CLUTE.
queens of Dadant's importation. One
was bought in 1880, for which 88.00
The long continued drouth has, in was paid and one bought in June, of
some sections, cut off all hope of a this year, for which $4.00 was paid.
fall honey harvest.
During the last Prom these queens and their progeny
of August bees should be gathering we have reared all our queens.
rapidly
honey
from buckwheat, heartsBut it is hardly necessary now to
and compete with other branches of ease, Spanish needle, golden rod, as- get an imported queen. The Italians
ters,
etc.
But
this
year
the
dry
weather
industry.
that have been carefully bred in
has cut off most of these flowers so
Fayetteville, N. Y. Aug. 20, 1881.
America, are fully equal to their anbadly that the bloom is very light, and
cestors in Italy. A good, home-bred
but little honey is coming in. Some
Italian queen will Italianize an apiary
For the American Bee Journal.
of the hives are storing a small amount
just as well as an imported one, and
Rocky Mountain Bee Plant— Cleome. of surplus others are getting scarcely can usually be bought for about half
more than is needed for brood rearing.
imported one. Good
Probably the most profitable thing the cost of an
T. J. DODDS.
Italians can be
tested, home-bred
for every bee-keeper, is to see that his
bought at from $2.00 to $3.00. Unhives
are now put in good condition
Dr. Keene, in the Bee Journal for
tested queens can be bought for someAugust, asks for information as to the for winter.
what less.
1.
See to it that there is plenty of
best plan of raising this plant. Your
Having got your queen, whether
honey in the brood chamber for the
note in answer thereto is good, but not
imported
or home-bred, put her in a
bees
to winter on. About 25 lbs. is
Here, in the streets of Lecorrect.
small wire-cloth cage, made by rollthe amount needed. This should be
Claire. Scott county, Iowa, the plant
ing up a small piece of wire cloth
good sealed honey.
is growing in all its splendor, and has
about 4 inches long, and putting a
2.
Contract the hives to 8 frames,
been for several years past. In quanof
and put in the division boards. This plug into each end. A short piecethe
tity and area of occupation it is rapidly
corn-cob makes a good plug. Put
gives smaller space for the bees to
on the increase, and in appearance it
queen in the cage, then select the hive
keep warm during the winter.
is indeed beautiful and pleasing to the
in which you desire to put her, smoke
3.
Have
the
covering
of
the
frames
eye. Its ad vent here was in this wise:
it, open it, blow smoke on the tops of
fit close and tight, so that there are no
A returned prospector from Montana, currents of air passing upward through the frames if you are much afraid.
some 12 years ago, brought a few seeds
But it is best not to smoke much, for
and presented them to our now worthy the hive.
Then lift
it makes the queen hide.
4.
It is a good plan to cut a winter
Mayor, It. A. Edwards, as the seed of
out the frames one by one, and exampassage
through
the
combs,
about
2
a beautiful flowering shrub. These
ine each for the queen. If not on the
were planted and carefully nursed un- inches below the top bar. A hole half frame, set it in an empty hive at one
an
inch
in diameter will do. This
til the second season, when they blosside, and go on to the next, and so on
somed beautifully, but their peculiarly gives the bees a passage from comb until the queen is found. When found,
to comb, without going around the
offensive odor made them objectionaThen put your Italian queen
side of the frame.
Hence in cold kill her. two combs, pressing them
ble, and they were plucked up and
weather, when the bees are closely between
thrown into the streets. But like
against the cage, so as to hold it in
Banquo's Ghost, they " would not clustered between the combs, they place. Shut the hive and let it stay
can
go
from
comb
to
comb
through
down." The seeds, carried by the
shut for 48 hours. Then open, smear
winds and wash of the streets in all these passages, and so reach honey the cage with honey, take out one of
would otherwise be inaccessidirections, took root and prospered, which
the plugs and smear honey on the
and to-day the sides of our not-much ble. Two small strips, i a foot long, open end of the cage set the honey
an
inch
wide,
and
of
an
inch
li
4
traveled streets are adorned with the
running by drawing a knife over the
bee plant in luxuriant and abundant thick, laid % an incli apart across the honey near the cage. The queen will
tops
of
the
combs,
will
answer
the
growth— a great improvement on fencome out, and the bees, busy with
same purpose.
nel, jimson and ragweed.
accept her for their queen.
The bees that live over winter and honey, willintroduction
All that Dr. Keene says about it as
can be made
Often the
start work in the hive early in the
to its honey-producing qualities is cor24 hours, and without so much
spring, are the young bees that are in
But for
rect, as is fully demonstrated here by
hatched in the fall. Now if no honey trouble to smear with honey.
the constant appearance of the honey
a beginner the course here recomis comine induringthe fall, the queens
bee from morn till high noon.
is safer.
stop laying, brood rearing ceases early, mended
Iowa City, Iowa.
Its habitat is clay, gravel, rock and and the bees go into winter quarters
limestone. Our river bluffs are car- with none but old bees in the hive.
bonate and magnesian limestone, our These naturally die off during the winFor the American Bee Journal.

Management

for September.

;

Sept. 14,
ant-bed until you find the nest, which
will be known by the white eggs.
Then pour on your water, and make
the dirt into a thin mud, right in the
nest, and pour the water on plentifully, so as to effectually poison the
very earth. By this means you dispose of ants and queen ant, and unlit
the larvae for reproduction. You may
miss destroying it the first trial, but
you will eventually clean them up.
Keep the cyanide of potash out of
reach of children, as it is a violent
poison. It retails at the drug stores
for about SI per lb.
I would thank you to tell me why a
young queen which has 2 or 3 combs
of brood, with the combs built from
worker foundation, lays drone eggs
here and there in the brood nest, right
among the worker cells. I have one
which has some 13 drone cells capped
in the worker comb. She seems to be
prolific, and her bees are nice workers. They do not seem to have bargained for the drones, as I found one,
upon lifting the frame out, tugging
manfully at one poor drone which was
not capped, and, as I lifted the comb
clear of the hive, off it went with its
load.

Allow me to express my own thanks
(with those of others), to Prof. Cook,
for his valuable contributions to your
columns. They are always to the
point, and invaluable to the beekeeper. I wish the Bee Journal
wealth and prosperity.
Bastrop, Texas.
[The laying of drone eggs in worker
frequent occurrence, espewith queens that are tardy in
mating.— Ed.]
cells is of

cially

;

;

'

and gutters are Macadamized ter, or in early spring, before young
and paved with this stone, and in this bees are reared in their places. This
the bee plant finds its most attractive is one of the causes of much of the
home. Hundreds of plants can be disaster in wintering. The remedy is
streets

counted in sight by the writer of

this,

that will measure 5 feet in circumference and 5 feet in height how is that
for your 30-inch drills and 6 inches
apart r Before commencing this article, through curiosity and to be able
to speak from actual knowledge, I
went across the streetand counted the
pods on one stalk alone out of hundreds of the same kind all around.
They numbered 272; the space occupied was 5 10-12 ft., height 5 8-12 feet,
circumference of stalk iy inches. No
rain here for nearly 3 months, yet they
are green, luxuriant and beautiful.
;

to feed the hives a small amount each
day for two or three weeks after honey
gathering ceases. They can be fed at

night, by putting the feeders into the
rear end, or into the top of the hives.
ounces of sugar made into a thin
syrup and fed to each hive daily until
after Oct. 1, will insure a good quantity of young bees in each hive.
With plenty of honey, plenty of
young bees, and a small warm hive,
the bees are in a good condition to
withstand the most rigorous winter.
It is a good plan to provide now for
doing good work with the bees another

Two

Ants in the Apiary.
A. B.

MCLAVY.

The remedy I use strikes at the
root of the trouble, and if persisted
in for a short time, will effectually re-

move them.
First, with a weeding hoe clear the
ground in and around the yard of
weeds and tufts of grass now, in a
day or two, the ants will have established a trail from their beds to the
hives. By this means you can readily
trace them home. Now to a five gallon can of water, add say, 10 ounces of
;

cyanide of potassium 'let it dissolve.
Now with a trowel dig gently in the
;

For the American Bee Journal.

Improving Honey Plants.
D. K.

BOUTELLE.

past, much has
in the bee-papers in relasecuring
honey
from red clotion to
ver. Some have proposed lengthening the tongues of the bees, while
others have talked about shortening
the corollas of the clover. In the last
weeks' Bee Journal, Mr. Dadant
recommends going at the business
"both ways." That is it exactly;
breed both ways. I now have a recollection which may possibly throw a
ray of light in the clover direction.
From some .50 to 60 years ago, when
a boy, my home was at Westminster,
Vt.,'by the banks of the Connecticut
river. I remember that the farmers
in that vicinity used to raise a kind
of red clover known as the "Darby
clover," sometimes called " early clover." They liked it, they said, for
these reasons
The straw being finer than the
1.

For several years

been said

old or large clover,
for stock.
2.

It

was ready

made

better hay

to cut

two weeks

earlier.
3.

By giving

it

a sprinkle of plaster

good second crop.
remember, too, that it was said to
have been obtained by a man by the

of Paris, they got a
I

name

of Darby, by selecting the earliheads, and then from clover grown from the seed of these, selecting the earliest and smallestagain,
and continuing to do so several times.
I remember that they got heavy crops
of this kind.
Now if such a clover can be very
generally raised, with equal or greater
profit to the farmers than the coarser
kind, and have it bloom two weeks
earlier than the white, and then get a
second bloom after the white has
passed, and have the bees breed up,
and the clover down until they match,
it would be a nice arrangement.
I have little, or no doubt it may be
accomplished. It is probable then,
that the clover, if put on rich soils,
may tend to a reversion towards its
former large size ; but an occasional
selection of the smallest may be made
so as to keep it down, and so of the
bees to keep them up in size and
length of tongues. Let it be tried.
Lake City Minn., Sept. 3, 1881.

est, smallest
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Igg-The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' been disappointed by the queenin Chicago, on breeders. Out of 4 ordered, I received
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25 1 and she lays but a few dozen eggs
bee-keepers
and 26. All
are cordially daily, while one of my own rearing
invited to attend. It is desired to lills a. Langstiuth frame in 21 hours.
make this one of the most interesting My bees have done well during May
conventions ever held in the United and June they filled up nicely with
states. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
dandelion honey of extra quality, and
then worked on red clover till the 1st
C. C. COFFINBERRY, Sec.
of July, when the drouth cut off all
honey. White clover seemed not to
(ST The Western Michigan Bee- yield honey I did not see a dozen
Keepers' Association will meet in bees on white clover this summer.
Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday, During this month they have done
Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at well on buckwheat, smart-weed and
10:30 a. in.
All interested, are cordi- golden rod. They are crowding out
ally invited.
the queens with honey (I have no exWm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
tractor yet) and cannot be induced to
Coopersville, Mich., Aug. 29, 1881.
work in sections, even at the sides,
though I use bright foundation and
white comb in the sections. 1 hope
OS" The Northern Michigan Bee- that the Bee Journal may prove a
Keepers' Association will hold its
as it is pracfourth Annual Convention at Maple great success financially,
tically.
M. E. Darby.
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
Dexter, Iowa, Aug. 30, 1881.
and 12, 1881.
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
Association will meet

,

;

Kent nek)' Bee-Keepers' Association.
second annual convention of
tlic Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in the Exposition Building, in Louisville, Ky., on
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 12
and 13, 1881. The following is the
programme: Wednesday, Oct. 12.
Addresses as follows, to be followed
by discussion
"Manner of Transfer1 to 5 p. m.
ring Bees, and When to Do It;" W.
T. Sears, Bowling Green, Ky.
"Should We Encourage All to Keep
Bees, or Only Those who will Make a
Specialty of Bee-Keeping;" Dr. E.

—The

—

Diane. Eminence, Ky.
" The Pleasures and Profits of BeeKeeping; " James Erwin, Claypool.
Ky.
Receiving new members.
7 to 9.

;

—

Bee-Keepers' Union.— The Eastern
New York Bee-Keepers' Union AssoMiscellaneous business.
will hold their eighth semiciation,
"Foul Brood, Prevention and Cure;"
annual Convention on Tuesday, Sept.
C'has. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
" Honey Producing Plants, and How 27, 1881, at 10 a. m., at Knowersville,
All bee-keepers are invited to
to Cultivate them;" W. T. Stewart, N. Y.

Eminence, Kv.
Thursday Oct. 13, 9 to 12— Report
of nominating committee. Election
of officers and installation.
"Sacred History of Honey and Bees;"
Rev. L. Johnson. Walton Ky.
Essay (subject not yet selected)
Dr. J. P. II. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
"The Several Races of the Honey

W. D. Wright,
N. D. West, Sec.

attend.

Pres.

Cheap Foundation Machines.— Please
answer the following questions Have
you ever seen any of the foundation
machines advertised in the Bee Journal, price, $5.00 ? It seems to me if
they were all right they would be just
the machine for a small apiary of 50
or 100 colonies I would like to hear
from some one who has seen them.
Would it do to sow sweet clover with
wheat V We are having very dry
weather here now, and should it continue till late in the fall, would it not
be best to wait till spring before sow:

;

(ST The South Eastern Mich. BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its 4th
meeting at the Court House, in Ann
Arbor, Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1881, at 9
o'clock a. m.; the week of the County ing ? How much seed per acre ?
John Crawford.
Fair. An adjourned meeting may be
Bee. their Relative Merits, etc;" G. held during the week. All interested
Pleasant, Ind., Sept. 1, 1881.
W. Demaree. Christiansburg, Ky. Mr. are invited to attend. By order of the
[We have not seen the machine, and
Demaree will illustrate his essay by Executive Committee.
know nothing more of them than the adan exhibition of Cyprian, Italian, and
N. A. Prudden, Chairman.
other queens and bees.
vertisement says. Undoubtedly sweet
Louisville being the metropolis of
clover will do well sown with wheat.
i^= The North Eastern Wis. BeeKentucky, the Exposition being in
Plant it this fall, 6 to 8 pounds per
progress, cheap round trip tickets are Keepers' Association, will hold its
fall
meeting at Peewaukee, Wis., on acre.— Ed.]
sold from every rail road point in the
State, the bee-keepers can make their Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 11 and
Crop.— The honey
A full attendance is cordially re- California Honey
visit to the Exposition at the time the 12.
Notice of the plauce of season in the 3 lower counties, which
convention is held, and assist in mak- quested.
are the the main honey producing
ing the society a credit to the State. meeting will be found at the local
counties of the State, are nearly a
fine display of bee-keepers' sup- Post Office.
Geo. Church, Pres., Neenah, Wis. failure; the only apiaries that have
plies, honey, etc., is expected, and
taken any surplus, as far as I can
some of the most prominent bee-keep- Frances Dunham, il5'ec.,Depere,Wis. learn, are located on the south side of
ers in America, who will be in attendthe Sierra Madre range and are
ance at the National Bee-Keepers'
South Western Iowa Bee Association. but about 15 miles in length, extendConvention, at Lexington, Oct. 5, 6.
The regular annual meeting of this ing 2 miles west of the San Antonia
and 7, are expected to attend. All association, will occur at the apiary Canon on the west, to Lytle Creek on
are invited.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
of James T. Fife, in Jasper township, the east, and will, taken all together,
near Corning, Iowa, on Thursday af- average about % of a crop. Honey
ternoon, Sept. 29. The place of meetprice, but is
$gF Owing to the fact that the time ing is such that the topics considered here is bringing a good
mostly amber colored, the amount of
of the regular meeting of the Union
will be practically demonstrated. FolBee Association, at Shelbyville, Ky., lowing is the programme: Business white sage honey being very small.
The amount of honey in this neighconflicts with the time fixed bytheexintro- borhood is about 50.000 lbs., "most of
of Society; raising of queens
ecutive committee, to hold the Na- duction of queens dividing of bees
which is still held by the producers.
tional at Lexington, the meeting of practical handling
full atof bees.
A. A. Dexter, Jr.
the Union, at Shelbyville. has been tendance is desired.
Cucamonga, Cal., Sept. 1, 1881.
postponed till the 20th of October.
J. T, Fife, Pres.
G. W. Demaree. Sec.
W. J. Oliver, Sec.
832 Pages for $2. I have received
Christiansburg, Ky., Sept. 3, 1S81.

A

—

;

;

A

;

—

a lot of the special edition of the

f$gr

The Eastern Michigan

bee-keepfall meet-

(j^ The Rock River Valley Bee- ers' Association will hold its
Keepers' Convention, will be held at ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
Monroe Center, on the third Tuesday A. hall, at 10 o'clock a. m.
We hope a good attenin October.
A. B. Weed, Sec.
dance will be the outcome, and theibee
-

interest revived.

D. A. Cipperly,

Sec.

tiggr The time selected by the Executive Committee for holding the National Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,
All beeis October 5,0 and 7, 1881.
beepers are invited to attend and take
part in the deliberations of the Convention. As Lexington is a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the

stkl^HMSpjt

Bees Doing: Well on Fall Flowers.—
There are 25 bee-keepers in this township, 6 miles square, and I think that
I am the only one who takes a beeNorth, South, East and West, and paper. I do not see how any earnest
from Canada, and that the 12th annual bee-keeper can, after seeing a copy
meeting of the North American Bee- of the American Bee Journal,
forego the pleasure of receiving such
Keepers' Society will be the most ina journal as yours once a week. I
teresting meeting that the bee-keepers
find more useful information in an
of the United States have ever held.
issue of the Bee Journal, than in
N. P. Allen, Pres.
any of the monthlies. I admire the
fairness with which you treat the theSouthwestern Wisconsin ories of different writers on disputed
tggr The
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its points. I had but 2 colonies to comnext meetingin Platteville, Grant Co., mence with in the spring; have taken
some honey, and increased to 6, and
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. France. Wee, Platteville, Wis. should have increased to 10, had I not

Bee

Hopes Revived. — My hopes revived
morning when 1 noticed my bees
were hard at work, coining in heavily
laden with honey and pollen. Wishing
to know where they obtained it, I went
to the slough and creek, which are 4
to Yi a mile from my apiary.
I wtis

this

>

surprised,

tom

when

I

fields, to find

reached the flat, botmy bees gathering

and honey from cockle-burr
blossoms, which were so thick that
a person could hardly walk through
it was covered with bees, and there
was plenty of the broad Spanishneedle
and some boneset in bloom, but there
was not a bee on anything but the
cockle-burr, except a few on the rank
horse-weeds. I was not aware that
bees would gather pollen and honey
from it. What are its merits, and is
it good for the bees V
I inclose a twig
that grows in clusters near my apiary,
and is just beginning to bloom. I noticed last year that it blossomed till
frost, and the bees abandoned everypollen

;

thing else for

it

just before frost.

Tell

me its name and value as a honey plant.
As there are two kinds of Spanishneedle (flat and round) please tell me
if there is any difference in their value
as honey producers, and their proper
names. Prospects are better to-day.
No rain yet not so hot, and a little
cloudy. I am glad we are to have the
;

Bee Journal next
handy form.
Kane, 111., Sept.

year in such a
R. M. Osborn.

1, 1881.

[Mr. Osborn need not be surprised
that cocklebur (Xantkiurn) yields nectar, as nearly all the composite plants
do so more or less, while many yield
most bountifully. The twig inclosed
is from another plant of the same family.
It is an aster. I think that all
species of Bidens (beggarticks) yield
honey. There are five species. A. J.

—

Cook. J

—

My Experience with Bees. I had
kept bees (are rather let them keep
themselves), about 30 years. In January, 1879, I bought a copy of Cook's
Manual, and read up the subject
through the winter. In June, I took
3 box hives and went to live, with a
man who had an experience of several
years, and had the reading of the

American Bee Journal.

I

in-

creased to 12, wintered in the cellar,
putting them in Nov. 1, and took
them out April 1, 1880, alive, but
weak. They kept dying until I had
but 4 left. I increased to 8, but obtained no honey from them but they
had enough for wintering. I had 1
colony stolen, bought 1 in its place,
left them on the summer stands, last
winter, making outside hives; the
sides, 3-inch space, I filled with chaff;
in the spring I bad 5 left, but weak.
I bought a weak one, increased to 8,
and extracted 245 lbs. of white honey,
leaving them in good condition for
winter. I took 2 box hives on shares,
last spring, have increased them to 8,
and extracted 150 lbs. of white honey.
Unless I see some plan, before putting
them in winter quarters, that I think
would be better, 1 intend to put them
in the cellar and put the chaff hives
around them, when I put them out in
;

and I am well
pleased with the change it gives us
more reading matter, and will be in a
more convenient shape for binding
and preserving. It will be the cheapest book on bee literature extant. 832
3-column pages, quarto size, for $2,
and 1 number is well worth the subscription price. I will send you about the spring. Cyril J. Asselstine.
100 names to whom you may send
Lyn, Ont., Sept. 3, 1881.
sample copies of the American Bee
awaken
an
trying
to
am
Journal. I
interest in bee culture in Texas, and
Extracted Honey in Canada. — Bees
hope by the coming spring every bee- have been doing" nothing since the
keeper who has enterprise enough, last of July, owing to the protracted
will take a bee periodical of some de- drouth everything is withered. I inscription. I wish you a success in all creased from 55 colonies in the spring
your undertakings.
to 97, and took 3,000 lbs. extracted, and
Wm. R. Howard.
300 lbs. comb honey. Grocers and the

Journal

for

1882,

;

;

Kingston, Texas, Sept.

1, 1881.
public are. getting very suspicious of
extracted honey in Canada, as
[Dr. Howard's compliment is very buying
some has been placed on the market
he
has
articles
as
such
and
;
gratifying
in an unripe condition, and aftergiven us, help to earn it.— Ed.]
others have no
wards fermented
faith in the purity of extracted honey,
have had and won't have it, as the public won't
Uried to a Crisp.—
over 2 months without rain, and all buy it. There will be a very fine disThe play of honey exhibits and apiarian
crisp.
vegetation is dried to a
country is now suffering, and the poor appliances, at the Toronto Exhibimust suffer greatly during the coming tion, next month.
I. C. Thorn, M. D.
W. S. Rainey.
winter.
Streetsville, Can., Aug. 31, 1881,
Columbia, Tenn., Sept. 1, 1881.
;

We
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Dwindling;.— I had a small second if handled gently, they submit nicely. We often get letters inquiring about
the lirst part of June, which I My Cyprians have passed through the our transportation and market. First
put in a Langstroth improved. As I most trying ordeal in the last 6 weeks we transport our honey 14 miles in
was moving from that part of the of drouth and famine, and their be- row-boats down the Chippola river, to
county, the bees were removed half a havior has differed but little from its junction with the Appalachicola,
mile. I went to see them and others that of my Italians and hybrids. If where we reship on steamboats. The
which I left about the 12th of July. they once get the taste of stolen sweets nearest market is at Eufala, Ala.. 300
They appeared to have decreased con- however, their energy is simply terri- miles distant, where a fine quality of
extracted honey bringsSl a gallon. and
G. W. Demaueb.
siderably. I took the top box of an- ble.
10@15c. per lb. for comb; Columbus,
Christiansburg, Ky., Aug. 27, 1881.
other, and drove the bpes from that
Ga., 000 miles, same price; Macon,
into the weak hive. They appeared
Ga., freights are higher, as it leaves
to be doing better for some time, but
Explanation of Mailing Label.— My the river, and a fine quality is worth
of hue they seem to be decreasing.
time is out at the end of September,
large swarm which came out about 3 but the label on the paper shows it $1.10@1.20 Atlanta. Ga., is about the
weeks ago was added a few days since. out now ; it ought to read Oct. 1, as I same. We have packed this crop in
gallon, and 1. 2 and 5 gallon cans.
They have plenty of combs but no paid to that time. My 32 colonies
honey, and in order to winter them have given 1000 lbs. comb in sections Our returns so far have netted from
they must be fed. I see Prof. Cook white, 500 lbs. extracted white, and 87>2 to S1.05 per gallon for extracted,
recommends coffee A sugar. I do not 200 lbs. dark, and more coming now. and about 12c. per lb. for comb. We
have a disease among our bees similar
know it by that name is it the comJohn L. Davis.
to that described by Quinby as foul
mon Sc. sugar? Can you recommend
Holt, Mich., Sept. 5, 1881.
brood. Success to t he good old Amera simpler feeder than that which Prof.
[The mark on the wrapper label is ican Bee Journal.
Cook describes? I am in a country
Alderman & Roberts.
"
where the old straw skep," as they all right. Subscribers are entitled to
Wewahitchka, Fla., Aug. 20, 1881.
Their method the Bee Journal till the end of the
call the hive, is in use.
is to kill the bees in the fall, and those
they do not wish to treat so cruelly are months printed on the label. Ed.]
Melilot and Spider Plant.— I inclose
left on the summer stand, without
two specimens, the seed of one of
more protection or care than in sum130 lbs. of Surplus Honey per Colony. which was purchased for spider plant.
mer. I wintered but two colonies last
Ithasbeen in fullbloom for one month,
I enclose slip From the premium list
ever
first
had.
were
the
I
season, which
of the Chickasaw Co. Fair. You will and the terrible drouth has no effect
What was the cause of the dwindling? see they have offered the Ameri- on it, but I have the first bee to see on
J. Roaduouse.
can Bee Journal as premiums, but it yet. I think it may be there is some
Lakefield, Quebec, Aug. 17, 1881.
they have made a mistate in giving it mistake about the seed. The other 1
[Your moving the swarm but half a lor a second instead of first premium, bought for melilot, and I have never
as i suggested. They have promised seen a bee on it. Are they the genumile would cause the dwindling, as
ine plants?
R. W. Keene, M. D.
to change that another year
workers
probably
reof
the
fieldmost
Versailles, Ky., Sept. 3, 1881.
Division J— Class No. 21.
turned to the old location; it is also
[The specimens sent are true to
Best sample box honey, quality and
probable the queen is worthless— she style of package considered, S2.00 2d name. We do not know how to acshould have filled the hive with brood best do., American Bee Journal.
count for the bees not working on
Best sample of extracted honey,
after the first dwindling occurred, and
there is very
SI .50 2d best do., American Bee Jour- them, unless it be that
you should have investigated her value nal.
little of it in bloom, and bees are not
when you examined the hive in July.
Best display of honey by one exhi- yet attracted to it. We had a few
sugar is the best grade, and bitor. S2.00; 2d best do., American cleome plants in bloom last summer,
Coffee
Bee
Journal.
next to granulated in price. It is preand have never
The honey yield has not been as good and again this season,
ferred, because less liable to contain
since the 15th of July, as it was before seen a bee on them, although the melglucose, and is easily dissolved. The that time, yet shall have
I
at least as ilot in close proximity was alive with
simplest feeder is an old fruit (or simi- large an average yield per colony, as I bees all the season, yet we know the
lar) can with the top removed, fill with had last year, viz: 130 lbs. per colony.
cleome is a good honey plant, and a
sugar syrup or honey, tie a cloth over 1 am sure of at least 14 000 lbs. from favorite with the bees where it grows
my 108 colonies, and will have more if
the mouth, place two square half-inch September should be as favorable for in large quantities. Ed.]
sticks on top the frames, and invert honey as it is sometimes.
O. O. PoPPLETON.
the feed cans on these.— Ed.]
Poor Honey Season.— About all the
Williamstown, Iowa, Sept. 1, 1881.
bees in this county died last winter,
and what few are left are doing poorly.
The Drouth— Cyprian Bees, Etc.—
Getting Rid of Fertile Workers.—
Last spring I had 8 left out of 23 good
The drouth continues all over our
have
had
some
experience
with
getting
colonies. I have increased to 18 now.
In the most favored localities,
state.
the corn and hemp crops are cut at rid of fertile worker, and have con- and they are storing buckwheat honey
least 50 per cent, below the average, cluded that the most profitable way is very rapidly now. I have no extractor,
and the tobacco crop is nearly ruined. to let them work on what combs they and some of them are crowding the
In many places the condition of things can take care of until the close of the queens out of all but 1 comb. I have
is simply desperate.
Our line blue honey season, and then take away to take the full combs out and replace
grass pastures would burn like a dash. their combs and let them go. But if with foundation. I use ahive I3%xl4
Stock water is failing rapidly ; no rain, a person is anxious to increase his col- with a super cap that covers all ; the
no dews. The case of the poor honey onies I will say that, like introducing frames are 12x12 inches, and the secbees is gloomy indeed. Not a flower queens, yon may succeed in all of the tion boxes are 0x6 inches. Bees done
is to be seen
the land, except the different ways, but none of them are better in these hives last winter
tough iron weed. Few colonies will always sure. They are like all rules than any other. I have known of but
live to see the flowers open next in bee-keeping have many excep- 4 natural swarms out of about 00 colospring. Of course progressive bee- tions. The way I have done this year nies in this county. It has been very
keepers will feed those under their is to take a strong colony that has dry until this week, we have had 2
care. I am now feeding 6 or 7 colo- plenty of brood, and after smoking good rains. I have had 5 years' study
nies that have come to want at this both colonies thoroughly, mix all to- and 3 years' experience with bees, and
early stage of the game. I would like gether and divide equally, putting eggs am 20 years of age. I found one
to reject the doctrine of " partheno- in each hive. This has not failed me colony in the timber late in the fall of
genesis " if I could find a more reas- this year, but may next every time so 1878; this I Itilianized in 1879. and
onable theory. The substitute offered with all rules in the business. Some have obtained a new queen every
by Mr. C. J. Robinson, is simply mon- of my tender-hearted bee friends may season for cross breeding. The Bee
strous. Sexual impregnation through think it cruel to take away their honey, Journal cannot be beat.
Thos. Chantry.
and by means of the digestive organs, but they must remember that these
Casey, Iowa, Aug. 30, 18sl.
is too unreasonable and improbable to bees, with the best nursing, will not
entertain a single thought. It is even live until November.
E. B. SouxnwicK.
worse than blind parthenogenesis.
Size for Nucleus Hives.— In the Bee
Mendon, Mich., Sept. 3, 1881.
Mr. Dadant's evil report concerning
Journal for Aug 3, I notice a ques"
his Cyprian bees, imported
by way
tion is asked by Mr. S. Coulthard, of
of Italy," don't sound well after adHoney Season in Florida. We com- Preston, Ohio, who wishes to know
vertising and selling them. I suspect menced in the spring with 250 colo- the best size for nuclei holding Langthat he has got them mixed with those nies. From about 50 of these no in- stroth frames. I make all my nucleus
" gentle dark Italians" of his. If I crease or surplus 200 have given
us hives to hold 4 Langstroth frames, and
wanted to breed up a game race of 80 swarms, 83H gallons of extracted think that they are the handiest, espebees to engage in a prize light. I would and 1,850 lbs. of comb honey, in 2 and cially where we want to rear bees to
commence by crossing the Cyprians 3 lb. sections. We expect 200 gallons sell by the pound. 1 observe many are
with Mr. Dadant's 'dark Italians." more of extracted. It has not been a giving their report for the season.
The robust Cyprian joined witn the very favorable season with us, as the Mv bees have earned mean average of
ferocious " dark " hybrids, would cul- spring was backward. We will not $17.29 for each colony I had lastspiing,
minate in just such a storm as friend mention our wax, as we intend work- and each colony has increased to four.
Dadant describes. In justice to the ing it up into foundation, on the Dun- How is that for Indiana? We had the
Cyprians, 1 wish to say that I have ham machine, which we find upon trial heaviest yield of linden honey I have
handled them for a year past, im- is good enough for us. We find our ever seen. I am looking for a good
ported stock, and crossed with pure Italians, which we bought from Dr. fall crop. I like the Bee Journal
Italians, and although they have a J. P. II. Brown, have given us about best in its weekly form
success to it.
rather dangerous, inquisitive appear- J3 more honey than the natives. We
Geo. W. Baker.
ance when the hive is lirst opened, will Italianize all as soon as we can.
Lewisville, Ind., Sept. 3, 1881.

swarm

A

;

M

Sept. 14,
About Winter Temperature.

late

where no

flue is at

;

A

Paul, Minn., Sept.

;

—

;

;

I

5, 1881.

We

do not think the oil stove
would be advisable, because of the
[1.

odor.
2.
By putting in a tube running to
the outside.
3.

No

4.

No;

5.

Two

bees,

;

if

but slight.

unless jarred.
frames well supplied with

and with

sufficient

honey.— Ed.]

Fair Increase, hut Little Surplus.
bought 3 colonies in the spring of
two swarms and
1880. which gave
125 lbs. of surplus honey.
Being sick,
I lost all but two colonies in the winter

I

me

and spring for want of proper attention.
I bought 10 more colonies, giv-

me 12 to commence this season
with. I concluded to let them swarm
naturally, as I wanted increase more
than honey. I now have 30 colonies,
all but2in good condition, which Ishali
unite. Surplus crop will be light, on
account of dry weather. One swarm
that came off June 17th, which filled
a 30 pound crate in 4 to 5 days after
filling their hive, and last week I took
off the same hive 18 sections 5xfi,
weighing about 35 lbs., and they will
ing

work some

yet.
I have not taken all
surplus off yet, but think I will
lbs.
I am now preparing a cellar to put them in this winter
where they will be by themselves.

my

have some 400

J.

Breakabeen, N. Y., Aug.

Dibble.
30, 1881.

Seeds for Honey Plants.— Please inform us through the Bee Journal,
who has melilot clover seed for sale,
also seed for other honey plants, and
young basswood trees, and oblige

many

subscribers.
J.

Vandervort.

Laceyville, Pa., Sept.

5, 1881.

[See our advertising pages.— Ed.]

m

—

3.

Wm. Wakefield.
St.

—

;

hand?

notice the best temperature given is
42° to 50°; suppose frost is seen by
condensation overhead, or a slight
frost on the bottom of the cellar, does
it materially affect the bees ? 4.
Are
bees disturbed
unless
hives are
touched, or are they sensitive upon
the approach of a person, while in
their winter quarters ? 5. How small
a nucleus will do well in the cellar
with sufficient stores ?

;

:

— Wish-

ing to increase the heat in my cellar
at times, as in extreme cold weather
the frost sometimes makes its appearance, can I do so by means of a kerosene oil stove, or not, for reason of
the odor? 2. How best can I venti-

—

Rev. Mr. Langstroth's Promise. On
page 218 of current volume of the Bee
Journal, Mr. Langstroth wrote in
strong commendatory terms of Mr.
Hill's plan of preparing his bees for
passing the winter, with a promise to
it to the Bee Journal,
for us to adopt, if we ap-

communicate
in season

proved of it. Having great confidence
in Mr. Langstroth's opinions in apiarian matters. I feel quite anxious to
have it appear in the pages of the

Bee Journal,

so as to give ample

time to make the necessary preparations, and not be hurried to do it when
the time has arrived for its use, as
most things done hurriedly are apt to
be slighted.

The

flattering prospects

June, and the forepart of July in
this vicinity for a good yield of honey,
was cut short by the hot and dry
in

weather. Two weeks ago, we anticipated that a few filled boxes of honey
we had received would constitute the
crop for the season, but, in spite of
the dry weather, when the heartease
came into bloom the bees began to
wake up and stir themselves, and for
the past week have been storing in
the boxes again, and as we have had
a light shower of rain recently to revive vegetation, we may yet, perhaps,
secure Jy of an average yield, if frost
does not interfere with it.
L. James.
Atlanta, 111., Sept. 7, 1881.
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Advertisements.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

Bl'YEHS' IMPUTATIONS.

The American Ber Journal

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5centa each.
igg"

IgiT Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so hy paying the difference.

OPFICK OF AMERICAN BKK JOURNAL,
Saturday,

The following aro the luteal quotations
Honey and Beeswax received up to this hour

l
J

for

Advertisements inteililed
reach this oflice by
Saturday of the previous week.

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Chicago.

;

7@!IC.

BEESWAX

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.

Al.

11.

quality, is&TJic.

These Pnl'shuv a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candled Honey, The gullnn and
half gallon palls ave a ball or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 60 cents. These pails
are very u-eful for many other purposes, after «ing emptied of the honey hy consumers. The following are the prices

Newman, 972 W. Mudlson

NEW

St.

FORK.

1

HONKY-There is no settled market price yet
for honey, as there is none selling.
quote us follows: White comb, in small
boxes, iGfeeifc dark, in small boxes, liUgilSc. Extracted, white, I0&12C.; durk, 7<.<;ie.
BKKdWAX.-Prime quality, 22**24c.
Thorn & Co., und 16 Devoo avenue.

:

We

u

PerDnz.

ALFRED

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— La^t week

1 paid King Cramer 17c. per
for u lot of ubout 2,000 lbs. It was in the Muth
sections, .V4X1;, without separators
Every comb
Is perfect, which speaks well for the producer.
If
Mr. Cramer dirt nut succeed, this season, in establishing rules for queen fertilization, he succeeded
admirably In getting one of the rJnest lots of comb
h -ney in the country. Extracted honey is just
commencing t be in good demand.
Good comb honey, in sections, is worth
I quote
14<" inc., on arrival.
Extracted, 7@9e. on arrival.
BBKSWA,\.— I8@22c, on anival. 1 have paid
25c. per Id. for choice lots.
C. F. Muth.

Per 100

*i.*o
$12.00
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
"
"
8.00
Half Gallon, '* 5
....
1.50....
"
"
7.O0
.-•
1.20....
guart,
2)4 "
"
4.oo
"
75....
Pint,
\% "

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

972

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

Benepscn.—Price

of

25 cents each.

•

When

changing a postoflice address, mention the old as well as the
$iT

new

address.

State Agricultural

»SO

Fnffex;

i:t:t

College of

Fine

the

Michigan.

Illtutlriitlonii.

:

BOSTON.
HONEY~The prices of honey are not regularly
Constitutions and By-Laws for
quoted in our papers here. We quote Honey in
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
pound sections retails at 25c: in 2 pound sec20C.
name of the Association printed in the tions.
BEESVVAX-P ime quality, 25C.
blanks for 50 cents extra.
Crock uk & Blake, 57 Chatham Street,

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
first edition of 3,0u0 copies waa exhausted in
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of tho honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
fulldescerlptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last, though
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

;

Street, Chicago,

111.

lb.

—Langstroth,I>zierzon.aud the Baron

COOK,

J.

1

Prime

;

fg^T Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Bv A.

Of Lansing, Proftssnr 0/ Entomology In

•«-•-•-•

Ribbon Radges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee m gold,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

11 11

:

HONEY-New honey la coming in freely nnd the
demand is good.
We quote light oomb honey, In single comb
for the Bee boxes,
in larger boxes ^o. less. Kxtmcted
iH&'J/JQ

Journal must

we send

4 p. m., Sept. lo, 1881.

is the old cut Bee
ami hus n large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farm11.
ers, mechanics, professional and business
and Is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

in AniiTlcii,

I'iipor

The British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The

British lire Journal is puhlished monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and how todo doit. O.N.ABKOIT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture. Kairlawn.Southal I. London.
|1.76,

Read

Igir

the following opinirms of the

Book;

:

All agree that

1

» »•

Faded or Gray Hair gradually recovers its youthful color and lustre by
the use of Parker's Hair Balsam, an
elegant dressing, admired for its pur-

and rich perfume.

ity

CLEVELAND.
white and itic. tor 2 lb. sections.
Extracted honey, L0@12c.
BEESWAX— itm 20c.
A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
lb.

1

36w4t

is More Strength restoring
a 50 cent bottle of Parker's
Ginger Tonic than in a bushel of malt
or a gallon of milk. As an appetizer,
blood purifier and kidney corrector,
there is nothing like it, and invalids
find it a wonderful invigorant for
mind and body. See other column.

There

power

in

86w4t

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a

meager

the supply and

demandaretoo

—Southern. pure.2Irt^ c .; Western,
12&13C—Baltimore Markit

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New. in 1 or 2
Indianapolis stuck Review.

sections,

lb.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Demand

improving slightly

We quote New extracted, 7<3t9c.;

Round

lots

sold— extracted

cans at

in

;

prices

comb, H@lfic.

:

7j^(&8Vdc.,

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the. time to which
you have paid. Always send money

and choice comb in fancy pkgs. at 17c.
BEESWAX — Prime yellow sells at 20@21c.
K. C. Greer a Co., 17 N. Main Street.

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

nominal.

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.
;

HONEY.— The

BEESWAX-

Fur a Club of '£.— a copy of
"
"

"
"

"

"

"

i

e*We have a SPECIAL EDITION
the Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
of
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any one who may desire to disetc.
tribute them to bee-keepers will be

supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

and

eilitoi

is

WAIlD,
ST.,

10 cents.

Editor and Proprietor.

CHICAGO

-

EMERSON BINDERS.

Binder* for (he Weekly B«*e JourB5

mil, oi* 18**1, cloth and paper, poMtuiUd,

cents.
We can furnish Emerson's Binders, gilt lettered
on the back, for Ambkk-an Bee Jocknal for

I88O.

at the following prices, postage paid
Cloth and paper, each
,
50c.
:

Leather and cloth
75c.
%ST~ We can also furnish the Binder for any Paper or

Magazine desired.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

III.

Wetd,

Mich.
Arbor, Mich.
5-7— National, hi Lexington, Ky.
r-ec, Detroit,

Mich., at

Farm rs, Mutheis, L.u Liess Men, Mechan&c who are tired out by work or worry, and'
who are miserable with. Dyspepsia. Kheuma-,

Ail

,

Kidney or Liver Com-y"U can be invigorated a^d cured bv using

tism. Neuralgia or Bowel,

of Meeting.

29— Southwestern Iowa, near Corning, Iowa.
W.J.Oliver, Sec.
Oct. 4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B.

Lii-Un" of nil rorinroet..
Ne-v,4J uMonnbt
Soli
byd«.i'eriin Urn s& Perfumery. Sirnatc.re of Hismx 4
ryloltle.
l-.k.-v"

Cologne

Sept. 13-15— On'ario Bee-Keepers, Toronto, Ont.
27— Eastern N. Y. Union. Knowersville. N. Y.
N. U. West. Sec. MUldleburg, N. Y.

5— Southeastern

Tho Mnst Frasmnt and

Fioreston

all

Ann

Dr. E. Parujiy, Sec, New York City.
12 -Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Uoodno. Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.

plaints

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
II you
r J wasting away
.'sipation or any weakness,

•

PARKER'S
HAIR BALAAM_

Removec Dandruff
Prevents BnldneM
-.
t

.

r

<

.:..r

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new ami ureal
Medical Wt>rk, wnrranted the
be.3tui]dcheape;.t.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of late, or Self-

,

27— Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Phitteville, Wis.

Wilft i-onsmnpi.on, JJ.S-.
vou will find l'a ker's*

.GingerTonic the greate-t Blood Fertilizerandthe;
Best Health* StrenethKestoreryouCan Useland far superior to Bitters and other Tonics, as it]
50.
builds up the system, but nrver intoxicates.
ct. and $1 sizes.
H"-mx ft O.. Chcmi^s, ^ Y

Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere, Wis.
12 -Centra! Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec. Lexington, Ky.
18— Rock River Valley, at Monroe Center. 111.
D. A.Cipperly. Sec Monroe, 111.
20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg. Ky.
25, 26- Northwestern District, at Chicago, III.
C. C Coffiuberry. Sec, Chicago, Hi.

Preservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, em bossed, full
gilt, :kk pp., ion tains
1

beautiful

steel engravings, 1 25 prescriptions, pi ice only $1.25 sent by
mall illustrated sample. He;
:

fPTTVC'rTr send now.

intflW

Address Pea body
or Dr. W. H.
^Jwiy

LixUW In* DIiLl.,Medical institute
PAitKEH, No. 4 liulhnch st., Boston.

N. E. France, Sec, Piatteville, Wis.

Bee* and Honey."

8,— an Kmerson Binder fur \*X2.
4, -Cook's Bee; Manual, paper.
"
"
cloth.
R,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for 1 year.

CLARK

182

ics,

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

premiums

are alike

23(&2 JC.-Philadelphla

Time and Place

1882.

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGruwville, N. Y.
25—Nnrtheastern. at Utica. N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec. Kuyetteville, N, Y.
April 1 1— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney. Texas.

Wm.

May

Champlain Valley,

the work of a master and of

1 think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.- lewis t. Dolby.
It appears to ha e cut the ground from under
future book-makers. Britt-h Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Munual of the Apiary than from

any other book.— E. H. WYNKOOP.
This book Is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nibraaka Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Momieello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times In every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. K. WKNZEL.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish 111 > sell, and iMieli of It is due 10 the clear, disinterested Information Contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. Van antweup, M. 1>.
Ii is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.- Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
ur foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Akhb Du*
Boiy, editor of the Bulletin D' A picultear, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also
thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies ol bees.- Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure his vndt
mecitm of the bee-keeper. It Is replete with the
best Information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an Intere t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as advised.- .4 uriculturi*t, (Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be. toe most complete and practical
tiea'tse on bee-cult 11 re In Europe i«r America: a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welc me and It is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit
to the West.— YVtstrrn Agriculturist,
This work is undoubtedly the most co p'ete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
if bees left untouched, und in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists which he uses
11

1

demand

Local Convention Directory.

It would save us much trouble.
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you li"e near one postoflice and

be entitled to the following

supply and

Best light
Merchants' Guide.

igl

1882, will

Specimen Copy,

$1.00 per year.

1

if all

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for

,

PHILADELPHIA.

1881.

we

Americ

of its class in

THE FI1TEGT POULTRY JOUEFAL IN THE WOULD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION :-

SAN FRANCISCO.

firmer.

for a club of 5, weekly,

has the largest corps of practical breeders as

any journal

HONE Y.— ^nles of choice comb, to arrive, have
been effected at 20c. for small lots. It Is doubtfut
it an order tor 11 large lot of choice cumb could be
tilled in this market
Cboice extructed, in barrels,
is quota i>le at H{jj:h#c
We quote white comb, I6@20c; dark to go d.lo(g

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

—

It

22@25c—

14c. Extructed, choice to extra white, st<ailuj^c.;
dark aud candied, He. BEESWAX—2$gi25c.
STEARNS & SMITH, 423 Front Street.

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCI
at

to report.

BEESWAX

pure, 22c; grease wax,
Journal.

son.

we

Monthly Magazii

32-page, beautifully illustrated

C. J.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY. -Both

Ua

devoted to

HONEY— Comb honey continues in good demand

at 20c. for

it Is

real value.— L' Apiculture, Paris.

R. Howard,
at Bristol. Vt.

Sec

T. Brook ins. Sec.

XW In order to have this

table cnmp'ete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING
en

fr.r

NEWSPAPER in

•

admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations. American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subjectot bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
management,
extending
points of
to the smallest
dentils, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook lias presented the latest phasesof progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of bis own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the ninny excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for tbe study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, ;md its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of Common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author ad resses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to tbe end.- Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high nmk, that is accorded in Germiiny
to the book of which Dzierzon Is the author the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines tbe profoundness of the (ierman pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in cev^ral instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that Is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Fretdenker,
;

1

any
the Country. Our new'
in

»

Price List for Advertisers bent free.
ents.^
Agents,

A. COOK & CO., Advertising
CCor.
Chicago
Dearborn & Wash'n
Sta.,

:

Milwaukee, Wis.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravines used in the Bee Journal for sate at
2'< cents persqnarp inch — "o winkle cut sold for less
than;.oc.

g. \ewman,
Thomas Street,
Chicago, 111.

974 West Madison

tot

Price— Bound
$1.00, by mail

in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.2.1

In paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street,

:

BIEWNAN,
CHICAGO,

LLL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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SEEDS FOR

,

Honey

ITALIAN BEES

Plants.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

words;

One to three weeks, each

insertion,
"

"or more"

Four

*

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

20c. per line.
18c.
15c.
"
12c.
lOc.

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

Fifty-two
8c.
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Alsike Clover,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

— Yearly Contracts

THOMAS

G.

074 West Madison

Mammoth

Chicago,

1

111.

ALFRED
972

West Madison

NEWMAN.

H.

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

25wtf

For the past few years

have made

1

this excellent

my leading article, (laving the best i-siablished reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct irom the Apiaries, enables me to

food

(HICAftO, 111

St..

schedule.

QUEENS

Contents of this Number.

QUEENS

!

R. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,

One

Editorial Items

288

Demand for Honey
Centralizing the Honey Tr flic.

289

Foreign

Dollar will buy onp of our beautifnl Italian,
Cyprian, Holy Land or Hungarian Queens; will
select ttie very best, from 200 queens, for (1.50
all
warranted pure and safe arrival by mail
each,
guaranteed. Send for i!0th circular.

Joseph, Mo., Exposition

St.

r«i'i-t'»i>ini«ii-ii«

i

Bee Islands
the Apiary
Co-operation Necessary
R..cky Mountain Bee Plant
Management for September
Ants in the Apiary
Improving Huney Plants

200

in

Convention Note*

291

291*
292

292
292

:

Kentucky State Convention
Convention Notices

293
293

Our Letter Box

Selection* from

the best interests of honey producers; dealers
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $2. 15. Sample copies free. Adto
in

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

dress,

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

tUBj

35c.

per

TALI

BEES. Must

For particulars, address
Yorkville, Dearborn Co., Ind.
-

Double-Boarded Langstroth Hives.
colonies of Cyprian. Holy Land, Hungarian and Italian bees for sale in the above hives.
They require the least lumber and labor in their
construction of any hive in use— best hive for win-

161 So.

Water

iist.

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
TO MAKE MONEY. For particulars
M.

A sample copy of theNewEnglaiidBee
Journal. II. Poole, Mechanic Falls, Me.

YEAR and

expenses toagents,
free.addressF O Vlckery

$777™!

KiiNia,

W

\XTED-You
Price

Address,
13wt;m

list

of

Maine.

3fiwly

to send for our Circular

American-Italian*.

JOS.

>!

.

and

KUOUKS A RRO.,
Columbus,

Honey

as f ooo, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foaui.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
;

everywhere. Published

in

English and German,

Price for either edition, Oe.

per dozen, 50c.
This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize *2:s in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
;

Wintering Bees. —

—

C

P.

Dadant, giving

in detail the
in

methods

their apiary.

many useful hints.— Price 1 "»«.
Practical Hints to Hee-Keepers,

This

contains
K.

Muth;

li-2

pages.

management of

by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on

bees,

Price,

lOc.

eat and should
;
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment againstadulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paues 5«»«-'
Kendall's Horwe Book. — No book could be
mort useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings.

We

lnd.

James hkddon, Dowagiac,
& Sons, Dundee, 111. Siwly

FLAT -BOTTOM

Is

now

in its

Third Year,

and meeting with immense success. The low price
of its subscription t$LOO per yean in its new and
improved form (16 pages 133£clO}£, folded and
pasted)

makes
men.

practical

in

llw^Jtx

it

very popular. Its editors are all
the Bent Advertising MeSample copies sent free to any

It is

Canada.

N. B.

COIXOCK,

==*. high side-walls, 4 to 10 square feet to
~~
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DEUSEN &

J.

POPULAR HONEY KEGS

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

6@

ENGRAVINGS

The Horse

97)

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO,

plete Mechanic, contains over l ,000.000 Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forma, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives uoo.ooo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Minci s, Metallurgists, Assayers,
P umbers. Gas and steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders.Mumifacturers and Mechanics. 500 Enof Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plansof Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels. Pulleys. Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meat, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cutt"n. Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
operating. Setting ol Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion. Steam Packing, Pipe mid Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, .steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Uvdrauhcs Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. on Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, (juartz and

Small Keys fur Honey.
These kegs answer the popular demand
honey in small packages, and when
compared with large barrels holding from
for

300 to 500 lbs. each, they are fully as cheap
and often cheaper. They need no waxing

the Press. l,ooo items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. :ioo Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Vurnishers, Gliders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunters,

Trappers Tanners, Leather

J:

Rubber Work

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Hook-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 1o,<hio items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stot'K Owners, Bee-keeping, etc.. In detail.

but should simply be thoroughly scalded
Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Ruwith boiling water before using.
The ers,
ral Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Remeleakage so often occurring in the large dies for do., to increase :rops. Pest Poisons, Trainhard-wood barrels can be entirely pre- ing Horses. Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner,
vented by using the White Pine Kegs. CALCrLATOR
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Considering the cost and trouble of wax- Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hav, and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
ing, the loss of honey by leakage, and Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
the ease with which these kegs can be Tanks,
Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
handled and shipped, with an actual sav- etc., (it sight- Business Forms, all kinds, Special
ing in original cost, it must be apparent to Laws of 4*i States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada!, relating to the Collection of
Prices:
all that they are the best.
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale. Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts. Sale of Real Es50 lb. Kegs, each
35c
tate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
100 lb. Kegs, "
55c
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
100 lb. Kegs, "
05c
The work contains L016 pages, is a veritable
<

ILL.

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

!

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!
and one that works with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.
Having been persuaded to get up several for my
immediate friends. 1 have on hand the patterns.
etc., to make any number. Therefore, send in your
orders,
laiwtf
W. G. PHELPS, Galena, Md.
J

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
Il is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SSI. ; Morocco, !§1.50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
its- cause, symptoms and cure.
Price, 25c.

Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 4til
Tahi.es with ;.oo,
Calculations in all possible
Conns Cor Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. WX)
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

THOMAS

all
It

much valuable

gravings

Welland.Ont.

COMB FOUNDATION,

Address,

;

This practical journal

and treats
and comprehensive manner.

has recipes, a table of doses, and
horse information. Paper, 25c.

Moore's Universal Asslstnut, and Com-

Dominion of Canada.

address.

;

of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba In wilt nut break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit ail sizes of extracting and brood c Hi bs, and
Is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba kets. Write your address on a postnJ card, and
address It to
M. OYVIS,
30wiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Weekly

PUBLISHED IN THE

dium

;

Tool Box and Recoi ding Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set

BX1.1

Agricultural

;

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

FARMER,

CANADIAN
THE

HONEY

of the country.
We would refer to
Mich., and J.Oatman

illustrating positions of sick hoses,
disease;- in a plain

THE

Street, Chicago,

giving an index of diseases,
and the
cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
f"rloe 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

JOHN

,

Market

and management adopted

Co.,

A TREATISE
symptoms

;

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the

quality, sources,

the

ask vou to correspond with us before disposing of your
CKOP, as we can be of much
service, having constant intelligence from all parts

enclose 10 cents to Lock Box 318,
Kalamazoo. Mich,
34wl3t

outfit

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine* by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

G.

;

lwly

GENERAL

I

|

is a standard scientific work.
Price, )$55.
of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This- embraces the following subjects
Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — yueen HearingFeeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — introducing yueens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. it is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition, 4U cents, postpaid.
Dzierzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handland Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by

CONNER,

Late of Conner, Burnett &

A few good

FREE

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee

This

-

Ch. A

;

PRODUCE COMMISSION.

FORPURESALE,
AN

1IAW
i V7 it

Xew

-

"W. F.

lor price

Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, SSI-25 ; paper cover, JS1,
Quinby's
Bee-Keeping-, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— VI. SO.
Novice's ABCofBee-Cutture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Clotb, $1.25; paper. $1.
Kind's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book., by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, $1.00; paper, ?5c.

ing

HONEY A SPECIALTY.

pay to devote a few hours
in getting up a club for the Bee Journal. Read the list of premiums on
page 15.
Every bee-keeper should
carefully examine this Journal.

Send

ILL.

Manual

not eat.

iggT It will

37w3t

ABRUN1A, MICH.

l

BJfSend for Circular.

lb.

CHICAGO,

or, Cook's

Food Adulteration What we

Fair Increase, but Little Surplus

ter.

n

The flrat thinK for bee-keepers to do. to save imposition and money, and be happy and safe, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

;

'

;

of the Apiary.—

;

;

.

'-

Seeds for Honey Plants
Rev. Mr. Langs troth's Promise

WEITZEL,

Bingham Bee Smoker.
The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The drst never-fa ling bee controller.
The drst direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove wood and not go out.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for stuokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smoker.
JS0C3
The first twenty thousand now in use.
The first complaint yet to be received.
S g
The first smoker yet to be returned.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,

;

Bee-Keeper's Guide

'

Poor Honey Season
Size for Nucleus Hives
Abnut Winter Temp> rature

L.

111.

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

:

SALISBURY

aW

Honey per Colony.

37wit p

Street, Chicago,

1

Getting Hid of Fertile Workers
Honey Season in Florida
Meliiot and Spider Plant

Forty Colonies of
be sold within SO days.

Water

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested Italian
. -^y
Queens, *2 Cyprian Queens, J2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4
frame
VTVjjrV' Nucleus, Italians, $L0O; frame Nueleus, Cyprians, fa
Colony of Italx ffliff^ \
<'<> CT
ilins 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp"'*
8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
r>'.FatfV \ riana,
ltl(
P er ,D Pure Comb Foundation,
"r SSr \
^r \
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
J

.

Surplus

BEEKEEPER,

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan,,
A new sixteen-coiumn bee paper, devoted entirely

Rev. A.

Bees Doing Well on Fall Flowers
Cheap Foundation Machines
Honey Crop
k:i 2 Pages for *2.00
Dried to a Crisp
Hopes Revived
My Experience with Bees
Extracted .oney in Canada
Dwindling
Tue Drouth
Explanation of Mailing Label
i»f

THE

165 So.

34wi:it

:

California

Pounds

Mm

2'NI

Visit tu Mr. Jones'

September Work

130

Weill am, Mann.

33w3t

«' :

Drones— Parthenogenesis

Origin of

ALLEY,

JE3L.

The Honey Harvest

THOMAS
West Madison

974

PUKE

HONEY

obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solkited.

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

communications to
J. H. ROBERTSON,

all

Books

1

No discount from above
Address

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingsent free upon application.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

All standard colonies have, eight frames, 17HJ
inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 1 IJ4
long and
long and K$i inc. deep. Single full colonies,
*lo; in lots of five, each $!> ; in lots of ten or more,
each $8: single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; lframe Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), $3.50; iiframe do., *4; y-frame do., $5 4-frame do., $5.50
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) oi every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most
fastidious.
To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
inc.
inc.

;

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen ones will occupy 1 inch i_>f space.

Sept. 14.

ALFRED

972

West Madison

II

.

NEWMAN,

street,

CHICAGO, U.I..

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, HS3.50.

.&.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

VOL. XVII.

CHICAG-O,

^6
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We

hope another season the apicultuCook's Manual of the Apiary.
department will be one of the most
The sixth edition (eighth thousand)
The Indiana Farmer, which early attractive features connected with the
of this popular bee-keepers' handcame to our support in advocating the Chicago Fair.
book is no w ready. As the lengthened
practicability of planting for honey,
Published every Wednesday, by
evenings of winter approach, every
and recognized the superiority ofmelMetal Corners for Crate Covers.
G.
reading, thinking agriculturist makes
ilot or sweet clover, has the following
Editor ash Proprietor,
From Mr. W. H. Fletcher, of Sauk out his schedule of text-books to be
in reference to this season's experience
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Rapids, Minn., we have received a purchased for pleasurable and profitawith it
TERMS OF 81'BSCKirTIOXi
From Mr. Wm. Schofield, an old very simple little contrivance for at- ble study, with which to educate himWEEKLY— (5? numbers) *8 a year. In advance. veteran bee-keeper residing a few aching to the corners of crate covers. self and family and whether it be
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
miles northeast of the city, we liavi These can be made of tin, require no the intention to keep a few colonies
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbersot the following satisfactory report in
each
nth,
$1.00 a year, in advance.
especial ingenuity to manufacture, are only for recreation and family use, or
MONTHLY— The first number of earn month, at reference to our favorite honey plant, easily tacked on the corners of the
a larger number for profit, this book
SO cents a year, in advance.
melilnt. Uncle Billy, as he is familAny person sending a club of six is entitled iarly known, has about two acres sown
will be found invaluable.
In fact, no
fy
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address to melilot.
He says it made a proscientific or rural library is complete
desired.
Sample copies furnished /ree.
UT" Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- digious growth early in the season,
without it, and no education is finished
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay- but on account of the excessively dry
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
until it has been carefully and thoughtweather matured its seed very early.
on local banks cost us 2:> cents for collecting.
It had almost quit blooming, when he
fully perused. In order to extend its
Free of postage In the United States or Canada. turned the cattle on it.
They soon
circulation, and as an inducement to
Postage to £uro|)e oO cents extra.
had all the tops eaten off. and much
bee-keepers to assist in doing so, the
of it was cut almost to the ground.
Entered at Chicago post office as sccondclass matter. Soon after the cattle were removed,
price will be reduced to $10.00 per
when the melilot seemed to take a
dozen, bound in cloth, by express to
second growth, throwing out new
one address. This is a liberal reducshoots, and blooming as profusely as
tion on the retail price ($1.25), making
early in the season. As an experia saving of nearly 50 per cent. The
ment, he tried cutting back a part of
it, and reports the result very favoralast edition has been carefully revised,
ble, as, after being cut, the plants
covers, and will be found very conven- and contains the results of Professor
throw out many more branches, besides growing tall and compact. He ient by the grocer or family to hold the Cook's latest scientific investigations
thinks
if he had had a few more acres cover exactly in place, thereby effect- and discoveries.
The National Convention.
it would have paid better than anyually excluding Hies and bees from the
It is now quite time for all who can thing else on the farm.
honey. The above cut illustrates a
I®" We are always glad to have artiNow is the proper time to make section of the cover with the tin cor- cles copied from the Bee Journal
possibly attend the meeting of the National Society at Lexington, on Oct. preparations for planting melilot. Pro- ner attached.
into other publications, but we must
5-7, to make their arrangements to do cure your seed at once from some
insist that the only honorable way is
so.
As previously announced, the ed- reliable dealer, so as to feel assured of
Arkansas State Fair. We have re- to
give the Bee Journal due credit
then select the waste ceived from Dr. W. W. Hippolite, of
itor of the Bee Journal has an their freshness
for them. Several such are going the
engagement for that time elsewhere, places that are now obnoxious to the Devall's Bluff, Ark., the premium
rounds that were stolen from our coland it seems to be almost impossi- sight because of weeds, or some por- list of the Arkansas Stale Fair, to be
umns by some enterprising (V) paper,
ble to break that engagement, so tion of the farm where nothing else held at Little Bock, Oct. 17-22, 1881.
which are now credited to the thievas to be able to attend the meeting at will grow to advantage. If no waste In the honey department, we rind the
ing concern, and they look incompreLexington. By the urgent solicitation places exist, then set apart good soil following list of premiums, entrance
hensible to some, as they refer to other
of many of our friends we have en- for it, as it will much more than repay free
articles in the Bee Journal or its
deavored to make arrangements by ground-rent. Prepare your ground as
Best package comb honey, in the apiary, etc. The "New England Bee
which we may be able to attend this for clover, and lightly harrow in the best marketable shape, 5 lbs. or more,
Journal" gives an article as original
important national meeting on the seed this fall. Fall planting is much $5.00
Best package of extracted honey, in that was written by Mr. Chas. Dadant,
third
second and
days of its session
the best, as it insures a more uniform
the most marketable shape, 5 lbs. or and may be found on page 81 of the
October 6th and 7th.
germination. If desirable, sow wheat more, $5.00
Bee Journal for March 16, 1881.
If it is possible to so arrange matters with it; or, if bloom is wanted next
Best crate of honey in the comb, in
The original manuscript is now on file
we shall be there, for our heart and season, sow cleome witli it, or in the the most marketable shape, 25 lbs. or in this office. We know, of course,
more, $10.00
soul are engaged in the work of fur- spring harrow in with it mammoth
Best colony of bees in movable comb the failure to give us credit for the arthering the interests of American api- mignonette.
hives, including their public manipu- ticle was an oversight, but such omislation,
$10.00
and
to
miss
this
Convention
culture,
sions look badly during the first month
Best 5 lbs. beeswax, $2 00
would be quite a sore disappointment
(ST At the Chicago Fair, held Sept.
Best machine for extracting honey, of that paper's existence.
to us.
13-17, Mr. B. A. Burnett, Commission
$2.00
Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Merchant of 165 South Water Street,
Best display of bee-keepers' sup"
Honey in the Eastern Markets. It
Farmer, very aptly remarks
It will had a very creditable display of both plies, Diploma.
will be observed, by reference to our
pay bee keepers to attend this swarm- comb and extracted honey. He deing of their fellows— pay in pleasure serves credit at the hands of beel^ An inventive genius in Ken- market reports, that Messrs. Crocker
and in profit. May the 'swarming keepers for his efforts in popularizing tucky says he is perfecting machinery & Blake, of Boston, report that honey
fever,' which is so hard to control, be pure honey in our market.
We are to make rolls for foundation machines. sells quite freely in one-comb boxes,
contagious all over the country, until sorry to be obliged to say that owing If he succeeds, it will greatly lessen and add " A large quantity could be
the largest swarm is there congregated to poor management, the exhibition the labor of making, and therefore sold in our market at from 20 to 22c,
which was ever known. And when of bees and apiarian implements was make the price much less for Hist class according to quality." Every day
the discussions are over, we will hold not what it might and should have comb foundation mills. He promises furnishes fresh evidence that honey
an impromptu meeting in the annex been, had bee-keepers been given am- to have one on exhibition at the Na- is a favorite with the publicand meets
with a ready sale at good prices.
MamVnoth Cave."
ple time and notice to prepare for it. tional Convention at Lexington.
for
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St.

Joseph, Mo., Bee and Honey Show.

Many of our readers are aware that
the aim of the Bee Journal has been
to make honey a staple product. To
this

end we have endeavored to popuconsumption of honey by

larize the

Sept. 21,

provement has followed improvement

prime factor requisite for success. It
is an abundance of honey producing
plants. It is not true that the " busy
bee" gathers honey from " every open-

at such a rate in the structure of hives
and in the instruments used in the
manipulation of bees and in gathering the honey, that the apiary is as
complete as a factory wherein man's
ingenuity does the work. The secrets
of the hive have been laid bare and
the little workers are made subject to

MISCELLANEOUS.

the masses, as well as to raise the the apiarist's absolute management.
standard of production, by applying
Lignrian Honey Bees.— In the Rural
So profitable can the business be
correct principles and progressive art made that it is profitable to plant Neio Yorker Mr. G. M. Doolittle says
bloom for the little honey-workers.
to the management of the apiary.
In the Sural, we read, under the
To grow honey is as profitable
to
" a year or two
We have labored earnestly for this grow butter or lard. But the as
time above heading, that
end, and now we begin to realize the when we in this region will find it since many of our apiarians were quite
necessary to plant for our bees is yet enthusiastic in regard to the merits of
results.
distant.
There is honey-bearing Ligurian honey bees, as it was claimed
Bees and honey are already the great
bloom enough that grows by our that they were more industrious than
attraction at such fairs as have given streams and in our fields to supply either the common bee or the Italians,"
etc. This, I believe, was taken from
prominence to this industry and this every table in Missouri.
It was a gratifying thing to hear so the New York Sun. As it conveys a
will become more apparent each sucgood authority as Mr. Newman de- wrong impression I wisli to say that
cessive year. We were impressed with
clare that, whatever else may be Liguria is simply a province in Italy,
this idea at the St. Joseph Exposition. adulterated, the bees cannot be fooled and therefore Ligurian bees and ItalThe officers of that association in- with glucose. If honey be in reach, ians are one and the same thing. The
correspondent of the Sim farther states,
formed us that they were surprised at they will never store any thing else in giving Mr. Taylor's book as his autheir mystic cells.
the result of their experiment in encourthority, that these bees gather more
Let us all catch the enthusiasm.
aging the apiarian department this few colonies of bees are cheap. They honey by robbing the hives of common
bees. This is contrary to the testiyear, and intended next year to give yield a delicious income. We trust
mony of all practical apiarists (not
it far more prominence
they had real- that our local society of bee-keepers apiarians as the correspondent of the
will keep up the enthusiasm and, in
ized the fact that it formed the great- a few years, we may count honey New York Sun would have it). Pracest attraction presented by the Expo- among our great products. We have tical experience in the apiary shows
the Italians are not as likely to
sition.
To the Superintendent of the as good a chance as any people in the that
rob as the blacks or hybrids, while
world.
Apiarian Department, R. S. Musser,
they will defend their stores as long
The synopsis of our lecture as given as there is a handful of them left.
Esq., an energetic and prominent lawyer of St. Joseph, and his faithful ally, in the Daily Herald may be found on That they will gather more honey is a
fact, and their chief value is their perMr. D. G. Parker, as well as the page 301. The reporter of the Gazette severance, in a poor honey season, in
remarks
as
follows
Judges, Messrs. John Bays, J. A.
toiling on day after day for the little
Matney and S. P. Hyde, may be attrib"An appreciative audience of sev- honey they can obtain, while the comuted the grand success of the Bee and eral hundred bee-keepers, ladies and mon bees seem to think that little is
gentlemen, assembled in the court not worthy of notice. To illustrate
Honey Show.
house last evening to hear Mr. T. G. In 1872, at the close of the season for
By particular request of the mana- Newman, of Chicago, the editor of basswood blossoms, from which our
the
American Bee Journal, de- main honey crop is obtained, we did
gers we gave a lecture on Bees and
Honey at the Court House, on Thurs- liver a lecture on " Bees and Honey." not have a single box of honey finished.
The meeting was called to order, and At this time we had both Italian and
day evening. The managing editorof Mayor Piner, as chairman, who intro- common, or black bees. Soon the seed
the Gazette, a morning paper of that duced Mr. Newman.
The lecturer crop of red clover commenced to bloom,
city, was present, as well as its re- lias made both a scientific and a prac- on which the Italians went to work at
tical study of the apiary, and has once, but not a black bee was to be
porter. The editor of the Gazette gave
earned a well-deserved reputation on seen. As a conseq uence we took from
his views of the subject in the follow- both continents.
It was a peculiar some of our Italian colonies 60 pounds
ing article
pleasure and a great privilege for the of box honey, while the black bees
bee-keepers of this community to hear had eaten up half their stores from
Few things last week, which brought him.
He is a pleasant gentleman, the basswood and had to be fed for
us so many pleasant and profitable
easy in his address and has an interest- winter. After this we were not slow
things, combined pleasure and profit
ing manner in speaking. He was en- in introducing Italian queens to all
to such an extent as the display of
our stock.
honey made at the fair and the lec- thusiastically received; and all that
had the pleasure of hearing him will
ture of Mr. Newman, of Chicago, on
He
" Bees and Honey." The culture of not soon forget the occasion.
Effects of Adulterations. —The Farmbees is in its very infancy in this briefly stated the rise and progress of ers' Review, speaking of oleomargabee-culture
and
exhibited the most
region.
Until this year, there has
been no noticeable display of honey important inventions that have been rine, says
made for the bee-keepers' assistance.
at our fairs. The attention that was
Oleomargarine has a new load to
given to the subject this year marks a The lecture was very practical and bear. Last week a whole family were
contained many hints that are invalunew era. The display attracted very
poisoned by its use, though not faable.
But practical as it was, the tally, and 4 laboring men suffered
great attention. Through the energy
pleasure of the apiary as well as the
of the management of the apiary
from the same cause.
:

—

A

;

;

:

ing flower." Some flowers secrete
sweet nectar abundantly, while other's
bloom gives forth scarcely any. The
apiary should be located where there
is plenty of bee-forage.
There are
other conditions such as the kind of
season, state of the atmosphere, &c,
&c, that must never be lostsightof in
successful bee-keeping.
Who shall keep bees 1 Those only who
have a taste for the business, and
sufficient industry and energy to make
an application of the requisite knowledge just at the right time.

Bees and Honey at Nebraska Fair.—
Mr. G. M. Hawley gives the following
notice in the Nebraska Farmer
The State Board of Agriculture has
given us very liberal premiumson bees
in fact they gave us all we
Now it should be the duty
of every bee-keeper to assist in making
a display that shall be a credit to the
State, and also to show the State Board
that their liberty is appreciated. Beekeeping is a new industry in this State
and one that is designed in a short
time to play an important part in its
rural economy, and behooves us now
to see to it that it is properly represented. Wherever bees have been
tried they have been so successful as
to create a demand in that locality for
them.
Let each read the premiums offered
and then strive to make a display. In
the premium list, where it reads " 10
weeks," it should read "2 weeks."
Also "comb foundation, partly grown."
should read " partly drawn.

and honey,
asked for.

English Law Regarding Bees.— The
law with regard to bees is rather peculiar, says the London Law Times :
A dispute as to the ownership of a
swarm came recently before Mr. W.
F. Woodthorpe, the judge of the Belper County Court, and it was contended that being (era; natures, there could
be no property in them, and that, therefore, the plaintiff, from whose land
they had strayed to that of the defendant, could not demand their return or
damages for their loss. It was proved,
ho wever, that the plaintiff had followed
the swarm on their departure from his
own land, and had not lost sight of
them until he saw them alight in the

defendant's garden. On the strength
of the following passage from Blackstone (vol. II., p. 392)—" Bees are/'ei-oe
naluraz but when hived and reclaimed,
a man may have a qualified property
in them by the law of nature as well
as by the civil law. Occupation that
The
malady
is, hiving or including them
gives
profit was told for Mr. Newman is an
takes a similar form to the lard-butter the property in bees, for, though a
enthusiast, as,' to use his own words,
cholera, prevalent in Chicago last win- swarm lights upon my tree, I have no
all bee-keepers are.'
His visit to St.
more property in them, till I have
Joseph is highly appreciated and will ter.
hived them, than I have in birds which
long be remembered. The vast beneBee Forage and Bee-Keeping. The make their nest thereon and, therefit and endless pleasure that will ultimately be derived from the study of Farm and Garden a ne w and sprigh tly fore, if another hives them, he shall
theirproprietor butaswarm which
this subject and the profit of the inmonthly, issued at Philadelphia, Pa., be
flies from and out of my hive are mine
dustry by our people, will always most
is on our table, and is welcome as an as long as I can keep them in sight,
pleasantly recall Mr. Newman's services in adding to their enthusiasm in exchange. In it Dr. J. P. H. Brown, and have power to pursue them, and
telling of improved management of Agusta, Ga,, thus answers the follow- in these circumstances no one is entitled to take them"— judgment was enbees, etc."
ing questions
tered in favor of the plaintiff for the
Is bee-keeping profitable ? It is when amount claimed as the value of his
O" We have received a queen from properly attended to and pays a larger truant bees.
Mr. D. A. Jones for trial and compar- dividend upon the capital than almost
ison in the Bee Journal apiary, but any other of the rural industries.
ig^ The Rural Canadian is the name
the season is so far advanced it will be Even in those localities where there of a new monthly farm paper, pubare poor markets for honey, it pays to
impossible to express any opinion this keep bees in order to secure a supply lished at Toronto, Ont. The first
fall, except upon the appearance of the for family use.
Honey can be profita- number is on our desk, and presents a
bees, when she has ample time to rear bly used in place of manufactured neat appearance. The great variety
syrups which are now largely adulterthem. The queen is smaller than the
of useful and practical articles preated with glucose.
average Italian, but was very lively,
sented in the initial number bespeak
What are the requisites for success ?
and cheerfully received in the nucleus thorough knowledge of the natural for it a large subscription list. It is
history of the honey-bee and of its edited by the Rev. W. F. Clarke,
to which we introduced her.
proper mode of management together
with a full acquaintance with the whom our readers are well aware is a
Badges.— Bee-keepers going to fairs method of using improved apiarian terse and vigorous writer. It conshould wear a badge with a gold bee implements. Such information can be tains Hi pages of the size of the Bee
on it. It will serve to introduce him obtained by reading and studying bee Journal, and is published at SI. 00 a
books and periodicals, in connection
to other bee men. We will send them with practical experience in manag- year. We wish the Rural Canadian
1

department, good prizes were offered
and awarded. The bee-keepers of the
region were encouraged and a more
general interest was aroused in the
subject. In fact, from this time the
culture of the bee in Northwest Missouri seems likely to go steadily
forward.
It is a great industry. How great,
only the few that are interested in it
have any idea. It has never been extensively enough attended to in this
immediate region to have brought any
great profit. But there is money in it.
And, besides the profit, there is avast
deal of pleasure.

The management

and manipulation of bees is such delicate work that many ladies have be-

come distinguished apiarists. In

fact,

the business is capable of such extension and yields so much profit and
pleasure that it may open a new field
for ladies'

employment.

The accom-

plishments of Mrs. R. S. Musser of
this city in this direction should stimulate many other ladies to engage in it.
Such delicious food, in fact, should
properly be brought to our tables by
our ladies' care; it is altogether fitting.

Those who had the pleasure of hearNewman's lecture on " Bees
and Honey," cannot fail to have new
ing Mr.

To the unlearned, it
revelation of the secrets of a
great and mysterious industry. Imenthusiasm.

was a

;

—
—

;

'

•

—

;

,

;

:

;

A

for 10 cents, post paid.

ing the hive.

There

is

still

another

much

success.
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highly improbable for semen without the hive on top of the frames with
the sign of a single spermzoon, would pure extracted honey. We have tried
in' about as worthless as the irrepresa syrup made from coffee A sugar, but
not sufficiently to justify us in coming
sible theorist without brains.
A very probable theory of the union to a correct conclusion. Perhaps it
of sexual elements is, that immediately might do, but we cannot recommend
after fertilization, the ovaries of the it. If pure honey is to be fed, they
queen are not only influenced and be- should Be fed all they need to carry
gin to develop eggs rapidly, but that them through the winter safely, as
there is also a primary fertilization, fast as they can store it away in the
that affects in a general way, every combs. Our hives should be protecembryo egg in the ovaries and a sec- ted if possible from the severe northondary fertilization of the eggs in west winds ; orchard trees, close fenpassing by the spermatheca by vol- ces, sheds, or boards laid against the
untary act of the queen when it is de- hives, will answer the purpose of windsired to deposit eggs in worker cells, breaks.
Our hives should be water-proof enand permitting the eggs to be deposited in drone cells, to pass by unaf- tirely. Ventilation is unimportant
only the hive should be kept as dry
fected.
It is certain, at all events, that a inside as possible. Our temperature
general fertilization of the ovaries is never runs low enough to make ice in
not less possible in the fullydeveloped the hive from the condensed moisture
queen than in the larval state. It within the hive.
Our bees wintered last winter, some
has not yet been shown that the
drones of virgin queens possess full with the boxes, upper chamber, etc.,
virile powers. Many have endeavored on, and others were covered as " tight
to get queens fertilized early in the as a jug," using close top frames with
spring by such drones, but have failed. morticed entrances to upper chamber;
In an experiment of this kind 2 years the bees glued the top bars together
since. I wintered a virgin queen, and in one solid plank so to speak (we use
had a fine lot of early drones. The thin wooden blocks to cover the morone queen reared to supersede her ticed entrances, which the bees glued
(lew out many times every clear day fast to the frame as soon as placed in
for 10 days without success, until some the hive). We may see, by going
drones appeared from another hive, among the old box-hive men, bees
when she became fertilized at once. winter well in every sort of hive, some
Hence, it is pretty certain that the with the top only laid upon the box,
Dzierzon theory is wanting on this and not nailed others with a crack in
point also, viz that the drones of vir- the side from top to bottom an inch
gin queens are not possessed of virility. wide extending across the top, free to
As to the transmission of certain rain or snow or other imclemences
qualities of the queen and drones, I and others under some shed with the
think that the rules applicable to the top entirely off, and perhaps a foot or
animal creation generally will hold more from'the ground, both ends open;
while others are out in some thicket
good in the honey bee.
1.
The female transmitts the de- or briar patch in some old box of about
gree of fecundity, and determines the 4000 cubic inches, and so little attensize and the form of the female off- tion has been given it, that the box is
entirely rotten, only held together by
spring.
2.
The male transmits the dispo- the " cross sticks," and bees working
sition and the energy to the female, out at every angle from it, " mother
and determines the size and the form earth " having claimed 2 inches of the
bottom of the gum, and yet these bees
of the male offspring.
It happens, however, from causes have occupied this position for 6 or 7
not yet understood, that some marked years without loss in wintering.
exceptions to these rules occur, yet
Bees are wintered in every conceivthe rules may be depended upon in 4 able condition in this climate, except
cases out of 5 applied generally.
without plenty of honey, proving beIt has been further observed that yond a doubt of the most skeptical,
the drone influences the coloring of that ventilation in this climate, is unthe worker offspring in a marked de- important to winter bees successfully.
gree, and so far as I have been able to
If we have a few weak colonies when
judge, that of the drone offspring also.
approaches, they should be
Thus it will be seen that I have winter
united with other weak colonies, or, if
given to the drone greater importance
we wish to preserve the queens, conin the breeding of a superior race of
tract the hives to a suitable size, and,
bees, than has been generally acknowlplenty of honey, they will go
edged heretofore, and I feel certain with
through the winter safely.
that what I have seen, others have
will
be seen from the above and
It
seen, and will be able to confirm what
that bees winter here almust be a very common observation. foregoing,
most without any attention, if they
New Philadelphia, O.
have plenty of pure honey; and right
here we might add, that if our bees
For the American Bee Journal.
are put away with plenty of honey,
and in comfortable hives, that all they
Wintering Bees in Texas.
need is a " severe letting alone " until
the approach of the next honey seaWM. R. HOWARD.
son, unless we are satisfied that they
they should be fed
At the close of the honey season we are starving,onwhen
top of the frames with
should examine our bees, and put pure honey
possible.
condition for winter. To do as little disturbance as
;

For the American Boo Journal.

Reproduction in the Honey Bee.
O. L.

TINKER, M.

I).

After so many eminent investigators have stated that the drone progeny of a queen matin?; with a drone
of another race, is not affected by
the cross, it would not seem to be of
much use for any one to dissent from
their views. Yet it is manifest that
they have overlooked some very important facts, which, if they were

known, would necessitate

a revision
of the Dzierzon theory. I say manifest, since the theory does not hold
true in practice, without which, its

correctness can only be assumed.
To be true, the drone progeny of
sister queens, bred from a pureolooded
mother, should show some degree of
similarity in their marking, though
one of them should have mated with
a drone of another race, and produce
But we do not rind
hybrid workers
it.
In the one case the drones are
imperfectly colored and inferior in
many respects. In the other, there
will be found great uniformity with
the drone progeny of other sister
queens that have purely mated.
The above facts have been observed
many times, and always with like result.
An Italian queen mating with
a black drone, invariably begets a
mixed drone progeny, many being
well marked blacks, others being illy
colored, with none so finely marked as
those begotten of sister queens purely
mated.
Further differences may be noted

growth of the hairs at the extremity, and beneath the abdomen.
On the pure Italian drone these hairs
are short and thinly set upon these
parts, in the pure black drone they
are comparatively longer, straight,
and thickly set, so as to be readily
noticeable. In the drone offspring of
Italian queens crossed with black
drones, these markings resemble those
of the purely black drone very much.
So much so, indeed, that I have a settled conviction that there is black
blood in such drones, notwithstanding
the Dzierzon theory to the contrary.
It is my opinion, therefore, that
every egg deposited by a fertilized
in the

queen is impregnated in some way by
the spermatozoa of the drone with
which she mated and if it chance to
be a drone of another race, the entire
progeny will be hybrid.
The principle of generation by which
male and female elements are formed
in the animal cieation, has never been
explained or understood. Like the
;

principle of life, it appears to involve
problems that are no nearer a solution
to-day than they were ages ago. And
until some of these principles are
solved, we shall not be able to explain
the modus operandi of reproduction
in the honey bee.

known

facts,

it

may

as well be

abandoned.
The Dzierzon theory contemplates
that the drones begotten of queens
impurely mated are unaffected by
such cross but the standard for comparison must be the drones of pure
queens of the same race. If the drones
of impurely mated queens do notcome
up uniformly to this standard, it is
plain that there is something wrong
with the theory, that no amount of
philosophizing can ever establish.
So too with the theory that queens
are impregnated with royal jelly
(drone's semen), while in the larval
state, enabling them to deposit eggs
that will produce variable drones.
Many examinations have been made,
but no drone's semen or spermatozoa
have ever been found in royal jelly,
and without this can be done by a
competent microscopist, the theory
must be held not only untenable, but
;

and they are as tight as a drum. I
have always iiad the best success with

wood hoops

they hold better than
iron ones. These kegs are a blessed
addition to our supply department, for
which Mr. Alfred II. Newman is entitled to our thanks.
With spruce
kegs and spruce sections, do you not
think wearebeeomingquite "spruce?"
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept. 15, 1881.

;

;

:

them

in

first understand what
Meantime, if any theory be ad- are the requisites, and secondly, how
vanced that does not comport with to secure conditions to fulfill these

well
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this,

we must

requirements.
Plenty of pure honey, the natural
food, pure air, the natural element,
and a full colony in a normal condition, with a prolific queen, are the
principal elements of successful wintering bees.

colony should have 25 or
good honey to go through
the winter safely, and should be given
just what room they will occupy and
no more. If they do not fill the hive,
a division board should be used to con-

Every

full

30 lbs. of

tract the hive to the proper size, to

accommodate our wants.

Our honey

season generally closes with the advent of the first " norther," as they
are popularly called, but we often have
many warm davs after this, when bees
can fly. If our bees have not honey
enough to winter on in the hive at this
time, and we have no sealed honey in
frames in the store-room, we must resort to feeding this we do inside of
;

Kingston, Texas.

For the American Bee Journal.

Spruce Honey Kegs.

JAMES HEDDON.

;

For the American Boo Journal.

The Arrival

of the Prize Queens.

E. L.

BRIGGS.

No one but a bee-man can understand the pleasing excitement of expecting, receiving, and disposing of
a half dozen rival queens, as contestants for the highest honors, known
to the royal sisterhood, of beauty,
strength, gentleness of demeanor, and
numerical increase and prosperity of
subjects, over which she reigns a
queen.
Shortly after my proposition went
forth to the public, 1 received and accepted the following queen breeders
as contestants for the SI 0.00 prize
J.

Osborn

&

Le

Bros., of

Claire,

Iowa.
William Lossing, Hokah, Houston
Co.,

Minn.

Charles H. Lake, 93 W. Pratt St.,
Baltimore, Md.
Dr. I. P. Wilson, Burlington, Iowa.
M. H. Snyder, of Elmwood, 111.
Wm. P. Henderson,of Murfreesboro,

Tenn.
As an alternate, I also accepted, J.
M.C.Taylor, of Louistown, Md., in
case any one of the others failed to arrive.

Of course it became my daily business to haunt the Post and Express
offices, and no ten virgins ever looked
for the coming of the bridegroom with
more solicitude, than I looked for the
coming of the queens, upon every
train.

After what seemed weeks of

waiting, the express messenger put
into my hands a 1-framed nucleus observing hive, from Dr. Wilson, of
Burlington, Iowa, containing a fullsized Langstroth frame, with a queen,
and her attendant escort of workers.
Iitook her to the parlor table, and. in
the presence of my wife and family,
she was unveiled to our admiring
gaze by lamp light. The next day the
bees were set at liberty, and have
been prosecuting their work with unThe queen
tiring zeal ever since.
herself was duly installed as the regal
mistress of my colony No. 20, which
has been filled with brood, now

about ready to issue from their cells.
A young queen, a complete duplicate
of her mother, now reigns over the
nucleus, which will tell the judges of
the queen-breeding qualities of the
mother.
Next came a small red-painted nucleus hive, containing 3 frames, and
about a pint of bees as attendants of
their queen mother, from Mr. Lossing,
of Minnesota. She remains with her
right-royal looking children, the nucleus having been enlarged from time
to time, till it is now almost large
royal prinenough to winter in.
cess has been reared from her brood

A

also, that, in

appearance,

to the standard,

is

and exactly

fully up
like her

mother.

Then came the queen
from Mr.

Wm.

of the south,
P. Henderson, of Ten-

in a queen-cage
with from 25 to 50 workers as attendproducing have been devoted to the ants. I dare not, of course, speak of
production of extracted honey. I pre- these queens in comparison with each
sume I have marketed more than other, until after the judges decide
150 000 pounds. I have used dozens of upon their relative merits but, if all
different kinds and sizes of packages, the daughters of Tennessee areas fair
from a 1 pound glass tumbler to a 1 ,000 and gentle in appearance, and as regal
pound cask. I have used mainly an in bearing as this beautiful queen,
oak 32 gallon barrel for selling in bulk, then the men of Tennessee are to be
but that carries with it the same ob- envied. This queen, after a day's projection that larger boxes of comb bation, was installed as ruler of colony
honey do, viz.: Too large to suit many No. 16, where she still presides right
customers, or to carry safely and han- royally.
On the 27th, a nucleus hive containdle easily, and to pile up economically
ing another trancendantally beautiful
in our rooms.
The 50 and 100 pound cheap spruce queen and her escort, arrived from E.
kegs just satisfy a long-felt want. J. Osborn & Bro., of Le Claire, Iowa.
They need a slight soaking with clean She was without any probation gladly
water, then drive and tack the hoops, welcomed, and installed over colony

nessee,

contained

A majority of the years of my honey

;
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No. 37, where a young unfertilized on candy; it carried them through
queen had been destroyed. When the nicely; they did not seem to attempt
attendant workers began to move on to store liquified candy at all.
One writer in the Bee Journal,
to the comb, the tenants of 37 met
them with a buzz of gladness, and says his bees dwindled badly in the
stretched out their bills to feed their cellar in the spring, as I have not a
approaching visitors. So the queen particle of doubt all have if the cellar
was permitted to move on in the pro- is warm. The living drag out the
cession ioo. She was fed and caressed dead, tumble them to the floor tofrom the start. She commenced de- gether, and how does the living one
Mr.
positing eggs at once, and her progeny find its way to her hive again
will be on time for the coming exhibi- Kelley, of Wayne, Mich., devised a
perfect remedy by tacking to the bottion.
On the 7th, a nucleus containing tom board a small box, so smooth inside
queen and bees on 3 frames, arrived that a bee cannot carry her dead sister
from M. II. Snyder, of Eimwood, 111. up; and they will tumble into the box;
The accompanying bees are exceed- she will drag the dead one around,
ingly large, and seem bent on making when it finds that it cannot succeed in
up for all'Iost time, by lilling their nu- carrying it up the side of the smooth
cleus with honey. They are a dark box, it will abandon the attempt, am!
leather color. The brood of the queen of course seek her home and find it.
Wayne, Mich.
is issuing quite rapidly, and of course
will show her breeding qualities by
the time the day arrives. The queen
For the American Bee Journal.
is very large, brightly colored and
Parthenogenesis Again.
beautiful, and pays no attention on
't

being handled, pursuing her business
as though the comb remained in the
hive.

Take

it all in,

they are as line a col-

lection of queens as I ever saw ; oue,
of which is at least from an ) 8' to a 'j
larger than any yet having come under

PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

I have been repeatedly asked, am'
even urged to reply to the article b;
Mr. C. J. Robinson, in American

Bke Journal for Aug. 24ih. on parher progeny thenogenesis. My time has been so
may be, in this respect, time alone occupied that I have not been able to
get a moment for this purpose till
will determine.
From some reason or other, the one now and even now, I must be very
from Baltimore has not arrived yet, brief, which I can the better afford to
neither has the alternate from Mr. be, because of the able and excellent
Taylor. Therefore, if any other queen- article from Win. R. Howard, M. D.,
breeder wishes to compete for the (American Bee Journal vol. 17, p.
just at hand.
prize, and will forward a nucleus hive 290).
First let me say, that in stating that
at his own risk containing a queen,
all intelligent apiarists accepted paraccompanied with a sufficient number
of bees of her own progeny (and thenogenesis, I by no means meant to
none others), I will put her in, be discourteous, or harsh, truth is too
provided the others do not arrive, and glorious a tiling to wrangle about;
either pay for her, or return her in as life is too short, too full of golden opgood order as received, at the express portunity for good work, to admit of
any time for harsh words or unkind
oilice, provided the others do come.
However, if no other comes, one of allusions. The article which I wrote
the live will be awarded the $10.00 was prepared and read before the Entomological section of the American
prize, in addition to the sale price, and
Association, for the advancement of
1 shall be abundantly satisfied with
science one year before it appeared in
the result of the enterprise.

my

observation.

What

;

the American Bee Journal, therefore I did not then know of Mr. Rob
inson's views. Major Munn was in

Wilton Junction, Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Wintering
E.

of Bees.

dotage when parthenogenesis was
lirst brought to the attention of scien-

his

and died some years ago, (I
now that without doubt, he is a
believer in agamic reproduction). Yet
even if a few do fail to accept the
theory, these exceptions but prove the
rule, and we might still say that partists,

think

ROOD.

Were I younger, I would try a very
simple experiment in wintering, to
wit As soon as the lirst killing frost,
I would extract all the honey, then select sufficient combs to contain syrup
made of pure cane sugar and water
(say 2 lbs. of sugar and 17 ounces of
water), simmer them together for a
few moments, skim, and feed 25 lbs.
to each colony, by some of the variety of feeders, into combs having no
pollen. This should surely be done in
season for the bees to cap it over.
Thus the experiment covers two
:

points
Bacteria (or poisoned honey in some
other way), and the evil effects of pollen if any rye meal may, and should
be substituted for it in the spring.
This done, all causes for dysentery
seem to be guarded against, except
one
Epizootic, or local atmospheric
influence, like Asiatic cholera with the
human race, or epizooty with horses.
By the above experiment, the three
pounds of extracted honey will bring
as much as the sugar will cost, and

thenogenesis is accepted by all
gent apiarists.
Mr. Robinson asks for proofs
give them
1st.

As

intelli-

;

I will

:

well

shown by Dr. Howard,

this phenomenon j« not confined to
bees, or even to insects.
If Mr. Robinson will isolate plant lice just as
i

come from the parent louse (they
brought forth alive, being nvn vi-

hey
ire

viparous) or he may carefully dissert
the parent and take out tbe young lice,
he will find that each one will produce

when full grown, though it has
never seen another louse male or female, since its birth.
Von Siebold
has fully shown that many if not. all,
aculeate Hymenoptera, such as bees
and wasps, males are the result of
agamic reproduction. This then in
case of bees is not exceptional, but an
illustration of a law wide extended
among the lower animals.
2d. Isolate a queen or prevent her
from pairing by clipping her wing,
more.
and she will certainly lay none but
"I know of no one that has said that drone eggs.
Examine with the mibees will winter on candy.
Mr. croscope ami we find no sperm cells in
has
not;
they
LangStroth
but
will do her spermatheca or oviducts,
in all
well on it when they can tly often. 1 drone-laying queens the spermatheca
tried a good colony 2 years since, by is likewise depleted.
The same is
placing only empty combs in the hive, true of fertile workers. This of itself
on Nov. 1, and gave the bees pure is a demonstration of the truth that
cane sugar candy on the frames; the drones result from parthenogenesis.
moisture from their breath softened
3d. The eggs in queen and worker
While they could tly every day cells contain the spermatozoa or male
it.
t hey did well, and they seemed to preelements, while none exist in the eggs
fer the candy. But December was which are to develope into drones.
cold every day, and they all gorged Von Siebold and our own Dr. Leidy
themselves to death within 3U days.
demonstrated this years ago, while
Fifteen colonies that were short of many other microsc'opists hive verihoney, one spring, after removing fied it since. This too demonstrates
lice

;

:

them from

the cellar, I fed fori

month the

law.

Would such an expert

scientist

loss last winter of 89 per cent., whilst the Langstroth hive, which is used. perhaps, as
much as any other hive for artificial

and box hive has suffered a

able apiarist as the late Baron of lierlepsch, who at lirst stoutly resisted
this view, in opposition to Dzierzon,
have upon thorough research, such
research too as the Germans make,
keen, close, untiring, have accepted
this law. only as the loved truth and
found it here 't
Mr. Robinson in his article in the
Bee Journal, vol. 17 page 89, carries
the idea that some think that queens
are the result of parthenogenesis.
The queens can only come from eggs
which have received the sperm cells,
and after the eggs hatch the food
must be richer (a fact of which I am
persuaded), and more abundant. He
says Dzierzon " jumped at his theory."
understand the matter.
I do not so
Dzierzon pronounced this law not as
in hypothesis, but as a truth demonstrated by practical observation, and
sustained bv two of the most able
scientists of the world— Von Siebold
nid I.euckart.
Tlie theory of Mr. Kirby, as given
by Mr. Robinson, it seems to me is
entirely untenable.
1st. It has no parallel, so far as I
know. Elsewhere in the animal kingdom, sperm cells are always the product of male organs, and can only be
effective when they come in contact,
in a fresh state with fresh eggs.
2d. I have repeatedly examined
royal jelly with a high-power microscope, and could not have failed to
notice the sperm cells if they were
That the
there. There were none.
semen could be deposited and used at
pleasure by the workers is impossible.
It is well known that sperm cells are
only vital when comparatively fresh.
It occurs to me that Mr. Robinson
can test this matter easily for himself.
Early next spring let him take frames
of empty comb one of which shall be
placed in a hive with a queen no
drones of course just longenough to
secure some eggs; with these let him
make a nucleus. He may feed sugar
for food— the bees will gather pollen
enough for the few larva?, and I will
warrant him a queen. Yet, on his
theory, where are the sperm cells. I
They were incorpowill tell him
rated in the egg as it passed the sperqueen.
matheca of the

—

Sept. 21,

—

swarming, and forced queen-rearing,
has suffered the

43 per

least, only

cent.

For the lastv G years we have made
bee-keeping our exclusive business,
and within a radius of 15 or 20 miles,
we are the only ones that have prac-

swarming and forced
queen-rearing. Why is it now, that
that our loss last winter was less than
one-half of our bees, being 75, of 100
colonies, while our neighbors, as far
as we could learn, have lost from 75to
100 per cent., box hives not excepted.
There seems to be a little misunderstanding in the term, " forced queen
rearing." We have no doubt that
queen-rearing, if practiced as described by Mr. Butler, would result in
degneration. He says, "The queenless part rears one from larva, from 1
to 3 days old, making a queen not up
to the standard of one reared by natural swarming." This may be true,
but the queenless part should be supplied with a laying queen when the
division is made, or else the main object of artificial swarming is missed.
The queen should not be reared
from a larva 3 days old, nor by a divided swarm, but should be reared from
the egg of a selected mother, and by
the best colony in the apiary. Queens
reared in this way have answered our
purpose first rate some bee-keepers
may pre'er those reared by the swarming impulse, but when we compare
our last winter's loss witli the loss of
apiaries where the latter plan lias
been practiced when we observe that
our best colony has given us the enormous j ield of nearly 400 lbs. of comb
honey in 2 lb. sections, and that t lie
ticed artificial

;

;

average yield of one of our branch
apiaries is 135 lbs. per colony, we can
well afford to rear our queens by the
forced system, and recommend it as
safe and harmless.
Naples, N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

Preparing Bees for Winter.

:

In answer

Mr. Robinson's last
would say that had he
to

question. I
reared as many insects as I have, and
noted the wondrous effect on the
imago of partial starvation of the
larvae, after a reduction in size of at
least one-half, with parts illy developed, and then remember as Darwin
has so graphically shown, that in all
animals the reproductive organs are,
of all the tissues, the most sensitive,
we may easily believe that more
or less food, of richer or less rich
quality, might readily accelerate or
retard the development of the ovaries
I tind that these
of worker larva?.

L. J. DIEIIL.

Rickey, asks in reference to
my article on page 208 of the Bee
Journal, of Aug. 24, "Does Mr.
Diehl leave the hole near the entrance
open all winter, or what is it for?
Does he contract the entrance V "
In reply, I will say that I leave the
auger hole open, and I have found that
First, there
it answers two purposes

Mr.

II.

:

circulation of air enough to keep
the hive pure and sweet, and yet not
enough to cause a draft in the hive,
and cause over consumption of honey.
1 advised that all colonies should
face the south this is very essential
wintering with my method. All
rudimentary organs do vary in dif- safe
combs should run from front to rear,
ferent workers.
then if the hive faces the south, and
I have shown that Syrian bees have
is not shaded too much, the morning
afforded a proof of parthenogenesis.
in winter will strike the hive and
The points will be given in a paper to sun
liie combs, and will conduct the heat
be read at the National Convention.
to the bees. The hole in front will
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 18, 1881.
come opposite the cluster of bees, and
they will take advantage of a few
For the American Bee Journal.
hours" sunshine to void the feces when
the lower entrance is frozen up, and
The Degeneration of Bees.
is

;

otherwise closed.
I contract t he entrance to about
l'-.x'.j of an inch, thus preventing a
1
In order that we may have the draft. The auger hole bemg4 inches
above subject a little more investiga- from the top of the hive, there is no
ted, we wish to ask Mr. S. S. Butler upward ventilation.
In this way I have wintered with
his opinion on one or two questions.
From the related instance of the success for the last or 7 successive
8 weather-beaten pine boxes, Mr. B. winters. In this county there was
draws the conclusion that that kind scarcely any bees that lived through
of bee-habitation, being let alone, is the winter, with the exception of
better adapted for successful bee- mine, and my loss was 6 out of 80 colkeeping than the movable frame hive onies. My bees have increased to 135,
with its various manipulations. He mostly bv natural swarming, and they
says, " 1 claim that his bees had not are in splendid condition for winter.
lost any of their natural vigor or tough- I have taken 2,500 lbs. of honey,
ness, had not degenerated by either mostly in 2 lb. sections, and have
rearing forced queens himself , or be- reared 125 queens. This lias been a
ing near enough lo one who lias," etc. good season for bees, but 1 have been
We refer the gentleman to the sta- so busy in the store that I could not
tistical table on page 228of the Amer- give them the attention they should
ican Bee Journal, and ask the have.
Butler, Ind.
question: Why is it then, that the

GKEINER BROS.

.,

ti
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Chicago, for his lecture.

'

By particular request, the editor of
the Bee Journal gave a lecture at
the Court House, in St. Joseph, Mo.,
under the auspices of the St Joseph
Exposition, on the ahove subject, on
Thursday, Sept. 8,1881. The St. Joseph
Herald gives the following report
of the lecture

Mr. Thos. G. Newman, editor of the
American Bee Journal, of Chicago,

fifTlie Northwestern Bee-Keepers'

the
of the special features of
Association will meet in Chicago, on
coming bee," he was certain that it man is not only the editor and pub- Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
would gather the most honey, be Hi" lisher of the Amkiiii an Bice Journal
and 26. All bee keepers are cordially
most docile, hardy and induslrious, (the first weekly bee paper in the invited to attend. It is desired to
and that its name will be " Apis world), but isthe author and publisher make this one of the most interesting
of several works on the subject of sciAmericana."
conventions ever held in the United
From the fact that by the advance entific bee-keeping and honey produc- Slates. C. C. Miller, M. D., Pres.
civilization, many of the honey-pro- tion.
C. C. COFFINBERRY, SCC.
ducing trees, plants and shrubs were
disappearing; the lecturer argued at
Manchester,
Bee and Honey Show at
some length the necessity of planting
(ST The Western Michigan BeeEngland.—The London Horticultural
for the honey bees just as much as for
Keepers' Association will meet in
of
account
following
a
the
secure
gives
to
order
Journal
in
stock—
any farm
Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich.. Thursday,
succession of bloom from spring to this show:
Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
fall.
The Committee of Management ar- 10:30 a. m. All interested, are cordiThe speaker said that notwithstandcompetition in the ally invited.
ing the many improvements that had ranged to have no
W.m. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
requested Mr. Pettibeen made in apiculture, it was but bee tent, and
Coopersville, Mich., Aug. 29, 1881.
provide an atBowdon,
to
of
grew,
now
that
the
flora
infancy—
yet in its
display of
going to waste in America could, if tractive and interesting
from his own garden.
igg* The Northern Michigan Beeproperly gathered by bees, produce a bees and honey

all

Bees and Honey.

Mr. New-
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that
Keepers' Association will hold its
revenue of 200.000,000 of dollars annu- He consented to do so. believing
an exhibition of this kind would go fourth Annual Convention at Maple
delivered a very interesting lecture to ally.
bee-keeping.
Mr.
popularize
to
far
night.
delast
into
audience,
entered
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
an appreciative
The lecturer then
resolved to make this show and 12, 1881
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
at the Court House. Mr. Newman is tail about the wondeis of the bee hive Pettigrew
new
introducing a
a very pleasing speaker, and when and its industrious little insects. He a novel one. by
exand
to
hives,
observatory
talking about bees, he is at his best. described the development of the form of
Bee-Keepers' Union.— The Eastern
There was present at the lecture a queen, drones and workers, and gave hibit legends on black boards done in
Bee-Keepers' Union Assonumber of prominent gentlemen of the audience an insight into the won- honey comb by bees, and sets of icicles New York
shades. The ciation, will hold their eighth semithe city. Mayor Finer presiding over derful enonomy of the hive. He said of honeycomb under glass
him annual Convention on Tuesday, Sept.
the meeting, and introducing the lie had seen the seven wonders of the state of his health prevented
10 a.m., at Knowersville,
speaker. We give the following syn- world, but the wondrous little bee, from doing all he intended and desired 27, 1881, at
were not done. N. Y. All bee-keepers are invited to
opsis of Mr. Newman's lecture
with its architectural skill, govern- to do. The icicles
W. D. Wright, Pres.
Mr. Newman said that the magni- mental wisdom, untiring activity, and However, the exhibition was evidently attend.
The honey tent
N. D. West, Sec.
tude of the industry of -'bees and marvelous transformations, was really a great success.
honey " could be estimated by the fact the Aaron's rod that .swallowed up was crowded with visitors every day,
without
that there were in North America all the other wonders— many of which and no one could enter it
gg" The South Eastern Mich. Beehearing expressions of wonder and
300.000 persons who keep bees, and if he detailed at considerable length.
classes
of visi- Keepers' Association, will hold its 4th
these apiaries average but 10 colonies
Some were fearful of an over-pro- gratification from all
meeting at the Court House, in Ann
each, the number of colonies reaches duction of honey, but the speaker said tors. The observatory hives, 4 in num- Arbor, Wednesday, Oct. 5. 1881, at 9
and simple con3,000,000, and if these produce but that there was already a demand far ber, were of cheap
one o'clock a. m.; the week of the County
the very small average of 25 pounds of in excess of the supply. Just before struction, with bees and glass on
queen
The
of Fair. An adjourned meeting may be
super.
eacli
of
only
side
is
product
Joseph
then
the
St.
colony,
to
honey per
leaving Chicago to come
white woolly cotton held during the week. All interested
75,000,000 of pounds of honey, worth to deliver this lecture, he had received each super had a
waist, which are invited to attend. By order of the
10,000,000 of dollars and if each col- a letter from England asking him to thread tied round her
Executive Committee.
ony of bees yields but 1 pound of bees- send 250 tons of comb honey, and the enabled the spectators to see her at a
N. A. Prudden, Chairman.
wax yearly, then the wax product at purchaser stood ready with cash in glance, and watch her movements as
20 cts. per lb. is worth $600,000.
hand to take it at three times the price she wandered amongst the communThe lecturer then reviewed at length it would bring in America. The rea- ity. But the most conspicuous and
<gr The North Eastern Wis. Beethe rise and progress of apiculture son for this foreign demand was ob- novel exhibits of the bee tent were Keepers' Association, will hold its
from ancient Bible times to the pres- vious.
Europeans had neither the two black boards 6 feet 4 inches long, fall meeting at Peewaukee, Wis., on
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 11 and
ent, showing the several " progressive honey-producing flowers, favorable and 2 feet broad, with two legends
viz " God
"full attendance is cordially resteps" in the science, and illustrated seasons, nor the improved appliances them done in honeycomb—
" Industrial 12.
Notice of the plauce of
quested.
his lecture by a full description of the to gather the honey at home, and Save the Queen," and
being
letters
5
The
Exhibition."
modern
to
America
most useful implements of
meeting will be found at the local
hence must depend on
easily
were
thereabouts
long
or
inches
which
he
many
of
exhibbee-keeping,
Post Ollice.
supply them.
classes
ited to the audience and explained
Geo. Church, Pres., Neenah, Wis.
Mr. Newman closed his lecture, read, and seemed to delightall
visitors. Both boards were labelled Frances Dunham, Sec.,Depere,Wis.
their uses.
which had been interrupted by fre- of
'
Honey
in
Efforts
A
B
C."
Our First
He detailed the efforts put forth to quent and prolonged applause, by sayobtain superior races of bees, and was ing that he had read with much pleas- of different kinds and of the highest
in glass dishes were on the
quality
HerSouth Western Iowa Bee Association.
very emphatic in his assertions thai ure the article in the St. Joseph
The regular annual meeting of this
the credit belonged to America for ob- ald of last Sunday, entitled," Beesand tables, beside bone spoons, for visibot- association, will occur at the apiary
taining, by careful selection and im- Honey," and was amused at the sa- tors to taste and honey in glass
provements, the best strains of Ital- gacity of the reporter as well as the tles 4 lbs in each was there for sale. of James T. Fife, in Jasper township,
ian bees in the world, saying that he philosophy of Mr. A. M. Saxton, one The demand for run honey was extra- near Corning, Iowa, on Thursday afhad taken some of these superior bees of theprominentcitizensof St. Joseph, ordinary, and all was speedily sold at ternoon, Sept. 29. The place of meetfrom his apiary in Chicago to the most who had been interviewed. Mr. Sax- Is. id. per lb. (about 30 cts). Three ing is such that the, topics considered
prominent European countries, inclu- ton was right in saying that the in- bottles of crude honey were on the will be practically demonstrated. FolBusiness
ding Italy (the home of the Italian habitants of St. Joseph and its vicin- tables for the purpose of showing, in lowing is the programme
introbee), and that these bees were univer- ity should be benefited by the display the exhibitor's opinion, that honey of Society; raising of queens
breakfast duction of queens dividing of bees
sally praised for their singular beauty, of honey and bees at the Exposition, proper and lit for use on the
forest,
field
or
in
full atpractical handling of bees.
size, docility, etc., and that since he and the speaker said he was glad to table is not found
returned to America the Italian bee see that Mr. Saxton had offered spe- but is made by bees at home from the tendance is desired.
in
flowers.
found
materials
Fife,
Pres.
crude
T,
J.
published
at
Milan,
exhibipaper, L'ylnit'o//ore,
cial premiums of $40 for honey
" The American ted by ladies. Many ladies were alW. J. Oliver, Sec.
Italy, has thus said
bred Italian bees exhibited to us by ready engaged in the industry, and
igy The time selected by the ExecuSignor T. G. Newman, editor of the were among the most successful, naig" The Eastern Michigan bee-keepAmerican Bee Journal, on his re- ture having endowed them with finer tive Committee for holding the Na- ers'
Association will hold its fall meetcent visit to Italy, were the pretiest feelings, and as close a scrutiny and tional Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,
ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y. M. C.
bees we ever saw."
activity as it had man. The speaker is October 5, 6 and 7, 1881. All beeo'clock a. m.
He said that live points were es- said that to the untiring energy of Mr. beepers are invited to attend and take A. hall, at 10
A. B. Weed, Sec.
sential to entitle bees to the admira- R. S. Musser, the credit was due for part in the deliberations of the Contion of bee-keepers, viz: They must making the bee and honey show so vention. As Lexington is a central
be prolific, industrious, docile, hardy much of a success. It had really been point, the Executive Committee hope
igg" Owing to the fact that the time
and beautiful in appearance. The one of the chief attractions of the Ex- to have a large attendance from the of the regular meeting of the Union
and
and
West,
East
the
hive
South,
queen must be able to keep
position, many having come from 50 North,
Bee Association, at Shelbyville, Ky.,
He most from Canada, and that the 12th annual conflicts with the time fixed by theexfull of bees to gather the honey har- to 100 miles to see it alone.
American
BeeNorth
quite
the
it
is
ofof
(and
following
meeting
comes
the
it
endorsed
when
emphatically
vest
ecutive committee, to hold the NaKeepers' Society will be the most in- tional at Lexington, the meeting of
ten of short duration) the bees must sentiment, quoted by Mr. Saxton
" Work for some good, be it ever so slowly.
teresting meeting that the bee-keepers the Union, at Shelbyville, has been
be industrious, to let nothing escape
Cherish some flower, be it ever so lowly.
of the United States have ever held.
their vigorous search while gathering
postponed till the 20th of October.
Labor!— all labor is noble and holy.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
the sweet nectar; tliey must be docile
G. W. Demaree. Sec.
depended
industry
any
in
manipulate
Success
to
to allow the apiarist
Christiansburg, Ky., Sept. 3, 1881.
activity,
study,
information,
they
pleasure;
upon
and
ease
with
them
Kentucky Bee-Keepers' Association.
must be strong and hardy to withstand adaptation and skill, and anyone who
convention of
^•The Rock River Valley Beethe rapid changes in climate and they possessed these essential qualities, and —The second annual
make
a
the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' As- Keepers' Convention, will be held at
must be of singular beauty to attract was willing to learn, could
Exposiin
the
held
who
will
be
Those
sociation,
Monroe Center, on the third Tuesday
the admiration of the fancier of line success of bee-keeping.
on in October. We hope a good attenstock. He said his ideal bee would be would not study and learn from the tion Building, in Louisville, Ky.,
present at the very moment when the experience of others how to care for Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 12 dance will be the outcome, and the bee
interest revived.
slumbering flower awoke to conscious- bees, should keep out of the business and 13, 1881.
fine display of bee-keepers' supD. A. Cipperly, Sec.
ness, and unfolded its buds to take in entirely.
and
expected,
detailed
is
plies, honey, etc.,
In conclusion, the speaker
the first rays of the morning sun. and
bee-keepprominent
of
the
most
-qualities
some
of
principal
will dip into that tiny fountain which some of the
l^- The Southwestern Wisconsin
will be in attenddistils the honey drop by drop, and honey, both as food and medicine, and ers in America, who
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
Bee-Keepers'
National
much
apance
at
the
amid
seat
waxen
then
look
his
nectar
to
its
and
sweet
its
bear away
Convention, at Lexington, Oct. 5, 6. next meeting in Platteville, GrantCo.,
plause.
cells of beautiful comb.
1881.
vote of thanks was unanimously and 7, are expected to attend. All Wis.. Nov. 30.
He said that while he did not know
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
N. P. Allen, Pres.
what may be the color, markings or given to the Hon. T. G. Newman, of are invited.
.
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Autumn Honey.— The present exLight Basswood Yield.— I had 45 colceptionally dry season, in strong con- onies of bees in the best condition of
trast to the very wet season a year any I ever had during basswood bloom,
ago, shows clearly that a dry season is yet I only obtained about one barrel of
it rained continufar less detrimental to the apiarist, basswood honey
than a wet one. Last year we got ously. I have but 1,200 lbs. for the
this
year
we
season's
work.
Jas. E. Cady.
very little honey, while
Medford, Minn., Sept. 8, 1881.
have a large yield of beautiful autumn
honey. We have increased from 5 to
12. and shall get from 500 to 600 lbs. of
Another of H. A. Burch's Customers.
;

Amount

of

Honey Needed for Winter.

—I have 6 colonies —3 are Italians and
The

done a
A. J. Cook.
Flease answer: honey.
How many lbs. of honey are plenty Lansing, Mich., Sept. 10, 1881.
for a colony to winter on in the cellar,
and how much on the summer stand ?
Well Sold. I have just sold a part
Chas. A. Pontius.
of our crop of honey at 22 cts., put up
Canton, O., Sept. 8, 1881.
in our patent caps. I have sold to the
same party for the last 3 years.
[For an ordinary winter, in the celJ. E. Moore.
lar, 20 to 2-5 pounds shouldbe sufficient
Byron, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1881.
on the summer stand, 25 to 30 pounds.
[That is a good sale. It is always
In either case, 5 pounds more is better. desirable to keep, as well as to get cus3 are hybrids.

Italians

great deal the best.

—

Sept. 21,
proposition to make good losses from
delinquent advertisers, is to the point.
Of course publishers are expected to
exercise proper caution, but there, I
think the responsibility ends. I think
that an honest man would scorn to accept from a publisher what another
owed him.
F. N. Wilder.
Forsyth, Ga., Sept. 2, 1881.

—I am one of

Three Hundred Pounds from One Colthe unfortunate ones in
the H. A. Burch & Co. swindle. As ony.— My bees have done well for me
they were highly recommended by Jas. this season. I shall realize from one
Heddon, I supposed them to be all colony 300 pounds of comb honey, of
right, and sent them $5.75 for 6 queens a fine quality. My importing has been
on April 25th, queens to be shipped on a very great benefit to me.
G. H. Adams.
or before June 20th, or the money to
North Nassau, N. Y., Sept. 10,1881.
be returned. I do not receive either
money or answer to my letters. Would
it not be best, for all who wish, to join
The Bee and Honey Show at Baltiin a lawsuit against said firm, get a more, Md.— My "old reliable" bee
judgment, then keep an officer to hive carried off the first premium the
watch them, and as fast as anything society's gold medal. My " molded
shows itself to fasten upon it and sell foundation," 1st premium, $3.00;
it to satisfy such judgment V It strikes Bingham smoker, 1st do
best colony
me he would rather settle up than have of bees (Italians), 1st do.; best colleca judgment of this sort, with contin- tion of bees, 1st do.; best crate of
gent expenses, over his head.
honey, 1st do.; best 10 lbs. of comb
Jas. E. Cady.
honey, 1st do. best collection of honey,
Medford, Minn., Sept. 8, 1881.
1st do.; best display of honey and bees,
clean victory.
[The above letter does serious injus- 1st premium special.
I turned loose 3 colonies on the
tice to Mr. Heddon, who, as we under- grounds within 10 feet of horses, and
stand the matter, never endorsed H. in the midst of a crowd of 13,000 per;

—Ed.]

tomers. It is so much mere pleasant
California Honey Crop.— In the Bee to deal with those we know and have
Journal of Aug. 24 (just at hand), had experience with. Ed.]
you quote from the San Francisco
Examiner, the information that southThose Italian Bees in Australia.
ern California will have an average I have transferred the 2 colonies of
crop of honey this year. This is not Italians received from Mr. A. H. Newso as not one in ten of the bee-men man, of Chicago, on July 2d. I found
will have a pound of surplus. We in both hives the combs in the center
were very fortunate in securing about frames had been forced sidewise from
;

lbs. from 140 colonies, but will
have to feed this winter.
Holmes & Scott.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 30, 1881.

!)00

Maine Items.— Inclosed find specimen of plant which the bees work on
early and late. It grows in my beeyard with the spider plant and Simpson honey plant. Although in full
bloom, I have seen no bees on either
of them, but plenty of hornets on both.
What is the matter with the highly
extolled spider and honey plants V
There is doubtless honey in them I
have seen the drop of honey in the
spider plant, and as the wasps are on
the other, there must be honey in it.
I would like the name of the seecimen
;

their original frames, in such a manner as to lead to the frame adjoining
being attached to the comb intended
for its neighbor. I transferred them

without separation, and without the
long-coveted satisfaction of the sight
of an Italian queen. I shall eventually
separate them, when I can do so without danger of robbing. The number
of bees in each colony is small. They
fly briskly every day, a few returning
with pollen. It seems to me that the
damage to the combs must have occurred on the journey by rail from
Chicago to San Francisco, when they

to more rough
usage than on the sea voyage. I cannot but think that it would have been
an improvement, if the combs had
started
a
bee-keepers
assend.
We
1
been secured to the frames by wire or
sociation the first in Maine called other fasteners. S. MacDonnell.
the Northeastern Bee Association.
Sydney, Australia, Aug. 8, 1881.
The yearly meeting is held the second
[We are informed the weather was
Tuesday in February. We have held
three quarterly sessions, which were excessively hot when the bees were
very interesting. Bees have done well shipped from Chicago, and presume
here this season. I started work last the combs softened before reaching
spring with 26 colonies, run them for
honey all I could, have had 10 natural San Francisco. Of course the colonies
and 4 artificial swarms. My bees are were depleted of all the field-workers
mostly blacks— having 3 Cyprian and possible before shipping, and if they
2 Italian queens. I shall have about
reached their distant destination with
Lucian French.
1,000 pounds.
bees enough to cover three frames
Sangerville, Maine, Sept. 3, 1881.
each, they done remarkably well. As
I sup[ Mr. French sends an aster.
they were bringing in pollen on the 8th
pose the reason that the bees did not
ult. (which is pretty positive proof that
spider
plant was
visit the figwort and
they have commenced breeding), they
that they found something they liked
will now soon breed up.
We think
better. The bees worked well on our
wooden binders much better for fasbee
plant
until
fall
Rocky Mountain
tening in combs for shipping than the
bloom, when they left it altogether.
wires, for various reasons.— Ed.]
A. J. Cook.]

—

must have been exposed

—

Great Trotting Week

— Believing,

at

Lexington.

as I do, that many beeinterested in the best
strains of horses, as well as bees, 1

keepers are

take pleasure in announcing through
the Bee Journal that the Fall Trotting Races commence here on Tuesday. Oct. 4, and continue four days, so
that those who attend the North American Bee-Keepers' Convention, and
desire to see the best strains of Kentucky horses trotting on their " native

heath," will have an opportunity to do
so. The prospects for a large and enthusiastic attendance at the National
Convention are very flattering. The
following are among the most prominent from a distance who have signiD.
fied their intention to be present
A. Jones, of Canada, the " Bee King
of the Islands," I might dub him Dr.
J. P. H. Brown and lady, of Augusta,
Ga.; Mrs. Frances Dunham, of Wisconsin C. C. Coffinberrv, of Chicago,
111.; Chas. F. Muth,of Cincinnati. O.;
and Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111. I
should be pleased to hear from others.
:

;

;

W. Williamson,
Vice President for Kentucky.

Lexington, Ky.

—

Drone Eggs from Young (jueens. In
addition to the editorial reply to Mr.
A. B. McLavy, page 292 of the Bee
Journal for Sept. 14, 1 would say that
the young queens often lay drone eggs
even in worker cells for the first few
days of their laying. They do not have
ready control of the muscles which
control the spermatheca, and so the
required sperm cells are not forced on
to the eggs.
Young birds and insects
often have to try awhile before the
muscles of flight will work, so this
lack of power in the young queen is
not anomalous.
Lansing, Mich.

A.

J.

Cook.

Better than Expected.— When I last
wrote you (in August), the probabilities were that I would have to feed
my bees but since then the honey
yield has been better. I will now secure from my Italians about an average of 30 lbs. of comb honey from each
stand, and will leave the bees very
;

strong for winter. My
black bees finally died.
not worth their trouble.

1

colony of

They were

David Higbee.
Avoca, Iowa, Sept.

14, 1881.

;

;

A

A. Burch

&

Co.,

nor their method of sons, and handled them, removing

all

transacting business, but did compli- the combs, showing them the queen,
and without dress, smoke, oranything
ment them on some bees which he pur- of any notion to quiet them ; not a
chased from them, and gave them per- person reported stung.
Chas. H. Lake.
mission to use his name that far only.
We fail to see any good that can be Baltimore, Md., Sept. 12, 1881.
derived from bringing suit and obtainGood Honey Crop.— We have 11,000
ing judgment, if H. A. Burch £ Co. lbs. of honey (most all white), and an
have nothing subject to execution, as increase of 143 colonies from 156 in the
the costs of suit would have to be ad- spring. Crop is cut short on account
W. House.
vanced by the creditors, thus " throw- of severe drouth. Geo.
Fayetteville, N. Y., Sept. 12, 1881.
ing good money after the bad." If,
instead of being unfortunate, this firm
Cyprian Bees.— I will give a little of
have been preparing to defraud their my experience with Cyprian bees. I
to a New York queen dealer last
sent
customers, then ef course they took
of the first queens which
precautions to secure their property year, for one
came from Cyprus, and the dealer
against execution and the fact of their said he sent me a choice one. I
referring their victims to Mr. A. I. thought best to test her before breedRoot for payment would seem to indi- ing from her. Lo after testing her, I
find her progeny to be the best fightcate that Mr. Burch considers it caners that I ever saw. If the Cyprians
from
him
by
any
legal
not be collected
are all like mine, I would advise beekeepers to let them alone, or if they
process. Ed.]
have them, to get rid of them as soon
as
possible. I am very glad that I did
Bees Have Done Well.— My bees have
done very well, considering the season. not let them mix with my Italians.
They have not gathered as much I sent the queen back to the queen
honey this year as they did last year, dealer to-day. He can do as he likes
M. II. Milster.
although those that did not swarm with her.
Frohna, Mo., Sept. 13, 1881.
did well. There is a general complaint of bees not gathering much
honey all through this section of counA Ton of Comb Honey from 35 Colotry. They swarmed too much to lay nies.
Last spring my bees were reup much honey. Where white clover duced to 35 colonies they increased
was plenty and close at hand, and by natural swarming to 65; they have
where bees had proper care, they have done very well this season. I have
done very well. Thos. Lashbrook.
taken off about a ton of surplus honey
Waverly, Iowa, Sept 12, 1881.
The
in sections, and 6 pound boxes.
,

!

—

;

local

demand

for

honey

is

good

;

it

in Georgia. —The in- sells readily for 18 to 20 cents.
L. F. Biglow.
terest in bee culture here is not what
Brooklyn, Wis., Sept. 14, 1881.
it ought to be, and what it would be
I have sold
if intelligently pursued.

Bees and Honey

my

comb honey in 1 lb. packages
this year, for 20 cts.. and extracted at
15 cts., and it was spring honey at
that, which is always dark. The bees

all

now

storing honey from cotton
bloom and goldenrod, which makes
the finest honey we get. It is this
honey I expect to exhibit at our State
fair.
I am sowing largely of melilot
this fall, and I hope to be able to give
a favorable report from the experiment, when it begins to yield honey.
If we can only get something that will
be to us what white clover is to the
northern and western honey producer,
we should have the best country in
the world for bees and honey. We
do not know anything about the problem which so vexes the bee-keepers in
the colder sections wintering bees.
I never lost a colony from winter
trouble in a movable frame hive, as I
can feed, if necessary, any day of the
year, and I always try to keep informed as to the condition of every
colony. Your criticism on Mr. Root's
are

—

Bees in New Jersey.— My bees have
done very well this summer. Last
fall I had 54 colonies, and by May
I had lost them all but 14. I increased
I only ran 1 hive
to 37 by July 1.
for box honey, and that gave me 26
lbs. of comb honey, and 45 of extracted. I intend to let the rest have all
they have gathered. We have had no
rain since July 4, and everything is
dying here. The bees today are gathering a little honey from goldenrod,
and that will not last long if we do
not have rain shortly. Success to the
1

Bee Journal.
Joseph W. Riker.

Mont

Clair,

N.

J., Sept. 8, 1881.

Yirgil's Bee Lore.— Virgil says in
his Georgics, that the honey bee often
takes up stones or ballast on a stormy
day. Is this true now r Student.
Agricultural College, Guelph, Out.
[I

doubt

if it

F. Clarke.]

was ever true.— Wm.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,

^rtuevtiscmcuts.

WUYKKS' yiTOTATIONS.

ig° Single copies of the

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

The American Bee Journal

Jouknal

Office of Amkhican Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a, m., Sept. 19, 1881.

sent postage paid for S cents each.

The following are

-

the latest quota-

f^" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can tions for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour
do so hy paying the difference.
» » m *.
CHICAGO.
AdTertisenients intended for the Bee
HON KV— The market Is lively and prices steady.
:

Journal must

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

1

have

just purchased a car hi id of extracted at

current prices

We

quote light comb honey, in single comb
In larger boxes lie. less. Extracted

boxes, IB@20Q

»^~*~*-»

;

H(£HC.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
9

•

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon, and the Baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

—

quality, ]Hm,uic.

Newman, 972 W. Madison

»

».

address.

^T

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

YORK.
:

;

.

There is More Strength restoring
power in a 50 cent bottle of Parker's
Ginger Tonic than in a bushel of malt
or a gallon of milk.

As an

appetizer,
blood purifier and kidney corrector,
there is nothing like it, and invalids
find it a wonderful invigorant for

See other column.

36w4t

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

Per Doz. Per 100
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
$12.00
$1.80
"
Half Gallon, " 5
"
....
1.50
9.00
"
"
2M
"
Quart,
...
1.20....
7.00
"
Pint,
*'
75....
4.00
1M "

ALFRED
972

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— Is In good demand here now.
I quote
Good comb honey, in sections,
:

on

14(<jJl6c.,

Extracted,

arrival.

BEESWAX.— I8<fl32'2c,
per

lb.

on

7<j*uc.

arrival.

for choice lots.

is worth
on arrival.
have paid

Mdth.

BOSTON.

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

III.

Dunham Foundation

The British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

I

C. F.

trade has now fairly commenced, and we are selling quite freely. We find
that one-pound combs are a very desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 2o@22c, according to quality.

The British Bee Journal Is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and how to do do it.
Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn, Southall, London.

Street.

HONE Y— Comb honey continues in good demand

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCI

BEESWAX-18@20C
A. C.

Kbndel,

115 Ontario Street.
of

BALTIMORE.

HONEY. -But

It has the largest corps of practical breeders as editoi
any journal of itaclasRin Americ . ami if

TSE FINEST POULTEY JOURNAL IN THE WOELD.

on the market, and prices

little

are not quoted.
BEESWAX.— Southern, pure. 2 l@23c; Western,
pure, 22c; grease wax. 12@13c.— Baltimore Market
Journal.

cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, $1.00 six queens for (5.00;
twelve or more, 75c. each. Tested queens, £2.00
each.
Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money order drawn on Flint, Mich. He has a stock of queens

Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION :$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy. 10 cents.
Editor and Proprietor.
C. J.
ST.,

WARD,

CLARK

182

CHICAGO

on hand, and can

BUY

sections,

lb.

223250.—

SAN FRANCISCO.

ST.

HONEY.— Demand

New

is

NEAT AND CLEAN.
J»f\

*\,

(juinby's

BJNDW»iBPERiODICALS\

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

light

are alike

Most Practical Work

The Emerson Binder
IS

23@25c— Philadelphia

Merchants' Guide.

continues to grow in popularity,
and is the

-"iiiiNBY$i

I

nominal.

BEESWAX -Best

New Bee -Keeping",

7@9c;

1

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— The supply and demand

book:,

ottir,
'/PAT.

extracted,

the BEST.

decidedly the BEST now made.
Hetherington discards al) others.
and orders two dozen for his own
use. Doolittle says it is unequaled.
So say all who see and use it. Price, by mail,
#1.5© and $1.75.

AND KEEP THEM

LOUIS.

fair.

published. Price,bymail,«1.50.

We

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

BEEKEEPINi

sell

EverythingUsed inAdvanced

I
use them. Directions In each Binder.

Bee-Culture.

;

Local Convention Directory.
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or
York.
Time and Place of Meeting.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks, 1881.
are not taken by the banks in this city Sept.27— Eastern N. Y. Union, Knowersville. N. Y.
N. D. West, Sec. Middleburg, N. Y.
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
29— Southwestern Iowa, near Corning, Iowa.
expense of collecting them.
W. J. Oliver, Sec.
Oct. 4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Wetd, sec, Detroit, Mien.
Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
5— Southeastern Mich., at Ann Arbor, Mich.
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

Kew

974

5-7— National, at Lexington, Ky.
Dr. E. Parinly, Sec, New York City.
12 -Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
11, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere, Wis.
12 -Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
18— Rock River Valley, at Monroe Center, 111.
D. A. Cipperly. Sec, Monroe, 111.
20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Chrlstiansburg, Ky.
25, 26-Northwestern District, at Chicago, 111.
C. C. Cofflnberry. Sec, Chicago, 111.

5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.
;

fg" It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
if all

post-office, County or State.
Also,if you Ih'e near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to

name,

give the address

Premiums.

we have on our

list.

1882, will

premiums
For"a Club of 2,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

cloth.
for 1 year.

^We have a SPECIAL EDITION
Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc.
Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

of the

Champlaln Valley, at

tW~ In order

to

have

POSTAL

of Italian,

&

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

COLONIES
WITH

,

diseaess

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&isentirely dinerentfrom
Eitters, Ginger Essences
and

The Best, Cleanest,
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
Never fails to restore the neverintoxicates. Hiscox.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
^ 50c. and $1 sizes. Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

Imported Italian Queens,
Or our own Importation,
GUAKANTEED PURE AND GENUINE.
Our Comb Foundation was awarded the diplo-

ma at the North-Eastern

25 cents per square inch — no single cut sold for less
than .-.nc.
G.

NEWMAN,
THOMAS Street,
Chicago,

»74 West Madison

111.

Bee-Keepers' Convention

held in February.

ing.

Smokers, Knives, Extractors, &c.

&

youthful color to gray hair.

Price List, with 3 samples of

CHAS.

free.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cbeapest,indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

KNOW

THYSELF.

S^r
.

___

CIRCULAR

l'rirc List for

MCA.
COOK A- <'<.,
Cor. Dearborn
|^

A

chines are especially adapted
to Hive Making. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
our 48 page Illustrated Cata-

StB.,

logue.

W.

in

AdTcrtisinir At'.nti.Tj

Wasn't)

L'DICAQO.

and

SCROLL SAWS,

W. H.
22wly

any
in the Country, our new!
AdTPrtisera bent free.

111.

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These ma-

ESTIMATES
for

Co.,

Foot Power Machinery

institute or Dr.

4Bulfinchst., Boston.

Foundation,

SON,

BARNES' PATENT

300 pp. ,c< >n tains beautiful
steel engravings, luri prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c

PARKER, Nc

Comb

DADANT &

Hamilton, Hancock

9smtf

gilt,

Given

the Bee Journal for sale at

AT,

handling and marketing extracted honey.

Parker's
Hair Balsam,

ADVERTISING
ELECTROTYPES mWBa NEWSPAPER
in

BROYt

15 One-Cent Stamps

taries are requested to

Of Engravings used

II.

Light Street, Columbia Co.. Pa.

;

this table complete, Secre-

12-page circular price

Will pny for our exhaustive pamphlet on raising,

i

Bristol, Vt.

Sec

my

for

Cyprian and Holy Land
II

Sleeplessness,

Howard, Sec

T. Brookins,

EIVD

BcslI[ealth£Strcn?th'
llcstortr E?er Used,
It cures Rheumatism,

at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayettevllle, N, Y.
April 1 1— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Micb.
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

May

ROOT&BRO.,

MOHAWK, NEW YORK.

34sm4t

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake,
Stillingia,
and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Bio >d Purifier and the

25— Northeastern,

R.

III.

ARKER'S GfNG

M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

Wm.

Chicago,

_

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N, Y.
C.

Street,

for Illustrated Circular to

L. C.
2Samtf

S'list

1882.

for

be entitled to the following

"
"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

at Lansing, Mich.

George L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.

West Madison

N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.

—Those who get up clubs

Weekly Bee Journal

for the

27—Central Michigan,

Send

Been, Queen* and Aplarliin Supplied.

—

for a club of

SOc.
85c.
75c.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

Address,

28eowtf

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUINBY
SMOKER

BIND TOUR JOURNALS

HONEY.— Sales of choice comb, to arrive, have
been effected at 2oc. for small lots. It is doubtfui
if an order for a large lot of choice comb could be
tilled in this market. Choice extracted, in barrels,
is quotable at 9@a%c
We quote white comb, I6@20c; dark to good. 10®
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 9@10y£c;
dark and candied, 8c. BEESWAX— 23(g)25c.
Stearns & smith, 423 Front Street.

orders promptly.

fill

The best informed bee-keepers in
the United States, say that our

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.-New, in 1 or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

I4@16c.
club can have sample copies sent to comb,
BEESWAX— Prime yellow sells at 20@21c.
the persons they desire to interview,
R. C. Greek & Co., 17 N. Main Street.
by sending the names to this office.

name on

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

;

19c. for 2 lb. sections.

lb.

W.

Rngerftvllle, Genesee County, Mich.,
Makes a specialty of rearing fine Italian queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the

CLEVELAND.
l

8Sr New Circular and Samples free. _fct
FRANCES DUNHAM. DePere, Wis.

lsmtf

C.N.ABBOTT,

BEESWAX— Prime quality, 25c.

Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham

Mill,

Patented Aug. 23th, 1881.

$1.75,

HONEY.— Our honey

white and
Extracted honey, io@i2c.

»

These Palls have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails tiave a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put Inside
one another as a neat, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices

BEESWAX.—

at 20c. for

Faded or Gray Hair gradually recovers its youthful color and lustre by
the use of Parker's Hair Balsam, an
elegant dressing, admired for its purity and rich perfume.
36w4t

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.

tracted, white, iO@rJc; dark, 7<&9c.
Prime quality, 22024c
Thorn & Co.. 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

25c.

changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

mind and body.

St.

in

:

NEW

When

<g"
dress,

new

Al. H.

HONKY-The market is well supplied at present,
9 *»
but there is a large prospective demand.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
publication must be boxes,
dark, in small boxes. I2<gil5c. Ex15<sj18c

jg° Articles for
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

.

BEESWAX-Prlme

the oldest Bee

America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

Paper

\

is

F.

& JOHN BARNES

Rockfnrd. Winnebago Co.,

lIJCUTQWANTEDtosell

111.

Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe

HuLrl
Sells at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.Chase'sPrintingHouse.AnnArbor.Mich
I

36m ly

.

i'..

,..

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Sept. 21.

ITALIAN BEES

SEEDS FOR

standard colonies have eight franvs, i?Hi
inc. deep. All Mietel. frames \\H
long and
Single tub colonies,
king and H^H "<• deep
$10: in lots of live, eucti $»; in h.tsof ten or more,
each %S single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; liJunei, $3.50; 2Queen
frame Nucleus, Tested
frame do.. f4: 3- frame do., *"> 4*frame do., *"• 50
July, August and September, 5-fra e Nucleus.
Tested Italian Queen, $3.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery at express
terminusi <>t everv order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times dally to all points. With

Books

Bee -Keepers,

for

AH

inc.
Inc.

Honey Plants.
of this type

line

will
will

each
One tu three weeks,
u or more"
Four

I

Seeds for

SOc. per line.
18c.

insertion,
"

times a

all

12c.
lOc.

Plants, including

Be.

Mammoth

Advert foments withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the lull rate lur
the ume the advertisement U inserted.

Transient Advertfownienta payable in advance.
—Yearly iontractH payable quarterly. In advance,
reliable u-.ilers. Ci^hsuI rtai imposition will be
exposed.
I

THOMAS

G.

Madison

Chicago,

111.

the propagation and hand
.

Address

CHICAGO,

all

communications to
J. II. ROBERTSON,

sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
honey producers ileal- rs
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year lor only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly Americ.ii Bee
Journal for only *2. IS. Sample copies free. Ad-

A new

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested

Italian

Queens, $'J Cyprian Queens, *-.U0
TestedCyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, *4.UU; frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $o
ians, 8 frames, *8.(JU Colony of Cyprians. 8 frames, $1U.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
lwly
|3F"Send forCircular.
;

;

t

;

in

* ANDEKSON.
Columbus, Kansas.

SCOVELL

dress,

28wtf

;

Editorial Items

2

The National Convention
More Good Words for Sweet
The Chicago Fair

•2i)H

U97
287
297
297
297
297

Clover....

urners for Crate Covers
Arkansas State Fttir
Cook's Manual tit the Apiary
Boney in the Hastern Markets
St. Joseph. Mo.. Bee and Honey Show.

Metni

i

Among our Exchange"

3.-JC.

per

lb.

297

:

298
298
298
298
298

Fair.,

HONEY A MALTY.
W. F. COITITEII,
Late of Conner, Burnett

Correspondence
Reproduction in the Honey Bee
Wintering Bee- In Texas
Spruce Bonej Kegs
the Prize

The Arrival ui
The Wintering

290
299
299
299
900
300

,

Queens

Bees

.it

Parthenogenesis again
The Degeneration of Bees
Preparing B^es for Winter

Convention Note*

Our Letter Box

:

Better tb n Expected
Light Busswnod Yield
Another of H. A. Burch's Customers

302
3"2
302
302
302
302
302
802
802
302
302
302

Those Italian Bees In Australia
Drone Eggs tmin Young Queens

302

Bees have Done Well
Bees and Honey in G orgia
Three Hundred Pounds tn>ni One Colony.
Bee and Hnney Show at Baltimore, Md...
Good Honey Crop
Cyprian Bees

Comb Honey from
New Jersey

of

in

Virgil's

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABKONIA. MICH.

35 Colonies..

Bee Lore

pay to devote a few hours

up a club for the Bee Jourthe list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

A few good colonies of Cyprlan.Holj Land, Hungarian and Italian bees for sale In the above bives.
and labor in their
r
They require the lensl Inn
construction of any hive in use— best hive forwlnSend for price

37w3t

list.

ALLEY,

II.

Wenharu, Mass.

TO MAKK MONEY. For particular,
TlfWC
Il'/W enclose cents to Lock Box »1S,
I
»

W

Price

Address,
i

A VEAlt and exp<

i

ENGRAVINGS

Horse
TheKENDALL,
BY B. J.

I

THE

;

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by

Address.

THOMAS
97)

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.

THE

O.M.I'

Weekly

Agricultural

Dominion of Canada.
This practical Journal

!

makes
practical men.
pasted)

dium

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!
and one that works with

RAPIDITY AM) SATISFACTION.

is

now

In its

Third Tear.

In

it

verv popular.
It Is the Be»l

Canada.

address.

llwJHtx

N.

It.

Its

editors are

all

Advertl*lng Me-

Sample copies sent free

COLCOCK,

to

any

Wellund.Ont.

POPULAR HONEY KEGS

Having been persuaded to get up several for my
have on hand the patterns.
immediate friends,
etc.. to make liny number. Therefore, send In your
W.G. PHELPS. Galena. Md.
orders
[aiwtfl
I

DA VIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIA0E,
REVOLVING coMB-HANGER,

1

I

VAN DEU8BN

\ suNS,

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook.

£>nmll Keys for Honey.

lolumbue, lud.

high aide-walls, 4 to 16 square feel to
the pound, llrenlar and aamplea ree.

Mont

Co., N- V.

Tool Box and Becoi ding Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, asot
of apiarian tools, metai-iincd drawers for broken

wax, revolving combol
banner, which bolds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to fit all sties of extracting and brood cm bs, and
handIn less laborious to handle than the ordinary
ba kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. IIAVI8,
address It to
:^owiy Patentee and Proprietor. Spring iiui.Tenn.

combs and Fragments

JOHN

have made tbi- excellent
r
my leading article, Having the best established reputation In tntedty us a denier In POKE
HON BY direct mm. the Apiaries, enables me tu
obtain toe highest market prices. Ifour consignments and correspondence respectfully soil Ited
I

These keus answer the popular demand
for honey in small packKKes, and win n
compared with lai-ye barrels lioldiiig from
800 to 500 Ins. each, they are fully as cheap
ami often cheaper. They need uo waxing
hut should simply be thuroughly scalded

The
with boiling water before URfng.
leakage so often oocurring in the large
hard-wood barrels can be entirely preK.'^s.
vented by using the While P
Considering the cost and trouble of waxing, the loss of honey by leakage, and
the ease with which these kens can be
handled ami shipped, with an actual saving In original cost,

1

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
100 Bo. Water Street, Chicago,
34wl3t

ill.

Muth;

32 pages.

management of

It

gives Mr. Muth's Views on
Price,

bees.

lOc.

Given's FoundationPress.
ImnroTomentln PonndatloD. ourthln
Don K.mininiioii is not surpassed. The
only rivfiill'in to DiakO PounOatlOD In llu> wired
frame. All Presses warranted to BlveButlatHctlun.
Bend for CataluKne and Hampl n.
iih- lataat

and

tt

i:wly

I).

•).

GIVEN,

Uoopeitoll,

III.

Paper. 85c.

Ropp'n Easy Calculator.— These

are handy

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest,
ll is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pockety. Cloth, VI. ; Morocco, VI. 50.
Chicken Cholera, by A..). Hill.— A treatise on
Price, S5c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

A**)*taiit,

plete Mechanic, contains over

and Com-

i.ihk.i.oini

dustriaJ Facte. Calculations, Processes,

Indus-

Trade Se-

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Cives 200.0UU Items for (ins, sieam, Civil
Miin

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Mine s. Metallurgists. Assayers,
Fitters, Bronzers, (JtldI* umbers, Gus and Mearu
Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
ei
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 ExGkAVLNGSul Mill. Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans ol Mills, Roofs. Bridges, eta Arrangement
Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
mill Speed oi
Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
S lws
s

Tools, Flour. t»at Meal, Saw. Shingle, Paper, Cotton Woolen and Fulling Mtn Machinery, Sugar,

Marble. Threshing, ami Kolimg Mill. do.. CotStrength ol Teeth, tibaftton Gins, Presses, etc
lug. Belting. Friction, Lai he Gearing Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Keparlng und
Iperatlng, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
c rerlnn Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works. Hydraulics Mill
hums. Horse Power ol Streams, etc. on Blast
Pmsfurnaces, Iron nod steel Manufacture.
nils, yuartz and
pectlng und Exploring tor M
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. Ml
;>i>o.ooo
Calculations In »n possible
I'Aiti.KS with
forms i"i Mechanics, Merchants and Farmurs. moo
Writers for
ih-iiis [up Printers, Publls era, and
the i'r ss. i.tHKi Items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, llrucitisis. etc. A" Health Items. ,'iiK)
,:,,
fur Painters, Vnrnishers, Gilders, etc scai do.
for Watchmakers and Jewel is. itmdo. R>r llunttill

t

£H-

lii.wly

COMB FOUNDATION,

R. A.

Being a description of the
Price. 5c.

Moore'* Vnlveranl

PUBLISHED IN THE

and meeting with Immense success. The low price
of its subscription 1*1.00 per year) In Its new and
Improved form (11; pages i^xin^, fnlded and

CHICAGO, ILL.

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WASTED

FARMER,

CANADIAN

;

VlcUerj

FLAT- HOI TOM

For the past few fears

lOc.

Use—

1

horse Intormation.

A TREATISE

send for our Circular and
rlenii- Italian-.

;(w ,;ni

J.

Price.

full.

Illustrating positions of suk hoses, and treats all
diseases In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
bus recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

M. D.

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the

Of A inJOS. It. «KOOK».V HRO.,

list

in

Price for either edition, fie.; per dozen, COc.
Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essavson this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prise—$25 in gold
was awarded to Proi Cook's Essay, which is here

t

res lo agents,

free.addrpssl* «»

AugM«Mi, Muhic.
tf>

everywhere. Published

eat and should
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 20U pages 5<*««Kendall's Horae Book. — No book could be
mon useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings

A sample Copy of tbeNe \v Kiiiclaml Jtec
li Poole, Mechanic Kails, Me.

AXTEW-Ynu

demand for honey
EnKll»h and 0**rniun.

tered by thousands, creating a

not eat.

H4wl8t

outfli

,

;

Food Adulteration What we

journal,

$777

Ancient History of Bees and Hoimy the nature,
quahtv. sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as lot. n.mvin. recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddlncs. Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for consumers, and should be scat-

F.

10

KalnnmgMO. Mich.

FREE

and arguments to demonstrate them. IS c.
Honey, us Food mid Medlcloe, by Thomas
This pamphlet discourses upon the
Newman.—
<J.
facts

the

J.Oatman & Sons, Dundee, 111. 3iwly

Mich., and

Read

Double-Boarded Langstroth Hives,

ter.

;

;

service, having constant Intelligence from all parts
of the country.
_
would refer to James Heddon, Dowagiac,

in getting

nal.

:

'

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handlli.unoil Marketing.— A ^-1-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper*, by Chas.

;

rfir It will

subject uf bee-cultnre. It is* ma uniy instructive,
but Intensely tntereaUng and thoroughly practlctil.
The book is a masterly prodnetloo, ami one that DO
bee-keeper, however limited bis nieuns, can afford
todowltbunl Cloth. *1 2.1 paper cover. *»1.
Xf\v Bfr-KeepliiK, by L. C. Uoot—
t|ulnh\
Tlie anibor trealfl the subject ol bfe-keeplnn so
that It cannot tail to interest all. Its* style Is plain
and Forcible, making all Its reader* realize that its
author ta master of the subject.—*1. 5©.
of Bee-GoHnre, by A. I. Hoot
Kuvke'n
Tins embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beirinnersand
those more advanced. Clotn. -* ..*-". paper. #1.
kiiiL''- Uee-K.ee per*' Text- Book., by A.J.
King.- This edition la revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, m.iiu; paper, 7.1c.
I.unctttroth on the Hive itud Honey Bee
- This is a standard sciential.- work.
Price. »«.
Blesned Bee*, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keepinti. lull ut practical information and
contagions enthusiasm. Cloth, JSl.OO.
Beesuud Honey ; or, nuecessl'ii) mannaemeui *il" the Apim-j*, by TbouiaB G. Newman.—
Thir embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — t/ufen Kearlng—
Feeding— Swarming — Dividing —Transferring
Italianizing — lntnuiucing gueens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English andOerman.—
Price for either edition. 4U cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana lurnishes the

given in

We ask you to correspond with us before disposing of your HONEY CKOP, as we can be of much

302
902
303

302
302

A Ton

—

A

Kntirely r»--wrltten, elewantly
pluiy.
ol' the
" Up « lib tin- times" on every
11 lust rat fn and fullj

The Hive

We

302
302

Well Sold....

Bees

Street, Chicago,

G-IEnNT JEIR, -A- Xj

PRODUCE COMMISSION.

:

lit i.

i

Water

:

hive used by G. M. Doolittle.

Amount of Honey Needed for Winter....
mm Honey Crop
Maine Items
Great Trotting Week at Lexington Ky...
Autumn Boney Crop
i

161 So.

The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The drst and original patent smoker.
The tirst never-fa ling bee controller.
The a rst direct draft bellows smoker.
The Orst to burn stove wood ami not go out.
The tirst durable bellows bee smoker.
The drst to create a demand for smokers. c
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers, gfc *
j2 © £
The tirst cinder-proof bellows smoker.
The first twentv thousand now in use.
(joH ,
The first complaint yet to be received.
a
g
The first smoker yet to be returned.
£ H
The first thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and sale, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

& Co.,

Bee- K.eeper*o. Oulile or. Cook** Miimial

3* HI

,

301
Lecture on Bees and Honey
Bee and Hom-v show at Manchester, Eng. am
301
Convention Notices

Selection* from

I.iiiitliniii l>

;

298

Ligurlan Honey Bees
Effects of Adulterations

Bee Forage and Bee Keeping
Bees and Honey at the Nebraska
English Law Regarding Bees

1

;

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street.

I

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

III.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

ABC

Pewauio. Ionia Co.. Mich.

25wtf

NEWMAN,

H.

St.,

In

to the best interests of

Rev. A.

Contents of this Number.
Editorial

West Madison

1

sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

Mignonette, &c.

ALFRED
)72
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the combs

when

lifted

fly

hive. The workers are lighter colored
on the under side of the abdomen,
have a much more nervous disposition,
are very easily shaken off of the combs,
but will not drop from the corners of
the frames as the blacks do. They
are very easily disturbed, and will resent any jar of the hive; they will
crawl out of the hive, and cannot be

driven with smoke as the Italians, but
with very careful handling they can be
manipulated faster than the Italians,
SEMI-MONTHLY—The first and third numbersot as the rapid motions do not seem to
each month, at #1.00 a year, in advance.
disturb them as it does the Italians.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at
I aimed to rear Italian drones to fer*>© cents a year, in advance.
tilize the queens, but I think I have
t3F~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
had
25 or 30 fertilized with Cyprian
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished .free.
drones. They are much crosser than
tF" Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- the hybrids, and are not superior in
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay-

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION!

WEEKLY—(52 numbers)

Three or Six Months

1S2 a year, in advance.
at the sanie rate.

able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

any particular. Some of them are so
cross there is no way to handle them
they cannot be induced to till themselves with honey, but when once
aroused will run and fly out of the
;

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Poatnce to Europe 50 cent* extra.

They

from the are

none of their vigor, they Extracting from Surplus Combs, etc.
removed from the combs,
industry is not diminished, and
Mr. James Nipe, of Spring Prairie,
beauty is unimpaired. The dis- Wis., addresses us as follows:
lose

easily

their
their

tinctive traits of the Syrian or Palestine bees are quite similar to those of

I would like to inquire, through the
Bee Journal, the best way and time
the Cyprians, and so far as our obser- after the honey yield stops to extract
vation extends, the result of the cross the surplus, where run for extracted
with the Italian drones is a decided honey V Is it best to extract from the
upper story as soon as ripe, and return
improvement. How far it will be the combs to the hives, or wait a few
practicable to rear Italian drones for weeks till cool weather comes and the
this purpose we are at a loss to deter- bees are reduced in numbers, then remine but imagine, in an apiary well move the honey and the upper stories at the same time, and save once
stocked with Cyprian or Syrian queens handling ? Would they not carry too
it will be an impossibility to suppress much below, if left that long ?
Will it do to winter- a colony of bees
their drones, on account of earlier
that cover 6 combs, on 3 combs nearly
breeding and swarming, and, hence,
empty and 3 filled full and capped V
their earlier drone-rearing proclivi- My brood combs will be left pretty
ties.
If, as seems to be the case, they empty, and I shall be obliged to give
build proportionately more queen cells winter supplies from the surplus.
This summer I put combs containwhen made queenless or preparing to ing moths into my hives if I am in a
swarm (the queen-rearing atid drone- hurry, the bees will clean them out
rearing instincts being analogous), do cheaper than I can. Such combs must
they tiot also rear more drones than only be put in strong colonies.
the Italians
As soon as the honey yield has ceased
The disposition to breed later in the do your extracting, so as to give the
fall and earlier in the spring will, in bees all the time possible for putting
;

hives, are more rapid in their motions,
will sting as no other bees except
Egyptians can, will go long distances
from their hi ves to enter butldings and
attack, and they require a long time
'(
to get quieted down.
They are much easier to get in an
abnormal condition ; to deprive them
of their queen all seem to realize their Northern localities, prove an advantloss, and set to work to construct queen
age but in central and Southern latcells will rear more queens, and they
Are the Cyprians More Ferocious ? will average
better than those reared itudes it will be a serious objection, as
by Italians. I believe the superior in the majority of winters breeding
In view of the division of opinion
prolificness of the Cyprian queens is
which now prevails regarding the dis- attributable to the extra care taken of will be kept up without intermission,
and starvation be the result, unless an
position of the Cyprian bee, the fol- the cells. I have for years chosen the
lowing letter from Mr. A. T. Williams, crossest colonies of bees I had to rear extra allowance of stores is provided.
queens, and with the best results. I During an unfavorable honey season
St. Charles, Mo., will be read with
claim a very quiet, industrious colony
deep interest. The writer is a practi- of Italians will not build as many cells, this in many cases would be impracticable, in any latitude.
cal bee-keeper of much experience, a and the young queens will not average
If it should prove, after a full and
shrewd, intelligent observer, perfectly as good as we can get from a nervous,
excitable colony of hybrids. On this thorough series of investigations, that
honest and candid in his opinions, and
point
very
the Cyprians do excel.
the tongues of the Syrian and Cyprian
his conclusions are certainly not influI believe the Cyprians are destined
to prove superior to the Italians in bees are of sufficient length to take
enced by prejudice or interesteduess
prolificness of queens,
to enter the nectar from red clover blossoms,
As a general report on the Cyprian surplus boxes, easier better
to shake from
bee seems to be in order, I will give sections and combs, and earlier to and it should be demonstrated practimy experience. I make bee-keeping breed in spring. The only objection cable to rear Italian drones with which
a specialty, and rear but few queens to them is their disposition.
I am un- to modify their irrascible dispositions,
for sale. I received a fine imported
decided at present whether I will con- then these new races will prove an inCyprian queen from D. A.Jones early tinue to breed them or return
to the valuable acquisition to our favorite
last September, reared about 40 queens
Italians. If I should keep the Cyprifrom her, sold about 20, and the rest ans, I will try and have choice Italian profession, and the further search for
were introduced to full colonies.
drones to fertilize all my queens, and the " coming bee " will be closed with
They breed very late, and some of rear no Cyprian drones.
the glad refrain, "Eureka I Apis Amerthem continued breeding so late they
icana I" But unless their dispositions
used up all their stores and starved ;
It will be seen that Mr. Williams
the past winter being so severe it was
can be modified, they may bring beefully corroborates the opinion eximpossible to feed. I started last
keeping into disrepute in thickly poppressed
in
the
Bee
Journal
of
Aug.
spring with 11 Cyprian colonies, including the imported queen. I had no 10, page 252, regarding the disposition ulated communities, and cities and
other bees in my home apiary except of the Cyprians, and this is also borne towns will unite in indicting us for
Italians.
first swarm was from a
establishing and maintaining nuicolony containing a Cyprian queen. out by the testimony of others. It is sances in their proximity.
Of the 10 colonies. 8 swarmed before easy to imagine that the queens of
I obtained one from the Italians, al- those who have found the bees so very
though I had about 80 in the same gentle and tractable have mated with
igf=We learn with regret that the
yard. From the 10 Cyprian colonies I
Italian drones, and thereby inherited Rev. L. L. Langstroth's health is again
obtained more surplus

Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

;

;

My

honey than
from 10 of the best Italians in the
whole lot.
This year I have reared over 300 Cyprian queens, and have at present about
200 in full colonies. The queens are
more prolific, are a great deal more
nervous on the combs, especially the

No. 39.

28, 1881.

;

homes in order for winter. Many
bee-keepers of large experience do
their extracting at stated periods during the season, or as fast as the yield
from each species of blossom has
entirely ceased, and this is quite necessary where it is desirable to properly
grade and brand the honey. It is a
very difficult matter to sell honey as
white or sweet clover, if the purchaser
can detect one-fourth or one-half of it
their

as linden, and much buckwheat mixed
in will detract from the appearance
and price of heartsease and goldenrod

honey.

are of opinion, also, that

will be obtained where
extracted as soon as the second story
is comfortably filled and properly ripened, as the bees will work with
more vigor, and entertain less thought

of swarming.

There need be little fear of the bees
carrying too much honey below, for it
can be easily detected when you overhaul your hives to prepare the bees for
winter, and can remove some to give
the queen room to breed till the last
moment. This preparation should be
attended to during the last of September or first of October.

Three empty combs are too many to
leave in the hive, where there are sufWe
ficient bees to cover six frames.
would prefer the other extreme i. e.,
one empty comb, four frames of honey,
and spread the five to occupy the space
of six. If a little honey is left in the
hive in spring it will do no harm, but

that amiable disposition which will failing. In a private note to us he
always make the better Italians a gen- says " I am unable to take any intereral favorite.
est in bee matters." We much regret
There is great unanimity in the tes- this announcement, and hope that his
timony of those who have crossed the life may be prolonged and be more
Cyprian stock with the Italian drones. cheerful as the years roll along.
too
:

We

more honey

:

many empty combs

in

midwinter
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impede the passage

Of course, the removal of moths,
cleaning moldy and soiled combs, or
any other drudge-work, should always
be imposed upon the stronger colonies.

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

12.— Convention called to order.
Reading minutes of the last meeting.
Reading of correspondence.
10 to

Calling the

;

;

selected by the Executive Committee for holding the National Convention, at Lexington, Ky.,
All beeis October 5, 6 and 7, 1881.
beepers are invited to attend and take
Condeliberations
of
the
part in the
vention. As Lexington is a central
point, the Executive Committee hope
to have a large attendance from the

The time

(gg°

roll

of

members

for last year,

payment of annual dues, receiving new
members, and distribution of Badges.
President's Annual Address.

:

" The evaporation from the surface of
the ground brought up water from a
following
from
received
the
We have
Mr. John D. Hutchison, dated at las- great depth, and this came charged
with lime, potash and the phosphates,
gow, Scotland, Sept. 10, 1881
went off in the form
The honey harvest in Scotland may and, as the water
now be looked upon asa complete fail- of vapor, these were left in the surface
ure. No doubt there has been a little soil.''
clover honey gathered in some quarbut as' regards heather honey, it
ters
may be safely said that it will be nil.
<gr President Garfield is dead. The
This is very much to be regretted, see- hand of an assassin has ended a career
ing that the honey harvest is also demight have been a great blessing
ficient in other countries. So we may that
not expect to have much imported to to the country at large. He died at
us. The average crop of honey gath- Long Branch, N. J., on Sept. 19, at
ered here annually may not be very 10:35
p. m., after a severe struggle for
much, but what is gathered is always
famed for its superior quality, espe- life for almost 80 days. He was taken

5.

MORNING session.

;

in Scotland.

(

FJElOGrTU^TMLTsAtt.

TWELFTH

CONVENTION
IgT At last the great drouth is broken
OF TDK
by copious rains all over the country.
It has been a cruel drouth, destroying
North American Bee Keepers' Society
inuch vegetation and fruit, but there
TO BE HELD IN THE
this
while
compensations
are some
Odd
Fellows' Temple, Lexington, Ky.,
year it has damaged our crops, it will
COMMENCING ON
for the next season make the land
OCTOlSElt
1881.
WEDNESDAY,
remarks
exchange
more fertile. An

of the bees to the

different depots of food.

The Honey Harvest

Sept. 28,

Reports of Secretaries, Treasurer, Standing Committees and Vice Presidents.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
to

1

of committee to
officers for the coming year, to
Thursday morning.

5.— Appointment

nominate
report

Addresses

to

be Followed by Discussion.

The New BeesProf. A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich.

Foul Brood

among Bees—

C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
North, South, East and West, and
be made a Staple Product ?—
from Canada, and that the 12th annual Can Honey C.
C. Coffinberry, Chicago, III.
meeting of the North American Bee- Report of honey crop for 1881,
Keepers' Society will be the most inEVENING SESSION.
teresting meeting that the bee-keepers
8 to 9.30.— Receiving new members.
of the United States have ever held.

N. P. Allen,

Miscellaneous business.

Pres.

Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.

Wintering— C.J. Robinson, Richford, N.Y.
The Cultivation of Honey Plants—
cially the heather honey. Throughout to Washington last Thursday, and was
W. T. Stewart, Eminence, Ky.
nothhad
we
have
summer
whole
the
buried at Cleveland, O., on Monday,
The Convention will he held in the Odd Progressive Bee-Keeping; or the Steping but wet and showery weather, and
Arthur
has Fellows' Temple, East Main Street, bePresident
Vice
26.
Sept.
toward Perfection
ping-Stones
owing to the want of sunshine, it lias
tween Market and Mulberry Streets.
Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, III.
retarded the labors of the bees very now become President.
hotels
are
rates
at
The special reduced
[ty The rest of the evening will be demuch.
The whole Nation is wrapped in as follows St. Nicholas hotel, directly voted
to a social interchange of views beFellows' Temple, $1.40 tween those present on any topics desired.
Odd
heart
opposite
the
great
The
of
woe.
habiliments
anticiMore rapidly, even, than we
per day Ashland House, $1.50 per day
is
Americans
of
millions
pated, is the foreign outlet for Ameri- of fifty
New Phoenix hotel, $2.50 per day (regular
THURSDAY, OCT. 6.
ho
can honey being developed. We have touched as the heart of one, it mourns rate), All of the above are first-class
MORNING SESSION.
board, at$l
private
desiring
Parties
tels.
no doubt our producers could profita- the untimely death of him it had per day, can address a* postal card to W.
9 to 12.— Report of nominating committee.
Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
bly export, this season, five times the learned to love.
Election of officers and Installation.
Railroad fares are as follows C. II. &
Not only does the people of the
amount of surplus they can possibly
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion,
Dayton
&
Cincinnati
Railroad,
to
D.
event,
spare. By glancing at our home mar- United States deplore this sad
Michigan, to Cincinnati C. II. <fc Indian- In-Breeding— P. P. Collier, Mexico, Mo.
to
representatives
RichCincinnati,
sent
her
Cincinnati
apolis, to
Bee-Culture— past, present and prospective
ket reports, it will be observed the but Canada
Report of Committee of Arrangements.

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

tendency of prices

is

the funeral, and donned the garments
of mourning. England, too, keenly
feels the blow. Her majesty, Queen
Victoria, telegraphed to her represen-

upward.

Melilot Clover for Stock Pasture.

It will grow quite luxuriantly in hard
poor clay, where even white clover

scarcely live at all, and grows
much more rapidly than red clover in
any soil, while in the soils that are, as
is said, " Clover-sick," it thrives as
well as anywhere. It is a good forage
will

plant for bees and for cattle, and is
well adapted for soiling, as it makes a
growth of 4 to 6 feet during the season,
and is said to bear - or 3 cuttings.
German analysis gives its hay a feeding value Of $15 per ton as against
$16.28 for very good red clover hay.
While red clover, upon which our
farming in many sections, and espec-

A

in clay lands, depends so essentially inr crops of grain, is becoming more and more uncertain. It
would seem to be worth while to try
this •• last weed " as a resource for re-

ially

cuperative green manuring, in heavy
soils especially.

To sum
la

i

up,

it

is

worth more to the

iner for soiling than red clover, be-

cause of

its

thrifty

growth;

it

is

a

reliable pasture for cattle, sheep,
than red clover, because it will
thrive on soils where red clover sickens it will yieldequally as much fodder as red clover, because ii will stand
two or three cuttings and it lacks but

more
etc.,

;

;

7 per cent, of

the nutritious proper-

We can add, we
worth the cost of cultivation to he bee-keeper, for honey alone,
even though he is not, the possessor of
a four-footed animal, because its flow
of nectar is not affected by atmospheric changes, as is the case with many
plants,notably white clover and linden.

ties of red clover.

believe

I

it is

&

—

Chicago to Cincinnati, Cleveland. Columbus & Indianapolis,— all full
fare one way, one cent per mile returning,

The

Cincinnati Southern Railroad, Cincinnati
all intermeto Lexington and return, S4
diate or local stations 1% cents per mile

How to

and

Rev. L. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
Different Races of the Honey Bee,
their Geographical Distribution—
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.

Prevent Swarming—
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Lexington Obstacles to Progressive Bee-Culture—
mile
each
way.
per
2
cents
return,
and
G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg, Ky.
Kentucky Central Railroad and Lexington
AFTERNOON SESSION.
& Big Sandy Railroad, all stations between Cincinnati to Lexington and Mount 1 to 5.— Balloting for time and place of
Sterling and Lexington, 2>£ cents per mile
next meeting.
each way Louisville C. & Lexington R.
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
R., 2K cents per mile each way.
30 days.
A letter from the general passenger agent A free-and-easy, go-as-you-please Recital
All the Nations of the world have says
"At the time the Convention meets
of a Bee-Keepers' Holidaysignified their abhorrence of the das- the Exposition in Louisville will be in full
Rev. W. F. Clarke, Listowel, Canada.
of
the
advantage
can
take
you
blast,
and
symand
Wintering Bees in Texas—
tardly deed of the assassin,
low rates made to the Mammoth Cave at
Dr. Wm. R. Howard, Kingston, Texas.
pathize with us in our loss.
that time." The regular rates to parties of Swarms vs. Comb Honey—
trip but nodoubt
round
for
the
25
$5.50
and
frais
kind
the
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.
that
hope
us
Let
the excursion rate will be far below this My Experience
or How I Learned to
ternal feeling of the World towards figure. When a party of 10 is formed, the
Handle Bees Profitably—
America may never again be marred hotels and proprietors of the Cave make a
Dr. E. Diane, Eminence, Ky.
reduction of 25 per cent, off regular rates, Dysentery in Bees and Its Causes—
by war and its consequent evils.
Grand
Hotel, $3 per day
which are
W. Thomas, Adelphi, Ohio.
and
fuCleveland,
The Funeral in
Route in Cave, nearly 20 miles, Si each, inSESSION.
EVENING
Route,
nearly
Short.
guides,
etc.;
cluding
neral processions in all the large cities
Chief City, 5 miles, $1 Mam8 miles, $2
Miscellaneous business.
have suspended business, and are un- moth Dome, 3 miles, $1 White's (lave, 8 to 9.30.—
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
mistakable proofs of the real grief of 2 miles, $1 the Grand Route includes all.
We should be pleased to receive a postal The Honey Bee and its Relation to the
the Nation.
card from nil who think they will attend,
Science of Economics—
"God reigns, and the Government at with suggestions that may lie ot interest.
Hon. Melville Hayes, Wilmington, O.
years
Sixteen
visit
"High
Interchange of Views on Miscellawish
to
lives."
more
Social
If 100 or
Washington still
in
the
world,
neous
Topics by those. Present.
bridge
highest
the
Bridge,"
ago, when Abraham Lincoln lay dead
at the low rate of 50 cents for the round
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7.
by the hand of an assassin, he who trip, they may do so. This bridge is sitLexington, on the
sleeps the eternal sleep, uttered these uated 22 miles south of
MORNING SESSION.
spans
Railroad,
and
Cincinnati Southern
words, and it is well for us to remem- the Kentucky river, surrounded with ro- 9 to 12.— New business, resolutions, etc.
ber them now. The country is safe, mantic scenery of natural beauty. If found
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
necessary the Convention can adjourn on
the Government still lives, and a peo- Friday morning, the 8th, at 10.30, as the The Origin of the Present Races of Bees—
K. K. Hasty, Richards, O.
ple which has borne up thus long will train leaves Lexington for High Bridge at
11.30, and returns at 3.21. giving about 2 The Wintering of Bees—
meet the emergency as a brave people hours
those going north
at the bridge
C. F. Muth. Cincinnati, O.
should meet it.
to Cincinnati need not leave the train.
Is Bee-Culture a Suitable Employment for
Women ?— Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.
The Cincinnati and Louisville ExposiThose Bee Keeping as a Business, or the Sole
tions will both be in progress.
cordially inVocation of an Individual—
tgF Those contemplating a trip to who can possibly do so are Bec-Kccpcrs'
W. J. Davis, YoungsviHe, Pa.
vited to attend the Ky. State
the
Naattend
Lexington, Ky., to
Convention, which meets in Louisville
SESSION.
AFTERNOON
tional Convention, would do well to Exposition Building, Oct. 12.
Chas. F. Mi tii. Cincinnati. O.
to 5.—Beading of correspondence.
determine on the route and procure
Wm. Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
Addresses to be Followed by Discussion.
their tickets in season.
Breeding to Improve Bees—
The Cincinnati Southern Railway
G. J. Robinson, Richford, N. Y.
Those sending articles for exhibiThe Influence of Honey on Wintering—
is the direct line from the North and tion will please prepay freight or express
('has. Dadant, Hamilton, III.
directions
how
to
send
plain
charges, and
South to Lexington. Three trains be returned if desirous of selling them, Honey Bee Literature— What it Is, and
Should
Be—
it
What
leave Cincinnati daily— at 8:30 a. m., attach a card stating the lowest price
Judge W. II. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
will cheerfully and
I
in plain figures.
4:00 and 7:25p.m., arriving at Lexingimpartially attend to exhibiting queens, An Essay (subject not yet stated)—
A. J. King, New York City.
ton at 11:32 a.m., 7:15 and 10:00 p.m. bees, hives, and other implements for the
are expected from Wm. Carr, NewTrains leave Chattanooga at 5:00 a.m. apiary, of any kind, free of charge. I will Essays
and other European
England,
ton'
Heath,
exercise all due care, but will not be reapiarists.
and 7:30 p.m., arriving at Lexington sponsible for losses of queens or bees by
adjournment.
Final business, and
Wm. Williamson.
death or accident.
4:26 a.m.
at

Prof. C. E. Thome, of the Ohio tative in Washington to place a handsome wreath on the coffin, sent a perState University, has given the follow
ing highly encouraging endorsement sonal message of consolation to the
of all we have ever said regarding our widow of our revered President, and
favorite honey plant. In fact, the ordered her Court into mourning for

Professor goes further than we had
dared to, in the face of the many unfounded prejudices existing against it.
The Professor says

mond

;

each

way

from Chattanooga

;

to

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

3:21

p.m. and
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of the larva' with this high enough, hid that it will prove the of the weather being unsuitable to the
soon exhausts the young bees, one great fall honey plant, and super- handling of our Cyprian colonies. We
and to restore the lost nitrogenous sede all others as its virtues become want to master our bees, not to be
send a packet of the seeds. mastered by them.
compounds, they have to resort to eat- known.
Mr. Demaree says: ".Mr. Dadant's
New Philadelphia, ().. Sept. 16, L881.
ing pollen to keep up this secret ion,
evil report concerning his 'yprian bees
until finally the glands, by the conreceived the packet of does not sound well, alter advertising
have
[We
stant drain on them, are too weak to
seeds, which we shall plant next sea- ami selling them.''
would be glad
fulfill their office, when the young bee»
For the American Bee Journal.
leave the hive to gather honey and son.
Every bee-keeper should make to know what we had to do? As soon
Honey the Proper Food for Bees. pollen, if there is any. On examina- a point of lending encouragement to as we ascertained the had temper of
these bees we ceased advertising I hem,
tion, it will also be found that in old
the development of new honey plants, although having ', of them on hand
bees these glands are all shriveled and
A. It. KOIINKE.
variepopular
as
sometimes
the
more
yet.
Would it have been more honest
dried up. Some will ask, What has
Every- ties are not suited to all climates and to continue to sell them, without sayall this to do with dysentery ¥
Prof. Reklam writes in his paper, thing, as will appear by the following
ing a word about their irrascibility ?
Qesundheit (Health): "Bee-keeping Toward spring bees commence to soils. Ed.]
To sum up, I advise correspondents
deserves recommendation not only on breed. If there are not a large numwhen writing articles lor the Bee
account of ttie gains derived from the ber of young bees the old bees must
For the American Bee Journal.
Journal to give facts, well observed
sale of honey and wax, but much more act as nurses, being enabled to do so
facts, rather than assertions having no
Italian and Cyprian Bees.
so because it furnishes a food for man only by consuming large quantities of
better foundation than a too active
which is not excelled 1>> an\ other as pollen. If they can fly now and then
imagination.
CIIAS.
DADANT.
and
nourishing
digestibility
regards
The mixture of the Cyprian and
no harm will follow; if not, dysentery
qualities; for it is taken up by the or spring dwindling is certain. Pollen
Italian race does not produce cross bees,
Several years ago I read an article, as Mr. Demaree intimates
blood vessels like water, without de- the bees must have if they are to
on the
composition or other chemical change breed, but if there are plenty of young in which the writer said that a queen contrary, all our hybrids of Cyprian
having
laid
was
worthless
after
200,000
in the stomach, and thus serves as bees, they will not consume more than
and Italian are very gentle and beaueggs, and that queens could not live tiful, though not so beautiful as the
food without a particle of waste mat- necessary.
than
1
or
2
years,
and
some
even
more
tissue
atonce
ter, entering the animal
To prevent dysentery and spring less. According to my experience, cross and pure Cyprians. This is proved
in a most available form."
by the reports of all those who have
dwindling we want young bees to get
queens can live 3, 4, and even 5 years, them. I therefore think that the CypThis being the case not only with them, we most induce late breeding
being prolific all the time. The rian will do to cross with the Italian,
man, but also with bees, we can see by feeding, if the honey flow is scant some
of that article was one of those and let all remember, that we do not
why young bees, which live only on iii the fall or stops suddenly quite writer
to put the color of the bees say this for our interest, for we have
who
used
honey, need not leave the hive to void early. It will thus be seen why Mr.
above all other qualities, and I wrote stopped advertising the Cyprian bees
their excrements before the 10th or Heddon 's fed colonies generally winan article to warn the bee-keepers ever since June.
14th day. Only after their store of tered better than those not fed.
against this pernicious idea.
Hamilton, 111., Sept. 16, 1881.
nitrogenous compounds in the body is
Youngstown, O., Sept. i), 1881.
of the Italian
Having imported
exhausted by the secretion of food
bees introduced into this country, and
through the glands in the head to feed
For the American Bee Journal.
For the American Bee Journal.
wintering many every year in our own
the larva-, it is that they are compelled
apiaries,
I feel that I am entitled to
The
Test of the Prize Queens.
The Golden Honey Plant.
to resort to nitrogenous food contained
give my views in this matter. The
in pollen.
queens that we received from Italy
rev. e. l. briggs.
G. L. TINKEIt, M. D.
This leads me to consider Mr. Hedwere not as bright in color, and their
don's theory, advanced in the Bee
bees were darker than those of their
came together on the
extensively
in
this
committee
have
growing
The
Journal of Sept. 7, page 283, as the
We
daughters, after a succession of 2 or 3
20th inst., as appointed for their deonly probable cause. I had the good section the greatest honey producing
reared
with
a
careful segenerations,
cision in reference to qualities of the
fortune last summer to stay with Mr. plant for August and September that
as to color. But such a onecontestant prize queens, which had
Heddonabout2 months, during which can be found anywhere. It eclipses lection
was
not
to be followed
selection
sided
been sent me as such. They first detime we discussed the bacteria ques- buckwheat, goldenrod, asters, Spanish
regard
to the other qualities,
without
cided upon the numbering of the
tion quite often as being the cause of needles, and every other fall plant for
for, according to our experience, and
had
observed
Heddon
and
pollen.
From
the
first
standard of excellence, placing the
dysentery. Mr.
both honey
of
who
hundreds
others
had
that of
imaginary perfection of the coming
that the colonies which were deticient day of August every year the bees
on
the
same
subject, the
written
to
us
bee at 100, for each of the points as to
in stores, hence had to be fed in the take to it and work on nothing else as
leather-colored imported queens, and
This year, owing
size, color, gentleness and prolificness
fall, generally escaped the disease; long as it blooms.
their leather-colored progeny, were
in offspring— total, 400.
those which had enough, or even more, to the drouth, it failed about the first
prolific, more hardy, more longmore
They unanimously gave their verwere the worst affected. Now, as feed of September, but all through the hot
lived, than were those of the very yeldict in favor of a queen and her profor the light colonies, Mr. Heddon and dry weather of August it bloomed
bees. It is for honey that we
geny, sent me by Dr. I. P. Wilson, of
used a solution of the Very best white in great profusion, and the bees worked low
keep bees, and not for beauty.
Iowa, the sum of all her
sugar and honey, which was boiled to upon it from early morn till dark, maMy article was considered by many Burlington,
markings being 385, in 400. The secnearly the consistency of honey. Those king their trips of two miles (the nearbee-keepers
as drumming for the sale
ond one was from Win. P.Henderson,
colonies generally wintered well, fur- est large patch of perhaps 20 acres)
of our bees, some people being unable of Murfreesboro, Tenn., her markings
nishing a very plausible reason for his with all the excitement of a white
that one cannot be
understand
to
thus:
"If
I
passed
the
field
sevbeing 363}$. The next was from Mr.
clover harvest. I
theory, for he reasoned
moved but by selfish motives.
Wm. Lossing, of Hokah, Minn., hers
boil the food for the bees they are to eral times, and it was at all hours of
was
the
most
eager
Demaree
Mr.
being ::i;.",'.j. The others were prowinter on, they do well if not, many the day swarming with bees my Italthe
dark
or leather-colored nounced splendid, but fell behind a
against
of them are diseased, hence it must be ians and the blacks from neighboring
bees, and in his writings, as
Italian
No one
little in some of their points.
bacteria, which are killed by the boil- hives.
as in the Bee Conventions, he de- need fear in ordering queens from
ing process, and remain alive in natuSome colonies gathered 10 to 15 lbs. well
them
as hybrid bees, full of
nounced
contestants,
if their
the
live
either of
ral stores gathered by the bees." This of box honey from it, and some that I
and always ready tofiyht bees rate up with those sent to me.
being his experience for a number of divided tilled 4 full frames, besides vindictiveness,
Journal,
Nov.,
page
(Bee
520).
1880,
So well satisfied am I with the result
years, it is natural enough to guess at filling and sealing up the balance of
I would be pleased to know where
of the offer, that those who sent forthe theory he first advanced, although the frames. The honey is a beautiful,
such
a
notion. I have
obtained
he
ward their queens may draw on me,
transparent, golden-yellow color, havI considered it as not probable.
had a complaint on the bad if I am alive and well, for a young
Mr. Heddon arrived at his latest ing a rich, aromatic taste, and might never
the
imported
bees
we
have
of
temper
"
queen from either one of these prize
conclusion, he states very explicitly, well pass for wild honey." It colors
Mr. Demaree does not speak queens, as they may choose in addition
by actual ocular observation. He has the capping somewhat, but gives the sold, and
never
bought a to her sale price, without cost. The
from experience, as he
seen an excess of pollen in such colo- honey a rich appearance'. For the tasingle queen from us. His assumpsale price will be forwarded on my renies as have been effected or died with ble I prefer it to white clover or bassthe
leather-colored bees from
tion
that
turn home next week, or as soon as
the disease, and puts the question, wood, on account of its fine flavor.
vindictive,
was
born
in his
Italy
are
"How can we prevent the bees from It produces seed in great abundance, imagination.
the several bills come to hand. The
report, of course, will lie forwarded so
an undue consumption of the pollen, and seems to be increasing on our river
the
Bee
Journal
for Sept. 14,
In
of
it?"
as to appear next week.
if not by robbing them
bottoms and the adjacent hill-sides
294, he continues his accusation
Wilton, Iowa, Sept. 22, 1881.
Now it appears to me that the undue every year— the seeds being scattered page
leather-colored Italian
against
the
consumption of pollen, in a cold win- by high water every spring. It will
imagining
that
the
bad
temper
bees,
ter permitting no flight, is only a sec- grow luxuriantly anywhere, and once
For the American Bee Journal.
comes from their mixondary (though immediate) cause of established in a locality, it continues to of our Cyprians
ing with the dark Italian bees. Let
dysentery, it being a result of a prim- grow there every year, among trees or
Sweating
and Watery.
Honey
me advise him to read, in the same
ary cause. Which bees in a colony eat in the open fields, to the exclusion of
number of the Bee Journal, page
YOUNG.
pollen, and for what purpose V are the all other plants.
w. R.
next questions to answer. It is known
The plant grows from 5 to 8 feet high, 291, what the Rev. Mr. Clarke says
" I am not enamored with the Cypthat the most pollen is consumed when throwing up several stalks from the
The honey season is over, and only
brood is reared. It is also known that same root, and branching out into rians their temper is unamiable. I a moderate amount of surplus honey
brood-rearing is mostly done by young large corymbs of beautiful yellow had the pleasure of seeing a Cyprian secured. White clover, which is our
bees. There are some few facts known flowers, that in a large field makes a colony make Mr. Jones beat a hasty principal source, bloomed, but did not
retreat. It was a pleasure, because he yield much nectar.
by scientific men and bee-keepers of perfect sea of continuous bloom.
which the average apiarist is ignorant.
I believe that it can be cultivated to ridicules my veil, whichenabled me to
In June and July, 1879, I Italianized
Some of these facts relate to the sali- great advantage to the apiarist, and stand my ground, while he was forced my apiary. In 1880, my pets gave me
vary glands in the head of the worker once a Held is set with it, it will remain to flee."
considerable surplus. I stored it in
bee. It will be found on dissecting a from year to year without further atNo doubt the Cyprian bees can be an upper room of my dwelling house,
young bee, that the largest glands are tention, and furnish every year the handled by selecting the day, the wea- and was well pleased with Italians.
in the head, and secrete the food for very best quality of honey for the bees ther.and the hour which will suit them. Soon I discovered the honey was bethe young larvae this food or secretion to winter upon and for the table. The Had we but 30 colonies to handle, as coming unsalable it would sweat, get
is the so-called royal jelly (which Mr. pollen is a tine golden-yellow, and is the case with Mr. Demaree, such a watery, ooze, run and saturate the
Robinson pronounces semen), and is abundant. As no common name has selection of circumstances would be bottoms of the sections. While I had
furnished to larva- of the worker bees been given to the plant in works upon easy but we have .5 apiaries, in 4 of blacks, I kept the surplus in the same
in limited quantities to prevent an un- botany, I have named it the " golden which we have Cyprian bees.
When room, but never experienced any
due development of the sexual organs; honey plant" {Aetinomeris squarrosa). we have resolved to perform certain trouble. I wrote to a bee paper for
before sealing the cells containing the
If our bee-keepers are to cultivate operations in one of our apiaries, and the cause of it, and the reasons given
larvse, they are supplied with a store any plant for honey alone, I really have made the journey, it would be were
The room is not warm enough
of honey and pollen.
think that I have not rated the plant very irksome to be delayed on account and too damp, or the season was wet
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in your locality. Neither of which is
correct. In Quinby's new Bee-Keeping, Mr. L. C. Boot says,"Italians store

through

the cells fuller, and cap them over directly against the honey, giving the
surface a watery appearance, while
the blacks leave a little unfilled space."
This I am satisfied was the true reason, and I concluded a remedy must
be found, or else I must return to
blacks for salable surplus.
The present season I have the same
serious trouble. I tried putting some
back on the hives the bees licked it
off very nicely, and removed a considerable portion, and appeared much
obliged for my kindness. Now I see
you give Mrs. L. Harrison's remedy
for the same trouble. She says, "wrap
the boxes in newspapers and put them
on top of the cupboard in the kitchen.''
If this is a remedy, it may do for a
small quantity of honey. I would like
to know if other honey producers have
the same difficulty to contend with,

having the dysenterv, and the other
being queenless. No. 2. All came
through very strong and vigorous,
with the exception of 4, one being
dead, and the other 3 being weak.
No. 3 sustained a loss of 89 per cent.,
and the remainder were all very weak.
Now why did number 1 and 2 winter
in good condition while No. 3 nearly
all died V
The only way that I can
account for it is that No. 3 was a weak,
puny race. Since then he has taken a
great deal of pains with his colonies,
and during the past severe winter sustained a loss of only 5 per cent. I have
queens from strains No. 1 and 2 in my
apiary now which look very tough and

;

in

spring with the following

result: No. 1. All came through
strong, with the exception of 2, one

healthy.
I

know

of another bee-keeper

to be the best in their experience

ago he re-queened his apiary
from the stock of a man who had taken
pains to breed a hardy strain of bees,
and since then his bees have wintered
well, being very strong when the honey
flow came, and so giving him 4 times
as large honey crops. Now, as the
bees were wintered in the same way,
years

Ed.]

%

cided to leave our colonies separate,
and nurse them up as best we could.
Time wore on; apple trees sent forth
their blossoms.but yielded little honey,
and our bees did not make as much
headway as we had hoped. The predictions were all in favor of an abundance of white clover for this season,
and we wished to get our bees in good
condition as soon as possible we there-

a crop, the season has been certainly a remarkable one for productiveness in so short a time.
In conclusion, we would invite the

more experienced bee-keepers who
have practiced uniting in the spring,
to give an explanation on the question:
Is it an advantage to unite weak colonies in the spring, and why is it so ?
Whilst we are trying to investigate
the matter in our own minds, the
question presents itself in a mathematical way. Supposing we had reduced our bees to one-half of their
number of colonies by doubling up,
would they then have been twice as
strong, and capable of producing twice
the number of pounds per colony,
which would have been necessary to
produce the same amount of honey
they did under the present circumstan-

;

concluded to try feeding. We
had about 70 beeless hives filled with
thick and partly granulated honey, so
that the extractor failed to do thorough
work. This we fed we kept from 2
to 4 hives setting exposed in our bee
yard for our bees to work on all the
time, and to make it accessible, we removed one comb from each hive,
spread the remainder, and uncapped

fore

;

all the honey.
In this way we acwho complished several objects we fed ces ? Would it be reasonable to supour bees we prevented the worms pose that our average yield of 130
from having all their own way we pounds, and the yield of our best colmade use of the honey, and we got onies of nearly 400 lbs. of comb honey,

had practiced in-and-in-breeding until his bees had nearly run out, half of
them dying every winter, and the rest
and how they manage.
coming through in spring so weak that
1881.
Myersville, Md., Sept. 5,
they could not be built up strong
enough for the honey harvest. Two
[ Will any one give the remedy found
?

Sept'. 28,

:

;

;

our combs in the best shape for trim- could have been doubled in the supming and patching wherever it was posed case V
necessary.
These questions are worth discussIt is needless to say that our bees ing, and we would be pleased to hear
availed themselves of the opportunity from others on the subject.
to their hearts' content; by the time
Naples, N. Y., Sept. 19, 1881.

basswood honey commenced they refused to work at our hives any longer,
but nearly all of them were cleaned
Have Our Bees Degenerated?
out. At the same time we kept close
watch of our colonies we made it a
E. A. THOMAS.
why is it that his present strain came point to keep an empty comb in the
through the past severe winter in good centre of each broodnest, so that every
On page 178 of the Weekly Bee condition, while his former strain queen had ample opportunity to exert
Journal, Mr. G. M. Doolittle says
herself, according to her capability.
" On pages 145 and 147 of the Weekly could hardly stand a mild one V
The result was astonishing about the
of
do
believe
that
the
losses
I
not
are
articles
by E. A.
Bee Journal,
20th of June, our colonies liad as fair
Thomas, and S. S. Butler, both saying Messrs. Doolittle, Hetherington, Pal- a display of brood as could be desired,
that all the losses of bees in winter, mer and others, can be attributed to though not quite as much so as Mr.
prove that the losers have a weak race this cause, for they are all skillful and Doolittle says " Even to the borderof bees, or those which have degenera- careful apiarists, who would not let ing cells " but what little space was
ted from their once hardy and pros- their bees degenerate. But I do think left without brood was tilled with
that there are many careless beeperous condition."
then capped honey, and this, we think, is
Now if Mr. Doolittle will read my keepers, and I am afraid now and
just as effectual in regard to bees
article on page 145 carefully, I think a queen -breeder who takes no pains to working in boxes, as all brood.
We
he will fail to find anything in it that keep up the stock of the country. The would say here, that we never sucwill convey the above meaning. I importation of cheap, poor stock, may
entirely
yet
in
getting
combs
ceeded
have not attributed all the losses of tend to degenerate our bees, and I full of brood, hard as we have tried.
the past winter to the weakness of the hope this evil will correct itself in
White clover appeared early and
race, or to any other one cause, for I time, and only the best importations
plenty this season, and we imagined
be tolerated into America.
think there are a great many causes
the
tons of clover honey harvested, as
I will not say that the results of the
but I do assert that some of the losses
can be accounted for in this way. past winter indicate that our bees have the fulfillment of the various propheWhen I read reports of bee-keepers degenerated, but that they are not cies of the coming honey season. But
who have lost }$, of % of their bees, I what they should be, or what they alas another disappointment came
always think the rest are of but little might be. The losses of the past wet and cold weather prevented bees
value for that season, and why? Be- should incite apiarists to fresh exer- from gathering clover honey to any
cause in a majority of cases, the rest tion, and no one should sit down con- amount what little they did gather,
are too weak to build up strongenough tented until the goal is won, and the together with our feeding, kept them
even preparations
for the honey harvest, mere nandfuls American strains of Italians have a breeding nicely
of bees that can hardly live through world-wide reputation. If we will all for swarming were being made, but
the spring. I do not wish to be rough do our part to attain this end, I ven- yet no surplus honey. About this
or to discourage any one, but facts are ture to prophesy that the time will time, June 22 to 24, some of our
for
facts, and I have gleaned enough from come when America will be exporting young queens were getting ready
began to divide we also
my correspondence to give me good bees in large qualities instead of im- use, and we
had some natural swarms, which were
porting.
ground for my assertions.
hived on full sets of comb, and in
Mr. Doolittle says: "When the
Coleraine, Mass.
proper time all queenless colonies were
spring of 187.5 opened, I found I had
For the American Bee Journal.
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;
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;
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but 46 colonies

left out of over 100 the
previous, and from those 46 colonies I sold over 4,800 lbs. of box

For the American Bee Journal.

fall

Review

of the Season.

honey."

That is good but supposing Mr. D
GREINER BROTHERS.
had wintered his 100 colonies in excellent condition, what then? Why, he
When spring opened and the earlier
might perhaps have obtained the enor- fruit-tree blossoms made their apmous yield of 12,000 pounds. Probably pearance, we found ourselves in posMr. D. spent a great deal time and session of 85 colonies of bees. We
;

money

to get his 46 colonies in condition for the honey harvest. But he

must remember that all bee-keepers
have not the time and skill to do this,
and to such, weak puny colonies in the
spring are of but

little

value.

Mr. Doolittle thinks there is no
difference in bees, and that one strain
is as hardy as another, then why does
he take any pains in rearing his
queens, or why does he consider
queens reared from swarming cells
If

superior to all others
Why should
there not be as much difference in bees
as in other animals V
I recall to mind the case of an apiarist who several years ago lost all his
bees, and, wishing to secure a hardy
strain, re-stocked his apiary with bees
from 3 different sources, and kept a
record of each strain. I will designate
the three strains by numbers, 1, 2 and
They all had the same treatment,
3.
and were prepared for winter in the
'{

same way. They were wintered outdoors, and well protected. They came

sold at that time 15, leaving 70 out of
160 strong colonies last fall, which we
undertook to winter. With the exception of a very few fair ones, about
of those were very weak, and the
balance not much better, so that the
prospect of a honey crop was decidedly

%

against us.
writer of the
the remark that

A

Bee Journal made
weak

colonies that

made out to live, might as well
have died. This was not very soothing for our already discouraged state
of mind, and if we had not been blessed
with a good portion of hope, together
with these encouraging words of the
" But with the bee-keeper all
editor
is not lost, though he lost all," we
should have undeubtedly have given
up in despair.
We intended to
strengthen our weak colonies by doubling up, but could get no chance to do
so in March and April, on account of
the steady cold weather; and, as the
season advanced and we wished to
save all the queens we could, we de-

just

:
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Bee-Farming and Pasturage.

supplied with young, laying queens.
Thus, June passed and July came, and
with it a change in the weather our
bees worked less on the honey we offered them, but went more and more
in search of nature's sweetest nectar,
until all at once, about July 8 or 10.
they left our hives entirely, and the
honey season commenced.
The way our bees worked for about
2 weeks was almost incredible far beyond anything we ever experienced
but the strangest feature of the season
was, that they did not stop work
from the close of the basswood bloom,
until buckwheat began.
We always
had a lack of honey between basswood
and buckwheat of about 2 weeks, until this season, and the only explananation we can give, is that the less
important honey plants, such as Canada thistle, catnip, etc., yielded more
honey than ever before. To be sure,
they did not work as rapidly as they
did in the height of basswood, but
they built comb and capped it at a per;

—

;

ceptible rate.

Buckwheat began very promisingly;
bees worked well for about 8 or 10
days, but the drouth cut off the latter
part of the buckwheat yield, so that
we harvested only }£ a crop of buckwheat honey. Still we can report a
whole crop of honey, and if we take
into consideration that white clover
yielded no honey, and buciswheat ouly

J.

H.

MARTIN.

was much interested

in the editothe Bee Journal in relation to
planting especially for honey.
I own a farm of 100 acres, and it has
heretofore been cultivated for general
I

rial in

farm produce. As bee-keeping has
become more and more my occupation,
1 have seriously considered the project

A

of making it a bee-farm.
farm, or
a tract of land could be filled up for
the exclusive pasturage of bees.
portion could be planted to forest
trees, and another portion could be
preserved for the sowing of honey producing plants.
rotation of these
plants would be necessary, for, a certain plant for a number of years upon

A

A

same field would soon exhaust it
from producing seeds or honey. Neglect to plow the land frequently, would
give a chance for all manner of foreign and useless brush and weeds to
the

spring up.
Now, the plan I am pursuing with
my farm in order to keep its fertility
up to the highest point, is to run iii
connection with my bees a dairy, of
as many cows as the land will admit
of.
It would be less work for the beekeeper to past ure with sheep, but aside
from the sheep being of less profit at
present prices of wool, cheese and butter, I find that the more sheep pastured, the less white clover we have
for our bees.
We well remember that during the
war when the price of wool went up to
SI a pound, every farmer, both great
and small, had his flock of sheep, and
sheep being such close feeders, white
clover was quite killed on all pasture
lands. But now the dairy interest is
in the ascendant, and our pastures are
again carpeted with white clover. I
guarantee you will find but little white
clover where sheep have been pastured for a term of years. We have
therefore decided upon corn, for our
stock to keep up the fertility of the
soil.

It is needless to recommend to the
bee-keeper who gets the best blood in
his hives, to also keep good blood in
his barn. Blood pays in all cases, and
if our farm will flow with " milk and
honey." we must adopt the best breeds
and best appliances. The prime object in making a bee-farm, is to provide pasturage at a time when the
bees do not get honey from what is
termed, " natural sources." The first
thing our bees want in the spring is
pollen, and we can imagine with what
admiration, the first pollen-ladened
bee is greeted as it enters the hive.
In my locality, what is commonly
known as " pussy willow," gives ah
abundance of pollen and a little honey
as early as the bees are able to fly.
This willow thrives upon marshy land,
and if it did not grow abundantly in a
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swamp near by, l would set out ahundred hushes. Soft maple also gives
earl; honey, but 1 doubt if the quality
is sufficient bo pay for sotting out these
trees, except now and then one tor the
sake of having S variety. Hard maple
blossoms later, lint 1 would make it Of
use bv tapping, and allowing the bees
to take it from the tree, when the
weather will admit of the bees Hying;
but my bees are quiet in the cellar
during" the maple sugar harvest. The
sugar can be led to them to advantage. Every bee-farm should have at
least a hundred sugar maples.
The next blossom that comes to the
consideration of the bee-farmer is
fruit.
It is needless to say that every
owner of an acre of land will not forego
the pleasures derived from an orchard.
In a farming district where trees have
reached an age of 60 years, with a
growth in proportion to their age, who
can estimate the number of blossoms
upon the tree, that looks like a mammoth snowball. The apiarist here
not only gets the benelit of his own
planting, but from the planting by his
neighbor, and I find that of all fruit
blossoms, the cherry tree is most
visited by the bees. Persons having
land near a good market, would do
well to put out several acres to cherries.
1 bear but little about great
yields from fruit trees ; the reason, I

my

clover on the farms of

my

neigh-

Mignonette. QgWOl't, catnip,
motherwort and other plants of Ibis
class I am giving a trial, and will give
\
land to the Cultivation of each as
prove their qualities. Buckwheat is
another of those crops that gives a
good return to the bee-keeper, and at
least 10 acres should be sown to receive much benefit. While, if your
neighbors cultivate it, andextendyour
pasturage to hundreds of acres, a great
number of colonies will find employment for several weeks.
The bee-farmer should not forget to
plant a liberal number of basswood
trees next to white clover comes this
tree in importance to the apiarist,
and there is not a farm in the Eastern
States that cannot well afford space,
for this noble tree. If planted upon
the highway, I would plant with it the
sugar maple. For a length of over 100
rods, my highway is planted with an
avenue of over 100 trees. Some of
these trees have been planted 8 years,
and now blossom. The apiarist will
find, not only pleasure, but profit, in
becoming to a certain 'extent a forest
bors.

1

1

1

<

;

There are many corners upon our farms that had far better be planted to useful trees, than to
be infested as they are witli weeds
and brush. Our springs and small
streams should be protected with a
few
colothat
from
the
fact
think, is
surrounding cordon of trees; they
"
nies of bees are in that " boilingover
would then defy the scorching drouths
condition to obtain the fruit bloom of summer, and continue to fill our
honey. I And that those colonies rivers for the continued benefit of
which are in that right condition, will commerce and manufactories. The
invariably store a good yield from this apiarist should use his influence with
source.
his neighbors in this direction, for
For early honey. I also think the the day will surely come when our forblack locust cannot be excelled. Upon ests will receive the attention that
my hundred acres, I propose to set lias already been too long neglected.
out 2 acres of locust, not only for the
I have thus outlined something of
honey, but for the valuable timber. my plan for a bee-farm. If there is
only
bloswill
not
In 4 years, locust
any person who has cultivated a farm
som," but will be large enough for of 100 acres or more exclusively for
stakes, and thereafter will rapidly be- bees, it is his duty to give me the recome profitable both for honey and sults of his experience.
timber. Raspberries are not to be deIn studying the matters of beespised as a honey producer, and if my farming, there are many points that
located
near
a
were
hundred acres
come to me that I have not touched
good market for the fruit, I would upon in the foregoing, but will give
plant an acre or more of raspberries. them to the readers of the Bee JourThere are many acres of wild raspber- nal at some future time.
ries around me upon waste pastures
Hartford, N. Y.
and in fence corners, but the tidy
from
these
farmer will soon clear them
places, and dependence will have to be
tree culturist.

put upon cultivation. Whenever I
seed a field that has been under cultivation, I am ever mindful of the clover, for upon this many times depends my success as a bee culturist.
White clover seems.to springup sponFor the American Bee Journal.
taneously upon all grass lands, and is
Toronto Bee and Honey Show.
the most permanent clover and honey
producer I have, while red clover and
WM. F. CLARKE.
alsike have to be sown every time when
we put a field to grass. As I now sow
Under the stimulus of the liberal
alsike, I have adopted a plan by which
offered at this exhibition,
I hope, by little expense, to add a hun- prize list
dred fold to my acreage. Every neigh- and which was recently published in
boring farmer is requested to give al- the American Bee Journal, there
array of honey
sike clover a trial. I sell it at the was a truly magnificent
same price per acre that it costs to and apiarian supplies brought toseed with red clover, owing to the dif- gether. The directors appropriated
ference in the (nice of seed. I am an entire building to the use of beeout of pocket a little on every acre my keepers, and for the first time at a
American conneighbors sow, but every cent thus great exhibition on the
"
"
expended will come back in countless tinent, honey hall advertised itself
golden drops of nectar next year. Al- side by side with horticultural hall,
the building
sike would find more favor with farm- dairy hall, etc. Beside
ers if the cost for seeding an acre was just mentioned, there was a large tent
about the same as for red clover. close by, where hives, extractors, live
Sweet clover is looked upon with sus- bees, and various out-door appurtewere shown
picion by the tidy farmers, and it nances of bee-keeping
would be against his progressive ideas also where an endless flow of beeInside of dairy
to tolerate a plant that is of no appar- talk was indulged.
ent use but as it is not a bad weed, hall, honey was displayed in every
and seems to thrive upon the hard form, calculated to make the mouths
roadside, I am extending my sweet of spectators water. The tin packaclover pasturage along every highway ges and cans were gorgeously colored
were in vafor miles around me. In addition to and labeled the glass jars
and even the
this, an acre will soon be sown to it rious beautiful shapes,
upon my farm, followed by more if wooden boxes displayed a wonderful
diversity of taste. Of course, Mr. D.
this first acre pays.
leading exhibitor.
I find for late fall pasturage, it is A. Jones was the
building.
better to mow sweet clover in August. He occupied nearly half the
the centre, he had a miniature
A new growth comes up very profuse In
with blossoms. If it will give my bees church, ingeniously built of honey
business after basswood fails, I will comb and wax, with pinnacles and
sow 10 acres of it. I hope the cultiva- spire. Dr. Nugent, of Strathroy, was
considtion of it will prove it useful for other not far behind Mr. Jones, and
than honey purposes. Could I make ering that this is his first season at the
must be admitted that he
it useful like buckwheat, I could ex- business, it
tend my pasturage the same as I did lias stepped into the arena of compe;

;

;
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IjgTThe North western Bee-Keepers'
tition with a wonderfully complete
equipment. I think in the variety ami Association will meet in Chicago, on
Tuesday
and Wednesday, October 25
beauty of his packages, he rather took
the lead. W. C. Wells, of Phillipston, and 211. All bee-keepers are cordially
and M. Ramer, of Cedar Grove, Mark- invited to attend. It is desired to
ham, were also prominent exhibitors. make this one of the most interesting
Besides these, there were a number of conventions ever held in the United
others who made most creditable ex- states. C. C. Miller, M. I)., Pres.
C. C. CoFFINBERRY, SeC.
hibits on a small scale. The following
is

the prize

list

Largest and best display of honey,

I®" The Western Michigan Bee2nd, Keepers' Association will meet in
Best 10 lbs. Berlin, Ottawa, Co.. Mich., Thursday,
I). A. Jones, s".
Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
2nd, W. C. Wells, Phillipston, $3; 3rd, 10:30 a. m. All interested, are cordihi
Best
M. Ramer, Cedar Grove, S2.
ally invited.
lbs. of comb honey, M. Earner, $5;
Wm. M. S. Dodge, See.
2nd, Edmund Nugent, S3; 3rd, W. C.
Coopersville, Mich., Aug. 29, 1881.
Wells, $2. Best mode of marketing
extracted honey, D. A. Jones, $5 2nd,
(®" The Northern Michigan BeeEdmund Nugent, S3; 3rd, W. C.
Wells, $2. Best mode of marketing Keepers' Association will hold its
comb honey, Edmund Nugent, $5; fourth Annual Convention at Maple
2nd, W. C. Wells, S3; 3rd, M. Ramer, Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
Best comb foundation for brood and 12, 1881.
$2.
chamber, I). A. Jones, diploma. Best
comb foundation for honey boxes, W.
tgg- The South Eastern Mich. BeeC. Weils, diploma. Best and most Keepers' Association, will hold its4th
scientific mode of wintering out-door meeting at the Court House, in Ann
in any kind of hive, D. A. Jones, S3; Arbor, Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1881, at 9
2nd, Edmund Nugent, §2. Best house o'clock a. m.; the week of the County
for wintering bees and of the most Fair. An adjourned meeting may he
use for apiarian purposes in summer, held during the week. All interested
working model to be on ground, rep- are invited to attend. By order of the
resented by a scale of not less than Executive Committee.
one inch to the foot, D. A. Jones, $5.
N. A. Prudden, Chairman.
Best winter and summer hive, D. A.
Jones, diploma. Best and most pracThe North Eastern Wis. Beetical invention for retaining even temperature in bee-houses, D. A. Jones, Keepers' Association, will hold its
fall meeting at Peewaukee, Wis., on
S3. Best wax extractor, L>. A. Jones,
diploma. Best mode of securing the Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 11 and
largest yield of box honey from a 12. A full attendance is cordially reNotice of the plauce of
2nd, Ed- quested.
single hive, M. Ramer, S3
mund Nugent, $2. Best mode of se- meeting will be found at the local
curing the largest yield of extracted Post Office.
Geo. Church, Pres.. Neenah, Wis.
honey from a single hive, D. A. Jones,
Frances Dunham, iSec.,Depere,Wis.
S3; 2nd, Edmund Nugent, $2. Best
and most valuable invention in bee
hives not heretofore exhibited or made
South Western Iowa Bee Association.
public, D. A. Jones, bronze medal.
The regular annual meeting of this
Best non-swarming hive, D. A. Jones' association, will occur at the apiary
diploma. Best bee smoker, I). A. of James T. Fife, in Jasper township,
Jones, $2; 2nd, T. P. Hodgson, Hom- near Corning, Iowa, on Thursday afing's Mills, SI. Best honey knife, D. ternoon, Sept. 29. The place of meetA. Jones, $2. Best honey extractor ing is such that the topics considered
for general use, D. A. Jones, $2 2nd, will be practically demonstrated. FolEdmund Nugent, SI. Best exhibit of lowing is the programme Business
bees and new races of bees, D. A. of Society; raising of queens introJones, diploma. Best and largest dis- duction of queens dividing of bees
play of apiarian supplies, 1). A. Jones, practical handling of bees.
full at$10 2nd, Edmund Nugent, $5. Best tendance is desired.
and most practical new invention for
J. T. Fife, Pres.
the apiarist, D. A. Jones, $5. Best
W. J. Oliver, Sec.
form of hive, D. A. Jones, bronze
medal. Extras W. C. Wells, comb
<@T Owing to the fact that Hie time
foundation masher, commended.

Edmund Nugent,

Strathroy, $10

A. Jones, Beeton,
of extracted honey,
1).

;

S5.

;

W

;

—

;

:

;

;

A

;

—

be seen by the above, that
Mr. Ramer took the first prize for
comb honey, and I do not hesitate to
say, that the whole world never saw
so handsome a lot. It was the astonishment of every bee-keeper on the
It will

grounds for purity, evenness and accuracy of form, the corners even being finished out as though the work
had been done with a square and
planer. The secret of it lies in the use
of perforated zinc in the place of the
usual tin separators. It seems that
bees do the best work standing on
their heads. I have asked Mr. Ramer
to send a sample of his honey and perforated separators to the forthcoming
Convention at Lexington, and I hope
he will do so.

A smashing trade in honey was done

at the exhibition. Thousands pf people might be seen with gay-looking
tin cans dangling from their fingers,
or with pretty glass jars in their hands,
or nice boxes under their arms. They
bought and carried them home very
much as is usually done with toys and
trinkets on such occasions. The success of this show awakens great expectations as to the future of beekeeping in this country, and these few
notes of it may suggest a wrinkle or
two that will be serviceable to apiarists in other parts of the world.

Toronto, Can.

^T The

of the regular meeting of the Union
Bee Association, at Shelbyville, Ky.,
conflicts with the time fixed bythe executive committee, to hold the National at Lexington, the meeting of
the Union, at Shelbyville, has been
postponed till the 20th of October.

G.

W. Demaree.

Cliristiansburg, Ky., Sept.

Sec.

3, 1881,

<gTThe Rock River Valley BeeKeepers' Convention, will be held at
Monroe Center, on the third Tuesday
We hope a good attenin October.
dance will be the outcome, and the bee
interest revived.

D. A. Cipi'erly,

Sec.

lgg= The Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association, will convene at Battle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.

We

have reason to expect one of the
and most interesting meetings
wehaveever held. Let all arrange
largest

to be present. All District Associations should send delegates. Each person should come with their best experience in their hands, ready to hand
it over to the others of the fraternity.
It is hoped that all will bring the fullest report possible from their region.
Commutation rates are expected on
railroads.
A. J. Cook, Pres.

T. F. BINC4HAM, Sec.

Southwestern Wisconsin
tig" The
Eastern Michigan bee-keepmeet- Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
M. C. next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
A. B. Weed, Sec.

ers' Association will hold its fall
ing in Detroit, Oct. 4, in the Y.
A. ball, at 10 o'clock a. in.
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Changing BlanketB. Wonld it be
better to take off the old waxed cloths
when packing in chaff in the fall, and
I'lease answer
put mi new niies f
through tin- Bi r JomtN al.

our LzrrtRWox^

S||i.

I;

Robinson, out.. Sept.

I.

KIT.

have
Combs.
Bemoring Bees fr
|Ves. if absorbents are used above,
n
found thai a tine, light-brush br
t"
is superior
anything else for re- as the propolis wonld make absorpIt does no)
ibs.
moving bees rrom
tion as well BS upward ventilation next
aggravate them, as does a wing of any tn impossible.—Ed.]
I

kind.

washed when

easily

is

It

be-

honey, and will last
use tin- broom, do
many years.
tinnot sweep
bees "ii with tin- end of
tin- side ami corner
bul
use
brush,
the
with a quiet, short stroke. This has
disappointments, for
bad and good results with me for the
bees. The basswood and clover (on account "i too much tain werefalmost a
ttber long rain Bpells have
failure.
cut cut] the storing of large quantities
of honey, being daily brought in. Vet
shall he- able to report a
think that
surplus nt 7"> lbs. to the hive, of comb
have already taken 90 pounds
honej
am keeping this
wme hives.
with

Bmeared

Vindication
Through Ha-

'1'"

Buret)

.v.

ll.

American Bee

ual and

.i"i

r

I

In past years.

I

i

.

.

I

'i

|

;

I

I

;

I

I

.

I

I

t

Joseph m. wisher.

are Italians. 'The I'.kk
lamls.
.iiu us m. has been a great help to me.

ami

.1

vmi- Corbit.

Palmyra, Mo., Bept.
it

.Ionian Station,

1

I

I

I

am

1

I

i

Amu

advanced age of

of 1881, has. at the
tin days, found a

ANDREA

II.

-.

18, 1801.

Huntingdon,

Iml.. Sept. 23, 1881.

In the
Ith
Remarkable Queen.
rcceiv cd from friend
M. ('.
Taylor, of Lewistown, Md.. 2 queens,
one, ol which, is an Albino.
Both
ns of the Italian
were splendid speci

A

ult..

>

-i

I

.

I

plant the
to know.

1

1L.'.

common species of Asclepias.

All the

milkweeds are good honey-producers.
True, the pollen masses sometimes
entrap hees. and more frequently still
worrj themb] adhering to their mouth
parts and legs yet, from the abundthink
ant nectar which they yield.
them desirable as forage plants for
bees.-- a. .1. Cook.]
;

I

—

Colonies.
A Ton of Honey from
.v, colonies left last spring, out of
147 last fall. They increased this summer by natural swarming to 95, and
produced ahout 1200 lbs. of comb
honey in sections, and about 800 lbs. of
extracted, mostly
baSSWOOd.
Pall
honey is verj promising, hut the continual hc;t\ \ rains lor the past :; weeks.
has stopped their work entirely. The
whole country is in a perfect mire
.">.'>

had

now.

('.

TlIKII.MANN.

Kxcept the habit

least

"I

C.

Richford, N.

mg

I

/...

Robinson.

.1.

Aug.

26, 1881.

Appoint Delegates. The following
circular has been sent t" all the Michigan listricl Associat
I

Lansing. Mich. Sept. 20, 1881.
Dear Sir: As your Association is
soon to meet, please Lear in in iml that
the State Association will meet at Battle Creek, Mich.. Thursday, Dec. Nth.
1881, and see that delegates are appointed thereto the more the better.
We may well feel proud of the tact
thai we now have more District Associations in our State than does any
oihei state in the country, and it eacn
one sends a strong delegation to the
State meeting, it will insure a BUCCeBS
eclipsing that of an\ previous meeting. That our State Society is apower,
is Been in the two laws secured at Hie
the legislature— foul
last session ot
In
and adulteration which were'
Let
secured through its influence.
ns all work eamestl] t" maintain all
we have, and to achieve indefinitely
more. Wishing \ou abundant bu
in your deliberations, we are very truly
A. .1. !ook. /'...-.
yours.
T. F.Bingham, Abronia, Mich..
)/
1. 8
Sec.
B. K. .1.
1

Theilnianton, Minn.. Sept.

17, 1881.

Tim Michigan Bee Men.—This week's

Bee Journal

contains notices of is
conventions, of which Michigan has
K, or one-third of the entire iiiiinlii
ami :: more than any other state in the
Union. I will admit that Illinois has
the best bee paper, but she cannot
come up to glorious old Michigan for
go-ahead bee Keepers.
Geo. Pbbk.1
Lansing, Mich.. Sept. 17. 1881,
i

.

t

Kentnek] Bee Keepers' Association.
-

The second annual convention

of

the Kentucky state Bee-Keepers' Association, will he held ill the Imposition liuilil ing. n Louisville, Ky., on
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct.
i

Bees
the Sections.
have done excellently well here this
cannot make my report yet,
season.
will
for the bees arc still booming.
have to report later in the season.
When the bees quit work for the season, lea\ ing boxes and seclions partly

rrom

Extract

I

I

u

and

18, 1881.

A line displav ot hi. -keepeis supplies, honey, etc. is expected, and
someof the niosi prominent bee-keep-

America, wno win be in attendance at the National Bee Keepeis'
filled with honey, some being nearly Convention, at Lexington, Oct. 5, 6,
All
ready to cap. w hat had
bet In do « ith and 7, are expelled In attend.
such seclions and hoxes ? Will ll pa] an- iu\ Red.
N. P. Allen, J
to squeeze be hone] out and melt the
comb into wax ?
J. K. Baker.
We have received from EUK-,"
Keithshurg, III., Sept. 21, 1881.
ers in

I

I

vvanger

|

Hair.

I

think prices are looking thing reliable.
Abe Hoke.
not in need. 1 propose
Union City. Iml.. Sept. 1. 1881.
leaving my bone] in tin- cellar for
time yet,
wish the Bee Jodbi
Light (nip.- -Hees doing well as far
.1,
n vi. much success.
BSON.
n see. There has been a rather
Tiverton, Ont., Sept. in. 1881.
light yield of honey this year, so tar.
I hope for Letter next
year.
The gnat drouth
.1.
The Dronth Ended.
ELD1 k.
etC.

Mitario.

t

These hectics umt hugs) are the
Euryomia inda, I. inn.: Cetonia inda,

19, 1881.

I

.'..lion

Extract the bone] from the incomplete sections and hoxes. ami earefnllj
save the COmbS for another season.
Thev will be a great assistance m se
I

Please let
Foul Brood
lirough the Bee Journ \n. it'
mi. ni in\ colonies lias what is ten
that has put Out
It is
foul brood ?
Is

bees did well

now ahout

lost, but the AlMilkweed. -I inclose a specimen ot race. One of these
name of which would like bino excels in beauty, and istrat
It
blossoms l"i ahout 7~> deiitly the umst prolific queen that I
experience,
days, and has a small red Mower. The have known, in all mj
in es seem t" prefei
which extends through 10 years.
it to almost anyprogeny
are
Leauties,
Her
ranand
thing else, and workonit continually.
II. V vkm:i;.
extraordinary active workers. I band1 believe, n"t a word of
.Ionian. Minn.. Sept.
1881.
ied Italian Bees from the lust imporhint of crookedness has
tations, ami these Albino bees are as
against II. A. Burch.
[This milkweed is one of the most amiable
as any that I have known.
told in Gleanings that

l

it

e

Mi Kililiev. TeX., Sept.

reproach nor a
been brought
We have been
T"> colonies of
si uson, in
2 apiaries,
Mr. Burch lust nearly all his bees (no
John Bird.
bees.
crookedness in this) during the past
Bradford, [owa, Bept. l", 1881.
winter.
Now, it is mi more than fair
to presume that Mr. Burch's locality
Inother Way of Swindling. Some is not unlike our own ami lots ot others
ni ni\ neighbors haw paid a profes- that we have heard of during tin- past
sional bee-man, who has been giving summer, where, through ignorance 01
this superstition, the hees that were left
is for about $150.00 through
locality, Insuring thai amount to be could not be bought nor had lor love
Now, perhaps Mr. Hindi
or money,
le out of the business In a stipulaupon
though] depended
ted time. Of course the purchaser (unwisely
with
his
re-stocking
interest.
his apiary with the hees
note
had to give
When the notes became due, they owned hy farmers in his vicinity and
were found in the nearest bank for in this failed, ami having a great many
collection, and our professional bee- orders to till with hees and queens,
man. W. II McLaine, is among the we can see very easily where it would
missing. We have had the must exten- place Mr. Burch. We know that Mr.
ii.uith this county ever wit nessed. Burch is behind with his orders, hut
Bees have done well early in the sea- we also know that he is Idling his orI sent to him for a queen on the
son, but Since July 15, they have hern ders.
consuming their stores, consequently last of July. 1881, and received her on
have wailed
there will be no surplus, in tins part. the first of September.
The weather is still very hot, and the longeron other queen-breeders. Let
has
he
is
cracked
us
sure
that
I'.urch
is
and
a
parched
humbug heground
open. In in\ opinion, bees in this lo- fore we say he is; if he is. let the
If he is not, then let
calitj b ill have to be fed. How much people know it.
hone] does a colonj of bees require to us help hi in up again. Charity for all.
.1. A. BUCKLEW.
winter on? Ami what is the best
Should bees be pnl
('larks, ().. Sept. 17, 1881.
feeding
weather
the
into winter quarters while
[We are exceedingly pleased to re.
S. I. I).
is so hot ?
cord the above instance of promptness
Goldsmith, Iml.. Sept. B, 1881.
on the part of Mr. I'.urch in filling "/»
If in the cellar, 20 to -"> pounds will
order.
Perhaps Mr. I'.ucklew is right
answer more will be required foroutin suggesting charily, lor. after receivwintering. Bees should not be
d
ing scores of letters within the last
housed or cellared until the weather
Mr. Burch's
has become too cool I'm- qnite frequenl two years complaining of
irregularities, our charity for him was
dights.— Ed.]
nearly absorbed in the desire to dojtwiir, to our readers.—Ed.]
have
Three fears' Experience.
had bees for 8 years the first year
Beetles for Name.- Inclosed liml
sulil
hail 20 colonies, ami
$28 worth of
had I" colo- hugs that seem to feast on the peaches.
hone)
The 2nd year
iml sulil $125 worth of honey. I'lease give its name, hahits ami nathe apples in the
Now have t:; colonies, ami tins tall ture. It aspunctures
well as the peaches, ami
ha\ e sold but orchard
been bo dry that
-7u wort h.
Mj bees are at he i""t "i many orchardisls have laid the damto the honey bee.
a IdnlT on the Mississippi bottom ages of this bug
I

.

(

I

W.

bee papers are spreading the news.
poshing, as it Were, the man user the
precipice. They have, seemingly, forgotten tin- uliI adage, "Never push a
man when he is going down the hill."

i,

Bone]

I

ami t'i make it las it seems to me more
embarrassing to Mr. Burch,our worthy

<

I

•watery grave."
There an no mourners, though the demuch
was
respected lure.
ceased

\ Co.

see
Gleanings tn BeeOulturt
that II. A. Bnrch & Co. have been
placed in an embarrassing position,

i

I

<>r

— M>

ha\

When buy a queen like to know
what stock she is from. When the
-s to hand on Wedlbs. Of as nice honey for the market as Bee Journal c<
know have somecan he purchased, in cans, hoxes. gee- nesday mornings,
i

up. and as

18, 1881.

nip.

Sept. 28,

on our nicest peaohesandsuoh luscious curing n good > [eld.—Ed.]
apples as the fall pippin, they do little
harm. Their flight is heavy and when
(noil increase,
bought 6 colonies
season—
this
one
two heavy Bwarma
inch
iu\ e increased to 28.
natural and ouch- Mr. I. The mother On the wing the] might easily he mis- ol bees w
one
"I
Lilians
Ihal made
had
colon]
a. J. Cook.]
colon] has dead brood iii the combs In taken for bumble bees.
s good colonics l.\ .lis. Iding, and had
all Btages of growth, ami some batchunited with
natural swarm, which
ing out. Iml the] have no hOW
Brape Juice for Bees. My beeB are anothei
obtained nosui plus bone]
will put them awaj for almost si a \ in
do not think
there is mil lung for ami am feeding 3 to give them stores
g
winter. This has been a poorer season
h. in In gat her.
have hecil feeding lin w inter. My hees have reared no
will get sugar
with ns than the last was.
m ashed
for some imo.
bought
queens noi built combs
jome comb hone) yet pei hap- 7-. lbs. p apes to reed m\ bees, and hey liked
had lie p
-st
success in
"Ionics. I. ul no extracted.
froi
them
will thev
Injure
be bees i traducing queens that
ever had. I
Thou \- P ikke.
i'lease answer In
fie Bej
Joi rnai
bought two queens in September and
State Centre, Iowa. Sept. 22, 1881.
B LHUEL M. 1. II. 1. V
lost both,leaving one colony hopelesslj
Montgomery Bta., Pa., Sept. 20, 1881. queenleSS, which united with anothThe brood was starved or chilled,
er:
a
the other is rearing a queen, but
caused by being robbed too closely of
rape juice will probabl] do do
B
doubt whether she will get
harm so long as lifes are Constantly
If there is much dead
held workers.
mated, as drones are getting scarce.
the
living,
hut
cannot
disease.
they
winter
in
cause
on
it.
it
may
brood
hive
.mi sorry soman] queen-breeders are
rearing such a 'variety of queens.
-Ed.]
i
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Harry,

proprietors of the

"Mount Hope
N.

Nurseries," Rochester,
Y.. their descriptive catalogues of

" fruits." ami " select

roses.''

These

alegantaly illustrated pamphlets,
ami are sent fret upon application.
in-

I
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I

I
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I

I

I

t
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;
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;
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t

I

The
'I'm-:

si.

Joseph, Mo., <•
proposes

Gazette

-

"

to
that

says

keep

tends
pace with ever) movement
to the development ol anj great inhas had the pleasure of
It
dustry.
placing mi its exchange list the the
.in /;.. Journal, which is in saj
that henceforth the apiarist, as well as
every body else, will liml honey to his
own liking in the great daily of the
Northwest hut never " t;i
.

I

1

.

I

I

I

.

tee keepers going to fairs
Badges.
should wear a badge with a gold Lee
on it. It will Ben e to introduce him
We will send them
to other bee men.
I

i

for in cents,

[nist

paid.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
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^Vrtucvtiscmcnts.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

lU'YKHS' QUOTATIONS.

Or

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid Cor 5 cents each.

Those who may

Office 01 American Bee journ al,
MnnOuv, 10 a, in., St'i't. 20, L881.

wisli to

Advertisements intended foitlie Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

-

S

the oldest Bee

honey and beeswax received
this hour

Bv A.

:

CHICAGO.
linNKY The market is lively and
on

llave just innrliasi'd a
current prices
1

prices steady.
extracted at

I" nl id

1

We quote light comb honey, in single comb
boxes, ts@20c in larger boxes 2c. less. Extracted
8O90.

BKKSWAX

Prime

Al.

II.

quality,

l.-i,.

.'Jr.

Newman, ;>7- W. Madison

St.

OJ

TIN PAILS FOR iHONEY.
These Pulls have a full cover, and lire excellent
for marketing Cimdled Honey. The gallon and
hail gallon pails have a ball or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These palls
are very useful for many other purposes, after neIng emptied of the honey by consumers. The following ure the prices
:

CLEVELAND.

Gallon, holding

m lbs. of honey

Per Doz.

Per phi

fi.su

f ilmhi
9.00
7,00
4.00

»^^o-»-«
"
....
1.50....
HONEY— There is a slight improvement in onr Half Gallon, " 5 "
"
...
1.20....
market for
honey. One pound unbiassed Quart,
2H
Articles for publication must be sections And comb
" 1J4 "
"
75....
ready sale at-jie. for white, and i:i<* Pint,
written on a separate piece of paper 20c. tor lh. sections. Extracted honey continues
slow at 10O12C.
ALFRED
NEWMAN,
H.
from items of business.
BEESWAX-20®22c.
972 West Madison Street, Chicago,
A. C. KENDEI., 115 Ontario Street.
*'

ft

Krf

'2

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

boxes, 18@20c dark, in small boxes,
tracted, white, nite'lUc; dark, 7t»llc.

laC'iinc.

local Associations 82.00 per 100.

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Failed or Gray Hair gradually recovers its youthful color and lustre by
the use of Parker's Hair Balsam, an
elegant dressing, admired for its pur-

and

rich perfume.

There

power

is

quality. 22Gu24o.
Co., II and 13 Devoe avenue.

CINCINNATI.

<gf Constitutions and By-Laws for

ity

Ex-

BEKSW AX. —Prime
Thorn &

in a 50 cent bottle of Parker's
in a bushel of malt

Ginger Tonic than

or a gallon of milk.

As an

36w4t

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Premiums.— For a club

of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual a Bee-Keeper's ; uide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.

we

(

,

the

BOSTON.

Crocker

Si

Blake.

would

— Those who get

up clubs

for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will be entitled to the following

premiums
For a Club of 2,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1S82.
"
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

"

S,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.
1 year.

for

g-ffe have a SPECIAL EDITION
Weekly Bee Journal, just as

of the

be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs. Conventions,
etc.
Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
it will

manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one 'bat
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

HONEY.-But

little

a

Illustrated

;i2-page, beautifiillv

Monthly Magazin

devoted lo

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND FZT STOCI
of

It has the largest corps of practical breeders as editor
any journal of its clam in A meric . ami is

TSE FINEST POULTF.Y J0UB1TAL IV THE WOULD.
SUBSCRIPTION:12 begins January laul.

Street.

81.00 per year.

Specimen Copy,
C. J.

182

CLARK

WARD,

ST.,

10 cents.

Editor and Proprietor.

CHICAGO

-

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

BEESWAX.— Southern.

pure,21@ 22c.

;

pure.21@23C; Western,
Baltimort Markii

grease wax, lie

Journal.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

-INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY'.— New. in 1 or 2
Indianapolis stock Review.

lb.

AND KEEP THEM
22@25c—

sections,

NEAT AND CLEAN.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Sales of choice comb, to

arrive, have
been effected at 'Joe. for smail lots. It is doubtfui
if an order for a large lot of choice comb could be
filled in this market. Choice extracted, in barrels,

We quote white comb,

16@20c; dark to go d,10©
Extracted, choice to extra white, yiailoVfic;
dark and candied, Sc BEESWAX— 2:«*25c.
Stearns & Smith, 433 Front Street.
14c.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Demand

New

fair.

extracted,

7@9c;

The Emerson Binder

BEESWAX— Prime yellow sells at a K»,2ic
R. C.

Greer & Co.,

117 N.

Main

HONEY.— The

supply and

IS

Street.

demand

2»»2.-ic.—Philadelphia

light

Mt rchanUT Guide.

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of isso
For Bee Journal of lSSi
For Bee Journal of 1S82

are alike

nominal.

BEESWAX -Best

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

PHILADELPHIA.

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

111.

local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

Ginger, Buchu, Man'
drake, Stillingia, and
ninny of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of buch varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
r.lo "d Purifier and the

Sept.2:i— Southwestern Iowa, near Corning, Iowa.
W. J. Oliver, Sec.
Oct. 4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Wetd.sec, Detroit, Mich.

Mich., at Ann Arbor, Mich.
5-7— National, at Lexington, Ivy.
Dr. E. Parmly, Sec, New Y'ork City.
12 -Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
ll, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. H. (iuodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12—Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec. DePere. Wis.
12— Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
18— Rock River Valley, at MonroeCenter, 111.
D. A. Cipperly, Sec. Monroe, 111.
20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec. Christiansbarg. Ky.
25, 26— Northwestern District, at Chicago, III.
C. O. Cofbnberry. Sec, Chicago. III.

5— Southeastern

Bes* Ileal th&Strength
ICcstortr Lvor Used.
It cures Rheumatism,
Sleeplessness,

Parker's
Hair Balsam.

diseaess

Litters,

Ginger Essences

The Best, Cleanest, nud
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
Never falls to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
50c. ami $1 sizes.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.
_

&

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the

Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapen, indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Lite, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, em bossed, full
300 pp. .contains beautiful
steel engravings.iii.'t prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, tic

Kilt,

1882.

—

May

&

of the Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&isentirely different from

ing.

27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
Georetj L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 3!t— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville. Wis.
N. E. France, Sec. Platteville. Wis.
Dec. 8— Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Midi.
Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. V.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, X. Y.
25-»Northeastern. at Utica. N. V.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.
27 Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

Wm.

Champlain Valley,

It.

Howard,

:

tW In order to have this table

iNOW

is

and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.— Lewis t. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoup.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who outams
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can atTord to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— He raid, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats Of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
His a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abhe l)r
BoiS, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for ti
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure [hh
mecu7ii of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quehee.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America
b
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welo rue, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, ami is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ol all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, whieh he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations. -Amtricun Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of tiie several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject oi bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest, phases Ol progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pueitic Ruml.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-cullure, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, ami its t.;n hnt;s enii formed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fall to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author ad ress<-s himself to tinwork with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end,.—JEConstis Farnu r.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author
the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of Carman naturalists with great reverence.- Germu n Fr, idenfa r,
Milwaukee, Wis.
i

i

;

;

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

Sec.

complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

;

_end now. Address Peabody
THYSELF.'Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
PARKER, No. 4 Bultinchst., Boston.
22wly

at Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins, See.

think Cook's Manual

;

PARKER'S GINGER TQNI

of Meetiua.

Book;

We

5©c.
85c.
?5c.

THOMAS G. MVWHN,

Address,
974

i*i.

the following opinions of the

ish myself,

quotable at o

is

trouble,
be particular to give their

Premiums.

Fine Illustrations.

i:t:t

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L'Apiculture, Paris.

Volume

Chatham

&7

BALTIMORE.

much

post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.
Also, if you liye near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and bowtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture. Fairlawn. Southall, London.

Is

sold at 2o(,(,22c, according to quality.
BKESWAX-Piime quality, 2.1c.

Bee Journal.

if all

tin

about IS months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a lull delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
fulldesceriptions of honey-producing plante.trees,

1

HONEY.— Our honey trade has now fairly commenced, and we are selling quite freely. VVe lind
that one-pound combs are a very desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be

pay to devote a few hours to

<@T It would save us

AND BEE-KEEPEliS ADVISEK.
The

$1.75,

C

;

it will

t><

Michigan.

Tliishii new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual ol
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
Tin- first edition "t 3,0UO copies was exhausted in

:

comb. 14@16C.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

The British Bee Journal,

here now.
I quote
G-ood comh honey, in sections, is worth
14® IOC, on arrival. Extracted, 7@9c. On arrival.
BEESWAX. — 18@22c, on anival. I have paid
20c. per lb. for choice lots.
IT. Mutii.

appetizer,

blood purifier and kidney corrector,
there is nothing like it, and invalids
find it a wonderful invigorant for
mind and body. See other column.

Entomology

College of

HONE Y— Is in good demand

36w4t

More Strength restoring

oj

;

111.

YORK.

HONEY— The market is well supplied at present,
but there is a large prospective demand.
We quote as follows: White oomb, in small

address.

State Agricultural

:wo Pages;

COOK,

J.

PYo/Hior

shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated -and last, lion- li
not least, detailed instructions for the various

;

O" When

L'lnsiii'j.

I

NEW

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
2-5

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

medium.

therefore, the best advertising

la,

for

W

— Langstrotli,I>zierzoii, and the Baron
cents each.
of Berlepsch. — Price

OK,

the latest quota-

;

Kiblion Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee rn gold,
we send for
cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Is

Paper In America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and ProTlnoe, among farmers, mechanics, professional untl bUBlnOBB men.

and

The following are

change
from other editions to the Weekly, can tions
up to
do so by paying the difference.
(gg~

AMKUH'AN Bke.IoUHNAI,

TllK

Given for

in

NEWSPAPER in the Country.

.

Prirp

^C. A.

I,i«t

for Advertisers bent free.
entfl.w
Ac tH»., Advertisine Aeents.
"

COOK

Cor. Dearborn
i

1

any

Our new'
ewtfl

aso.
& WaBh'n Sts., Chicaqo.

tot

Price— Bound

in cloth,

&1.25

;

in

paper cover,

Sil.OO, by mail prepaid. Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

O.

Street,

SEWMAIK,
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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seeds for

ITALIAN BEES
All standard colonies

Honey

I keep at all times a full
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
Four
"or more"
"
'*
"
Eight,
"
**
"
"
"
Thirteen
"
**
"
"
Twenty-six
*'
"
"
"
Fifty-two

30c. per line.
"
18c.
15c.
13c.
lOc.

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

of this type
fourteen lines

will
will

contain about eight

occupy

One

8c.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rute for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be

THOMAS

Street.,

Chicago,

1

attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

To secure prompt

West Madison

(IIKAOO.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested

to the best interests of honey
in Supplies and breeders of

;

producers dealers
Queens and Bees.
Will be sent toany address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only S2.I5. Sample copies free. Ad-

;

;

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

dress,
2>twtf

Italian

;

Columbus. Kansas.

;

Editorial Items
Are the Cyprians

805,306,

more Ferocious?
Extracting from Surplus Combs, etc
in Scotland
Melilot Clover for Slock Pasture
President Garfield Dead
Programme for National Convention

The Honey Harvest

306

:

i

ii

307
307

Cyprian Bees

1 1

307
307
307
308
308
306

The Test of the Prize Queens
Honey Sweating and Watery
Have our Bees Degenerated ?
Review of the Season
Bee-Farming and Pasturage

Convention Notes

Our

l^etter

309
309

Box

Vindication of H. A.
Beetles for Name
Grape J uice for Bees

kweed

A Ton

of

per

lb.

jySend forCircular.

lb.

The first practical bellows bee smoker.
The first and original patent smoker.
The first never-fading bee controller.
The first direct draft bellows smoker.
The first to burn stove wood and not go out.
The first durable bellows bee smoker.
The first to create a demand for smokers.
The first to meet the wants of bee-keepers.
The first cinder-proof bellows smokerThe first twenty thousand now in use.
The first complaint yet to be received.
The first smoker yet to be returned.

lwly

MALTY.
CONNER,

HONEY A

W.

F.

Late of Conner, Burnett

& Co.,

The

Burch&Co

310
310
:i

Honey from 55

The Michigan Bee Men

£3 £

.2

g

first

BINGHAM & HETHERINGT0N,
ABRONIA, MICH.

G-ZEHNrJEZFt^IL

1

1

>

310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310
310

Colonies

Extract from the Sections

Good Increase
Light Crop

A Remarkable Queen
Appoint Delegates
Kentucky Bee-Keepers' Association

ILL.,

;

and fully " up with the times " on every
subject of bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, SSI. 3 6 ; paper cover, SSI,
illustrated

New Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root—

Qulnby's
The author

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
fail to interest all. Its style is plain
making all its readers realize that its
master of the subject.— JS1.5©.

cannot

that

it

and

forcible,
is

ABC

$1.35; paper, 3*1.
King's Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, il.OO; paper, 75c.
L.nngstrt>th on the Hive and Honey Bee
those more advanced. Cloth,

King.— This edition

This is a standard scientific work. Price, !$3.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful management of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen HearingFeeding — Swarming— Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana lurnishes the
-

arguments to demonstrate tbem. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thurtms
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts and

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey forthe
Market Honey as foi.n, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition, 6c. per dozen, 50c.
,

If*

thing for bee-keepers to do, to save imposition and money, and be happy and safe, is to
send a card for testimonials, or half-dozen rates, to

161 So. Witter Street, Chicago,

CHICAGO,

Street,

G.

310

310
3lo
310
310

Good Honey Crop
The Drouth Ended
il

35c.

per

:

Removing Bees fnim Combs
Another Way of Swindling
Three Years' Experience
Is it Foul Brood ?
Changing Blankets

M

bo

;

10c.

:

Toronto Bee and Honey Show
Convention Notices

Selections from

Bingham Bee Smoker. I

;

$111.00.
Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 26 lbs. or over,

rians, 8 frame:*,

3(XJ

Correspondence
Honey the Proper Food for Bees
The Golden Honey Plant
Italian

310
305
305
306
308

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Bee-Keeper'n Guide or, Cook's Manunl
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

author

A new sixteen -column bee paper, devoted entirely

Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens. $2.00
TestedCvpriiin Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame Nucleus. Cyprians, $5
Colony of Italians, 8 frames. $S.0U Col< »n y of Cyp-

:
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of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
H.I..

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

communications to
J. II. ROBERTSON,

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,

NEWMAN,

H.

St.,

all

25wtf

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.
U72

111.

Contents of this Number.
Editorial

;

fastidious.

Mignonette, &c.

ALFRED

NEWMAN.

G.

Mammoth

THOMAS

;

Address

Bee -Keepers,

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ol every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, 1 think
can suit the most

Alsike Clover,

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

»74 West Madison

;

each $m

;

inchof space.

line

Books

17Vfj

single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; 1frame Nucleus. Tested Queen (June). $3.50; 2frame do.. $4; 3-frame do., $5 4-frame do., $5.50
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
supply of Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens

1

A

have eight frames,

inc. long and 11 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames llji
inc. long and lOSf inc. deep. 8ingle full colonies,
*l(i
in lots of ten or more,
in lots of tiye, each ftt

Plants.

RAXES FOR ADTERTISINO.
wordw;

Sept. 28.

PRODUCE COMMISSION,

;

;

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize $85 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

—

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handland Marketing.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
;

ing

& C. P. Dadant, giving
and management adopted

We ask

Ch.

you to correspond with us before disposing of your HONEY CROP, as we can be of much
service, having constant intelligence from all parts

in detail the methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.

contains

of the country.
would refer to James HKimox, Dowagiae,
Mich., and J.OATMAN&SONS, Dundee, III. 31wly

We

F.

Muth; 32 pages.

the

management of

It gives

Mr. Muth's views on

Price,

bees.

lOc.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 2U0 paces ."<».
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
;

65

not eat.

ENGRAVINGS

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 35c.
illustrating positions of sick hoses,

M. D.

B. J.

(&* Owing to a combination of forA TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
Ropp*s Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tuitous circumstances, the editor of and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
tables for all kindB of merchandise and interest.
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
Forthe pastfew years I have made this excellent II is really a lightning etilculatiir, well bound, with
the Bee Journal will be able to at- hor.se. with the ordinary close, effects and antidote food
my leading article. Having the best estab- slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. Morocco, JSl.SO.
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
tend the National Society at Lexing- horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling lished reputation in this city as a dealer in PURE
Chlckeu Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
HONEY
direct from the Apiaries, enables me to its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 35c.
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re- obtain
the highest market prices. Your consignton, Ky.,on Thursday and Friday, the cipes, and much valuable information,
Moore's XJnlversnl Assistant, and Comments
and
correspondence
respectfully
solicited.
I*rlce 35 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
plete Mechanic, contains over 1,000,000 Indussecond and third days of the session.
Address,
B. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
duBtrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
We hope to meet a large and enthusiSuccessor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
G.
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
34wi3t
165 So. Water Street, Chicago, III.
a?) West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
astic attendance.
;

;

;

;

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

giT It will pay to devote a few hours

up a club for the Bee Jourthe list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

in getting

Read

nal.

JUST WHAT YOU HAVE WANTED

!

POPULAR HONEY KEGS

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!
and one that wurks with

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.
to get up several for my
have on hand the patterns,

Having been persuaded

Double-Boarded Langstroth Hives,
A few good colonics of Cyprian. Holy Land, Hun-

immediate
etc., to

orders.

friends.

I

make any number. Therefore, send in your
Cilwtf
W. G. PHELPS, Galena, Md.
I

garian and Italian bees for sale in the above hives.
They require the least lumber and labor in their
construction of any hive in use— best hive forwinter.

Send

37w3t

for price list.
II.

ALLEY,

Wenhum,

Mass.

SALE- 150 Colonies of Italian Bees
FOU
Improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.
39wly

L. C.

AXTELL,

Small Kegs for Honey.
in

50 lb. Kegs, each
1001b. Kegs, "
"
160 1b. Kegs,

in

Ro^eville,

Warren

Co.,

111.

MAKE MONEY. For particulars
TIfYW
ilv
" T0
enclose
cents to Lock Box 318,
Kalamazoo. Mich,

These kegs answer the popular demand

10

34wl3 t

PPCC
I1LL
I

J
i

A sample copv
.Journal.

$777

of theNewEnglniidBee
U. Poole, Mechanic Kails, Me.

YEAH and

A

expenses toagents,

outfit free.addressl"

Augusta, Maine.

O Vickery
36wly

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
__j^^. high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
!v;'"^rff the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

for honey in small packages, and when
DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE, compared with large barrels holding from
300
to 500 lbs. each, they are fully as cheap
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

and often cheaper. They need no waxing
but should simply be thoroughly scalded
with boiling water before using.
The

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
b&* in
will nut lireuk nor bruise combs
adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
.JOHN M. MAVIS,
address it to
aowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

Of Engravings

Bee Journal

for sale at
25 cents per square Inch—no single cut sold for less

than

50C.

used, in the

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

0>74 West Madison Street. Chicago,

111.

;

the loss of honey by leakage, and
the ease with which these kegs can be
handled and shipped, with an actual saving in original cost, it must be apparent to
all that they are the best.
ing,

ALFXED

Given's Foundation-Press,
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
iniiue.

9?J

West Madison

H.

NEWMAJV,

street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

to send for our Circular and
WANTED-Yim
of Amerioaii-ltallnn*.
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Price

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
2wly
1>. S. GIVEN, Hoopeston,

list

Address,
III.

GUAViNGSof

Mill,

Steam and Mining Machinery,

Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting, Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
with
Calculations
Tables
500,000
in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. «00
Items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. &hi Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunt-

Trappers. Tanners, Leather <fc Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat, Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam, Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. lo.ooo items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers,

leakage so often occurring in the large ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. RuEconomy, Food Values. Care of Stock. Remehard-wood barrels can be entirely pre- ral
dies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Trainvented by using the White Pine Kegs. ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms. LIGHTNING
Considering the cost and trouble of wax- Calculator for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES

35c
55c
65c

Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assavers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders.Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 E.v-

I

l:(wtini

.nw. M. KltoiiksA

lillii..

Columbus, Ind.

Produce, Rent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Breeding Tables, Contents ot Granaries. Cribs,
Boilers,
Logs, Boards, Scantling,
Tanks, Cisterns,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds. Special
Laws of 49 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.

Tonnage Tables.
Measurement.

The work contains

1,016 pages,

is

a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, S3. SO.

_.«l»a
(jiT fc

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

r\,

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

Editor and Proprietor,
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WEST MADISON

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ILL.,

bees in good to extra good condition
with plenty of bees and the choicest
of stores. Several of those who have
reported were largely engaged in
queen-rearing, for which there was a
brisk sale ; so that, although their crop
reports are not so large as they might
have been, their receipts have not been
lessened.

TERMS OF

WEEKLY— (52 numbers)
Three or Six Months

S£3 a year, in advance.
at the same rate.

and third numbersol

at $1.00 a year, in advance.
flrst number of each month, at
a year, in advance.
fW~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Z&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

each month,

MONTHLY— The
SO cents

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe -"»<> cents extra.
office

as second class matter.

We

have received no reports from
California, but at this writing they
are still coming in from all other
points, and in our next issue we will
be able to give an elaborate report.
Enough, however, is now known to
justify our wildest anticipations last

The

spring.

reports in

some cases are

almost fabulous. Those who lost bees
last winter could attribute it to misfortune those who have failed to retrieve their losses, can blame only
themselves— we advised them in time.
;

It is especially pleasing to be able to
congratulate our readers on their generous returns, in view of the partial
V
$>
failure of nearly all other rural pursuits; and it but confirms us in asserting that apiculture is as little liable to
disaster as any other pursuit, that misfortunes are more easily retrieved, and
The Honey Crop for 1881.
that the percentage of profit is very
In the Bee Journal of September much greater as compared with the
14th, we requested the bee-keepers of capital and labor invested.
America to send us an abbreviated report of the result of the season's
li®" Mrs. L. Harrison, of Peoria, 111.,
operations, and for the past week the
has kindly sent us a copy of The Great
postman who delivers our mail matter
West, and calls attention to the followhas been sorely puzzled as to "what
ing item
has broken loose among bee-keepers !"
Bees have done unusually well in
to increase our daily receipts of postal
Colorado this year. First class native
cards by hundreds. We must em- honey can be had for
25 cents per
brace this occasion, while thanking pound. The dry atmosphere and the
great
amount
of
flowers
in Colorado,
our friends for the promptness with
which they have responded to our re- make this a profitable State for beekeepers, and we wonder that more
quest, to congratulate them upon the people do not engage in
bee-culture
favorable
exceedingly
report which and the production of honey. One
hundred
pounds of honey brings about
they have presented.
in the market— equal to an acre of
We had hoped to be able to give the S20
wheat, ordinary seasons.
report in this issue, but over-rated our
Undoubtedly Colorado has a promability to properly collate it in time,
ising future before it as a honey-proand must content ourselves by briefly
ducing State, and a few such seasons
summarizing. Our returns are from
as this has been, will work wonders in
more than 100,000 colonies at the comdeveloping it.
mencement of the season, the majority
of which were in bad condition for a
Transplanting Trees.— The Mich
vigorous campaign, and had to be put
in shape after the harvest commenced. igan Farmer makes the following very
The average yield per colony in the timely remarks on this subject

"?S£M/

:

spring

we

tind to be

over 75 pounds of

The honey

most excellent quality, in fact much above the
average, and has found very ready sale
so far as we can learn, at remunerative
surplus.

No. 40.

5, 1881.

Attractive Packages for Honey.

As our readers know, the Bee Jour-

barrel,

which he otherwise throws

away.

Since the above was put in type, we
has always been very outspoken
have received the following letter bearin impressing upon apiarists the necesing upon the same subject, dated Sepsity of employing the most approved
tember 23, from Messrs. Stearns &
and attractive packages in preparing Smith, who have
for years furnished
their honey for the market. Not only
reliable San Francisco honey quotawill it find a more ready sale, but gentions for the Bee Journal
erally at figures in excess of market
In the Cincinnati market report, in
rates. To make our frequent allusions
your issue of Sept. 7, 1881,
F. Muth
to this subject more impressive, we says that he " paid King Cramer, for a
lot
of
about 2,000 lbs. of comb honey,
make the following extract f rem a private letter dated Boston, Sept. 23, writ- 17 cents per pound, and every comb
perfect and in the Muth section, which
ten by Mr. Frank L. Ripley, of Crocker speaks well for the
producer," etc.;
& Blake, commission and wholesale we can beat it. A. W. Hale, of San
Bernardino county, stiipped us 83 cases
dealers
Our market, more than any other, (about 5,000 lbs.) of comb honey, in

nal

:

SrBSCRIPTIOBTi

SEMI-MONTHLY— The flrst

Entered at Chicago post

OCTOBER

is

of

prices.

The increase reported amounts to
over 65 per cent., and all report their

Among

C

demands the most improved
packages and crates.

We are

style of
selling

Salisbury's honey, of Geddes, N. Y.,
who uses a crate 14x6, with glass on
the crate but none on the honey, 24
combs, weight from 20 to 23 pounds.
It is one of the most salable packages
we ever had. Honey will sell twice as
quick in a desirable package. I am

intending to go down in Maine and
work up the honey-raising. They have
the finest of honey, but in 10 to 15 lb.
packages, just as the bees happen to
make, in a frame they whittle out Yankee style. While I glory in being a
Yankee, I think there are some things
to be learned yet.

—

at 20 cents per pound for part of it,
and will sell the remainder at the same
figure.
believe that figure speaks
better for the producer, as up to this
lot there had been no sales at over 16
cents.

We

It not only speaks well for the ship-

but volumes for the house which
takes an emulative pride in getting
the highest prices for its patrons. If
bee-keepers will employ their better
talents in studying the wants of the
market, then exercise their nicest skill
in putting it up, there will be no need
per,

To further illustrate in conversa- of centralizing their shipments in one
tion recently witli our son (A.H.N.) a or two commission houses, but, rather,
honey dealer in Chicago, our attention plenty of respectable and responsible
some beautiful honey in firms will not only solicit our consignwhich he said re- ments, but will prove themselves quite
tailed readily at 30c. in the grocery worthy of our confidence.
stores, while some two-comb boxes (4
lbs., and slightly crooked), from the
igy In order to avoid misunderstandsame- producer, of the same quality ing, we will now inform our readers
and collected at the same time, would that our next issue may be two or three
not retail at more than 23 to 25c, and days late, in consequence of our atwould " drag at that." He also called tendance at the National Convention

was

called to

single

comb

box.es,

attention to the fact that lie found it but we trust it will possess sufficient
necessary to repack much of his ex- additional interest to compensate for
tracted honey from the barrels into 5, any annoyance from irregularity.
10 and 15 gallon kegs, in order to meet
the requirements of the market. " Of
The Bee Journal in Canada.— The
course," said he, " the cost of the new Essex Chronicle remarks as follows
in
packages and the time consumed
We have before us the Weekly Bee
repacking amounts to quite a little Journal, which is devoted to the inpercentage, but I can make my sales terests of scientific bee culture, and
much more readily, and therein lies the production and sale of pure honey,
must confess that we are
the profit derived from any business." and we
highly pleased with it. It contains
He said he thought another season he many thoughtfully written editorials
might be obliged to discriminate in and letters on bee culture is remarkprices, in buying extracted honey for ably liberal in dealing with the views
of those who differ from it, and is a
the market, in favor of the kegs.
reliable authority on this subject.
reflectapparent
to
every
It must be
We, with others of this country, have
ing bee-keeper, that if adiscrimination studied considerably this pleasing and
industry, and can
is made, and if it pays the city jobber classic branch of
fully appreciate such a journal as we
to repack into the neat, convenient,
have before us.
salable kegs, it will pay him to use
none other, and thereby not only effect
We learn, with regret, that Mr.

all the forest trees recomfor transplanting to our prairies, there are none so valuable to the
bee-keepers as the linden. It forms
not only a beautiful shade, but its rich
perfumed blossoms yield to the bees,
a large quantity of excellent honey.
The tree bears transplanting well and
is a free grower, and should not be a quicker sale and realize a stiffer
overlooked in making a selection.
price, but also save the cost of the

mended

Harbison sections, which was straight
fine.
We have rendered him sales

and

;

igT
G. M. Doolittle
larial fever.

is

very sick with ma-
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tice

Live Oak Honey-Dew.

one load.
I have on my lot three of these oaks
under the largest one is my apiary and
this tree shades about thirty-five feet
of ground when the sun is at high
meridian, and I have watched this
thing for the eight years that I have
been keeping bees. I would like to
have your opinion on the subject.
We have had a poor honey season,
owing to a thirteen weeks' drouth, yet
the hives are all full of honey, and
my bees will be in splendid fix for
winter, after leaving our table supplied for the winter.

For many years the impression pre-

among
dew was the
vailed

naturalists that honey-

;

honey-dew is mostly an
exudation of sap or juice through the
pores of the leaves and plants, and it
the same
is probably composed of
chemical properties possessed by the
nectar which is gathered by the bees
settled that

from the corollas of flowers. Prof.
Cook, in a letter written in December
definitely settles the question
that honey-dew is exuded from plants.
He says ;l Mr. Trelease has not only
tasted the nectar secreted by the
plant, but he has discovered the
glands which secrete the nectar.
These are often so large as to be easily
recognized by the unaided vision. Mr.
Trelease showed me the glands on
species of cassia, acassia, pasillora
the May-pop of Alabama— prunes, and
the cotton plant. On a line acassia
growing in the botanical laboratory of
the University, I not only saw the
gland, but also the drop of nectar,
which I found sweet to the taste."
There are also insects which leave a
liquid secretion on the leaves which
may be gathered by the bees under
the same conditions that they would
take glucose or any other obnoxious
substances; but these conditions occur so seldom that it is not often that
this species of honey-dew is encountered.

last,

:

(grin noticing the 'Rural Canadian,
on page 298, we called it a monthly,
having found nothing, on looking it
over, to indicate

be issued.
tor that

The following

how

often

it

We now learn from

was

to

its edi-

it is to be published semimonthly, and we cheerfully correct it.

two clumps

is

Mr. Darwin,

in his

race. The subject is, for many
reasons, difficult. Man, like the lower
animals, is occasionally color blind,
but there can be little doubt that in
the course of infinite generations he
has developed a certain definite sense
of color, which stands him in good
stead.
It is a singular thing that for some
years past we have painted our houses
and bed-rooms, and lobbies and halls,
in a sober and almost penitential tint.
The Greeks, whose villas are left in
the South of Italy the Romans, who
made Pompeii their Brighton and

most human

memorable book

taken from on the " Origin of Species," has left
on record some remarks on the sense
of color, to which subsequent investigations have added nothing. He tells
us, among other things, that within
and
his own knowledge, from facts re- llerculaneum its Kemp Town
ported to him by a good observer, sus- the Egyptians, from whom Rome,
ceptibility in cattle to the attacks of there can be little doubt, adopted their
will peruse it with interest
flies has a connection with their color, schemes of color in domestic archiSir John Lubbock has been again as is also the liability to be poisoned tecture, were all given to strong
upon
experimenting
bees.
The es- by particular plants.
effects.
pecial object of his investigations has
Modern taste is more subdued. We
Any one who is familiar with horses
been to ascertain how far the bee pos- will know at once that, according to rejoice in quiet hues and delicate
sesses the sense of color. lie has made
the current of tradition, there are cer- tints. It would be curious to asceruse of slips of colored glass, to which tain colors in horses which denote tain whether perception of color folthe bees have been attracted by drops
peculiar characteristics.
A straw- lows any definite rule. It would seem,
of honey sprinkled upon them. There
berry roan or a flea-bitten gray will be according to Sir John Lubbock, that
are two conditions likely to influence strong and hardy. A chestnut will be the sense of color in insects is but imthe flight of a bee in pursuit of food. courageous and mettlesome, but also perfectly developed. In animals and
It may be attracted to a flower by its
delicate, and a chestnut with a white birds it becomes stronger. Amongst
color, or by its odor. It may, in other
blaze and white stockings will be ex- uncivilized races it assumes the form
words, either see the flower or else ceptionally liable to slight attacks of of a desire for bright tints and marked
scent it or smell it.
ill-health.
It is also- an ascertained contrasts. It now has begun to assume
Some flowers have a powerful odor; fact that domestication strangely an entirely new course, and to seek
others are exquisitely colored. Rut, affects the color of animals. There is dim colors and quiet symphonies.
according to the reasoning of Sir John
no wild animal which is pie-bald. One thing, at any rate, is certain, that
Lubbock, bees are unable to dis- But when domestication has followed the sense of color has played a most
tinguish between the odor of one through many generations the pie- important part in the development of
flower and that of another.
They bald color usually supervenes. Horses, the human race, and that its subtlescent in each the peculiar fragrance of rabbits, and guinea pigs are apt to be ties remain as incomprehensible as
honey. In their ultimate choice, how- piebald. So, too, with mice and rats. those of the musical scale.
ever, they are determined by the sense
Pigeons are of every possible color.
of color. Sir John, accordingly, proCanaries range from a deep green cinvided himself for his experiments namon, which is almost black, to a
Colorado Bee and Houey Show.— The
with various pieces of colored glass, yellow
so pale that it is nearly white. Colorado Farmer says
green, orange, red, white and yellow.
Nothing is stranger than the variety
Though there were but four or five
It would seem, indeed, that the resources of the prism were exhausted. of color to be found in deer in an en- exhibits of honey, still the fact was
closed
Some
will
absolutely
park.
be
plain
that this industry is becoming a
An exaet account was taken of the
number of bees that visited each piece black others will be dappled and distinct feature of farm and garden
of glass on which a drop of honey was spotted; others, again, will be almost in Colorado. From all accounts, the
placed as a lure, and it is Sir John white. And it is worth noticing that, present year has been a remarkably
Lubbock's opinion that bees are. in a while domestication tends to produce good one for the products of the
rough kind of way, sensitive to color, irregular color, or what is commonly apiary. A. L. Peabody had on the
and that their favorite color is blue. called piebaldism, natural develop- grounds a hive which showed the bees
The statistics which lead him to this ment produces color equally brilliant, at work. Mr. James informed us that
but more distinctly and certainly dis- from one hive this season he had taken
conclusion we need not analyse.
When an experienced Naturalist tributed. The distribution of tints 120 lbs. of the best honey, from which
assures us that he has arrived at a upon a guinea-pig or a piebald horse he realized $30. There is no reason in
definite result, it is not safe to dispute is absolutely uncertain. But the ar- the world why honey by the car load
his conclusions. Bees, it would now rangement of colors upon a macaw, or should be shipped into Colorado from
seem, have a special partiality for blue a parrot, or a kingfisher is absolutely California and Kansas, when the evidence of profit on bee-culture is made
although we may remark, in passing, certain.
Why nature should thus compete so clear by such a statement. In puthe color is uncommon in the vegetable kingdom. We may expect that with civilization it is impossible to rity and sweetness, our home produce
they will attach themselves to Can- conjecture. According to Mr. Dar- equals, if it is not even superior to
terbury bells, to borage, or, indeed, to win, shells at their southern limit, what comes to us from elsewhere.
any flower the petals of which are of and when living in shallow water, These facts ought to set many to
a cerulean tinge. Such is the con- vary and become more brightly thinking, and from thinking to actclusion at which Sir John Lubbock colored than those of the same species ing, until instead of perhaps, 5,000
has arrived. Those who have watched taken from greater depths, or in lati- being in the State, 500,000 should be
the habits of bees will be probably tudes further distant from the equa- scattered in the valleys and foothills,
Then there are certain colors and honey be so abundant as to be an
otherwise minded. It is not a safe tor.
to the London sparrow, and article for export, and adding largely
test to lay down a number of slips of peculiar
colored glass, with a drop of honey to the English cockle, mussel, and to the material wealth of the State.
upon each, and to count the number welk. On the other hand, there are
of visits made by itinerant bees to hues and iridescences peculiar to the
Seasonable Hints.— The Indiana Fareach slip. There may be draughts or birds and to the shells of tropical clicurrents of wind in the way or the mates. No one can account for these mer gives the following caution and
characteristics.
might
be
A
volume
honey upon one particular slip maybe
advice
thicker than it is upon the next, and written upon the colors of butterflies,
In almost all cases there is an easy
may smell sweeter, and shoot its odor flowers, insects, birds and fish, and the
further, and may so attract more bees. more that was written upon the sub- remedy for any trouble with the bees,
the
we
should
know
ject,
less
probably
if ascertained this month. If a colony
It is, indeed, always difficult to delias not sufficient stores, it may now
termine how far observations of this about it.
Meantime,
is
certain
that
the
laws
it
be fed ; while, if you wait until later,
kind are to be absolutely accepted.
In the present instance Sir John Lub- and conditions of color in nature are there is trouble in so doing. Feeding
bock finds that his blue slips of glass but imperfectly understood. For in- at this season of the year should alwere visited by a larger number of stance, there has never yet been pro- ways be done with caution. For, albees than were the slips of other duced such a marval as a blue rose, though bees are not so much disposed
colors, and from this he draws his although every gardener in Europe to rob now, as early in the spring, yet,
general inferences.
But if any stu- has been attempting for year upon if a colony be left unguarded, so as to
And, whatever give the robbers a chance, they will
dent of natural history will take the year to grow one.
trouble to walk in his garden in the may be the conclusion of zoologists, clean it out on very short notice.
morning and to take especial notice of we have before us the entire question Promptness is the spice of successful
Should you discover
his borage, his Canterbury bells, and of the productive influence of color in bee-keeping.
Nature that anything is wrong witli them,
his mignonette, he will find the bees animal and vegetable life.
swarming upon the mignonette, while may attract bees to blue flowers, or make an examination at once, and apthey neglect the borage and the Can- may dress the kingfisher in every ply the remedy. Do not wait and
known color, or may throw the prism think you will "fix them some other
terbury bells.
We might, indeed, test Sir John upon the neck of the turtle dove, or time, but do it at once.
Lubbock's conclusions by a very sim- may dapple the fallow deer. We canple experiment.
If bees prefer blue not tell how these tints and hues and
to any other color, they will then pre- markings are procured. It is enough
ISndges.— Bee-keepers going to fairs
fer a clump of forget-me-not to a for us to know that they exist.
should wear a badge with a gold bee
clump of mignonette. Let any man
It would, perhaps, be interesting if
introduce him
grow in his garden side by side a small Sir John Lubbock, leaving for awhile on it. It will serve to
patch of forget-me-not and a small his ants and bees, would favor us with to other bee men. We will send them
patch of mignonette, and let him no- his views on the sense of color in the for 10 cents, post paid.
article is

the London, England, Standard, of
Sept. 8, 1881. It is an editorial criticism on the recent experiments of Sir
John Lubbock on the possession of
the sense of color by bees. Our read-

;

;

;

excretion of Aphides
(small insects) on the leaves of trees
and plants, and that bees gathered and
stored it in times of great scarcity of
nectar secretion in the plants but in
later years it has been pretty definitely

of the

There can be
frequented by bees.
little doubt as to the conclusion at
which he will arrive. And the observations which Sir John Lubbock has
made prove nothing more than that
when all other considerations are
equally balanced a bee prefers blue to
any other colors.

From Mr. E. P. Massey, of Waco,
Texas, we have received several twigs
of live oak, bearing leaves, acorns and
balls, and accompanied with the following letter
I send for your inspection, two or
three small branches of the live oak,
containing leaves, balls and acorns.
In the fall after rains set in, the green
halls are covered with drops of honeyt\r\x, and in some cases the drops run
together and drop off the ball. The
bees gather large quantities of honey
from these oaks, commencing in the
morning before I can see a bee three
feet from my nose, and this honeydew continues until long after it gets
too cold for bees to fly out. You will
Mud two dry balls of last year's growth.
Now, if this honey-dew is put there
by an insect, as some claim, why not
scatter it all over dry balls, acorns,
leaves and limbs ? And why is it,
that we cannot see these insects V No;
the honey exudes from the green balls
in drops just perceptible up to drops
too large for one bee to carry off at

which

Oct. 5,

;
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can jority of bee-keepers thought him unI mean by good, thai
force a collection for any just claim. wise in-so doing.
Business integrity
have just read the able article of Mr. and holiest
purposes are not inherent
centralizing
he
Geo. W. House, upon
the United
trade, published in the Bee Journal to a few linns alone in
of Sept. 14, page 291, also the editor's States, nor can they, however wellcomments thereon. Truly, the sub- intending, expect to reverse the natuFor the American Boo Journal
ject is a great one. and of vast imporral laws of trade. Many producers will
Ten-Dollar Award for Best Queen. tance to producers. 1 believe 1 agree ship to whom and where they may
with Mr. House in regard to centralizing the product on our markets, think to their best interests, regardless
COMMITTEE S REPORT.
whrir placed by us to be sold on com- of the light in which some, or even
We, the undersigned, committee to mission, "but with the editor as regards
the majority, may view it. Ed.]
Supply and demand " make
award the prize of SH offered by Rev. buyers.
E. E. Briggs, of this place, for the best ups and downs in prices. I would like
queen bee, by virtue of and under t lie to see the number of buyers large, and
For the American Bee Journal.
conditions by him offered on page 251, their demands great. I know of no
American Bee Journal for August better way to increase buyers than to Improvement in Bees— Albinos, etc.
cut down the number of commission
10, 1881, beg leave to submit the folS. VALENTINE.
men. Buyers are opposed to us comlowing as our report thereon
Before reporting our ratings there- mission men are our agents, and if
was
all
in
the
hands
years
to-day
For 35
I have given more or
on, it is due both to Mr. Briggs, our- our honey
have a less attention to the care, culture
selves and the parties forwarding of one bee-keeper, he would
" corner" on honey. If in the hands and breeding of bees. About 6 years
queens, to state that Mr. B. never informed the committee of whom he of eight or ten, they would have, or ago I procured the very best imported
had received a queen until after the could make a corner on the honey crop, and home-bred Italians, and deterOur mined to breed for a high standard of
if they could agree so to do.
award was made.
can do the same. Buyers are purity, and after careful, frequent and
Using 100 points as the standard for agents"
" bears," for it is to their interest to repeated experiments, I find that the
each of the four qualifications, the folof honey. purest Italian bees run or develop into
lowing is the total number of points depress the wholesale price
"
awarded the respective queens, each Commission men are the bulls," for albinos, and my acquaintances who
member of the committee making his they are working for our interests, follow my method have the same exown ratings independent of and with- and hold up the prices to the best of perience.
Now, why is this result ? It may be
out the knowledge of either of the their ability.
I believe it is to my interest not to partly owing to American climatic
other members
have your honey, reader, in opposition influences and breeding, but if we go
Points.
Name and Address.
No.
to mine to any greater degree than I back to the imported we find there a
1070
1-— J. Osborn & Bro., Leclaire, Iowa
1090
2.— Wm. Lossine, Hoknh, Minn
can avoid. I feel sure that it opposes vast difference, and if we closely ex3.— C. H. Luke, Baltimore, Md.. failed to arrive.
mine less in the same store than it amine the best stocks, we see the white
1155
4.— Dr. I. P. Wilson. Burlington. Iowa
1015
would in another across the way. This and corresponding colors cropping out
5.— M. H. Snyder.Elmwood.Ill
0.— W. P. Henderson, Murfreesboro, Tenn.l0!>3
is all the interest I have in the matter, in some of their progeny, and by breedtherefore award to Dr. I. P. Wil- you have the same. I do not suppose ing for improvement, we find as the
son the S10 prize, and state that she that all bee-keepers are going to ship good qualities are brought out the corwas without doubt the finest queen in to one firm, but I. speak of this for the responding colors also develop. Now,
every respect we ever saw. Had there purpose of illustrating the point as ta- is this climatic influence and breeding
been a second prize to award, the ken by Mr. House and followed by me. the cause, or is the imported Italian a
above ratings show that the contest I think the different names presented cross from some other ? I am of the
would have been very close between by him are well chosen firms, and I opinion that the Italian is not a pure
Messrs. Henderson and Lossing. The have full faith that this selection is race, but that it has been produced
committee were surprised at the size, made from his best understanding, by some amalgamation I am also of
beauty and disposition of all the and without the knowledge of the par- the opinion that there was somewhere
in the past a pure bee with white bands
queens entered, and extremely grati- ties spoken of.
In regard to selling out-and-out, as somewhat resembling the so-called alfied at the very choice appearance of
every colony in Mr. Briggs' apiary, in comparison with placing on com- bino, and from climatic influences and
and the evidence everywhere exhibited mission, each has its advantages the the method of breeding which I have
of a perfect knowledge of the bees and out-and-out sale system some very im- practiced. I believe we have produced
portant ones; but as yet comb honey a bee that approximates that pure bee
business throughout his apiary.
will no doubt bring more money to us which may have existed in the past, if
Camp, j
A. N.
Allen, > Committee. put into the hands of the retailer not now. Their kindness in handling,
through the commission house, than and being a larger bee, carrying larger
I. PlGGOTT.
)
Wilton Junction, Iowa, Sept. 20.
direct from us in most cases. Ex- loads, together with their quality as
tracted honey is more of a staple, with honey gatherers, leads me to prefer
a more uniform grade and price, and them to the Italian.
For the American Bee Journal.
I have procured and experimented
I have had by far better success selling
The Disposal of Honey.
out-and-out than by placing on com- with nearly all the imported bees, inthe Syrians, as well as other
condition
of
cluding
mission. That the same
JAMES HEDDON.
things may become true of comb honey varieties that have been extolled for
I really hope, but I am of the opinion their qualities, yet, after all, I must
Producers at large have but little it has not arrived. I was surprised at affirm that for all practical purposes,
knowledge of the fixed laws of com- learning from Mr. A. II. Newman the for beauty, for kindness, for longevity
merce still less of those which fluc- extent of his sales, and the various of life, and for the quantity of honey
tuate, among the most important of uses for extracted honey. These facts, they gather, I find none, superior to the
which is the responsibility of the party together with my late impressions of albino bee, nor even in all respects
to whom we trust our goods either the slow increase (or, rather, late de- equal to it.
upon 5, 10 or 30 days' credit, or on crease) of colonies, and small surplus
In the August number of Gleanings,
commission. If a worthless and un- yields, remove all fears of over-stock- page 409, under the caption " Albino
principled man gets the idea into his ing the market, for a time at least.
Bees," etc., the editor makes use of the
head that he will be dishonest, he genfollowing language
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept. 17, 1881.
erally alights upon the producingclass,
" When the friends have anything
knowing that they have less opportu[One great objection to attemptnities to become acquainted with his ing the proposed centralization plan is they would like me to see and report
on, I shall be most happy to receive it,
scheme and himself, than any other
its impracticability, and that it is im- and will report to the best of my
set of men. There exists a strong determination in this world, that less practicable Mr. Heddon virtually ad- ability but the fact of my having rethan one-half of mankind shall do the mits when he says, " I do not suppose ceived a nice present, I hope will in no
work for all, and pretty successfully is that all bee-keepers are going to ship way influence me in reporting for the
benefit of the public. Friend Valenthis determination carried out, in a
lawful and " business " like manner, to one firm." Nor will all, or even the tine has very kindly sent me a nice
or unlawful way. Somebody rents a majority, be willing or able to see the nucleus of his so-called albino bees.
small corner room on some commis- peculiar advantages possessed by one With his letter advising us of their
shipment, comes his circular, from
sion street, and perhaps without capicommission house for disposing of which we extract the following," etc.
tal enough to pay that rent more, than
a month, or a quarter at most in ad- their honey over others equally as
this language intimates that he
vance, and solicits your consignments. responsible, quite as well known, just had received a present from me, which
By some pretending circular, he gets as favorably situated, and who would might possibly be designed to bias his
in thousands of dollars' worth of
work as faithfully for the interests of judgment and elicit a laudatory editogoods, and after selling them out bids
I
rial in behalf of the albino bee.
the business and consignees an affec- those making consignments to them wish to say that the editor did not re"
tionate adieu or, perhaps,
breaks to be disposed of.
do not think ceive a present from me. He purdown," with a fine brick house exempt we over-rate Mr. Heddon's business chased an albino nucleus, but received
from his creditors. In times like these
no present.
when money is plentier, such transac- tact, when we assume that he would
Respecting his comments upon the
withhold his shipments from the cen- description of the albino bee in my
tions are not so numerous.
I have never lost a cent yet, but I tral depot as soon as any, if he became circular he is in error, as the facts will
have used caution. I have witnessed satisfied his interests would be sub- establish. The albino bees have three
the losses of quite a number of beedistinct yellow bands and three diskeepers, as well as other business men. served thereby (whether for sale "out- tinct white bands. The white is not
I feel that I want to know that the and-out," or to be sold on commission as pure as snow, but is distinctly white,
party I trust my money or goods with by other parties), even though the ma- and not muddy or clouded, but so disis (/nod.
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tinctly white that any ordinary eye can
distinguish them, as have frequently
seen visitors to my apiary, who arenot
even amateurs in bee-culture, call attention to.
In my circular dwelt most particularly on the, color by way of description
that, these features are characteristic
of this variety.
I did not argue that
the color affected the quality of the
bee, as he intimated by saying that
hens are not any better layers because
they were selected from white-feathered ones out of a flock of many colors.
The white-feathered hen may or may
not be a better layer, but if so, no one
would for a moment suppose that the
white feat hers made the particular difference. The quality of the hen is the
character of her laying, but the color
of her feathers is the natural appearance by which any one would naturally
describe the hen. For all we know
upon the, subject, the white bands do
not condition the good qualities of the
albino bee, neither does the color condition the good qualities of any other
variety or species but they do serve
as a natural feature by which the variety may be described.
I

I

;

cannot understand why any one
disparage the albino bee. or our
bright American Italians, for the imI

will

ported, unless it is for the greater profit
they may derive from the sale of imported queens; surely, it cannot be for
their superior qualities as honey gatherers. I have thoroughly tested this
for myself, and find that this is also the

experience of my acquaintances who
have given attention to bee-culture.
Double Pipe Creek, Md.
From
Bees, Glucose

the

New York Tribune.

and Honey Comb.

PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

The following, from an article published in the Popular Science Monthly,
and written by Harvey W. Wiley,
shows what awkward work a man
may make when he attempts to write
about that of which he knows nothing.

The misstatements are mischievous,
and, as they have been widely copied,
deserve correcting
" Bees eat glucose with the greatest
avidity, or, rather, they act as funnels
by which the glucose is poured into
the comb. For it is quite true that
honey made by bees which have free
access to glucose, differs scarcely at
But the
all from the glucose itself.
quantity of honey which a bee will
away
when
fed
on
glucose,
store
is
truly wonderful. This gluttony, however, rapidly undermines the apiarian constitution, and the bee rarely
lives to enjoy the fruits of its apparent
good fortune. In commercial honey,
which is entirely free from bee mediation, the comb is made of paraffine,
and filled with pure glucose by appropriate machinery. The honey, for
whiteness and beauty rivals the celebrated real white clover honey of Vermont, but can be sold at an immense
profit at \i the price."

Bees do not eat glucose with the
1.
greatest avidity. True, they wiil take
it when they can get nothing better,
and so they will cider, rotten apples,
etc. But bees show their good sense
by ignoring grape-sugar whenever
they can get good wholesome sweets.
It is probably true that bees do
2.
merely transfer the glucose to the cells
unchanged, but unless Prof. Wiley
has made careful analyses, he does not
know it. 3. "This gluttony, however, rapidly undermines the apiarian
constitution, and the bee seldom lives
to enjoy the fruits of its apparent good
fortune." There is a grain of truth in
this, as during long severe winters,
when bees are confined for weeks at a
time, this kind of food induces dysentery and death. The same is true of
the poorer grades of our common cane
sugars, so the wise apiarist never feeds
or granulated sugar
any but coffee
for winter supplies. Could the bees
would receive no
they
often,
fly out
harm from glucose. Bees have been
wintered safely on a diet of glucose,
to the utter exclusion of other food; yet
this is exceptional, and the practice

A
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of feeding glucose for this and other
reasons, is unwise and impolitic. 4.
The statement that comb is made by
hand and tilled artificially, is indeed a
crusher. This never lias been done,
cannot be done, and indeed, I think I

brood. Mr. Andrews says he never
saw the bees treat a fertile worker
with the respect and consideration due
a queen. I must conclude that he
never saw one of those rare cases
which I mentioned, and to which my

hazard little when I say it never can
be done. True, a coarse foundation
is made which the bees are able to
draw out and utilize, either as brood
comb or store comb. But that man
can fabricate this delicate structure,
witli its cells only l-140th of an inch
thick, is claiming what is not only
untrue, but impossible. Men can, and
do adulterate liquid or extracted
honey with glucose, and make a beautiful syrup, so Car as mere appearances
go; but nature, and we may well thank
her. has set at naught every effort to
counterfeit comb honey. That, so far
as the honey is concerned, is pure,
clean and wholesome. Let no one, be
he Professor or layman, ever dare to

remarks had reference.
Coleraine, Mass.

defame

it.

Mich. Ag'l

Coll.,

Lansing.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Report of Honey Crop for 1881.

but I had the pleasure of inspecting a number of tine queens just
arrived from Mr. Frank Benton, all in
tine condition, having 2 combs 8 inches
square and about a quart of bees with
each. I would have obtained one of
them, but, as Mr. Jones was not there,
the men in charge would not part with
one, not having orders to do so, although I offered three times the
bition,

I would have given for one at
this time of the season, for I desired
to see what they would do.

amount

Many mothers would not handle
babies with as much care as these
queens
had.
We give the following detailed acDundas, Ont, Sept. 22, 1881.
count of our five apiaries, to show how
much the crop can vary in apiaries not
very far distant from each other. Our
For the American Bee Journal.
Champeau apiary is situated about
The First Movable-Frame Hive.
4 miles from here, yet the quantity of
honey is very different
CIIAS.

DADANT &

SON.

ROBINSON.

c. J.

No. of colonies
Lost about
Sold about

last fall,

about.425
53
100

I

have written to Chas.

II.

Lake, of

Baltimore, requesting him to take to
had, therefore, about 272 colo- the National Convention at Lexington,
the
first movable-comb frame hive
nies, or a few more, to begin with.
seen in America. The hive with a
colony of bees in it, was presented by
REPORT OF THE CROP.
King Otto, of Greece, to the lamented
Colo- No. Crop in Crop in
Richard Colvin, late of Baltimore.
nies. now. July.
Sept.
Apiary Baxter
70 85 1,800 1,300
The Grecian hive is four stories,
".
Champeau. 50 65 2.200 1,250 that is four tiers of frames one above
at Home .80 80 2,000
180 the other. The frames are about 8
"
Villemain .40 60 1,500
380 inches deep and 13 inches in length.
"
32 40
800 2,000 One side wall of the hive swings open
Jack
like a door and the comb-frames slide
272 330 8,300 5,110 in suspended on pendants and rabbets
These 13,400 lbs. are all extracted, like the Langstroth frame. The hive
proper is of double-walls a hive
except about 500 lbs. of comb honey.
Although we designate the 5,110 lbs. within a hive with a vacant or deadair space between the inner walls and
as fall honey, it is mainly spring honey,
There are 4 iron
having been gathered mostly on white outside walls.
staples or rings for suspending the
clover in July and first of August.
between
hive
trees.
Our crop, especially at home and in
It was from an inspection of this
the Villemain apiary, was shortened
on account of the dry weather. We hive that Rev. Mr. Langstroth got the
have had no rain of any account for idea of his movable-frame hive at
more than two months, and very warm least I so understood it at that time,
weather all the time. The Jack apiary and Mr. Colvin so reported it. Mr.
L. contrived a shallower liive than the
is near the Mississippi bottoms, which
were covered with polygonacere as Grecian model, using only 2 tiers of
soon as the water receded. Our busi- frames of greater depth and length,
ness of foundation making having in- and opening from the top, allowing
the frames to be lifted instead of becreased, we were unable, for lack of
time, to make as many swarms as ing slid in from one side. I still use
a liive having the features of the
we had anticipated.
Grecian model except my hives open
Hamilton, 111.
from the top. The dead-air feature
of said hive brings in and utilizes a
For the American Bee Journal.
principle that is or might be the salvation of out-door wintering. The old
Palestine or Holy Land Bees.
hive from Greece is far superior to
any chaff hive. Mr. Lake has a hive
W3I. J. WHITFIELD.
that he styles "Old Reliable," which
is the result of years of remndling of
We were fortunate in having 2 of the
Grecian hive, and the best liive
the Palestine queens come through for
both summer and winter in use.
the past winter in good condition, to
The old hive is a curiosity of great
start with in the spring, but as I had interest, and
I hope it will be on exItalians that seemed to be in quite as
hibition by Mr. Lake.
good condition, I thought very little
Richford, N. Y.

We

For the American Bee Journal.

More About
B. A.

Fertile Workers.

THOMAS.

In the Bee Journal for Aug. 31, I
noticed a friendly criticism on my article published in the Bee Journal
Aug. 10, by Mr. W. II. Andrews.
As Mr. Andrews has failed to com-

prehend

my

meaning, a few words of

explanation may not be out of place,
and may serve to make the matter

more

clear.

I am more than ever convinced that
there is a difference in colonies having fertile workers, as I have just
treated a case where the bees refused
to rear a queen from brood given
them. Such cases may be very rare,
and, judging from Mr. Andrews' remarks upon this point, I think he
never had such a case.
I remarked in my article, that I had
never had a full colony with a fertile
worker, and Mr. A. makes the following comment upon it
" This implies at least one, and may
be two or three things
1.
That Mr.
Thomas never had a full colony. 2.
That full colonies never lose their
3.
first queens.
That when they do
lose their first queens, they are never
without the, means of supplying their
:

loss."

That Mr. A. should doubt my ever
having had a full colony, is the height
of absurdity. A man who has been
engaged exclusively in bee culture for
years, as I have been, could hardly
make the business profitable without
a "full colony." After having shipped
over 50 colonies during the last spring,
I now have more than I know what to
do with.
Mr. A. will please remember that I
was speaking of my bees in my article, and when he says, "3rd, that when
they do lose their first queens, they
are never without the means of supplying their loss," he hits the nail
square on the head. My full colonies
are never without the means of rearing a queen, as I always insert frames
of comb containing eggs into colonies having young queens, every two
days, so that, should the queen be
lost, the bees have the means of supplying her

and, so long as they
have the means to rear another queen,
there is no danger of their having a
fertile worker.
If Mr. A. and all other apiarists will
take this pains with colonies having
young queens, they will never be
troubled with fertile workers. Having
a large number of nuclei to care for, 1
have not thought that it paid to insert brood, so that, should the fust
queen be lost, there will lie no brood
of any kind in the hive, and a nucleus
in this condition soon becomes desloss,

perate. I raise my queen cells in full
colonies, and insert in, nuclei when
ready to hatch, so that they will have
no brood until the first queen begins
to lay, and it is my experience, that a
colony without any brood of any kind

accept a fertile worker much
sooner than one having even sealed
will

.

Oct. 5,
or not, may never be settled
the learned, but what is that to
the practical bee-keeper r We know
that an miniated queen can lay eggs
that will hatch out drones, and drones
only, and we also know that a mated
queen will not lay drone eggs into
worker comb, while we as well know
that an miniated queen will lay her
eggs into worker comb as readily as
into drone comb. Now it is quite as
easy for a bee-man who cannot read
Greek, to imagine that the mating of
a queen of one race with a drone of
another race, affects the blood of her
drone progeny, as it is for the savants to imagine that the fact of mating controls the queen in the disposition of her drone eggs in the comb,
and that the want of mating leaves
her reckless as to the welfare of her
offspring, and allows her to become
the mother of an innumerable host of

logic

among

dwarfs.
Let the doctors tell us in plain English, that an Italian queen mated with
a German drone will produce drones
uniform with those produced by her
sister, mated with a drone of her own
nationality. Then it will not be out
of order for him to inform us that a
black queen mated with a yellow
drone will not produce drones showing plainly that they, too, have a parentage to be proud of.

McKinney, Tex.

—

;

of

them at

first.

About June 1, I noticed they had
more than double the bees on the

For the American Bee Journal.

wing than any other colony, and I
took a glance at the inside, which
showed 12 frames of brood in one, and
9 in the other, frames 1 foot square.
I now began to watch them with interest. They gave just double the in-

crease,

and each colony gave

}£

more

honey than the best Italians, so I
thought I would try and rear a few
queens, re-queen all hybrids and those
having old Italian queens. I reared
the queens, but had no time to remove
the old queens to make room for the
young, till Saturday. Sept. 17. In
some of the hybrid Italians, I found
a few cells of brood just ready to
hatch, but not an egg or cell with unsealed larva' in any of them. The Palestine queens I found laying without
exception, and all crowded with bees
and honey. I went to Mr. Jones on
Sept. 20, and procured one of his Island-mated queens to start another
year with. I saw about 150 of his
hives opened; his 3 men were employed in fixing them up for winter.
There were Italians, Cyprians and
Palestines, about in equal numbers,
but only the Palestines were still laying. This decided me to take 2, instead of 1 queen. I was not a little
disappointed to find that Mr. Jones
had gone to the London, Ont., Exhi-

The Purity
W.

of Drones.

ANDREWS.

H.

Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.

The above named body held its annual meeting on three successive evenings, during the second week of the
Toronto Industrial Exhibition, Sept.
brief summary of the
14, 15, Hi.
proceedings, condensed from the reports given by the Toronto Globe and
Mail, will show what our apicultural
friends over the border have been saying and doing

A

The second annual convention of
the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association,
commenced on Tuesday evening in the
executive room of the City Hall.
There was a large attendance.
At 8 o'clock the President, Mr. D.
A. Jones, of Beeton, took the chair,
and in a few brief remarks stated the
object for which the meeting was
held, after which the Secretary, Mr.
R. McKnight, of Owen Sound, read
the minutes of the first annual Convention, which was held in Toronto
during the Exhibition last year. The
minutes were adopted.
The Secretary called the roll, after
which Messrs. Dougall and Sandford
were appointed a committee to audit
the books and accounts.
The following gentlemen were appointed a committee to select subjects
for discussion at the meeting this
evening: Messrs. Hall, Wells, Clarke,

Manual of the Apiary, page Phillips, Woodward, Drs. Duncan and
Cook says
Nugent.
" The fact that parthenogenesis preThe President in his address referred
In the

89, Prof.

:

vails in the production of drones, has
led to the theory that from a pure

queen, however mated, must ever
come a pure drone."
Doctors widely differ as to the fact
that led to this theory, anil then admitting the fact, some of them dispute the theory "the deduction." If
this deduction cannot be sustained in
practice, then it is true that too much
theory has wrought hundreds of thousands of dollars damages to the beekeepers of North America, since the
introduction of the Italian bee. The
practical, not theoretical, is what the
yeomanry of our fraternity most need,
and now demand, though they feel
they would be
great trepidation
willing to shed their shoes when they
approach this field, if the paths over

—

;

it

were cleared of thorns.

Whether parthenogenesis prevails
production of drones or not, or
whether the theory said to rest upon
that assumption is sustained by sound

in the

to long speeches, either written or ex-

temporaneous, as an

objectionable
feature of conventions, and suggested
that the speeches should be short and
pithy. Never was there such a severe
winter in the experience of bee-keepers as last winter, in fact, many who
were considered the most scientific
bee-raisers in the country had lost all
they possessed in consequence of the
severe weather. The yield of honey
last season was small, but the season
was especially good for breeding.
The price of honey, however, will be
high, as butter is scarce and high in
price. He advised all who had honey
to sell, to hold back for a time, and a
remunerative price would be insured.
One gentleman had told him the previous day, that honey he would gladly
have accepted 10 cts. per lb. for a few
weeks ago he had since refused 15 cts.
for.
The hives, he said, should be
carefully prepared for wintering, and
he would advise all present to make
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such provision as would insure the among the many uses of honey, its
safe-keeping of the bees. He himself value, as a sweetening in the processes
had a number of line hives spoiled of cookery is one of the most imfor want of this. The proper regula- portant, especially
in view of the
ting of bees in the fall was much more adulteration practiced upon almost
important than the wintering of them. all grades of sugar, and this meeting
" There never has been," continued tabes the opportunity afforded by the
the President, " such a line apiary ex- presentation of Mrs. Wallace's excelhibit in the world as the present one lent cakes, to call the attention of the
at the exhibition grounds, and it re- public to the great superiority of
llected great credit on the associa- honey to sugar in all cases in which
tion." (Cheers).
In speaking of the an absolutely pure sweet is desired."
various species of bees, he said he had Carried.
been led to entertain a very high opinQUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION.
ion of the Apis dorsata species, acThe Committee appointed to decide
counts of which had been very Batterlie tiad been doing his best to upon the subjects for discussion, reing,
Ting,
obtain a hive of them, but his efforts
shalhad been unsuccessful so far. He 2. Spring dwindling. 3. Deep vs. si
trusted to secure them shortly. There low frames. 4. Uses of comb foun
dation.
5.
What
is
the
cause
of a
was another species of bee said to be
even better than this, which a Euro- colony fighting and killing others V 6.
pean friend of his had wri ten to him Final preparation of the hive for winabout, and he hoped to be able to say tering, disposition of combs, etc. 7.
more about it shortly. Canada, he Best mode of obtaining the largest
said, was the linest country in the yield of comb honey in sections. 8.
world for raising bees, and he was Is pollen injurious to wintering V 9.
confident that 20 per cent, or more Foul brood, its prevention and treatcould easily be made by entering into ment. 10. The best way to winter
the business with a will. Judging bees in Muskoka.
The Secretary, who had also acted
from the comparative success with
which his bees were wintered this year, as Treasurer, read his report. He
that a few weeks ago he had
stated
in view of its being such a severeone,

was fair to infer that any sort of
bees could be successfully raised in
Canada. After paying a high compliment to the Secretary, to whom he
stated the success of the Association
was largely due, the President re
sumed his seat amid much applause.
The Rev. \V. F. Clarke, on being requested, addressed the meeting. The
fact, he said, that the membership was
increasing so rapidly, was a good evidence of the success of the Association.
The great hindrence to the successful raising of bees was the fact
the majority of people imagine that all
they have to do is to set the hive on a
stand and leave the rest to the bees.
This is a mistake. Bees, like every
other animal which is kept for the
benefit of man, must be proyided and
cared for, or they will never prove
successful.
People should inform
themselves on the subject before they
go into the business, and then theory
must be conjoined with practice, for
the subject requires a great deal of
thought and vigilance. People grumbled about bees being more " bother
than they were worth," but he would
venture the assertion that there was
not a pursuit which, if properly managed, would prove more remunerative
than that of bee raising. The introduction of Italian bees to Canada had
greatly benefitted the old stock. After dwelling on the qualities of the
President, Mr. Jones, as a practical
apiculturist, and on the great benefit
that had accrued to the Association in
consequence of his connection with it,
Mr. Clarke concluded by stating that
the Government should be asked to
aid in the advancement of the industry, from which he said every township in the country might derive a
revenue of $10,000 annually if the industry were properly managed.
it

SECOND EVENING.
Mr. D. A. Jones, President, in the
chair, and a large number of members
were present. The Chairman stated
that two cakes, one a ginger and the
other a sponge, both sweetened with
honey, had been sent to the Convention by Mrs. J. G. Wallace, of Brighton.

The cakes, being cut up, were
passed to the members present, who
discussed the merits, which, it might
be said, were uncommonly good. It
was stated that a cake sweetened with
honey was better to keep than one
sweetened with sugar, as the honey
would keep it moist. The Chairman
stated that if ladies would use honey
in making cakes, they might do their
baking in the winter time when it was
cool, and have fresh cakes all through
the summer.
On motion of Mr. Beech, seconded
by Mr. S. Webster, a vote of thanks to
Mrs. Wallace, who had kindly sent
the cakes, was passed.
It was moved by W. F. Clarke, and
seconded by N. B. Colcock, " That
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of wintering differed from those who
had given their experiences. He had

commenced with colony, and now
had 40. The President bad said that

he

1

disturbed bees

if lie

in the fall it

cellar

was
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was

not good for them. He, Mr. Beech,
had disturbed his in December, and
some which he had out of doors were
in better condition in the spring than
those he had placed in the cellar.
There were dead bees found in the
hives left in the cellar, and he did not
pay much attention to the hives there.

The

the importance of pressing the matter
upon the attention of the directors of
exhibitions in ;iil parts of the country.

well ventilated, for his

family used it for ordinary purposes.
They kept potatoes beside the hives,
and the bees kept beside the potatoes,
and kept well.
While the discussion of wintering
was in progress, His Worship, the
Mayor, entered, and was given a seat
beside the President.
It
was moved by Dr. Nugent,
Strathroy, and seconded by Mr. Wallace, " That the Bee-Keepers' Association, in Convention assembled, desire to express their appreciation of
the efforts of the Industrial Exhibition Association, of Toronto, to provide suitable accommodation for the
proper display of the products with
which they are mostclosely identified,

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The President begged to remind the
members that he was not a candidate
for re-election ; indeed, he would regard it as a great favor to lie allowed
to retire, on account of the large

amount

of private business which he

had

to attend to.
The election of officers for the en-

suing year, resulted as follows
Hon.
Lewis Walbridge, Belleville, President; Mr. J. B. Hall, Woodstock,
first Vice-President;
Rev. W. F.
Clarke, Listowel, second Vice-President; Mr. R. M. McKnight, Owen
Sound, Secretary and Treasurer and
Messrs. D. A. Jones, Beeton. Dr.
:

;

Strathroy, W. C. Wells,
Phillipstown, Dr. Shaver. Stratford,

Nugent,

and

S. Cornell, Lindsay, Committee.
Mr. D. A. Jones, and Rev. Mr.
Clarke were appointed a delegation to
but also of all classes of agricultural
sent to the members a form of entry and manufacturing products, and to the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, to be held at Lexington,
for the exhibition, together with a further express their opinion, that if a
printed circular for the purpose of as- Dominion Exhibition is held in the Ky., Oct. 5-7, 1881.
Mr. Jones vacated the chair, and
certaining what progiess had been year 1882, it should be held in the city
made in bee culture by the members. of Toronto, and that aid should be Mr. Hall, first vice-president, took
Twenty-seven members out of 68 had granted thereto by the Dominion and the same.
unanimous vote of thanks was
reported, and from them he had gath- Ontario Governments." Carried.
passed to the retiring President, Mr.
ered the following
Bast fall they
After a limited discussion of several Jones, for the able way in which
he
put into winter quarters 1,534 colo- of the other subjects, the meeting adhad discharged his duties during the
nies, or an average of 50 colonies each. journed.
year.
Of these there were 1 ,254 taken out
A very interesting open air meeting past
Mr. Jones thanked his friends, and
210 were lost by of bee-keepers, was held in the mornalive in the spring
spring dwindling, leaving an aggre- ing in the tent adjoining the building promised to do all in his power for the
association in the future, as he had
gate working force of 905 colonies, or devoted to the apiarian display on the
an average of 37 per member. At the exhibition grounds. Among the sub- done in the past.
A vote of thanks was also passed to
time of reporting these, 906 were in- jects discussed, was the difficulty in
creased to 1,993, or an average of 74 feeding up queens so as to get them the Secretary and Treasurer, for his
valuable services during the year.
colonies per member, as against 37 in to breed again, after they have ceased
Mr. Jones then moved that the
the spring. This showed that not- breeding in the fall
the proper dishearty thanks of the association be
withstanding the unusual mortality tance between combs for wintering
passed
to The Mail and The Globe for
among bees last winter, there are now keeping out moisture and mice treatthe excellent reports which had been
in the hands of these 27 members, 20 ment for foul brood
queens laying given of the meetings of the
convenper cent, more bees than at the corres- drone eggs in worker cells; feeding
ponding time last fall. The honey bees the existence of "honey dew," tion, both at the City Hall, and on the
taken by the members who reported, and how it is formed, and many other grounds during the exhibition. The
motion was carried unanimously.
amounted on an aggregate to 73,790 interesting topics.
A vote of thanks was passed to the
pounds, or an average of 81}.£ pounds
Mr. Jones exhibited a number of Mayor and Corporation, for the use of
for each colony held at the opening of frames containing queen cells in difthe honey season. Over % of the ferent stages of development. The the room in which the meetings had
been held.
amount was taken by the extractor.
discussions were also listened to by a
On motion of Mr. Jones, it was reThe report being found satisfactory, goodly number of persons who are desolved to hold the next meeting of the
a vote of thanks was tendered to the sirous of learning something about
association in Toronto, during the exSecretary for the satisfactory manner bee culture, and the keenest interest
hibition of next year. The meeting
in which he had transacted the busi- was manifested by all.
then adjourned.
ness of the Association during the
THIRD EVENING.

A

:

;

;

;

;

;

year.

The meeting then went
ion on the

first

subject,

WINTERING.
the members

Several of
experience in
Hall,

of

into discuss-

which was
related their

wintering bees. Mr.
Woodstock, stated that he

commenced preparing on

the 15th of

After discussing the various quesKentucky lice-Keepers' Association.
which were placed before the
The second annual convention of
meeting, Mr. McKnight suggested the
necessity of taking steps to secure an the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in the ExposiAct of Incorporation.
Mr. S. Webster then moved, sec- tion Building, in Louisville, Ky., on
onded by Dr. Nugent, that the Presi- Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 12
dent and Secretary of this Associa- and 13, 1881.
A fine display of bee-keepers' suption, be instructed to take the necessary steps to secure an Act of Incor- plies, honey, etc., is expected, and
poration from the Ontario Legisla- some of the most prominent bee-keepture, in the names of the officers of ers in America, who will be in attendance at the National Bee-Keepers'
the association for the coming year
also to use their endeavors to obtain a Convention, at Lexington, Oct. 5, 6,
and
All
7, are expected to attend.
grant in aid of this organization, and
N. P. Allen, Pres.
to put it on the same footing as the are invited.
Dairymen's Association, Fruit Growers' and Poultry Associations of the
l^" The Southwestern Wisconsin
Province of Ontario. Carried unani- Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
mously.
next meeting in Platteville, GrantCo.,
tions

—

September, and wintered until 15th
of April. There was a cellar under
the bee-house, which was built with
walls 16 inches thick, packed with
sawdust. When he put them out he
had no dwindling last year he had
lost 2 out of 137 colonies.
President Jones stated that there
was no surer way of killing bees than
by disturbing them late in the fall.
He had lost §1,000 worth of queens received from his Cyprus apiary late in
The following gentlemen were ap- Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
December, to accommodate which he
had been obliged to break up and di- pointed honorary members of this asN. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
The Mayor of Toronto,
vide a number of colonies. He always sociation
Toronto
Exhibiof
the
President
the
many
young
bees
late
tried to get as
<^° The Michigan State Bee-Keepin the fall as possible, and when once tion Association, Mr. Withroy, Mr.
the winter cluster was formed, he pre- Jas. Mills, Principal of the Guelph ers' Association, will convene at BatAgricultural College, Prof. Brown, tle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
ferred not to disturb it.
In reply to a question, Mr. Jones Guelph, and whatever other gentle- We have reason to expect one of the
stated that when bee-keepers were men the Executive Committee deem largest and most interesting meetings
we have ever "held. Let all arrange
troubled with mice, they should use advisable.
The following resolution was car- to be present. All District Associaarsenic, granulated white sugar and
Resolved, " That the encour- tions should send delegates. Each perried
Hour in equal parts, as a poison.
Mr. Wallace, of Brighton, who had agement to the bee-keeping interest son should come with their best exput in 32 last fall, had taken them all of the country by the Toronto Indus- perience in their hands, ready to hand
out. He had lost none by robbing, trial Association, is an example that it over to the others of the fraternity.
and none by dwidling. He had in- ought to be followed by all similar It is hoped that all will bring the fullcreased his by 67. He kept the tem- bodies throughout the Province of est report possible from their region.
Ontario and the Dominion of Canada, Commutation rates are expected on
perature at 38° to 42^.
A. J. Cook, Pres.
Mr. J. T. Beech, of Burnt River P. to secure which desirable result this railroads.
T. F. Bingham, Sec.
O., near Lindsay, stated thathis mode meeting urges upon the bee-keepers
;

:

:
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had

Bingham's Bee Report,— I

in

the spring 55 colonies, have now 119;
extracted, light, 3,000 lbs; bees in line
amr
condition for winter. The scarcity of
$B~Q7$
fruit has made a prompt demand and
Sold
all our honey is sold but 800 lbs.
at 10c. in 30 lb. tin cans, and all reMore Honey than Ever.— I should in- turned or paid for by .the purchaser.
T. F. Bingham.
deed feel lost without the weekly visAbronia, Mich., Sept. 22, 1881.
I suffered
its of the Bee Journal.
severely last spring, with the majority
of bee-keepers, but have done well
My Honey Yield.— I wintered with a
this year, therefore produced more loss of only 10 per cent.
I started
honey per hive than during any one with 70 colonies in March. Many of
year since I began the business. The the queens were inefficient and not
dry weather has shortened the pro- having time to replace them (except
duct te some extent here, but nothing four or five) the whole surplus was
compared to many other places in our taken from 50 colonies. Mv total pro-

WuRLETTi

state.

that

all

the

The
I

local

demand

could ask for.

for

honey

is

Success to

Bee Journal.
Samuel Stevenson, M. D.

Morenci, Mich., Sept.

3,500 lbs

of

;

which

was

2,800

Too much cannot be
said in favor of comb foundation. Its
use was the key to whatever success I

Had I used full sized
starters for the sections I am sure I

;

fer a nail-keg for wintering purposes
H. W. Hitt.
to a chaff hive.
Merritt, 111., Sept, 26, 1881.

Sample Copy for Next Year.— I was
very much pleased to note the change
in size and general appearance of our
not like the
in its original

form, but I belong to those who are
not willing to complain, unless it
should be a very essential error. Some
single articles which have recently appeared in the Bee Journal, are worth
to me more than the price of the
Journal for the whole year.

Wm.

is

comb honey.
have had.

24, 1881.

No Surplus.— My bees are not doing
no increase and no
well this season
surplus honey. I have been feeding
some time. Bees on the bottom lands
are doing well. I lost all the bees I
had in chaff hives, last winter. I shall
not try them again very soon. I pre-

Bee Journal. I did
Weekly Bee Journal

duct

S. Barclay.
23, 1881.

would have saved many times the cost.
Very little, if any, surplus has been
made by bees managed under the old
system.

J.

W. Porter.

Charlottesville, Va., Sept. 27, 1881.

Nearly 140 lbs. to the Colony in
I had 10S colonies in the
Spring.

—

spring, have

now

Have

131 colonies.

extracted 9,000 lbs. of light honey and
5,400 lbs. of dark honey ; comb honey
Bees are
325 lbs.; total, 14,725 lbs.
now in good condition. I have not
got quite through extracting yet, so
nave had to estimate a little, but it is
very close to what I will actually have.

O. O. Poppleton.

Williamstown, Iowa. Sept.

26, 1881.

Chaff Hives.— I had 8 good colonies
in spring and 2 queenless.
I have extracted no honey, but I have taken
700 lbs.

comb honey, mostly

one

in

Bees are now in
My bees wintered
without loss in double-walled chaff
hives out of doors. I had plenty of
California Honey Crop.— Permit me
loose chaff on top of frames as an abto correct an extract that you copied
of the bees around me
from the San Francisco Examiner, in sorbent. Most
E. F. Smith.
died.
regard to the honey crop of Southern
Smyrna, N. Y., Sept. 19, 1881.
While we are always
California.
ready and willing to present our proThe Fall Honey Crop.— The honey
ductions to the consideration of the
public, we are unwilling to be mis- crop here has been a failure, on ac"
Last year the count of the drouth. I have had the
represented, lie says
honey crop of San Diego county blues for some time, thinking I would
amounted to 1,291,800 lbs., and this have to feed again this fall, but we
year it will be larger." It is now a had a good rain 2 weeks ago, and the
well established fact that we will not golden rod has been giving us plenty
produce H of a crop. I cannot say of honey, and I think they will have
how much the other counties referred plenty for winter. Let me urge all
to will make, but I do know that a bee-keepers to see that their bees have
great many apiarists will not ship a plenty of honey, and pack them in
pound this" season. In a few favored chaff before the weather gets too cold.
localities as much as x of a crop will Success to the Bee Journal. I know
be made. A great many others, none. I have made many times its cost by
The spring was too cold. Our bees are taking the advice of experienced beeB. M. Lingle.
in good condition and with a fair sea- keepers.
Paoli, Ind., Sept. 26, 1881.
son we can produce more honey and
a better article, than any other county
in Uncle Sam's domain. I think I
In
Drones from an Unfertile (Jneen.
have found a new bee food, especially Dr. Tinker's article on " Reproducfor this section, it is the black-eyed tion in the Honey Bee," on page 299,
pea. called by western people black- vol. 17, of the Bee Journal, he says:
eyed bean. It is the old fashioned " It has not yet been shown that the
Southern black-eyed pea, most excel- drone of virgin queens possess full
lent for man and beast, and has proved virile powers. Many have endeavored
a splendid bee forage with me the to get queens fertilized early in the
bees are on it early and late. Here spring by such drones.but have failed."
the vines produce two crops, so that it I have had but little experience of this
gives early and late feed for bees. kind, and have given it very little
There is no better bean or pea grown thought. I have always believed that
for the table than this, either green or drones from a virgin queen did have
dried.
At this time the vines or in full virile powers, and will give a case
full bloom, second crop.
of my own that contirms me in that
M. C. Alvordson.
In the winter of 1878-9, 1 had
belief
Santa Maria, Cal., Sept. 18, 1881.
a strong colony of bees that lost its
queen during the winter, and reared
About 330 lbs. of Honey from one another from the eggs left when the
have old queen was lost, When 1 examined,
I wish to show what I
Colony.
done alone with 10s colonies in spring. in March, I found 3 combs partly
now have 208 colonies, and 15,100 tilled with drones. On the 12th, I reI
lbs. of extracted and 4,500 lbs. of comb moved the queen and gave them a
honey. My best yield from one colony frame from another hive with eggs
Beaver, Penn., Sept.

pound sections.
good condition.

',

—

;

mistaken about my queen mating
with one of the drones from the virgin
queen, but think it hardly probable
that any others were flying that early,
as it was a very wet and backward
spring.
L. R. Jackson.
Fairland, Ind., Sept. 23, 1881.

is 330 lbs. of comb honey and its increase, which was 4 artificial swarms,
with plenty of honey. I have kept
bees 16 years, I think 1 know how to
get honey, if I cannot winter so well
as some. My comb honey is all sold
at 16c. for white and 12c. for dark.

W. L. COSGSITALL.
West Groton, N. Y., Sept. 19, 1881.

and young brood.

On

the 20th,

I

no-

honey season closed. I have extracted
771 lbs. of honey, and have 29 lbs. of

As

comb honey.

remedy

a

for ants, I

have used fine salt for 20 years, and
seldom have to make the second application.
What a weekly intellectual feast is to a monthly surfeit, such
is the Weekly to a monthly journal.

Hardly an Indorsement.— On page Long may the welcome Weekly 15ee
Bee Journal, you say your Journal prosper. J. L. Wolcott.
Bloomington, 111., Sept 26, 1881.
correspondent, Jas. E. Cady, "does serious injustice to Mr. Heddon." If
Honey Season in Massachusetts.—
you will examine page 15 of Mr. Ileddon's circular and price-list, and see The honey season here has been one of
"
what lie says under the head of Dol- the poorest I have known for years.
lar Queens," you will see that your Raspberries and white clover proved
correspondent does Mr. Heddon no a failure, on account of bad weather,
injustice. If this is not a voluntary and basswood did but little better. It
puff for H. A. Burch & Co., please tell has been a good season for increase,
us through the Bee Journal what it there being just honey enough to keep
does mean, for I confess I cannot un- the bees breeding rapidly. I am more
than pleased with the form in which
derstand it otherwise.
the Bee Journal is to be published
L. K. Dickey.
for 1882 so convenient for binding.
High Point, Ga., Sept. 24, 1881.
I cannot well see how any one (even if
[The following, which had escaped they have only 1 colony of bees), can
our notice, is the passage above re- do without it.
E. A. Thomas.

302 of the

—

Coleraine, Mass., Sept.

ferred to

" I am not prepared to furnish my
customers with dollar or warranted
queens during 1881, but will say that
having visited the apiary of H. A.
Burch" & Co., of South Haven, Mich.,
and closely inspected their bees, have
found them more uniformly pure than
any I have seen hence, purchases of
dollar and warranted queens from their
stock will likely prove satisfactory."
;

But

Little

8, 1881.

— I have 3

Surplus Honey.

small apiaries. No. 1 had 3 colonies
last spring 8 now 6 of them making
surplus all strong
are doing well
;

;

;

;

Italians; Langstroth hives.
had 10 colonies last spring ; 26
all

No
now

2
;

strong; are doing well; hybrids;

No. 3 had 16 colonies last spring; 28 now all strong;
are mostly blacks Langstroth hives.
Langstroth hives.

;

;

does look like a voluntary
" puff " for Mr. Burch's bees and
almost any of us might have said perhaps nearly the same of anybody whose
specialty we considered really superior,
and we do not think Mr. Heddon anticipated any other construction would
be placed upon it.
We have received many complaints
against Mr. II. A. Burch, in fact,
quite enough to fill an issue of our paper, but as we have published enough
to satisfy our readers we had good
reasons for discontinuing his advertisement, we shall print no more of
them.— Ed.]

True,

it

;

A Lady's Experience.— I had 37 colo-

—

nies in the spring have now 54. .1
have extracted 10 lbs. of light honey
and 50 lbs. of dark comb honey 3,700
lbs.
Bees are now in good condition.
;

Hattie A. Heaton.
Charlton, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1881.

The Weekly One Good Meal.— I like
Bee Journal very much, as a

have received but little surplus
honey, but all three apiaries are now
doing well on smartweed.
I

S.

Urbana,

111.,

weekly. It does not contain so much
but it can be read at a single sitting.
Bees have been nearly a failure with

me this year.
La Fayette,

M. C. Stevens.
Ind., Sept. 28, 1881.

Goodrich.

Sept. 26, 1881.

A Correction.— In No. 37, page 292,
" Ants in the Apiary," 3rd line from
1 ounce, instead of 10.
A. B. McLavy.
Bastrop, Tex., Sept. 20, 1881.

bottom, read

igy Owing to the fact that the time
of the regular meeting of the Union
Bee Association, at Shelbyville, Ky.,
conflicts with the time tixed by the executive committee, to hold the National at Lexington, the meeting of
the Union, at Shelbyville, has been
postponed till the 20th of October.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
Christiansburg, Ky., Sept. 3, 1881.

©"The Rock River Valley BeeKeepers' Convention, will be held at
Monroe Center, on the third Tuesday
in October.
We hope a good attendance will be the outcome, and the bee
interest revived.

D. A. Cipperly,

the

Sec.

m" The North Eastern Wis. BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its
fall meeting at Peewaukee, Wis., on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.

11

A

and

12.
full attendance is cordially reNotice of the plauce of
No Exhibits at Toledo, 0., Fair.— quested.
meeting
will be found at the local
Since all items of information on the
honey question may be of use to some, Post Office.
Geo. Church, Pres., Neenah, Wis.
I will say that I attended the " State
Fair" at Toledo, O., and exhibited a Frances Dunham, >S'cc.,Depere,Wis.
case of honey. There was no other
exhibit of any thing in the apiarian
lgS"The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
line from the States of Indiana, Ohio Association will meet in Chicago, on

and Michigan. This shows how many Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
bees were destroyed last winter in this and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
part of the country. L. Eastwood.
Waterville, O., Sept. 26, 1881.

[Does
interest

it

and enterprise

in the

bee-

keepers of that section of the country V
Until lately, apathy has been the rule
now an interest is being awakened,
that will, we hope, be lasting. Ed.]

Remedy

— On Oct.

invited to attend.

It is

desired to

make this one of the most interesting
not rather show a lack of conventions ever held in the United

:

—

Oct. 5.

for Ants in the Apiary, Etc.
28, I prepared 38 colonies,

and on the 28th, I in good condition, for winter, on their
found my young queen hatched, on summer stands. I lost but 1 up to the
the 11th of April she commenced to 1st of March. On May 1, I had only
lay worker eggs, and proved to be a 18, and nearly all of them weak 1 was
good queen, and was purely mated. queenless. My present number is 21,
I know of no other Italian bees within mostly Italians, in good condition, but
4 miles, and did not have any other some require feeding, as they have
drones Hying until May. I may be lost, on an average, 11 pounds since the
ticed drones flying,

;

States.
C. C.

C. C. Miller, M. D.,
COFFINBERRY, Sec.

Pres.

<sy The Western Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet in
Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday,
Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
10:30 a. m. All interested, are cordially invited.

Wm. M.

S.

Coopersville, Mich.,

Dodge,
Aug.

Sec.
29, 1881.

t^" The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
Annual Convention at Maple
Rapids, Clinton Co., Mich., Oct. 11
and 12, 1881.
O. R. Goodno. Sec.
fourth
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

fecial notices.
-

Aducrtiscmcnts.

Inventor nnd Sole Manufacturer of the

THE AMERICAN BlE JOURNAL
OFFU'K OF AMERICAN HER
Saturday, 10

—

The following

are

JOITHN'AT,,

a. m., Oct.

1881.

1,

\
s

:

m larner boxes 2c. less.
BEESWAX -Prime quality, 18@22c.

boxes, l8@20o

Extracted

;

S@9C.

Itihbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
winch are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

^" Articles for publication

must be

written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Newman.

Al. H.

St.

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.
Pails have a full cover, and are excellent
marketing Candied Money. The gallon and

These
for

half gallon pails have a ball or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
PerDoz. Per Km)
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
$1.80.... $12.00
"
"
Half Gallon, " 5
....
1.50....
9.00
M
"
2W "
7.00
...
1.20....
Quart,
l
"
"
"
l
75....
4.00
Pint,
4
:

HONEY— There is a slight improvement in our
market for comb honey. One pound unbiassed
sections tind ready sale at 2lc. for white, and 19®
20c. for 2 11). sections. Extracted honey continues

—

ALFRED

I(X§ 120.

BEESWAX-2U@22C.

Kendkl,

A. C.

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

972 W. Madison

CLEVELAND.

slow at

NEW

—

972

115 Ontario Street.

new

Ex-

BEESWAX.— Prime
THORN &

address.

<^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

quality, 22e"24c.
Co., 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

:

on arrival.

Extracted,

BEESWAX.— I8(^22c,

25c.

per

lb.

111.

on

7<§*9c.

arrival.

for choice lots.

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
$1.75, and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing wiiat to do, and when

The

and howtododoit.

C.N.ABBOTT,

Bee Master

School of Apiculture, Fairlawn, Southall, London.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— Is in good demand here now.
Good comb honey, in sections,
I quote
Hi-Uric.,

Street, Chicago,

is worth
on arrival.
have paid

I

C. F.

Patented Aug. 23th, 1881.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

:

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

NEWMAN,

The British Bee Journal,

la

boxes, I8@2(>c dark, in small boxes, I5@17c.
tracted, white, 10@12c; dark, 7ua9c.
;

^° When

H.

West Madison

YORK.

HONEY— The market is well supplied at present,
a large prospective demand.
We quote as follows White comb, in small

but there

the oldest Bee

lfl

Paper In America, and baa a largo circulation in
every State, Territory nnd Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

latest quota-

ttie

gg" Ttiose
wish to change
tions for honey and beeswax received
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
up to this hour
do so by paying the difference.
CHICAGO.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
HONBY—The market is lively and prices sternly.
I have just
purchased a cur load of extracted at
Journal must reach this office by current
prices
Saturday of the previous week.
Wo quote linht comb honey, in single comb
.» 9 «

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Hl'YKKS' QUOTATIONS.

i£S" Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

-. who may

319

Muth.

t^*New

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DUNHAM.

lsmtf

W.
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Rogersvilie, Genesee County, Mich.,
Makes a specialty of rearing fine Italian queens.
All queens bred from imported queens, and from
the purest and best home-bred queens, and the
cells built in full colonies. No black bees in the
vicinity. Single queen, $1.00 six queens for $5.00;
twelve or more, 75C. each. Tested queens, $2.00
each.
Safe arrival by mail guaranteed. Send
money by draft, registered letter, or by money or28eowtf
der drawn on Flint, Mich.
;

BOSTON.
now

com-

HONEY*.— Our honey trade has
and we are selling quite freely. We find POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PT"T STOC]
Deserving Articles are Always Ap- menced,
It has the largest corps of practical breeders as editc
that one-pound combs are a very desirable packpreciated.— The exceptional cleanli- aye in our market, and a large quantity could be of any journal of its class in Americ and is WORLD.
according
to quality.
T2E FINEST POULTRY JOURNAL IW THE
at
203220.,
sold
ness of Parker's Hair Balsam makes
BEESWAX— Pi ime quality, 25c.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIITION:Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham Street.
Gray hairs are impossible
it popular.
$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 1" cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.
40wtt
with its occasional use.
BALTIMORE.
CHICAGO
182 CLARK ST.,
fairly

,

HONEY -But little omthe market, and prices
BEESWAX.— Southern, pure.21fg)23c; Western,

BUY

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUINBY
SMOKER

.

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

are not quoted.
pure,21(!*- 22c.

;

grease wax, lie.— Baltimore Market

Journal.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New,

in

1

or 2

lb.

decidedly the BF.ST now made.
Hetherinuton discards all others.

is

22@25c—

use.

So sav all who see and use
!$1.5'Oand $1.75.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Indianapolis Stock Review.

our

SAN FRANCISCO.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

name on
;

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

—

*

—

•

»

. .

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
cloth
for a club of 6, we give
bound in
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

for a club of

;

Height of Folly to wait unyou are in bed with disease you
may not get over for months, wlien
you can be cured during the early
symptoms by Parker's Ginger Tonic.
We have known the sickest families
made the healthiest by a timely use of
Observer. 40w4t
this pure medicine.
It is the

til

HONEY.— Sales of choice comb, to arrive, have
been effected at 20c. for small lots. It is doubtfui
if an order for a large lot of choice comb could be
tilled in this market. Choice extracted, in barrels,

(juinby's

quotable at 5»©t»Xc
We quote white comb, I6<§)20c; dark to no d.Huyj
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 9@l(%c.;
dark and candied, 8c. BEESWAX— 23@25c.
is

Stearns & Smith.

423

igf It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you live near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will

premiums

be entitled to the following
:

For a Club of S,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Hinder for 18hl\
"
"
paper.
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual,
"
"

"

"
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

EDITION

Work

published. Price.by mail,!$1.50.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— In fair request. Strained, 8®9c; extracted, 10@12c: comb, liit'lHc— latter for bright.
BEESWAX-Priiue yellow sells at 20@2lC
R. C. Greek & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.
HONEY.— The

supply and

demand

BEESWAX — Best light 23@25c— Philadelphia
Merchants Guide.

50c.
85c.
75c.

THOMAS G. NEWMM,

1

Address,
371

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

111.

Time and Place

5-7— National, at Lexington, Ky.
Dr. E. Parmly, Sec, New York City.
12 -Kentucky State, at Louisville, Ky.
1, 12— Northern Michigan, at Maple Rapids.
O. R. Goodno, Sec, Carson City, Mich.
11, 12— Northeastern Wis., at Pewaukee, Wis.
Frances Dunham, Sec, DePere, Wis.
12 -Central Ky., in Exp. B'd'g, Louisville, Ky.
W. Williamson, Sec, Lexington, Ky.
18— Rock River Valley, at Monroe Center, 111.
D. A. Cipperly, Sec, Monroe, 111.
20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbvville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
25, 26-Northwestern District, at Chicago, 111
C. C. Coffinberry. Sec, Chicago, 111.
27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
Dec 8— Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

BcstlleaUh&Strenjrtli
lies tort r Ever Used.
It cures Rheumatism,

Parker's
g»

Ht
AIP
xt"

•

^r
B-rS'Ui and
Kateflm.

fciseniirelydifferentfrom

ci

Esse

other Ionics, as it
Most Economical Hair Dressing. Never fails, to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
60c. nnd $1 sizes.
Large Saving; Buying Dollar Size.
__

&

Medical Work, warranted the

bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled

"The Science

of Life, or Self-

Preservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
Kilt. '^m pp., contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 preserip
tions.prke only (1.25 sent by
llustrated sample. He
i

N, Y.

April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A- B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. R. Howard,

Champlain Valley,

at Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins,

%W In order to have this

ninW
TUVOrTT send now. Address Peabody
LHUVf 1111 »LLI>;Medical institute or Dr. W\ if.
PARKER,

Sec

No. 4 Bultlnch

st.,

22wly

Boston.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

Sec.

table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

!tKOU\,

Light Street. Columbia Co., Pa.

HEADQUARTERS INTHE SOUTH,

L

%. Given

for

Sk NEWSPAPER in

|&

any
the Country. Our new^
in

Prire List for Advertisers

aj& t'.A. COOK &

mm

Cor. Dearhnrn

sent free.
Acents.
Stn.. Ch icago.

<:<>., »<]vertisine

& Waeh'n

manufacture and sale of

for the

BEE-KEEPQUEENS

KRS' SUPPLIES, ITALIAN

ami 1SEES. ;ill hn-il nmi tin it hers oi in v own importation Dollar Queens,*! Tested Queens, $2.50
4-frame Nucleus, *.">. Sate arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for mv illustrated catalogue.
PAUL D. VIALLON, Bayou Goula, La.
22mtf
t

;

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments in Hivex, Honey Extractor*. ArtifiComb, Section Honey Boxen, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly, to
A. I. ROOT, Medina. Ohio.
cial

JOSEPH

A new and great

the Author.

M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

27— Texas

list

Bees, Queens and Apiarian Supplies.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

1KSL'.

May

&

dUeaess
of the Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
Sleeplessness,

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.

25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec, Fayetteville,

MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

•

for my f'2-paee circular price
SENDofPOSTAL
Italian, Cyprian and Holy Land

i

Ginger, Euchu, Manand
drake,
Stillmgia,
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as \
to make it the greatest
Blood Purifier and the

W. J. Oliver, Sec.
4— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
5— Southeastern Mich., at Ann Arbor, Mich.

C.

26smtf

Illustrated Circular to

ROOT&BRO.,

II. HT.

PARKER'S GINGER TONI
of Meeting-

Sept.29— Southwestern Iowa, near Corning, Iowa.
Oct.

L. C.

34sm4t

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

Bee-Culture.
Send for

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1R80
For Bee Journal of iasi
For Bee Journal of 1882

nominal.

sell

EverythingUsed inAdvanced

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

alike

are

We

The Emerson Binder
Any one can use them.

PHILADELPHIA.

cloth.
for 1 year.

Ie have a SPECIAL
of the Weekly Bee Journal, just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any one who may desire to disetc.
tribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

lew Bee -Keeping;
Most Practical

Front Street.

1

if all

book:,

continues to grow in popularity,
and is the

B/NDfRjlifPERIOOlCALsY

PAT.

'I

for his own
Doolittle says it is unequaled.
it.
Price, by mail,

and orders two dozen

v*>

AND KEEP THEM

sections,

BEST.

the

The best informed bee-keepers in
the United States, say that our

-

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

jg%

DePere, Wis.

D.

ENAS,

(Sunny Side Apiary,'
Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies,
Nuclei, Comb Foundation^ etc.
Napa, Napa County, Cal.
Address.
9m9t

C. Olm's Comb Foundation Machine.
J^~ Send for Sample and Circular.
I8mtf
C. OLN, Fond du Lac, Wis.

APCIITCW ANTK1) to sell Dr.Chase's L'.ooo Recipe
HULll
Book. Sella at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.Chase'sPrintint-'Uouse.AntiArbor.Mich
I

3fim v
l

for MY CIK< ULAR and PRICE
SEND
IAST of Italian Colonies, Queens, Nuand Apiarian Supplies.
II. II. BROWN.

clei

iSmtf

tight Street) Col. Co., Pa.
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ITALIAN BEES

SEEDS FOR

have eight frames, l~H

All standard colonies

Honey
RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

will contain
will occupy 1

of this type
fourteen lines

line

word*;

about elicht
inch of space.

8c.

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

"

•

Special Notices, tO cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn bef« ire the expiration
the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement in inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Vearlv Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
it

•

Mammoth

THOMAS

ALFRED

NEWMAN,

G.

Madison

Street..

West Madison

i)72

Chicago, Hi.

Mignonette, &c>

NEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO, I1X.

St.,

Contents of this Number.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens. $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $'-'.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames. $9-00 Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
j^illOc. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
;

;

:

314
313
313
313
313
314

:il :*,

Boney Crop

for 1*81

Colorado for Honey Production
Attractive Packages for Honey
The Bee Journal in Canada
Live Oak Honey Dew

Among

II-

THE

ROBERTSON,

MAS BEEKEEPER,

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies ami breeders of Queens and Bees.

;

Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
$2.15. Sample copies free. Ad-

Journal for only

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

dress,

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

;

35c.

per

|^~Send

lb.

of Color in Bees
Colorado Bee and Honey Show
Seasonable Hints

314
314
:i

orrespondeoce
Ten-Dollar Award for Best Queen
The Disposal of Honey

IVtXJXIl'S

HONEY EXTRACTOR

in Bees, Albinos, etc
Bees, Glucose and Honey Comb

Workers
Dadants' Report of Honey Crop
Palestine or Holy Lund Keen
The First Movable- Frame Hive
The Purity of Drones
Fertile

use, easily cleaned,

and

will last a lifeIn fact, it
has only to be used
to be appreciated.

3m

time.

316
316

Every Bee-keeper

Not>—

I'mni'iiliiiii
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BINGHAM TiiETHERINGTON,
AII11UN1A. MICH.
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BAKNES' PATENT
CIRCULAR

and one tbat works with

and

SCROLL SAWS,

RAPIDITY AND SATISFACTION.

Hand, Circular Hip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, &c. These machines are especially adapted

Hive Making. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
descriptive catalogue and price
to

list

free.

W.

in

2(117

F.

& JOHN BARNES

Main

St.,

Rockford,

III.

A.Vl ELL. Uo-eville, Warren Co., III.
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$777

Box :tl«,

A YEAR and expenses
frecaddressP
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outfit
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FLAT- BOTTOM
high side-walls,! to lti square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

VAN DEUSEN

well calculated for a

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
R E Yt >LVIXG COMB-HANGEH,

COMB FOUNDATION,
J.

FARM FOR SALE.
290 ACRES,
Farm

particulars

Kalamazoo. Mich,

A SONS,

Bole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
apiarian tools, metal- lined drawers for broken
of wax, revolving eonibImnger, wbieb holds comb firmly while pruning or
Cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
adjusts
hti iti
will not break nor bruise combs
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
.loll \ M. II AVIS,
address it to
yowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Term.
ui

combs and fragments
;

;

of Engravings used In the Bee Journal For sale at
25 cents per square Inch no single cut sold For less
than 50C

«. NEWMAN,
THOMAS Street,
Chicago, in.

Given's FoundationPress.

Queens Only 80 Cents.

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in tbe wired

«74 West Madison

Italian
Warranted

$1.00

$5 75 to f P.
Dmtit

E. A.

,

Tested

JUfSend

81.50.
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frame Colonies
monej

for Circular and save

THOMAS, Coleraiue, Mass.
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Harvesting, Handl-

and management adopted
contains

many

Muth;

in their apiary.
useful hints.— Price 15c.

This

3"J

pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views
of bees. Price, lOc.

on

management

This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
1». S. GIVEN, Hoopeston, 111.
Jwly

frame.

Stock and Bee

;

10

acres in choice fruit, plenty of good well and cistern water, a two-story bouse 20x36. an abundance
of bee pasture from early spring till frost, 7 miles
from New Boston, III., and 12 miles from Muscatine, Iowa. Price low, only $2,oou. Also, 350 good
Langstroth Hives. Address,
». D. PAr.MEK.NewBoston.nl.
40wlt

ITATJANBEES
Seventy-Five Colonics for Sale.
Simplicity
All bred from Imported Mothers.
hives, Gallup frames. Twelve frames to a hive.
Combs straight, mostly built on inundation. In all

respects in the best condition. These bees have
made a most excellent record this year, single
colonies, $S ten or more colonies. $7 per colony.
;

40W4t

W

O.

(LUTE, lowu CKy, louu.

ANTED- You
Price

Address,
i::wi;ui

liBt

of

to send for our Circular

Amrrlcnii-Itallan*.

JOS. M.

consumer against tbe numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages SOo.
Kendall's Horse Book, — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has3j engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 25c.
Hopp's Easy Calculator.— These are bandy
tables lor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 91. ; Morocco, 91. 50.
Chicken Cholera, byA. J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 35c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com-

plete Mechanic, contains over l.ooo.ooo Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

and

BKOOKK.V KKO.,
Columbus, Ind.

Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders. Manufacturers and Mechanics. 500 En-

UKAViNusof

Foot Power Machinery

In

L. C.

Extracted Hone)'

ing and Marketing.— A iM-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should

BINGHAM 6FE SMOKER

the year.

SALE- 150 Colonies of Italian Bees
FOK
prime condition.
Unproved Qulnby hives,

;

intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and < erma u.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
\\iii(> ring Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— 125 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive 1 Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, oc.

F.

Alnsworth, Iowii.

4'iwntx

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
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month

i

the

Six window plants twenty-five cents. Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants for winter blooming

Address,

may commence

number

bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 91-00.
Bees and Honey or, successful management of the Apiary, by Tbouias G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects: Location
of the Apiary — Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in EnKllsh and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the

111.

free.

;

Having been persuaded to get up several for my
immediate friends, 1 have on hand the patterns,
etc., to make any number. Therefore, send in your
[itiwtfj
orders,
W. G. PHELPS, Galena, Md.

39wly

I,inii!>iniili on the Hive and Honey Bee
Price, 98.
is a standard scientific work.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of

This

-

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

A

A Good Foundation Machine
FOR ONLY FIVE DOLLARS!

first

to

THE FLORAL INSTRUCTOR,

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse ; a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by

pay to devote a few hours
up a club f irthe Bee Journal. Bead the list of premiums on
another page, and tike advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
Subscriptions

me

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wi3t
165 So. Water Street, Chicago,

flgT It will

iggr

PURE

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and tbe symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

his acquaintance.

in getting

with the

New B

not eat.

ENGRA V1NGS.

Southern and Middle States will be
glad to

have made this excellent
Having the best estab-

HONEY

;

Prof.
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leading article.

lished reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables
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Next Year

Honey Crop
Honey from Une Colony

California

for

details about the
care of bees, and
how to get the most

:

More Honey Than. Ever

Sample

send

my circular, giving

Ontario Convention

No Surplus

and fully " up with the times "on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limite<l his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, $1.25 ; paper cover. #1.
^ninny's
ee-K.ee pi ng, by L. C. Root—
The antbor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 91 .50.
of Bee-Culture, by A.I. Root
Novice'*
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 9(1.25; paper, 91*
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 91.00; paper, 75c.
Illustrated

It is

always ready for

is

CHICAGO. ILL,

;

Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.

The Extractor is
made of all metal,

3ifi

Street,

Bev-Kecper'i Guide or, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
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for

THOMAS

1-

handled. Will guarantee safe delivery at express
terminus! Ol every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
;*n years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, 1 think I can suit the most

.1.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingsent free upon application.

exposed.
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pure Tested Queen, $2.50;

single

i

frame Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), S3.50; 2frame do., M; :t-frame do., $."> 4-frame do.. $5 SO
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, J5.00. No Dollar Queens

5.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

each $8

fastidious.

Alsike Clover,

Books

inc. long and 1 1 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 1 lM
inc. long and I0M inc. deep. Single full colonies,
*lo; in lots of five, each $!» in lots of ten or more,

;

12*.
lOc.

"

Plants.

*

line to three weeks, each insertion, 30c. per line.
"
" or more*'
1 8e.
Four
15c.
Eight,
'*

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

Oct.

Mill.

Steam and Mining Machinery,

Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cottun, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do., Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction. Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting. Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and

Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 4*:i
Taiiiks with .imi.ihhi Calculations hi all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers, hoo
Items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. i,<kki items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3oo Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishcrs, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4oodo. for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather A Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water -a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water. Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. ln.ooo items for Hnusekeepers, Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details, Rural Economy, Food Values, (Tare of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

Lightning
ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms.
Cai.cii.atoh for Cubic Measures, Ready Reckoner.
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Lund. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
{<.,, it st-tht. Business Forms, all kinds, Special
Laws Of 48 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. nnd Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
L'surv Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains 1,0K> pages, Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 93. 5©.
•
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The Honey Product

of 1881.

We have great pleasure in presenting to our readers a very interesting
Table concerning the Honey Product
of 1881. It is very valuable, and will
be exceedingly useful for reference.
It has entailed upon us much extra labor and study but few can even imagine the amount of brain work expended upon such a table. It rolls up
into the millions. We would thank
those who have so kindly sent their
reports, and thus gave us the material
;

which to make the figures.
The average amount of surplus

witli

taken from the hives during the past
is about 69 pounds, and the
increase is about 71 per cent. Some
colonies have each given as much as
400 pounds of comb honey. -These
were very rare cases, and evidently
had the most favorable conditions.
The increase varies all the way from
8 to 140 per cent. California shows 8
per cent, increase, while Dakota shows
130, and North Carolina 140, while
New York and Kentucky each gave
72, Pennsylvania presents only 19.
Michigan and Illinois each show 95,
and Wisconsin 118. The curious may
figure out many amusing results.
In the production of honey, New
York takes the lead in quantity, followed by Pennsylvania, Canada, Ohio,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and

summer

Louisiana, in the order named.

Alabama

989

Canada

12,251

480

California

Dakota

132|
2,354:
2,480:
7,739,
2,861

Florida

Georgia
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

4,577
1,024
0,106'

Louisiana

3.234

Maine

460'

Massachusetts

Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota

.

Missouri

Extracted Honey.

cent.

InSpring In Fall, ilncr

.

1.549
925;

11.366

Light.

1881.
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the drouth has been very severe, and
I suppose that the bees are not in
good condtion for winter.
In this
portion of the State there is great
room for improvement in bee-culture.
So far as I know, I have the only
honey extractor in this county, and
good movable-comb hives are scarce.

TWELFTH CONVENTION

Bee-keeping has been damaged by
OF THE
vendors of patent bee hives, the patNorth American Bee Keepers' Society ented features of which are their
worst ones.
HELD IX THE
Georgia.— Vice President Dr. J. P.
Odd Fellows' Temple, Lexington, Ky.,
H. Brown reports that as there are no
regular statistics kept by the AgriCOMMENCING ON
Bureau of Georgia of the
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1881. cultural
number

of colonies of bees, and of
the amount of honey and wax proPresident N. P. Allen called the duced, it is very difficult to arrive at
Convention to order at 10 o'clock.
any very accurate residts. I can only
C. C. Cofiinberry, of Chicago, 111., give approximate estimates based
was appointed Recording Secretary upon the last report of the Commissioner of Agriculture upon the
pro tern.
On motion, the reading of minutes subject. I place the number of coloAnnual Convention was nies at about 7.000, and the honey proof
last
deferred till the arrival of Dr. Parm- duct at 114,000 pounds, which would
The sealy, of New York, Recording Secre- only be 20 lbs. per colony.
son has been favorable for the flow of
tary.
An amusing communication from honey, and above an average. The
most abundant yield was in May, after
B. Hix, Holly, Mich., was read.
Calling the roll of members and this the drouth set in which checked
reading the Treasurer's report were the flow until the rains in July. The
fall harvest bids fair to be good, and
deferred.
Vice Presidents' reports being in all those colonies that are strong will
lay up surplus above their winter suporder, the following were received
Tennessee.— Vice President S. C. plies. I estimate the amount of beesDodge reports the winter of 1880-81, wax at 8,000 pounds. Fully 80 per
was one of unusual severity; the cent, of the bees are kept in the oldspring opened tine but late bees were fashioned box-hives. Movable-frame
too weak to take advantage of nectar hives are gradually coming into use,
flow from fruit trees, white clover and and will be more extensively used as
tulip trees; my average beingabout25 correct apiarian knowledge is more
pounds of honey from spring bloom. disseminated.
;

The summer was dry and forage very
poor. Colonies robbed late in spring
scarcely recovered in time for fall
bloom. Now breeding rapidly from
fall

honey.

Honey

is

now coming

in

I expect an average of 30
pounds of fall honey per colony. I
have effectually eradicated foul-brood
from my apiary and after disinfect-

nicely.

;

ing them am again using the hives
and frames.
Arkansas. Vice President \V. W.
Hipolite, M. D., reports only about 25
pounds per colony, owing to the prolonged drouth increase was moderate bees are in good condition. Instead of organizing State and district
associations, I have made formal application to have the bee-keepers in
this State incorporated with the Arkansas State Horticultural Society for
the time being, and have no doubt
that the request will be granted. With
some slight changes, our State Fair
Association will continue the premium list which they last year offered
for bees, honey, etc. The fair will be
held from the 17th to the 22d of October. As bee-culture becomes better
developed in this State, I think there
will be little difficulty in getting an

—

;

;

Maryland.— Vice President S. Valentine reports
I regret I have not
been able to get the statistics of the
State of Maryland. As far as I can
learn, I cannot report much over half
a crop of honey, if any, for the State
of Maryland for 1881. Owing to the
mortality among the bees last winter,
and the irregular flow of honey this
season, it is impossible even to approximate an estimate of the honey
crop of our State. I learn from various correspondents in different localities, that the flow of honey has been
very irregular through the State
some sections very good while others
are poor. I am of the opinion that
the clover all through the season sean abundance of honey,
creted
throughout the State, and the failure
in the different localities was owing
to the prevalence of heavy rains in
the early part of the season, which
washed the honey from the blossoms.
Following are statistics for Carroll
:

county for 1879 Honey, 13,977 pounds
and wax, 455 pounds. Taking Carroll as an average, would give the
:

State of Maryland 307,497 pounds of
honey and 10,010 pounds of wax for
1879. 1 trust your Convention may be
a grand success.

Kansas.

— Vice President Norton re-

ports there is no surplus in Kansas,
unless it be in the Eastern tiers of
counties along the Missouri river.
Any surplus in his locality is usually
from the fall flowers, which the
drouth has prevented for this season.
It seems to me a printed circular, setting forth the objects of the Society,
for distribution by the Vice Presidents among the officers of the various
Kentucky.— Vice President Wm. Fair Associations, would be the most
Williamson reports the losses the past practical and effective manner of
winter in Kentucky at fully 50 per reaching the intended objects and
cent.;

some appear

to

have been more producing an

successful than others, and it does not
appear to have been from lack of scienti tic
treatment, because those who
have the least experience, or given the
least attention to them, have in some
instances been most successful. The
long-continued drouth of this summer destroyed the bright prospects of
the early honey season. The flow of
honey for a week or two was abundant,
rich, and of delicious flavor, and for
the number of colonies would yield
about 75 per cent. The increase in
colonies has been fully 100 per cent.
The prospects for next season seem to
indicate a bright future. The recent
rains have refreshed vegetation so
much that bees are again gathering
honey, and will go into winter-quarters well supplied.

Canada.— Vice President D. A.
Jones reports the present season as an
average one for both honey and increase, and although it has been very

effect.

It should

be an

able production, giving statistics of
the production of honey, and its importance to the country in a commercial view, with reasons why that
production should be stimulated and
encouraged by the offering of liberal
premiums by the several Fair associations of the country. I would suggest
that Mr. T. G. Newman be requested
to write it. He could certainly afford
it, as the extension of scientific beeculture tends to increase the circulation of the Bee Journal. Since my
residence here, now four years, the
Journal' has quite a good circulation,
whereas, before I came, not a copy
Came to the county so far as I know.
I wish the Society a successful and
profitable meeting.

The

reports were accepted and
ordered to be placed on file.
On motion, the reception of the
President's annual address was postponed till the afternoon session.

dry since July, completely cutting off
On motion, adjourned till 2 p. m.
the fall honey yield, bees are in fair
AFTERNOON SESSION.
condition for wintering. Honey sells
offer of larger premiums.
I trust readily at fair prices, and the outlook
The
President,
Dr. N. P. Allen, of
your meeting may be one of harmony, for bee-keepers was never brighter in
Smith's Grove, Ky., addressed the
Canada than at present.
and result in great good.
Convention as follows
Nebraska. Vice President Geo. M.
Indiana.— Vice President Rev. M.
Mahiu reports the winter of 1880-S1 Hawley reports the losses from out- Ladies and Gentlemen
was one of the most disastrous to the door wintering at fully 75 per cent.;
In obedience to a time-honored cusbee-keeping interest since I have been the losses from cellar wintering 10 per tom, I am before you to deliver the
a keeper of bees. In all parts of the cent. The early season proved favor- opening address as presiding officer.
State the losses were very great, and able, and bees increased rapidly.
Another year of labor and toil, of
in some counties almost total. For Later, some sections were affected joys and sorrows, of successes and dissome reason which I am not able to with local drouths, and but little sur- appointments, has passed since we
explain, the mortality was greater in plus was obtained, while other por- last met in council and grasped each
the Southern portion of the State than tions will secure a full harvest. Should others' hands, and with sympathetic
in the more Northern. I am not able estimate the crop of the State at %. of hearts enjoyed the social greetings of
to give with any certainty the per- a full yield. Our principal yield of our co-laborers in the broad field of
centage of loss, but 1 judge for the honey lias been from Polygonum per- apiculture. We have great reason to
whole State it was not less than three- sicarse (hearts ease), goldenrods and be thankful to Him who presides over
fourths. Many lost all they had. In silkweed. In the vicinity of rivers or the universe, the dispenser of all blessthe Northern half of the State the creeks much other bloom has aided, ings, that our lives are spared and we
season has been very good.
I have but the former are everywhere pre- are so favorably surrounded.
The quality of the honey is
never before known basswood to yield sent.
The past winter was marked by exso abundantly. The swarming fever good, and bees are generally in good treme long- continued cold, and thoucondition
for
winter.
ran very high, and those who were
sands of colonies of bees were lost in
Alabama. Vice President James consequence; not only bees died, but
wise enough to save and use the combs
I have endea- animals perished in many parts of our
of the bees that died, or to use comb A. Austin reports
foundation, have had a very satis- vored to find out all I could in regard northern latitudes nor was man altofactory increase. In this, the north- to honey and bees in this State. I gether exempt from suffering and
ern central portion of the State, the think I can safely say there are not death caused by the rigorous weather.
generally prevalent drouth did little more than 200 or 300 colonies in MadiBut in due time the spring sun
harm, and our bees have gathered son county. There is very little in- poured its life-giving rays upon the
honey all the season. The fall crop is terest manifested in the State. I am earth, melting away the snow and
light, but the early crop was so very sorry I cannot be with you at the Con- frost. The trees put forth their leaves,
large that we have abundant reason vention, and hope it will prove a suc- the grass shot forth its delicate spears
to be satisfied. In Southern Indiana cessful one.
and covered the earth with living

—

—

:

;

Oct. 12,
the flowers opened and filled
the air with sweet fragrance, and all
nature seemed glad with joy, while
the hum of the busy bee was heard in
the land, filling the heart of the beekeeper with delight as he beheld the

green

;

lovely sight.
But the spring-time and
have passed and the harvest

summer
is

ended,

and we are here to recount our successes and failures— to learn one from
another.
Life is made up of toil and labor, of
pleasures and sorrows, hopes and fears,
happy realizations and sad disappointments not more so with the apiarist
than with other pursuits; yet, he has
a fair field in which he can experience
all these different phases of life.
The object of this Association should
be to disseminate a correct knowledge
of rational bee-keeping to bind the
brotherhood of bee-keepers together
as with cords of love and fraternal
feeling to do all in their power to develop the honey resources of the country to let their light shine so that
ignorance and superstition may be dispelled from the land, and a correct
system of cultivating the honey bee
be the order of the day, that all who
keep bees may be rewarded for their
labor, and by studying the works of
nature in the economy of the beehive,
be elevated in their minds from nature's works to nature's God, and thus
be made better citizens and better
Christians.
I had hoped to have a valuable statistical table from every State and
Province but from causes over which
I had no control I am not able to present it.
Many and varied are the reports of
the honey crop. In some States and
localities the winter's disasters and
the summer's drouth have been so severe as to almost ruin bee-keeping as
a profitable business, while in other
States and localities bees wintered
without serious loss, and the spring
and summer harvests were such that
good crops of honey were gathered ;
and in favored spots large yields of'
honey are reported. May we not hope
for a favorable winter, and a rich harvest for our bees the coming year?
Since the invention of the movable
frame, by our illustrious co-laborer,
the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, in 1855,
scientific bee-keeping has been on the
increase, and the command of God to
man to go forth and subdue the earth,
is the watchword among bee-keepers
as the movable frame gives him control of the labors of the honey bee in
comb-building, brood-rearing and honey-gathering.
The intelligent beekeeper directs the labors of his bees as
If he wants the delicate
lie chooses.
comb honey, as white as snow, he can
have it by the use of honey boxes and
sections if he wants the pure liquid
nectar just gathered from the delicate
flower cups, with the sweet fragrance
and rich aroma of the flowers from
which it was gathered, he can obtain
it by the use of the honey extractor.
If he wishes to increase the number of

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

colonies, he

can do

it

by

artificial

swarming and the use of comb foundation. The bellows smoker enables
us to subdue and control our bees
while manipulating them.
The new races of bees that have been
introduced have done much to further
the cause of scientific bee-culture. All
of the different races are here on exhibition, and we may learn much of their
have the German
relative merits.
or black bee, the graceful Italian with
her rings of gold, and the albino, so
The Cyprian
light and beautiful.

We

and Syrian bees that have recently
been introduced from the Island of
Cyprus and from Palestine are also on
exhibition. We had hoped to have
Apis dorsata also, but have not.
1 would earnestly recommend for
your consideration, the importance of
encouraging State, District or County
Societies the State or Province Societies should be auxiliary to the North
American, and the District or County
;

to the State or Province.

Much has been said and written on
the subject of the adulteration of
honey, and the making of laws to pro-
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hibit it. I believe that all articles of
food and medicine should be sold under their proper names, and as honey
is used both as tood and medicine.
recommend that you take such action
as in your wisdom may seem best to
bring about the end desired.
Several valuable inventions in useI

ful tools

made

and implements have been

the past year, and quite an ad-

in our bee' papers and literature
to be seen— new ones being issued.

vance
is

made more
The Amkuican Bke Jour-

older ones enlarged and
attractive.

nal, published by

Tlios. G.

Newman.

Chicago. 111., is now printed weekly,
and is the only weekly paper in the
world devoted exclusively to bees.
I return thanks to all the bee papers
for publishing the notice of this meeting also to the committee of arrangements, for their labors in getting the
use of this hall to hold our sessions in,
and for obtaining hotel and railroad
;

personal knowledge, I will confine the balance of this paper to them, reserving the
description of the other species and race
for a future occasion.
The Syrian bees are of the yellow type,
and so are closely related to the Italians,
indeed, there are reasons to believe thai
these hitter bees are the modified offspring
of the Cyprians, which as probably were
the descendants of the Syrians.
The queens of this race are remarkably
uniform In coloration, and thus appear
more fixed as a variety, than do the Italians, whose queens are quite variable in
color. This uniformity is so striking that
of 20 Syrian queens which I have reared,
it is uext to impossible to distinguish one
from another. The head, thorax, femora,
and bands on the dorsal surface of the abdomen are black. The abdomen above is
brown or leather-color, while the legs, except the femora, and the under side of the
abdomen are a little lighter. The black
bands on the back border posteriorly the
segments from the 3d to the 5th inclusive.
They broaden from before hack to the
last, which nearly covers the 5th segment.
The 2d and 3d bands are a little broadest in
the middle, and the last segment is wholly
black. In form the Syrian queens are essentially like the Italians, nor do they dif-
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Rev. L. Johnson, of Walton. Ky., "because it will not pay." Perhaps, once
thought orders for Cyprian and Syrian in a while, some neighbor has put in a
queens should be sent to Mr. Jones.in, field of buckwheat, or nature has been
lavish, and the bees, true to Instinct, have
order to remunerate bii.i in part for done well— as
they always will if the ophis outlay of time and money to se- portunity is provided tlieui.
cure a superior and pure race of bees
But Mr. (). (). Poppleton, of Iowa, can
for

dissemination

The bees mentjoned

in

this country.

are good natured

properly handled.
Prof. Cook thought a substantial recognition of Messrs. Jones and Benton's arduous and hazardous labors in
this behalf should be made by the
bee-keepers of North America.
G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg,
Ky., was satislied that there are two
races of bees— the yellow and black.
All the races of yellow bees are undoubtedly derived from the same parent stock, and all variations which are
apparent are the result of climatic influences. Mr. Demaree said be had
better results in rearing queens from
if

fresh eggs than from larva?.
He
found, where giving larvse already
batched from which to rear queens,
programme has been printed and
the queens are always darker and
distributed for use at this meeting;
their
workers not so fine.
I return my thanks to all those who fer in size.
D. A. Jones, was of the opinion
have contributed to its interest.
The drones are black above and yellowIn conclusion, allow me to thank ish-brown beneath. The legs are black. there were but two races originally
you for the honor of presiding over Each segment of the abdomen is bordered the Syrian and the Dalmatian bees.
I above posteriorly with goiden brown. He thinks the Syrian bees were taken
your Association the past year.
brown hairs cover the thorax above, to Cyprus from Palestine, and from
have spent both time and labor in fur- Olive
while beneath the thorax on the under
thering its interests, with the hope side of the head, and at the base and tip of Cyprus to Italy, where they came in
that it would prosper under my admin- the abdomen, the hairs are of a lighter contact with the Dalmatians, and by
istration, and that this meeting would hue. These drones are also unlike the acclimatization they formed the presbe the best ever held in the Western Italian drones in their wondrous unifor- ent Italian bees, which have become
World. May your deliberations be mity. Each seems exactly like every a fixed race. He has known nearly
other. The Syrian and Italian drones do 250 queen-cells to be constructed in
pleasant and profitable to all present.
not differ in form and size. In breeding one hive by the Cyprians.
neighDr. E. Family, of New York, Re- these bees, I have had striking proof that bor in Canada claims that the Cypmodify
the
impregnation
no
effect
to
has
rians gathered an average of 20 pounds
cording Secretary, having resumed his
drones. The first 4 queens that I reared
colony than the Italofficial duties, read the minutes of the
must have mated with Italian drones, as more honey per
last annual Convention, which were there were no others in the apiary, and no ians did.
approved.
C. C. Coffinberry, Chicago, 111., read
Syrian drones in the State. Yet of a great
The selection of a committee on number of drones from these queens, not a paper on the subject, " Can we make
nominations being in order, O. O. one was seen that did not show the marks honey a staple product." as follows
Poppleton, Iowa, moved that the of a pure Syrian in every respect.
The Syrian workers are like those of
Can Honey be made a Staple Product!
President appoint the committee.
the Italians, except that they are more
Carried.
Since bee-keeping has emerged from the
yellow beneath this color prevailing to
said
President Allen appointed as
The mysterious labyrinths of superstition
the last segment wldch is dark.
committee : Hon. \V. H. Andrews, young Syrians, just as they come from the which popularly surrounded it and been
McKinney, Texas Hon. G. W. Dema- cells, appear very dark. This peculiarity allotted a high position among the scienree, Christiansburg, Ky.: O. O. Pop- furnishes the readiest means by which to tific arts, the great obstacle which, till
pleton, Williamstown.Iowa; F. Delia identify these bees when there are no quite recently, attended its successful pursuit and development has been an outlet
Torre, Reisterstown, Md.; and Dr. J. drones in the hive. The workers are a or market for the surplus production above
little brighter than are the Italian workP. II. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
The the quantity actually required for home
ers, and perhaps a trifle smaller.
Prof. A. J. Cook, of Lansing, Mich., tongue of the Syrian worker, I find, after consumption.
This, however, having been overcome,
delivered the following able address
examining a large number of each kind, to
be the same length as that of the Cyprian, the next serious question which arose in
Races
of
Bees.
New
The
and to average .00*; of an inch longer than the minds of some of our most successful
was the fear of glutting the
A little less than two years since, as is that of the Italian, and more than ,02 an producers
American
gentlemen
inch longer than the tongue of the Ger- market; but thanks to an intelligence
well known to all, two
which could comprehend a country and a
D. A.Jones, of Canada, and Frank Benton, man worker.
market as great as our own. this fear has
I have found the Cyprian bees to be very
of Michigan, started for the old world in
been allayed, and a demand has sprung up
of
in
so.
Autumn
races
and
species
bees,
persistently
of
new
prolific,
and
quest
the hope that they might discover and in- frost or summer dearth of honey secretion abroad which we frankly acknowledge we
troduce into America some new and val- does not check brood rearing as is the cannot satisfy, until we can make honey a
By "staple producuable races or species. After visiting the case with the Germans or Italians. This staple production.
principal apiaries of Europe, they located does away with all need of stimulative tion," I mean when its supply will average,
another,
year
with
as will pork, or
one
large
they
established
a
colonies
strong
at
Cyprus, where
feeding, and keeps the
apiary in the city of Larnaca. Mr. Benton all times. Young bees are present at dawn beef, or butter, or cheese, or wheat, or
any
other
product
that is depencorn,
or
remained in Cyprus in charge of the bees, of winter, which is an important adjunct
which consisted of two distinct varieties, in safe wintering, and a safeguard against dent alike upon the seasons and the inthe Cyprian and the Syrian, while Mr. spring dwindling. The Syrians are excel- telligence of the producers.
Contemporaneous with the fear of glutJones returned to America in June, 1880, lent honey gatherers, certainly equal, if
bringing a large number of the queens of not superior to the Italians. They are ting the market, was broached the bugeven more sure to repel robbers than are bear of over-stocking the country with
the two races with him.
bees, and many intelligent and deeply inThe following winter Mr. Benton pro- the Italian bees.
ceeded to Ceylon and Java, hoping to lind
Some of the characteristics of the Syr- terested bee-keepers approached the subwith fear and trembling, while a few
ject
"the great bee of Java," Apis dorsata, ians are not so desirable. They fairly
and perhaps others that were valuable. crowd the queen cells when preparing to proved by actual figures that two or three
His quest on the Island of Java was very swarm. Sometimes 5 or 6 queen cells will hundred colonics of bees did not gather as
thorough, but utterly fruitless. No sign be massed in one"great pyramid so it is much honey per colony as formerly did
Last
could he see or word could he hear of the often difficult to separate them without their half-dozen or less colonies.
great "Javan bee," Apis dorsata. It was ruining large fine cells. The speedy de- winter, however, done much to remove
fact,
one
over-stocking
in
fears
of
their
gained
the
excells
afnot there, and Mr. Benton
struction of the remaining queen
pensive information that the name Java, ter the first queen comes from the cell, advertised this spring to buy or run on
continue
his
with
which
to
bees
shares
as applied to this species, was a serious and the quick appearance of fertile workmisnomer. His search in Ceylon, how- ers in queenless colonies and nuclei, are over-stocking process.
questions
now
arising
The all-important
ever, was better rewarded, as he procured objectionable features. These bees are
on this island, after severe labor, great more irritable than are Italians, and worst are. Can honey be made a staple product ?
privation, and serious hardships, which of all when once aroused, they are totally and if so, How? If we were to ask an
came near costing him his life, two new indifferent to smoke and fight on all un- intelligent pork-raiser where he expected
fatten on,
species of Apis; the large dorsata which dismayed, even in the presence of the best his hogs to find mast enough to
fastens its immense combs, all exposed, to Bingham smoker. This objection is not lie would smile at our simplicity, and
fields
where he
well
tilled
to
his
point
very serious, however. The bees are
the underside of the branches of trees
ask the
and the minute florea, which nests in the breeding at all times, and so are almost raised the corn to feed them
hollows of trees and rocks, as do our com- alwavs peacable, so much so, that I have dairyman how he expects the best results
and
butter
and
cheese,
his
cows
in
from
mon bees. The comb of Apis dorsata is handled them now for a year, without
very thick and heavy, while that of A. gloves, veil or smoke, and with no fear or he will point to his ample pastures and
wheat-grower
of
the
inquire
florea, some of which I have received annoyance, except in case of colonies or haystacks
through the kindness of Mr. Benton, is nuclei which had no queens. Queenless where he finds so much wheat to cut, and
broad
very delicate and beautiful. The cells colonies are often very irritable. By wait- he will with pride show you his
if asked
are % less in diameter than are those of ing a little after opening the hive we are fields but the average bee-keeper
with
which
nectar
his
get
the
where
bees
agreebees.
always
common
it
is
not
safer,
but
even
then
our
Upon the arrival of the new queens in able to handle them without full protec- to fill their surplus boxes, will with a
America, I at once procured one of the tion. Fortunately it is not necessary to smile of satisfaction point to the roadside
the
Syrians, and Syrianized the entire apiary handle them much at such times. It is where abounds what of the clover
or to the linden
at the Michigan Agricultural College, as I much easier to protect fully these few hogs have not uprooted,
or
to
some
wood-lot,
somebody's
in
grove
their
peculiarities
with
most
smoker
times, than to have to use the
then could learn
much more certainty than though I kept of the year. After a year's experience, I slovenly field where Spanish-needles have
several races.
can give hearty praise to these bees, which taken possession, or "over yonder is a
But he
As the Syrian is the only one of the new are certainly a most valuable acquisition marsh with lots of smart weed."
has never planted an acre for his bees,
races and species with which I have had to American apiculture.
rates.

A

A

:

;

;

:

m

;

;

;

;

;

you truthfully that his bees average,
per colony, (he product of an acre of

tell

wheat; Greiner Brothers, of Naples, \.
Y., realized equivalent to two acres of
wheat from each colony
Alderman *
Roberts, Wewahitchka, Fia., Iiavereallzed
this season enough to purchase an acre of
land for each colony. Many others have
done quite as well and why ? because
they have had almost continual bloom.
;

;

my

intention to suggest what
to plant, but to provoke the questions:
Should we not plant to secure a continuous
bloom ? and with a continuous bloom of
judiciously selected plants. Can we not
make honey a staple product?
When
every year becomes an extra good honey
season, instead of every fifth year, will not
honey have become a staple product ? If
thirty days of good honey How will constitute the average honey season one with
another, will not four times that number
of days every season (which 1 believe can
be realized by judicious planting), not
only make the product a staple one, but
apiculture will become one of the most
pleasant, mostcertain.and most profitable
pursuits we can adopt.
When we have learned what to plant,
It is

when

not

to

plant,

and how much

to plant,

then, too, will we have overcome tin'
greatest difficulty in wintering, and we
will hear no more of bees starving. Our
honey will always be the best, because we
have robbed nature of the privilege of
making the selection. Our colonies will
always be strong, from early spring till
late in the fall, for we have allowed no
cessation in honey flow.
Our ramifications for newer and hetterbees will cease,
for our beautiful American-Italians will
only be forced to "jump over the fence
and help themselves;" and our hybrids
and blacks will become morally and
socially better, because not forced from
infancy to steal their living. Then, too,
will prices become as staple as the product,
and the apiarist can with some certainty
figure up his probable profits ; a few days
of adverse winds will not ruin a season's
prospects, and bee-keepers will expunge
from their vocabulary the dismal term,
" blasted hopes."

T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich., inquired of Mr. Coffinberry how much
buckwheat would be required for a
given number of colonies ?
O. O. Poppleton, Iowa, answered
the question by stating that last season 25 acres of buckwheat gave his
bees 6,000 pounds of buckwheat, and
he does not know how much was lost,
because of inability of bees to take
care of or gather it.
Prof. Cook said that the subject
matter of the paper was of the greatest, importance to the bee-keeper, as it
touched on all the vital points connected with successful apiculture he
had no doubt the honey season could
be very greatly lengthened, and the
crop increased almost indefinitely by
a judicious system of planting. He
hoped every bee-keeper in America
would give the matter of planting for
honey a generous trial.
On motion, the President appointed
the following gentlemen as a committee on apiarian supplies, queens,
bees, etc.: Dr. L. E. Brown, Eminence, Ky.; D. A. Jones, Beeton.Ont.;
and D. S. England, Sparta, Tenn.
The following communication was
read from Henry L. Jeffrey, Vice
President for Connecticut
;

Report from Sept.

1st,

1880, up to date.

Hie honey

yield from fall flowers in
1880 was below the average as a crop, and
consequently the condition of colonies for
winter, in the majority of cases, was a
scant supply of honey. The pollen yield
was as much in excess as the honey was
deficient, and in many places the pollen
yield was the heaviest ever known.

Winter came suddenly upon us, about
Nov. 23, and held severe until Dec. 15.
when the bees that were in sheltered localities flew a little for two or three days
and were then shut in until the fore part
of March, when they had another fly for a
day or two, then, having only an occasional fly until May, when they began
to work in earnest every pleasant day,
carrying in pollen, and the bees decreased
in a greater proportion, by the old ones
wearing out, than the hatching brood could
replace, thus leaving the colonies on the
average no stronger than they usually
were the fore part of April.
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Oct. 12,

" was this not a marked case of degeneracy from in-breeding V " I then procured
from different breeders reared
In apiculture, our sisters find the queens
drones from one, and queens from others,
means to procure a comfortable liveli- with very different results.
hood. That apiculture is peculiarly
How did man obtain the perfection deadapted to the deft manipulation and veloped in the various animals under his
the neat and beautiful taste of our la- control ? 1 answer, by taking advantage
Care dies, is more than demonstrated by of this law. with the variation and preBi>th soft and hard maples were full 3 form, and a dry sponge on this.
wetks later than known before in these must be used, not to use too much the many successful lady apiarists of serving them, or developing the more perand rejecting the imperfect. Now
conwere
in
of
the
bees
parts, but most
America, who are second to none in fect,
chloroform.
with no variation, there can be no selecdition to obtain but little honey from
the land.
tion,
but happily our great Creator has
Adjourned till 9 a. m.
Fruit bloom was nothing to speak
either.
To be called to succeed such provided ample provisions by the which
May 85, white clover began to show
of.
Quinby,
Newman,
Allen,
as
SESSION—
t).
men
MORNING
OCT.
kindred
blood, and the penalty thereof
considerably in favorable localities, but
and the honored LangstTOth, is indeed may be avoided, and a better and purer
Very little, if
little honey.
\ ielded very
with prayer by Rev. something to awaken pride ; to be race adorn the many apiaries that exist in
opened
Session
any, surplus was stored in boxes till bassL. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
called to represent the American api- our broad and glorious land to the pleaswood, which commenced blooming July
Report of Committee on Nomina- culturists, as the chief officer of their ure and profit of all concerned. But perthe bloom being plenty and yielding
18,
mit me here to say, that so long as this
bountifully till the 38th; before basswood tions being called for Hon. W. II. national
association, is indeed an
dollar-queen business is tolerated, so long
was gone, sumac began to bloom abun- Andrews, Chairman, reported the honor of no small magnitude.
may we expect perfection deferred, and a
dantly, and yielding honey steadily and following
support,
mongrel race flood our country. Why,
unflagging
aid,
Asking your
bountifully till Aug. 5, when the harvest
President—
Prof. A. J. Cook. Lansing. Mich.
what may we expect from a stock-raiser
promise
I
forbearance,
dangerkind
it
your
make
and
abrnptilyas
to
shut off so
Pnrnily.New
York.
Dr.
Ehrick
Recording
See.his fine cattle without waroun to open weak colonies or nuclei until
to do what I can to make the coming to advertise
Cincinnati.
O.
Mulh,
CorreHpoudlner
Sec—
C
K.
rant or guarantee of their purity ? Would
buckwheat began to bloom, which was
of this association even more
year
Aug. 33, in some places yielding a fair Treasurer-Mrs. Frances Dunham, Depere, Wis. fruitful of good to American bee- you purchase of such ? iet thousands of
novices are led to believe that they have
supply, in others scarcely enough to keep
STATE VICE PRESIDENTS.
keepers, if that be possible, than has the "ne-plus-ultra," to their great injury.
off starvation, and in many places not any. Alabama— J. A. Austin, Huntsville.
With
past.
the
time
of
any
been
W. W. llipolite. Devall's Bluff.
When any amount of honey was gathered Arkansas-Dr.
" Excelsior " as our motto, let us proCalifornia— W. Muth-Rasinussen, Independence.
Dr. E. Parmly, New York, mainit was from the silverhull, the common
Colorado— D. Wolpert, Denver.
tained that there was not the danger
ceed to our regular work.
kind was worthless for honey. The early Conneetieut-11. 1.. Jeffrey, Woodbury.
to be apprehended from in-and-ingolden-rods and other early fall flowers Dakota Calvin &. Shaw. Vermillion.
The following resolution was offered breeding, that was generally anticipaFlorida— W. S. Hart. New Smyrna.
amounted to nothing for honey on the Georgia—
Dr. J. P. H. Brown. Augusta.
by C. C. Coffinberry, of Illinois, and ted. The doctor exhibited a photo30th of Sept. bees began to gather a little Illinois— Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria.
adopted unanimously, by a rising vote: graph of the most celebrated milch
honey, and the yield showed a steady in- Indiana— Joseph M. Brooks, Columbus,
O. O. Poppleton, Williamstown.
Resolved, That we hereby tender the
crease daily. On the 34th it was so heavy iowa—
Kansas -D. P. Norton, Counoll Orove.
cow now in this country, stating that
that should it continue for 3 weeks as Kentucky— W. Williamson. Lexington.
thanks of the North American Bee- her extraordinary yielding powers had
plentiful, the colonies completely desti- Louisiana-G. A. Vincent, New Orleans.
to our late PresiSociety,
Keepers'
Dr. J. A. Morton. Bethel.
been developed by in-breeding, and
tute could gather enough for a winter sup- Maine—
dent, Dr. N. P. Allen, Kentucky, for that it was a rule among the best
Maryland— S. Valentine. Double Pipe Creek.
ply. The queens had almost come to a Massachusetts— E. A. Thomas, Coleraine.
efficient discharge
and
excellent
the
the
past
laying,
but
stand-still regarding
Michigan— T. F. Bingharu. Abronia.
stock-breeders to breed in twice and
Greenville.
of his official duties during the past out once
3 or 4 days, good How of honey has given Mississippi -O. M. Blunton, Joseph.
sometimes they breed inR. S. Musser. St.
Missouri—
bee-keepers.
year
to
most trying
them a start, which it is to be hoped will Nebraska— George M. Hawley, Lincoln.
and-out time about. He claimed that
furnish brood enough to send them into New Hampshire— J. L. Hubbard. Walpole.
The following address from P. P. climatic influences had more to do
winter quarters moderately strong in bees. New Jersey— Prof. J. Hasbrouck, Bound Brook.
Collier, of Missouri, was read
New York— A. J. King. New York City.
with deleterious results than the sysIn the north-western and western parts North Carolina— E. E. Ewing. Highlands.
tem of in-breeding with bees. Take,
of the State, there is a slight showing of a Ohio— Melville Hayes, Wilmington.
in-and-in-Breeding.
About
Beeton.
for instance, the human family, and it
disease in the brood. Just before ready Ontario— D. A. Jones,
Pennsylvania— W. J. Davis. Vmingsville.
branch
important
this
very
discussing
In
of
it
turns
a
percentage
would be found that some nationalito cap, a large
Quebec— Thomas Valiquet. St. Hilaire.
of apiculture, I deem it prudent to confine ties were not so liable to degeneracy
yellowish brown, and then dries up. Tennessee— W. P. Henderson. Murfreesboro.
established
and
long
facts
Howard.
to
Dr.
W.
R.
Kingston.
mvselt
Whether it is caused by a poisonous Texas—
nervous, excitable peoas others.
A. E. Manual. Bristol.
proven, that too long and too close " inhoney, or the weather, or the drouth, or Vermont—
Virginia— E. C. Jordan, Stephenson's Depot.
Americans would be more
and-in-breeding" is determental in all do- ple like the
The trouble is West Virginia—
all three, I cannot tell.
Dr. E. E. Woithen, Wheeling.
mestic animals, as well as the honey bee. likely to degenerate than a stolid
mostly on low ground or near large Wisconsin— John Corscot, Madison.
phlegmatic people like the Hollanders.
is one of God's established laws in all
swamps. It is contagious by the interThe report of the committee was It
animate beings to avoid the relative or According to the theory of parthenochange of diseased combs.
on
motion
and
of O. O. Pop- kindred bloods, and the penalty in the viogenesis, a queen could not mate with
The honey season has not been more accepted,
Recording Secretary was lation of this law, the careful breeder is
than a medium for surplus, though in some pleton, the
a full brother— the nearest relationcast
the
vote
of
the
instructed
to
Conin
the
species
to
prevent
watchful
ever
places it was uncommon for swarms.
ship the drone could bear would be
vention as a unit for the above nomi- propagated. While it is a fact that some that of a half brother, and hence their
Woodbury, Conn., Sept. 36, 1881.
nees, after which they were declared of the ancients advocated "in-breeding" peculiar natural organization was by
to retain the original purity of the "bovine
On motion, adjourned till 7:30 p. m. unanimously elected.
the proof of this policy is nature adapted for breeding in.
Prof. A. J. Cook. President elect, animals," yet
EVENING SESSION.
in all cases wherever practiced,
was escorted to the cliair, and delivered developed
An address from C. P. Dadant, of
not only in maintaining the original, but
Reports on the crop results for the the following
running out of mixed bloods, and, while Hamilton, 111. was next in order.
season, with amount of increase, bewe believe that this law is applicable to entitled
President's Address.
ing in order, were given as follows:
all domestic animals, it is none the less
The Prevention of Natural Swarming.
the
spring,
and
Gentlemen
the
American
colonies
in
Ladies
1,499,
of
No. of
true in the honey bee, as probably with
Among the most desirable improveBee-Keepers' Socii ty
all insects.
increased to ".7ii0; extracted honey
My father once purchased 4 colonies in ments to be made in the wide unexplored
Allow me to thank you most correceived, 67,632 pounds; comb honey
dially for this unsought and unexpec- log gums from two different men. For 2 field of bee-knowledge, is the managereceived. 5,005 pounds.
his increase was very rapid, his bees ment of bees in such a way as to produce
years
M:uiy of those reporting as above ted honor. To receive this kind and
doing well, hut the third year they became at will, either bees or honey. One-half of
stated their bees were in bad condition unanimous expression, is indeed most indolent— no honey— moths attacked them, this question has already been solved
Two years ago I urged Cin- and in 2 years more he had nothing left satisfactory, it is that which concerns the
in the spring, and others had run for pleasant.
When the roll cinnati as the place for the succeeding save the " gums." There were no other production of increase in colonies at the
queens or increase.
Indeed this matter
was called several were absent, not meeting. I wished to enlist the inter- bees near for them to cross with, but they expense of honey.
having returned from supper.
est and quick intelligence, and secure bred in-and-in until they bred "out." I has been so thoroughly ventilated, that it
to
transfer
IS
years
ago,
necessity
for the older heads
few
become
a
called,
a
has
Prof. Cook made an explanation re- the rich fruit of the experience of our was
old box to the to wain the novices against an excess in
garding fertilization in confinement; honored bee-keepers of the Sunny black colonies from thedid
hives. I
so, and found
line,
and notwithstanding these
he has never been successful in his at- South. One year later the selection of movable frameindolent queens and drones this
warnings, we daily hear of failures of bethe bees very
tempts to accomplish it, although lie Lexington wisely furthered the same dwarfish, bees idle with little resentment, ginners due to the over-production of artihas diligently tried almost everything object. To-day we are proving the and although put there in good order with ficial swarms in their too great eagerness
which suggested itself to his mind.
wisdom of this idea. We have heard a good harvest, yet they went to nothing. to quickly become large honey producers.
The other side of the question, and not
Mr. Deniaree has tried several ex- before of the kind-heartedness and ex- Another case about the same time, and unperiments, and almost lost confidence ceptional hospitality of the people of der similar circumstances, was giving the least important to the large producer,
apiary
(all blacks)
distant
a
is far from being so thoroughly solved as
from
queens
accomplishment,
lie
lias
tried
State.
To-day
we
its
grand
old
are
in
this
the close of the former, and although we see many inwith very different results
tying a silken thread around the realizing that it is more than true.
found them strong and vigor- stances where bees do produce honey
pride in the season
queen and down her in the air, but
I have long felt a sincere
without swarming, there are numberless
ous, not a moth about them.
u iih no satisfactory results.
doing what I could to advance apiSome 30 years ago, a French writer ad- instances where the bees have swarmed
Prof. Cook has also tried that culture. The apiarist procures his re- vocated the exchange of brood from a dis- again and again, producing a large increase
method, and suggested several other ward, not by sharp practices, not tant apiary, to prevent "in-breeding." in spite of the efforts of their keeper,
experiments which met with no better through the misfortunes and adver- Mr. Dadant, on page 270 in the American whose aim was only the production of
All our large producers are anxsuccess.
sity of his fellow, but by the honest Bee Journal, refers to a case of marked honey
to
Several gentlemen expressed the production of that which is of value laziness in bees propagated and sold in ious to prevent natural swarming and
colony. He control all their increase in order to select
from
one
all
locality,
one
opinion that the queen and drone to others. His daily work adds to the
"
According to my expe- their breeding stock, and also to prevent
further said,
dropped to the ground during inter- capital of the world the fruits of his rience, too close and too prolonged in-and- any further addition to the number of
course, and gave instances which had daily thought and labor add to the in breeding will produce laziness, and their colonies, except in a quantity sufcome Within their knowledge.
comfort, the health, and the happiness oive birth to queens whose progenitors are ficient to cover their winter hisses.
Dr. J. P. II. Brown differed with of the world. More, when we lead not so sound as should be desired," and
Ill order to find the best means for the
the gentlemen he thought a few ex- any friend or neighbor to apicultural bad he added that " such a course was a prevention of swarming it is necessary to
he
would
have
the habits of the bee and to act
destruction,"
consider
to
ceptional cases did not constitute the pursuits, we are working indirectly to sure road
The
case.
in accordance with their nature.
rule.
cultivate in them thought, study ami come nearer the facts in the
1S77,
tine
imporoldest authorities that write on the suba very
I purchased, in
Mr. Jones lias had a Syrian queen close observation, for without each
ted queen from Dr. Brown, of Georgia. ject all agree that bees swarm or prepare
mated after she was 80 days old, and and all of these, the best success is Her offspring was pure. 1 suppressed all to swarm when "a hive well filled with
she commenced laying three lays alter impossible. But intelligence and ob- drones except from her. From her 1 comb can no longer accommodate its
being put in the hive. She has proven servation are more than elements of reared some very fine queens and drones, teeming population," and they also nearly
herself a good queen, being prolific success; they make life a joy, and but to my surprise, these queens ditl not all agree on the fact that when a colony
and throwing worker brood.
their possessor a delight and a bless- produce well-marked workers. The next has made preparations tor swarming it is
year (1878), I reared some queens from very difficult to prevent their swarming
On motion of Wm. Williamson, ing to others.
was very bad hybrids, impulse. One thing however, that we do
Lexington, Ky., Dr. J. P. II. Brown.
Apiculture calls its patrons to these; the result
cross. The third year (1870), to my not find stated, though we may have overProf. Cook. ii. W. Demaree, D. A. handle the things of nature, and so re- —very
satisfaction, as well as my neigh- looked it, is the fact that bees often preJones and Prof. Hasbrouck, of New fines, elevates, and broadens. How great
bor's, they played entirely out— the worst pare to swarm before the hive Is full of
Jersey, were appointed a special com- patent the fact, as we associate with mongrels imaginable.
Now I had no comb, but only in exceptional cases when
mittee, and requested to continue fur- bee-keepers in these conventions, that Dlack drones; all drones were from this the comb in the hive is not yet all occuBut there are, we think, several
experiments with a view to success- this pursuit developes charity, rever- imported queen and her offspring. I ask, pied.

About 65 per cent, of the number of fully fertilize queens in confinement.
colonies of last fall were dead by May 10,
p. a. Jones suggested that bees
and more of them <Ued between Mar. 20 and C0lu(j De successfully and quickly
May 10 than had previously. Many'that united by
using a small Bingham
J
,had pulled through till May 1, became suiokei
„
1(1
in a piece
f nut
S1 ?0nep
sponge
queeiiless and died out or swarmed out, or
the
grate then another piece
next
fire
had drone-laying or virgin queens before
saturated with the bestQerman chloroJune 1.
!
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velop afterwards in regard to these causes.
The swarming impulse is generally found:
1st. En a colony of bees that contains a

season
box-hive bee-keepers, the present
il
"

especially, having more than doubled
their apiaries, and we have been enabled
to keep the natural swarming to about 3 or
4 per cent.
Discussion helps progress. In the toregoing we only give our experience in the
matter and now desire to hear of the experience of others. Such is the aim ot
this essay.
I

.

.

1

.

1

.

I

deadly enemy, and will tell you that "bees
iilmike.' would sting
^
them.
always
, *

,
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i
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1
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1
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I

I
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t
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f
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A. W.
Mo., put

Windhorst, of
in nomination

Ferguson,
St.

Louis,

this state of things existing, and
the idea abroad in the land that honey is a

which was seconded,
Dr. J. P. II. Brown, of (ieorgia, in
luxury wrung from unwilling and venge- an eloquent appeal, Dominated Cinto
With

ful bees, at the risk of being stung
cinnati.
death, we can comprehend why honey is
C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, seconded
a " luxury," and not a staple article, as it
good
the motion, and tendered the use of a
chief
so richly deserves to be. The
to be accomplished by the apicultural so- hall free from rent.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Kentucky, spoke
cieties in the land, is to eradicate this unHamilton, III.
and whom the bees try t:) replace.
reasonable prejudice, and to establish bee in support of Cincinnati, and also ex3d. In a colony that has mosl or all ot
Kentucky, does culture on a firmer basis, teaching the tended an in vital ion to the members of
Johnson,
Rev.
L.
its comb occupied with honey, brood and
not favor dividing or artificial swarm- people that bee culture is not only not the Convent ion to attend the Kentucky
pollen, even if that colony has a large
above other employWhen :i colony develops a fraught with dangers
ing.
left.
State Bee-Keepers' Convention, of
empty space
removes it to ments, but is both pleasant and profitable.
held in
4th. in some colonies that have already swarming tendency, be
accomplished this much, all minor which he is President, to be
Having
hive
empty
or
in
places
an
swarmed a few days previously,
a new stand and
obstacles will vanish away, and the pro- Louisville, Oct. 12 and 13.
puts
even
a
swarm,
he
to
which
prepared
that
have
one,
in
colonies
on the old
Nominations declared closed, and
apiary will take their place
then queen-cell or frame of eggs and larvse. ducts of the
if the colony has been divided, when
Iowa, and
along with other articles of commerce, Messrs. Poppleton, Of
intentions were discovered by their keeper.
Abronia, Mich., and will he "staple" in the fullest sense Windhorst, of Missouri, were apBingham,
T.
F.
Let us bear in mind that we must thinks the giving of empty combs of the world.
pointed tellers.
always have in view the nature of the bee,
Christiansburg, Ky.
swarming— that the
informal ballot being taken, St.
whenever we inquire into this question ot will not prevent
with
do
to
nothing
has
T.F.Bingham, of Michigan, took Louis received 8 votes, Toronto reswarming, as it isonly through their natu- size of the hive
them.
swarming.
,
ral instincts that we can control
exceptions to the subject matter of the ceived 12 votes, and Cincinnati 18
C.F. Muth, Cincinnati, Ohio, thinks address of yesterday, on "Making votes.
In regard to the tirst question, nearly all
by
controlled
easily
is
tell
you
swarming
will
that
bee-keepers
box-hive
the old
On the second ballot, Toronto restaple product." He thinks
In honey a
that a colony that rears many drones is extracting from the brood-chamber.
honey shall have become astaple ceived 12 votes, and Cincinnati 26.
when
does
not
cannot
one
that
more apt to swarm than
running for comb honey they
The time of meeting was left to the
product, and can be secured with the
rear any. Bee-keepers however, differ in be so easily controlled at all times.
same certainty, and sells at as quota- decisionof the Executive Committee,
their explanation of the influence of the
the
think
not
does
Johnson
L.
Rev.
the ordinary products and to be announced through the beedrones in this ease. Some hold that when presence of drones has any influence ble prices as do
of the farm, bee-keeping will have papers in April next.
the bees intend to swarm, they rear drones
swarming.
on
of
lost its attractiveness for most of
largely, to provide for the fertilization
elaborate treatise by C. Dadant,
Messrs. Muth and Cook agreed with those who now pursue it. It is the
the young queen. Others say that drones
drones
was read, on
are only reared in good seasons and that Mr. Dadant in thinking that
uncertainty of its production, and the
in such seasons the bees are more apt to do exercise an influence.
risks now attending its pursuit,
The Influence of Honey on Wintering.
has many
incline to think that al-

large amount ol drone comb, in which
drones are reared early in the season.
3d. In a colony containing an old queen
or a queen who' is losing her proliticness
on account ofa.ee or some otnerrenson,

An

.

An

We
swarm.
H. C. Hersperger, Keene, Ky.,
though both of these reasons have weight seen bees swarm under almost all cirof
the
main
influence
in the matter, the
cumstances but thinks swarming is
drones on swarming is due to the fact that
mostly attributable to the existence of
they bother and annoy the bees with their
conditions in the hive.
useless presence, and help to make the uncomfortable
procolony uncomfortable by their running At times, however, the swarming
and tumbling right and left in the busiest pensity seems almost unaccountable.
time of the day, and especially by geneProf. Cook explained his method of
rating a considerable amount of heat, measuring the length of the tongue of
the
ventilate
even
to
helping
without ever
the honey bee. It is done by placing
hive.
feed on the surface of a pane of glass,
Be this as it may, we can sately say and
with a surface of wireour readers will agree in this, that to re- then covering
about
move all or most of the drone comb to re- cloth, one end being elevated
place it with worker comb, is one of the one-half an inch. By this means he
requirements for the prevention of natu- can get the tongue extruded its full
ral swarming.
length when he suddenly decapitates
The second question in regard to the the bee. By this means he can measage of the queen, will perhaps not seem ure it, with the aid of his microscope,
so plain at first sight, and still we conof
Most bee- to the exactness of one-thousandth
sider it as very important.
keepers know that when a queen lose>, an inch.
some of her prolificness, the bees usually
G. W. Demaree, of Kentucky, adbuild queen-cells to replace her. They do dressed the Convention on the
not always wait till she is too old to be of
further service, but sometimes try to reObstacles to Progressive Bee-Culture.
place her when she is still vigorous and
;

,

only somewhat decreasing in her laying
capacities.

In such instances if the young queen is
reared during a scarcity of honey, they
sometimes keep the two queens side by
side for weeks and perhaps months, hut
when this queen-rearing is attempted during the honey months, it is an impetus to
the swarming fever. The old queen then
leaves with a swarm and this colony having acquired the swarming impulse will
swarm again and again, sometimes to the
bee-keeper's detriment and also to its
own loss. On the other hand if the colony
has a young prolific queen which they do
not wish to replace, they will not build
queen-cells unless other causes force

them

to it.
third question is the main one
in the case, and the cause of most of the
swarming. Not only will a colony swarm

The

of combs, but very
often also when all the comb in the hive
is full, even if the hive be only partly
In this latter case, the
rilled with comb.
cause is undoubtedly to be found in the
fact that when the harvest is very plentiful the bees find every comer crowded and
have to remain idle in order to digest the

when the

hive

is full

honey and transform it into comb. This
is an annoyance to them undoubtedly, and
they make preparations for swarming.
But we have never seen bees swarm
when enough empty comb had been provided for them from the beginning of the
honey harvest, when the two first requirements had already been complied with.

When

the bees are allowed to acquire the

that charms its votaries as does horseracing with the sportsman or stockgambling with the speculator.
G. W. Demaree disagreed with the
gentleman in his ironical allusion to
the subject. In his own county he
was overseer of the poor. Every year
and every day scores of poor people
were supported at the public expense,
who could become self-sustaining and
honored members of the community
if the views suggested by Mr. Coffinberry were carried into effect, making
honey a staple product, and its price a
reliable quotation, which would be the
result of a continuous summer honey

Nobody will question the influence of
the food on health. Plants cannot thrive
man, as well
in a soil unsuited to them
asevery kind of animal, needs a food easily
_
digested
and able to sustain life bees
are not an exception to this rule. Nay,
more than man, more than most of the animals, they sometimes eat some kinds of
food which, according to circumstances,
can sustain their life or cause their death.
You have two colonies of bees entirely
destitute of honey ; you give one of these
colonies for food a comb of good and well
ripened clover honey ; you give the other
colony some molasses. Both colonies will
seem to thrive equally well, if you make
the experiment in summer, when they can
enjoy a daily flight. But if you shut up
both hives for two days, when you release
them the bees of the one with clover honey
will go out to void their intestines without
you being able to see their feces. These
will besosmall, so light in color, that they
will fall unnoticed, as in the every day
purifying flight of a healthy colony. On
the contrary, the bees of the colony fed
;

;

bloom.
Rev. L. Johnson said there were
thousands of good and willing men,
South as well as North, who had lost
a leg or an arm, or were otherwise incapacitated from earning a comfortable livelihood at laborious employment, who would bail with joy the with molasses will let large drops of dark
Bee culture, as a science, has made won opportunity to support themselves. If and foul matter soil all the neighboring
derful progress in the past few years, bee-keeping was made a reliable oc- objects.
keeping fully up with the improvements cupation, with ;i certain production
If, in lieu of the two days' confinement
how few, compar- and a staple price, as was demon- you
of the age. But alas
prolong it for eight days, then, at the
atively speaking.have profited by the flood
of both entrances, the bees of the
yesterday's
opening
author
of
strated by the
of
pens
the
from
flashed
that
has
light
of
Cotlinberry.) These peo- colony with clover honey will act the same
the many able writers who have espoused paper (Mr.
as after their two days' confinement, while
the cause of the long-neglected honey bee. ple were now more or less dependent
the bees of the colony fed with molasses
Other branches of industry have pros- in the North their government pro- will crawl out, discharging their feces
pered, and held out their lights to the busy vided pensions for them in the South around the entrance
some, if not the
world, which has been grasped and ap- their hopes fled with their temporary greater part of them, will have their abdopropriated bv it. Bee culture prospers government, and thev depended upon mens so much distended that they will be
also, but it prospers as a "science," more
the public charity. In the breadth of unable even to void their contents. These
than as an industry. The part it has
hundreds of thousands poor bees will crawl everywhere around
played so far, as an industry, is the play- the land were
adapted for bee-keep- their hive, and perish on the ground.the ining of the part of a " light in a dark place." of women, well
I can give another illustration of
theii
A well ordered apiary, managed intelli- ing, who are now drudging out
fluence of honev on bees during a close
gently, in which the apiarist avails him- lives, often deprived of the merest confinement
For years the importation
self of all the helps and improvements necessities of life, who but want to be of Italian queens into this country was
used by progressive bee-keepers, is a nov- educated in apiculture.'and a steady attended with much loss sometimes half
elty in most any community.
market to support themselves and of a shipment were alive. Such a result
How can we account for this state of contribute
millions to the wealth and was then considered as a lucky one, for
things ? Bee scientists are the most commost of the time hardly one queen was renation.
municative class of men of which we have commerce of the
to show that the bees were
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111., said ceived alive, when
any knowledge, giving away their disput in the boxes.
not all dead
coveries and inventions as freely as the that 18 years ago the doctors gave her
a business was far from
such
Of course,
No but three years to live. She has now being
air and water. The fault is not here.
profitable, and more than one enterbranch of industry can boast of a greater cheated them out of 15 years, and at- prising bee-keeper was deterred from connumber of able writers, better or abler tributes her good health to her occu- tinuing it, after a few trials.
written text books nor is any branch of
What was the cause of such ill success?
pation as a bee-keeper.
industry more ably and skillfully supporProf. Cook illustrated the adapta- The main, if not at times, the only cause,
The
ted by the press than apiculture is.
the quality of the honey given to the
was
as a lady's occufault is not chargable to the weakness of bility of bee-keeping
bees for food during the journey.
those who have espoused the cause of the pation by instancing several cases
In Italy bees gather largely from a dihad been restored versity
honey bee but rather to the many and where health
of plants. Persuaded that success
formidable obstacles to progressive bee through its pursuit.
in that branch of business was possible, I
culture as an industry.
in v shipper, a series of experadwith
began,
On motion, the Convention
Chief among the obstacles to be reiments to ascertain which kind of honey
moved, is the false teaching imbibed by journed till 1:30 p. m.
was the best for such a long confinement.
mankind from the cradle to the grave.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
After several careful experiments during
" Take care
a bee can
that's a bee
years, we succeeded so well in the seThe Treasurer, Mrs. Frances Dun- two
sting," is one of the first practical lessons
lection of honey that we have many
taught the child when it first opens its ham, of Depere, Wis., rendered her times received boxes containing queens
eyes upon the beautiful world. And faith- annual report, showing a balance in which had barely adead worker bee, after
!

;

;

:

;

;

;

swamiingfever however, from some cause
or other, we have never been able to find
means to prevent their swarming, no matter how much room was given them and
sometimes yvhen divided up in 3 or 4
pieces each of these divisions would cast
retain the false lesson the treasury of S33.60, after meeting
a swarm and make things only worse. It fully does it
through all after life. It is found in ju- all expenses. Report was accepted.
is, therefore, very important to have these
magazines, put there by
books
and
venile
the
honey
seabefore
rules complied with
Balloting for place of next meeting
men who are as ignorant as the children
son begins.
is
one of those anomalous being in order,
It
teach.
they
For the last 15 years we have kept bees
D. A. Jones, delegate from the Onboth true and false.
in large hives, larger than the average of statements which is
sting," and tario Bee-Keepers' Association, inbee-hives in the country, and we only had True because the bee ."can
is conveyed that vited and nominated the next session
5 per cent, of natural swarms, except in false because the idea
some- to be held in Toronto, during the
extraordinary swarming seasons, but un- the bee is ever on the alert to sting
slanderous to the meeting of the Toronto Fair Associaand
is
false
which
body,
til about 4 years ago, we had never furof the
nished our bees with all the comb that good and peaceable character
never- tion.
they could possibly use in the best honey honey bee. It has done its work,
Wm. Williamson, of Kentucky,
perof
every
10
9
out
perhaps
for
theless,
season. Since that time we have seen exJones.
is their seconded the nomination of Mr.
traordinary swarming seasons, among our sons imagine that the honey bee
!

;

a journey of 22 days. Then our importing
business became a success, and paid back
all the money lost in seven years of unsuccessful importation, giving handsome profits besides.
,
,
Both these illustrations show what happens during the winter to the bees, according to the quality of the food that they
.

have to

.

eat.

Every bee-keeper has noticed that when,
after w'inter, w» find some of our colonies
dead, if they have not starved or smothered they have perished with diarrhea,
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and that

this

same malady,

if

we can

call

a malady, lias also made sad havoc in
in the population of some of our colonies,
while some others have passed through
the winter safely. 1 have even noticed
that in such a diversity of fate, a few colonies were so free of diarrhea that I was
unable to see a drop of foul matter around
it

their hives.
.\<»\v let

us see what had produced such

a difference in the condition of these colonies. The indispensable food for bees is
sugar, and chemistry shows that the most
easily and most thoroughly digested form
of sugar is cane sugar. Honey contains
sugar in two different forms cane and

—

Some plants give honey with
more cane, others with more grape sugar,
consequently a honey containing the most
grape sugar.

of cane sugar, such as clover honey, will

prove more nourishing than fall honey,
which contains more grape sugar, and
besides, in the intestines of the
bees a smaller quantity of undigested residues. Our bees in winter are confined for
weeks, even for months, and it is easy to
understand how the colonies with good
honey, having less residues in their intesleave,

were able

tines,

to

remain

in

good health;

while the colonies which had a poor qualhoney to eat, perished more or less
rapidly, according to the quality of this
honey—the bees with juice of fruits or
honey-dew being ahead.
When the honey is stored in cells partly
filled with pollen, the bees eat someof this
ity of

pollen and their intestines are readily tilled
up. The same result follows when the
honey is not sealed, for, not only is it watery, but the quantity of water that it contains is increased by the property that it
possesses to absorb moisture. This water
accumulates in the intestines of the bees,
and if they are prevented by cold from
voiding it, they become uneasy and perish.
Now that we understand this, one of the
causes of sickness iu bees during winter,
let

remember
Not to remove

us

in summer all the
1.
spring honey that the bees have stored,
leaving in the hives a sufficient reserve for
the coldest part of winter.
To remove all the combs containing
honey stored in cells partly tilled with pol.'.

len.

These combs are easily found on

count of their opacity.

ac-

They are splendid

for bees in the spring, for this mixture will
incite breeding.

To remove all

the unsealed honey that
the bees will be unable to consume before
winter.
4. To remove also the honey-dew, when
there is any.
To prevent bees going to the cider
presses, or to remove the cider stored in
the hive. This liquid always remains unsealed.
6. To replace with good sealed honey, or
with good thick syrup all the honey taken
out. so as to give to the bees sufficient provisions. The best syrup is made with one
pound and one half-ounce of water for two
pounds of granulated sugar.
(If coarse, such precautions are not indispensable every winter; for a bad food
can keep bees alive if they have frequent
flights.
Besides, as it is very difficult to
follow ray advice to the letter, 1 have been
accustomed to awake my colonies in winter every day when I foresee that the thermometer will reach 4-"> in the shade. This
precaution is especially necessary with
chaff hives, tor the sun cannot easily warm
3.

•").

them inside. The bees, thus awakened,
enjoy a good flight, and return with empty
bowels, ready for another confinement.
Hamilton. 111.
().(). Poppleton thinks asa rule, his
bees do as well in winter on buckwheat or other full honey, as on white
clover. The main point is to have
well ripened honey.'
I). A. Jones prefers the basswood
hone; for wintering.
Dr. X. P. Allen prefers whiteclover,
or well ripened fall honey.
The Secretary read a paper from Dr.
W. K. Howard, id' MeKinney, Texas,
on " Wintering Bees in Texas.'' [This
may lie found on page 299. Ed.]
G. W. Demaree, Kentucky, thinks
the practice of crowding bees in the
hive as del iinenta] to successful wintering; if it crowds his bees to put
them on six frames, he will give them
eight -putting the unoccupied combs
i

at the shies.
('.

P.

Mnth has wintered

colonies as

well on twenty frames as on ten. Last
winter two colonies were left on
I

wenty flames, and they came through

all

right.

He

during winter

thinks the great loss
is

caused by insufficient

ventilation.
Mrs. L. Harrison, of

quired

if it

Illinois,

was necessary

in-

to place an
in the center of the brood

empty comb
chamber for wintering

V

The question was answered by

Oct. 12.

of apiculture in North America, that once a week, and occasionally at longer
Had I never studied the subto his labors more than those of any intervals.
of bee forage I should have been in
The Secretary read a communica- other, could the North American Bee- ject
continual doubt and uncertainty.
tion from Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, Keepers' Society attribute its success,
Let no one flatter himself that he can
111., President of the Northwestern and that he had done more than any
learn bee-keeping in
day. Each season
man living to create a market for imparts new lessons, aand it seems
Bee-keepers' Society, on
as if I
honey, and to make it a marketable were just begining to know the cause of
Swarms vs. Comb Honey.
commodity. He moved that when the many things about bees and honey, and I
The principal value of a paper at a con- committee returned they and their do not hesitate to say that 1 lirnily'believe
vention is the discussion which follows guest be received by the Convention that 1 can make more money out of bees
and honey with a capital of one thousand
it, so I choose a subject on
which I earn- standing.
dollars, than average fanners do on five
estly desire light, rather than one upon
Dr. Allen, of Kentucky, moved to times that amount, taking
the seasons as
which I fancy I can give information. My amend by adding that a recess of ten
they come. But I wish to persuade no
sole business is in raising honey to sell,
minutes be also taken to allow mem- one to embark in the business for 1 know
and the market obliges me to work mainly
bers an opportunity to greet Mr. of no calling that is accessible to so many,
for comb honey. As every swarm that
and at which so few make money.
comes out means just so much less honey Newman.
Which motions were carried unaniin boxes, any hint that will help me to
T. F. Bingham, Michigan, thought
prevent swarming will be of value. Of mously, admidst much enthusiasm.
the address worthy of the highest encourse I will be told, "give the bees plenty
comiums,
and thai Mr. Drane should
The reception committee here made
of room;" but sometimes they will swarm
in spite of abundant room, and may there their entrance, escorting Mr. New- have the thanks of the Convention for
not be some little trick that some of you man who was received by the Conven- crowding so much practical advice and
have discovered in the manner or time of tion standing, when a recess of ten correct conclusions in such a small
giving the room, that may make some difand comprehensive space.
minutes was taken.
ference? I think I have gained something
President Cook stated that pollen
On being called to order, Dr. E. was
by getting the bees started early on as
in many cases injurious to
many sections as I think they will likely Drane, of Eminence, Ky., addressed winter, as it had a tendency to bees in
unseafinish, for it has rather seemed to me that the Convention on
sonable breeding, and hence was the
bees were not so likely to swarm, if by any
cause of much spring dwindling.
How to Make Bee-Keeping Pay.
means their whole energy could be direcDr. J. P. II. Brown. Georgia, has
ted toward the storing of honey. The adSome 5 or 6 years since I determined to
vocates of side-storing, will claim that make bee-keeping pay if possible. I had found pollen very beneficial in the latibees will commence quicker on sections, a fondness for bees and especially for tude of Georgia, but it might not anif the sections be at the side of combs on
honey. I had never read any work on swer so well iii a Northern climate.
which they are already at work, and for apiculture, but concluded that there must
C. F. Muth, Ohio, thinks pollen is a
some years 1 have tried to secure the ad- be some standard works treating of bee- great benefit
to bees in his latitude,
vantages of side-storing without its objec- keeping began to inquire for such, and
gives them pollen
tions, by simply placing in the super, be- learned that there was a paper published and he always
combs
if
he
has them, in March.
tween the sections, a frame taken from at Chicago, called the American Bee
D. A. Jones. Ontario, thought Prof.
the brood chambers, of either brood or Journal. 1 Immediately wrote a postal
honey, and I don't know which is best. card to the editor and received a specimen Cook's ill-success with pollen was atThis frame is moved from one part of the copy in which the standard works on api- tributable to other causes. Mr. Jones
super to another every 3 or 4 days, and culture were advertised
also several said he never discriminated against
whenever it is placed there, the bees are other papers devoted to bees and the pro- pollen-combs in preparing the bees
for
sure to commence work on the sections.
duction of honey and the sale of bee- winter.
How much room should there be in the keeper's supplies.
C.
F.
Moth
said
he
wanted
brood in
brood chamber? Mr. Doolittle thinks 7
I Knew I had struck a bonanza for when
Langstroth frames; Adam Grimm used 8. a man is determined to obtain knowledge his hives by March 1, at the latest.
Adjourned till 7:30 p. m.
This season I have used from 7 to Id. and upon any subject, just give him access to
I confess I have come to no very definite
the standard writings on that subject and
[Concluded next week.]
conclusion, but I doubt if 1 shall ever use he can soon know all that is known or unas high as 10 again. 1 rather incline to the known about the business. 1 subscribed
opinion that, as a rule, I shall have 8 for the Bee Journal, "Gleanings in
i®" The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Bee
frames in a hive, putting one of them in Culture"
procured Langstroth's work Association will meet in Chicago, on
the super; will leave 7 in the brood cham- and Cook's Manual of the Apiary and
Tuesday
aud Wednesday. October 25
sevber during the storing season, and at the eral other works on bees and honey, read and 26. All bee-keepers are
cordially
close, or near the close of the storing seamyself full of bee theory went to see all invited to attend. It is desired to
son, the 8th frame will be returned to the of my friends or acquaintances
who
kept make this one of the most interesting
brood chamber filled with clover honey. bees and who were supposed to underconventions ever held in the United
But will not the bees be made more likely stand scientific bee-culture.
The idea States. C. C. Miller, M.
to swarm if they have only 7 brood frames?
D., Pres.
to prevail with them that everyWho can tell us the most profitable num- seemed
C. C. COFFINBERRY, ScC.
thing depended upon having the right kind
ber of Langstroth frames to be left entirely of
a hive— they tried every kind some
to the use of the queen? And if she has
I^° Owing to the fact that the time
had moth-traps and hives with frames
less room than her utmost ability to ocwere numerous, but never a frame could of the regular meeting of the Union
cupy, will it invariably promote swarm- they move, the combs were crooked and
Bee Association, at Shelbvville, Ky.,
ing?
crossed. No one offered to lift out a frame
But when swarms do come, what shall and show me the queen, but I was often conflicts with the time fixed bythee'xecutive
committee, to hold the Nabe done that the storing in boxes may be invited to take a peep through glass as
the least interfered with? The plan given
though it were a great treat to see bees tional at Lexington, the meeting of
by J. J.Taylor, in September "Gleanings" under glass, hence I concluded that if my the Union, at Shelbyville, has been
appears good, but I like to place my
friends had ever understood scientific bee- postponed till the 20tn of October.
hives in regular numerical order, and disculture, they had stood still until the wave
G. W. Demaree. Sec.
like very much to change their location.
of progress had gone by and left them 20
Christiansburg, Ky., Sept. 3, 1881.
The main features of his plan, is to hive years behind. Talk to them about conthe colony in a box or empty hive, keep
swarming, extracting honey or
Rock River Valley Beethem cool and dark till after sunset, then trolling
Oh! that is all a humbug,
rearing queens
shake down the bees from the old hive,
Keepers' Convention, will be held at
they would say.
and place the new colony in front of a
Monroe Center, on the third Tuesday
I therefore had to rely on my books and
hive in a new location, and let them run
hope a good attenpapers— making careful selection of the in October.
in, giving them the frames from the old
method that seemed most approved of and dance will be the outcome, and the bee
hive after cutting out all queen cells. Now
practiced by the great bee Kings, who an- interest revived.
if this plan will let bees work with the
nuallymade reports of large yields of honey
D. A. Cirr-ERLY, Sec.
vigor of new colonies, I suppose the inwho had honey to sell by the ton— I studconvenience of changing location should
ied their ways and endeavored to take
not be considered.
©•Tlie Western Michigan Beelessons of them, I bought an extractor,
Mr. Doolittle's plan is to cage the queen
adopted the Langstroth hive, had comb Keepers' Association will meet in
at swarming and put her in the hive, 5
honey stored in prize sections, packed 12 Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday,
days after swarming, cut out queen cells,
and glassed the crate, kept ex- Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
and 5 days later cut out queen cells again in a crate
tracted honey in 1 and 2 lb. jars in the 10:30 a. m.
All interested, are cordiand liberate the queen. I have lost a good
stores around, and comb honey in crates, ally invited.
many queens trying to improve upon this and never offered to undersell the market.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
plan, but have failed to better it, unless it
ask and get top prices and have learned
Coopersville. Mich.. Aug. 29. 1S.NI.
be that I generally give the queen for 10 I
to keep honey in prime condition (I never
days to some nucleus or queenless colony,
ship any in bad order) and I cultivate a
instead of keeping her caged.
Southwestern Wisconsin
llg* The
home market by trying to keep honey for
Will the bees work with more or less
sale all the year round. Perhaps I might Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
vigor on account of the presence of the
as well say that I have about twice as next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
caged queen?
much extracted honey as comb, and find Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
I hope we may have the benefit of the
demand for it. I recomN. E. France. Sec, Platteville, Wis.
experience of others in combating swarms an increasing
mend
all to buy extracted honey.
for often it happens that
iu
a dis1st. Because it is cheaper and is sweet
cussion, a single sentence may throw more
The Michigan stale Bee-Keepcomb honey.
light on a subject than many pages of a as
2d. Because 1 can obtain larger yields of ers' Association, will convene at Batlong-winded essay.
can
honey
and
make
more
it than of comb
tle Creek, on Thursday, Dee. s, 1881.
Marengo, 111.
money producing it, and 1 use it myself all
have reason to expect one of the
The above paper was followed with the tiine.
largest and most interesting meetings
For several years 1 have made careful we have ever held. Let all
considerable desultory debate, which
arrange
ot
had but little reference to the subject memoranda of the time of blooming
to be present. All District Associaall the plants, trees and flowers on which
treated upon.
bees forage and the length of time they tions should send delegates. Each perDr. L. E. Brown, of Kentucky, here last and amount of honey and pollen the son should come wilh their best exannounced that a committee of recep- bees obtain from each, which enables me perience in their hands, ready to band
tion had gone to the depot to meet Mr. to know with reasonable certainly what it over to the others of the fraternity.
doing or can do, according to It is hoped that all will bring the fullThomas G. Newman, editor of the the bees are the
weather, and the prevailstate of
est report possible from their region.
American Bee JOURNAL, who was the
ing forage, cither present or prospective.
expected on the train then due. Dr. In proof of which, I attended to two Commutation rates are expected on
Brown alluded to the eminent services apiaries away from home this year and had railroads.
A. J. Cook, Pres,
of Mr. Newman to further the cause not a single swarm, and only visited them
T. F. Bingham, Sec
sev-

eral in the negative.
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The following

are the latest quotagg" Those who may wish to Change tions for honey and beeswax received
from other editions to the Weekly,can
up to this hour
do so by paying the difference.
CHICAGO.
. m » •
HONEY— The market Is lively and prices steady.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
We quote liHht comb honey, in sinwle cotuh

—

:

—

JOURNAL must

reach tins office by
Saturday of the previous week.

boxes,
8@9c.

1

Joe

si".

;

BEESWAX-Prime
al. H.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

which are printed a large bee

In gold,
for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

we send

•

»

»

.

publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
(g|F Articles for

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

—Langstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron
of Berlepsch. — Price 25 cents each.

boxes 2c.

in InrKer

less.

Extracted

quality, ismjj,-.

Newman, 072 w. Madison

St.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— There is a sliRht improvement in our
market for comb honey. One pound unglassed
sections Hnd ready sale at 21c. for white, and 20c.
for 2 lb. sections. Extracted honey continues at
dull 10Q12C.

BEESWAX-20@22C

Kendel.

A. C.

NEW

115 Ontario Street.

When changing a

We

quality. 21W@23o.
Co.. ll and 13 Devoe avenue.

Thokn &

CINCINNATI.

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.
igS"

Deserving Articles are Always Appreciated. The exceptional cleanliness of Parker's Hair Balsam makes
Gray hairs are impossible
it popular.
40\v4t
with its occasional use.

—

TIN PAILS FOR HONET.
These Palls have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon ami
half gallon pails have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
Per Doz. Per 100
Gallon, holding inibs. of honey
$12.00
f l.so
"
"
9.00
Half Gallon, " 5
1.50
" 2}4 *'
"
1.20
7.00
Qnart,
...
"
*'
"
4.O0
Pint,
75
1J4
:

-

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

club can have sample copies sent to
the. persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
name on the' wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
;

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

—

—

.

*

• -

for a club of

5, iveekly,

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and bowtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Falrlawn, Southall, London.

$1.75,

here now.
Good comb honey, in sections, is worth
I quote
18fB20c, on arrival. Extracted, 7@9c. on arrival.
BEESWAX.— 18@22c, on aroval. I have paid
25c. per lb. for choice lots.
C. F. Miith.

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

bound

Read

BOSTON.

V

a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazir
devoted to

Is

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCP

BEESWAX — P. ime quality, 25c.

of

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 20(a22c, according to quality.

Crocker & Blake.

57

Chatham

Street.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY. -But

little

on the market, and prices

It

has the largest corps of practical breeders as editoi

any ]ouinal of its class in Americ and is
THE FINEST POULTRY JOURNAL IN THE WORLD.
Volume 13 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION :$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
C. J. WARD, Editor and Proprietor.
,

CLAHK

182

ST.,

CHICAGO

-

BEESWAX.— Southern, pure.21(3j23c.; Western,
pure,21@ 22c; grease wax, lie—Baltimore Market
Journal.

BIND TOUR JOURNALS

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New,

in l or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

lb.

sections,

20@25c—

Observer.

us

NEAT AND CLEAN.

HONEY.— Sales of choice comb, to arrive, have
been effected at 2oc. for small lots. It is doubtfui
if an order for a large lot of choice comb could be
filled in this market. Choice extracted, in barrels,
is

q uotable at 9<&9Xc

We quote white comb, 16@20c.; dark togond.io®
Extracted, choice to extra white, ycgUO^c;
dark and candied, 8c. BEESWAX— 23(si25c.
14c.

Stearns & Smith,

423

Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— In fair request. Strained. 8c;
comb, 16&18C— latter for bright.
BEESWAX— Prime yellow sells at I9O200.

tracted,

tic.

ex-

:

K. C.

Greer &

HONEY.— The

Co., 117 N.

Main

Street.

The Emerson Binder

supply and

demand

IS
are alike

BEESWAX -Best

light

much

40w4t
trouble,

would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.
Also, if you live near one postoffice and
if all

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

nominal.

use them. Directionsin each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1881
For Bee Journal of 1882

23@25c-PMfadelp)ita

Merchants' Ouide.

Book;

Time and Place

Oct.

974

West Madison

at Monroe Center, 111.
D. A. Clpperly, Sec, Monroe, 111.

18— Rock River Valley,

26-Northwestern

District, at Chicago.

C. C. Coffinberry. Sec, Chicago,

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake,
Stillingia,
and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Wood Purifier and the

III.

III.

Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
Dec 8— Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

M.

S.

It

M. Bean, Sec, McGrawville,

N. Y.

25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N,

Y.

April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.

The

Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hair Dressing. Never fails to restore the
youthful color to gray hair.
Best,

any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'Abbe Dtf
Bois, editor of the Bulletin
Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecumof the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welci ime. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit

D

1

of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses

admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive

& diseaess

&isentirely difierentfrom
Eitters,

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,

Ginger Essences

and other Tonics, as

can works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which

cures Rheumatism,

Sleeplessness,

Parker's
Hair Balsam,

and of

the best of our Ameri-

is

to the

BcstHealth&Strength
Restorer Ever Used,

1882.

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C.

111.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.

Wm.

Chicago,

oj Meeting.

20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville. Ky.
G. W. Demaree. Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
25,

Street,

think Cook's Manual

We

SOc.
8Sc.
75c.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Address,

Local Convention Directory.

you are

^" It would save

AND KEEP THEM

SAN FRANCISCO.

It is

this pure medicine.

the following opinions of the

All agree that it is the work- of a master
real value.— Apiculture, Paris.

HONEY.— 1-pound combs

;

the Height of Folly to wait unin bed with disease you
may not get over for months, when
you can be cured during the early
symptoms by Parker's Ginger Tonic.
AVe have known the sickest families
made the healthiest by a timely use of

13:$ Flue Illustrations.

not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It Is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practicnl.

I

1881.

til

the

Michigan.

:

PHILADELPHIA.

we

»2© Paces;

College of

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual ol
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —

HONEY— Is in good demand

.

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

State Agricultural

theproductsof the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full desccriptions of honey-producing plants, trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and last, though

111.

are not quoted.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

COOK,

J.

;

Street, Chicago.

The British Bee Journal,

:

address.

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
Bv A.

972

BEESWAX.— Prime

mention the old as well as the

dress,

new

postoffice ad-

OK,

Of Lansing, Professor of Entomnhtgy in

_

;

£g"

every
ers, mechanics, professional and business men,
and Is, therefore, the best advertising medium,

YORK.

HONEY.— The advices give a middling fair crop
of honey. Moderate lots have arrived, but the demaud so far haB been very slow, and but little improvement can be expected until we have cooler
weather.
quote as follows
White comb, in small
boxes, 18@20c dark, in small boxes, 15@170. Extracted, white. 10911c; dark, 7(&yc.

the oldest Bee

is

in America, and has a large circulation in
State, Territory and Province, among farm-

ft

to devote a few hours
illustrated sample, tie
up a club for the Bee Jour- CMT1W TnVQTTr mail
semi now. Address Peabody
L1XUVV InloLLl. Medical institute or Dr. W.H.
on
premiums
list
of
nal. Read the
22wly
PARKER, No. 4Bulfinchst., Boston.
have a SPECIAL EDITION another page, and take advantage of
of the Weekly Bee Journal, just as the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-cullure, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— ansa s Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same hrtfh rank, that is accorded In Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author ; the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin ; and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Freidenker,

it

Milwaukee, Wis.

27— Texas
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.
May - -Chaniplain

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will

be entitled to the following

premiums
For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
••

"

"

"

"

"
"
5,—
«,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.
for 1 year.

State, at

McKinney, Texas.
Wm. K. Howard, Sec.

_

50c.

and $1

sizes.

Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
T. Brookins. Sec.

never intoxicates. Hiscox
& Co., Chemists, N. Y.

Large Saving Buying Dollar Sire.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A newandgreat
Medical Work, warranted the
be3tand cheapeBt,indispensahie to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Self'reservation ;"bound in finest

t^~ In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
taries are requested to

French muslin, embossed,

full

300 pp.,contains beautiful
i^-"> prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by
Kilt,

^" It will pay

steel engravings,

in getting

;

;

^We

will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING
Wen

<®" Subscriptions may commence
with the first number of any month in
the year.

I

any
NEWSPAPER in the Country. Onr new
Price List for Advertisers sent free.
enlfl.l
C.A. COOK A CO., Adrertisine Aeents,
AGO. 1
Cor. Dearborn & Wash'n Sts., Chicago.
for

in

;

ewV
1

K

tot

Price— Bound
ll.UO, by mail

in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.25

; In paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

-

974

West Madison

O.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

*THli

328

ITALIAN BEES

SEEDS FOR

s^^^^tr^iUG^fsJiJ^

Honey

All standard colonies have eight frames, 17H
long and 11 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 11M
long and IOW inc. deep. Single full colonies,
in lots of ten or more,
in lots of five, each $a
each $8; single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; linc.
inc.
f ]U

Plants.

line

words;

framedo.,*4; 3-frame do., $.">
July, August and September, 5-frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ol every order from my yards. Ship-

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
more"

"or

Four

Eight.

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

"

"

2©c. per line.
l»c.
JSc12c.
loo.

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

Mammoth

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Transient Advertisements payable in

in advance,
Cases of real imposition will be

reliable dealers.

ALFRED

exposed.

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

Street.,

Chicago,

West Madison

072

NEWMAN,

H.

NEWMAN,

.

communications

to

ROBERTSON,

II

mm

THE

BEE-KEEPER,

ILX,.

A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted

entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
club with the Weekly American Bee
cents.
Journal for only *2.i r>. Sample copies free. AdSCOVELL & ANDERSON.
dress,
;

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

111.

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested

Contents of this Number.

Italian

Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
TestedCyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp;

;

We

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

;

:

;

321
321
321

Editorial Items

The Honey Harvest for 1SS1
Table of Honey Product by States
List of Largest Yields of Honey
The National Convention
Next Winter will be a Mild One
Death of

Slg.

321

:

Proceedings of the National Convention.
State Vice Presidents' Reports
President Allen's Address

The New Races of Bees
Can Honev be made a Staple Product?
H. L. Jeffrey's Report
Officers Elected

AddreBS

..

About In-and-in Breeding
Prevention of Natural Swarming
Obstacles to Progressive Bee-Culture.
The Influence of Honey on Wintering

Bees

Swarms

How

to

\m Y^jJUIc. per

£ ^r \
35c.

per

lb.

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,

frames,
lb.

$10.00.

on Dunham Machine, 25
J3f"Send forCircular.

or over,

lbs.

lwly

vs. Comb Honey
Make Bee-Keeping Pay

322
322
322
323
323
323
324
324
324
324
325

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

Bee-Keeper's ©tilde or, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
;

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his menns, can afford
to do without. Cloth, !$1.25 ? paper cover, #1,
<#ulnby'sNewBee-Keeping, by L.C. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of the subject.— #1.50.
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of thehonev-bee,"and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper, 91.
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book., by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, Jftl.OO; paper, 75c.
illustrated

The book

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee

This is a standard scientific work. Price, #2.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, yi.OO.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful mananv
ment of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding— Swarming— Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the

-

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts

6;S ENGRAVINGS.

321
321

Pit-Milent Cook's Inaugural

a

r.™ rians, h

321

Lucto Paelia

Convention Note*

1

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

:

;

ImIKoiIiiI

THOMAS
974

ABC

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

25wtf

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

CHICAGO,

St.,

all

,T.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingadvance. sent free upon application.

•

.

To secure prompt attention, money should he
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.
Address

Mignonette, &c.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,

facilities, six

fastidious.

Alsike Clover,

»c-

;

times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most

ping

One

(.lune), 13.50; 24-frame do., $5.:>o

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

;

;

;

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of apace.

Books

frame Nucleus, Tested Queen

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

Oct. 12.

G.

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey forthe
Market Honey as fooo, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German,

TREATISE Hiving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

Price for either edition,

,

;

M. D.

B. J.

A

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
.Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

Address,

Forthe pastfew years

have made

I

this excellent

G. NEWMAN.
THOMAS
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

ing and

974

325
326
326

obtain the highest luarket prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

contains

PUKE

HONEY

K. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wl3t
165 So. Water Street, Chicago. 111.

per dozen,

50c.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, HandlMarketing.— A 24-page pamphlet, by

my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables me to
food

6c;

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
& C. P. Dadant, giving
and management adopted
Ch.

in detail

the methods

in their apiary.

This

many useful hints.— Price lac.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Muth; 32 pages.

F.

the

management of

It

Chas.
gives Mr. Muth's views on

bees,

Price,

lOc.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
;
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

not eat.

<gp"

The Chicago

District Conven-

THE FLORAL INSTRUCTOR,

tion will be held at the office of the

Six window plants twenty-five cents. Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants for winter blooming

Oct. 25, 26, and a
cordial invitation is extended to all
bee-keepers who can, to attend. Ar-

free.

Bee Journal, on

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
rangements for hotel accommodation
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,
known
and table board will be made
Tool Box and Eecording Desk Combined.
at this office.

Let there be a general

rally.

gg= The ltev. L. L. Langstroth was
unable to attend the National Convention, his health being too poor to
allow of his leaving home. Learning
of his needs, several of his friends
started a donation fund for him, and

many

of the

queen bees and imple-

ments were donated, to.be sold and
the proceeds to be added to the fund.
Any one wanting a pure Imported
Cyprian queen of the Jones importation, or one of " Davis' Patent Honey
Carriage Revolving Comb Holder,
Tool Box and Recording Desk, Combined," can obtain them and at the
same time do a kind and generous act
to our friend Langstroth. Apply at
this office for the queen or Honey Carriage, and any one desiring to do so,
can send any amount to be added to
1

the

sum

already collected.

for 10 cents, post paid.

Spavin Cure

is

highly

recommended by Prof: Williams, the
wonderful horse tamer.

41.

and Student WantedBEE-KEEPER
Bee-keeper must be experienced and thoroughly reliable. No person using
liquors need apply. Address. 1»R.
"

Linden Apiary," Stratbroy,

Ont.,

;

I will buy a few tons of Extracted
Honey at the ruling market prices.

Correspondence
West Madison

Given's FoundationPress.

The Best Uncdpper Made.
Send a card for testimonials, or
half-dozen rates, to

Plant.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRON1A. MICH.

I

ALFRED

972

West Madison

H

Street,

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, &c. These machines are especially adapted

Hive Making. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
descriptive catalogue and price
to

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents jut square Inch— no single cut sold for less

than50C

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

974 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
A YEAUand expenses to agents,

$777

outfit

free.addressP

Augusta, Maine.

O

Vtclcery
3i>wly

TTrYVXr TO MAKE MONEY. For particulars
Kl'OK.NT, n\J VV enclose 10 cents to Lock Box 318,
4iw4t

Kalamazoo, Mien,

free.

W.
12017

SONS,

tobacco or

Canada

list

high side-walls, 4 to lt> square feet to
pound. Circular and samples free.

«j^> the

VAN DEUSEN &

and

SCROLL SAWS,

NEWMAX,

FLAT -BOTTOM

J.

CHICAGO, ILL.

HONEY KN IFE,

111.

have procured a limited quantity of the Seed
of this new Honey Plant so highly spoken of by
Dr. G. L. Tinker, on page 307 of the Journal.
It mav be sown broadcast in early spring or drilled in. The rows may be two or three feet apart
and the seeds only a few inches apart in the rows.
It will bear to grow very thick or if scattered will
grow larger and throw up more stalks.
Price, 30 cents per pound. If sent by mail, add
20 cents per pound tor postage.

NEWMAN,

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for Catalogue and Samples.

Golden Honey

II.

street.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

frame.

Hoopeston,

solicited.

ALFRED

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

GIVEN,

horse information.

EXTRACTED HONEY

972

I>. S.

34wl3t

— No book could be

Paper, 25c.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

JOHN

Send
2wiy

Kendall's Horse Book.

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

Florists,

Alnsworth, Iowa.

40w6tx

COMB FOUNDATION,

Badges.—Bee-keepers going to fairs
should wear a badge with a gold bee
on it. It will serve to introduce him
to other bee men. We will send them

^* Kendall's

Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, aset
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
cembs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in ; will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
font all sizes of extracting and brood cmibs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbakets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
aowly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

FREE TO A I.I.
SPALDING & McGILL,

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 2U0 pages 50e.

F.

& .JOHN BARNES

Main

St.,

Kockford,

111.

ITALIAN BEES
Seventy-Five Colonies for Sale.
bred from Imported Mothers. Simplicity
bives Gallup frames. Twelve frames to a hive.
Combs straight, mostly but it on foundation. In all
respects in the best condition. These bees have
made a most excellent record this year. Single
colonies, $8; ten or more colonies, $7 per colony.
O. t'LVTE, Iowa City, Iowa.
40w4t
All

Bees
8ALE-150 Colonies of Italian
FOR
prime condition.
improved Quinbv hives,

it

in

39wly

L. C.

AXTELL,

Roseviile,

Warren

Co.,

Ill

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. ; Morocco, iSl.SO.
thicken Cholera, byA. J. Hill.— A treatise on
its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, 25c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.tHHt.iXH) Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to ever" Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Mineis, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders.Manufacturers and Mechanics, son ENGRAVINGS of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Piiper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mil] Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc.

Strength of Teeth, ShaftCut-

ing, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw
ting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing

and

Operating, Setting of Valves, Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
ProsFurnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
pecting and Exploring lor Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining. Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Calculations
in
all
with
500.000
possible
Tables
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 300 Health Items, 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do. for Hunters,

Trappers Tanners. Leather A Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Wiiter, Wind. Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 1o,im m items for Housekeepers, Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners, Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, lull details. Rural Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

UiiHTNING
ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms.
CAi.ct'I.ATOK for Cubic Measures, Heady Reckoner,
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest. Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries, Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers. Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds, Special
Laws of 4!> States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada!, relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the .Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains L016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,!»2.50.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.
iFsisa >*,
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ILL.,

OCTOBER

preparation for winter until nearly all
brood is hatched ? "
We had a severe hail storm on Sept.

The Langstroth Donation Fund.

A

meeting was called at Lexington,
Ky., after one of the sessions of the
National Convention, to take some
definite action relative to the recent
illness of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,
974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

I

a.

I

'

on

banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.

local

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
PoHtiiire to Europe GO cents extra,
Entered at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

negotiate the sale of articles contributed. On accepting the appointment,
he announced he would contribute
$10, which was followed by a contribution of $10 each from Prof. Cook,
Dr. Parmly, C. F. Muth and Dr. J. P.

Brown.
Judge Andrews purchased one of
the queens contributed, for $13, remarking he had no use for the queen.
Mr. Newman purchased the second
II

.

for $10.

1(3"

in

We

tills

give up

number

T. F. Bingham contributed 6 of his
smokers, which were sold to Messrs.
J. C. Peden, J. T. Connley, W. H.
of the space
HovvletandC. F. Muth.

much
Bee Journal

of the

to the the Report of

Convention.

Dean contributed a chaff hive,
the National which was sold to Rev. L. Johnson.
T. F. Bingham contributed a BingC. II.

ham & Hetherington uncapping knife;
sold to Dr. A. B. Barker.

The Value of the Honey Crop of Amer-

J. M. Davis contributed his honey
ica.— In the Bee Journal for last carriage on exhibition. This is still
Newman.
week an error occurred in the figures for sale by Mr.
Prof. Cook contributed 6 copies of
representing the value of the honey the Manual of the Apiary, which were
crop.
The last two ciphers should sold to A. W. Windhorst, Nelson Perhave been pointed off to represent kins, J. W. Northcutt, G. M. Freeman, and 2 to Wm. Williamson.
cents, leaving the value at fifteen milWm. Williamson contributed a
To save misappre- queen sold to J. W. Northcutt.
lions 0/ dollars.
hension, we subjoin the paragraph
T. G. Newman contributed 13 photographs of Rev. Mr. Langstroth,
corrected, as follows
which were sold at 50 cents to the Rev.
There are inAuiericaabout3,000,000 L. Johnson, D. A. Jones, Dr. E.
colonies of bees, but our reports are Diane, G. W. Demaree, O. O. Popplefrom less than a quarter of a million, ton, A. J. Cook, J. R. Williamson, H.
or one-twelfth of the whole. If the C. Hersperger, J. W. Northcutt, Mrs.
L. Harrison, Wm. Williamson, J. T.
one-twelfth that are reported are a Wilson and
J. T. Connley.
fair average of the whole, then the
Any
one wanting a pure Imported
crop of American honey for 1881
Cyprian queen of the Jones importaamounts to 120,000,000 of pounds. If
tion, or one of " Davis' Patent Honey
we call it only a hundred millions, it is
Carriage Revolving Comb Holder,
worth $15,000,000.00. Surely the inTool Box and Recording Desk, Comdustry is of sufficient magnitude to
bined," can obtain them and at the
satisfy the most enthusiastic of its desame time do a kind and generous act
votees.
to our friend Langstroth. Apply at
The Chicago District Conven- this office for the queen or Honey Carriage, and any one desiring to do so,
tion will be held at the office of the
Bee Journal, on Oct. 25, 26, and a can send any amount to be added to
sum already collected.
cordial invitation is extended to all the
bee-keepers who can, to attend. Arl@" It will pay to devote a few hours
rangements for hotel accommodation

entirely, but

For the American Bee Journal.

A Good

Fall Harvest.

I will get my surplus when I prepare them for winter.
I only extracted so far but about 50
After the long drouth of July and
August, it seemed probable that there lbs. out of middle frames, wherever
would be little fall bloom, and hence the bees were crowding out the queen
by storing too much honey in the
little honey.
I made up my mind that
some of my late-made colonies would brood chamber.
Grand Rapids, Neb., Oct. 1, 1881.
have to be fed or else doubled up, but
my unfavorable expectations were
[Yes ; but as a rule, the sooner prehappily overthrown. There has been pared in the fall,
the better.—Ed.]
a very good fall harvest.
The heavy flood about the middle of
July swept the bottom lands along the
Iowa river clean. All crops and weeds
were killed. This left a free field for
the heartsease, which came on in great
profusion there are many acres of it.
Its delicate pink gives a beautiful
color to the borders of the stream. It
yields honey well, though not so co(iooil Crop of Honey.— The honey
piously as white clover. The color is crop has been good this fall. My bees
a clear amber, a shade darker than average 125 lbs. comb honey per colony
white clover. The comb is a clear this season.
Chas. M. Gaylord.
white, and when filled with honey
Clyde, Kan., Oct. 7, 1881.
there is often a faint blush of pink;
the flavor is excellent.
Here the
Young Basswood Trees. Corresponweather has been extraordinary. I
often inquire where they can
am writing this the 3d of October, dents
get
young basswood trees. They can
and there has, as yet, been no frost
obtained from almost any of the
that would kill the honey flowers. be
Tomatoes in my garden are as green large commercial nurseries. Ameriand luxurant as ever plants were. can linden (basswood) seedlings are
There has been but few cloudy days, quoted at S6.00 per 1000. The young
and only one cold storm which lasted seedlings of basswood transplant very
easily, and I believe it would almost
for 2 days, hence the bees have been
grow from cuttings in a deep, cool
able to work nearly every day and all
day long. The abundance of bloom, soil, which the linden prefers. The
and the long-continued line weather linden may be propagated by layers.
are making the fall harvest much bet- If raised from the seed, should be
sown when ripe or kept in damn sand
ter than was expected.
in a cool place till spring. Seed sells
Iowa City, Iowa.

O.

and

CLUTE.

sALJ c
I4S&mp«

;

—

and table board
at this office.
rally.

will

be

made known

Council Grove, Kan., Sept.

29, 1881.
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Mr. J. S. Hill's Method of Preparing
Bees for Winter. As the Bee Jour-

Preparation for Winter.

nal

—

gives to

readers the painful
intelligence of Mr. Langstroth 's failIn No. 39 of the American Bee ing health and his sorrowful utterJournal, I find an article headed, ance, " I am unable to take any interExtracting from Surplus combs, etc., est in bee matters," we cannot expect
(preparing for winter). "This prep- him to give us the much-desired plan
aration should be attended to during practiced by Mr. J. S. Hill, of Mount
Healthy, O., of preparing his colonies
the last of Sept. or the 1st of Oct."
Considering this advice to be good, of bees for wintering, as he promised.
I respectfully request him to give to
I this morning went to work, begining with a young colony, I found that the Journal readers a clear and pracof the 10 frames fully occupied (12J^x- tical statement of the preparation lie
gives his colonies of bees, so as to
12^2 inches), 8 were partly filled with
brood in all stages, and 2 of them con- safely pass through such a cold winter
tained considerable eggs. I therefore as the last, and oblige many readers of
L. James.
concluded that it would not do yet, to the Journal.
Atlanta, 111., Oct. 5, 1881.
contract their space much, and took

WM. STOLLEY.

out but one frame solidly filled with
honey sealed. The lower part of the
hive including 9 frames and comb,
weighed 31% lbs., and the total weight
after I had put back bees, brood and
honey, was 94J^ lbs., besides the one
in getting up a club for the Bee Jour- frame taken out which weighed about

nal. Read the list of premiums on
Let there be a general another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

D.P.Norton.

at $1.00 lb.

;

^

doing away with my buckwheat
my bees work on wild
autumn flowers as though they had all
they wanted or more. My maxim is
(as it always was), sloio, but sure, and
all my bees (14 colonies) have more or
less surplus in their brood chamber,

29,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. D. A. Jones said that as Mr. L.
had been defranded out of the results
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of his labors, he proposed that he be
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S»S year, in advance. presented with a testimonial, as a
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
slight appreciation of his genius as an
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbersot inventor, and his eminent ability as a
each month, at * .00 a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at writer and scholar. He would inauSO cents a year, in advance.
gurate the movement by offering two
%W Any person sending a club of six is entitled Cyprian queens to be sold, and the
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
proceeds to be paid to the donation
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
l^~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- fund for Mr. Langstroth.
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payThomas G. Newman was chosen to
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks

No. 42.

19, 1881.

—

Large Crop of Honey. You made a
mistake in my report; I had 25 and
increased to 92 colonies took3,107 lbs.
extracted and 2,920 lbs. of comb— in
;

all,

One
swarm gave 506

6,127 lbs., averaging 241 lbs.

colony with increase
lbs. of

6 lbs.

its

(

1

)

box and 10 Langstroth frames of

Now the question with me is " Is honey, with plenty left for winter.
Burlington, Wis.
H. Newhaus.
it not better to wait with the final
:
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quality when compared with them, and
the supply must be kept up so that it can
always be depended on at some price, and
this will be done by having a sufficient
number engaged in the business, to gather
up and save the millions of pounds which
still is allowed to go to waste in all parts
of our country.
As a rule, success in our business is the
result of knowledge obtained by practice
OF THE
and familiarity with the-causes leading to
the success of others, and failure is the
North American Bee Keepers' Society opposite of this. So to "advertise" the
failures of those who are born to fail, beHELD IX THE
cause born without the capacity for intelOdd Fellows' Temple, Lexington, Ky.,
ligent thought and action, is like expecting
to be nourished by feeding on the wind,
COMMENCING ON
but to publish the success of intelligent
5, 1881. management, giving all the " modus operandi" leading to the same, is to point men
[Concluded.]
onward in the right direction. Failures to
EVENING SESSION.— OCT. 6.
be entitled to publication should be the results of the experiments of " wise " apiarPresident Cook announced the fol- ists, and only such are of any real good to
lowing as committee on resolutions: the cause of bee-culture.
C. C. Coffinberry, Illinois; 1). A. Jones,
C. P. Muth, Cincinnati, O., gave the
Ontario Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Georgia.

TWELFTH CONVENTION

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

;

The following
A.

J.

report was read from

King, Vice President for

York:
Owing

New

following address on
Wintering of Bees.

After a severe winter like the one of
1880-81, during which perhaps 75 per cent,
of all the bees in the Middle States of
North America died, it is very natural that
the subject of wintering is taken up again
from very many sides. Although it has
been discussed considerably, I am certain
that the matter is not yet understood by
many. Several very able articles appeared
in our Bee Journal during the current
year, the best of which was that of our old
friend, Rev. L. L. Langstroth.
All are convinced that everything that
breathes requires fresh air. We know
that even plants die without it and when,
at the approach of winter, our bees glue
up every crevice in the upper part of the
hive, it is not because nature teaches
them what is best for their welfare, but
coming from a wanner climate, they aim
to exclude cold air, and, like all the lower
animals, do not profit by past experience.
With an insufficient ventilation of school
houses in our large cities, the majority of
•our children would die of consumption.
It is folly, therefore, to suppose that without sufficient ventilation a colony of bees
can pass through winter successfully, especially so when the winter is cold and
long, when the bees are required to consume more food than usual in order to
create the necessary heat to sustain life,
and when their exhalations keep condensing into water by the pressure of the cold
from without. The dampness becomes
so great that the water runs out below,
the combs become moldy, and just as cer
tain as cider turns into vinegar quickest
in a warm, damp room, so will the honey
turn sour under like circumstances, and
dysentery will be the result. The colder
the weather, the greater the effort of the
bees to create heat, and the more moisture
will accumulate. The absorption andven
tilation should be improved in the same
ratio as the weather becomes colder. The
necessary number of bees, quantity and
quality of food, and pure air without a
draft, are undoubtedly the principal facWe
tors in successful wintering. The means
of securing these requisites differ according to locality, climate, and hive in use,
and, as our own views are at variance as
much as our surroundings, it is very natuWe
ral that some of us will always succeed
better than others.
Not having lost a colony of bees for
years past, and but 25 per cent, of my colonies during the last winter, it may do the
most good to tell the manner in which my
bees were put up.
I have always tried during the honey
season, and afterwards, to secure good
wintering combs, that is, combs well tilled
We
with capped honey in the upper part, or
more. They were placed in the middle of
the hive, in and around the cluster of bees,
with a winter passage cut through the
middle of every one. I have long abandoned the ridiculous idea of placing one or
two empty combs in the middle of the hive
for the bees to cluster on. On the contrary,
I cram the most honey possible in the middle of the hive, giving the bees a chance
to cluster on the lower parts of the combs,
and to move upward gradually as the stores
practical illustrations, had circumstances about their cluster get consumed. Small
over which we had no control permitted.
colonies should have the space contracted
The reproach, that bee-keeping is at by means of division boards, according to
best a very precarious business, has been their strength, because they cannot keep
put upon it mainly by two classes of per- up a comfortable temperature in a large
sons. The first and larger class are ignor- hive. I have always wintered on the sumant and lazy, and never succeed in any- mer stands, and without the second stories
thing but to complain about fate, luck, and on the hives. The covering for my bees
the mysterious ways of Providence. The was a straw mat, with a strip of wood
other class complain from fear of compe- placed on each end, on which the cover
tition, and so parade the failures of the rested.
An air-space of about an inch was
former before the public, as a kind of bar- made above the mat. For about ten or
rier to prevent others from engaging in twelve years, during which time we have
the business, or else they keep still from had very severe winters, I have had no loss
the same cause. If honey is ever to be- to report. There were, besides, no moldy
come a staple article of consumption like combs in my hives, which was a proof of
other syrups, the price must correspond to proper ventilation.

%

of all
to the fact that at least
the bees in this State perished daring our
last terrible winter, the aggregate honey
crop must necessarily be much less than
under ordinary circumstances yet taking
the number of effective colonies alive in
April, it is doubtful if their work lias ever
been exceeded, if indeed equaled, in any
preceding year. With the exception of a
few localities, we have reports of large
of surviyields all over the State. The
vors, by taking advantage of the early and
abundant honey How from the locust
groves, and afterward, the white clover
and basswood, have more than retrieved
which perished. The
the loss of the
surplus honey this year is of the finest
quality, and owiug to the early and longcontinued drouth in other parts of our
country, it finds a ready market at remunerative prices. These results have been
secured mainly from white clover and
basswood. The locust and some other
early bloom being used mainly to "breed
up " with.
Mr. L. C. Root, the well known successful apiarist, and president of the North
Eastern Bee-Keepers' Association, has
taken from 100 colonies, an average of 100
lbs. of white clover, and 125 lbs. of basswood honey, making au average in all of
235 lbs. per colony, his best yield from a
single colony in one day being 20 lbs. of
honey. The larger partof his crop, we beThis
lieve, was taken with the extractor.
is the best yield we know of, but Mr. G.
M. Doolittle has written us that his report
will be better at the close of this season
than any he has given for several years.
Mr. C. J. Quinby, of White Plains, reported an average of 100 lbs., mostly locust
honey, as early as July 1st., since which
time we have not heard from him.
Our own apiary of 75 colonies, on the
roof of the building No. It Park Place,
New York City, has not been run for
honey, but we believe we could have obtained at least 75 lbs. of nice honey per
have tricolony, had we desired it.
pled our number of colonies and reared
several hundred queens, and have now
about 00 colonies in fair condition for wintering, which will be done on the roof.
have quite a large number of partial
reports from nearly all parts of the State
from apiarists of all degrees of advancement in the art, and think we would be
safe in assuming thatNew York will show
an average yield of about 50 lbs. of surplus
honey to each colony of bees, and this, so
far as our knowledge goes, will place her
in this regard at the head of the list of
States for this season's work.
have taken some pains to find out
the causes of the great loss of bees in this
and other States during last winter and
Spring, and feel constrained to charge it
up to a very large extent, either to a lack
of knowledge or downright shiftlessness,
or perhaps both, on the part of those who
suffered loss. This may look like a serious charge, but nothing would have given
us more pleasure than to have attended
your convention and proven the general
truthfulness of the charge by hundreds of
;

%

%

;

Oct. 19,

Last fall, however, I left only an airspace of one-sixteenth of an inch below
the cover, thinking that sufficient, as it was
during the two previous mild winters
but the winter was too severe, all of my
hives were damp, and those which were
;

dampest

lost the

ventilation
ter's loss.
as of old,

most bees.

was the cause of

Two

Insufficient

my

last

win-

my

colonies prepared
with an air-space of one inch
of

above the straw mat, were my only colonies that came through safely and in good
condition. As bees all over the country
suffered alike, in single-walled as well as
in double-walled and chaff hives, I am
more convinced than ever that a proper
ventilation is the great secret of safe wintering.

O. O. Poppleton, Iowa, makes no
provision for upward ventilation. He
uses frames 12x12 inches square, with
wide top-bars, and there is but little
chance for air to get through.
T. F. Bingham, Mich., has found a
large accumulation of dead bees on
the bottom-board each winter. He
intends to raise the frames this winter
at least two inches from the bottom,
so as to have room to scrape out the
dead bees frequently.
C. F. Muth will continue to use a
second story in wintering, then bore
inch holes in the ends of the upper
story, so as to give a free circulation
of air above the packing.
J. C. Peden, Lawrenceburg, Ky.,
approved Mr. Math's suggestions he
gave several interesting illustrations
in proof of his views.
paper was read from W. Thomas,
Adelphi, Ohio, entitled
;

A

Dysentery in Bees, and

its

Causes.

We

have selected the above topic for a
short essay, not because we feel that we
are master of the subject, but for the
reason that we hope to awaken thought,
and perhaps be able to throw a little light
upon this vexed question. The subject is
certainly one of vital importance to every
bee-keeper, and for this reason should be
fully studied and well understood by all.
The great difficulty with most of us who
write on this subject, is to divest ourselves
of preconceived notions and theories, being, as a general thing, inclined to trace
this trouble to some one particular cause.

One

traces it altogether to cold weather,
it entirely due to long confinement, and a third to bad food, a fourth
to over-vegetable matter in the honey, or

another thinks

purest honey, when under such circumstances taken greatly in excess, is sure to
produce dysentery if the bees are long
confined without a fly.
And this brings us to consider the effect
that cold has in bringing on this disease.
We have already said that any undue excitement or disturbing cause has its evil
results, and we know of no one cause that
is of a more exciting nature to our little
pets than that of excessive cold. Bees
are inclined at a moderate temperature to
pass into a semi-torpid, quiet condition,
and as one writer says, " When in this
state it is very easy to rouse them from it
bv gently shaking or tapping the hive.
When this is done in winter the bees wake
up, so to speak, become excited, and soon,
by the rapidity of their respirations, raise
the temperature of the hive to a great
height." The same writer, speaking of
the striking effect of the sudden disturbance of bees, says
"On the morning of Jan. 2, 1836, at a
quarter past 7 o'clock, when there was a
clear, intense frost, and the thermometer
in tne open air stood a little above 17°,
and that in the hive marked a temperature of 30=, that is actually two degrees
below the freezing point, the bees were
roused by tapping on the hive, and in 10
minutes the mercury rose to 70°, or 53°
above the external air."
As we. have already remarked, bees if
left alone quietly in
moderately cold
weather will pass into a partially torpid,
or as one writer says, " sleepy condition,"
from which, however, by a beautiful provision of nature, they are aroused by excessive cold, when, breathing with great
energy, an amount of animal heat is soon
produced that speedily raises the temperature of the hive. By actual experiment,
it has been shown that the temperature of
the hive may, in a few minutes, by disturbing the bees, be increased over 50°.
Thus we see that severe cold is the most
serious disturbing cause that the apiarist
has to contend with, and it does no doubt,
at times, produce an undue amount of excitement. This excitement and the desire
for food to keep up the requisite amount
of animal heat, causes the bees to fill
themselves to excess, and thus brings
:

about an abnormal condition, which

finally

results in dysentery. But the difficulty
does not stop here, for if the bees are long
exposed to excessive cold, their continued
efforts to keep warm and thereby preserve life, will soon destroy their vitality.
In reality there is, to our mind, no other
cause so destructive to bee life as severe
cold. It causes excessive feeding, requires
a great waste of vital forces, and in this

way the tendency is continually toward
animalcule, called bacteria, disease and death. There isstiil another
of equal experience, claims trouble brought about by the disturbance
that it is altogether due to excitement, but of bees by excessive cold. In their efforts
that long confinement, cold weather, bad to keep up heat, their rapid breathing has
food, etc., have nothing to do with bring- a tendency to increase the humidity of the
ing on the disease. Now all of these can- atmosphere in the hive, and this being
not be right, and yet perhaps few of them heated and coming in contact with the
cold from without, condensation takes
are altogether wrong.
start out with the proposition that place, and frost and ice, or dampness and
indigestion is the cause of dysentery, and mold is the result, thus rendering the hive
that any cause that will produce indiges- to a greater or less extent, unhealthy for
tion will bring about this disease. As in the bees. Dysentery can frequently be
the human system so in insect life ; if the traced to long-continued dampness, caused
food is too strong for the stomach, or is by imperfect ventilation.
To sum up the matter, we believe there
taken in quantities beyond what nature
requires, the result is an undue tax on the is always a tendency to disease, if from
any
cause bees are left long in an abnordigestive functions. The organs of the
bee are adapted to certain kinds of food mal condition. Such a condition always
has
a tendency to enervate and destroy
under certain conditions, and in certain
quantities, and any radical or excessive their vitality, while if the normal condideparture from the true normal conditions tion of plenty of good food, warmth and
ventilation are observed, no trouble is
is sure to bring about trouble.
Pure wholesome honey is at all times likely to ensue from dysentery or any
other
disease. If we would avoid this
and seasons the natural food for the bee,
but there may be causes, as we will try- dread disease, let us pay strict attention
to show further on, when this is taken in to these three vital points— plenty of good
such quantities as to bring on indigestion food, warmth and ventilation.
infinitessinial

while a

fifth

We

or dysentery. The same cannot be said of
pollen, for while pollen is indispensable
to the development and growth of the
young bee, the same is not true of the bee
in its mature state, especially when long
confined to its winter quarters without a
fly.
An excess of pollen and a lack of

T. F. Bingham, Michigan, asked
Mr. Poppleton if his bees did not breed
in winter

'/

Mr. Poppleton answered they might
breed a very little, but not enough to
do harm.
good honey under such circumstances we
G. W. Demaree, Kentucky, inquired
believe to be a fruitful source of this dread
disease. In such cases the bee becomes of Mr. Poppleton if he handled his
overburdened with a food that is too bees in January V
Mr. Poppleton answered that lie did
strong for its digestion in its confined condition, and the result is dysentery. The not.
He prepares his bees in the fall
same may be said of any kind of bad food, by packing on the summer stand.
such as the juices of fruit, sour, uncapped Formerly he wintered them in a cellar,
honey, or bad, unwholesome honey, such but his "losses in that way were too
as is sometimes gathered late in the fall.
Confinement under such circumstances, heavy, and he adopted the out-door
no doubt, has a very aggravating influence, method, since which time his losses
the bees frequently becoming diseased, have been very trifling, not exceeding
when,

if

they had an opportunity to

fly to

void their feces, no evil would result to
them. When the conditions of which we
have spoken exist, there may be other
causes of an aggravating character, such
as excitement, brought about in any way
by a disturbance of their normal condition.
In a disturbed and excited condition
they will gorge themselves, and unless
their food is of the best character, the results are sure to be evil. And even the

four per cent. When prepared in the
fall, they are not disturbed until they
can work with safety in the spring.
Dr. N. P. Allen, 'Kentucky, stated
he had but few cases of dysentery
among his bees last winter, and these
cases he attributed to the fact that the
hives containing the affected colonies
were shaded all winter he thought
dysentery was the result of cold and
;
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ing them to the public, and ill order to see
whether they were a distinct race or not.
My observations have led me to the results
mentioned above, and do not hesitate to
give them the first rank in the bee world.

is to
then son. Another thing we ought to do.
about. 30 days as figwort. But even
dampness, and was now convinced the it lasts about times as long as clover, not only plant in range of our own bees,
peoother
for
where
range
winter
their
of
in
outside
hives should stand
and is fine forage as long as it lasts. U» but
Of
and is ple's bees. This keeps their bees oil ot
thej would get all the sunshine.
nip is a very excellent honey plant,
gainer
the
are
and we
Rev. L.Johnson, Kentucky, thinKs a favorite with bees. It blooms full three our bee-range,that way.
in
forage
the
and
bees can usually he revived alter sev- months, and produces rich nectar,
There are many other plants not named
except ihai abundantly; is easy grown from seea,
eral hours apparent death,
to above, that we might work to good advancontinues
and
year,
second
cause.
the
blooms
wet, low
where dysenterj has been the
tor
root
tage, such as peppermint along
spread and grow from the old
Mr. Johnson recited several instances years; it seeds itself, and new plants are places. Buckwheat, in some localities,
bees
apgood m
no
resuscitated
does
It
had
plants pays well to cultivate.
where he
constantly springing up. The old
parently dead from cold and from are easily killed where not wanted. It will this locality very often. Spider plant,
not
testea,
mignonette have
drowning.
richly pay to seed all the fence corners clcoiue and
it will nay to
-I

1

_

I believe that they arc the coining bee.

The following paper, from W. J.
Davis. Youngsvillo, Pa., was read
:

I

1

,

,

.JohnC. F. Math corroborated Mr.
son's views.
,
,
claimed
Maryland,
F Delia Torre,
attributawas
directly
that dysentery
ble to excessive moisture in the hive.
,

Sulphuretted hydrogen

is

the dampness, and this

.

caused by
a deadly

is

however, this can be overcome by several chemical agents
among which is quick-time (unslaeked

poison

ami

place's not cultivated,
rich, loose soil,

prefers

with catnip. It
but will grow

wherever yon tell it to. Melilot comes
readily from new seed, and blooms tinsecond and third years, then dies root and
branch, but will re-seed itself anywhere
and everywhere in the neighborhood nl
soil,
the old plant. It will thrive on any
hard or loose— it has this advantage over
is just
and
plant;
honey
any other fine
about as good along traveled roadsides as
anywhere it is well suited for nooks and
comers it blooms profusely for full three
months, and is rich in nectar when it is
good
not too dry and windy. Honey is of
quality, and you cannot afford to do with-

Bee-Keeping as a means of Support.
n the
For ages the honey hce has
servant of man, yielding the product of
Until
its labors lor his use and pleasure.
about the middle of the present century.
the home of the bee was the abode ot
mystery, and whether that home was constructed of straw, clay or wood, around it
gathered superstitions thick and strong,
The discoveries of Dr. Dzierzon, of Germany, and our own honored Kev. Langstrotb, have solved the mysteries and dis-

hut suppose from reports
cultivate them. There is an aster culled the
"last rose of summer" that is beautiful
on lawns, and is a most, excellent honey
producer late in the fall. Raspberries are
tine forage for bees, and also for humanity,
and should be cultivated largely lor both.
practical plans
1 might picture out many
for beautiful lawns of honey producers,
but it would be too tedious for thisoccasion.
In conclusion, let me say that it would he
well for us to exchange seeds with those
who have something that we have not,
and we have what they have not variety
Now let us ever reis the spice of life.
member this one thing, that to make
money out of honey, we must have good
forage, and if we do not have it naturally,

pelled superstitions, so that the apiarist of
to-day may know with certainty just the
condition Of his colonies at all times, and
generally able to correct all that is uuong.
lime.)
,
,
In 1840, bee keeping in Germany was deMiss Marie Nottnogel, Lexington,
years,
clared to be of no importance in rural
Kv.. a beautiful little girl ot 7
From 1850 to 1855, the staid old
economy.
the
on
delivered a short recitation
Germans began to open their eyes at the
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that Dr. Dzierzon realized
announcement
.
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must
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if we have plenty ot
Cook,
good,
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President
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ers' Society
capital invested. And now in our own
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wise;
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not
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honey,
for
it alone
amount invested is not an uncommon
it
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Mrs.
and
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foundation, the importation and improveread.entittled
Basswood yields abundantly lowing resolution, which was adopted
planted.
of the Italian bee are all things of
ment
The Cultivation of Honey Plants.
while in bloom.but it only lasts 10or 13 days
Resolved, That the President and the immediate past.
fails entirely some sea- Secretary be empowered to issue lifeand
season,
plants
each
producing
From the light of the past and present,
Good forage of honey
forage
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tor membership
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to
will
do
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present,
ot
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who
scientist,
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seed
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few
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seed,
make bee-keeping profitable. Good that from again in 4 waeks from planting. suitable persons in the prominent the farmer or mechanic, who keeps atable
plant
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towns
sale.
ready
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makes all the other things a success, it is The seed
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cents
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make bee-keeping
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the same.
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Now 1 will give my plan of planting
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Scientific bee-keeping as a business, is
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Dr.
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an average crop of wheat. I he
and a knowlconclude that figwort (Simpson honey much as
Late in the fall of 1873 I reared a queen and wants of the honey bee, This may be
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plant) is the best honey plant I ever saw
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a
after
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to
advantage
an
colony until the obtained in theory, by a study (not merely
Motherwort, second best catnip, third moist, and be plants.
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the other halt of bee culture. Add to this the practical
called king of honey plants, and we
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some
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the following manner: use of the knowledge obtained in
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bv comparing the advantages and disadbeing
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time, by seeding all
nearer a large apiary for a year or two, if possible,
vantages of the one plant with the other, same
1 About the eyes they approach
But
melilot.
with
places
for
look
rough
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prepared
and
hence we get facts.
purple than the Italians beginning at the and then you will be
it out of my cultivated fig and
location (as the young M. U. would say),
For cultivation, white clover blooms the would keep field.
they first have three distinct yellow a
waist
u Do not try to build up by crowding out
motherwort
second year from the seed, beginning to
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there is
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and
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very
them
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cessive rains sometimes blast the hopes of
In this locality (N. W.
the apiarist.
Penn.), In the summer of 1871, during the
blooming of white clover in June, the

revealing the "mysteries" therein and
revolutionizing old theories.
Then, with great rapidity, step after
step was built. In order to fully record
this great rival to "Jacob's ladder," let us
number and describe each step, so that
the "generations yet unborn" may treasure up in history every step in the grand
stairway, reared by the men of our days
by indomitable energy and inventive ge-

weather was cold, dry and windy. But
little honey was secured in the flowers
under such circumstances, and the entire
summer proved alike honeyless, and in
early autumn 1 reduced my apiary from
130 to 50 colonies, in order to put them on
a safe winter footing. A few were doubled, nius.
Step No. 2 consisted in the multiplicabut I killed and buried bushels of
bees, saving their combs clean and nice tion of bee books and bee papers, scatter-

A

similar state of things
for further use.
has occured 3 or 4 times in my experience
of 35 years, but let us see how other people are. sometimes effected in seasons of
frost and drouth. I have known dairymen to sell good cows at So.OOeach, on account of the prospective scarcity of hay.
It will be readily seen that farmers suffer
even heavier losses than the bee-keeper
by unfavorable seasons.
Any person possessed of conscientious
qualms against the killing of one, or many
colonies of bees in autumns or unpropitious honey seasons, had better never engage in bee-keeping as a business. The
keeping or killing must be altogether a
matter of dollars and cents. If in 100 colonies in the fall, there be only sufficient
stores for the safe wintering of 50, it is a
question which will pay better, reduce the
Dumber to 50, or purchase food for 100. It
will depend much on circumstances, and
the market value of the colonies in the
spring. My own experience leads me to
the belief that in a large majority of cases,
it pays best to reduce the number of colonies, the hives and nice clean combs being being worth in the spring, nearly as
much in the hands of the skilled apiarist,
as colonies will sell for. The heavy losses
sustained last winter are discouraging, it
is true.
It is also true that such losses
are more speedily regained than with any
other stock. While absolute safety in the
possession of property is not the inheritance of man, the bee-keeper may feel
quite as secure as those engaged in any
other industrial pursuit.

ing information like autumn leaves,
awakening scientific investigation and inviting inventions to aid in the scientific
management of the apiary.
Step No. 3 called the bee lovers together
in
conventions,
developing the best
thoughts, and the most advanced ideas of
those devoted to this industry.
Step No. 4 was the importation of Italian bees, placing the possibilities of improvement within our grasp.
Step No. 5 showed us how to Italianize
our apiaries, rear and ship the new bees,
and thus spread them all over the continent.
Step No. 6 taught the increase of colonies by division, instead of swarming.
Step No. 7 brought to our astonished
view the possibilities of making a staple
article of honey, giving us the honey extractor by which to obtain the honey by
centrifigal force.
Step No. 8 gave us the

means of uncapping the combs before extracting the
honey, and saving them for future use by
the aid of an uncapping knife.
Step No. 9 reassured our nerves by giving us a bellows-smoker, with which to
control the bees during our manipulation
of them, without danger of being stung.
Step No. 10 presented to our astonished
vision sheets of wax, afterwards corrugated and called "comb foundation," to
aid the bees in multiplying their numbers
and obtaining large yields of honey, by
providing room to receive the sweet nectar in the shortest period of time, as well
as to control the production of drones.
Youngsville, Pa.
Step No. 11 gave us magnificently thin
comb foundation, to be used in comb
T. G. Newman being called for, ad- honey, giving it strength to endure transdressed the Convention as follows, on portation, and aid in its production.
the
Step No. 12, presented us with single
comb sections to facilitate the building of
Stepping-Stones toward Perfection.
straight combs, and add to their beauty,
This subject is one of immense magni- facilitate their division, and increase their
tude, and I must content myself with the market value.
merest outline of thought, allowing those
Step No. 13, showed us how to improve
present to rill out the hgure, and dress it the race of bees by constant selection and
up to suit their fancy.
experiments, breeding in the traits of
Scientific apiculture in its fullness and character desired, or breeding out the unperfection stands out to view as a great desirable ones.
mountain, whose sides apparently forbade
Step No. 14 consisted in popularizing
the approach of man, but whose top pre- the consumption of honey, and creating a
sented tantalizing to view the beauty of demand for it among the masses.
perfection, the sublimity of the complete
Step No. 15, sought out a foreign outlet
control of the honey bee, and the full de- for honey, thereby creating a valuable
velopment of scientific management of the market for all our surplus crops.
apiary— a "land flowing with milk and
Step No. 16, gave us many improvehoney," furnishing God-given sweetness ments in marketing jars, cans, kegs, secto all the nations of the world as a staple tions, crates, etc., thereby adding to the
product, with a commercial value like value of the bee interests.
butter, cheese, and sugar.
Step No. 17, developed shows for bees
How to ascend this mountain and plant and honey, presented an opportunity for
our feet upon its glorious summit is the good natured rivalry, and raised the
all-important question. Talk not to me standard of the " ideal."
of impossibilities— my faith in the ultiStep No. 18 consisted in planting for
mate triumph of scientific apiculture is honey bloom, to give a continuous yield of
progressive it
nectar for our bees to gather, from early in
" Laughs at impossibilities,
the spring till late in the fall.
And cries— It sliall be done."
Step No. 19 showed us how to make
When Frederick Winslow proposed, less honey a staple article— giving market
than 100 years ago to light London with quotations, estimating the crops and regugas, James Watt, Walter Scott and other lating the prices for it all over the country.
great men laughed at the idea, but see toStep No. 20. This consists in the deday the wonderful illumination of ten velopment of practical plans for wintering
thousand times ten thousand cities with our bees.
gas!
This is the "next progressive step"—
When Fulton proposed to run a steam the last problem to be solved, but proboat up the Hudson River, men scoffed at found thoughts of the wise, and the patient
the idea, but the millions of steam boat experiments of practical men will speedily
palaces and drawing-room cars drawn by accomplish it.
ponderous engines over land and ocean,
From the place we occupy, we catch,
demonstrates grand accomplishments for
now and then, a glimpse of the glorious
steam.
fulfillment
of all our expectations
The electric light, so much ridiculed for
;

!

now rivals the sun, and pales the
very moon and stars with its brilliance

years,

!

In the misty ages of the past, the grand

"mount

of transfiguration "

we have just

caught a glimpse of, was enveloped in
clouds and thick darkness the ancients
saw apiculture only in its crude state
" this treasure they had in earthern vessels" in the time of Abraham and Samson.
Greek and Roman poets and sages caught
only a glimpse of the glorious fruition,
and then the world went into the depths
Ignorance and superstition
of mire.
reigned supreme, until the days of Huber,
Bevan, Dzierzon and Berlepsch, who
cleared away much of the rubbish around
;

"

Oh! the transporting, rapturous scene.
That rises to our sight!
Sweet fields arrayed in living green,

And

rivers of delight!

There generous bloom in all the dales
And mountain sides will grow,
There rocks and hills, and hrooks and vales
With milk and honey flow."
Is there anything to discourage us in
our work ? No
all looks encouraging.
With steady hands and iron nerves, let us
near the top stone in the "grand stairway," cfcmpleting our work, and giving
us the possession of that for which we
have so long wrought. And while we
place in proper position "the cap stone"
of the grand structure, let the wondering
and admiring people rejoice with greatest
;

mountain— laying bare the joy!
rock on which to build the mighty stairOn motion, a rising vote of thanks
way leading to its glorious summit.
Thereon was built the first step by that was tendered Mr. Newman for his able
intellectual giant whose name every true address.
American honors— the Rev. L. L. LangsDr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta,
troth. The step consisted in adapting the
movable-comb principle to his bee hive, Ga., gave an interesting address on
the base of the

Oct. 19,

Does not every practical bee-keeper
the different races of the honey bee,
their geographical distribution. know that if the public could have been
kept from buying worthless imitations of
On motion, the thanks of the Conven- the
Langstroth or movable-comb bee hive,
tion were tendered Dr. Brown for his that hundreds of thousands of dollars
very able paper. [Owing to the length would have been saved to innocent beeof this treatise, we must postpone its keepers, and that our most noble and
publication until next week. Ed.]
worthy L. L. Langstroth would not only
have received his well-earned honors, but
T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich., ad- his just rewards ?
dressed the Convention on the sublect
President Cook paid a glowing and
of inventions, as follows
eloquent tribute to the Rev. L. L.
A Partial Review.
Langstroth, the inventor of the movable frame hive.
"Honor to whom honor is due !"
Dr. L. E. Brown, Kentucky, moved
It is well in looking back from our ad- that the sentiments expressed by Mr.
vanced standpoint of apiculture, to observe Bingham be indorsed as the views
of
wherein we have profited, and in what rethis Convention, which motion was
spect the present American system of beeseconded.
keeping differs from that of the past, and
Dr. Parmly, D. A. Jones, Pres. Cook,
to whom most indebted.
The system 1 have denominated the and many others supported the moAmerican, is the substitution of absolute tion, which was carried with great
control, for the "happy-go-lucky" methods unanimity.
previously pursued. The early writings
C. E. Muth, Ohio, read the following
of the lamented M. Quinby, called the
" Mysteries of Bee-Keeping," which were letter, which he had just received
Oxford, O., Oct. 5, 1881.
among the most conspicuous of the closing
Dear Friend
I am very sorry that
era, may be appropriately called its closing
chapter; while the writings of the Rev. I could not be with you at the ConL. L. Langstroth, and the invention of the vention—but I grow worse instead of
movable comb hive, may be justly called better.
the opening chapter in improved bee-culIn this week's American Bee
ture, and the foundation ot the American
Journal there is a strange mistake
system.
Do I assume too much in saying that about a hive sent from Greece to Mr.
nearly all we have of present value rests R. Colvin. It is a regular Berlepsch
on one single corner-stone, hewn and per- hive, and contained a Grecian colony,
fected by one master hand, whose surpass- which died on the passage. Mr. Coling genius, experience and practical appli- vin did not keep bees until some years
cation, have shown him the master builder, after my patent issued, and this Beron whose single invention the vast present lepsch hive did not reach him until
and the undreamed future of American
time after

and

:

:

—

apiculture rests ?
Has not the fact

some

he had imported ItalThese facts are enough to
honorable show how greatly mistaken Mr. Rob-

come home

to every

bee-keeper in this
body, time and again, that amid the thousand changes and struggles to improve and
surpass the first and original, or movablecomb bee hive, not one outlived the legal
limit of the original Langstroth patent?
To illustrate, allow me here to quote a few
sentences from the covers of back- numbers of a leading American bee paper
practical

earnestly try to maintain a broad " charity for all, and malice toward none," and while I do
not wish to take upon myself the responsibility of
dictating a course for others, I feel It a duty to discourage with all my might, both by precept and example, everything in the shape of patented bee
hives, or patents on anything pertaining to beeculture. On the other hand, 1 shall try to encourage every one to do all in his power to advance the
common good of all. I do not believe the world
" selfish and grasping," but have much confidence
in the disposition of our people to pay for everything they get, and to reward those who work for
them disinterestedly, when they once get a clear
understanding of the matter. If you have made a
valuable invention or discovery, give it to the people, rejoicing that you have been enabled to contribute your mite to the common good, and in
seeing others happy, and sooner or later you will
surely have your reward. Nothing that we manufacture, in the shape of hives ana implements, is

While

I

patented.
I recommend the Langstroth frame for everybody, and for every purpose whatever, in preference to anything else, and I have pretty thoroughly
experimented with all shapes and sizes. There
may be other forms that will give just as good results, but I do not believe- there are any better.
For all general purposes. I advise the Simplicity
hive, holding ten of the above frames. The Simplicity (or Improved and Simplified Langstroth
hive) is not patented, and never will be.

Permit me here to ask, if the leading
bee-keepers of America are opposed to
patents ? and if so, what method they
have devised to encourage invention and
render unnecessary the methods devised
by Congress ? Is it of any value to beekeepers of to-day, or the bee-keepers of
the future, that the memory of the inventor of the movable-comb bee hive, and the
honey extractor, and comb foundation,
should be revered and perpetuated ? Or
is there no duty or interest except to get
more honey and higher prices, and cheap
supplies at cheaper prices ?
I assume, in the absence of any other
plan of encouragement and protection than
that devised by our forefathers as a just
tribute to worthy invention, that the American people do respect and honor not only
the inventors, but the inventions and the
legal record of them in the United States
Patent Office. One of the publishers of a
bee paper stated in his publication, that
" any man who did not take legal steps to
establish the fact of his invention, should
not complain because of the indifference
of others." Is it not to the interest of
every practical bee-keeper, and to the interest of this the most national exponent
of American apiculture, to put itself on
record as the guardian and patron of valuable and original first inventions ?
Do American bee-keepers expect too
much of this more than national body, in
presuming that it shall carefully weigh not
only the causes of success and failure, but
that it shall lift up its voice in commendation of every worthy and practical invention, while it speaks in no uncertain tones
its disapproval of the substantial copying,
without invention or improvement, of the
worthy inventions of others ?

ian bees.

inson

is

in this matter.

L. L.

Langstroth.

Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria,
tributed a paper which was
plauded, entitled
Suitable

Employment

for

111.,

con-

much

ap-

Women.

Bee-keeping, although a laborous employment, demands no great outlay of
strength, at one time. It embraces the
performance of many little items, which
require skill and gentleness, more than
muscle. The hand of woman from nature,
habit and education, has acquired an ease
of motion, which is agreeable to the sensibilities of bees, and her breath is seldom
obnoxious to their olfactories, by reason
of tobacco or beer.
Women have demonstrated, that the
making of hives and surplus boxes is no
objection, as they have purchased them in
the flat, nailed and painted them. Tbe
hiving of swarms is neither more difficult
nor dangerous, than the washing of windows or milking. The right time to extract honey, or to put on, or take off surplus boxos, requires no more tact or skill
to determine, than the proper fermentation of bread, or the right temperature of
the oven required for baking. She is in
her allotted sphere while raising queens
and nursing weak colonies, or caring for
the honey when off the hive.
The most powerful argument in view of
the suitableness of bee-keeping for women
is

at

That it is something she can do
home, and not interfere with her do-

this:

mestic duties.

Many women

of

small

means have young children depending
upon their exertions for support, and remunerative work to be performed at home,
brings very little in the market of to-day.
For instance, the making of overalls at 5
cents a pair, and shirts at 50 cts. per doz.
She is compelled to accept less pay than
men, for the same service performed. We
had a friend, chosen as principal of a
school on account of her efficiency, but
was compelled to accept lower wages than
her predecessor, who was a man, and dis-

missed for his incompetency. But we
have never found a dealer unscrupulous
enough to offer less for a pound of honey,
because it was produced by a woman.

T. G.

Newman,

111.,

expressed him-

self as fully in accord with the views
so concisely and ably expressed by
Mrs. Harrison. The paper was a model
in this respect.
C. F. Muth, Cincinnati. Ohio, addressed the Convention as follows on

Foul Brood

Among

Bees.

C. Bertram, of Hanover, Germany, publishes the following essay in regard to diseases of bees, heading his article "Foul
Brood or Chilling," and tells how foul
brood made its appearance in his apiary in
the fall, after the days begun to be cold.

Remembering Mr. Hubert's remedy, salimixed some of it with honey
and fed it, when he was surprised to see

cylic acid, he

many

of his bees flying out

and dying out-
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side of their hives. He then went to the
druggist to ascertain for what purpose salicylic acid was generally used, when he
w ;h told, principally to Keep canned fruit.
He tasted of the acid, winch made him
cough violently. Having a heavy cold at
tin' time, it relieved him, however, a

killed by the contagion, in which the skin
decays almost at the same time with the
body.
Satisfied that no trouble would

the matter more
thoroughly, 1 tilled a number of second
with these
stories of strong colonies
frames Of decaying brood. Friends came
to see me, and, walking down between
two rows of hives, one remarked "What
arise,

and

in

order

to test

made him feel better. Now, Mr. Bertra
reasons thus
Sallcj lie acid destroys fu
gus or germs of souring in fruit and dis- stench is that?" "It comes from that
solves and loosens slime secretions In ottr hive," said the Other, extending his nosbody. He claims it has a beneficial effect trils, and stooping down to one of those
en our nervous system, anil shows to the hives prepared by me. At my request to
physician the degree of a cold or ever- see if they could scent another hive of
heating in a patient, lie says the disease, that sort, "they succeeded. So strong an
can he prevented by a timely use of medi- emission I had never observed from a hive
lie dusted over his brood combs the containing the real foul brood. However,
cine,
raw pulverized salicylic acid repeated it my combs were cleaned a few days afterseveral times, and his Infected colony was wards and used again for brood-rearing
cured of foul brood in the fall. His other and honey-storing, with the same safety as
colonies had taken the disease, and com- any.
If you observe closely this harmless, permenced to carry out dead larva?, butagood
dusting with the acid cured them all. The ished brood, it will not take you long to
tell
the difference between it and the real,
following season he made the same observation, brood became chilled and died, but or malignant foul brood. I think it nee
before foul brood had made any headway, essary to describe it as thorough as possihe applied the acid and cured the affected ble, no matter if I do differ with the macolonies. Mr. Bertram's resume is that jority of our brethren or not, who appear
chilling is the cause of foul brood, and to think that they know something about
that the application of the proper medicine the matter. They may be convinced of
their error before they know, and it is my
in time, prevents the contagion.
Mr. Bertram says that May disease object here to put you on your guard, as
makes its appearance in spring, and is ap- "1 came through the mill," which gave
parently caused by over exertion. The me not a little labor and expense.
You will remember that 1 had cured last
muscles of the wings became over taxed
and lame, and he gives salicylic acid as a year a number of hives afflicted with the
good remedy for it. For the btnefit of our disease, and my apiary was clear of it in
German-reading friends, I recommend the the all. 1 was generally prompt in disinfecting every infected and emptied hive
original lengthy document.
Enthusiasm, so essential to success in before I left it, but one. It was left near
window with the entrance closed, ready
a
every business, appears to be especially
the characteristic of the successful bee- to be disinfected at some leisure hour, and
forgotten.
keeper, and to him does the old saying,
Last spring I was coming past the hive
'no roses without thorns" particularity
apply. Sharper than a thorn, or even a and found a large number of my bees
around
and in the same. The entrancebee sting, is the discovery by him of foul
block had been removed accidentally, and
brood among his bees.
the
scent
of the hive had drawn on the
There is, also, not a more social nor conbee-keepers. bees, which were without any forage, at
fiding class of men than
They will tell you all they know about the time. The hive was shut up and the
their pets, and, as a friend remarked, "dif- bees inside starved to death, knowing that
ferent from other fanciers, they will tell a those which had returned to their hives
Against this enthu- already had taken home with them the
little more, if any."
was
siastic " little more" we have to guard oc- bacteria, causing foul brood, and I
casionally, and exercise our own judgment bound to let no more bees escape. It
proved
expected
it would.
few
as
I
had
all the time and in everything.
Perhaps no keener disappointment could days afterwards, 1 found in several combs
occur to a bee-keeper than the discovery of weak colonies a few larva? killed by the
of foul brood in his apiary. I mean the fungus carried in on the feet of the bees
contagious disease which is called "foul coming from the infected hive. The larbrood," the origin of which is not known, va? had already turned into a brownish
as yet, to any one of us, further than that mass with unmistakable signs of the disease, but apparently not far enough adit is imported fromEurope, where itexists
thrown out bacteria or
to a large extent, and where a bee-keeper vanced to have
without
a spores. I cut out those infected cells,
gets it from another apparently
of
cause, who then ascribes it to a something gave all the combs a good sprinkling
as chilling or starving of brood, when, in salicylic acid with the atomizer, and no
afternoticed
disease
were
signs
of
the
visiting
sole
agent
was
a
bee
the
fact,
from a hive 2 or 3 miles off, or some visit- wards. Two full frames of brood from
ing drones coming in with the fungus on another hive where diseased larva? were
their feet. I do not mean the dead brood more numerous were burned, which, with
we often find in the cells decayed and agood sprinkling, saved the colony. Three
creating a stench, and which is removed very strong colonies, however, had so
as the colony gets stronger, when the old many cells with diseased larva? that I
combs, cleaned out by the bees and again should have been sure to have overlooked
used for rearing of brood and storing of some, had I attempted to treat them as I
honey, remain as good as any. Every bee- did those weak colonies mentioned above.
keeper of only limited experience can A radical measure was necessary. Conmake himself acquainted with this inno- sequently, I brushed all the bees from
cent disease, which is often brought on by their combs into comb foundation, and
a cold night in spring, when the bees are fed them with the salicylic acid as deforced by the instinct of self-preservation scribed at our last year's meeting in Cinsuccessful in
to draw up into a more compact cluster, cinnati, which has proved
exposing thereby part of their brood. The every instance, and to which I have no
so exposed brood chills, dies, decays, and improvement to make to-day. See Bee
No par- Journal, page 534, November, 1S80.
is then removed as stated above.
It beingunpleasant and without a benefit
ticular harm is done, only that perhaps a
superficial observer is made to feel very to the average reader to repeat matters so
often,
I refer interested parties to the recomfortable on the disappearance of foul
brood (?) in his apiary. "The poorer the spective pages of the Bee Journal as
stated
above, or to my little pamphlet,
season, the more foul brood, the better the
" Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers," conseason, the less foul brood," said, very innocently, one of our brethren not long taining full particulars in regard to the
disease, with other interesting matter,
since in the Bee Journal.
mail to anyone for 10 cts., the
It is a consoling feature, indeed, to ob- which I will
serve from their expressions that a large expense of publishing and postage.
number of our good bee-keepers who
Dr. E. Parmly, N. Y., offered the
know, as yet, nothing of this dread disease, following, which was adopted
that contagious foul brood does not preResolved, That the thanks of this
any very great extent. It shows,
:

:

—

I

A

:

vail to
also, that

It is true, the pure! Cyprians are more
A communication was read from C.
Lake, Baltimore, Md., describing DervOUS anil easily irritated than the pure
Italians, but are not disposed to provoke
his "old reliable bee hive, now on exII.

-

'

hibition.
Dr. Dillurd, of Lexington, Ky., was
invited to address the Convention.
The Doctor, in response, said he was

not now engaged in bee-keeping, but
anticipated Be would be again, as he
did not know how he could get along

without them.
The committee on exhibits made
the following report:
C. F. Mutta, Cincinnati, Ohio, shows two line »llmetal honey extractors of hla own manufacture,
which for style and workmanship appear to be
very complete.
J. M. Oavis, Springhill, Tenn., shows a honey carriage, which ia so perfect in all its parta that liny
bee-keeper who runs for extracted honey cannot
afford to do without it.
Charles II. Lake, Baltimore. Md., shows bis Old
Reliable double-wall hive, accompanied by an ex-

planatory letter.
('. II. Deane, Mortonsville, Ky., shows the Star
hive, ao perfectly arranged in all its parts
that no one can fail to be struck with its wonderful
completeness also a division board and feeder
combined he also shows a new feature in connection with section-storing, which surpasses anything of the kind in connection with a Langstroth
the case holding
hive, either one or two stories
the sections has no top bar, and they are so arranged that they can be tiered up either in the top
story or in the body of the hive, and combines all
the necessary arrangements simple and complete.
Mrs. Frances A. Dunham, Depere, Wis., exhibits
one of her celebrated comb foundation machines.
T. F. Bingham shows a tine display of his unri(.'hall

;

;

;

A

an attack, but to resent an insult. Most
colonies can he manipulated without trouble.
They are like all other families of the
animal kingdom, they vary in disposition,
even as do our own eh Id ten nursed by tin!
same mother. Yet it is sometimes true,
the most irritable member of the family is
possessed of more good qualities than all
tin' balance of the household.
Little difficulty need occur with the skillful apiarist
in running for box honey, hut more difficulty is experienced where all the honey is
to be extracted.
The bees from a Cyprian mother mated
with a pure Italian drone, are large, beautiful, active anil quiet, and if bred up to a
pure race, I am not positive we might not
christen them "Apis Americana," But
we will refrain until we get the length of
the tongue. Whether the mixing of the
races will produce like results remains to
be determined, but if not, all the drone
combs should be congregated in the hives
occupied by Italian queens, aud the victory is surely gained. 1 prophesy ten
years will not have passed before those
now ready to discard the new races will
change their opinions, and not hastily exclude all foreign blood.
i

D. A. Jones, Ontario, thinks a probusiness can be transacted by
breeders and others, in
valled smokers alsosomeof theBingham& Heth- Southern
erlngton uncapping knives.
breeding choice drones and selling to
J. M. C. Taylor, Lewistown, Md., shows a very
queen
breeders,
especially by shipping
fine Italian queen also a beautiful albino queen
with handsome bees.
North.
D. A. Pike, Smithsburg, Md., exhibits some handDr. J. P. 11. Brown inquired of Mr.
some Italian and albino bees, also a Syrian queen
mated with an albino drone.
Jones what experience he had in shipDr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga., shows some
fitable

;

;

beautiful Cyprian and Syiian bees; also some
crosses between Cyprians, Cyrians and Italians,
proving clearly that, he exercises great care in
breeding.
D. A." Jones, Beeton, Ont., exhibits four tine Syrian and five Cyprian queens; also two Italians
crosaed with Cyprian and Syrian dronea on hia bee
islands.
T. G. Newman

showa the

fifth edition

of " Cook's

Manual of the Apiary," revised and improved. containing invaluable information for the bee-keeper,
whether novice, amateur or specialist ; none can
afford to do without It. Also, the AMERICAN Bee
Journal in its proposed new form for 1881!, which
is the only weekly bee paper in the world, devoted
exclusively to bees and honey. It should be a welcome visitor to every luver of bees. Mr. Newman
also exhibits" Bee-Culture," of which book he is
the author
also " Extracted Honey," by Chas. &

ping drones.
M. Jones answered he practiced the
method in interchanging drones between his apiaries and bee islands.
By the use of his perforated metal entrance, drones not desired to mate
with queens could be restrained in the
hive.

Rev. L. Johnson addressed the Convention as follows, on
Progressive Bee-Culture- Past, Present and
Prospective.

;

Dadant.

C. P.

G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg, Ky., shows a
very excellent feeder, also an ingenious invention
for leading bees out of the honey house.
C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O., exhibits one of the
safest and most valuable shipping queen cages yet
brought before the public.
C. H. Lake. Baltimore, Md., has on exhibition a
Dzierzon-Berlepsch bee-hive, which was presented
by King Otto, of Greece, to Mr. R. Colvin.
A. C. Cunningham, Salvisa, Ky., shows a number
of packages of honey in glass, which are very attractive. No one can fail to be struck with the
superiority of his honey, it being so thick and delicious that Kentucky honey in the future must
take a front rank in the market, both as to quality

and

price.

Dr. N. P. Allen presents a number of samples of
of various thicknesses, adapted
to different uses in the hive, all superior of its
kind both as to color and purity of material, mostly
made on the machine invented by Mrs. F. A. Dun-

comb foundation

ham, Depere,

Wis.,

and forwarded

to the

Conven-

& C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton. III.
The Bee-Keepers' Instructor, the New England
Bee Journal and Home Gazette, and the Bee Keeption by Chas.

Magazine, all of which are valuable aids to beekeepers, are on exhibition.

ers'

On motion, the report was adopted
and the committee discharged.
An article was read from Rev. A.
'

Salisbury, entitled,
Cyprian Bees.

Scientific bee-culture may properly be
said in this country to he confined to the
The first bees in America
last 30 years.
were imported into Pennsylvania about
also have accounts of
the year 1627.

We

bees being brought from England to New
York and Virginia about the year 1085.
From that time forward they have been
disseminated to every part of the United
Until the last 20
States aud Canada.
years all these were of the German or
black variety. Until 1851, they were kept
in the log-gum, box-hive, or straw-skep.
The hives were generally set in some outof-the-way place, and but little, attention
given them, exceptat swarming or robbing
time. The weak ones were often brimstoned in the fall, and the little honey
they had was about the only surplus the
owner obtained. Sometimes a cap of 20 or
30 lbs. of white honey taken from the
strongest colonies, was considered quite
an acquisition. The man who could protect himself in veil and guantlets, envelop
himself in smoke, and then approach a
hive in early morning, burst off the top,
and cut out 30 or 40 lbs. of honey, was considered quite a bee man.
Much superstition was held about bees
in those days. When they swarmed, bells
and pans, and everything which would
make a noise were brought into use to
make them settle. When a hive was sold,
it must
be removed at night, and the
money left on the stand, or the former

After an experience of one year, I must
say I am pleased with the Cyprian bee.
The attachment springs from no selfish
motive, but from a strong conviction that
the merits of the race will warrant the
estimate. Their beauty is equal to, and
will probably excel that of our most beautiful Italians, and the. beauty of the latter owner would lose his luck. When a memis never marred by a blood relationship ber of the family died, some one must
whisper the sad event to the bees, or they
with the former, but rather augmented.
They are good workers, active and in- would all leave. The colony was said to
the
dustrious, and I am laboring under the be ruled by a king, whom all obeyed
conviction that they carry more honey in drones were females, which laid all the
well,
only
the
workers
were—
a
eggs,
and
their sacks than the Italians. My opinion
In short, scarcely anything was
is based on the admitted fact that they are stinger.
less in size than the Italians when not known about bees, and success was attrigathering honey, but when their sacs are buted almost entirely to luck.
In the year 1851, the Rev. L. L. Langsfilled they compare in size with their rivals.
As a race the queens are evidently pos- troth invented the movable comb hive
sessed of more fecundity than Italian which bears his name. About the same
queens. In all great enterprises to be ac- time the Rev. Dr. Dzierzon, of Germany,
complished in a given time, the work is also made a similar invention in Europe.
done by the multitude, and not the dis- From that time forward an entirely new
couraged few. While white clover con- era in bee-culture was inaugurated, both
tinues to bloom so early in some localities, in the Old World and the New. Discovery
commencing the latter part of May, very after discovery in the natural history of
few colonies of Italians are up with the the honey bee was made, and as truth
times for storing in the boxes at the open- gradually came to the light, superstition
ing of the harvest, so a loss occurs in get- was dissipated, and instead of a "venomting the first clover honey in boxes, for the tiped warrior," always ready for fight,
want of bees to fill them from bottom to bees were found susceptible of education
top. Cyprians, with anything of a chance, and control, the same as other farm stock.
will be up with the season, and by the Colonies were not only increased at pleasthousands will sip the sweet nectar from ure by this system, but the bees were efthe snowy fields, and rushing homeward fectually guarded against many of their
pell-mell, their nervous muscles instinct- enemies, and vast stores ot white honey
ively move them up-stairs to unburden the obtained where almost none had been

Convention are tendered Mr. D. A.
Jones, of Ontario, for the valuable information he lias so freely imparted,
and the interest he has awakened in
"harmless"
foul the present and former meetings by
foul brood and this
brood, as it may be called, and that the giving
his experience and views on so
former is by no means a result of the latlarge a range of topics.
ter.
I had ample proof to justify my asRev. L. Johnson paid an eloquent
sertion, aud so stated it (see Bee Journal, page 502, November, 1879). If I ever tribute to the Convention.
doubted my conviction, I had the best
J. C. Peden extended an invitation
chance of thoroughly testing the matter to the members to visit hint at his
again this summer.
home in Lawrenceburg, Ky.
Several lots of bees sent me last spring
Judge Andrews addressed the Confrom friends in the South, arrived here in
vention on fall honey in Texas.
bad condition. Some colonies had all the
brood smothered in every frame, which
communication from E. E. Hasty
looked in capped and uncapped cells, so on " The origin of our present races of
much like the real foul brood that it came bees," was read.
near deceiving me. It had the shape and
[We are compelled to postpone the
about the color, but removing the decayed
larva with a pin, it pulled out complete. publication of this article for want of
heavy
It had a skin around it, unlike the larva space.]

we have a chance yet of mastering the malady, if we mean business.
On a former occasion, I attempted to"
state the difference between the " real

33
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Literature

upon subjects per-
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taining to bee-culture, for the first time,
began to assume a respectable place. The
able work of Langstroth, and numerous articles from his pen, as well as from Samuel
Wagner, Quinby, and many others, soon
developed a desire for reading upon this
subject, which resulted in establishing
the American Bee Journal,, and a
special department devoted to bee-culture
agricultural
in nearly all the leading
papers in the United States. The number
of bee papers has been increased in this
country in the last few years, until at
present we have 7, one of which is weekly.
Also, such able works as the " Manual of
the Apiary," by Prof. A. J. Cook.
"Quinby's New Bee-Keeping," by L. C.
Root, " A. B. C. of Bee-Culture," by A. I.
Root, and a host of smaller works by able
authors.
Many other movable comb hives, besides
that of Langstroth's, have been invented,
each claiming some excellence over others,
but the original invention still holds its
own, and is adopted by a majority of the
leading apiarists of America, and remains
substantially as it left the hands of the
great inventor 30 years ago. Most other
hives are complicated, and have many useless appendages, defeating the very object
for which they were invented. They look
very attractive, and.work nicely at a fair,
or on a show table, but with a swarm of
bees in them, all their movable and adjustable parts are waxed firmly together, and
to loosen them jars them and makes the
bees hard to control.
Improvements in receptacles for nice
comb honey have been nearly as great as
those of the hive. In place of the old box
cap, we now have the neat and convenient
prize section box with snow-white combs
of honey, which may be kept in virgin
beauty, and free from waste almost indefinitely.
The honey extractor is a long
stride in progress, which can scarcely be
realized.

Its

numerous

benefits,

only

who have used one can estimate.
the amount of honey obtained can be
more than doubled, and many difficulties
in successful bee-keeping obviated, while
the delicious sweet, free from wax and all
foreign substances, presents to the eye and
palate a treat not to he despised.
Comb foundation, among the improvements of the present day, occupies no
small place. All the difficulties of crooked
combs and excessive drone brood can be
obviated, and the thin varieties as starters
in section boxes will both increase the
amount, and improve the appearance of
our surplus.
now come to the progress in the
races of bees. The Italian bee was first
imported and disseminated in the United
States by Langstroth and others, about
the year 1801. During the last 20 years
their superiority over the black or German
variety has been so generally acknowledged, that but little need be said. Their
beauty, docility and superior working
qualities are conceded by all who have
tried them, and could we but keep this race
pure, certainly nothing more could be deRecently, by the labors of D. A.
sired.
Jones and Frank Benton, the Cyprian and
Syrian bees have been brought to our
shores. So far, but one point in progress
has been made by their introduction, viz
Prolificness. Their docility and easy management over good Italians we have not
seen, and their honey gathering qualities
the past season have not been better than
our other importations. It may be that
Cyprian queens, crossed witu pure Italian
drones, will develop some improvement.
For the last i or 5 years no great progress has been made in improvements.
Why is this? Have we reached perfection ? Or have we made all the discoveries we can ?
We think not.
1.
The great drawback to progressive
bee-keeping with us is unsuccessful wintering. A few years ago we thought the
problem was solved but the severe losses
of the past winter have convinced us we
are as far from mastering the situation as
ever. In the fall of 1880, there were in the
United Slates about 3,127,000 colonies of
bees. Of these (through the American
Bee Journal), 521,230 colonies have been
heard from of these there was lost during
the past winter, 330,012, or about 63 per
cent.
Taking this as an estimate of 1-6 of
all, would
make the entire loss about
1,980,072, which, at the low price of $5 per
colony, amounts to a loss to the bee-keepers of the United States of ¥9,000,362. Of
the different hives in use, box hives lost
88 per cent., while of Tranie hives the loss
was 40 per cent., and of the Langstroth 42
per cent., and some deep frame hives like
the Quinby, a little less. From this, we
conclude if we had a frame like the
Langstroth, yet so arranged that we could
set the frame on end for wintering purposes, some advantages might be gained,
yet this process was tried a few years ago
by Mr. Alley, of Wenham, Mass., but for
some reason we have never learned he
those

By

it,

We

:

;

;

abandoned it.
2.
Another point

for progress in the future, is fertilizing in confinement. Many

plans have been tried, and in some of them
success was partially attained, but so far,
nothing positive has been accomplished.
We would urge those interested to keep on
trying. All engaged in bee-culture may
make progress by diminishing the number
of poor drones, and displacing queens of
doubtful purity, while queen venders
should send out no queens until thor-

Oct. 19.

imaginary ideas, as a " rule," is totally bee-house the best and safest receptafallible, especially he who does not pro- cle for winter, and the cellar as next

ceed logically, in any wise, to arrive at a
conclusion. Indeed, every old woman is
aware that the condition within a cellar
is totally different from that of a " hole"
in tlie earth. Within the clamp the degree
of temperature is just right and uniform,
not varying one degree during winter;
besides, the atmosphere is excluded from
oughly tested.
3.
Much progress can also be made by the bees, so that they repose therein in a
planting and propagating honey-producing semi-torpid state while out of the sea of
trees and plants, so that our honey harvest oxygen the factor that agitates life to its
may both be prolonged and increased. highest energies, when called upon by
Our extensive forests are fast disappear- contingencies, such as piercing cold. At
ing, and our little pets must have their for- each change of temperature bees rouse up
age thus destroyed supplied by some- excitedly while confined by stress of
thing else. All our bee books contain lists weather, which renders their condition
of these, and a little time and expense de- more and more unfavorable, until, if the
voted to this work, would return to us in a confinement continues, the crisis and endfair increase of delightful sweets. It cer- ing. The frequent excitements cause bees
tainly is very unwise to attempt to supply to gorge themselves with honey, and, what
any deficiency by feedingglucose or grape is worse, they glut with pollen, and then
sugar.
This miserable mixture is the continued confinement proves fatal. Bees
fruitful source of a thousand evils among do not necessarily consume air to any exus. None will suffer more from its adul- tent, providing their conditions are such
terating uses than honey producers, and that they may lie dormant.
The secret of success, then, so far as yet
we do hope that all bee-keepers will unite
in the future, to drive such a curse from known, is keeping bees during winter in
a semi-existence no consumption of oxythe land.
4.
Much progress can also be made by a gen, nor of food ; no wear and tear of
general knowledge of bee-culture among life's energies ; but, similar to burrowing
the people at large, both male and female. quadrupeds, remain quite donnantth rough
To this end, lectures should be given by the dire cold season. As a winter reposithose capable of public speaking, and an tory, I call a cellar the half-way bouse beinterest would thereby be awakened, re- tween summer stands and clamps.
sulting in great good. Special instruction
All attempts at burrowing above ground,
should also be given in bee-culture in all such as packing with straw, chaff, haybusiness doodles, and the like, is downright fraud.
our agricultural colleges.
which results in a clear gain of millions of Prof. A.J. Cook attempted to "protect"
dollars, and furnishes delicious food and bees in winter in the way he would prouseful medicine to thousands, should not tect ice in summer
but he would be probe neglected in these institutions. So far gressive, and has abandoned his whim for
as we know, but one college in the United cheating the elements. It is well known
States does this, viz
the State Agricul- that no degree of cold freezes a large clusneed ter of bees ; but freezing cold confines
tural College, at Lansing, Mich.
Prof. Cooks in all of them, and soon a host bees to one spot, not allowing the cluster
of young men would go forth, prepared by to move obliquely in either direction, and
science and practice, the potency of whose if the severe cold term continues until all
influence would soon be manifest every- the food within reach of the fixed cluster
where.
is consumed, the bees starve, even though
Finally, let us not be satisfied with pres- there is a large amount of stores in the
ent attainments, but realizing that "all hive and near at hand. It is well known,
that lives, grows," press onward. The too, that very low degrees of cold penetrate
vast field before the bee-keeper, as yet, is through the thickest packing that can surscarcely discovered. New truths can yet round a hive, and the longer it will be rebe unfolded, and loftier altitudes reached. tained after the atmosphere has changed
America has given to the world the most from cold to warmer. Better for bees to
useful inventions, the finest stock and best remain on summer stands in their doublemodel government, so may we hope to pro- walled hives, in a situation where they are
duce the most delicious honey, the best exposed to the sun's rays, even though the
race of bees, and stand forth as the reign- hive be all "ventilation," with an ample
ing queen of the great universal hive.
quantity of honey. Such conditions afford
occasional let-up for the bees to move
The reverend gentleman produced an
on the combs and get a supply of honey,
quite an extensive collection of late which could not be done where the immeblooming honey plants growing spon- diate changes of atmosphere are not felt
taneously in Kentucky, giving the by the bees. Those bee-packers seem to
name of each, and. its value for honey- possess the single idea fence out the cold
or the bees are liable to freeze. They are
producing.
not aware that bees never freeze while
The Secretary read the following they
can feed indeed, bees cannot be frofrom C. J. Robinson, Richford, N. Y.: zen while in a cluster until they have
starved. Some bee-keepers provide winter
Wintering Bees in Clamps.
quarters for their colonies in buildings,
The inevitable reign of Boreas is a stern but all such repositories are alike objecordeal that tries the nerve or patience of tionable on the same principles which conall bee-keepers in cold climates.
Success- demn packing.
ful wintering has hitherto been a mooted
Concerning the winter stores for bees, 1
problem, and perhaps ever will be, not- have learned that pollen is only a substiwithstanding inventive genius has ar- tute for honey with the bees at all times
dently sought for a solution. Success, and under all circumstances. Pollen does
however, is the reward of diligence and not possess a single element necessary for
care in every undertaking. In northern the use of bees or brood that is not conlatitudes bee-keeping is hazardous even tained in honey and pure saccharine in any
with scientists who put forth their best form, other authorities to the contrary
endeavors to avert disaster. And why so? notwithstanding. Old bees, and those of
Because we have failed to acquire the all ages, can subsist on pollen as part of
knowledge requisite to afford bees suita- their diet when they can often discharge
ble conditions during sieges of protracted from the intestines; but pollen is death
cold. Can this state of affairs be changed to bees in protracted confinement. So long
for the better is the theme of this paper, as bees consume only good honey, or sugar
and divers others of like import.
syrup, they can remain in the hive indefiMuch has been written on the subject of nitely, almost, not needing a " fly." now
" wintering." yet the secret of success is is it that queen bees never leave the hive
with the unknown. From a perusal of the to evacuate the contents of the intestinal
bee papers we might conclude that some canal? Simply because she eats nothing
bee-keepers have discovered how to win- but pure saccharine. This fact teaches
ter safely after an experience of a few that bees ought not to feed on pollen in
years, but no two of those wise philoso- winter, and bee-keepers should provide
phers agree in the mode of salvation. their colonies with plenty of good syrup
While those overweening didactic writers or honey, and carefully remove as much
whisk the pen and bellow, " like steers in pollen as practicable.
the corn," "Eureka! Eureka!" I have
I waive here all discussion concerning
been unable during half a century's expe- the features of hives in which bees winter
rience in handling bees, and studying best, except to say that for wintering on
their habits, and reading what others pro- summer stands the walls should he double,
mulgate concerning bee-culture, to offer with a dead-air space between them.
only a few hints in the line of progress.
column of dead-air surrounding the inner
Not until about 1S40 did bee-keepers put hive is a grand protection against the setheir bees in cellars during winter, nor did verest cold, while it is not objectionable
any one practice wintering in special re- for the reason that it retains cold like solid
positories. Since the advent of the mova- bodies, such as chaff, sawdust, etc.
ble-coinb frame hive I have wintered weak
colonies in clamps, so-called, and I have
D. A. Jones, Ontario, thinks that
tried other repositories— the cellar, under some of the points taken by the essnow, in out-house, and in warmed rooms sayist in the above paper are unten—but no situation affords equally as good
Jones thinks every pound
advantages as a properly constructed able. Mr.
clamp. In a discussion, while in a conven- of pollen contained in the combs
tion, Prof. A. J. Cook said that "wintering worth SI .00 in the spring, and he never
in clamps is about the same as in cellars." discriminates against it in preparing
He who attempts to reason from mere for winter. He also thinks a good
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A

best.

O. O. Poppleton, Iowa, thinks the
excellence of no one condition alone
will insure safety in wintering bees
but that many favorable conditions
are necessary to secure success. He
thinks it a preventive of spring
dwindling to leave hives packed till
the first of May, or later if the
weather is unfavorable.
Mr. Jones thinks a great error is
committed, by deferring preparations
for winter till too late in the season.
C. H. Deane, Mortonsville, Ky.,
packed his bees carefully, andhad no
difficulty in wintering, but a neighbor
left bees standing with the second
story on the hive as the season for
honey closed, and they came through
as safely and in as good condition as
;

his

own.

The committee on

resolutions, by
their chairman, C. C. Coffinberry, reported as follows
Resolvetl, That this Convention feels deeply
1.
grateful to Mess™. Wru. and .1. M. Williamson, and
their ladies, for their great sacrifice of time, comfort and money to contribute to our pleasure and
success.
2.
That we cordially thank our co-laborers in
Kentucky, and their ladies, for their liberal attendance and assistance in our deliberations.
:i.
That Mons. E. Bertrand, of Nyon. Switzerland, is tendered our thanks for recognition in his

V Apiculture.
4.
That our co-laborer, HerrH. Herbert M.'klenburg, Germany, has our congratulaiionson bis
very practical Memorandum Book for the Apiary.
T>.
That the various exhibits in the honey, bee,
queen and implement department of this Convention have been meritorious, and have added to its
valuable paper. Bulletin

interest.
6.
That the hotels of Lexington, and the railroads of Kentucky, have our thanks for reduced

rates.
7.
That, recognizing the power of the press, the
papers of Kentucky and Cincinnati, and our cherished bee periodicals, are gratefully recognized for

tbeir

many courtesies.

8. That the harmony of our present session will
form pleasant recollections in the long future.
9.
That the officers of tliis Society for the past

year, are entitled to our fullest thanks for their
successful labors in contributing to our effectiveness as an organization, and which have culminated in this enjoyable session.

Which resolutions were adopted,
and the committee discharged.
By paying $10 each, D. A. Jones and
T. 0. Newman became life members.

On

motion,the Convention adjourned

A.

sine die.

J.

Cook,

EnuiCK Parmly,

President.
Secretary.

igg-The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Chicago, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 25
and 26. All bee-keepers are cordially
invited to attend. It is desired to
make this one of the most interesting
conventions ever held in the United
States, and in order to do this, all bee-

keepers should make an effort to be
present. C. C. Miller,M. D., Pres.
C. C. Coffinberry, Sec.
Hgg" The Western Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet in
Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday,
Oct. 27, 1881, in Huntley's Hall, at
10:30 a. m. All interested, are cordi-

ally invited.

Wm. M.

S.

Coopersville, Mich.,

Dodge,
Aug.

Sec.
29, 1881.

<j^* The. Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
N.- E. France. Sec, Platteville, Wis.

l®" The Michigan State Bee-Keepconvene at Battle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
We have reason to expect one of the
largest and most interesting meetings
we have ever held. Let all arrange
ers' Association, will

to be present. All District Associations should send delegates. Eacli person should come with their best experience in their hands, ready to hand
it over to the others of the fraternity.
It is hoped that all will bring the fullest report possible from their region.
Commutation rates are expected on
A. J. Cook, Pres.
railroads.

T. F.

Bingham,

^A meetingon

Sec.

will be held at

Win-

Thursday, Nov. 3,
terset, Iowa,
1881, to organize a District Convention,
All the apiarists of the vicinity, as
well as from other States, are cordially
A. J. Adkison,
iinvited.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Iloticcs.
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^cluevtiscmcnts.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

lirVKHS' yiiOTATIONH.

Tub American Bke Journal

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for .5 cents each.

£?

Ofvxcb of American uke journal,)
Monday, 10 a. in., Oct. 17, 1881.
i

The following

Advertisements intended foitlie Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Kihhon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which arc printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

hour

to this

HONEY-The market is lively and prices steady.
We quote light oomb honey, in single comb
ist.i'joc

linger boxes

in

;

BBKSWAX

-Prime

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth.Ozierzon.and the Baron
of Berlepsch.—Price i5 cents each.

—

Extracted

less,

18@22&
W. Madison

quulity,

Newman,

al, H.

Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

lie.

NliOilC.

i)~2

St.

CLEVELAND.

&/•"

HONK Y— There is a slight

improvement in our
corah honey. One pound unglassed

market for
sections rind ready sale at 2lc. for white, and 20c.

Extracted honey continuesdull

for 'J Ih. sections.
at HK012C.

BEESWAX

the oldest Bee

8S°

When changing a postoffice admention the old as well as the

new

address.

22c
A. C. KENDEl,,
2

NEW

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.

PerDoz. Per 100
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
$1.80.... $12.00
"
Half Gallon,
"
....
1.50....
B.00
'*
"
Quart,
1.20
7.00
2H "
...
"
"
Pint,
"
4.00
75
1H

"5

ALFRED
972

BEESWAX.— Prime
Thorn &

quality, 2lJ4@23C
Co., 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— Is in good demand
SIT Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Deserving Articles are Always Appreciated. The exceptional cleanliness of Parker's Hair Balsam makes
it popular.
Gray hairs are impossible
with its occasional use.
40w4t

—

I

quote

:

Good comb honey,

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

III.

The British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.
The

British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when
and howtododoit. C.N.ABBOTT, Bee Master
School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London.
$1.75,

lb.

Bead

Is

a 32-page, beautifully Illustrated Monthly Magazin
devoted to

BEESWAX

of

-Pi ime quality, 2.">e.
Jk, Blake, 57 Chatham Street.

BALTIMORE.

HONEY. -But

little

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

It has the largest corps of practical breeders as editor
any journal of its class in Araeric , and is

THE FINEST POULTEY JOURNAL IN THE WOELD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION :$1.00 per year. Specimen Copy, 10 cents.
Edit) .rand Proprietor.
C. J.
L82
ST.,

WARD,

CLARK

CHICAGO

BEESWAX.— Southern. pure, 21<<o23c. Western,
pure,21@ 22c.i grease wax. Lie—Baltimore Markti
Journal.
;

A

Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

**--*»
Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at adiscount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

—

.

* * *

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New, in or 2
Indianapolis stock Review.
1

—

for a club of 5, weekly,

we

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

sections,

20@25c —

BIND YOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

SAN FRANCISCO.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

HONEY— A
cases

is

sale of choice extracted in bbls. and
noted at r'^C, and other lots incases are

same

wavering of
values in buyers' favor. Wholesale buyers emphatically refuse to take hold at extreme prices,
most of them naming He. as a top figure.
We quote white comb, 16(J3>20C dark to go d,K'@
14c.
Extracted, choice to extra white. 9@10c;
dark and candied, ;>;<,,sc BEESWAX— 23@25C.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
offering at

figure, indicating a

;

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— In fair request. Strained, 8c.; extracted.de.; comb, ie@l8c— latter for bright.
Prime yellow sells at 19@20c
K. C. Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

BEESWAX—

The Emerson Binder
18

.

Premiums. For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"

lb.

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY.— The

supply and

Best light
Merchants' Guide.

demand

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1«81
For Bee Journal of 1682

Time

—»— ^

i

—•-

It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.
Also, if you live near one postoffice and

O"

if all

ajid Place oj Meeting,

Oct. 18— Hock River Valley, at Monroe Center, III.
D. A. Cipperly, Sec, Monroe, 111.
20— Union Kentucky, at Shelbyville, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
25, 2ti-

974

West Madison

District, at Chicago, 111.
C. C. Coffinberry, Sec, Chicago, 111.

to

N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

T. F.
C.

M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Micb.
A. B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Micb.

27— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
get your mail at another, be sure to
Wm. It. Howard,
give the address we have on our list.
Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
May

Sec.

LSS2, will

be entitled to the following

premiums
"

S,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.
for 1 year.

^We have a SPECIAL EDITION

of the Weekly Bee Journal, just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc.
Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, iu any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

it

the greatest

Sleeplessness,

ing.

Never

fails to restore

the

youthful color to gray hair.

_

50c.

and $1

&

diseaess

neverintoiicates. Hiscox
Co., Chemists, N. Y.

&

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

sizes.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A newandgreat
Medical Work, warranted the
best and eheapest.indispensaevery man, entitled
"The Science of .Life, or Self-

B3f* In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

ble to

PreservHtion ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

"

Bees and Honey."
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1HH2.
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.

make

of the Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&is entirely different from
The Best, Cleanest, and Bitters, Ginger Essences
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

For a Club of a,— a copy of
"

III.

Parker's
Hair Balsam,

T. Brookins, Sec.

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for

Chicago,

gilt,

300 pp.,contains beautiful

steel engravings, 12"> prescrip-

tions, price only $1.25 sent by
Badges."—Bee-keepers going to fairs
mail illustrated sample. 6c
should wear a badge with a gold bee KTtfflW TTTVQrTT send now. Address Peabody
AJIUVV inioLljr.MediealinstituteorDr. W. H.
on it. It will serve to introduce him PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch St., Boston.
22wly
We will send them
to other bee men.
;

1

for 10 cents, post paid.

I*ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING
«
NEWSPAPER
HL
B, Given

may commence
tijg' Subscriptions
with the first number of any month in
the year.

[or

Price

B«'.A

I,i\t
<

in any
in the Country. Our new'
for Advertisers bent free.
<<>., Advertising Airentn.

and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

auy other book.— E. II. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without. Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested Information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like*so much.— IVAbbe I) it
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D* ApiculUur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade

the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an interest in this subject,
say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcnme. and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
their handling in apiaries.
The studies of the
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end,— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author the
only difference being that Prof. Conk's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Freide nker.
lilwaukee, Wis.
-totPrice— Bound in cloth, 3S1.25 ; in paper cover,
91. OO, by mail prepaid. Published by

;

;

;

THOMAS

OOK.V

^^ Cor. Dearborn & WaBh'n Ste., Chicago.

is

we

Blood Purifier and the
BestHeallhJfcStrength
Kostorfcr Ever Used.
It cures Rheumatism,

8— Michigan

1882.

Street,

think Cook's Manual

culture.

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are com
bincd in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as

Northwestern

Jan. 10-Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.

Book;

mecum of

85c.
75c.

PARKER^GINGEffTONIC

27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
George L. Perry, Sec.
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville, Mich.
Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
Dec.

f»Oe.

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Address,

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

Height of Folly to wait until you are in bed with disease you
may not get over for months, when
you can be cured during the early
symptoms by Parker's Ginger Tonic.
We have known the sickest families
made the healthiest by a timely use of
this pure medicine.
Observer. 40w4t

Directions in each Binder.

are alike

23@2f>c— Philadelphia

;

It is the

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

nominal.

BEESWAX—

the following opinions of the

V

POULTBY, PIGEON'S AND PET STOCE

Crocker

Illustrations.

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— Apiculture, Paris.

1IONKY- 1-pound combs

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 2t)uv2-2c, according to quality.

138 Fine

Brst edition of If.OUO copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood eneravinga
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflordto do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

I

BOSTON.

;

Michigan.

The

worth

Extracted, 7®9C. on arrival.
on anival. I have paid
for choice lots.
C. F. Mum.

BEESWAX.— Ifc«gi22c.,
per

Phl'cn

College of

;

Street, Chicago,

ism.jhc, on arrival.
25e.

:t'io

here now.
in sections, is

the

These Palls have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails have a ball or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices :

115 Ontario Street.

advices give a middling fair crop
of honey. Moderate lots huve arrived, but the demand so far has been very slow, and but little improvement can be expected until we have cooler
weather.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
boxes, I8@20a dark, in small boxes, lii@l7c. Extraded, white, lUnlic.; dark, 7tnwc.

from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

COOK,

State Agricultural

:

Those who may wish to change

J.

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.

YOKK.

;

igg"

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,
Bv A.

HONEY.— The

dress,

OK,

in

Of Lansing, Professor of Knt ontology in
:

CHICAGO.
boxes,

Is

America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, tuet-hanics, professional and business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

Paper

974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, LLL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Oct. 19.

ITALIAN BEES
All standard colonies have eight frames, 17H*
inc. long and 11 Inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames 1 1^
inc. long and u&i inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$10 in lots of five, each $y in lots of ten or more,

Books
974

:

RATES FOR ADV£BTI8I\G.

;

A

line of this type will contain about eight
woi-iIn; fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

One to three weeks, each
" or more"
Four

insertion,
"

Eight,
"
"

Thirteen

Twenty-six

"
"

"
"

"
"

Fifty-two

times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees. I think lean suit the most
ping

20c. per line.
"
18c.
15c.
1»d.
lOc.

*

;

facilities, six

fastidious.

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New Vork draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

8c.

Address

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

all

communications to
J. H. ROBERTSON,

Pewamo.

25wtC

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
in advance,
Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

Ionia Co., Mich.

THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,

—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,
reliable dealers.

THOMAS
»74 West

G.

Madison

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

A new sixteen-column

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chicago,

Dunham Foundation
Contents of this Number.
Editorial

:

America 329

of

329
329

Chicago District Convention

Our Letter Box

329
3Jy
329
329

Partial

DePere, Wis.

Means

"^
J.

for

Women

Foul Brood among Bees
Report of Committee on Exhibits
Origin of our Present Races of Bees.
Cyprian Bees
Bee-Culture— Past, Present and Pros.

pective

Wintering Bees in Clamps
Report of Committee on Resolutions.

is

M&

..%«>

decidedly the

all

331
331

continues to grow in popularity,

and

332
332
332
332
333
333
333
333

in

exchange

HVTCHIXSOX,
Genesee County, Mich.

and Student Wanted.—
BEE-KEEPER
Bee-keeper must be experienced and thor-

oughly reliable. No person using tobacco or
liquors need apply. Address. DR.
" Linden Apiary," Stratbroy, Ont., Canada
4lw4t

NVGEXT,

published. Price, by mail, Si 1. SO.

We

sell

For the past few years I have made this excellent
my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables me to

PURE

obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectfully solicited.

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wiyt
165 So. Water Street, Chicago, in.

Send for Illustrated Circular to

Rev. A.

THE FLORAL INSTRUCTOR,
Six window plants twenty-five cents. Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants for winter blooming
free.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens. $2.00
l\jwc_J' t Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
juZmtJ' Nucleus, Italians, $J.O0; frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $6
*\ ians, 8 frames. $8.00 Colony of Cypriana, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
Foundation,
Comb
lb.
Pure
•CiiilOc. per
on Dunham Machine. 25 lbs. or over,

\

FREE TO ALL.
SPALDING & McGILL,

;

;

;

^\

1

;

:

35c.

per

lb.

p?~Send

lwly

forCircular.

buy a few tons of Extracted
Honey at the ruling market prices.
Correspondence solicited.
I will

ALFRED
912

West Madison

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
&,

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single, cut sold for less
thanaic.

THOMAS
O. NEWMAN,
Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

»T4 West

$777

A YEAR and
outfit

expenses to agents,
free.addressP O Vickery

Autrusla, Maine.

3Gwly

TO MAKE MONEY. For particulars
"Of \\\T
Xl\J VV enclose lo cents to Lock Box a 18,
Kalamazoo. Mich.

34wl3t

SEEDS FOR
Plants.

keep ;it all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including
I

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

Alsike Clover,
Mammoth

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

ALFRED
972

West Madison

St.,

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

DCii.

AM)
Bingham & Hetherington

HONEY KNIFE,
The Best Uncapprr Made.
a card for testimonials, or
half-dozen rates, to

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

Send

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRON1A, MIVH.

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal curd, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

;

BARNES' PATENT

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR

JOHN

SCROLL SAWS,

chines are especially adapted

I have procured a limited quantity of the Seed
of this new Honey Plant so highlv spoken of by
Dr. G. L. Tinker, on page 307 of the JOURNAL.
It may he sown broadcast In early spring or drilled in. The rows may be two or three feet apart
and the seeds only a few inches apart in the rows.
It will bear to grow verv thick or if scattered will
grow larger and throw up more stalks.
Price, HO cents per pound. If sent by mall,
ad d 'Jo cents per pound tor postage.
J3T" A typographical error occurred In my first
quotation of these seeds the above price is correct
;

ALFRED

972

West Madison

M.

Street,

NEWMAN,

Hive Making.

It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
descriptive catalogue and price

to

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
2wly
J». 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston. III.

Golden Honey Plant.

and

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These ma-

Given's FoundationPress.

Honey

H.

street.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES

Florists,

Aln.worth, Iowa.

40w6tx

;

v^

in

demand for honey
English and German.

Price for either edition, Cc. ; per dozen, 50c.
Wintering Been. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $2.~» in gold
wasawarded to Prof Cook'sEssay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOe.
The Hive I TJse— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.

—

E. A.

EverythingTJsed inAdvanced
Bee-Cnlture.

COMB FOUNDATION,
VAN DEUSEN

:

everywhere. Published

HONEY

FLAT - BOTTOM

J.

Klnc'N Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sl.OO; paper, 7i»c.
I.o itffsl rot h on the Rive and Honey Ree
- This is a standard scientific work.
Price, ¥3.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, ¥1.00.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful immurement of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — yueen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring—
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 ceuts, postpaid.
Uzierzon Theory ;-presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana lurnishes the

tered by thousands, creating a

food

is tile

Most Practical Work

333
334
334

I

Rugersville,

ARC

Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "every thing pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, ¥1.35; paper, ¥1.

,

others.

ottr book:,
tyiinby's New Bee -Keeping',

SALE.— have a Lamb Knitting Machine,
FOR
steel bed. nearly new, and
complete running
42wit

New

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as fooa, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful RecipeB.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scat-

;i

330
330
330
330
331

KNITTING MACHINE
Z.

illustrated and fully "up with the times "on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, ttX.95 ; paper cover, ¥1.
t|ni is tn 's
Bee-Keeping:, by L. 0. Root—
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— ¥1.50.

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet diseoutses upon the

BKST now made.

Hetherington discards

ROOT & BRO.,
MOHAWK. NEW VOKK.

W.

;

quality, sources,

L. C.

order, that I will sell at a bargain, or
for other desirable property.

CHICAGO, ILL,

Ree-Kecper's Guide or, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

G.

orders two dozen lor his own
'i'l
ubc Doolittle says it isunequaled.
:i!l who see
and use it. Price, by mail,
and $1.75.

tjjjLi*?"'

,

So suv

of Support...

Review

Employment

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

facts

DOUBLE-DRAFT QUINBY

XI

Stepping Stones toward Perfection
Different Races of the Honey Bee
Buitable

_Mt

West Madison

;

Proceedings of the National
Convention.
Bee-Keeping in New YT ork State
Wintering of Bees
Dysentery in Bees, and its Causes
The Cultivation of Honey Plants
History <>f the Albino Bee

A

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

SMOKER

:

a

SCOVELL & ANDERSON.

dress,

the BEST.

:

Good Crop of Honey
Young Basswood Trees
Mr. J. S. Hill's Method of Wintering
Large Crop of Honey

Bee-Keeping as

BUY

329
329

Preparation fur Winter

Convention Notes

;

The best informed bee-keepers in
the United States, say that our

Correspondence
A Good Fall Harvest
Selections from

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DDNHAM,

lsmtf
329

Honey Crop
Langstroth Donation Fund

Mill.

Patented Aug. 23th, 1881.

ty New

Editorial Items
The Value of the

bee paper, devoted entirely
honey producers dealers
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only 12.15. Sample copies free. Adto the best interests of

in

III.

Bee -Keepers.

THOMAS

;

;

each $S single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; iframe Nucleus, Tested Queen iJunei. $3.50; 2frame do., $4; u- frame do., $5 4-frame do.. $5.50
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen. $5.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Ship-

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

list

free.

W.
2017

V.

& JOHN BARNES

Main

St.,

Rockford.

111.

ITALIAN BEES
Seventy-Five Colonies for Sale,
Simplicity
All bred from Imported Mothers.
hives, Gallup frames. Twelve frames to a hive.
Combs straight, mostly built on foundation. In all
respects in the best condition. These bees have
made a most excellent record this year. Single
colonies, $S ten or more colonies, $7 per colony.
;

O.

40w4t

CLTTE, Iowa City, Iowa.

8ALE-I5U

Colonies of Italian Bees in
FOR
prime condition.
improved Quinbv hives,

CHICAGO, ILL. 3ywiy

in

L. 0.

AXTBLL, Roseville, Warren

Co.,

111.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handl-

ing and Marketing. — A 124-page pamphlet, by
Ch. \ C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price lac.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
F. Muth; 32 pages.
It gives Mr. Moth's views on
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Food Adulteratlou ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 paces 50oKendull's Horse Book. No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 25c.
Kopp'l Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, ¥1. ; Morocco, ¥1.50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 35c.
its cause, symptoms and cure.

—

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over 1,000,000 Indusdustrial Pacts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Milk-rs, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assavers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fittei a, Bronzers, Gilders, metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Builders. Manulaeturers ami M<'ch;inii*s. ;>oo ENGRAVINGS of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
aud Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Cat Meal, Saw. Shingle, Paper, Cotton, woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting. Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Keparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting und Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Tables with 500,000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. l.mo items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3m Health Items. 500
do. tor Painters. Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4m do. for Hunters,

Trappers Tanners. Leather A KubberWork,

Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., tn detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. 10,000 items for Housekeepers, Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners. Bee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details, Rural Economy, Food Values. Care of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons, Train-

Steam Power on Farms. hlGHTXlNG
for Cubic Measures. Heady Reckoner,
Produce, Kent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Lund. Grain, ihtv, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., at sight. Business Forms, all kinds, Special
Laws of 40 States. Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada*, relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains l,on; pages, Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, ¥9.50.
nig Horses,

CALOOXATOB

j*t»_a

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.
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Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,
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OCTOBER

Now and

then there is a Tartar face,
like a Sioux oraKickapoo.
The roads are not bad, but it is summer, and the lumbering carts tumble
along easily enough. Is there aught
as yet to break the monotony ? Yes
after the second day the (lowers begin
to show signs of the southern sun upon
very

No. 43.

26, 1881.

European International Congress.

much

the

method given

in

"Quinby's

New

Sig. Sartori

remarked that such careful

Mons. Ed. Bertrand, editor of the breeding should not be expected,
Nyon, Swit- low prices now paid for queens.

Bulletin D'Apiculteur, in

zerland, has kindly sent us the following Report of the great apicultural

Bee-

Keeping."

Mons. Bertrand agreed to

tor tbe

but suggested tbat breeders fix the price according to tbe care bestowed on rearing
queens, as they do in America.
The Congress passed the following
this,

Congress of European Bee-Keepers,
the meadows, and some sorghum fields
held at Milan, Italy, on Sept. 15, 16, unanamously
CHICAGO, ILL. appear with busy bees buckwheat
Resolved, Tbat the Italian Associastill
in rich flower, but the never- 17 and 18, 1881.
tion send to Mons. Bertrand, for trial,
ceasing wheat in green and gold reTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
There were about 250 of the most several queens bred in nuclei and several
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S3 a year, in advance. mains to the end to amaze the mind. progressive and scientific apiarists bred in full colonies, Mons. Bertrand to
and report upon them without being
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
Mr. Cox was not very favorably im- present.
Among the foreigners we test
informed of their manner of rearing.
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers ot
each month, at $1.00 a year, in advance.
pressed with the country everything may mention Dr. F. Kuhl, the repreSECOND DAY.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at was of the crudest sort. The country
sentative of the German Congress of
SO cents a year, in advance.
Upon reassembling, Mons. Bertrand
%JP~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled is very productive
the golden har- Erfurt, and Mons. Ed. Bertrand, edi- read the following address, in French, by
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
vests are magnificent and large, but tor of the Bulkntin D' Apiculteur of Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago, editor of
The American Bee Journal, and ext&~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- they are gathered in the most expenNyon, Swisse, and Secretary of the president of tbe North American Beepress or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks sive way without the aid of machinery
Society of Swisse Roinand d' Apicul- Keepers' Society, on
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
by slow and tedious labor of men, teur and Mr. Pometta, breeder of
The Best Bees.
Editor and Proprietor,

974

WEST MADISON

ST.,

;

i

;

;

—

Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
Postage to Europe 5© cents extra.

EnUred

at Chicago post office as second class matter.

women and

children.

He

says

Italian bees, of Guido.
Mr. President and Members of the InMr. Bertrand reports the proceedThroughout the 1,500 miles of these
ternational Congress at Milan, Italy:
levels, we. saw but two labor-saving ings as follows
Please accept our thanks for the
machines, and these were run by
Dr. G. Bianehetti, di Ornavasso, a well- honor you conferred upon us in making
steam, and for thrashing. The short
known apiarist, and advocate of progres- us an honorary member of the Central
sickle and the flail — women to bind, sive bee culture, was elected president
Society of Apiculture in Italy, and for

men

to reap

;

men

to

mow, women

to

rake, and so on to the end, and but
few, after all seen, compared with the

immense work which seems to have
been done by hand. It was not rainy,
except for a few hours, when we perBees and Honey in Russia.
ceived the peasants smoking under
their carts and behind the hay-rows.
Congressman S. S. Cox, who has All the long, sunny days this wonderspent the summer in Europe, de- ful iteration of the harvest and sign of
scribes his visit to Russia, in a letter toil, and yet how little to see of the
calloused hand and beaded brow with
to the New York Express of Sept. 29. which rhetoric condescends to decor-

He thus describes the land and its in- ate labor.
habitants, and avers that the people
This reminds us of many scenes preare greatly interested in bees and the sented
to our view when we were in
production.of honey. Mr. Cox, in deEurope in 1879, such as women drawscribing a journey from Moscow to the ing
canal boats in place of horses
Black Sea, remarks as follows
women drawing, while men held the
The country reminds one of the Pa- plow, and such like barbarianisms.
cific overland route, except that here
Civilization seems to be 300 y«ars beand there are many paddocks piled together in fields for sheep-folds as oc- hind that of America, and many of
casion may demand, but the general the inhabitants in the rural districts
cultivation, as far as the eye can ob- cannot be persuaded that anything
serve, is that of our prairies. The litexists in the World in advance of that
tle hillocks, made by moles, I suppose,
are not so frequent as those of our seen around them. Ignorance, superprairie dogs, but they remind us of stition and prejudice have full sway.

and Sig. And. Tartufeii, of Fabiiauo, the your very cordial invitation to be presmost extensive bee-keeper in Italy, who ent on this occasion.
lias 1,500 colonies of bees with a crop of
We often think of our visit to your
2ti,000 lbs. of honey
this season, was city
in 1S79, and while memory holds
elected Vice President. The Secretaries
its sway, we shall never forget the
were Count Alfonso Visconti di Saliceto
pleasant hours we spent with Count
and Pastur Bertini.
The first essay was by Dr. Grassi on a Barbo, Pres. of the Central Society,
new bee disease, observed at Messine, and also with Count Alfonso Visconti
(Sicily), and a new parasite of tbe bee, il- de Saliceto, the able editor of L'Apilustrated by microscopic views of it.
coltore, the organ of that Society, and
Mons. Ed. Bertrand addressed the Con- others of your honorable body, and
gress on queen breeding. As Milan is the we exceedingly regret that our duties
country of queen breeders, this address
Mr. Ber- in connection with the Bee Journal,
caused considerable interest.
will not permit us to accept your cortrand remarked
" All agree that we must breed the best dial invitation to be present at the
queens, but it must he admitted tbat all International Congress, and to particiqueens received from Italy and Switzer- pate in your deliberations, which will,
land are not equally good— many are weak, without doubt, be deeply interesting
and are poor layers, and often die during to those present, and of vital importtbe first year. Tbe journey and change
ance to progressive apiculture the
account for this, in some
of climate

may

measure, but breeders are not sufficiently
careful in rearing tliem and do not follow
the most approved and progressive methods. Complaints are made in Switzerland,
Germany and America. The Americans
claim that Italian queens bred in that
country are superior to those imported
from Italy. The following are some of
the most important points to be observed
1. Judicious selection;
in rearing queens
3. A full
2. A sufficiency of young bees
to feed the royal
necessary
colony
is
domain.
The
soil,
where
our own
With such competitors, what is to larvie yet we know that many queens are
plowed and where it crops out, is as
reared in nuclei. CThe speaker quoted
black as the sheep, and in this it is a hinder America from supplying Eu- largely from Mr. M. Quinby, German
great contrast to our alkaline plains. rope for years to come with all kinds authors, Prof. Sartori, and the new work
we perceive, as far as. the horizon's of farm produce including honey.
of Dr. Dubini); 4. the queen should be
5.
verge, immense fields of grain and
reared only during honey gathering
the royal larv;e must be with royal
meadows of hay, and these remind us
prohibit the use of glucose jelly, from the egg. I hope this Congress
of California and its golden grain
grounds of recent date. Black sheep by law would be about as proper as to will f'ullv discuss these points." much of
CountBorromeo remarked that
and pied cattle are common. Some of compel hotel keepers to use first-class the
weakness of the queens exported
the fields are in flower. What can it
boarding-house might, perhaps, be accounted for by the
be ? Buckwheat, and in such a width meat in hash, or cheap
change of diet and climate.
keepers to debilitate the butter. If
of acreage.
Mons. Bertrand asserted that the daughThe ancient Scythians, the ances- persons wish to buy and eat glucose, ters of imported queens are better than
their mothers.
tors of these Russian Sclavs, were cel- they have a right to do so
we would
Dr. Dubini and Prof. Sartori condemned
ebrated for two things 1. The quanof buying tbe practice of rearing queens in nuclei.
tity of liquor they could throw them- throw no obstacle in the way
A long discussion ensued on each of the
selves outside of without detriment, it. But we do object to their buying
five points named, and the Congress agreed
and, second, the cultivation of honey. and eating it for pure honey, or syrup, that they were essential adding, howHow do the peasants look V Slo- or anything except what it really is. ever, that royal larva? may be fed in strong
venly the hair long, like that of the
nuclei with young bees, if the quantity of
classic Scythian of 2,000 years ago- If buyers inquire for glucose, let them unsealed brood given is proportionate to
sunburnt and almost dirty in its hue. have it if for honey, sell them honey. the quantity of young bees, according to
:

;

;

;

®^To

;

:

;

;

;

world over.
From every land where bee-culture
is practiced upon scientific principles,
comes the important question, " How
can the best bees be produced ?"
While offering a few suggestions,
and briefly reviewing the subject of
producing the best bees, we shall
not attempt to detail the minutiae of
breeding them, but will simply offer a
few thoughts upon the general topic,
for the contemplation of the noted
apiarists of the different countries who
may be present at the Congress.
In " the bee-keeping of the future,"
not only will the best methods of man-

agement be adopted, but a superior
race of bees will, without a doubt, be

developed.

The whole world is indebted to Italy
for the Ligurian race of bees which, it

now admitted by all progressive
much superior to the German or black bees. Five points de-

is

apiarists, are

—

monstrate their superiority they are
more hardy, prolific, gentle, industriand beautiful— the queen must be
prolific, to be able to keep the hive full
of bees, to gather the honey harvest
when it comes the bees must be industrious, to let nothing escape thenvigorous search, while gathering the
sweet nectar they must be docile, to
ous,

;

;
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allow the apiarist to manipulate them
with rase and pleasure they must lie
strong and hardy, to withstand the
rapidehangea in climate; and must be
of singular beauty, to attract the admiration of the fancier of line stock.
In the general search for the best
bees, those of many countries have
been tried and more or less discarded,
viz: the Carniolan, Dalmatian, Suiyrnian. Ilerzegovinian and Egyptian.
In i860, two eminent Germans, Count
;

Kolowrat and Hern Cori. imported
the first iyprian bees into Europe, and
expressed themselves much in their
favor. Since then, they have imported
several colonies more for their own
use. but never placed any upon the
<

market, so that other bee-keepers may
obtain them.
But to Italv and America belong the
honor of putting forth the greatest
exertions to produce the best bees in
the world.

Did not Mons.

J. Fiorini,

an Italian, make a journey to the Island of Cyprus and to Palestine in
search of Cyprian and Syrian bees, to
improve the race of Italian bees bycrossing, or to improve those races
by careful breeding r Mr. 1). A. Jones,
of Canada, at a cost of thousands of
dollars, also journeyed to the Island of
Cyprus and to Palestine, for the same
object he secured many colonies of
Syrian bees, and established an apiary
in Cyprus, in charge of Mr. Benton, a
brave and fearless American, who (to
his honor be it stated) has journeyed
through Arabia, India, Ceylon, and
;

the Bast Indies, and in the face of danger and difficulties untold, in search
of some superior race of bees, or some
that may be improved by judicious
breeding. True, he has not been as
successful as could have been desired,
but he has planted in Ceylon some colonies of bees from Italy and Cyprus,
and if a " cross'' of any value can be
obtained between these and Apis dorsata, or Apis florea, he has placed it
among the possibilities, in the development of '-the bee of the future."
As yet, we think that the better
strains of Italian bees are the bestami that they will be the source from
which will be bred the "coming bee."
They possess so many desirable points
of superiority, that it wiU be a difficult

excellence should be countenanced;
no thoughtless or hasty work must be
allowed— but the most thorough and
rigid treatment should be employed,
all looking to the advancement of the
art and science of reproduction, and
the building up of a strain of beesthat
will give the very best of results.
In developing the highest strain of
horses, not all their offspring are equal
careful selection of those
to the best
coming the nearest to the ideal animal
;

must always be chosen from which to
breed and the closest scrutiny is necessary while making that selection.
The same is true of cattle, sheep, hogs,
"Sports" and
poultry, and bees.
;

Each member received a diploma, as a
souveneir of his presence.
On the fourth day at the banquet, many
humorous speeches were made it was a
very enjoyable occasion.
The National Exhibition was magnificent— the bee section being well tilled
principally with honey, in various forms.
honey
I never saw or tasted such delicious
It was both comb and extracted,
before.
Italy.
id'
parts
from
all
dark,
and
light
Count Barbo. Count Visconti, Dr. Dubini, I'rof. Sartori, and others did everything possible to entertain the visitors—
and all sent their best regards to the Editor of the Americas Bee Journal, and
wished he were with them, to enjoy the
Er>.,BKi;TRAND.
occasion.
;
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Improvement
DR.

I.

of the
P.

Race of Bees.

WILSON.

Since receiving the $10 prize offered
by Rev. E. L. Briggs, of \\ ilton, Iowa,
for the best Italian queen. I have received several letters of inquiry with
reference to my strain of bees, where
Congress
they came from, etc., and with your
We are glad to see that the
''
met the question of breeding for the permission, Mr. Editor, I will answer
those inquiries through the Ameri-

"variations" continually occur, producing inferior progeny; but all careWe
ful breeders who have an eye to the best" fairly and impartially.
improvement of the race will reject have long known and urged through
those that do not come up to the the Bee Journal that, as a rule, not
"standard of excellence," by sending
paid by the Italsuch animals and poultry to the sham- enough attention was
bles; so let us carefully select the ian exporter in the breeding and selecbest queens and drones to breed from, tion of queens for export; indeed,
and sacrifice all others.
many of them have been worse than
In this way we may hope to attain
Sartori undoubtedly
that degree of perfection in bees so worthless. Sig.
long hoped for, and our exertions may gave the true explanation when he
produce that which will be not only a remarked that " such careful breeding
pleasure to ourselves, but will be an
should not be expected for the low
honor to the present generation and a
price now paid for queens." With the
blessing to the world at large.
These thoughts are fraternally sub- low price for export queens in Italy,
mitted by your co-laborer and friend, combined with our pernicious dollarThomas G. Newman.
queen system here, it is not a matter
The President remarked that the Inter- for wonder that many fail to recognize
national Congress was deeply indebted to
Mr. Newman for this most learned and the superiority of the Italian bees and
interesting address, and he thought he this, too, has made it possible for our
was the interpreter of the wishes of the
better
Congress, to ask Moils. Bertraml to thank scientitic breeders to develop
Mr. Newman, in its name, most cordially, strains of Italian bees than they have
for this favor. The Congress unanimously
;

concurred in the views as expressed by

Oct. 26,

in Italy.

The

five

main points enum-

can Bee Journal.
I purchased my first

Italian queen
about 8 years ago of Rev. A. Salisbury, of Camargo, 111., but lost her
from want of a proper knowledge of
introducing her. I then sent to Mr.
Oatman, and procurred from him a
very nice queen, also received through
you a " perfect beauty " from Aaron
Benedict, of Bennington, Ohio, and
also through you an imported queen
from Charles Dadant & Son, of HamI have purchased quite a
ilton, 111.
number of queens from other breeders, but all being the leather-colored
Italians, and not uniformly marked,
I disposed of them in one way and
another, and set about breeding from
the Oatman, Benedict and the Dadant queens. The first year I raised
all my queens from the Oatman stock,
but found that this queen did not al-

ways duplicate herself, in fact, her
queen progeny was far from being satisfactory ; her drones were also dark.
I raised all the drones I could from
my imported queen, and as few as pos-

erated by Mr. Ed. Bertrand regarding
I did
sible from my other queens.
queen-rearing are well chosen.
this by placing one or two new drone
combs in the center of the colony containing the imported queen, and reBee Eater.— I send you a "bee eater" moved every drone cell I could find in
of some sort, together with his prey.
the other colonies. My neighborhood
I have often seen them in my apiary,
full of black bees, and I only suc-E. B.]
never, until to-day, prove was
could
but
"1/
ceeded in getting 2 or 3 purely fertiDr. A. Dubini, one of the editors of
guilty of the murder of my pets.
Apiculteur" gave an address on the mova- them
lized queens the first summer. The
give me name and general
ble cover for hives, which he much pre- Please
following and subsequent Bummers 1
Thrall.
P.
Rose
characteristics.
Italy
the
in
fers to the close top. as used
furnished all the queen cells I could
San Marcos, Tex., Sept. 22, 1881.
latter are on the Germau-Berlapsch| printo my neighbors, and aided in every
on
the back.
open
only
and
ciple
any
of
matter to supersede them with
[The strange looking insect sent by way I could the introduction of pure
Mons. Violati Fescari, Dr. Bianchetti
is
which
there
about
Year after year I worked
the newer races,
and myself agreed with Dr. Dubini,
Thrall is the Praying Mantis Italian bees.
much difference of opinion among while Count Barbo and others spoke in Rose P.
in this direction, accomplishing
away
the
receives
careful and observing apiarists. We favor of the German-Italian system. (Mantis Carolina), and
but little that was satisfactory, until
have not sufficiently tested any of them Count Barbo remarked that the model of name Praying Mantis from its devo- the present season.
honorable
the
to hazard a positive opinion from per- the Langstroth hive which
Last fall there were over 200 colotional attitude, as it seems to be on its
President Newman exhibited tons, with
sonal knowledge.
nies of bees in Burlington, and this
useful in obtaining knees. It is a Southern insect, though
was
cover,
movable
a
which
from
Cyprians
Regarding the
spring there were less than 25, and 12
honey, but tight covers are more I have received it from Indiana, with
much was expected), we have some comb
of this number were my own. This
healt-'y for the bees. The Germans on
"
very damaging reports. They are said that account had discarded the movable the same report as to its preying upon furnished me a " golden opportunity
to be very lierce in disposition, rest- cover. The health of the bees being of bees. It belongs, with the crickets to purely Italianize my bees and cross
desired.
less on the combs, easily aroused, and first importance.
the order Or- them as I
Mons. Bertrand observed that there was and grasshoppers, to
display no superiority to the Italians
During the summer of 1879-80, 1 bred
Italy as in any (kroptera, and is closely allied to the
and
Germany
in
these
foul
brood
Some
of
as honey-gatherers.
my queens from the one I received of
perhaps more thereobjections may be based on prejudice, other country, and
walking-stick of our northern States, Mr. Benedict. The past summer I
to
With
nothing
do
had
caps
fore, tight
had things pretty much my own
or insufficient investigation.
disease. lie had tried both kinds of the spectrum femoratum, which, in a have
have had mv queens nearly
The Syrian bees appear to have met that
eaps f"i' several years and much preferred general way, it strongly resembles. way, and
with more favor, though many are the movable ones, for the ease of manipuall purelv mated with my best drones.
order,
locust
Unlike the most of the
unable to find any superior traits. lation.
When using one queen for breeding
We have one colony of Syrians in the
queens, 1 allowed her to produce as
THIRD DAY.
it is strongly predaeeous, and is even
is
queen
The
Apiary.
possible, and selected
Bee Journal
will eat itsjown kind. few drones as
Sig. A. Marenzi, an able bee-keeper el cannibalistic, as it
large, well-developed, and quite slow
colonies from which I wished
the Congress on the It has been reported to eat grass- those
addressed
Bergamo,
and deliberate in her movements. We danger of using sulphur for preserving
drones, and encouraged them to raise
have reared several very promising the combs from the moth. (See Aplcoltore, hoppers, and it has been recommended all the drones possible. In this way.
daughters from her, and all present for April. 1881.)
He hail observed In to introduce it in localities to which it the queens from the Benedict stock
from the drones of
the same general characteristics of the several apiaries that sulphurated combs
in the were impregnated
some time, eon is not a native, as an abettor
duplicaafter
approach
bees,
had
nearly
to
and
given
mother,
the Oatman queen, or the imported
Unless it
tion. They bear no resemblance to taincd foul-brood, while other combs in work of insect destruction.
one. In this way I have crossed from
were free
the hybrid Italian— in fact, not so the same hive not sulphuratedthe danger is a serious pest, as a " bee eater," the three queens named year after
He
supposed
from
foul-brood.
nearly as the pure Italian does. The
not true, year, destroying every queen that did
arose from the combs not being well which I think is probably
body is nearly a maroon-color, the seg- cleaned and dried by the bees, previous to our southern friends better overlook not suit me after she was tested, until
and
cut,
distinctly
possessor of
ments being very
I found myself the happy
their being Bulphured. lie wished to call
a polished dark-mahogany color. The the attention of the Congress to this its minor faults, and cherish it as a 40 colonies of the finest looking bees I
Although this queer looking ever saw. This work has been an exmother queen is certainly very prolific: matter.
friend.
A long discussion ensued, and it was insect looks like our walking-sticks, it pensive one, for when I would find a
the daughters are quite young yet, and
and
report
observations
make
to
were reared lor the purpose of cross- agreed
queen not up to the standard in some
has wings, though the female is not
subject.
ing with Italian drones. The workers, upon the
small particular. I would decapitate
Bianchetti detailed the method of able to fly. Its eggs are glued together
Dr.
hurry-scurry
nervous,
have a quick,
her, and thereby interrupt the work of
by dividing, and a long
swarms
making
movement, are smaller than Italians. discussion ensued.
in a Hat oval mass, and attached to the colony at a time when a great loss
be the result, but at
and more ready to repel intrusion.
A. committee, appointed by the Congress, some leaf or twig. The 1' raying Man- of honey would
They are very good workers, and we reported on the best way to extend hecsuch a time a poor queen may vitiate
fearbe
and
may
safe,
entirely
is
tis
Mons.
think they become more amiable with CUlture among the peasants.
your apiary, for her drones are almost
Lanza suggested that the State Normal lessly handled. The attitudes which sure to be successful in meeting more
frequent gentle handling.
Meanwhile, we await developments, Schools should teach bee-culture ami thai it strikes as it is handled are alto- queens than any others, at least it has
should have some bees to Inand would respectfully request of this the teachers
The report was gether odd and comical. I wish the seemed so to me.
their lessons.
that
International Congress to endeavor to culcate
It has been stated by some
approved.
lady would send me several more of white combs will produce light-colored
enforce among Italian breeders more
The next Congress will be held at
to
will
of
bees
insect
rigid work in the production
queens, while dark combs will proBologna, and the, same Committee ol them, and any other Texan
be exported. The grand object being Arrangements were re-elected, and were be very thankfully received.— A. J. duce darker queens. I have not found
to elevate the race, there should be no directed to correspond with foreign apiathis statement to be true, but there
backward steps; no deterioration in rists and to endeavor to get them to attend. Cook.]
the President.
Dr. F. Beltramini di Casati read a
lengthy but very interesting billiography
He began this work
of the honey bee.
some 20 years ago, and it is yet unfinished.
unequalled work.
and
remarkable
is
a
fit
Count Barbo, Count Visconti, aud others,
be published.
it
should
agree with me that

;

(

;
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can be no doubt about newcombsproducing larger workers than old ones.
and for tins reason it is not well to
use combs thai are 3 or 4 years old. Indeed, we would have larger bees if the
brood comb was renewed every year.
yet l do not know that it would be
profitable to do so.
There are many queens that will
stand the test of purity, if yon only
examine their worker and drone progeny, but when yon test them to see if
thev will produce young queens like
their mother, they are found wanting.
When the workers are uniformly well
marked, it would seem that this queen
progeny should likewise be perfect,
but I do not always find this the case.
This is to me a most fascinating
subject, and pleasure, rather than
profit, has prompted me to give the
" improvement of the race of bees"

my

careful and patient attention.
Burlington, Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Are Cyprian Bees
J.

V.

of

Value

to us?

CALDWELL.

There can be no doubt but that we
need all the evidence and facts in the
matter to arrive at the truth, and to
satisfy ourselves as to which is really
the best race of bees. All things considered is what should be the constant

aim of all unbiased and intelligent
apiarists, and one of the best ways is to
compare our experiences, and then
take the bulk of the testimony.
About the 1st of July last I received from Mr. D. A. Jones an imported Cyprian queen, for which I
paid him S10.00, thereby hoping to get
one of his best queens, and have no
doubt he sent me such. I introduced
her at once to a queenless colony, and
in due time she began to lay, and I at
once reared queens from her brood for
such of my customers as had ordered
them. The queens were very good,
so far as looks were concerned, but
acted like wasps on the comb, nervous
and fretful. The worker progeny of
the old queen was always on the lookout for an opportunity to sting, utterly refusing to fill themselves with
honey, but constantly roaming over
the combs and from one end of the
hive to the other, and, by merely
pointing our linger at them, they are
ready to fly at it and leave a sting,
and, as we all know one sting is apt to
be followed by another, this is a serious fault.
As to the qualities of the hybrids I
know nothing, having shipped the
young queens as soon as fertile, and
having no desire toexperimentfarther
with them and get the blood mixed
with my princely Italians. I have
raised no Cyprian drones, having received my queen too late, consequently

my

Italians are free from the taint of
As to my Cyprian col-

Cyprian blood.

ony, I have decided to kill them and
take their honey as soon as the honey
season closes entirely. If they were
extra good honey gatherers, it would, in
a measure, compensate for their ferocious natures, but in this they did not
equal any of my Italians, though in a
good colony, and having had but too
or three combs removed to breed
from. This is the result of my experiment with the noble Cyprian.

Cambridge,

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bees in Australia.
S.

MAC'DONNELL.

center of the center comb, which
patch of brood a week or mure later
found had increased from about one
inch to about live inches in diameter.
The numerical weakness of the bees
suggested the advisabilty of uniting
a quantity of black bees wild them,
and here I felt the want of thai advice from experienced and practical
bee-keepers which appears to be so
readilv given both personally and by
print to all who ask with you in
America. As the Pacific Ocean separates us from the source of advice.
found myself without a better guide

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Red Clover
It.

hives.
qi

Bees.

SIIEItFY.

The past winter here was alike destructive to the bees. There were but
few fruit blossoms in the spring to
supply them for early breeding. Locust and poplar did well white clover
contained but a small amount of nectar; had too much rain during the
s
while clover season, keeping the
;

1

only in a fair condition for breeding.
a week after the white clover
and bee-papers. As the colony, not- ceased to bloom, the second crop of
condition red clover began to yield a splendid
withstanding its weak
about
showed sufficient vitality to increase Mow of nectar, which lasted
weeks, the time being lengthened by
its brood patch in the manner deshaving
been
mown
fields
at
cribed, and bearing in mind that 1 several
had had no experience in uniting, and different times.
Out of 40 colonies under my control,
that my Italian bees were too valuable
30 worked diligently upon the red clofor an apprentice band to practice
been breeding from my
uniting with, I deemed it advisable to ver. I have
and importing new blood
choose the lesser of two evils, by leav- best colonies,
when deemed necessary, with the view
ing them alone.
of obtaining a superior bee, and at last
I have not yet had an opportunity of
the exquisite pleasure of
separating the attached frames of the have had
second hive of Italians, but have sev- realizing my desires.
I devoted but few of my colonies to
eral times opened it and found it
somewhat better populated than its surplus nearly all to building up.
neighbor, although by no means One colony gave me about 25 lbs. of
strong.
I therefore have hopes of red clover surplus, besides filling up
seeing both colonies in a position to of the main body of the hive.
work well when summer approaches.
At the time that the red clover was
So far I have been careful to avoid in bloom, the air appeared to have the
errors of commission in endeavoring proper humidity for the secretion of
to establish the Italian bee in these, nectar. The bees (Italians and well
parts. I much dreaded offering any marked hybrids) worked as freely and
opportunity for robbing, when open- as diligently upon the red clover as I
ing the two Italian hives, and have, have ever seen them work upon the
therefore, made use of a bee-proof white clover. I am not certain that
This, my Italians possess a longer ligula
chamber for that operation.
however, necessitates carrying the than those of other apiarists, or that
hive to the chamber, a proceeding not the corollas of the red clover in this
free from disadvantage.
section are shorter than those in other
Sydney, Australia, Sept. 6, 1881.
sections, but there is one thing that I
am certain of, that is, we must have a
strong bee if we wish to secure honey
For the American Bee Journal.
from red clover. The bee must have
The Golden Honey Plant Again.
the power to force its head a certain
distance into the corollas of the clover.
G. L. TINKER, M. D.
I have noticed that many bees force
their heads into the corollas and sip
In answer to some inquiries and as a their contents, and with difficulty, exmatter of general interest, I will say tricate themselves. We must comthat the golden honey plant is one of bine " strength with length of tongue"
the largest of our indigenous plants.
order to secure Apis Americana.
Upon measuring the height of the in Gettysburg, Pa., Oct. 4, 1881.
tallest plants I was surprised to find
many 10J£ feet high, and the average
For the American Bee Journal.
height on rich, moist soils will not fall
in

my emergency

than

my

handbooks About

.'!

—

below 8 feet. On uplands where it
produces the finest and most numerous
heads of flowers, the height will average about 7 feet. In many cases 30
stalks were counted from one root, on
each stalk an average of 100 heads,
each containing an average of 30
florets, or a sum total of 90,000 honey
receptacles or florets on a single plant.
The heads on each stalk run from 50
to 275, and the florets on each head
from 15 to 53. These facts were calculated from the number of seeds in
each head, each seed having been
crowned with one floret.
The plant is a perennial, but will
grow up from the seed and bloom the
first year, sending up only one stalk.
The second year two or more stalks
sprout up and on some old plants as
many as 32 stalks, all growing very
high, were counted.
The roots are large and the rootlets
go down deep into the soil on uplands,
and spread out two or three feet on
lowlands. The foliage is dense, and
where the plants are thickly, completely shades the ground so that
nothing else will grow. No animal
will feed upon the plant and it would
seem to be of no use except to furnish
the richest nectar to the honey bee.

Effect of Pollen on Bees in Winter.
A. R.

KOHNKE.

Reading the very interesting discussions of the North American Bee
Keepers' Society in Lexington, Ky., I
have particularly noticed the different
opinions in regard to pollen, especially
those entertained by Prof. Cook and
Mr. C. F. Mirth, as being of opposite
characters. Now, as both gentlemen
are experienced bee-keepers, whence
this diversity of opinion on a question
as important as this one is ?
To arrive at a more certain conclusion, I will raise the following quesWill the presence of pollen in
tion
any large amount prove injurious to
bees, provided they are all right in
other respects Y It can hardly be supposed that the presence of a natural
necessity in large amounts should in:

duce bees
ness.

and cause sickCook could arrive at

to gluttony

How

Prof.

such a conclusion as he did without
limiting his statement, I cannot perceive. Mr. D. A. Jones is most likely
correct in presuming other causes
which work the injury. Prof. Cook,
in his prize essay on wintering bees,
1.
mentions 4 points to be observed
A uniform temperature. 2. Plenty
of wholesome food (to which not only
honey, but pollen belongs). 3. Good
queens. 4. Absorbents.
Rev. E. L. Briggs, in his essay read
at the Convention in Philadelphia,
1876, enumerates also 4 causes of loss
Starvation. 2. Intense and pro1.
tracted cold. 3. Damp, moldy combs.
:

any time during the winter, on prepared soil, or it may be
sown in rows three or four feet apart.
Many seeds, however, will come up
and the plants take care of themselves
if sown anywhere.
After ripening,
the seed becomes dry and mostly falls
to the ground before winter. Many
seeds have been on the ground sometime, but whether they will sprout or 4. Unwholesome food.
Dr. Rush, in his essay, also read at
not without being subject to dampthat Convention, mentions 5 points to
ness and frost I am unable to savNew Philadelphia, Q.,Oct, 7, 1881. be observed: 1. Good, tight and dry
in the fall or

n.

No drafts of air.

2.
I.

Young

:;.

bees.

5.

Agood
Sealed

honey.

I

The seed may be sown broadcast
Since I last reported the condition
of the two colonies of Italian bees received by us from Mr. A. H. Newman, of Chicago, I have separated
the attached combs in one of the
hives. I found the number of bees to
be very weak, as there were not more
than sufficient to cover two combs. I
searched carefully for the queen but
without success, and my fears of the
hive being without a queen were
raised, until I was reassured by seeing
a small patch of sealed brood in the

For

I
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It
is rather
singular to note the
omission of one point, which is asnecessarj to observe as any, or all of them
I'm- gooil wintering.
That one point
above all others is " quietness." This
docs not only mean nol to disturb the
bees by taking the hive apart, or moving from one place to another, but
here are many causes which may disturb them. It will have been noticed
by all observing bee-keepers that bees
are more sensitive to jars than noise.
Anything that will impart a jar to the
hives will arouse the bees, elevate the
temperature in the hive, and the bees
filling themselves with honey, distending their bodies and causing an
I

undue accumulation of waste matter
(feces) in them of which they cannot
rid themselves in cold weather. The
consequences can easily be foretold.

Jarring of the hives

may

be imparted

directly, or indirectly. Directly by
mice, rats, cats, dogs, birds or other

animals which gnaw, or peck or jump
on the hives, or even by the bee-keeper
himself, who raps on the hives to see
if the bees are still alive.
Indirectly
by jarring the ground where the hives
stand, which may be done by passing
trains, fast driving of teams over the
hard, frozen ground, as also by the
running of larger animals as cows and
horses ; by cutting and splitting wood,
felling trees, etc. Such jars are conveyed quite a distance through frozen
ground, and it is absolutely necessary
to protect the bees from them if we
wish to be successful in wintering.
To sum up, dysentery may be caused
by, 1, poor food, 2, want of plenty of
young bees (caused by want of food in
early fall, or poor queen). 3, disturb-

ing the bees when they should enjoy
perfect quietness. The first two points
have been discussed repeatedly, but
the third has never so much as ever
received a passing notice.
For this last reason I consider outdoor winter preferable to moving
them late in the fall into house or cellar, as that is evidently a disturbance
which should be guarded against. For
this reason, also, I am of the opinion
that a large per cent, of bee-keepers
wintering out-doors go to work too
late in the fall to protect their bees
from severe weather, disturbing them
that way.- Other causes may be discovered in course of time, but the
presence of pollen, I think, will not be
one of them.
Youngstown, O., Oct. 16, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Season

in Quebec, Canada.

THOS. VALIQUET.

The

apicultural display at our Provincial Exhibition, held in Montreal,

September, amounted to but little.
There were a few colonies of Italian
bees exhibited, but there had been no
in

preparation made for bees, they consequently had to be placed at the side
of a building on the ground. There

was some honey

in sections, also

some

extracted honey in pots, but it attracted very little attention on account
of being placed among many other

such as beets, potatoes, etc.
of the bee-keepers present
desired to form a Bee-Keepers' Association, and I hope they may succeed.
The honey crop in this Province is
but white
a little above an average

articles

Some

;

and

alsike clovers failed ; basswood
yielded well, but was later than usual
in blooming.
Swarming has been
plentiful. On the whole bee-keepers
have had a very fair year in the Province of Quebec. The hives are well

stocked with bees and honey.
St. Hilaire,

Quebec, Sept.

23, 1881.

:

pay to devote a few hours
up aclubforthe Bee Journal. Read the list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
lE^" It will

in getting
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for cultivation in our gar- hive is now doing well. He thought
fields that answer a two-fold it would pay anyone to transfer from
purpose, the hay and seed crop being Old-fashioned to Langstroth hives, but
valuable for stock, as well as afford- it should not be done out-of-doors and
ing rich pasturage for the honey bee. among other hives.
The various clovers, such as white cloDr. Allen, in transferring comb, prever, alsike clover. Japan clover, meli- fers to tie the comb into the frame
Bokhara,
valuable
with
cotton twine. He says the comb
lot and
are all
honey plants.
should be cut to fit the frame. He deWe notice quite an interest is being monstrated his plan. He first smokes
manifested by bee-keepers in books and puts on a swarming box. lie then
on bee-culture and in bee periodicals. thumps on the hive and the bees go
We now have a Bee Jouknal pub- into the swarming box. He has a
lished by Thomas G. Newman, Chi- transferring board, and after removcago, 111. No bee-keeper can afford ing the comb to a room, it is fitted to
to do without its weekly visits, as its the new frames, which are then tied
pages are brimful of the latest and in with the twine. He throws out all
best news.
the drone comb, and keeps the honey
We notice with pleasure the pro- comb as much as possible at the top
gress made in the modes of obtaining and at ends. The brood comb is put
and marketing the honey crop. Many near the center of frame. The frames
are using the one and two-pound sec- are then set in the new hive and filled
tions for comb honey, and the one and out with empty frames, when the hive
two-pound glass jars for extracted. is set where it is to stand. Location
These neat little packages, put it in can be changed if desired when transfancy shape, thus making it more at- ferring.
tractive, and in small quantities, thus
II. II. Littell does not use twine in
bringing it in the reach of all classes transferring, as the bees pull at it to
of consumers.
get it out of the hive. He prefers to
We also have for the encouragement transfer in a honey season proceeds
of the bee fancier the different races as the President does, except he tacks
of the honey bee from which to select
a light strip across one side of the
new bees are being imported from frame, inserts the comb, turns it and
year to year. New inventions are tacks a strip on the other side. In a
being made in apiarian implements, day or two the strips can be removed
hives,
honey boxes and sections. without difficulty. He thinks bees
Comb foundation is being used in the should be examined frequently. Has
brood department as well as the sur- 8 colonies which have done well until
plus honey department.
the drouth came on ; but as bees
In conclusion, allow me to wish you robbed groceries so badly, he thought
a prosperous session, and success and he would have to remove them to the
happiness in all your undertakings.
country. He uses Langstroth hives.
Dr. Allen said that Mr. Jones, of He thought hives should be painted
Canada, stated at the Lexington meet- inside, as the bees would not then coning that he would guarantee that one nect the comb in frames with the
acre of Bokhara clover wovdd produce hive.
The President objects to strips, be1,000 lbs. of honey.
He uses it exclusively for bee pasture. He sows in cause in using them he found it destrips across the grouud, the plants stroyed so much of the brood.
Mr. Knight uses pins stuck through
growing 4 and 5 feet high, and falling
on the open strips. The next yearthe holes in the frame, and where the
comb
is in pieces he uses twine.
open strips are seeded, and are covered
member stated his plan of fastenwith the new growth, and the old
strip becomes vacant. Dr. A. thought ing comb in frame was by a slot
lengthwise at bottom of frame.
this clover would grow here.
Col. Maginness extended the courDr. Kaye suggested that winter turtesy of the Exposition to members of
nips be added to the list of honey
the society, and was voted a resoluplants. Mr. Craycraft also advocated
tion of thanks.
Scotch kale.
James Erwin's essay was read, on
W. Cook, Dr. Kaye and A. Schnei- the
der were appointed a committee on
Pleasures and Profits of Bee-Culture.
resolutions, with instructions to take
up the President's address.
The study of nature ever brings with
B.
Nail,
Treasurer,
I.
read his re- it a pure and quiet source of enjoyport, which was adopted.
ment not found in the busy marts of
The President then appointed the trade and commerce. Perhaps no class
following committee on nominations
of manual laborers have freer access
Dr. L. E. Brown, William Cook and to this source of pleasure than the proA. W. Kaye, to report on Thursday fessional apiarist. To him, the. study
morning.
the wonderful transforof nature
The Secretary read a letter from mations which insect life undergoes,
Mr. W.T. Sears, regretting that owing and the delightful harmony which preto sickness he could not prepare his vails in this insect kingdom, is a part
article. The President suggested that of his daily observation. And in quiet
a discussion on " Transferring of communion with the visible forms of
Bees " be held.
the great architect, in the realm where
W. Cook moved that the President instinct is supposed to sit as umpire,
appoint some member to write an ar- the reflective mind is insensibly led to
ticle on transferring.
contemplate the possibilities of created
Mr. Williams amended by request- existence, in a state where the will of
ing that the President write such an Him "who doeth all things well,"
article, and publish it in the Farmers' shall be universal law.
Man's natural
which motion, as love for the beautiful, may also be
Horru
Journal,
amended, prevailed.
gratified in the adornment of grounds,
The President, while accepting, sug- construction of hives, the cultivation
gested the discussions on the subject. of rare species, and in the study of
Mr. Cook thought it best for persons plants and flowers, while the period of
who have transferring to do should do leisure afforded in the winter season,
it themselves, as the way in which
gives time for study and recreation.
they may learn. He said last spring These things beget an enthusiasm,
he had an old Langstroth hive to which lightens toil, and makes beetransfer.
He propped up one side, keeping one of the most delightful of
smoked the bees, took off legs, and occupations.
one side out, took out the combs and
lint 1 come now to the second divibrushed off the bees all right, lint sion of my subject. Profits, which, to
then
his
own
just
all
and all his neigh- the practical mind, will be of first imbor's bees made an attack upon him. portance. The question is. Can beeAll the bees in the neighborhood were keeping lie made profitable? I anon the war path, lint altera while he swer, yes. This conclusion is not degot his bees in the new hive and left a rived merely from theory, but from
small opening. Still the bees were not considerable experience in the care
satisfied, and continued to fight one and cultivation of bees. It is a matter
another.
Water failed to appease of positive knowledge that bees, when
them. Next morning the battle be- intelligently managed, will pay a largan again, and a half gallon of bees ger per cent, upon the capital and lawere left dead in front of the hive. bor invested, than almost any other
He stopped the opening until next business. Yet, while this is the case,
day, when quiet was restored, and the it is not every one that can succeed in

Oct. 26,

ommended

Kentucky State Convention.
The meeting was

called to order at
1 p.m., Oct. 12.
at Exposition BuildAllen,
President.
ing, by Dr. X. P.
The minutes of last meeting were
read and adopted.

Several new members were added to
the list, and old members renewed
membership by payment of the annual
fee of 50 cts.
The Secretary stated that he had a
letter from the manager of the Gait
Souse, offering to provide rooms for
the meeting of the Association free of
charge, and to make hotel rates for
delegates $2 50 per day.
President Allen then read his annual address, as follows
Another year has passed, another
harvest has ended since we last met in
:

convention.

Winter, spring and sum-

mer have all come and gone, and autumn is at hand with its ripened fruits
and withered flowers — with its brown
and seared
evening of

which tells us of the
which is fast approach-

leaf,
life

We

look back over the days and
months that are gone, and meditate
upon the toils and labors, successes
and disappointments, joys and sorrows which were the portion of us all
as we passed through them. Our lives
have been spared, and we would return thanks to God, the giver of all
ing.

our blessings, for his tender mercies

and loving kindness.
The past winter was unusually long
and extremely cold. Many colonies of
bees perished before spring opened.
Many apiaries were so depleted by the
death of whole colonies and the heavy
loss in those that survived, that there
were not bees enough in early spring
to build up rapidly from the spring
flowers, but in cou'rse of time the weak
became strong, and the poor became
rich, and the increase by artificial or
natural swarming soon filled the empty
hives, and in favored localities, a fancrop of honey was gathered in the
early part of the season. Hut in the
midst of the white clover harvest the
rains failed, the excessive heat parched
the earth, and the honey flow ceased.
crop was cut short—a long protracted drouth set in, and not only
bees suffered, but stock and crops of
all kinds shared the common fate,
lint the late rains revived vegetation,
and the fall flowers, such as the smart
weed, the golden rod and the aster,
have enabled our bees to regain their
depleted stores, so that in most cases
they have sufficient for winter.

The

had hoped

to have a statistical reto lay before you of bees and
honey in the Stale, but can only refer
vim tn the reports of Vice-Presidents
I

port

for such information.
1
recommend that a Vice-President
be appointed for every county in the
Stale, and that they be required to
make a report at your annual meetings of the number of colonies and
amount of honey in their respective
counties also the kind of Sowers furnishing the crop, and any other items
;

of

interest

to

bee-keepers.

means the best localities

By this
in the State

for locating apiaries can be ascertained, and the honey resources of tin-

State developed.
I

would also recommend that more

attention be given to the cultivation
of honey producing trees, shrubs and
plants for bee pasturage. This can be
done by planting in fence coiners,
roadsides and waste places, with such
trees, shrubs and plants as produce
honey.
)f the trees, we would recommend the poplar, linden, elm, maples,
willows, locusts and persimmon. Of
the shrubs, the sumac, coralberry,
gooseberry and raspberry, and bucu
plants as giow without cultivation, as
the motherwort, catnip. Simpson
(

honey plant, also white and sweet clovers. All of these have honey producing flowers. Quite a number of
honey-producing flowers are also rec-

;

A

m

J

'

Indeed,

this avocation.

dens and

it

lines of business

'

if

they could
all other
in every

would be an exception to

J

;

men

fail

business, but the failure is in the man,
and not in the business. I have
premised that bee-culture, as an avocation or profession, contains the elements of success. Bees have been
cultivated by man since the earliest
ages, but it is only within the past decade that the science of bee-culture
has received that attention from
thinking men. that its importance demands. And in this, as in other lines
of business, it is only thinking men
that can achieve any marked success.
This is the age of brains— an age in
which men are developing all the resources of wealth which a bountiful
Providence has provided. And as God
has provided the health-giving, lifesustaining nectar in abundance in the
myriad of beautiful flowers that deck
our fields and forests, and also provided the bees to gather it, and endowed
them with instincts which lead them
to store it up in quantities far exceeding their own wants, it would seem
that the beneficent Creator intended
that man should utilize these gifts,

and make them conducive to

own

his

well being.
I shall now come to consider those
qualifications which bespeak the successful apiarist. And first of all. I
would say in general terms, that he

should possess a thorough knowledge
of the requirements of the business.
This would include a knowledge of the
natural history, habits and instincts of
bees; a knowledge of the best hives
and implements in use also a knowledge of the honey resources of the locality in which lie should choose to lo;

The

cate.

practical

management

of

bees at different seasons and under
different circumstances, and how to
produce the most honey in the most
marketable condition, can only be
learned by practical experience iii the
apiary.

Of course, the amount

honey produced will vary
and in the same

localities,

of

in different

locality in
locality (Al-

different seasons. In our
len county), where the extractor is
used and only strong colonies kept. I
think an average of 40 lbs. per colony,

one year with another, a good yield.
This (when it is remembered that one
man can easily care for ion colonies),
at the average price of 10 cts. per lb.,
will give $400— fair wages, considering
that the bees will not require more
than n months' labor during the year.
I think, however, that the greatest
benefit to be derived from associated
effort, is the diffusion of

knowledge

among

the agricultural classes in regard to the true principles of scientific bee-culture, as by these means, in
time, perhaps enough will engage in
the pursuit to develop the honey resources of the State, and thus add to
the revenues of the State a source of
wealth now undeveloped.
Reports on Wintering Bees.

The President wintered

40 colonies,

lost 1 ; received 2.000 lbs. honey
had
3 natural swarms; made :; swarms,
;

and has
stores.

45 strong colonies, rich in
Thought he had at present 500

surplus honey.
Dr. Brown commenced with

lbs.

:;.:

:

lost

had 4 natural swarms; got 500 lbs.
honey; wintered on summer stands.
W. Cook put 5 colonies into winter
quarters: lost none; has made 5, and
had 4 natural swarms lost 3; has 12
IS;

;

colonies now; has taken 60 lbs. honey;
every hive but 2 has a surplus.
(;. W. Asbby had 38 colonies in the
fall; lost
22; wintered on summer
stands; took .".no lbs. honey; has .".0
now, all but 2 in good condition.
Mr. Littell, Louisville, started the
winter with 5 colonies in Langstroth.
double-wall hives; saved all; had 4
swarms, saved 3. and has 8 colonies in
good condition fed the weaker ones
on sugar during the fall took 00 lbs.
honey.
Dr. Kaye started with 30 colonies,
;

;

them weak lost 14 from inato attend them had 4 natural.
and 12 artificial swarms; yield of
honey, 500 lbs.; has now 25 colonies in
half of
bility

;

;

good condition; fed some grape sugar
during the drouth to encourage in-
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crease of bees. He has Langstroth
chaff hives.
Mr. Kanslev, Spencer county. Ind.,
had 21 colonies on summer stands protected by corn stalks, with padding
under the cap lust ." in winter, united
c. which left 1:2; clover was killed and
bees gathered no surplus honey.
Mr. Hamilton, Louisville, had 48
colonies in fall. 26 in spring took 700
lbs. honey; wintered on summer stands
packed with S inches of straw; has
;

;

educated and fitted for the business
they follow— the doctor, lawyer and
merchant, in schools and colleges for
We should
their especial training.
advise people to study bee-keeping
first, and then to keep bees, if they
like.
When the average owner of a
few colonies of bees sees the little busy
coming
in with pollen early in the
bee
spring, he suddenly, spasmodically,
all at once resolves to learn bee-culture. There is honey in it, and he

mostly Faulkner hives.
likes honey. But his knowledge must
Mr. Schneider, Louisville, started not cost him a cent of money, nor
with 35; all but 9 in dry cellar; pre- more than a few hours' time. Hence,
fers cellar wintering:
has mostly the first opportunity, he hails the first
bee-keeper he meets and invites him
Langstroth hives lost 2 in cellar
kept the temperature at 40 to 4;'. .; to lecture then and there on bee-culsold 8 hives increased by artificial ture, and expects to learn it all in 10
means to 35 again had 500 lbs. honey; minutes; or more likely invites him
there should be upward ventilation; home with him, or to come in the near
those in cellar, where he took off tops, future and examine his bees and show
him everything necessary to be done
did best.
Dr. Allen agreed with Mr. S. in this. in order to make bee-keeping a sucL. Ilofstetter, Louisville, com- cess, and if advised to read, is always
menced in spring of 1880 with 14 colo- ready with the reply, " I have not
nies, and increased to 28
fed on glu- time." Two chances to one the beecose ; lost 14 in winter had 200 lbs. keeperjie has applied to for instruchoney those he divided and fed did tions is the wrong man, who has never
not do as well as the others. He pre- been to school and read the proper
ferred using glucose to sugar syrup, books on bee-keeping, but he feels
because the latter granulates in spring. flattered in proportion as he is ignoMr. Moberly, Hardin county, put rant, and with great generosity, and
into winter quarters 40 colonies in perhaps more ignorance, gives the apLangstroth hives covered top of hives plicant bad advice, which will result
with old quilts lost but 1, and had 6 in ruin and loss if followed. Thereswarms took 400 to 500 lbs. honey fore, I think we should caution or adbees are now in good condition. He monish novices in bee-culture, or those
will not feed glucose, but prefers gran- who contemplate keeping bees, to beware of whom they take advice graulated sugar syrup.
Mr. Littell said even if the sugar tuitous advice is generally looked upon
syrup granulates the bees will dissolve as like bad medicine.
I believe that if the number of sucit, if provided with water.
Mr. McConnell, Shelby county, Ky.. cessful bee-keepers was double what
put into winter quarters 65; lost 14; it is now, and the production of honey
wintered in common frame hives on was increased in the same ratio,- the
summer stands used carpeting on consumption of honey would be intop with a little straw on it, and in creased and popularized in even a
other ways found those with straw greater ratio, and that bee-keeping
on top did best had but 600 or 700 lbs. would be more profitable than now.
had 24 natural I have no fears of an over-production
of honey this season
swarms, but divided some; fed some of honey. Just have it in merchantato
weak
ones
has 69 in good ble shape, so that it can be handled
honey
like lard, meats, sugar, or butter and
condition now. His bees are mixed.
Mr. Craycraft, Salem, Ind., put into cheese, and the world will consume it
winter quarters 41 colonies in double- at good prices but such will not be
wall hives lost all but 3 from dysen- the case until bee-keeping becomes
tery thinks it was caused by bees till- more of a specialty.
Mr. Ilofstetter said he thought all
ing hives in the fall with fruit juices.
Mr. Knight, Oldham county, put 17 persons who liked keeping bees should
colonies into winter quarters lost 3, be advised to do so, but, as a professional bee-keeper and honey producer,
and 1 in spring. Has now 28.
Mr. Ladler, Jefferson county, win- he did not think it advisable for beetered 3; increased to 8; made 300 lbs. keepers to advise the public generally
of good honey ; all are now in good to go into the business, as it would
condition wintered with quilt only bring them in strong competition with
ourselves, and tend to lessen our
on top.
The President appointed Mr. Ilof- profits.
Dr. Allen thought that some were
stetter, Mr. A. Schneider and Mr.
Moberly a committee on apiarian sup- adapted to one profession, and some
to others, and that only a certain class,
plies.
Adjourned to meet at 7 o'clock p. m. not one scarcely in a hundred, would
succeed
in bee-keeping.
He once
EVENING SESSION.
thought all persons should keep bees,
Called to order at 7 p. m., an essay but he had changed now, and thought
by Dr. Ed. Diane, Eminence, Ky., only those who were adapted to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the
business should be advised to keep

was read, on

Bee-Keeping a Specialty.
When I first caught the bee fever
and began to make bee-keeping a success, I thought, everyone that loved
honey ought to keep bees at least a
few colonies, to gather the pure nectar
offered as a free gift to all, or any who
may choose to receive it. But I have
seen so many bungling attempts at
bee-keeping have had such poor success in persuading others to learn how
to keep and treat their bees, so as to
reap a profit, that henceforth, instead
of advising people to keep bees, will
insist that they study apiculture first;
then, if they choose, they can make
profitable use of their knowledge.
Any one might practice medicine
without having studied the profession,
and but few of his patients would ever
expose his ignorance, for they would
be buried out of sight.
All the professions, trades and various pursuits in life are fast drifting
into specialties. One M. D. makes a
specialty of treating the eye, another
the ear, another the bowels or lungs
one merchant makes a specialty of
ready-made clothing, one of piece
goods, one of hats, one of toys, etc.,
and the most successful in the various
pursuits are educated, or have been

—

—

;

them.
Mr. Schneider thought the matter
would regulate itself, and those not
fit would soon give it up in disgust.

He

did not fear the competition.

Mr. Cook argued that bee-keeping
was not a specialty. It requires no
particular talent, no more than to
raise corn,

make cheese or raise fruits.

He

thought bee-keeping might be well
extended among the people as any
other business.

Mr. Williamson remarked that Mr.
had said that the demand for

Newman

American honey in Europe was on the
increase, and that it could never be
as with increase of supply the
increased demand arose.
An essay by W. T. Stewart, Eminence, Ky., was read, on
filled,

Honey Producing Plants and How
tivate

to Cul-

Them.

As I furnished an article on this
for the National Convention at Lexington, which will be
published in the American Bee
Journal, I shall now go over the
same ground of " comparing advantages and disadvantages in order to
know what is best to cultivate," but
will only continue that article, and
same subject
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give a few brief hints as to lawn- surprised to see how much mint you
can have growing in this way, and
planting of honey producing plants.
As I have clearly shown
the for- also surprised to see how the bees
mer article that ligwort (or Simpson take to it through August and Sephoney plant), motherwort, catnip and tember— just when they need it. If
melilot are the 4 best plants (to my you have a low, wet spot on your
knowledge) for cultivation, I will now grounds, plant there a clump of wilgive you a practical pen-picture of a lows. With a group of six or eight
most beautiful lawn or door yard, and willows growing on your lawn you can
especially beautiful to a bee-keeper, make it the center of attraction. By
and passers-by will, from the novelty bending and tying them together you
of plan, pronounce it superb, as I know can make them grow in every confrom experience. While I am in my ceivable shape chairs, ladders, hoops,
photographic studio at the front of my etc., can be had growing
besides, it
door yard with about an acre of lawn is beautiful as a shade tree, and one
(in which my apiary is located) be- among the most useful of all honey
tween my gallery and dwelling, I often producers, because it comes so early
hear such remarks as " Just look at in the spring and is full of nectar for
that yard, ain't it beautiful " "Here early use. Plant a tree of either elm
is that pretty yard that I told you or bass wood (twelve feet
apart is
about." " He's got the prettiest yard about right), one on each side of your
in town, ain't he V " " He is a perfect gate
when they arrive at the right
genius; can take a patch of weeds and height bend and tie them together in
make it look pretty. I never saw such the form of an arch keep them tied
a man, he never stops fixing pretty until they have grown in that shape.
things." Now, while I enjoy all this An arch over the gate is pretty, and
praise, I at the same time enjoy see- these trees are good for forage.
ing my bees working on almost everyMake a ring or diamond of ten feet
thing growing in this yard. My pretty in diameter and transplant into it
weeds are all honey producers, you dandelions six inches apart all around
know, and did not come there by acci- the outside, then fill up the center by
dent, either. Now I tell you how to transplanting wild turkey peas, thickly
This is very pretty; early in
do it, and after you have once seen set.
such a lawn, you will be surprised at spring the bed will be white as snow
its grandeur, and why you had not and the border yellow.
Both are good
honey producers, and they come so
thought of all this before.
To make a beautiful mound, or what very early that they arequitea luxury
will appear to be a mound, yet is only for our bees.
hedge all around the
level ground, plant that which grows fences of motherwort is quite a boYou will notice that most all
tallest in the center of a ring or circle, nanza.
next tallest outside of that, and so on the plants I have named for ornamentdown to a creeping ground plant. For ing are such as will only require plantinstance, you want a mound twelve ing once, and come from the old root
feet across, six or eight feet high in for years afterward.
Remember,
center, gradually sloping off lower that it is the design and in the ingeuntil it is on a level with the ground. nuity displayed in planting that atYou will first mark it off in rings, say tracts the attention of visitors more
eighteen inches apart. Now trans- than the quality of plants. Common
plant in the center ring eight or ten plants when ingeniously modeled are
fine plants of figwort
it grows six to prettier than costly green-house plants
eight feet high, filled with beautiful scattered helter skelter, without any
seed pods as large as buckshot. Next pretense to form or model. But when
row transplant with golden rod you have laid out beautiful models of
grows four to six feet high. Next common plants, your wife will be sure
row plant in spider plant three to five to improve their appearance by the
feet high, and its pretty pink flow- addition of a few pet green-house
ers contrasting strikingly with the plants, which are not honey producers
golden rod.
Next row transplant themselves. But they won't drive the
with motherwort and catnip mixed bees away from those that do produce
When once we have introduced
equally two feet high bloom white. it.
Next row plant princess feather this novelty in our town we, will soon
bloom is scarlet and an excellent see our neighbors trying to imitate it
honey plant. Next row, white mus- more or less, because of the novelty
tard one foot high ; bloom golden yel- of it (not for bee forage). But our
low.
Next row transplant pepper- bees will go over and appropriate it to
mint; bloom white. Last row, ground their use just the same as if it was
ivy, a creeping vine, and good for purposely for them.
But we must
bees. This will, when grown up, ap- keep still as to the purpose of such a
pear to be a costly mound, most lawn, and let people just think that
beautiful to the eye of man or bee. the novelty of the thing is the main
We can make a basin in the same way point, if we wish them to appreciate
by reversing the plants, putting the it or pattern after it on their own
lowest in the center, and so on. By a lawns.
If people in general knew
little study and ingenuity in planting that such a lawn was intended for forwe can contrive many pretty designs age for bees, it would lose half its
that cost nothing, and have every charms in their estimation but work
plant to pay nearly as well as vege- on, getting up novelties, and say nothtables in a garden. Plant in groups of ing about the bee part of it, and you
various colored bloom and varied will see that it is contagious, and peofoliage, too, among our bee-hives, ple will gradually fall into novelty
making tliem contrast with the color lawn planting.
Col. Nail was particularly pleased
of the hives, etc. Plant a row of basswood, poplar, locust, elm or maple all with the encouragement in this paper
round the fence, and keep trimmed to beautify homes. Then that mintnicely.
Plums, pears and cherries no one but could find use for that.
among your hives for shade, honey
Dr. Allen thought the number of
and fruit; gooseberries, currants and honey-producing plants might be inraspberries can all be made orna- creased around farms, and add to the
mental in the shape of hedges around supply of honey, especially in the fall.
Mr. Cook thought the wild aster an
poultry yards, garden walk,, etc., and
excellent honey-producing plant. It
all are good honey plants, too.
For trellises, around porches, veran- is spreading in Southern Kentucky in
das and windows as a running vine, low, rich bottoms, and bees swarm
there is nothing superior to the Cle- around it. He also said the prickly
matis for beauty, shade or honey. ash was another useful plant. It will
Various colored hollyhocks may be grow almost anywhere, blooms about
used to advantage in grouping or sin- mid-summer, and makes a large
Bees like it.
He
gle it is also a good honey producer, blossom bunch.
but better for pollen.
fewstalks of said raspberries were good honey-probuckwheat worked in for variety or ducing plants, both bloom and fruit of
contrast, don't look badly. Make a the red being excellent. The strawborder of peppermint on each side of berry was worthless for bees the pear
every walk and outer edges of flower blossom was not good for bees, but the
beds, and even around the door and Eeach first rate. Wild cherry is good,
ut domestic kinds do not amount to
gate, so that every time there is
any passing around the clothing or much. Wild grape and crab are both
Among garden flowers the
feet will brush against the pepper- good.
mint. In this way your lawn is con- double varieties are valueless, but the
stantly perfumed, and you will be single ones afford bee pasturage.

m
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Dr. Allen said the honey of prickly bee keepers are using sections and
ash was strong-flavored, and the honey crates too heavy it takes more lumgathered from it was not salable. It ber, costs more in shipping, and people
will buy the light box quickest.
is not recommended by apiarists.
G. II. Adams. I like the 2 lb. box
Mr. Schneider said the necessity
best;
I tier them up, and they work
space
into
the
was for plants to come
between fruit bloom and after the well.
F. Boomhover. I have had colonies
white clover.
up higher than my head with 1
A gentleman stated that he had the tiered
spider plant and the Simpson honey lb. boxes this summer, and took 190
plant. The bees refused spider plant lbs. of honey from one colony.
G. Van. I can get more without
as long as the white clover was in
bloom, but took to it when clover was tiering up.
On a vote being taken, Hi were in
gone.
Mr. Schneider, in answer to a ques- favor of 2 lb boxes for 1 lb. boxes, no
tion, stated that buckwheat could not hands up. Adjourned till 1 p. m.
be depended upon, giving out honey
AFTERNOON SESSION.
only on occasional years.
Question Which are the best bees
a
was
berry
Dr. Allen said coral
for all purposes blacks or Italians ?
valuable honey plant for fall.
W. L. Tennant. Italians or hybrids
Dr. Kaye asked about corn, and the for valleys where there is white honey;
opinion was expressed that the bees the backs on hill-tops, where the main
gathered pollen, but not much honey. crop i3 buckwheat.
Mr. Cook thought the cow pea was
A. E. Manum. Cyprian bees are
a valuable blooming plant.
stingers. I like the Syrian bees; they
beautiful
some
exhibited
Dr. Kaye
are very prolitic, more so than the
honey.
Italians; but as far as my experience
Adjourned till Thursday at 9 a.m.
goes, I like the Italians best. I think
[Concluded next week.]
a cross between the Syrians and the
Italians will be good I have some,
but not much experience with them
New York Bee-Keepers' Union.
yet; will test them next summer.
Question If a black queen mates
The Eastern N. Y. Bee - Keepers'
how will
Association held their 8th semi-annual an Italian drone, or vice versa,
Convention at Knowersville, Sept. 27. the bees be marked ?
differsee
no
can
Tennant.
I
W. L.
Called to order at 10 a. rn., by Presience in which way they mate.
dent W. D. Wright.
W. D. Wright. One-fourth marked;
Minutes of the last Convention were
way.
read and approved. The Treasurer's one-half if mated the other
Adjourned to meet at Central Bridge,
report was read and approved.
Question What is the best method on Tuesday, Jan. 10, 1882.
N. D. West, Sec.
of marketing honey V
W. Tennant. I think we are in too
much hurry to crowd our honey on the
Northern Texas Convention.
market. Is it best to report our crop
we
how
much
know
world
and let the
The bee-keepers of Northern Texas
have? It is bad on one account; it met at the Court House in the city of
makes the buyers think the crop is Sherman, Wednesday, Oct. 5, at 11 a.
on m., for the purpose of organizing a
large, and thereby we may lose
the other hand, 1 think it is best to Bee-Keepers' Association. The meetreport to the commission merchants, ing was called to order by Col. Cockthat they may have a better chance to rell, of Sherman, and Mr. W. A. RobOne inson was appointed Secretary. An
tix the price and sell our honey.
commission merchant told me he was opening address by the Hon. Joseph
deceived last year, by the bee-keepers Bledsoe, who made an appropriate
saying the crop was small, and thereby speech. The meeting then proceeded
he held his price too high and had to to organization. A committee on per-

and found both on the
same frame not more than 2% inches
apart, both lively, and I discovered
that my young queen has mismated,
there being quite a number of hybrids
amination,

;

;

:

—

;

:

:

;

some

carry

over.

I cut my surplus
\V. L. Tennant.
boxes down from 12 lbs. to 5 lbs., and
from that down to the 2 lb. prize box,
and can get more honey now than with
the larger ones but some are calling
for still smaller boxes. It is an impoWhy should all use 1 lb. boxes?
sition.
A few may sell better. You should
use the 2 lb. boxes,and nail them strong
so they will go to market without leaking or smashing. Make your box 5x6,
so as to use regular size glass, because
it is always in the market, and we can
obtain it "on short notice, and cheaper,
besides odd sizes cost more for every
fraction of an inch you have to pay for
an inch, the world over.
A. E. Manum. I like the 1 lb. box
best I can get just as much honey as
;

;

manent organization was appointed,
consisting of Dr. A. F. Wright, W. F.
Woodward and M. S. Klum. A committee was also appointed to draft bylaws and a constitution, consisting of
Messrs. J. L- Mulkey, Dr. Brockette,
E. P. Keywood, Hon. J. Bledsoe, J.
H. Choice and M. II. Davis to report
at a meeting called for Saturday, Oct.
29, 1881, in

went away knowing something more
of bee-culture than they did before.

W. A. Robinson,

;

in the 2 lb. boxes, and get 2 cents more
per lb. for my honey. I can get the
bees to work in them sooner by their
being low, and when half full raise
them up and put an empty set under
them, and so on as needed.
W. L. Tennant. I do without the 1
lb. box entirely, and the price of honey
in the 2 11). box will lie just as much as
for the 1 Hi. box. I must differ with
Mr. Manum they will make 25 per
the 2 1b. box. It
cent, more honey
is best to establish a medium box, neither too large nor too small, which all
;

m

can adopt, and then

we can

sell

our

to the poor, and all can afford to
eat it. Now, is it best to sell our honey
out-and-out, or send it to the commis-

honey

the city of Sherman.

After the appointment of this committee, the meeting adjourned till 2 p.
m., when the members reassembled,
not as an association, but to discuss
among themselves the different points
in their profession. They had a very
pleasant social meeting, and every one

Sec.

i@T The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meeting in Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis., Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. Fhance. Sec, Platteville, Wis.
l^- The Michigan State Bee-Keepconvene at Battle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
We have reason to expect one of the
largest and most interesting meetings
we have ever held. Let all arrange
to be present. All District Associations should send delegates. Each person should come with their best experience in their hands, ready to hand
it over to the others of the fraternity.
It is hoped that all will bring the fullest report possible from their region.
Commutation rates are expected on

ers' Association, will

sion merchant to sell for us V They
skin us alive. 1 think it best to sell
out-and-out, and then we know what
we are doing.
A. J. Cook, Pres.
A. E. Manum. My bees will cap 1 railroads.
T. F. Bingham, Sec.
lb. boxes better than 2 lb. boxes, and
suit the market better.
meeting will be held at WinW. L. Tennant uses but one kind of
box, placing it on top and not at the terset, Iowa, on Thursday, Nov. 3,
them
will
not
till
out
as
side, as they
1881 to organize a District Con ven tion.
well.
All the apiarists of the vicinity, as
A. E. Manum. I think sections or well as from other States, are cordially
of an inch thick is plenty
boxes
iinvited.
A. J. Adkison.

@° A
,

%

Oct. 26,

I have a notion to pinch her
head right away. Will it be right or
wrong V The old queen I purchased in
She is nice and
1879. of D. A. Pike.
prolific, and her workers are good
honey gatherers.
W. R. Young.
Myersville, Md., Sept. 25, 1881.

about.
(ioldenrods as Honey Plants.— I send
a specimen of a weed that I wish to
know the name of, and which is the
main source of late honey here. It is
almost frost and drouth-proof, blooms
from the latter part of September unMy bees,
til some time in November.
which had scarcely a drop of honey 10
days ago, have filled their hives and
are beginning to cap the honey, which

[If you do not want hybrids, you
had better not keep the mismated
queen, unless her mother is too old for
wintering, or you can give the colony
The
this
bloom.
is almost all from
plant grows on bottom lands, and at- another in its place. Ed.]
tains a height of from 18 to 24 inches,
and in some places forms a beautiful
Deep Frames for Winter. I have
sea of golden yellow.
kept and handled bees for upwards of
Noah Deaton, 50 years during this time I have had
Carthage, N. C, Oct. 10, 1881.
almost all kinds of hives that were
[The specimen sent is a Solidago invented. For many years the only
hives we used were the upright, square
(goldenrod). There are several varie- box, about 18 inches high, and the
ties, and all are excellent honey plants. straw basket, and fire and brimstone
were the only mediums through which
—Ed.]
While using
to obtain the honey.
colonies
in
Feeding Bees.— I had 8
these hives we knew nothing of winthe spring, have now 23 have taken ter killing or spring dwindling.
I
303 lbs. of comb honey in prize boxes. now use none hut the Langstroth
The season was pretty good for a short hives. I prefer it on account of its
time, but we have had such a severe convenience in manipulating bees and
drouth that bees have been doing no small honey boxes. Last tall I had
good for over 2 months. I fear many still one of the old boxes, with an old
of them will starve to death unless fed colony, and old black combs. Thinkpretty liberally. I brought home 100 ing it almost worthless I put it in the
pounds of granulated sugar yesterday, cellar without any attention, while
made some syrup and fed on tables 2 those in Langstroth hives, all in good
or 3 rods from the hives. In a short condition, had the best of care. The
time there were thousands of bees at result was in the spring that all the
work at it, and some of them stayed bees in Langstroth hives were dead
with it all night, and they are at work but one, and it very poor. Those in
at it yet, although it is sprinkling rain, the old box-hive were as good as in
and it is now 4 o'clock. Will this way the fall. This experience led me to
Joel Bremer.
of feeding do ?
the conclusion that a higher box than
Lincolnville, Ind., Sept. 23, 1881.
the Langstroth would be preferable
for our climate to winter bees, I ac[It is not a good way to feed— 1. Becordingly made a hive, a model of
cause it incites to robbing 2. If there which I send you by mail to-day. The
are other bees in the neighborhood, proportions of the model are not coryou feed those as well as your own rect, it is too high. The small board
in front is the middle of the box. The
3. You lose many bees by the fighting
box inside is 10x13 inches and high
and besmearing which will more or enough to use the Langstroth frame
less prevail. Feed inside, or at the placed in on the end as you see in the
entrance at night, being careful to model. Here we have the Langstroth
frame, the 2-lb. honey boxes, 12 in
avoid daubing the hive.— Ed.]
number, the same freedom of manipulating, and the old upright box all
Moving Bees.— I have 13 colonies of combined. I have also an additional
bees about half a mile from home will entrance over the small board in front
I am afraid they
it do to move them V
with a slide over for closing. What
will return to the old place. Answer in is your opinion about the box V Bees
W. P. Bond.
the Bee Journal.
did pretty well with us this summer.
Quiet Dell, W. Va., Oct. 14, 1881.
D. Lantz.
Forreston, 111., Sept. 29, 1881.
[You can move them any time, and
any distance. After the removal is
[We do not think you will long be
made, let the hives remain closed till satisfied with your new hive. The exabout noon, then slant a board in front tra depth of frame will make it very
to partially obstruct the entrance, and inconvenient to manipulate, and we
release the bees. Let the boards re- doubt its immunity from loss in winmain a few days. The above will also tering. Certainly, last winter's expeanswer the query of J. C. Burns, Terre rience was no guaranty of success for
Haute, Ind. Of course, such weather the " old box hive."— Ed.]
must be selected as will allow the bees
My Coming Bees.— Considerable is
a good flight soon after moving Ed.]
written about the coming bee I have
a whole hive full of them. I was at
Two Oueens in one Hive. — One eve- work with them a short time ago, when
ning in August, I was viewing one of one of my neighbors came into the
my colonies through the observation yard and took a position about 10 feet
glass at the end of the hive I saw a m front of the hive. I told him he
fine young queen crawl around the
would feel better to stand back of the
end of a frame. In a day or two I hive with me " Oh," said he, " bees
opened the hive to examine my young never sting me;" just then one took
queen. On the third frame was the him on the end of his nose, and the
cell from which she had emerged perlast I saw of him he turned around
haps a week ago. On the fifth frame the corner of the house, with tears
was the old queen all right and lively. running from both eyes,arms stretched
I closed the hive and concluded she
full length, as he exclaimed, "Hallehad dispatched her daughter. About lujah blast your gol darned bees I"
a week later, a friend paid me a visit, These bees are little black fellows, and
and, as he had never seen a queen, I I took 48 1-pound sections from them.
opened the same hive. On the second
James Ronian.
frame was my young queen. I reVillisca, Iowa, Oct. 11, 1881.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

moved

7

frames (leaving

2)

looking

for the old queen, and, not finding
her, I closed the hive, thinking now
few days later
that she was dead.
a neighbor called, and I opened the
hive again to show him the young
queen, when I was astonished to find
both old and young on different
frames. To-day I made another ex-

A

tig" The Western Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will meet in
Berlin, Ottawa, Co., Mich., Thursday,
Oct. 27, 1881 in Huntley's Hall, at 10:30
All interested are cordially ina. m.
,

vited.

Wm. M.

S.

Coopersville, Mich.,

Dodge,
Aug.

Sec.
29, 1881.
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Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
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The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

Advertisements intended for the Bke
reach this office by up to this hour
Saturday of the previous week.
CHICAGO.

Journal must

HONEY— The market is lively and prices steady.
;

•

m

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

—Langstroth,Dzierzon, and the Baron
<

« •

St.

CLEVELAND.

Bv A.

BEESWAX-20@22c.

These Palls have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful lor many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices

new

ALFRED

YORK.

072

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

;

^" Those who may

wish to change

from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.
8aT Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Deserving Articles are Always Appreciated.— The exceptional cleanliness of Parker's Hair Balsam makes
Gray hairs are impossible
it popular.
40w4t
with its occasional use.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.
• » » •
Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
;

you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
•
Premiums.— For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

tracted, white, lo(<mic.; dnrk, 7ca9c.
Prime quality, 2iv,@23c.
Thorn & Co.. ll and 13 Devoe avenue.

BEESWAX.—

CINCINNATI.
HONE Y— Is in good demand here now.
Good comb honey, in sections,
I quote
:

on

18@20c.,

The

The British Bee Journal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when

$1.75,

and howtododoit.

C.N.ABBOTT,

per

lb.

Read

worth

Extracted, 7(49c. on arrival.
on anival. I have paid
C. F. Muth.
for choice lots.

BOSTON.

BEESWAX— Pi line quality. 25c.

Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham

street.

BALTIMORE.

HONEY. -But

little

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

8s£
J'2-page, beautifully lhustrated

a

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCE
has the largest corps of practical breeders as editoi

any journal of its class in Americ .and is
THE FINEST POULTRY JOUENAL IN THE WCELD.
Volume 12 begins January 1881. SUBSCRIPTION :Al.no per year. Specimen Copy, If cents.
C. J. WAIU>, Kditor and Proprietor.
if

182

CLARK

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New,

in 1 or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

lb.

sections,

20025c—

AND KEEP THEM

SAN FRANCISCO.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

HONEY—

Of last week's receipts 334 cases went
direct on board a vessel for Liverpool. Sales, as
far as reported, are of a retail character, asking
prices restricting trade in a wholesale way. Considerable old honey is still on the market, some of
it having been received this season.
quote white comb. 18@20c.; dark togood.10®
Extracted, choice to extra white, 9<§ll0c:
14c.

We

dark and candied,

7C3..SC.

BEESWAX— 23<§)25c.

Stearns & Smith,
ST.

423

Front Street.

LOUIS.

HONEY.— In
tracted. 9c.;

fair request. Strained. 3c; excomb. 16®18o—latter for bright.

BEESWAX— Prime yellow sells at
R. C.

Greer &Co.,

lt>@20C.

The Emerson Binder

117N. Main Street.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

IS

Any one can use them.

HONEY.— The supply and demand are alike
BEESWAX — Best light 23@25c— Philadelphia

Merchants' Guide.

Time and Place

Oct. 25,

974

West Madison

District, at Chicago, 111
C. C. Coffinberry. Sec, Chicago, 111.

26— Northwestern

PARKER^

It

The Best, Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hair Dressing. Never fails to restore the
youthful color to gray bair,
and $1

50c.

__

sizes.

just as

Any

them

Kidneys,

&is entirely different from
Bitters, Ginger Essences
and other Tonics, as it
never intoxicates. Hiscox
Co., Chemists, N. Y.

&

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
be3tand cheapest.indispensaole

to

every man, entitled

"The Science

of Life, or Self-

Preservation; "bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full
gilt, MO0pp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, lii."> prescriptions, price only J 1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c
:

(ST Subscriptions may commence
with the first number of any month in

may

MiUW

;

fTUV^rTl send now. Address Peubndy
1

IflllMJhr. Modi, al institute or Dr. W.H.
22wl y
PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch at., Boston.

i

_

A

desire to dis-

advertisement.

34

of bees left untouched, and in the compilation >>t
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupations.— ^mfric*m Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phasesof progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is tiie author the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
and
lie refers in several instances to Darwin
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— GermaaFreldenfcer,
Milwaukee, Wis.
.

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING

Given

in

for

^

Cor. Dearborn

&,

;

;

tol

any

Try Kendall's Spavin Cure, a sure Wk NEWSPAPER in the Country. Our newl
bee-keepers will be remedy for spavins, curbs, ringbones, Hk Price List for (dv>rtisers bent free.
Aircnts.'
any quantity they or any enlargement of the joints. See Ba& f,. A. < OOKcV CO., HdvertUine icago.

one who

to
supplied free, in
may be able to judiciously use.

tribute

&

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

E"VTnW

be published in 1882(16 pages), the year.
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,

cures Rheumatism,

&

for 10 cents, post paid.

1

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating i" the culture

diseaess
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

Lungs, Liver

m

Agriculturist.
West.— B'fsff
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
to the

Bestllealth&Strcnsth
Kcstort-r Ever Used.

Parker's
Hair Balsam,

interested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wm. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— IVAhue 1)u
Bois, editor of the Bulletin !>' Apiculte ur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vnde
mecumof the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an interest in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it caretully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that

every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit

Blood Purifier and the

Badges.— Bee-keepers going to fairs
gold bee
1882, will be entitled to the following should wear a badge with a
premiums
on it. It will serve to introduce him
For a Club of a,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
to other bee men. We will send them
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.

Weekly Bee Journal,

111.

Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

Premiums.—Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for

it will

Chicago,

GINlGEW TONIC

1

of the

Street,

ol Meeting.

i

®° We have a SPECIAL EDITION

SOc.
85c.
75c.

THOMAS G. MWMAK,

Address,

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1S80
For Bee Journal of 188]
For Bee Journal of 1882

nominal.

27— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
It is the Height of Folly to wait unGeorge L. Perry, Sec.
til you are in bed with disease you
27— Western Mich., at Berlin, Mich.
may not get over for months, when
s.
Coopersville, Mich.
Dodge,
Sec,
Wm. M.
you can be cured during the early Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
Platteville, Wis.
France,
Sec,
N.
E.
symptoms by Parker's Ginger Tonic.
State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
We have known the sickest families Dec. 8— Michigan
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.
made the healthiest by a timely use of 1882.
Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
this pure medicine. Observer. 40vv4t
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.
«— ^m
»
25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
jy It would save us much trouble,
if all would be particular to give their April 1— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.
post office address and name, when
27— Texas State, at McKinnev. Texas.
writing to this office. We have letters
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
Champlain V alley, at Bristol, Vt.
(some inclosing money) that have no May
T. Brookins. Sec
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you live near one postoffice and
ln order to have this table complete. Secret&~
get your mail at another, be sure to taries are requested to forward full particulars of
give the address we have on our list.
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

paper.
4,— Cook's "(Bee) Manual,
"
cloth.
5,—
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year.

any other book.— E. H. Wyskoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afTord to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, dis-

(

;

"

agement of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from

CHICAGO

-

ST.,

Book;

the work of a master and of

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colhv.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal,
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful man-

Monthly Magazin

devoted to

It

it is

real value.— L' Apiculture, Paris.

BEESWAX.— Southern, pure,21@23c; Western,
pure 21@ 22c; grease wax. He.—Baltimore Market

Journal.

the following opinions of the

All agree that

Is

HONEY.— 1-pound combs are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 2(H<irj2c, according to quality.

« »

"

Bee Master

arrival.

BEESWAX.— 18<§j22c,

25c.

manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

British Bee Journal,
AND BEK-KEKPER'S ADVISER.

School of Apiculture, Fairlawn. Southall, London.

is

Fine Illustration!.

shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated— and hist, though
not least, detailed instructions for the various

:

etc.

111.

When

weather.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
boxes, isi.f 2nc dark. In small boxes, 15@17c. Ex-

i:j:i

the

Michigan.

College of

;

Street, Chicago,

.

address.

COOK,

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Milium) of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ;j,lHK) copies was exhausted '"
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of hee-eulture. This new work lias been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delimit i<ni
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plunts.trees,

PerDoz. PerlOO

HONEY.— The advices give a middling fair crop
honey. Moderate lots have arrived, but the dechanging a postoffice ad- of
mand so far has been very slow, and but little imdress, mention the old as well as the provement can be expected until we have cooler
<g°

:f.»o Pii E e«;

Gallon, holding lolbs. of honey.... «l.w>. ... * 12.00
"
"
1.50....
9.00
Half Gallon, " 5
....
"
"
"
2"<;
7.00
...
1.20....
Quart.
"
"
4.01I
75....
Pint,
iH "

A. C. Kendei,, 115 Ontario Street.

NEW

J.

State Agricultural

:

HONEV—

There is asliKht improvement in our
market for comb boney. One pound unglassed
sections rind ready sale at 21c. for white, and lioc.
for 2 Ib.sectlons. Extracted honey continues dull
at lo(yl2c.

of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

—

Newman, vi7U W. Madison

AL. H.

» •

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.

I'.atlnvs. for bee-keepers, on
I! iiiiiuii
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
boxes, 18®20e in lurKer boxes 2c. less, Extracted
which are printed a large bee m gold, 899c
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
BEKSWAX-Prime quality, 1S(»'2L'C.
•

OH,

Of Lansing, Profutoroj Entomology in

:

(gT Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Tiik Amkuican BBS JOURNAL Is the oldest Uee
Paper Ln America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional urni business men,
anil Is, thoroforo, the best advertising medium.

Waeh'n StB„ Ch

Price— Bound

in cloth, !$1.2.1

;

ln

paper cover,

9>1.00, by mail prepaid. Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOtmNAL.

344

Oct. 26.

Italian bees

SEEDS FOR

1
All standard colonies have eight frames, 17

Books

»

1

Honey

Plants.

A line
« or*l»;
One

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

"orniore*'
"

"

Twenty-six

*'

"

Kifty-two

"

"

Thirteen

"

"
*'

"

"

8c.

Mammoth

ALFRED

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

— Yearly Contracts

974 West Madison

972

Chicago,

West Madison

H.

CHICAGO,

I L.K,.

Italian

Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, *2.00
TestedCvprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus. Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp;

;

all

Pewamo, Ionia

Mich.

I will

Honey

buy a few tons of Extracted
market prices.

at the ruling

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
10c.

33S
337
337
337
338

337,

Bees and Honev in Russia
Europ.ian International C< ingress
The Best Bees
Bee-Eater

Correspondence

35c.

per

per

solicited.

lwly

forCircular.

MHHIN.

II

W2 West Madison

CHICAGO,

street,

II,],.

;

in Australia

The Gulden Honev Plant again
Red Clover Bees
Pollinon Bees in Winter
The Season in Quebec, Canada
Effect of

Convention Notes

Our Letter Box

Columbus, Kansas.

^swtf

340
340
340
340
341

341
341

342

:

Golden Rods as Honey Plants
Feeding Bees
Moving Bees
Two Queens in One Hive
Deep Frames for Winter
My Coming Bees

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

dress,

:

Kentucky State Convention
President's Address
Pleasures and Profits of Bee-Culture
Reports on Wintering Bees
Bee-Keepinga Specialty
Honey-Producing Plants, and How to
Cultivate them
....
New York Bee- Keepers' Union
Northern Texas Convention
Selection* from

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $2.15. Sample copies free. Ad-

338
339
339
339
339
339
339

342
342
342
342
342
342

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-in ; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
30wiy Patentee and Proprietor. Spring Hill, 'I enn.

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

add 20 cents per pound tor postage.
B3P~A typographical error occurred in my first
quotation of these seeds; the above price is correct

ELECTROTYPES

ALFRED

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
972 West Malison
©.
thansnc.
074 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

KEWHAN,

THOMAS

$777

A YEAH and expenses
outfit

free.addressP

H.

Street,

For the past few years

PURE

obtain the highest market prices.

ments and correspondence respectfully solicited.
E. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Co.,
Successor to Conner, Burnett
165 So. Water Street, Chicago,
34wl3t
lS:

POPULAR HONEY KEGS

ILL.

The Original Patent

Send a card for testimonials, or
half-dozen rates, to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONJA, MICH.

A

paper covers.

©S

I88O,

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

TREATISE giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

A

;

Foot Power Machinery
and

Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping, Lathes, &c. These machines are especially adapted
to Illve Making. It will pay
every bee-keeper to send for
descriptive catalogue and price
free.

W.
2U17

F.

& JOHN BARNES

Main

St.,

Rockford.

111.

SALE- 150 Colonies of Italian Bees
FOR
prime condition.
improved yuinbv hives,

in

in

3uwiy

L.C.

AXTELL,

Roseville,

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

SCROLL SAWS.

list

M. D.

B. J.

111.

BARNES' PATENT
CIRCULAR

ENGHAVINGS

Horse
The
KENDALL,
BY

few copies for sale at

$1.00, postpaid to any address,
974

111.

HONEY KN IFE,

34wl3t

Kalamazoo, Mich,

VOLUME FOR

Your consign-

AND

particulars

10 cents to

in

this excellent

Bingham & Hetherington

For
TIOW T ° MAKE MONEY. Lock
Box 318,

Bound

have made

I

my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer in
direct from the Apiaries, enables me to

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

3Gwiy

Warren

Co.,

III.

Address,

THOMAS
974

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE FLORAL INSTRUCTOR,
Six window plants twenty-five cents. Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants for winter blooming

free.

FREE TO ALL.
SPALDING & McGILL,
40w6tx

Florists,

Alnsworth, Iowa.

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as fooa, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Koam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
it is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
,

quality, sources,
;

It gives Mr. Muth's views on
of bees. Price, lOc.
eat and should
;
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
demand
a
law
to protect the
food products, and
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50cK i'ihIji I'- Horse Book. — No book could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, 85c.
Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, #1. ; Morocco, 8M-50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
its cause, symptoms and cure. Price, »5c.

Muth; 32 pages.

management

i

toagents.

O Vickery

Augu*tn, Maine.

arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

facts and

Food Adulteration What we

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

—

F.

HONEY

I have procured a limited quantity of the Seed
of this new Honey Plant so highly spoken of by
Dr. G. L. Tinker, on page 307 of the Journal.
It may be sown broadcast in early spring or drilled in. The rows may be two or three feet apart
and the seeds only a few inches apart in the rows.
It will bear to grow very thick or if scattered will
grow larger and throw up more stalkB.
Price, SO cents per pound. If sent by mall,

Xew

ABC

the

food

Golden Honey Plant.

'

i

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handland Marketing- — A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price lac.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin

111.

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The bonk is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited bis means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, #1- 3.^ ; paper cover. *1.
Bee-Keeplner, by L. C. Root—
*t n n h \ The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— $1.50.
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice**
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of thehonev-bee,"and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper. SI.
Kinc'x Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised find brought down to
the present time. Cloth, Sl.OO; paper, 75c.
I.:i ngsl rol b on the Hive and Honey Bee
- This is a standard scientific work.
Price, S*.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.
Bees and Honey or, successful manafremenl of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Transferring—
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees Marketing Honey,
no German. etc. It is published in English
Price for either edition, 4U cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
illustrated

ing

JOHN

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
D. 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston,
2wly

;

Ch.

Given's FoundationPress.

liquors need apply. Address. DR. NUGENT,
"Linden Apiary," Stratbroy, Ont., Canada 4lw4t

CHICAGO. ILL,

Bee-Keeper's Guide or, Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-written, elegantly

"Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $35 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, *»c.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

and Student Wanted.- and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
BEE-KEEPER
Bee-keeper must be experienced and thor- only invention to make Foundation in the wired
oughly reliable. No person using tobacco or frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Street,

;i

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.

:

Improvement of the Kace of Bees
Are Cyprian Bees of Value to us?

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

:

ALFRED

lb.

fE^Send

lb.

974

;

Correspondence

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.
:

Editorial Items

Bees

Co.,

EXTRACTED HONEY

;

;

Editorial

communications to
J. H. ROBERTSON,

25wtf

;

Contents of this Number.

.

NEWMAN,

8t..

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested

111.

,,

,
To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

Address

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingsent free upon application.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

G.

fastidious.

Alsike Clover,

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

THOMAS

;

ping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

20e. per line.
18c.
15c.
12c.
"
lOc.

to three weeks, each insertion,
"

Four

Eight,

THOMAS

;

each $* single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; 1frame Nucleus, Tested Queen olunei, $3.50; 2frame do., $4; 3-frame do., $5 4-frame do.. $5.50
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $r..oo. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Ship;

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

Bee -Keepers,

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

1

;

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

for

-;

4
inc. long and 1 1 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames
inc. long and ]OH inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$io; in lots of five, each $y in lots of ten or more,

Small Kegs for Honey.
50

lb.

100 lb.
160 lb.

Kegs, each
Kegs, "
Kegs, "

..85c
.55c
..65c

.

.

.

These kegs answer the popular demand
honey in small packages, and when
compared with large barrels holding from
300 to 500 lbs. each, tiiey are fully as cheap
and often cheaper. They need no waxing
for

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.uoo.ooo Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Korms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. (Jives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assuyers,
Piumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
Bnilder&tManufacturers and Mechanics. 500 engravings of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring, Taming, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Out Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil Marble, Threshing, and Roiling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength of Teeth, Shafting, Belting, Friction, Lathe Gearing, Screw Cutting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Blast
ProsFurnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
ting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461
Taiiles with 500,000 Calculations in all possible
forms for Meehanics,Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
,ooo items for Grocers, Confectioners,
lie Pr.-ss.
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 3oo Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, Varnishers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 4<)ndo. for Huntl

I

I

er-.

Trappers Tanners. Leather

A Rubber Work.

Navigation, Telegraphy. Photography, Bonk-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load. Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam. Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc. lo.ooo items for Housekeepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stock Owners, Bee-keep-

but should simply be thoroughly scalded
The
with boiling water before using.
ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Ruleakage so often occurring in the large ral Economy, Food Values, Care of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase Crops. Pest Poisons. Trainhard-wood barrels can be entirely pre- ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms. LIGHTNING
for Cubic Measures, Beady Reckoner.
vented by using the White Pine Kegs. Calculator
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Considering the cost and trouble of wax- Tonnage Tables. Land. Grain. Hay, and Cattle
ing, the loss of honey by leakage, and
the ease witli which these kegs can be
handled and shipped, with an actual saving in original cost, it must be apparent to
all that they are the best.

ALFRED

H.

The work contains

NEWMAN,

972 West Madison

Street, Chicago,

Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables, Contents of Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards, Scantling,
Business
Forms, all kinds, Special
etc., OC tight.
Laws of 49 States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U- S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
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Dr. Brown's

address, we thank him for his able
constructive indorsement of the utterances of the Bee Journal on the
same subject.
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The Drouth in Europe.— The excessheat and drouth of the past sum-

ive

mer has caused a shortage

of onefourth on the crops in Europe, inPublished every Wednesday, by
cluding the honey crop. France will
have to import over fifty millions of
G.
Head before the Association for the Advancement
of Science, at Cincinnati, O.
Editor and Proprietor,
Canadian Honors.— The following bushels of wheat to supply her home
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. letter has been duly received by the consumption. England, Austria and
How the Bee Extends its Tongue.
Germany also report a shortage. Hay
editor of the Bee Journal
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION!
PROF. A. J. COOK.
is so short in Germany as to cause
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S>8 n year, in advance. T. G. Newman, Esq., Chicago.
anxiety,
and
Consul
Warner
much
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
The figure, from Cook's Manual of
Dear Sir:— At the annual meeting writes concerning it as follows to the
SEMI-MONTHLY— The tlrst and third numbersot
the Apiary, gives an accurate idea of
of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Associaeach month, at Sl.OO a year, in advance.
the
structure and parts of the tongue
MONTHLY'— The first number of each month, at tion, you were, by resolution, made an State department at Washington:
of the honey bee.
gives the parts
SO cents a year, in advance.
honorary member of the Association.
derived
from
a
very
information
On
as they appear when extended
fW~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
good source, it was ascertained that shows the ligula with the tubular
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address I enclose your membership ticket.
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Yours Respectfully,
the present prices for hay are double sheath (s) fully extended, and G' shows
t&~ Remit by money-order, rendered letter, exR. McKnight, Sec.
those of last year. It would be un- across section of the ligula when the
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only ;tre at our risk. Checks
fortunate for the wretchedly poor laon local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
The ticket was accompanied by a boring class in Germany if anything sheath is notextended. In this figure,
and
attractive copy of the like a failure in crops should happen
very
neat
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
•'
Constitution and By-Laws," with that is now predicted. In my opinion,
Postage to Europe SO ceuts extra.
would be the cause of greatly inthe list of officers for the present year. it
creasing the tide of emigration to
EnttTedat Chicago post office as second class matter.
It is needless to say that we appreciate America, the land that has an attracThe tasteful ap- tion surprisingly wonderful for the
the compliment.
pearance of both the Constitution and German peasant. Their sole ambition
to be turned in the direction
member's ticket bespeak great credit seems
toward America. Even the old and
for the efficient Hon. Sec, R. Mc- infirm become comparatively younger
Knight, Esq.
whenever America is talked about in
their presence, and they are told of
the abundance of breadstuffs that is to
(^"The Texas State Bee- Keepers' be had there.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown's Address.
Convention will be held at McKinney,
For several weeks we have been Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.
Old Combs.— We see the following
obliged to delay tlie publication of Dr.
item going the rounds of the agriculJ. P. H. Brown's address before the
H®- The editor of the South and West tural papers
National Convention at Lexington, is being imposed upon by Lizzie E.
Old combs can be nicely cleaned by
owing to its length, but not one para- Cotton, who is endeavoring to work pouring water over them and throwgraph or sentence could we omit. We upon bee-keepers, by giving flattering ing it out with the extractor; pare off
yields of honey with her " new system the moldy part with a knife.
give it this week in its entirety,

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

:

A

;

B

p\TO£/^

on

a careful of bee management," and '"controlable hive." After the hundreds of perperusal.
The Doctor ranks high in his scien- sons who have reported that they have
tific attainments, and has spent much sent her money and get no returns, it
of the past season in practical experi- seems strange that any one should be
ments. It will be observed he inclines deceived by her advertisements. She
to the opinion that the Syrians are the promises to use the South and West to
progenitors of the yellow species, in give further reports. If that paper
which, we believe, he agrees with will thus freely give them, after she
Prof. Cook, and which opinion we has been refused advertising space in
long have held. Particularly gratify- all the respectable journals of the
ing is the result of his measurement country, it must be totally in the dark
of the tongues of the different races, about the matter. We hope, however,
proving conclusively that we were cor- that the South and West will not so
rect in our repeated assumptions of impose upon its readers, after this
the improvement of the Italian bees warning. We have no interest in any
in America, and Italian bee-masters hive, and only point this out to our
acknowledge that we have not per- cotemporary, in justice to it and its
mitted any deterioration. In view of patrons. In many localities the preswhat has been accomplished in this ent season has been exceptionally good
line, what a field is opened to our care- for honey production, and large yields
ful breeders to engraft upon our best are reported in almost every kind of
bees the desirable traits of the newer hive. Such, therefore, should be crediraces, if they possess any. Italy and ted to the locality or season, or both,
all Europe look to America for the and not to any form of hive, and there
coming bee let us not disappoint is no necessity for any one to be dethem.
ceived by such statements, and inWhile calling the especial attention veigled into sending money to irreof all Americian apiarists to the two sponsible persons for hives or bees.

page
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and bespeak for

—

it

Such advice is too antiquated — it
might have passed ten years ago, but
will not do now. Better to melt up the
old combs and give the bees comb
foundation.

It

pay better than
comb " remedy,
moldy.

will

to fuss with any " old
particularity

if it is

<^" Mr. S. D. Buel's crate for honey,
on exhibition at the Chicago Convention last week, is now in our museum.
See its description on page 350 of this
Tongue of

Journal.

the

Honey

Bee.

represents a colorless membrane,
8S""I would not have missed at- which is usually folded as seen in the
figure, but which is put on the stretch,
tending the Chicago Convention for
when the sheath is distended as seen
§20; the discussions were so very in- in if. Thecentralrod (i) isessentially
structive." So said one who visited a tube, as I showed two years since in
our office four days after the Conven- the American Bee Journal, vol. 15,
page 490 but it is slitted below, so
tion closed. Such discussions are very that by the use of the muscle r. in
C,
interesting, and in some respects the the bee can open this along its whole
late Chicago Convention was a model length. This tube, and also the sheath
(s) connects through the tubular menaffair.
turn (m In A) with the oesophagus, and
so with the stomach. Just at the base
It will pay to devote a few hours of the mentum, as shown by Mr. Jusin getting up aclubforthe Bee Jour- tin Spaulding, in American Naturalist,
vol.
page 113, this tube receives the
nal. Read the list of premiums on tube 15,
from four large compound raceanother page, and take advantage of mose glands, two of which are in the
head and the others are in the thorax.
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
ss

;

O"
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We see, then, that secretions from
these glands may be poured into the
tube ot the central rod, or into the tubular sheath. The tubular rod opens
at the tip of theligula (/in ^4), but the
tubular sheath is imperforate except
at its base, where it joins the tube of
the mentum, and so has connection
with the duct of the glands, with the
cesophagus, the mouth and the tube of
the central rod.
When the mouth-organs are not in
use, the tip of the ligula, fin A, extends only to the tip of the labial palpi,
in A, and all the parts, t, K, A",
K,
and mx, mx in A, are doubled back
under the head. By the action of several pairs of muscles, variously attached to these parts and to the head,
these parts are straightened, preparatory to use then by the injection of
liquid into the tubular sheath, the ligula is fully protruded. By holding a
bee between the fingers (a bumble bee
is the best), we can see the tongue vary
in size as it is protruded or retracted
as we offer it sweets. Of course, a
good lens is necessary in this demon-

K

;

referred to perform this function, they
must be carried down with the honey.
Thus, they would perform two functions, one a physical and the other a
chemical. This is thought to be true
of our own saliva, by many physiologists.
It certainly aids in comminuting the food, and many think that it
aids in transforming the starch of the
food into grape sugar.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 18, 1881.
Kor the American Bee Journal.

How

I

Winter Bees Successfully.
G.

W. ZIMMERMAN.

After 29 years' experience with the

movable comb bee-hive, my success
has depended on judgment as regards
the winter, whether mild or severely
cold for a long time, and the condition
I find my bees in.
First, how to
prepare them for winter, and the treatment thereafter. There has been so
much written on this point, I will only
say see that each colony hits 20 to 25

pounds of honey in September—
whether gathered early or late makes
no difference, so it is ripe, with proper
the tonge is,
from the glands already mentioned. winter passages through the combs.
It we take a dead bee that is not rigid, I regard it as essential, when the bees
and whose sucking-stomach is full of are having their last flights in the fall,
honey, and press on the abdomen, the to remove the cloth or honey board
nectar will come forth from the mouth- and place two sticks across the frames,
stration.

The source

of the liquid that extends
I think, that which comes

then a piece of coffee sacking single
or double lay thereon two very dry
bricks, not too hard burned ; now 1
use clover-chaff, sawdust, line straw
and forest leaves well mixed together,
with which I cover the sacking and
brick 4 inches deep. This will absorb
all the moisture arising from the bees.
Thus treated, we will hear no more
about taking out the top packing, drying it, and putting it back again. The
above preparation will do for in or
out-door wintering.
I have tried the following experiment several times, with success in
in saving my bees
few years ago
the bees were nearly all dying off with
dysentery in this neighborhood. I examined my G5 colonies in the house,
and found nearly all uneasy, very wet,
and bodies distended. I procured a
stove, set it up in the house, and removed the top cloth and front block,
and heated the room quite warm. All
the bees that were affected with dysentery came out all over the hives. I
done this twice, from evening till midnight, keeping it dark they all dried
off, and clustered quietly back in their
hives again. They had discharged
their feces, coming out and going back.
The result was, I saved all but two
queens. I will practice this again if
any become uneasy, and give the result in the spring.
:

:

A

;

Glands and

Napoleon, O., October

1'ube,

Diagram reduced from American

For the American Bee Journal.

©pening, and not from the end of the
ligula. The sheath does not expand,
and of course the ligula is not pushed
out. But if we press on the mentum,
either when the stomach is empty or
when it is full, then the sheath is distended, and the tongue is pushed out.
In thus pressing the mentum of a

bumble bee

till

8, 1881.

Naturalist.

the sheath was burst

My Honey
G. M.

Report for 1881.
DOOLITTLE.

By turning

to page 217 of the Bee
Journal for 1881, the reader will lind
that my bees were united down to 30
colonies, to get them in shape so 1
could reasonably expect a profit from

have found that the liquid that
was often entirely without them and how it was so wet and cold
sweet taste. Therefore, unless it came up to the 27th of June that the bees
from the salivary glands, it must have could do but little on white clover, as
come from the glandsdescribed above. weil as a full report of my apiary up
open,

came

I

forth

;

It is hardly supposable that the

mu-

cous from the tube would be suflicient.
Again, it is just as necessary for the
tongue to be thrust out yes, and more
necessary— when the sucking-stomach
is empty, as when it is full.
But if
nectar from the stomach is what is
used, how would the bee extend the
tongue when the sucking-stomach was
empty ? The enlarged ducts from the
glands would, on ttie other hand, always have the material ready to effect
this important purpose.
It has been suggested that the secretion from these glands is used to
change the nectar into honey, or in
case the bees are fed cane sugar, to
change a part of the cane sugar to
grape sugar. That such a change is
Drought about is certain, but it is done
in the stomach, and if the secretions

—

to that time.

On June

29th the weather

became

favorable, and the bees went to work
in earnest on the remaining clover so
as to store a little surplus. Basswood

bloom opened July 8, and
to see a "rush" made for
bees, as usual

;

but to

my

I expected
it by the

disappoint-

ment, there seemed to be but little
honey in it, and when the end came
my hopes were nearly blasted, for I
had taken scarcely a box of honey up
to this time.

Basswood

is

generally

my main dependence for a honey crop,
but this season proved that nearly a
failure from it may be expected one
year in eight or ten. However, the
bees were in the best possible condition to take advantage of it, so I could
not blame myself for not having done

my

part well.

Red clover has not blossomed with
us for several years past, on account
of a worm working in the head, and I
was quite a little surprised, along the
latter part of basswood, to see fields of
the large kind growing red with blossoms. As the fields became redder, I
hoped the bees might yet store some
from this source, but did not expect
such a yield as was finally obtained.
Teasel was also now in full bloom, and
the few acres that were within the
range of my bees' flight commenced
to yield abundantly. The combs in
the boxes commenced to grow as if by
magic, and the bees poured out for the
clover and teasel fields in about equal

Nov.

£,

embraced

in the call, and there is no
reason why we should not have a good,
strong local association. There is no
question as to the benefit to be derived
by societies of this kind, and we hope
there will be interest enough shown to
make the meeting a success.

Fierce Combat.— The Louisville
Journal of last week tells the
following little story concerning the
fighting qualities of the Cyprian bees

A

Home

A

devotee of apiculture within hearing of the bells of Eminence, Ky., procured a colony of Cyprians, of which

proportions, working from early morn
till late at night.
Thus 10 days were he was very proud. But one day his
passed, when the yield gradually drew pets became excited, and made a vigto a close, terminating about the first orous attack upon their master. Reof August. Acres of buckwheat soon treating to the house, he put on his
began to be white, but day after day veil and gloves, tied strings around
passed and no yield from that source. the ankles of his pants, and went out
Thus the season for 1881 was ended. with smoker, etc., determined to tame
Four years have now passed since them. He forgot, however, a small
bees in this locality have stored a sur- hole in the crown of his hat, and in an
plus from buckwheat, so that with me unmentionable part of his pants, of
a honey yield is the exception rather which, after the regulation amount of
smoking, about 20 vigorous bees in the
than the rule.
Asa result of my season's work I hat, and as many in the pantaloons,
have to report comb honey. 3,31 7 lbs,. reminded him most forcibly. The bee
and 718 of extracted, giving a total of master retreated, still fighting for
4.035 lbs., or 134J£ lbs. to the colony mastery. The battle lasted all day.
foranaverage. The30 were increased The master was forced to run over
Every hand on
to SO, which are in good condition for into another county.
winter. When spring opened I only the place was routed the horses and
had one really good colony, and this I cattle were stampeded dogs and cats
concluded to work for ex traded honey. were driven into the brush the poulI will give the result, so the reader try came next, and bolted for the
may know the amount of honey gath- woods; sitting hens and ducks were
ered from the different sources
Wil- driven from their nests, and night at
low, 5*4 lbs.; apple, 19^( lbs.; white last put an end to the conflict. The
clover, 58J4 lbs., basswood, 97 lbs.; bee master did not attend the Bee
red clover and teasel, 232 lbs.; making Convention last week, but there is no
a total of 412 lbs. I have also reared need to ask why.
and sent out 83 tested queens the past
season, which, of course, quite mateHood Blood Tells.— The Cincinnati
rially lessened the yield of honey.
I worked an apiary of 15 colonies O range Bulletin, very aptly puts it
:

;

;

;

:

away from home, and from

this I obthus
tained 874 lbs. of box honey, and 1,400
of extracted, giving a total of
It is needless to recommend to the
bee-keeper who gets the best blood in
2,274 lbs., or 151% lbs. per colony.
Nine years ago I commenced to keep his barn, to also keep good blood in
a correct account with the apiary, his hives. Blood pays in all cases, and
and I find, by looking over said ac- if our farm would flow witli " milk and
count, that the average yield of honey honey," we must adopt the best breeds
per colony for the last 9 years foots and best appliances. The prime obup 92 pounds for each year. Thus, if ject in making a bee farm, is to proa man keeps 100 colonies of bees, he vide pasturage at a time when the bees
will have 9.200 lbs. of honey for his do not get honey from what is termed,
The first thing
yearly income, worth at least 15 cents -l natural sources."
per pound, giving a cash income of our bees want in spring is pollen, and
admiration
can
imagine
with
what
Who
will
bee-keeping
we
$1,380.
say
does not pay as well as any other pur- the first pollen-ladened bee is greeted
suit in life V
as it enters the hive.
One result of the past season has
As we have so often asserted, " best
pleased me very much, which is that
nearly all our colonies of bees gave bees " and " best pasturage " are the
about an equal result. I have been " winning cards." We are glad to see
breeding for years to see if I could not our position on them so generally enget all colonies to come up to the standard of the best, and not have one col- dorsed.
ony give a large yield and another
nothing. When we. as apiarists of
Bee Pasturage.— 0«r Home and SciAmerica, can so perfect our bees that
all colonies shall give as good results ence Gossip records itself as follows
lbs.

as have been obtained by the best in
the past, then there will be no need of
further importation of bees, for Apis
Americana will be the best bee in the

Among our

valuable bee-exchanges,
include the American Bee Journal, Chicago, 111., an eight-page
weekly, which is the largest paper we
world.
receive devoted exclusively to beeBorodino, N. Y., Oct. 18, 1881.
culture. In the number for Sept. 28,
Dr. Tinker speaks very highly of what
he terms the " golden honey plant,"
and claims for it the prestige of
lip
eclipsing
all the August and Septemplants, while Mr.
sr noney-producing
r
ber
T. G. Newman, the editor of this valuable paper, says " every bee-keeper
should lend encouragement to the developing of new honey plants, as someMISCELLANEOUS.
times the more popular varieties are
not
suited to all climates and soils."
District Meeting in Indiana.
The
Indiana Farmer gives the following We deem this very sensible advice,
and hope all our bee-keeping readers
notice
will take pains to heed it.
As will be seen by the notice given
last week, Mr. Charles Schofield, Vice
President of the State Bee-Keepers'
(^ The Marshall County Bee-KeepAssociation for this district, has called ers' Association will meet at Marshalla meeting of the bee-keepers of Marion town, Iowa, Saturday, Nov. 5, 1881, at
and adjoining counties, to meet on 1 p. m., in Judge Bradley's rooms,
Saturday, Nov. 5, for the purpose of Woodberry Block. Subject for disorganizing a local Bee-Keepers' So- cussion, Wintering.
J. W. Sanders.
ciety. There is quite a large number
Le Grand, Iowa, Oct. 25, 1881.
of bee-keepers within the territory

—

:

we
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Head

in

the National Convention.

The Different Races of Honey Bees, and
their Geographical Distribution.
Dli. J. P.

II.

HltoWN.

The bee bears the same relation to the
other orders of insects, that the Caucasian
race bears to the other races of man kind
it is the highest type of insectian form and
development. Endowed with instinct, and
"a kind of reason, differing, perhaps, only
in degree from that of man, these insects
out-rank all other articulates." In the
fossiliferous history of our earth, the bee
does not date far hack, but is the last to
appear upon the earth's surface.
This insect has been placed by .entomologists in the order Hymenoptera family
Apiaria? of Latreille, genus apis. The
genus is subdivided into various species;
probably not more than seven or eight.
Some of the old writers have enumerated
many species under the generic name
"apis," regardless whether they belonged
to the social or solitary group.
The species "apis melilica," which is
our domestic honey bee, is the one most
generally known, and is the one to which
I shall confine myself in this paper.
The
black or German bee, the Italian bee, the
Cyprian bee, the Egyptian bee, and the
Holy Land or Syrian bee, are often referred
to as distinct species, but neither of these
races or varieties have sufficient physical
characteristics to entitle them to be so
classed. The catagory of characteristics
upon which species are based, embraces
not only marked differences in the proportion of the parts and in the absolute size
of the whole animal, but it also implies a
difference in habit, and a capability of indefinitely perpetuating the characteristics
of the animal by sexual reproduction.
Hybridity among species very rarely occurs ; varieties, on the other hand, very
easily cross, and such crosses are prolific,
while true hybrids are not usually so.
I use the term hybrid here in its true signification, and not in the sense in which
it is commonly applied by bee-keepers.
Whether the different varieties of the
honey bee originated by the touch of the
Divine hand from a common centre, or
whether they emerged into existence, according to the theory of evolution, with
;

all their distinctive peculiarities, at the localities where found, I will not discuss,
but will simply observe, that from all the
light we have before us, both sacred and

profane history, bearing upon the nativity
of our domestic bee, we are forced to locate
it in the country now known as Syria.
How far the type of this bee, inhabiting
this locality, has been changed by the
agencies brought to bear upon it through
the thousands of years of its existence, we
have no positive knowledge but we do
;

know

that when a race or variety of animals are taken from one locality into
another where there is a difference in food,
and different climatic agencies brought to
bear upon them, that they will gradually
undergo some change in their physical
characteristics. As illustrations of this
fact, Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, author of
"Theory of Natural Selection," has observed that butterflies, of the family

"Papilionidse." inhabiting Sumatra, Java
and Borneo, are almost always smaller
than the closely allied species of Celebes
and the Moluccas the species or varieties
of the small Island of Amboyna, are larger
than the same species or closely allied
forms inhabiting the surrounding islands;
the species found in Celebes possess a peculiar form ot wing, quite distinct from
that of the same or closely allied species
of adjacent islands and numerous species
which have tailed wings in India and the
western islands of the Archipelago, gradually lose the tail as we proceed eastward
to New Guinea and the Pacific.
In Angora, not only goats, but shepherd
dogs and cats have fine fleecy hair; the
wool of sheep changes its character in the
West Indies in 3 generations. M. Costa
states that young oysters, taken from the
coast of England and placed in the Mediterranean, at once altered their manner of
growth, and formed prominent diverging
rays, like those on the shells of the proper
;

;

Mediterranean oyster."
We find the same law to hold good

in

the vegetable world. Apple trees of winter varieties taken from Northern nurseries and transplanted in the Southern
States, mature their fruit early in the fall
with the loss of its keeping qualities. Improved varieties of tomatoes that grow to
perfection at the north, when planted in
the extreme south will degenerate in a
few seasons into small red balls. Some 10
years ago I planted for the first time the
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Trinidad sweet potato, then recently imported. Then it was of globular shape,
white, and rather coarse grained. The
same potato now, on my grounds, under
careful culture, has entirely changed its
original shape and qualities. It has become oblong in shape, of yellowish color,
fine grained with an abundance of saccha-

quainted with the blacks and Italians, hut
arc unfamiliar with the Cyprians and Syrians. There seems to be great diversity
of opinion in regard to the merits of these

rine matter.

two

In commenting upon these alterations of
type in vegetables and animals, the author
previously quoted observes that "many
of these curious modifications may, in
time, be due to other causes than climate
only, but they serve to show how powerfully and mysteriously local conditions affect the form and structure of both plants
and animals, and they render It probable
that changes of constitution are also continually produced, although we have, in
the majority of cases, no means of detecting them."
Heir Vogel, a distinguished scientific
apiarist of Prussia, in a paper upon the
"Mixed Breeds of Bees," refers to varieties as follows
"If the bees of any particular district are distinguished by a
marked propensity for swarming, or by
any other special characteristics, we are
warranted in designating them as a variety. Thus in my estimation, the heath
bees of Luneberg, or those of lower Austria, etc., are simply new varieties of our
well known black bee. The peculiar constitutional properties which characterize
varieties are rooted in the physical or
spiritual nature of the insect, and elicited
by the kind or quality of the pasturage, by
particular modes of management, by diversity of climate, or some other dominating peculiarity of the district. Accordingly, these constitutional properties disappear, or are lost by lapseof time, by removal to a different locality, and thus subjecting the insect to other climatic influences, and other conditions of management or pasturage."
Reasoning a priori, we are forced to the
conclusion that the Syrian, Cyprian,
Egyptian, Italian and black bees are
simply varieties of the species "apis melifica," and are of common origin. We are
also confirmed in this conviction by their
comparative characteristics. In cultivating any of these breeds of bees, there is a
continual, though slight disposition to
sport from a precise standard of physical
and psychical characteristics to an assumption of some of the peculiarities of some
other breed. This seems to be a rule attending the breeding of all cattle, horses,
sheep, swine and fancy breeds of poultry,
that lack that fixedness and individuality
of character sufficient to stamp such
breed as a distinct species. The black
bee and the Cyprian, though possessing
probably more type of character than the
other varieties, often sport from an exact
standard, both iu the queen and worker
progeny. Black queens are often found
as yellow as some imported Italians, and
in the same apiary of blacks, the workers
of one colony may be larger in size, and of
a less black color than the rest. In fact,
1 have often seen black bees when their
abdomen was distended with honey, that
showed 3 bands quite as distinctly as some
:

dark Italians.
Cyprian queens come nearer duplicating
themselves in appearance than any other
breed, but they at times, sport. The workers generally have the yellow abdominal
bands bright and distinct, with a delicate
fringe of yellow hair bordering the posterior segments of the abdomen
but sometimes this hair is whitish, and the fringe
heavy, with nothing to distinguish them
from the Syrians and Egyptians. On the
hack between the articulations of the
wings of the Cyprians, there is generally
a tuft of bright golden yellowish hair,
covering the honey shield, which is also
yellow. These marks are claimed to be a
;

distinguishing trait in their case, but if
you will carefully examine your bright
Italians and Syrians, you will find many
bees with the same mark. I find many
Syrian queens marked like the Cyprians,
but then at times, we find them as dark as
black queens. The same observation applies to the Egyptian queens.
Italian
queens, as we receive them from Italy,
vary very much in appearance. While
some few are bright and yellow, the majority will produce three- banded workers.
I have seen, and received
myself, direct
from that country, some that would produce some workers that could not be distinguished from blacks
When the mental peculiarities of these
breeds are compared, they point as unmistakably to the common origin, as do the
physical characteristics.
The Italian, strongly adhere to their
combs ; the Cyprians also possess the
same propensity, only not in so marked a
degree. The blacks, when alarmed, will
scamper and desert their brood ; the Syrians show the same trait, but not to so
great an extent. The Egyptian bees have
a great propensity to build queen cells and
swarm ; the same can be said of the Cyprians and Syrians, and now and then we

find the
1

same

disposition

among Italians. mercial
to show the hetw

have had colonies of blacks

same propensity.
The mass Of bee-keepers are

ii

wen? early established
these two countries. In the book
we are told that Jacob sent

relations

id Genesis,

fully ac-

last named varieties, which have been
recently introduced. If they should add
nothing to Increase the honey production
of our country, 1 regard their introduction
into America as a means of throwing more
light upon the natural history of the honey
bee, and to those two enthusiastic beekeepers, Messrs. D. A. Jones and Frank
Benton, who were the first to import these
bees direct, the scientific apiarists owe a
debt of gratitude that can never be paid.
Aside from the aid they have been to
scientific investigation, they have qualities, which, in my opinion, can be made
available in an increased production of
honey. I have found the Cyprian queens
wonderfully prolific, and the workers very
industrious. True, they have some ugly
traits of character— they are most excellent lighters when provoked, but, with
a proper application of smoke and care and
gentleness in opening the hive, avoiding
all sudden jars, I can work among them
as easily as with the Italians.
During the
past season I have found that in a few
generations they lose, to a very great degree, their fiery temperament, and become

his sous down into Egypt to buy corn, and
ordered them to take along a little honey.
As there was a trade in honey, it is safe i»
infer that there was a knowledge of tin'
insect that gathered the honey. In this
circumscribed country, bounded to within
some 80 miles on the east by the Red Sea,
on the south by the Nubian desert, on the
west by Libyan desert, and on the north
by the Mediterranean Sea, the Palestine
bee was modified in characteristics by the
different pasturage and influences brought
to bear upon it.
We are told by ancient history, that the
honey bee was first carried from Egypt
into Greece by Cadmus. Here, attention
was paid to its culture the learned scientists of those days spent years in studying
its economy, and volumes were written
describing its natural history. Honey and
wax became a large article of traffic. Here,
climatic agencies and other influences
brought to bear upon it through long ages,
;

changed its Egyptian peculiarities.
This modified bee was carried by the
Romans into Italy, and in the most 'isola-

ted districts of that country maintained,
with possibly some modification of type,
characteristics. The best marked Italians are found in the northern provencies.
The yellow bees, most likely of Egyptian
origin, are found in the northern part of
Africa, in those countries bordering the
its

more like the Italians in disposition.
Of late years much attention lias been Mediterranean, and in Nubia.
paid to secure bees with long tongues, and
Cyprians, beyond doubt, are descendants
the microscope has been brought into re- of the Syrians, modified and changed by
quisition to determine their length. The Isolation on the Island of Cyprus, which is
major portion of all such experiments located in the eastern portion of the Medsignally fail to give satisfactorily results, iterranean, some 80 miles from Palestine.

from the fact that the observations are
The black or German bee has spread
either made upon dead muscle, or when with European emigration into nearly
the muscles of the tongue are in a passive every portion of the world. It was introcondition. The length may thus he cor- duced, it is believed, into Pennsylvania
rectly determined, but it fails to give the from Germany about the year 1627, and
degree of working capacity of this organ was transported to South America in 1845.
when in a "state of action." Therefore, It can now be found in South Africa, West
only such experiments that seek to meas- Indies, Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ure the distance the tongue of the living and Australia.
bee can pass down the corolla of the
As the black bee is so widely scattered,
flower, will prove of any advantage to bee- placed under so many climatic influences,
keepers.
and subjected to such a diversity of forIn order to secure some definite results age, it would be most desirable to secure
in this matter, I have constructed a small specimens from all the extreme parts for
instrument which I call (for the want of a comparison. Such comparison and exambetter name) a linguameter. This instru- ination might throw further light upon
ment contains a cup to hold diluted honey, the mysterious process of modification of
a float, and a dial of 32ds of an inch. characteristics for with all our study of
The bee's tongue passes down to the food the nativity and his,tory of the honey bee,
through meshes of % of an inch, formed there will always be left something still
by very fine wire. As the honey in the for future study.
cup is taken up, the float descends, and
In conclusion, I will observe that in my
marks the distance on the dial. It is not judgment, if the ideal bee "apis Americlaimed for this instrument to give the cana" is ever materialized, it can only be
actual length of the tongue, only its reach- accomplished by a rigid system of eclectic
ing capacity through a given sized aper- breeding of the varieties of apis melifica
ture. Six colonies each of black bees, now at our command. To make such
imported Italians, home-bred Italians and breeding a success, we must have a standCyprians were tested with this instrument ard of attainment to govern it. Without
with the following result
such standard, the breeder would be no
The blacks aggregated 43 32 inches two better than a blind man groping his way
colonies reached 6,^- 33 each; three, 7-32 in the dark. Science, intelligence, good
each, and one went 8-32. The imported sense, order, system, and never failing inItalians aggregated 45-32
three colonies dustry must play prime factors.
The
went 7-32 each, and three 8-32 each. My breeding stock, both male and female,
home-bred Italians summed 48 32; one must be selected with the best of judgcolony readied 7-32
three colonies 8-32 ment
the queen cells must be developed
each, and two went 8}<-32 each. The Cyp- under the verv best possible conditions,
rians aggregated 49 32 tour reached 8-32 not in a little 5x6 inch nuclei with a handeach, and two went 83^-32 each. One col- ful of bees, but in colonies with not less
ony of Syrians (queen from Mr. Jones) than several quarts of bees of the right
was tested with a result of 8-33.
age to do such work. Every under-sized
While these experiments do not show as and defective cell should be rejected.
;

;

;

;

;

;

great a difference in the reaching capacity
of the tongues of these varieties of bees as

many persons might suppose, they demonstrate the fact, other conditions being the
same, that the Cyprians and Italians have
the ability to collect the most honey.
During the past season, with me, the Cyprians have been ahead as honey gatherers, the Italians next.
In the geographical distribution of the
yellow varieties of apis melilica, we find
them all to be confined to certain districts
lying between the 24th and 46th degrees of
north latitude of the eastern hemisphere.

The bee-keeper who seeks to grasp this
ideal bee by his own culture, must take no
stock in the absurd doctrine ot the " survival of the fittest." Your improved breeds
of horses, your short-horned cattle, your
fine breeds of sheep and hogs, your fancy
breeds of poultry, were never brought
about by tin "survival of the fittest," and
they allowed to "paddle thelrnwn canoe."
What has been done by stock breeders has
been accomplished by a most careful sys-

tem of selection and management, backed
by untiring industry and perseverance.
— » —
If we look for these districts or sections of
igg" The Michigan State Bee-Keepcountry upon the map, we will find them ers' Association, will convene at Batto be generally isolated, and hemmed in
tle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
by water, desert or mountains, which
would make communication with outside We have reason to expect one of the
countries dangerous and difficult for the largest and most interesting meetings
migration of insects. We also find that we have ever held. Let all arrange
these countries or districts do not gener- to be present. All District Associaally abound in a great abundance of honey tions should send delegates. Each perproducing plants, that in some seasons son should come with their best exhoney is scarce, and great exertion is re- perience in their hands, ready to hand
quired in order to get a subsistence. We
it over to the others of the fraternity.
also further find, as the country becomes
more expansive, more easy of access, with Commutation rates are expected on
A. J. Cook, Pres.
a greater honey-producing flora, that the railroads.
yellow bee gradually becomes emerged
T. F. Bingham, Sec.
into the black bee, and thus we find this
variety common in every portion of Eng^" A meeting will be held at Winrope, excepting a very small part of Swit- terset, Iowa, on Thursday, Nov. 3,
zerland, the major portion of Italy, and
1881, to organize a District Convention.
the whole of Greece.
of the vicinity, as
Egypt, no doubt, was one of the first All the apiarists
countries after Palestine that was popula- well as from other States, are cordially
A. J. Adkison,
ted by both man and the honey bee. Com- iinvited.
.

i
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Northwestern District Convention.

best queens President of the North American Beepreferable to give the Keepers' Society
queen-rearing colony eggs or freshlyPeoria, 111., Oct. 22, 1881.
hatched larva? ?
To Nortluvestern District Convention:
Answered by several
Eggs are
During the late State Fair, held at
preferable. Remove the queen, eggs Peoria, III., we were conversing with
and young larvse from a strong colony, members of the Board of Agriculture
then select two or three combs of with reference to the meager prefreshly deposited eggs from the colony miums offered by that body for beeyou wish to rear queens from, and culture. We were told that it was the
place in the centre of the queenless apiarists' fault, that they had not
Retain the first completed taken any interest in the matter. We
colony.
cells, and destroy the others.
were requested to issue a call for a
President Miller has reared some of Convention to assemble at Springfield,
the best queens in this manner, and at the time of the meeting of the State
some of the very poorest he ever saw. Board of Agriculture, to take action
communication was read from J. in the matter. Bee-keepers of Illinois,
Messimore, Millwood, Ind., entitled is it best to issue this call ? We would
like to see a big show of everything
The Dzierzon Drone Theory.
pertaining to a first-class apiary at the
fair of 1882, and we can have it only
I am sorry that I cannot attend the
Chicago Convention this session. Had by working for it. Those of you who
in supplies are the ones who
it been a month earlier I could have deal
attended, but now the time approaches would be benefitted more or less by
this
display,
and are you willing to aswhen bees must be prepared for winLet us hear from the bee-keepter, and as I have not made much sist?
preparation in that direction as yet, 1 ersof Illinois on thisquestion. whether
must be getting them ready. I an- it is best to call a meeting, or try to
ticipated being with you, but circum- work up the desired result by writing.
LUCINDA IlAItKISON.
stances will prevent it. I intended,
State Vice President.
if I could have been present at the
Convention, to give the Dzierzon theOn motion of C. C. Coffinberry, Mrs.
ory concerning the drone progeny of L. Harrison, of Peoria, III., was made
pure, but mismated queens, a little an honorary member of the Society.
probing, as I see that many apiarists
The following resolution wasoffered
are beginning to doubt the truthful- by Mr. Coffinberry
When I first
ness of that theory.
Resolved, That the Northwestern
commenced the study of bee-ology I Bee-Keepers' Society indorse the acaccepted the theory, but have, for tion of the National Convention in
some time, had serious doubts about encouraging bee and honey exhibits
it; but not having the means at hand, at State and Eocal Fairs and ExhibiOne tions, and that Mrs. Harrison, Vice
I have never experimented on it.
thing, however. I haveobserved. which President for Illinois, and the Comtheory
have
doubt
the
I
led me to
mittee appointed by the National Sohad queens whose workers showed no ciety, have our hearty co-operation
signsof impurity whatever, and whose and encouragement in their labors in
drone progeny were so uniform and this behalf.
similar that you could scarcely tell one
Mr. Coffinberry hoped the Society
from another. Daughters of such would take most positive and unmisqueens I have had mate with black takable action on the communication
drones, and, as a consequence, their from Mrs. Harrison the question of
drone progeny were just as dissimilar making exhibits at State, county and
as their workers, not only in color but local fairs was one of the gravest imalso in size. Now, how can that be portance to those engaged in bee-culaccounted for if the Dzierzon theory ture. It is not enough to form sociebe true ? This led me first to doubt ties and hold conventions for the
the correctness of the theory. Have purpose of instructing bee-keepers as
we no apiarists in America capable of to the best methods of preparing bees
testing this matter, with the proper for winter,
or of producing honey for
means at hand ? Must we forever de- market, or as to the best race of bees;
pend on men of other nations to dem- we have but half done our work when
onstrate this matter to a certainty V
we have learned all the improvements
Millwood, Ind.
fellow-apiarist employs, or taught

Question

25, at 2 o'clock p. m..
Miller, President, in the

Tuesday, Oct.
Dr. C.
chair.

C.

The minutes

of the last session

were

read and approved.
The Treasurer's report was submitted and accepted.

New members

were enrolled and

annual dues paid.
Election of officers being in order,
Mr. Ira G. Bull and Dr. Haskin were
Dr. C. C. Miller,
appointed tellers.

receiving a majority of all the votes
cast, was declared duly elected.
F. \V. Chapman was elected Vice
President.
C. C. Coffinberry was re-elected Secretary, and T. G. Newman was reelected Treasurer.

The Executive Committee were

in-

structed to call the next annual meeting of the Society to take place on
Wednesday and Thursday, during the
last week of the Exposition.
T. G. Newman offered the following
resolution, which was adopted unani-

mously

:

That the North American

Resolved,

Bee-Keepers' Society be invited to
meet with the Northwestern District
Society in annual consolidated session
at Chicago, during the Exposition, in
the

fall of 1883.

Best Race of Beee.

Mr. F. W. Chapman has Cyprian
bees, but cannot speak favorably of
them as better honey gatherers than
the Italians. They are not so desirable in point of disposition, but they
may develop some superior traits.
Has not tried the Syrian bees.

Mr. George Thompson has found
the Cyprian bees a little more irritable than the Italian bees; he thinks
they are earlier and later breeders, and
hence thinks they are a desirable acquisition, if for no other purpose. He
thinks they may be crossed with Italians to some advantage.
Mr. H. \V. Funk finds Syrians more
nervous and irritable than the Italians,
but thinks they are not more liable to
sting, if handled with care and nerve.
Mr. T. G. Newman the Cyprians
and Syrians have been in the Bee
Journal apiary less than one full
3eason, which is not sufficient time to
test them for points of superiority or
:

is it

:

A

:

:

;

How

inferiority.

Where the

:

are desired,

The Northwestern District BeeKeepers' met in Convention at the
Bee Journal office, in Chicago, on

Increase—Natural or Artificial

7

Mr. Thompson thinks the practice

Queen Bearing.

Mr. L. C. Wemple inquired if, to of natural gwarming should be conto the shades of the past, with
rear queens, a division of the colony signed
the discarded box hives, 10 and 20
would not produce good ones.
pound
boxes,
and brimstone fumes.
Decided in the affirmative, if the
Mr. Funk suggested that at times
young bees were left in the queenless
the trouble was not so much how to
hive.
increase, as to the_ best methods of
Question
Will
:

queen

cells left in

the hive after a swarm has emerged, preventing it.
President Miller is opinion that all
produce better queens than those
reared in a hive made queenless V De- depends upon whether increase is desired.
cided there was no preference.
Mr. C. W.McKown prevents swarmMr. C. W. McKovvn stated he had
clipping the wings of queens.
lost about 50 per cent, of the young ing by
Mr. A. J. Hatfield has found that
queens he had reared this season.
clipping the wing of a queen has a
Why is it?

President Miller thinks much loss is
occasioned by a sameness in hives in
position and appearance, and by placing them in rows at regular intervals.
He reverses the entrances of his hives
containing virgin queens, and with

good effect.
Mr. L. II. Scudder said he had heard
the loss of young queens attributed to
the birds. His nuclei are placed in
the orchard, and he has never had better success with queen-rearing and
mating than this season, and the birds
have never been more numerous in

tendency to break up and demoralize
the swarm, they frequently entering
other hives besides their own, and creating great confusion among other
colonies.

Mr. T. S. Bull much prefers natural
swarming, and but seldom loses one
;

this season, with more than 40 natural
swarms, he has lost but one.
Mr. Hatfield has found that his colonies which stood in the sun, without

any shade whatever, swarmed most
persistently.

President Miller has had them
swarm quite as frequently where the
Mr. Funk but seldom loses queens hive was entirely shaded, as those
from his fertilizing nuclei he has standing in the sun.
The majority of opinion was that
them sitting around wherever most
the orchard.

;

with plenty of shade over and room in
Mr. Thompson lost about 65 out of the hive, the tendency to swarming
a hundred young queens early in the was much lessened.
Adjourned till 7 p.m.
season, when birds were most numerous but later, when the birds were
EVENING SESSION.
not so plenty, he has had comparaBee and Honey Shows.
tively good success.
Several persons mentioned having
The Secretary read the following
seen bees fighting birds.
communication from the State Vice

convenient.

;

Nov.

2,

producers alone. If it be their duty
to assist in developing the natural and
possible resources of our country, they
certainly by every means should encourage these exhibits. Our present
product of millions of pounds can be
easily developed into billions, and
many millions of dollars be added to
the productive wealth of the country.
Certainly, at our State and county
fairs, the apiarian department should
be given a prominence at least equal
to that of the horse,
and second to none.

cow and sheep,

Nor need bee-keepers

fear that education will lead to over-production.
We have, and there is springing up, a
foreign demand for American honey
that will consume, at remunerative
prices, all the surplus we may have to
spare, even though It be an hundred
fold. Over-production, over-stocking
and competition are fast losing their
terrors for the reflecting mind, and

stimulated consumption, generous rivalry, and co-operative effort are fast
usurping their place.
Mr. T. G. Newman said that he indorsed most fully the remarks of the
last speaker, and would give a few examples of the educating power of bee
and honey shows.
Some two or three years ago Mr.
Scudder, one of the members present,
took several thousand pounds of honey
in

the

found

comb

to

Canada

to sell,

and

almost impossible to dispose
of it. Since then, magnificent displays have been made at the fairs, and
every pound at those displays was sold
on the ground at good prices. Now
Canada cannot supply her home demand, and this year has sent to the
United States for thousands of pounds
•more. What has made the change ?
Consumers have been educated— have
tasted of honey and found it good, as
Solomon said, and now are everywhere
demanding more.
At the St. Joseph, Mo., Exposition
the honey and bee display attracted
more attention than everything else
on the ground, excepting the award of
the prize of $25 for the best looking
colored baby
In 1878. 180 tons of comb honey were
sent to England ; and at the Royal
Agricultural Show it was arranged in
a magnificent pyramid with a large
sign, "American Honey,'" over it, and
it

stars and stripes" hanging in
the
graceful folds around it.
This not
only took the first prize, but created
our
such a furore that the Prince and Prinhim all we know. There is a vast cess of Wales and the Royal family
public which needs educating as to came to the apiarian department in
the value of honey for dietetic and carriages to see it; alighting, they
medicinal consumption. Their preju- came in to examine it, and sought indices must be removed, and a desire formation regarding its production on
and taste created for honey, as now so large a scale and in such tempting
exists for sugars and syrups. Bee pa- packages.
dozen crates of it were
pers cannot accomplish this work, be- ordered for the Royal table, and, from
cause they circulate wholly among the Queen to the peasant, all caught
that class of people who can already the enthusiasm. I was amused at
appreciate the value of honey; it can- some of the effects of this display that
not be done through the agricultural I noticed in London. While walking
press, because nearly all farmers are down several of the busy streets I
already consumers,and utilize its econ- noticed here and there a crowd had
omic properties we cannot educate gathered and blocked up the sidewalk.
the masses through the metropolitan Coming closer, I found the cause of
and general press, because they col- the excitement; show windows had
late their reading matter with a view been filled with comb honey, and a
to interesting the general reader.
card announced that it was American
The speaker can see no plan for car- honey and for sale at 2s. (id. per lb.
rying on this educational w ork so fea- (60 cents). There they stood and gazed
sible, as to take advantage of the large upon it, their very eyes seemed riveted
popular gatherings— and especially to the spot— but no word was heard
fairs and expositions where pure
seemed as though they saw a miracle.
honey can be exhibited in large quan- "It
And for very rapture ne'er would speak again,"
tities in its most attractive forms.
Notonly should the honey be exhibited while their eyes feasted on the magand sold, but our beautiful and gentle nificent display of concentrated sweetItalians should be manipulated on the ness from
"The land of the free
grounds, to attract the people through
And home of the brave !"
their instinctive curiosity; now and
until
sturdy policemen came to
Not
then a comb might be extracted and
the relief of pedestrians could the
samples exhibited through the crowd
The order to
this, too, is a good opportunity to ex- crowd be dispersed.
plain the process of granulation in "Move on; move on!" was obeyed,
honey, and how to liquefy it. The but only to let another crowd form a
primary lesson in the consumption of few moments afterward. I witnessed
honey can now be instilled on the pub- this scene over and over again.
This "word-picture" gives us a strilic mind by having a quantity on sale
to exhibit and display
in neat, attractive packages, and of king lesson
ourlioney, and thus educate the masses
proper sizes for family use.
By offering liberal premiums and who by thousands carry home the
encouragement for apicultural dis- small quantity to delight their famiplays, the agricultural boards and lies, and give them health and strength
managers are not benefiting honey both of body and mind, by the use of

A

;

T

—

;

—
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fullv meet the requirements
Mr. Wemple inquired if it would freely and
President Miller has used wires
In this way only can he
of the trade.
clover?
sweet
to
transplant
pay
hut
tin.
ot
stretched across instead
apiarist.
staled if would, if taken up become a successful
Several
only
sag,
not
would
wires
found the
The progressive producer of this
the roots have penetrated.
before
honey.
the
in
imbedded
were
never
but
surprised to
sweet is
Mr. Lucas has planted ten acres. God-given
Mr. Palmerston has used perforated
in boxes And that the methods of preparing
honey
storing
bees
saw
lie
which answered very
separators,
honey for the market, winch were acthat
from it two weeks ago, after everynicely, but he does not know
ceptable one year, are behind the
failed.
had
else
thing
full
the
than
belter
they' were any
times for the next season.
Dr. Haskin has had no trouble in
face of tin.
It should never be forgotten, while
from old clothes, boot-heels and dirt, sun
exterminating sweet clover when he
are
they
unless
thinks
Newman
Mr.
honey, that good quality
marketing
remain.
to
which greedy and conscienceless men
wanted
it
not
has
better than the full surface ot tin.
and attractive packages will command
most
imthis
a
thinks
Newman
have made solely for the purposes of
Mr.
they will prove impracticable, as they
price, and be in constant
adulteration
portant topic. If it Will pay to gather the highest
50 per cent. more.
Yes; let us use every means to in- cost at least Miller finds that in the honey from white clover and bass- demand. These tempt the purchaser,
demand.
President
troduce honey to our neighbors— to
wood, it will certainly pay to keep and cause a steady
bees fill up the sections better
producer who is "behind the
tempt them with its beauty and be- fall separators nearly the full width sweet clover for them.
with
in times," brings his comb honey to marguile them with its sweetness. Let us
J. Lee Anderson has had trouble
the box.
ket in f ti, 8, or 10 lb. boxes, as be did
He
clover.
sweet
from
take possession of every State, County of
cornfield
his
why he is ofMr. Scudder has found a great adit for years ago. and wonders
exterminate
and Local Fair, in the name of huto
trying
been
has
rein
less for it
in the use of separators
manity, and educate the people with vantage sections as fast as finished; two years, but as yet has not suc- fered 4 or S cents per pound
than his neighbor, who obtained his
such magnificent exhibits of honey movingremove a section at any time ceeded.
..
can
single sections. But he finds,
that they never can forget it. Dis- he
Mr. Thompson suggested that it honey in
evi- without disturbing the remainder.
sorrow, that he is not only " betribute to the admiring crowd the
in June, it would bloom much to his
mowed
tor
hind the times" in producing the
Side and Top-Storing.
dence that honey is good, not only
later, and more profusely.
attention to the honey, but also sadly behind in obtaincalled
an
is
FOOD—giving warmth to the system,
Scudder
there
Mr.
thinks
Miller
President
it, even at a discount
vigor to the vital functions, strength advantage in side-storing, inasmuch Simpson honey plant (ligwort). It is ing a market for
entire value.
tolhe body and force to the mind- as the bees will begin storing at the Rood for honey, but is difficult to de- of one-quarter of its
Again, a buyer of honey said in our
but that it is Rood for medicine, heal- side first in the spring. He does it in velop to anv extent. It is, however, a
but a few days ago. that it was
ing many forms of disease and pro- this way
When the honey season splendid honey plant, when properly hearing
to him to find a man who was not
tun
Langsdeveloped.
about
8
"
commences, he uses
" up to the times " in being posted on
Mr Newman remarked that he had troth frames, which gives him au exThe Secretary read a paper from the value of his crop. He went down
spent thousands of dollars to help
a
raises
then
he
side
one
at
entra space
Camargo, 111.,
to Water Street and found a nice lot
open up the markets of the Old World brood frame from the brood chamber Rev. A. Salisbury,
the
titled
of basswood honey in the hands of a
to honey, and notwithstanding
down
a division
putting
super,
the
to
commission merchant who had not
fact that he had been roundly abused board to take the place made vacant
Can it be Accomplished t
taken the trouble to post himself on
by short-sighted men for so doing, who by the removal of the frame he now
There should be a uniform market the value of the honey, and was willfeared thaut would bean injury rather places two cases of sections in the susame
the.
of
price for graded honey
ing to take an offer some 3 cents per
than a benefit, yet he was glad to see per, one on each side of the brood
quality, and all the proceeds of the
market value.
that the beneficial results were being frame in four days another case with apiary, corresponding in value with pound less than the real
Those who think they cannot afford
noticed. Europe is holding out her
side of and all other lucrative avocations, in proeach
placed
is
sections
interests
hands to ns and demanding tons of next to the frame containing brood, portion to the amount of capital in- to take a paper devoted to the
sacrifice 50
honey, when we have not a pound to and thiscourse is pursued till the super vested and labor expended to make it of honey producers, often
times its cost in the sale of their crop
spare— our home markets taking all is filled with sections, and the brood
success. However scientific and at- of honev— and does it not serve them
we can produce with our limited num- frame returned to the brood-chamber. atractive
itself
be
of
may
any business
But the innoright? Surely it does
ber of bees but sweetness enough is He has found, however, that some
capital and
if it does not remunerate
ot
cent sufferers are those who find the
goiiiR to waste to produce billions
sections a little labor corresponding with other prothe
bulge
they
times
market price weakened, if not absotons, and the speaker said that the
before the super is entirely completed. fessions and pursuits, it loses its posi- lutely broken by such reckless and
time was coming when a revenue o
that
It was suggested by a member
tion of honor in the eyes of all the unprogressive persons. Here, let me
millions of dollars would be received perforated separators would obviate
world, and at once becomes enfeebled, say to those bee-keepers who object
annually from foreign lands for honey- this trouble.
time is the only arbitrator of its to have their neighbors take the bee
and
lie
knew
gathered.
not
that was now
President Miller explained that he sad destiny. This has been accom- papers, least they may " tread on their
coupled
energy,
and
intelligence
10that
utilizes the space at the side of the
plished in other pursuits— for exam- corns," that thev are not only standwith improved implements and the frame Langstroth hive by putting
The manufacture of gum boots ing in their own light, but are using
"coming bee," would overcome all down a division board, and can use it ple shoes.
The several producing es- an argument which comes home to
and
obstacles and contribute a supply of
feeding,
stimulative
in the spring for
tablishments of the country agree, and them with double force, when they find
superior honey to all the markets ot
leaves
He
feeding.
or fall for winter
bind themselves in a penal bond ol the unsophisticated ones cutting the,
the world.
the space unoccupied in summer, and $20,000, to produce the same quality prices, by their ignorance of what they
as a pocket to set of Roods, and sell these goods at corand should learn from the papers
Mr L. H. Scudder remarked that the finds it convenient
when looking through the responding prices. The only cutting could
bee-culture.
masses of people needed education m frames in
has had some on prices is done in the hands of the devoted to
He
chamber.
brood
ol
consumption
and
Extracted honey is gaining ground
the production
trouble with the queens going into the retail merchant.
with
a
he,
ago
years
Three
daily, and is destined to become the
honey.
and depositing eggs.
Can we not leanra lesson here, and staple product, while comb honey,
neighbor, went to Canada to dispose sections
ol
think
m.
9
a.
to
till
moment
Adjourned
pause but for a
ever delicious and enticing, will hold
of their crop, but no one understood
of co-operation. Are
its own as a fancy article.
the value or merits of honey for home
session. the omnipotence
morning
apiarian
the
in
work
jointly
exof
who
those
consumption their only sales
Extracted honev should be put up
of an
person
the
in
o'clock,
whether
in
stores
at
9
business,
drug
opened
in
Convention
packages— jars, cans, pails
tracted honey were
producer ol in small
a
paper,
or
bee
chair.
purposes.
a
the.
medicinal
in
editor
of
Miller
for
President
very small lots
etc.. for retail, and in small kegs for
men
apiary,
honey or supplies for the
wholesale. It is a sad blunder to use
Finally after two months spent
Pasturage for Bees-Over-Stocking.
and women of inferior ability? the barrels holding from SOU to 500 pounds
Canada in a vain effort to sell this car
althat
negative.
stated
response is in the
President Miller
—they are too large to be desirable for
load of honev, they returned to the
feel an interLight was never brought out or dark- the trade, too bulky to be handled
United States, and disposed of it in though many might not thought all
al
reign
to
chaos,
he
from
subject,
order
this
or
in
est
ness,
care in transportation, and too
job lots.
to once in perfection, but by one in whom with
The resolution was then unani- would sooner or later be compelled
to be lucrative to the producer,
dear
we
imperfection never existed. So
give it attention.
mously adopted.
for honey put up in such large barrels
Mr. Scudder being called upon, sta- may expect our co-operative work, al- is subject to a discount of one cent
Increase of Bees.
the
in
bear
colonies
to
200
only,
ter years of labor
ted he had kept over
per pound, because of the difficulty in
seasons he thought semblance of perfection. We cannot
disposing of it without repacking and
Mr. Funk says it is best to increase one location. Some
bees
number
who
keep
alesser
women
well
as
and
as
done
men
expect
all had
gets full sway
into smaller lots.
if the swarming fever
at dividing
thought
market,
he
the
seasons
honev
other
for
raise
in
strong
would
and
as
If a" word to the wise is sufficient,
but, otherwise, run colonies
importance of a Naover-stocked.
the
was
see
locality
to
once
the
hope that "the wise will under[
as possible.
inMr. Hull has kept over 200 colonies tional Society, supported by auxiliary stand." and profit by these brief sugMr Scudder thinks a moderate
the
good
and
in
a
Societies,
thinks,
He
Stitte and County
gestions of their friend.
crease is most practicable, then double in one location.
impossible to over-stock a greater composed of delegates from
up when the honey harvest has ended. season, it is
exto
only
not
duties
with
location.
lesser,
as
the
good
Hereupon sprung up a discussion as
,,
President Miller adopts the plan
Mr. Chapman thinks with Mr. Bull. press the wishes of the producer, but to the relative value of comb and expracticed by Mr. Doolittle to prevent
to
kept 225 colonies in one local- to carry all statistical information
tracted honey in market.
the increase of colonies by caging the He has
authority, and clothed with
not think he was overMr. Anderson inquired what yield
queen when the swarm comes out, ity and does will only run about 100 the highestcast a vote for the good ot
He
power to
cells, re- stocked.
of comb honey is proportionate to a
live days after destroy queen
he
V
accomplished
because
hereafter,
be
it
Can
locality
the whole.
yield of extracted ?
turn the queen, and generally they in one
cares for no more than he can take
Mr. Hull thinks about one-half.
work without interruption.
Mr. Newman addressed the Concare of alone.
Mr. Niehaus run this season 17 colgiving
subject,
above
Use of Separators.
Mr. Cofflnberry called for informa- vention, on the
onies for comb honey, and realized a
How many colonies can subsist A Few Thoughts on Marketing Honey. little over 3.000 lbs. he also run 8 colMr McKown asked if any one had tiona good
locality, with a good honey
for extracted, and took about
nsed sections tilled with foundation, in
The Arabs, it is stated, obtained onies
number of pounds.
flow ?
same
the
while
separators
?
Astronomy
without
and
knowledge of
can get 300 lbs. ot
Thompson
Mr. Thompson thinks in his location their
not
would
Mr.
bees
being
his
said
desert,
Scudder
trackless
Mr.
crossing the
100 lbs. of comb
1,000 colonies would not have overclosely the extracted as easily as
very
observe
build straight combs without separato
compelled
stocked the past season.
in honey.
them
guide
to
stars
the
tors, even with full sheets of foundaof
position
times
President Miller has felt at
Caii one person take care of more
Just so should the beelocation has been over- their journey.
running for comb honey than he
President Miller would like to aban- that his
closely watch the continual and bees
keeper
extracted?
stocked.
for
has
but
can
separators;
dethe
in
use
of
occur
don the
changes that
Mr. Thompson thinks bee-keepers varied
Mr Niehaus would rather take care
never been able to pack his crates
of the public concerning the
mands
as
bees,
for
plant
later,
running for extracted
or
sooner
colonies
will,
fifty
with sections built without.
preparation of honey for the market. of
cattle and sheep. He spoke highly
the same number for comb
Mr. Funk has not been able to get for
of settling down to the con- than
Instead
of sweet clover.
in fact, he would rather take
straight combs without separators.
that, in reference to marketing honey
Mr. Bull has no difficulty in eradi- clusion
care of 75 of the former than .50 ot the
it all, he should be
knows
Mr Newman does not think straight cating
he
honey
orchard.
his
from
sweet clover
latter.
combs can be built without separato observe what dealers and
He thinks it no more difficult to de- careful
Adjourned till 1 p. m,
tors, to the extent of meeting the full
demand, and then at once,
consumers
weeds.
ordinary
than
stroy
demands of the market.

sweet! How much
sweet
better to do this Ulan to teed our
babes and tender offspring upon vile
glucose in the fortnol syrups, candies
and condiments, and Urns send them
in
to an earlj grave or sow disease
their little systems, by permitting
them to use the accursed stntl made

this
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AFTERNOON SESSION.
President appointed Mr. Scndder,
Dr. Haskin and Mr. Wemple a committee on exhibits.
Moved and carried, that time for
adjournment be fixed at 5% o'clock.
Mr. Hatfield moved that

Mr.Newman

Which is the best way to introduce
virgin Italian queens into black colonies ?
Mr. Bull answered that after a
swarm has emerged, to let the virgin
at the entrance of the
queen run

m

hive immediately, she will be received
at once. Care must be taken to run
her in before the bees are settled into
the hive.
quietude
Mr. Palmerston inquired for the
best method of preserving surplus

Nov.

Dry Season in Georgia.— I had 3 colMr. Chapman presented the following preamble and resolution, which onies of bees in the spring, and now
have 8 I increased by natural swarmwere adopted unanimously
Whereas, The Northwestern Bee- ing. I have taken about 119 lbs. of
hoshoney; it has been so dry that
the
comb
has
enjoved
Keepers' Society
pitality and favors of Mr. T. G. New- the bees have not been able to do anything since July came in. I cannot
man therefore,
Jiesolved, That this Society tenderto think of doing without the Bee JourMr. Newman their thanks for such nal, and you may count me a life subfavors, and wish him abundant suc- scriber. It is the best paper I get.
Wm. L. Gilreath.
cess in his laudable undertakings.
Teloga Spring, Ga., Oct. II, 1881.
;

:

;

be requested to write out his address
of yesterday, and publish it in full
with the minutes of the Convention.
Unanimously adopted.
The Convention adjourned to meet
The first subject being Wintering, combs ?
in Chicago on Wednesday, in the last
a communication was read from T. F.
Mr. Bull hangs his combs on a raf- week of the Exposition, 1882.
Bingham, Abronia, Mich., entitled
The moth eggs freeze
ter in his shop.
C. C. Miller, Pres't.
and fail to hatch in spring, and he
C. C. COFFINBERRY, /Sec'j/.
Wintering of Bees.
puts them in use before they can be
Enough has been written in the past occupied with moths.
President Miller places empty combs
20 years to demonstrate that as yet
one point in practical apiculture is un- in the supers, and puts them away in
Time a cold, vacant room.
solved—viz., safe wintering.
out of mind has demonstrated that a
Donbling-np in Spring.
good stone cellar, entirely underCan
Question by the President
ground, is the safest and most economplank-lined we get more honey by doubling up in
ical plan yet devised.
cellar, theoretically, is notas good, for spring?
What's the Matter J-Only 31 coloMr. Niehaus doubles up as strong
the assumed reason that the radiation
nies of bees reported from this State
from the ground is more or as possible in the spring.

m

:

A

of

warmth

impeded by the plank lining, which
a poor conductor of caloric, and a
poor absorbent of heat. Nothing but
stone lining can secure all the points
requisite for a bee-cellar.
It is of but little moment to practical bee-keepers how much theory is
put forth. The fact stands out clearly
that bees never wintered safely in cold
latitudes. There was and is an unmeasured factor staring us boldly in
the face, which we call " risk." It is
not probable that we shall ever entirely
surmount this obstacle to unlimited
honey production. To reduce the risk
to a minimum is all that we can reasonably hope. Then, with our ready
less
is

and accumulating resources, we may
hope to compensate for our oft-recur-

Mr. Thompson practices the same in the spring, and 2,306 lbs. of honey
course. He slices an onion, putting a I know of one man who has sold about
piece in each hive the day before 4,000 lbs. of honey this season in
doubling, then with the use of a little Sampson County, and I can count
smoke, there will be but little if any over 200 colonies that I know of in this
fighting.
Miscellaneous.

Mr.

Newman,

statistics,

special committee on
gave the following con-

densed report of those now present
No. of colonies in the spring, 490 No.
;

of colonies now, 1,148; increase, 136
per cent.; extracted honey, 19,270 lbs.;

comb honey, 17,867 lbs.; average per
colony, 80 lbs. Several report queenrearing as having been a specialty
with them, thereby lessening thegeneral yield.

:

:

:

;

:

the eggs laid by the queen
hatched by the worker bees ? No.
all

Does it pay to rear dolQuestion
queens ? Answered by Mr. Good,
that he has made it pay to rear them.
:

lar

the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention.
If that lady would give the receipt for
these cakes in the I5ee Iournal, it
a uniform temperature during winter would accommodate many readers.
W. S. Pierson.
and summer and cheapness in conEureka, Mich., Oct. 24, 1881,
struction.
L. H. Scuddek, CTi'm.
built with double walls of hollow
brick, and is frost and heat-proof. The
inventor claims, among other things,

[We do

not

know whether sweet

clover will do well on such land, but

it

Hydropiper (by many called smartweed, oxeye and heartsease) is adapted to the
locality, and gives an abundance of
late though splendid honey. It will
do to sow sweet clover on the snow,
is

worthy of a

liberal

trial.

township, about 75 of them in American and Langstroth hives, so I think
it is safe to say there is at least 1 ,000
box hives in this county, and judging
from what I find in a report from an
agricultural paper, there is, perhaps,
50,000 colonies in box hives in the
but we prefer it under. Ed.]
State. The movable frame hives are a
new thing here, but many are trying
Noah Deaton.
them.
Sixty Pounds per Colony.— I was
Carthage, N. C, Oct. 22, 1881.
brought up among bees. This season

;

Are

—

Sweet Clover. Please let me know
through the Bee Journal whether
sweet clover will do well on bottom
land that overflows once or twice a
year, and what honey plants do the
best on such land ? There are 5,000 to
10.000 acres of such land within reach
of one of my apiaries. Will it do to
sow sweet clover in winter on thin
snow ? My bees have averaged about
10 lbs. of comb and extracted honey
per colony. I had one colony that
gave me 70 lbs. Increase is about 60
per cent.
A. J. Norris.
Cedar Falls, Iowa, Oct. 22, 1881.

!

Good Honey Crop.— I got an average
of 120 lbs. of comb honey per colony
the
sections
when
get
bees
off
To
in the spring, and when I get out and
ring but uncertain losses.
the cases from the hive: sell off my crop, I shall have realized
We are indebted to the Rev. L. L. removing
T. L. Von Dorn.
Langstroth for detailed experiments President Miller has found no better satisfactorily.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 24, 1881.
in chaff and wool-packed hives and way than to brush them, hanging the
front
of
the
case
on
the
corner
of
the
mats. Time has demonstrated that
such protection is valuable but as yet hive, and brushing with a turkey
Bees in Good Condition.— I have
no safe winter bee hive has been in- feather.
Mr. Thompson thinks smoke will sowed 2 acres of cleome and melilot,
vented. That field is yet wide open.
I want
and
hi acre of spider plant.
The bee periodicals have teemed with sometimes injure honey with its flaall of the best plants for bee pasturfine logic and profound reasoning, vor.
condition
The following resolution was then age. My bees are in better
based on assumed facts and uncertain
than ever before in the fall, and the
data, that the causes were so-and-so adopted
still laying.
Besolved, That all correspondents queens are
and such-and-such. But the impleR. W. Keene, M. D.
ments have not yet been invented for the bee papers are hereby requesVersailles,
Ky., Oct. 25, 1881.
whereby these causes can be removed ted to write as a suffix to their signaor avoided. Practically, we are no tures the actual number of colonies
better off than one year ago. All we on the 1st of May, with which to comHoney Producing Plants. —Prof. Beal
can do is to do the best we can with the mence the season, to enable readers to has kindly identified the plants which
ingenious
compare practice and results.
well-tried ways, until some
were shown at the National Conveninventor shall kindly donate to the lntion by our genial friend the Rev. L.
Report of Committee on Exhibits.
dependen tOrder of Bee-Keepers a douJohnson. The larger one is the Sida
The following report was received (Sida spinosa). It is a mallow and so
ble-draft, double-blast, blow-hot-andand adopted
blow-cold Eureka pollen extractor.
related to the hollyhock, to the abutiThe committee on exhibits find the lon and to the cotton plant. The
Upon a sense of the meeting being following articles on exhibition
smaller plant is knotgrass, goosegrass
called for regarding in and out-winFrom T. S. Bull & Son, Valparaiso, door-weed (Polygonum aviculare). As
tering, the expression was in favor of Ind., one crate of white clover honey, will be seen, this is a close relative of
cellar-wintering.
put up in prize boxes, and packed in buckwheat. Among the other interWhen is the best time one of their crates. It is beautiful. esting tilings which I learned from
Question
to put bees away in the cellar for win- and will command admiration in any our ingenious friend Delia Torre, of
market.
ter r
Maryland, blue thistle was a valued
From II. Niehaus, Burlington, Wis., honey plant of his region. I have
Mr. Thompson thinks the first snowstorm in December is soon enough, as one crate white clover honey in prize some of these plants from him, and they
there is more or less of warm weather boxes, one crate fall honey in prize prove to be Viper's Bugloss or blue
boxes, <\nd one crate white clover weed (Echium vulgare). This is not
in November.
honey in 1 pound sections. These a thistle at all, and illustrates the need
When is best to take specimens
Question
all gilt edge, and should
of scientific names. It does not even
them out? Answered by several, bring fancyare
prices.
belong to the Composite family, but
when the weather becomes settled in
From
8. D. Buel, Union City, Mich.,
to the Borage family. It has rough
spring.
shipping crate for 2 pound bristles, and resembles thistles somea
sample
practiced
takPresident Miller has
distinguishing
features
sections. The
what in other respects. Gray says it
ing them out at the beginning of
are: 1. Four pieces running cross- is a troublesome weed in Virginia,
maple, bloom.
bottom
of the crate, on
wise
the
of
Mr. Scudder. It is not a safe rule, which to rest the lower corners of the and rare northward. I have set out
the plants received from Mr. D. in our
as frequently maple blossoms are frosection 2. An inside groove on each
apiary grounds. I shall see if its repzen after blooming.
side down which to slip the glass; 3. utation in the south as a honey plant
An in-fitting cover, to prevent the en- is merited north. Experiments in the
Questions.
trance of bees, flies, etc. The crate is direction of better and more constant
Mr. Newman was designated to very neat in appearance.
forage for our bees, promises much
answer the following questions
From F. W. Chapman, Morrison, that is valuable.
A. J. Cook.
Is it advisable to use full sheets of
111., specimen of peet for smoker fuel.
Lansing, Mich.
thin foundation in the surplus boxes ? This ignites very readily with a match,
Yes.
and furnishes a profusion of smoke.
Does the size of the cells that the
Honey Cake.— In the Bee Journal
From Wear L. Drake, Chicago, 111.,
worker bees are cradled in have any a model for brick wintering bee house for Oct. 5, I noticed that Mrs. J.G. A.
influence on the size of the adult bee ?
and summer refrigerator. This is Wallace presented 2 honey cakes to
Yes.

2,

is

one of the best

have known.

I

winter was very hard on them

Last
;

most

of the bees kept by farmers died. I
started in the fall of 1880 with 160 colonies in good condition. I put them
about
in two cellars, about Nov. 15
one-half in each. One lot was in a
lowest
temperature
cellar
the
house
;

;

was 39°, and the highest 48°. The
others in an out stone cellar that did
not freeze, but the bees did not winter
as well they run down more in the
spring, and lost more in the cellar. I
commenced taking them out March
I lost in cel16, and finished April 4.
;

On May

had 135 in good
have 200 in good
have received about
I
3,200 lbs. of extracted, mostly white,
and 4,000 lbs. of comb honey— an avelars 14.

Now

condition.
condition.

1st, I
I

per colony.
D. E. Floyd.
Ephratah, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1881.

rage of 60

lbs.

Good Increase.— I put 4 colonies in
a cellar last winter, and had but 1 in
the spring they were hybrids. But
I can discount most any thing in the
way of increasing, for they showed
such a vigorous disposition to increase. I did not feel willing to trust
them, and divided the bees, brood and
honey, till I obtained 4 new colonies.
At present they are strong, and full
for winter, after taking 100 lbs. comb
honey in 1 and 2-lb. sections. I could
have had 50 or 100 lbs. of extracted,
;

had

I

an extractor.
S. J.

McKinney.

Burlington, Iowa, Oct.

23, 1881.

Bees in Canada.— Bees have done
unusually well in this part of the
country. I wintered without loss, and
the bees were in good condition. They
did not swarm as much as in other
seasons, but gathered twice, the
amount of honey, and the colonies are
the best I ever bad at this time of the
The honey, in glass boxes,
year.
holding 10 to 12 pounds, sells readily
at 15 cts. per pound. P. B. Inolis.
Castleton, Ont., Oct. 17, 1881.

[Had it been in 1 or 2 lb. sections, it
would probably have sold for 20 cents
or more per pound.— Ed.]
l^" The Southwestern AVisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meetingin Platteville, GrantCo.,
Wis.. Nov. 30, 1881.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis,
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^(Uicrtiscmcnts.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

BUYKHS' U.UOTATIONH.

The American

Journal

<iT Single copies of the

OFFICE OF AMKHICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday, inn. ni., Oct. HI, 1H81.

sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

(

>

are the latest quota- nnd
tions for honey and beeswax received

The following

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
•• m » .

S3T Articles for publication must be
written on a separate pjece of paper
from items of business.

—

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstrolh,I)zierzon, and the Baron

of Berlepsch.

— Price 25 cents each.

up

hour

to this

boxes, lyiitjoc

BKKSWAX-Prime

al

H.

new

address.

8g" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

in

comb

single

Extracted

less.

quality, 18®22c.

<g" Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Premiums.—For a club of 2, weekly
we give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

advices give a middling fair crop
of honey. Moderate lots have arrived, but the demaud so far has been very slow, and but little improvement can be expected until we have cooler
weather.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
boxes, lS@2nc dark. In small boxes, I5@17c. Extracted, white, IO@Uc; dark, 7«99c.
BEESWAX.-Hrlme quality, 21>i@23e.

are Everywhere Using and
recommending Parker's Ginger Tonic,
because they have learned from experience that it speedily overcomes
despondency, indigestion, pain or
weakness in the back and kidneys, and
other troubles peculiar to the sex.
Home Journal. See adv.
44w4

Co., ll

and

Alsike Clover,
Mammoth

fe

have a SPECIAL

EDITION

edition of

3,(HX)

copies was exhausted in

months— a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
18

;

SAN FRANCISCO.

grow larger and throw up more stalks.
Price, 80 cents per pound. If sent by mail,
add 20 cents per pound tor postage.

C

1

improved inquiry has been
observed, and the few sales reported snow a little
more disposition on the part of buyers to pay full
prices.

We quote white comb, 16320c.; dark to go d,10@
14c.
Extracted, choice to extra white, 9@10c.;
dark and candied, 7(*Hc. BEESWAX— 23@25c.
Steakns & Smith. 423 Front Street.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting—
sent free upon application.

ALFRED
West Madison

NEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

HONEY— There is"an active steady demand in
our market for one and two pound sections of
white honey, all receipts hnding ready sale at 21c.
for pound, and 20c. for 2 lb. sections, unglassed.
Extracted honey continuesdull at 12c.
1

BEKSWAX-20O22C.

A. C. Kendei..

1

15 Ontario Street.

CINCINNATI.
HONE Y— Is in good demand here now.
I quote
Good comb honey, in sections,
:

on

183200.,
25c.

per

lb.

Is

worth

Extracted, 7@9c. on arrival.

arrival.

BEESWAX.— 1H@22C,

on

ariival.

for choice lots.

have paid

I

C. F.

Muth.

BOSTON.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANOER,

HONEY.— 1-pound combs

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at20@22c, according to quality.

BEESWAX— Pi Ime quality, 25c.
Crocker & Blake.

Chatham

57

Street.

BALTIMORE.

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
address it to
M. DAVIS,
3owiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.
;

HONEY.-But

little

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

BEESWAX.— Southern, pure,21@23c; Western.
pure,21@ 22c; grease wax. lie— Baltimore Marktt
Journal.
INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New, in I or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

lb.

sections,

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— The supply and demand

223250.—

BEESWAX -Best

^Ka^Sc. -Philadelphia

light

Merchants' Guide.

JOHN

Rev. A.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, |4.00; 1 frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5
Colony of Italians, 8 frames, JS.(H) Colony of Cyprians, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
;

:fr>c.

Time and Place of Meetina.

Nov. 30— S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
Dec. 8— Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
T. F. Bingiiam, Sec, Abronia, Mich,

per

legend

lb.

PARKER'S GINGER TONI
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

Jan. 10—Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec. McGrawville, N. Y.
25— Northeastern, at Utlca, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich,
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
25— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

Wm.

Champlaln Valley,

R.

TJlond Purifier

It

at Bristol, Vt.

ing.

Never

falls to restore

cloth.
for 1 year.

Given's FoundationPress.
The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
frame.

All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for Catalogue and Sam pi' a.

Send
2wly

D.

8.

OIVEN,

Hoopeston,

III.

the

youthful color to gray hair.

_

50c.

and $1

Lungs, Liver

&

Kidneys,

never intoxicates. Hiscox
& Co., Chemists, N. Y.

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

sizes.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
bestand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or Selfpreservation ;"bound in finest
Freneh muslin. embossed, full

—Those whoget up clubs

S,6,— Weekly Bee Journal

Sleeplessness,
diseaess
of the Stomach, Bowels,

&is entirely different from
Bitters, Ginger Essences
The Best, Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hnlr Dress- and other Tonics, as it

for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will be entitled to the following

"
"

cures Rheumatism,

&

Parker's
Hair Balsam.

the year.

"

and the

BcstHenlth&Strength
Restorer Ever Used.

Howard, Sec.

For a Club of »,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
4, -Cook's 4Bee> Manual,
paper.
••
"

lwly

forClrcular.

1882.

May

;

;

;

Local Convention Directory.
1881.

;

;

are alike

nominal.

Weekly Bee Journal, just as

be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
it will

first

about

manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

See advertisement.

of the

The

I have procured a limited quantity of the Seed
of this new Honey Plant so highly spoken of by
Dr. G- L. Tinker, on page '.i*>7 of the Journal.
It may be sown broadcast in early spring or drilled in. The rows may be two or three feet apart
and the seeds only a few inches apart in the rows.
It will bear to grow verv thick or if scattered will

victor.

the
44

Fine IUtmlriitlona.

1 :t:t

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.

HONEY.-Steady. Comb 18@20c, strained, and
extracted, 9<gl2^>c— toputruresf-'rehoice bright in
fancy packages. On Tuesday was effected the remarkably large sale of 9,0110 lbs. strained and extracted On bbls. ) at 90.
BEESWAX-Selling lightly at I9@20c.
K.
Gheek & Co., 17 N. Main Street.

Rheumatism has been con- premiums
Kendall's Spavin
is

Michigan.

shrubs, ete.,splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed Instructions for the various

tures ?
quered.

Cure

Ac

Mignonette,

;

College of

Golden Honey Plant.

Premiums.
suffer such unspeakable tor-

State Agricultural

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

COOK,

J.

Professorof Entomology in the

ST. LOUIS.

would save us much trouble,
tW In order to have this table complete. Secreif all would be particular to give their taries are requested to forward full particulars
of
post office address and name, when time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
$g" Subscriptions may commence
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you live near one postoffice and with the first number of any month in

Why

OJ Lansing,

keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

Devoe avenue.

13

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

:I20 I'h sen

;

It

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

medium.

Plants.

T. Brookins, Sec.

l^

the oldest Bee

:

;

Women

.

I

972

Agreeable Dressing for the Hair,
that will stop its falling, has been long
sought for. Parker's Hair Balsam,
distinguished for its purity, fully supplies this want.
44w4

Is

i

Bv A.

Honey

CLEVELAND.

An

n a

>r

St.

FORK.

HONEY— A slightly

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

«

and prices steady.

HONEY.— The

When

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

lively

Newman. h~2 W. Madison

NEW

.1

SEEDS FOR

honey,
boxes jc.

in larKer

;

8@9C

k

1.

therefore, the best advertising

CHICAGO.

Thohn &

<g*

Is,

:

HONEY— The market is
We quote liBht comb

It

Paper in America, and has a large circulation In
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional und business nun,

gllt,300pp.,eon tains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions,price only $1.2;') sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6C
;

;

»"w. Address Peabody
OflW
maun TnVQFTT
iniDLLr. Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
1

PARKER,

^-' ,,,i

No. 4 Bulflnch

22wly

Boston.

St..

ESTIMATES
ADVERTISING
veil for

Price 1,Wt fnr Advertisers

C. A.

COOK & CO.,

Cor. Dearborn

*

.1

I

any
Our n.ewn

in

NEWSPAPER in the Country.

M
nc Aeents
pnts.i

sent free.
vert

i,i

AGO.
& Wash'n Sts., Chicago,

*

Read

the following opinions of the

All agree that

it is

Book

the work of a master and of

real value.— L'Apiculture, Paris.

I think Cook's Manual is the best of our American works.— Lewis T. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary,— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— K. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oDtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

ish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man-

ual.— Wm. VAN ANTWERP, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe Dit
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for tbeir
management; also a botanicsil description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure ihis vade
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture. To all taking an intere-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and It is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and Is a credit
to the West.— IVestern Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
their handling in apiaries.
The studies of the
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
of
management,
extending
points
to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that Is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author
the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin ; and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Freidenker,
Milwaukee, Wis.
;

lot

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mall

in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.25

In paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Madison

Ct.

Street,

;

\i:\VM.A.\,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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FRANCES DUNHAM,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Nov.

ITALIAN BEES
have eight frames, 17W

All standard colonies

Books

'j
inc. long and 1 1 inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames
inc. long and m*£ inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$lti ; in lots of Ave, each *n
in lots of ten or more,
1

THOMAS

;

BATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

word*;
One

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch uf space.

to three weeks, each insertion,
"
"'
or more"

Four

Eight,

"

Thirteen

Twenty-six

"

"

"

"

8c.

Fifty-two

1

fastidious.

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

*'

Address

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

G.

Pewamo, Ionia

Co., Mich.

Honey

III.

Dunham

Foundation

Mill.

buy a few tons of Extracted
market prices.

at the ruling

Correspondence

solicited.

West Madison

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILK.

Bee- I4.ee per* s Guide or. Cook'* Mnntinl
ol" the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
;

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one thai do
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todo without. Cloth, S» 1.35 ; paper cover. Wl.
Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root—
Qulnliy'ii
The author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— tfl. SO.
ofBee-Culture. by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, W1.35; paper, 31.
King'- Ree-Keepers' Text- Rook, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time- Cloth. 31. OO; paper, 75e.
illustrated

New

ABC

Hive and Honey Ree

Lanffstroth on the

a standard scientific work. Price, 32.
by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 31. OO.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful managemi* ii ol" the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Tbic embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Vueen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming— Dividing —Transferring —

-

I will

Chicago,

communications to
O. II. ROBERTSON.

EXTRACTED HONEY

NEWMAN,

Street.,

all

25wtf

— Yearly Contracts

974 West Madison

;

handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, 1 think lean suit the most

20c. per line.
18c.
15c.
13c.
lOc.

074

:

;

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

1

single pure Tested Queen, £2.50; 1frame Nucleus, Tested Queen iJunei, $3.50; 2frame do.. $4; :<-frame do., $"> 4-frame do.. *;> 50
July, August and September, .V frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $r>.i«i. No Dollar Queens

each $s

2.

This

is

Rlessed Rees,

i

:

Patented Aut. 23th, 1881.

Contents of this Number.

IFNew

Circular and Samples free, ^jgt

FRANCES DUNHAM,

lsmtf

Editorial

BUY

34">
34.~>

.•»
Ca nudum Honors
Another Sp< ."1 >f Cotton
The Drouth in Europe

34.5

34n
3*5
345

-

Old Combs

DePere, Wis.

How

345
343

Gland and Tubes
How I Winter Bees Successfully
Doolittie's Honey Report for 1881

34fi

the Bee Extends its Tongue
Ton true of the Honey Bee

Among our Exchanges

West Madison

CHICAGO.

street,

LL],.

Meeting

in

decidedly the BKST now made.
Hetherinnton discards all others,
and orders two dozen for his own
use. Doolittle says it isunequaled.
So say all who see and use it. Price, by mail,
!M..".0 illnl ttl.75.
is

346

:

Indiana

346
346
34H
346

Good Blood Tells
Bee Pasturage

Convention Note* :
The Different Races of Honey

their Geographical Distribution.
Origin of Honey Bees...
.

;

SCOVKLL & ANDERSON.

dress,
liswtf

Columbus, Kansas.

|5J

Prize
Eaaaysoil thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize $25 in gold
to Pro! Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive 1 Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, .»c.

We

Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handland Marketing.— A J-l-page pamphlet, by
;

ing

and management adopted

sell

K.

Send for H'ustrated Circular

L. C.

from Oar Letter Box

;

Good Honey Crop
Bees in Good Condition
Honey Producing Plants
Honey Cake

350
350

The Extractor is
made of all metal,

35<

is

3:.n

always ready for
use.easily cleaned,
and will lasta lifeIn fact, it
time.
has only to be used
to ue appreciated.

350
350

should

i

350
3-iO

Dry Season in Georgia'
Bees in Canada
Sixty Pounds of Honey per Colony
Sweet Clover
Good Increase

send

R. A. BURNETT, Commission Merchant,
Successor to Conner, Burnett & Co.,
34wKlt
165 So. Water Street, Chicago, 111.

The Original Patent

-

•jend a

Cen tr:il Av., Cincinnati, O.

in

in

AXTELL. Ro

eville,

Warren

Co..

111.

Pi-lends,

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, t to 1H square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DKUSKN &

ELECTROTYPES
mils per Bquare

than

500,

We

tt7-t

West Madison

$777

A YEAR and expenses
outfit free.addressl*

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
in

and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Putenteti. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly, to
A. I. RtiOT, Medina, Ohio.

JOSEPH

TO MAKE MONEY. For
TI-TYW
.11 \_/ VV enclose 10 cents to Lock
Kalamazoo. Mich.

36W

Ij

Nuclei,
Address.

C, Olm's
$2f~

Fortnightly Journal of

Edited by W. F.

CLARKE, and

Published at 5 Jordan street, Toronto, Ontario
Canada, at * 1. 00 a year, by C. Blackett Robinson
Liberal indue-,

menu

to local agents.

HwU

MWU.

EKUHA VIA'GS

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and tbesympU ms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal dru^s used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ones, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 2fl cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

Address.

THOMAS

ENAS,

974

Comb Foundation,
\

:.!;«.

G.

West Mudison

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO,

M.I..

etc.

Napa County,

Cal.

Comb Foundation Machine.

Send for Sample and Circular.
O. Ol.M, Fond du Lac, Wis.

lsmtf

ANTKD tn sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe
ACEVTCWItonk
S-H.s
Siijht, Doub e your money

AuLil

Agriculture.Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

HETHERINGTON,

Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies,

Pure

particular*
Box :* 1 8,

THE RURAL CANADIAN,
A

D.

Bm9t
34wl3t

&

Simula Side Apiary.)

111.

toagents,

card for testlm* nials, or
half-dozen rates, to

;

Hive*, Honey Extractor*, ArtifiClal Comb, Section Honey Boxer*, ull books
ments

O Vlckery

AuiruMia, Maine.

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

will

in the Bee Journal for sale at
Inch — no single cut sold lor less

THOMAS Street,
G. NEWMAN,
Chicago,

you

In

BEES OR HONEY

Of Engravings used
25

If

any way interested

are In

with a descriptive price-list of the latest Improve-

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

©S

MUTH.Xo.W7

I

.it

A thin ssltr.Chase'BPrintingHouse.AnnArbor.Mich

MHmlyp

KtHLAK

l»

II. II.

J.MUU

WEEKLY
CAPITAL, an EIGHT48 COLUMN paper, published

L PAG IS,

is

ToneKa. Kansas, giving Full ami Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
year.
Sample
Copy
Free.
44wMtx
$1.00 per
at

Light Street, Col. C©. ( Pa.

P umbers. Gas and Steam

Fitters, Bronzers, Gild-

Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Bulldere.Manufacturers and Mechanics. 5JX1 HK("JltAViNtiS of .Mill. Steam ami Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work, Mechanical Movements,
Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Saws, Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, (fat Meal, Saw. iShlngle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do.. Cotton Gins, Presses, etc strength ot Teeth, Shafting, Belting, Friction, Lathe Gearing. Screw Cutting. Finishing ISnglne Building, Keparlng and
Operating, Setting uf Valves. Keren tries. Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Boiler
Covering, Stale Preventives, Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Hams, Horse Power of Streams, etc. On Bhist
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 4HI

TABLES

with 500,000 Calculations in ail possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. 800
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1.000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc 3oo Health items. r»oo
do. for Painters, VarnlBhers, Gilders, etc. ."iihi do.
for Watchmakers and Jewel-is. 4oorio. for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather <fc Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, K fleets
ing, etc.. In detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
i.y rail and water -a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
Water,
Wind. Shrinkage <»f CastSteam.
Power of
ings, etc. 11','MK.i items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, StOCK Owners, Bee-keep.

Lumbermen,

etc.

Fertilizers, full details,

Hu-

ral Kconomy, Food Values. Care of Stock, Remedies fordo., t-> Increase Crops Pest Poisons, TrainI. u;
ing Horses. Steam Power on Farms.
no
CALOtJLATOKforCublcMeasures, Iteadv Reckoner,
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal ami
Tonnage Tables. Land, Grain. Hay. and Cattle

htm

Seed. Ploughing, Planting and
Measurement.
Breeding Tables. Contents ot Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers. Logs, Boards, Scantling,
Business Forms, all kinds, Special
etc., at xiyltt.
Laws of 4*. States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada), relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from forced Bale, Mechanics
i

THE FLORAL INSTRUCTOR,
free.

Six

window

plants twenty-five cents.

Cata-

Itulbs and Plants for winter blooming
''£»'
PRICE FREE
TO ALL.
Mu
SPALDING
& McGILL, Florists,
KBOWN,

ill
nml
SI LISTforof
_f Itnllun Colonic*, Queen**,
Id and Anlurlu.ii Supplies.
\

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over 1,'mmi.ooo Indus-

ers,

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.
npHE

Paper, 25c.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest,
h is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 31. ; Morocco, 31. SO.
Chicken Cholera, by A.J. Hill.— A treatise on
Price, 2<>c.
it? cause, symptoms and cure.

ers,

AII1WX1A.
F.

horse inlormation.
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book could be

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER
AND
Bingham & Hether ngton

H

Horse Rook. — No

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
disease*. In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of dose*, and much valuable

dustrial Pacts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Uuslnese Forms, etc., of vast
utility U) every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam. Tivil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Mine s. Metallurgists, Assayers,

BINGHAM

NUWEXT,

L. C.

HONEY

obtain the highest market prices. Four consignmerits and correspondence respectfully soll< iteri.

for

details about the
'•••re of bees, and
w to get the most

'

SALE- I5n Colonies of Italian Bees
FOR
improved Quinhy hives,
prime condition.

For the past few years I have made this excellent
my leading article. Having the best fsrablished reputation in this city as a dealer in I'l'ltK
direct troni the Apiaries, enables me to

my circular, giving

and Student
ted.
Bee-keeper must be experienced and thor
oughly reliable. No person using tnbacen or
Address.
DK.
liquors need applv.
Linden Apiary," Stratbroy, Ont., Cana .a 41 w4t

39wly
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Every Bee-keeper

Wan

BEE-KEEPER

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. UUU paces SOc.

food

AND rNCAPPING KNIFE.

:

the Matter?

Chas.
gives Mr. Muth's views on

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

to

HONEY EXTRACTOR

It

management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

ROOT & BR0.,

ISIVTB'S

Muth; 32 pages.

the

MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

Marketing Honey
Wintering of Bees
Qujbtlona ami Answers
Miscellaneous
Re, ort of Committee on Exhibits

in detail th** methods
in their apiary. This

many useful hints.— Price l*>c.
Practical Hints to Ree-K.eeper*, by

contains

B^e-Culture.

Increase of Bees
Use of Separators
Side and Top-Storing
Pasturaire tor Bees
Over-stocking a Locality
Cn-operation, Can it be Accomplished?

—

Ch. & C. P. Uadant, giving

Every thin gUsed in Advanced

Bee and Honey Shows

is

;

published. Price, by mail, 3$1. SO.

nies

What

Market Honey as fooo, glvint. recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Koam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
n- -ii-.il and Gfrmun,
everywhere. Published in
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, •><><.

— wasawarded

.

Selections

Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. it is published m l'.nuli-li and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Dzlerzoit Theory ;- presents the tunaamental principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honev for the

I

Most Practical Work

Length of Bees' Tongues
Ancient His ory of the Honey Trade..
Apis Ameri' ana
Northwestern District Convention
Best Races of Bees
Queen-Rearing
Tbe Dfrzon Theory
Natural Swarming and Dividing Colo-

—

Italianizing

'Wintering Bees. — This contains the

continues to grow in popularity,
and is the

QUINBXjSi

.

sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
the best interests of honey producers deah rs
Supplies and breeders of (Jueens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly Americm Bee
Journal for only $2. 15. Sample copies free. Adto
in
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Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
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Fierce Combat.

the BEST.

The best informed bee-keepers
the United States, say that our

Correspondence

A

972

NEWMAN,

II.

:

Editorial Items
Dr. J. P. II. Brown's Address

District

ALFRED

i>f

4i.iwt.itx

Alusworth, Iowa.

1

Lien, the .Jurisdiction of Courts, Bale Of Real EsRights of Married Women, Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains LOlfi pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight lb gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, SS.50.
tate.

,
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NEWMAN,

ILL.,
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cellent locality for spontaneous bee

forage.

With Mr. Dibbern's letter before us,
we are more than confirmed in the
opinion that in most localities, by a
judicious system of mowing or graz-

ing, its honey flow can be protracted
CHICAGO, ILL. certainly four months, and, possibly,
nearly five months.

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

974

ST.,
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Coming Bee."

Hon. W. H. Andrews, of McKinney,
Texas, writes us under date of Oct.

as second class matter.

tongues of the Cyprian bees, in a trial
of six, aggregated 1-32 of an inch
longer than he reached with six of his
improved Italians, and they in turn
aggregated 3-32 of an inch (one-tenth)
longer than the imported Italians.
Equally pronounced is the result of
Prof. Cook's numerous microscopical
measurements of the tongues of the
Syrian bees, which he finds to equal
those of the Cyprians, and .006 of an
inch longer than those of the Italian.
Here, then, is " one idea, just one,"
which must be taken into account in

the development of the coming bee.
Since my return home from Lexing- Now, if the Syrians are capable of as
ton, Ky., I have overhauled my entire great improvement as has taken place
apiary, and find that I now have 275
in the Italians up to this time, we can
colonies of Italians in good order.
I got my Langstrotn-fund Syrian count upon a tongue more than onequeen home in good health ; it took third of an inch in length, which will
me five days hard work to get her ac- be sufficient to reach the nectar in the
cepted. I never had so much trouble
with a queen before. The colony to first bloom of red clover, and to renwhich I introduced her was in good der unnecessary any further efforts to
condition to take a queen, but they secure Apis dorsata. That this almost
seemed to know that this was a little, fabulous length of tongue will be of
waspy, striped-backed concern, not
like the royal golden mother they once any real benefit in Texas we cannot
had.
assert, but certainly it would be no
I have concluded to start a small disadvantage
in the Northern and
Syrian apiary, though I am quite sure
Central States, however, where the
that the pure Italian (the brightest)
is the much-talked of " coming bee," broad and luxuriant red clover fields
and that all talk is a mere waste of bloom but to " waste their sweetness
raw material when it points in the di- on the desert air" with but rare exrection of an amalgamation of races,
ceptions, this will be a priceless boon
as it would take two or three such
lives and fortunes as that of Mr. D. to all bee-keepers. With the possibilA. Jones', directed to and expended ity of its accomplishment, it is worthy
upon that one object, and that, too, of the attempt.
without one material mistake; besides, it would take a ten years' session
Amiability, however, must be a
of the National Convention to deter- prominent characteristic of the commine what races should be mixed, and
what points should be brought out and ing bee, and with this point in view
what repressed ; and then the trouble " an amalgamation of races " may be
would only be begun, for the means the shortest road to success. We are
by which these things could surely be quite positive we can distinguish much
accomplished, would require all of a
difference between the progeny of a
lifetime of trial and study.
I hope that the next man who pro- Syrian queen mated with a Syrian
poses the " coming bee" as a subject, drone, and that of one where the pawill tell us what it is to be, and how
ternity is Italian. They are, too, more
he expects to obtain it let us have
one idea, just one, in regard to this easily controlled with smoke.
;

Sweet Clover

Still in

Bloom.

Mr. C. H. Dibbeni, of Milan, 111.,
under date of Nov. 1st, sends us the
following unimpeachable testimonial
of the late-blooming habits of melilot
or sweet clover

Enclosed please find a few racemes
of melilot clover picked in the open
This clover was in bloom
field to-day.

through our severe drouth, was
then etiten down hy cuttle, but since the
rains has come out again, and is now
in full bloom. It shows what can be
done with melilot. It looks as if it
would blossom all winter, if the frosts
did not kill it, and bees seem to visit
all

it

as eagerly

now

as in July.

;

The welcome fragrance

of the flowers announced the contents of the letter, even before the envelop was cut
open. While this article is being prepared for publication (Nov. 3, 10 a.m.)
our tirst snow storm is prevailing in
blinding clouds, and we have before
us a modest bouquet of sweet clover

blossoms, culled from under its snow
winding-sheet.
Mr. E. Lucas, of Kirtland, 111.,
stated in the N. W. Dist. Convention,
on the 27th nit., that less than 2 weeks
previously he saw bees storing honey
in their section boxes from sweet clover, while nothing else could be found

matter.

We

regret being obliged to differ
with Judge Andrews regarding the
present attainment of the "coining
feel confident that in his
bee."
careful, discriminating management,
even his beautiful " brightest" Italians will reach a point as much in advance of their present excellence, as
they have advanced from their first
importation. And that they have advanced we can well believe, after reading in the last Bee Journal (page
347) the result of Dr. Brown's comparison between the tongues of Amercan-Italian bees and those bred from

We

Prolificness, also, will play an important part in deciding the choice of the
coming bee. In the majority of locations where honey-producing is a principal industry, our bees are never too

when the honey harvest comes
upon us, but the reverse is the rule,
and many of our most successful beekeepers double up and greatly reduce

strong

the

number

of their colonies to get
to take the fullest

them strong enough
advantage of the

yield.

So that an

improvement in this respect

is

:

ous northern winters, we need strong
colonies of vigorous young bees on the
early approach of winter but in the
South this is not so essential, as stimulative breeding can be resorted to at
almost any time.
We cannot appreciate the necessity
for the employment of two or three
fortunes, nor the devotion of a " lifetime of trial and study."
material
mistake might be annoying, but not
necessarily fatal in gaining the desired
result.
Where it is possible to obtain
several successive generations in a
;

A

single season,

and anumber of queens

much experimentabe carried on in a few years,
as compared with the breeding and
improvement of four-footed stock of
all descriptions
and there are scores
of intelligent and observing apiarists
in America at the present time, who
are working with a view to developing
a superior race, and have occasion to
feel much encouraged.
Nor will it take a ten years' session
of the National Convention to determine the matter. There may be differences of opinion, but the masses of
the most discriminating will soon
" agree upon an open verdict" when
perfection is approached, and none are
so blind as not to be easily convinced

at each breeding,
tion

may

;

when

self-interest

is

the

argument

to

be met. The best bee will then be recognized as the most beautiful, because
the prospective glitter of " money in
the purse," realized from their excellence, will cast a silver sheen over the
corselet if the coming bee should be a
substantial brown, or golden clouds
will float in fancy around our ideal bee
if it should chance to be the brightest.
In view of the much which has already been accomplished in the improvement of our cherished Italians,
we hope Judge Andrews will find other
employment for his talented pen, and
not indite a word which may tend to
discourage the onward march of progress. We care not by what means
obtained, whether from " an amalgamation of races," or from careful selection and breeding, we trust no
means will be left untried to produce
the best. When obtained, we are confident the Judge will be as pronounced
in his appreciation as the most expectant enthusiast.

desired,

In the South,
where breeding is going on more or
in bloom. He is so well satisfied of its
less all winter, this is not so desirable
remunerative ability as a honey pro- imported mothers.
—in fact, might be detrimental, as
ducer, that he has seeded in ten acres
But we learn another point from the causing too great a consumption of
of it, notwithstanding he is in an ex- Doctor's able address, viz
that the winter stores. To withstand our rigorin our colder latitudes.

No. 45.

1881.

29, as follows

XW

Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extru copy (like the club) sent to any address
Sample copies furnished free.
desired.

Entered at Chicago post

"

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY— Theflrst
eacli

The

9,

(Eg"

of

We congratulate the bee-keepers

Kentucky upon the

jPaiTwers'

as the
It

is

selection of the
Journal, of Louisville,
of the State Association.

Home

Organ

an excellent paper, and worthy of

a liberal patronage.
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"It is amusing to see the numbers
Shipment or Bees by U. A. Burcli.—
off the sweet-scented
The South Haven Messenger of Oct. of bees hanging
(milkweed]
28,

says

Since our last issue, H. A. Burch &
Co., shipped 22 colonies of Italian bees,
consignee to parlies in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania and Canada.
Will the "old reliable" Bee
Journal ask Gleanings to give this
"
item his " prayerful consideration ?

"better late than
who ordered bees in
May and June and received them
about Nov. 1, will think so, but they
will also think they have been swindled out of a season's honey and increase, ami also out of the difference
in price of colonies of bees in spring

Certainly; it
never." Those

is

(lowers of Asclepias cornuti
perfectly intoxicated, so that they will
not move even when roughly touched,
one being noticed by the writer to be
apparently " dead drunk " on the
ground. The numerous bees which
visited the llowersof the teasel seel
It would be
to be similarity affected.
interesting to learn whether the Bowers of the Asclepias, which are known
to contain a sort of sugar, really do
intoxicating principle.
possess an
since the soma plant of India, alluded
to in the Sanskrit Vedas (which some
place as far hack as 20 centuries B. C),
and the juice of which yielded, by fermentation, an intoxicating liquor, is
supposed to be a species of Ascu pias.
"

For the Amerlcun Bee Journal.

Wintering Bees.

1

CH.

In a friendly criticism of

essay

•'.Never before was I so
struck with the difference in the actions of bees and the treatment they
require in different localities varying
so little in latitude."
To my mind, there is no difference
in the actions of bees on account of
being located here or in Michigan
but there is a difference in the preparation of bees between Mr. Heddon
and ourselves. As 1 said, the instinct
of bees directs them to gather, in winter, directly below the sealed honey.
If the bees at Mr. Heddon's do not act
the same, it is on account of the two
inches space that he leaves between
the cushion and the top of the frames

don says:

The milkweed must have acquired
change of

fall.

my

on wintering bees, on page 275 of the
Bee Journal for A.ug. 31, Mr. lled-

these intoxicating properties through
soil and climate, since we
are positive that they do not exist in
in this, its native country.
There has been much dissatis- the plant
We have watched bees gathering necfaction for years with the fact that tar from the flowers many a time, but
Club agents have offered the Bee we never observed that it had any inand we
Journal at a less hgure than the toxicating effect upon them,
do not believe that any one has obpublisher's price. In future this will
served such a fact here.
not be done. We have increased the

and

DADANT.

®"

price to clubs to stop this practice,
and give the Bee Journal at one

;

Honey Show for Illinois.— Mrs. L. in his Langstroth hives. I cannot
conceive what is the purpose of such
Harrison, Peoria, 111., in the Prairie
an empty space. But such a space of
price to all— and that the lowest that
Fanner, thus appeals to the bee-keep- 19x14x2 inches, or 566 cubic inches, is
can be afforded. "We have induced
ers of Illinois to make a grand dis- about equal to the entire space beMr. <;. M. Doolittle to omit it entirely play at the next State Fair. It can, tween the combs.
that
heretofore
When the cushion is directly above
list,
for
from his
and ought to be done
the frames, the heat generated by the
" List " was the greatest impediment
The State Fair is a great educator bees is driven back between thecombs.
to the establishment of a uniforn
of the people, and we do not think it is around the group, and warms it
Bee
write
for
the
will
price. Mr. D.
appreciated as it should be. In what while this empty space of Mr. HedJournal as usual, and will take sub- other way or place can a person gain don's, amounting to 566 cubic inches,
only at the publisher's so much useful information as here ? stores the heat arising from the bees
scriptions
The late fair at Peoria was grand, but the bees, unable to generate an
price.
superb, magnificent. It is claimed amount sufficient to lill it and at the
that a million dollars' worth of imple- same time the space between the
(gT .Neio subscribers for the Weekly ments were on the grounds, and the combs, are compelled to scale the
of horses and cattle has seldom, sealed honey in quest of heat, and to
Bee Journal, for 1882, will have all show
Then the
if ever been equaled. We consider the inhabit the' empty space.
the remaining numbers for 1881 free poultry show worth live dollars to see, quilt, as Mr. Heddon says, seems to
from the time the money is received and we felt like crowing as we viewed attract them.
Now, as the first requisite in the
at this office. Therefore, the sooner the thoroughbred fowls, pigeons, ferrets and rabbits in this class. They management of bees is to comply, as
they subscribe for it, the more they
were a great source of amusement to much as possible, with their instinct.
will obtain for the §2.
advise Mr. Heddon to dispense with
young people, and will furnish food
this unnecessary space, and he will see
for thought during lonely hours.
The premiums offered for "farm that his bees act exactly the same as
products " was, for the most part, am- ours.
Mr. Heddon adds that bees are
ple, and brought out a Hue display.
When we first procured the premium hardly as safe in a special depository,
eagerly
to
see
turned
where
the temperature is all the time
list for 1881, we
at 42°, as they are out-of-doors, on acif the " bee " and its product had been
remembered. In " farm products," count of their inability to pass beBest tween the ends of the frames and the
lot 91, we found the following
MISCELLANEOUS.
hive. I am of the same opinion. A
lot of honey, not less than 10 lbs., $5
2d best, $3. This is all that we could special depository should be mainwith
this
great
tained at 45°, such at least is my expeMarket Your Honey.— The Grange find any way connected
Wax-work was remem- rience, and it is on account of the lower
Bulletin gives the following advice for industry.
bered, but beeswax, always a staple, temperature that so many colonies
the present month. It is both good
forgotten. In class L, Natural His- were killed last spring in special debe
heeded
by
and timely, and should
Best col- positories.
tory, lot 113, we find this
lection of insects, $30; 2d best, §15;
He thinks that bees can endure more
those having honey to sell
"
"
offered
for
the
"busy than 5 or 6 weeks of confinement, some
and not a red
This is the month to market your bee," one of the most useful.
of his bees having been confined 5
honey.
Remember too, the nicest
We grumbled at this state of af- months. I know that under some falooking honey will always bring the
fairs, and the officers of the associa- vorable conditions all the colonies of
Extracted honey in tion politely informed us that it was an apiary can endure more than 5, and
highest price.
small packages sells best put up in
the bee-keepers' own fault. If this is even 7 weeks id' confinement, but such
neat glass jars. For larger packages,
so, bee-keepers of Illinois, arouse! a result depends on so many different
2}£, 5 and 10 pounds, use tin pails or We are not all rheumatic, crippled, or causes that it is better to have them
cans. If in sections, have them all deal and dumb.
confined for a shorter than fora longer
clean and nice, and packed in a neat
The officers of the "Fair Associa- time.
shipping crate holding not over 20 lbs. tion" recommend that we have a
Amongst a number of colonies some
each. Sections should all be scraped called
meeting of bee-keepers at have a strong population, while some
clean of propolis. In placing in the Springfield at the same time as the
are weak in numbers; some have loo
shipping crates, unless the comb is meeting of the Slate Board of Agri- much unsealed honey, or honey of
bottom,
turn
the
fastened
at
the
well
culture, to take action on these mat- poor quality, such as honey dew or
sections top down to allow the honey
honey stored in cells partly tilled with
ters.
to stand, rather than to hang on its
Bee-keepers of Illinois, if Ibis call is pollen, or with juices of fruits. Does
own weight, l'aste on a neat label made will you respond? Every one Mr. Heddon think thai the colonies
with your name and Location of your of you that have for sale a bee or a weak in numbers, or provided with
apiary. Sell as near home as possible,
tin whistle, it is foryour interests that honey of poor quality or watery, will
saving transportation and commission.
more than 4 or 5 weeks of conbig display is made. At the late
At least, be sure your nearest town is ainciting of the North American Bee- endure
finement? I, for one, am sure that
well supplied.
Keepers' Convention at Lexington. they will not.
Ky., Mr. Jones, of Canada, gloried
Of course, all the strong colonies,
Milkweed as nn Insect Intoxicant.— much Over a big honey show that was provisioned with honey of lirsl quality,
held at Toronto this fall a building will endure twice, even three times as
By the kindness of Major 1). II. Kel- over
a hundred feet long devoted en- long a confinement but no bee-keepton, Mackinac, Mich., we have re- tirely to this industry. Are we going er, so far, has been able to gel all
ceived the following item from the to be beaten by Canadians? Not a his colonies in equally good condition.
bit of it. Let us rout them by having Then we will see as good a bee-keeper
Scientific American of Oct. 2!), 1881
at Peoria, 111., next year, the biggest as Mr. Heddon. lose 134 colonies out Of
writer in the Pharmaceutical Jour- display ever held on the continent. 212. Of course. Mr. Heddon will connal, speaking of a visit to Kew Gar- We can do it if we have the grit of our cede that if his 133 colonies which
dens, says
forefathers and mothers.
perished had enjoyed a flight every 5
:

;

or 6 weeks during last winter, the number of the dead colonies would have
been very small.
In writing 5 or 6 weeks as a long
confinement, I had not in view the
strongest and best prepared colonies,
but was giving my ideas of safe wintering for all the colonies provided
with bees and stores enough for winter, whatever be the quality of these
provisions.
Mr. Heddon disapproves my idea of
disturbing the bees in winter, when
wintered outside, in order to give them
a chance of voiding their intestines.
He wants to leave his bees in a semidormant state during all winter, but
the bees of Mr. Heddon are. no more
than mine, in a semi-dormant state all
winter, for he adds: "Ordinarily,
many times during winter the sun
strikes the hive with sufficient warmth
to raise the temperature in the hive SO
pass over and around
that the bees
the frames." In such case bees cease
they are actto be in a dormant state

cm

;

;

:

.

—

;

:

A

:

and experience has proven

ive,

to

me

when the bees profit by such a
temperature to empty their intestines,
that

they are better prepared for a new
confinement.
Of course, such a winter flight is not
necessary when bees have been put in
a suitable depository, for, in an equal
and sufficient temperature bees eat
less than when wintered out-of-doors.
But I am persuaded that it is necessary, especially with chaff hives,
whose thick walls prevent the sun from
warming the inside. Most of the colonies which died last winter in chaff
hives, would have been saved by this
process.
As to putting bees in their winter
depositories, I think that nobody will
deny that it is better to put them in
the cellar immediately after they have
enjoyed a good flight, than when their
intestines are already partly filled,
like to know on what Mr.
his idea of the rearing
of brood giving the dysentery to bees.
I

would

Heddon bases
Hamilton,

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping in Nebraska.

I

:

§,

1VM STOLLEY.
enclose 3 samples of plants; two
excellent honey
yielding plants, and the third is a variety of grass of which 1 also would like
to learn the true name and its value.
No 1. is a flowering shrub or vine,
which blooms from early spring till
frost, and in dry seasons in particular,
is very productive in honey yielding
flowers. I took this plant with me to
our State Fair, and consulted the beekeepers there present, as to its true
name, but all differed very much in
opinion, and therefore I appeal from
their verdict to Prof. Cook for a final
I

of

them represent

judgment.
No. 2. is a very late flowering plant,
and is represented by various varieties in this section of our State, and is
eagerly sought for by bees, in fact, is
our best honey producing plant late
I take it to be an aster,
in the fall.
but desire to be assured of it, or stand
corrected.
commenced in the spring of 1880
I
with 2 weak colonies of black bees,
increased recklessly to 8 colonies in
the first season. I found that nearly
all were very deficient in winterstores
in the fall of ls.su, some colonies having
not more than about 5 lbs. of honey ;
when, after becoming a reader of the
American Bee Journal, l learned"
a little of " what was indespensable
I fed night and day
to winter safely.
coffee A sugar syrup, until my bees
had from 15 to 80 pounds of stores.
This was done as late as the middle of
October; besides, 1 made the blunder
ol trying as late as the latter part of
October to Italianize 2 of my best
colonies, but after waiting in vain for
16 days for the arrival of my Italian
queens (at $4 each), I reinstalled my
black queens, and by the 19th of November I packed my bees in my newconstructed bee house in wheat chaff,
leaving an opening for the bees to fly

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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at pleasure. They were contracted by
division boards and covered Willi nice
woolen quills over tie frames, and lie
supers filled with chaff around the outside of the hive; about 12 inches was
packed closely with chaff and straw,
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the other headings.
The next sults with hybrids; in fact. I never
space is for writing the number of the had a very light-colored queen, purely
hive to which the queen is removed, mated, anil whose bees were very yeli'ii her in a colony or for any purpose.
low, that gave me a pound of honey
The next is for writing the age of the in sections. I have had very dark
queen, and the next two for the race Italians that done well in sections.
and then I shaded the entrance with
of
s and the particular strain reHow it would be with the extractor I
a board. Thus my bees remained ion
spectively. Then follows live narrow am unable to say. as 1 have never used
days without a Bight, and on Feb. 1,
spaces headed respectively. Industry, one. Extracted honey has no sale
all but 2 colonies showed some signs
Prolilieness, Hardiness, (ient leness. here, as long as comb honey is in the
of dysentery. On March 1. it being
Beauty. I use 100 as a standard and market. Perhaps if people could lie
the first warm day since their conmark my queens by that, and I can brought to see that extracted honey is
finement, I cleared away all the snow
It'll
in less than a minute just what a better and more healthy, it would he
in front of my bee house lor about 20
queen is and how valuable. This is better for us all, as I am quite sure we
feet wide, tore down the front wall,
what has enabled me to breed up my could get more honey by the use of the
and opened the entrances of the hives
present superior strain of Italians.
extractor. I think I shall try it in a
fully. Soon the air was tilled with
I have given this brief description small way another season.
bees, and I verily believe that this
in order to draw out friendly criticism,
Mechanic Falls, Me., Oct. 24, 1881.
They all came
flight saved my oees.
as I do not doubt but that some of you
through strong in number, compared
may be able to suggest improvements.
For the American Bee Journal.
with the condition they were in when
1 think Mr. Newman can get
up just
Preparing Bees for Winter.
they went into winter quarters. But menced brood rearing in earnest until such a book as we want, and if beethe two queens which had been kept the weather has been such that they keepers will use it, and base their rew. H. STOUT.
16 days in October and November could fly nearly every day, and I am ports upon it, we may arrive somefrom their colonies, proved to be dead, strongly inclined to the opinion that where near the truth as regards the
and I had to unite them with other Prof. Cook's idea of early brood rear- value of the different strains of bees.
I have wintered my bees successcolonies.
ing being one of the prime causes of
My bees are all ready for their win- fully for several seasons by preparing
ter quarters, and in a few days we them as follows
So I commenced the spring of 1881 loss in wintering, is correct.
Contract the brood chamber to or 7
with 6 colonies have, with the aid of
As I stated at the Convention, I do not shall put them in. Having kept them
20 pounds of Dunham comb founda- believe the loss of bees in winter can breeding very late, they will go into frames in which have 20 to 25 pounds
tion, and 2 Italian and 1 Cyprian queen be traced to any one cause. Of course winter quarters strong in bees and honey, cut a hole of about
inch
(bought from Rev. A. Salisbury), by the fewer causes of loss we have pres- with plenty of good food. I know of through each comb about 2 inches bemeans of artificial increase, now 14 ent with our bees, the more certain no reason why I cannot winter them low top bar, lay a stick about 8 inches
colonies in the best of condition. will we be of wintering safely, and I as successfully as I did last winter. long,
inch square across top of
Seven colonies are very heavy, and am glad Prof. Cook has called atten- My Holy Land bees outstrip every- frames, cover with sheeting, woolen
when they are contracted into proper tion to the fact of too-early brood rear- thing as breeders. I have one colony cloths or quilts, then an old sack of
space for wintering, considerable sur- ing being one of those causes.
which has 5 good frames of sealed loose texture containing about a bushel
plus will be taken from them, while
Williamstown, Iowa, Oct. 28, 1881.
brood and larvae, and several others of oat chaff pressed in close, then the
cover or cap with a hole lf4 inch bored
my weakest colonies have plenty of
which have 4 frames.
at each gable end, and covered inside
stores to winter on.
Coleraine, Mass., Nov. 1, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.
with
wire cloth for ventilation.
I have come to the conclusion, that
bees will do well, even in this part of
Around the hive a box, about 6 inches
Apiary
Record
Book.
For the American Bee Journal.
Nebraska, if properly handled, and by
space all around for packing, which is
Would it be an Honest Transaction? filled with oat chaff and covered to
the growing of melilot, borage, buckE. A. THOMAS.
wheat and other suitable honey proprevent getting wet. For entrance,
WILLIAM CAIRNS.
ducing plants. I am convinced that
have a 5-inch bottomless trough 7
seems
to be a much-felt want
There
apiculture here, will pay better than
inches long, about 5 inches wide and4
want
which
among
bee-keepers,
and
a
the growing of wheat and other grains.
I notice the following editorial re- inches high inside.
has hitherto never been met, and that
My Cyprian colony, so far, has done is
marks in Gleanings for Oct., page 496
My hives are mostly simplicity style
a
neat, tasty record book for the
for
far
the
best of all. Their queen is by
" The Holy Land bees certainly have 2 story, movable cap, frames. 10J^xl4
most prolific, and I have failed to find apiary. Cannot our friend, the editor some strong points of difference that inches. I pack chaff about 6 inches
of the Bee Journal, get us up such a
higher than the brood chamber. Durthe Cyprians less amicable than my
neatly and durably bound with promise well. We often send them
Italians; but my experience is too book,
ing the winter I keep the snow from
headings
all ready for use ?
printed
I out to fill orders, and I have never yet
brief to be conclusive, and I will try
entrance, and on fair days
numerous correspond- heard them called anything else than the cover from outside box I remove
them another season before I can speak am sure, from
and cap
subject, that such a book nice Italians. The bees would please
ence
on
the
intelligently.
from hive, to dry the packing as the
with a ready sale among almost anybody in appearance, and we
would
meet
quite
variety
of
seeds
have
sowed
a
I
moisture passes through the chaff and
those who are desirous of improving have never yet had a complaint of
for honey producing plants, and found
their being cross, like some of the settles on top like frost.
borage (the seeds of which was sent or keeping up the standard of their Cyprians."
If the weather is mild enough, we
It should be in convenient form
me by the Agricultural departmental bees.
take the bags with chaff off, and exin the pocket, so that the
for
carrying
Now,
are
we
to
understand
the
by
Washington), to do exceedingly well.
pose to sun and air until "dry. This
Ever since June up till date. Bo- apiarist can have it with him while at above that, should we order from Mr. had best be done only on days when
and
take, it out, make an entry Root an Italian queen he is to send us
work
are
to
rage is full of bloom, and bees
the bees can fly, as to work around
again to his pocket with- just what lie chooses, and it is all right
be found on from early morning till and return it
the hives will likely disturb them and
out minding the time. Such a book so long as we do not know the differlate in the evening.
break the cluster, which should be
used
in order to be apprecia- ence ? That is on a par with the daimust
be
Melilot, of which I have sown 1 acre,
guarded against. I usually leave
ted, and I am satisfied that no one, ryman who would ship a customer a
has come on well, and I am anxious to
them packed until the weather is setit, will be willtub of oleomargarine, and would consee how it will winter, and then turn after having once used
tled and the bees find some honey and
years
give
it up.
For
many
I
himself
that
the
customer
would
ing
to
sole
catout next summer. I rind that my
pollen.
have kept a careful record of every not know the difference between that
tle have commenced to feed upon melDuring warm days in March, I place
queen and colony in my apiary, using and good butter.
ilot, and would eat it clean if I would
rye and oats chopped together, where
tor that purpose a small memorandum
Rockland, N. Y.
let them. The specimen. No. 1, which
the bees can work at it in sheltered
book which I ruled and headed myI have sent you for identification, does
places, and they work at it quite readself.
There are many advantages to
it is
best on very high and dry land
For the American Bee Journal.
ily.
By this plan I have wintered sucderived
from
keeping
such
a
book,
be
not injured by drouth, but on the concessfully and had early swarms, while
important of which is
Bee Items from Maine.
trary is benefitted by it after it is well among the most
most bees around me were either dead
which a queen
established, and then yields an abund- the accuracy with
or very weak the past season.
S. H. HUTCHINSON.
ance of honey, and is visited by bees showing any remarkable qualities
Pine Creek, Pa.
every day and at all times during the may be traced, and the help it affords
and
I
am
a
constant
reader
the
bee-keeper
in
selecting
rearof
the
Weekly
day but I do not know anything as to
Bee Iournal. Bee-keepers of Maine,
the quality of its honey. I think ing the finest drones and queens.
US" We consult the best good of our
While examining a gentleman's or at least those in this section, have readers in recommending them to now
enough of it to plant at least 1 acre
bees last summer, my attention was not had very great success in obtain- secure the valuable and important inwith this shrub this fall.
called to a remarkably fine queen, and ing a large crop of honey, but we have formation and most interesting readGrand Island, Neb.
I inquired what stock she sprung not entirely failed in this respect.
including a thousand or
[No. 1 is matrimony vine (Lycium from ?
We know nothing of the large yields ing matter,
pleasing and instructive en" Well," said he, " I really don't of honey that bee-keepers report in more of
vulgare); No. 2 is aster, and the grass,
gravings and sketches, that can be obknow I wish I did, for I want to get other States, but what we do obtain tained at a trifling expense in the
as Prof. Beal tells me, is Bromus ciliasome more queens of the same party." we get a fair price for we readily ob- American Agriculturist. This is not
tus, a poor species of grass.— A. J.
tain 25 to 30 cents per pound for all merely a farm and garden journal, but
"How old is she? "
" I can't tell you that, either."
the comb honey we can produce. So,
Cook.]
useful to every house keeper
" Don't you keep a record of the age if we do not get as many pounds, it is is is very
and to every household in village or
"
in some degree made up to us in price.
of your queens V
It has an entertaining and
For the American Bee Journal.
" Yes, I have intended to keep a Our bees have done quite well here country.
useful department for the little ones.
Too-Early Brood Rearing.
record of them on the hives, but by this season. If we can obtain, say, 25 It is a journal that pays to take and
changing hives, etc., they have got lbs. of comb honey per colony and one read. Its constant, persistent expoo. o. POPPLETON.
good swarm, with plenty of good honey sures of humbugs and swindling
badly mixed."
Happening to have my book in my for winter, we feel satisfied. I find, schemes are worth far more than the
I judge from what Mr. Kohnkesays pocket, I showed and explained it to by looking around among the neighcost of the paper. The 41st annual
on page 339 of the Bee Journal, that him, when he exclaimed
boring bee-keepers, that the Italians volume begins Jan. 1, but those sub" Why, I would give a good deal if and hybrids are the best off by far in
he has misunderstood Prof. Cook's rescribing now for 1882 get the rest of
marks on how pollen is detrimental to I had such a record of my bees ex- the line of honey for winter. The this
year free. Terms $1.50 a year
bees in winter. I did not understand tending back 5 years or so."
blacks have done very poorly in this four copies §5 (English or German
Prof. Cook to say that he thought
The following is a description of my section as a rule.
edition). Single copy, 15 cts.
" the presence of a large amount of book
Each number or stand occuThose who like black bees can keep
pollen would induce bees to gluttony pies two opposite pages, and has two them, I want none in mine. For comb
^* The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
and cause sickness," but think he sta- spaces at the left for dates, and then a honey give me a good hybrid, from a
ted as his opinion that such is not the wide space for any remarks which pure Italian queen mated with a black Convention will be held at McKinney,
case. His idea was that the presence would not properly belong under any drone. I have always had the best re- Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.
t

I

of pollen was apt to induce bees to
breed largely early in the season, and
that this too-early raising of brood
was. in his opinion, a common cause
Of dysentery, followed, of course, by
spring dwindling and loss. I do not
attempt to give his exact words, but
the above is a concise statement of
his views as l understood them.
If
understood him wrongly, the Professor
can easily correct me in the next issue
of the Journal.
I have lost so few colonies during
the (>ast ti or 7 winters, that I have
had little opportunity of observing
how far pollen may be detrimental to
bees, but I pay no attention to whether
there are large or small amounts of
pollen in the combs selected for wintering. I have noticed, however, that
of late years my bees have not com-
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with tops and bottoms well
The top has a hole and
collar to admit of an inch cork. If
necessary, this cork can be secured in
with a coat of plaster of Paris on top,
within the collar. When honey arrives in a leaky condition witli everything smeared up, it generally goes to

tin cans,

soldered on.

Kentucky State Convention.
SECOND DAY.

The committee on nominations recommended the following, who were
elected by ballot
President -Dr. N. P. Allen.
Secretary— Wm. Williamson.

Treasurer— I.

B. Nail.

First Vice President— Dr. L. E. Brown.
County Vice Presidents— Dr. Dlllard. Fayette;
s.
H. H. Littel. Jefferson; Thos. Snyder. Logan; L.
Collins. Spencer; Dr. Keene. Woodford; Key^
Johnson, Boone; W. P. Pelham, Mason; Mr Bar-

Wayne; Dr. J. R. Larue, Bath 1. N. Green.
Barren; Alex. Sayers. Nelson; .las. Erwln. Allen;
L. T. Mobberly. Hardin; J. D. Davis. Cumberland.
tleson.

:

Dr. Allen, in taking the chair, after
reelection, returned thanks and asked
the Society to aid him in the work.

He thought the

people should be edu-

cated, and that there ought to be a
society in every county. In this way
only would people take an interest in
bee-keeping. He said this State Society had grown out of a small beginning at his residence, several years
ago. He said men had learned to keep
bees and produce honey simply by the
He
interest taken in the Society.

hoped every Vice President would organize a local society in his county.
The following, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia, was read on

the cellar or back part of the store, to
remain unsold ; but when it is put up
in convenient packages that are clean
and nice, it is apt to be kept in front
where people can see it. Commission
merchants are often not as much to
blame for low prices and slow sales as
the slovenly, careless shipper.
It must not be supposed that every
grocery merchant is suitable to sell
honey. There must be a natural fitness for such business. Those who
push their business by a judicious application of printer's ink, and have a
fancy business in the retail line, are
the ones to select, particularily if
backed by a reputation for honesty
and reliability. It is best for the beekeepers of a neighborhood to center
upon the same man, so as to offer him
sufficient inducement to build up and
extend the trade. By this course, prices can better be sustained and the
market enlarged.
In many of the large cities there are
merchants who make the handling of
honey a specialty. Most of these men
are reliable, and always pay the market price.
Atlanta, Ga.

person who shall give satisfactory evidence that he has succeeded in fertilizing queens in confinement. Adopted.

Mr. G.
lowing on

W. Demaree

read the

fol-

The Several Eaces of the Honey Bee-Their
Relative Merits, Etc.

Nov.
The Cyprian bee was imported

in a state
of domestication for thousands of
years, and vet but little was known of
the several races or varieties of this
highly-prized insect until the past few
handle. Judging from my experience
years. This is not surprising to some
with these bees, I cannot but think
of us who have lived to see the mighty
their fighting proclivities have
revolution that has taken place in the that
sadly exaggerated. I have hanway of increase of knowledge and im- been them
in my own apiary, and in the
provements in all the affairs of men. dled of mv friend, Dr. Rogers, of
apiary
has
knowledge
that
It would seem
Shelbyville,"Ky., who breeds from imbeen accumulating for ages to burst
ported stock, and being a great adforth in these days like a new creamirer of the Cyprians, keeps no other
tion.
and I say emphatically, that I
Of the honey bee {Apis melifica), bees;" handle them " without annoycan
there appears to be but the one species.
ance.
This is proven by the fact that when
The Palestine or Syrian bees were
the several races or varieties of the
imported from the vicinity of Jerusaspecies come in contact, hybridization
Lebanon

:

:

1

be observed in marketing honey,
but shall only offer a few suggestions
for the seller to

think over, enlarge

upon and modify

to his particular

case.

believe there are but few places
find a market.
Dr. J., located in a
Illustration
small village in Middle Georgia, had
been keeping bees for several years,
more for pleasure than profit, but this

We

Your committee

season he concluded to run for profit,
and he found his dozen colonies of
bees paid him more money than did 2
acres in cotton. Before this he thought
he could find no market for his honey,
but after he put it up in nice shape
and offered it for sale, he had no
trouble to sell it at a fair price. Hence

that a

thanks be tendered to the able editor of the Farmers' Home Journal for reporting and giving notices
of this meeting.

Your committee recommend that all the members be requested to make a display of honey,
bees, supplies, etc., at the next meeting of the
Convention. A. Schneider. Louis Hofstetter, L.
T. Mobberly, H. H. Littell, Committee.

where honey cannot
:

recommend

The honey bee has been

the result, and the hybrid queens
are not only capable of producing progeny, but are exceedingly prolific.
While there is but the one species,
this is divided into two distinct famithe yellow, or lightlies or races, viz
colored race, and the black, or darkcolored race. To what extent these
two branches (the yellow and the
black) of the great family of the honey
bee has been effected by hybridization
in the past, is a problem to be solved
by long and careful experimenting, as
there is no history of the races of the
past upon which to base a conclusion.
The German, or common black bee,
is considered the great representative
of the dark races of bees. In a state
of nature, it is, perhaps, the purest (m
the sense of unmixed blood) race of
bees in the world. No amount of skill
will make them " sport," or show the
outcropping of mixture of blood. It
has been more generally cultivated in
the past— if bees kept in " skeps,"
gums and boxes can be said to have
been cultivated, than any other race
of bees. This, however, is no evidence of the superiority of the race,
but was owing to the energy and civilization of the people who occupied the
countries inhabited by these bees.
Although worthy of cultivation in
the
ttie absence of the superior races,
common black bee is inferior in many
of
robustness
They lack
respects.
constitution, and therefore succumb
They fail to protect
to adversity.
their comb against the ravages of the
bee moth, when the least weak or disis

:

ADULTERATION.
Littell said it should be the duty
of members to use their influence to

Mr.

get a law prohibiting adulteration of
honey, butter, etc. There is a law in
this State, but it is not enforced, and

needs amendment.
Mr. Cook moved that the President
appoint a committee to prepare a bill
covering the ground.
Mr. Williamson said there was already a law in Kentucky making a

set
ble

down

to their

trait,

whiter

and that

is

they produce
the superior

comb honey than

A

lem, Bethlehem and Mount
by Mr. Jones in the spring and summer of 1880. Mr. Jones, in his enthusiasm as an importer of valuable races
of bees, visited the "Bible Land" in
person, and selected these bees from
the several places named. They belong to the yellow race, and resemble
the Italians and Cyprians very much,
though it is said that they are smaller
in size. The queens are exceedingly
prolific, and are likely to be great

swarmers. Of their working qualities
I am unable to speak from experience,
though I doubt not but that they have
many good qualities.
The coming bee will certainly be a
cross between the Italian, Cyprian and
Syrian bees. This must be so, as the

now at
The Cyprians have been intro-

legitimate result of the causes

work.

duced in

same

the

and are being bred in
apiaries with the Italians in

Italy',

home. While the Syrian
bees have been taken to the island of
Cyprus, and all three of the races are
being bred together all over this counWho will be able to separate
try.
them V The gentleness and industry
of the Italian, the robustness of the
Cyprian, joined to the prolific, swiftwinged Syrian will give us the " coming bee," which will be the pride of
the American apiarist.
Christiansburg, Ky.

their native

REPORTS OF VICE PRESIDENTS.
D. Davis, Cumberland Co., re-

J.

ported a heavy loss of bees last winter,
a good honey crop this season, a large

increase of colonies, and rich fall harvest. Bees are in good condition for
winter.
.
a
I. N. Greer, Barren Co., reported
short
a
association
county
;
flourishing
crop of honey, but bees in good condilion for winter.
James Erwin, Allen Co., reported
that the poor season last year, together with the unprecedentedly cold
weather, was so disastrous in its results as to cool the ardor of tyros in
bee-culture. Probably three-fourths
of the bees in his section perished.
His loss was comparatively nothing,
as he had sold off most of his bees last

races do. This is owing to the fact,
that in capping the honey cells, they
lay on the wax more unsparingly, and
the surface is whiter thereby, in the
same way that a thick coat ot white
paint gives a whiter surface than a
thinner one.
The Italian bee was first introduced
into this country about the year I860,
and though sold at first at fabulous fall. The honev harvest in this localprices, gained in favor rapidly, and
We are
ity has been verv moderate.
has spread its influence throughout
having a rich fall harvest. Bees will
our vast domain. The Italian belongs
excellent
go into winter quarters in
to the yellow race of bees. To the
His bees increased to
condition.
beauty and docility of this race of bees double the number he had in the
state
advanced
the
for
indebted
we are
spring, and gave an average of 30 lbs.
of bee science more than to any other
per colony.
cause, except the inventive genius of
Mr. Williamson offered the followthe immortal Langstroth. The pure
ing
Italian bee has all the traits ot perResolved. That in order to educate the youth of
fection, superior length of tongue, is our State and the country at large in the science
powerbeautiful,
bee-culture, that we recommend to the Presigentle,
of
industrious,
dent and board of directors of the *tate Agriculful for strength and full of courage. tural and Mechanical College, a department in apiand that an apiary be established at the
Previous to the importation of the culture, grounds
in Lexington; that lectures be
college
Italian, it was thought that the bee given, and practical lessons in apiculture be given
that a committee ne appointed to
moths would finally exterminate the to the students;
and directors of our
President
with the
honey bees in this country. But time confer
State college.
the
that
shown
has
experience
and
The resolution was adopted, and the
fault was with the native bees rather
committee appointed Wm.
than the increase of the bee moths. following
G. W. Demaree and Dr.
The Italian is abundantly proof against Williamson,
E. Brown.
the bee moth, and has conquered a L.
Mr. Williamson offered the followlasting peace between the apiarist and

penalty of $50 for first offense, and
$100 for second offense. It was only
necessary for members of this society
to see that it is enforced.
Messrs. Demaree, Mobberly and
Hofstetter thought there were so
many difficulties in the way of executing the law that it would remain a
dead letter, and that honey would sell
on its own merits, and the name of
the producer would be the best protection honey could have.
The resolution was adopted and the
President appointed G. W. Demaree,
Chairman, W. Williamson and I. B.
Nail.
Mr. Hofstetter moved that this assuch test is no guarantee of security.
formidable enemy.
We prefer from J to 5-gallon square sociation offer a prize of $25 to any his once

believe it is always possible to
build up and increase home markets.
Such markets, as a general thing, are
always the best— they save freights
and commissions.
It often becomes necessary to consign our honey to commission merchants, or to ship to distant markets,
When this course is required, it
etc.
should be put up in the best possible
manner. If shipped in wooden vessels,
they should not be larger than from
10 to 20 gallon kegs, and should be
made out of the best material, so they
barrel that will hold
will not leak.
water may not hold honey, and hence

we

di-

rectly to this country from the Island
of Cyprus, in the summer of 1880, by
Mr. D. A. Jones, of Canada, than
whom no apiarist has done more for
the bee-keeping interest, as an imThe
porter and breeder of bees.
Cyprians belong to the yellow race.
Whatever may be said to the contrary,
they differ but little in appearance
from the Italians, and what has been
said of the latter race may truthfully
be said of the Cyprians, except that
they are not so quiet and pleasant to

Dr. L. E. Brown stated that he saw
Dr. Drane's shipments. The barrels
Marketing Honey.
were coated with wax on the inside,
Whether the production of an arti- and
the extracted honey allowed to
cle is profitable or not, depends altostand before barreling.
gether upon the demand for it. The
Mr. Demaree said it was not necdemand for an article is generally gov- essary
to wax the barrel, as soft wood
erned by its utility how far it admin- barrels could be used. His plan was
and
isters to the health, comfort
to allow his honey to stand in hot
pleasure of the purchaser, and the exweather at least one week, when the
tent it pampers to the fashion of socihoney is drawn from bottom. He pregeneris
article
ety. The sale of an
fers 100-lb. casks, or small glass jars
appearcharacter,
its
upon
ally based
for local trade. At first he could not
ance or representation.
extracted honey, but now cannot
The successful and wide-awake mer- sell
supply the trade.
chant grades his goods and puts them
The report of the committee on supup in the most attractive form to plies was received and read as folplease his customers. His salesmen
lows
also possess a knowledge of the qualiTour committee have examined the supplies on
ties of the goods, and are able to repexhibition, and desire to especially call attention
resent to the customer the merits of to them;
observatory
Wm. Hamilton, Louisville. Ky.. has
the article offered for sale. Thanks nuclei
of Cyprian bees and queens; foundation mato our apicultural literature and bee- chine; « cases of nice honey in 1 and l!lb. secone-piece seckeepers' societies, our honey pro- tions; Isham sections glassed, and
ducers are generally learning how (as "br. A. W. Kaye. of Pewee Valley, Ky.. and 2-lh
dove-tailed sections of honey, brood
well as the necessity) to put up their unbiassed
frames, frames for sections, and one-piece secproduct in a convenient and neat
Mr. A. Schneider. Louisville, Ky., a beautiful disshape, observing all the conditions to play
of extracted honey.
have it clean and inviting in appearMr L. T. Mobberly. of Long Grove, Ky.. exhibiof extracted honey from the narrow
ance. With many persons, this latter ted a bottle
leaf or water oak, extracted late in September.
condition has more influence than
A display of foundation by Charles Dadant & Son, couraged, and at all times and under
Hamilton, III.
„ _
and
prime quality.
The American Bee Jochnal. B'l-Keepen all circumstances they are fidgety
In this short paper, we have no time Manazine. Bet-Keepers' Guide, and Bee. Keepers irritable in temperament. There is
distribution.
for
free
table
the
to refer to all the particulars necessary Instructor were on
account one valuavote of
to

9,

:

ing,

which was adopted

Farmers' Horn,- .rournoLol
be the "metal State organ, ami thai
permit our Slate are requested to write
the
pubnoon- aiul papers from time to time to he
requesloo, eO In BUtd ofeclRl organ, ami that all are
ted to subscribe tor It.

Kiwlml,

Tlint the

Louisville,
I
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blood, which, in total failure in his occupation; but
Michigan society, gives us the best sight to Phoenicia, and German
should that discourage him ? Should
lilies, worked down from
He states that the natives the course of centmay
of our object.
reckon the present that make him give up a business for
north.
We
of the isle of Formosa, off the coast ol Ihe
finerace as one sixth German,
which he has been fur same time perChina, have a yellow -banded bee 01 such Palestine
one-third African. Their fecting himself: and for which, pergentleness that they allow the bees two half Asiatic, and
a large
plainly
show
rapid
movements
the
haps, lie is peculiarily adapted? N'o
entrances, one opening inward into
Asiatic blood, and their
L'ersevei'Uiioe, dexterity and economy
house. The hives are built into house percentage of
to
strongly
pretty
points
warm temper
walls, as in other countries, as a security
will bring us success in almost every
off
Africa.
this
in
far
against theft. I take it that
we enAlong the line from the Caucasus to Ve- legitimate business in which
eastern island wo have the Asiatic bee, or
bonier, we find va- gage.
Apis linlica, in its finest and purest straiu. nice, a pretty lengthy
as
Gentlemen, one of the most importwould be rious sub-races, which may be regarded
If we want this bee, Formosa
crosses— more German blood ad- ant subjects for us to discuss is, "Overjust the place to send for it. It is the only second
or
Caucasian,
the
or
Palestine
ded
to
the
regularity
is
stocking our range With bees." Can
place yet reported where it
may, without to both combined.
1 say it can. with bees as
it be done?
kept as a domestic bee.
some
Germans
having
already
Cyprus,
well aware
very great uncertainty, describe the primas with animals. I
to have imported well
seems
state,
wild
in
a
bee,
yellow-banded
itive Asiatic as a
and sumac harEgypt, after the stock that during our sage
somewhat smaller in size thah either the domestic bees from
had been pretty badly Africanized, vest it would require a huge number
German or theAfrican, very energetic and thereclimate
the nectar
is a trying one, and the sea of colonies to gather all
The
prolific, but too much given to swarming,
millions of flowers that
recent infusions of blood,
and willing to live in colonies too small has kept off all one of the most fixed and from the
and the result is
in our mountains ; but as this
for the best results in honey culture.
may bloom
composite races.
great How of nectar does not continue
Hi-ones of this race are dark colored. The uniform of the
oneGerman,
one-sixth
as
reckon
them
-trong point of the race seems to be their
very long, it is unwise to have more
and one-half African. I wish
wonderful disinclination to sting— ap- third Asiatic, interesting fact, contribu- bees than can go on with brood-rearthe
proaching almost to the heroic forbear- to mention
buckMr. Henderson, of Ten- ing after the sage, sumac and
ance which so surprises us in ordinary ted, I believe, bv
or before
that before a Cyprian bee had been wheat have ceased to bloom,
nessee,
wing,
on
the
when
workers,
The
queens.
I think thatitis
to America, bees practically iden- they come in bloom.
are very quick and agile, contrasting brought
markings and temper, were pro- admitted by some of our principal
strongly with the somewhat blundering tical in
shows
This
duced from Italian parentage.
apiarists that a given point can be
movements of the Germans and Italians.
original ingredients of the two overstocked, and those that are fortuThe African bee, if I am correct, is only that the
similar, the diversity being
are
races
cross,
first
of
its
means
known to us by
nate enough to count their colonies by
mainly by the ingredients being
the Egyptian bee. Most likely the pure caused
the hundreds, divide them into sepaand
by
proportions,
different
in
mixed
wilds
the
race could readily be found in
rate, apiaries.
influences.
climatic
inan
Although
Abyssinia.
or
of Soudan
This season of drouth, though very
The possession of Italy by a yellowvisible element of our calculation, we will
banded race is geographically a little cu- hard on the. majority of bee-keepers,
little larger
read his character thus
bee-disease,
surmise that some
will, I hope, teach us this— not to push
than the Asiatic, and like that race yel- rious. I
drouth had nearly extermi- our honey on the market all at once,
low banded, prolific and vigorous ; it is or some great
the original German race from but to hold for more remunerative
the exact opposite of the Asiatic in tem- nated
domestic bees were
perfect fiend, in fact, who seems to Italy just before
!

The committee on resolutions offered

the following, which were adopted:

That the thanks of this association be
Minrtnness and the manat-ersot the
Louisville Exposition lor courtesies tendered the
...invention, and fin the use of the press room to
hold li- sessions in. That the thank- of this -ocietv are due Col. I. B. Null, editor of the Pawners'
Honu Jowrnal, for publl-hlng the programme, ana
not ho- oi the meeting In ins valuable paper, mat
honey, us
we appreciate the reports of bees and Bur
ail ot
made liv Commissioner Bowman, of the are due
to
Agriculture lor Kentucky. And thanks
ot
the citv paiiers for publishim: items of interest tor
society
this
Convention. To the ofBeers of
plea-ant
their efTorts to make this meeting both
and protltnhlc. That the Farmers' Horns Journal
and the AMKIUOAN BEE JOURNAL be requested to
meeting.
of
this
publish the proceedings
Re.soh'ed, That we recommend to farmers una
bee-keepers the importance of preserving honey
and
producing trees, shrubs and plants for shade the
ornamental purposes, and that we recommend
maple as
olunting of such trees as llnden.poplarand roadside.
sreiilo tree- upon the farm and along the
bee-keepers in
f?es,Wi'e,l That we recommend to
on
Kentucky and southern Indiana to winter bees
chatT
the summer stands with blankets or light
cushions over the brood chamber.
KfsnlTfti,

tendered

t'ol.

„

.

We

am

We

On motion of Mr. Williamson, the
Central Bee-Keepers' Association was
consolidated with this Association.
The next meeting will be held in
Louisville, the executive committee
to lix the time.
On motion. Mr. Win. Cook was reA
quested to write and publish in the
Farmer*,' Home Journal an article on
"
" Who shall keep bees ?
On motion, it was requested that all per—a
members of the Society add to the have got his manners by associating with
membership by getting the names and the king of Dahomey. As some of our
yellow drones, and
fees, and forward same to the treas- composite bees have
both the other primitive races have black
urer.
,
i
that the drones of
assume
should
I
drones,
adjourned, to meet at
:

The meeting

the call of the executive committee.
Read before the National Convention.
Origin of our Present Races of Bees.
E. K.

HASTY.

the African race are yellow.
Having now our three elements, we will
mixtry to trace the probable method of
ture. Reverting for the moment to Forcan
aborigines
if
that
remark
mosa, we
keep bees now, we may suppose that they
Beeago.
years
could keep bees 4,000
keeping probably began in Asia at a very
early date, and with the gentle Asiatic bee

brought in. These latter were probably
brought from Carthage, a voyage which
with favorable winds was sometimes made
The imported bees multiplied
in 3 days.
so greatly that they were able to form a
nearly equal cross with the decimated naThis, if we have figured theEaypttives.
ian race correctly,

would make the

Italian

bee one-half German, one-sixth Asiatic,

and one-third African. Repeated experiments in careful hands have shown that
an even cross between the Egyptian and

German does produce indubitable
ians.

Ital-

prices.

When

it

comes

to the quality

of

honey, Southern California need not
blush to compare her honey with that
which is produced in any other part
of the world. It is acknowledged in
all markets where it has been tried
that California honey is unsurpassed.

We

have the quality, and on an aver-

age we have, the quantity
Having the best honey in the world,
let us put it on the market in a good,
neat and suitable package, thereby
creating such a demand for our honey
that the doleful cry of overstocking
the market will be changed to the

Reports from time to time have apmade on purpose
long before any Italians were
be handled. But who carried the art to peared, that
to America, there were yellowbrought
Carthage
other Continents, to Egypt and
forests of Arkansas.
and elsewhere ? Most likely the Phoeni- banded bees in the promptly poh-pohed cheerful inquiry of, "
is the deSuch stories were
cians, those universal Yankees of the early
well worn ghost of mand to be supplied r " To me. the
like
the
but
beedowu
of
idea
the
ages, disseminated both
and
ever
stay down ;
future prospect of the California beekeeping and the Asiatic bee. The gentle tragedy, they won't
same statement comes again. keeper was never more promising than
bee thus introduced into the north of Af- anon the
an article in
was
one,
which
last
The
overalmost
and
crossed
near future, apiculture
rica, was soon
many months ago, now. In thea game
of chance as it has
whelmed by the diabolical native bee, pro- "Gleanings" of not
will not be
all. The
of
definite
most
the
perhaps,
was,
exthat
ducing the present Egyptian race
few good seasons
respects a superior race. been in the past.
some
in
bees
were
as
far
as
Africa
of
north
the
tends along
were redder than the and proper management will enable
Morocco. We mav reckon the Egyptian Their colored bands
bands ; and what is most start- us to issue from darkness into light,
bee as one-third Asiatic, nearly two-thuds Italian
just what might be expected therefore let us
African, and a slight dash of German, ob- ling, as it is
oriental
race, the bees themselves
of an
tained by way of Syria.
..
Faint not! for to the steadfast soul
,
bees. Did the
Come wealth and honor and renown.
Meantime, the German and Asiatic bees were smaller than other
they reached our Paciwere meeting at the boundary line of their Phoenicians, when
bee
their
looking over this assembly, I see
bring
ago,
In
years
fic
shores
3,000
a
territories, in the Caucasus, and forming
And did the bee, after be- but few of the fair sex. Why is it so?
?
new race without human intervention. with them
survive
in
still
Mexico,
as one- coming extinct in
Are we all bachelors, or still worse,
We may reckon the Caucasian bee without
the more favorable climate of the Red woman-haters? No!
Most fervently
half German and one-half Asiatic,
Surely, after finishing up
any admixture of the African. This bee River country ?
I hope that neither charge can be laid
ourbrace
might
we
Java,
and
seems to have taken the mild disposition Ceylon
door.
task of exploring dark and at our
of its Asiatic parent almost without selves to the
Let us in the future induce as many
Associatraveler speaks of repeated distant "Arkansaw." Cannot the
change.
can ; also invite
find somebody— a reckless fellow who ladies to attend as we
efforts to get a sting from them, all end- tion
life much, and so steeped them to take part in our discussions.
ing in failure, until, having reached the don't count his
him,
eat
won't
that
in England the
that cannibals
You all are aware
region of the Black Sea, he got the cove- in tobacco
go and see if they still have the President of the British Bee-Keepers'
ted sting by getting down on his hands who will
king Ethbaal ?
Burdette-Coutts
and knees and blowing into a hive. Even bee of queen Dido andwould remark that Association, Mrs.
In conclusion, I
whose fame is
then he reflected that he was outside of
is a lady
this essay Bartlett,
traversed
in
ground
the
much
of
bees
the
probably
In the United States,
world-wide.
mountains into Oregon. The Canadian Caucasus proper, and
ot
is ground from which positive data cannot
building
the
in
Excess
pure.
not
were
prairies,
has
moose, however, not fond of
The hearer will understand some of our best apiarists are ladies.
cells, and in swarming, seems to be be collected.
left the Coloradan elk pretty much undis- queen
assertion is not intended, I am confident that by exerting ourthe weak point of this race, a hundred that positive
turbed.
ladies to
,
found
in a hive even when the language takes the form of selves, we could induce the
been
having
cells
we
queen
proper,
subject
Turning now to the
Professional bee-keepers assertion, instead of the form of hypothe- grace our Conventions.
note that around the cradle of the human at one time.
well as
occasion to import the Caucasian, sis. Theories have their uses as
Before closing, allow me to say that
race in Armenia, Syria and Egypt, 3 great have no
with the idea that demonstrations, and as plausible theory,
continents converge. It is not to be ex- but I am impressedwould like it. Many I commend these deductions to the au- it is my great desire that peace and
people
pected that eacli continent would have Us some of our
harmony may prevail during our Connot the time to keep dience.
characteristic bee. It is also presumable persons who have
vention, and that the time spent here
Richards, O.
rule, would be glad to raise honey
by
primbees,
three
the
lines
border
the
that along
may be both profitable and pleasant,
own tables, and either this bee or
itive races would, in different proportions, for their
prove best adapted
so that when the time comes for each
mingle with each other, forming in the the pure Asiatic may Increase from one
Marketin
Overstocking—
g.
bees
one of us to go our different paths, we
process of time additional races. This is to such. Letting
and
summer,
the
during
dozen
to
a
The Cau- hive
may have nothing to regret, but that
the gist of the present paper
half of them to appropriate
At the District Bee-Keepers' Asso- we have to part.
casian, the Palestine, the Egyptian, the closing out
provery
not
is
Cyprian and the Italian bees formed by their stores in the fall,
Southern California, Presior very elevating business, but ciation of
varied crossings of the three primitive gressive
legitimate, nevertheless. I know dent J. E. Pleasants gave an address,
perfectly
Africa.
and
Asia
Europe,
of
bees
will serowl at tins
<HT The Michigan State Bee-KeepThe primitive bee. of Europe is the well some of our bee folks
of which the following is a synopsis :
ers' Association, will convene at Batbut, as the cook remarked
known black or German bee, so familiar suggestion,
used
to
skinning eels alive, "they're
It gives me great pleasure to wel- tle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
that we need not waste words upon it. about
in the Caucasus bees are come you on this occasion. United as
have reason to expect one of the
The Asiatic bee we will assume (but not it." Doubtless
other way.
interest in all largest and most interesting meetings
common
with entire confidence), to be the Apis In- never kept in any
a
are
by
we
Holy
the
of
bees
In early times, the
Let all arrange
dica. Central Asia, like South Africa,
let us we have ever held.
partook very strongly of that appertains to bee-culture,
seems to have been for long ages drying Land evidently
smiles to be present. All District Associatype. The Scriptures, which greet each other with pleasant
African
possibly
the
and
desert,
to
changing
and
up,
tions should send delegates. Each perso highly of the ant, never mention and sincere congratulations.
the primitive bee we are looking for has speak
or approval, but rehave come from all parts of the son should come with their best exbecome extinct, or nearly so. At any bees with admiration
These
ferocity.
peatedly advert to their
district, not only to have a happy re- perience in their hands, ready to hand
rate, we need not accept the Apis Indica,
were wholly wild. The change union, but also to debate on what will it over to the others of the fraternity.
as Mr. Benton saw it in Ceylon. In that early bees
Palestine bee was effected interest us all.
Commutation rates are expected on
quarter of the globe, it may have been de- to the present
different infusions of
A. J. Cook, Pre*,
based somewhat by crossing with Apis by means of three
The year of 1881 will be recorded by railroads.
from
race
Asiatic
of
the
bees
blood—
wild
cannot
name
I
traveler (whose
florea.
T, F. Bingham, Sec,
the California bee-keeper as almost a
moment give), lecturing before a the northeast, the domestic bees brought

The configuration of the eartli into continents or islands lias played an important
part in adjusting the present species of
living creatures that dwell on the earth.
In North America, for instance, we have
a curious duplication of species, which is
well exhibited in the different species of
deer. We have two species of red deer,
two species of black-tailed deer, two species of elk, and two species of reindeer.
The key to this peculiarity seems to lie in
the fact that in remote ages, our continent
was divided into two continents, Canada
and Colorado, with a shallow sea between
them. Similar, but not quite identical
species grew up on the two continents
and then when the Mississippi valley became dry land, and united the two continents into one, we were provided with a
duplicate lot.
The Canadian species seem generally to
have proved much more vigorous than the
Coloradan, teaching us how the Canadian
bee-keepers will "clean us all out" if we
don't " mind our eye." The Canadian red
deer has driven the Coloradan red deer
almost into the Pacific a limited territory around Acapulo, in Mexico, containing all there is left of the species. The
Canadian black-tailed deer, retreating itself before the red deer, has driven the
Coloradan black-tailed deer over the

that seems to have been
to

How
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A
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Bees on Shares.— I intend to put my
bees in the cellar for wintering. The
cellar is a good one, but is under the
kitchen, consequently there will be
plenty of noise above them, but no
jarring. 1. Will the noise injure the
bees? 2. Suppose I sould purchase 10
A Good Honey Crop.— This has been or more good Italian colonies in the
a good season for honey. I com- spring, and give them out on shares,
menced the season with 12 colonies, what would be a fair divide in the fall
and increased to 26, taking 2,400 lbs. of honey and bees ? 3. In rearing
than one
of extracted and 576 lbs. of box honey, queens in nuclei, can more
if so, how are
in all 2,976 lbs., being an average of at a time be reared
24S lbs., and they have plenty to win- they kept till sold or wanted for your
answer in the Bee
ter on. I wintered my bees in the cel- own use? Please
John Yoder.
lar last winter, and lost but 1 colony Journal.
Oct. 12, 1881.
Springfield,
Out.,
out of 13 the others were strong. I
place
to
think the cellar is the best
[1. The noise will not injure them if
winter bees. I have all hybrids now
I had two Italian queens last spring, there is no sudden jarring.
but thev were lost in swarming. I
2. It is the custom, we believe, in
like Italians best, and shall try them running bees on shares, for
to furH. J. Smith.
again.
nish the stock of bees, and stand oneBurlington, Wis., Oct. 27, 1881.
half the expense for additional hives,

styL^MMPM

Good Honey Season.— The season,
just closed, has been a very good one
for bee-keepers in this section. The

;

;

;

A

My Method of Wintering. —I have
been requested to write my method of
wintering bees for the Bee Journal,
both bv letter and through the Journal. "I would gladly do it if I could
it is more work to do it on paper so it
could be understood than I can spare
at this time. I have, been sick for
some time, and could not go to the
National Convention on that account
I have not yet prepared our bees for
winter, and it is now 17 days past the
time we usually have it done. I always want it done by the 10th of this
month. I do not know when I will be
;

able to write

J.S.Hill.

it.

B performs

the labor, boards the help, buys
one-half the new hives, sections, etc.,
and does all the nailing. When the
receives the
division takes place,
same number of colonies originally
furnished, with one-half the increase,
honey, and accumulated property for
which he has helped to pay. This answer applies also to the queries of
Dickson Bros., Lancaster, Ont.
3. You can only rear one queen at a
time in a nucleus, and she should be

all

A

kept in the nucleus until wanted. The
nucleus should be enlarged from time
bees did pretty to time as required.— Ed.]

Mt. Healthy, O., Oct.
Well Enough.— My

sections, foundation, etc.

27, 1881.

well this year. Out of 2 colonies left
in the spring, I now have 11 by dividing but one, and all in excellent condition. I attribute their good condition to the fact that I fed them all
summer with the honey left in the

hives by the bees that perished last
winter. They vielded about 450 lbs.
of comb and 50 lbs. of extracted honey.
I sincerely hope the next winter will
be more 'favorable for our pets than
Geo. Bischoff.
the last.
Burlington, Iowa, Nov. 1, 1881.

Poor Honey Crop.— I see by the report of honey crop for 1881, that you
credit Massachusetts with 7S lbs. per
colonv. I think that you did not get
many" reports from the eastern part of
the State, as I know of several hundred colonies that have not gathered
as much as has been necessary to feed
in order to get them in condition for
winter. I started with about 50 colonies in good condition in June, and
would have obtained a good crop if
there had been any chance. White
clover yielded just enough to encourage breeding. I held them back until
after July 4, when my hives were so
full of bees that it was impossible to
keep them from swarming any longer
without considerable trouble, so I let

them come. On Aug. 5. 6, I looked
them all over and found them heavy
with brood and bees, but not much
honey, excepting in a few of my black
colonies that had been working in
surplus boxes. On Sept. l.many wen'
in a starving condition, and had to be
fed. They made a little gain on golden rod, but not enough for winter,
and I have fed them about 700 lbs. of
honey and sugar, and doubled them
down to 80 colonies, which puts them
on winter footing. One man tells me

he has fed 713 lbs. sugar, and another
that he has fed several barrels.
Wm. H. Gibbs.
Clinton, Mass., Oct. 29, 1881.

Sawdust for Wintering Bees.— My

plan will winter bees safely anywhere
without loss, and the bees will swarm
as early as April. The plan is to bury
them in sawdust set two rows of hives
backs to backs, and side by side close
as you can get them let them range
in a row from north-north-east to
south-south-west, so as to give both
sides an equal share of the sun. It is
9 o'clock before it gets warm enough
for bees to fly ; three hives can front
to the south, but none toward the
north then have a tight board wall
all around, and expose the entrance of
every hive below to give the bees a
;

;

;

spring opened late, but very tine. The
soft maple yielding better than usual,
and the weather was so fine that the
bees could work nearly every day it
was in bloom the wild willows also
yielded well, and were followed by the
white willow which yielded unusually
well, so much so, that my strongest
colonies filled and capped over combs
in the brood department with honey
from this alone. The queens, determined not. to be outdone, filled the
combs with eggs very fast, and our
colonies were soon very strong.
Gooseberries, currants, plums, cherries and apples followed— raspberries
yielded well. These were next followed bv white clover bloom which
lasted nearly 2 months, giving a magBasswood yielded
yield.
niticient
honey for only about one week, falling
short of its usual yield by more than
50 per cent. The drouth commenced
early in July, yet buckwheat and wild
flowers yielded well, so that the bees
kept breeding and storing a surplus
up to the close of the drouth. Showers early in September, brightened the
honey yielding flowers, so that the
bees stored more liberally until the
night of Oct. 18, at which time we had
our first frost. Our number of colonies now stand 8 to 1 in the spring.
Our surplus is over 50 lbs. per colony
at the opening of the honey season.
Our bees close the season very strong
in numbers and with good supply of
I can see no
well-ripened honey.
reason why they should not winter
well, if properly cared for, by being
protected from a cold winter, should
one follow. Brother bee-keepers Our
bees have done nobly for us this season. Let us do our best to make them
comfortable during winter. Successful wintering means nothing less than
successful bee-keeping. It is so with
F. A. Snell.
me at least.
Milledgeville, 111., Oct. 31, 1881.
;

!

Honey from Golden Honey Plant.— In
arranging my hives for winter, I found
two full boxes of honey on one that
was made from the golden honey plant,
the balance made from it by the other
colonies was sold some time since.
The boxes were put on about Aug. 10,
and the honey will be found nearly or

Nov.

9,

What Killed Her !—Some six weeks
ago I received a two-frame nucleus,
with a three-dollar queen in it. I put
them In a hive all was lovely bees
worked, reared brood, carried honey,
etc. A few days ago, as I came to the
hive, my choice queen was lying about
two feet from it, in company with a
yellow-jacket. I drove away the yellow-jacket, but my queen was dead.
I was in the habit of feeding on top of
the frames is it possible that a yellowjacket got into the hive and killed the
queen, while the hive was open V The
queen had some milky liquid on her
head and body, and I think had lost
her sting. Answer through the Bee
J. H. Kooker.
Journal.
Winterburn, Pa.
;

;

;

[We do not think

the yellow-jacket
if it had, it did
not carry her out. The yellow-jacket
was probably attracted to the dead
queen outside by the sense of smell.
If you look through the bees carefully
you may find the mystery explained by
the presence of another queen, which

killed the

queen

;

and

has killed your pet.— Ed. J

Prepared for Winter.— On the 10th
I weighted my 21 hives; they
showed 11 to 18>| lbs. each of bees and
honey, and on the 24th I wrapped
rags on top and between the division
boards, and left them on the summer
stands to remain during the coming
winter. I have 5 colonies of Italians,
inst.

and 14 of blacks; 5 of
their queens are old, but I hope they
will keep their families together till
spring, when I will supersede them.

2 of Syrians

The drouth was broken up here on the
30th Sept., by heavy rain, which has
continued at intervals ever since until
the last 3 days, making the creeks and
lowlands all overflow. The destruction to corn, hay and other property
will amount to many thousands of dollars in this part of the country.
have had no frost yet to hurt anything.
The heavy rains ruined the late bee
pasturage, although the buckwheat is
now blooming, and to-day is clear and
warm, at 82-. Bees are working on
the buckwheat, and the disgusted farmers are sowing and harrowing in the
winter wheat crop in a hurry, to beat
the next shower. The young white
clover is booming for next year's crop
here. I have sown two acres of melilot clover, and half an acre of golden
R. M. Osborn.
honey plant.
Kane, 111., Oct. 26, 1881.

We

quite pure. It is so peculiar in its flavor, and possesses other characterischance to fly at will ttx them away tics so different from any other kind of
before they suffer with cold leaves honey that I have tasted, that I have
and earth will do where sawdust can- concluded to express a box to you that
not be had. The sawdust can be damp you may try it and give your opinion
but must not be wet. Cram the saw- of it to the readers of the Bee JourBees Starved.— I have 10 colonies of
dust as tight as you can get it ; the nal. The box having been on the bees they were very weak in the
thickness of the wall should depend hive some time is somewhat soiled, but spring, and have not gathered enough
upon the latitude you live in. The it will give you an idea of its taste. to keep them. I fed them in July and
sawdust is generally of such a warm Watts' Chemistry, vol. 3, page 165, August, and Sept. 20th three colonies
nature that it will heat toward spring, says: " The honey of the common bee left their hives and went away. I
and if not, take it all out in the spring contains cane sugar, inverted sugar, then examined the hives; they were
at the time you want them to com- and an excess of dextro-glucose. The full of combs, but no honey. The bees
mence rearing brood, and put a case proportion of cane sugar varies with were starved out. I then commenced
around the sides of the hives, leaving the age of the honey, as it is gradually feeding what were left. They are doonly one inch space between the case converted into inverted sugar by the ing well now, and if the weather keeps
and the hives, in this space put wheat action of a ferment contained in the fine for a few days longer, they will
bran, and the sawdust in the large honey." I do not know that there has probably have a winter's supply. The
space moisten all slightly, and cram ever been a test of the different kinds weather was very dry here, we being
of honey, to determine the relative 44 davs without rain. This is my first
it as tight as you can get it, then draw
out the case so the sawdust and bran quantity of cane sugar they may con- year at bee-keeping, audi have learned
the
bran
on
top
will connect; then put
tain, biit I should judge, from the several lessons so far— some that I will
of the hives one inch thick, and all taste, that the honey gathered from not forget. I find that I have many
the sawdust over them again; tramp the golden honey plant contains a more to learn. I wish the American
larger percentage of cane sugar than Bee Journal much success.
it tight, and cover well to keep out the
John C. Burns.
rain. Spouts can be put through the either white clover or basswood honey.
to
There is another point in this connecsawdust to connect with a feeder,
Terre Haute, Ind., Oct. 25, 1881.
them
in
kind
honey
Leave
that
the
of
spring.
that
is,
tion, and
feed early in
containing the largest percentage of
till frosts are past, so as not to chill
CLUBBING LIST FOR 1882.
the brood, and I will insure your bees cane sugar may prove the best to winwill come out three times as strong, ter bees upon. G. L. Tinker, M. D.
New Philadelphia, O., Oct. 2S, 1881. We supply the Weekly American B«e Jourand you will winter bees no other way
as long as you live.
periodicals, for 1882,
[The sample section mentioned ar- nal and any of tbe following
Charles J. Lohmann.
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
rived in a dilapidated condition. The The first column gives the regular price of both.
Cameron, Mo., Oct. 28, 1881.
;

;

;

;

Short Crop.— I am now taking off my
A Light Yield."— I have now 40 colocrop of honey, and find it quite short,
perhaps owing to drouth and unprece- nies all told; I had 30 in the spring;
dented hot weather. I shall have have not taken any honey from the
about 100 lbs. of comb and 200 lbs. of new colonies, while the old ones will
extracted honey, and selling at 20c. per average about 39 lbs. Honey is about
county. I have an orI am much pleased with the Bee all sold in this
lb.
Journal as it is, and will perhaps be der now for 500 lbs. from one hotel in
town,
and
have all sold out.
this
improvements
of
more so with the
Geo. A. Russ,
Jacob Emmons.
next year.
Queeche, Vt., Oct. J8, 1881.
St. George, Kans., Oct. 19, 1881.

is of an amber color, and possesses a peculiar, rich, aromatic fla-

honey

vor.— Ed.]
Just Splendid Report.— I had 5 colonies in tne spring lost none last winter have increased to 26 colonies and
obtained 1 ,100 lbs. of honey, 400 pounds
of it being comb in 1-lb. sections.
;

;

I.

Austin, Tex., Oct.

G.

Taylor.

31, 1881.
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are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

The following

Bv A.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
up to this hour
Saturday of the previous week.
. » 9 . .
CHICAGO.
steady.
HONE V— The market Is lively and prices
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Wo quote Hunt eonio honey, in single comb
which are printed a large bee in gold, boxes, 189210 In laruer boxes 2c. less. Extracted
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. Htguc.
BEESWAX- Prime quality, 18@2'Jc.
AL. H. Newman, 072 VV. Madison St.
(jg" Articles for publication must be
NEW YORK.
written on a separate piece of paper
HONEY— The supply is full, and trade is lively.
business.
of
from items
We quote as follows White comb, in small

Journal must

SEEDS FOR

:

»20

Honey

;

State Agricultural

Plants.

:

boxes, 18(y,22c dark, in small boxes,
tracted, white, 109110.; dark, Twnc.

When

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the

new

address.

may wish

gg" Those who

to

change

from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

quality, 2lMjis»23e.
Co., 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

Tuorn &

:

183200.,

on

arrival.

Extracted,

on

for the Hair,

its falling,

has been long

that will stop

Parker's Hair Balsam,
distinguished for its purity, fully sup44w4
plies tliis want.
for.

I have procured a limited quantity of the Seed
of this new Honey Plant so highly spoken of by
Dr. G. L. Tinker, on page 307 of the Journal.

is worth
on arrival.
have paid

It may be sown broadcast in early spring or drillin. The rows may be two or three feet apart
and the seeds only a few inches apart in the rows.
It will bear to grow verv thick or if scattered will
grow larger and throw up more stalks.
Price, HO cents per pound. If sent by mail,
add 20 cents per pound tor postage.

Muth.

BOSTON.
HONEY*.— l-pound combs

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
Bold at 2(K^22c, according to quality.

BEESWAX— P

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

ime quality.

25c.
37 Chatham Street.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY.-But

on the market, and prices

little

ALFRED

are not quoted.

BEESWAX.— Southern.

pure,2lisi 22c.;

pure. 21323c.; Western,
grease wax, lie— Baltimore Market

972

West Madison

NEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO, ILL.

St..

Journal.

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New.

22@25c—

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

in 1 or 2
Indianapolis stock Review.

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

HONEY.— The supply and demand are alike
nominal.
BEESWAX — Best light 23025C— Philadelphia

lb.

sections,

BIND YOUR JOURNALS
ANI>

PHILADELPHIA.

KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Merchants' Guide.

CLEVELAND.

Examine the Date following your
nanie on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at adiscount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

HONEY— We

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY—

being made

within
Retail sales are
range of quotations. Wholesale buyers give offer-

no attention.
quote white comb, 16020c; dark to go- d.10®

ings little or

We

Extracted, choice to extra white, 9<aloc;
dark and candied, 7<«,8c. BEESWAX— 23<s)25c

14c

Premiums.— For a club

we

of 2, weekly

give a copy of "Bees and

for a club of

5,

weekly,

we

Honey

Stearns

;"

Jt

Smith.

423

Front Street.

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

50c.
85e.
TBc.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 1**1
For Bee Journal of 1*82
Address,

will give a

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

974

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street,

Chlcaco,

III.

Local Convention Directory.

;

Women are Everywhere Using and
recommending Parker's Ginger Tonic,

Time and Place

1881.

of Meeting.

Nov. 30 -S. W. Wisconsin, at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

PARKEW GINGER

INS!

1

JanTlo-Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

<g" It would save us much trouble,
tW In order to have this table complete. Secrewould be particular to give their taries are requested to forward full particulars of
post office address and name, when time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
Subscriptions may commence
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also,if you live near one postoffice and with the first number of any month in
get your mail at another, be sure to the year.
give the address we have on our list.
if all

^

Why

»sm

Rheumatism has been

contures V
quered. Kendall's Spavin Cure is the
44
victor. See advertisement.

©We have a SPECIAL EDITION

of the Weekly Bee Journal, just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

it

the greatest

Sleeplessness,

Parker's
p.
Hair Balsam,
,

& diseaess

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,

^» ^^^S
ti

;?.
..
The Best, Cleaiifst, and
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
ing. Never falls to restore the nevcrintoSicatcs. riiscox
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.
60c. and $1 sizes.
,

',

&

Medical Work, warranted the

bestand eheapest.indispensaevery man, entitled

ble to

"The Science

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

of Life, or Self-

Preservation;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

for the

Kilt, :jonpp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings.iiir. prescript
tions.price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample, 6c;

1882, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription TTltfflW TUVQrTP Bend now. Address Peabody
MlUW 1 QloLLr. Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
may count in the club
22wly
PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston.
;

:

For a Club of S, —a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
H
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"
"

5,_-

"

"

cloth.

6, —Weekly Bee Journal for

Or they deduct

l

year.

10 per cent in cash for

their labor in getting

edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
months— a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
first

about

18

many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descriptions of honey-producing plants.trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed Instructions for the various
manipulations necessary In the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.
;

Read

the following opinions of the

Book;

All agree that it is the wori; of a master
real value.— L'Apiculture, Parle.
I

think Cook's Manual

is

and of

the best of our Ameri-

can works.-LKWisT. Colby.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wynkoop.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— Nebraska Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fully up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

up the club.

ual.— Wm. Van Antwerp, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe DU
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Dejnocrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mccum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking an intere-t in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carelully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise ou bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the Wqst.— Western Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees lett untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phasesof progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themes discussed in
the light of his own experience.— Pacific Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-cullure, we consider Prof Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author addresses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.— Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiarv holds in America
the same high nink, that is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers in several instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Freidenker,
Milwaukee, Wis.
.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded
the Author. A new and great

*•

suffer such unspeakable tor-

make

to

Blocd Purifier and the
Dc r;;ricanii&Strensth
I'cstortr Ever Used.
It cures Rheumatism,

1

T. Brookins, Sec.

TONI

Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
m.iny of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as

because they have learned from ex25— Northeastern, at Utica. N. Y.
perience that it speedily overcomes
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N, Y.
despondency, indigestion, pain or April 1— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A- B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
weakness in the back and kidneys, and
25— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
other troubles peculiar to the sex.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
44 w4
Home Journal. See adv.
Champlain Valley, at Bristol. Vt.
May

i

llu*ti ntloii*.

and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Man-

;

BEESVVAX— 21K8J22C

Kendel.

1

ish myself,

report the market quite active

our sales this week of comb honey in 1 pound
sections nave been made at 22c, and two pound
sections at 20c Extracted has taken a start, and
we report trade quite active in small packages, 30pound tin cans, especially, at 12c per lb. Extracted in bbls. continues dull
all

A. C.

Paire»; 1311 Fine

the

Michigan.

ed

1

C. F.

Crocker & Blake,

An Agreeable Dressing
sought

7(«.9C.

arrival.

Mignonette, &c.

Golden Honey Plant.

CINCINNATI.
HONE Y— Is in good demand here now.
Good comb honey, in sections,
I quote
2oc. per lb. for choice lots.

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

Mammoth

HONEY.— Steady. Comb 18@20o, strained, and
extracted, 9(5jl2H>c— top HKures for choice bright in
fancy packages. On Tuesday was effected the remarkably larue sale of 0,000 lbs. strained and extracted (in bbls.) at He.
BEESWAX- iSelluiK lightly at 19O20C.
11. C. Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

College of

illustrated with

Alsike Clover,

ST. LOUIS.

BEESWAX.— 186122c,

^

Melilot Clover,
White Clover,

BEESWAX.— Prime

—

fg"

Ex-

ir»(y;17c.

;

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron
of Berlepsch— Price 25 cents each.

Entomology in

of

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.

The

keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including
I

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Professor

ESTIMATES
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SIMt
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PRICE

Colonies, Queen*,

II.

Nu-

Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

For the past few years

BURNETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett ..V Co.,
165 80. Water Street, Chicago,
S4wlSt

bail or handle, the

quarts

AM)
Bingham & Hetherington

HONEY KNIFE,
Send

:

"5

i'i

"
"

H.

*'

...

7,<)0

7.'.....

4.00

111.

British Bee Journal,
AND UKK-KKKPKK'S ADVISER,

British Bss Journal Is published monthly at
11.76, and contains the beet practical Information
lor the time being, showing what to do, and when

The

Bel

C.N.ABBOTT,

Bee Muster
of Apiculture, Falrlawn.SouthaM, London.

l

MioMVst.

than .Vc.
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The
Horse
BY
KENDALL,
M. D.

B. J.

TREATISE

A
giving an index Of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of em h, R
;

table giving an tbeprlnolpal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote

when a poison

a table with an engravlnBof the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
;

a valuable COlleOtlOU of reand much valuable information.
I'rlvf Sft centai Sent on receipt ot price, by

the Bge Of the hOl Be

I

cipes,

NEWMAN,

""'THOMAS

tVJBWMAJf,

.Madison Street,

or

©S. ENGBAVING8

Street. Chicago,

The

and bOwtododoTt

tor testimonials,

& HETHERINGTON,
ABBOS1A, MIOB.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

972

1.20....

"

card

a

BINGHAM

.

2.H

111.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Assorted samples of the four sizes, put Inside
one another as a nest, price SO cents. These pulls
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
Per Doc. Per 100
Uallon, holding in lbs. of honey
$1.80.... $12.00
"
"
Half Callon,
....
1.50...
9.00
"
"

07«

G.
West Madison Btnet. CHICAGO,

M.I..

hleittfo, III.

4

TBJAKand expenses toagents,
nut free.addresaP <> Vlckery

$777™

tigiialit,

Maine.

miwly

THE

ftLL ABOUT KANSAS.
\iMT\i, la an kkjui'rpffitE WBEKL1
PAGE, 48 COLUMN paper, published
(

atTooe-

ka. Kansas, siving Full ami Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
11.00 per year. Sample (*op> h'ree
Mw8tl

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND PET STOCB
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SUBScnllTION:13 begins J«nu«n 1881.
ll.OOpervetf. Bpedmcn Copy, Idccnte.
Volume

WAR!',
ST.,

C. J.
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pages.
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Ilee-Keepem,

It

gives Mr. Muth's views on

by Chas.

not eat.
This book should be in every family, and
Ought to Create a sen tun en against adulteration of
food products, and demand u law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered us food. 2U0 pages GOr'
K.-iiilair»
Hook. — No book Could be
more useful to horse owners. It has 85 engravings
illustrating positions of sick boses, and treats all
plain
and
in
a
diseases
comprehensive manner, ll
lias recipes, Stable ol doses, and much valuable
horse Information. Paper, J .Kopo'" Ku»y <'aleuli»tor.— These are handy
tables tor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
11 is really a lightning calculator, well hound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, VI.
Morocco, VI. SO.
4'hlekeii Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
its cause. Symptoms and cure.
Price. 2.1e.
Moore'n UnlverNiil AaslatSUlti itnd Complete Meehunlc, contains over 1,000,1100 Indusilnsirial Kaets. Calculations, Processes, Trade 8ecrets, Legal items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
Utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Mnn. OWea 200,000 Items for Uas, steam, civil
and Mining Kngineers. Maebinists, Millers. Hlaeksmiths, Pounders, Mlneis, Metallurgists, Assavers,
Plumbers, (i as and Steam Fitters, Bronzors, OilldBTB, Metal and Wood Workers ol every kind,
iiuiiders.M ami act urers and Mechanics. 500 BKOBATINOSof Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools. Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements.
Plans of Mills, Boots, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
and Speed of Wheels, Pullevs, Drums, Kelts.
Saws, Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, FIOUT, »>al Meal. Saw. Shingle, Caper, i'otton, WOOlen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil, Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do., Cotton Gins, Presses, etc
Btrength of Teeth, simtiing, Belting, Friction, bathe Gearing, Sorew cutting. Finishing Kngine lltiilding. Keparlng and
Operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe and Holler
Covering, Scale Preventives. Steam Heating, Ventilation, Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mi
Dams, Horse Power ol Streams, etc. On Hl.ist
Furnaces, iron and steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals, Quartz and
Placer Mining, Assaying. A malgamatlng, etc. 401
;

The Original Patent

and pints have none.

Pint,

this excellent

PUKK

and are excellent
marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and

Quart,

have made

obtain the highest market prices. Your consignments and correspondence respectful 13 solicited.

full eover,

Nave a

I

food my leading article. Having the best established reputation in this city as a dealer In
direct from the Apiaries, enables me to

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.
for
halt gallon pails

>

3'2

Hone

R. A.

These Palls have a

<

;

HONEY

UKIHW.

II

1

t

and

I. \ IC

I

«

management of bees. Price. I Oc.
Food Adulteration What we eat and should

Fond du Lac, Wis.

ami Apiarian Supplies.

clei

.1

Muth;

in detail the method's
in their apiary. This
hints.— Price i.»c.

many useful

the

1

Jordan treat, Toronto. Ontario.
Canada, at $1.00 a y ear, by c. BUackett Robinson,
4-lmtf
Liberal inducements toloeal agents.

i

tered by thousands, creating a

Columbus, Kansas.

IpCUTPW A NTKD to sell Dr.Cha8e°s2,(xiu Recipe
Bonk. Sells at Sight, Double your money
AddressDr.Chase'sPrintingIIouse,AnnArbor,Mtch
HuLll

For particular!

FortnlKhtly .Inurnal Of

.'.

SCOVKL.L & ANDERSON,

28wtf

Send for Sample and Circular.

U3F*

Look Boi inn,

Agriculture, Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

Published at

club with the Weeklv American Bee
(2.15. Sample copies tree. Ad-

dress,

Italianising

Qulei mt: and

contains

THE RURAL CANADIAN,
A

We

cents.

Journal for only

Of Engravings need In the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square Inch— no single cut sold for less

'.174

,|

entirely

Comb Foundation Machine.

C. Oim's

puprr <ovit*.

T

BEEKEEPER,

to the best interests of honey producers; dealers
in Supplies and breeders ^f Queens and Bees.
Will be aeut to any address one year for only thirty

"2:>

A fflw COpiH for fill'' lit
$1.00, postpaid In an] address.
A\,
I'M OMAN O.
West Mii'llK'in StriMjt. <hl<iiBo. 111.
In

11 cannot tail to interest all.
Il.« style is plain
ami forcible, making all Its readers realise that its
author is master of the subject.—*!. SO.
No%-I (*** A lt< olltee-< ulture, by A. I. Hoot
-This embraces "everylhim; pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
tho^e more advanced. Cloth. #l.£o>; paper, *1.
Klwar*a Bee-Keepers1 IVxi-ltook, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. $1.00; paper, T5e*
liJtngMt roth on be II \ e ami Honey II ee
- This Is a standard sclentlflc work.
Price, vs.
Itl«-n«ed. Iteen, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full Ol practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, VI. OO.

that

III.

ELECTROTYPES
Bounil

.

Price lor either edition.

warranted to give satisfaction.

All Presses

frame.

Send for Catalogue nnd Samples.
2wly
D. 8. GIVEN, lloopeston.

free.

condition.

in pr

is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keepej however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth. !* 1 .*•£."» ; paper C* IT6T, 91.
t^ni n b \ '» N«W It«-»— Kf«-plii(c, by L. C. It. pot
The author treats the subjectol t-ee- keeping BO

Ch.

SONS.

Bole Manufacturers,
Sprout BrOOk, Mont. Co., N. V.

I

The booh

etc.

4.~>w4tx

-'l"nre leet to
ft

and

Given's FoundationPress.

ALFRED

pound. Circular and samples

Kiitin-iy re-wrltten. elegantly
Tally " up with the limes "OO every
in.- doi on v Instructive,
but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.

Illustrated

The latest improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is DOt surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

COMB FOUNDATION,
—

ILL.

Cook'i Munual

Essays on tbte subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— #2f> in gold
to I'rot Cook's Kssay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.
The Hive I V»e— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, .1c.

PLAT -BOTTOM
-

CHICAGO, LTJ,.

A new sixteen-cnlunin bee paper, devoted

todevotea few hours

rf&'It will pay

CHICAGO,

nr,

— was awarded

18m tf

•—

XEWMAX,

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

nal, Louisville, Ky.

DSmlyp

i

Killed

II.

street.

MM

FARMERS' HOME JOURNAL, THE

:

Short Crop
Meeson -Hares
Sawdust for Wintering Bees
A Light field
i.
Honey Season
Honey Irom Golden Honey Plant
Just Splendid Report

What

West Madison

lwly

A weekly paper devoted to Agriculture.
Live Stock* Horticulture. A plculture,
and kindred subjects. The Farmers' Home
*I on rnul represents the large class of fine stockbreeders in the Ohio Valley, and the great tobacco
sections of Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee:
also, is the Organ of the Kentucky Horticultural
Society and of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
Association. It is an old-established farm anc lireside paper, and popular among its subscribers.
Terms of subscription, SI. SO per year. Send for
sample copy. Address, Farmer** Home Jour-

;

s am! Honey ; or, *ucceN»t'iil mtknuce*
Itme ni of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Thle embraces the following subjects; Location
of the Apiary — Honey Plants
Queen Iteartnii—
Bwarmlng — Dividing —Transferring—
Feeding

:

Kentucky State Convention
r

|^~Send for Circular.

lb.

972

LOUISVILLE, KY.
:

Market your Boney
lorn-'iiiiiMlrnii-

35a per

Extracted

solicited.

ALFRED

Wax

lb.

<>nl<le

<

;

per

of

ruling market prices.

Correspondence

Ital-

Pure Comb foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

Milkweed as an Insect intoxicant

,M a

Colony Of

ians, s frames, $n.ik_i < ulony of Cypworked
rians, 8 trames, $1U.IHI.
tOc.

Anionic our Exchange*

buy a few tons

at tine

;

;

Bff-Kff|M'r'»
or the A|»lm-.v.

Street.

I

[ will
Italian

:

Queens, t'i Cyprian Queens, J.bO
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 I frame
Nucleus, Italians. *4.UU; frame Nucleus. Cyprians, $5

353,

lonla Co., lalch.

addreesitto
H. iiAVis.
SOwl > Patentee and Proprietor. Spring Mill, Tenn.

;

Editorial Items

Pewamo,

2".wtf

1

Sweet Clover Still in Bloom
The Coming Bee
Bhlpment ol Bees by B- A. Burch

communicatloni to
a. ii. itoiu:iETNO\,

i

;

Editorial

all

i

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, f 1.00 Tested

Madison Streets Chicago, in.

scute prompt intention, money should be
sent by New York draft oi poal "Hire money order.
No discount from above schedule.

hanger, whirl, bolds orub tinnly vv hile pruning or
culling out queen
writing desk, and wash
ha in; will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to in all slsea ol extracting and brood combs, and
la leas laborious to handle than tin.* ordinary handba ktets. Write four address on a postal card, and

reliable dealers.

974 West

fastidious.

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

ISc.
loc.

Fifty two

Special Ni

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

1.1c.

"

;

".

NEWMAN.

C.

West Ma.l^oii

'71

;

;

about eight

of this type will contain

line

worcli; fourteen

THOMAS

i

:

Bee-Keepers.

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

:

:

9.

Proprietor.

CHICAGO

Six

free.

logue
1

it

Ol

11011 \L

INSTRUCTOR,

window plants lwent\ -live <'en!s Cat a
Itutlis and Plants for winter blooming

TO ALL.
SPALDING & McGELX,
l

1

40Wt>tZ

Florists,
M'l'ionlli. Iowa.

t

'

1

TABLES

with 500,000 Calculations In all possible
forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Fanners. H(«J
items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for
the Press, IJ300 Items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. 800 Health Items. r>ui
do for Painters, Varntsliers, (iilders, etc. "" do.
t..r Watchmakers and Jewelers,
400 do. for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather dt Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepBtrength or Materials, (Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
01 Heat Fuel Values, Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car I. oad. Stowage in Ships,
Power ol Bteam, Water, Wind, Shrinkage of Castings, etc Io.ihmi items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, stun, owners, Hee-keepers, Lumbermen, etc Fertilisers, fun details, Rural Economy, hood Values, Care of Stock, Kerne
dies ford-.., to Increase Crops. Peel Poisons, Trainl.loHTNINO
bin lorses, Steam POWOT on Farm 8.
C.M.Cl l.A Toll forCublC Measures, Ready Keekoner.
Produce. Item, Hoard, Wages. Interest. Coal and
Tonnage Tables, Land. Grain, Hay, and cattle
at
I,
Ploughing, Planting and
Measure
B
Breeding Tables, Contents of Oranaries. Cribs,
Tanks. Cisterns. Boilers. Dogs, Boards. Scantling,
Business Forms, ail kinds, special
etc., at Bight
Laws Of 4*' States. Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. 8. and Canada relating to the collection of
Debts, Kxeinptlons horn Forced Sale, Mechanics*
Lien, the Jurisdiction ol Courts, Sale of Real Kstate. Rights Of Married Women, Interest
and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains 1*016 panes. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight In gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage pald.V2.fiO.
.

1

.

_^*tf_a

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

NOVEMBER

or clover honey" would be " improved
for table use by being mixed with the
quality of glucose !"
it be possible that Mr. Root can
honestly think, even for a moment,
first

Can

Published every Wednesday, by

NEWMAN,

would in eating the corn meal from but, for all that, I think him very
which it is made." Gleanings for Nov., much mistaken. I have eaten it in
large quantities just as I would maple
1878, page 365.
and have fed it to our bees for
And in his catalogue of supplies for sugar,
over a year, without a single bad feathe apiary, on page 14, he says
ture showing itself, so far as I know.
" I know that the Davenport grape It has been used largely all over our
sugar is good and wholesome, for I land, and is now quite an article of
commerce. I do not know what kind
have used it for years."
:

that the Bee Journal has "come
G.
over to my position," as he states in
Editor and Proprietor,
The
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. the last number of Gleanings?
Has the Bee Journal ever said
idea is simply infamous
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
have no desire to color his lan- that glucose or grape sugar was "just
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) SS2 a year, in advance. guage, nor misrepresent his views, as good as honey," for any purpose V
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
and will therefore give the following Certainly not but Mr. Root, editor of
SEMI-MONTHLY— Theflrst and tliird numbersot
extracts from Gleanings, in proof of Gleanings has said so, and, therefore,
each month, at iSl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at the assertions we have made. Mr. A. we are not agreed, unless Mr. Root

THOMAS

!

We

;

*>0 cent* a year, in advance.

|y Any person sending a clab

I.

of six

is

ffJT" Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such oa/y are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us J"> cents for collecting.

Free of postage
Poituice to

In

the United States or Canada.

Europe SO cents extra.

Entered at Chicago post

office

Root says

as second class matter.

" It seems as if the Buffalo factory
improved on every ton of sugar (glusend us. It is now so
cose) they
white and of such a pure sweet that it
is not bad confectionery, just as it is
broken out of the barrels. Both in
appearance and taste, it is slowly but
surely coming nearer and nearer to
very white pure candied honey. If
the flavor of basswood or clover honey

were added to

it,

and

its

candying

property corrected a little, it would be
almost, if not, quite, honey made from
Indian corn." Gleanings for March,
1880,

page

118.

comb

inserted in liquid
(mostly glucose) sent him as a specimen of adulterated honey, he says

of

Novice and Glncose.

lioney

:

" If I had purchased the lioney,
Mr. A. I. Root copied the following 1 am sure I should have been well satcontents
item into Gleanings for November, isfied with it, although the
of the comb were different from the
page 530, from the Bee Journal of liquid portion, and none of it was
Oct. 2(1, page 337
crystallized. This was by no means a
To prohibit the use of glucose by law would be proof that all was not pure honey, but
about as proper as to compel hotel keepers to use wlmlher it was or not I should profirst-class meat in hash, or cheap boarding-bouse
A
keeper- to debilitate the batter. If persons wish to nounce it both good and wholesome.
:

buy and eat glucose, they have a right to do so we
would throw no obstacle in the way of buying it.
But we do object to their buying and eating it for
pure honev and syrup, or anything except what it
really is. If buyers inquire tor glucose, let them
have it if for lioney. .-ell them honey.
;

;

Whereupon he remarks
as follows

"

I

editorially

:

that is not exastly where
have always stood in the matter, it
I do not see things straight.

Now,

if

must be

pure article of glucose

is excellent food,
like it just as well as
honey, did it not lack the flavor of the
" I really
flowers " He then adds

and we should

:

!

think strong basswood lioney is improved for table use by being mixed
with the first quality of glucose. It
is, I am
sure, just as wholesome as
honey." Gleanings for April, 1878,
page 110.

—

looks tome just as if friend Newman
Of the adulterated honey Mr. Root
had come over to my position but says " I am sure it is just as wholevery likely it seems to him I have gone
to a
over to his side. Never mind, so long some as honey." Can he point
single sentence in the Bee Journal
as we are agreed."
construed as to give the
It is very certain that Mr. Root does that can be so
in such a sentiment " we are
not " see things straight," as lie terms idea that
The Bee Journal has been very agreed ?" If not, then he has done us
it.
outspoken in regard to adulteration, a very serious injustice to say that we
and has strongly condemned the use are agreed, unless he is ready to repuof glucose not only for adulterating diate his own language.
He still further asserts that he has
honey, butalso for feeding bees, while
Gleanings has not only advocated its been eating it for mouths, aye, years,
It

;

:

use for feeding bees, and sold it, by
tons, for that and any other purpose
the buyers wished to use it, but

and here
"

Iu the Bee Journal for July 13,
the Rev. L. L. Langstroth gave a mas-

372.

Root

—

another proof that Mr. Root
does "notsee things straight," hecontradicts himself point blank by saying
that " grape sugar cannot be used for
adulterating honey." This is his lan-

As

still

guage

Speaking of a jar with a small piece

is

the proof

The light yellow grape sugar that
we have been using, I find almost as
Mr. Root has aided adulterators by pleasant as maple sugar, and I have
eaten it freely for months." Gleanavowing that it was a " pure sweet," ings for March, 1878, page 87.
tliat
it
was
confectionery,"
" 1 feel just as safe in feeding it
bad
"not
" excellent food," and that " basswood (grape sugar) or eating it myself, as I

of grape sugar they used in France,
but I am sure that that made by the
Davenport Glucose Co. is wholesome
and free from the impurities mentioned
No doubt friends Dadant,
Muth and. perhaps, Newman too, are
sincere. I cheerfully forgive them
all."— Gleanings for Oct., 1878,p«fye326.

He says:
has changed his views
" For comb building, brood and
queen rearing, during a dearth of
honey, it is an excellent and cheap
substitute for either lioney or sugar."
In the same article he says: "So
far as I know " it is "just as good as
honey." Gleanings for Nov., 1878, page
!

entitled

any address

to an extra copy I
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
like the club) sent to

No. 46.

16, 1881.

:

" I do not think it (grape sugar)
could ever be used to adulterate honey
without utterly ruining it for table
use."— Gleanings for March, 1878, page

terly

rebuke to Mr. Root for advising

the use of grape sugar for feeding
Dees, and for winter stores, showing
that it was certain death to them.

This convincing argument caused Mr.
to confess as follows
" The first experiment I ever made
with it (grape sugar) for wintering,
caused the death of two colonies
They did not have the dysentery, but
simply starved on heavy combs of solid
grape sugar."
:

Mr. Root then agreed
his advice to use

poses,

and

it

to discontinue

for wintering pur-

very generous in him
our efforts to con87.
vert him— but it is exceedingly ungen" I have favored the use of grape
erous for him now to say that we have
sugar for feeding bees, and nothing
" position."
more. I have done this with the un- "come over" to his
Here is a matter that concerns every
derstanding that grape sugar cannot
be used for adulterating honey; its bee-keeper. Mr. Root makes the folbitter taste would render this impos- lowing
libellous assertion
sible, aside from its invariable habit
"Grape sugar is now almost as
of hardening in the cells almost immediately after it is fed to the bees." staple an article with bee-keepers as
foundation."— Gleanings for May, 1880,
—Gleanings for Feb., 1879, page 41.
page 230.
In the last paragraph he again conStaple for what ? It cannot be for
said
he
has
tradicts himself. He has
been eating it, and knows it is " good feeding, because Mr. Root says his
and wholesome," that honey would be bees " simply starved on heavy combs
improved by being mixed with grape of solid grape sugar." But one infersugar, and that the adulterated lioney ence can be drawn by the general
was " both good and wholesome," and public, and that is that bee-keepers
now in the last paragraphs quoted he have been persuaded by the reckless
"
says that " grape sugar cannot be used assertions that grape sugar is pure,"
" wholesome," " a pure sweet," "just
for adulterating honey," and that, he
" basshas " favored the use of grape sugar as good as honey," and that
wood honey is improved for table use
for feeding bees and nothing more !"
If a witness in court should thus by being mixed with the first quality
contradict his testimony, he would be of grape sugar," and "just as wholecommitted for perjury or be adjudged some as honey." Can it be wondered
insane, and hisevidence be ignored by at, that Mr. Roofs own words are frethe jury; but of course we shall not quently quoted by glucose peddlers,
say such an unkind thing of Mr. Root. to establish a prejudice against honest
It will be remembered that Messrs. bee-keepers ? Is it a matter of surDadant and Muth, in several articles prise, that the uneducated consumers
in the Bee Journal for 1878, very always regard extracted honey with
severely criticised Mr. Root's position suspicion? Who is most guilty, the
on glucose, and Mr. Root replied in bee-keeper and vender who have been
tempted to " improve for table use,"
the following language
" Our friend Dadant is doubtless or him whose writings teach by implisincere in what he says of grape sugar, cation that it is not wrong to defraud
it is

to forgive us all for

:
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l^" We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are? Every
subscriber is such an agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
in addition to the predictions for the subscriber with his own renewal for
different months for next year, and is 1882. The next few weeks are the
sold at the low price of 25 cents. It time to do this.
We hope every subcontains 82 pages. We copy the pre- scriber will do his or her best to double
dictions for the last two months of the our list for 1882.
present year. They are as follows

Venuor's Weather Predictions.
the honest consumer ? Do not the
above extracts explain why the comWe have received a copy of Venmercial value of pure extracted honey
nor's Weather Almanac for 1882. It
is quoted at 8@9c., while the same article in the comb sells for more than is replete with valuable information
double?

Why

is

it

that

in

Europe

prices are nearly equal, unless because

such immoral counsels have not been
impressed upon the public mind?
Never have we counseled the sale or
use of glucose for any purpose whatever, neither directly nor by implicabut, on the contrary, our protests
tion
against its use have been frequent and
unqualified. We have sacrificed selfinterest in our opposition to adulterations, and suffered much censure, but
the most grievous injury we have yet
received was from Mr. A. I. Root, who,
with his grape sugar record before the
public, unre traded, says " we are
agreed."
;

The Queen-Breeders

of Italy.

On another page a correspondent
remarks as follows
:

"

confidently expect to find that
'coming bee' by following this very
strain (his own breed of bees) ; at least
I have more confidence than in semi
ing to Italy for a queen to breed from
that was reared by an ignorant peas
ant for no other purpose than to sell.
I

1 '

While we believe that America.will
produce the "bee of the future," we
emphatically dissent from the assertion that the queen-breeders of Italy
are ignorant peasants. From personal

observation, and intercourse with them
by letter and otherwise, we know that

they

are intelligent

apiaiists.

The

main reason why we cannot expect the
Italians to produce " the coming lire"
is because they are more ease-loving
than pains-taking; and are too much
wedded to old-fogy notions, to accept
the progressive ideasof ourday. Man}
of them, however, realize the necessity
of progression, and are doing all they

can to impress these ideas upon all.
Italian queen-breeders are by no means
ignorant.

Controversial.— As we take our last
look over this Journal before closing
the forms, we notice that it is quite
controversial. We have a debate with
Novice; James tied don with E. L.
Briggs W. F. Clarke with James Ileddon, and E. A. Thomas with G. M.
Doolittle. This is the way to brine
out the truth on every subject. To
exchange error for truth should be our
constant aim. In order to arrive at
and settle down upon correct principles, we must debate every inch of the
ground. The one who advocated the
unsound philosophy is as much benefited by the general result as the one
;

who comes
good motto

This is a
"First pure, then peace-

off victorious.
:

able."

:

November,

probably enter
cold and decidedly wet, but this condition will suddenly, after the first
week, give place to open and genial
weather again nearly everywhere, with
a disappearance of frosts even in
Northern New York and Canada for
a marked period.
We may expect
1881, will

— at any rate, most
— weather of the season dur-

some, of the finest

enjoyable

New

ing this month at
York, Huston,
Philadelphia, and Washington, and in

Canada our " Indian summer." In
western sections the fore and latter
portions of the month are likely to be
disagreeable, but I do not anticipate
much trouble from snowfalls or blockades this winter until December.
.Should such occur, however, it will
likely be found that the dates of the
disturbances will be very nearly the
same as those of the November of
1880.
Fossibly there may be a period
of unusual warmth in proximity to the
middle of the month.
There will be late fall-ploughing in
Western Canada and in the Northwest, but in the last week of November a sudden and very severe fall of
temperature will occur generally
through Canada, with but little snow,
if any, on the ground.
This month will be marked by periods of balmy and brilliant autumn
weather, as in the year 1877.
December, 1881, 1 hardly like the
look of this month, viewed from the
present standpoint. (.Sept.
It
18).
looks ugly," and smacks of cold, bitter, biting cold, north and south, east
ind west, with but sparsely snowcovered ground in Northern New
York and Canada, and bare ground
west and south. The month bids fair
to be cold and dry, rather than otherwise, and this cold may be somewhat
proportionate to the heat of the past
summer, and extend to extreme southern and western points. The entry ol
he month is likely to bring in winter
abruptly in most sections Where winter is usually expected and experienced. The first week of the month
will probably give the first good snow
falls of the season in New York, Canada, and westward, with considerable
bluster, while cold, stormy, and wet
weather will be experienced in southern localities. Snowfalls will again
occur about the middle of the month
in Canada and the Northern United
states, and during the last few days of
the month, again, as far south as
Washington, D.
where it is probable the new year will enter with fair
sleighing for a brief period. These
snowfalls, however, are not likely to
be as marked and severe as those of
the past winter; but. as I have already
stated, the " cold dips " look formida-

C

ble in

most sections.

My

general impressions respecting
the winter of 1881-82 at the present
time (Sept. 2."i) point tosome very open
and balmy periods of considerable duration toward midwinter; early and
intense cold at the setting-in of the
season, and
again toward and in
.March a rather backward and wet
spring, and cool, wet summer, with
but few very hot periods.
;

—

Fragrant. Mr. Julius Tomlinson,
of Allegan, Mich., has sent us under
date of November 10th, a very fragrant
®" One of the latest caprices of
little bouquet of sweet clover blossoms.
of Madam Fashion is a bee composed
He writes " My bees were bringing of diamonds, finely contrasting with
in pollen later than the 1st."
a pink pearl which forms the body,
seated on a pearl-headed pin, and is
ST It will pay to devote a few hours the latest design for a lace brooch, so
in getting up aclubforthe Bek Jour- says a Journal of
Fashion.
nal. Read the list of premiums mi
another page, and take advantage of
S^Who will take an Apiary Record
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
Book, if we get some of them up.
:

rain, and this has fallen during
September and October— nearly five
mouths without rain, and the dry
weather continues. After all this dry
weather, the bee-keepers of old Navarro have done very well. Many of
us have gathered over 100 pounds of
extracted honey per old colony, and
of

our bees are now booming. The cool
nights have started the cotton plant
to growing, and it is now blooming
nicely, and furnishes, during September and October, an excellent quantity
and quality of honey, and with the aid
l^" Coleman's Rural World, of St. of broom-weed and goldenrod. our
bees are destined to go into winter
Louis, Mo., of Nov. 3, has the adverquarters in excellent trim, and give us
tisement of Mrs. Cotton, and an edi- some surplus. They are 50 per cent,
torial notice endorsing her [him, we better off now than last year at this
mean.] After all the evidence of time. The increase of bees by natural
swarming during this year did not exfraud that has been given, it is deceed 10 per cent. By the aid of comb
plorable
that agricultural papers foundation, I increased my stock over
should aid in defrauding the public 100 per cent., and sold at least 25 per
cent, more in early queens and full
thus for a few paltry dollars.
colonies.

Sg~ New subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal, for 1882, will have all

—

Avoid Bee-Murder. The Grange Bulrecords its views of killing bees
by neglect, in these words
l/tin

the remaining numbers for 1881 free
from the time the money is received
The preparation of bees for winter
at this office. Therefore, the sooner should now be the study of
all conthey subscribe for it, the more they scientious bee-keepers.
If not yet
decided as to how to prepare them,
will obtain for the $2.
read up at once. Apply the know] dge
:

Subscriptions may commence
with the first number of any month in
fHig"

the year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
(ioo(l

Fall Crop of

Honey.— The

gained to practice, and be prompt in
making all necessary arrangements;
for no man deserves the name of
bee-keeper, or should attempt to keep
bees, who has not resolved with all
sincerity to avoid bee-murder. Cool
nights have a tendency to retard brood
rearing, consequently some assistance
should be given to enable the bees to
keep as warm as possible. A quilt or
blanket is very beneficial to the bees
spread over the frames. It is im maPieces
terial of what they are made.
of carpet, anything will do that will
keep in the heat and absorb the moisture arising from the bees.

'

I

16,

In-

diana Fanner says

—

Prof. A.
Curiosities of Bee-Stings.
Hole, Butlerville, Ind., writes J. Cook, in the New York Tribune on
us that this has been one of the best
follows
seasons for fall honey that they have this subject, remarks as
had for several years, principally from
What has not been recommended as
golden rod and asters, making it nec- a specific against bee-stings? Clay
essary to extract from the body of the wet with spittle, various acids, the exhives to give the queens room in which pressed juice of certain plants, etc.
to lay.
We have received other re- The last is the following from
ports of like character from several tlie Scientific News: First remove the
different localities, all going to show sting as soon as possible with a forthat the yield is quite general, making ceps, or by scratching with the finger
the prospect for safe wintering very nail, but never between the thumb
fair.
and forefinger, because this squeezes
more of the poison into the wound.
Next squeeze the wound till a drop of
Well Turned.— The Daily Argus, of blood comes out, and then rub the
Middletown, N. Y., remarks as fol- place with a solution of salicylic acid.
A trial of the above proves that it is,
lows
like most, of the others, without effect.
Scientific bee-culture has taken a The active principle of beestings is
firm hold up the Midland. The bee- formic acid, so we would suppose that
keeper who now kills his bees to get an alkali would be the best, remedy.
the honey is twin brother to the man Nor are we wrong, as ammonia apwho kills a hen to get hereggs.
was plied to the part after the removal of
going to write an article on apiculture the sting, as described above, is probwhen I began this, but perhaps the ably the best application that can be
best thing i can do is to advise all of used. A curious fact connected with
my readers who are in anyway inter- bee-stings is familiar to all bee-keepested in bees or honey, to send postal ers. It is that sometimes a stins is
card for sa.n pie copy of the Amerii an much more painful than at other
Bee Journal, Chicago. 111. They limes. Usuallv, a sting affects me so
will find it a live paper on the bee, and slightly that
do not mind it at all.
its editor as line a fellow as ever handOccasionally, however, it is very painled a pen.
ful, swells badly, and is followed by
lameness for 2 or 3 days. Whether
this peculiarity follows from the varBees in Navarro County, Texas.— B. iable amount of poison injected at difF. Carroll, Dresden. Texas, in the ferent times, or to the greater suscepTexas Agricultural Journal, thus de- tibility of some portions of the body
to the poison, I am not able to say;
scribes the season for honey
but this fact, and the readiness witli
The year 18S1 will long be remem- which some people generalize from a
bered, first, by the unusual severity single observation, accounts for the
of the winter; 2d, by the terrible multitudinous remedies for beestings
freeze on the 14th day of April, that which appear in the papers, the most,
destroyed nearly every green vestige
of which, are worthless. It is a curi3d, by the strange phenomena of the ous fact that the receiving of frequent
heavenly planets and the many com- stinsrs seems to innoculate the person
ets; 4th, by the most, destructive so that the stings lose their power to
drouth that has visited Texas since produce harm.
have not only
I
1857. On the 19th of May we had a proved this lo be true in my own case,
good rain, and since that time we have but I see it illustrated in my students
not had over one and a quarter inches every summer.

Mr.

J.

:

:

1

i

I

:

;
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test of success in skillful breeding, by
quoting from a letter just received by
mi'. From an honest man living in another State. [ quote without his consent, and, therelore, withhold the signature
." It has been a very dry and hot
season
have had a good crop of
honey, and of good quality. My crop
will average about 201) lbs. of box
honey per working colony in the
spring; have doubled my number.
From one colony in the spring, with
no extra chance, I have to-day three
new colonies, all good and in the best
condition (except about 15 lbs. too
much honey in each of the hives);
from the old one and increase, 400 lbs.
of white honey and 300 dark, all in
Another gave 400 lbs.
2-lb. sections.
and no increase. I have worked my
bees for all they are worth. A large
portion of my white honey was from
red clover. I have a strain of bees
that I commenced breeding from
hybrid that worked on red clover five
years ago have bred from the ones
that gave the most honey without regard to anything else, and as closely
in-and-in as possible. They are improving every year, and have taken as
nigh as 40 lbs. of white comb honey
per colony when there was nothing
:

Fur

tile

American Bee Journal.

That "Coming Bee."

JAMES 1IEDDON.
So much has been said pro et con in
regard to the Cyprian bee, lately, that
many of ns are led to wonder what
part she is going to play in the makeup of the " coming bee." Now. t
have never seen a Cyprian, but have
conversed with those who have, and
have read the reports of numerous
tests made with them. I suppose that
the conflicting

accounts

regarding

must be settled in our
some way. It is about settled

their Ferocity

mi

i

ids in

mine now.

in

have noticed that those who always
import the genuine, and those who
have purchased from them, agree that
they sting through boots and all.
I

These bees look so much

like the Ital-

ian, that I have no doubt lint that the
bees of those who ' tind the Cyprians
very gentle." are. simply Italians, and
not the pure belligerents. This is the
only way that I can account for the
very different reports handed to us

outsiders.
I hardly think that any more than
the best Italians and blacks are needed

While I
to produce the coming bee.
have full faith in such a production, I
hardly think it will be done all in a
minute, or by one, two or three men
alone. I think it will be the aggregated labors of a number of Americans. It will be a growth— evolution,
hastened and guided by the hand of
intelligence. I cannot refrain from
penning a smile at the late prize effort
made by the Rev. E. L. Briggs, of
l.nva.
While 1 sympathize with the

.

.

.

;

—

—

;

but red clover for

them

to

work

and colonies of Italians of the "

on,

peri-

as strong, did not get 1 lb. I
confidently expect to find that " coming bee" by following this very strain
at least, I have more confidence than

od,"

full

;

sending to Italy for a queen to breed
from that was reared by an ignorant
peasant for no other purpose than to
sell.
In my opinion, the way our leading breeders are improving, or claiming to improve our bees, is a perfect
humbug. I found out years ago, that
to rear queens that would satisfy the
average customer, I was ruining my
stock for honey. I have not reared
in

any for the market for years."

view. I must say that the
I believe the above writer commethod he employs to reach it is not menced the season with about 75 colofollow, advocate or be- nies. 1 have heard that a party who
at all the one
First, letus keeps the long, leather-colored Ital
lieve in.
1 will explain.
consider the four points of excellence ians, more or less crossed with the
German bee, litis also had a good sea
that Mr. 15. makes the test:
1st. "The largest in size herself, and son, and lias secured an average of 200
producing the largest worker proge- lbs. per colony from 150 colonies, getny." I have seen small queens that ting over 400 lbs. from some of the best.
produced large, gentle and industrious all comb honey in sections. 1 have not
bees, and such queens should not be heard from him personally, and did
ranked as second class.
not learn as regards increase.
The above reports, in my judgment,
2d. "Producing the brightest colored workers.'' The experience of give greater evidence as regards qualthe most extensive importers and ities, than do the awards of commithoney producers, is that the dark Ital- tees, or the down on the hind legs ot
the workers. As smoke is the best
ians are superior to the bright ones.
3d. " Her progeny being the most evidence of fire, so honey is the best
peaceable in handling, and adhering evidence of superior bees. My fears
to the combs the closest." We agree in regard to Cyprians are these
exactly about the peaceableness, but I
They swarm too much.
consider the adherence to the combs
They build too many queen cells.
with
of minor consideration compared
They are too cross.
other points of merit.
This cross disposition, coupled with
4th. "As far as itcan be ascertained the bee's sharp weapon, is no matter
this fall, the most prolific breeder, and to be made light of.
Property, to be
honey-gathering worker offspring." valuable, must not only be suited to
Now in regard to the most prolific its peculiar owner, but to the populace
breeder. I deem it a great mistake in at large. That is what constitutes dedemand makes price. The
bee-keepers to cherish and encourage mand
this quality. If a queen cost live dol- pursuit would have a very great set
lars, and the hive, combs, etc., only back were the dread of the sting to be
five cents, then proliticuess would be increased; the popularity of the purhutas just the reverse suit would also fall. I fear, as stated
of great value
of this is true, and as it is also true by the Bee .Iouunal.
The proliticuess. early and late, in
that in the greater profusion a vegetable or animal produces, the lower is the this locality, would, one year with anquality of the product, I And that the other, be of no value, while it would
most profit lies in using a hive of that greatly aggravate dysentery. The
size that the very moderately prolific bees we have breed too long, leaving
queen always keeps full of brood. off not earlier than the middle of OcSmall hives for surplus.
tober, and beginning as early as FebThe honey-gathering quality in the ruary 1st.
offspring is desired by all, but I want
Note this The Italians were brought
two or three years to thoroughly test to us as an improvement over the Gera strain of bees for this valuable trait. mans. To cross these imports with
Comb-building capabilities are also of domestics was to contaminate them.
vast importance. So far as I am con- Now, the Cyprians are brought in the
cerned, I would as soon order a queen same light as were the Italians, and
of any of the others who sent one to they become improved at once by a
Sir. Briggs, as from Dr. Wilson.
It cross with those they were calculated
seems t© me that when money and to supersede. Howisit? I have but
time are devoted to tests of qualities, one desire in regard to them, and that
that these tests should be made com- is, that none of my neighboring apiarprehensive and thorough enough to ists will bring any of them into this
"Handsome is community till better reports come
satisfy the public.
that handsome does ;" valuable is that from them.
valuable proves. Below I give you a
Dowagiac, Mich., Oct. 1, 1881.

end

in

1

:

;
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hemselves."
cannot force myself to the belief
that these dealers are such noble philanthropists as would seem tube the
From the AMERICAN Bee Journal C isr at first,
Of course we, cansight.
of Oct. 12, received a few days ago,
nol expect, to succeed in having all
learn that at the 12th Convention of
sell at the s
pi irr.
the North American Bee-Keepers' SoDifferent locations, in some inciety, held in Lexington, Ky., in the
stances, give one person the advantbeginning of October, I was elected
some respects. If a man lives
state Vr ice President for California. age in
Thanking the Convention for the in the midst of a great bimb t region,
honor conferred upon me, I propose to he can afford to sell hives or boxes
cheaper than another living ill the
Fulfil] to the best of my ability the lawilds of Western Kansas, and still
bor which my office calls for, and hope
have the same profit. But it seems
to contribute my part to make the
to me there are certain conditions
next Convention as interesting and
which
all might, observe, for instance,
beneficial as the one just past has
we know choice queens cannot be
been.
very cheap without loss to the
Owing no doubt to the almost total raised
breeder; queens are sold cheap, but
failure of the past honey season, I find
whether or not they are choice is
but a very meagre report from this
another question. I have sold queens
State, giving a very imperfect idea of
cheap, and have done so at a loss, but
the magnitude of the honey interest
in future I shall not be so foolish.
of California, as about every second
Rev. A. Salisbury says, " none but
year is a failure for honey production
fools sell dollar queens, himself inhere, and it has been thus, since I enand I guess he hit the nail
We cluded,"
tered the business 12 years ago.
the head that time. While people
may hope that the coining season will on
buy
queens
as we know they do to imbe one of prosperity for the California
prove their stock, it seems to me if all
bee-keepers, and that at the next Conresponsible breeders would sell only
vention we may be able to present a
choice tested queens, the bees would
more favorable report than the last.
be improving from year to year. And
I am just on the eve of a trip to Los
again in view of the heavy loss among
Angeles Co., where I will meet some
confiding bee-keepers, every dealer
of the principal honey producers of
should be compelled to give good and
southern California. Shall also comsatisfactory references. This is cusmunicate by letter with the Presidents tomary among
all business men, and
of the various District and County
if a in ,n cannot give good references
Associations, and appoint suitable pershould
not
he
expect men to trust
sons to encourage exhibits of honey,
their hard-earned dollars in his hands.
etc., at the local fairs, for which purFinally, let all who tire in the business
pose I await the pamphlet to be fur- strive
to deal honorably with our felnished State Vice Presidents.
low men, and let our moral character,
I have just within the last week
business habits and standing, be open
completed my extracting, for which to the rigid scrutiny of all men.
reason I could not report in time for
Cambridge, 111., Oct. 14, 1881.
your statistical table. I delayed the
last extracting as long as possible, as
For tne American Bee Journal.
the bees were still getting: some honey,
but frosty nights set in anil it was
Best
Out-Door Protection.
The
with some difficulty that I got the
honey out of the combs.
E. L. IiKIGGS.
The principal honey plant in this locality is Alfalfa, or Lucerne, which
To
place
one's
bees in a good cellar,
here is allowed to go to seed before
harvesting, while in the Southern where the temperature is kept uniform
Counties it is cut as soon as it shows it between 40° and 50° is, doubtless,
bloom. This year, however, it did no! the safest and most economical plan
for wintering bees that has yet been
yield as much honey as last year.
The valley in which I live lies be devised. But even this mode must be
ween the Eastern part of the Sierra attended with certain precautions, or
Nevada and the Inyo Range. The in many cases disaster will result.
1. They must be put in before frost
mountains, on both sides, contain a
number of mines, while only a narrow and dampness gathers in the combs.
2. They must have some kind of upstrip of the valley is suitable for farming.
Bees are kept to some extent by ward ventilation, but not enough to
create a draft through the hive.
several farmers, but in the old-fash
3. The cellar should be kept dark,
ioned slip-shod way. and my extractor
and improved hives have created quite and be well vent dated from the hot torn.
They should be carried in somean interest, although as far as I know,
thereby it stands. I am the only per- where about the middle of November,
stillness and perfect quieson in this valley making an exclu and left in
tude until about the first of April. If,
sive business of bee-keeping.
I coin
however,
they
show signs of restlessinenced the season with 24 colonies,
have increased them to 53, and taken ness, they should lie set out on their
about 3,500 lbs. extracted honey 12 oi slimmer stands for one day. provided,
a calm, sunshiny day occurs with the
14 of the colonies were queen-rearing
nuclei, from which I did not extract, thermometer above 45°; but never
but they are now good, strong colo- if below until such aday occurs. Let
be done in February, if possible.
My bees are nearly all Italians this
nies.
But, after till, when one's apiary beand hybrids.
i

WM.

Ml'TIl-

I

RASMUSSEN.

1

i

i

;

Independence,

Cal.,

Nov.

1, 1881.

;

:

amateurs in the business how
work for nothing and board

tell

the bees "

Bees and Honey in California.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Business
J.

V.

of Supply Dealers.

CALDWELL.

The business

of the dealer in sup
the apiary having never
place among the business
associations of the day. a few thoughts
as to the manner in which it is carried
on will, perhaps, be in order.
While reading the advertisements
of supply dealers as they appear in the
bee periodicals, the thought often
lilies

taken

for
its

comes to my mind "why si
engage in tliis business carry

Id
it

men
on in

such utter disregard of the acknowledged laws of trade V"
It being a well-known supposition
Unit all men engage in business for
the purpose of making money, unless
indeed thev be near kinsman to some
enthusiastic writers on bee-culture,

large in numbers, this mode
involves much labor. I have experimented to some extent, therefore, on
out-door wintering.
The following
mode I believe will prove a success
I have set my colonies in rows of 9
each, making the row a little less than
16 feet from one end to the, other, say
15 feet 4 inches, doing this in the summer in preparing for winter. Let the
hives front the south, and the fly-hole
of each hive be 5 inches from the
ground the back end of the hive a
couple of inches higher. Take acommon fence-board, 6 inches wide and
16 feet long, and place it in front of
the row, so as to leave a space \%
inches in front of each hive, between
the board and hive; saw a notch in
front of each hive, 3 inches wide and
inch deep, for the reception of a tubular entrance, to exlend from the flyhole of the hive to the outside of the
fence-board. This winter entrance is
easily made of ?g lumber top piece
6x3 inches, sides 0x>£ inch, bottom 3

comes

:

;

1

—
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inches wide. and long enough to reach
the bottom board of the hive in front.
Tack the half-inch strips to the top;
next tack on the bottom. This formf
a communication from the inside os
the hive to the outside, through which
the bees can pass at any time when
the weather is mild enough for them
to fly. A foot plank. 16 feet long, set
up on the top of the fence-board above
the winter fly-holes, forms the balance
of the front of this winter receptacle.
Two more such boards forms the back,
placed 3 inches away from the back
ends of the hives. Nail the front and
back at the ends to pieces of scantling;
put in end pieces to fit, and nail to the
same corner pieces.
You now have a tight box 16 feet
long, 18 inches high in front, 2 feet
high at the back, and 28% inches wide
in the inside, without a bottom. This
rests upon the ground, around the 8 or
nine hives, and when the entrances
are nut in, is to be packed full of chaff
in front, rear, underneath, and between the hives, up to and even with
the top of the honey-board. Take off
the honey-board, and spread over the
whole top of the frames a coarse cotton or linen cloth, to keep the bees
from flying out when the top chaff- box
Make a frame the. exact
is removed.
size of the top of the hive, 2 l4 inches
deep, and tack on the under side the
same kind of a cloth for the bottom,
and then fill this box with chaff and
set it upon the hive, in contact with
the other cloth. Fill all the spaces between the top boxes, and the back and
front, with chaff also, and the hives
are now completely isolated from the
weather, except by the tubular flyholes, which are only %\'2 inches, and
6 inches long.
Cover the outside box with any kind
of a lid that will keep out the snow
and rain, but have it so that the lid
can be raised on any sunshiny day,
when it is desirable to have the bees
On such a day
fly out for an airing.
raise the lid and prop it up, so that the
sun can shine in upon the cloth coverings of the hives in full force. Then
lift off the top boxes of chaff, set them
in any convenient place to dry out the
dampness, and let the, sun's rays fall
directly upon the cloth coverings
above the frames. This will warm up
each colony in a few moments, also
evaporate all the dampness in a few
hours, and give the bees their necessary airing at the same time.
At the approach of nightfall replace
the top boxes of chaff, make all snug
again by leveling off the chaff, close
the lid, and your bees are in good condition for another winter nap of 6 or 8

per colony. This is much cheaper than
double chaff hives, and ten times as
effective as a protection.
Wilton, Iowa, Nov. 8, 1881.
For

tlie
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Bacteria and Bee-Bread.

WM.

F.

CLAUKE.

I have the greatest respect for Mr.
[Ieddon's opinions, and it is with no
small diffidence that I step into the
arena to break a friendly controversial lance with so formidable an an-

But it seems to me his aron " Pollen Detrimental to Win-

tagonist.
ticle

ing to have brood-rearing carried on
too late. It necessitates a good deal
of muse work, and more activity generally than accords with that state of
quiescence which we know to be so
desirable, but, inasmuch as some colonies died that had no young brood,
the argument becomes inconclusive.
chain is no stronger than its weakest link. There is another weak spot
It is that every
in this argument.
dead colony showed signs of having
bee-bread.
I prein
been indulging
sume they also showed signsof having
been eating honey if there was any.
Mr. H. assumes what he, sets out to
That eating bee-bread is
prove, viz
detrimental to bees. 1, for one, am

A

:

tering," in the. American Bee Jour- not convinced of this. They may,
nal of Sept. 7, is very vulnerable at from certain causes, have eaten too
several points. No doubt the motto freely of it, but to assume that beeplaced at the head of the article in bread is poisonous on this account, is
question is a true one, and " in our as unwarrantable as to conclude that
common ignorance all have an equal fruit is unwholesome to human beright to guess;" but until absolute ings, because some eat too much of it,
proof is obtained, let us remember and become sick. Moreover, we know
that bees in storing cells with pollen,
that we are only guessing.
This, it seems to me, Mr. H. forgets, fill them out and seal them with honey.
for no sooner has he announced his May not a dead colony with plenty of
new " guess,"' than he becomes al- bee-bread showing signs of late work
most, and then apparently quite cer- with it— having been doing this kind
tain that he is right. He "stands 10 to of work, viz: getting the honey separated from the bee-bread ?
I"' in favor of his new theory, and in
I am not quite clear whether Mr. II.
the course of a few lines, waxing more
confident, finds " it comforting to feel considers the use of bee-bread to any
"
a step extent, however small, injurious to
satisfied," flatters himself that
has been taken up the hill of science," mature bees. I am inclined to think
"Some
and proceeds to argue on the basis of he does, because he says
"allowing this to be the cause." He method of causing the bees to abstain
" I have settled down on the from eating pollen during all that
says
belief, strong and
positive." Now period when they are obliged to semiwhat proof does Mr. II. furnish in hibernate, is what I most desire." Tosupport of his consumption-of-bread tal abstinence from pollen, would
seem to be Mr. II. 's new rule for suctheory ?
1.
That the unaccountable phe- cessful wintering. If so, I am connomenon of Smith's bees all dying, strained to differ from him. I incline
while Jones' treated the same, and to the opinion that as hay, straw and
only 3 miles distant, all, or nearly all other coarse kinds of food are neceslive, is yeton our hands, and he thinks sary to the best health of horses and
But he cattle, and as oatmeal porridge, Grahis new theory will solve it.
fails to show how it does so.
2. "The ham flour and the like are good for
preference for honey during all that man. so there may be a necessity for
period when bees must void no excre- bees to use a proportion of bee-bread.
ment, except by sensible or insensible I am aware that there is a difference
perspiration, is a fixed fact." Varia- of opinion among bee-keepers on this
tion from that rule, he thinks, is the point, some thinking that bee-bread
cause of dysentery. I would ask, is is never used by mature bees, except
there any period during which bees they are driven to it by impending
"void no excrement ?" Duringthe pe- starvation.
The analysis of pollen would sugriod of rest they void very little, but is
it not generally
conceded that the gest that there may be elements in it
ridges of dust which fall on the bot- that are beneficial to mature bees. It
tom board during winter, consist of contains nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen
dry feces? Probably, when wintered and oxygen. Seven percent, of it is
in perfect condition, bees obtain all albumen, and there is quite a percentage of fat in it. Honey is no
the relief they need in this way.
L. C. Root, in his new edition of doubt the most refined and concentraQuinby's Mysteries, page 255, men- ted food for bees. The current idea is
weeks.
tions a case of wintering so satisfac- that they eat nothing else during the
The top chaff box affords all the up- torily, that the bees, though impris- height of the working season, though
ward ventilation necessary, while the oned from Nov. 17 until May 3, voi- the Scotch verdict, " not proven," atbees are quiescent in their semi-torpid ded no feces in a liquid state on being taches to that opinion in my mind.
state and the long tube will not let set out. Did those bees wholly ab- But if in the press of hard work
sufficient frost enter to accumulate in stain from the use of bee-bread ? they eat only honey, it may be that
the combs.
There is no proof of it. It is not that their case is like that of a horse when
The above is the only chaff casing bees void no feces during winter, but put to his greatest exertion of strength.
which I would trust, in as severe a that their diet is so wholesome, and Then for a short time lie may be fed
season as last winter. In the place of they come into a state so nearly dor- almost wholly on grain, but he must
chaff, one could substitute dry leaves, mant, that exercising but little, thev soon return to a partial hay diet, or
sawdust, oat hulls, tan-bark or fine eat sparingly and void only a small he will be totally ruined. I cannot
chip-manure, or any other substance quantity of excrement, and that in so prove that bee-bread is a useful and
which is a good non-conductor of heat, dry a condition that it does not befoul necessary part of the diet of mature
and a good absorbent. In case the the hive.
bees, but I strongly incline to this
bees need feeding during winter, put
Mr. Heddon's argument based on view, and see the motto at the head of
a half inch thickness or more of gran- the assumption that during a certain Mr. H.'s article, " Who shall decide
Mr. II.
ulated white sugar upon the cloth im- period "bees must void no excrement" when doctors disagree V "
mediately over the cluster of bees, set except in the form of perspiration, is thinks bee-bread the cause of dysenthe chaff box over it, and the breath without force. They may and do void tery, while other eminent bee-keepers
of the bees will slowly dissolve it, and some excrement, but it is in minute concur with Mr. Von Morlott, who
they will suck the syrup through the dry particles that accumulate harm- says that "dysentery does not occur
cloth as they need it, and any surplus lessly on the bottom board. I cannot among bees in summer, because they
will be stored by the bees within reach suppose that Mr. II. considers these have an abundant supply of pollen,
of the cluster.
minute particles dried drops of per- and can fly out at all times." If pollen
In the above outside casing and chaff spiration. What huge drops they must prevents dysentery in summer, does
tilling, I have combined all the excel- be when they ooze out of the body of it cause the disease in winter ?
lences of the various hives, and means the bee. if, after evaporation has dried
Well, we have got rid of the bacof protection for out-door wintering, them, they are of the size we find teria. Mr. II. has lifted that mystethat I have ever seen suggested thus them. 3. The third proof of his new rious dread from off our minds, and
The
far. and at the same time secured the theory is, that he has found no dead we all feel more comfortable.
requisite means of disposingof damp- colony that had " not either plenty of " consumption-of-bread theory " is not
invisible
ness, which accumulates in winter bee-bread showing signs of late work so terrible an affair as the
from the breath of the bees. In short, with it, or brood in all stages, and gen- and impalpable bacteria.
it converts the whole nine into com- erally both, but nearly always brood."
Notwithstanding Mr. II. has "settled
plete frost- proof hives, prevents moldy Observe the qualification in this last down"on his new belief, "strong and
combs, and secures the requisite heat, sentence. "Nearly always." " What, positive," I venture to advise him to
so that the colony can reach any part never? Hardly ever." Thisisavery go slow. I cannot think it would be
of their stores without being chilled.
weak place in the reasoning. I can good policy to eliminate the pollen
The entire cost of such basing, be understand that "t may, and probably from our hives next November. It
side the work, will not exceed 33 cents does interfere with successful winter- would probably be well to see that our
:

:

Nov.

16,

colonies have both honey and white
sugar syrup. Possibly, a varied diet
is good for bees, as well as for some
higher orders of beings. It is ours to
must
see that there are stores.
leave their consumption to bee-instinct and bee-appetite. Mr. II. seems
to fear that bee-bread may sometimes
be more attractive to bees than honey.
Provide them with both,
I doubt it.
and if they partake of any bee-bread,
be from some felt neI think it will
cessity.
"When porridge, beef steak
and hot rolls are set before me for
breakfast, I feel strongly tempted to
give the porridge the go-by, but I
know that it is good and necessary for
me. Perhaps bees are in this respect
as wise as I am 1 know that in ninny
directions they are far wiser. I have
no doubt bees like honey better than
any other article of diet ; they always
act as if they did. With plenty of
honey, if they eat bee-bread, I think
it is as I eat porridge, from a sense of
duty.
This matter of wintering sorely
taxes our best brains. While, so much
perplexity hangs around it, let us heed
John Banyan's maxim, " to preach
only what I know." For all that he is
so strong and positive, Mr. H. does
not know that pollen, more strictly,
bee-bread, is detrimental to wintering. Some careful experimenting will
be necessary before we dare launch
our apiaries out into winter on this
theory. But there are several things
we do know. We know that success-

We

;

wintering depends very much on
We know
timely fall preparation.
that there is a temperature and a quiinto
a semiwhich
brings
bees
etude
torpor highly conducive to safe wintering.
We know the use of the division board in contracting space to the
occupying and warming capacity of a
colony. There is one point which I
am inclined to think is not so well
known as it should be, and that is the
importance of widening the spaces between the combs in the center of the
hive. If the frames are kept their
usual distance apart, the bees cannot
ful

cluster in sufficient

numbers between

to generate the desired amount
of heat. Oversight of this has. I believe, caused the death of many coloProbably we shall find out bynies.

them

and-by that the secret of successful
wintering does not lie in any new theory, whether of bacteria, bee-bread or
anything else, but in a careful con-

We

all known conditions.
the whole law except in one
point, and that in a particular season,
may be the hinge on which the quesIn no
tion of success or failure turns.
pursuit is wide-awake attention to details more necessary than in beekeeping.
Listowel, Ont., Sept. 9, 1881.

formity to

may keep

;

'
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Three-Band Test for Italian Bees.
E. A.

On page

THOMAS.

285 of the Weekly Bee
Doolittle says:

Journal, Mr. G. M.
'

We

must conclude that the window

test is sufficient, or else that no certain purity exists 1p the long-continued home of thev Italian bee." It
seems to me that there is evidence
enough to prove that there are black
bees in Italy, and if so it may readily
be seen that some of the queens imported from Italy may be hybrid ; and
if

hybrid queens have been imported,

the use of trying to make
them by applying the
test? It seems to me Mr.
Doolittle is getting this matter down
a little too fine. Perhaps I take the
opposite extreme when I say that bees
that will not stand the most severe
test, and show the three orange-colored bauds distinctly, should be condemned as impure. They are certainly not up to the highest standard

what

is

Italians out of

window

of purity.

" As far
Again Mr. Doolittle says
as my experience goes, I have yet to
see the queen whose progeny show the
three yellow bands under all circumstances." As Mr. D. is a man of much
:
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imply that on each side are two stringers 40 feet
experience, this would
there are no such bees. I have colo- long, 6 inches high, securely fastened.
nies in my apiary that will show the Commencing at back end OI Hie room.
place my lirsl hive about 12 inches
three yellow bands at any period of
from the walls, entrance to the center.
life, from the time they get dried off
niter emerging from the cell, until on top place two pieces of lath eut the
they are too old to By. I have also right length on these, our next hive,
seen such colonies in the apiary of two more pieces of lath and another
Mr. Theodore .lames. North Adams. hive, and so on until they are (i feet
Mass., and 1 know of several others high, filling up both sides—putting in
Who have SUCb bees. The bands are every colony in the yard— leaving an
not quite so light-colored on the very alley in the center and room to pass
After all are
Old bees, slill they are there as plain all around both rows.
Although think the age of in, will gauge the entrance with blocks
as day.
the bee has something to do with its as 1 think necessary. As soon as posmarkings, still I should consider bees sible I will put 6 or 8 tons of ice in the
that had to lie Idled with honey and front room, always keeping it well
placed on a window in the sun, as im- filled and covering the floor witli 2 or
pure.
3 inches of slowly moving water, the
ventilators being so arranged as to
I am surprised to see Mr. I), take
the position he has, on account of the keep the air pure, and the thermomeeffect it will have on those who are ter in the neighborhood of 40 3 bornot very well acquainted with Italians. row iug no troub'e if it occasionally rises
Sucll might lie led to believe that bees to 50 J or GO 3 leaving them here from
having black blood in them were all 140 to 150 days, requiring all the time,
constant and careful attention.
right.
1 cannot see how there is any danAs soon as the weather is favorable,
ger of applying too severe a test, and I take them out, not over 1 or 2 carto
danger
lies
me that the
it seems
loads per day, being careful to place
more in the opposite extreme. Bee- them upon the stands they were taken
keepers cannot be too careful in test- from in the fall. I will now leave
ing queens, and all bees that will re- them entirely alone, not disturbing or
quire one of Sam Weller's "patent handling them only when necessary;
double-million-magnifying gas micro- this we will know at a glance when
scopes of hextry power" to determine flying.
whether they are pure or not, should
They have been confined so long
be got rid of as soon as possible, and they have forgotten all about civilizaWhen such stock is got rid of, we may tion. For a few days after taking
hope to improve the race.
them out the greatest care must be
Coleraine, Muss.
taken to keep them from stinging us,
which they usually seem bent on doing with a vengeance. I will now take
For the American llee Journal.
nuclei and put them in colonies that
Bees.
How I Winter
tire queenless, crowding them to working order as soon as .possible. My
J. II. ROBERTSON.
loss in 6 years has been 2 per cent, of
colonies put up in the fall, and \% per
To best illustrate my method of cent, of queens.
wintering bees, we will take hive .No.
Fevvamo, Mich.
1, which stands about 4 inches from
the ground, the entrance some lower
than the back made from pine lumber % of an inch thick, IS inches long,
12 inches deep and 12 inches wide, in1

;

I

,

,

My

;

side measure.

The bottom board

pro-

jects 4 inches in front, and is securely
nailed to bottom of hive entrance, z
inch wide and from tj to 11) inches long.
Around the top of the hive less 1 inch

y

;

cover or top is some
is an inch band
larger than outside of hive, resting on
band no paint the hive contains 8

Canadian Bee-Keepers' Convention,

;

;

;

frames, all worker combs running
from entrance to back of hive over
frames is burlaps cover. The comb
ranges from 2 sheets of foundation
worked out this season to combs 15 to
20 years old. These contain 15 to 25
lbs. of sealed honey, some unsealed,
quite a quantity of pollen, and very
The queen is a
little, if any, brood.
pure, vigorous dark Italian, and less
than 2 years old. The hive is fairly
boiling with young, healthy matured
bees, and so full of them that if you
lift the corner of the cover they boil
over, seemingly pleased to get a little
more room.
To insure success, we enforce these
conditions on every colony by removing all light and empty frames, crowding the bees on as few combs as they
will cover well, using division boards.
If but one comb it must be an old one
M or ?i full of sealed honey, and from
4 to 5 holes through it. Place in center of hive with division board on each
side, leaving Jo inch space on each
side of comb; cover over with burlaps and till balance of hive with dry
sawdust, always using full sized hive
;

for winter.

have in my home yard a half score
of rows 10 rods long, about 5x10 feet
from center to center of hive, where
under my own supervision, every colony will till these conditions with less
I

score of division boards in use,
of packing of any
kind, we are ready for winter. I
let them stand out until winter is
fairly on us; then carefully remove
the top. place a block over the entrance, load 15 or 20 on car and run to
bee house door.
The bee house is a frost-proof building, 48 feet long, 10 feet wide and 8
feet high 6 feet from the entrance is
a partition with a door in the center ;

than

1

and not one ounce

;

An
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or dry sawdust, in fact, placing them
in a large chaff bin outside, each hive,
of course, having a shute from the en
trance, allowing the bees to fly whenever he weather was suitable. Messrs
W. Hicksou, John Calvert, A. E.Calvert, W. G. Russell, Arthur Russell
and ('. Neads were very successful

;

honey. On the oilier hand, if was
urged against natural swarming, that
bees were sure to come out while the
family were at church, or at Other
most inconvenient times, and if not
promptly attended, they would go lo
Mr. the woods. Its advocates, while adlast winter with this method.
Carnegie, of the Peterboro Review, mitting the necessity of a watch,
was present during the meeting and claim thai new swarms worked with
so lunch vigor, that a larger yield of
was invited to a seat at the table.
At the meetingon Wednesday even- honey was obtained. This brought
out a comparison Of what had been
ing, the report of the committee ap
pointed to draft a constitution was accomplished by an advocate of each
method. Thomas Hickson, of Ops,
read and adopted.
The election of officers then took had 13 colonies in the spring, inplace and resulted in the election of creased to 43, and took 1,600 lbs. of
the following gentlemen to the differ- surplus honey by natural swarming.
ent offices, VIZ
S. Corneil. Lindsay. Joseph Russell, of Manvers, had 17
President; VV. G. Russell. Millbrook, colonies in the spring, which be had
President;
1st Vice
Mr. Ilineman. increased to 65 by artificial swarming,
Grafton, 2d Vice President C. Neads, and obtained 2,1100 lbs. of surplus
Lindsay. Secretary and Treasurer A. honey. These results were considered
E. Calvert, Reaboro, Thos. Hicksou. so nearly equal, that it was thought
Reaboro, and Arthur Russell, Mill- better for each to follow the method
best adapted to his own particular
brook, Executive Committee.
It was resolved that, whereas ad- circumstances.
The association sat till a late hour,
vanced bee-culture is comparatively a.
new industry in this part of the coun- but everyone went away pleased with
try, the importance of which has not the discussions, and satislied the hue
heretofore been fully recognized, this was well spent. The next annual
association beg to suggest to the di- meeting is to be held at the time and
rectors of the Central Exhibition the place of the next Central Exhibition.
propriety of giving greater encouragement by granting more liberal prizes,
and making a better prize list.
Saunders Co., Nebraska, Convention.
Resolved, That the thanks of this
association be tendered to the Mayor
On call of Rev. E. L. Dodder, a
and Council of Lindsay for their lib- meeting of those interested in the culplacing
erality in
the use of council ture of the honey bee
was had tit
chamber at our disposal.
Wahoo, Neb., Oct. 8, 1881. Present,
Jttesolcecl, That each member be a
15 persons, all residents of this County.
committee of one to canvass for memRev. E. L. Dodder was selected as
bers for this association, and to send temporary Chairman, and
Rev. J. J.
to the Secretary names of bee-keepers Bnrtch, Secretary.
in their vicinity, or any in the terriThe object of the meeting was to
tory covered by this association.
consider, and if deemed desirable,
question drawer was opened, and proceed to the formation
of an associaa committee appointed to reply to the tion in this County.
queries. This elicited the following
After due deliberation, by unaniquestions
mous consent, the meeting proceeded
I

.

:

;

;

I

A

:

Would

it

pay

to

expose at this sea-

son of the year empty surplus combs V
One reply was that if the combs were
placed at some distance from the
hives, the bees would clean them up
and would not start robbing. Another
opinion was that it was better to set
them in the back part of the hive separrted from the brood nest by a division board.
How to winter with the best results
was the next question in the drawer.
In addition to the methods given at
the previous meeting, Mr. I. G. Moynes, of Fenelon, who lias scarcely lost
any bees during the last 11 years,
gave his method of wintering tiis box
His chief points
tiives in the cellar.

interesting and profitable gathering of the bee-keepers was held in
Lindsay, Ontario, Oct. 11th and 12th
Mr. S. Corin the council chamber.
nell was called to the chair, and Mr.
was
requested
to
act as SecNeads
C.
retary. There was a good attendance.
It was resolved to form an association
to further the interests of bee-keepers
in the Midland district included by were an even temperature slightly
the Central Fair Association.
On above freezing point, perfect darkness
motion, Messrs. W. G. Russell, C. and no jarring, but above all, raising
Neads and S. Corneil were appointed the hives one or two inches above the
a committee to .draft a constitution bottom boards for ventilation.
If
these points are attended to, it is not
and report the following evening.
Reports from those present were of so much importance whether the
called for, which being summed up, cellar is dry or not.
We may state
show that the number of colonies now en passant that, after witnessing the
owned is 500. increased from 188 in bee-keepers exhibit, Mr. Moynes has
spring and that the surplus honey determined to reform next spring and
obtained was 16.240 lbs., 14,900 lbs. exchange his box hives for more modbeing extracted, and 1,340 lbs. in the ern appliances.
How would you transfer from box
comb.
The best method of marketing the hives to frame hives and when, was
honey crop was then taken up and the next question. As to the time,
fully discussed.
It was stated that the answer was during fruit bloom,
much injury is often done by parties because the hives are then light, and
who, making bee-keeping altogether there is something for the bees to
a secondary matter, bring their honey gather. The process of taking bees
to the market as soon as taken in poor and combs from the box hive and fixshape, and are obliged to sell for what- ing them up snugly in movable frames
ever is offered, thus breaking down was fully gone into, but a description
the market at the start. The general in detail would be too lengthy here.
opinion seemed to be that it was best Any one having such a job before
not to rush the honey on the market him, can get full information in ttie
too early.
Most of those present books on bee-culture, any of which
wished they had their crop still un- Mr. R. S. Porter will order on application.
sold, as prices are advancing.
Whether is natural or artificial
The next subject taken up was the
different methods of wintering and swarming the best method of inThis
their results. This was a very im- crease, came next in order.
portant discussion, and much valua- called forth a most interesting discussion,
both
having
ble information was elicited.
One
methods
very
method was to place the hives in a warm advocates. Against artificial
row on scantling, or raised from the swarming, it was urged that more atground a short distance in some way, tention was required to prevent natand pack them on all-sides with sev- ural swarms than could be given by
eral inches of either chaff, cut straw, those not devoting their time exclu1

;

sively to the business
but its advocates claimed for if a larger yield of

to the

permanent organization

of the

Saunders County Bee-Keepers' Association by the election of T. L. Whitbeck, President, Mrs. C. L. Stocking,
Secretary. S. V. Decker, Treasurer
and keeper of supplies. Members enrolled, 15.

A

committee was appointed to draft
a constitution to reportatasubequent
meeting to be called by the President.
Numerous valuable suggestions were
made by those, present, on the care
and management of bees.
Rev. E. L. Dodder, by request, delivered an excellent address, covering
the

entire

subject

of

bee-culture,

which was considered a rare treat by
those interested

in

the propagation

and management of bees in the most
approved and scientific manner.
The speaker has shown by the man-

agement

of his apiary while residing
our midst, as well as by precept,
tfiat he is not only a bee-keeper, but a
bee-master, and those who follow his
instructions with judgment and care,
must succeed. Adjourned.
in

ADJOURNED MEETING.
The Saunders County Bee-Keepers'
Association met in special session
pursuant to call of President, at Wahoo, Neb.,

Nov.

5, 1881.

The Secretary being

absent, C. F.
Williams was chosen See. pro 3}m.
The Committee appointed to draft
a constitution, presented the same for
action, which was adopted.

The officers of the association consist of President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer
plies,

who

and keeper of sup-

are elected annually.

Regular meeting, first Saturday in
October and April of each year.
Any person may become a member
of this Association on application and

payment

of 50 cents.

Office of Vice President being vacant, C. C. Turney was elected to that
office for 1 year.

Additional members enrolled 5;
whole number of members 20.
On motion, the Secretary was instructed to furnish each of the town
papers, also the Chicago Bee Journal, with a copy of the proceedings.
C. F. Williams, ISec'y pro tern.
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Italians are Good Enough.— I comof inconsider menced this season with 22 colonies,
dividthe discussion of the various topics in rather weak increased to 33 by
bee-keeping the backbone of all bee- ing, and bought 17. I now have 50
strong, pure Italian colonies, except
meetings, whether local or National
but long articles, however excellent, one pure Cyprian, the head of the
" pinch "
crowd out other work. I do hope, in queen of which I intend to
future meetings throughout the early in the spring. The Italians are
till
country, this evil will be remedied by good enough for me, i. e., the long,
I have taken
having- shorter addresses and more leather-collared ones
700 lbs. of extracted honey of the finGeo. Thompson.
discussion.
est quality, sold at 15 cts. reared and
Geneva, 111.
sold nearly 200 queens, and have not
ThompMr.
with
quite
agree
quite done yet. There is plenty of
[ We
through the
son regarding the desirability of pub- honey in the hives to last
J. S. Tadlock.
winter.
lishing more debate, buthow can it be
Kingsbury, Tex., Nov. 1, 1881.
done without omitting the essays, or
limiting their number to two or three?
Honey Cake.— At the request as
Much of this essay business is very printed* in the Bee Journal, I heremonotonous to the general reader, and with give the recipes for the honey
cakes that I presented to the Toronto
might, without loss to the public, be Convention
omitted from the published reports.
Honkv Sponge Cake.— Two- thirds
Certainly, no editor would be excused of a breakfast cup of sour cream. 3
teaspoonful
by these essayists if he was to neglect cupsful of flour, an even
of soda, 1 cup of butter. 3 eggs, lyibs.
publishing their productions in exU nso, of honey, 1 tablespoonful of cinnamon,
while giving an official report, and no half tablespoonful of allspice, and a
reporter can do himself justice in giv- little extract of lemon ; mix the spices
put the soda in the
ing sketches of debate, where his with the flour;
milk and stir well, that all the ingreallotted space is already much more dients may thoroughly mix beat the
than consumed. We cannot see any cake well for another 5 minutes put
way in which it can be done, except for it in a buttered tin— bake from onehalf to three-quarters of an hour.
the Society to employ a stenographic
This is nice eaten warm. I used buckproceedings
publish
the
reporter, and
for those at the Con-

seems throughout a great lack
terchange of views.

Now,

I

;

;

Best Hive for Comb Honey.— I comlast spring to keep a Bee Account Book, noting down everything
of consequence, which I shall keep for
future reference. We had snow on
Nov. :;. but it is all gone ami my bees
Please
arc now bringing in pollen.

menced

state in tin- Bee Journal which size
df hive you think best for the producF. H. Sears.
tion of comb honey.
Girard, Pa., Nov. 6, 1881.

[For comb honey nearly

all

agree

frame is best— we prethe Langstroth.— Ed.]

that a shallow
fer

;

breeding in the swamp colonies they
bad fresher honey, more pollen, and
deeper frames to concentrate the heat
We imagine that bees
in the center.
but seldom die from old age— certainly
not in summer; but with everything
the most favorable for wintering, the
long, semi-dormant period is one of
rest and repose, rather than debility
and exhaustion. Ed.]

:

Poor Honey Season.— The honey
season in this section lias been the
poorest

known

many

for

years.

No

do any good, since June 10.
Waters
till the 28th of this month.
lower than they have been for years
many of the streams are entirely dried
up. Bees had to be fed to get them
rain, to

:

in condition for winter.
II.

Brown.

II.

Light Street, Pa., Oct.

East and West, would have been more
agreeable all around.— Ed.]
Entirely Satisfied.— I had 5 colonies
in the fall of 1880, and lost 3 las! winter; they were wintered on summer
stands. I have taken 130 lbs. of line
section honey, and 12 lbs. extracted;
increased to 7, all are well provided
entirely satisfied
1 am
for winter.
over the result of last season's labor.
the prosperI send my best wishes for
ity of the'

Bkb Journal.

pleased with

it

I

;

am much

in

pamphlet form.— Ed.1
Spring and

Summer Honey Plants.—

are the most suitable honey
plants (annuals) for early spring and
summery My soil is light sandy.

Which

Answer

in

Bee Journal.

[Catnip, motherwort and summer
rape, ought to do well on your soil.
Although a biennial, try a patch of

F. C. Gastinger.

Kenton, O., Nov.

2, 1881.

C.

Savannah, O., Oct.

Berkt.

3, 1881.

[The queens are old, and honeygathering and breeding having probably been kept up till quite late, a larger
proportion of drones than usual have
been reared.— Ed.]

New Courage for Next Season.— Alme to thank you for the very com-

low

plete table showing the amount of
surplus honev. increase of colonies,
etc., for 32

;

7, 1881.

and cannot do without sweet clover [Melilotus alba).— Ed.]

it

Old Queens.— I have several colonies
have retained their drones.
Supposing they were queenless, I
opened one and found the queen all
Please let me know through
right.
the Bee Journal why it is.

of bees that

;

Tiios. R. Smith.

Leighton, Ala., Nov.

;

States. This table adds
one more essential feature to the already popular American Bee Journal", and no bee-keeper that expects
wheat honey
to keep pace with the rapid strides
vention.
of our progressive pursuit, can think
Ginger Cake.— Take \% lbs. of of getting along without it, and lile
honey, "4 lb. of butter, lj^lbs. of flour, away for future reference every numounce
1
of ginger. % ounce of ground ber that comes into his possession.
allspije, 1 teaspoonful of carbonate of The full report of the North Amerisoda, y of a pint of sour milk cream can Bee-Keepers' Society, so recently
put the flour held at Lexington, Ky., is a rich feast
if you choose, 3 eggs
into a basin with the ginger and all- of great things which so many of us
spice mix these together, warm the (though we could not be present), by
butter and add it with the honey to our own quiet firesides, can be inthe other ingredients; stir well; make formed of all that was said and done
the milk just warm and dissolve the through the columns of the Bee
soda in it. and make the whole into a JOURNAL. I will not comment upon
nice, smooth paste with the eggs any particular paper or speech read or
well delivered before the Convention, but
which should be previously
whisked; pour the mixture into a but- simply say that it is " all good.'' The
tered tin— bake it from three-fourths bees are doing well in the mountains
to
hour; take the white of one egg on goldenrod. A line rain Oct. 25,
and beat it up with a little sweet milk gave us new courage, and renewed
and take a feather and brush the top
confidence in the season of 1882.
this will give it a glossy appearance.
A. W. OSBURN.
in
equal
pie
baked
2
can
be
This cake
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 1, 1881.
Mrs. J. G. A. Wallace.
tins.
Brighton, Out., Nov. 7, 1881.
;

31, 1881.

there has been a super[In
abundance of rain for the past month.
To have had it equalized between the

the West

16,

Using Drone Foundation.—I have
colonies of Italian bees; should I use
drone foundation in each hive, and
how much V Had I SOcolonies, should
Or. had I
I use it. and bow much V
Letter use a larger quantity in only a
few hives located in the center of the
apiary. One colony had 12 His. oi
honey, I gave them a frame of granu[If some good sisters would make a
lated sugar candy a week ago. nexl honey cake for every Convention of
have
been
bees
The
side-wall.
he
it would materially add
carrying it out at the entrance ever bee-keepers,
since. I removed the candy, and one- to the interest. Anything to awaken
fourth was consumed or carried out at enterprise and develop the uses for
the entrance. Bid I get the candy too honey, must he advantageous to the
bard, or burned, or should I have
Ed.
waited until their stores were nearly bee and honey industry.—
consumed before I gave the candy?
To another colony having 8 lbs. of
Why the Difference?— One year I had
honey mostly unsealed, I gave 2 in my home apiary 60 colonies thai
frames of sealed honey, next the side- ceased brood-rearing and honey and
walls. The bees carried the honey to pollen gathering about August 15lh.
the center frames, stripped the frames Accordingto the best authorities, they
of comb, and I think used it to cat) should have died off before spring from
over the honey. Why did they do so V old age. Six miles away, in a swamp.
F. M. Cheney.
were 24 colonies which gathered fall
honey and pollen for six weeks later—
South Sutton, N. H.
these I bought. According to rule,
[Use no drone foundation, unless they should have come through in
you have a particular strain that you prime condition. All were wintered
from Nov. 17 to
desire drones from, in which case one in the same cellar
April 18. My home apiary, mostly
or half a comb with dronecells will he old bees, spring honey, and little polample, near the centre of brood nest. len, wintered well, and dwindled in
Nothing will be gained by placing this spring 10 per cent. The swamp bees,
honey and pollen, wintered
hive in the center of the apiary. Had with tall
well also, and dwindled 00 per cent.
you placed the sugar candy near the The only point of difference percepticenter, there would have been no ne- ble was that of frame— the swamp
hives having frames 14 inches deep,
cessity for the bees to carry it there
the home hives being ll'o. Are
being granulated, the bees could not, and
we to blame the fall honey and pollen
it
much
labor,
liquefy
so
too
without
on which the swamp colonies wintered,
as to carry it in their honey-sacs to or the difference in depth of frame?
Tothe center. In winter, the moisture It American bee-keepers will visit
ronto Agricultural Fair next fall, I
in the hive softens the candy so the
have no doubt they will be somewhat
bees can consume it. The combs of astonished by the honey products exsealed honey might have been placed hibited there, as to quality and quan1

Honey from Alsike Clover.— After
uniting a few weak colonies in the
spring, I had Kill colonies; sold (11 first
class colonies and 2 nuclei, which lefl
me 73 colonies to begin the season
with. I worked 27 colonies for extracted honey; have taken an average
I put boxes on
of 21 His. per colony.
2(1 young colonies, and have an average of 40 lbs. each of comb honey. I
run the rest of them for increase, and
have this fall 147 colonies. Our bees
had IS acres of new seeding and 4
acres second crop Of alsike clover to
work on. from which they gathered
most of the honey. Basswood did not
yield much honey this year.
C. M. Woolver.
1

Hallsville,

N. Y., Nov.

IS,

1881.

[Here is a very good illustration
that even in New York, where land is
most valuable, it will pay to plant for
bee pasturage. Had our correspondent not run for increase, and suppose
only 150 of the 211 lbs. of honey were
directly attributable to the alsike, he
would have realized 10,950 lbs. from
his 73 colonies, which, at 10c. per lb.,

would have brought the handsome

sum

of SI, 095 rental for 22 acres of

clover-land.— Ed.]

The National Convention.— I have
just finished reading that gem of an
article by Dr. J. P. II. Brown, on the
" Races of Honey Bees." To the scientific bee-keeper it is worth the price
of a year's subscription to the Weel.lv

Bee Journal.

1

suppose this ends

the proceedings of the National Convention, where a great many other
Splendid articles were read touching
points on our noble and interesting

;

l

;

li
Helen's Babies."— An entirely
new edition of this famous book is in

press, and will be published in. a few
days by T. B. Peterson & Brothers,
Philadelphia, Pa., with a very handsome illustrated cover having portraits of Budge and Toddie, Martha,
Mary and the Goat upon it. John
llabberton, the author, has given
Budge and Toddie world-wide celebthey have pleased thousands
rity
with their pranks, and will please
thousands more, for it is simply im;

possible

to

resist their fascination.

Orders should be sent in early.
®p" The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meetingin Platteville, GrantCo.,
Wis.. Nov. 30. 1881.
N. E. France, Sen., Platteville, Wis.

<®~ The Michigan State Bee-Keepconvene at Battle Creek, on Thursday, Dec. 8, 1881.
one of the
expect
We have reason to
largest and most, interesting meetings
we have ever held. Let all arrange

ers' Association, will

he present. All District Associaions should send delegates. Each person should come with their best experience in their bands, ready to band
it over to the others of the fraternity.
lo
l

Commutation
railroads.

rates are expected on
A. J. Cook, Pres.

T. F. Bingham, 6'ec.
I- C. Thorn. M. 1).
near the center. The cell-walls were tity.
1881.
Nov.
Canada,
3,
Streetsville,
the National Convent inn did not come cut away by the bees to give room for
(gf The Texas State Bee-Keepers'
up to my expectations. When I read
[The difference in spring dwindling Convention will be held at McKinney,
assist in emptynumber
greater
a
f>
proceedthe
the programme. and then
was probably attributable to earlier Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 18^2.
There ing them.— Ed.1
ings, I was disappointed.

calling.

But notwithstanding all

this.

THE AMERICAN BEE fJOURNAL.

1881.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Special notices.
igr Single copies of the

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

B A M BJRTC a N BEE .InruxA i, is the oldest Bee
Paper In America, and has a large circulation in

Tn

Journal

OFFh

sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

Advertisements intended forthe Bee
Joi rnal must reach this oilice by
Saturday of the previous week.

^(lucvtiscmcnts.

BRS' QUOTATIONS.

V.\'\

367

..i

i

M

m

\

km AN Ul'K .loriJNAI,,

lay, i"

The following

:i.

Not.

in.,

1881.

i.

i

ever; State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional mid business men,
and is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

I

i

Bv A.

honey and beeswax received
this hour

to

r,s r a

iti.isnr.u in is75.

State Agricultural

.

»

-Prime qunlitv, is,.1;l>j c
al. H. Newman, hi- w. Mudison

—

—

^g°

When

dress,

new

changing a postofllee admention the old as well as the

address.

NEW

^"

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

An Asreeable

HERE YOU

YORK.

sis

The Greatest

LOUIS.

Comb flrmerat20@

demand

22c a lot of 23 boxes sold at the latter ticui'e.
strained and extracted rather sluw att}@12}£c.
inside price fur round luts. Sale id bbla. (s.ouu lbs.
net) un Thursday, at 9c.
Selling Ituhtly at 19@20c.
R. C. GUEEK& Co., 117N. Main Streec.

CINCINNATI.

HONE V— Is in coud demand

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or iSfew York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

—

Jan. 1. 18S:t.
Cents post'

til

for '4H

is

to say,

subscribed for befo*e Jan. 1st. 1H82
iifter tnat
date i
will be *i per y*-ai

It

>st.

if

__.ns

the

also conbest a"d

liveliest of Btoriesfor

old and young. Has
a Children's Depart

advance, as that
Us regular sub-

full Produce
Market Kepoits, etc.

ini'iit.

scription price.

—

pages,4 columns

Farms. Herds and
Workshops of the

age paid, to any address, that

16

bound, ami by preserving a year's edi
tlon, you will have a
complete and valu ble history of th

i

is

:

Sample Paper sent FREE.

BEESWAX—

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Supply is in excess of the demand at
hundred cases arrived this
week, and there are advices of more still to come.
We quote white comb, l6(s)20c.; dark togo d.iot^
Extracted, choice to extra white. 9@loc;
14c.
dark and candied, 7.- sc. BEESWAX— 23SI25C,
Steahns & smith, 123 Front Street.

prices current. Several

PEORIA,

46w3tX

1 1, 1..

HGpiJTCWANTKDtosell Dr.Chaae's 2,000 Recipe
Sight, Doub'e your money
S< lis
Address Dr.Chase'sPrintingHouse, Ann Arbor.Mich

HuTIi 10 Book.

$H

rf
I

iii.

HI

A YEAH and expenses

III
I

address!"
free.adt

oti tilt

Vul-hM», Maine.
M

to agents,

O Vlckery
Sbwly

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

MARYLAND FARMER,

on the market, and prices

BEESWAX.—Southern,
;

pure,21@23c.i Western,
grease wax. He.— Baltimore Market

Journal.

INDIANAPOLIS.
New, in 1 or 2
Iiulianupolta Stock Revii w.

lb.

sections,

22@25c—

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY.— The supply and demand are alike
BKKSWAX - Best light 23®25c— Philadelphia

nominal.

Ali uit lily Magazine devoted to Agriculture, Horiculture and Rural Economy. The oldest Agricultural Journal in Maryland, and for ten years
the only one. Terms. $l.oo per year in advance.
Published by Ezra whitman, 141 West Pratt st

A

Baltimore, Md.

S5?~The Marylaml Farmer has a larger circulation, and will be read by more Farmers. Planerchants. Mechanics, and others interested
ters,
in Ajgricu tore, than any other paper which circulates in the Middle or Southern States, and there
fore is the best medium for advertisers who desire
46w4tx
to extend their -ales in this territory.

Merchants Guide.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— We

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest.! ndispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ["bound in finest
French muslin. embossed, full

report the market quite active
pound
ali our sales this week of comb boney in
sections nave been made at 22c, and two pound
sections at 20c Extracted has taken a start, and
we report trade quite active in small packages, 311pound til) cans, especially, at 12C per lb. Extracted in bbls. continues dull
;

1

BEESWAX

For a club of 2, weekly
give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a

gilt, :too pp. .contains

beautiful

steel engravings, r_\". prescriptions.pt ice only $1.25 sent by
illustrated sample. He"

-2
22C
A. C. Keniiei.. 115 Ontario Street.

;

kiow thyself.^:';;^:^-^'*
W. 11.
tuteor

Local Convention Directory.

PA UK Kit,

Nu.

Bulrlncbst, Boston.

4

I>r.
m
2-2vr

i

y

;

Time and Place

1881.

ATTENTION,

of Meeting.

W. Wisconsin,

at Platteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec, Platteville, Wis.
S— Michigan State, at Battle Creek. Mich.
T. F. Binglialn, Sec, Abronia, Mich.

Nov. 30— S.

1

I

Send for a free Specimen Copy of the

1

(Established

The

^°

It would save us much trouble,
would he particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you li"e near one postoffice and

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

ZW~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to l"i ward full particulars of

iiul

victor.

and any of the following periodicals, for 18811,
column of figures.
first column gives the regular price of both.
is

prepaid by the publishers.

suffer such unspeakable tor-

Live Stock and Family Journal in America.

Acknowledged authority on all agricultural topics,
and leads the van ol American Ai-ricultmal Journalism. Has the largest and ablest corps of reyular Contributors ever employed on an agricultural
paper, under an able and experienced Editorial
Management, who spare no expense or labor to
add everything possible to

Publishers' Price. Club.

that

its value.
It is ;t paper
closely read and highly prized by every
the family.

i

Rheumatism has been con-

The Weekly BeeJournal {T.G.Newuian)$2

00..

member of

Kendall's Spavin Cure
See advertisement.

andGleaningsinBee-CultureiA.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers'Instructort W.Thonias/

2 75
2 HO
2 35
50.. 4 00

Term* for 1892,
IX ADVANCE.
$1.50
One Tear, 52 Issues
Making it The Cheapest first-class Agricultural

is

the

44

©•We havea SPECIAL EDITION
Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
it will be published in 18*2 (16 pages),
Conventions,
for distribution at Fairs,
Any one who may desire to disetc.
tribute them to bee-keepers will be

of the

structive and Valuable Agricultural,

It

at the prices quoted in the last
Al! postage

Why

IE 18.3

Most Enterprising, In-

is a 64-Column Weekly Paper,
Witl frequent 20-('«liimu Supplement*.

1882.

We supply the Weekly American Bee JourThe

tures i
quered.

Oldest, Largest,

time and place of future meetings.— Ell.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

The

above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Exchange iJ.H.Nellis)
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.U.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The above-named papers
Prof. Cook's Manuah bound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman)
4

I

.

Binder fi.r Weeklv, Itol
Binder for Weekly for 1882

.

3 HO..

3 00
-i

4

Till..

3 00..
2 50..
2 30. .

6 30..

2
2
2
5

AXTKLL,

Koaeville,

Warren

Co.,

Subscription

PAYABLE

15

50

.

FOR

L. U.

75
35

3 25.. 3 00
2 25
2 40.
2 8i.. 2 75
2 05.. 2 50

8AI.E-l.iii Colonies of Italian Bees
improved Quinhv hives, in prime condition,

ijywly

Pine UliiwIrntloiiN.

;

the following opinion* of the
it is

Book;

the work of a master and of

real value.— L'Apicultitre, Paris.
1 think Coon's Manual is the best of our American works.-J.Kwis t. Colby,
It appears to haze cut the t-nmnd from under
future book-makers.— Hriti+h Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful managementof the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. WYNKoop.
This hook is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Far.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
do without.— AVbrus/ca Farmer.
To all who wish to engage in bee culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, HI.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fully up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. VVENZEL.
My success has been so great as to almost aston-

ish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— WM. VAN ANTWKUP, M. D.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers- A')/. Li?'( Stuck Record.
It is a credit tti the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either Krench

or foreign, which 1 like so mucb.— L'Aube l)u
Boi:s, e.htor ot the Bulletin D' Ainrulteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies ot bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
;

We have perused with great pleasure this vade
of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiTo all taking un intere t in this subject,
culture.
we say, obtain this valuable work, ead it i-areiully
and practice as advised. — Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
tieafise on bee-culture in Europe or America a
scientific work on modern bee management that
mecam

1

every experienced bee-man

will

welc me. and

it is

essential toevery amateur in bee-Culture, it is
handsomely printed, neatly bound and is a credit
AgriculturitL
to the West.— WtaU

m

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject re la ling to the culture
of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Pn>t 'ook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of all occupations.— American Imentur
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals winch
have recently appeared on the subject of bees and
The studies of the
tueir handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
details, are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeimig.ami writes of the the in cs dwussed in
the light of his own experience. — Paci/le Rural.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-culture, we consider Prof Cook'fl
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and its teach<

Ohio Farmer.

-

if all

;t:t

;

Farmers!

R82
are Everywhere Using and Jan.
10— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. Y\
recommending Barker's Ginger Tonic,
25—Northeastern, at utica. N. V.
because they have learned from exGeo. W. House. Sec. Fayetteville, N, Y.
perience that it speedily overcomes
i—Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
despondency, indigestion, pain or
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
weakness iti the hack and kidneys, and
'J.',— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Win. R. Howard, Sec
other troubles peculiar to the sex.
May — Champlain Valley, at Bristol, vt.
44w4
Home Journal. See adv.
T. Brookins, Sec.

Women

1

18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work lias been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
Illustrated with many costly wood encravings
the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
full descc iip tions of honey-producing p la nts, trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions fur the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times'*
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, hut intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Bead

The Farm and Workshop Association

are not quoted.

pure,21@ 22c

!

about

10,000,

BALTIMORE.
little

Pajrea

Michigan.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual o
the Apiary, enlarged ami elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ;i,(HK) copies was exhausted in

All agree that

HONEY.— 1-pound combs area desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 2u@22c, according to quality.
P line quality, 2nc.
Chockeh & Blake, ..7 Chatham Street.

HONEY. -But

H'-iO

College of

Agents wanted.

%W CIRCULATION,

BOSTON.

we

Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Jouknal for a year free.
It will pay to devote a few hours to
the Bee Journal.

WORKSHOP
to the page, 13 inch s
long,
it is beautifully
printed
and

all

Stock
and Family Papers
now published in the
United States, can
he had from now

in

here now.

I quote
Good comb honey, in sections, is worth
I8&I20C on arrival. Extracted, 7@9C. on arrival.
BEESWAX. IK@22c, on aoival. 1 have paid
C. V. Mem.
25c per lb. for choice lots.

HONEY.—

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

of

Agricultural,

1

ST.

—AND
is

BEESWAX—

In fair

THE FAHU

A. IRE-

fiill.nnd trade is lively.
White oomb, iii sQuill

boxes, II20i dark, In small boxes, 15@17c. Extracted. white, lutstllc.; dark. t^hc.
Prime quality, 2lKi*23c.
THORN ,t Co.. 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

Dressing: for the Hair,

that will stop its falling, has been long
sought for. I'arker's Hair Balsam,
distinguished for its purity, fully sup44w4
plies this want.

Premiums.

In size,

St.

BEESWAX—

<Ggr Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do so by paying the difference.

Of Eut<>m<,h'.j\i In the

.

.

HONBV -The supply la
We quote
follows:

HONEY.-

ILL.

ZPIEOIRI-A.,

,.

BEESWAX

^^^

8iT Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
.
m *.
Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth.Dzierzon.aiKl the Baron
of Berlepsch.—Price 25 cents each.

The Farm and Workshop,

;

i

.'

COOK,

J.

:

in inkv The market ia lively and prices steady.
We quote IlKhl comu boney, in suiu'Ui comb
iv
boxes, in lamer boxes2o. less. Extracted
-

AIMAUY,

TIIK

0/ Lansing, Profrwr

CHICAGO.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send tor in ets. each, or $8 per 100.

MANUAL OF

arc the latest quota-

tions lor

up

OH.

Liberal

Weekly in the country.
Premiums or Cash Commissions

Club

Agents.

A Very

Fine Steel Engraving of President
Garfield is offered witn the
io Farmer.
Specimen copies sent free. A ddress

conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree Of
success. The author ad resses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.- Kansas Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds in America
the same high rank, that Is accorded in Germany
to the book of which Dzierzon is the author; the
only difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the German pastor
with the superiority of the practical American.
He refers In several instances to Darwin and
does not belong to that class which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.— German Fretdenker,
Milwaukee, Wis.
ings

;

to*

Price— Bound

46w4tx

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

in cloth,

flil.uO, by mail prepaid.

$1.3*1

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

THE OHIO FARMER,

in

111.

to

.

974

West Madison

6.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAQO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

368

Frances dunham,
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Nov.

Italian bees

Books
wwi.w

All standard
QtnnHnrrt colonies
Minnies have eight
eiirht. framfs,
framrs. l"Hj
17W
All
inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames HJi
inc. long and
inc. long and MH*£ inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$jo; in lots of five, each $!i in lots of ten or more,
1

A
One

tn three weeks, each insertion,
"

"or more"

Four

"

Eight,

Thirteen

Twenty-six

"

"

Fifty-two
Special Notices.

r>0

*L'.~>o

8c.

974

Address

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical,
The book is a masterly production, ami one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without. Cloth, #1.25
paper cover, 3j»l,
Quinhy'i
Ilee-Keepluc, by L. C. Rout—
The author treats the subject of bee-keepinp so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— Sl.oO.
uf Bee-Cult are, by a. I. Root
Novice**
-This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, "»!--•'»; paper, ¥1.
King** ISee-Keepem* Text- Book, bv A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. * 1 .OOj paper, ?5e*
I .;tii!£-t rot It
on the Hive and Honey Bee
- This is a standard scientific work.
Price, KB.
Bleamed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical Information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Wl.OO.
Bees and Honey; or, successful man a Yemeni uf the A|»li»iy, by Thomas G. Newman.
Thl* embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring—
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Handling litres — Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Kntcli*«h and Germun.Price for either edition, 4<> cents, postpaid.
l»y it-i/«m Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
;

New

all

communications to
J. H. ROBERTSON,

Pewamo,

2">wtf

AB(

Ionia Co., Mich.

Transient Advertisements payable In advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

— Yearly Contracts
reliable dealers.

THOMAS
074 West

NEWMAN.

G.

Madison

Street.,

Chicago,

I will

Honey

111.

Dunham Foundation

Editorial

jy New

361,

362
3G2
362

Italy

Controversial

Vennur's Weather Predictions
Fragrant

36:2

our Exchanges
Fall Crop Of Honey
:

362
362
362

Bees in Navarro County, Texas
Well Turned
Avoid lift- .Murder
Curiosities uf Bee Stings
l'orre*|ion«lcnce

362
362

:

That "Coming Bee"
Bees and Honey in California

363

363
363
363
364

The Business of Supply Dealers
The Best Out Door Protection
Bacteria and Bee-Bread
Three- Bund Test for Italian Bees
How 1 Winter My Bees

Convention Notes

:

West Madison

972

DePere, Wis.

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

street.

11,1-.

Selection* from

New Bee -Keeping. THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER,
If yon desire the
benefit of an ex-

L. C.

facts and arguments to demonstrate them.

15 c.
Honey, u« Food and Medicine, by Tbomns
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan,,

perience which
has enabled us to J \
secure 32,809 lbs.
of honey from 160
colonies of bees
during the present
season, send for,
our book. It con
BrMA
tains 270 pages,
1
''l
with 1! mi illustrations, and Is fully
I
SI.50.J.
up to the times. Price, by mail.
!£1.50. We sell everyr liing used in advanced
bee-culture. Send lor our illustrated circular.

G.

A new sixteen-column

bee paper, devoted entirely
dealers
to the best interests of honey producers
in Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only f-'. I-'). Sample copies tree. Ad-

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as fui.n, kivinu recipes for making
,

;

;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended f or consumers, and should be scat-

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

dress,

everywhere. Published

Our

l>etter

Box

BRO.,
MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

Extruded Honey; HurveNtini;, IImiuIIiii|{ and Marketing. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. \ C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods

366

366
366

Using Drone Foundation

366
366
366
366
366
366

Enough

Recipes.

Mid Queens
the Difference?

New Courage for Next

Seasen

Premiums.—Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
1882, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
may count in the club
Club of 35,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
"
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
a

"

*•

"

"

"
"
5,—
G,— Weekly Bee Journal

cloth.

for

Or they may deduct 10 per cent

1

year.

in cash

for their labor in getting up the club.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANQER,
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ha in; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. IIAVIS,
address it to
iowiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill. Tenn.

bo
is

JOHN

ftenduIl'N llor»e

diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper. 3;>c.

tjoui'iiul represents the lame class of fine stock
breeders in the Ohio Valley, and the great tobacco
sections of Kentuckv, ndianu and Tennessee;
also, is the Organ of the Kentucky Horticultural
Society and of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
Association. It is an old-established farm anc n reside paper, and popular among its subscribers.
Terms of subscription, $1.50 per year. Send for
Joursample copv. Address, Farmers*
45w4tx
nal, Louisville, Ky.

Roup's Easy Calculator.—These are bandy

tables tor all kinds ot merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well hound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth. $1. ; Morocco, «l.SO.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill.— A treatise on
its cause, symptoms and cure.
Price, *-i.>e.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,tMH>.UIXl Indnsdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Kurms, etc., <if vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,0011 items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Mine s. Metallurgists, Assayers,
P umbers. Gas and steam
itters, Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Buildera.Manufacturera and Mechanics. ,vki BNGKAVINGB of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements,

Home

The Original Patent

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

hav

Rev. A.

HONEY KN IFE,
Send a card

lBmtf

C OLM,

.

s_*-'

V'\3^X

\322T^k

Circular.

Fond du Lac, Wis.

Italian

Blood

Queens, $'2 Cyprian Queens, $2.l)U
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $;*>
Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.Utl Colony of Cyp;

;

It

;

Wax worked
Pure Comb Foundation.
on D unham Machine, 25 lbs. or over.

360,

per

lb.

lb.

jysend

forCircular.

lwly

For the pant few years have made this excellent
food niy leading article. Having the best *-stabI

eputatlon

HONEY

PURL
Apiaries, enables me to

In tins city aa a

dealer

In

direct irom the
obtain the highest market prices. Your consignmentaanii correspondence respectfully solh ited.

K. A.

BUENETT, Commission Merchant,

Successor to Conner, Burnett A Co.,
165 So. Water Street. Chicago,
34wI3t

III.

Given's FoundationPress.
The

improvement In Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
latest

'wiy

1>. S.

GIVEN,

Hoopeston.

111.

ELECTROTYPES COMB FOUNDATION,
THOMAS

NEWMAN,

ggyjjjUajjA'

bigh side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Bprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

TABLES

Parker's
Hair Balsam.

& diseacss

of the Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&is entirely different from
Litters,

Ginger Essences

The Best, Cleanest, aod
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
Never falls to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray hair.
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Stase.
50c. and $1 sizes.
__

ing.

&

in alt

I

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details. Rural E. onomy. Fond Values. Care of Stock, Remedies for do., to increase tops. Pest Poisons, TrainI

ing Horses.

Steam Power on Farms.

LIGHTNING

Calculator for Cubic Measures, Ready

Reckoner.
Produce, Rent, Board, Wages. Interest, Coal and
Land Grain. Hay. and Cattle
Tables.
Measurement.
Seed, Ploughing, Planting and
Breeding Tables. Contents ol Granaries. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns. Boilers. Logs, Boards, Scantling,
etc., nt si'jht. Business Forms, all kinds, Special
Laws ot -hi States, Territories, and Provinces (in
the U. S. and Canada', relating to the Collection of
Debts, Exemptions from fe'oroed Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate. Rights of Married Women. Interest and
Usury Laws. Limitation of Actions, etc.
The work contains iJUfi pages, is a veritable
Treasury uf Useful Knowledge, and won h its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage raid, »"J..*o.

To nage

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.
PHE WEEKLY CAPITAL

r

Is

an EIGI1T-

L PAGE, 4S COLUMN paper, published at Toneka Kansas, giving Full ana Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
(LOU per year. Sample Copy Free.
44wtttx

TO MAKE MONEY. For
HTiW
\J VT enclose
Lock Box
I 1

Kalamazoo, Mich,

iu cents to

particubi7s
:J I 8,

34wiat

possible

items for Grocers, Confectioners,
the Press,
Physicians. Druggists, etc. :>ih> Health Items. 500
do. for Painters, VarniBhers, Gilders, etc. son do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do, for Hunt'
cis. Trappers Tanners, Leather <fc Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength of Materials, Effects
ing, etc., in detail.
of Heat. Fuel Values, Specific Gravities. Freights
by rail and water— a Car Loud, Stowage in Ships,
Power of Steam, Water, Wind. Shrinkage of Cast|o,(mmi items for House eepers. Farmers,
ings, etc.
Carpenters, Gardeners, Stocx Owners, Bee-keepl."^'

cures Rheumatism,

Sleeplessness,

with 500,000 Calculations

forms for Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. HO0
Items for Printers, Publishers, and Writers for

and the

only invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame- All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samp] s.

FLAT 1I0TT0M

Of Enpravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch—no single cut sold forless
O.
than50C
974: WeBt Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

Purifier

Gas and Water Works, Hydraulics Mill
Dams, Horse Power ot Streams, etc. On Blast
Furnace's, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Proscting and Exploring for Minerals. Quarts and
Placer Mining, Assaying, Amalgamating, etc. 461

tilation,

BestlleaUh&Strcngth
Kcstortr Ever Used.

;

I

per

;

Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

111.

;

ting, Finishing Engine Building, Reparing and
operating, Setting of Valves. Eccentrics, Link and
Valve Motion, steam Packing, Pipe -nd Boiler
Covering, Scale Preventives, steam Heating, Ven-

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

SALISBURY

lOc.

i

and Speed of

AIIIIOXJA. MICH.

rians. 8 frames, ¥HMN).

llshed

Plans of Mills, Roofs. Bridges, etc. Arrangement
Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Belts,
Boring. Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Kh.ur, Oat Meal, Saw, Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery. Sugar,
Oil. Marble, Threshing, and Rolling Mill, do., Cotton Gins, Presses, etc. Strength ol Teeth, shafting, Belting. Friction, Lai he Gearing Screw Cut-

or

BINGHAM& HETHERINGTON,

100
$12.00
9.00

;

Sample and

for testimi nials,

Saws.

Per

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.UU Tested

Comb Foundation Machine.

*•

AND

Bin" ham & Hether ngtou

i

7.DO
4.0O

book could be

A weekly paper devoted to Agriculture,
Live Stuck, Horticulture, Apiculture,
and kindred subjects. The Farmers' Home

a full cover, and are excellent
TheBe Pails
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon mid
half gallon pails nave a bail or handle, the quartand pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another aa a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very u-eful for many other purposes, utter eing emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
$1.80

Book. — No

more useful to horse owners. It has 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.

Per Doz.

for

3a pages.

management

LOUISVILLE, KY.

;

jy Send

This

It gives Mr. Moth's views on
of bees. Price, lOc.
eat and should
;
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 2UU pages SO«..

FARMERS' HOME JOURNAL,

Tool Box and Reco: ding Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set

"
Farmer's Paper.— Attention is Half Gallon, " 5 "
....
1.50...,
"
"
yuan,
J&6 "
...
1.20....
culled to the advertisement of the Pint,
"
"
75
\S& "
Ohio Farmer, of Cleveland, O., in this
ALFRED II. NEWMAN,
issue of our paper. It is one of the
872 West Madison Street, Chicago,
oldest and most valuable agricultural
and family papers of the country.

C. Olm's

their apiary.

Food Adulteration What we

Gallon, holding in lbs. of honey

A

Muth;

the

:

For

in

many useful hints.— Price laid
Practical Hints to Ifcee-KfveperK, by Chas.

contains
F.

Kntirelv Satisfied

Italian Beea are (food

and management adopted

:

Honey from Aisike Clover
The National Convention
Sprint: and Summer Honey Plant-

50c.

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize—925 in gold
—was awarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. »c,

3G5
365

366
366

in

Price for either edition, tic; per dozen,

ROOT &

4i5smtf

demand tor honey
English and Oerman.

tered by thousands, creating a

Columbus, Kansas.

28wtf

:

Best Hive for Comb Honey
Po-t Honey Season

Hone v rake

(juinby's

364
365

Canadian Convention
Saunders County, N b., Convention

Why

solicited.

ALFRED

362
361

The Queen- Breeders of

Good

Correspondence

Circular and Samples free. .JEJ

FRANCES DUNHAM,

lsmtf

buy a few tons of Extracted
market prices.

at the ruling

:

Editorial Items
No vice and Glucose

Among

Mill,

Patented An?. 23th, 1881.

Contents of this Number.

ILL,

illustrated

fastidious.

"

CHICAGO.

Street,
;

To secu r e prompt attention, monev should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

cents per line.

NEWMAN.

C.

West Madison

Bee-Kecper'n Oiiide or, Cook'« Mnnual
of the Aplury. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

;

handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminusi ot every order from my yards, shipping facilities, six times daily to sill points. With
2ii years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most

20c. per line.
18c.
loo.
l*c.
lOc.

l

THOMAS

l-

;

;

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

line

pure Tested Queen,

frame Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), $3.50; 2frame do., #4; :j-frame do., $5 4-frame do.. $5 f>0
July, August and September, 5-fran e Nucleus.
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
wordi;

single

:

Bee-Keepers
_w w «vw|#w w

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

1

;

each $m

for
.w

16.

_.*&»«

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

NOVEMBER

clover or basswood (and each of the
Southern States has some substitute

Sweet Clover as a Weed.
Mr.
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

II. S.

Hackman,

writes us the following
dated the 15th inst.

of Peru,

for these),
111.,

welcome letter,

Please And inclosed flowers of the

Editor and Proprietor,

sweet clover, picked from the road974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. side, on the prairie, yesterday, 14th
inst. Sweet clover, as a weed
AlTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
though it has been growing in our
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) $2 a year. In advance. roads, on waste land, along railroads,
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
and on our hill-sides for 25 years, it
SEMI-MONTHLY — The first and third numbersot does not seem to get into the fields,
each month, at $>1.00 a year, in advance.
except where water has carried the
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at seeds into low places.
SO cents a year/in advance.
I suppose I owe my wonderful sumfW~ Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address mer success largely to the sweet clode^red. Sample copies furnished free.
ver.
We had the hottest and driest
(3T Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- season we ever had no rain from June
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay15 until Sept. 15.
The hotter and drier
able to our order. Such milyure at mir risk. Checks
the more honey, seemingly. My loss
on local banks cost us
cents for collecting.
last winter was 163 out of 165 colonies.
Free of postage in the United States or Canada. I bought 8, and commenced this seaPontitfte to Em-ope HO cents extra.
son with lOcolonies; my first division
was June 12th. I divide by moving a
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. strong colony, and start a nucleus in
its place, with a full hive of combs and
one frame of brood. This season I
subdivided the nuclei when the queens
were ready to hatch, say from 12 to 14
days, by giving each a brood comb
again. In this way I have increased
from 10 to 71 colonies, which could
only be done by dividing and subdivi!

-

—

J.">

ding. My hive is what I will call a
systematized Langs troth, 14x14, and
11% inches high, inside measure, holding 9 frames. From a number of nuFrom a recent number of the Far- clei, started June 12, July 6, 9, 17. etc.,
I extracted 60 lbs. of honey from the
mer and Manufacturer we clip the fol- upper
story, in September.
Total
lowing interesting item
honey crop for 1881, 1 ,000 lbs. extracted,
200 113s comb honey, and bees all strong
commercial exchange says that and well supplied.
I work on the tierthe American honey trade with Great

Demand

for

Pure Extracted Honey.

A

ing up plan. I have taken 40 full
is growing rapidly.
A recent sheets
of brood from my only survivEnglish order calls for 58,000 oneing Italian colony, and yet it occupied
pound cans of pure extracted honey.
4 stories, containing 36 frames, and a
Yes, and soon we will have ready case of sections again the middle of
September. My other colony (blacks)
foreign sale for every pound of pure were not much behind
this.
Each
extracted honey we can spare. The gave me 60 lbs. of extracted honey,
size and style of package is perhaps which was taken off in September, af-

Britain

the most significant portion of the
above item, as they indicate that the
honey is wanted to retail for family
consumption. Heretofore, the greater
portion of extracted honey sent to
Great Britain has been used for manufacturing purposes now, however,
since it is becoming a family staple,
its popularity and the demand will be

ter it

was

all finished.

From

sweet

clover,
heartsease.

—

wild

cucumber and

;

Seventy-one colonies from 10, and
honey
Extraordinary
almost illimitable.
And yet, with Mr. Hackman's continAgain, it corroborates the policy the uous honey flow, and his intelligence
Bee Journal has long advocated, to make the most of it, his success this
That for a retail trade, neat tin season can be made a matter of comviz.
cans and pails, ranging from 1 to 10 mon occurrence. His intelligence can
lbs., will be most eagerly sought for be acquired by most of us through
by the small consumer. Properly put thoughtful reading and practical exup, of irreproachable purity, American perience, while the continuous honeyextracted honey will in the near future flow can be much more speedily and
become more popular abroad than the easily obtained. There are but very
beautiful comb honey which iias chal- few locations in the Northern or Cenlenged their admiration, and at more tral States that are not already supremunerative prices.
plied with maples, fruit trees, white
:

1

,200 lbs. of

!

and judicious planting can

made

to supply the balance

of the season.

Dr. Tinker's Golden

Honey

Plant.

We are

frequently in receipt of letimport to the following,
which we have received from Mr.
Louis Hofstatter, Louisville, Ky.

ters of similar

For most locations nothing will be
found so available as sweet clover.
Please give the common name of the
Blooming early, as it does, it will di- so-called golden honey plant. It may
vide the attention of the bees with be growing near many bee-keepers
white clover; a portion fenced off will who will send money for the seeds, and
by being posted through the proper
afford a succulent, nourishing
for horses, cattle

and calves

pasture
channel— the Bee Journal— could
July save their money, or invest it accordfor hay, ing to the value of the plant for their

till

1st, or it can then be mown
and be again allowed to sprout up anew
and bloom continuously until winter,
cheerless and cold, has with its icy
em brace overcomes it. With but little
care it can be made to bloom and yield

locations.

We

are not aware of any common
for the plant, and have no defi-

name
nite

knowledge regarding

it

except

that imparted from time to time in
Dr. Tinker's correspondence. Prof.

nectar, except when rains are falling
or during the prevalence of strong, Cook, whom we have addressed for
adverse winds, from the middle of the common name, kindly answers
June till past the middle of October
there is none "except Actinomeris ; it
certainly as long a period as our impa- is a composite plant, near Coreopsis."
tient little workers can utilize it; nor How far it may be desirable to have
will it then cease to " waste its sweet- it growing in the vicinity of farms
ness on the desert air," but after the and orchards we cannot say, nor do
advent of winter, when all else has we know regarding its adaptability to
passed into " the sere and yellow leaf," certain soils and climates.
its modest flowers will waft a fragrant
Early recognizing the vital importgood-bye to the bee when on its last ance of encouraging
the cultivation
flight, and leave pleasant memories for
and development of every species of
its long winter dreams.
honey plant, in order to determine the
We thank Mr. Hackman for his tes- most available for certain soils and
timony, corroborating that of many localities, as well as to secure a conothers, that it is not an obnoxious tinuous honey flow, we have gladly
weed.
Many have abstained from availed ourselves of every opportunity
planting it because of the foolish and for observation, and have taken every
unfounded prejudice against it. On occasion to impress upon the apiarists
the contrary, it can be used to advant- of America the benefits of planting
age as an exterminator of obnoxious for honey. It should not be satisfacweeds. Where dog-fennel pollutes the tory to them that Dr. Tinker finds
evening air with its nauseating stench golden honey plant most desirable for
there scatter the sweet clover seeds his locality in Ohio, nor that Mr.
and harrow them in where ragweeds, Dodds is enthusiastic over cleome for
wild buckwheat and burdocks make Iowa, while Mr. Hackman attributes
the fence corners and roadsides look his wonderful success in Illinois to
hideous and slovenly, scatter the seeds sweet clover. Planting, and what to
and make the weary traveler glad in plant, are problems which every beefuture years when its fragrance greets keeper should, and eventually will,
him, and you, reader, will feel grate- solve for himself, if he would make
ful when you send the Bee Journal the most of his surroundings with a
yourcrop report reading like the above view to the greatest success.
" 120 pounds of honey per colony in
the spring, over 600 per cent, increase,
(ST " The production, care, and sale
and bees all strong and heavy with of extracted honey," is a subject
of
honey." It depends on yourself to do
much importance, and we are promso, not the bees.
ised a series of articles on it from the
;

the time maple and fruit trees
blossomed— say May 1 until Sept. 15,
we have had a constant flow of honey.
Our principal honey-producing plants
are fruit trees, white clover, basswood,
,

easily be

No. 47.

23, 1881.

—

®"Some

time in October we were
sent a purple specimen flower for
identification, but the letter with the
name and address of the sender has
been mislaid. Prof. Cook says it is a
mallow, probably escaped from cultivation, as it is undescribed in Gray.

pen of Mr. James Heddon, to commence in January next. That is the
staple article, and to it we give special
and critical attention. We are glad
to welcome Mr. Heddon to a place in
the Bee Journal on this subject.
He has had much experience, and his
articles will be valuable.
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Floral Offering.— Mr. E. Hoyt semis
us a sweet clover bouquet from Highland, Madison county, 111., gathered
on the Kith inst., for which lie has our
thanks. We culled our last flowers of
the season on the 17th— of course, they

were sweet

bees can fly,
second to none.

^" We

are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are? Every
subscriber is such an agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each

Popularity of Comb Foundation.—
Regarding the profit of bee-keep- Prof. A. J. Cook, in the New York
ing, there can be no doubt. The avTribune, remarks as follows
erage rate of increase over the whole
continent was 71 per cent., that of
The use of comb foundation is findCanada being 91 per cent., while the ing favor abroad as well as at home.
amount produced by each colony of A British writer says, from experience
bees was 09 lbs. in the United States, the past season, that, "as a rule, coland 90 lbs. in Canada. The splendid onies left to build their own comb,
display of honey in all shapes at the failed to more than half fill the hives,
Toronto Industrial Exhibition, called while even late August colonies on
the attention of thousands of people foundation, are as good as any."' I
to the subject of bee-keeping, who had tried the foundation in 1875, when
hitherto not given it a thought, and first sent out by John hong, and then
the result will probably be a great in- said it was a great discovery, and
crease in the number of apiarists would revolutionize our methods in
next year. The surplus honey is now the apiary. Comb foundation has bealmost all exported, there being a come a commercial staple in the
constantly growing foreign demand. United Stales, and the enterprising
The home market is but scantily sup- apiarist does not think of doing withplied, as it is with the best grades of out it.
Like many other recent inbutter and cheese, but there are few ventions, it is of very great use, and is
tooth,
not
sweet
a
persons who have
doing its part to accelerate the proand who would not buy honey in con- gress of this, perhaps, the most prosiderable quantities if it were presen- gressive of manual labor pursuits.
ted to them in neat packages and in
nice condition. The demand is even
now far greater than the supply, and
The Texas State Bee- Keepers'
could be increased almost to an indeli- Convention will be held at McKinney,
extent.
uite
Texas, on Tuesday. April 25, 1882.

one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
The next few weeks are the
1882.
time to do this. We hope every subscriber will do his or her best to double
our list for 1882.

:

be seen by the following from the Indiana Farmer:

ciety, as will

A

number

of the prominent

bee-

keepers of this county, met in the
rooms of the State Board of Agriculture, pursuant to the call of C. S.
Schotield, Vice President of the State
Association, for the purpose of organizing a County Association. Sylvester

Johnson was made temporary Chairman, and Frank L. Dougherty, Secretary pro tern. An organization was

perfected, with the adoption of a suitable constitution, with rules and regulations for the government of the soThe following officers were
ciety.
President, Sylvester Johnelected
Premiums.—Those who get up clubs son Vice President. Mrs. Cass Rub
bins; Secretary, Frank L. Dougherty;
for the Weekly Bee Journal for
Treasurer. Mrs. Stout. In a promis1882, will be entitled to the following cuous conversation, it developed thai
premiums. Their own subscription the bee-keeping industry in this pail
of the State is in a fair condition demay count in the club
spite the drouth of last summer, there
For h Club of 38.— a copy of " Bee. and Honey."
being quite a fair yield of honey re8, -mi Emerson Binder for 1882.
ported. The meeting adjourned to
"
"
4.— Cook's (Beet Manual, paper.
"
"
meet on Saturday, Nov. 12, at the
"
cloth.
6,"
"
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year. same place, at J:3u p. in.
:

;

W

:

The Honey Season in England, Scotland and Ireland.— The London Horticullurul Journal, gives the following

I

Or they may deduct

10 per

for their labor in getting

cent in cash

up the club.

Search of Foreign Hees.— Sig. J. Fiorini, an Italian,
and Messrs. D. A. Jones and Frank
Benton, Americans, have, at great
cost of money and hardships untold,
obtained Cyprian and Syrian bees,
and the latter has visited Ceylon and
Java in search of Apis dorsata and
Apisftorea, and now Mr. T. B. Blow,
an Englishman, is to start on a similar
errand as will be seen by the following
item from the British Bee Journal for

Another Explorer

in

Mr. T. B. Blow, of Welwyn, Herts,
expert of the Hertfordshire Bee- Keepers' Association,

intends to visit the

East with the object of importing bees
In
of the various Eastern countries.
this, Mr. Blow is animated with a pahe thinks it is not
English bee-keepers
should be behind their American cousins.
For some time past large consignments of Eastern bees have been
forwarded to America, and it is said
they are much appreciated both for

triotic feeling, as

desirable

that

their working powers and their greater
prolilicness. Mr. Blow hopes to be
able to bring over a large number of

from Albania, Dalmatia,
Smyrna, Cyprus and Syria, and ex-

colonies

pects to start very shortly.

amusing to know that this jourinstigated by a " patriotic feeling," for " it is not desirable that
It

ney

—

Detecting Glucose in Honey. Prof.
A. J. Cook, writes to the New York
Tribune concerning some tests ot
adulterated honey

is

is

English bee-keepers should be behind
their American cousins " As they
!

summary

:

then tried the lime test as given
by Dr. B C. Kedzie, in his valuable
report (see Slate Board of Health Report of Michigan, 1874, page 33). The
behavior was in every case alike, as
acid. Evidently,
1 added the oxalic
the glucose manufacturers had sucin
removing
all the lime.
1
ceeded
next tested for that most hurtful substance, sulphuric acid. Every sample

honey remained perfectly clear as 1
added the nitrate of baryta, but every
sample of glucose hung out a flag ot
of

Each

called

for

of the honey season in Great

quarter by

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' yl'OTATIONS.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m„ Nov. 21, 1881.

Britain for the year 1881.

I

truce.

November

into

1,173,625 lbs.

:

it is

comes

clover

We are glad that 1S81 has given
English bee-keepers some very good
honey and great encouragement to
look 'hopefully forward to future years.

ducers was no less than 0,407,022 lbs.,
worth at a low valuation over a mi II ion
and a half of dollars. Canada stands
third on the list, with a production of

MISCELLANEOUS.

the white

flower.

of the season's crop. Yet the surplus
honey accounted for by actual pro-

this fact
borne in mind That sweet clover can
Formed an Association.— The beebe made to bloom continuously, from keepers of Marion Co., Ind., have
the middle of June till as late as the lately formed themselves into a So-

and the honey from

fore

plete, indeed, the editor claims that
they do not represent more than a 12th

We want

clover.

Nov. 23,

(
)

In the south of England and in the
The following are the latest quotaEast Riding of Yorkshire, in Lincolnshire, and other parts bordering the tions for honey and beeswax received
German Ocean, bees on the whole up to this hour
have done well, and, so far as 1 can
CHICAGO.
learn, the bee-keepers in those parts
are satisfied with their harvest of
HONEY— The market is lively and prices steady.
comb honey, in single comb
We
quote
liKht
honey. The beeand honey exhibitions boxes, lsiis^lc In larger
boxes 20. less. Extracted
in Loudon and at Louth, Lincolnshire, g@uc.
BEESWAX -Prime quality, lHdi22<\
were considered good and satisfactory.
AL. H. Newman. 972 W. Madison St.
In many other parts of England, bees,
NEW YOKK.
during the hot weather in June, gathHONEY—The supply Is full, and trade Is lively.
ered great stores of honey, and thereby
follows:
White coiuo, in small
as
We
quote
created great interest in apiarian cir- boxes, l8(i»J2c; dark, in small
boxes, lii<3il7c. Excles and expectations of large profits
tracted, white, lOOIlc; dark. 7t«!'C.
BEESWAX.— Prime quality. 21)6(4230.
but in the flush and glut of honey
THokn A Co.. and Devoe avenue.
from white clover, the weather beCINCINNATI.
came bad and did not improve till the
HONEY— Is In good demand here now.
clover season ended; and as hives
I quote: Good comb honey, in sections, Is worth
were then full of bees, and as bees in ISi«20c.. on arrival. Extracted, 7i"jMc. on arrival.
IK(422c.. on ar.ival. 1 have paid
summer need and consume much food, BEESWAX.—
C. F. MUTli.
for choice lots.
their large stores were soon made less. 25C. per lb.
During the last half of July and all
BOSTON.
August, bees lost weight very fast.
HONEY.— 1-pound combs area desirable packmarket, and a large quantity could be
Though the season has been encour- age in our
sold at 2tKg22c„ according to quality.
aging from some pointsof view, it canBEESWAX— J line quality, 2r>o.
& BI.AKE. 37 Chatham Street
CUUCUER
not be considered a first-rate one for
honey in some of the midland and
BALTIMORE.
northern counties of England. The
HONEY. -But little on the market, and prices
quality of the honey taken, however, are not quoted.
BEESWAX.— Southern, pure, 2lr5l2:lc. Western,
has been excellent.
Marktl
wax,
:

;

;

l:j

1 1

throwing down a white precipitate.
We have here two points of interest
first, the presence of the poisonous sul
phuricacid in these samples, which to
Surely,
all appearance was very line.
these are no lit food for man or bees.
Secondly, we have an easy test for
sulphuric acid, which, if not always
present, is one of the most injurious
substances when present, to be found
in this abominable stuff, glucose.
We have only to take a little nitrate
of baryta, and add to the suspected
honey. If it remains clear, we surely
know that there is no sulphuric acid
lie—Baltimore
pure,21@ 22c; grease
The Scottish bee-keepers, who, dur- Journal.
present,
and probably it is pure
honey. But if it turns milky, it is to ing the last dozen of years have been
INDIANAPOLIS.
be thrown aside as containing glucose, favored with some good seasons for
HONEY.— New. in or 2 lb. sections, 22@25c—
which in turn contains the justly honey, while the English have had to IndUtmtpults
Stack Review.
contend against some very unfavoradreaded sulphuric acid.
PHILADELPHIA.
ble ones, have this year been more unfortunate than we. for the honey seaHONEY.— The supply and demand are alike
What a Honey Show has Done for son in the north has been a failure. nominal.
BEESWAX -Best light 2d-@-2Sc.-PMladclphla
Canada. The Stratford, Out., Bea- Even on the moors in Scotland this .lit-rthunte' Guide.
honey
little,
if
any
gathered
year,
bees
con, remarks as follows on the result
BAN FRANCISCO.
at all. In the north of England no
of the honey show at Toronto
HONE Y— A sale of about 120 cases of choice exheather honey has been obtained this
tracted Is reported atHKc. for export, an this may
The busy bee occupies a larger place year.
be said to very closely represent the extreme
of shippers. In a retail way 9® IOC Is real"
among the wealth producers of the
From Ireland, I have not had any views
but sell, rs are more numerous than buyers.
countrymen than is generally sup- particulars as to the success or non- Ized.
d,ni@
We quote while comb, Rld2l>c; dark to KO
choice to extra wnite, k^iajIOc.!
posed.
Bee keepers are invariably success of bee-keepers there this year. 14c. Extracted,
darkaud candied, 7@8o. beeswax—
looked on as eulhusiasties, and their I have seen some Irish honey Of this
Steakns & S.MITH, 128 Front Street.
pursuit smiled at as a sort of hobby season good enough of its kind, eviST. LOUIS.
that pleases them and don't do any- dently gathered from the yellow weed
HONEY.— Steady, with sale for all offered nt
body any harm, except the unfortu- of cornfields, known by the name of quotations:
comb at i»(i>922c.; strained and exnates wiio happen to get stung. Vet Ketlock or lield-inustard. This plant tracted, B®l2Hc—top rates for choice put up In
for retailing,
the honey crop is an important item yields rather clear honey, with a small packages suitableIt.htly
at Ili(ai2nc.
BEESWAX-Selllng
in the material wealth of this conti- greenish or yellowish tint, and does
K. C. Greek & Co.. 17 N. Main Street.
nent, and the total production aggre- not taste well beside honey gathered
CLEVELAND.
gates an enormous amount. Glancing from fruit trees and clover fields.
We report the market quite active
through a number of the Amehican Though the honey of Ketlock is not aliHONEY—
our sales tills week of comb honey In pound
pound
Bee Journal, a lively paper pub- first or second-rate, yet fields of Ket- sections have been made at 220.. and two
-Joe.
Extracted lias taken a start, and
lished in Chicago, we found a tabula- lock in the neighborhood of an apiary sectb'ns attrade
quite active In small packages. 80*
we report
ted statement of the honey product are of great value to bees, for they pnuno tin cans, especially, at 12c. per lb. Extracfor 1881, which fairly astonished us. yield much honey and pollen when ted in bhls. continuesdull
BEESWAX-2o<!*22c.
The ligures were admittedly incom- the fruit blossoms disappear, and beA. C. K.ENDEI.. 115 Ontario Street.
:

;

1

—

:

.

were not

in

this affair,

advance of Americans in
where else could they be,

I

"but behind?"

-jiiis-j.-.c.

®° A

Liverpool circular says that

nearly 900,000 barrels of American apples have been landed this

fall,

and

that good fruit is always salable and
the demand without limit. The de-

mand

for

American honey

most " without
ijjg"

the year.

first

also al-

limit."

Subscriptions

with the

is

number

1

;

I

may commence
of any

month in
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Let us put the matter in as simple a it growing from the seed saved this
lie is mistaken in his
season.
ideas concerning my position relative .shape as possible. The two races are
Melilot is best sown in the fall, but
one from the other
I am the distinguished
to the several races of bees.
enemy of no race or type of bees chiefly by their color ; the one wye' will grow any time or anywhere, excan handleund make low, and the other dark or black. cept on a flat rock.
miller the sin:.
Motherwort, flgwort and catnip are
subscrvieut to niv Will any bees 1 ever Now, when we see bees of an interwhen wanted
saw. lint there is room lor selection, mediate color, do we not reason from very easily eradicated
to interand I want the best that can be had. cause to effect when we call them hy- no longer; at least so as not
For the American Bee Journal.
fere with any crop. Melilot will eradIt seems to me that any man looking brids V
this icate itself by not letting the seed
I have felt a deep interest in
The Three-Band Test Again.
coolly at the language used by me,
a jocular ripen.
when noticing thedeadly thrust aimed subject, and while I may
have
I have no seed of any kind to sell
G. W. DEMAREE.
by Mr. Dadant, at the untried stran- way say some tough things,
this year, having sown them all for
gers from the Island of Cyprus can see alT due respect for the opinions of
my own bees. Next year I shall save
Mr. Doolitlle's article on page 2S5 that my intention was to joke, and others.
seed to sow in other locations. I sup(Jhristiansburg. Ky.
AMERICAN Bee Journal. discussing worry him. Rut he asks me if it
pose some of Ihe dealers have uielih t
the subject, indicated by the above • would have been more honest to
for sale, as it is the most
useful
more keep on selling them without saying a
deserves
caption,
think
I
Journal.
American
Dee
the
For
thing in the business. Ask A. II.
than a passing notice. For, ifawritei word about their irrascibilily?" I anfor
the
of
Chicago.
111.,
Newman,
experience of swer, certainly not and further, that
Of the absel'vatiou an
Pollen and Dysentery.
seed.
If yon don't get Ihe seed, get a
.Mr Dooliule, after discussing the sub- if he has been advertising and selling
few plants and raise your own seed
ject at some leng h. apparently de- to bis customers a worthless thing,
A. K. KOIINKE.
that is the way 1 done it. Set the
cides to h ave the matter unsettled so honesty demands that he should not
plants now, or in the spring either;
far as he is concerned.
only give warning, but refund the
Prof. Cook's statement in No. 41 of
money in every case where he has the Bee JoUKNAI., page 32U, is as fol- melilot does not do very weli to transI presume the question is fairly an
open one. lie commences the dis made a sale. What would yon think lows '• That pollen was ill many cases plant, unless very small.
The bee man within hearing of the
cussion by quoting language found in of a man who would sell you an arti- injurious to bees in winter, as it had a
bells of Eminence, that the Cyprians
a former article of mine bearing on cle and then uotiliy you that the thing tendency to unseasonable breeding,
whipped out, mentioned in American
this subject, and gives Mr. A. I. R lot's was worthless, and that you had better and hence was the cause of much
That " such is the let it alone, and at the same time keep springdwindling." Put theother way: Bee Journal of Nov. 2. is out on
answer to it, viz
duty. lie sent to D. II. Pike for some
test that must be applied to the pro
your money? I am only supposing a Spring dwindling is caused by unseageuy of some queens imported directly case, for Mr. Dadant has done no such sonable breeding, and that is induced Albino queens, and killed his Cyprians,
hapfrom Italy in order to see the three tiling. The Cyprian queens that he by the consumption of pollen in mod- and I am right glad the thing blood
the
yellow bands." Why does not Mr. has sold are worth the price he charged erate or immoderate quantities, which- pened before I got any of
for it was only 3 miles
Doolittle answer the question him- for them. If pure, they are in no ever way yon may choose to put it. into my apiary,
away. Peace is again restored on this
self ?
lie is as competent to do so as sense, except the good trait of quiet- What [ especially Wish to emphasize
apiaries; only
Mr. Root is. I believe it is true that ness, inferior to the Italians, and in is, that the bees did not take to unsea- line about Eminence
Cyprians now. near
he has not written a book as the latter some respects they are superior to sonable breeding on account of a mod- one man has the
indications
and
the
are that he
here,
gentleman has done. Good old Job them.
erate or immoderate consumption of
next spring.
expressed regret in pathetic language
Mr. Dadant seems to think because pollen, and that the presence of pollen will be cured
Eminence, Ky., Nov. 5, 1881.
that his adversary had not written a I keep a small apiary, and have bought is not and cannot be. the direct or inbook. 1 suppose Job thought that if no bees from him, I draw upon my direct cause of springdwindling, espewrite on the sub cially not of dysentery. Unseasonable
his adversary had written a book, he
ii agination when I
For the American Bee Journal.
would have' defined his views and ject of bee-culture. This is a remark- breeding may be the cause, which in
would therefore have been unable to able conclusion. It is true, I keep a turn is the effect of a problematical The Knowledge Possessed by Bees.
wriggle and twist about, when he had small apiary, and keep it for observa- cause. Even the expression, " unseahim in a close place. Mr. Root has tion and stiiily. Perhaps 1 can Hildas sonable breeding," 1 doubt very much
T. C. STARlt.
written a book, and when lie gets into much time when not engaged ill my as correct. I have seen bees rear
trouble, he must abide by what is professional duties, to study the hah
brood by the middle of February in
Do bees know what is going on
found in his book. Mr. Doolittle is at its and natural history of the bee, as the northeastern part of Germany. throughout their own hives, and can
more liberty to shift grounds and wait Mr. Dadant can spare for the same the winters there being as severe as they communicate with each other?
for something to turn tip.
purpose from the labors necessary in in any partof Michigan or Wisconsin,
Last April I had occasion to transMr. Root is doubtless correct when his line apiaries. I have heard ot Mr. though not much spring dwindling or
bees from box hives to mov•'
of
some
progeny
that the
he says
Dadant for a long time, and I owned dysentery is known in that part of the fer some
able frame hives the latter were arqueens directly from Italy must be bees before I had any knowledge of country.
ranged for two sets of frames, upper
placed on a window in order to show his existence. Rut time don't make
Now, I will take a step in the oppolower. In transferring, the combs
the three yellow bands." And he men. It is brains and close applica- site direction, by saying that the ab- and
the lower story, and
might have gone further and told us tion that lit men for the duties of life, sence or deficiency of pollen in winter were placed in left
vacant, no empty
"that the whole of the progeny of whatever those duties may be. I take causes dwindling and dysentery in the. upper space
placed theiein.
some queens imported from Italy do a broader view of the subject under spring, to prove which I will quote frames being
The bees were driven out of the old
not show the three-bands at all, for discussion that Mr. Dadant is able to lierlepscli, who says as follows: "In
hive into a box. until the combs were
the simple reason that they are not comprehend, at least it appears so.
186.5. for the sake of an experiment, 1
transferred
to the frames and placed
there." I have seen at least one such
To talk about the" leather- colored'' wintered a very strong colony without
top or movable
imported queen, and others can bear bees being a distinct type or strain of any pollen, but plenty of honey, and in the hive, when the
corner was removed from the hive,
testimony to the same fact.
have
the
only
nonsense.
I
18(i6
it
was
of
simply
spring
in the
Italians, is
and the bees shaken out of the box
lint Mr. Root contends that just so a yet to see the queen whose royal pro- colony among 70 which showed signs
into the hive on to the frames of honey
queen hails from Italy, she is pure ex geny do not show more or less the out- of restlessness and dysentery."
and brood the corner was then put on
necesitate ret. Of course if this view of
of the two so-called strains.
Youngstown.O.
cropping
the hive, and to all appearances the
the case is accepted, we must have Mr. Dadant says that I don't " speak
bees were doing well.
some lest that can be adapted to the from experience," because I have
In about a week I examined the
bees, and I know of nothing better never bought a queen from him. This
For the American Bee Journal.
frames (from a side door in the hive),
than the window test.
rethe
all
remarkable
of
is the most
combs were fastened, in
In the spring of 1880, I prepared a markable things that he has said Facts About Honey Plant Culture. to see if the
order to remove the transferring wires,
small room so as to be made perfectly while discussing this subject. Does
when I was surprised to find many
W. T. STEWART.
dark, except a window 10 inches Mr. Dadant pretend to say that bees
bees clustered and hanging to the corsquare, and while my bees were work- of bis importation differ materially
Having had many letters of inquiry ner of the hive, and on examination
ing on the maple, "l tested a great from those imported by other persons
number of tlieni, and I found that the from the same place? Why, bless concerning the plants named in ui\ of the combs, I found no eggs theiein,
article read at the Convention ai but some 15 queen cells already far
meanest hybrids would show the third his soul
With all my "eagerness"
baud in splotches, and broken lines, for war on the "leather-colored Ital- Lexington, I think best to answer all advanced towards capping.
1 then examined the cluster of bees
and in some cases in mere specks. ians," I have never seen the time at once through our much loved
corner of the hive, and
Will gentlemen tell ns just how much since I commenced the culture of the American Bee Journal by so do hanging to the
they had started combs, every
found
can probably answer many queof the third band should be visible to yellow race of bees that I did not have ing,
ries that will benetit bee-keepers gen- cell almost of which was occupied by
pass the bee as " pure?"
the so-called leather-colored Italians
eggs and larva, proving that the queen
Mr. Doolittle discusses the subject in my apiary. I have found it next to erally.
The Simpson Honey Plant (or fig- was in the corner that when shaken
logically and conservatively, but he impossible to suppress them. Nothing
had crawled upleaves it unsettled so far as his views less than the cruelty and craft of wort) is very hard to propagate from into the hive, she
instead of going in among the
are concerned. It is true he says: Ileiod the Great, who slew all the ihe seed the only successful way that ward
honey at the
with
combs
covered
'•
I know of is to sow the seed in a rich
show the
I claim every bee should
children from 2 years old and under, plant bed early in the spring, and time.
three-bands while standing on the could suppress them.
There was only the one entrance to
when well up, or in the fall, transcombs, to be such bees as I should
If Mr. Dadant's customers had de- plant in the field. 4 feet, apart one way
the hive, and every bee that went out
want to breed from." Right here I
pure yellow bees, in- and 2 feet the other. It, will not do to .if the hive from the place where the
agree with him to a dot. I meant no manded of him
more than that by the expression stead of ordering them under the sow with wheat, etc. I have a fine queen was, had to go down through
Italians, he lot of young plants this season in plant the combs and also return through
nomenclature
" under all circumstances." If he had flexible
one beds.
them. If they can communicate with
stopped here, there would be little would not have been able to till
Motherwort will come from the seed each other, why did they not entice
doubt as to his position. Rut he con- order in a half dozen. This is why
" As far as my ex- ••some people" may suspect that the sowed broadcast with wheat, or any the queen down among the combs?
cludes by saying
selfishness other way that is most convenient, or. why did the bees among the combs
perience goes, I have yet to see the wonderful power "called
provided the ground is loosened a lit- rear queens, if they knew their queen
queen whose progeny show the three- may move the best of men.
Apia meli- tle; nearly every seed will grow, too. was only a few inches above them in
I hold that the hive bee
bands under all circumstances."
fall, bin
their hive.
It may be obluseness in me, but I .fi'-(t), is divided into two distinct fam- It is best to sow early in the
The queen of another colony got unam unable to reconcile the two state- ilies or races, viz the yellow and the it will do any time in the warm seaentirely; the
ments. Perhaps friend Doolittle can black races. That the yellow race is son. I have millions of it now, 4 der the hive, out side
combs there,
do better with them than I can. At superior to the black. Now it makes inches high, sown last September; it bees had commenced
tilled with eggs,
any rate, it appears that he has never but little difference where bees come is quick and easy to propagate, any and they were all
while on the inside of the hive they
bail the pleasure of seeing the linesl from, be it Italy, Cyprus, Palestine. where hence it is very valuable.
Catnip bears the same treatment as had commenced to rear queens, when
specimens of ihe yellow race of bees. Egypt or anywhere else, if they are
Mr. Dadant thinks that I am eager to black or ' dark,"' if you please, ihey motherwort, in every particular as to on the third day I discovered Ihe state
make war on " dark Italians." I as- cannot belong to the yellow race of bees time and manner of growing. I have of affairs,and put the queen in the hive.
sine him that
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;
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;
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What is the difference between Italians and Palestine bees ? We have
quite a good many Italians here, in
this part of the state, and I like them
very much, but as our country and climate resembles Palestine so much,
would it not be likely that they (Palestine bees) would still do better? I
see they are highly recommended, but
have seen no description of them.
My bees have made no surplus
honey, but are rearing brood now, and
have honey enough
think.
tificial

winter well, I
1 increased by natural and arto

swarming from

20 to 37 colo-

nies.

The Bee Journal

is a most excelcould not possibly do
without it, many single copies being
worth more than the year's subscription. Please put me down as a life
subscriber, for I do not wish to miss a

lent paper,

and

I

number.
San Bernardino,

single

Cal., Oct. 3, 1881.

[For information regarding the Palestine bees, see Prof. Cook's able article

on " The new races of bees,"

in

the

Weekly Bee Journal forOct.

12,

page 323.— Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Moth-Trap Hives.
W. H. ANDREWS.

colony of bees," I take it that the buzzards and the moth are about alike,
"comparatively harmless."
But the buzzard does not always
" wait for his prey to die." I have
seen him pluck the gleamy, sightless
eye from its socket while the cow was
yet alive but this was only an innocent mistake on his part, for he
thought she was dead he thought
she was surely " carrion." The Captain is right when he says " the buzzard feeds only upon carrion," and so
he is when he says in the next sentence, " the moth feeds upon wax,"
etc.. and he might have added, "and
wax only." So I prove by the Captain, upon cross examination, that it
is absolutely true that the wisest cattle man of Texas cannot " manage
cattle so that the buzzard will not destroy them," for the reason that " the
buzzard feeds upon carrion," not upon
cattle, and in like manner, I prove
that even Mr. Langstroth could not
" manage bees so that the moth will
not destroy them," for the reason that
"the moth feeds upon wax," not upon
bees, any more than the buzzard feeds
upon the gamboling, bellowing ox.
And I prove also that the moth is
only a bee-moth, "so-called," for it
does not feed upon bees, but " upon
the wax," and I will add, whether
" the wax " be inside of a bee hive, or
on the top of a church spire.
" The moth
The Captain says
feeds upon the wax depriving the colony of a receptacle for honey, and the
queen of the cells in which to lay her
eggs."
Now, with full confidence in my
position, and due respect to all, I challenge Captain Van Horn, and all the
other itinerant moth-trap venders of
North America, to show that the moth
ever trenched upon the precincts of
the brood chamber, or even encroached
upon the confines of the comb occupied by the colony.
" When the
The Captain says
hive is guarded by a reliable mothtray, etc." I do not desire to infringe
upon the right of the patentee of this
statement, unless it be an infringement to say that the great Creator of
all things (except moth-traps), in His
infinite wisdom, ordained before the
foundation of the world that no such
thing as " a reliable moth-trap " should
ever be invented, much less, paten;

—

:

The following

criticisms in a Southfrom the pen of a veter-

ern paper is
an patent moth-trap vender
I have noticed in the Louisiana
Democrat a letter of Judge Andrews,
of McKinney, Tex., copied from the

American Bee Journal,

in

which

a very ludicrous comparison is made
between the depredations of buzzards
upon cattle, and those of moths upon
" Can we manage
bees. He says
cattle so the buzzards will not destroy
them ?" I answer, yes give them
good pastures in summer, spring and
fall, and supply them with an abundance of forage during winter. Keep
them fat, and there is little danger of
buzzards. Mow it is true that the
:

;

:

Nov. 23,
bees get it ? According to his theory,
drones from a pure Italian queen
would be pure blacks, if the "drone
semen " was from black drones; and
if the queen mated with a pure Italian
drone, the bees would be pure Italians, and the drones would be pure
blacks. This would be a fearfully

when her bees began to mature, they
proved to be drones. I took her
out and killed her, after advising with
the queen-breeder. Word came again
" I will send you 2 queens very soon."
One came, not two. It is introduced
and doing finely. I am now unable to
get any answer from the man. whatever. And again in July I sent to another party, who edits a monthly bee
paper which I subscribed for, and
would take if I could get it (the September number not having arrived
all

:

mixed up progeny
Suppose that
there were no drones until the queen
wassealed up and none of the "'semen''
!

could be obtained, then, of course, the
queen would lay no eggs that would
produce drones.
could not rely
acof
bees,
yet), for nuclei colonies
cording to his advertisement. I did upon the purity of the drones from an
want facts, not
not get an acknowledgement of the Italian queen.
money. I wrote several letters and guess-work.
Belle Vernon. Ohio.
sent one telegram, all of which were
not answered. After 30 days I sent to
money
the postmaster who paid the
For the American Bee Journal.
order, and with his help, I got the
Pollen for Brood-Rearing.
money back. What I wanted to do
was to get nuclei and queens to use in
C. .3. ROlilNSON.
dividing. As it is, I have worked
faithfully from July till now in two
Prof. Cook, in the American Bee
directions, and have only been able to
Journal, says that " breeding can
get one barren and one fertile queen.
only
be carried on when there is polI live 3 miles from the post office, and
len in the hive."
This statement
4 miles from express office, and I have
flatly contradicts one made by me, on
traveled miles enough expecting to
first page of the Bee Journal for
find those bees to have paid for several
June 29th. I there say: "They are
colonies, if I had been allowed milecertainly wrong who say that pollen is
if this is the ordinary way
age.
to the raising of young
men do business who rear bees, I want indispensable
bees." It now should be determined
to know it. Will some one please tell
whether Prof. Cook made an erroneous
me through the Journal about what statement
relative to pollen being abare the appearance and good qualisolutely necessary as a nourishing diet
ties of Hungarian bees ?
for larvae brood, or whether I am guilty
Penfield, N. Y., Oct. 7, 1881.
of the error. Both statements, pro
[Such things are very reprehensible, and con, stand upon the pages of the
and any queen breeder who does not Bee Journal as recorded facts, and
one or the other should be wiped out.
fill his orders promptly, or at least reI do not presume to know how Prof.
ply to inquiries after receiving the Cook's bees behave, when rearing
brood,
but I do know that my bees
should
be
queens
or
bees,
money for
driven from the business, giving place raise brood, when required, without a
particle of pollen
and I venture the
to honest and honorable men.— Ed.]
assertion again that any and all domesticated bees, other conditions being favorable, will rear brood just as
For the American Bee Journal.
readily and equally as well without
pollen, as with it. It is not a difficult
Description of Cyprian Bees.
experiment, to test the question at
issue. I offer the testimony of one reL. A. LOWMASTER.
liable witness to coroborate my side
Cyprian bees are very light colored, of the issue, and then rest my case, allowing it to go to the jury (readers) to
yellowish
being
a
color
the ground
brown; the three orange-yellow bands pass upon, and award their verdict in
are broad the 4th, and even a 5th favor of the party in the case whose
yellow band being generally visible statement is correct and true.
Prof. Hasbrouck, the witness ofwhen the bees are well tilled, while
" I have had. as an exthe underside of the abdomen is yel- fered, says
periment,
abundant of brood raised
black
the
which
is
;
low to the tip,
cresent-shaped shield on the thorax, by bees shut up on new comb and fed
between the bases of the wings pointing on refined sugar syrup, when they
forward, is very prominent and yel- could not possibly get a grain of pollen from any source." This is given
low.
Between Cyprians and Italians, in the Bee-ltcepers' Magazine for December, 1880, page 265.
with
honey,
there
when not tilled
This evidence closes on my part,
seems to be little difference as to size
and shape, but when both have their unless Prof. Cook in his defense sets
honey sacs distended, I think the up a cross action and affirms new isCyprians are longer, and presents a sues in that event I may offer rebutting evidence. I hope that Prof.
slightly more slim appearance.
Cyprian queens average smaller Cook will not allow the case to go by
than Italian queens, and have long, default on his part, nor attempt to
abdomens. prove an alibi.
nicely-pointed
slender,
Richford, N. Y., Aug. 26, 1881.
The diligence of the Cyprian is at
least equal to the Italian indeed, as
regards economy within the hive, the
For the American Bee Journal.
former have the preference, because
Packing Bees for Winter.
they are less inclined to build dronecomb. In their purity they are cerr. l. aylor.
tainly more beautiful than the hand-

We
We

Now

;

Judge's so-called harmless moth seldom attacks the strong and healthy
colony of bees; but unlike the buzzards, they do not wait for their prey
When the bees become weak,
to die.
they are liable to be attacked by moths,
while the buzzard feeds only upon car- ted.
McKinney, Tex.
rion. The moth feeds upon the wax,
depriving the colony of a receptacle
for honey, and the queen of the cells
For the American Bee Journal.
in which to lay her eggs. The duration of life of a working bee is but 70
Experience of a Beginner.
days, consequently, if the queen has
no place in which to deposit her eggs,
PROF. S. J. ROBBINS.
the colony soon will be exterminated
When
in the natural order of things.
I like the Bee Journal very much.
the hive is guarded by a " reliable 1 look for it with more interest than
protection
afforded
moth trap,"
is
any other I take. I bought 10 coloagainst these invaders of the hive, nies of bees last spring. I rode many
and as any impartial or unbiased mind miles to find them, that I could buy at
will see, and admit, they may con- any price, for bees nearly all died
tinue their operations unmolested.
about here last winter. Most of the
J. F. Van Horn.
bees I bought were in box hives. Mrs.
Sept.
1881.
Alexandria, La.,
15,
R. and myself transferred them to
movable comb hives. They were all
In reply, I have this to say
The Captain quotes (as a question weak colonies when we bought them.
propounded by me), " Can we manage They seemed to be very thankful for
cattle so that the buzzards will not de- their new homes, and built up fast;
stroy them V" And he answers, "yes," we did not allow them to swarm.
and proceeds to tell us how it can be They made comb honey enough to pay somest Italians. Those who visit
done. Now the course of the Cap- for themselves and their new hives my apiary are always much surprised
tain's position is that unless cattle are and all the comb foundation, tools, when strong colonies of these beautithus managed, the buzzards will de- bee papers, etc., and quitealittle mar- ful bees are opened, and masses of
When
stroy them. Destroy cattle, Captain, gin left. I put two-pound sections on bees roll out so peacably.
or only eat up their comparatively the hives for them to work in. After rightly handled, they are neither more
worthless carcasses ? But the Cap- they were tilled and glassed, Mrs. R. nor less inclined to sting than the
tain says: "Keep them (the cattle) papered the boxes nicely, and they Italians.
fat, and there is little danger of buz
looked very attractive. I sold most
In the collecting of honey the Cypzards." Then Captain, there is some of the honey at 25 cts. per lb.; some of rians are very diligent. They appear
danger, though our cattle are " strong the dark at 22 cts. per lb.; could sell to be discreet in the occupation of
and healthy." Now, you have trav- much more if I had it. This is not combs, already built with the brood
eled all over Texas, and likely know called a good honey year the drouth and honey, and only after that to dewherein this " danger," though little cut off all fall supply. My bees are in vote themselves with full zeal to the
Tell us.
it be, consists.
good condition, except one colony, building of new comb.
The Captain says further, " Now which has no queen. I have been exOn page 268 of the American Bee
it is true that the judges, so-called, pecting one since July.
I sentfortwo Journal, Mr. C. J. Robinson, said
harmless moth seldom attacks the and got one. I would like to ask if my " I claim, as set forth in a former arstrong and healthy colony of bees, but experience is common among bee men. ticle, that queens are impregnated
unlike the buzzards, they do not wait In July, I sent to a queen-breeder for with royal jelly (drone's semen) while
for their prey to die."
2 queens. I promptly received this in the larval state."
" Money received
Now, if fat cattle are in "little dan- reply
will ship
I would like to have Mr. Robinson
ger of buzzards," and if the "moth the queens this week." One came, explain how this " drone semen " is
seldom attacks the strong and healthy not two. It was introduced all right
obtained, and by what process do the
;

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

;

Bees in fine condition for winter; I
did never have my bees in as fine condition for winter as I now have them,
since I have been in the bee business.
I have packed them with from 25 to 35
lbs. of fine honey all sealed over, and
without any cider in the hive, as there
were but few apples in this neighborhood for bees to store cider from.
My way of packing bees this winter
is with 3 sticks laid across the frames.
inch square, coffee sacks on top of
the frames and sticks well fitted
around, and two of the outside sacks
on top of it, closing the entrances except about one and one-half inches for
them to pass, as opportunity may af-

%

and for ventilation.
packed some of my bees that way
they came out
last winter, and
stronger than those that were packed
with chaff and left on the summer
stands through the whole winter. I
ford,
I
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only lost

abnormal condition, and the queen honey producing counties of Southern
Mr. Bliss exhibited his comb founand bees of such colony lacking in bee California, for the purchase and sale dation mill and explained its use,
intelligence.
of honey.
which was cpiite interesting.
Moved by Mr. Swenson, and carLate breeding is claimed by some
C. X. Wilson offered the following
as a recommendation of the Cyprians. ried, that a copy of the above he senl resolution, which was adopted
If it should prove to he one of their lo the British liee Journal for publicaResolved, That a vote of thanks be
characteristics. I should consider it tion. Adjourned to 10 a. in.
tendered the Council of the city of
very much against them. With honey
Los
Angeles, for the use of their hall
MORNING SESSION SEPT. 10.
as the ultimate object of bee-keeping,
during the present session of the Diswill here remind bee-keepers, that
President Pleasants called the meet- trict Bee-Keepers' Association.
very late or excessive breeding at any ing to order, and the minutes of preAdjourned to meet at the call of the
tune will not be traits of the ••coming vious sessions were read and ap- President.
W. W. Bliss, Sec.

colonies out of 21, and sunn'
of them starved in one corner of I lie
hive, with plenty Of honey to have
.",

wintered them, had it only turned
warm enough for them to have
changed their cluster to where the
honey was hut it was too cold, ami
starvation was the result.
This was a very poor honey year, as

:

;

—

the drouth burnt the white clover up
just as it was about to bloom, and bees
gathered no honey from that source;
they did well on linden tor about 12
days the goldenrod was also burnt
up the same as clover, but my bees
stored enough of it for winter.
1 have IS colonies this fall
they
gathered about 700 lbs. of surplus
honey, and I have sold nearly all of it
at lo and 20 cts. per pound. It is no
trouble for me to sell the extracted
honey at my store for 15 cts. per lb
while comb honey drags at 20 cts. per
lb.
So next year I will run them for
extracted altogether, as my custom
demands the extracted in preference
to comb at the same prices.

I

bee."
Youngsville, Pa., Nov.

;

proved.
17, 1881.

,

Local Convention Directory.

Nov. 30— S.

1882.
.Ian.

left their lessons,

and much of

anticipated results of careful breeding.
I have well nigh obliterated the vindictive temper of other years, so that

my

.

Apri 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
25— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

A

have watched with much interest
that has been published in the
Journal about the Cyprian and Palestine bees, probably the more so from

have

10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec. McGrawvillie. N. T.
25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec. Fayetteville, N, Y.

I
all

the ill-favored Egyptian bees.
While I would be glad to see any
improvement in our bees that will add
desirable traits, either in the way of
beauty, docility of temper, or increased stores, it is well to remind
bee-keepers not to act rashly, and the
precipitous haste with which the new
untried varieties are scattered through
the land, speaks more loudly of our
enterprise than our discretion.
For the past 15 years I have been
breeding the Italians exclusively, and
have been breeding for the "coming
bee." While I have not deemed it
necessary to make public every step
taken, or the ground gained, yet as
the years have come and gone, they

oj Meeting.

at Platteville, Wis.

8— Michigan

DAVIS.

remembering the verdict of both
American and European apiarists of

W. Wisconsin,

N. B. France, Sec, Platteville. Wis.
State, at Battle Creek, Midi.
T. F. Bingnam, Sec, Abroniu, Mich.

14, 1S81.

Distinctive Features of Cyprian Bees.
J.

Time and Place

1881.

For the American Bee Journal.
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The memorial of the Board

of Trade,
the prevention of adulteration of food and drugs, was presented
by Mr. Levering, who moved that a
copy of such be sent to each of the
County Associations of Southern California as far as they will go.
President Pleasants then delivered
his annual address, as published in
the Bee Journal for Nov. 9, on page
357, for which he was accorded a vote
of thanks. It was ordered to be offered for publication in the SemiTropic and other city papers.
The election of officers resulted as
follows
J. E. Pleasants, President; J. S.
Harbison, J. Anderson, J. W. Wilson,

with

;

Waterloo, Ky., Nov.

373

Wm.

Champlain Valley,

R.

Howard. Sec.

at Bristol, Vt.

T. Brookins, Sec.

JW~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

bill for

Wm. Mnth-Rasmusen.R. W.
Frank

Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association.

The 13th annual meeting of the
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in the City Hall at
Battle Creek, on Thursday and Friday, the 8th and 9th of December.
The time and place makes it convenient for those who wish to attend the
annual meeting of the State Horti-

Society, which convenes at
South Haven, the three previous days
of the same week.
The Michigan
Central, Chicago & Grand Trunk,
Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee,
and the Grand Rapids & Indiana Rail-

cultural

mads

members at
secure reduced

will sell tickets to

Wilk- excursion rates.

To

N. Wickoff and fare, all must have certificates, which
Vice Presidents; can be furnished by the President, A.
W. W. Bliss, Secretary; Robert Hall, J. Cook, Lansing, Mich. ArrangeTreasurer. Adjourned to 1:30 p. m.
ments are made with hotels for fare at
from 80 cts., to SI per day.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
The meeting promise's to be the
President Pleasants called the As- largest
and the best ever held. All
sociation to order, and J. W. Wilson
bee-keepers are cordially invited to be
ins,

Flint, S.
Mrs. E. W. Steel,

asked how many colonies of bees
could be kept in one place to advantage ?
R. Bailey gave his experience from
California District Convention.
1868 to the present time
he found that
he obtained about as much honey from
Met at Los Angeles, Cal.. Sept 8. 200 colonies of bees as he did from 400,
1881, the President, J. E. Pleasants, on the same grounds.
in the chair.
W. W. Bliss thought that 75 colonies
The minutes of the last meeting was enough to be kept on one section
were read and approved.
of land.
The following were admitted to Mr. Wickoff said they had not enough
membership
W. W. Bliss, S. N. bees yet to over-stock his vicinity.
Wickoff, C. N. Swenson, R. Hall and
Mr.Levering said it was an unsettled
J. II. Hook. Mrs. Wickoff was made question
he doubted the over-stockan honorary member.
ing theory, especially in this country.
Mr. Haskell stated that he had not
C. N. Wilson thought it depended
received the draft of the Constitution on the locality he was of the opinion
and By-Laws from the former Secre- that 150 colonies to the square mile,
tary, and on motion, Mr. Levering, as was enough on San Fernando range.
the committee, was granted one day
An essay was read by J. W. Wilson,
further time.
on strained and extracted honey, for
Mr. C. N. Wilson moved to elect of- which he received a vote of thanks
ficers on Friday and to hold the meet- from the Society, and was
requested
ings annually during the fair week, to furnish a copy to the Semi-1'ropic
instead of semi-annually. Carried.
California for publication.
Mr. Haskeirs report as committee
C. N. Wilson proposed a discussion
on quotations of extracted honey was on honey-producing flowers, which was
read and placed on file.
participated in by himself and others
The financial report was submitted, he recommended the planting of the
showing SI due the Treasurer.
black cassia, as it blooms the second
Adjourned to 10 a. m.
year, and is a good honey-producing
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

;

Bee-keepers are requested

present.

to bring samples of honey, apparatus,
and articles of interest to apiarists.

The following programme has been
arranged

" Shall

we

queens ?"

;

family and visitors can walk
through my bee garden with safety.
I open my hives without the use of
smoke, and show the queen, combs
and their contents to visitors, both
male and female, and I do not recall a
single instance of a visitor being stung
the past season. Unlike one of your
correspondents, I breed no queens
from cross colonies.
tree. He next recommended the plantSECOND DAY.
The proper age of queen to breed
ing of the blue gum. as his observafrom, the strength and longevity of
Called to order by the President; tions have convinced him that it is a
progeny,
are
important
her worker
the Secretary being absent, J. W. Wil- large honey-producing tree, and not
factors in the
calculation, as also son was elected Secretary pro tern.
injurious to the bee it blooms very
length of tongue. The latter I deterC. N. Wilson moved that the Sec- early in the spring
he also recommine, not by stretching the measur- retary be instructed to have circulars mended* the planting of sweet corn,
ing line upon the ligula of a bee-corpse, printed relative to strained and ex- and next mignonette. He exhibited
but by the actual telling work done tracted honey, including the report of a specimen of the Dortlesia.an insect
on the blossoms of red clover. It has Mr. Haskell, and furnish each of the that is thought to be a formidable enbeen a matter of surprise to me, that leading papers of the Pacific Coast emy to the orange tree and to other
any one who has visited fields of red with a copy.
honey-producing plants.
clover when in bloom, in any locality
The report of the Committee apMr. Hall recommended the planting
where Italian bees are kept, should pointed to draft a law relative to the of sunflowers.
question their ability to secure honey protection of bees from foul brood,
C. N; Wilson said that the seeds are
was read and adopted.
from that source.
good for chickens, and the stalks make
There is a vast difference in the inThe constitution and by-laws were good kindlings.
telligence of bees. Pure Italians more criticised, and a committee consisting
Mr. Bailey said he had good success
readily understand their surround- of J. W. Wilson, C. N. Wilson and with buckwheat and mignonette he
ings, and accommodate themselves Robert Hall was appointed to draft gave the latter the preference.
to circumstances, than black bees, new ones, embodying the main ideas
Mr. Anderson said the wild horeas in artificial swarming, change of of the old ones, but amending where hound, from what he had seen, was a
entrance to hive, or in uniting colo- defective, and to report to the next good honey-producing plant.and easily
nies, and in many other ways. They meeting.
raised he had also sown buckwheat
know when to commence, and when
Adjourned to 2 p. m.
in July, August and September; none
to cease rearing brood.
produced honey except that sown in
AFTERNOON SESSION.
In your issue of Nov. 9, Mr. E. A.
September.
Thomas says " that his Cyprians have
The President called the meeting to
C. N. Wilson thought that we might
4 and 5 combs of sealed brood and order and Mr. Levering moved to post- give it a trial.
larvse." That may do for his locality, pone the election of officers until toMr. Bliss inquired if any one had
but here in Western Pennsylvania, morrow morning. Carried.
tried white mustard ?
near 42- North latitude, I should say
J. W. Wilson moved to postpone all
Mr. Wickoff said that he had this
we want no unhatched brood in our essays until to-morrow a. m. Carried. year, with good success.
hives on the first of November, and if
The Association authorized Mr. N.
C.N. Wilson recommended planting
I should rind one of my colonies with Levering to correspond with European water melons, as the blossoms
and
the amount of brood he speaks of at honey dealers relative to establishing fruit are both good for bees. Several
that date, I would say they were in an agencies in Los Angeles, and other others corroborated the same.

AFTERNOON.
" Bees and grapes," H. D. Cutting
" Mistakes of bee-keepers." Dr. E
B. Southwick.
'•Honey as food," Dr. J. H. Kellogg.
'•
The future honey market," T. G.

Newman.

EVENING.
" Crumbs from the table of the National Convention," President's address.

" Adulteration," Dr. J. H. Kellogg.
" Apiarian implements," Hon. A.B.
Cheeney.

FRIDAY FORENOON.
" Rearing and selling queens,"

;

;

continue to import
Discussion opened by A.

B. Weed.

:

;

:

TITURSDAY FORENOON.
" Italian bees," S. K. Marsh.
" The new bees." D. A. Jones.

Z.

W.

Hutchinson.
" Foundation," James Heddon.
Address, A. I. Root.

AFTERNOON.
"Foul brood," C. F. Muth.
"Extracted honey," Chas. Dadant.
" Hints," T. F. Bingham.
Election of officers and reports.

;

EVENING.
" Wintering," O. O. Poppleton, D.
A. Jones, C. F. Muth, and others.
Miscellaneous questions.

A.
T. F.

Bingham,

J.
Sec.

Cook,

Pres.

(ST The Southwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
next meetingin Platteville, Grant Co.,
Wis.. Nov. 30. 1881.
N. E. France. Sec, Platteville, Wis.

;

;

.

CLUBBIJiG LIST FOR 1882.
We supply the Weekly American Bee Journal und any of the following periodicals, for 1882,
at the prices quoted in the last column of figures.
The first column gives the regular price of both.
All postage

is

prepaid by the publishers.
Publishers' Price. Club.

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.G.Newoian)$2
and Gleanings inBee-Culture< A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

00..

3 00..
3 00

Bee-Keepers'Instructort W.Thomas) 2
The 4 above-named papers
4
Bee-Keepers' Exchange (J. H.NellisJ 3

2 75

SO..
50..

2 (50
2 35
4 00

00..

2 75

' 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 50
50.
2
Knnstis Bee- Keeper
2 30
2 15
6 30.. 550
The 7 above-named papers
Prof. Cook's ManuaKboundin cloth) 3 2a., 300
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman) .. 2 40.. 225
2 85.. 2 75
Binder lor Weekly, 1881
2 65.
2 50
Binder for Weekly for 1882
.
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Fertile Worker.— In July I found my
last winter's experience.
The Chicago Convention and Honey fearful frompastures are tine, and the old Italian colony queenless. with
and
Grass
inamy
much
very
Report.— 1 regret
plenty of bees and'honey, but no eggs
fruit trees are taking a second growth.
bility to attend the Chicago Bee ConPalestine
holds off 20days our bees will or larvae. I obtained a tested
vention, in which I purposed to ex- If frost
introduced heron the 28th.
ready for winter, and be in better queen, and
hibit some of the best of my prize be
the
3d day,
on
laying
than we ever had them since She commenced
queens and their progeny, but the condition
and on the 20th of Sept. I found 13
Burrow,
A.
remember.
J.
can
weather
I
cloudy
constant rain and cold.

queen cells, all capped, but no eggs, a
Santa Fe, Tenn., Oct. 4, 1881.
October entirely
few large larvse. thousands of brood
Good Condition.— I now have prevented. Is not
exhibisuch
for
season
While
the
asters.
in
condition too late
[The flowers sent are
ready to hatch. and the old queen gone.
25 colonies of bees in good
some
next
the
have
not
Why
tions?
just
attendance at the National Conven- I took off all the queen cells, for I had
for winter. The 13k k Jouknal
of next year ? My in
September
in
time
Feicstel.
John
siuls me.
observed large quan- no drones in my apiary. The hive was
report for the year 1881 is as follows: tion. Oct. 5-7, we
crammed full of beautiful Palestine
lnglefield, Ind., Nov. 12, 1881.
and
fall
last
tities of asters in bloom through the bees.
Being away from home
Do yon think the old queen
their
upon
left
were
winter, my' bees
central portions of the State of Ken- would have swarmed out and left this
Bees Show Signs of Dysentery.—My summer stands, and all died, 35 ill
of honey was late in the season ? On the 1st of Ocbees lire now lixed for ttieir winter number. In April, I purchased one tucky, and a copious flow
tober I obtained another queen, and
quarters on the summer stands, but imported colony, and 8 others. From the general report.— Ed.]
when I examined the hive before inseveral show signs of dysentery which these 9,
increased to the numhave
troducing her, found, to my surprise,
thai
believe
for.
account
moot
all
my
35
c
10
I
ber of 52 colonies this fall,
The Drouth and Feeding.— I had
thousands of eggs, with from 1 to 8
the cause is this Owing to the drouth old hives being refilled with bees, colonies in the spring, winch increased
I searched through 4 times,
in a cell.
honey
last
of this season andthescarcityol
from
gathcombs
am
old
to
the
23,
"iving them
by natural swarming
failed to find the egg-laver. so I
producing (lowers, the bees kept up a year, and 8 colonies over. I have also ered over 3(10 lbs. of comb honey. The but
olaced a new hive on the old stand,
continual hum over the broken and taken 410 lbs. box honey, and 120 lbs. season was pretty good for a short
-letting the old hive back about 2 feet.
scattered
were
which
melons,
mashed
extracted honey, a total of 560 lbs. time, but we have had such a seven
then smoked them heavily, took the
throughout the country by thousands. This gives an average of 62J^ lbs. per drouth that bees hive not done anyanil combs out. brushed the
This district is becoming famous for colony, for each of the nine that 1 thing since the middle of July: I have frames
bees all off into the old hive, and put
melon-raising, and am fearful it will commenced with.
tin
since
hives
E. L Briggs.
the
inside
been feeding
he combs and frames into the new
prove, disastrous to the bees. One
Wilton Junction, Iowa, Nov. 8, 1881. middle of September, and have them hive. I tilled theold hive with empty
station alone, near me, shipped 550
condition for winter frames, except one comb which had
good
pretty
in
cars this season. Why is it that bees
of my young col
no eggs in it. All this time the bees
Honey Cake.— Having noticed in the On looking over one
consume such a vast amount of water
Bee Journal a request onies about the middle of August,
were swarming back to the new hive
during a scarcity of honey? I have American
seeworker,
and
honey cake, I send you found it had a fertile
the old stand. I then moved the
made a note of this on several occa- for a recipe for the boys pronounce the ing an article in the Bee Journal ol m
ild hive away some 30 feet, and by
or the following;
I am located near a lake
sions.
explaining
Thomas,
A.
One pint Aug. 10. bv E.
lark all the bees had returned to the
bv it excellent
marsh which is under water the, year cake made tablespoonful
liow to get rid of fertile workers.
of butter,
new hive except about a pint, which
round. It is tilled up with flag, weeds. of flour.
have
They
succeeded.
ot
and
it
teaspoonfuls
tried
soda.
2
were clustered on the comb in the old
honey. Is teaspoonful of
etc.. which do not produce
from brood nive. Next morning found he comb
tartar, and honey sufficient to reared themselves a queen
there a honey plant or seed that can cream
condition
good
T,x4 inches) nearly filled with eggs. I
thick batter; spread about an I gave them, and arein
be sowed in spring or fall, that will make a
now. with brood in all stages. Will
in a hot oven.
lipped the comb, bees and all in a tub
germinate and grow in the water t I inch thick, and bake Subscriber.
that
must
say
all.
I
like
or
the most,
On the 3d of
A
if water, and killed all.
have fertilization in a nutbelieve
much.
very
Journal
Bee
the
like
October I introduced the queen. She
Louisiana, Nov. 15, 1881.
Will test it thoroughly this
shell.
RlCKENBACIIER.
A.
diy after,
the
3d
commenced laying
J Smith Head.
coming season.
Gehenna, O., Nov. 14, 1881.
ind the bees then cleaned onfall the
Apiary Record Book.— I endorse Mr.
Benton, Mo., Oct. 31, 1881.
fertile worker eggs, and her brood is
E A. Thomas' letter ill the Bee
Dividing Colonies I.ate in the Season. now about all hatched. She is now
[Your surmise regarding the cause Journal, to the effect that vou ought
retired for the winter.
to get up a small, handy book to keep —At some distance from home, latelv
of dysentery is undoubtedly correct
R. M. Osborn.
record of each hive and for use gen- I was asked by a gentleman to see his
and we see no way to obviate the dif t-rally. It strikes me as a capital idea. bees. On doing so. I found that he
Kane, 111., Nov. 5, 1881.
at
closely
extract
you
to
Bowditch.
colonies
unless
b'
full
Acuity,
Frederick C.
had allowed some
[It is not probable the old queen
divided, each half colony being placed
Boston, Mass., Nov. 14, 1881.
the close of the melon season, and give
out so late, and left the hive
swarmed
own
of
their
frames
two
on
about
the bees a winter supply of good honey
crammed full " of bees.—Ed.]
After 78 comb, containing 2 to 3 lbs. of honey
Luck.—
Good
Unexpected
during
that
be
may
It
syrup.
sugar
or
brood, with frames of comb
days of the most fearful and destruct- and a little
a scarcity of honey the bees use more ive drouth ever witnessed by the old- foundation to till the remaining space.
Bees in Good Condition.— The old
late
water in thinning the feed for lame, est man now living in this State, I This was done about the first week in •olonies are in good condition
by
feeding
that
theory
on
the
warms, that are notlooked after, will
but we doubt it. On your marsh} write vou a few notes by way of report October,
the
drip,
diamond
called
article
the
of the bee world.
spring. I do not think
ground try liydro-piper, known alsr from this section if he does afflict us half colonies would build up to propei lie before
here is within 75 per cent, of the colThank the Lord
as marsh-smartweed and blackheart sometimes, he always blesses us at his strength for wintering. I saw thest
county there were four
this
lides in
10 days after they were di- vears ago. I am sold out to 15 colonies
We do know that it will grow in stand- own good time. I came through the bees about
tin
deserted
6 vided, when some had
n good shape sold 80.
ing water, but along the Illinois, Ohio long, cold and dreary winter with
I. II. Shimer.
weak as ever pulled through hives, some had queen cells, and in ota
and Mississippi river bottoms, and colonies as
frame
one
much
as
as
few
cases
Ilillsboro, 111., Nov. 17,1881.
Uy nursing, feeding and warming
other places subject to frequent and Soon as peach and apple bloom came foundation was drawn out, and about
When
protracted floods, it abounds largely. fully out and spring fairly opened a half filled with sealed brood.
Tulip Tree Plants.— Please answer
the fed article was sealed it had tin
in, that entirely
the following through the Bee JourIt gives a generous though late supply most incessant rain set
honey.
1
comb
of the appearance of light
most
and
poplar
lestroyedthe
each of catof beautiful amber honey. Plant it
gentleman to form colonies nal How many pounds
white clover. Then came the linden advised the
lip, figwort and motherwort are rewant
the
fragments
till
the
uniting
will
not
it
If
tor
winter
bv
in the fall.
bloom which was rich and abundant,
piired to sow an acre, when sown
but I did not know
we know of nothing that will. Win but lasted only about 5 days. On the that were left,
together as recommended by W. T.
to dehem
leaving
about
what
to
say
unparalleled
the
for Oct.
not give the public your method ol 29th of June set in
upon the diamond drip Stewart, in the Bee Journal
drouth of 78 days. During the month pend mainly
2. Where can I get the tulip
10?
fertilization, and let them experiment
swarms, in- for winter supplies. If vou will inform
if May I made 4 artificial
poplar in quantities ? We are always
with it too; they might remedy de- troduced Italian queens, etc.. making us on this point, and also tell us what inxiouslv looking for the next number
Oct
as
late
dividing
as
of
think
inv number 10 colonies. They were vou
fects you would overlook?— Ed.]
if the Bee Jouknal. and very highly
1st, under any circumstances, vou wil'
dl full and booming with young bees,
irize it; cannot see how any one that
Pitman.
E.
favor.
J.
a
confer
came
droyth
the
when
irood and eggs,
<eeps bees can afford to be withoutit.
Nov.
2, 1881.
Va.,
Marlboro,
buckoff.
My
Bereaved.— You will see by the fol
everything
in and cut
.1. E. Pryou.
lowing notice from one of our county wheat just literally burned up; one
Arbor Hill, Iowa, Nov. 11, 1881.
[If diamond drip is made from pure
papers, that I have recently passed icre did not produce half a gram ot
[1. If sown broadcoast, one pound
through a dark cloud of affliction honey. I examined a few of my best cane sugar, bees will winter on it very
No, I cannot say that I have passed colonies the last of July and first of nicely; if it is a glucose fraud, wf each will be a great abundance if in
through it, for it hangs likea pallovei
Vugust, and did not find 5 lbs. of honey would not trust it. We can see noth
The figwort will be
drills, much less.
our home now.
I shut up the
in the whole apiary.
ing to gain, and everything to lose, bj best sown in forcing-beds and transsaying
quite
with
them,
Martin
died
hands
II.
shook
John
hives,
"Mrs.
portion planted in rows.
Good-bye. 'Liza Jane !" Yes. right dividing so late. Possibly the
suddenly after a short illness, of heart
went into -'Blasted containing the queen might survive
Parties able
disease. The funeral services were there and then
2. We do not know.
held in the Baptist church, Monday. Hopes," as A. I. Root would say. But the winter; but we do not think it to fill orders, will probably advertise
to-day.
Conup
of
the
full
them
trloriousl I found
Oct. 31. Rev. Mr. Ernst,
that the queenless parts can in time to make arrangements for
had to put on another story with probable
gregational church, at South HartYou
in time for winter rein- spring planting.— Ed.]
ofroom.
queens
more
member,
was
a
rear
them
she
give
which
to
of
frames,
ford,
Under no circumstances
ficiated, assisted by Revs. A. A. Wat- never saw bees work stronger in May forcements.
son and R. Campbell. She was held uid June. Thev lie, out and roar all would we divide later than August.
i^- New subscribers for the Weekly
ol
flow
knew
her.
do
the
in
night just as they
in high esteem by all who
-Ed.]
Journal, for 1882, will have all
speci
Bee
inclose
a
mourned
by
a
be
I
will
linden.
poplar and
and her death
the remaining numbers for 1881 free
men of the wonderful, little, insignifilarge circle of relatives and friends
After
Honev.—
ami
Oregon for Bees
Her social and amiable qualities have cant bloom that has done this wonderfrom the time the money is received
of 17 days.
We call it aster. There is a prosperous journey
endeared her to her many friends in ful thing
Therefore, the sooner
with
my
mild
climate
it this office.
in
a
here
am
the
this vicinity. She will long be re- the greatest profusion of it on all
try my old
I expect to
hey subscribe for it, the more they
membered as a zealous and devoted glades and pasture lands. The bees family, where
of keeping bees. I have
will obtain for the $2.
Christian— a warm and geni il friend, »et something from sinartweed and profession
few in the State, as yet.
goldenrod. but this little plant is a seen very
and a loving and faithful wife."
bee
men
vet
with
any
'talked
bees have not
My wife was sick barely 2 weeks, world-beater. Heretofore theit, but as have just arrived. When
loot
gf- It will pay to devote a few hours
when death relieved her of her suffer- have not gathered much from
n getting up a club for the Bee Joursome,
I will say what I think
around
stand-by—
is our great
ings, and the pure Christian p issed this season it
nal. Read the list of premiums on
for the bees. Please give of it as a honey State.
across the river where all is peace and our salvation
mother page, and take advantage of
David
Rice.
could
the
flower.
of
me the name
.1. II. Martin.
i
uV
the fall gatherings to .get up clubs.
Oregon, Nov. 7, 1881.
Albany,
r
am
but
honey,
of
quantity
a
extract
Hartford, N. l ., Nov. 12, 1881.
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Public.

l

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;
J^i

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

^T

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this otlice by
Saturday of the previous week.

^» ^fc. ^^^i

OK,

King Fortune-Maker,

MANUAL OF
Bv A.

A New Process

JOURNAL must

OZONE

for Preserving all Perishable Articles, Animal and Vegetable, from Fermentation and Putrefaction, rctainining their Odor & Flavor.

Of Lansing, Professor

OZONE

APIARY,
COOK,

TIIE

J.

State Agricultural

Entomology In

of

College of

the

Michigan.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
320 I"»k« Fine Illustrations.
"OZONE— Purified air, active •tnte of oxygen.**— WEHSTER.
which are printed a large bee in gold,
This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any of the old and exploded processes, but Is simply and
principle
of
Ozone
Is
ai
tiseptic
is
new
edition
Prof. Cook's Manual o
100.
nn
entneiy
new
the
This
a
each,
und
applied
by
process.
for
10
cts.
or
$8
per
we send
pmely OZONE, us produced
ul BVetJ substance, mid possesses Hie power to preserve animal and egetablo sti ncturcs from decay.
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
There in nothing on the luce of* (he earlta llithle to decay or -poll which Ozone, the The first edition of ii.tHU copies was exhausted In
RfW PrMervatlve, will uot preaervc tor all time In a perfectly fresh and palatable
g^" Articles for publication must be condition.
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in the
written on a separate piece of paper
The value of Ozone as a natural preserver has been known to our abler chemists for years, but, until annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
now,
means
of producing it in a practi. al, inexpensive and wtmple manner, have been discovered.
no
business.
items
of
from
produced with great care, patient study and perDltcro copic observations prove that decay Is due to septic luatter or minute germs, t .at develop and
... » ...
teed upon animal und vegetable structures, Uzone, applied by the Prentiss method, seizes and de- sistent research. It comprises a full delineation
stroys these germs at once, and tlius preserves. At our offices in Cincinnati can be seen almost every
Photographs of prominent Apiarists article tuat can be tnuugbt oi, preserved uy this process, arm every visitor Is welcome to come In.tuste, of the anatomy and physiology of the honeybee,
take awa> wah uiui, and test In every way the merits ol Ozone at* a preservative- We will also Illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
Langstroth,I)zie rzon. and the Baron smell,
preserve, Iree of charge, any article that is brought or sent, prepaid to us, and return it to the sender, the products of the Honey Bee the races of bees;
lor hlni to keep anil test.
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.
;

i

:t

t

.

—

;

MEATS,

45"

When changing

new

a postoflice ad-

mention the old as well as the

dress,

address.

such as beef, mutton, veal, pork, poultry, game, fish. &c preserved by this
t'Kisil
uietnod, enn be shipped to Europe, subjected to atmospheric changes, and return to this country In a
state ot perfect preservation.
».<.«« *i can he treated at a cost of less than one dollar a thousand d zen. and be kept In an ordinnry
room six months or more, thoroughly preserved, tue yolk held in Its norma condition, and the eggs as
tresh and perfect as on tne day they were treated and will sell as strictly " choice. The advantage in
there are seasons when they can be bought fur 8or 10 cents a dozen,
presei vlng egws is readily seen
and by holding tliein, an be bo Id tor an adv nee ot iroiu one hundred tu three hundred per cent. O.-e
man, wit'i tins method, can preserve 5,000 dozen a day.
to
ripen in tuelr native climate, and can be trans orted to any part of
uiav he permitted
the win' d. The Juice expres-ed from rruitscan be held for an indertnite period without fermentation
—neiice the great value ot ti. is process for producing n temperance beverage. Cider can be held perfectly sweet lor iiny length oi time.
I' A. lil^Es* can ue kept tor an indefinite period in their natural condition, retaining their
odo> and fi ivor, treated in their original packages, at a small expense. Ail grains, tluur, meal, etc., are
held in their normal condition.
It I I I l it alter being treated by this process, will not become rancid.
Dead nutnan bedies. treated before decomposition pets in, can be held In a natural condition for
weeks, without puncturing the skin or mutilating the body In any way. Hence tiie great value ot Ozone
to undertaker;*.
There Is no change in the slightest particular In the appearance of any article thu- preserved, and no
trace of any foreign or unnatural odor or taste. Tne process is so simp e tuat any child can operate it
as well alio as successludv as a man. There is no expensive apparatus or machinery reuuired.
A room dned with different articles, such us eggs, meat, tlsu, etc., can be treated at one time, without
additional trouble or expense.
U&~ In fact, there l* nothing that Ozone will not presei-ve. Think ot everything you can
1
nt is liable to Hour, decay or spoil, and men remember that we guarantee that Ozone will preserve it
exactly the condition you want it for any length of time, if you will remember this, it wilt save
asking questions as to whether Oz me will preserve this or that article— It will preserve uiiythuic
,

;

<g" Those who may wish to change
from other editions to the Weekly,can
do so by paying the difference.

^

Constitutions and By-Laws f or
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

An

FKUITS

VEWE

Agreeable Dressing Tor the Hair,
its falling, has been long
m
sought for. I'arker's Hair Balsam,
everything yon can think, ol*.
distinguished for its purity, fully sup- and
Tuere is not a township in the United States In which a live man cannot make any amount of njnnev,
44w4
from fl.uoo to $10,001 a year, that ue pieuses. We desire to get a live man interested in eacn county in
plies this want.
that will stop

1

1

1

in whose hands we can place
whicu every county ought to produce.

the United States,

A Sample Copy of the. Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

FORTUNE

A
A.

C

this Preservative,

Man who Secures Control of

Awaits any

OZONE

Boweii, Marion, Ohio, has cleared

$i>,oo(J

in

and through him secure the business

any Township or County.

in

two months

$^ for a test package was his Hr

;

t in-

vestment.

Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio, made $rt,ooo on eggs purchased in August and sold
November *;* for a test package was their first investment.
Raymond, morristow n, Belmont County, Ohio, is clearing $2,000 a month In handling and selling Ozone *J for a test package was his first investment.
month Binee August $ii for a test
D. F. We -her, Cnarloite, Eaton County, Mich., has cleared $1,000

Woods

in

;

F. K.

;

tt

Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at adiscountof 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.
;

Premiums.— For a club

of

2,

weekly

give a copy of "Bees and Honey ;"
for a club of 5, weekly, we will give a
Cook's Manual, a Bee-Keeper's Guide,
bound in cloth ; for a club of 6, we give
a copy of the Journal for a year free.

we

It will

the

pay to devote a few hours

to

Bee Journal.

Women

;

his first investment.
Gaylord, HO l.aSalle street, Chicago, is preserving eggs, fruit, etc., for the commission men of
Chicago, charging ij^c. per dozen lor eggs and other articles in proportion, lie Is preserving ."..ooo eggs
per day. and on his business is making $J,ooo per mouth clear $J for a test package was his first investment.
Tue Cincinnati Feed Co.. 4; is West Seventh Street, Is making $;>,o00 a month in handling brewers
malt, preserving and shipping it as fee to all parts uf the country. Malt unpreseived sours in 24 hours;
preserved by ozone, it ke ps perfectly sweet for months.
These are instances which «e have asked the privilege of publishing. There are scoresof others.
Write to any of the above parties and get the evidence direct.
Now. to prove the absolute truih of everything we have said in this paper, we propose to pla*-e In
your hand*) the means ol* proving for yourself that we have not claimed half enough.
To any person wno doubts any uf these statements, and who is interested sufficiently to make tneu ip,
we will pay all traveling and hotei expenses for a visit to this city, if we fail to prove any statement

package was
J. B.

;

that

we nave made.

HOW

TO SECURE A FORTUNE with OZONE.

test package of Ozone, containing a sufficient quantity to preserve one thousand dozen eu'gs, or
other articles in proportion, will be sent to any applicant on receipt of $2. This package will enable
the applicant to pursue any line of tests and experiments he desires, and thus satisfy himself as to the
extraordinary merits of ozone as a Preservative. After having thus satistled himself, an had lime to
look the Held over to determine what he wishes to do in the future -whether to sell the article to others
or to confin-- it to bis own use. or any other line of policy which is best suited to liim and tu his town-

ship or county— we will enter into an arrangement with him that will make a fortune f r him and give
will give exclusive township or county priv. leges to the first responsible applicant
us good profits.
who orders a test package and desires to control the business in this locality. The man who secures

We

any special territory, will eujoy a monopoly which will surely

a day pass until you have ordered a Test Package, and If you desire lo secure an exclusive
privilege, we assure you that delay may deprive you of It, t. r the applications come in to us by scores
every mail — many by telegraph. " Fl st come first served," is our rule.
send money in advance lor the test package, we will send it C. 0. !>., but this will
If you do not care t
put yuu t> the expense of charges for return of money. Our correspondence is very large we have all
we can do to attend to the shtpptng of orders and giving attention to our working agents. Therefore,
we cannot give any attention to letters which do not order ozone. If you think of any article that you
are douttul about Ozone preserving, rememberwe guarantee that It will preserve it, uo matter

Don't

let

are Everywhere Using and
I'arker's Ginger Tonic,
because they have learned from experience that it speedily overcomes what It Is.
despondency, indigestion, pain or
to call your attention to a class or references which no enterprise or
KEFEKEXCE8 -We desire
but the soundest business and highest commercial merit could secure.
weakness in the back and kidneys, and firm based on anything
We
refer, y permission, as to our integrity and toithe value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the
other troubles peculiar to the sex.
following gentlemen Kdward C. Boyce. Member Board of Public Works: K. O. Estielby, City CompWulsin and Worthington. Attorneys; Martin
troller; Amos So. tin, Jr.. Collector Internal Kevenue
44w4
Home Journal. See adv.
<

recommending

;

i

:

;

Harrell and B. F. Hopkins, County Commissioners ; W. H. Cappeller, County Auditor, all of CincinThese gentle are each familiar with the meritB of c.ur Preservative, and
nati, Hamilton County. Ohio.
know from actual observation that we have withu .t question
11.

would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you li<'e near one postoflice and
l|g* It

The Most Valuable

if all

Give your

full

address in every

letter,

Son

t7n:;in

I

llfll.l

Cor. Mntli mill

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
of the
it will be published in 18N2 (16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions.
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be

supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

letter to

Rale

(Limited),

ill.,

<

I

TEAK and

$777™

\

<

1

\ \ A II

MARYLAND FARMER,

UKUNta, Maine.

14i

West

Maryland Farmer

medium

for advertisers
ales In this territory.

who

desire
4iiw4tX

.;

w

French muslin, embossed,
gilt,

culation,

fore is the best
to ext nd their

"Vickery
.\

the Author. A n«*w and great
Medical Work, warranted the
beat and cheapen, indispensable t<i every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservatinn ;"bound in finest

Pratt St

has a larger cirJ3P~The
and will be read by more Farmers, Planters,
en hants. Mechanics, and ot iers Interested
in Agricu lure, than any other paper which circulates in the Middle or Southern States, and there-

O

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

A Monthly Magazine devoted to Agriculture. Horilcul ure and Kural Kcnnmny. The oldest Agricultural Journal in Maryland, and tor ten years
the only one. Terms. *l.oo per year In advance.

WHITMAN,

O.

.

expenses loagents,

outfit free. address!"

Published by KzitA
Baltimore, Mil.

g-We havea SPECIAL EDITION

and send your

PRENTISS PRESERVING Co.

.

suffer such unspeakable tortures '( Rheumatism lias been conquered. Kendall's Spavin Cure is the
44
victor. See advertisement.

World!

The t~ you invest In a test package will surely lead you to secure a township or county, and then your
way is absolutely clear to make from *2,ut»o to $10,000 a year.

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.
.
^m

Why

Article in the

full

:io"PP,contai ns beautiful

steel engravings, I2."» prescriptions, pi ice only *i.^.*> sent by
mall illustrated sample, lie

wnm- «
TTJVQFT "P send now. Address Peabody
LiiUW IniOtLl. Medical Institute or Or. W. H.
JJw y
I'AKKKU, No. 4 Bultlnchst. Boston.

gn w»

:

Head

the following opinions of the
<

Address Dr.Cuase'aPrlnliutf House, Ann Arbor.Micb
Utimiyp

do without.— Ntbrnslot F-trmer.
To all who wish to engage In bee culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual ia an
exhaustive work.— Heroltl, Monticello, III.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
The
is fully up with the times in every particular.
richest reward awaits its author.— A. K. WKNZEL.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much uf it is due 10 the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— W,m. Van antwkup, M. I>.
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements, It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock llccord.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
never yet met with a work, either French
I have
or loreign, which 1 like so much.- 1,'Ahbe DO
BoiS, editor of the Bulletin D' A piculteur, l«'rance.
It nut only gives the natural history of these tndustriuus insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description ol honey
producing plants, and an ovtended account of the
enemies ol bees. — Drnmcrot, Pulaski, N. Y.
We have perused with great pleasure his wide
meciun of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To all taking an iniere t In this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable wnrk, read it carefully
and practice as advised.- Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
tieafise on bee-culture In Uui'ope or America: a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee-man will welc me and it is
essential lo every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely [Tinted, neatly bound and is a credit
to the West.— Wrstmi Agriculturist.
This work is undoubtedly the most co "p'ete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There Is no subject relating tu the culture
.if bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the wurk Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede uf apiarists which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this must
interesting ol all occupations.— A mtriinn Inventor
It may safely be pronounced the most complete
and comprehensive of the several manuals which
have recently appeared on the subject o( bees and
The studies of the
their handling in apiaries.
structure of the bee, the different varieties, the
various bee products, and following these the
points of management, extending to the smallest
deiails. are all of high and practical value. Prof.
Cook has presented the latest phases of progressive
bee-keeping, and writes of the themesoi^cussed in
the light of his own experience.- Puciftc Iturul.
Of the many excellent works which we have examined on bee-cullure, we consider Prof. Cook's
the most valuable for the study of those who contemplate going into the business or are already
keeping bees. If thoroughly studied, and Its teachings conformed to, by the apiarist, who exercises a
reasonable degree of common sense, he or she cannot fail to achieve at least a reasonable degree of
success. The author ad resses himself to the
work with a degree of enthusiasm which carries
the reader with him to the end.- K'tns-is Farmer.
Cook's Manual of the Apiary holds In America
the same high rank, that Is accorded In (Germany
the
to the book of which Dzier/.on is the author
onlv difference being that Prof. Cook's Manual
combines the profoundness of the (JeruiHn pastor
of
tne
practical
American.
superiority
with the
He refers in several instances to Darwin: and
does not belong to that ciass which hates everything that is foreign, for he speaks of German naturalists with great reverence.-Grrmunl'Yeu/tJi/ier,
Milwaukee, Wis.

:

;

TPTflW

FOR SALE—

and of

think Coo .'« Manual is the best of our American works.- 1<EH' IS T. I'ul.BY.
It appears to ha e cut the ground from under
future book-ii'akers.- Itriti li live Jottriuit.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.- J. P. WEST.
1 have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— K. 11. Wvnkiiup.
This book is just what everyone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who oo tains
It, will ever regret having purchased.— Mich. Fur.
Is a masterly production, and one that no beekeeper, however limited his means, can afford to
1

lot

Pkice— Bound

In cloth,

i

APCUTCWANTKDtosell Or.Chase's 2,0nn Recipe
fluLM 10 Book. S'lls-it Sight, Doub e yuir money

Book;

All agree that It Is the wor of a master
real value.—L'Aptcultutti Paris.

I

A

control of Ozoue for
enrich him.

full desccrlptions of lioney-prodm Ihu plants.treea,
shrubs, etc., splendidly illustrated -and lust, though
not least, detailed instructions tor the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It Is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can Interest the
apiarist.
It Is not on'y Instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

ISO Colonies of Italian Bees in
improved Quinhy hives, in prime condition,
jywiy L. U. AJCTKL.L, Ho^evtlle, Warren Co., 111.

ffil.UO, by mall urepaid.

*1.2.»

In paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
974

West Maul -on

O.

Street,

;

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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ESTABLISHED

ITALIAN BEES

IX 1875

All stiindard colonies have eight frames, 17M*
All Nuclei, frames 1 4
long and
Inc. deep.
inc. deep. Single full colonies,
long and
510: in lots of Ave, each *;t in lots of ten or more,
each %S: single pure Tested Queen. 12.50; Iframe Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), $3.50; 2-

The Farm and Workshop,

Inc.
inc.

IPS OH I .A., ILL.
In

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

words

|

of this type will contain about eljrht
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

HERE YOU

to three weeks, each insertion, SJOe. per line.
"
18c.
Knur

"ormore'*
'*

"

"

**

"

"

The Greatest of

lOc.
*

8c.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be changed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
— Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of Teal imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

G.

»74 West Madison

NEWMAN.

Street.,

Chicago,

Jan. 1, 1883
for -- Cents post

age paid, to any ad'

Farms.

111.

and Family Papers

now published
United

in thi

States, car

be had trom now un
til

to say,

subscribed for before Jan. 1st, 18f
after that date

West. It also contains the best and
liveliest of storiesfor

will be ti per y<
in advance, as that

a Children's Depart-

is

if

regular

its

is

Toseoure prompt attention, money should be
Address

in Honey
What a Honey *how bas done for Canada
Honey at the Askansas State Fair
Popularity of Comb Foundation
Hone; Season in Great Britain
Formed an Association

i.ni'-»i

iIi-ik'*-

Honey

Agents wanted.

Moth-Trap Hives
Experience of a Beginner
Desert tlon of Cyprian Bees
Pollen fur Brood-Rearing
Packing Bees for Winter
Distinctive Features of Cyprian Bees

Convention Notes

37ii

372
37372
372
373

:

Local Convention Directory
California District Convention
Michigan Association

Selections from Our I. -I
Bees In Good Condition

i>-

«

373
373
373

Box

374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374
374

port

Honey Cake

Apiary Record Book

Unexpected Good Luck
The Drouth and Feeding

Dividing Colonies Late in the season

Bees and Honey

Oregon

for

Ferti e

Worker
Good Condition

in

West Madison

Tulip Tree Plants

prices.

NEWMAN,

H.

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
A new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely
;

SCOVELL

\ ANDERSON,
Columbus, Kansas.

dress.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

JOHN

M. DAVIS,

Tenn.

Hill,

ATTENTION,

Farmers!

FARMERS' HOME JOURNAL,
LOUISVILLE, KY.

A

weekly paper devoted to Agriculture,

Live Stock. Horticulture, Apiculture,
and kindred subjects. The Farmer** Home
Journal represents the targe class of fine stock

Send for a free Specimen Copy of the

breeders in the Ohio Valley, and the great tobacco
sections of Kentucky, ndiana and Tennessee
also, is the Organ of tbe Kentucky Horticultural
Society and of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
Association. It is an old-established farm anc tire«ide paper, and popular among its subscribers.
Terms of subscription, $1.5(1 per year. Send for
Joursample copy. Address, Farmer**
4.">w4tx
nal, Louisville, Ky.
;

MOXTXTAIX BEE PL A NT-Try
ROCKY
insure a package by
Ten 3-cent Stamps
will

It.

return mail.
47w2t
D.

S.

GRIMES, box

2081,

Ohio Farmer.

Denver, Col.

PATENTS

(Established 1848.)

The

structive

the Progress of Science, is very interesting, anil
&
has an enormous circulation. Address
CO., Patent Solicitors. Publishers of Scientific
Amkhic'an, 37 Park Row, New York. Hand book
47w4t
about Patents sent iree.

and leads the van

MUNN

Win

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

64-Column Weekly Paper,

is a

It

We

The Original Patent

nal in America.

have had thirty-five years' experience. Patents obtained through us are noticed In
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. This large and splendid llius rated weekly paper, $3.20 a year, snows
etc.

Home

Most Enterprising, Inand Valuable Agricultural,
Live Stock and Family Jour-

Oldest, Largest,

We

continue to act as Solicitors for Patents, Caveats, Trade Marks. Copyrights, etc., for the United
states, Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany,

Bineham & Hether ngton

HONEY KNIFE,

frequent SO-Column Supplement*.

Acknowledged authority on all agricultural topics,
ol American Agrtcultuial JourHas the largest and ablest corps ol reguContributors ever employed on an agricultural
paper, under an able and experienced Editorial
Management, who spare no expense or labor to

Send a card for testimonials, or
half-dozen rates, to

nalism.

&

BINGHAM

lar

HETHERINGTON,

AIUIUXIA. MICH.

add everything possible to its value. It is a paper
that i- closely read and highly prized by every

empTre state agriculturist

member of

tbe family,

Term* for 1882,
IN ADVANCE.
a handsome cover, niii V trimmed and stitchAll
forONLYSoCBNTS
ed In book form.
$1.50
One Year, 52 Issues
UNLI
all principal papers
a year. We club with
United States and Making it The (lieape-t first-class Agricultural
arid magazines in the
Weekly in the country.
Canada. Send lor clubbing circular, premium Ibt
and specimen copies. Free. AGENTS WANTED. Liberal Premiums or Cash Commissions to Club

Devoted entirely to
the farm and house-

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Blood Purifier and the

PAYABLE

;

AGRICULTURIST,

Address, The

Subscription

the best Interests id
hold 20 Pages with

Rochester, N.Y.

Agents.

A Very

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.
and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The uatlon and
ave a bail or handle, the quart*
ball gallon pallfl
none.
and pints have
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put Inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These palls

These

Palls hav

a

full ruvcr,

Fine Steel Engraving of President
Garfield iB offered with the Ohio Farmer.

Specimen copies sent

free.

It

973

H.

Street, Chicago,

111.

Italian

J

Queens, is Cyprian yueens, *'j.oo
Tested Cyprian Queens, 44
frame
Nucleus, Italians. M-00; frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $o
ians, s frames. *8.IMI Colony of Cvp
rlans, 8 frames, $10.00. Wax worked
10c. per lb. Pure Comb foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
Inly
|3r"Send for Circular,
;

;

Kidneys,

g^-™--*&

I

;

;

35c.

per

lb.

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.
TIIK

WEEKLY CAP ITAL

la

an KIGHT-

Given's FoundationPress.

PAGE, 48 COLUMN paper, published at TopeKansas, giving Full ami Reliable State News.
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
44wstx
(1.00 pec year. .Sample Copy Free.

The latest Improvement In Foundation. Ourthln
and common Foundation Is not surpassed. The
only invention to make Foundation in the wired

G. Olm's

L

4 to It; square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

side-wails,

VAN DEUSEN &

&

ka.

COMB FOUNDATION.
J.

Lungs, Liver

1

FLAT -BOTTOM
--^ high

discacss
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

,
\
S.
The Best, ( lintncst, and
Most Economics! Hair Pr<-». and other Ionics, as it
Never full* to res to ro tbe never intoxicates. Hiscox
Uatr.
color
to
gray
youthful
Co., Chemists. N. Y.
Largo Saving Buying Dollar Site.
60c. and (1 slios.

ing.

;

NEWMAN,

West Madison

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested

:

ALFRED

Parker's
n
Hair Balsam,
1

Rev. A.

cures Rheumatism,

&

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

I

are very ii-eiul t<>r mam oilier purposes, after being emptied ol the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
Per Dos. Per loo
Gallon, holding loibs. of honey.... *l.so..., $lJ."o
"
"
....
Half Gallon, " 5
1.50....
9.00
" l!Hi "
"
•- 1.20
7,<Ki
Quart,
'*
"
75....
4.0(1
Pint,
1J4 "

BcstHenltli&Strcugth
Kcstort r Ever Used.

Address

THE OHIO FARMER,

40w4tx

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. V.

frame.

Alt Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Sumples.
::wly

».

S.

GIVEN,

Uoopeston,

111.

Price,

8J>8.

and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thoiims
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the

quality, sources,

Honey as fooo, glvim* recipes for making
Honey Cake?, Cookies. Puddings, Foam, Wines, etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English andOernmu.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
Market

;

Extracted Honey

;

less laborious to handle than the ordinary handba kets. Write your address on a postal card, and

is

and Proprietor, Spring

on the Hive and Honey Bee

a standard scientihe work.

is

Wintering Bees. — This contains the Prize
Essays on this subject, read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 In gold
— wasawarded to Prof Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price. lOc.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by Q. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian' tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood ooii'bs, and

:*iwiy Patentee

This

facts

honey producers dealt rs
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $2.15. Sample copies free. Adto the best interests of

in

;

New

1

:

CHICAGO. ILL-

street.

PEORIA, ILL.

Hddrcseitto

:

Signs of Dysentery

subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but Intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, huwever limited his raeanB, can afford
to do Without. Cloth, 9$ 1.25 ; paper cover. 91.
Bee-Keciilnjc, hy L. C. Knot—
*»u «i !• \ 'Tbe author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its Btvle is plain
all its readers realize that its
forcible,
making
and
author is master of the subject.— > 1 ..»<».
Novice's
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Hoot
—This emDraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more-advanced. Cloth, $1. JS5; paper.JSl.

The book

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.
Bees and Honey ; or, successful manuice*
meul of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This- embraces the following subjects
Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Vueen HearingFeeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens — Extracting—
Quieting and Hand ling Bees — Marketing Honey,
etc. It Is published in .English and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.
Uxlerzon Theory ;- presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, ana turnishes the
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Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance

solicited.
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Pollen and Dvsentery
Facts about Honey Plant Culture
The Knowledge Possessed by Bees

Bees Show
Bereaved

market

at the ruling

Correspondence

:

The Three-Band Test Again

NEWMAN.

C.

Street,

Bee-K.eeper*a Guide or. Cook'* Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly
illustrated and fully " up with the times "un every

I.iiiifir'iiiii

The Farm and Workshop Association
46w;itx

WeBt Madison

ABC

Ionia Co., Mich.

I will buy a few tons of Extracted

:

Detecting Glucose

THOMAS
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full Produce
Market Reports, etc,
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Floral Offering

Anion? our Ex eh mitten

1
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to

KOBEKTSOX,

Bee -Keepers.

K.Iiic'k ltee-Krepen' Text-Book, by A.J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. #1.00; paper, 75c.
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Sample Paper sent FREE.
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Editorial Items
Demand for Pure Extracted Honey
sweet Clover as a Weed
Plant
Golden
Honey
Tinker's
Dr.
Another Explorer in Search of Foreign

communications
.1.

|jrt'lR(i'LATION, 40,000.
Editorial

all

25Wtf

money

for

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

Id and young. Has

Bcription price.

Contents of this Number.

fastidious.

sent by New York draft or post office
No discount from above schedule.

It

Herds and
Workshops of the

dress, that

;

bandied. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus Ol every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to nil points. With
jo years' experience in the propagation and hand
lint: ol Italian bees, I think I can suit the most

iApages,4 columns
l:i inch
s

long.
fully

Stocl

;

I

is
beautiand
printed
bound, and by preserving a year's edi
tion, you will have a
complete and valu ible history of th>-

Agricultural,

"

4-frame do.. *.*> 50
do., $4; :* frame do., $.">
August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $5.00. No Dollar Queens

to the page,

al

UM

Books

*

.July,

WORKSHOP
is

liSc.

"

1

1

frame

size,

AND

15c*

Eight,

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

1

;

THE FABM

ARE.

One

Nov. 23.

tar Send
ISnitf

Comb Foundation Machine.
for

Sample and Circular.
C. oi.M. Fond du Lac, W1b.

;

Harvesting, Handl-

ing and marketing. — A ^4-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dad ant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price l •><•
Practical Hlntsto Hee-K.eeper», by Chas.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Mutb; 3- pages.
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. SKI pages ."»«»<
Kendall's Horse Book. — No book could be
aiort useful to horse owners. It has H-Tengravlngs
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseasep in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information. Paper, Sue.

Ropp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tables tor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, tfl. ; Morocco, 3* 1.50.
Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A treatise on
Price, 25c.
its- cause, symptoms and cure.

Moore's Universal Assistant, ami Complete Mechanic, contains over j.ooo.oiio Indusdusinal Kacts, Calculations, Processe-, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for lias. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, MaOutDlstfl, Millers, Blacksmiths. Founders, Mines, .Metallurgists. Aasu era,
P. umbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gliders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
Builders.Manufacturers and Mechanics, 500 BNG RAVINGS of Mill, Steam and Mining Machinery,
Tools, Sheet Metal Work. Mechanical Movements.
Plans of Mills, Roofs, Bridges, etc. Arrangement
Wheels, Pulleys, Drums, Hells,
Boring, Turning, Planing, and Drilling
Tools, Flour, Oat Meal, Saw. Shingle, Paper, Cotton, Woolen and Fulling Mill Machinery, Sugar,
Oil. Marble. Threshing, and Uoliim; Mill, do., c,. tbon Gins, Presses, etc. Strength ol Teeth, shafting. Belting. Friction. Lathe Gearing. Screw Catting, Finishing Kngine Building, Uepiiring and
Operating, Setting of Valves, Kccentrles, Dink and
Valve Motion, Steam Packing, Pipe i.mi Boiler
Covering. Scale Preventives, steam Healing, Ventilation Gas uiid Water Works, Hydraulics Mil!
Dniiis, Horse Power of Streams, etc.
on Blast
Furnaces, Iron and Steel Manufacture.
Prospecting and Exploring for Minerals. Quartz and
Assaying,
Amalgamating, etc. 461
Placer Mining.
Tables with 500,000 calculations in all possible
form* |or Mechanics, Merchants and Farmers. MK)
items for Printers. Publishers, and Writers for
the Press. 1,000 items for Grocers, Confectioners,
Physicians, Druggists, etc. B00 Health Items. 500
do. for Painters. Varnisbers, Gilders, etc. 500 do.
for Watchmakers and Jewelers. 400 do, for Hunters, Trappers Tanners, Leather A Rubber Work.
Navigation, Telegraphy, Photography, Book-keepStrength oi Materials, Kffects
ing, etc., in detail.
Of Heat, Fuel Values. Specific Gravities, Freights
by rail and water— a Car Load, Stowage in Ships,
power of Steam. Water. Wind. Shrinkage Ol Castings, etc. Iu.ikki Items for House eepers. Farmers,
Carpenters, Gardeners, Btoch Owners, Bee-keep-

and Speed of
Saws.

ers, Lumbermen, etc. Fertilizers, full details, Hural Keononiy, Food Values. Care of Stock, ltemedies for do., to Increase Crops. Pest Poisons. Traln-

Ing Horses, Steam Power on Farms. Lightning
Cai.CI'LATou for Cubic Measures, Heady Reckoner,
Produce, Kent, Board, Wages, Interest, Coal and
Tonnage Tables. Land Grain. Hav, and Cattle
Seed. Ploughing. Planting and
Measurement,
Breeding Tables, Contents of GranarieB. Cribs,
Tanks, Cisterns, Boilers, Logs, Boards. Scantling,
Business Forms, all kinds. Special
etc., (if Sight.
Laws of 48 States, Territories, and Provinces fin
the V. S. and Canada), relating to the Collect!, m of
Debts, Exemptions from Forced Sale, Mechanics'
Lien, the Jurisdiction of Courts, Sale of Real Estate, Rights of Married Women. Interest and
Usury Laws, Limitation of Actions, etc.

The work contains

1,016 pages.

Is

a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight In gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, SJtf.SO.

^OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

NOVEMBER

ILL.,

better classes. Properly developed, let the world know it through a liberal
the Celestial Empire will furnish a advertisement. If you have a really
market for every pound of honey that meritorious hive you wish to supply
can be produced on our Pacific coast, to bee-keepers, "push it;" advertise
Published every Wednesday, by
nor will the introduction of American- the hive and its merits. If you are a
Italian bees into China and Japan in- manufacturer or dealer in supplies,
G.
Editor and Proprietor,
jure the traffic, but will, rather, have let those who read papers devoted to
your specialty know it. If you expect
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, IIL. a tendency to stimulate it.
to rear queens and bees for the market,

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) #8 a year, in advance.
i

Three or Six Months

at the

SEMI-MONTHLY— The Brst
each month, at

si.oo

same

and third numbersot

a year,

in

advance.

MONTHLY— The
SO cents

Extravagant Economy.

rate.

first number of each month, at
a year, in advance.

t^T Any person sending

a club of six Is entitled
to an extra copy (like the dub) sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

U?~ Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
Free of postage in the United States or Canada,
Postage to Europe 5© cents extra.

The above

reflection

to us not long since,

was suggested
when we saw a

large lot of beautiful honey put up in
all

sorts of odds

and ends, intended

to represent sections.

The

apiarist

evidently had these sections on hand,
or bought

them

at half-price,

and

in

a spirit of wasteful frugality determined to use them rather than pay a
fair price for a neat, attractive sec-

He undoubtedly lost enough
time in assorting and arranging them
to have paid for a good article. His
economy cost him just four cents per
pound on his honey.
It is extravagant economy to delay
ordering hives, sections, foundation,
etc., till the last moment, or till they
tion.

EnUred

at Chicago post

office

as second class matter.

,MH3L'

iiMnm 'un-

American-Italian Bees in Japan.

Mr. R. Mayerhoeffer, Taschivitz,
Austria, sends us the following translation of a letter received by him from

Japan
Since 1877 the Italian bees are imported to this country from America,
and manipulated in a hive of American
style.
The characteristics of these
bees are more vigorous, larger in size,
and the amount of honey gathered is
much greater than from our native
bees. Their culture is spreading year
after year to every district in Japan
adapted to bee-culture. I am sorry to
say that the Italian bees are often devoured by the chimney swallows while,
on their flight. I think this is caused
:

are needed for use, for frequently a
dealer finds it impossible to fill all or-

ders promptly when they are held back
till the last moment, and then accompanied with the parenthetical request,
"Send at once, I want it bad." By
ordering in a dull time, better figures
can generally be obtained, more satisfactory work will be performed, and
you can take advantage of your odd
time to prepare them for use, and to

remedy

defects, if

any

exist.

Very

No. 48.

30, 1881.
Selling

As

Honey

for Cash.

another evidence of honey being

a staple article, Mr. House, on page
3S0 of this Bee Journal says
" We have had the pleasure of seeing men traveling the country buying
for cash. This, no doubt, is owing to
the earnest work and diligent effort
on the part of the heavier producers
provide yourself with good stock and in this State to concentrate our honey,
place yourself prominently before the and we are now reaping our reward."
public as ready to accept its favors,
We do not quite agree with Mr.
and return an honestequivalent there- House in some details of his article,
for. Do not boast of more than you but on the whole it is a valuable and
expect to do, but certainly tell all you timely production.
can perform. It is extravagant econYes " earnest work " will be reomy to wait for the busy season before warded, in every direction while we
you begin advertising, for your busi- are endeavoring to make honey a
ness will never be brisk till you are staple article. It is only a question of
known. Again, during a dull season time when traveling men will be
readers have more time to ponder over scouring the country, buying all the
your advertisement, to correspond honey that can be produced, for cask.
with you, and to form an estimate of Our faith in the future of honey as a
your business integrity.
staple article, like butter, cheese and
During the past autumn we have eggs, is strong and invincible. To
circulated fifty thousand copies of a this we have devoted our time, enerSpecial Edition of the Bee Journal, gies and means, and we are fully
at fairs, conventions, etc., among those aware that all our " earnest work," as
:

;

who have heretofore read no paper de- well as that of our co-laborers, will be
voted to bees and honey production rewarded. Let us all be wide awake
in the new and improved methods.
for " the day of prosperity " for our
We are now daily receiving clubs of chosen avocation is just dawning.

—

subscriptions from these persons, and
have been for months past. These
Melting Combs into Wax.— Mr. Jos.
will all have to be supplied with bees,
Sayler, Fairmont, Neb., writes "Will
queens, hives, sectional boxes, comb you please to give the best method of
foundation and all the necessary ap- making old comb into wax, where
pliances for the apiary, during the parties have no extractor V"
next few months, and most of them
Warm your combs slightly, so as to
know nothing of dealers in these arti- press into solid, compact balls, fill a
cles, except what they will glean from coarse sack with these balls, put all in
our columns in future. Here is an a boiler, and nearly lill with water,
inviting field for supply dealers to first having put strips of wood in
occupy, if they advertise early.
the bottom of the boiler to prevent

frequently a few days delay occasioned
by this questionable economy will result in a light honey harvest, or the
loss of a few swarms of bees.
©•On the ground that she married
It Is extravagant economy to delay
providing pasturage for your bees till a foreigner, in violation of the will of
by their large size.
a season of dearth comes on, or until the Duchess of St. Albans, Baroness
This country has furnished Italian you are painfully persuaded your lo- Burdett-Coutts-Bartlett, President of
bees for Japan, Xew Zealand and cality is over-stocked with bees. By the British Bee-Keepers' Society, has
Australia, and it only awaits our per- taking time by the forelock, nature been compelled to surrender her halffection of the " coming bee," to ex- will assist you in extending your pas- interest in the banking-house. This
change queens, bees and compliments turage when most needed in the future, takes from her income about §700,000.
with our Italian friends. Last spring and will furnish the seeds for doing so
we were consulted by a Swedish gen- free of charge.
ig&T The editor of the Bee Journal
It is frequently extravagant econo- expects to attend the Michigan State
tleman in the selection of a sample
hive, sections, foundation, etc., for in- my to buy the lower priced articles, Convention at Battle Creek, Mich., on
troduction into Sweden, and but a lit- simply because they are sold for less Dec. 8, 1881. Prom present indicaThe cheapest in price are of- tions it will be an interesting meeting.
tle time will elapse ere our bees and money.
apiarian implements will be familiar ten most expensive in experience.
If you expect to be a solicitor of pubobjects throughout all Christendom.
(gT We have received sufficient enThe United States have shipped lic patronage of any kind, it is extrav- couragement to now definetely prommany tons of extracted honey to China agant economy to practice a " mas- ise to get up the apiary record book
and Japan, where it has found a ready terly inactivity" and wait for the that has been so generally called for.
market at fair prices, and been a pop- public to discover your merits. If you We will give particulars and prices
ular article of consumption with the have more bees than you wish to keep, next week.

:

burning place heavy weights on the
bag to keep it down and press out the
wax fast as melted, which will rise to
;

the top, and must be skimmed off and
put into a vessel for caking. If there
is much sediment in the wax, it can
be melted again without water, when
the dirt will settle at the bottom.
Many use about a tablespoonful of sal
soda to five gallons of water in melt-

ing the comb.

igf We are sometimes asked who
our authorized agents are ? Every
subscriber is such an agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
1882. The next few weeks are the
time to do this. We hope every subscriber will do his or her best to double
our list for 1882.
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In an age like the present, when
universal peace prevails, and men are
multiplying rapidly on the earth, new
occupations, new methods of earning
an honest living must necessarily be
encouraged. Millions of pounds of
precious nectar secreted by the honey
producing flora, goes to waste every
MISCELLANEOUS.
year for the want of the busy workers
to collect it and prepare it for the use
The Effect of Bee and Honey Shows. of man, and for the want of skillful
London
Horin
the
correspondent
apiarists to control and direct the busy
workers. Let no man say he can find
ticultural Journal, says
nothing to do to get a living.
I can state without fear of contradiction that never in the memory of
How Cyprian Bees Behave iu Eng
man lias there been such a desire to
keep bees as at the present time. In land.— The editor of the British Bte
this district people have been so enJournal quoted some American comcouraged in bee-keeping as taught
through the tents, that the agents in plaints about the ferocity of Cyprians,
the north of Ireland have had to re- and adds
peat their orders again and again for
The last extract coincides exactly
bar-frame appliances, as Messrs. G.
experience, and we can go
Neighbour & Sons could testify. Fur- with our
even further. On several occasions
ther, new manufacturers have started
bees that have crept between the folds
in all parts of the country and besides
of our clothing (which they are very
all this, I have almost daily applicaprone to do), have, when liberated at
tions for instructions concerning the
night, attacked us by gas-light, when
bar-frame hive. As regards sectional
other bees would have been only too
supers, nothing could be more taking
glad to escape if ii were possible to
than they are, and those who exhibit
them at shows are pressed all day to do so.
dispose of them, while on the other
hand, few " spear the price " of a glass
Care of Surplus Honey.— Prof. A. J.
super 21 lbs. at 2s. per lb., or a big,
Tribune, writes
straw skep tilled with honey, brood, Cook in the New York
as follows on this important subject
bee-bread, etc.

—A

:

;

Nov. 30,

hatched, in a close box or in bottomless hives, placed one above the other,
then to a smoker in full blast add a
tablespoonful of sulphur, and place
the fuming smoker in the top of the
box or in the upper hive ; as the sulphurous fumes are heavier than the
air. they will roll to the bottom and
suffocate the worms. This is cheaply
done and may save much loss and dis-

The

at the Arkansas State

Little

following

Fair.—

Rock Democrat gives the
premiums awarded

list of

honey at the State Fair
Best package comb honey in the best
marketable shape, 5 lbs. or more, W.

for

Hipolite, Duval's Bluff, $5.
Best package extracted honey in the
best marketable shape, 5 lbs. or more,

W.

Stacy Pettit, Fort Smith, $5.

Best crate of honey in comb, 25 lbs.,
W. W. Hipolite, Duval's Bluff, $20.
Best colony of bees, movable comb
hives, F. J. Young, Little Rock, $10.
Best 5 lbs. beeswax, Mrs. E. H.
Chamberlain, Little Rock, $2.
Best machine for extracting honey,
Stacey Pettit, Fort Smith, $2.
Best bee hive. YV. W. Hipolite, Duval's Bluff, diploma.
Bee-Culture as a Business.— Mr. G.
W. Demaree, gives his views on this
subject in the Farmers'' Home Journal,
as follows

Bee-culture is yet in its infancy. It
only about 20 years ago the Rev. L.
L. Langstroth, by his invention of the
movable frame hive, laid the foundation of scientific bee-culture, and soon
is

after Mr. Wagner commenced the publication of the American Bee Journal, the first paper devoted exclusively to bee-culture ever published in
this country. With this state of things,
one would suppose that the business
would have moved right along, but

not so. People had been educated to
look on bee-culture as a " little business," and called it " fussing with
bees," till ignorance and superstition
had taken too deep a hold to be rooted
out so easily. The paper was so poorly
supported at the start, that the enterprise was abandoned for a time, but
was revived about the year 1865 or
I860, and after the death of Mr. Wagner (than whom no man was more
highly esteemed among the bee fraternity), the paper fell into the hands
of Thomas G. Newman, whose learning and enterprise soon made it a
great success. This paper is now issued weekly, and is as ably and accurately edited as a majority of the best
papers in the country. There are now
8 or 10 papers published in the interest
of bee-culture, while nearly all the agricultural papers begin to realize that
the people want information on this
subject. And doubtless this class of
papers hereafter will give a due part
of their space to the subject of beeculture, and thereby many persons
will be reached who never see a bee
paper.

We

Religious Newspaper.

desire to call the attention of

our readers to one of the greatest
newspapers of the age— one that secures the best writers in this country
and Europe, regardless of expense
has the best and fullest book reviews
has able
of any paper in the country
has
articles upon financial subjects
appointment.
departments edited by specialists and
Let the honey be thoroughly graded devoted to tine arts, music, science,
as it is put on the market let it be in religious intelligence, missions, school
clean crates, so made that every pass- and college, news of the week, hymn
er-by shall be enticed, as he sees notes, the Sunday-school, legal and
through a glass not darkly, the tempt- sanitary questions, Biblical research
ing honey let there be no possible (something that cannot be found in
chance for the honey to leak, and dis- any other newspaper in the United
gust the dealer, and always see that States), farm and garden, insurance,
every grocery-man in the vicinity has weekly market reports, etc., in fact, a
a supply of this most beautiful and newspaper fully suited to the requirewholesome article of food constantly ments of every family, containing a
on hand. The best way to manage fund of information which cannot be
sour honey is to heat it till it boils, had in any other shape, and having a
which kiils the plant-germs which wide circulation all over the country
cause the fermentation then feed it and in Europe. We refer to The Indeback to the bees. In the process of pendent, of New York. " The largest,
restoring the honey seems to have re- the ablest, the best." See advertisegained its previous excellence.
ment in another column, and send a
postal card for a free specimen copy.
;

;

;

;

;

Mitchell's Suit Dismissed.

The Indiana Fanner

gives the

fol-

information concerning the
suit which N. C. Mitchell instituted
against it, placing the damages at
Last evening, Mr. Samuel Hilbert $5,000, and which is now dismissed
came to me and dolefully asked:
In March, 1880, a correspondent
• What shall I do with my honey ? It
wrote us in reference to a certain hive
"
beean
old
You,
has all soured."
on which a patent was claimed by the
keeper, mean to say that you have put above party, or his agents, and the
your honey in a cellar or other damp, threatened prosecution for the use of
Didn't you know better?" division boards. We answered that
cool place
" Yes, but when I took off my beauti- the hive being offered was not the
ful white June, honey, I was |driven original one on which a patent had been
with work, and so hurried it into the granted, and that any one found adnearest place, which happened to be vocating the same would bear watch
the cellar." This incident furnishes ing to say the least. A division board
a text for an opportune article on the was public property and could be used
care and management of surplus by any one that the party alluded to
honey. The wise bee-keeper will re- had been exposed frequently through
move his comb honey just as fast as the various bee journals, hence the
the bees cap it over. Let it form the suit. We asked for evidence of any
highway of travel for the bees but crooked dealings on the part of these
for a few days, and its beauty is gone. parties, and the amount of evidence
Take it off as soon as it is capped and which has been sent us freely conit will rival the snow in whiteness,
firms our statement. We wish to reand must tempt irresistibly the buyer. turn thanks to our many friends all
in
a
dry,
honey
put
the
Secondly,
over the land for their kindness in
warm room. If the temperature is furnishing the preponderance of evieven 100° F. it will be all the better. dence, we do not wish to make war
In such a room the honey will not on any one, but we believe it our duty
gather moisture, or " sweat," as it is to protect our readers as far as possicalled, and there will be no trouble ble from
kinds of swindling
all
from s6uring. In winter, the warmth schemes, and we propose to do it so
keeps the comb from becoming brit- far as is in our power, let the cost be
tle," and may be more safely handled. what it may.
Extracted honey should not only be
The patent bee-hive business has
kept in a dry, warm room, but in open been a curse to the bee-keeping intervessels covered with cotton cloth, so est all over the land, and since the
the moisture, in case it was extracted movable frame is now public property
before it was thoroughly cured, would we strive to convince all beginners
escape. If this precaution is surely that they do not need any kind of a
heeded, there is little (my experience patent hive. Most of them are very
says no) danger in extracting before complicated, and have many useless
the honey is capped over, beginning appendages, defeating the very object
just as the capping is commenced. for which they were intended. They
This saves no little time and labor. look very attractive and work nicely
If extracted honey is kept in a tem- at a fair, but with a colony of bees in
perature of from 80° to 100° F. it will them, all their movable and adjustable
not granulate. Granulation, however, parts become glued firmly together
does not injure the honey in fact, it is with propolis, and to loosen them jars
one of the best tests of its purity. To them and makes the bees hard to conreliquefy candied honey, we have only trol.
Beginners, especially, should
to heat it. If we are careful not to adopt some simple form of a movable
raise the temperature above 180° F., frame hive, and use them until they
To become familiar with the nature of the
it will lose none of its excellence.
do this easily, place the crock or can bees, and they will soon learn that the
containing the hoifey in a vessel of less complicated the hive the more
water, placing something on the bot- satisfactory the results will be.
tom of the vessel so that the crock
may not touch the bottom and bePremiums.— Those who get up clubs
come too much heated. Now if the
water in the vessel is not permitted to for the Weekly Bee Journal for
boil, there is little danger of the honey
1882, will be entitled to the following
being injured.
Care should be taken that the bee- premiums. Their own subscription
moth does not injure the comb honey may count in the club

lowing

:

Honey

A

1^ New subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal, for 1882, will have all
the remaining numbers for 1881 free
from the time the money is received
at this office. Therefore, the sooner
they subscribe for it, the more they
will obtain for the S2.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
Office of American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a.m., Nov. 28, 1881.

'i

I
)

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up to

hour

this

:

CHICAGO.

;

;

:

HONEY— The market is lively and prices steady.
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
boxes. I8(^22c

a@9c.

BEESWAX

;

boxes 2c.

in larger

-Prime

less.

Extracted

quality, isi.,22c.

Newman. 1172 W. Madison

al. H.

NEW

St.

YORK.

HONEY—
We

The supply is full, and trade is lively.
White comb, in small
quote as follows
boxes, 18®22c dark, in small boxes, 15®17c. Extracted, white, liK'tllc; dark, 7«'HC.
:

;

BEESWAX.— Prime
Thorn &

quality, 21W®230.
Co.. 1 1 and 13 Devoe avenue.

CINCINNATI.
HONE Y— Is in good demand here now.
Good comb honey, in sections,
I quote
:

iNf-'U'ic,

la

worth

Extracted. 7mOe. on arrival.
on ariival. I have paid
F. Muth.
for choice lots.

on arrival.

BEESWAX.— imi"22c,
25c. per lb.

C

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-pound combs

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
suld at 2U(oj22c., according to quality.

BEESWAX— Pi inie quality.

250.

Crocker & Blake. 57 Chatham

Street.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY.-But

little

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

BEESWAX.— Southern.

pure.21@23c.; Western,
pure,21@ 22c; grease wax, lie— Baltimore Market
Journal.

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY—

New, in 1 or 2 lb. sections,
liuthuiapolix Stock Review.

220250.—

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— The supply and demand are alike
BEESWAX — Best light 23®25c— Philadelphia

nominal.

Merchants' Guide.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Steady,

witli sale for all offered at
at lR@22c.; strained and extracted, 8®12^c— top rates for choice put up in
small pin'kaiies suitable lur retailing,
BEESWAX-Selling lightly at 19®20o.
Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.
R.

quotations; comb

C

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Supply of comb is light, but equal to
requirements at present asking rates. The market
is not glutted with extracted, but holders And buyers extremely scarce who are willing to pay the
prices asked.

We quote white comb,

14c.

16(gi20c; dark to good, 10®
Extracted, choice to extra white. 8^@loc;
BEESWAX— 23®25e.

dark and candied, 7&.NC

Stearns & Smith.

423

Front street.

removed from the hive. If For a Club of 3,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
CLEVELAND.
"
eggs are on the comb, they will hatch
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
report the market quite active
HONEY—We
"
"
ami possibly ruin the honey. Their
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
pound
all our sales this week of comb honey In
"
"
sections have been made at 22c, and two pound
5,—
work is detected in the little particles
cloth.
at 20c. Extracted has taken a start, and
"
"
if wax seen on the face of the comb.
6,— Weekly Bee Journal for year. sections
30small
packages.
in
quite
active
we report trade
pouud tin cans, especially, at 12c per lb. ExtracThe safe way is to place all the comb,
bbls. eontinuesduli
10
cent
in
cash
ted
in
deduct
per
they
may
Or
one week after its removal from the
BEESVVAX-20®22C
A. C Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
eggs will be for their labor iu getting up the club.
hive, when all the
after

it is

;

1

1
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out sickening the bees, but other evidences cause me to " guess" thai such
see no knowledge bethe fact.
trayed in Mr. Clarke's able essay that
convinces me that he has any evidence
to the contrary.
long supposed that bees did
I have
is

1

discharge small dry pellets when wintering successfully, but I simply shut
that phenomenon out of the consideration, because 1 can see no bearing
J. M. SHUCK.
that it has upon the subject. In nearly
all of our most successful cases of
I have just received from Herrn, wintering, our bees void a liquid feces,
Michael Ambrozie, Legenfeld, Krain, and we hardly stop to consider this
Austria, a full colony of Krainer bees. "dry" technicality; had I said "no
These bees are to me great beauties, liquid excrement," the argument
being nearly black with white stripes, would have remained the same, with
the white probably due to hairs, as the chance to quibble a little left out.
they all seem to be young bees. They
If "two-thirds of the food eaten by
arrived yesterday after a voyage of 26 man passes from the system through
days, and although the combs were sensible or insensible perspiration,"
smashed, the bees were lively and only we have every reason to believe
a few dead. I am not certain that the that it does from the bee in a much
qeeen is alive, but she probably is, as greater proportion. At all events, we
she customarily survives the colony have seen the need of upward ventilathrough almost any number of mis- tion and cushions to take care of the
excess of the first named matter.
haps.
There is no proof, either way, in reThe hive to me is a curiosity, being
made of tough, hard, rough boards, gard to what Mr. Root's bees did or
about 24 inches long inside, 1-1 inches did not eat, so why mention the matter
wide, and 5 inches deep top and bot- at all V
True, an ox-chain is no stronger than
tom nailed with odd-looking handmade nails, wooden pegs and wire its weakest link, but this rule has no
nails: no frames inside; combs had bearing upon a collection of proofs, for
been built diagonally, and were tilled teachers of logic have said " Never
with dark-colored, thick, rich honey, back up a strong argument with a
the diplomatic and cunabout 20 pounds. It was quite a task weak one
to open this hive, but I did it. and ning will attack this weak point, utfound the Krainers lively, good na- terly ignoring the strong ones that may
tured, and so fond of honey that they amply prove your position, and thus
all soon had their fill.
defeat you in the minds of your hearTheir flight seems to be very strong, ers." I quote the above, not as having
and I am inclined to think them large any bearing direct upon the wintering
as compared with the Italians. It of bees, but to show that so able a
seemed odd enough to see these moun- logician as Mr. Clarke can possess the
tain bees flying very freely to-day, weakness of error : or the unfairness
with the mercury at 45°, when not'a to wish to put my arguments in a false
wing was to be seen about my other light.
hives. I have no Krainer bees for
But I will try to show that the weak
sale, and if I succeed in keeping them point is not there.
I said that the
till spring, will rear no drones from
dead colonies either left plenty of beebread showing signsof late work with
this queen next year.
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 22, 1881.
it, or brood in all stages, and generally
both, but nearly always brood. Mr.
Clarke quotes this " nearly always,"
as though the exceptional cases had a
For the American Bee Journal.
bearing against my argument. My
Bee-Bread Injurious in Wintering. theory is that the consumption of pollen causes the dysentery, and my obJAMES HEDDON.
servation was that nil dead colonies
showed signs of using it one way or
near
future
laid
out
As I have the
the other, either in connection with
for much hard work of this kind, I brooding or without, but "nearly alwill hasten to reply to the article of the ways" in connection with brooding.
Rev. Mr. Clarke, on page 364 of the Mr. Clarke will stick fast if he tries
Bee Journal for Nov. 16. I am glad to get through any hole in that part of
he has attacked my theory, and if lie my argument.
proves to me that bee-bread is not the
He says that " inasmuch as some
main cause of our greatest drawback,
colonies died that had no young brood,
I shall have occasion to thank him
the argument becomes inconclusive."
again and again.
He misunderstands; the argument is
It is true I stand 10 to 1 in favor of
not based on young brood at all, but
the pollen theory ; but as long as the
the winter consumption of bread by
1 remains the " guess" also remains.
the old bees (whether that consumpIt may be possible that I " waxed too
tion is induced by handling the bread
confident, " enthusiastic and warm
upon the subject, but, after all, such a in feeding larvae or otherwise), and I
weakness is. to say the worst, a moral made the statement that in my careful observations I had noticed that
one, and to be too full of earnestness "'
neary all those that died had brood
and enthusiasm to leave any room for
stages," to give the idea that the
hypocrisy and deception is not so very in all
greatest cause of pollen-eating by the
bad, is it? With a possession of the
older bees came from brood-rearing.
first named propensities, and the abexamine almost the first posisence of the last, we will get at the Let us
tion assented to by Mr. Clarke. I
truth by-and-by.
The " unaccountable phenomenon" quote
" I can understand that it may and
of the total destruction of a whole
apiary over there, and the success of probably does interfere with successful
this one over here, proves conclusively wintering to have brood-rearing carthat the causes of the effects above ried on too late. It necesitatesagood
named are entirely different, and it is deal of nurse-work, and more activity
an error to look for them in the realm generally than accords with that state
of cold, or confinement, or any other of quiescence which we know to be so
condition that is common with both desirable."
places. I believe that the pollen the"We know;" why, Mr. Clarke, I
ory solves the problem because, first, only said I " guessed." I stood 10 to ].
a few miles intervening changes the I dare not say " I know" too much
amount, quality and position of bee- about that " quiescent" state, for see
bread in the hives.
the opinion of so careful an observer
Second. Close observation of the as Mr. Chas. Dadant. in Bee Journal
pollen condition of the remaining of Nov. 9, page 354. I return your
hives and dead bees, argues that pol- advice, "go slow." Recant; be as
len-eating is the cause of dysentery. modest as I was in the article you atMy knowledge of chemistry and the tacked, and say "we guess." Rechemical properties of pollen are too member, whatever you may say upon
limited to allow me to prove that this this wintering problem, men of large
substance cannot be eaten in large experience are ready to take the arguquantities during confinement with- ment all out of the assertion.
For the American Bee Journal.

Imported Krainer Bees.

;

:

;
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But what are we to understand by
the above statement? That in Mr.
Clarke's locality bees carry on broodrearing in the Call, after the commencement of the quiescent period? Was
that ever the rule anywhere? He
seems to mistake the condition of

derstand the primary principle of
chemistry correctly, wipe out of existence " bacteria.,!' and fennenlal ion
and decomposition are things of the
past only. Did any one think that I
made bacteria? All I did was to suppose a new species of this well-known
things. This brood that, we find is race of microcoxi. and say, "let, us
reason togelher." hoping to possibly
Spring brood, and not. fall.
did not say, nor assume, that bee- point in a direction where some man
bread was poisonous, and because
of more ability and time might liml
believed thai such portions as the bees the evil genius. No one. ever answered
often indulged in were the cause of any argument upon that hypothesis,
dysentery, why should Mr. Clarke but a few spent all their force trying
drag in this venomous word "poison," to identify the supposition with me as
any more than 1 should, because he an assertion.
admits that, eating "too freely" of il
Now, many of those who believe the
might perhaps cause trouble? If it " pollen theory" absurd and false, are
should cause trouble should I use the working hard to settle it firmer with
word "poison?"
If
that trouble me than it belongs, while those who
should tie claimed by me to reach as corroborate the theory never mention
far as dysentery, even unto death, my name. Such charities are comshould Mr. Clarke set up a straw man forting.
of " poison" to combat ? Is it not, as
If the future years of experience
easy to answer what I said, as what I should positively demonstrate that
did not say? Men do not, as a rule, bee-bread, nitrogen. carbon, hydrogen,
eat poison, but they still continue to oxygen and all combined, was the real
partake of food that causes intestinal cause of dysentery, will you, Mr.
diseases, unto death.
Clarke, couple it with my name with
the same earnestness you do now ? I
I thought I had made it clear that 1
believed that the eating of bee-bread feel that you will, and Iwill return the
by the older bees, during continued favor by trying to keep in its proper
confinement, was the cause of dysen- place any discovery you may be ditery, compared with which, as acause rectly or indirectly the parent of, if
of our loss of stock, all other causes any such circumstance ever happens.
Dowagiac, Mich., Nov. 19, 1881.
combined fade into insignificance.
I think I need waste no time in replying to Mr. Clarke's claim that he is
For the American Bee Journal.
of the opinion that pollen is necessary
(or may be) for the most successful
Size of Frames and Hives.
wintering of bees. I see that lie is not
cajiable of convincing me, through my
J. S. DUNCAN.
reason, that nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are so arranged in the
I commenced the season with five
bread that it is (under the conditions small colonies, covering three 1 1 l^xl
have named) necessary or even frames. Not satisfied with the small
I
wholesome to the bees. Hives com- frames, I adopted one 10x15, calculapared to houses, and bees to cows and ted to hold six 5x5 sections the hive
horses, are in my mind rather poor is for exclusive side-storing, and has
comparisons. Horses, like other large a capacity for 14 frames (16x21xl0}£)
animals, are governed by the same when worked for extracted honey, or
laws winter and summer. Not so witli 3 frames of sections on each side of
bees at all. He asks, " If pollen pre- brood nest. I allowed natural swarmvents dysentery in summer, does it ing one absconded after this 1 caged
cause it in winter?" From the first the queen and hung her where the
part of the proposition I dissent, to bees were settling, but very soon they
the latter I answer, yes. Never mind were all in the air again, leaving
Mr. Von Morlott, whoever he may be, about a quart of bees with the queen.
but demolish us one at a time, please. From the action of the bees after the
I think Mr. Clarke underrates him- excitement of swarming and loss of
self when he says that bees in "many the queen, it is evident that they lose
things are far wiser" than he. I may- all recollection of their old home, as
be in error in this regard, however, they are liable to go into any hive, or
and will "go slow," making no rash several hives, making great confusion
statement to get picked up on but I among the surrounding colonies.
am sure that the successful results
In queen-rearing I had a case simiarising from bee instinct are not born lar to that described by your Kansas
of knowledge at all. If from knowl- correspondent, on page 118. I formed
edge, the bees really may be, and ac- 3 colonies with ripe queen cells excording to him are liis superiors some- amined them next, day and found the
times at least, for he says that though cells all open, while one of the queens
he knows that porridge is good and had a comb partly filled with eggs.
necessary for him, he is strongly On examining the comb I found it, had
tempted to give it the go-by, though been cut open, the intruder being a
he is sure the bees will only take that queen I had doubts about, as she had
which is best for them.
been in another hive 16 days and had
I explained fully that I thought they not commenced laying,
i examined
ate bread only when the facilities for the hive this queen was in after leavgetting at, or the attraction of the ing the others, and picking her off the
quality of the honey was against them. comb threw her into the air to test her
Finally, Mr. Clarke comes to a serious wings she circled around the yard
close by telling us what we do know. several times, and on returning went
I will not occupy space by quoting
into the wrong hive, was accepted, and
them, for we all know that we cannot lias proved to be a very good queen.
control temperature unless in special
My honey carriage is a small hive
repositories, and we, have further demonstrated that, one year with an- mounted on a boy's express wagon I
dollar, and has all the
other, said repositories have little or bought for a
nothing to boast over the changeable conveniences required in an apiary
scrap
wax. fuel, queen cages,
boxes
for
out-door position.
I

1

1

%

;

;

;

;

;

;

know that "quietude" is an nails, dissecting knife, veil, gloves, or
and not a cause. We do not anything that may be required the
know that those who use, or pretend cover of the box being a handy recordracks fora smoker and hamto use division boards succeed any ing desk,
comb-holder that does not
better than those who do not; but we mer, and a
do know that in spite of any and all revolve. It is not patented and never
It,
is more convenient than a
be.
sorts of "fall preparations," dysentery will
great advantage is
claims whole apiaries for its own. wheelbarrow one
"Spreading combs" has also signally in having one hand at liberty to guard
against any of those ferocious bees
failed, to our certain knowledge.
that may happen around.
I never bad, or pretended to have,
My bees are all in fine condition, and
any " bacteria," but only threw out a
bacteria hypothesis. All those who packed for winter on from 3 to 6 frames

We

also

;

effect,

;

believe in the detrimental effects of (according to size of the colony), with
cider honey and all fermented honeys a division-board on each side and a
among which is Mr. Chas. Dadant, are thick cushion on top did not remove
bacteria-ites, are they not ? What, is the oil-cloth, but spread the frames a
fermentation but bacteria ? If I un- little.
;
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I think it would be a good plan for
correspondents to give size of frames
and capacity of hive when writing
about bees. It would give the editor
and his readers a better idea of the
writer as a bee-keeper, a great help to
beginners, and might be the means of
adopting a uniform hive in America.
My profit from capital invested in
bees' is 40 percent., all my investments
being permanent, such as extractor,
smoker, etc. My increase is 250 per
cent., which pays me handsomely for
the pleasure I have had with my bees.
Browning, Mo.. Oct. 27. 18X1.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Disposal

of

Honey.

GEO. W. HOUSE.
Since the publication of

my

article
in the
for Sept.
our larger

and the comments thereon

American Bee Journal

I have again visited
eastern markets, and I am still more
conlident that the position I have taken on the subject is correct. Time.
14,

however,

will tell.

the editor on the first page
of that issue takes exceptions to the
desirability of centralizing the honey
I notice

traffic,

and says

:

"

The proposed

cen-

tralization or co-operation is impracticable, for the reason that the necessities of bee-keepers vary as much as
do their ideas regarding hives, wintering, etc. As a rule, the heavier
producers have their outlets to market already established, or have had
sufficient experience to be able to sell
in job lots to the best advantage.
These men of course would see no advantage to be derived from co-operation, and would not jeopardize their
established trade by entering into the

scheme."

The only "necessities" that beekeepers have in marketing their products, is to realize satisfactorily on
their consignments as quick as possible. To best attain this point would
be to Sell for cr/s/i ; and that is what
have been laboring so hard to perfect;
I

see page 291,

American Bee Jour-

do this, we must encourage the would not sell for less. Therefore he
buyer or middleman.
placed the honey in the hands of a
While in Boston, a firm told methey commission merchant, and before he
could sell more honey, and it would was out of town, the honey was sold
command higher prices if the honey for 16 cents to the same firm that ofwas confined to 3 or 4 wholesale fered him 17 cents. That man, unhouses. This firm are trying to con- doubtedly, will never sell on commistrol that market as regards prices, sion again, as that transaction cost
and they are right in their opinion, him nearly slim. 00. Yet such transbecause there would not be that run- actions are of frequent occurrence.
ning from one commission house to
As a rule, the commission men are
another by the retailer, to pick up bar- the " bears," because all the interest
gains that may be offered, and after- they have in the matter is to get their
wards reporting the same to other per cent, of commission, while the
houses in order to secure the same ad- wholesale dealer or middlemen are the
" bulls," because it is to their interest
vantages.
If one man should consign 1000 lhs. to sell their own goods at the best posof honey to each of 10 commission sible prices.
merchants, in nearly every case you
From what I have seen and know
would find that honey setting in plain by actual transactions. I cannot see
sight where every passer-by would no- how honey will bring more money to
tice it.
The retailer or grocer in pass- us put into the hands of the retailer
ing along, sees honey in the hands of through the commission house, than
their commission men
the first idea placed in the retailer's hands through
that strikes him is, " Why, there must the wholesale honey house.
be a vast amount of honey in the marI think the editor has misunderstood
ket. What a splendid opportunity I my position on this question. There
shall have to buy cheap.
But I must is no " scheme " about it. but simply
wait a while, for fear that the market the duty of each and all of us for the
will be glutted,
and the bottom protection of our interests. I have no
knocked out of the prices."
doubt said enough in this to clearly
If the 1000 pounds were put into the define my position in this cause, to the
hands of one man, the producer would reader and all interested. When we
realize on his
consignment much each work for our own interests, we
sooner, and at far better prices, be- work for the interests of each other.
cause the retailer or buyer would feel Therefore I shall stand firmly on this
safe in putting in his stock, knowing rock, knowing full-well that time will
that the prices would not be cut, nor sustain me in this work for the inter-

to

;

ests

the market glutted.

I said,

benefit of the fraternity.

While in New York, I found honey
I heartily endorse the action of the
hands of tea commission firms
American Bee Journal in the iscommission houses; hop com- sue of Nov. 16, in the denouncement
mission merchants, and so on through of "glucose" and its "advocates."
the list. I took the position of buyer, It is the duty of all our periodicals to
and upon making inquiries under the pour red-hot shot and shell into the
pretense of desiring to purchase, I was camps of those advocating " glucose "
enabled to get their manner of doing in any manner.
business for us honey producers. If
I am also pleased to see the Amerithis was not a fair test, and the best can Bee Journal again falling into
way to obtain the real facts, will some line by encouraging debate, etc. This
one please say what is? Men may is what placed the Bee Journal at
write, and men may theorize
but to the head 12 years ago. And it is that
obtain knowledge, we must have prac- spirit that brought out many facts and
tical experience.
settled doubts in years gone by.
If you wanted to buy but a few
To get at facts, we must admit free
crates or cases of honey, it could not discussion. Facts are more important
be purchased much under the market than favors. To reach the real value,
price. But I found that they were de- we must compare— add and subtract,
sirous of closing out the whole con- till the actual result appears.
signment, and to get it off their hands,
Whoever brings before the public a
would sell for 25 per cent, under the new article, or advances a new theory,
market. And again, not making a must expect, and ought to solicit critspecialty of the business, they had no icism, until all the points are brought
special place or department for the out independent of theory. To oppose
consignment, but it would be piled up this shows a want of confidence in
among various other goods, and some the merits of the article or question
out on the street, broken, leaky and advanced.
filthy.
Fayetteville, N. Y.
Reader, do you think this manner
of marketing your products is satisFrom the Farmers' Home Journal.
factory and businesslike? Do you
think you would realize as much, or
The Yellow Italian Bee.
get returns any quicker? Or would
it not be better tor us all to have our
A. P. FARNSLEY.
honey neatly piled up in a room where
no other goods are kept, and arranged
When I was a boy. I was very fond
so as to compare favorably with the
would stand
of watching the bees.
other consignments beside it, and in
and watch them for hours, and never
the hands of a thoroughly reliable and
seeing
them
going
of
out and
tire
competent man, who has an estab- coming in laden with the
pollen of the
lished honey trade ?
flowers. Now, my recollection is that
Reader, this matter rests with us; these bees I took so much interest in
the sooner we perfect a system of mar- when I was a small hoy. were yellow,
keting (concentrating our honey), the and had the yellow bands around the
quicker will we see " wholesale' honey abdomen, like the Italians.
merchants" springing up when we
I remember when looking at them,
shall be able to dispose of our pro- the negro men at dinner time would
ducts for cash, and at good prices; come to where I was, and talk to me
fluctuating in price no morn than any about them, and about my fondness
of the agricultural products.
distinctly remember
for them and
On page 315, American BebJotjb one of the men used to tell me about
nal, Mr. Ileddon says: "Buyers the wild black bees that made their
are hears,' for it is to their interests homes in the woods; ami I remember
in the
flour

;

Dr. Allen informed me that parties
Arkansas claim that they had the
yellow bee with the bands long before
the war.
Aristotle describes very
fully two kinds of bees— the yellow
and black bee. The yellow bee was
in

lost

sight

of for several

centuries.

They were discovered by one of Napoleon's officers when he crossed the
Alps. They were introduced at that
time into France. Now. am I wrong

my recollection of the bees I
in my youth, or is it possible
that the Italian bee was introduced
into Louisiana by the French when
that country belonged to France, and

in

watched

they migrated north till they
reached Kentucky, or that they were
brought from Louisiana here' at an
early day by persons here who annually visited New Orleans to trade?
Men used to go from my neighborhood
annually, before 1812, to New Orleans

that

to trade.
Some of my father's brothers went from here at a very early period, to Louisiana for that purpose.
Now, if the bees I watched when I
was a small boy were Italians, or descendants of Italian stock, and if the
yellow bees that were in Arkansas
before the war were descendants of
Italian stock, then the Italian bee was
first introduced into this country when
Louisiana belonged to France.
I would like to hear from some of
our Arkansas friends on this most interesting question, and also from

who know any

thing about the
bees of 40 years ago. EspeI like to hear from Mr. T.
S. Kennedy and Gen. C. M. Clay,
whose many opportunities for observing these insects will enable them to
say something of general interest to
the readers of your paper. The latter
gentleman, while in Mexico in 1846,
may have seen bees of that country.
others
yellow

would

cially

For tue American Bee Journal.

Size of

Hive

for

Comb Honey.

;

" when we can concentrate our honey, we shall be able
to sell for cash, and we shall see buyers traveling the country to purchase
Since that writing we have
it," etc.
had the pleasure of seeing men traveling the country buying for cash.
This, no doubt, is owing to the earnest work and diligent effort on the
part of the heavier producers in this
State to concentrate our honey, and
we are now reaping our reward.
One firm, in particular, witli a capital of fifty millions of dollars, have
decided to handle honey on a cash
basis altogether, and
undoubtedly
they will endeavor to control that
market to a certain extent. In doing
so, they will be obliged to buy up the
small consignments of honey finding
their way into the hands of commission men who do not scruple at cutting the prices. This is right, because
they could not pay good prices, knowing that those small consignments
would surely be closed out much below the market, thus having a tendency of lessening the prices, and
working ruin to the firm making it
their special business.
There are a very lew commission
houses in New York that make a
specialty of our products. These men
will co-operate in sustaining the prices. But of the many CO
lission
men, 99 out of every 100 have not the
facilities lor handling honey.
They to depress the wholesale price of
must necessarily have a special room honey. Commission men are the
or department for it. which fact is 'bulls,' for they are working for our
proved by the few making the busi- interests, and hold up the prices to the
ness a success, besides many other best of their ability."
little matters pertaining to the busiIn this I cannot agree with Mr.
ness.
Ileddon. It seems to me the above
I do not understand why the editor quotation is right to the reverse of
should call this feature a "scheme." what it actually is. I will give a case
Centralization is important to the of actual occurrence that I happened
heavier producers, and equally im- to witness
portant to the lesser producer. They
A bee-keeper arrived in New York
both are working for the same end, with 14,000 pounds of comb honey.
viz: to dispose of their products for lie was offered 17 cents in cash for his
spot cash upon delivery. To be able entire crop. He wanted 18 cents, and

nal, where

and

Nov. 30,

I

;

;

I

'

when

the bees in some of the hives
to black bees, the man re-

changed

ferred to accounted for it by saying
the wild bees drove out the tame lines,
and took possession of their homes.

Now,

so vivid

my

recollection of the
yellow bees with their golden bands,
that the first time I saw the Italians
bees they reminded me of old friends
of long ago, and by association I was
carried back to the scenes of my
youth, when I was as happy and free
from care as the beautiful forms I was
so fond of watching going in and out
of the hives.
is

A. R.

KOHNKE.

In answering a question

of Mr.
Sears, of Girard, Pa., as to the size of
hive tor comb honey, the editor of the
Bee Journal says that the Langstroth is the one heprefers. But he is
probably aware that there are 2 sizes
of that hive in general use. one of

which holds 10 frames, which Mr.
Muth, of Cincinnati, uses; the other
being an 8-frame hive, Mr. Ileddon
piefers to the exclusion of all others.
To arrive at a correct size of a hive,
we should first find out the desirable
qualities of such. 1. The hive and
frame should be shallow enough to
prevent the bees from storing too
much honey just above their brood
nest in the brood chamber, and it appears to me that the Langstroth
frame i3 admirable for this purpose.
Second, the queen should have sufficient room to deposit as many eggs as
she can, besides leaving room enough
lor the bees to store honey and pollen
for use in the brood chamber. This
latter takes on an average about 2
inches under the top bar of each
frame, being less in the middle and
more on the outside frames, or about
One frame of comb
ii of each frame.
8x16 contains 6,400 cells; 8 frames,
51,200, and 10 frames. 84,000, threefourths of which serve for brood rearing, or 44,800 and 56,000 respectively.

Now

I

ting,

and commence at the other end.

will leave this part of calcula-

Mr. Langstroth says in his book,
" the queen lays 6 eggs per minute,"
which, to grant all the advantage possible. 1 will admit to be the case at the
height of the honey season. Hut that
would make 360 eggs per hour, and
8,640 per day at that rate it will take
only from 5 to 6 days to fill an 8-framer, and from 7 to s days a 10-framer,
;

anil

t

lie

queen would

fill,

in 21

days

(the time liees hatch from egg), 181,440 cells, or 30 frames.
Prof. Cook, in his Manual, puts it
at 4 eggs a minute, or 5,760 per day,
at which rate an S-framer would be
days, and a 10tilled in less than
framer in less than 11 days, or 20
frames in 21 days. I do not think we
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have such queens, though he claims
that about 3,000 eggs per day is the
average of a good queen. Berlepsch
says he has seen queens deposit eggs
per minute, but
adds that such may be extra exertions
of very fertile queens at the best
honey season, and lie puts the number
of eggs laid by a good queen at 1,200
per day. At that rate she will keep
only 5 frames full of brood. Now we
at the rate of 6 to 7

all

know

that a queen will keep from

Ills answer
it Y"
sorry to say there is just
such a thing in our profession, and 1
have to acknowledge with shame that
1 have in this instance been a party in
the business." Another consultation
was held, ami a different conclusion
reached. In theology men have inherited their creeds from their parents

a diagnosis to suit

was

am

•'

:

1

and churches, and confirmed themselves in them by arguments drawn
from nature and revelation or, giving
;

8 to 10 frames full, and then some-

up their traditional beliefs, they run

times go to depositing eggs in surplus
boxes for want of room at least I
have had such. But I think we will
be justified in saying that an average
queen lays at a rate of from 2.000 to
2,500 eggs per day, less than one per
minute.
As it is preferable to crowd the bees
a little to force them into the surplus
arrangement. I think a hive which is
large enough to accommodate a queen
which lays 2.000 eggs per clay at her
best, is the hive we want. Multiplying 2,500 by 21 days, we get 52,500
cells, which the queen wants to keep
her busy. Now, that is about what
an 8-framer will furnish, frames of
standard Langstroth size. As I stated
above, I have had queens which would
keep 10 frames filled with brood and
but
still be in want of more room
I nave seen more hives of 10 frames
where the honey on the outside frames
remained from one year's end to the
other, and not more than 7 or 8 frames
filled with brood, which I, taken all in
all, consider proof conclusive that an
8-frame Langstroth hive is preferable
to any other. To prevent the queen
from entering the surplus arrangement on top, it is only necessary to
use small sections 4 l4'x4 14 into tliese,
the queens will rarely, if ever, go to
depositing eggs, for the reason thai
she seems to object to too much wood
if in addiin the brood department
tion to small sections, the latter are
slats
nailed toon
rack
made
of
put
a
gether, so as to leave space enough
between them for the bees to get
through, such as Mr. Ileddon uses,
the queen will never be found in them.
In the summer of 1880, I put into
several hives frames filled with sections a little larger than 3x3, in the
middle of the brood nest, which I
wanted to use to start some nuclei to
raise queens.
The wood of these
small frames was very thin, not more
than 1-12 of an inch, each Langstroth
frame holding 10 of these sections.
But it did not work the queens would
not lay their eggs in so much machinery; so I had to give up that plan,
and learned the value of small sections, as to where they would do the
most good, and where they would not.
Though I am not yet a member of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association, I would propose to have the proceedings, etc., of that body published
in pamphlet form of the size of the

off into

;

;

;

;

;

the wildest speculations. What
a rare thing it is to find a man who is
not wedded to some preconceived
opinion, who is an honest inquirer after the truth, and who is willing to
follow the inductive method of philosophy by getting his theory from the
facts, rather than making his facts
conform to his theory. Blind adherence to traditions, and the equally
blind reception of speculations mistaken for truths, are the two great hindrances to the world's progress in

goodness and truth.

How is it with us bee-keepers Are
we making much progress in scientific
bee-culture V Beyond the use of section boxes and comb foundation, what
do we know to-day that could not be
'/

learned from the Rev. L. L. Langstroth 's book, written

more than

25
not get to the

Why do we
?
bottom of the questions about wintering, dysentery and spring dwindling V
Is it not because we are not close observers and because we speculate too
much, and observe and experiment too
little V
Let us try to get the facts, all
the facts about wintering, dysentery
and spring dwindling before us, and
k'eep them there, and then let us be
shy of anything which does not harmonize or account for all the facts. I
years ago

some things that I take to
any of them are not facts,
them be challenged and the truth

will state

be facts
let

;

if

In keeping bees 17 years
have not made notes on every point,
and may be mistaken, but I think I
may call the following a statement of
presented.
1

facts

The colonies which wintered well
were not deficient in pollen. Good
colonies which starved to death exhibited no signs of disease from the use
of pollen or any other cause. Good
were confined for
months in the cellar, and were short of
stores so that they had to be fed in
March and April to keep them from
starvation, showed no signs of dysentery broughton by usingpollen to save
colonies

which

their scanty stores of honey. After
removing the bees to their summer
stands, generally about the second
week of March, I give them an overhauling and clean out their hives
healthy or strong colonies generally or
always have at that time some young
bees, and more or less brood in all
stages ; diseased colonies, which show
sigiis of dysentery, have very little
brood, generally none at all.
can
we account for this, if brood- rearing

Beb Journal, to have it bound in
How
with same year, published at the cost
of the Association, and each member
should be entitled to one copy, non- while the bees are confined tends to
members paying to the funds of the give them dysentery ? In this latitude (about 40%°), where the apples
Association a reasonable price for it.
bloom on an average about the 10th of
Youngstown, O., Nov. 21, 1881.
May, the locusts about the 25th of
[All standard Langstroth hives con- May, white clover about the 1st of
June, and linden abouttbe 1st of July,
tain 10 brood frames. Ed.]
unless the brood-rearing isfarenough
For the American Bee Journal.

Theories and Facts.
j.

w. WHITE.

That was a severe criticism made on
a distinguished man, a generation
ago, when it was said of him that "he
depended on his memory for his wit.
and on his imagination for his facts."
But he was not alone in his glory; a
frequently manifested
every profession or
business. I was once present at a consultation between several physicians.
The conclusion reached was so manifestly absurd that I ventured to ask
one of them the next day, " Is there
such a thing in your profession as
forming beforehand a theory about
what is the matter, and then making
similar talent

is

among men

of

and some way to supply them
With water so that they can keep on
without interruption.
In the winter of 1S7I-2, before I had
heard of the hail effects of pollen and
winter brood-rearing, and when I
knew that they reared brood in Feb
ruary, I fed my bees for about 5 weeks
in the cellar, a mixture of honey and
Hour to stimulate the brood-rearing.
Did they rear brood? They did. Did
they get dysentery ? They did not.
Did they do well the next summer V
I
It was the best year I ever had.
would not advise others to follow my
example that year, unless on a very
limited scale as an experiment. But
with all these facts before me, it is not
wonderful that when I read statements
made so boldly that pollen and early
brood- rearing produce dysentery,! find
myself questioning something.
There is one thing more I would like
to know. I see it stated that by having the hives well filled with brood in
September and October, and thus having plenty of young bees to winter, we
may prevent spring dwindling. This
seems to be a reasonable theory. But
the difficulty with me is to get my bees
to do as I want them in this matter.
One year ago I fed them to get them
to rear brood, hut for all I could do
they slacked off early in September to
1, 2 or 3 combs of brood to each hive,
and they would not enlarge the brood

early,

to sign the roll. C. Thompson and
W. C. Lankton became members of

the Association.

The President appointed Messrs.
White and Wood a committee

to re-

questions for the question
drawer, and Prof. Cook, L. B. Baker
and Mrs. V. It. Mattison, a committee
to answer such questions.
An opportunity was given to any
who desired to relate their experience
in bee-keeping during the past season,
and President Ashworth was called
for.
He knew but little about the
bees, as he had been from home most
of the summer. He had 16 colonies,
and they were doing well.
Mr. Langton was a beginner. He
bought a single colony a year ago last
spring, and made up 2 from them.
He let them have their own way pretty
much. They have increased to 12 colonies and have taken about 1,200 lbs.
of honey. He used chaff hives, and
asked if it was advisable to remove
them to a sheltered position on the
south side of his barn for winter. The
general expression was that they
should not be disturbed.
ceive

Mr. White had 9 colonies this spring,
and from them and their increase had
taken an average of 125 lbs. of comb

honey.
Mrs. Harrison used chaff hives and
had taken about 300 lbs. from 3 colonies was making arrangements to go
nest, and with October all brood dis- into the business more extensively.
appeared. Yet I had no dwindling
Mr. Wilson commenced the winter
last spring. Thisfall wehad the best
with 9 colonies, saved 7, and those
and most constant flow of honey from have increased to 20. He extracted
July till October I ever saw, the hives about 200 lbs., and had taken about
gradually gaining in honey all the 100 lbs. of section honey. Wintered
time. But it was the same as the year in temporary chaff hives, which he has
before, brood-rearing slacked off in made in sections so that they can
be
September, and disappeared early in taken off and packed away in the
October. I have kept a record for spring. Used 6 inches of oat chaff
years of the amount of brood in the around the sides.
hives at different times of the spring,
The President said Mr. Mitchell, a
but until the last two years paid no at- successful bee-keeper, used clover
tention to the amount they had in the chaff.
fall.
Who has a record of this kind V Mr. Hanchett, of Leslie, had large
Who can tell us the number of combs experience
on a small scale. Went
of brood in each hive, say on August into winter quarters with 21 colonies
15, September 1 and 15, and October 1
and came out with 4, but thought it
and 15 ? Who can report the number due largely to carelessness in not progot
with
he
filled
of additional frames
viding for a severe winter. He packed
brood by feeding after the bees had with forest leaves and opened his
contracted theirbrood-nest in Septem- hives about April 1 ; they suffered
ber ? We would like to have the facts. from spring dwindling.
neighbor
General talk about keeping the hives lost a large number of bees by permitfull of brood, without some figures
ting them to take their first fly in the
and facts, may only make us skeptical. afternoon, and they were chilled. He
Milroy, Pa., Nov. 11, 1881.
discussed the question of ventilation
and oil cloth covers, and the general
expression was adverse to the latter.
Mr. Thomas, of Brighton, had a
most unfavorable location for bees,
but his experience had been diversiUsed the simplicity hives and
fied.
wintered on summer stands.
year
ago he had 50 colonies of bees; in FebLocal Convention Directory.
ruary had lost 6. In the spring he had
20 colonies which had increased to 80,
Time and Place of Meeting.
1881.
and he had taken 1,850 lbs. of extracDec. 8— Michigan State, at Battle Creek, Mich.
ted honey and 150 lbs. of comb. His
T. F. Bingham, Sec, Abronia, Mich,
bees had plenty for winter, and were
15— S. E. Michigan, at Ann Arbor, Mich.
winter quarters.
;

A

A

N. E. Prudden, Sec.

1882.

Jan. 10-Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.

M. Bean. Sec, McGrawville, N. T.
12— Nebraska State, at Ashland, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
18— N. W. 111. &S. W. Wis., at Freeport. Ill
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Bock City, 111.
C.

11,
17,

25— Northeastern, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N,

Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Oetroit. Micb.
A B. Weed. Sec, Detroit, Mich.
25— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
Win. It. Uoward, Sec.
Champlaln Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
May
T. Brookins, Sec.
25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
Henry Wallace, Sec.

advanced in March totill three or four
combs, the bees will not be strong
enough in numbers for the honey harvest. The one drawback is. during
March and April the weather is sometimes so rough that the bees cannot fly
iW~ In order to have this table complete. Secreto get water, and without water they
cannot rear much brood. I have never taries are requested to forward full particulars of
had a successful year where the brood- time and place of future meetings.— En.
rearing was seriously interrupted in
March, unless this year is an excepCentral Michigan Convention.
tion, owing to the good fall pasture.
Last spring the colonies had each from
one to three combs of brood on the
The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
14th of March, and none on the 14th Association met at Lansing, Oct. 26,
of April. After that they tilled up and from the Lansing Republican we

The old bees died off about take the following record of proceedthe first week of May, and if it had ings:
not been for the warm spell of weather
The Convention was called to order
about that time, much of the brood by President Ashworth. The .Secrewould have chilled and perished. But tary and Treasurer being absent, their
what we need in this section of coun- reports were postponed, and an opportry is to get our bees to brood-rearing tunity was given to those who desired
rapidly.
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in

At the aiternoon session, which convened at 1:30 p. m., the attendance
was still light. The President announced a continuance of the experience meeting, but there was nothing
forthcoming. Addresses were also
called for without response, and members were then requested to write and
furnish to the committee any question
upon which they might, desire information.

Mr. Waldo was called upon for his
experience, and said his bees had done
remarkably well. He started a year

now had 25
colonies, after selling $44 worth of
bees, and he had put them away with
from 25 to 32 lbs. of honey each. He
had sold at least $50 worth of honey.
A. L. Baker, of Lansing, started
with 2 colonies and now had 9 strong
ones, having united 2 weak ones. He
had sold 125 lbs. of honey. This was
his first year's experience.
Reuben AVood had last spring 36 colonies, but 14 of them were weak. He
had sold 4 and had 66 left for winter,
and had taken some 1,500 lbs. of surplus honey. The bees were in good
condition ; he kept them in cellar last
ago with 9 colonies, and

winter.
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The question of using sawdust for Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association.
packing was discussed, and Prof.
Cimk, who had just come in, stated
The 13th annual meeting of the
that some of the most successful bee- Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Associakeepers were using it. and preferred tion, will be held in the City
Hall at
lie stated thai lie Battle
it to anything else.
Creek, on Thursday and Frishould put up his bees this winter day, the 8th and 9th of December.
with sawdust or chaff packing in the The time and place makes it conventop, leaving the bottom of the hive ient for those who wish
to attend the
open.
annual meeting of the State HortiL. B. Bakei did not think such a cultural Society, which convenes at
plan would work, as the sawdust or South Haven, the three previous days
chaff was not as good an absorbent as of the same week.
The Michigan
cloth, but Prof. Cook thought that Central,
Chicago & Grand Trunk,
position faulty, and called on Mr. Detroit, Grand
Haven & Milwaukee,
Robinson, who wintered his bees in and the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railthe house, and never used anything roads will sell tickets to members
at
but sawdust on top, enclosing his excursion rates. To secure reduced
hives in burlaps covers. Speaking of fare, all must have
certificates, which
the effects of cider, he said there was can be furnished by the President,
A.
a large cider-mill in his vicinity, but J. Cook, Lansing,
Mich. Arrangehe had never seen any harm come ments are made with hotels for fare
at
from it among his bees. lie handled from 80 cts., to $1 per day.
his bees all winter.
The meeting promises to be the
Prof. Cook did not think bee-keep- largest and the best
ever held. All
ers need to fear for their bees during bee-keepers are cordially
invited to be
the winter, if they will only use com- present. Bee-keepers are
requested
mon sense, and apply what is already to bring samples of honey, apparatus,
known in regard to it. The larger and articles of interest to apiarists.
bee-keepers have the matter in good The following programme has
been
shape, but their plans will not always arranged
work with a small number of colonies.
THURSDAY FORENOON.
The discussion was continued for some
" Italian bees," S. K. Marsh.
time by Messrs. Cook, Robertson,
"
The new bees," D. A. Jones.
Baker, Wood, Waldo and others, and
"Shall we, continue to import
considerable was said upon the sub?" Discussion opened by A.
queens
ject of winter handling.

Special IJotkes.
$g" Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
Slill Gathering Honey.— While beeAdvertisements intended forthe Bee
keepers in the North and West are put
to their wits end to keep their bees Journal must reach this office by
from freezing, we in beautiful Texas Saturday of the previous week.
are not bothered that way. Although
the season has been dry, my bees did
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
well, and are still gathering a little which are printed
a large bee in gold,
honey from Spanishneedle and smart- we send for 10 cts. each, or
$8 per 100.
weed, and breeding right along. I
have drones Hying yet. I have some
honey to extract yet, and when all is
(gr Articles for publication must be
gathered it will amount to about 9,000 written on a separate piece of paper
from
items of business.
lbs. of extracted honey, and 1,000 1-lb.

from 100 colonies. I have
worked up a good home market, and

sections,

Richmond, Texas, Nov.

for Bees and

Honey.—

bet

W. K. Lewis.

news.

Dry Ridge, Ky-, Nov.

15ee-Keepers"
sociation met at Winterset, Iowa, No-

19, 1881.

Keepers' Association, will be held in
From an A II
Scholar.— I have
Temperance Hall, Freeport, Stephen- read the Weekly Bee Journal for
111.,
son
on
the
some
county,
17th
months,
anil
and
18th
think it is just
officerswere elected
whatever}'
B C scholar needs to
John Graham, of January. 1882.
A. J. Adkison, Pres.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
post him up, and so send for it for
Vice Pres.; Henry Wallace, Sec;
next year. As it comes every week,
Mrs. ,1. W. Pryor, Treas.
up a fresh and keen interest.
An executive committee was apST The Nebraska State Bee-Keep- itI dokeeps
not know how I could get along
pointed to select subjects for discus- ers' Association will hold its annual
without
it.
IIenkv Tillky.
sion, and Moses Bailey ami others to meeting in Ashland. Neb., on the 12th
Castle Hill, Maine. Nov. 14. 1881.
present specimens of 'honey cake.
and 13th of January, 1S82. A cordial
The next regular meeting will lie imitation is extended to all who are
held in Winterset on the last Thurs- interested in bee-culture.
(®° Subscriptions may commence
day in May.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres., Omaha.
with the first number of any month in
Henry Wallace, Sec.
G. II. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln.
the year.
I

:

;

«

;

.

:;,

—»^-4»

®" Those who may wish

to change
This has not been a good honey sea- from other editions to the Weekly ,can
do
so
by
paying
the
difference.
son for 2 months in the summer the
bees gathered nothing, but in the fall
they made up much of the loss. My
l®° CoHstitutions and By-Laws for
bees gathered honey up to Oct. 20. I
local Associations

Mississippi

A

ssl.
vember
The following

of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

18, 1881.

;

The Iowa Central

—Langstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron

ioned strained honey out of the mar<^" When changing a postoffice adket. I wish the Weekly Bee Journal dress,
mention the old as well as the
much success.
J. W. Eckman.
new address.

—

<^"The annual meeting of the N.
As- W. Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

my

sold nearly all
crop at 15c. for sections, and 10c. per lb. for extracted.
Honey put up in nice, neat packages
will always sell, and run the old-fash-

An informal interchange of exper- B. Weed.
think the Mississipi Valley is the best
AFTERNOON.
iences in honey-gathering during the
bee country in the World. I have sold
" Bees and grapes," H. D. Cutting over $500 worth of
past season, and the prospects of fall
honey from 40 colo" Mistakes of bee-keepers." Dr. E nies. Much of it was
gathering, followed. Speaking of cicomb honey,
der honey, some of the members of B. Southwick.
and I sold it in St. Louis at from 14
the Association thought that bees
"Honey as food," Dr. J. II. Kellogg. to 20 cents per pound. This is the
" The future honey market," T. G. best business in this
never stored it, but Mr. Robertson
country. I shaH
stated that he knew of his own expe- Newman.
increase to 150 colonies next year. I
rience that they did store it.
EVENING.
cannot do without the Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook gave in substance a pa" Crumbs from the table of the NaG. C. Vaught.
per by Mr. Ileddon, which is some- tional Convention,"
Greenville. Miss., Nov. 18, 1881.
President's adwhat singular in its statements, in re- dress.
gard to chronic poisoning from them.
"
Dr. J. II. Kellogg.
Introducing Queens. We hear many
He also spoke of the Syrian bees, de- " Adulteration,"
Apiarian implements," Hon. A. li. complain of losing queens when introtailing their many good qualities, but
Cheeney.
ducing
them. I will give my plan
intimating that they weie too cross
which has always been successful both
FRIDAY FORENOON.
for a beginner to handle with any
" Rearing and selling queens," W. with virgin and fertilized queens. Recomfort.
move the queen to be superseded, if
R. Wood had 1 colony, and he found Z. Hutchinson.
,
they have one, then about noon, when
" Foundation," James Heddon.
them very quiet, but Prof. Cook
the workers are all out, remove the
Address, A. I. Root.
thought the reason was because they
hive 3 to 5 steps, and place an empty
were mated with Italians. Another
AFTERNOON.
one
on its stand open the one regentleman, who took a colony from
"Foul brood," C. P. Muth.
moved, take out one frame, brush the
the college, said they were easily han"Extracted honey," Chas. Dadant. bees down in the hive, place this frame
dled by him.
" Hints," T. P. Bingham.
in the empty hive where the workers
Prof. Cook explained a new plan for
Election of officers and reports.
are gathering, then let the queen crawl
securing sections into a hive which he
out of the cage on the comb: the
EVENING.
saw, the invention of a Kentucky bee" Wintering," O. O. Poppletori, D. workers will find themselves in a
keeper, and which he believed to be
strange hive, and consequently will
superior to anything he had previously A. Jones, C. F. Muth, and others.
hum around the entrance a few minMiscellaneous questions.
seen.
utes, then gradually ascend the one
Members of the Central Michigan
A. J. Cook, Pres.
frame insert ed.lindingastrange queen
T. F. Bingham, Sec.
Bee-Keepers Association, were invited
in a strange hive, and willreceive her.
to attend the State Convention at HatIn
10 to 20 minutes you may proceed
tie Creek, Dec. 8 and 9, and were made
Ig^-The South Eastern Michigan with the other frames, brushing the
delegates.
It was also resolved that the annual Bee-Keepers' Association, will hold bees down in the hive removed till all
meeting be held in Lansing, at the its annual meeting at the Court House are taken out and placed with the first
Capitol, on the 3d Thursday of April, in Ann Arbor, on Thursday (and per- frame removed, when the bees will be
haps Friday), commencing Dec. 15, left without queen or comb, and will
1882.
Prof. Cook exhibited a specimen of 1881, at 10 a. m., for the election of of- naturally one by one leave the hive
foul brood, which attracted much at- ficers for the ensuing year, and such and return to their old stand; the
tention, and Messrs. Wood & Narmore other business as may be brought be- young bees will remain till the last,
fore the Association.
good attend- then you may place them near the enexhibited a very convenient hive.
The question drawer was then ance and interesting meeting is ex- trance, and let them crawl in. I hail
opened, and answers were given by pected. Several subjects of interest the Bee Journal as a tried friend.
G. W. Asni'.v.
members of the Association, affording will lie discussed by able men.
Valley Station. Ky., Nov. 11, 1881.
N. A. PKumiKN, I'n s.
much valuable information, especially
Pease,
G.
J.
Sec.
pro tern.
to young bee-keepers.
Prof Cook explained how to detect
Apiary Record Book.— I will take 2
foul brood, and stated that it was all
(@T The Texas State Bee-Keepers' copies if you, Mr. Editor, will get it
around Pausing, but not here yet.
up.
I
think the Bee Jouunal is a
Convention will be held at McKinney,
splendid paper. Its weekly visits are
Texas, on Tuesday, April 25, 1882.
a pleasure to me, for it is' so full of
Iowa Central Convention.

Nov. 30,

A

$2.00 per 100. The
the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

name of

An Agreeable Dressing
that will stop

its falling,

for the Hair,
has been long

sought

for.
Parker's Hair Balsam,
distinguished for its purity, fully supwant.
44w4

plies this

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Examine the Hate following your
the wrapper label of this
it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

name on
paper;

by postal order, registered letter, or

by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

The proprietors of Kendall's Spavin
Cure challenge the whole world to
produce its equal as a cure for rheumatism or any other deep seated pain.
It stands without a rival.
48w4.

Women are Everywhere Using and
recommending Parker's Ginger Tonic,
because they have learned from experience that it speedily overcomes
indigestion, pain or
weakness in the back and kidneys, and
other troubles peculiar to the sex.—
Home Journal. See adv.
44w4

despondency,

igf It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you live near one postoffice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.
if all

©"

It will pay to devote a few hours
in getting up aclub forthe Bee Jour-

Read the list of premiums on
another page, and lake advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
nal.

fg"We have a SPECIAL EDITION
Weekly Bee Journal, just as

of the

will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
it

etc.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

1881.

Important to

Grocers,

and the General Public.

Hucksters,

Packers,
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THE;
"The foremost

religious

newspaper

King Fortune-Maker,

United

tin-

of

-THE RXT. JOSKPH COOK.

Stattt."

A New Process
ESTABLISHED

un advocate of antireligion and politics,

1818, as

in

slavery ami of reforms in

THE IXIJKPKNUENT

once became

recognized
power throughout the country. Its influence has
ever since been constantly growing. As It lias
fought against slavery and for cheap postage, so it
will tight against Morruonism, for Civil-Service Heform, and for purity in politics, and general upTightness In all things. It employs the best editorial talent and speaks fearlessly oh all subjects. It
pays for contributed articles and for editorial services more than double the amount paid by any
other weekly newspaper.
It publishes more religious discussions than the
religious reviews, more poetry and stories than the
popular monthlies, and gives more information
than an annual cyclopaedia. The Ions cable dispatches recently published from the great Methodist Council in London are a good illustration of
what The Independent is constantly doing. A
list of the most prominent religious and philosophical writers, poets an story writers in the country
Is the list of the contriputors of The Independent. Besides the space set aside for these writers and for editorials, there are twenty-two distinct departments, edited by twenty-two specialists, which include Biblical Research, Sanitary,
Legal, Fine Arts, Music, Science, Pebbles, Personalities, Ministerial Register, Hymn Notes, School
lit

I

and College, Literature, Religious* Intelligence,
Missions, Sunday School, News of the Week, Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories, Puzzles and

32 Pages

Agriculture.

in all.

New Terms

Our

for 1882.
#•:$ OO
O T5
5 OO

One

subscription one year
For 6 months, $1 SO ; for 3 months
One subscription two years
One subscription with one NEW subscriber, in

One

bers, in

One

7

OO

new subscri8

5©

subscri-

lO OO

subscription five years

lO OO

These reduced prices 1$2 per annum in clubs of
morei are very much lower than any of the
standard religious weeklies.
five or

Subscribe with your friends and get the low rate.

We offer no premiums.

Contrary to the custom of all the religious newsThe Independent will hereafter be
Btopped at the end of the time for which payment
papers.

made.

Send postal card for free specimen copy and

judge for yourself. Address

S51 Broadway, Stew York.

PATENTS
for Patents, Cav-

eats, Trade Marks. Copyrights, etc., for the United
States, Canada. Cuba, England, France, Germany

We have

had thirty-five years' experience. Patents obtained through usare noticed in
the Scientific American. This large and splendid illustrated weekly paper, $3.20 a year, shows
the Progress of Science, is very interesting, and
has an enormous circulation. Address MUNN &
CO., Patent Solicitors, Publishers of Scientific
American, 37 Park Row, New York. Handbook
about Patents sent iree.
47w4t
etc.

air, active state

State Agricultural

A per/art Time- Keeper',
Bitnling-Cait and Chain,
lit warrant it
for five ueart to denote time
as correctly as a
Intent

WATCH
OZN"X_r2~ $1.

it'yle.

I

tor

him

keep and

to

FilKSII

test.

MEATS,

such as beef, mutton, veal", pork, poultry, game, fish, -fee., preserved by this
to Europe, subjected to atmospheric changes, and return to this country in a
state of perfect preservation.
can be treated at a cost of less than one dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordinary
room six months or more, thoroughly preserved, the yolk held in its normal condition, and the eggs as
fresh and perfect as on the day they were treated, and will sell as strictly choice. The advantage in
preserving eggs is readily seen there are seasuiis when they can be bought for 8 or ln cents a dozen,
and by holding them, can be sold for an advance of from one hundred to three hundred per cent. One
man, with this method, can preserve 5,000 dozen a day.
may be permitted to ripen in their native climate, and can be transported to any part of
the world. The juice expressed from fruits can be held for an indefinite period without fermentation
—hence the great value of this process for producing a temperance beverage. Cider oan be held perfectly sweet for any length of time.
can be kept for an indefinite period in their natural condition, retaining their
odor and flavor, treated In their original packages, at a small expense. All grains, flour, meal, etc., are
held in their normal condition.
alter being treated by this process, will not become rancid.
Uead human bedies. treated before decomposition sets in, can be held in a natural condition for
weeks, without puncturing the skin or mutilating the body iu any way. Hence the great value Of Ozone
to undertakers.
There is no change in the slightest particular in the appearance of any article thus preserved, and no
trace of any foreign or unnatural odor or taste. The process is so simple that any child can operate it
as well and as successfully as a man. There is no expensive apparatus or machinery reouired.
room tilled with different articles, such as eggs, meat, flsh, etc., can be treated at one time, without
additional trouble or expense.
J3f~lii Tact, there l» nothing that Ozone will not preserve. Think of everything you can
that is liable to sour, decay or spoil, and then remember that we guarantee that Ozone will preserve it
in exactly the condition you want it tor any length of time. If you will remember this, it will save
asking questions as to whether Ozone will preserve this or that article— it will preserve itnythliis
and everything* you can think of.
There is not a township iu the United States in which a live man cannot make any amount of money,
from Ji.OOO to 410,000 a year, that he pleases.
desire to get a live man interested in each county in
the United States, in whose hands we can place this Preservative, and through him secure the business
which every county ought to produce.

method, can be shipped
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A. C. Bowen, Marion, Ohio, has cleared $2,000 in two months $2 for a test package was his flrst investment.
Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County. Ohio, made $11,000 on eggs purchased in August and sold
in November $3 for a test package was their first investment.
F. K. Raymond, morristown, Belmont County, Ohio, is clearing 92,000 a month In handling and selling Ozone $2 for a test package was his first investment.
D. F. Weober, Charlotte, Eaton County, Mich., has cleared $ 1,000 a month since August $2 for a test
package was his first investment.
J. B. Gaylord, 80 LaSalle street, Chicago, is preserving eggs, fruit, etc., for the commission men of
Chicago, charging lh;C. per dozen tor eggs and Other articles in proportion. He is preserving .".,000 eggs
per day, and on his business is making $~.i,<
per month clear $2 for a test package was his first investment.
The Cincinnati Feed Co.. 49s West Seventh Street, is making $;-,ono a month in handling brewers'
malt, preserving and shipping it as feeo to all parts of the country. Malt unpreseived sours in 24 hours;
preserved by Ozone, it keeps perfectly sweet for months.
These are instances which we have asked the privilege of publishing. There are scoresof others.
Write to any of the above parties and get the evidence direct.
Now. to prove the absolute truth of everything we have said in this paper,
propone to place in
;

- »

1

;

we

your hands the menu** of provhij,' for yourwelf that we have not claimed hall' enouffh.
To any person who doubts any ot these statements, and who is interested sullieiently to make the trip,
we will pay all traveling and hotel expenses for a visit to this city, if we fail to prove any statement
that we have made.

TO SECURE A FORTUNE with OZONE.

A test package of Ozone, containing a sufficient quantity to preserve one thousand dozen eggs, or
other articles in proportion, will be sent to any applicant on receipt of $2. This package will enable
the applicant to pursue any line of tests and experiments he desires, and thus satisfy himself as to the
extraordinary merits of Ozone as a Preservative. After having thus satisfied himself, and had time to
look the field over to determine what he wishes to do in the future— whether to sell the article to others
or to confine it to his own use. or any other line of policy which is best suited to him and to his township or county— we will enter into an arrangement with him that will make a fortune for him and give
will give exclusive township or county privileges to the first responsible applicant
us good profits.
who orders a test package and desires to control the business in this locality. The man who secures

We

control of Ozone lor
enrich him.

any special territory, will enjoy a niouopoly which will surely

a day pass until you have ordered a Test Package, and if you desire to secure an exclusive
privilege, we assure you that delay may deprive vou of it, for the applications come in to us by scores
every mail— many by telegraph. " First come first served," is our rule.
If you do not care to send money in advance for the test package, we will send it CO. D., but this will
put you to the expense of charges for return of money. Our correspondence is very large we have all
we can do to attend to the shipping of orders and giving attention to our working agents. Therefore,
we cannot give any attention to letters which do not order Ozone. If you think of any article that you
are doutful about Ozone preserving, remember we guarantee, that it will preserve it, no matter
Don't

let

;

what it

Is.

REFEKEXt'ES-We desire to call your attention to a class or

references which no enterprise or
on anything but the soundest business and highest commercial merit could secure.
by permission, as to our integrity and to the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the
following gentlemen Edward C. Boyce, Member Board of Public Works E. O. Eshelby, City Comptroller
Amos Smith, Jr., Collector Internal Kevenue Wulsin and Worthington. Attorneys; Martin
11.
lan-ell and B. K. Hopkins, County Commissioners
W. II. Cappeller, County Auditor, all of CincinThese gentle are each familiar with the merits of our Preservative, and
nati, Hamilton County, Ohio.
know from actual observation that we have without question
firm based

:

lie,

;

:

The Most Valuable

»2©

Give your

full

address in every letter, and send your letter to

PRENTISS PRESERVING Co.
Southeast Cor. Ninth and Race

47w3m
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Huttttng-Out Watch and
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Chain for S1.C0.

SolargTaph Watch
by the

into

introduced

the
the
United States,
is destined to become the most useful Time-Keeper ever inThe SolargTaph.
vented.
Mechanics' Fair, at B-Jtt<m, tit

Schools

all

throughout

and

'wed a

Medal

at the

no toy, but is made on tcientifie principles, and every
vmrra\nted to be accurate and reliaole.
We nave made the
price very low simply to introduce them at onet, after which the price
Bill be raised.
The Solargr-nh
a!ud Chain it put
i neat outside case,
and sent by mail to any address for
K.i or 'six f.r S6.C0. We will send C. 0.
on receipt 0/
$2.00 to guarantee express charifs, but as our profit it to very
small no lets than six will be tent i: O. D. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded.
Postal Cards Answered.

one

11

Watch

D

No

RUBBER TYPE

14 West

Swan

MARYLAND FARMER,

is

Principal oi
the Charles to wiiHig!i
School, and is being fast
t.'.d

Sts.,

(Limited),
CINCINNATI,

O.

a",md

Bait, think of

CO.,

Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

the

Michigan.

Poffei]

138 Fine

Illustrations.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
first edition of 11,000 copies was exhausted in
about IS months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Honey Bee the races ot bees;
lulldesccrtptions of honey-producing plants, trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly Illustrated— and lust.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

The

;

Read

the following opinions of the

A YEAR and

$777

outfit free, addressl"

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
be3tand cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

Maryland Farmer

desire

46w4tz

CCUTC WANTED to sell Dr.Chase's 2,000 Recipe
MUCH
k Sells at Sight. Double your money
I

I

it ,.-

AddreBsDr.Chase'sPrintinKHouse.AnnArbor.Mlch
3timlyp

36wly

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

r..tliim..i'.', Vfil.
B2?~The
has a larger circulation, and will be read by more Farmers, Planters, verchants, Mechanics, and others interested
in Agriculture, than any other paper which circulates in the Middle or Southern States, and there-

who

O Vickery

Aueusln, Maine.

A Monthly Magazine devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture and Rural Economy. The oldest Agricultural Journal in Maryland, and for ten years
the only one. Terms, $1.00 per year in advance.
Published by Ezka Whitman, 141 West Pratt St.,

fore is the best medium for advertisers
to extend their sales in this territory.

expenses toagents,

gilt,

300 pp.,contains beautiful

steel engravings, 125 prescriptions.price only $1.25 sent by

llustrated sample, 6c

KNOW THYSELP.M^„";;nn,^teeo3rs D;eaw
i

PAKKEK,

No.

4

Bultlnch

St.,

Boston.

bo

S

22wly

SALE— 150 Colonies of Italian Bees in
FOR
improved Quinby hives,
prime condition.
in

39wly

L. C.

AXTEi-L,

Roseville,

Warren

Co., 111.

Book;

All agree that it Is the work of a master and of
real value-— L' Apiculture, Pans.
I think Cook's Manual is the best of our
American works.— LEWIS T. COL11V.
It appears to have cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— Driti.-h Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management uf the apiary.— J. P. West.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than trom
any other book.— E. li. WynkuOP.

This book is just what evervone interested in
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ootams
it, will ever regret having puicnased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage n bee- culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— He raid, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fuily up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzbl,
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wai. Van Antwerp, m. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which I like so much.— L'ABDE 1)U
Bois, editor of the BuUetin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; alsoa botanicaldescription ot honey
producing plants, und an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging' to apiculture.
To al taking an Intere-t in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturmt, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
est.— Western AgricuU u rut.
to the
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees lelr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ot all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting ot ulloccupations.—American Inventor.
J

W

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

Jot
in cloth,

$1.25

prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS
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World!

Article in the

The $2 you invest in a test package will surely lead you to secure a township or county, and then your
way is absolutely clear to make from $2,000 to $10,000 a year.
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THE INDEPENDENT,

We continue to act as Solicitors

"OZOXK-Pui'UUmI

OZONE

;

five at the same rate,
invariably with one remittance.

84wltx

By A.

Putrefac& Flavor.
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one remittance

Any number over

is

ble, from Fermentation and
tion, retaininlng their Odor

OK,

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

Per«

;

one remittance

NEW

all

This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any of the Old and exploded processes, but is simply and
purely OZl»\ K, aw produced and applied by an entirely new process. Ozone is the antiseptic principle
:uh| vegetable Structures from decay.
of every substance, and possesses the power to preserve :uu
There 1m no thing: oil In* face <»r the earth liable to tic city or «|»oll iv h l<-h Oxont', (Innew Preservative, will not preserve lor nil time In at perfectly trexh and palatable
comlltioii.
The value Of Ozone a* a natural preserver has been known to our abler chemists for years, but, until
now, un means of producing it in n prmth ul, inc.\ pensive and wimple manner, have been discovered.
Micro-cupie observations prove that decay is due to septic matter or minute genus, that develop ;in<i
feed upon animal and vegetaole structures. Ozone, applied by the Prentiss method, seizes and destroys these germs at once, and thus preserves. At our offices in Cincinnati can be seen almOBt every
article that can be thought of, preserved by this process, and every visitor is welcome to come in, taste,
smell, take away with inm. and test in every way the merits of Ozone as a preservative. We will also
preserve, free of charge, any article that is brought or sent prepaid to us, and return it to the sender,

fl
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The Farm and Workshop,

PEORIA,
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Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
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Cases of real imposition will be

—Yearly Contracts payable quarterly,
reliable dealers.
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Local Convention Directory
Central Michigan Convention
Iowa Central Convention
Michigan Bee- Keepers' Association
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and Honey

Introducing Queens

Apiary Record Book
From an A BC Scholar

MOrNTAlX BEE PLANT-Try
ROCKY
Ten 3-cent Stumps will insure a package by
it.

return mail.
47w2t
D.

S.

ILL.

GUIMES, box

2081,

Denver, Col.

FREE upon application.

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPEK,
Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

A new

sixteen-cnlumn bee paper, devoted entirely
to the best interests of honey producers; dealers
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly Amerienn Bee
Journal for only $2.15. Sample copies free. Ad-

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

SCOVELL. & ANDERSON,

dress,

28wtf

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set

Columbus, Kansas.

of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba in; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary nandba-kets. Write your address on a postal card, and
address it to
M. DAVIS,
30wiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

t&~ Send

for

Sample and Circular.
C. OLM, Fond du Lac, Wis.

Devoted entirely to

the best interests of
hold; SO Pages with

V

a handsome cover, fiMI
trimmed and stitched In bookform. All
LI forONLYouCENTS
all principal papers
a year. We club with
and magazines in the
United States and
Canada. Send for clubbing circular, premium list
and specimen copies, Free. AGENTS WANTED.
Address, The AGRICULTURIST, Rochester, N.Y.
47w5t

UN

TIN PAILSFOR HONEY.
These Pails havp a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails huve a bail or handle, the quart?
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four

sizes,

put inside

one another as a

nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after be-

The

ing emptied of the honey by consumers.
lowing are the prices :

fol-

Per Doz. Per 100
Gallon, holding 10 lbs. of honey
$12.00
f l.fto
Half Gallon, '* 5
"
"
1.50
9.00
Quart,
" 2H> "
"
....
1.20....
7.00
" 1H "
Pint,
"
75....
4.00
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NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street, Chicago,
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EIGHT-

COLUMN

paper, published at Topeka. Kunsas, giving Full ana Reliable State News,

Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
$1.00 per year. Sample Copy Free.
44w8tx

Ohio Farmer.
Oldest, Largest,

Most Enterprising, In-

and Valuable Agricultural,
Live Stock and Family Journal in America.
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pay

'every bee-keeper to send for
our 48 page Illustrated Catalogue.
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high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.
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Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

J.

js3EjaSaa

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00; Tested

;

1

Pure

Wax worked
Comb Foundation,

lb.

Elood

jySend forCircular.

Purifier

Sleeplessness,

The latest Improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common foundation is not surpassed. The
nnly inventinn to make Foundation in the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
for Catalogue and SampJ.-s.

2wly

1>.

18.

GIVEN,

Uoopeston,

111.

cause,

The

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&is entirely different from
Hitters, Ginger Essences
aod

Cleanest,
Most Economical I Ulr Dressing. Never fails to restore the
youthful color to gray hair.
Beat,

60c and $1

sizes.

and other Tonics, as

it

symptoms and

cure.

West Madison

G.

Hill.— A treatise
Price, S5c.

on

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SEEDS FOR

Honey

Plants.

I keep at all times a full supply of
Seeds for Honey Plants, including

Golden Honey Plant.
Meliiot Clover,
White Clover.

Alsike Clover,
Mammoth

Mignonette, &c.

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for plantingsent free upon application.

never intoxicates. Hiscox
Co., Chemists, N. Y.

ALFRED

&

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

Paper, 35c.

THOMAS
974

& diseaess

Parker's
Hair Balsam,

be

tables lor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well hound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, $1. ; Morocco, $1.50.

Restorer Ever Used.
It cures Rheumatism,

lwly

Given's FoundationPress.

and the

BcstneaUh&Strength

25 lbs. or over,

— No book could

Rnpp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

or

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake,
Stillingia,
and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

rians, 8 frames, $10.00.

per

nials,

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

;

lb.

horse information.

half-dozen rates, to

;

per

Kendall's Horse Book.

more useful to horse owners. It has US engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all
diseases in :i plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and tuucu valuable

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
AM10X]A. MICH.

Queenn.
Cyprian Queens, J2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4
frame
Nucleus, Italians. $4.UU; frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $5
Colony of Italians, 8 frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp10c.

dustnal Facts. Calculations. Processes. TrVu So-,
crets, .Legal items. Business Forms, etc.,
f vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2uD.rKMi items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Piumners, Gas and bteam Fitters, Brnnzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood VVurkers of every kind.
The work contains 1.016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, posture paid,*£3.50.

HONEY KNIFE,
Send a card for testinn

Italian

;

Mr. Muth'a view* on

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com*
plete Mechanic, contatnsover 1,000,000 Indus-

Chicken Cholera, byA. J.

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

SALISBURY

It gives

p:iL'es.

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 20U pases 50«.

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

Address

on Oiinham Machine,

description of the

Price. 5c.

Loolitile.

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
tood products, and demand a law to protect the

Its

THE OHIO FARMER,

35c.

1)1'

The Original Patent

Agents.

Rev. A.

Muth: 3J

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Club

frame.

Co., Hi.

Home

i

Fine Steel Engraving of President
Garfield is offered with the Ohio Farmer.

& JOHN BARNES, Send
Winnebago

Apiculture,

represents the large class of fine stock
breeders in the Ohio Valley, and the great tobacco
sections of Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee;
also, is the Organ of the Kentucky Horticultural
Society and of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
Association. It is an old-established farm anc tireside paper, and popular among its subscribers.
Terms of subscription, $1.50 per year. Send for
Joursample copy. Address, Farmer*'
nal, Louisville, Ky.
45witz
oiirii

-

the family,

;

nand. Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, Ac. These mavv Making.

Horticulture,

and kindred subjects. The Farmers*

1

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS,

III

Live Stuck,

Term* for 1882,
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
One Year, 52 Issues
$1.50
Making It The Cheapest first-class Agricultural

Foot Power Machinery

i

weekly paper devoted to Agriculture,

Subscription

BARNES' PATENT

L'

LOUISVILLE, KY.

A

COMB FOUNDATION,

4Gw4tx

M.

management of bees. Price. lOc.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should

FLAT BOTTOM

free.

Use- Being a

the

Home

64-Golumn Weekly Paper,

Weekly in the country.
Premiums or Cash Commissions

.

;

many useful hints-— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,"by Chas.

Will frequent 30-Columu Supplement*.

Liberal

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Koam.Wines.etc;'
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended tor consumers, and Bhould be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and (ierman.
Price for either edition, 6c. ; per dozen, 50c.
G.

P.

Acknowledged authority on all agricultural topics,
and leads the van of American Agricultuial Journalism. Has the largest and ablest corps of regular Contributors ever employed on an agricultural
paper, under an able and experienced Editorial
Management, who spare no expense or labor to
add everything possible to its value. It is a paper
that is closely read and highly prized by every

member of

:— presents the fundamen-

contains

.1

(Established 1848.)

The

Dzlerzon Theory

principles of bee-culture, ana furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c
tal

\ C. P. Dad ant. giving In detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This

FARMERS' HOME JOURNAL,

$"2

k

S3.

(Ii

Farmers!

Specimen copies sent

iffiounisss;
THE WEBKLY CAPITALisan

Price,

Been and Honey ; or, successful man nee*
nicin of the Apiary, by Thomas O. Newman.
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— llnoey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming— Dividing —Transferring —
Italianizing— Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees- Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Eugllfth and German.—
Price lor either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.

The Hive I
hive used by G.

A Very
111.

75c.

Honey Bee.

Wintering: Bees. —This contains the Prize
Essays on ihissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $2.1 in gold
to Pro! Cook's Essay, which is here
given in full. Price, lOc.

ATTENTION,

EMPIRE STATE AGRICULTURIST
the farm and house-

paper,

Extracted Honey; Harvesting:, HandlIng and Marketing. — A ^-1-page pamphlet, by

Comb Foundation Machine.

18mtf

Sl.OU;

— was awarded

Send for a free Specimen Copy of the

G. Olm's

Cloth,

TLangratroth on the Hive and
This is a standard scientific work.

.

MY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

JOHN

:

Gathering Honey

Mississippi for Bees

the present time.

Blesaed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, $1.00.

in

The Disposal of Honey
The Yellow Italian Bee

Selections from

and is valuable to beginners and
those moreadvanced. Cloth, $1. 35; paper, $1.

974 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

:

379

forcible,

ot the honey-bee.'"

kinds of

HONEY AND BEESWAX,

sent

379
379

treats the suMectot bee-keepine so
tail to interest all. ItSBtyle is plain
making all Us readers realize that Its
master of the subject.— 4*1.50.

cannot

it

and

-

PEORIA, ILL.

378
378
378
378
378
378

Imported Krainer Bees
Bee- Bread Injurious in Wintering
Size of Frames and Hives

Quinhy'iNew Bee-Keepln&r, by L. C. Root—

that

Noviee*s ABC of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
— This embraces"'everything pertaining to the care

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

Anione our Exchanges
Bee-Culture as a Business
How Cyprian Bees Behave in England
Careor Surplus Honey
Mitchell's Suit Dismissed

;

and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but. intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowiibouu Cloth, $1.35 ; paper cover, fftl.
illustrated

King** Bee-Keeper** Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

878

The Effect of Bee and Honey Shows
Honey at the Arkansas State Fair

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street.

King.— This edition

The Farm and Workshop Association
46w3tx

all

by

The author

Ionia Co., Mich.

NEWMAN,

H.

Dealer In

price,

NEWMAN,

Bee-Keeper** Guide or. Cook's Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-written, elegantly

author is

Workshops of

to say,

subscribed for before Jan. 1st, 1882
after that date
_
will be $1 per ytar
in advance, as that
is its
regular subif

:

American- Italian Bees
Extravagant Econouiv
Selling Honey f«rCasb

communications to
J. H. ROBERTSON,

25wtf

ble history of the
for -.» Centi, post- _
age paid, to any ad- JAN.. Farms. Herds and

Sample Paper sent FREE.

Editorial Items

all

tion,

scription price.

Contents of this Number.

fastidious.

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

G.

West Madison
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;

facilities, six times daily to all points. With
20 years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think I can suit the most

you will have a
complete and valua-

THOMAS

;

ping

ON

25Cts.

Stock

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, en receipt of

;

each $h single pure Tested Queen, $J.r>o
lframe Nucleus, Tested Queen (June), tS.-SO; 2frame do., $4; S-frame do., $5 4-frame do., $.Y!i0
July, August and September, 5- frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, $o.OO. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Ship;

WORKSHOP

and Family Papers

til

size,

Books

UM

U

;

AND

.a_:r.:e-

All standard colonies have eight frames, 17Hi
inc. long and
inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames
inc. long and lo-if inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$10 in lots of five, each $9 in lots of ten or more,
;

THE FARM

;

NEWMAN,

G.

ILL.
In

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

Nov. 30.

972

West Madison

St..

H.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO,

I

I.L.

_»*i»..

ESTABLISHED

r>)

1861

IN

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

7,

No. 49.

1881.

source of national wealth. It has been Monthly subscribers. Try the Weekly all times give bees access to their
a gratification to know that our more Bee Journal for 1882— we think you stores let them be in what part of the
intelligent bee-keepers appreciate our will not regret it.
hive they may that will be as safe in
labors in their behalf, and that all
a long, inclement winter, such as the
Published every Wednesday, by
honest men approve our efforts in cor- The Successful
Wintering Problem. last, as they were the winter before
recting abuses. Many scores of letters
that will carry a colony through on the
G.
have given us encouragement. The
Editor and Proprietor,
Notwithstanding much has been lowest minimum of honey that will
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. following is just received from Mr. W. said and written regarding the requi- be cheap of construction and easy of
Z. Hutchinson, correspondent of the sites for successful wintering,the prob- application until then, the success
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Country Gentleman, and with whose lem seems about as far from a satis- attending bee-keeping will be more or
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S2 a year, in advance. writings bee-keepers are familiar
factory solution as it was a score of less a matter of chance.
Three or Six Months lit the same rate.
All the best apicultural authorities
In my humble opinion, the present years ago. In Russia, in order to
SEMI-MONTHLY— The first and third numbers ot
each month, at imi.OO a year, in advance.
volume of the Bee Journal is far evade the rigors of winter, a deep pit of the present day, as well as those
MONTHLY— The Qrst number of each month, at superior to any of the past volumes. or subterranean vault is dug in the who have gone before, give the folSO cent! a year, in advance.
I fear that we do not all realize how
ground, and the "gums" containing lowing as absolute requisites for safe
fW Any person sending a club of six is entitled much editorial work, work, work, has
an
extra
(like
the
to
copy
olub) sent toany-address been expended upon this
the bees are piled one above the other wintering: 1. An even temperature
volume.
I
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
thank you for the work that you are several feet below the surface then a ranging from 42°' to 45°. 2. Complete
0" Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- doing
for us bee-keepers.
press or bank draft on CblCftKO or New York, paystraw hut is constructed above-ground expulsion or absorption of moisture
able to our order. Such only are at our risk, checks
on local banks cost us ii5 cents for collecting.
The current volume of the Bee over the. pit, with a door for ventila- from the body of the hive. 3. Perfect
Journal will comprise, when com- tion in the leeward side, to carry off freedom from outward disturbances.
Free of postage in the United States or Canada
pleted, 416 pages, containing 1,664 col- the moisture and heat from the bees.
PoNt:ige to Europe 5© cent, extra.
umns, treating upon every variety of If 50 per cent, of the bees survive till
Entered at Chicago post ofice as second class matter. subjects relating to bees and bee-cul- spring the bee-keeper feels much enture, and all furnished postpaid for couraged. In our Central and Northonly $2. Many articles published in ern States, cellar repositories seem to
;
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;
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;

Weekly Bee Journal— Its First Year.

the Journal the past year for the first
time, have each been worth the price
of subscription to many readers. We
have given nearly 100 pages of editorial reading, have to the best of our
ability answered all queries asking for
information, have carefully collated
from and accredited to our exchanges

Almost one year ago we reluctantly
ventured upon the doubtful experi- such articles as we thought would be
ment of publishing the I5ee Journal of general interest, and have carefully
weekly, as we fully appreciated the revised correspondence when necesvast amount of unremitting labor to sary to make it acceptable to the pubbe expended upon it. Many of our lic and creditable to the writer.
And yet we are not content. We
friends, especially among those most
competent to realize the task, advised find our correspondence is accumulaus against taking the step, anticipa- ting, notwithstanding our enlarged
ting either a diminution of interesting space, and the present form of the
matter in our pages, or a lack of ability Bee Journal does not give perfect
to keep a weekly up to the proper satisfaction, though it is the best we
intellectual standard. But we could could do one year ago. We have therenot resist the impulse— a monthly fore, perfected arrangements to make
visit to our readers was too infrequent further improvements for the coming
to do all the work we hoped to accom- year. We shall somewhat reduce the
our space was too limited to ac- size of the pages, and print 16 instead
plish
commodate our numerous correspond- of 8, as now, giving about one-fourth
ents four to seven weeks was too long more reading matter. This will give
to withhold answers to letters seeking a volume of 832 pages, or 2,406 columns
information, the delay often proving for $2, and when bound at the end of
embarrassing to the inquirer, and sci- the year, will make a book worth ten
entific discussions covered too great a times its cost to any bee-keeper.
breadth of time to be of the most
The Monthly and Semi-Monthly edipractical value.
tions will be supplied in the same manWe are free to admit, however, that ner as heretofere, but of the newer
the above were not the only considera- form. We cannot refrain from advistions which induced the change we ing our Monthly and Semi-Monthly
felt that with a weekly issue we could subscribers to take the Weekly instead,
do more to advance scientific apicul- though it be for a shorter time. Artiture, to correct existing abuses, to in- cles of great interest frequently appear
corporate fixed and rational reforms, in intermediate numbers, as also reto further the pecuniary interests of joinders in controversies, which are
our readers, and to develop a great entirely lost to the Monthly and Semi,

;

;

—

have met with more favor than perhaps any other plan still, some experienced and comparatively quite successful apiarists are found among the
advocates of numerous other methods,
most prominent of which are chaff
hives on summer stands, double-wall
hives, frame hives with deep combs,
and box hives or "gums." Yet, in
view of the disasters of last winter, it
must be admitted that each of the
more popular plans so far practiced
has proven more or less a disastrous
failure, and although much progress
has been made in the science of apiculture, in this most important branch
no advance has been made.
To account for the many failures of
;

the popularmethodsnumerous thehave been put forth by the wise
ones, while others stand aghast at
having had their pet theories proven
mere chimeras and even the most
confident look forward with trembling
anxiety, scarcely knowing which is
the strongest sentiment— hope or fear.
Breed our bees up to what standard
we may, create a popular demand for
honey till it is as eagerly sought after
as bread, build up the price till our
profits count cent, per cent, when
Providence ordains a favorable winter, and yet, with all these, there is a
nervous anxiety about the business
that is not dispelled till we have
passed the last nipping frost of spring.
Disguise the fact as we may, until
some method for wintering is devised
that is, a method which will prove
as safe and certain for a medium weak
colony as a strong one which will at

r'r'i

't

i

Fig. I.— Front

of

4.

ories

tact with frost.

—

;

TT

ii

r

from con
Protracted isolation from atmospheric changes in
spring. 6. Exclusion of light. 7. Sufficient stores for winter consumption.
It is generally admitted that with
these seven contingencies provided
for, there will be no hazard in wintering, and it is further admitted, that
no plan so far practiced combines all
Protection

all

;

i

View of Building,

stores

5.

these essentials.
At the recent Northwestern BeeKeepers' Convention was exhibited a
model for a bee house in winter, and
dairy house in

summer, patented by

Mr. W. L. Drake, which may be of
terest to bee-keepers,

and

if

sesses the merits claimed for

it

in-

posby the

it

certainly worthy of investigation. The house is constructed of
brick, with triple walls. ITig. 1 gives

inventor,

is

an end view of the house, with door
closed, and drafts opened. O gives a

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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view of the corner bricks removed,
exposing the air-spaces in the wall.

The outer

air space completely envelopes the middle and inner brick wall,
and is intended tor a circulating air
chamber. The inner space is a dead
air chamber, completely enveloping
the inner wall, and entirely disconnected from the outer air chamber.
E is a flue connecting with the body
of the room, for the purpose of drawing off the heat and permitting the escape of noxious gases generated by
the bees. It will be observed the flues
or dampers connected with the outer
or circulating air chamber can be
opened or closed at will, to regulate
the temperature in the outer space,
and this again can be discharged in
the main room by means of flues
piercing through and independent of
the dead air or second space. The
floor and ceiling are each double, airtight, and connected with the deadair space. The outer or front door is
a double battened door, with an inner
or sash door.
Fig. 2 gives a ground plan of a building 12x18 feet, with partition containing air-space, and showing arrange-

^+

Apiary Record Book.
Since publishing the item requesting
bee-keepers desiring an apiary record
to send in their names, we have received many orders for the book, but
MISCELLANEOUS.
each one has suggested some specialty
he desired embraced in the book, as,
The Prollts of Bee-Keeping. A corfor example, Dr. L. C. Whiting, of
respondent of the Ohio Farmer gives
East Saginaw, Mich., writes
his experience as follows
I see in the Bek Journal to-day
In 1868 1 commenced with colony
that you are about to get up an apiary
record. I want such a book, and I of Italians in an American hive. I
want it so arranged that I can see at a was a " raw hand," but liked to work
glance the color of the queen, whether with bees, and one year's experience
dark or light, also whether the bees are gave me conlidence. That year the 1
increased to 3, and I sold 40 lbs. of
quiet or cross.
honey at 55 cts per lb. The following
We have received some valuable year, with the help of an experienced
hints, and after much study and time bee man, from whom I bought the
spent in getting up a form, think we bees, 1 divided and increased to 7, but
1 only sold $5 worth of honey. Through
have one that will suit nearly all. It mismanagement I lost 3 colonies that
will devote two pages to each colony, winter, and commenced with 4 in the
embracing between twenty and thirty spring of 1870. It was a good year
headings, neatly ruled and printed, and I increased to 15 colonies, and
sold $65 worth of honey. The next
with space at bottom for remarks, and year I sold honey and bees to the
so arranged that a single glance will amount of $100 and had 20 colonies
give a complete history of the colony. left. I 1873 I increased my apiary to
colonies, all Italians, and sold $150
Each book will also contain printed 40
worth of honey and bees. In 1874 I
and
twelve
pages
rules for the apiary,
maintained the original number, and
ruled and printed for an apiary cash sold $123 worth of honey and bees.
account. As each book is intended For the 6 years the account stands as

—

:

:

1

for a several years' record, it is gotten

g£

up on

bound

first

follows

DEBTOR.
and strongly First colony
leather covers. There 52 hives with right

three sizes, sent postpaid, at
Total
the following prices
will be

For 50 colonies
I

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

F

§1 00
1 50
2 00

Send in your orders at once, and the
books will be forwarded as soon as
completed.

:—

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the Bee Journal for iss2.
They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the Journal as fast as
received. They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents. To all who send
during this month (December) for the
Journal and binder for 1882, we will
send both for $2.50. We do this to
encourage all to get the binder and
preserve the Bee Journal for referFig. 2.— Oround Plan of Building.
ence, and to save us the expense of
ment of hives in the rear or bee de- removing the name from our type
partment, which gives ample room mailing machine, and then resetting
for about 150 colonies in Langstroth it in January or February.
hives. The front division can be used
for a root and fruit house, or for any
Comb Honey.— Mr. G. M. Doolittle,
desirable purpose requiring a modified who was awarded the celebrated
and even temperature it can also be Thurber " gold medal" in 1877, for
used for a bee repository when they •' the best honey put up in the most
require more room. II is a double-sash marketable shape," will write a series
of articles for the Weekly Bee Jourdoor dividing the two apartments.
"
The inventor claims the following nal during 1882, on the production,
care and sale of comb honey." Mr.
1. An
advantages for his building
is well known to our readers
even, controllable temperature at any Doolittle
desired point; 2. Complete exclusion as a practical and successful bee-masand puts his comb honey up in
of dampness from the room, and ab- ter,
command
sorption of moisture from the bees ; 3. such excellent style as to
regular market price
Perfect seclusion from outward dis- more than the
turbances; 4. Freedom from atmos- for it. His articles will be worth much
to
pheric changes 5. Protection of stores more than the price of the Weekly
mold or frost; 6. Absolute ex- any comb honey producer.
-J

1

'

'

i±T

;

:

;

from

clusion of light;

7.

Economy

in the

consumption of winter stores; 8.
Avoidance of spring dwindling 9. A
saving in stores and chaff-packing in
one season, with 100 colonies of bees,
to pay costof building; 10. A perfect
refrigerator and dairy house for summer use; 11. Cheaper construction
than an ordinary 12-inch brick, or a
;

stone-wall cellar of

same dimensions.

onies which he runs exclusively for
extracted honey, and is not able to
supply the home demand.

Honey as Food. — The Michigan Farmer advises the daily use of honey,
on account of its beneficial effect on
health.

We

number we inclose a blank

whose subscriptions end with
up witli name, postoffice,
county and State, when you remit.
for all
1881.

Fill it

If not convenient to send the money
now, send us a postal card saying you
want the Journal, and it will not be
discontinued. We hope all will renew

their subscriptions at once.

It says

desire to

:

commend

its daily use
to every family in the land.
believe it to be one of the most healthful sweets that can be found, and well
adapted to common use. It seems to
us very desirable that Michigan should
produce a large share of her own table sweets. Could honey be brought
into general use, thereby creating an
extensive home market for it, we believe it would tend to encourage the
culture and production of honey.
Prof. Cook, our own State apiarist, of
whom we are so proud, says Michigan
is naturally adapted to the production
of honey. Let Michigan people use
it
put it on the table every day. It
is a healthy sweet for children, and
children must have sweets just as the
Irishman must have potatoes. The

We

—

honey bee

feeds upon

the

healthy

We

CREDIT.

By bees and honey sold
By 40 colonies at $10
Balance

$453.00
400.00

in favor of bees

The Poppy and the Bee.— The following amusing dialogue illustrates
$853.00 the advantage of bees to flowers. It
$703.00 is from an exchange
:

A

Helling Honey to Best Advantage.—
Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, talks very wiseiy on this subject.
She says
Some persons are better producers
than sellers of their productions. Our
success as apiarists depends, in a large
degree, upon our ability to dispose of
the product at paying rates. If we
are amateur bee-keepers or farmers,
and have but little to sell, we should
endeavor to get a fair price for what
we do, knowing that if we take a low
price for what we have, it may wrong
another person who depends for his
livelihood upon this " business," al-

ways remembering,
"

To do unto

others, as you would
Tliut they should do to you.
What e'er I* honest. Just and good,

With

all

your might pursue."

An

article to sell well should please
the eye, and if for food, should be
toothsome and agreeable to the palate.

To meet the demand of large cities,
comb honey should be stored in small
sections,

weighing from

1

Some

to 2

pounds.

apiarists insist
that these
should be glassed. We have read in
history that Cleopatra dissolved pearls

wild bee, which had flown far
without having breakfasted, at length
entered a garden, the first he had seen.
" What a Paradise !" he exclaimed.
The first thing that attracted his attention was a full-blown poppy
but,
accustomed only to mint, wild thyme
and such like fare, he approached the
gaudy beauty with some diffidence.
little pollen,
please," he at
length ventured to say, in the hum;

"A

blest

manner.

" Be off

!

be off I" was the ill-natured

reply.

The poor bee was almost

fainting

with hunger and fatigue, and asked
leave to rest himself for a little.
"Be off!" returned the haughty
flower; " I don't encourage idle vagrants like you. Stay at home, and you
will not have to complain of being
tired; sit upon your own stalk, and
you won't have to support yourself by
begging. Be off."
Did the silly poppy imagine that
butterflies, bees and such-like creatures, were nothing else than wandering blossoms ? However this may be,
it was overheard one day talking to
itself after this fashion
" What is a flower born for, I should
like to know, but to see and be seen
and admired V These pansies, with
all their pretensions, are such a set of
flats so low-born and ill-bred I"
With the gardener, the great judge
:

and drank them, but we have never
known of any one using glass as victuals and drink.
When you have a good article and
know that there is no mouse hidden of plants and the arbiter of their forin the meal, such as glucose, etc., and tunes, the pansies were especial favorcan then look a person in the eye ites; and he took great pains and no
without flinching, you are in the right small pleasure in rearing them.
condition to demand a good price and
It so happened that he passed just
get it too; and the next season the as the poppy was exclaiming her last
"
buyer will seek for you, instead of
be off !" and scornfully shaking her
your hunting for him. Extracted glowing petals after the retreating
hone; put up in glass jars and tumb- bee.
Looking angrily at the flower, he
lers is too dead to bury glass jars was
" What is sweeter than honey?
the murderer. A farmer's wife came said
iiiln the grange store in this city with and how should we have honey withseveral gallons of extracted honey for out bees V and how should bees live if
sale. A number of persons were in all flowers were as vain and emptythe store at the time, and judging the headed as you ?"
lady to be honest, immediately purSo saying, he plucked it up by the
chased all her honey while at the root and threw it over the garden
same time there were jars and tumb- wall.
lers, labelled honey in attractive form,
The bee cheerfully resumed its
that had become old settlers. We flight and soon alighted in the midst
know a farmer who lives 5 miles from of a plot of mignonette, where it was
any town, and has an apiary of 50 col- regaled with the sweetest nectar.
I

—

:

n this

7,

juices of healthy plants, and honey
must partake of the quality of the
blossoms of the plants and trees from
which it is gathered. The use of this
article should become so common and
general that a honey store or depot
would be found profitable in every
large town.
believe in encouraging the bee-men and women, and if
$ 20.00 every family in the land would make
130.00 honey an article of daily use, in place
of the unhealthy syrups, then all con$150.00 cerned would be benefited.

class paper,

in full

Dec.

;
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it

foils one's

attempt at a lucid expla-

nation.
t

Pollen— Its Relation

lettl's golden rule is

without a rival

summer, but it should be supplemented for winter to read, "'Keep your
pollen dry." To do this your hive
must be di'y, and to effect tins desirable object mere mechanical absorb
entS. chaff, sawdust, leaves, etc., will
not do, for if the air outside is damp,
that in the hive is more so. Then i!
is that t lie pollen absorbs moisture and

to Dysentery.

space inside the
I contracted tin
hive to from II to S frames put, a hole
',
of an inch through the comb, 2
inches below top bar, and after laying
2 cross-pieces over the middle of the
top-bars, thus making 2 winter passives clear over and through the comb,
put on the clean woolen quilts, tilled
the supers with bags of loose texture
tilled with wheat
chaff and straw.
1

;

for
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I

Thus prepared, they will be moved
within a few days now from the front
of
hydrogen
my bee house to the back wall, and
rots, giving off sulphuretted
From certain inquiries recently re- gas, which is poison to bee lite, besides packed in the same manner as last
Yesterday we had, after
ceived, it appears that my few remarks the very offensive odor which makes winter.
at the National Convention at Lexing- them restless that this gas has, is the (piite a severe cold", a very warm day,
ton were not altogether understood. first indication of dysentery.
We so that the bees had a good (light,
With permission, I will reply through must use chemical absorbents. The while this morning at sunrise the
the Bee Journal.
cushion
divi- mercury indicated is F.
cheapest is a quicklime
1 stated that pollen (pure) was not
Commencing the season with colsion-board, and that is the whole story.
the cause of dysentery that so far as then if you want any dysentery to ex- onies, I now have 14, and took from
them 230 lbs. of extracted honey,
is known, bees have been wintering on periment with you must do as I have
which is all spoken for at 25 cts. per
combs containing pollen since the cre- done buy it.
ation, in hollow trees, with very good
lb.
My bees have a total of 353 lbs. of
Baltimore Co., Md., Nov. 22, 1881.
"
was
only
bacteria"
well-sealed winter stores, of which 155
and
that
results,
theory, proved so by me from many
lbs. is coffee A sugar syrup, and 198
For the American Bee Journal.
Whether they will
experiments, anions which I will men!bs. of honey.
winter as well as last winter remains
tion one easily understood, viz I tried
Experiments in Feeding Bees.l
to be seen
to inoculate healthy colonies by remoWM. STOLLEY.
ving all their stores and replacing (in
Grand Island, Neb., Nov. 17, 1881.
combs
from
colonies
with
mid-winter)
Since Sept. 29, 1 have attempted an
in the worst stages of dysentery; inFor the American Bee Journal.
stead of contracting the disease", they experiment with my bees to which I
Transferring Bees.
cleaned up the dirty combs, so that was led, partly by my good success in
none but an expert, by noticing the wintering them safely last season
a. b. mclavy.
wood-work of the frame, could tell (nearly exclusively on syrups of coffee
they had ever been affected. I stated, A sugar), and partly because several
watched
with no little interhave
the
American
Bee
I
correspondents
of
knew
and
only
that
the
one
believe,
I
I
suggested to take est the proceedings of bee-keepers'
direct cause of dysentery, proved be- Journal have
yond doubt or question, by actual ex- from the bees all their natural stores conventions this fall, for a practical
periments, at all seasons (if the year, (in particular the pollen), and feed and concise essay on the transferring
coffee A sugar syrup instead. To be of bees. I do not think that it has reand for three consecutive years.
possible in prosecuting my ceived the attention it deserves, as it
This sounds " very large" for one as safe as
plan, and be ready at short notice to is the first step in improvement of
mail's share of new discovery, if it
Whilst it is
in proper condition to go manipulation of bees.
were such, but it is not, we have all put my bees quarters,
I proceeded in
true that no special skill to accomwinter
known the fact for years, without giv- into following
understood,
is replish it after it is
manner
the
ing it the importance that it merits;
On Oct. 18, I extracted all frames quired, yet the " modus operandi " is
but I do claim the right to bring this
a stumbling block to many. I do not
filled with partly unsealed honey, and
before my fellow-apiarists, and to comthose containing the most of pollen, seek to impart knowledge, but to
pel their attention in any way I can
but leaving in each hive 5 frames gather it in my study of bees, and
to the importance of an exact undercontaining the most of sealed honey whilst the directions given below are,
standing of these facts.
and the least of pollen. After ex- as far as I know, original with me, if
The amount of pollen digested by tracting, I selected the choicest of any improvement is suggested, I will
adult bees is practically nothing, and the comb and put back in the center ghidlv adopt it. I have tried almost
under the most favorable conditions, of the brood chamber for each colony all the ways already suggested. I
no matter what amount be eaten, it according to strength, 2 or 3 frames have found none that operate as satisif the
will all be voided as a dry dust
thus emptied only, and contracted the factorily.
conditions are unfavorable, dysentery space by division or chaff boards.
If the bees are already where you
These are both state- Thus arranged, I allowed my bees to wish them to remain, well and good.
is the result.
ments which all admit, and say, as a partake of the honey adhering to the If to be moved from another locality,
logical consequence, that pollen is the extracted comb, as well as to suck all we will select a place where we wisli
cause of dysentery, and " that settles the cappings dry. After they got them to remain. Now we use the
Let me draw a comparison, through with it, I commenced to feed Langstroth hive with a movable botit."
clumsy though it be it may serve to the sugar syrup out of large feeders tom board; supposing others do also,
convey my meaning: If it were not made out of \% inch thick planks, we will say in the first instance, slip
for gunpowder, bullets would be very from 8 to 12 inches wide, and about 2 the bottom board under the old hive,
harmless for the purpose of destroying feet long. About 10 of them were with the front of the hive and the
life
if itw ere not for moisture, pollen
prepared with grooves *£ inch wide opening for ingress and egress on the
would not only not produce death (like and probably % inch deep. Thus I front edge of the board, and place
mentioned
above).
but
from
bullets
the
could feed about 2 gallons at one fill- vour alighting board just as you wish
it would spring life itself, in fulfilment
The
it to remain, often transferring.
ing.
of the God-given mandate, "increase
All the feeding was done outside the same directions apply to those which
and multiply." Why is it, then, that hive near my bee house, but out of you have brought home. If you inpollen, ever ready to produce life, sight of their hive. Since I have no tend using a painted hive, now paint
should be accused of defeating the strange bees to con tend with, I thought the old hive just the same color the
very object for which it is created, this the quickest and best way, and new one will be, and do not disturb
when the whole fault is our own, be- can say it worked to my entire, satis- the bees any more for 2 or 3 days. In
cause we choose to draw wrong con- faction, and but very little fighting that time they will have gotten used
F.

DELLA TORRE.

fl

;

—

:

;

;

y

;

clusions ?
If I could only convince the fraternity of the importance of ever keeping this word " moisture" constantly
before them, whether in debate or in
the apiarv, it will prove for itself better than I can. that it is the cause of
dysentery, and an ever-present cause,
for wherever there is a cluster of bees
there you will find this subtle enemy
to bee-life being produced.
Again, if it was pollen that produced
dysentery, would not all bees die that
have any in their hives in winter V I
do not call a colony in normal condition in this State, unless it has several
pounds of pollen at this date. When
pollen is covered with honey it will remain unchanged for a long period
;

but when exposed to

damp

air

it,

like

other organic matter, decomposes
—in plain English, rots.
Fresh, sound vegetables and fruits
are healthy for people, and fresh, sound
pollen is "harmless for bees, if they
choose to eat it. Rotten fruit or pollen, if persisted in. will cause sickness
and death to both of the above objects. This is not an abstruse subject
(I wish it was), but it is so simple that
all

among the

bees took place, since there
always was plenty of food for all the
busy workers. According to the prevailing more or less suitable weather
for the bees to work. I fed respectively per day, 15, 20, 25. 40 and 30 lbs.
of coffee

A

sugar;

total. 155 lbs. in 6

days. Adding about the same weight
of water, constituting the syrup fed.
the bees carried into their hives fully
310 lbs. in 6 days, not counting what
honey they got from the extracted
comb and the cappings fed to them.
After feeding the mentioned quantity of sugar syrup, I weighed each
hive again as I also had weighed before feeding. The result was that all
colonies combined had gained but 127
lbs. net.; hence, there was an actual
loss of 28 lbs., even of the dry sugar
fed, besides the water fed with the
sugar.
Fearing that cold weather
might set in before I could complete
and thus test the matter as to wintering bees on coffee
sugar exclusively,
I concluded to stop feeding, and arranged my 14 colonies on Oct. 26, by
leaving from 20 to 28 lbs. of sealed
winter stores in each hive according
to strength of each colony.

A

new

order of things, especially
the bottom and alighting boards.
Now. supposing the day is pleasant.
to the

we

will

proceed to transfer.

We

will

get our new hive in readiness, and
place it with a frame of brood (from
another colony) therein on the bottom
board where the old box hive stood,
and put the cover on. Now on a sheet
folded once, we will lay the old hive
on the ground, say 30 "or 40 feet from
the place where it stood. If the sun
is warm, we get under some tree
which is at a convenient distance.
Do not lay the hive so that the combs
will fall together, but if possible, lay
it so that they will stand perpendicular; if they fall together, you may kill
a number of bees or your queen Now
with a hatchet or chisel and a billet of
wood, cut the nails so as to remove
one side of the hive, and with a long
knife sever the combs so as to lift it
Now reoff without tearing them.
move, as faras practicable, all the ragged pieces of comb, and if containing
honey, put them in a pan, which keep
covered.
You have now gotten to combs
which are likely to be of service to

you;

if straight, with a guage Stick
the depth of your
frame, remove
herein pieces so as to lit your frames.
If they contain honey and are nice,
lay them between folds of carpets OI
blankets, in fact, any kind of cloths
so as to keep them nice.
i

The brood chamber now occupies
our attention, here it is, from the eg^s
to hatching bees.
Now with your
guage stick, try to get them so as to
lit your frames as nearly as possible,
always cutting them to " the best advantage." that

is,

so as to get as large

and as straight combs as you can.
as

is

If,

likely to be the case, the brood

is

below the " cross
sticks," make them your guide for
cutting, removing the brood combs
and laving them between fold of cloth
or something of that kind, but not on
top of each other unless separated by
folds of cloth, until all is removed.
You have probably before this reboth

above and

moved the side of the hive nearest
you, so as to get it out of your way.
is now honey comb and bees in
the hive the bees have retreated as

There

—

you have advanced, andare now likely
hanging in the far corner of your hive
like bees at swarming time, and the
queen is with them and the cluster is
probably made up of young bees. You
are.

now

to

remove the combs yet

re-

maining expeditiously, taking care of
the nice combs as before directed, and
the scraps are to go to the pan. Now
on a previously prepared pad, made
by several folds of cotton cloth
stretched and tacked on a board of
convenient size, stretch 3 or 4 cotton
strings cut long enough to go around
your frame and tie; lay your brood
comb on this, and, having removed
the comb-guide from your frame, cut
the comb so as to fit the frame nicely,
having an eye to keeping the brood as
near the center of the frame as possible, cut the drone comb off entirely,
and sacrifice the honey for the brood;
as fast as you fit the combs in the
frames, take them to the hive and put
them in, where you shall have 3 or 4
in the hive with the brood opposite
each other so as to keep the cluster
together, get the old hive now, and
take it to the front of the new hive
and brush the cluster off if you watch
carefully you will soon see the queen
—aid her to find her hive, and you will
experience the pleasure of having
;

transferred successfully.
If the honey combs remaining are
nice and straight, cut them in like

manner to fit your frames and hang
them in your hive, if not, supply them
with foundation.

If

you wish

to give

them the honey back as you will, very
likely, and do hot wish to be bothered

much with it, we will nail thin strips
wood together by making a grate,
we will call it, to fit in the second

of

story, and let its four corners rest on
four cleats tacked in the second story,
and uncap the honey and lay it in this
turn one edge of the mat
grate.
back and the bees will go to work to

Now

carrying it down.
The point in this mode is this I
the operation
find no use for smoke
being performed away from the stand,
bees from other hives are not attracted to it. You do not daub the new
hive so as to induce robbing. The
bees not being intoxicated with smoke
repel all bees which are inclined to
rob.
Yon are not bothered with the
Hying bees as they instinctively seek
the stand and cluster on the one comb
you had prepared for them, and if you
choose, the operation can be performed so quickly that robber bees
have not the time to make more than
one or two trips before you are done
and lastly, but not least, your bees are
now in their new quarters— none the
worse for wear, as will lie attested if
vou notice, by their bringing out the
scraps in less than an hour, and frequently before you have put the top
on preparatory to leaving them to
themselves.
In a few days (2 or 3) examine the
combs if the strings have not been
removed, gently draw your knife
blade along the top of the bar so as to
cut the strings ; lift the frame from
the hive and carefully remove them.
;

;

;

;
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If you should be nervous or fear robbing whilst transferring, make a
smoke to your windward so that it
will pass over the open air.
And now, one word of caution, just
here, to the novice we will say that
our judgment dictates feeding back
the honey, especially if it is done at a

honey only moderately. At
no time during the season did it yield
so largely as is sometimes reported.
Linden gave an abundance of bloom
and it seemed to yield honey, but several rainy and windy days kept the

yielded

crease

is

preferable

fore

made no

ted

honey

;

we have

increase.

is

Dec.

there-

bees in

secured, swarming

is

We

easily controlled.
do not advise
the entire prevention of increase, for

the

A

We

—

We

We

:

My

My

We

We

An

We

;

Chicago— houses

offering to buy a
that had no fixed and regular price. They bought the honey of
the inexperienced, but finally we found
that the commission houses could and
did sell to them and others for 20 to 40
per cent, more than they would offer
us. and consequently the commission
men have the trade to-day. It is no
infrequent thing to find these commission men selling odd lots for these
buyers. So much for comb honey.
How about extracted ? Commission

in

When extrac- commodity

Probably
the average bee-keeper.
hives, and washed the most beginners will succeed best with
honey from the bloom. It yielded but a moderate increase, but we advise
time when there is none coming in. a moderate surplus. White clover that it be limited to at most one colcontinued
you
have
fed
back
all
your
to yield in small quantities ony from each good colony even in
When
honey (which I think ought to be fed after linden was gone, the season best seasons.
Let us say that the combs we had
at intervals), you will lind that your seeming to be prolonged by copious
queen has been doing her best to breed rains. After the middle of July the packed away which contained the
up, and as a consequence, she is and weather became dry, but the ground honey gathered late in the fall prenice
will be depleting her stores. Guard was so saturated that the clover con- vious, proved of great value.
against this by after feeding, and see tinued to bloom for some time. The comb containing 3 to 5 pounds of
that they do not want, for she will dry weather was severe and long-con- honey with the cappings broken by
rubbing a knife over it and then placed
very likely have a large family on her tinued. Very little rain fell for
weeks. I had expected that there in the center of a strong colony, would
hands.
I will remark that this plan has would be scarcely any fall blooom, and be rapidly emptied, and the cells
worked so well with me that really, no fall honey worth mentioning. But would be readily occupied by the
when it is through, you feel like there the reverse was the case.
had a queen.
is something else yet to come, but you heavy Hood in the Iowa river about
By June 1, clover and raspberries
wonder what it is. You look at your July 12. The water swept everything afforded honey bountifully ; in fact,
hive you see no robbing, and if there before it. The bottom lands were we have never known clover to yield
extracted our
Then so much honey.
is anything to work on, you will see cleaned of all crops and weeds.
the bees go and come with so little heartsease grew up in great profusion. first honey to any extent June 28.
excitement about their home, that it There were many acres of it. It begive
results
of our best
will
the
really seems that nothing has hap- gan to yield soon after white clover apiary: June 28. 1,500 lbs.; July 9,
ceased. The flow from it was not very 2.5751bs.; 16.2.0001bs.; 25,26.3,140 lbs.;
pened.
copious, but it was steady. Frosts late honey, 512 lbs. Total, 9,727 lbs.
held off for full a month longer than
From one colony of best Italian bees
From Western Stock Journal and Farmer.
usual, and during this added month at our home apiary, we took as folthe days were mostly clear and warm. lows
Report on Bees— 1881.
June 25, 96 lbs.; July 4,62',
From the 30 colonies I increased to lbs.; July 8, 114 lbs.; July 12,66 lbs.;
140.
I took 2,500 lbs. of honey, nearly July 19, 40 l-.nbs.; July 22, 36 lbs.; Aug.
O. CLUTE.
all extracted.
The honey is selling at 5, 42 lbs.; A~ug. 27, 27 lbs. Total, 484
The crop is worth lbs. June 26, this colony gathered
I began the season with 30 colonies 15 cents a pound.
which had survived the fearful winter, $375. The bees are worth $8 a colony, over 20 pounds during the day. July
but were by no means strong. Most making the 110 colonies of increase 10, the hive was weighed at intervals
ex- during the day, showing results as folof these were Italians, having queens worth $880. Total, $1,255.
grown the previous year from an im- penses for hives, frames, foundation, lows: At 1 p. m. 155 lbs.; at 4 p. m.
ported mother bought of Mr. Dadant. paint, labor and sundries were $305, 160 lbs.; at 5 p. m. 163 lbs.; at 6 p. m.
bees in 166 lbs.; at 7 p. m. 171l£ lbs.
My hive is the Simplicity. All giving a net gain of $950.
Our entire yield from the four apiarhives are exactly alike. Hives are so the spring were worth $10 a colony,
made that one can be set on top of or $300 for the 30 colonies. The gain ies was 32,809 lbs. With one extractherefore
been 316 per cent. But tor we took in one day 2,760 lbs. This
another, so as to make a hive two or has
more stories high. My frame is the the winter is yet to come, and it is we believe to be the largest amount
quite
possible
that it may bring dire of honey ever taken in one day with
Gallup, just ID4 inches square.
Believing that it would be more disaster to my "blessed bees." In one extractor.
profitable to increase my bees than to the spring I will report my method of
Our fall yield of honey was almost
entirely cut off by the extreme drouth.
get surplus honey this year, I planned wintering, and its success or failure.
Iowa City, Iowa, Dec. 1, 1881.
AVe have never secured a finer quality
the season's work mainly with this
view, expecting to get only so much
of honey than during the present
honey as could be secured while makseason. 'Our bees, as well as bftes in
For the American Bee Journal.
ing a large increase.
general, go into winter quarters in
On Nov. 17,
In order to secure straight worker Our Bee and Honey Report for 1881. very good condition.
placed
combs, and to save the time and honey
they had a free flight.
consumed by the bees in making wax,
them in winter quarters on Nov. 21
L. C. ROOT & BRO.
I used nearly 200 lbs. of comb foundaand 22, which practically closes the
tion.
In giving the results of our present season of 1881.
give this report to induce a more
attempt was made to prevent all season's operations we desire to say,
best
natural swarming.
It was not en- first, that such results could only be thorough examination of the
tirely successful, for 3 colonies issued, attained under very favorable circum- methods of bee-keeping ; the advanone of which left for parts unknown. stances. Such reports without expla- tages for so doing may be found on
In making my increase, I practiced nation may easily lead the uninformed every hand. Besides the bee periodithe nucleus system of swarming.
to engage in the business expecting cals devoted exclusively to this inIt was my purpose to increase in similar results at once. Bee-keeping, terest, every agricultural paper of
such a way as to have about doubled like all other pursuits, must be made note in the land has its bee-keeping
soon after white clover should open; a study, and it can only become a suc- department, noting the various opethen, if possible, keep them at work cess by close application.
rations of advanced bee-culture.
without any attempt at further inIt is a matter of greatest surprise to
commenced in the spring with
these opportunities
crease of colonies until after linden 160 colonies, most of them in good us that, with
and white clover were gone ; then condition. As is generally known, the which may be so easily taken advanagain to double the number and get early spring was very unfavorable for tage of, so many may be found who
all in as good condition as possible to all operations with bees; in fact, we are yet contented to keep bees in box
gather the fall harvest. I was able to have never, with one exception, seen hives and in the old way.
do a little better than I had planned.
Mohawk, N. Y., Nov. 25, 1881.
a more discouraging outlook.
Because it seemed easier when I
During fruit bloom the weather
was working tor increase of colo- was very favorable, and from that
For the American Bee Journal.
nies, to get my surplus in the shape of time everything was unusually so.
extracted honey rather than comb
Our bees were located in 4 places, 40
The Disposal of Honey.
honey, I determined to make no effort colonies in each one apiary 7 miles
for comb honey, but depend entirely north, one 4 miles south, and one 7
JAMES IIEDDON.
on extracting for my surplus.
miles southeast. Upon this point of
"
This year winter lingered long in locating bees, the number of colonies
I wish to say to Mr. Geo. W. House,
the lap of spring." Great snowbanks that should be kept in one place, etc., that I still believe I am right in saywere on my lawn until April 10. an entire article might be prepared. ing that buyers are " bears," and comApril ]">, the bees, which for more than By the adding of combs at proper mission men "bulls." Dealers like
5 months had been in the cellar, were tmes and by thorough attention, our low prices, because it increases sales,
set out. April 17, they began to bring colonies became extremely populous.
commission men desire to sell our
in pollen. At a single bound the
If space would allow, we might con- goods at high prices, because it satisweather passed from winter to sum- sider a question at this time which is fies us better, and insures to them our
mer. The last half of April and all of extreme importance to every bee- consignments, thus increasing their
of May the weather was warm and keeper, namely, that of increase.
The bee-keeper spoken of by
sales.
clear. There was hardly a day on
We will simply say that with us Mr. House on page 380, should have
which the bees could not fly. The there have been two seasons during limited the selling power of that linn
spring bloom was profuse. Willows, the past 10 years, when our stock to stipulated prices, and if they would
elms, maples, cotton-woods, box-el- might have been doubled and at the not be limited, it would have shown
ders, cherries, apples and raspberries same time more surplus have been se- they were not the right firm. If ever
opened in rapid succession, and gave cured than to hold all of the force to the demand for honey becomes staple
sufficient honey and pollen to keep up the original colonies.
With the un- (which I still am in doubt about), then
brood-rearing and to allow a little to certainty of a continued yield of the wholesaler may do as well by us as
be stored. Honey from raspberries honey, we find that we must be in the commission man. But, as Mr.
had ceased but a short time before the readiness to secure honey rapidly du- House aptly says, " Facts are of great
earliest white clover was open. Soon ring any short period that it may be value."
the fields were covered with its starry afforded. Our conclusion is that, for
For the past 15 years we have had
carpet of green and white, but ft our location, very moderate if any in- one or more wholesale buying bouses
:

7,

men handle

this but little in Chicago.
Buyers have control of this style of

Look

bee product.

Comb honey 20(a22c.

the

at

prices.

extracted honey
have been told that extracted
honey was reaily worth the most was
all pure honey
no indigestible wax to
swallow. How long is it going to take
consumers to find this out?
Does it not seem to argue that if
honey is a staple, or anything like it,
comb honey is really worth more than
:

We

9c.

;

—

twice as much as extracted? If it is
not, then honey is nowhere near a staple yet.

How

is

it

— which

way

shall

we have it? Oris it that one being in
the hands of commission men, and the
other in the hands of buyers, makes
difference
Witli the use of our best comb foundation, I feel sure there is no such difference in the cost of production, and

all this

r"

in this I should be mistaken, and
cost of production should be urged as
the argument, then it follows that the
demand is below the supply, for such
a state of things gives all the favors
to the consumer. If the benefits arising from the invention of the honey
extractor are. all in the hands of the

if

consumer, t lien it must be that demand
does not keep up with the supply, or
that the product is being badly handled, or something is wrong, somewhere.

Where

is it

— in my reasoning,

where V Why not tell us now ?
Beesare flying lively to-day (a month
or more later than last season), and 40
colonies put into cellar a week ago are
or

as death. If this winter continues
its present characteristics, will
not cellars get into disrepute again V

still

with

Dowagiac, Mich., Nov.

30, 1881.

[Our correspondent evidently labors
under a misapprehension of the meaning of the word "staple." Webster
defines

it

2. Established in

commerce

;

settled

as n sta-

;

ple trade.

3. According to the laws of

commerce

;

fit

to be

sold.

4. Regularly produced or made for market
chief principal as atujtle commodities.
;

;

;

used with the same signification
commercial parlance. It does not

It is
in

follow that the price for different
grades should be uniform, or even proportionate one to the other if honey
commands a ready sale, and is quoted
in the price-lists as marketable, it has
become a staple, even though one kind
or grade brings triple the price of an;

That commission men handle
one kind and jobbers another, makes
other.
it

none the

less a staple.

In regard to uniformity in price, one
with another, we find honey is no exception to the general rules of commerce. There is also less variation
in figures, taken onecity with another,
than in almost any staple article.
That there is an unjust difference
in the prices of comb and extracted
honey may be true it may be equally
true that, reckoning failures with successes, comb honey costs more than
double as much as extracted, by the
time it is placed upon the market
that is, take the total production, additional freight charges and destruction in handling, combined with its
lesser production, might make the
;

difference.

But there are many other reasons
for the disproportion in prices, chief
among which (as none knows better
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if planted or sown in a field
Utah Convention.
which previously had been manured
with lime or plaster, and in case the
Met at Salt Lake, Utah, Oct. 5, 1881.
regarding everything purporting to be weather was favorable yielded a most
The minutes of the previous meeting
extracted honey. In view of this fact. bountiful supply of honey. Some may read and approved. Reports for the
the Bee Journal has been persistent rejoin that buckwheat yields the most last six months were called for from
honey on a. poor, stony or gravelly the various counties and responded as
in its advice to build up home markets,
soil.
That is quite natural, for such follows
the
integrity
of the producer soil contains the minerals, viz: lime,
where
Salt Lake county reported 2,366 colwould be a guaranty of the purity of feldspar, mica, etc.. in abundance,
good condition, with
and as buckwheat uses more of that onies of bees in of
the product.
considerable foul
than nitrogen such fields are in the tin- exception
throughout
From a hygienic standpoint, extrac- best
brood
the country. The
possible condition to support
court
county
has
but one
appointed
ted honey is "really worth the most," honey yielding plants.
Most com- bee inspector, and the amountof
work
from a commercial view, it is not but monly occur lime-feldspar and mica.
assigned that officer has proven to be
we are convinced if the infamous these undergoing a process of decom- too much for one to accomplish. 118,position, the result of which is car.'500 lbs. of honey reported.
traffic in glucose and other adulterants
bonate of lime, but as all soil conSpanish Fork, Utah County, lias 51.5
was stopped, except under their proper tains sulphates this carbonate of lime
colonies in good condition. Some foul
names, extracted honey would be at is changed into sulphate of lime, brood has been destroyed by burning
which, being very soluble, is easily asleast an equal favorite with the comb,
hives and contents, and at present the
similated by plants. Now. if a beevicinity is about free from the disasat equally as good figures.— Ed.]
keeper intends to sow to furnish his
trous pest. The amount of honey probees forage he must be sure that his
duced this last, season is 33,036 lbs.,
field contains a liberal supply of lime;
Translated from "Blenen Vater."
being an average of over 00 lbs. to the
natural
if
not
present
in
sources
he
Items of Interest from Germany.
must furnish it artificially by plaster- hive and at 12% cts. per lb. wholeing.
White or any kind of clover sale, would be a revenue to that setBY A. It. KdllNKE.
tlement of §4, 133.25. Charles Monk is
serves as a very good illustration and
President.
Extract Only Capped Honey.— Mr. proof. If clover is plastered it grows
Payson, Utah County, reports 004
Brun, a bee-keeper, sold to a man most luxuriantly; if not even then it colonies of bees, and 31,215 lbs. of
some newly extracted honey. At'tera will yield honey very often. Because honey. Bees are in good condition,
few days the man called again bearing clover is a deep-rooted plant, sending except some foul brood. Parley M.
a certificate from a chemist contain- its roots down several feet to obtain Driggs, President.
ing a statement of the results of an what it cannot find at the surface.
Pleasant Grove, Utah County, has
analysis of the honey to the effect that
403 colonies of bees, and Lehi, Utah
though the honey was otherwise pure
Mr. H. has been cured of a severe County, has 200.
it had been largely diluted with water. attack of rheumatism by B. SchindlGunnison, San Pete County, has 20
This had, of course, not been the case, mair, Treasurer of the Vienna Bee- colonies of bees and lias taken 1,000
but the honey had been extracted be- Keepers' Association, by the applica- lbs. of honey.
fore being capped. To convince bis tion of beestings. On the fiist day he
Manti, San Pete County, was represman of the purity of his honey he had him stung in the affected parts ented by Wm. Braithwaite, County
took him out to the apiary, extracted by 8 bees, on the second by 6, after inspector, who said they had 700 colosome of the same kind and quality, which the man was soon relieved.
nies of bees. When he inspected the
which was as thin as that the man got
Last summer a swarm of bees set- county he found some foul brood, and
before.
The man, after obtaining tled in the ratlines of the man-of-wai destroyed about 30 hives by burning
such ocular proof of the purity of the " Frederick Karl," stationed at Kiel or burying them. His bees will yield
honey, apologized for his conduct, for harbor. Sailors tried to drive them from 75 to 00 lbs. of honey per hive.
he not only demanded the return of away by pouring whisky on them; this
Cedar City, Iron County, represenhis money but threatened to expose of course enraged the bees to such a ted by Richard K. Braithwaite, has
Mr. B. as a fraud; but instead of that degree that they forced the sailors to 210 colonies of bees. No foul brood
he now bought more honey of the same leave. A bee-keeper was then sent there, but the hot and dry weather
kind, being well satisfied with it. But for; he being absent, his wife, Mrs. has been against their honey harvest
Mr. B., the bee-keeper, was not, for Andresen, went on board the ship, this year.
he could not help but admit for good hived the swarm and took it ashore.
Cache County was represented by
honey it was too thin. So he sent some It has been doing well since.
George Millard, of Logan, County into another chemist to have it analyzed.
The question drawer of the Bee- spector. There are 153 colonies of bees
The verdict returned was. honey pure Keepers' Association of Thuringia averaging 50 lbs. of honey to the colbut too thin; spec. gr. 1.39, which for and surrounding countries, at a late ony, or 7,650 lbs. total. The frosts of
good honey should be at least 1 .42, but meeting contained the question: May and June operated against the
generally is 1.45. Moral: Extract only " What is the experience with the bee interests, so that July 1, the workcapped honey.
American honey rack?" Mr. Larupe ers killed off the drones however,
The Secretion of Nectar by Honey said he could not recommend it. Mr. after that date the bees did very well.
How often do we hear the Herrmann, who has introduced the Tooele County was represented by
Plants.
complaint: "The clover, or buck- use of it in Germany, obtaining his T. W. Lee, Secretary of the Tooele
wheat, or basswood was in full bloom, rack of Mr. Newman, of Chicago, on Association, who says the bees are
but did not seem to yield any honey." his late visit to Germany, with some doing well. They have 130 colonies
It is of the utmost importance for prize sections, said that his honey of bees and no foul brood.
every bee"-keeper to know why many racks, on exposition, proved that beeJesse Murphy reported his bees
honey plants under apparently very keepers in Germany are just as likely doing well and having no foul brood.
favorable conditions yield no nectar. to obtain tine honey in prize sections He had about 95 colonies of his own,
To discover the cause, and if possible as they do in America, and as much and had taken care of some for his
solve the problem, I have made exper- of it, if they only learn to be practical. neighbors. He had taken 7,000 lbs. of
Deutscher Bienenfreund.
iments for several years in this direchoney and had yet got to take 800 lbs.
tion. Two years ago, it was about
[There is evidently a screw loose more and had made 100 lbs. of beesthe time of the rape and white clover somewhere; too much theory and not wax, lie had made a wax extractor
bloom, which always furnished a
of galvanized sheet iron lined with
bountiful harvest for the bees, that enough of practical application.
tin, and a glass frame over the top.
cold rainy weather set in, so that the Translator.]
The box was made flaring at the top
bees were not able to gather sufficient
and a wire screen placed below the
winter stores, which would have been
center for the comb and cappings to
the case if the weather had been more
rest upon. The hot rays of the sun
favorable. To furnish the bees a subcaused the waste honey to run off
stitute I sowed 12 acres in buckwheat,
through a tube in the bottom of the
but without manuring. At the bebox and the wax settled on the botginning of August the buckwheat
tom very clear. He would melt the
looked beautiful, promising a good
dross remaining in a kettle skimming
harvest of honey, but no bees went
Local Convention Directory.
it well.
French white glass in large
after it, nevertheless the weather was
panes was best for the top of the box.
The yield 1881.
all it could be wished for.
It cost him about $5.
Time and Piace oj Meeting.
of grain of this buckwheat, when Dec. l.">— S. E. Michigan, at Ann Arbor. Mich.
Henry Tempect, of Herriman, said
N. E. Prudden, Sec.
threshed, was very poor indeed. Send- 1882.
he had about 6 colonies of bees, and
ing a sample of the soil of that field to Jan. 10— Cortland Union. :it Cortland. N. Y.
was well pleased with his experience.
C. M. Bean. Sec, McUrawville. N. V.
a chemist to have it analyzed I was
David Sabin, of Payson, began 7
11, 12— Nebraska State, at Ashland, Neb.
told that the buckwheat could not
years ago with 6 colonies of bees,
Geo. M. Hawley. Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
possibly yield any better because the
taking
them on shares for 5 years.
17.18— N. W. III. &S.W. Wis., at Freeport. III.
Jonathan Stewart. Sec, Rock City, 111.
soil lacked in nitrogen, etc., but esHe had returned 36 to the owner and
25—
Northeastern,
at Utica. N. V.
pecially in lime.
This led me to supnow had 40 of his own.
Geo. W. House. Sec. Fayetteville, N, Y.
pose that, inasmuch as every plant April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
The total amount of bees reported
a
certain
needs
per cent, of nitrogen,
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
in Utah is 5,174 colonies, averaging 50
lime, etc., to grow to perfection, lime
25— Texas 8tate. at McKinuey. Texas.
lbs. of honey to the
colony would
Win. R. Howard, Sec.
may play an important part in the se- May
make 268,700 lbs. Total amount of
Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.
cretion of nectar by enabling the plant
revenue
at
lb., wholesale,
cts.
per
\2%
T. Brookins, Sec.
to assimilate the constituents of sugar
25— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
S32.337.50.
Henry
Wallace,
Sec.
from soil and atmosphere more readJames Wrathall, of Grantsville,
Acting upon this supposition I
ily.
137~ In order to have this table complete. Secre- Tooele County, spoke of foul brood,
have found that plants yielding nec- taries are requested to forward full particulars of and deprecated the use of hives or
tar at all would do so in a much larger time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
frames having been diseased.

than our correspondent) is the prejudice which exists in the popular mind

degree

:

;

;

;

389
Vice President Samuel McKay, said
he could notconsent to or encourage
tampering with foul brood. We have
a law .in the subject, but it needs re-

Moved

that a committee of
to revise the law.
elected as follows
A. M.
Musser, President; <;. 11. Bailey, Sam-

vising.
six be

appointed

They were

:

McKay, Kdward Stevenson, Win.
Kgan, Jesse Murphy and Horace

uel

Drake.

Horace Drake, of Salt Lake City,
had no foul brood in his apiary his
bees bail done well Ibis year.
Edward Stevenson had taken 5 colonies into a new locality where he increased them to 9, and had taken 515
lbs. of honey from them.
His bees
had done quite well this season; he
had destroyed some hivesof foul brood
that came under his observation. He
;

moved

that every bee-keeper in Utah
resolve himself as a bee-inspector until our country is cleared of the pest.

Carried unanimously.
George B. Bailey had taken care of
230 colonies of bees that were in good
condition
had destroyed some foul
brood, and had taken about 8,770 lbs.
of honey. Moved that the minutes of
the meeting be published.
;

Edward Stevenson,

Sec.

l®°The annual meeting of the N.
W. Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association, will be held in
Temperance Hall, Freeport, Stephen111., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.

son Co.,

Jonathan Stewart,

See.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday, lo a. m., Dec. 5, 1881.

1
i

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY— The market is lively and prices steady.
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
boxes, 18<yi22c

;

in larger

BEKSWAX-Prime

Extracted

ixes 2c. less.

bi

S®9&

quality, iw;,22e.

Newman, 972 W. Madison

AL. H.

NEW
HONEY—
We

St.

YORK.

The supply is full, and trade is lively.
quote as follows
White comb, in small
boxes, ls(ct22c dark, in small boxes, 15<gil7c Extracted, white, liHiullc; dark. 7fd9c,
BEESWAX. — Prime quality, 21^r#23c.
:

;

Thorn &

—

Co..

and

1 1

13

Devoe avenue.

CINCINNATI.
HONE Y— Is in good demand here now.
I quote
Good comb honey, in sections,
:

Is,., _•<>,..,

on

Extracted,

arrival.

BEESWAX.— 18@22c,

on an

7i",!ie.

ival.

25c. per lb. for choice lots.

is worth
on arrival.
have paid
K. Mt'TH.

I

C

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-pound combs area desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
soli! ;it -'"
.'.v.. according l" quality.

BEESWAX— Pi inie quality.

—

Crocker & Blake,

25c.
57 Chatham Street.

BALTIMORE.

HONEY.- But little on
BEESWAX.—
SWAX.- Southern,

the market, and prices

are not
~'t quoted.

pure. 2|i»23c.

;

Western.

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New.

in 1 or 2
Indiunapolis Stock Review.

lb.

sections,

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— The supply and demand

nominal.

BEESWAX -Best

light

22@25c.—

are alike

23®2ic—Philadelphia

Mercliunts' Guide.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Steady,

with sale for all offered at
comb at 18<a22c; strained and extracted, 8(a>12t4>c— top rates for choice put up in
small packages suitable for retailing,
BEESWAX-Selling lightly at I9@20c.
R. C. Greer & Co.. 117N. Main Street.

quotations:

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— A

sale of choice white extracted in
barrels is reported at M^4c.
shipment of u; cases was made this week to Sydney. Consignments
arrive with sufficient frequency and insufficient
quantity to prevent any great reduction in stocks.

A

I

We quote white comb,

He.

I6@20c; dark togood.lo®
Extracted, choice to extra white, s.'V- 10c

dark and candied,

7i-i.se.

BEESWAX— 23(«25e.

Stearns & Smith,

423

|

Front Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONE Y— Our market for

choice white honey in
unglussed sections continues very active at
22c; 2 lb. unglass^d at 201-ilMc.: buckwheat rather
slow at 18c. Glassed sections would have to be
sold 3<s.4c. per lb. less. Extracted selling slowly at
12c per b.
1

lb.

I

BEESWAX-lS@2llc
A. C.

Kendel,

115 Ontario Street.
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tical as well as

Miiltum in Parvo.— Please answer
the following questions in the monthly
edition of the Bee Journal, and enlighten a beginner: 1. Will a colony
of queenless bees, or one vvitli a virgin

queen, if given brood late, live through
the winter, and will the drones of snch
qneens possess fertilizing power ? I
am anxious to secure a number of
Italian drones early in the spring, as
I want to Italianize all of my bees. 2.
If I keep her, will she produce drones

sooner than any other queen under
the same treatment? 3. If I place
drone comb in the middle of the brood
chamber as soon as the queen begins
to deposit eggs in the spring, will she

occupy those cells ? 4. We have had
two severe frosts, and only a few of
my colonies have brood, do you think
they will winter r The qneens stopped
laying after the first cold spell, and
some even before, I suppose on account of the drouth. 5. Will a colony
if queenless, and without larva?, build
queen cells? 6. Is there any such
thing as fertilizing in confinement.
and if so, please give us the modus operandi f 7. Is it well to winter bees
in a warm place out-of-doors, or simply protect them from the wind ?
E. M. Gresham.
Carlton's Store, Va., Oct. 20, 1881.

brood late, they should
[1.
winter through, but will dwindle so
If given

rapidly in spring that it is doubtful
about rearing drones. Scientists generally agree that drones reared from a
virgin queen possess procreative powers, and though inclined to doubt itat
are not prepared to deny
likely not so soon.

it.

2.

No most

3.

Yes.

4.

Yes; with intermitting cold wea-

;

ther, all queens will
in the

Honey.— Though

this

Special IJoticcs.

has been an " off year" witli us as regards honey, our faith in the "blessed
bees " as a source of permanent in-

s£ki°gmm>
c
H*X~

we

cease breeding

the amateur apiarist.

Geo. A. Temple.
Santa Barbara, Cal., Nov. 23, 1881.

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Sweet Clover on Bottom Lands.— In
Bee Iournal of Nov. 2d. A. J. Journal must reach this office by
whether
sweet
know
to
Saturday of the previous week.
Norris wishes
Poor Season for Honey.— The un- clover will do well on lands that are
favorable weather of last winter for overflown once or twice a year ? It
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
bees, has been followed by a poor sum- does well here on the Maumee river which are printed a large bee in gold,
mer about here. The bees were able bottoms, which are overflown every we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
to gather but little honey after July time of high water. I am transplantBees are in
15, owing to the severe and protracted ing it on my grounds.
drouth hence those who waited till their room in the cellar, enjoying their
l^" Articles for publication must be
L.Eastwood.
written on a separate piece of paper
after swarming time, before putting winter's rest.
Waterville, O., Nov. 28, 1881.
on the surplus honey boxes, failed to
from items of business.
secure anything in them, and many
[This removes the last doubt. Mr.
colonies will starve out if not killed.
of prominent Apiarists
A J Still. W. J. Stewart says "sweet clover will Photographs
Langstroth,I)zierzon. and the Baron
grow anywhere except on a flat rock,"
Pattenburg, N. J., Nov. 2.5, 1881.'
of Berlepsch. Price 2-5 cents each.
and it will be necessary to keep that
About Preparing Bees for Winter. pretty clean of dust. Ed.
I have watched with much interest
l§g" When changing a postoffice adthe different methods given for preBee Pasturage on Bottom Lands.— dress, mention the old as well as the
see
but
as
yet
1
paring bees for winter,
We have had a very poor honey har- new address.
nothing that is of any practical value vest here during the fore part of the
to me or any of my neighbors. Now, season
bees have done very well but
(®" Those who may wish to change
if I had the various improvements
the drouth cut off all of the fall liar- from other editions to the Weekly,can
that most writers speak of, or upper vest. I have 8 acres of bottom land.
do so by paying the difference.
stories, or a cellar, or any amount of
I wish to put in some kind of clover

5. Ho; they frequently start them,
but soon abandon the work, before
completion.
6. Fertilization in confinement has
not been practically accomplished:
exceptional cases have been so few.
and attended with so much uncer-

the

;

—

;

other paraphernalia, some of the articles in the Bee Journal could be
practically carried out. Most of the
bees in this country are blacks, in the
old-fashioned box or log hive. Some
have introduced the Italian, and claim
points of superiority for it over the
black bee. The winter most generally
puts in a claim for from 25 to 50 pelcent., and has almost stripped the
new era is dawncountry of bees.
A little
ing, aiid daylight appears.
knowledge concerning their habits and
wants, and man, heretofore their
greatest enemy, will be their best
friend. I have quite recently bought
my bees, and have not had time to reduce the business to a system of profit
Please suggest some simor pleasure.
ple and practical way that I may at
this late hour adopt to protect them.
Wm. T. Sturoill.
Pickering, Mo., Nov. 22, 1882.

A

[If,

as

we

that will make the best forage for bees
and the best pasture for cows. The

land is rather wet; what kind would
E. Doty.
you recommend ?
Macksburg, Iowa, Nov. 26, 1881.

[Sweet clover, by

why.— Ed.]

Wintering, Cyprians, Etc.— I put my
bees into winter quarters in the cellar before the cold weather set in.
I put away, in good condition, 72 colonies in all. Of these, 50 colonies
were in good condition as to quantity
of bees and honey, while 22 were weak
in bees and light in stores. I shall
observe next spring if any difference
is observable in the wintering qualities of Italians and Cyprians, as I
placed in the same repository 56 colo-

:

1

Or they may deduct 10 per cent
for their labor in getting

in

cash

up the club.

simplest method of preparing them will be to place them in a
close row running from northeast to
southwest— entrances to the southeast; at each end plant a post with a
forked end up, lay on a pole reaching
cellar, the

nies of the former and in of the latter.
I will also have a good opportunity
to observe as to whether the Cyprians
are so verv much more prone to sting
than the Italians, for in setting out
on summer stands, if a warm-like day
in the spring, any bees, if at all disposed to sting, will manifest it then.
That the Cyprians make much freer
use of their business-end than the
Italians, is almost a foregone conclusion with me, from my observation in
handling them the past summer, but
I will suspend judgment till spring.
J.

Camargo,

III.,

W. McKinney.

Nov.

28, 1881.

the remaining numbers for 1881 free
from the time the money is received
at this office. Therefore, the sooner
they subscribe for it, the more they
will' obtain for the $2.

bloom.— Ed.]
ij£l°

The South Eastern Michigan

Bee-Keepers' Association, will hold
State Society for Sew Jersey.— With- its annual meeting at the Court House
out saying anything about " the baby" in Ann Arbor, on Thursday (and perother than that I hope to see its face haps Friday), commencing Dec. 15,
weekly, in its new pinafore for 1882, 1881, at 10 a. m., for the election of ofI would like to know what are the
ficers for tlie ensuing year, and such
privileges and prerogatives of State other business as may be brought lieVice Presidents ? Allow me first to fore the Association. A good attendsav that. I am not after the loaves and ance and interesting meeting is exfishes bread and honey are good pected. Several subjects of interest
enough. I was just thinking that it will be discussed by able men.
is time some one got up to speak his
N. A.'Prudden, Pres.
piece about a bee-keepers' association
G- J. Pease, Sec. pro tern.
for New Jersey. I think it is about
time she was befederalized. What do
you think about it ?
l^The Nebraska State Bee-KeepG. W. Thompson,
ers' Association will hold its annual
Stelton, N. J.
meeting in Ashland. Neb., on the 12th
[The " privileges and prerogatives" and 13th of January, 1882. A cordial
invitation is extended to all who are
are not so lucrative as in many posi- interested in bee-culture.
tions filled by not so good men but,
T. L. VonDorn, Pres., Omaha.
G. H. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln.
then, the consolation of a noble duty

—

;

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

name on

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Rheumatism is the most terrible
disease that has ever afflicted humanity, yet it instantly yieftls to the
powerful drugs that Kendall's Spavin

Cure
<gi" New subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal, for 1882, will have all

cious as any. If you desire to realize
both pleasure and profit from your
igT Subscriptions may commence
bees hereafter, would advise you to
with the first number of any month in
transfer them into movable-frame the year.
hives in the spring, at the beginning
of fruit

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

— Those who get up clubs

suppose, the bees are in

Several of these ends and rear, slanting them to leave
points have been very elaborately dis- the entrances clear and binding at the
the
cussed in the weekly editions of the tops to run off the rain. This is
Bee Journal, and we can only an- simplest and cheapest method we can
swer queries in the briefest manner give, and perhaps at this late day, and
efficapossible, to save going over familiar for this winter, will prove as

The

name of

The Color and Lustre of Youth are
restored to faded or gray hair by the
use of Parker's Hair Balsam, a harmfor the Weekly Bee Journal for less dressing highly esteemed for its
49w4
perfume and purity.
1882, will be entitled to the following
premiums. Their own subscription
A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
may count in the club
Journal will be sent free to any perFor a Club of 8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
son.
Any one intending to get up a
3,— an Emerson Binder for 1882.
club can have sample copies sent to
"
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
"
"
the persons they desire to interview,
"
5,—
cloth.
"
by sending the names to this office.
"
6, —Weekly Bee Journal for year.
Premiums.

box hives and gums, and you have no

tion from the wind.

IgT Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

means.— Ed.]

all

i^" We are sometimes asked who
oar authorized agents are ? Every
subscriber is such ah agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
18S2. The next few weeks are the
time to do this. We hope every subtainty, as to make it unsatisfactory.
from one fork to the other, and care- scriber will do his or her best to double
7. Such a winter as the last requires
our list for 1882.
something more than a mere protec- fully stand up cornstalks to the front,

in giving reasons

—

—

fall.

ground

7,

well performed is a sufficient recompense to any high-minded apiarist.
It certainly would be quite desirable
igy Single copies of the Journal
society organized in
come, is unshaken. The Weekly Bee to have a good
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.
Journal is as invaluable to the prac- New Jersey.— Ed.]
Off Year for

times,

Dec.

is

composed

of.

-•-•-•-•

It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.—
Also, if you li"e near one postoffice and

$gF

if all

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

IU° It will pay to devote a
in getting up aclubforthe

few hours

Bee Jour-

Read the list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

nal.

It is Worth Remembering that nobody enjoys the nicest surroundings if
There are miserable
in bad health.
people about to-day with one foot in

the grave,

when a

bottle of Parker's

Ginger Tonic would do them more
good than all the doctors and medicines they have ever tried. See adv.
49w4
fe have a SPECIAL EDITION
of the Weekly Bee Journal, just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,

Any one who may

desire to disto bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
etc.

tribute

them

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

188i.
CLUBIUNU LIST FOR

18S2.

Important to Grocers,

We supply the Weekly Amorlcnii Bee dTonr11 n) and uny of the following periodicals, for 1882,
at the prices quoted in the lust column of figures.
The first column «ives the regular price of botta.
All postage

is

prepaid by the publishers.
00..

and Gleanings tnBee-Culturei A. I. Hoot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King'.

110..

Bee-Keepers'lnr-trut'tin-i

W. Thomas'

The 4 above-named papers
Bee-Keepers' Exchange i.i.ll.Nellis)
Bee-Keepers' Guide lA.Ct.HUU
Kansas Bee-Keeper.
The 7 above-named papers

A

- 86
4 00

.

:i

.

.

will

in

We continue to act

as Solicitors for Patents. CavTrade Marks. Copyrights, etc., for the United
Canada. Cuba. Kngland, France. Germany,
etc. We have had thirty-live years* experience. Patents obtained through usare noticed in
the Scientific American. This large and splendid iliusrated weekly paper, &J.20 a year, shows
the Progress of Science, is very interesting, and
has an enormous circulation. Address MUNN &
CO., Patent Solicitors. Publishers of Scientific
American, 37 Park itow. New fork. Hand book
47w4t
about Patents sent iree.
eat-'.

States.

HONEY EXTRACTOR
AND TTNCAPPINO KNIFE.

i

OZONE,

the

ltquld.pl Lie

Id

.

S20

I

nothing on the 1'iice of Hie earlh liable to decay Or upoll which Ozone, the
uot pretterve lor ull time In a. perfectly t'reah anil |»ulutulile

la

state of perfect preservation.
iI
H can be treated at a cost of less than one dullar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordinary
room six months or more, thoroughly preserved, the yolk held In Its normal condition, and the eggs as
fresh and perfect as on the duy they were treated and will sell as strictly "" choice. The advantage in
preserving egas is readily seen there are seasons when they can be bought for H or lo cents a dozen,
and by holding them, can be sold for an advance of from one hundred to three hundred per cent. One
man, with this method, can preserve 5,000 dozen u day.
may be permitted to ripen in their native climate, and can be transported to any part of
the word. The juice expressed from fruits can be held for an indertnite period without fermentation
—hence the great value of this process for producing a temperance beverage. Cider can be held perfectly sweet tor anv length ot time.
VEOETA141..ES* can be kept for an indefinite period in their natural condition, retaining their
odor and flavor, treated in their original packages, at a small expense. All grains, flour, meal, etc., are
held in their normal condition.
after being treated by this process, will not become rancid.
l>ead human bedies. treated before decomposition sets In, can be held in anatural condition for
weeks, without puncturing the skin or mutilating the body in any way. Hence the great value of Ozone
to undertakers.
There is nd change in the slightest particular in the appearance of any article thus preserved, and no
trace Of any foreign or unnatural odor or taste. Tue process is so simple that any child can operate it
as well and as successfully as a man. There is no expensive apparatus or machinery reuuired.
room tilled with different articles, such as eggs, meat, fish, etc., can be treated at one time, without
additional trouble or expense.

a

;

FKU1T8

BUTTER,

A

gjf~ln fact, there It* nothing that Ozone will not preserve. Think of everything you can
that is liable to sour, decay or spoil, and then remember that we guarantee that Ozone will preserve it
in exactly the condition you want it tor any length of time. If you will remember this, it will save
asking questions as to whether Ozone will preserve this or that article— It will preserve anything

and everything: you can think

ui~.

There is not a township in the United States in which a live man cannot make any amount of monev,
from $1,000 to lO.nou a year, that he pleases. We desire to get a live man interested in eacn county In
the United States, in whose hands we can place this Preservative, and through him secure the business
which every county ought to produce.

FORTUNE

A

Man who Secures Control of

Awaits any

OZONE

C Bowen, Marion, Ohio, has cleared $2,uoo

in

any Township or Countv.

in

two months

$2 for a test package was his

;

flr.-t

in-

eggs purchased in August and sold

;

F. K. Raymond, morristown. Belmont County, Uhio, is clearing $2,000 a month In handling and selling Ozone $2 for a test package was bis first investment.
D. F. We.iber, Charlotte, Eaton County, Mich., has cleared $1,000 a month since August $2 for a test
;

In

fact, it
to be used

;

package was

his first investment.
J. B. Gaylord, su LaSalle street, Chicago, is preserving eggs, fruit, etc., for the commission men of
Chicago, charging i^>c. per dozen tor eggs and other articles in proportion. He is preserving rj.ouoeggs
per duy. and on bis business is making $3,000 per month clear $2 for a test package was his first in-

appreciated.

Every Bee-keeper
should send for
mycircular, giving

.

details about, the _.
f bees, and t Si
how to get the most Honey.

MFTH.Ko.

«*JO

Centra) Av-> Cluclunall, O.

vestment.
Tne Cincinnati Feed Co.. 4hk West Seventh Street, is making 15,000 a month in handling brewers'
malt, preserving and shipping it as fee to all parts of the country. Malt unpreserved sours in 24 hours;
preserved by Uzone, it keeps perfectly sweet tor months.
'These are instances which we have asked the privilege of publishing. There are scoresof others.
Write to any of the above parties and get the evidence direct.
Now, to prove the absolute truth ot everything we have said in this paper, we propone to place In
your haiidt the means of proving fur yourself that we have not claimed half enough.
To any person wuo doubts any of these statements, and who is interested sufficiently to make tue trip,
we will pay all traveling and hotel expenses .for a visit to this city, if we fail to prove any statement

we nave made.

that

HOW

ENGltAVlNGS.

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatmentof each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information.
Price 25 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

price, by

Address,

THOMAS

G.

9U West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.

test package of Ozone, containing a sufficient quantity to preserve one thousand dozen eggs, or
other articles in proportion, will be sent to any applicant on receipt of $2. This package will enable
the applicant to pursue any line of tests and experiments he desires, and thus satisfy himself as to the
extraordinary merits of uzone as a Preservative. After having thus satisfied himself, an had time to
look the field over to determine wbathe wishes to do in the future -whether to sell the article to others
or to confine it to his own use. or any other line of policy which is best suited to him and to his township or county— we will enter into an arrangement with him that will make a fortune fir him and give
will (rive exclusive township or county privdeges to the first responsible applicant
us good profits.
who orders a test package and desires to control the business in this locality.
secures
i

We

The man who

control of Ozoue for any special territory, will enjoy a monopoly which will surely
enrich him.
Don't let a day pass until you have ordered a Test Package, and if you desire to secure an exclusive
privilege, we assure you that delay may deprive vou ot it, f.-r the applications come' in to us by scores
every mail — many by telegraph. " Ft st come first served," is our rule.
if you do not care t send money in advance for the test package, we will send it C. O. D., but this will
put you to the expense of charges lor return of money. Our correspondence is very large we have all
we can do to attend to the shipping of orders and giving attention to our working agents. Therefore,
i

;

we cannot give any

cipes,

CHICAGO, ILL.

attention to letters which do not order uzone. If you think of any article that you
are douttul about Ozone preserving, remember we guarantee that it will preserve it, no matter

what

It Is.

KEFEKEME8
your attention to a class or references which no enterprise or
-We desire to
anything
the soundest business and highest
call

commercial merit could secure.
and to the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the
C. Boyce. Member Board of Public Works
tfi.
O. Eshelby, City CompCollector internal Revenue; Wulsin and Worthington. Attorneys; Martin
W. H. Cappeller, County Auditor, all of Cincin11. Harrell and B. F. Hopkins, County Commissioners
These gentle are each familiar with the merits of our Preservative, and
nati, Hamilton County. Ohio.
know from actual observation that we have witho.it question

firm based

on

We refer,

fol

;

but

Amos

:

Edward

;

SiiiiLh, Jr.,

;

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.
rrHE

an EIGHT'A PITAL
WEEKLY
4* COLUMN paper, published at Toneis

*

L PAGE,

Kansas, giving Full ana Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather He ports from every County.
44wtx
$l.ou per vear. rianiple Copy Free.
ka.

The Most Valuable
Give your

full

address in every

V

Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,

A new slxteen-coluum

bee paper, devoted entirely
to the best interests of honey producers dealers
In Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year fur only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only *2.i 5. Sample copies free. Ad;

dress,

23wtf

SCOVKLL & ANDERSON,

Columbus, Kansas.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
tho Apiary, enlarged and elegantly Illustrated.
first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented in tho
annals of bee-culture. This new work baa been
produced with great care, patient study and persisteut research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the LLoney Bee the races ot bees;
lull desccrlptiona of honey-producing plants, trees,
shrubs, etc.splendidly illustrated— and last.though
not least, detailed instructions for the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
afford to do without. It is fully "up with the times"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
npiartst.
It is not only instructive, but Intensely
:

interesting

Read

and thoroughly

practical.

the following opinions of the

Book

All agree that it Is the work of a master
real value.—L' Apiculture, Paris.
I think Cook'e Manual is the best of our

;

and of
Ameri-

can works.- LEWIS T. Coluy.
It appears to ha e cut the ground from under
future book-makers.— lintuh Bet JuitrnuL
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful management of the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than lroiu
any other book.— E. U. WYNK.OOP.
This book Is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains
it, will ever regret having pui'cnascd.~3itta. Far.
To nil who wish to engage 'n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual la an
exhaustive work.— Herald, MonticellO, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits Hi author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success hns been so great as to almost astoni,

ish myseli. and much of it is due io the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's MunUal.- W.U. VAN ANTWERP. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee. and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their Implements. It is of
value to all bee- raisers.— Ky. Live Stuck Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or toreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe Do
liOis, editor of the BuLttin D' A(uculteur, France.
It not only gives the nutuial history of these Industrious Insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanic;: description ot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of beea.— Democrat, Pulaski, N. Y.
have perused with great pleasure ihlstnife
mecumot the bee-keeper. It is leplete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiToal takingan Intere-t in this subject,
culture.
wesiiy, obtain this valuable work, read it cnreiully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press nnd leading
bee-men to be ine most complete und practical
nearise on bee-culture in Europeor Americu a
scientific work on modern bee management that
I

;

every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur In bee-culture. It is
Handsomely printed, neatly hound and is u credit
to the West.— WcsUrn Agriculturist.
This work Is undoubtedly the most complete
mauunl tor the instruction ot bee-keepers which
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
of bees letr untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage ot all
the previous knowiede ot apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and muke popular this most
interesting of alloccupu-tious.— Amtncan Inventor.
lot

Price— Bound

in cloth,

S1.S5

SI. DO, by mail prepaid.

; in paper cover,
Published by

THOMAS

World!

and send your

West Madison

G.

Street,

NEWMAN,
CU1CAGO. ILL.

TIN FAILS FOR HONEY.

letter to

Southeast Cor. Ninth unci

(Limited),
Knee Stu., CINCINNATI,

$7771

YEAR and

"

MARYLAND FARMER,

iignsci,

Iniore, Mo.
£^"The Maryland Farmer has
I

a larger cir-

ifJCUTCWANTEDtosell

MuLtl

who

desire
4t>w4tx

Book. Sttls >tt Sight, Double your money
AddresBDr.Chase'sPrintingHouse.AnnArbor.Mich
I

Sfimlyp

300 pp.,contains beautiful
steel engravings, 125 prescriptions,price only $1.25 sent by
mail illustrated sample. 6c
gilt,

;

FOR

4

;

send now. Address Peabody
Medical institute or Dr. W. H.
Bulfinchst Boston.
22wly

P
LlW VV TlTVQrT
1 111 OfjLl

VUfflUT

PAKK.KU, No.
Or. Chase's -j.nmi Kecipe

36wly

every man, entitled
"The Science of Life, or SelfPreservation ;"bound in finest
French muslin, embossed, full

be read by

fore la the best medium for advertisers
to extend their *ales in this territory.

"Vlckery

ble to

more Farmers. Planters, merchants. Mechanics, and others interested
in Agricu ture. than any other paper which circulates in the Middle or Southern States, and therewill

O

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cbeapest.lndispensa-

(

and

Maine.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

A Monthly Magazine devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture and Kural Economy. The oldest Agricultural Journal in Maryland, and for ten years
the only one. Terms, $i.no per year in advance.
Published by Ezra Whitman, Hi West Pratt St.,
culation,

O.

expenses to agents,

outfit free.addressl"

Kit

THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,

Article in the

letter,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

the best interests of

Devoted entirely to

Fine IlUmLratloua.

l:i:S

;

The

974

PRENTISS PRESERVING Co.
47w3m

hold; 2© Pages with
trimmed and stitcha handsome cover, ft III
ed In book form. All UllLl for ONLY 50 CENTS
all principal papers
with
year.
We
club
a
United States and
and magazineBio the
Canada. Send for clubbing circular, premium ll*t
and specimen copies. Free. AliFXTS WANTED.
Address, The AGRICULTURIST, Rochester, N. Y.
47w5t

the

Michigan.

The $2 you invest in a test package will surely lead you to secure a township or county, and then your
way is absolutely clear to muke from $2,0uo to $10,000 a year.

EMPIRE STATE AGRICULTURIST
the farm and house-

Patees

iy pernii-sion, as to our integrity

lowing gentlemen

troller

of

We

TO SECURE A FORTUNE with OZONE.

A

The Horse

College

oxyiren." -W'F.liSTKH. Efaja

i.i

Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio, made $i.;,no0 on
$:i for a test package was their first investment.
in November

use.easily cleaned,
and will lasta lite-

©S

nol

is

COOK,

J.

State Agricultural

'The value of Ozone as a natural preserver has been known to our abler chemists for years, but, until
now, no means of producing it in a practical, inexpensive and simple manner, have been discovered.
.Micro coplo observations prove that decay is due to septic matter or minute germs, that develop and
feed upon animal and vegetable structures. Ozone, applied by the Prentiss method, seizes and destroys these germs at once, and thus preserves. At our unices in Cincinnati can be seen almost every
article that can be thought of, preserved by this process, and every visitor is welcome to come in, taste,
smell, take away with bim, and test In every way the merits Ol ozone as a preservative. We will also
preserve, tree of charge, any article that is brought or sent prepaid to us, and return it to the sender.
Cot tllm tO keep and test,
ricrsn MEATS, such us beef, mutton, veal, pork, poultry, game, fish, &c, preserved by this
method, can be shipped to Europe, subjected to atmospheric chanties, and return to this country in a

A.

isalwaysready lor

F.

.tut*, ot*

OZONE

vestment.

The Extractor is
made of ull metal

CHA8

active

By A.

Of Lansing. Pro/cusor of Entomology in

new Prewrvatlve, will

PATENTS

iih

nil',

Putrefac& Flavor.

condition.

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hive*, Honey Kxtravtor*, Artificial Comb, Section Honey Boxen, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address on a postal card, written plainly, to
A. I. HOOT. Medina, Ohio.

to

OZOXE— 1-nrlliea

Preservative

There

25..
40..

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

hasonly

ble, from Fermentation and
tion, retalnining their Odor

>ded pro
but
simply
as prod
purely
of every substance, and possesses the power to preserve animal ami vegetable structures Erom decay.

Monthly Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

time.

for Preserving all Perishable Articles, Animal and Vegeta-

OZONE
'

BEES OR HONEY
We

MANUAL OF THE APIARY,

A New Process

'Tills

85..
75..

you are in any way interested

The Bee-Keeper's Guide

King Fortune-Maker,

00..

2 M.
2 30..

6 80..

\

if

B0,

4 60..

Prof. Conk's Manual (bound In cloth) 3
2
Beee and Honey, (T, G. Newman
2
Binder lor Weekly. 1681
2
Binder for Weekly for 1882

Frlendu,

2 75
2 CO

3 00
'-'

Public.

THE

Puotishers'Frlce. club.

The Weekly Bee.lournal (T.G.Newman)$3

General

and the

Hucksters,

Packers,

391

.

,

SAI-iE— 150 Colonies of Italian BeeB in
improved Quinby hives, in prime condition,
aawiy L. C. AXTKL.L, Roseville, Warren Co., 111.

These Palls have a full cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candled Honey. The gallon and
half gallon pails have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put inside
one another as a nest, price 5<> cents. These palls
are very useful for many other purposes, after oeing emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
:

PerDoz. Per

100

Gallon, holding 10 lb of honey.... $i.hu.... $12.00
"
"
....
1.50....
9.00
Half Gallon, " 5
"
....
1.20....
7.00
Quart,
i.

Pint,

a
COLORED LABELS.
Colored Labels
4.00

75....

I now have on hand two sizes of
for these tin palls (one size for pints and quarts
and another for half-gallons and gallons), and can
supply any quantity of either size, by mall, post-

When

paid, at cent each.
size is ordered. I will print
I

ion or

more of

either

your name and address
on them without extra charge.

ALFRED
972

H.

NEWMAN,

West Aludbuu

Street, Chicago,

111.
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^f^P^^p FRANCES

DUNHAM,

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

Bee.

ITALIAN BEES
All standard colonies have eight frames, 17H

Books

inc. long and II inc. deep. All Nuclei, frames n(i
inc. long and loaj inc. deep. Single full colonies,
$10 ; in lots of tlve, each $y ; in lots of ten or more,

each $8; single pure Tested Queen, $2.50; lframe Nucleus, Tested Queen iJunei, S3.50; 2frame do.. $4; :t-frame do., $.=» 4-frame do., $5.50
August and September, 5-frame Nucleus,
Tested Italian Queen, {5.00. No Dollar Queens
handled. Will guarantee safe delivery (at express
terminus) ot every order from my yards. Shipping facilities, six times daily to all points. With
2ii years' experience in the propagation and handling of Italian bees, I think lean suit the most

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

line

word*;

;

One to three weeks, each
"urmore"
Four
'

"

'*

"

"

*'

"
"

Eight,
"
"

Thirteen
Twenty-six

SOc. per line.
"
18c.
15c.
"
12c.
lOc.

insertion,
"

fastidious.

Address

communications to
J. II. ROBERTSON,

all

Pewamo, Ionia

25wtf

Co.,

Mich.

Bee-Reeper'i Gnlde ; or. Cook's Manual
Apiary.— Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is m»t only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can a fiord
todowitbout. Cloth, SSI- S5S ; paper cover, $1.
illustrated

Qalnby'iNewBee-KeeplniJ, byL. C. Root—

treats the su^jectof bee-keeping so
cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
makingail Us readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— ttl.50.

that

it

and

forcible,

Novice'* ABC of Bee-Cultnre, by A.I. Root
— Thisenibraces"everything pertaining to the care
and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.25; paper, SI.
ot the honey-bee,"

NEWMAN.

King- Bee-Keeper*.' Text-Book, bv A. J.

III.

Langntroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
-

Dunham Foundation

:

:t*c>

in

on if our Exchanges

:<*>

i

386
386

Profits of Bee-Keeping
Selling Honey to the Best Advantage
Honey as Food

386
3fifi

386
386

The Poppy and the Bee

Disposal of Honey
Items of Interest from Germany

The

Convention Notes

389
38!

Box

New

Jersey

Established 181U.

American

Farmer,

Oldest Agricultural Paper In America.
More than a third of a Century under the name management.
Published on the lscandl5th of every Month
To its numerous and varied departments the
ablest and most experienced men and women communicate their best thoughts on Farm Work and
Life. Bee columns are in charge of Chas. H.
Lake. A charming Home Department for the
has the largest subscription

$1.50

fruit-growers,

to Georgia, of

list

among
&c,

truckers,

any paper

a year; to clubs of

five,

of Its

Sl.OO

each.

SAM'L SANDS & SON,

Oldest, Largest,

BINGHAM

is a

It

Ch.

to Club

A Very

Fine Steel Engraving of President
Garfield is offered with the Ohio Farmer.
Specimen copies sent free. Address

THE OHIO FARMER,

Thirty-six Varieties of Cabbage 26 of Corn, 28
of Cucumber, 41 of Melon, 33 of Peas, 28 of Beans,
17 of Squash, 23 of Beet and 40 of Tomato, with
other varieties in proportion a large portion of
which were grown on my five seed farms, will be
;

in

my Vegetable and Flower Seed Cat-

to all who apply.
not write for itAll seed sold from my establishment warranted
to be both fresh and true to name, so far, that
should it prove otherwise, I will refill the order gra-

The original introducer of* Early Ohio
and Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead Early
aboard Squash, Marblehead
Corn, the
Cabbage. Phinney's Melon, and a score of
other new Vegetables. I invite the patronage of
tis.

the public.

James

SALISBURY

Italian
Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
Tested Cyprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; I frame Nucleus, Cyprians, $j
Colony of Italians, 8 frames. $S.OO Colony of Cyprians, fi frames, $lii.im.
worked

J.

New

(jiiinby's

Rapids, Iowa,
the very best
the west, have, with
commendable energy, decided to present an elegant portraint, i!>x'_'4, of the late GEN. Jas. A.
Garfield, to each and every one of their readers
free of charge. The price of the FA km kk is but
one dollar a year, and well worth twice that
amount. The picture is a beautiful one, the original of which was pronounced by Garfield himself
the best he ever saw; and pictures inferior in everyway are being sold at 7."> cents to ^l. no each. A
copy of this one and the Iowa Fa hm kk is sent a
whole year by sending only One Dollar to the
Company, at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
49wltx

Wax

35c.

per

lb.

I^~Send

lwly

forCircular.

Double-Boarded Langstroth Hives,

BEEKEEPING

BT MAlffl

$1.50.

We

bee-culture.

Every bee-keeper should have one of these hives

H.

ALLEY,

Wenham,

270 pages.
with ion illustrations, and is fully
to the times. Price, by mail,
sell everything used in advanced

Send

&

si

of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combs and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
bain; will not break nor bruise combs; adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the onllmiry handba-kets. Write your address on a postal curd, and
address it to
M. DAVIS,
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

JOHN

Parker's
Hair Balsam
The

Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hair Dressing. Never fails to restore the
youthful color to gray hair.
__

50c.

Best,

and $1

sizes.

diseaess
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&isentirely difiercntfrom
Litters,

Cinger Essences

and other Tonics, as

It

neverintoxicates. Hiscox
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size,

&

ROOT &

Food Adnlteratlon ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ougbi tocreateasentimentagainstadulteratton of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 20U pages 50c*
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over .oon.om Indusdustria) Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trv\- Secrets.Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., f vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives aon.ocm items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers. Blackl

smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1.016 panes. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worih its
weight in gold to any Mechanic-. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 5S3.50.

?\

plain

could be

and comprehensive manner.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

cure.

Address,

THOMAS

MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

46smtf

— No book
much

It

valuable

tables for all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, SI. ; Morocco, SI. SO.

BRO.,
971

West Madison

O.

Hill,— A treatise
Price, 25c.

on

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL*

ARISE

I

All about Resources, Climate, etc.

TO

Mass.

Blood Purifier and the
BcstriealthAStrcnarth
Restorer Ever Used.
It cures Rheumatism,

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, set

lor our illustrated circular.

L. C.

F .Mulh: S2 pages.
It gives Mr. Muth's views on
management of bees. Price. lOc.

the

Bopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

up

What can

Enquire

The great

be done here, what it costs to come.
mutes, when and where to go.
Agricultural and Horticultural Paper of

the Pacific coast,

you have

if

received

IIOOLITTLE'8

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest

REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

In detail the methods
in their apiary. This

Dadant. giving

has recipes, a table of doses, and
horse information. Paper, 25c.

tains

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

C. P.

diseases in

during the present
season, send for
our book. It con

;

49sm2t

&

It baa 35 engravings
illustrating positions of sick hoses, and treats all

of honey from 100
colonies of bees

,-.SI.50l

for a model to make others by. It requires the
least work and lumber to put them up of any hive
in use.
The brood- chamber, bottom -board and
cases are not nailed together, as in other double
hives. Each hive lias a >et of 21 prize caps, separators :md case to hold all also 10 brood frames
with each hive. Best and cheapest hive in use.
Price, $2.50 each.

description of the

Price, 5c.

Doolittle.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

perience which
has enabled us to
secure 32,809 lbs.

;

Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,
lb.

New Bee -Keeping.
If you desire the
benefit of an ex-

;

;

Vegetables a specialty.

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.

;

per

M.

many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,"by Chas.

49m5t

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

lOc.

Tse- Being a

contains

Tor 188:5, sent FREE
$1.50 alogue
Customers of last season need
Agricultural

Price.

I
C*.

and management adopted

;

Agents.

10c.

50c.

contains the Prize

Extracted Honey J Harvesting, Handling and Marketing. — A iM-page pamphlet, by

found

Weekly in the country.
Premiums or Cash Commissions

m lull.

The Hive
hivt used by

ADVANCE.

One Year, 52 Issues
Making it The <'heape*t first-class

4Gw4tX

Ge rman.

per dozen,

;

Bee-Keepers' Association, The Prize— *2."> in gold
to Prot Cook's Essay, which is here

Subscription Term* for 1SS2,

Libera]

English and

— wasawarded

of the family,

IN

in

Price for either edition, flc.

Wintering Bees. —This

add everything possible to its value. It is a paper
that i* closely read and highly prized by every

Free for Every Household.
in

,

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foani.Wlnes.etc;
and Honey as Medicine wtth many useful Recipes.

Essavson thissubject. read before the Centennial

;

The Iowa Farmer Co., of Cedar
who are the publishers of one of

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for tbe
Market Honey as Joofl. giving recipes lor making

G.

everywhere. Published

Acknowledged authority on all agricultural topics,
and leads the van of American Agricultural Journalism. Has the largest and ablest corps of regular Contributors ever employed on an agricultural
paper, under an able and experienced Editorial
Management, who spare no expense or labor to

PAYABLE

;— presents the fundamen

bee-culture, and lurnisbes
_ th
-he
i£<<
and arguments to demonstrate them 15
c.

intended tor consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creatine a demand for honey

64-Column Weekly Paper,

GARFIELD,

A.

Dzlerzon Theory
tacts

It is

Most Enterprising, In-

Camargo, Douglas County, 111.
Warranted Italian Queens. $1.00; Tested

farm and stock journals

HETHERINGTON,

Will frequent SO-Colnmii Supplements.

member

8S.

tal principles ot

given

A HANDSOME PORTRAIT Rev. A.
Of our Late President,

JAMES

&

nal in America.

Publishers,

Baltimore, Md.
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The

Price,

;

I

390
390
380
390
880
390
390
390

Sweet Clover on Bottom Lands
Bee Pasturage

class.

half-dozen rates, to

Ohio Farmer.

:

Year for Honey
P.mr Sanson fur Hunev
About Preparing Bees Tor Winter
State Society for

HONEY KNIFE,

and Valuable Agricultural,
Live Stock and Family Jour-

Off

from Delaware

*

structive

Wintering, Cyprians, etc

farmers, planters,

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

(Established 1848.)

Selectlonn from Our Letter
Multum in Parvo

It

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Send a card for testimonials, or

:

Local Convention Directory
Utah Convention

ladies.

The Original Patent

Specimen Copy of the

for a free

scientific work.

.

Farmers!
Send

a standard

mem

3ffi

3HM
38m
388
388

is

Bees and Honey ; or, successful manaireof Ihe Apiary, by Thomas O. Newman.—
This emDraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Ilooey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Translerring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees- Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in Eugllth and German.—
Price lor either edition, 4U cents, postpaid.

_£J

DePere, Wis.

ATTENTION,

3*7
387

This

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full ot" practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Sl.OO.

:

Pollen— Its Relation to Dysentery
Experiments in Feeding Bees
Transferring Bees
Report on Bees— lhhi
Our Bee and Hdiipy Report for 1881

The

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DUNHAM.

Ismtf

:

The

Correspondence

tWSew

383

Apiarv Record Book
Binders lor 1KH2
Comb Honey Production

Mill,

Patented July 28th, 1881.

390

386,

First Year of the Weekly Bee Journal
The Successful Wintering Problem

A

is revised and bi ought down to
Cloth, $1.00} paper, 75c.

Ring.— This edition

Contents of this Number.
Editorial Items

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

of~th«

the present time.

Editorial

NEWMAN,

G.

The anthor

—

G.
974 WeBt Madison Street., Chicago,

THOMAS
West Madison

974

;

To secure prompt attention, money should be
sent by New York draft or post office money order.
No discount from above schedule.

8c.
Fifty-two
Special Notices, 50 cents per line.
Advertisements withdrawn hefore the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Yearly Contracts payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. CaseB of real imposition will be
exposed.

THOMAS

Bee -Keepers.

for

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, by

July,

of this type will contain about **l tcli
fourteen unes will occupy 1 inch of apace.

7.

Bee

Keepers' Club List for
1882.
If not, you can
by
sending your address,

.SAVE

MONET

plainly written, to

6.

M. DOOLITTLE,
Borodino,
Onondaga Co., Bf. T.

Semi-Tropic

California,

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY.
Subscription price east of the Rocky Mountains.
$1.00. Sample copy to any address \?X) \7 T?
for three three-cent stamps.
JT XVIYEj

Address,

CHAS. COLEMAN, JR.,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
t3F"Mcntion this paper.

49m4tx

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls.

4

to Hi square feet to
free.

thepuuud. Circular uud samples
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont, Co., K. 7.

Given's FoundationPress.
The latest Improvement in Foundation. Our thin
and common Foundation is not surpassed. Tbe
only invention to make Foundation In the wired
All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue arid Sampb-s.
2wiy
». S. Gl VEX, Hoopeston, 111.

frame.

.•*t»_a

(pT (^ OLDEST BEE

PAPER^

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

On the first Monday of March, 1881,
the Assessor of Los Angeles County,
California, reported 16,613 colonies of
bees in the county, and valued them
at $33,226, and their owners are payPublished every Wednesday, by
ing taxes on that number of colonies.
At the same time the Assessor found
G.
575,000 pounds of honey on hand, and
Editor and Proprietor,
the owners of it are paying taxes on
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. that quantity of honey, making a difference of 16,093 colonies of bees between the Table and the Los Angeles
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
County Assessor's figures. The total
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S>8 a year, in advance. honey product of California, according
Three or Six Months at the same rate.
to the table, is 30,168 pounds, making
SEMI-MONTHLY— Theflrst and third numbersol a difference of 544,832 pounds
as beeach month, at HSl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at tween our County Assessor and the
editor's calculations. If one rememSO cents a year, in advance.
that such men as Harbison, Wil\W Any person sending a club of six is entitled bers
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address kins, Flint, Hale and others who have
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
long been in the business of bee-keep%W Remit by money-order, registered letter, ex- ing, are residents of California, and
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, payable to our order. Such only are at our risk, ('hecks any one of the persons named owning
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
more colonies of bees and producing
more honey than is credited to the
Free of postage in the United States or Canada. whole State, and that some of them
-"»<»
have shipped honey by the carload
Postage to Europe
cents extra.
from California to Chicago, 111., the
EnUred at Chicago post office as seco?id class matter. very place where the editor does business and publishes the American
Bee Journal, the question naturally occurs, if it would not be a very
good thing for that editor to take
Horace Greeley's advice and " go

THOMAS

NEWMAN,
t

p\T)jL£/^

west," and save mental wear and
get a taste of some of our pure
white sage honey— get acquainted
with some of the honey producers of
California, and interview the County
Assessors as to the honey yield of Caltear

The California Honey

Crop.

—

14, 1881.

No. 50.

have been given as fifteen
millions of dollars, as stated on the
first page of the Bee Journal for the
should

week (Oct. 19). We wrote
amount in words, and the printer

following
the.

" Basswood honey is improved for
table use by being mixed with the
first quality of glucose.
I am sure it is
just as wholesome as honey."
"Our friend Dadant is doubtless
sincere in what he says of grape sugar,
but for all that I think him very much
mistaken. I have eaten it in large
quantities, just as I would maple
sugar, and have fed it to our bees for

put it in figures, and hence the error.
This has been the subject of some
criticism in the last Bee- Keepers' Exchange. An argument based on an over a year," etc.
error which was promptly corrected
In order to arrive at the truth, let us
two months ago, is of no value, and is imagine Mr. Root on the witness stand,
quite unnecessary to repeat.
and quote his replies from Gleanings

and
Novice, Glucose and Grape-Sugar.

his price lists

:

Will Mr. Root please give us his
" Gluopinion of glucose ? Answer
cose is excellent food."
How do you know that it is good
" The light grape
food ? Answer
sugar that we have been using (called
glucose before), I find almost as pleasant as maple sugar, and I have eaten
:

Oleanings for November, Mr.
Root quoted an editorial item from
the Bee Journal on the use of the
glucose trash, and remarked

In

:

"

Now

if

that

is

not exactly where

I

have always stood in tfie matter, it
must be I do not see things straight.
It looks to

me

as

had come over to

if

my

friend Newman
position," etc.

:

it

freely for

months."

Do you

think it wrong to adulterate
honey with glucose
Answer " I
really think that strong basswood
'{

In the

Bee Journal

Nov. 16,
we reiterated our position on this
subject, and then quoted Mr. Root's
published views, which were diametrically opposed to our own, for he
advised its use to mix with honey, "to
improve it for table use," etc. We
then added these words
Never have we counseled the sale or
use of glucose for any purpose whatever, neither directly nor by implicafor

honey

:

improved for table use, by

is

being mixed with the

first

quality of

glucose."

Do
some

you think that mixture wholeV

Answer

:

" I

am

sure

it

is

wholesome as honey."
Is the grape sugar which you have
ifornia hereafter.
eaten for months, the glucose which
We never claimed that the figures
you pronounce "excellent food," and
represented more than one-twelfth of
the grape sugar which you have fed to
the honey crop— they were given as tion but, on the contrary, our protests your bees, the same thing
Answer
against its use have been frequent anil
the result of reports sent to this office.
unqualified. We have sacrificed self- " I have eaten it in large quantities,
If only a few of the honey producers interest in our opposition to adultera- just as I would maple sugar,
and have
of California reported, it was no fault tions, and suffered much censure, but fed it to our bees for over a
year withof ours, and certainly it is with bad the most grievous injury we have yet out a single bad feature showing
itreceived was from Mr. A.I. Root, who,
grace for Mr. Wilson to afaise us for with his grape
sugar record before the self, so far as I know."
not publishing a report which he never public, unretracted, says "we are
Is that "glucose " or " grape sugar"
just as

:

Early in September we requested
our readers to send on a postal card
the results of the season, as to the
honey crop, as will be remembered.

In the Journal for Oct. 5 we stated
that the table was nearly complete,
and would appear in the next number
of the Bee Journal, but that we had
received no reports from California.
On Oct. 12 we gave a " table of the
honey harvest of 1881," so far as had
been reported to us, and stated that it
was necessarily incomplete as it only
contained reports from one-twelfth of
the bees in the United States. This
was distinctly stated and should have
been well understood, but by the
Semi-Tropic California for November,
justtfeceived, it seems that at least
one does not comprehend it. Mr. C.
N. Wilson, its correspondent, winds
up an criticism as follows

;

'I

sent in

agreed."

I

The Bee Journal was

well aware
that the reports from California did
not represent more than one-twelfth
of the product of that State, and only
one-twelfth of the whole crop for the
United States— and it, therefore,
argued thus "If the one-twelfth that
are reported are a fair average of the
whole, then the crop of American
honey for 1881 amounts to 120,000,000
:

of

pounds,"

etc.

:

Now

this Table may be all the editor
the American Bee Journal
claims it is in other States and Territories, as well as Canada, but when
the editor puts the number of colonies
of bees at 520 for the whole State of
California for the fall of 1881, we begin
to wonder where and how the extra
labor and study, and the expenditure
of brain work, comes to play any part
as " valuable or interesting." Let us
get at facts, and then compare them
with the statements of the very much
over-worked editor's Table.

of

In the face of these facts, is it not
strange that Mr, Wilson should have
misunderstood the Table, and have
thought his unjust criticism necessary
to defend the honey interests of his
State.

the same as the article of commerce ?
To this Mr. Root replied in Gleanings Answer
" It has been used largely
for December as follows
all over our land, and is now quite an
The first page of the AmercanBee article of commerce."
Journal for Nov. 17, contains much
Who makes the wholesome article
valuable information, collected
:

and

arranged with considerable care but you have been eating and feeding the
had friend Newman explained to his bees with? Answer: "I am sure
readers in the outset that grape sugar that that made by the Davenport
;

and glucose are two distinctly differ- Glucose
Co. is wholesome."
ent articles of commerce, it would
What was the result of your feeding
have made a much better showing for
your humble servant.
it to the bees for winter
stores ?
That this is but a quibble to evade Answer: "The first experiment I
the force of the argument, is evident ever made with it for wintering,
from the fact that Mr. Root uses these caused the death of two colonies
terms interchangably in Gleanings for They did not have the dysentery, but
March. April and October, 1878, pages simply starved on heavy combs of solid
grape sugar."
He says
87, 110 and 326.
For what use have you advised
" The light grape sugar that we have
" I have
been using I find almost as pleasant grape sugar V Answer
as maple sugar, and I have eaten it favored the use of grape sugar for
freely for months."
feeding bees and nothing else."
" Glucose is excellent food, and we
.

While on

this subject

we may men-

tion the fact that the printer omitted
to " point off " the last

:

two ciphers as
cents of the amount given as the
As grape sugar has caused the death
should like it just as well as honey,
value of the honey mentioned in the did it not lack the flavor of the flow- of your bees, as well as many others,
Bee Journal of Oct. 12. This amount ers."
what advice will you in future give in

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Michigan State Convention. The
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Convention, unsafe for wintering, and as a tion at Battle Creek, last week, was
great prejudice exists in the minds of largely attended, and will compare
many of our bee friends in regard to very favorably with any bee convenit, I have for the present ceased to oftion held in America for the past ten
fer it for sale."
years. Many of the most prominent
So then, at last, we have drawn out apiarists of the State were present,
the truth. Mr. Root lias changed his and the discussions were marked by
position on this matter, and has ad- rare intelligence and enthusiasm.
vised against the use of grape sugar. Mr. James Heddon, of Dowagiac,
How much better it would have been Mich., was chosen President for the
for Mr. Boot to have acknowledged it, ensuing year, and T. F. Bingham, of
than to have tried to assume that he Otsego, Mich., was re-elected Secrestands where he has " always stood in tary. We will publish a report of the
saying, " It looks to
me just as if friend Newman had come
over to my position," he apparently

the matter."

By

intended to cover up the real truth.
Since the above was put in type we
have met Mr. Root at the Michigan
State Convention, at Battle Creek,
which occurred last week. J. H. Kellogg, M. D., Managing Physician at
the Sanitarium, lectured on the adulteration of honey before the Convention. Mr. Root was in the audience,
and we took occasion to publicly ask
Dr. Kellogg to explain the difference

embracing between twenty and thirty
headings, neatly ruled and printed,
with space at bottom for remarks, and
so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
Each book will also contain printed
rules for the apiary, and twelve pages
ruled and printed for an apiary cash
account. As each book is intended
1

for a several years record, it is gotten

will be three sizes,
except that the liquid was called glu- the following prices
cose and the solid was named grape

them commer- For
"

Both were manufactured from
the same material and alike, with the

cially.

•'

50 colonies (120 pages)
MX) colonies 220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

SI 00
1

50

2 00

Send in your orders at once, and the
the addition of
books will be forwarded as soon as
other chemicals to solidify that desigcompleted. .
nated as grape sugar. And in this
sustained
by
is
Kellogg
opinion Dr.
Sad Bereavement.— Dr. Howard's
all the chemical experts of this country many friends will read the following
and Europe almost without exception. letter with sorrow, and join us in tenAfter listening to Dr. Kellogg, and dering him sympathy for his late be-

single exception of

hearing his emphatic endorsement by reavement
the Convention, we expect Mr. Root
I have just passed through a trying
will acknowledge his error in advoca- ordeal, and my plans for the future
ting the use of glucose for any purpose, are somewhat unsettled. I have the
misfortune to have lost my wife she
and forever abandon its sale.
died on the 10th inst., of typhoid fever, after 21 days of suffering, I have
:

;

^ We

I hope to
3 little children to care for.
have received from Prof. be enabled to doniy duty toward them.
Adolphson, in Zurich, Switzerland. I think 1 will be able soon to resume
the first number of a new semi- my business. I have now filled all orfor supplies up to date, but am
monthly bee periodical, entitled iKits- ders
behind with my work. My present
trirte

BUnenzeitung.

If the publisher

makes good his promises, and
by the appearance of

this first

to

judge

number

I trust
is to continue here.
this may be an excuse sufficient to
satisfy those who have had orders de-

intention

layed, should any one compluin.
Wm. R. Howard.
compares
It
the
word.
of
sense
full
Kingston, Tex., Nov. 28, 1881.
very favorably with older publications
of the same character, but, much like
A Rare Opportunity.— Until further
the more progressive Americans, takes notice, any subscriber who desires to
a more advanced and practical view obtain a good book on apiculture, can

he

will,

we can

predict success in the

of apiculture, on account of which it
will be ahead of older papers in many

We think, therefore, it deserves the most liberal support from
the
the German-reading apiarist
subscription being only $1.00 per year,
exclusive of postage, would be money
respects.

;

well spent.

We

wish

it

have either Cook's Manual, Quinby's
New Bee-Keeping, or Novice's ABC,

bound in cloth, postpaid, and the
Weekly Bee Journal for one year,
for S3. 00 ; or with King's Text- Book,
The Journal and
in cloth, for S2.75.
This is a rare
all four books for S5.50.

success.

his specs

you all well know who
have sense enough to have seen 'em,
isn't fitten to eat, and it's my o-pinion,
Next Season's Crop of Honey.— The as bein' against nachur, John never
Semi-Tropic California, makes the fol- et 'em. The Jews was mighty particular, and they never et pork till the
lowing remarks on this subject:
was

MISCELLANEOUS.

locusses, as

Lord showed Peter what

The bee

good.
the seventeen-year locusses had
been in that sheet I told you about
they'd a flew away, wouldn't they V
It's against reason that John ever et
If

such trash.

He was

goin' about his

master's work and had no time for
foolin' with bee trees, and what's
more, bees ain't found in the wilderness away from settlements. Now,
I'm going to tell you boys what he et
in

my o-pinion.

you've
I

was

It

was honey

locusses;

et'em, and I've et 'em, when
a boy the common honey

all

—

locusses and nothing else." There
Wintering Bees in Kentucky.— Mr. was a general assent all the boys had
W. Williamson, Lexington, Ky., eaten " honey-locusses," or fruit of
acacia, and the exwrites to the Farmers' Home Journal the three-thorned
planation saved the reputation of John
as follows
the Baptist in the matter of taste.
We have just prepared our bees for
winter, having been too busy to do so
Bees as Educators.— Rev. W. F.
a month ago. We have discarded all
double walls, and agree witli Mr. De- Clarke, in the Bee-Keepers' Guide,
maree in this respect, but can hardly speaking of his recent visit to the celgo so far as he does when he says they
will "in this climate generally winter ebrated bee-islands of Mr. D. A. Jones,
without care, if they have plenty of says:
stores to subsist upon." This may be
" Ithas increased my interest in beesafe so far as Mr. Demaree is concerned, who feels confident, because keeping, and my confidence in it as an
he understands fully the condition of industry bound to grow to large proportions. There is ample scope yet for
lie has examined mievery oolony
nutely their strength, stores on hand, science and practical skill to improve
Success in it requires qualities of
it.
age, and whether the colony is queenless or has a young and vigorous a high order, and it is a school of paqueen. These are all conditions that tience, perseverance, enterprise and
must be considered in adopting Mr. energy. In its advancement it will
Demaree's plan. We have prepared not only increase national wealth, but
ours in the following simple and inex- national worth. A good bee-keeper
cannot be a bad man or woman. Bees
pensive manner
Have put one thickness of cotton are a kind of moral police; they detect
about one-half inch thick inside of character. They are tutors also, and
regular Langstroth frame (which we train to excellence. Bright examples
use exclusively), then cover over of industry, they rebuke the slothful.
tightly both sides of frame with com- Not only as honey gatherers, but as
mon unbleached cotton you have a educators, they are entitled to take
neat, compact absorbent and comfor- rank as benefactors of the human
We took out of each race."
ter combined.
hive the two outside frames of comb
and placed instead the two frames as
Selling Honey. Mrs. L. Harrison
above prepared, then put on top a
quilt any warm material will answer. in the Prairie Farmer, remarks as folWe remove all frames out of second lows on this subject
story, but leave second story on hive
There are many good producers who
so that during warm spells in winter
the quilt can be slightly raised for are poor salesmen, and they are as
ventilation.
We believe with a good numerous among bee-keepers as any
Honey, to sell well,
supply of honey on hand and strong other class.
colonies, with this protection our bees should not only be produced in good
graded,
and the differare safe, but will give results next shape, but be
ent kinds kept seperate.
spring.
If the bee-keeper has managed his
apiary intelligently, he knows what
Locusses and Wile Honey. The fol- he has to sell and what it is worth,
lowing is an amusing item, for which and will not dispose of it until he can
the Nashville, Tenn., American is re- realize its full value. There is a time
We
to " sell " as well as to produce.
sponsible. It says
knew of beautiful white honey being
The New York Sun's reference to sold last July in this city, by a comthe Baptist Social Union at Delmoni- mission firm, for 10 cents per pound.
co's, and the absence of the locusts It was brought to market in a tub,
and wild honey which formed the food and bees and flies were troublesome,
of John the Baptist, recalls a little so it was forced off at this low figure.
Sunday-school incident which we will Had this honey been stored in prize
avouch has never been in print, and is boxes, and kept until now, it would
pure fact. He was a country 'Squire, bring 25 cents per pound at retail.
When honey is sold by the producer,
an Elder, a most excellent man with
all the pretentious ignorance of the the best way is to store it safely, and
Dogberry, or Fielding's 'Squire. The then sell by sample. If it is on wheels,
lesson was in John. The boys had buyers know that it can be had soon
formed various theories about the for a ghost of a price, if they are in"locusses and wile honey;" but the different, as the owner is anxious to
asking of questions was not encour- go home.
Extracted honey, Phoenix-like, is
aged it gave trouble sometimes. The
teacher was in the habit of revealing rising from its ashes. Glucose nearly
all that ought to be known, which was killed it, but it is now being sought
all he knew, plus a large amount he after, and is in demand where it is
did not know. " Now, boys," said he. known to be pure. Let the public
raising his specs, " I expect you all once gain confidence in it, as the bona
want to know what kind of locusses fide product of the bee, and it will
and wild honey John the Baptist et in need no further recommendation.
the wilderness. The kimintators make pleased customer will be its best adout it was the seventeen-year locusses vertisement.
;

;

:

;

—

—

—

:

chance to get a good library on beeperson can sell the books
keeping.
(g^ Capt. W. J. Andrews, Ex-Pres- for their published price, S4.75, and
ident of the North American Bee- get the Weekly Bee Journal for the
Keepers' Society, has been elected extra 75 cents and his trouble.
Mayor of Columbia, Tenn. We congratulate him upon this mark of es<^ We have received the illustrated
Catalogue of E. Whitman, Sons &Co.,
teem by his townsmen.
141
W. Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.,
which is a book of 160 pages, full of
In the Bee Journal of Nov. instructive reading to farmers and
horticulturists. This is a work highly
23d, page 371, in the article, "The
creditable to this popular firm, and
Knowledge Possessed by Bees," in every farmer should possess a copy.
several places the word " corner " oc- Enclose them 5 cents for postage and
and bee honey!"
get a copy.
curs, which should read cover.

A

lifted

higher and assumed a severe judicial
expression, as if he were about to expound the law,or construe the statutes.
" The khnintators was but man with
like passions as ourselves. They were
never inspired. The seventeen-year

outlook, although not as
bright as it might be, owing to the
of
honey produced this year,
light crop
Collias fair promises for the future.
onies generally are strong, and next
spring will probably find them in good
proceedings next week.
condition for a profitable summer's
Experience is teaching our
work.
bee men how to assist their colonies
Apiary Record Book.
during an off year, and fewer failures
occur in this industry now than forIt devotes 2 pages to each colony,
merly.

between the articles known to comup on first class paper, and strongly
merce as glucose and grape sugar. He bound in full leather covers. There
difference,
was
no
replied that there
sent postpaid, at

sugar, to distinguish

Here the 'Squire

—

Answer: "As this
relation to it?
(grape or corn sugar) is, without ques-

Dec. 14,

;

^

A

Peoria,

111.
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the wax
thorough- Manj have tried adulterating
"less sticky articles, but the bees
would; that is, it but little with
bee
bred
say, " no."
bee is
was shown on the first Scale, si ill less
ments
Our last work making loundation
be shown on the second, and
would
black
bee
the
With
was done upon the (liven press. 1
scope fashion.
would
there
but
third,
the
still lesson
bought this machine in the spring ol
these scales are black, all of them.
yellow on three ol the segments it isso.
for the sole purpose of lilling
With the Americanized Italian the be
them.
of
on
was
any
the
there
beginning at
worker Inundation, and
lirst scale or segment
views on tne frames lull of
hones!
are
my
These
thorax,
in a manner that would hold it in poend of the abdomen next the
For the American Bee JmirnuL
bee question as far as my ex
Italian
other
7
have
the
color,
sition under all circumstances.
is about
8 orange
extending perience goes up to the present time, here samples of both the thick and
Three-Band Test of Italian Bees.
eighth being a black ring
s
person
any
on
trodden
and if 1 have
loundation. The side lines
around the segment on the side oppothey will excuse thin Given
The second segment corns by giving them,
air not so sharp as those of the VanG. M. DOOL1TTLE.
site the thorax.
hope.
I
1-5 black, the
dervort or Dunham: therefore, while
is about 4-5 yellow and
Borodino, N. Y.
they an- not quite as high, they possess
When the Italian bee was firs] black stripe or ring being toward the
told
lirst
the
were
we
on
more wax, because the base or septum
point of the abdomen, as
brought to this country
shows
In every instance the bees
is thinner.
that they were a distinct race <>i bees segment. The third segment
Journal.
l!eo
American
the
F..r
vellow and ] 4 black. All
draw out all the wax in the lines. My
which had been excluded from all about
assistant, Mr. Henry C. Farwell (now
others from time immemorial, being these markings should be clear and
Experiments with Comb Foundation.
in Rutland. Vt.), and myself, have
conlined to a certain district by the distinct (not muddy or cloudy and
the
JAMES HEDDON.
conducted a series of experiments duimpassable Alps and the sea surround- mixed as is the case with some of
the
on
mixed
standing
ring the season with different styles
imported stock) while
ing them. As these bees easily
During the past season my assist- and thicknesses of foundation, and on
with our black bees a test of purity combs; not on a window pane trying
was sought after, so that the "buyer to fly and crawl up the glass. 1 say ants and myself have made the use ami an extensive plan. We have given it
might satisfy himself whether he had while standing on the combs, but wish manufacture of comb foundation not what is to our minds a thorough and
comprehensive test, both in sections
bees as pure as those imported from to specify so as to meet my last state- only a part of our business, hut a con
mixture ment, that "I have yet to see the tiimal series of experiment. Much and super frames of 6x12 inches. We
Italy, or whether they were a
three
the
Italian.
teshave put three styles in one of these
queen whose progeny show
of the two races, black and
has been written and said bearing
timony in different directions, and we frames, and have mixed things up in
As it was hard to get queens purely yellow bands under all circumstances.
you felt that positive and extended experi- every way we could think of to get a
fertilized, a few of those eager to sell These scales or segments I told
fix that
would slide into each other telescope ment was all that was left for us to satisfactory test— and right here I wish
all queens as pure tried to
an- judge by.
to say that we did it without the least
test at something short of the three fashion, and if a bee is stung by
prejudice or desire what truths might
yellow bands, which was conceded by other bee, the abdomen will so draw
We began manufacturmglast spring
other,
proper
the
Dunnew
come to the front. We cared for the
the majority should be the
up or one segment slip into
with four machines, viz
can
from
yellow
Vandervort
imported
the
truth only. I had three mills to make
so that scarcely any of
test, for surely all bees
ham 9-inch roller mill, a
Italy would show the said three bands
be seen except on the first segment 12-inch and Vandervort 6-inch roller foundation, to use and to sell. I had
I
next the thorax, still the yellow bands mill, and a Given press, with one of an agency and profit for the sale of all
It was from this standpoint that
once wrote an article on the purity of are there, but don't show. The same Mr Given's new improved die books. the mills above spoken of. I could not
with
Italian bees, which will be found in is true to a more or less extent
We first discarded the Dunham mill, be prejudiced; certainly my employvolume 7, page 10, of the American the young bee when first hatched ; because we could not make foundation ees were not. The results show up
drawn
up
Rfe ToURNAIjthat is, her abdomen is so
upon it that had high side- walls with- very much in favor of both the manuAt this time I considered all queens that the three yellow bands do not all out the use of the objectionable soap- facture and use of the Given foundation.
whose bees did not come up to the of them show. Again in the fall when suds, and then only with difficulty.
,.
Mr. Given claims that the new dies
standard of purity there given as be- clustered together for winter in their
Next we laid aside the 6-inch Vansideing mixed with black blood on the undisturbed repose, they show scarcely dervort mill, because it not only run are so constructed that the bulky
American continent. After a little 1 more than the two bands yet the with great difficulty, butit made alme lines are left only slightly pressed, and
and
reared a queen whose progeny nearly three yellow bands are there all the or side-wall in no wav superior to the beino- softer, are more readily
bands. same
Even a four-banded bee will so old style of foundation, though it did easily drawn by the bees. However
all of them showed 4 yellow
that 'may be (which looks reasonable
At this my faith in the purity of Ital- draw up her abdomen when preparing make a thinner base.
we
ian bees in their original home was for a winter nap, that no yellow will
Next we tried the 12-inch Vander- to me from the form of the dies), and
somewhat shaken, for, if these banded show except on the two first bands, vort mill, which is designed by him found that the bees took earlier
bees were pure, what could we call and the second band would not show expressly for the manufacture of heavy more kindly to the Given foundation
these four-banded bees. They could if there was room in the first segment foundation for the brood department. that they drew it out further, thinner,
not be called more than a pure, so we for the second to go inside of it.
This mill makes what we call the best and left a thinner base when comover 1,000 onehad to call them a " sport," as the
to say on page 285 foundation we have ever seen come pleted. In handling
mean
not
did
I
vegetable growers do when a certain that the yellow bands were not there from any roller mill, either for the pound sections of comb drawn out
Root and
line of vegetables produce a different all the same, only that they did not brood chamber or surplus use. There last year from Dunham,
in Given foundation, Mr. Farwell rekind from the original.
are two samples of what we made
show under all circumstances.
"
time
apparent
every
you
I can tell
About this time it became
regular full-size sheets of that de- marked
Friend Heddon seems to think
a
from Given
to some that the bees in Italy were
Bee-Keeper that the three signed for both departments. Itie which combs were made
.Kansas
the
mixed race, and we find the great yellow bauds will not mark the coming thin-base sample has a splendid line foundation," "How?" I inquired.
German apiarist, Dzierzon, writing bee, but I think they will. The reason or side-wall. These samples, like all " By its delicate thinness, particularly
" Throughout the whole race
made the of the base," he replied. I looked it
thus
am not satisfied with such bees of the foundation we have
differtrace why I
is beof Italian bees, there is a slight
past season, were passed through the over again, and saw that such a
I. Root calls pure Italians,
A.
as
of German blood, which, in the course cause such bees have not proved them- rolls with the use of starch, and starch ence was really discernible.
as
into
it,
the manufacof time, lias found its way
I devised a plan whereby I succeeded
selves as good as those showing three only. I wisti to say that
no Chinese wall, not even the Alps, clear distinct yellow bands, and if we ture of foundation with such side- in pressing sheets at the rate of 80 thin
races
two
ol
the
that
keep
to
double
has been able
sheets (averaging 10 feet to the pound)
wish 'to secure the best bee, we must walls costs more than
hermetically sealed from each other.
that which gives the best the old pattern, unless soap-suds be in 25 minutes. But this speed is not
with
begin
And now it appears that there is not grounds for success, and the three- used. It is now generally understood the bestof the discovery. I took them
only a " slight trace of German blood
banded bee gives us that ground in that the use of soap is objectionable from the dry pile of sheets (my boy 10
in Italy (the long-continued home of my humble opinion. As to my not to the bees, just in proportion to the years old peeled them apart for me)
are
there
that
the Italian bee), but
and passed through the whole SO with
knowing what the finest specimen ot amount used.
black and hybrid bees there also ; and the yellow race look like, I will say
Upon the 12-inch heavy Vandervort one lubrication, and I rinsed only the
Demaree
and
inches
Thomas
nine
sheets
friends
yet our
first six sheets, all theremaindercomthat in former years I have had queens mill we can make
will talk about pure Italian bees. It from H. Alley, Adam Grimm, 1. B. wide, all even and perfect, and as good ing from the dies perfectly dry, and
there are black and hybrid bees in Hamlin, M. Quinby, Aaron Benedict, as the sample shown, averaging seven no racks for drying required. lor
Italy, and also as Dzierzon asserts, a J. Nesbit, Mrs. Tupper, H. A. King, square feet to the pound. Much care some reason I failed to make the same
"slight trace of German blood throughW. Gary and others. Later I have is needed and the process is slow and process work with the type-metal rolls,
out the whole race of Italian bees," had queens of Jos. M. Brooks, W. W. tedious, where no soap is used, when probably because not adapted to that
for
look
to
we
are
that run metal, as it seems to be to hardened
where
pray, tell us
Cary, J. P. II. Brown, J. P. Moore, L. we try to pass through sheets
sheets will copper. I at once put to test the adaptpurity.
.,. ,.
I. Root and many others ten to the pound; the
A.
Root,
C.
This talking of purity of Italian bees too numerous to mention. It would double together, and make us so much ability of this process to the likes and
in America, and of those of Italy (the be strange if some of these did not other trouble, that we fail to make the dislikes of the bees, and found it a
land from which they were imported), have as good bees as friends Thomas manufacture practical. Still, I be- success there, too.
as being mixed with black and hybrid and Demaree have. I do not lay so lieve this same Vandervort 12-inch mill
any
I have no pecuniary interest in
" sending
machine on
blood, is very much like
much stress on bands as some do, for the best roller foundation
one's mills. I shall not hold an agency
take
must
if
that
believe
Newcastle."
to
than
further
coals
the market. I
I prefer bees for honey rather
for any in the future. This year's exA. I. Root's stand and say that all bands; still, as long as the bees show- we propose to make a foundation with perience teaches me that purchasers
bees coining from Italy are pure Ital- ing the three yellow bands give us the perfect-formed and high side-walls, naturally prefer to trade direct with
ians, or else say that the. purity of the best results, I believe that is the chan- we must either use objectionable nonthe manufacturers at the same price.
Italian bee consists in what is called nel to work through till we find some- stickers or find the work impracticathink I should feel the same.
" thoroughbred," and call them Amersamthat
We should remember
ble.
thing that gives better promise.
talk
this
I predict that sales in foundation
stopping
be
can
Italians,
foundation
icanized
excellent
One thing Mr. Demaree has touched ples of out
confined to local trade, as
about there being a pure race of bees.
in various ways that are will soon be
in print turned
seen
never
have
which
I
will "come upupon
As some wish to know where I before, where he says that when on not practical for the general manufac- the truth is, and will
remunerate
permost," that it
samples
receive
stand, I will say that I take the latter
I
year
Every
ture.
"
the meanest hybrids
bee-keeper who expects to
ground. Well, this being the case, the window,
I have ordered well every
wherever
and
mail,
by
in
band
the third
to own
never in a single keep not less than 25 colonies,
what is meant by tested Italian queens? would showI will
sav that I have yet a few pounds, I have
splotches."
can purchase its proNow we come to the three-band quesreceived ever s« small a lot a press, unless he
instance
on
yellow
shows
that
foundation,
bee
Comb
see the
tion again, and will repeat what I said to
samples. Nearly every ducts near home.
that does not show it on all equal to the
use in the flat, is practically merchantable
on page 285: "I claim every bee any band
two- piece of these samples betrays the
and
one
about
talk
so
all
but that pressed
;
three
distances
should show the three-bands while
of our mill makers ad- for long
bees needs an explanation. of soap. Some
soap. into made-up frames costs high for
some
with
standing on the combs, to be such bees banded "
starch
of
use
the
vise
yellow
We read bees with about one
and with transportation, and should be made at
as I should want to breed from ;" yet,
blood, Pure beeswax is sticky stuff,
near thereto.
" as far as my experience goes, I have hand to show trace of Italian
side-walls pressed so home or purchased
high
many
so
while
sting,'
to
bees
the wickedest
From all I can learn of others who
yet to see the queen whose progeny are
closely to an unequal number of points
unless
that
proves
experience
substance have tested the plaster casts, they do
show the three-bands under all cir- our
" telescoped," such a bee would show of metal, some very slippery
frailty,
loosen. not give satisfaction. Their
to
cumstances," and see if I cannot dethem
allow
to
needed
yellow on all three segments in about is
fine my position so it will be plain to
others.

of every worker
composed of six scales, or segone sliding into the other tele-
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and the mussy and dauby system that
goes with them, I think, is destined to
shelf them sooner or later. Their only
redeeming quality is that they make
foundation upon the flat plate plan,
and do away with side-wall pressure,
pulling and stretching, the same as is
the case with the Given dies. I think
that no person can make so great a
mistake as to hive swarms on empty
frames, or those partly filled, or any
not full of comb foundation. If you
have not bees enough to afford a press,
and live too far from one of your size

frame to afford the enormous cost of
transportation, by all means wire your
frames, and buy full size sheets and
fill them by hand with this best gift to
bee-keepers
pure beeswax comb

—

foundation.
These sheets put on by hand work
pretty well if carefully done, and
though not so good as those put there
by the press, and though a tedious job
comparatively, it pays far better than
not to do it, because perfectly straight
all-worker combs, securely held by
wires, are not only "a thing of beauty"
and " a joy forever" to look upon, but
they are things of profit as long as
they exist. Let us pay the debt of
gratitude we honestly owe, by giving
" honor to whom honor is due" for the
discovery, perfection and introduction
of this splendid assistant to successful
bee-culture comb foundation.
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec. 7, 1881.

for as soon as the outside temperature
rises above the temperature of the
house, the air ceases to circulate, and

soon becomes very impure and warm.
Mr. Jones has an arrangement for
holding ice near the top of the room
to keep down the temperature, but
will this cause the air to circulate—
will it not make the air damp, and
disturb the bees more or less opening
the doors and putting in the ice
As Mr. Whitfield's arrangement will
only lower the temperature to 48° in
warm weather, I would suggest another improvement by which it can be
lowered to 38°if desired, and still keep
the air pure and dry, without entering
ttie house
Make a box 18 inches wide,
6 feet long, 18 inches deep, with a
cover to fit cut a circular hole 7 inches
in diameter in each end, and run a 7inch stove-pipe through it; connect
this with a pipe running through the
wall and up ttie inside within a foot of
the top fill the box with snow or ice
with a little salt in it, close the bottom
ventilator, and allow the air to be
drawn in through this pipe. Perhaps
some will say this is too much trouble
and expense. The stove only consumes
10 lbs. of coal per day, and as for the
trouble, what is gained without care ?
'(

:

;

;

Strathroy, Out., Nov. 21, 1881.
For the American Bee Journal.

New

Recently I had the pleasure of visiting
Mr. Whitfield, of Dundas, and found
he had a bee-house which came the
nearest to perfection of any I have

With

his permission I will endeavor to give the readers of the Bee
Journal a brief description of its
principal points. Before proceeding.

however, let us inquire what is perfection in a bee-house ? I think all will
agree that a house in which the air
can be kept pure and dry, and at any
desired temperature between 35° and
50°, independent of the outside temperature, without opening the doors
or in any way disturbing the bees, is
all that can be desired.
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Bee-House.

built above ground;
the wall contains 18 inches of dry sawis

dust and a 4-inch dead-air space on
the floor above is 18 inches of sawdust,
the bottom ventilator is 4 feet under
ground at the house, and lOOfeet long.
The air enters the house through this
at a temperature of 45° winter and
summer. While we were walking out
to the bee-house Mr. Whitfield remarked that after putting his bees in
the weather became warm, the temperature of the house rose to 70°, and
the bees came out on the fronts of
their hives this set him to thinking
how he should keep them cool, and he
finally decided that the best thing he
could do was to put in a stove. 1
hardly knew what to think of such a
statement as that, but soon found it to
be a fact.
When we arrived at the house he led
the way up a flight of stairs on the outside of the building, and entered
above. Here we found a small coal
stove inclosed in a tin box, with a pipe
running from the top of the box out
through the roof, and another from the
bottom down into the house below.
The hot air in the box passing upward,
caused the air to rush in through the
bottom ventilator at a temperature of
45°, which soon brought the tempera;

;

ture of the house down to 48° this
made the bees enter their hives and
remain perfectly quiet. The hot air
seems also to attract the moisture from
below, leaving the air dry and fresh.
;

The thermometer is dropped through
a hole in the floor near the stove, and
is attached by a cord to the cover of
the hole. By putting the ear to this
hole he can hear a bee flv below. In
warm winters it is often very difficult
to keep the temperature in the houses
low enough to prevent the bees becoming uneasy, with ordinary ventilators,

:

;

A

A

—

A Model

admit the air from below. The
walls of the bee-house are constructed
as follows
First a wall of 3x4 scantling tightly boarded on both sides,
making a 4-inch dead-air space 18
inches distant another similar wall,
the 18-inch space being filled with dry
sawdust. The bee-house is 16x20 outside, and 12x10 inside. On getting
thus far, Mr. W. found that he could
not control the temperature. It was
either too high or too low. Then he
put a pipe 8xS inches through the ceiling, but still the house was either too
cold or too hot, and more or less damp.
Next he put in another pipe a little
larger, bringing it in from the south
end with an upright shaft 8 feet high.
It was run along on the top of the
joists to the back end, then down to
within 6 inches of the floor, and covered with sawdust. This made things
a little better, but improvement was
needed yet. Both these pipes had a
slide-board in them which could be
opened or shut from the top. There
was also a small pipe through which
a thermometer could be let down and
drawn up from above so as to find out
the temperature without disturbing
the bees.
controllable draft of air
was wanted, and to secure this, a
small coal stove was put in the garret
over the bees.
box was made and
lined with zinc to hold the stove. Near
the back end, a pipe was put in leading from the ceiling into the stove
box. Six inches of sawdust were put
under the box to keep the heat from
striking through to the bees. The
stove was cased with tin from the top
of the box to within a few inches of
the rafters, leaving space enough at
the back to receive a 7-inch stove pipe.
Thejsmoke-pipe from the stove is 5to

of wintering bees still
awaits full solution.
There is no
method of which we can say that it
will be uniformly and infallibly successful. As all signs fail in drouth, so
all known methods of wintering bees
fail during such a winter as the past.
So we must keep on investigating,
theorizing and experimenting.

inch. The heated air ascends from
the zinc box and tin casing through
the vacant space in the 7-inch stove
strong draft is thus created.
pipe.

A

By graduating the fire, the temperaTHE ANTI-I'OLLEN THEORY.
ture of the bee-house can be controlled
Mr. Heddon has conceded that at at will. A moderate fire will keep it
present, this is only a " guess." But at 50° a strong one will bring it down
he says in the course of his rejoinder to 40°. The temperature is kept at
to me, " I thought I had made it clear 50° for the first two weeks after putthat I believed the eating of bee-bread ting in the bees, and then generally
by the older bees during continued reduced. If the bee-house is too warm,
confinement, was the cause of dysen- by putting on the draft the heat will
tery." So 1 thought. Hence my let- go down one degree per hour. The
ter, the main object of which wa's to bees are perfectly quiet, the house is
tone down what I considered unwar- dry, and there is no foul smell of any
rantable confidence in a new, and as kind. Before putting in the bees, 3
yet, untested theory.
Mr. Heddon bushels of unslacked lime are put benow puts it on the same footing as the neath the floor.

Dec. 14,
seems

to teach that they must go out
of the hive to die. One of these little
colonies is the out-come of a black nucleus into which I introduced an Italian queen Aug. 15. The bees that
come out and die are all black. Not
a solitary Italian has yet been found

among them.

I do not propose to open
these hives until spring. If my theory
proves sound, they will breed, increase
and come out good colonies by that
time. If it proves unsound, why, the
bees will die a result sure to have
happened out-of-doors.
Now I don't go 10 to 1 on my theory,

—

Mr. Heddon, but I have confidence enough in it to give it a trial.
If it succeeds, there need be no more
doubling up of weak colonies or sacrifice of supernumerary queens in the
fall.
moderately-sized room with a
coal-stove kept going in it, will hold a
like

A

these

lot of

In reply to the objection that this
plan gives trouble, Mr. W. says, " I
don't find that we get much in this
world without some trouble. All I
have to do is to shake down the ashes
night and morning and add coal. This
honors. I do not need to answer Mr. is no more trouble than feeding one
Heddon's last article in full. It is made pig." The air that comes in from the
up of a re-statement of his former ar- long out-door pipe is atall times, sumguments which I thought, and still mer and winter, at 45°. This garretthink, inconclusive; of explanations, heat plan is also on trial.
which are always in order, and of
PARLOR WINTERING.
smart hits at myself, which, being
Now for my own little experiment
good-natured, I take in good part, esI have 2 very weak colonies in my
pecially the closing one in regard to
library. Each consists of a mere handmy prospects as a discoverer. Before ful
of bees. One has an Italian queen
I get through this article, it will be
that mated with a black drone
the
seen that I am on a voyage of discov- other has
an Italian queen purely maery, and if I gain the promised land
ted. Both are in common out-door
before he does, I am sine lie will be as
hives, but eacli has a wire-cloth cage
ready to crown me. as have expressed
over it.
slide controls the ordinary
myself to do him that honor, should he entrance. Honey-boards are screwed
prove the lucky man. Meantime, the down, each having 3-inch hole
a
in the
anti-pollen "hypothesis" is on its
center, covered with wire-cloth. The
trial.
theory is that bees can take exercise
HEAT IN THE GARRET.
enough within a limited space, just as
An experienced Canadian bee-keep- a man can take exercise enough on a
er, Win. J. Whitfield, of Dundas. Out., verandah.
Moreover, if out-door colis crying " Eureka " over a method of onies can be stimulated so as to inwintering, which I do not know how crease, why not in-door colonies ?
to characterize better than by the These bees have been domiciled in my
above title. After trying a variety of library nearly a month. I feed them
plans for the past 20 years, he has hit through the wire-cloth opening in the
upon one which he thinks is as near honey-board. When I give them a
perfection as we are likely to get-in fly in the cage, they are too intent on
this world. Let me try to describe it: getting out to gather feed, but they
sight is chosen for a bee-house on a take to it kindly through the honeyslope sufficient to bring a 6-inch pipe board.
I have only to cover the
120 feet long starting at the surface, honey-board opening with cloth two
4 feet below ground when it reaches or three times folded, to secure perfect
the center of the bee-house.
well silence. Only a few of the bees care
2x2 ft. 6 in., built of stone to the sur- to come out when the sliding-doors
face, forms the final outlet.
plank are opened. These, I believe, are aged
floor is laid a little open in the cracks bees for the most part, whom instinct
;

A

I

A

A
A

colonies.

If, say.

50

til

destruction

came

to both or all.

I

put this forth only as a modest experiment, and a humble effort to throw
more light on the problem of wintering, but possibly I may wake up some
fine morning to find myself famous,
and my friend Heddon lustily blowing
a trumpet before me
Listowel, Ont, Dec. 3, 1881.
!

mmA

—

" bacteria hypothesis." I am content.
There let it rest until further light
either relegates it to the " bacteria"
oblivion, or exalts it into a discovery,
in which latter case I shall not begrudge Mr. Heddon his well-won

little

can be nursed up from a handful,
each to be a good, strong colony, it
will pay handsomely, and we may devote the summer to honey-gathering,
and the winter to building up nuclei
into working colonies. " Too good to
be true V" Well, perhaps.
Artificial heat has been tried before
now in various ways, but never, I
think, in this particular way. Bees
have been put in warm rooms, and
given liberty now and then. They
have made for the glass windows, and
been chilled to death. When more
than one hive has been liberated in
the same room, they have, like Kilkenny cats, quarrelled and fought un-

Northeastern Wisconsin Convention.

The Northeastern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association convened at
Pewaukee, Oct. 11, at 10 a. m., and in
the absence of the President and Secretary, and owing to the small number
present, was not formally organized
till 3 p. m., when, in the continued absence of the President and Secretary,
John Hodgson, Jr., was elected President pro tan., audi\ E. Turner, Secretary pro tern.
Question.— " Do Italians, Cyprians
or black bees winter best ?"
John Hodgson, Jr., said his Italians

gathered impure honey last fall, and
died from the effects of it in wintering
his blacks gathered better
honey, but did not have enough to run
them through the long winter, and a
great many starved his few Cyprians
wintered better than Italians.
all

;

;

P. Sayles had some black bees,
some Italians, 4 Cyprian colonies and
some hybrids. His small colonies
seemed to winter best. The Cyprians
wintered the best of all. The blacks
all died but one colony, and it became
queenless late in the spring.
T. E. Turner had wintered Italians
and Cyprians the past winter with but
little difference in the results, all
11.

things considered, and what little difference there was, was in favor of the
Cyprians. The percentage of loss of
the two races was about the same, but
the Italians were in much the best
condition for winter, and should have
done the best.
Mr. Wilson had Italians and hybrids his pure Italians wintered best.
Mr. Olsen had Italians and some
hybrids, and could see no difference in
their wintering.
Charles Horst had Italians and
blacks in the proportion of 11 to 7, and
they wintered in proportion of 7 to 2.
S. E. Gernon had little experience
with wintering any but black bees,
but regarded all wintering difficult.
;
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good blanket, and suitable bedding.
Many persons engage in busiwithout
sufficient information
ness
regarding it in other words, without
" learning
the
trade," and such

Question.—" Which race of bees is brood or eggs in the section rack on
top. and tnej went right to work.
the most profitable ?"
Peter Peffer had Italians lo work in
T. E. Turner Mail decided lonu' ago
in favor of the Italians over the black boxes this year as well as blacks, but
had tried Italians and
Cyprians in comparison, and found no
difference in the amount of honey
bees,

and

lately

had no faith

still

in Italians for

eat, a

;

work

must

boxes.
Question. " What has the yield and
increase of the present year been?"

—

in

gathered. He preferred the Italians
For their gentleness In handling, but

John Hodgson, Jr., had 10 full colofound the Cyprians a little more pro- nies and 5 nuclei in the spring, and
hail
taken 2,900 lbs. of honey, 750 lbs.
boxes.
work
in
lific and more ready to
of which was extracted, lie had now
II.
P. Sayles found the Italians
would till the brood chamber with 75 colonies to winter.
T. E. Turner started with 15 colohoney to their injury and self-destruccondition and 5 nution if they were let alone; and for nies in ordinary
them to give the best results the ex- clei had 600 lbs. of comb honey, and
reared 50 queens
000
lbs.
of
extracted
tractor must be used, or full combs be
removed and empty ones or full sheets for market, and now had 73 colonies
good condition for winter.
of foundation put in their place. He in
II. P. Sayles had 5 nuclei in the
thought the blacks were the best bees
and had obtained 100 lbs. of
for the careless bee-keeper, because spring,
honey and
they would not fill up their brood comb—150 lbs. of extracted
100
queens.
reared
chamber with honey to their own inMr. Olsen from 10 colonies had tajury.
He thought the honey extracextracted and 200 lbs.
ted from the Italians would more than ken 1,400 lbs.
pay for the time of extracting it. and comb honey, and now had 30 colonies
then the Italians would gather the in good condition for winter.
Peter Peffer, from 3 colonies took
most honey besides. He prefers either
honey, and increased to 6.
the Italians or Cyprians, but has had 300 lbs. box
William Mayhew started in the
limited experience with the Cyprians,
colonies took 50 lbs. of
yet regards them favorably so far. spring with 2
The Italians required more care and comb and 100 lbs. extracted honey,
to 5.
attention than the blacks, and he be- and increased
S. E. Gernon started with 30 cololieved, taking the season through, that
nies
and
6
nuclei
took 3,400 lbs. of
he could get more box honey from the
blacks than the Italians, and a better box honey, 800 lbs. of extracted, and
;

;

,

;

;

increased to 68.
quality of extracted honey.
Mr. Wilson, from 2 nuclei, took 500
It was resolved that the sense of
extracted honey, and increased
this Association is that the Italian lbs. of
and Cyprian bees are more profitable, to 5.
The following was adopted
all things considered, than the blacks.
Resolved* That we exceedingly reQuestion. " What is the cause of
the great loss last winter inWisconsin gret the non-attendance of the Northern members of the Association, and
and elsewhere?"
Mr. Peffer found no young bees in in view of that, and the fact timt the
the fall the long winter and impure Southern members follow it wherever
honey, to be the causes of the great held, that the next Convention be held
in the Northern part of the State.
loss last winter of all his bees.
Mr. Wilson thought we could never
The next meeting will be held at
arrive at the cause of the great loss Berlin, Wis., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.
last winter. His bees starved to death
T. E. Turner, Sec. -pro tern.
last winter.
Oct. 12, 10 a. m. The Association
was called to order by the President
Western Michigan Convention.
pro tern., and resumed the discussion of
the last, question.
The Western Michigan Bee-KeepCharles Horst thought his principal ers' Association, held its first annual
cause of loss was starvation.
meeting at Berlin, Mich., on Oct. 27,
II. P. Sayles thought the very early President Wm. II.
Walker in the
breeding in the winter was the cause chair.
of bees eating so much honey, and
New members were received, intheir starvation the result.
creasing the number to 34, including
T. E. Turner thought his bees died 8 ladies. The constitution was amendthe past winter from impure honey ed, to have a Vice President elected
principally.
for each county represented in the
Mr. Hodgson found his bees breed- Association.
:

—

;

ing in February, and with very little
honey. He fed some on sugar candy
in the cellar, and those fed all went
through in good condition, and those
not fed were dead, or in bad condition.
S. E. Gernon lost his bees from starvation, but could not tell the cause of
their starvation, when he had given
them plenty of honey in the fall.
H. P. Sayles said it was caused by a
combination of circumstances, poor
honey, lack of young bees in the fall,
breeding in the winter. He had bees
with dysentery from long confinement, but they got over that and he
thought it was not real dysentery they
had. He thought breeding in winter
more than the poor honey caused the
great loss.
T. E. Turner found breeding early
in winter very bad for bees, but considered the poor quality of honey the
cause of the great loss with him.
Question. "Swarming out; what
is its cause, and how to prevent it ?"

—

John Hodgson.

Jr.,

had found no

way

to prevent swarming out in the
spring, and thought the condition of
the bees in the fall had something to
it.
Others had but litexperience with swarming out.
Question. " What is the best way
of getting Italians to work in boxes?"
T. E. Turner put one full section in
the center of section rack on top, and
the Italians would go to work in them
also used section frames in the brood
chamber at the side of brood, and also
used section frames in an upper story.
H. P. Sayles said he kept the hives
full of brood in the brood chamber by
extracting, and put a small piece of

do in causing
tle

—

;

The
for the
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following officers were elected
ensuing year
President, Wm.
:

Wm. M. S.
II. Walker; Secretary,
Dodge, Coopersville Treasurer, Mrs.
Vice PresiJennie Walcott, Berlin
dents—for Kent Co., Henry Holt, Cascade Ottawa Co., J. J. Bobinson, Lamont; Muskegon Co., Geo. C.Young,
Ravenna.
The following address by Dr. E. P.
Cumings, of Grand Haven, was read
;

;

;

:

Wintering Bees.

they always have bad luck.
have known persons engage in
I
fruit-culture or gardening, and get
good trees or seeds, but let the sun
shine on the roots and not plant their
seeds properly, and after planting
they think all they have to do is to
reap the harvest. Their garden and
orchard grows up to weeds their
trees are killed by borers, and they
have had " bad luck." Such will not
do in our days. The price of success
in every thing is " eternal vigilance."
fail

;

in the morning, when the bees will be
found quiet.
One <il' the great advantages of a
cellar over other methods, I believe to

be, that it is not readily affected by
slight thaws, or changes of temperature.
The shelf upon which they are
put should not, if possible, rest on the
Boor, or hang to the joists above, if

room over

is occupied and the
one you often go info, for the
noise and jarring would disturb them,
but fasten it to the wall. Care should
be taken not to jar the shelf when
going in the cellar.
They should not be put into winter
quarters till winter has set in for good.
Let them have a day or two of it, and
There are enemies to fight, and the if you see it has really set in, put them
elements to combat, in all branches of in. Carry them in your hands as careindustry, and he who is best posted fully as possible, leaving the top of the
and most diligent, will succeed the hive on the summer stand, or not as
best. "The slothful shall not eat the you like (I have mine out), then before
putting them on the shelf, give them
good of the land."
There are occasionally winters when a little top ventilation by opening a
bees will winter safely out-of-doors space across the frames, and a quilt
without protection, but even those about the size of the top of the hive
winters they are much better off for over all. That gives enough ventilaprotection, and winters are so uncer- tion without letting off too much
tain, that it is not safe to risk them at warmth, while the little stick across
all.
They will commence raising the frames keeps the quilt up. so that
brood earlier in the spring, come out the bees can crawl from one frame to
stronger, and consume less honey another. Always leave the fly holes
open at the bottom, for they will bewhen protected, than otherwise.
Many are ignorant of the cause of come uneasy if they find they are conbees dying in winter when they have fined.
They should be carried in when
plenty of honey in the hive, and they
think the honey was bad, or that they cold and put in place as quietly and
froze up entirely. They would think quickly as possible and the cellar
made dark, and they will soon become
it impossible for bees to starve with
plenty of honey in the hive. Never- quiet and remain so all winter, unless
theless, in most cases this is the fact. it is unusually warm; then if you canIn very cold weather the bees cluster not quiet them, take them out on a
together in the smallest possible space warm day and put them on their sumwhere the combs are empty, as they mer stand, and give them a fly. Then
can pack in closer there and if it con- if it turns cold again, carry them back

the

cellar is

—

;

tinues cold for some days, the combs in the cellar as before.
outside the cluster become covered
Mine were in 4 months last winter
with frost and ice from the breath of without a fly, and after I carried them
They
can
not
live
out
about the middle of March, I put
the bees.
long
without honey to eat, and some brave them back and kept them a few weeks
fellows start out for it. They step longer. They may become too warm
upon the frosty combs, and in a min- and uneasy unless you take them out
ute they are chilled and unable to re- and give them a fly, and will discharge
turn, and soon fall to the bottom of their feces over the hive aiid on the
the hive, dead. Others follow and combs, which makes bad work, and
share the same fate, till at last the people will say they have the dvsenworkers have all perished in their at- tery when it is only natural. While
tempts to bring honey to the queen, they are kept quiet they do not diswho finally shares the common fate. charge their feces, but on the first fly
Do they not starve ? and if so, who is they all empty themselves, and are
If you don't wantthem
Is it not those who should then all right.
to blame ?
care for and protect them ? I say they to " have the dysentery," keep them
are just as much as though they had cool and quiet.
starved their horse or other animals.
I have spoken only of frame hives
But, I fancy I hear some one say we some will say, what shall we do with
are ignorant, and the sin of ignorance our box hives, gums, etc. ? Treat
Well, if people can get them the same way, as far as you can,
is winked at.
any comfort out of that, they have not but any one who expects to succeed
an enlightened conscience but it is with bees must have a movable frame
pretty dear winking, and they will hive, in order to always know what
have to do much of it to restore their condition they are in. I do not mean
wasted funds, or bring their dead bees you must buy any patent-right. I am
not much of a favorite of patents, and
to life again.
Many ways of wintering bees are there are plenty of good hives without
recommended by different writers and buying worthless patents. Some still
bee-keepers. Packing them with chaff cling to the old box hives, because
or other material, on their summer their fathers used them.
There was an old gentleman who
stands in a house made for the purpose, above ground, the sides, floor lived near me who thought he knew it
and ceiling of which are packed also all. and gave me a good deal of advice,
in a good cellar. I believe a good, and of course I could not inform him
dry, dark, cool, well-ventilated cellar, any, for he had always kept bees, and
free from rats and mice, the best pos- his father and grandfather before him
sible place to winter them. It should had kept them, and he understood all
be kept as near the freezing point as about it. He did not like the newpreferred the oldpossible, andnotfreeze. Itisnotnec- fangled notions
essary to have a cellar exclusively for fashioned gums or box hives, but
them, unless you have a large quan- thought a hollow log the most natural
tity.
I have always kept mine in the and best, and actually put some in
cellar where we have kept all our one. I could not convince him that
vegetables, and where we go many the queen was not the " king bee," or
times a day for them. I have a strong that the queen came out with the first
shelf about 4 or 5 feet from the bottom swarm always; but he did finally put
of the cellar, on which I put the hives his bees in the cellar, after he saw that
close together, with a curtain of old mine wintered so much better than
carpet hung in front, a little lower his, but he thought it necessary to go
than the shelf, so that when we go in and stir them up once in a while durthe cellar the light will not affect ing the winter, and consequently his
them.
At other times, the cellar bees " had the dysentery;" but the
poor old man has now gone to his final
should be kept perfectly dark.
have a thick, dark curtain at the win- rest, as have also his bees.
If you wish bees to winter well or
dow, which we drop when we go down,
and hang up when we come up again. do well, and be profitable at all times,
The window can also be opened if it keep them strong. In this climate,
gets too warm, in case of a thaw, when where the honey season is so short,
then they should be allowed to swarm but
the bees may get uneasy.
open the window at night and close it once. You will then have strong col:

;

;

When we look back and see what a
wholesale slaughter of the bees there
was all over the country during last
winter, I think there is no question of
so much importance, or that comes
home

What I have

so forcibly as this.

written are my honest conclusions, arrived at from experience and study.
I have kept bees for the last 12 years.
Took it up for an out-door pastime,
and have made it quite a study. Have
had from 3 to 30 colonies. Being able
only to attend to few, I have disposed
of some each year, but during all this
time I have never lost a colony in
winter, and my experience convinces
me that it is unnecessary and cruel.
This may seem like a sweeping
statement, and to many who are sore
over losses, uncharitable but never;

theless,

I

believe

it

is

true.

What

would you think of a man who had no
barn for his horses or cattle, and left
them out-of-doors to shift for themselves in our northern winters ? You
might as well expect them to winter
unprotected, as for bees, and bees can
be as safely and surely wintered as a
horse in a good stable with plenty to

;

;

We

We
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J. J. Robinson said it was claimed
onies that can at all times defend
themselves against robbers or millers, by some fruit growers that bees inand will go into winter quarters jured fruit, and that in such cases the
strong, and give you good returns in bee-keeper must dispose of his bees,
or keep them in until the fruit was
surplus honey.
There is no disease that is one liun- out of the way. He was threatened
dreth part as destructive to our little with prosecution by one of his neighpets, as is our negligence in not pro- bors (a grape grower), and would have
viding winter protection for them, and to give up keeping bees, or stand a

law suit.
our
Shall we advise
Question
them, it
begin. Make it a criminal offense for friends to go into bee-keeping, or is
any one to keep bees unless he is com- the business over-crowded ? The genpetent, and not shiftless enough to eral opinion was that the market bad
improved as fast as the supply had inneglect them.
The Secretary read from a letter creased.
The meeting adjourned, to meet in
from T. E. Bingham, of which the folRapids, on the last
"lam raising the city of Grand
lowing is an extract
the combs \% inches from the bottom Wednesday and Thursday of April,
Wm. H. Walker, Pres.
to allow the accumulations of dead 1882.
Wm. M. S. Dodge, Sec.
bees, should long cold occur as last
if

we need any

legislation in regard to

seems here

is

where

it

should

:

:

winter."
J. J. Robinson thought this a very
good plan. He would make a frame
2 inches high to lit under the hive on
bottom board. He did not think bees

froze to death.

a total loss. Several instances of this
kind were given.
A. A. Dodge. Two men living
about 12 miles apart, have kept 30 or
less colonies each in the box hives,
wintering on summer stands. One
who has been very successful in wintering, makes a fly-hole in his hives
about 6 inches above the lower entrance. The other man does not; had
lost nearly all his bees this last win-

and hot and the bees could gather but
after which the season was wet
and poor. Regarding the bee-cure for
rheumatism, the following case came
under my notice Mr. John Rohl, of
this place, came to me and wanted me
to let some of my bees sting him in
the arm. I told him all right I would
little,

:

;

not charge him anything;

if it

cured

him

I would have it put in the papers.
So he rolled up his sleeve, and I gave
him 8 or 9 stings on the elbow and
arm-pit, which would make him jump
as I took the bees by their wings and
let them stick their lancets in his
fleshy parts. About 4 weeks after I
saw him and asked him about the cure
he said he was all right now, and
swung his arm to show how limber it
was the swelling had all gone down.
;

;

He said in Germany they always cured
the rheumatism in that way, and he
appeared well satisfied with the job.
Thomas Lashbrook.

s£hlcJ4P*i§£MM

Waverly, Iowa, Dec.

A colony in his neigh-

borhood wintered well unprotected in
an old box hive with a wide crack in
the side, while other bees were almost

Dec. 14,

Temperature

Cellars.— Beethe talk with
some of the Bee Journal writers on
the wintering problem; but I do not
think it the cause of the trouble.
The high temperature of many of
the cellars is probably the cause. The
temperature in the hive will be from
15° to 26° above the cellar, so that the
bees are able to breed. The honey
crop was good in this section. We are
very much pleased with the Weekly
Bee Journal you may consider me
a life subscriber. W. H. Mallory.
Worcester. N. Y., Nov. 29, 1881.
Higli

bread seems to be

—

White Pine Honey Package. If|we
take white pine and make a box or
barrel to hold honey, and then scald
out this box or barrel before we put
the honey in, will the honey taste of
the pine ? I had 13 colonies last fall,
lost 3 by backward spring, and now
have 17. Most of them came through

3, 1881.

in

all

was so dry here
did not get much
honey about 150 lbs. of extracted and
of comb. I like the Bee Journal
ter.
He had known a man who for 70
very much and always look for its apyears successfully wintered bees by
Honey Show Burned. At the Kanpearance.
C. E. Sturtevant.
putting a piece of brick under each
Port Jefferson, N. Y., Nov. 28, 1881. sas City Exposition, the honey show
corner of his hives.
was all burned up in the main buildWm. H. Walker had found a bee [If well scalded the honey will not ing. My loss was about $20 in honey
frozen in ice and throwed it out, and
and fixtures. The honey crop was
taste of the pine. Ed.]
in half an hour it flew away.
about one-third with us. I had 47 colHenry Holt said he had come to
onies in the spring, out of 49 the fall
1.
How
many
coloShipping Bees.
learn how to winter bees. When he
previous increased to 55 ; took 400
can
shipped
one
nies
of
bees
in
car':
be
New
England,
bees
wintered
lived in
lbs. of comb honey and 300 lbs. of exwithout care, but times had changed. 2. Can bees be shipped as safely in tracted, which I sold at 22J.<c. for the
He thought ventilation important. the fall as in the spring? 3. What is comb and 15c. for the extracted, at
He had fried wintering in a cellar, the cost of freight on a colony of bees wholesale. Bees have been flying
but thought it a good deal of trouble per 100 miles? 4. Have any of the some for the last four days.
readers of the Bee Journal used W.
to carry them in and out.
Jas. A. Nelson.
Walter Hastings thoughtsuccessful T. Phelps' foundation machine with
Wyandott, Kans, Nov. 30, 1881.
A. R. Paterson.
wintering depended on a few simple success ?
Sheridan, Mich.
conditions: Keep them dry; give
Changing Location of Cluster in Winthem ventilation enough, but not too
[1. One car will hold 150 to 225 coloDuring a continuous cold spell
ter.
much. He thought it was not easy
according
to
size
and
style
of
nies,
of
weather I have adopted the followto freeze bees, as they would maintain
the warmth of the cluster in the cold- hive; 200 one-story Langstroths is a ing plan, with success, for warming
the interior of the hive and giving the
est days. He described his method of very good car-load,
bees an opportunity to change their
packing with chaff; by removing a
2. We prefer early spring for ship- location from empty to full combs
piece in the front of the hive, he could
in
the
ping
but
it
is
perfectly
safe
I take two or three bricks that are not
clean dead bees from the bottom
board, should they accumulate.
fall, if not delayed till too cool to give hard burned, put them on the lire and
heat
them till there is no steam arisspoke
of cutting pas- the bees a good flight immediately
A._ A. Dodge
ing from them now take them from
sage' ways through the combs.
afterward.
the tire, and let them cool till you can
E. Miner said that last winter he
3. Where shipped in lots, as freight, pick them up with your hand, lay them
used a room above the cellar, in which
right on top of the quilt on the tops of
his bees were kept; many bees died; for any considerable distance, somethe frames now put your chaff cushstopping the entrance caused uneasi where between 15 and 25 cents.
ion down, and close all around snug.
ness. He wished to know if noise
4.
do not know.— Ed.]
By this plan the hive will keep warm
disturbed bees. It was thought bees
6 or 7 hours the heat passes off so
were disturbed more by jarring than
by noise.
Bee Stings for Rheumatism.— I had slowly that the bees will all cluster
Walter Hastings thought confine- about 38 colonies in the spring 5 had nicely. After the bricks cool, they
ment in a cellar unnatural if cold old queens, which were superseded by will absorb the moisture the bees generate. The bees will not attempt to
will not kill bees, why put them in young ones in the summer, and they
only gathered about enough honey to fly out, but will carry the dead bees
cellar ?
Wm. II. Walker said that wild bees carry them through this winter. The out on the alighting-board, if there
did not die from cold, yet cold was the 33 with young queens done well and are any. The plan works like a charm.

weak
this

last spring.

summer

—

that

It

;

I

—

—

give valuable experience, if he would.
He has disposed of his whole crop for
cash, and I am aware that he got 20c.
per lb. right through, and a little at
22c. I quote a part of his letter without his knowledge '"Now, in regard
to the bee business, I would say that
the marketing of honey for cash, in
large quantities, has no terrors for me,
as we have shipped over $1,500 worth
this fall with entire satisfaction, and
it is much easier to ship than eggs or
live stock, and just as ready sale as
wheat. I would write you all about
how to ship it, but I know you have
not enough to pay to go on and make
shipping crates this fall but I would
say that the great question in this
business is, How can the most white
honey, in marketable shape, be produced with the least labor ? That is
the only question that bothers me in
the least. We have overcome all other
difficulties in this business, I think,
and that one, also, to a certain extent."
E. A. Morgan.
Arcadia, Wis., Dec. 1, 1881.
:

;

[The trouble

not so

is

much

in sell-

ing, as in getting a nice article to

mar-

ket in presentable shape. As all are
more or less interested in this subject,
we hope Mr. Rufus Morgan will give
our readers the benefit of his experience.— Ed.]

—

Wintered on Summer Stands.
have 58 colonies of bees on summer
stands 26 of them are in empty boxes
without packing the rest of them
have the upper story on, with frames
and combs. I use the simplicity hive.
;

;

J.

Home,

Chapman.

Mich.. Nov. 28, 1881.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and Place

1881.

of Meeting.

;

1

—

Dec. 15— S. E. Michigan, at

Arbor, Mich.
N. B. Prudden, Sec.

1882.

Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N, Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec. McGrawville. N. Y.
10— Eastern N. Y.. at Central Bridge, N. Y.
N. D. West, Sec, Middleburgh. N. Y.
11, 12— Nebraska State, at Ashland. Neb.
Geo. M. Hsiwley, Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
17, 18— N. W. III. & 8. W. Wis., at Freeport, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.
17, 18— N. E. Wisconsin, at Berlin. Wis.
T. K. Turner, Sec. pro tem.
24. 25— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
25— Northeaste i, at Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House. Sec, Fayettevllle, N, Y.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A B. Weed, Sec. Detroit, Mich.
25— Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.

:

2fi.

Wm. It. Howard. Seo.
27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rantds.

Wm.

;

M. S. Dodge, Sec, Coopersville. Mich.
Champlain Valley, at Bristol, Vt.

May

T. Bronkins,

Sec

2,5— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.

;

;

Ann

Henry Wallace, Sec

VW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

We

;

;

;

loss,
as with frosty swarmed well. I sold 4 colonies for
combs, they would starve when honey $7.50 each, and have put 61 in the celwas close by. He thought the great lar, all in good condition, with plenty
object of wintering in cellar was to of honey to last them through a hard
save honey, by an even temperature. winter, and not one queen over 2 years
The members were about equally old next fall. I bought 1 Italian and
divided in favor between chaff pack- 2 Cyprian queens. I lost one of the
latter last winter; the other tried to
ing and a good cellar.
E. S. Covey said that last year lie make good the loss, and gave me 7
had 2 colonies which had been queen- natural swarms. I thought it would
I opened the
less for a time, allowing bee-bread to swarm itself to death
accumulate in the combs; in early hive and took out 8 or 10 queen cells,
winter they were severely attacked telling them not to swarm anymore.
with dysentery. They were good col- This fall, to my surprise, I found the
onies, had good queens, plenty of hive crammed full of honey. I had
honey and young bees, the honey be- another colony that would swarm
whenever another swarm came out
ing mixed with bee-bread.
J. Precious gave similar experience. near by, and go right in, and someQuestion
Which is best, artificial times would go back to their own hive;
or natural swarming ?
they would come out 2 or
times a
A. A. Dodge said both, according to day, and were always ready to swarm.
circumstances.
They done very well considering the
Wm. H. Walker thought it depended season, the first part of which was
on the man.
very good here then it became dry

real cause of

;

:

:'.

;

J. S.

Madisonville, O., Dec.
Selling

Comb Honey

Hoffman.
3, 1881.

—

Cash.
have been a constant reader of the
Bee Journal for the last 5 years, and
have during this time been in the bee
business. My section is one of abundant yields, and the greatest question
for

me has been selling honey in
large quantities for cash. I wrote my
brother, Rufus Morgan, at Columbus,
Wis., some time ago, that I was much
interested in the Bee Journal of
late, as it was working up the question
of the sale of honey for cash, and doing much to make it a staple article.
I give you below his ideas of the cash
value of comb honey. I will further
state that he produced the past season
over 15,000 lbs. of comb honey, all
white I think he made no report to
any paper in regard to bees or crop
taken. He is well posted and could
with

;

(^The

Nebraska State Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its annual
meeting in Ashland, Neb., on the 12th
and 13th of January, 1882.
cordial
invitation is extended to all who are
ers'

A

interested in bee-culture.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres.,

G. H.

Hawley,

Omaha.

Sec, Lincoln.

$3? The South Eastern Michigan
Bee-Keepers' Association, will hold
its annual meeting at the Court House
in Ann Arbor, on Thursday (and perhaps Eriday), commencing Dec. 15,
1881, at 10 a. m., for the election of officers for the ensuing year, and such

other business as may be brought before the Association.
good attendance and interesting meeting is expected. Several subjects of interest
will be discussed by able men.

A

G.

J.

N. A. Prudden, Prcs.
Pease, Sec. pro tem.

lgi° The eastern New York BeeKeepers' Union Association, will hold
their ninth Convention, Tuesday. Jan.
10, 1882, at 10 o'clock, at Central
Bridge, Schoharie Co., N. Y.

W. D. Wright,
N. D. West,

Sec.

Pres.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

1881.

Special Ilotkes.

Premiums. — Those who get up clubs

Weekly Bee Journal

for the

CLUBBINU LIST FOR

for

399

1882.

Wo supply the Weekly Amei'lciin

lice Jourbe entitled to the following ii. tt and imy ni' tin- following periodicals, for 1882,
Inst
column
of figures.
premiums. Their own subscription at the prices quoted in the
The first column gives the regular price of both.
may count in the club

Single copies of the Journal
sent postage paid for 5 cents each.

:

All

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

For a Club of 8,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
"
3,— an Emerson Binder for 18*12.
"
"
4,— Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"

"

"

"

"
"
5,—
6. —Weekly Bee Journal

ciolh.

for

1

postage

prepaid by the publishers.

Is

Publishers' Price

The Weekly BeeJournal (T.U.Newman)f 2
and GleaningstnBee-Culturei A.I.Koot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. .I.King),
Bee-Keepere'InBtructori W.Thomas)
The 4 above-named papers

year.

Or they may deduct 10 per cent in cash
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, for their labor in getting up the club.
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers

Manuallbound in cloth)
Bees and Honey, (T. G. Newman)
Binder for Weekly, 1881
Binder for Weekly for 1882

6* Articles for publication

must be

written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

— Langstroth.Dzieizon, and the Baron
of Berlepsch.— Price 25 cents each.

^" When

©"The
VV. Illinois

annual meeting of the N.
and S. W. Wisconsin Bee-

change Temperance Hall, Freeport, Stephenthe Weekly ,can son Co., 111., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.

may wish

3
2
2
2

31)..

5 50

25..
40..
85..

3
2
2
2

00
25

to

from other editions to
do so by paying the difference.

Jonathan Stewart,

<g* Constitutions and By-Laws for

fgg~

Sec.

Honey

Plants.

The Indiana State Bee-Keepers'

I keep at all times a full supply of
The Association is called to meet in annual
the Association printed in the session, Wednesday and Thursday, Seeds for Honey Plants, including
Jan. 24 and 25, 1882, in the rooms of
blanks for 50 cents extra.
the State Board of Agriculture. By
order of Executive Committee.
Melilot Clover,
The Color and Lustre of Youth are
restored to faded or gray hair by the
White Clover.
use of Parker's Hair Balsam, a harmHoney and Beeswax Market.
Alsike Clover,
less dressing highly esteemed for its
Mammoth Mignonette, &c.
BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
perfume and purity.
49w4

local Associations S2.00 per 100.

Golden Honey Plant.

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.
•

Send for my catalogue which gives
prices and instructions for planting
The following are the latest quota- sent free upon application.
tions for honey and beeswax received
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
up to this hour
*72 West Madison St.,
II l< LGO, U.S..
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, (
Monday, 10 a. m., Dec. 12, 1881. 1

:

following your

name on

the wrapper label of this
paper it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money
by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

.

Cure

is

composed

of.

I®" It would save us much trouble,
if all would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no

boxes, 18&22C

;

boxes 2c.

in larger

less.

Extracted

8@9c.

BEESWAX-Prime

quality, 18@22c.

NEWMAN. y72 W. Madison

AL. H.

NEW

St.

than

YORK.

boxes, 18te;22c
tracted, white,

;

dark, in small boxes, 15@17c.
lie.; dark, 7(g.9c.
quality, 2lH,@23c.

li

w

BEESWAX.— Prime
Thokn &

Co., ll

and

13

I

quote

:

VOLUME FOR

here now.
in sections, is

worth

a bottle of Parker's

arrival.

BLAKE.

57

Chatham

^m »

»

©•We have a SPECIAL EDITION
of the

Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
it will be published in 1882(16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,
etc. Any one who may desire to distribute them to bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.

I88O,

few copies for sale

at

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

111.

THE RURAL CANADIAN,
A Fortnightly Journal

Street.

of

Agriculture, Horticulture and Rural Affairs.
BALTIMORE.
HONEY.— But little on the market, and prices
Edited by W. F. CLARKE, and
BEESWAX.— Southern, pure.21@23c; Western, Published at 5 Jordan street, Toronto, Ontario.

are not quuted.
pure,21(<y

22c; grease wax, lie— Baltimore Market

Journal.

Canada, at $1.00 a year, by C. Blackett Robinson,
44mtf
Liberal inducements to local aeents.

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY—

sections,

lb.

demand

supply and

are alike

nominal.

BEESWAX -Best

23@25c.-Phila<MpMa

Merchants' Guide.

HONEY— Our market for choice white honey in
lb. unglassed sections continues very active at
22c; 2 lb. unglassad at 2n(«2lc. buckwheat rather
slow at inc. Glassed sections would have to be
sold 3(oj4c per lb. less. Extracted selling slowly at
12c. per lb.
1

;

BEESWAX-18@20c.

Kendel,

rpHE

115 Ontario Street.

WEEKLY CAPITAL
an EIGHTpaper, published at Topeis

PAGE, 48 COLUMN

and Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
44wbtx
$1.00 per year. Sample Copy Free.
ka, Kansas, giving Full

Illustration*.

;

shrubs, etc., splendidly Illustrated— and last.ihough
not least, detailed instructions fur the various

manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This work is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the times"'
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

Read

the following oinntons of the

Book;

All agree that it is the work of a master
real value.— L' Apiculture, Paris.

and of

think CooVs Manual is the best of our American works.— lewis T. Colby.
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
future book-makers. — British Bee Journal.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been my constant guide in my operations and successful managementof the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual of the Apiary than from
any other book.— E. H. Wyxkoop.
This book is just what everyone Interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who ontains
it, will ever regret having purcnased.— Mich. Far.
To all who wish to engage n bee-culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof. Cook's Manual is an
exhaustive work.— Herald, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fUiIy up with the times in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myself, and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained in Cook's Manual.— Wji. Van Antwerp. M. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— y. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French
or foreign, which 1 like so much.— L'Abbe Du
BOIS, editor of the BuLettn D* Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these Industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanical description of honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Puluski, N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to apiculture.
To al taking an interest in this subject,
we say, obtain this valuable work, read it carefully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee man will welcome, and it is
;

K

essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It is
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is u credit
to the West.— Western Agriculturist.

This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual for the instruction of bee-keepers whieh
has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture
uf bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses

admirably to promote and make popular this most
interesting of alloccupations.— American Inventor.
tot

Price— Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.25

; in paper cover,
Published by

West Madison

O. .\i:\VMA.\,

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

EMPIRE STATE AGRICULTURIST

We quote white comb, 16fai2Uc; dark to good, 10®
14c Extracted, choice to extra white. .s^'aiuc.;
dark and candied, 7<S8c. BEESWAX— 23®25c.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front street.
ST. LOUIS.
poor) supply, and steady; comb at 18@22c; strained and extracted. 9@
1 lc to 12^c— top rates
for choice bright in prime
packages.
BEESWAX-Selling lightly at 19@20c.
K. C. Greer & Co., 1 17 N. Main Street.

BIND YOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

Devoted entirely to
the best interests of
hold ;«© Pages with
the farm and housetrimmed and stitcha handsome cover, Hill
ed in book form. All (JIlLI for ONLY 5UCENTS
all principal papers
a year. We club with
and magazines in the
United States and
Canada. Send for clubbing circular, premium list

V

'

and specimen
Address, The
47w5t

copies. Free.

AGENTS WANTED.

AGRICULTURIST,

Rochester, N.Y.

The Emerson Binder

figures continue to be the exception.

HONEY.— In larger (but

188 Fine

the

Michigan.

This Is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of 3,000 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months — a sale unprecedented In the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee,
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the products of the Iloney Bee the races of bees;
lull desccrlptions of honey-producing plants.trees,

974

1.

light

;

of

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY.— The

320 Fuse *

Entomology in

College

THOMAS

22@25e—

Ginger Tonic would do them more
good than all the doctors and mediSAN FRANCISCO.
cines they have ever tried. See adv.
HONEY— Receipts for the week over 700 cases.
49w4
A little more inquiry is noted, but sales at extreme
*

A

THOMAS o. \i:\un\.

BEESWAX— Piime quality, 2.5c.
Jk

paper covers.

9T4

HONEY.— 1-pound combs are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at 20922c., according to quality.
CROCKER.

in

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

BOSTON.

A. C.

m

Bound

Extracted. 7(syc. on arrival.
BEESWAX.— 18fa22c. on arrival. I have paid
25c. per lb. for choice lots.
C. P. Muth.
18(gi20c.,

on

Good comb honey,

CLEVELAND.

when

Street, C'hlcugo, III.

Ex-

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— Is in good demand

New. in I or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

the grave,

974 West Madison

Devoe avenue.

$g"

It is Worth Remembering that nobody enjoys the nicest surroundings if
in bad health. There are miserable
people about to-day with one foot in

THOMAS 6. NEWMAN,

50c.

:

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.
It will pay to devote a few hours
in getting up a club for the Bee Journal. Read the list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

HONEY— The supply is full, and trade is lively.
We quote as follows White comb,_ in small

name,

post-office, County or State.
Also,if you live near one postoffice and

ELECTROTYPES

HONE Y— The market is lively and prices steady.
We quote liRbt comb honey, in single comb

;

Rheumatism is the most terrible
disease that has ever afflicted humanity, yet it instantly yields to the
powerful drugs that Kendall's Spavin

<

CHICAGO.

_•».

Examine the Date

State Agricultural

of

I

name of

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

COOK,

J.

Of Lansing, Professor

2 "5
2 35

00..
50..

SEEDS FOR

Keepers' Association, will be held in

38" Those who

.

JMterii&emjettts.

changing a postoffice address, mention the old as well as the
address.

2 75
2 fjU
2 :t>
4 UO

6^" We are sometimes asked who
75
75.
50
our authorized agents arer Every
subscriber is such an agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
1882. The next few weeks are the
The American Bee Journal Is the oldest Bee
time to do this. We hope every sub- Paper
in America, and has a large circulation in
scriber will do his or her best to double every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,
our list for 1882.
and Is, therefore, the best advertising medium.
.
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THE KANSAS BEE-KEEPER,
Published Monthly at Columbus, Kan.,
new sixteen-column bee paper, devoted entirely

A

honey producers dealers
Supplies and breeders of Queens and Bees.
Will be sent to any address one year for only thirty
cents. We club with the Weekly American Bee
Journal for only $12.15. Sample copies free. Adto the best interests nf

;

in

dress,

28wtf

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

Columbus, Kansas.

IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder.

5©c.
85c.
75c.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of Ikhi
For Bee Journal of 1882
Address,
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THOMAS G.
West Madison

m:\v\ia.n,

Street,

Chicago,

111.
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BARNES' PATENT
1

Foot Power
Machinery
K

CIRCULAR and
SCROLL SAWS.
Hand, Circular Rip Saws for
general heavy and light ripping. Lathes, &c. These ma-

RATES FOR ADVEKTISINO
A

of this type
fourteen lines

line

words;
One

will
will

chines are especially adapted
to Hive Making. It will pay
every bee-beeper to send tor
our 48 page Illustrated Cata-

contain about eterht
1 inch of space.

occupy

to three weeks, each insertion, 30c. per line.
"
" or more"
"
1 8c,

logue.

Four

'

Eight,
"

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

"
"

"

W.

15c.

"

"
"

1

"

lOc.

& JOHN BARNES.
111.

8c.

Special Notices, 50 cents per line.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases Of real imposition will be
exposed.

— Yearly Contracts

THOMAS
974 West

G.

Madison

The

British Bee Journal,
AND BEE-KEEPERS ADVISER.

The British Bee Jnurnal is published monthly at
and contains the best practical information
for the time being, showing what to do, and when

$1.75,

and howtododoit.

NEWMAN.
Chicago,

Street.,

C.N.ABBOTT,

Bee Master

School of Apiculture. Fairlawn. Southall. London.

FLAT -BOTTOM
111.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet to
the pound. Circular and samples free.

Contents of this Number.
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F.illtoi lal

F.

Rockford, Winnebago Co..

"
"

2c.

VAN DEUSEN &
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Sole Manufacturers,
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Among our Exchance*
Next Season's Cropof Honey
Wintering Bees in Kentucky
"Locusses and Wild Honey"
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Selling

Correspondence

:

Three-Banded Test of Italian Bees
Experiments with Comb Foundation
A Model Bee-House
New Methods ot Wintering Bees

Convention Notes

395
395
396
396

:

N. E. Wisconsin Convention

396
397
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Wintering Bees
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White Pine Honey Package
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398
398
398
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t£g* New subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal, for 1882, will have all

the remaining numbers for 1881 free
from the time the money is received
at this office. Therefore, the sooner
they subscribe for it, the more they
will obtain for the $2.

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the Bee Journal for 1882.
They are lettered in gold on the back,

and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

Journal

as fast as

They will be sent postpaid
by mail for 75 cents. To all who send
during this month (December) for the
Journal and binder for 1882, we will
send both for $2.50. We do this to
encourage all to get the binder and
preserve the Bee Journal for reference, and to save us the expense of
removing the name from our type
mailing machine, and then resetting
it in January or February.
received.

t^ Subscriptions may
with the

rirst

number

commence
month in

of any

the year.

APIARIST WANTED,
AOOOD
For
age an
address
5QWlt

to manaptarv in California.
particulars,
H. UTT, Pala, San Diego Co., Cal.

LEE

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES
QUEENS

of ITALIAN BEES,
From my Apiaries.
and NUCLEI IN SEASON.

lySatisfaction guaranteed.
cation.

.1.

II-

Circular on appli-

KOBEKTSON,

Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

anwtf

FOR
SALE.
NEW
HIVES,

FIFTY

U1TINJBY
are submude, wiili zinc covered tops, all well
painted, four colors Of hives, complete except
boxes. Prices: 25 at$l.75,or 50at$l.S0each, Have
been used only two seasons. Correspondence so-

stantially

licited.

5owitp

o
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u
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394
394

394
394
394

Address.
A. A. (1K.M Kit,
E. Springfield, Otsego Co., N. Y.
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Dec. 14.

(^OLDEST BEE PAPERfoP'
IN AMERICA

(§)

"*

ESTABLISHED ^)

-^

IN

1861

1

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

as any, will be to stand cornstalks
around eacli hive, being careful to turn

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,
974

CHICAGO, ILL. structed flight.
In the methods advised above, we
OF SUBSCRIPTION!
make no recommendation regarding

WEST MADISON

TERMS

over and bind the tops, to keep all dry
inside. Great care must also be taken
to part the stalks at the foot, opposite
the entrance of the hive, to afford an
opportunity at all times for an unob-

WEEKLY"— (62 numbers)

ST.,

Honey as Medicine.— On !page 402,
a recipe for Cough
Syrup, from Dr. Tinker, who says it
may not be advisable to introduce any
medicinal matter into the Bee Journal. We think otherwise, however,
for we believe that pure honey is not

may be found

S>8 a year, in advance.
at the same rate.

Hints for a Beginner.
Mr. W. D. Smyser, Nineveh, Intl.,
under date of Dec. 9, writes that he
has three colonies, partly prepared for
winter, and wants the best method of

treatment at this late date.

He

asks,

"Ought

bees to roar if they are all
right V I have one colony that I can
hear roar in the gum down through
two feet of chaff. Will it do to look
at them in cold weather V Must they
be kept shut up during the cold days
of spring ?"

:

:

Much

If weather is warm enough to allow
the bees to fly freely, the following
will be the best course to pursue Construct a box six inches larger each
way than the hive put in about four
inches of chaff cut a hole in the side
opposite the entrance set the hive in
the box, and put in a wooden tube to
connect the entrance with the hole in
the side of the box, to allow the bees
to go in and out at all times, and to
supply fresh air
pack chaff inside
the box around the hive remove the
cover of the hive, and spread two or
three thicknesses of old gunny cloth,
carpet or drilling over the bees, fill
up the box, over the hive, with chaff,
put a cover on the box to keep out rain
and snow, replace where the hive formerly stood, and the work is done.
If the weather be very cold the
quickest, and perhaps as safe a plan
:

;

;

;

;

;

bound in cloth, postpaid, and the
Weekly Bee Journal for one year,
for $3.00

;

or with King's Text- Book,

or Blessed Bees (a romance),
in cloth, for $2.75.
all five

books for

bound

The Journal and

$6.00.

This

is

a rare

for a long, cold siege

;

packing too warm, thereby causing
restlessness, or inducing flights when
the temperature of the atmosphere
would not justify it. Up to this date
(Dec. 16) the winter has been unusually propitious, the bees have had nu-

merous flights at favorable intervals,
and indications of dysentery or other

we have left it
you wish to send
your subscription to us, when sending
for other papers, we will forward the
$2 to Mr. Newman free of charge.
from

out.

On

all

clubbing

However,

the

lists,

if

American Bee Journal

and Gleanings Mr. Doolittle can make
no deduction. On all other bee papers
the price is " cut," more or less. We
do not approve of the practice, and,
sooner or later, it must be abandoned
by all papers that are worth their subscription price. Any deduction given
to an agent, is intended to pay for the
time and trouble of procuring the
club, and should never be used to
" undersell " the publisher.-

chance to get a good library on beekeeping. A person can sell the books
The Apiary Register will be ready
for their published price, $6.00, and send out early in January.

get the Weekly Bee Journal free
and we for his trouble.
Those having already paid for the
would not be at all surprised if the
majority of loss this winter was the Weekly Bee Journal for 1882 may
result of well meant, but injudicious send for the books alone and deduct
kindness, in contracting too much and the $2 already sent for the Journal.

them

and Catalogue
and raspberry plants,

Doolittle's Club List,

of strawberry

The Weekly American Bee Jourof this preparation has been
used here with highly satisfactory re- nal for 1882 will contain 16 pages of
sults, and it has been the means of 3 columns each, which enlarges it
selling several gallons of extracted one-third, as well as securing for it a
more attractive form, thus making it
honey."
valuable than in 1881, and placWe have sent the Doctor a copy of more
ing it at the head of all bee journals in
our pamphlet on " Honey as Food and the world. As friend Newman prefers
Medicine," which we are pleased to to have the Bee Journal omitted
"

pvjSfiM/

In view of the advanced season, the
unusually favorable weather heretofore experienced, the general prevalence of an abundance of good, wholesome honey, and with our present
impression regarding the remainder
of the winter to come, with strong
colonies of bees, we should experience
but little uneasiness even though we
had been wholly derelict in preparing

51.

grave-vines, potatoes, etc., is received.
It is printed by Mr. A. I. Root, and
makes a very creditable appearance.
Mr. Doolittle states that he has been
engaged by us to write 20 articles
only excellent food, but invaluable as during the year 1882 for the American Bee Journal, and adds
medicine. The Doctor says

the interior of the hives, for, witli the
season so far advanced, and the liaSEMI-MONTHLY"— The first and third numbersot
bility of a change in the weather from
each month, at JSl.OO a year, in advance.
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at one extreme to another at any moSO cent* a year, in advance.
ment, any unusual disturbance of the.
%F Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club) sent to any address cluster will be attended with risk, and
desired.
Sample copies furnished fret.
no plan should be attempted which
K4T" Remit by money-order, registered letter, exknow has done much to popularize
press or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay- cannot be accomplished without the
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
knowledge of the bees. Bees should honey as medicine as well as food in
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
many localities.
not be " looked at " nor otherwise disFree of postage in the United States or Canada. turbed in cold weather, and should be
Posture to Europe 5© cents extra.
How to get the Weekly Bee Journal
left with their winter preparation till
The en- free of cost for 1882.— Until further
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. settled weather in spring.
trance should never be entirely closed, notice, any subscriber who desires to
and should it become closed with dead obtain a good book on apiculture, can
bees, they should be gently drawn out have either Cook's Manual, Quinby's
New Bee-Keeping, or Novice's ABC,
with a bent wire.
Three or Six Months

No.

21, 1881.

to

It devotes 2 pages to each colony,

embracing between twenty and thirty
headings, neatly ruled and printed,
with space at bottom for remarks, and
so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.
Each book will also contain printed
f^" If any numbers of this years' rules for the apiary, and twelve pages
Bee Journal have been lost, look ruled and printed for an apiary cash
them over at once and send us a Pos- account. As each book is intended
tal Card stating the missing numbers for a several years' record, it is gotten
and we will send them free, as long as up on first class paper, and strongly
we have any left.
bound in full leather covers. There

will be three sizes, sent postpaid, at
Binders cannot be sent to Can- the following prices
The roaring referred to by our cor- ada by mail the International law For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
respondent, is occasioned by packing will not permit anything but samples
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
1 50
"
200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
too warm, obstruction of entrance, or of merchandise of less weight than 8
jarring and frightening the bees, and ounces.
Canadians will please reThe larger ones can be used for a
is very unfavorable.
member this when ordering Binders. few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
(^ After New Year's day, money- IBT Look at the wrapper label and all together in one book, and are thereorders are to be exchanged between see that proper credit is given for fore the most desirable ones to prothe United States and the Australian money sent us, within 2 weeks. If it cure at the start. We have added
colonies.
The change will greatly does not then appear, please send us these to our new Premium List for
facilitate commerce.
a Postal Card, and we shall with getting up Clubs for the Bee Jourpleasure make the correction, for an nal, as will be seen on page 407.
8g" The Bee Journal of next year error may occur during the rush at
Send in your orders at once, and the
will be stitched, the edges trimmed, this season, though we endeavor to be books will be forwarded as soon as
and each number will have 16 pages.
careful to always give proper credit.
completed.

disease are very rare.

<gg"
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For the Americun Bee Journal.

Mr. Heddon and "That Coming Bee."
E. L.

BKIGGS.

While reading Mr. Heddon'a
in the last

article

Journal on" That Coming

Bee," I waa peculiarily struck with
that beautiful, graceful smile which
lighted up his countenance, or rather
his • pen," at the method of Mr.
Briggs, in the late prize effort in procuring the best slock of queens to

Feeding in Winter.— Please let me
Couib Honey in Sections.— Will Prof.
Cook please give in the Weekly Bee know through the Bee Journal the
Jouknai. the new method of obtain- best way to feed bees in the winter
ing section honey explained by him to whether candy made of A sugar or

Fourth. " As far as it can be ascertained this fall, the most prolific
breeder, and honey gathering offspring." Mr. Heddon again dissents
to the first named quality, "prolific
breeder," but agrees with the latter.
" prolific honey gatherers." I always
smile with gladness, when, at the beginning of honey harvest, I find my
apiary consisting of colonies from
which are pouring out and in tens of
thousands of large, golden, industrious,
gentle and vigorous honey gatherers,
and nurses of the brood of a queen
which keeps every vacant cell tilled
with eggs, larvae or bees ready to issue.
But here are his somewhat contradictory remarks: "I deem it a great
mistake in bee-keepers to cherish and
encourage this quality of proliticness
* * I find that the most profit lies in
using a hive of that size that the very

the Michigan Central Convention, and syrup V I have a colony I think I will
R. P. Williajis.
given in report of same in the Bee have to feed.
Goldsmith, Ind.
Journal on page 382.

or

believe

at all,

Dec.

a good cellar, or

[If in

5, 1881.

if

at the time

of feeding the weather be so
that the bees can put the feed

warm

where
Every Number Worth a Dollar.—
semi the money for the Weekly Bee they can use it. then thick syrup will
Journal for the next year. I would be best; but if too cold, then use the
not lose any number for a dollar bill.
candy, laying '.4 inch square sticks on
D. Higbee.
top of the frames, the candy on these,
Avoca, Iowa, Dec. 9, 1881.
and carefully covering with blanket,
Labeled Pure.— I have tried to prac- mat or quilt. The exhalations from
tice the teachings of the Journal,
candy so
I love so much, and find it pays to the bees will moisten the
warrant every pound of honey I sell to they can consume it. Give them sufbe pure honey. I did this last year, ficient to last till moderate weather,
putting on labels, and I think from
as the candy will attract all the bees
the way my old customers return, and
new ones ordering honey, that it gave to the tops of the frames, and they
good satisfaction. I have not been cannot be again fed without much
able to supply one-half of our home disturbance. Ed.]

breed from. Alter saying: "While
sympathize with the end in view, [
lerately prolific queen always keeps
must say that the method he employs full of brood. Small hives for surto reach' it causes me to smile with my plus." But this is the hive question,
pen, and is not at all the one 1 follow, Mr. Heddon, and not the queen-breedadvocate or believe in." lie says, "I ing qualities, liut even then it is a
will explain."
good thing to have this " very moderAs Mr. Heddon had been compelled, ately prolific queen" keep her hive
forces,
pent-up
his
urged
by
forced,
" full of brood," as admitted above.
and drawn out by his sense of the pubTo sum up, Mr. II. follows, advoimportant
lic' good, to utter the above
cates and believes in— 1. Small queens.
dissent to Mr. IS.'s method, will he lie has seen some which produced
please to tell us what method" hedoes large workers. 2. Very dark queens.
follow, advocate, and believe in ?"
" These are superior to bright ones."
Well, here is the response: "First, Three. Very restless bees and queens
of
expoints
the
four
consider
let us
while being handled, is a matter of
cellence that Mr. IS. makes the test: minor importance. 4. " Very moder'The largest in size, herself, and pro- ately prolific queens," because they
ducing the largest worker progeny.'" can only fill small hives. 5. He agrees
Mr. Heddon does not "follow, ad- that the honey gathering instinct and
vocate or believe in " procuring the peacableness are qualities rather delargest queens and workers at all, for sirable, but he does not follow, advohe continues: "I have seen small cate or believe in my method of proqueens that produced large, gentle and curing mothers of such instincts to
industrious workers, and such queens breed from.
should not be reckoned as secondIt was precisely because Mr. Hedclass." Therefore, the " lirst smile don and some others were not " folhas
Heddon
Mr.
penned."
was
lowing, advocating and believing "in
smiled with his pen, therefore, if bee- the method of breeding only from the
keepers want the largest bees, such as very best selected stock, from among
can work on red clover, they should the very best variety of bees, that I
get one of the smallest queens when- chose the method I did to get a half
ever they buy a queen, for remember dozen of the very highest grade of
Mr. II. 's experience— remember his queen bees from among the Italian
lie don't "believe in, advosmile!
race, to be found in America or elsecate or follow " the method of breed- where. I could have sent to Mr. II.
ing the largest queens for the largest or any one else, and procured haphaworkers.
zard queens, such as described, for a
Second. Producing the brightest couple of dollars each, and when prosecpens
his
Mr.
II.
workers.
colored
cured, they would not have been as
ond smile and dissents as follows: good as those I had already, in one
• The experience of the most extencase in ten. But the result was, in
sive importers and honey producers five cases out of the six, I received a
is. that the dark Italians are superior
queen— selected by her
superior
to the bright ones." Therefore, as breeder with the special idea of outor
follow,
advocate
not
docs
Mr. II.
ranking all her competitors.
believe in producing light-colored
So confident am I of its successful
bees, when you desire queens, order result, that I hereby offer a prize of
small dark ones; it will be so much $20 for a queen sent me by any one
more convenient for any one to fill which will out-rank the ones I have
your orders without any question received in the several points named,
arising afterward as to the purity of provided that if she falls below, the
the queens you receive.
sender receives nothing for her, as a
Third. " Producing a progeny the price, for I do not wish to be bothered
most peaceable in handling, and ad- with inferior stock in receiving and
hering to the combs the closest." Af- inserting and caring for them when
ter saying he does not follow, advocate
no better, or not even as good as my

mv method

THOM.

J. C.

Streetsville, Can.,

1

iii

Dec. 21,

John Meadek.

demand.

Delaware, Iowa, Dec.

13, 1881.

[You are

it

Good Honey Crop.— I

lost all of

my

does pay to bees last winter except 5 colonies;
warrant all your honey to be the gen- they were rather weak. I lost the first
divided, and with the
uine and pure article, and to label it swarm then I
addition of one new swarm increased
It inspires confidence, and aids
so.
to 12. They gathered in all 1,000 lbs.
the general work of increasing the de- of honey. "I packed them in leaves
mand for and consumption of honey. and cornstalks for the winter.
E. C. Crane.
—Ed.]
Burlington, Iowa, Dec. 12, 1881.
Bees in Fair Condition.— Bees went
into winter quarters here in fair conBetterthan Bee-Books.— I have caredition. Last fall I had 21 colonies of fully filed every number of the Bee
black bees; had 5 left in spring have Journal for the past 2 years, and will
10 now, 5 of them Italians. Success have them bound. They are really
to the Bee Journal.
better than bee-books, and I do not
Thomas J. Ward.
see how a bee-keeper can get along
St. Mary's, Ind., Dec. 13, 1881.
without the Weekly. Send it along
for next year, and next, and next; yes,
Four Years' Experience. In the as long as I live and keep bees I shall
spring of 1878 I bought 3 colonies of want the American Bee Journal.
B. F. Carroll.
bees— 1 in box and 2 in movable frame
Dresden, Tex., Dec. 12, 1881.
hives I increased them to 0, caught 1
wild swarm, and bought and sold some
in the winter. I began the spring of
Alfalfa Clover.— Is alfalfa clover a
1879 with 10 frame and 3 box hives
honey plant, or do bees gather honey
quite right

;

;

;

—

:

the latter swarmed 7 times, and gave
but little honey; the 13 averaged 03
from one I obtained
lbs. per colony

A. S. Edson.
from it?
Brooklyn, Mo., Dec. 12, lssl.

;

it is said to be an excellent
[ Yes
and from another 112 lbs. I
think I increased to 22. and sold down honey producer, but we have had no
to 10. In the spring of 1880 I sold 1 experience with it, and cannot speak
and exchanged queens fori, as I was from personal knowledge. Ed.]
interested iii Italianizing all around
me. This was the no-honey year, and
Bee-Keeping in North Carolina.—
I reared and sold queens enough to
pay expenses. 1 winter in a cellar, There are about 300 colonies in frame
and my loss has been 1 colony and 1 hives in this county, but no intelligent
nucleus, which starved through my management, as our people will not
neglect last winter. My bees showed read. I commenced the spring with
some signs of dysentery, but came 30 colonies, increased to 50, and took
through in good shape; 1 took 17 out 2,300 lbs. of honey, mostly extracted.
of the cellar, and before honey began 1 sell in Baltimore at 12 to 15 cents per
in tin cans, mostly
to come in I had sold down to 10 extra pound forextracted,
good colonies. It was dry here early, in 3 and pounds. I have purchased
neighbor,
and will
and bees did not begin in earnest till 15 colonies from a
about June 10, when it was lively; it buy more. I expect to commence the
;

120 lbs.,

made me

smile to seethe little fellows
bring in the nectar. From my 10 colobtained 1,040
onies in the spring
lbs., or 164 lbs. per colony, about
extracted, and the remainder comb
without using separators, the most of
which I can pack in crates. I used
whole sheets of foundation. My best
yields were from my best Italians;
colony giving me 237 lbs. of comb and
extracted, another 140 lbs. of comb.
and a third OS sections;", ixii of comb
honey. Thelastcolony 1 divided, and
with its increase gave me 105 sections.
Others done quite as well I had to
extract from the brood chamber to
give the queen room. I increased to
nuclei, which 1 put
17 colonies and
1 have
in the cellar on the 14th inst.
some, and can see
Cyprians
tried the
nothing superior in them except proliticness.
Unless I was working for
bees instead of honey, I can see no
advantage in them. A good portion
of the time this summer, there was
brood in the 9 frames, and some that
had on second stories laid in 2 or 3

it

own.
little singular to hear him
In conclusion, I give Mr. Heddon
" We agree exactly about the
my very best bow and smile, in return
peaceableness, but I consider the ad- for his criticism, and hope he may
herence to the combs of minor consid- pursue that method which will result
eration compared with other points of in producing " that coming bee,"
merit." Well, it makes me glad to which can work freely on red clover,
find that Mr. II. and myself are in be the gentlest to handle, and the
exact agreement on this third point of greatest honey producer in the world.
excellence, for 1, too. deem adherence
Wilton, Iowa, Nov. 17, 1881.
.,
to the combs of minor importance, as
compared to some other points. For
instance, industry, size, proliflcness
and gentleness. Yet it is very convenient and agreeable while handling
a frame, not to have the bees rush to
"•
some corner of the comb, ball up there,
and tumble off in a mass upon your
boots, or the ground, and from thence
crawl up your ankles and legs, espeHoney Cough Medicine.— The followcially if they gel next to the skin. My
remedy
smiles are apt to all vanish on such ing is a recipe of a valuable
coughs. It is especially
occasions. Nor is itmuch moreagree- for obstinate
in
abletohave them take wing as the .valuable for long-standing coughs
useful in all cases
dark, brown and hybrids do, and dab elderly people, and
very
with a hot skin and
into your neck, eyes and ears every unattended
frames there. I will try all the races,
Extracted honey
second or two. So, whether of major frequent pulse
Whisky, of each, 1 pint; but shall breed most of my queens
oil;
or minor importance, I choose to cul- Linseed
tablespoonful 3 or 4 from my best Italian stock.
tivate for instinctive and tenanacious mix. Dose,— one
R. CAMMON.
1)K. G. L. Tinker.
adherence to the combs while hand- times a day.
Rockton, 111., Nov. 22, lssl.
New Philadelphia, U., Dec. G, 1881.
them.
I

seems a

'.,

say,

1

1

1

spring with 75 colonies. We have not
as good honey resources as in some of
the Northern and Western States,
our season of surplus commencing
about April 15 and ending June 1st;
but in good seasons we get a fair yield
of honey, and then we are free from
the fussing and fearful losses attending wintering as in the colder Northern climate. So, upon the whole,
there is nothing to prevent the intelligent bee-keeper from making the
business pay at least moderately well.
W. 1'. Wemyss.
Clinton, N. C.

;

:

ling

:

ig^The Nebraska

State Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its annual
meeting in Ashland, Neb., on the 12th
and 13th of January. 1SS2. A cordial

ers'

invitation is extended to all who are
interested in bee-culture. Members
will be returned to their homes by the
railroad companies at 1 cent per mile.
T. L. VonDorn, Pres., Omaha.

G.

M. Hawley,

Sec, Lincoln.

(gg° The eastern New York BeeKeepers' Union Association, will hold
their ninth Convention, Tuesday, Jan.
10, atlO a,m., at Central Bridge. Scho.

Co.,

N.Y.

N. D. West,

W.D. Wright, Pres.
Sec.
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Shall We Continue to Import Italian Queens?
our Italians pure, but improve their that their wintering qualities outdoors might receive a severe test,
I assume that the same laws underalready superior qualities.
arranging Cyprians, Italians, hybrids lie the breeding of bees as of other ans. K. Maksit.
Palo, Mich.
and blacks in a way that I might note imals, and since our knowledge of
black facts relating to the breeding of bees
Now for the results
Prof. Cook thought that this judg- facts.
qualiment was too hasty, as the good
colony, by far the strongest, wintered is limited, 1 will draw conclusions,
should
Italians
about
Syrians
and
worse; hybrids
based in a measure upon the broader
ties of the Cyprians and
not be overlooked, lie thought that equal Cyprians wintered better than bases of the recognized laws of stock
Michigan State Convention.
Mr. Jones had done a great thing for Italians, hybrids or blacks, and Syrians breeding.
the bee-keepers, in giving them an better than the Cyprians. Now, one
The most easily understood of these
The 16th annual meeting1 of the opportunity
to compare the different swallow does not make a summer, nor laws is "like produces like."
All
Michigan state Bee-Keepers Society,
my
through the realms of nature there
one test form proof positive, in
was held at Battle Creek, Mich., on races.
and
found
varieties,
I
three
(minion. Xow for spring
seems to be a constant struggle beMr. Ilaikes had
Dec B, 9, 1881. L'res. Prof. A. J. Cook
the Syrians, but was not yet them last spring building up stronger tween uniformity and variety. We
The Secretary not hav- preferredpronounce
in the chair.
decidedly in their and earlier than any others. One never find two of anything exactly
to
ready
ing arrived, Mr. II. 1). Cutting was
quart of Cyprians or Syrians, espe- alike, although their general characappointed Secretary protem., who read favor.
Mr. Cobb offered a resolution that cially the latter, will build up and be teristics may be the same. At fust
the following on
the Convention disapprove of the sen- stronger when white clover blooms, sight it seems as if nature was at varHow to Maintain the Pnrity of Italian Bees. timent expressed in Mr. Marsh's pa- than 3 pints or 2 quarts of black or iance with herself, but investigation
Italian bees, in fact, they spread out shows that her laws are working in
per. Carried.
The superiority of the Italian bee
and breed so fast that if a cold night harmony, and if understood may be
the
addressed
then
Jones
A.
bee
Mr.
D.
German
or
our
native
black
over
occurs, the entrances should beclosed controlled. Their apparent discord is
on
is so well established, and so well Convention as follows,
to prevent the brood from chilling. explained, the influences at work, the
known, that it would be superfluous
Now this year has more firmly con- obstacles to be overcome, and the obThe New Races of Bees.
for me to speak of any of their good
vinced me of their ability to gather jects to be attained are understood.
Years ago I became convinced that large quantities of honey. If they can
qualities.
To understand the elements which
Italians,
inferior
to
and
black bees were
The introduction of the Cyprian
gather more honey, besides breeding go to make up an animal, it is necesSyrian bees has also proven that the and as I was always determined to doubly as much, does that not prove
sary to know, not only its parents, but
Italians are the best bee known to the have the best, I purchased from many that if their honey was not used in
also.
-The further
American apiarist, and we doubt that of the best and most noted American brood rearing, they would nearly their ancestors
back our information extends, the
I also imthey have any superiors in the world, breeders and importers
double their rivals in honey gathering? more satisfactory it is. The progenior any equal to them. All we have to ported, myself, and while the black There is no trouble in coaxing them
an animal vary, and the anido is to maintain their purity and im- bees appeared to be a pure race, the into the boxes for box honey. They tors of
resemble any one of them.
prove their good qualities to the high- Italians appeared to differ greatly in will gladly welcome any place where mal may
many respects. I found that I could they can carry the honey out of the In case it does not resemble its imest standard of excellence.
parent,
but is like a remote
mediate
select and breed in almost any direcHow shall we accomplish this?
way of the brooding they will work ancestor, it is called a sport. Here
It is generally admitted that Italians tion, especially dark and light; that
in boxes and sections when no others we see nature following the law of
are not a fixed race. This is well es- there were great differences in color will they build more queen cells and
and yet its effect is sometablished by the irregular markings of and quality; that there must be a mix- care better for them than either Ital- uniformity,
times variation. This resemblance to
the queens and drones, and I have no ture somewhere, and that the Italians ians or blacks.
a remote ancestor, or ativatism, as it
doubt there are different grades of were not a pure race although supeIn one instance I recollect, a colony is called, is one of the most important
purity among them, as I have had rior to black bees, I found as much
I took from Mount Lebanon, car- factors in scientific breeding. It can
that
Italians breed uniform queens and difference in their wintering qualities ried it to the coast in a water jug, and
readily seen that the larger the proworkers, but very irregular in the as I did in their honey gathering qual- thence by steamer to Larnaca (my be
markings of their drones. I have had ities, or strength of colonies. Hear- Cyprus apiary), and, to my astonish- portion of progenitors we have in a
pedigree which have the traits we are
other colonies of Italians that gave no ing that the Cyprians were a superior ment, I found in the native hive when
endeavoring to obtain, the greater
uniformity in any of their progeny, race, and seeing no chance of securing
I went to transfer it, no less than 60 will be our success.
Pedigree is the
the workers having3to5yellow bands. them in their purity otherwise, I de- young queens all crawling about lively
of the breeder it is
These are the most prolific breeders cided to shoulder the responsibility of in the hive, and about 180 nice, large main dependence
which
gives
opportunity to
variation
importing them, and employed Mr.
and the greatest swarmers.
queen cells just ready to hatch, showselection of breeding stock.
As to the breeding of Italians to the Frank Benton of your State (who is ing that they must have constructed make
It is here that the skill of the breeder
standard of purity— three or more yel- well and favorably known to many of nearly 250 large, fine and well-develupon
low stripes, is quite easily managed you as a reliable and enthusiastic bee- oped queen cells. They worked well is especially required, and it is
where only blacks and Italians and keeper), then, going personally to on red clover this year, and would al- this that his success largely depends.
selection
had
best
be
made
Whether
their hybrids abound, as we can con- Europe, Asia and Africa, enduring
most stand on their heads trying to by the breeder, or the mating of anitinually supersede all queens thatpro- much hardship and at great expense,
their proboscis down further to mals be left to their own choice, there
press
duce workers with less than three yel- succeeded in landing safely in Amer- get the honey from the bottom of the
seems to be a difference of opinion.
ica, Cyprian and Syrian bees in their
low stripes.
clover tubes. They have no equals as
some, it is held that by the latter
In the parts of our country where purity. The first season I did Hottest energetic workers, and are both moth By
process, the poorer specimens will be
the Cyprian and Syrian bees have been them sufficiently to decide their quali- and robber proof. I have a very large
out, and only the superior ones
introduced, Italians cannot be bred ties thoroughly yet I was much pleased number of Syrians and Cyprians, both culled
This theleft to perpetuate the race.
pure with my degree of certainty, as with them.
bred wintering, ory almost recommends itself at first
home
and
imported
Being absent from home so long in and will carefully note results. They
those races of bees are said to be about
sight but upon careful search, I can
the color of ordinary Italians, or per- the East, and then having my islands are more sensitive and require care in
find nothing to support it the burden
to select and breeding establishments
haps yellower.
show
they
aroused,
handling, for, if
of evidence is opposed to it. In every
If they are (as some assert) more to arrange, and then I was too busy
do
in
other
they
that
energy
same
the
instance, as far as I can find, a careyellow than the ordinary Italian, we to give them as close attention as I
respects not to be beaten.
fully bred animal is superior to its
could not condemn an Italian queen would have liked to, but as I keep
I had one colony of Cyprians that prototype in the wild state.
I think
because she produced workers with trained and thoroughly practical bee
decidedly cross, and on two oc- that the reason of this fact, if it is a
more than three yellow bands, because men and close observers, I was as- was
casions after they were aroused by fact, is that man selects more careItalians with 3 to 5 striped workers sisted much in noting their characterimproper management, they forced
and with a
were plenty in this country before the istics. We first observed their won- me to walk away from the hive until fully than does nature,
definite aim and his choice breeding
into
this
Italians
or
bees
proliticness
over
of
yellow
derful
introduction
I had from 2 to 300 stock is guarded from accidents. Also
down.
settled
they
blacks; in fact, the Syrian queens
country or Italy.
colonies in my home apiary in the very when an advance is made it is reI would recommend that all parties lay an incredible number of eggs in a
center of the town, and on the corner tained.
Man selects more closely
having those new races of yellow bees, day. I was more favorably impressed
facing the two principal streets, with than does nature. When she has a
at once completely supersede them by with the Syrian bees than the Cypbee
nearly all the stores facing my
hundred specimens, she rejects perthe best strain of Italians which they rians, even in Palestine, as I found
yard, and also a hotel— the bees within
case,
had before they introduced those them there traveling such incredible 30 feet of both main streets, and mil- haps half of them. In a similar
man would use but a single one. If
purchasing breeding distances for honey, although the Cypraces, or by
of people the queens which are to stock our
heads
the
flying
over
lions
queens from reliable breeders where rians will travel much longer distanand horses passing, and I have not hives are to be carefully bred, and not
they have not been introduced. To ces for honey than the Italians or
known one instance where any one taken at random, the question follows,
all others I would recommend the lat- blacks, besides, they fly much faster.
The Syrian bees will fly as far, was stung. my preference is for the who shall breed them ?
ter course.
Thus far
It is generally held by breeders that
What are we to do about imported empty themselves and return for Syrian
bees over all others they are the proof of long-continued, careful
queens from Italy ? I understand another load in about 13 minutes, as
breeders, breeding, is to be found in a uniforprolific, wonderful
more
those new yellow bees are introduced Italians or blacks do in 17 minutes,
superior honey gatherers, and so far, mity of offspring also that a diversithere. If we import queens from It- and Cyprians are not much behind
have stood the winter best.
fied progeny indicates a diversified
aly, we shall experience the same dif- them in speed of flight besides being
ancestory. If this test were applied
ficulty in testing their purity that we swift in flight, they are less liable to
Mr. A. I. Boot said that there is a to the queens which we receive from
have in breeding them together here. be knocked about by storms and wind; great diversity of 'opinion concerning
Italy, it would show them to have
I would urge our Italian friends to they are more sensitive, or possess the new bees, but they are gaining in
knowledge of atmospheric favor. They are exceedingly prolific, black blood, and to be the result of
at once supersede th ose new races of greater
careless breeding. There are breedbees, as I have just recommended our changes, and return to their hives be- and very good honey gatherers.
ers among us whose queens are uniAmericans to do, and I think, or hope, fore the storms with wonderful rapidMr. Harrington's experience with formity good and well-marked. In
they will not have mucli demand for ity and exactness.
the Syrians was similar to the last every instance, as far as I can find,
I was unable the first season, owing
their queens in America. The introhad found that queens these men have kept the same strain
duction of those new races of bees to my late arrival from the East, to speaker's. He
They of blood for a series of years, and made
fill a comb before leaving it.
to
but
a
blessing
qualities
anything
test
"their
honey
gathering
proven
has
would not attack if not disturbed careful selection in each generation.
the apiarists of America. I am not fully, but found them breeding four
queens are very active.
There are apiarists with whom I am
I expected no better times as much as others late in the young
disappointed
Mr. Jones. The Syrians are'so rapid acquainted, who would not breed from
season, and yet kept their hives stored
results.
was not better than most
Now if we expect to maintain purity with as much and more honey than in their motions that they are difficult a queen that
imported.
in our noble Italians, we must procure others, thus showing their ability to to introduce to colonies of other vari- of those
It is sometimes said that we must
our breeding queens from the best gather sufficient for extensive brood- eties. Fertile workers are more often
found in colonies from queens that had continue to import only until the masources possible in this country or rearing and storing equal to others.
of the drones throughout the
jority
Now, as winter appeared, I placed themselves been good layers.
Italy.
Mr. A. B. Weed then gave the fol- country are of the desired race. Even
By proper care in selecting our one small colony of the Syrian bees in
if it were not true that we can rear
breeding stock, we may not only keep a hive, and two stronger ones in a way lowing address on

A

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;
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our drones as well as our queens, that turists in regard to bees doing damage
time seems to be nearly, if not quite to their grapes and other fruits.
here. Italian blood is widely dissemI have talked with many fruit men
" The bees swarm on my
inated through the country, and many who say
of the so-called wild bees are now in grapes and destroy large quantities of
" The bees
part, or wholly of this race. Says Mr. them."
Others say
A. I Root, in speaking of the charac- swarmed on my fruit, but I found
ter of the bees which he is buyingpro- they were after damaged fruit, and
" I did not touch any fruit that was
miscuously through the country
have frequently purchased colonies sound."
during the last few weeks as nicely
About five years ago I commenced
marked as any in our apiary. These, a series of experiments to ascertain
too, came from those who have never whether bees did damage grapes and
taken any notice of Italians at all."
other fruits. I found that the bees
Gleanings for Aug., 1881, page 401.) I would work on grapes, if in a damaged
have quoted Mr. Root here, as his ex- condition. I found that the wasps
perience is so large, that his testimony and birds did the damage in many
is valuable.
cases, and then the bees would finish
It is thought by many that in-breed- up their work. Great changes in the
ing is injurious, and that it is neces- weather at times of ripening, would
sary to go frequently to the original cause grapes to crack open ever so lit:

:

:

source for fresh blood. As to just
what in-breeding is, I can find no exact deffinition it is generally agreed
that by it is meant the breeding together of relations, but just how close
the relationship must be to deserve
the term, our practical breeders have
not determined. Sometimes when degeneracy or disease follows close breeding, they are believed to have been
caused by it, whereas they might have
existed otherwise. In-breeding has
been an indispensable aid in establishing our best breeds of domestic animals. Their pedigrees show it to have
been carried to a very great extent,
yet they are the most valuable animals we have. Even if fresh blood
were desirable, it seems doubtful if
we could get it from Italy, as the stock
;

which we have now was originally
from that source.
I know of no better way to improve our
bees than that followed by the breeders
of larger stock. During the last 20
years that apiarists have been importing their bees, the other breeders have
been diligently improving their animals by selection, importing comparatively but little. The improvement

that they have made, we all know is
very great. The stream has risen
above its source, and shipments of
breeding cattle from this country to
their original homes are actually taking place. I think that it is not too
much to say that America leads the
world in live stock. Some Americans

who have

acted with care and intelligence, together with good judgment
in breeding their bees, have obtained
valuable strains, but I do not think
that improvement has been general.
The stock of those who have depended
upon importation, has not been improved in this way, but necessarily
represents that of the country from

which

it came.
can find no evidence that Italy has
improved her stock during this time.
I think if we had kept pace with the
breeders of larger animals, that it is
safe to say that we would be inestimably in advance of where we are now.
If this view of the subject is right,
importation is carried on not only at
the cost of money, but also of all possibility of improvement.

I

Mr. A. I. Root thought that if bees
were bred carefully that they would
be so valuable as to

any

command almost

price.

J. H. Townley thought that almost
anything could be done with them by
selection.

Mistakes of a

Few

make new

Bee-Keepers.

a mistake to hold all rules in
bee-keeping invariably correct for
rules in bee-keeping, like rules in
spelling, have more exceptions than
cases under the rule.
It is a mistake to take any man's
opinion without experimental knowledge and his reasons for the same
for one good reason founded on experience is worth more than all the
opinions in the universe.
It is a mistake to follow the ways,
or adopt the hive of a successful beekeeper without practical reasons for
the same for good locality, or some
unknown cause, may produce the success in spite of his bad management
It

is

;

;

large cells.

Sweet and
commended,

alsike clovers were reespecially on sandy soils.
Mr. Root had Italians on red clover
and blacks on buckwheat at the same
time.
The President believed that importations should be continued.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

On

assembling, Mr. H. D. Cutting
gave the following address on
Bees and Grapes.

am well aware that much prejudice

exists in the

minds of some horticul-

ones, to hear the different
addresses and essays, make comments
on them, ask and answer a few questions, and have a good time, when in
addition we should have the experience of all the members on the different subjects of bee-keeping written out in a short, comprehensive

without comment, and these,
with the essays and lectures, and full
proceedings of the Con vention,priuted
style,

pamphlet form and distributed to
the members, or sold to outsiders for
enough to cover the cost of printing,
then we would have a record that
would be valuable to refer to afterin

wards.

It is a mistake to offer, and a much
greater mistake to accept, a reward
and bad hive.
for breaking off the filthy use of toIt is a mistake that bee-keepers
ought not to take the benefit of the bacco for a man that will not get up
tle, and the bees would clean them
patent laws, as well as others, and out of that miserable, soul-debasing,
out. In the whole five years 1 failed
clothes-besmearthereby be enabled to get a royalty health-destroying,
to find a single case where bees did
ing, breath-poluting, sense-benumbsufficient to pay them for their time
actually bite open the skin of fruit
ing, brain-befuddling, nerve-poisonand expense
getting up the imand destroy it; but if there is the provement if of
we could get up special ing habit without a reward, but will
least opening in the skin from any
donations, through special Providence, for ever sink himself too low for any
cause, and the flow of honey is scarce,
human society, and the whole looks to
we might then
;

;

dispense with the benthey will clean out all damaged grapes,
me like the proceedings of a protracefit of patent laws, but we are not all
but will not visit fruit of any kind if
ted meeting I once heard of, where
thus favored.
honey is plenty.
Concerning dysentery or the cause, they offered a ten cent chromo to all
But I ask, is it not a benefit, in place one
may say it is confinement, another that would come forward and get
of a

damage

None

?

of us

want

to

bacteria or bee-bread, while

am

sat-

religion.

I
pack fruit in a damaged condition, isfied, and
by the postals I have reThe Srecretay read the following
grapes especially for, if on a cluster
ceived, I think some others are, too, from Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, on
of grapes are only a few cracked
that starvation will sometimes proones, it will spoil the whole cluster
Rearing and Selling Queens.
it.
But it is a mistake to say
and all others they come in contact duce
that any one thing is the sole cause,
Some apiarists have asserted that
with, if they are kept long.
for it is evident there are many causes, the so-called " dollar queens " could
I have seen thirty varieties of and frequently a variety of causes, for not be reared at a profit.
I have been
grapes
some very early and some it is quite probable that with the bee, engaged in the business during the
very thin-skinned, and I cannot get as with the human, anything that will past four years, and have never
my bees (and I have had 4 varieties), change the action of the system so that cleared less than $15 per colony, the
to touch them. I have cut fine clus- instead of taking from the alimentary
average profit for the four years being
ters of very ripe fruit and placed on canal and furnishing the system nourabout $18 per colony. As 1 have been
the platforms of the hives, and the ishment, it takes from the system and so successful, perhaps the members
of
bees would go over and around them. throws into the canal, will produce the conventions would like to know
I then cut small openings in a few ber- dysentery.
how I have conducted the business.
ries, and in a few moments they were
Concerning frames and hives, Mr.
I
have learned that nothing is
covered with bees, cleaning them out. A. I. Root would not use any but the gained by commencing operations too
After finishing all those cut, they Langstroth frame and hives to fit, early in the season.
Colonies are
went all over the sound ones, but did while I would not use a frame that I weakened, brood is chilled, queens are
not cut one of them. I made pin had to hang in the hive, or a hive that two or three weeks old before they
beholes in a few of them with the same I could not move the end-board to- gin to lay, in fact, there are nothing
results; all so treated were cleaned gether or apart, or take them out at but unpleasant features
connected
out. I had some very thin-skined pleasure, and thus increase or lessen with commencing before
the warm
grapes sent me for trial, but with the the size as I saw fit; but it is a mistake weather has really come to stay.
same results as before none were for either of us to claim that ours is
I think a small frame best for queen
touched unless first punctured.
the ne plus ultra of all hives, for there rearing. If it were not that I might
I suspended a cluster of grapes un- may be many as good, and some far sometime wish to give up the queen
der a tree and poured sugar syrup on superior to ours.
business, and go to raising extracted
it; they took all of the syrup, but did
It is a mistake to follow instinct in- honey, I should adopt a frame not
not damage the cluster, until a wasp stead of reason
instinct is the same more than 10 inches square. I use the
managed to bite three berries before old way— reason invents, compares American frame.
I could kill it; those three the bees and selects the best; instinct was as
For nucleus hives, I use full-sized
finished.
perfect a thousand years ago as to- hives, putting in division boards, and
In conclusion, I must say that with day—reason will continue to improve, having a nucleus in each end of a hive.
the many differentexperimentscover- but will never perfect; instinct indi- Usually about the 10th or 15th of May,
ing a space of 5 years, being surroun- cates straw and box hives, also fire I put a nice, clean, light-colored workded by bees and affording them every and brimstone reason indicates com- er-comb in the center of the colony,
opportunity of doing damage, and fortable hives and handy frames, also having the queen from which I wish
failing to find them doing any, I think justice and mercy.
to breed. In 3 or 4 days I generally
those who condemn the bees had betIt is a mistake that because a colony find this comb filled with eggs, and
ter experiment for themselves and as- winters well in a hive that has a crack the first-laid eggs beginning to hatch
certain whether the bees do them any wide open from top to bottom, that all into larva?. I now remove the queen
damage or not they may come to the hives need that ventilation for a and all of the brood from some strong
same conclusion, as' the good people strong young colony will winter, not- colony, shaking the bees from the
of Massachusetts,
who years ago withstanding this unreasonable ex- brood combs back into the hive, and
thought the bees were a damage posure.
giving the brood to the weakest coloto their fruit, and had them banIt is a mistake to have a two-inch nies. The queen is either sold, or
ished, but finding their fruit began to space above the frames for the heat given to a nucleus prepared expressly
decrease, and of a poor quality, were and bees to get up into, when the heat for that purpose. The comb of eggs
only too glad to have the law repealed, and bees are required among the and larval' from the choice queen is
and get the bees back again, when combs to keep them warm, so that the now placed in the center of the queentheir fruit began to improve.
bees can get over them and feed when less and "bloodless" colony. I usually
The field is broad let all those who the weather is cold, and not freeze in cut a few small holes in the comb, just
have their doubts carefully experi- the operation.
where the eggs are beginning to hatch,
ment for themselves. Do not jump
It is a mistake to get up a hobby of as it gives the bees better opportuniat conclusions, and what is done, let any kind, and then drive everything ties for building queen cells. After
the work be careful and thorough.
else off the track that it cannot load.
removing the comb of eggs from the
It is a mistake to accept all the the- colony having the choice queen, its
Dr. Southard grows a great many ories of bee logic as infallible, such as place is filled with another nice comb,
thin-skinned grapes, and had never fertilization of queens, and the like
or else a sheet of foundation. In 3 or
known sound fruit to be injured, and for I had a queen when hatched lacked 4 days this comb will be filled with
damaged fruit he does not value.
about half of one wing, yet in due eggs, and can be removed and given
Mr. Jones said he would give $15 if time she became fertilized and filled to another queeuless colony, and its
any one will show him a queen whose the hive with bees.
place again filled with a sheet of founbees will puncture grape skins.
It is a mistake to write long, windy dation.
By the time that the sheet of
Mr. Balch said that no one can tell articles for our bee-papers, that are foundation, last inserted, is drawn
to whom trespassing bees belong, and noted only for their big words, fine out and filled with eggs, the first lot
if bees were banished from the State, turned sentences, and extreme length, of
queen cells will be ready for the
the loss to horticulturists would be and if they contain an idea, it is lost lamp nursery. I seldom allow a colgreater than the damage done by them. in a wilderness of words, and the ony to build more than two lots of
Dr. Ashley recommended for bee- reader takes the length of the article cells without giving it young bees.
stings a solution of iodide or bromide for the weight of argument, and con- Two or three days before I expect the
of calcium.
cludes the writer haj^made a point.
first lot of queens to hatch, I start as
Dr. Southwick then addressed the
It is a mistake that we meet here in many nuclei as there are cells. Early
Convention, as follows
convention only to see old friends and in the season I seldom start more than
;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

Mr. Walker had found Southern
bees larger than those reared in the
North.
Mr. Jones had obtained very large
bees by having them bred in extra

I

A Few

Dec. 21,

;
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printed in last week's Bee JOURNAL, and they call one grape sugar and the be the case, lie thought that a bright
one nucleus bom each colony, and
future was very near.
other glucose.
do this bj taking three combs with on page 895.
admit thai the
When honey can be sold at the door
I
Xr. Newman:
Mr. Knot believed that the Given
the adhering bees, and putting them
"
At least one comb press will supersede other machines. phrase " Chicago honey is a by-word. of every apiary, it is a staple. Men
in a nucleus hive.
Mr. Heddon uses strong lye for a The jars are all adulterated, yet pure will look the country over, buy the
should contain brood. As the weather
honey is sold there by hundreds of honey, and all will be sold and disbecomes wanner, the strongest of lubricator.
Honey is good to keep. It
tons.' Respecting adulteration, I have tributed.
these three-frame nuclei are divided.
EVENING SESSION.
ever opposed it. and shall always con- is not perishable. It can be. transI consider it important to always
The evening session was opened by tinue so to do. Honey is but in its ported to foreign markets.
have on hand a large stock of queen
Mr. Jones, Ontario, found that in
Cook, with his address on infancy. The demand will soon be
cells, even if I occasionally have to Prof.
bee-keepers of Canada small packages sold best;
all
the
destroy young queens. A breeder can- "Crumbs Swept up from the National 3uch that
best in tin cans; exhibited five
fact
sells
America cannot supply it. The
not rear " dollar " queens at a profit, Convention."
Mr Jones believed that in many is America has the flowers which sizes of cans, holding from li ounces
if lie allows some of his nuclei to stand
The five cent packages
grades. In regard to to 5 lbs.
queenless several days for lack of cases one-third of the crop of honey make the best
the use of that trash, called glucose, sold the best at the fair at. Toronto.
queen cells. When honey is coming was lost by being eaten by drones.
Dr. Kellogg addressed the meeting for any purpose in the apiary,! would The small cans brought in larger orin plentifully, I prefer to put a young
He sold 15,000 lbs. at home
not, ders.
queen upon the combs of a nucleus at on "Adulteration of Food and Honey." say, now and forever, "Taste
Be said small
and 30,000 at the fair.
Honey
the
first sweet known, and touch not, handle not."
is
layremove
the
time
that
I
same
the
A. C. Balch. The odor of honey packages were best he used tin cans.
ing queen, but when there is a scarcity is composed partly of natural grape
indefinitely, by putting it Small packages prepare the way for
oflioney, this plan does not seem to sugar, contains some pollen, and is may be kept
large ones.
sealing it.
work so well, as many of the young stored by the bees with but little, if in cans and hermetically
Mr. Heddon. Bee-keepers do not
An essay was then read on
any alteration. The value of sugar as
queens are killed by the bees.
costs too much.
One other point I also consider im- an article of food is very great ; it as- adulterate honey toitadulterate
Something about Foul Brood.
the
it
portant, and that is that no nucleus sists in the production of heat and fat, It is a nice trick
do not
Stock-breeders or fanciers of any
should remain a single day without but does not enter into the solids of the mixing is a trade by itself. We
jars for honey; they cost too
unsealed brood. Attention to this body. When starch is taken into the want
kind desiring to meet with success
into much. Honey will sell in cheap paper
must keep their eyes open at all times.
saves a world of trouble, and largely body, it is largely converted
The
other
or
packages.
is very digestible.
Sugar
sugar.
increases the profits.
One may be favored or injured by
set
To
liquefy
honey
an
Whiting.
honey
are
Dr.
qualities
of
odoriferous
But rearing queens is one thing,
lucky or unfortunate circumstances,
genon
board
in the stove-oven,
they
are
the
jars
a
in
it
element
important
man
another.
A
and selling them is
but success in every business is genThe jars erally
the result of intelligent manmay rear the best of queens, but un- erally valuable, though sometimes in- and let them heattheslowly.
labels bright.
generally due remain clean and
less he can sell them, his labor is lost. jurious such cases are
agement and prompt attention. In
person.
Cane
the
in
Prof. Cook hoped all our people the same degree the reverse is caused
Remember that it is only by the to an idiosyncrasy
strictest attention to business, that sugar is the purest form of sugar. would act and speak against adultera- by ignorance or inattention.
some
cases
valuable
in
is
Honey
very
tion all the time. Mr. Newman, of
the rearing and selling of queens, at
Nothing requires more the attention
the present prices, can be made profit- of sickness. 'If honey is adulterated Chicago, and Mr. Muth, of Cincinnati, of bee-keepers than to guard against
fraud
may
be
detecthe
with
glucose,
stamuch
to
build
up
a
fine
is
had
done
the
selling
opinion,
and,
in
my
the
spread of foul brood. Small is the
able,
of as much importance as the rearing. ted by the use of a warm solution of ple trade in extracted honey.
trouble to cure a colony or two, if diswith
it,
will
Mr. Haikes. Let us form ourselves covered in time, but the whole apiary
The breeder of untested queens barium, which, if mixed
ought always to have orders on hand, cause a milky appearance. The honey into a committee of the whole, and is in danger, just as sure as a single
which
with
water,
thinned
should
be
sell only pure honey.
so that queens can be shipped the very
colony is overlooked. If infested in
Dr. Ashley. Medical men are find- the spring, every colony will, very
day that they are ready, as, after a should he perfectly pure if there is
queen has tilled the combs of a nu- lime in it, the effect will be the same, ing new diseases of the stomach which likely, be diseased by the approach of
cleus with eggs, she is kept only at a although the honey may be pure. The they cannot explain. They are found winter, and no neighboring apiaries
" But," says one, " how can this speaker said that it had never been especially among people using cheap will be safe. In essays, on former ocloss.
state of affairs be brought about ? we demonstrated that glucose contained sugars.
casions. I have spoken of the dangercannot compel people to send in orders any nourishment, and he believed that
ous and insidious character of foul
Prof. Cook offered the following
thought
case.
He
was
the
the
opposite
true;
whenever we need them." Very
and gave also simple and comResolved, That we urge the editors brood,
shouldbedetermined
food
value
for
its
there
notice
that
parties
you
never
but did
and publishers of our bee papers to plete remedies. Interested
seems to be a peculiar something by practical tests, rather than chemi- speak and act against the use of glu- will find records of the same in our
about some breeders, and the manner cal analysis. Glucose is made by the
the present and past
cose or grape sugar, and the adultera- bee papers of
in which they advertise, that capti- action of sulphuric acid upon starch
years, and save me unnecessary repeAdopted
unanimously.
tion
of
honey.
the
acid
is,
of
fibre,
and
woody
vates the public heart at once ? The or
Mr. Newman made a few pleasant tition. My object now is to admonish
orders come pouring in, and the course, injurious, if not all extracted.
our friends to be watchful for their
remarks, which were well received
had
where
it
an
instance
cited
He
customers,
finding
trouble is not in
he said Solomon's advice was right own sake and for our common welfare,
but in rearing queens fast enough to eaten the cork in a jug of golden drip when he said
" My son, eat thou and to show how easy, with a little
supply the demand. But, you say, all syrup. Such action on the stomach is
care, great trouble and loss may be
it is good."
honey,
for
of us have not such a " taking way," dangerous.
prevented.
and
thanks
Kelinnutritions
resolution
of
to
Dr.
essentially
It was
or business tact. Certainly not; and
You will remember my statement
now
his
address
was
adopted,
with
syrups
logg
unwholesome.
All
the
for
for this reason, I would advise all those
at the National Convention, at Lexadulterated
requust
that
he
furnish
copy
are
a
a
for
in
the
stores
offered
ranks
as
the
who think of entering
ington, Ky., of my having a few hives
queen breeders, to not go into the bus- with liquid glucose, and all the sugars publication. Adjourned.
infested with the disease during last
iness very heavily at first. It is better except confectioners' A, with dry.
summer, and of their cure. I expected
MORNING
SESSION.
FRIDAY
to spend $10 or $50 in discovering that
to have had foul brood rooted outonce
Mr. T. G. Newman then asked Dr.
rearing and selling queens is not your Kellogg to explain the difference beThe session opened with a discuss- more in my apiary, and, no doubt, I
fort, than it is to spend five times tween the articles known to commerce ion about bee-publications.
The fact was correct at the time but perhaps
that amount in acquiring the same as glucose and grape sugar. He re- was brought out that they are con- an invisible little speck, a fungus,
is
to
have
more
It
better
knowledge.
plied that there was no difference, ex- sidered necessary, and many of those was hidden in the fissures of the table
orders than queens, because the money cept that the liquid was called glucose present were willing to pay any price on which an infected hive had stood,
can be more easily returned than pur- and the solid was named grape sugar, necessary for them. One gentleman or hidden somewhere on my bee-roof,
chasers can be found for surplus to distinguish them commercially. had saved 8-0 by watching the market until it was carried into the hive on
queens. And, by this way, if you wish Both were manufactured from the reports.
the feet of a bee, and brought into
tor plenty of orders, then when a cus- same material and alike, with the
Mr. T. G. Newman gave an address contact with a larva. The colony had
"
"
queen
reby
tomer says, Send my
The Future of the Honey Mar- a number of combs with brood, only
single exception of the addition of on
turn mail, or else return the money," other chemicals to solidify that de- ket." He said he had given the sub- two of which contained a few cells
do just exactly as he says do not wait signated as grape sugar.
ject a great deal of thought, and be- with diseased larvse. I exhibited the
a week or two, thinking that you may
Dr. Ashley had noticed many cases lieved the market, to be developed, worst comb at our National Convenbe able to "squeeze out" a queen for of sickness and stomach disturbances should be kept constantly supplied. tion at Lexington, last fall, and very
him in a few days, and that it will be produced from this cause. Confec- He thought that extracted honey is to few of those present would have recogWere I that cus- tioners' A sugar is always pure, and become the staple for the masses, and nized as diseased a comb like it, if
all right in the end.
tomer, it would be the last queen that any other that has coarse-crystals. It that comb honey, being higher priced, found in one of their hives. It was,
you could sell me. Don't advertise had been found that bees will starve would be used more by the rich, al- nevertheless, the most dangerous kind
until you have some queens on hand. on glucose.
though it was but little, if any better. of foul brood. On my return home I
Let your advertisement be plain and
A. I. Boot thanked the Doctor for The market may be extended almost put the bees into a clean hive, on
straightforward. If you must exagger- his able and instructive address. It indefinitely, if properly managed. A foundation, and fed them with honey
ate, do it in filling orders. That is, do had more than paid him for his trip few years ago the bee-keepers of Cal- and salicylic acid as described at the
a little more for your customers than from Ohio.
ifornia were producing more than meeting. They had commenced nicely
you have agreed to do. If you cannot
Dr. Southwick said he had visited could be sold at home, and the price to build out their foundation, but it
fill an order atonce, tell your customer
the glucose factory in Buffalo, N. Y., became very low. By sending sam- being late in the season, I exchanged
at once why you cannot, and when you and was told that they used from 8,000 ples over the country, the demand be- them for combs well filled with capped
think you can fill it. If he does not to 10,000 bushels of corn per day, and came so great as to leave no honey for honey about a week afterward.
wish to wait so long, lie can order the were enlarging their works. A com- the use of the producers themselves.
On preparing my bees for winter, I
money returned. Answer every in- mercial traveler called on them to California honey is now in demand discovered, in two more hives, one or
quiry promptly, kindly and plainly. solicit advertising. They said "they everywhere. A proper working-up of two cells each containing larvse disAfter doing your very best, there may did not advertise."
the market had accomplished this. eased with foul brood. The combs of
arise some trouble or misunderstandThe first I heard of He expected to see the time when these three colonies, and all the combs
Mr. Heddon
ing. At such times, try and look at glucose I thought it, perhaps, worse honey would be sold at the door of that were in their hives during sumthe matterfrom your customer's stand- than others— so white, and as clear as apiaries, instead of going through the mer, will be rendered into wax, and
point, as well as from your own, and water, very thick, and a dangerous hands of dealers. He strongly advised my first care in early spring, when
practice the golden rule.
article, as it could be so readily used every honey producer to develop his bees commence to breed, will be to
W. Z. Hutchinson.
in adulteration.
home market, and cited instances place a jar of honey above them preRogersville, Mich.
Prof. Cook
I am glad to hear the where great good had been done it. pared with salicylic acid. Those few
Mr. B. Walker had been successful remarks of Dr. Kellogg. I teach, in Our foreign market for honey is de- diseased cells would have done no
in using a nursery for cells made in the college, that the grape sugar of veloping fast, and was destined to be harm this winter, but the trouble they
the top of a chaff hive, and kept warm commerce and the grape sugar of honey very large. Wherever honey is intro- would have given me by next summer
are not the same. Our friend Mr. duced, it sells afterwards on its merits. can only be estimated by a person acby the bees.
Mr. Heddon then addressed the Con- Root (and I don't believe he is to Honey must be put in marketable quainted with the disease.
Larvse dead from any cause will devention on " Comb Foundation," as blame) has talked with the factories, shape, and this is rapidly growing to
i

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

A

;

;

:

:
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if not removed, diffuse
stench, and will have about
appearance, differand
a uniform color
but if
ing only according to their age
dead of foul brood, the skin decays
about the same time with the bodj
which causes the mpishness of substance, ami the inability of the bees
from the cells. Larva'
t<> remove it
dead from other causes may have decayed to a suit watery mass, but when
a pin or some similar instrument is
Used, One can remove it easily, as the
skin acts like a sack to the soft body.
the idea that foul br
1 maintain

cay in the cells

boxes. When the combs are turned
Over, the bees make them equally secure at top and bottom, and all parts
are toughened and strengthened by

yet, so

we divided them

in pails hold-

Dec. 21,
He had known

a half pound of bees

lbs. gross. and a good queen to make a good coland
These pails are now manufactured in ony by fall, and yielded some honey;
provided with combs.
several States of the Union, where we they were
having brood reared in them, thus sent samples for patterns. We were Wlien whole colonies are sent by exmaking a very desirable frame for ex- also led to have them manufactured press, the frames should be wired, and
tracting from. Those who use this for sale, and the increasing demand the expense of carriage was burdenHe can ship bees cheaper and
hive. Claim that they get from in to IS for them shows that the sale of ex- some.
pounds more honey in the boxes than tracted honey is now comparatively more safely in a small wire cage than
when
in
the hive. They were proLet me here advise you to adopt
is obtained by the usual method, ami easy.
uniform sizes for these pails, as did vided with water for drink and sugar
a large increase in brood.
There are other advantages claimed Mr. A. II. Newman, who sells the for food; this is better than honey.
best way to introduce queens was
for this hive, but they do not appear same Sizes that we do. even if you have The
to be so well founded as those men- a few cents more to pay per hundred to buy a few bees with her and turn
tioned. Mr. Van Deusen, of Sprout to get the uniformity, for the uniform them all loose on a few frames of
Brook, N. V.. is the originator of this packing of an article tends to make a batching bees anil honey. He had
is an imported disease, and spreads bj
e staple of it.
The manufacturers of seen two pounds of bees and two
hope will give us
infection, and not by chilling of brood frame, and
other articles sold in the groceries are queens in the spring make 4 good color other surrounding circumstances light on the subject through the BEE
careful not to vary the size we bad onies by fall. They had had good
indigenous to this . country. I fear Journal.
care. The manner of putting the bees
better imitate them in this respect.
that this dread disease, now among
Harrington said that after 9
Mr.
As a result of our efforts, we now in the traveling cage, is to put the
It
us, cannot be rooted out any more.
years' experience with alsike clover, begin to foresee how large will be the cage on scales and insert the small end
may show itself at one place or an- lie had found he could grow it on
of a large tin funnel the bees arc then
other before we are aware of it but hea\ y land if it was well worked, and useof extracted honey in thiscountry.
extracted honey is every year shaken into the large end. The queen
by due vigilance it can lie kepi from it is a very valuable bee-plant. It is Our
into demand. is put in last. Mr. Jones considered
spreading, and none of us can be too a plant for both farmers and bee- coming more and more
We have ascertained that a city of bees worth as much as si a pound be('has. 1". MtJTH.
careful about it.
keepers.
12.000 inhabitants, in which it was at fore the harvest, and 50 cents after.
Cincinnati, <).
first difficult to sell 500 lbs. of extracted
[Concluded next week.]
SESSION.
AFTERNOON
honey.can consume now ."i.ono lbs., yel
Mr. Jones had thoroughly tested saliopened
with
for
the
yearly
it
had
was
pound
The,
session
as it is less than a
cylic acid and had found that
Local Convention Directory.
he believed that nothing following resolution, which was adop- every inhabitant, we can look for
no effect
greater sales in the future, lint to
would kill it but beat. He thought it ted unanimously
Time and Place o] Meeting.
882
Besolved, That the executive com- obtain such increase in the demand,
could be as easily managed as the bee
mittee be requested to procure 200 we have to observe some precautions, Jan. 10— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
moth. A discussion followed.
M. Bean, Sec, McGrawvllte. N. Y.
C.
printed,
and
proceedings
which may be thus enumerated
President Cook said that in many copies of the
10 -Eastern N. Y.. at Central Hrldge, N. Y.
be sent to each member.
1. Do not put on the market unripe
N. D. West. Sec, Mlddleburitti. N. Y.
cases we must understand pure science that a copy
The following cities were voted upon or dirty honey have it well skimmed
Nebraska State, at Ashland. Neb,
11, U
in order to understand applied science,
Grand and strained.
Geo. M. Hawley. Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
and thought that scientific investiga- for place of meeting next year:
is— N. w. nr ,ts. w. wis..at PreeporL III.
Kalamazoo,
2H;
21
Detroit,
provided
Rapids,
tin
clean
pails,
Put
it
in
2.
disease.
on
the
tion may throw light
Jonathan Stewart. Bee, Bock city. 111.
place was chosen.
with neat labels, indicating your ad18-N.E. Wisconsin, at Berlin, Wis.
Mr. Townley. I have lost tin to 70 ::::. The latter
officers were elected dress and the weight, and warranting
following
The
T. K. Turner, Sec pro tern.
lie
honlire
quickthink
a
and
colonies,
24.: ^-Indiana Stat-', at Indianapolis, Ind.
Total cre- for the following year: President, its purity, proclaiming also that granest and cheapest cure.
Presidents. ulation is the best test of its purity.
25— Northeast* i.at Ulica. N. Y.
Vice
Heddon;
James
mation.
Geo. W. House, Bee., Kayeuevllle. N. V.
Prof. A. J. Cook and Dr. Southard:
3. If you cannot sell your pails, put
Mr. Jones. NO use in cremating.
April 11— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit. Mich.
Treasurer.
Bingham
best
groceries
of
Secretary,
T.
F.
some
in
the
them
of
A B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Whiting. Eave had foul brood,
gentle- your neighboring towns, to be sold on
Texas State, at McKinney. Texas.
and caution bee-keepers not to take it T. M. Cobb. The following
Wni. H. Howard. Sec.
appointed a committee to commission, and to lie returned if not
to their hives; it will not do to handle men were
26. J7 -Western Michigan, at Grand ltaeids.
at sold or not found as represented.
it carelessly.
Put the bees in a box -is attend to the interests of apiarists
Wm. M. S. Dodge. See., Coopersvtlle, Mich.
State Fair
II. D. Cutting,
All our May
4. Do not ask fancy prices.
Charupluin Vallev, at Bristol, Vt.
bours, then put them in another clean the next
T. Hrooklns, Sec.
Cook, Dr. 0. H. Ranney, crop of this year, a little above 14,00(1
'hive with comb foundation. I kept Prof. A. J.
Byron
J.-,— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
James
Heddon
and
pound,
Weed,
about
12
cents
a
A.
P.
will
net
lbs.,
one hive, cleaning out combs, and
Henry Wallace, Sec.
It was voted to request and we find that this price pays well.
batching the bees that Could hatch, Walker.
If most bee-keepers would adopt our
and the bees made a large amount of Messrs. Jones and Newman to attend
IW In order to have this table complete. Secremethod, we predict that the honey taries are requested to forward full particulars of
surplus lioney. I succeeded in curing the next meeting.
crop of this country would be easily time and place of future meetings.— El).
my apiary.
The following essay was read on
sold at home, even if it was ten times
Mr. Hubbard. Ilonev does not show
greater than it is now.
foul brood, but needs to be boiled if
Extracted Honey.
To the Bee- Keepers of Indiana.— At
Ciias. DADANT.
Hamilton, 111.
fed to bees.
essay
lean
best
the last meeting of the State BeeI think that the
the use
deprecated
Several
members
addressed
then
subject,
detail
above
is
to
Whiting
the
on
write,
Keepers' Association, the Society was
Dr. L. C.
applied to changed to a delegate organization,
what we have done ami what results of the word "• strained " as
the Convention on
'"
meant.
was
extracted
we have obtained. Accustomed as we hoi iev, when
and one Vice President was appointed
The Coming Bee Hive.
bad been, in fiance, to see candied It was declared by many that when lor each countv of the State, whose
large
quantities,
stored
in
was
honey
we could
duty should be 'to organize the various
We hear a good deal about the com- honey sold as a staple article,
could not be the best of it was found to be at the counties into auxiliary County Assoing bee. and but little of the coming not understand why it
Any
particles of ciations. I would, therefore, request
cask.
the
bottom
of
country,
since
it
is
this
sold
in
hive, in Which we can best secure the readily
in the liquid
all persons interested in scientific beea purer article than comb honey, not wax that there may be
product of bee industry.
honey may be caught by skimming or
Permit me to call your attention to being any more mixed with beeswax, passing the lioney through a piece Of culture, to unite in their respective
counties and organize themselves into
hive, which is be- and since it can be sold cheaper, and
a reversible fri
any trouble. As soon cheese-cloth.
auxiliary county Associations, subject
ing used by some of the best bee- Shipped without
honey
that
found
has
Heddon
Mr.
of
Maj.
Kach memto the State Association.
keepers in' the country. This hive as we beard of the'discovery
from
the
taken
being
after
ripen
will
of
the
lioney
inventor
ber of the County Association by payhas all the advantages of the Lang- Hruschka, the
lie said
stores it in crocks,
he
hive;
to
Ashave
a
County
we
hastened
mabis
of
extractor,
the
to
Secretary
ing
Stroth and Quinby hives combined, at
it
is a great deal of trouble to the beecents, becomes a member
sociation
the increased expense of only one cent chine made and to use it.
on
large
honey
a
But we soon found that, while to ex- keeper to liquefy
of the State Association, and is enwill
a frame over the Langstroth.
after it iscandied,and advocated titled to the printed transactions of
can son
the tract honey was easy, tosell it was the scale
state as briefly as
honey.
candied
for
market
a
making
job,
the
granmost difficult part of the
dings of the State Associathe pro
advantages of this hive.
Mr. Balch said that honey would tion, thcrebv getting a full return for
The frames stand on a shoulder at ulating of our honey hindering our keep
perfectly if kept in air-tight jars. all money 'invested.
were
Each County
the bottom of the hive, and when sales. Several lots iii glass jars
account of its having He recommended honey and honey- Association will be entitled to one
propel Ij made, the metal corners are returned to uson
to
preference
in
appearance to lard candy for children,
delegate for every live members, and
ti
niv places where the frames touch become similar in
that for sale in the stores.
one for every additional fraction of
each other on the hive. If you wish of poor quality.
be
honey
may
said
Cook
President
deter
us
These difficulties did not
more than half id' this number. Copies
isteu the frames la s ifetv in shipt::
green,
if it is kept in
when
extracted
was
renwhich
cd' the constitution and by-laws of the
ping, all von have to do is to slip in a from our undertaking,
>el by articles a warm, dry place, where it will ripen. State Association, together with any
couple of wedges and crowd the frames dered more difficult
bee papers, in which Mr. Muth's opinion was the same.
other information in connection with
close together and all is Arm and se- published in the
Mr. Bingham showed a comb con tin- organization can be had on appliAs they touch only at the coi- the granulating of honey was considcure.
of
which
most
honey,
tabling
capped
cation' to the Secretary, Frank L.
ners, there is no danger of the frames ered as a defect, which the bee-keeper
by reason of the Dougherty, at Indianapolis. The Ascoming together ami destroying In- bad to correct by boiling it. We had bad evaporated
of
hive.
the
warmth
the
adultciators.
with
tend
also to
sociation will meet at Indianapolis,
bees.
Dr. Ranney had found thai extracted .Ian. L'l and 26. A full delegation ami
Whenever the bees store too much who were quick in saying that the
well
riwould lose nothing if
a good meeting is expected.
honey in the upper part of the comb. candying of our honey proved that it bone]
pened, and that thick honey would
\s. 11. ORBAB, I'rts.
be turned over, was made from sugar.
the frame should
of
honey
Some
kinds
moisture.
We then wrote, in the bee papers, absorb
placing the honey a! the bottom, ami
than
much
quickly
more
will
candy
honey
was the
If you have se- that the granulating of
the brood at the top.
others. This honey will candy before
dTThp annual meeting of the X.
lected the right time to reverse the best test of its purity. This staleW. Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin Beebut that which is thick.
denials,
met
-lit
at
several
in.
first,
frame, the bees will remove the honey
honey
that
Keepers" Association, will be held in
Mr. Bingham insisted
our
to tin' boxes, and till its place with as truth sooner or later prevails,
ripened before being Temperance Hall. Freeport, StephenYou have thus gained two assertion was soon alter indorsed by should be well
brood.
put upon the market. He thought son Co., 111., on .Ian. 17 and is. 1882.
important points- your honey in the several societies ol boe-keepei s. and
Jonathan Stewart, >S'ec.
that green honey would injure Che
boxes, and an additional amount of is now admitted as a posit ive fact.
After bee. lining disgusted with glass market.
brood.
Root addressed the ConMr. A.
does not
Some Of the handsomest flames o| jars, in which candied homw we
<@r The Indiana state Bee Keepers
Bees by the
tried vention on 'Selling
have ever seen were ob- look to the best advantage,
brood that
Association is called to meet in annual
said that it was a com
He
round."
tained in this way. The important wooden pails; hut their capacity was
Thursday,
paratively new industry, and they are session, Wednesday ami
time to reverse the' frame is just be- too large for retail. Then W6 used tin
in the rooms of
which the workmen shipped even long distances. A per- Jan. 24 and 25, 1882, Agriculture.
fore the close of a good yield of honey. pails, like those in
By
of
These pails, weigh- son could commence the business of the State Board
It deferred too long, the bees some- Carry tlieirdiniier.
Executive Committee.
a very small scale. order of
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too
large
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THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

1881.

Special Iloticcs.
8S° Single copies of the Jouknal
sent postage paid tor 5 cents eaeti.

Premiums.— Those who get up clubs
Weekly Bee Journal for

1882, will

be entitled

to the following

FOR

CU1H1S1N1J LIST

for the

We supply the Weekly Amcrlciin

1882.
.Jour-

lS»*t*

mill any of tiie following periodicals, for 1882,
the prices quoted in the last column of Bgures,
The first column gives the regular price Ol botb.
All postage ta prepaid by the publishers.

Their own subscription

premiums.

club

in the

Club of «,— a copy of " Bees and Honey."
"
&,— an Bmers6n Binder for 1882.
"
"
4,— Apiary Register for 50 Colonies,
or Cook's Bee) Manual, paper.

For

The Weekly Bee.Journal

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $S

in gold,
per 100.

"
5,—
o,— Weekly Bee Journal

"

i

The 4 above-named papers

"

"

for

i

Bee-Keepers' Exchange

Or they may deduct

10 per cent in cash

Prof. Cook's

Photographs of prominent Apiarists

of Berlepsch.

— Price 25 cents each.

—

•

* « -..

Journal

4 50.

2 S3
4 00

2

.

2 75
-'
8S
2 40
5 50

2 60..
2 00..
30..

in cloth) 3
.. 2
2
2

m

25.. 3
40.. 2
85.. 2
75.. 2

00
25

75
50

^tlucrtiscmtwts.

for 1882.

They are lettered in gold on the back,
and make a nice and convenient way
to preserve the

When

gg"

Bee Journal

2 T5

00..
3 00..
'i
50..

Nownianj

Binder lor Weekly, 1881
Binder lor Weekly for 1882

Binders for 1S82.— We have had a
of Emerson binders made espe-

cially for the

ManuaUbound

llees iiml llmii'v, (T, G.

up the club.

lot

— Laugstroth,Dzierzon,and the Baron

I

i

I

:i

iJ. II. Nellis) :t00..

Uee-KeeperVliuiUe A.U.I ill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The 7 above-named papers

year,

or Apiary KeKister for 21 * Col's.

for their labor in getting

(ST Articles for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

cloth.

Of Lansing, Professor
State Agricultural

JISOPairi'H;

Entomology in

of

College

188 Fine

of

the

Michigan.

Illustration*.

This is a new edition of Prof. Cook's Manual of
the Apiary, enlarged and elegantly illustrated.
The first edition of ;i,0(.!0 copies was exhausted In
about 18 months a sale unprecedented in the
annals of bee-culture. This new work has been
produced with great care, patient study and persistent research. It comprises a full delineation
of the anatomy and physiology of the honey bee.
illustrated with many costly wood engravings —
the productsof the Honey Bee the racesot bees;
full descriptions of honey -producing plant.-,. trees,
shrubs, etc., splendidly Mlustrated-and last, though
not least, detailed instructions tor the various
manipulations necessary in the apiary.
This wurk is a masterly production, and one that
no bee-keeper, however limited his means, can
aflord to do without. It is fully "up with the limes"
on every conceivable subject that can interest the
apiarist.
It is not only instructive, but intensely
interesting and thoroughly practical.

—

;

The American Bee Journal

is the oldest Bee
America, and has a large circulation in
every State, Territory and Province, among farmers, mechanics, professional and business men,

Paper

as fast as and

changing a postodice ad- received. They will be sent postpaid
dress, mention the obi as well as the
by mail for 75 cents. To all who send
new address.
during this month (December) for the
l^" Those who may wish to change Journal and binder for 1882, we will
from other editions to the Weekly ,can send both for $2.50. We do this to
do so by paying the difference.
encourage all to get the binder and

COOK,

J.

(T.U. Newman)*:.* U0.,

and GHoanlng3lnBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.Klng).
Uee- Keepers' Instruct in W.Thuiuas)

i

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

By A.

Ftuft.

i

<

:i

"

"

which are printed a large bee

manual of the apiary,

:

I'uhlishers'l'iii

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

The Bee-Keeper's Guide;

nal

lit

may count

Jouknal must

407

is.

in

therefore, the best advertising

medium.

SEEDS FOR

Honey

Plants.

Read

the following opinions of the

Hook;

All agree that it is the work of a master and of
preserve the Bee Journal for referreal value.— L'Apicutture, Paris.
think CooVs Manual is the best of our Ameri(ST Constitutions and By-Laws for ence, and to save us the expense of
I keep at all times a full supply of can works.- LEWIS T. COLUV.
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The removing the name from our type
It appears to ha^e cut the ground from under
name of the Association printed in the mailing machine, and then resetting Seeds for Honey Plants, including
future book-makers.— British Bee Jottrn.it.
blanks for 50 cents extra.
Prof. Cook's valuable Manual has been mv conit in January or February.
stant guide in my operations and successful manI

Golden Honey Plant.
Melilot Clover,
White Clover.

The Color and Lustre

of Youth are
restored to faded or gray hair by the
use of Parker's Hair Balsam, a harmless dressing highly esteemed for its
perfume and purity.
49\v4

A Sample Copy of the Weekly Bee
Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The following
up to

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the time to which
you have paid. Always send money

8®9c.

are the latest

boxes :1c.

AL. H.

less.

Extracted

Cure

is

composed

of.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

NEW

972

W. Madison

St.

YORK.

HONEY—The supply is full, and trade is lively.
We quote as follows White comb, in small
:

post-office, County or State.
Also,if you live near one postoffice and

get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

pay to devote a few hours
in getting up a club for the Bee Jouknal. Read the list of premiums on
another page, and take advantage, of
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
tig" It will

Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch—no single outsold for less
than 50c.
G.
»T4 West Madison Street, Chicago, III.

THOMAS

Worth Remembering that no-

It is

body enjoys the nicest-surroundings if
bad health. There are miserable
people about to-day with one foot in
the grave,

when

a bottle of Parker's

Ginger Tonic would do them more
good than all the doctors and medicines they have ever tried. See adv.
49w4
ie have a

SPECIAL EDITION

the Weekly Bee Journal,

just as
be published in 18S2 (16 pages),
for distribution at Fairs, Conventions,

of

it will

Any one who may

desire to disto bee-keepers will be
supplied free, in any quantity they
may be able to judiciously use.
etc.

tribute

them

NEWMAN,

;

BEESWAX.—

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y— Is in good demand
BEESWAX.—

VOLUME FOR
Bound
in

974

are a desirable package in our market, and a large quantity could be
sold at20@22c, according to quality.
i'c.
57 Chatham Street.

BALTIMORE.
little

West Madison

Street,

Chicago.

III.

•

BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls,

on the market, and prices

4

to 16 square feet to
free.

thepoaud. Circular and samples

BEESWAX— Southern, pure.21@2Sc;

Western,
22c; grease wax, lie.— Baltimore Market

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y".

Journal.

or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.
in

1

lb.

sections,

22®25e.—

demand

supply and

nominal.
Best light
Merchants' Guide.

BEESWAX—

are alike

23®25c— Philadelphia

SAN FRANCISCO.
ward

week by

sailing vessel for Liverpool,
shipped bv a packing firm in this city. The southern coast steamer this week brought 2oo cases.
Receipts for December to date aggregate nearly
1,000 cases. Inquiry is light.
quote white comb, I6cy-20c.; dark togood,lo<<n
14c. Extracted, choice to extra white, h'<4«u H ic.
this

We

dark and candied, 7«8c.

BEESWAX— 23<i»25c.

Stearns & Smith,

423

Front Street.

BEESWAX-22®25C.

KENDEL,

115 Ontario Street.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— Plentiful and

JL
published at Topeana Reliable State News,
Crop and Weather Reports from every County.
fi.ou per year. Sample Copy Free.
4-iwMx

ka. Kansas, (riving hull

1

all

has ever been published. It gives a full explanation regarding the care and management of the
apiary. There is no subject relating to the culture

of bees left untouched, and in the compilation of
the work Prof. Cook has had the advantage of all
the previous knowlede of apiarists, which he uses
admirably to promote and make popular tins most
interesting of alloccupa-tions.— A mencan Inventor.
toi
in cloth,

prepaid.

$1.35

; in paper cover,
Published by

UT-t

West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

BIND TOUR JOURNALS
AND KEEP TBEM

EMPIRE STATE AGRICULTURIST
Devoted entirely

to

the farm and housea handsome cover,
ed in book form. All
a year. We club with

f\ I j

I

V

NEAT AND CLEAN.

the beat interests of
hold; 3© Pages with

trimmed and

stitch-

UllLl forONLY5oCENTS

principal papers
and magazines in the
United States and
Canada. Send for clubbing circular, premium list
and specimen copies, Free. AGENTS

THE

all

WANTED.

The AGRICULTURIST, Rochester,

MM

N. V.

BEEKEEPER, The Emerson Binder

Devoted entirely to the best interests of those whe
keep bees. The question department, conducted
by Dr. Wm. R. Howard, is of especial interest to

beginners in bee-culture. Jas. H^ddon will write
a practical article for every number for 1882 20
pages handsomely gotten up in book form. Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
;

save bright
comb -this sells readily; comb at 18®22c; strained
and extracted 9<sl 1c. to 12Hc— top rates for choice
bright in prime packages.
BEESWAX-Selling liahtly at 19@20c.
R. C. Greer * Co., 17 N. Main Street.
slow for

in this subject,

WEEKLY CAPITALisan EIGHTPAGE, 4H COLUMN paper,

HONE Y— Comb

honey has been a little dull for
a week, but prices are unchanged. We sell best
white 1 lb. sections at 22c; 2d best. 2oc, and dark
18c; 2 lb. sections, 17@20c Extracted, 12c. in
Buiull packages; lie in half bbls.

takingun interest

al

fFHE

Address,
47w5t

CLEVELAND.

A. C.

To

we say, obtain this valuable work, read it careiully
and practice as advised.— Agriculturist, Quebec.
This book Is pronounced by the press and leading
bee-men to be the most complete and practical
treatise on bee-culture in Europe or America; a
scientific work on modern bee management that
every experienced bee roan will welcome, and it is
essential to every amateur in bee-culture. It ib
handsomely printed, neatly bound, and is a credit
to the West.— Western AgricuLu 1st.
This work is undoubtedly the most complete
manual tor the instruction of bee-keepers which

THOMAS

ALL ABOUT KANSAS.

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY.— The

or foreign, which 1 like- so much.— L'ABBE I)u
Bois, editor of the Bulletin D' Apiculteur, France.
It not only gives the natural history of these industrious insects, but also a thorough, practical,
and clearly expressed series of directions for their
management; also a botanicaldescnptionot honey
producing plants, and an extended account of the
enemies of bees.— Democrat, Pulaski. N. V.
We have perused with great pleasure this vade
mecum of the bee-keeper. It is replete with the
best information on everything belonging to api-

PRICE—Bound
Sl.OO, by mail

INDIANAPOLIS.

HONEY.— New,

.

H

exhaustive work.— era Id, Monticello, 111.
With Cook's Manual I am more than pleased. It
is fu.ly up with the tunes in every particular.
The
richest reward awaits its author.— A. E. Wenzel.
My success has been so great as to almost astonish myselt. and much of it is due to the clear, disinterested information contained tn Cook's Manuai.-W.M. Van Antwerp, m. D
It is the latest book on the bee, and treats of both
the bee and hives, with their implements. It is of
value to all bee-raisers.— Ky. Live Stock Record.
It is a credit to the author as well the publisher.
I have never yet met with a work, either French

1

FL

are not quoted.
pure,2I(§i

few copies for sale at

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

BOSTON.

HONEY.-But

A

paper covers.

1880,

$1.00, postpaid to any address.

HONEY.— 1-pound combs

Crocker & Blake.

ever regret having puicnased.— Mich. Far.

culture.

here now.

in sections, is worth
Extracted, 7<»9C. on arrival.
I8@22c.. on arrival. I have paid
25c. per lb. for choice lots.
C. F. Muth.
I quote :
lyiarjoe., on arrival.

HONE Y— A thousand cases, small size, went for-

in

H.I..

boxes, 18®22c dark, in small boxes, 15@17c. Extracted, white, 10@llc; dark, 7@9c.
Prime quality, 2lH>(*23c.
Thorn & Co.. 11 and 13 Devoe avenue.

if all

name,

CHICAGO,

ELECTROTYPES

BEESWAX-Prime quality,

t^W It would save us much trouble,
would be particular to give their
post office address and name, when
writing to this office. We have letters
(some inclosing money) that have no

NEWMAN,

H.

St.,

quality, 18<5r22c.

Good comb honey,

Rheumatism is the most terrible
disease that has ever afflicted humanity, yet it instantly yields to the
powerful drugs that Kendall's Spavin

ALFRED
972

HONEY— The market is lively and prices steady.
We quote light comb honey, in single comb
iu larger

will

To all who wish to engage n bee culture, a
manual is a necessity. Prof Cook's Manual is an
:

Send for my catalogue which gives
quota- prices and instructions for planting
sent free upon application.

:

;

it,

>

CHICAGO.

BEESWAX-Prime

Mignonette, &c.

(

honey and beeswax received
this hour

boxes, 18(a;22c

by postal order, registered letter, or
by draft on Chicago or New York.
Drafts on other cities, or local checks,
are not taken by the banks in this city
except at a discount of 25 cents, to pay
expense of collecting them.

Mammoth

tions for

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

name on

Alsike Clover,

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
OFFICE OF AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday. iu a. in., Dec. 19, 1881.

agementof the apiary.— J. P. WEST.
I have derived more practical knowledge from
Prof. Cook's New Manual ot the Apiary than Irom
any other book.^E. H. WynkoOp.
This book is just what everyone interested In
bees ought to have, and which, no one who obtains

SCOVELL & ANDERSON,

2Swtf

Columbus. Kansas.

IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

use them. Directions in each Binder.

For Bee Journal of 1880
For Bee Journal of 18S1
For Bee Journal of 1882
Address.
CTt

THOMAS G.
West Madison

5©e.
85c.
75c.

MH« \\.

Street,

Chicago,

III.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

408

Dec. 21.

^A^fi^m^ ^g>y FRANCES DUNHAM,
If

M

l£yi ^c3i

Books

:

UrJCrt^

7*-\\

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer of the

'i\S7 Wft Jtl

Bee -Keepers.

for

'

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

THOMAS
974

KATES FOR ADVERTISING.
A

of this type will contain about eight
fourteen lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

line

words;

One to three weeks, each
Four
"or more"
EiKht,

;
"

"

Thirteen
Twenty-six
Fifty-two

insertion,

;;

"

Carries honey from the hive t" the Extractor, a set
Of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers tor broken
combs and fragment* ot wax, revolving combhanger, which holds I'litul) firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
basin will not break nor bruise combs adjusts
to fit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a postal card, and
M. DAVIS,
address it to
30wly Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Sc.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charted the full rate for
the time the advertisement wt inserted.

JOHN

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
payable quarterly, in advance,
reliable dealers. Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.,

;

;

— Yearly Contracts

THOMAS

Rev. A.

Chicago,

111.

SALISBURY

Camargo, Douglas County, III.
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested

Italian

;

Dunham Foundation

Contents of this Number.

Queens, $2

Mill,

pfNew

Honey

401
401

Club List

401

35c.

401

I'orreswondeuce
Mr. Heddon and " That Coming Bee"

New Bee- Keeping.

(juinby's

If you desire the
benefit of an exKertence which
;is enabled us to
secure 32.809 lbs.

:

Selections from Our J,etter
Honey Cough Medicine

Comb Honey in

Box

402

:

Alfalfa Clover

North Carolina

In

Convention Note*

Michigan State Convention
Purity of Italian Bees
New ttacesof Bees
Shall We Continue to Import?
Bees and Grapes
Mistakes of Bee-Keepers
Rearing and Selling Queens
Glucose and Adulteration
Future Honey Market
Foul Brood

405
406
4o«
406
406

Coming Bee Hive

Extracted Honey
Selling Bees by the Pound
To the Bee-Keepers of Indiana

$gg- We are sometimes asked who
Every
our authorized agents are
subscriber is such an agent we have
'{

our

list for 1882.

n

HIVES AND SECTIONS,

p=q

i

We are in better shape

than ever to furnish Bee
Hives and Sections, having remodeled our machinery, and put everything in tip-top order for
the coming season. We make a specialty of our

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION.
We have not sold any rights to manufacture, there-

pages,

Send

L. C.

It

ROOT & BRO.,

ALFRED

H.

Dealer

In all

JAS. F0RNCR00K
Watertown, Wis., Dec, 1881.

&

CO.

kinds of

prosecute all manufacWe shall not molest bee-keepers for
turers.
ht-tore Dec. 1st, 1881, but
USING those p uc h
hereby caution them against buying any except
those bearing our stamp. It has been reported by
Borne that ItTs our Intention only to prosecute beekeepers for using those One-Plece Sections heretofore purchased this is wholly untrue and false.
shall

*

i

:

->

•

•

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,

\S I'OKX KOOK.

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

$nIff
n n
III

A

15, 1881.

YKAKand

A

CO.

5lsmtf

onttit free.ad)
addxeBsP
-vi
Anguila, Maine.

O Vlfkery
36wly

sent

take the

Agricultural Journal.

ILL.

Hempstead, Texas.

Slw2tX

given in

full.

Price,

The Hive I
hive used by G.

lOc.

Cse—
M.

Being a description of the
Price, 5c.

Doolittle.

Extracted Honey: Harvesting, Handling and Marketing.- A 24-page pamphlet, by
&.

C. P. Dadant. giving In detail the methods
In their apiary. This

many

useful hints.— Price

15c.

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
lood products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as iood. 200 pages SOc.

FREE upon application.

dnstrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trif'e Se-

Given's FoundationPress.
The

latest

crets, Legal items. Business Forms, etc., -f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200.000 items for Gas. Steam, Civil

improvement in Foundation. Ourthin

and common Foundation is not surpassed. The
onlv invention to make Foundation in the wired
frame. AH Presses warranted to give satisfaction.

Send for Catalogue and Samples.
». 8. GIVEN, Hoopeston,
2wiy

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers. Black-

The Original Patent

111.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

Bees and Queens
FULL COLONIES

of

From my

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

HONEY KN IFE,

ITALIAN BEES,

Send a card for testimonials, or
half-dozen rates, to

Apiaries.

QUEENS and arUCJLEl IN SEASON.
Circular on appliKOKEKTSON,

& HETHERINGTON,
ABR0N3A, Mltll.

BINGHAM

(^^"Satisfaction guaranteed.
J. Si
cation.

Fewamo,

50wtf

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

Ionia Co., Mich.

the Author. A new ami great
Medical Work, warranted the
be.u and cheapest.indispensable to every man, entitled
"The Science of l,ife, or SetfPreservation;"bound In finest
French muslin. embossed, full
gilt, 300 pp .contains beautiful
steel enRravlngs.125 prescriptions, price only 91.25 sent by

(1ALIF0RJIANS ATTENTION.
a four-inch Dunham Machine, just right to make
foundation for small frames. Everything necessary to go right to work.
r.iwit
s. s. BUTLKlt. M. 1)., Los Gatos, Cal.

BEE-KEEPERS
All

buy Dodge's Summer and Winter Top and En-

trance Feeder and Upward Ventilator, it feeds
syrup, candy, Bugar, comb, or extracted booej or
any suitable be*- food.lna temperature correspond"
ing with the Interior of the hive n perfect upward
ventilator, without loss of beat. Needs no testisample captures every bee-keeper.
monials
The bottom of tbe feeder can be tin, wood, paper,
cloth, etc. I prefer cloth under all ordinal y circumstance- as on sample. Sample, by mall, Jioc.
Per doz., via express, JWS.OO,
u. E.
Fredonla, n. v.
Inventor and Sole Manuta. nier. and manufacturer and dealer in all kinds Of Apiarian Stores.
;

1

DODOS,

w3t

mail-, Illustrated

Bees for
1

will

sell

"»«">

Sale.

Colonies of Black Bees,

to three years old, to be delivHives from
ered at depot at Albany, N. Y., as Boon as May i,
1882. [have had is years' experience In the bee
buslnees, and claim to know what constitutes a
colony. Persons wishing to buy will please
g
in

I

write to

a.

wit

riarkBVille,

.".I

hxviiek,

Albany

Co.. N. Y.

smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1.016 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worih Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid,l$8.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

— No book
It

could be
has 35 engravings

illustrating positions of sick hoses,

and treats

all

diseases in n plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and mucb valuable
horse information. Paper, 85c.

Kopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy

tables lor all kinds of merchandise and interest.
It is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, 91. ; Morocco, $1.50.

Chicken Cholera, by A. J. Hill,— A
Its

cause,

symptoms and

THOMAS
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West Madison

Price,

cure.

G.

treatise

on

85c.

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Bample,6o;

HHW.fl8SBUMi£?»!tt
TIN FAILS FOR HONEY.
Boston.
PARKER, No. Bultlnch
22wly
cover, and are excellent
SALEThese Palls have a
Colonies
of
150
Italian
Bees
FOR
improved C/uinbv hives.
for marketing Candied Honey. The -gallon and
prime condition.
KNOW

4

st.,

full

in

:t>iwly

L. C.

AXTELL.

©5

In
Itosevflle,

Warren

Co.. III.

ENGRAVINGS*

The
Horse
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

A TREATISE
symptoms

giving an Index of diseases,
cause ami treatment of each, a
and the
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving oi the
horse's teeth at different ages, With rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Trice 35 cent*.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

It

PITTUCK. Address, Agricultural Journal,

50c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, nnd Complete Mechanic, cnntainsover i.ooo.inmi lodus-

51

circulates all over the State, and Is rapidly growing in popular favor. It (.aeries a well conducted
Bee Department, and lias a large circulation with
Texas Bee Eeepeos. it is the best advertising medium in the State for reaching the Farming and
Subscription $1.25 a
Bee- Keeping population.
year. Monthly, edited and published by A. A.

per dozen,

not eat.

you want reliable in form at ion of the Climate,
and Productions of theGrowlng STATE OF

TEXAS,

;

"Wintering: Bees. — This contains the Prize
Es^avson thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
— wasawarded to Prot Cook's Essay, which is here

It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth: 32 pages.
tbe management of bees. Price. lOc.

i

The only Agricultural Paper in the State.

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as loud, giving recipes tor making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousanas. creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German,

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepem,"by Chas.

MY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

;

Texas Agricultural Journal.

the fundamen-

bee-culture, and furnishes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c

contains

,

expenses toagents,

.

and management adopted

Street,

CHICACO,

Bees and Honey ; or, successful managemeut of the Apiary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearing—
Feeding — Swarming— Dividing — Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in £ngMah and German.—
Price for either edition, 40 cents, postpaid.

Ch.

HONEY AND BEESWAX,

i

:

.1

Ginger Essences

&

974 West Madison

bee-keeping, lull of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, Si.OO.

Price for either edition, «3c.

Kidneys,

&isentirely diflferentfrom
Hitters,

•

King'« Bee-KeeperV Text-Book, by A.J.
is revised and brought down to
tbe present lime. Cloth, si.oo; paper, 95c*
Lnnfcstroth on the Hive nnd Honey Bee,
- This is a standard scientific work. Price, 98.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
King.— This edition

,

The Best, Cleanest, and
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
ing. Never falls to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray hair,
Co., Chemists, N. Y.
Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.
50c. and $1 sizes.

FOR SALE VERA* CHEAP,

Some persona having infringed upon
NOTH'K
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby
u'ive n.itiri', tiuit wi'

if
Soil

Balsam,

Hair

NEWMAN,

&

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
-This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
ot the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, $1.85; paper, 91

;

cures Rheumatism,

Lungs, Liver

and

G.

diseaess
Sleeplessness,
of the Stomach, Bowels,

Parker's

Its Btyle is plain
It cannot tail to interest all.
forcible, makingall lis. readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— 881. 50.

that

tacts

&

MOHAWK. NEW YORK.

Qulnby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so

tal principles ot

Bcstliealth&Strength
ltestorer Ever Used.

for our illustrated circular.

we

are the sole manufacturers In the United
States. Send for Price List.

fore

Bee-Reeper'n Guide ; or. Cook** Mannnl
t In.' Apiary* — Entirely re-wrltten, elegantly
and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but Intensely Interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
to do without- Cloth, 1*1.85 ; paper cover, *1.

Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents

Ginger, Euchu, Mandrake,
and
Stilltngia,
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Blond Purifier and the

sell

bee-culture.

;

no others, anil greatly desire that eacli
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
1882. The next few weeks are the
time to do this. We hope every subscriber will do his or her best to double

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

with 100 illustrations, and is fully
up to the times. Price, by mail,
everything used in advanced

We

$1.50.

403
403
403
403
404
404
404
405
405

270

tains

lwly

B3P~Send forCircular.

lb.

during the present
Be&8< >n, send for
our book. It con-

4RsmtI

:

per

of honey from bio
colonies of bees

-*<>-
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402
402
402
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Sections

Every Number Worth a Dollar
Labeled Pure
Bees in Fair Condition
Four Years' Experience
Feeding in Winter
Good Honey Crop
Better than Bee Books
Bee-Keeping

_#J

DePere, Wis.

Bee Journal Free 401

The Apiary Register

Doolittle'a

;

;

401

as Medicine

How to Get the Weekly

f'J.OO

;

;

Circular and Samples free.

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Ismtf

Cyprian Queens.

;

TeatedCyprlanQueena,$4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; 1 frame NuColony of Italcleus, Cyprians, $5
ians, 8 frames, $8.U0 Colony of Cyprians, H frames, fio.oo. Wax worked
<nil0c. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 25 lbs. or over,

Patented July 28th, 1881.
F.tlllorlal :
Editorial Items
Hints fur a Beginner

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

illustrated

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

;;

Special Notices. 50 cents per line.

»74 West

by

of

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAltRIAtiE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,

SOc per line.
ISc.
is*1*C.
lOc.

;;

West Madison

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

;

;

Address,

THOMAS
971

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

half gallon pails have a bail or handle, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put Inside
one another as a nest, price 50 cents. These pails
are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
Per Doz. Per 100
Gallon, bidding in lbs. of boney.... $1.80.... $12.00
"
"
1.50....
9.00
....
Hall tiallon, " 5
"
"
7.00
Quart,
...
1.20....
2^ "
"
"
4.00
75....
Pint,
l*i "
:

COLORED LABELS.
I now have on hand two sizes of Colored Labels
for these tin pails (one size for pints and quarts
and another for half-gallons and gallons), and can
supply any quantity of either size, by mail, postcent each. When ion or more of either
paid, at
size is ordered, I will print your name and address
on them without extra charge. Prices for larger
quantities than 200 given upon application.
1

ALFRED
!>T2

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111,

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF PURE HONEY.

CHICAGO,

VOL. XVII.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

abreast of the highest progress, favor to the honey from Mount Hymettus,
the freest discussion, and, by every of which the ancient Grecian Sages
means in its power, advance progres- wrote calling it " food for the gods."
At least, the honey we have eaten,
sive bee-culture.
Published every Wednesday, by
With this issue several thousand gathered from thyme on that historisubscriptions expire, and as we do not cally celebrated mountain, did notsuit
G.
Editor and Proprietor,
wish to lose any of them, we earnestly our palate as well. Mr. Smith has our
974 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. invite all to promptly renew, and thanks for the honey, and especially
thus save the unnecessary trouble of for the kind thoughtfulness which
TEKMS OP SUBSCRIPTION!
taking the names from our mail list, prompted him to remember us at
WEEKLY— (52 numbers) S3 a year, in advance. and having to replace them again in a Christmas time.

—

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

Three or Six Months

at the

same

rate.

SEMI-MONTHLY— The first

and third numbered
month, at ISl.OO a year, in advance.

few days.

Promptness

in this will

us much valuable time and
MONTHLY— The first number of each month, at perplexity.
5© cents a year, in advance.
Once in a while we receive a rather
tW Any person sending a club of six is entitled
to an extra copy Hike the club) sent to any address uncourteous letter because the Bee
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Journal is discontinued when the
BJT" Remit by money-order, registered letter, express or bank draft on Chicago or New York, pay- time is out that has been paid for. We
able to our order. Such only are at our risk. Checks
on local banks cost us 25 cents for collecting.
try.to please all our subscribers, but it
is not an easy task for us to determine
Free of postage in the United States or Canada.
who does and who does not want it
Postage to Europe SO ceuts extra.
so continued so we must ask to be
Entered at Chicago post office as second class matter. informed on the subject.
eacli

save

;

As
This

if all

who

desire

this is the last article for the

year,

to get the

Weekly Bee Journal

1882.— Until further

any subscriber who desires to
obtain a good book on apiculture, can
notice,

have either Cook's Manual, Quinby's

New Bee-Keeping, or Novice's ABC,
bound in cloth, postpaid, and the
Weekly Bee Journal for one year,
for $3.00

;

or with King's Text-Book,

bound
The Journal and

or Blessed Bees (a romance),
in cloth for $2.75.
,

books for $6.00. This is a rare
chance to get a good library on beekeeping. A person can sell the books
send out early in January.
It devotes 2 pages to each colony, for their published price, $6.00, and
embracing between twenty and thirty get the Weekly Bee Journal free
headings, neatly ruled and printed, for his trouble.
Those having already paid for the
with space at bottom for remarks, and
will be ready to

so arranged that a single glance will
give a complete history of the colony.

Each book

will also contain printed

rules for the apiary,

Weekly Bee Journal

may

for 1882

send for the books alone and deduct
the $2 already sent for the Journal.

and twelve pages

ruled and printed for an apiary cash

it

we commence at one the labors
of the new year, stopping but a mothe AslericanBee ment to wish all our readers

Number ends Volume XVII.

How

free of cost for

all five

The Apiary Register

continued account. As each book is intended
would drop us a postal card, or men- for a several years' record, it is gotten
tion it when they are sending a remit- up on first class paper, and strongly
tance, it would save us much trouble bound in full leather covers. There
and themselves the annoyance of will be three sizes, sent postpaid, at
the following prices
having the Journal stopped.

Now,

No. 52.

28, 1881.

For

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
50
2 00
1

Errata.— On page

column,
paragraph
after Mr. Sayles' name, should have
been credited to John Hodgson. As
it is, it misrepresents Mr. Sayles'
views, and was an error of the printer.
397, first

the last 6 lines of the

&T

first

Concerning Ozone, the Sunday

School Times remarks as follows

:

The

advertisement of " Ozone,"
which has for a few weeks appeared in
our advertising columns, was not admitted until after satisfactory correspondence concerning it with gentlemen in prominent official position in

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
the first year of the Weekly. The enall together in one book, and are therethusiasm caused by its weekly visits
(j^ Christmas has come and gone, fore the most desirable ones to pro- Cincinnati, to whom the advertisers
is even greater than our most sanreferred. Those gentlemen certified
with its good cheer, joyous smiles and cure at the start. We have added
favorably, to the Publisher, concernguine expectations, and it is exceedThis number of

Journal

closes the

volume

for 1881

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

happiness generally. On Christmas
ingly gratifying to know that our efeve, the editor received a small box
forts to make an acceptable Weekly
with the following letter from Mr. W.
paper are so universally appreciated.
Burlington, Iowa
To all we return thanks for generous H. Smith, of
I send you by express, charges preencouragement.
paid, a Christmas present consisting
It is hardly necessary to say that, of 2 jars of the nicest honey you ever
we
shall
devote
coming
year,
ate, in my opinion ; if you find it so,
for the
It is made from willow
all our energy, determined to make please report.
bloom, and was taken from the second
the Journal even more interesting story of the hive last July. It has
and instructive than it has heretofore crystalized and has been again liquibeen, if that is within the range of fied.
Your request for bee and honey
Its record, character,
possibilities.
report was too early in the season for
power and usefulness, in the past, me. Our bees were gathering honey
will be its guarantee for the future, at that time, and ?$ of it was yet on
ever keeping in view the one grand the hive. We were very successful
object of its existence, that of further- with our bees last winter, losing a few
late in March and April some starved
ing the interests of honey producers, and some were queenless, making Sin
by losing no opportunity to create a all, leaving 42, I believe, to commence
demand for this God-given product, the season with. From these we obopening up new avenues for its use, tained nearly 2,000 lbs. of honey
about 600 lbs. being extracted, the
creating new demands and eager pur- balance comb.
increased by natchasers, both at home and abroad
ural swarming to 85 colonies ; in the
meantime
we
Italianized
18 colonies.
thus benefiting every honey producer.
Our honey is put up in the most apIn short, the Weekly Bee Journal proved plan, and sells more readily
will continue to be the medium of the than others at fair prices.
:

;

We

these to our new Premium List for ing the preserving qualities of Ozone,
getting up Clubs for the Bee Jour- and the good standing of those advertising it.
nal, as will be seen on page 407.
The Bee Journal twice refused
Send in your orders at once, and the
the advertisement, but being assured
books will be forwarded as soon as
of the good standing of the Company,
completed.
as well as of the good qualities of the
Time Now to Mature Plans for Next article, we inserted it a few times, as
Season. The Indiana Farmer gives have some of the best papers in

—

the following good advise

A

:

few colonies of bees, if well managed, will, one season with another,
afford sufficient honey for any ordinary
sized family, besides a surplus for
sale. Now while your bees are resting is the time to study up, and mature plans for the next season's work.
Good books fully up to the times are
within the reach of all. Read upon
the subject to be able to avoid the
many mistakes made by those who
have gone before. For one of the
very first requisites toward successful
bee-keeping, is a knowledge of the
nature and temperment of the bees,
and the means by which they are to
be governed.

America.
Prof. A. B. Prescott, of the

Ann Ar-

bor University, has analyzed the compound and declares that it is not ozone
at all, but powdered charcoal and sulphur, with a little cinnamon in it, to
give it a pleasant odor while burning.
We give this testimony in justice to
our patrons, and advise caution, though
the Prentiss Co. threaten to prosecute
any one who may interfere with their
business.

<@T The Kansas Bee-Keeper, pub& Anderson, is to be
enlarged to a 20-page pamphlet in
<@T The Bee Journal of next year 1882, and the price raised to 60 cents a
best thoughts of the most advanced
The honey was exquisite and we will be stitched, the edges trimmed, year. See our new clubbing rates
apiarists of this age. It will keep have no doubt that it is even superior and each number will have 16 pages
with it, in another column.
;

lished by Scovell
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These may hang two or
deep supported in a similar
shaped piece of hoop iron, which
hooks on to the metal rabbet of the
hive, in the main body of the hive, or
they may be readily raised and placed
breeding in a crate above the hive. In this

emptied by the hatching bees emerging from the cellar, they are given
again to the queen, after any honey
that may have been stored in them
may have been removed. Mr. .lones
claims that this keeps the swarming

out top bar.
three

fever in cheek, prevents all
Michigan State Convention.
in the sections, and adds vastly to the crate they may lie either one, two. or
amount of surplus which may be three deep. The advantage of this
The 16th animal meeting of the secured.
arrangement consists in the facility
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Society,
Mr. Jones proved this last season with which the sections may be transwas held at Battle Creek, Mich., on that it was easy to ship drones, if we ferred from the body of the hi veto the
crate above and vice versa, and the
Dec. 8, 9, 1881. Pies. Prof. A. J. Cook send the brood just before the drones ease with which the sections may be
were to come forth from the cells. He
in the chair.
suggested that we grade up our bees removed as soon as they are tilled and
by procuring and using superior capped.
[Concluded from last week.]
I was much surprised, and no less
drones.
All other drones can be
The first evening session opened by weeded out or kept from Hying by use gratified, as I listened to the reports
of
those in attendance at the ConvenProf. Cook, with his address on of the zinc entrances already referred
" Crumbs Swept up from the National to. If the males are prepotent among tion, to find what a large proportion
higher animals, and such stock im- of the apiarists of the country are
Convention," as follows
proved most rapidly by the selecting raising principally extracted honey.
President's Address.
of superior sires, why may not the Three-fourths and more of the honey
same be true among our bees V Surely crop of those present was extracted
Gentlemen of the Michigan Bee-KeepI might speak of many more
is a suggestion worthy of consid- honey.
When, late last this
ers'
Association:
valuable points that were brought out
eration.
September, your wide-awake Secreat the Convention, but after the many
It has long been known that bumble
tary wrote to me that lie thought that
vehement protests against long and
he could not possibly attend the Na- bees when they mate fall to the ground numerous essays at these meetings
tional Convention, then soon to meet where the male remains a corpse, which have appeared in the bee jourat Lexington, Ky., and urged that while the queen goes forth to her life's nals of late, it would show no little
Michigan ought to be represented at work. The similarity of our honey temerity on my part to dwell longer
that important gathering, I supposed bees to the bumble bees, together with on the subject.
that my duties at the College would the quick death of the drones when
Before closing however, let me call
utterly preclude my attending that emission takes place from the warmth your attention to a few matters which
meeting. But the thought that the of the hand, makes it more than prob- are, I think, well worthy of your careState that supports the most prosper- able that the drone honey bee expires ful consideration. First in fixing the
ous society of any State in the Union; in the sexual act. Mr. Jones has seen place of the meetings, let us not fail
that has more district societies than unwelcome proof of this during the to get them as central as possible, and
any other State, and, as I am in- past summer in his experience at his where we are invited to go, so we may
formed by the editor, gives the largest island apiaries. He finds that on have an able local committee, who
patronage to one of the most influen- small islands there are a very large will spare no pains in making arrangethe number of queens lost in mating, and ments and arousing a local interest.
tial bee papers of our country
thought, I say, that this State should that the number is in inverse propor- Much of the success of this meeting is
have no representative at our Na- tion to the size of the island. Of due to our having acted on this sugtional gathering, seemed to me so in- course if the queen and drone fall into gestion one year ago. You see in the
congruous with our position and influ- the water, the queen would be unable success of the foul brood bill and the
ence, that I commenced at once to to rise, and so would be lost.
adulteration bill before the last legismake a great effort to comply with
Mr. Delia Torre.of Maryland.exhibi- lature, what we may hope to do if we
your Secretary's very urgent request ted a very large queen cell, the queen really make an effort.
to represent this Society as a delegate
from which he claimed was the result
Shall we not, this coming year, strive
Had that gentleman with prophetic of the artificial impregnation by him to secure the organization of still more
of
of
a
vision told me
the great responsi- of a drone egg, by the semen
local or district associations V These
Granting that organizations tend powerfully to adties that my course was to heap upon drone bumble bee.
these already over-burdened shoul- there is no mistake in this matter, it vance the interests of apiculture. All
ders as the presidential honors, so is an exceedingly interesting observa- should send delegates to this society,
unsought and so unmerited, would tion. It is not, however, the first case and we in turn to the National Assohardly have come to me in my ab- of such extreme cross a cross be- ciation, that we may all pull together
sence the desire even that our "State tween different generations has been to promote the best interests of our
should not go unrepresented, would reported. This report of Mr. Delia art.
not have sufficed to secure my attend- Torre suggests an interesting experiAbove all, I would suggest as the
ance at the very interesting meetings ment that we can all try, and if we best work that we can do that we send
succeed, we may have some hope of a committee to petition the State Agof our National Association.
ricultural Society, to give us a buildBut it now behooves me to see to it important results.
There was only one new feature de- ing at the next State Fair, and offer
that the rich feast of wisdom spread
to
wintering.
veloped
reference
in
sufficient premiums to call out a grand
out before us on that occasion be not
lost to my friends and brothers of this. That was from Mr. O. O. Poppleton, exhibition next fall. Let us ask Cor
clover
chaff,
or
effect
that
tine
to
the
the privilege of selling honey on the
our goodly Michigan, and so I have
resolved to dish up of the best that better still, fine, dry sawdust, was far ground, and then see to it that there
was offered there for your edification superior for packing, to any coarser is an exhibition that shall be the rematerial. It seems reasonable that mark of all who see it, long after they
to-day.
chaff hives, or for packing, this go to their homes. In this way we
Our enterprising friend Jones showed for
fine material with its finer spaces, may create an interest, and build up
us. the value of perforated zinc, and
would offer better protection.
a market, that shall prove a powerful
told up how it could be used to reThe " new bees " were freely com- stimulus to the bee-keeping interests
strain swarming at undesirable times,
to prevent drones from undesirable mented upon. Every one who had of our State. Let us see to it that our
neighbors
colonies flying forth to mate with our personal experience with them, pro- friends in Illinois, and our
young queens, or better, to catch and nounced them superior to the Italians. across the line, do not eclipse us in
destroy these useless gormandizers of All reported that they were more irri- this important work.
the hive, and thus save a large amount table than were the Italians, but all
The Secretary read the following
of honey which would otherwise be said that with care, they could be
consumed. In all of these cases the handled with no difficulty. The Sy- letter from Mr. J. J. Robinson
perforated zinc is used as an entrance rians seemed to be voted superior by
I notice that Mr. Cutting is to speak
sieve, which, while it will permit the those that had tried them both, the on the subject of " Bees and Grapes."
workers to pass freely, is an entire Syrians and the Cyprians.
I keep bees and cultivate grapes.
estoppel to the queen and drones. Its
In this connection, let me speak of Some of my neighbors have grapes,
peculiar shape prevents it from be- anew use of the smoker that was sug- but no bees. They, or some of them
coming a check to the ingress and gested by Mr. Jones, lie turns a threaten to prosecute me if I keep
egress of the workers when it is used little chloroform into a sponge, which bees another season. I admit that
to fence out the drones.
The drones lie then drops into a smoker, and bees are, to some extent, an annoyare not able to clog the entrance.
quickly covers with a. second sponge. ance to fruit growers in some seasons.
Mr. Jones also uses the perforated The smoker is then used in the same I would be willing to pay something
zinc as a division board during the way that we would use it to smoke the as compensation for the annoyance,
honey harvest, as he thinks, with ex- bees. The vapor effectually quiets but cannot, of course, pay exhorbitant
ceeding advantage. The queen is kept the bees, even though they be qiieen- damages.
I started last spring with 5 colonies.
at the side or end of the hive next to less colonies of Cyprians. Mr. Jones
the entrance, on I or 5 frames of empty thinks that with chloroform used in One party claims $50 damages on accombs, which are re-placed by Other this way, we may introduce queens count of my bees injuring his grapes.
empty combs as the queen (ills them at once' and always with the utmost Grapes sold at 3 cts. per lb. lie has
with eggs. Next back of these comes safety, lie also makes a similar re- but a small portion of the grapes in
the perforated division board, which mark in reference to uniting colonies. the community, and I. but a small
your atten- portion of the bees in the neighborkeeps the queen from visiting the
I wish especially to call
other frames. Then comes frames of tion to a very neat arrangement for hood.
there any law on the
Is
sections, or, if preferred, frames for holding sections, which was exhibited subject ?
extracting, or both, and last the by Mr. <'. II. Deane. of Mortonsville,
He claims that bees tear open
frames of brood in all stages in the Ky. It consists simply of a common grapes and berries. My grapes are
combs that have been removed from section frame, strongly made, to hold closer to my bees than his. I think
the queen.
As these latter are only one row of sections, and is with- the bees are after bursted fruit. I
;

—

—

—

:

Dec. 28,
find them only on such fruit as by
some chance has been ruptured.
Has there been any such eases tested
by law ? If so, when, where and how

were they decided ? Ill am violating
law by keeping bees. would he glad
to know it, and the sooner the better.
I

shall look with interest for what
may be said or done by the Convention, regretting much my absence.
bees did well until clover was
gone; after that they obtained lint
1

My

honey. Buckwheat yielded but
honey.
The button-ball, so
abundant here, did not blossom much
this year. I shall put my bees in
boxes on the summer stands arranged
so there will be an open way clear
through under the hive from both
little

little

sides.

I

want no upward

draft,

but

plenty of fresh air— not necessarily
cold air. I like to have the honey as
much as possible above the cluster of
bees.

Mr.

Cutting:

Will

he prosecute

the woods' bees?
Mr. Cole said he bad IS acres of
grapes, and knows that bees do not
injure them.
Mr. Balch said bees are wild, and
liable to be killed if they stray.
tame coon if he gets loose may be

A

killed with impunity.
Mr. Heddon If bees injure grapes,
:

why

not

move

the grapes

?

Mr. Harrington recommended alsike
clover for bee pasturage.
Mr. Haike said the seed remained
in the ground for years; ', bushel
sows about 6 acres; it remained in
bloom about 8 weeks. He thinks he
obtained 2 barrels of nice honey from
it.
Then cut it with a reaper for
seed, which netted him $80.00. It is
the best of honey plants. It maybe
cut twice, and I can get a crop of

honey after basswood by having two
fields; mow in May. anil it will bloom
in 6 weeks after mowing.
It
may be

sown alone,
lbs. to

or with half timothy, 4

the acre.

It grows well on
Mr. Southwick
will bloom only once.
It won't
do much on sandy soil, but will stand
as much water as red-top it will grow
:

clay

;

;

4 feet high.

Mr. Townley corroborated these
statements and said it would grow
anywhere, and made good hay. - tons
to the acre.

The President said it was an open
question whether queens laid worker
eggs that had imperfect wings. He
wished those who had such queens
would rise up and state conditions.
He had probably sacrificed a hundred
queens in the effort to sum worker
eggs from a queen having clipped
wings, and had invariably failed.
Seven stood up.
T. F. Bingham said two such had
come under his personal knowledge
one he raised himself had no wings,
but laid worker eggs when of the usual
laying age. The other was sold to
;

him with a colony of bees by It. M.
Argo. She remained in the same colony two winters, and was a perfect
queen in all respects except she was
entirely wingless. He said such facts
were as well established aa that two
queens sometime are found laying in
the same hive at the same time, and
of that there was not a shadow of
doubt.
D. A. Jones said he had had three
laying at one time in one hive.
The following is the report of the
committee on resolutions: Resolved,
That while we realize that this meeting is a great success, we would acknowledge our obligations to those
who have aided us to make it so. We
would tender our thanks to the railroad companies which gave reduced
fares ; to the Southern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association for use of room;
to Mr. Larken tor comfortable accom-

modations at reduced

rates,

and

to

Mr. B. Salisbury for bis arrangements
Tor our convenience. That we also
thank those gentlemen outside of our
state who have contributed to the interest of our meeting by addresses and
them Messrs.
exhibitions, among
Jones, Newman, Hoot, I'oppleton and
Dr. Kellogg.
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laughable somtimes and contradictor}
the conditions reported under
Meeting called to order bj James which bees have passed a winter in
lleddon, the newly elected 1'resident. safety. These, put up again in the
who, in a lew well ehosen remarks, same manner, were lost the following
thanked the Association Eorthehonor winter. Among the colonies of an
conferred upon him, and hoped by apiary prepared ill the same manner.
their assistance, to faithfully dis- and by the same party, we find somecharge the duties that may devolve times in spring a strong, splendid colupon him. lie then announced the ony by the side of a weak one. which
next subject tor consideration, which had been, in fall, in better condition
was • Wintering of Bees.''
than its now vigorous neighbor.
O. O. Poppleton, Williamstown. friend had his 40 colonies of bees in
Iowa, stated that about 6 years ago lie
wo rows, and during a severe winter,
adopted his present plan of wintering. lu or 1:2 years ago, lie lostevery oneot
He believed that this is one of the them but. the four end colonies, the
most important questions with which very ones which were exposed to wind
bee-keepers have to do. He thought and weather most. Hisbees had died
there were many elements which enter of dysentery, my friend said, and so
into success. His remarks were ap- they had, but dysentery was caused by
plicable to Iowa, and might not be to eating sour honey, which, again, was
Michigan. His summer crop is apt to the consequence of a damp, warm hive,
be light, but his fall crop is generally- otherwise the combs would not have
good. He uses a single story, long, been so moldy, nor the insides of the
chaff hive, and keeps all combs cov- hives so wet. He had his bees covered with bees. He extracts thor- ered up warm and tight, with straw
oughly' when at all, but not after Aug. under the hives and between them.
in.
lie found the late honey the best Had each hive been properly ventilafor winter food. The colonies from ted, this dampness would not have acwhich he extracted from the brood cumulated and his bees would have
frames wintered the best. When the lived.
One of the most essential conditions
season is over, he takes out all surplus
combs and crowds the bees on as few for good wintering, next to a good
frames as possible. lie destroys his colony of bees, is undoubtedly a suffipoorest queens in the fall, and gives cient quantity of good honey, in the
the bees to other colonies, and was proper place, i. e., in the middle of the
not quite sure that young bees winter hive, and within easy reach of the
the best. Winter passages are im- cluster. I do not believe that fine cloportant, and he packs as early as Oct. ver honey is more wholesome for bees
Uses than fall honey, nor that all must be
1, and gives ventilation above.
very line Timothy chaff straw is too capped but if your hive is insufficoarse. The packing should be left ciently ventilated, your uncapped
on until late in the spring. Honey honey is the first to sour, and the bees
ripens more rapidly in the brood nest get dysentery earlier than they otherthan any where else in the hive he wise would, while with proper venti
pays no attention to pollen. Success lation, there would be no sour honey
in bee-keeping depends upon atten- and no dysentery.

EVENING SESSION.
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bees; the honey from it ferments before the bees can store it. One gentleman lost his bees last spring from
too early breeding.
Mr. Jones said that dampness and
dysenterj were most to be dreaded;
the Cormer is frequently the cause of
the latter. Bees will winter if dry and
well provisioned.
Mr. Townley believed that dryness
is necessary.
Mr. Jones had found line dry sawdust is the best absorbing material.
Pres. Heddon read part of a letter
favoring the removal of pollen.

" How can we get drones only from
onr best colonies V" Answer by Mr.
Walker— Put drone comb in the hive
from which you wish to get the
drones.
" In cellar wintering, is it best that
hives should be near the floor ?" Answer by Mr. Robinson— Yes, if the

room

is dry.
Mr. Jones had found
that the air near the bottom of the
room is injurious to bees unless ventilation is good.

The committee on 'delegates reported 4o gentlemen from other States
and 92 delegates from other societies.
I have no
Mr. Herd, of Saginaw
passages
ventilation— no
upward
committee was appointed on
through the combs— none die. I have establishing a society in the southpracticed the same plan of wintering western part of the State, and one for
for 5 years. Never put a colony up so the northeastern part of the State.
that did not live. lie has 50 colonies;
The committee on exhibits reported
he fed rye flour in the spring. The
a large display, which included' the
cold snap in April killed 15.
take much following
I don't
B. Walker
James Heddon, of Dowagiac, exstock in honey causing sickness I
removed the pollen, but lost all last hibits 3 kinds of foundation, Vandervort, Dunham and Given
winter.
also
spruce dovetailed sections and honey
Mr. T. P. Bingham read a paper en- box, his feeder, honey jars (3 sizes),
If you find open Given
titled " Hints."
comb foundation in wired
cells in solid honey (that is all open) frames, Barker's foundation
fastener
it is a hint that the honey is thin, or and tin pail
for honey.
not very well ripened. If you open a
J. D. White, of Massachusetts, exshallow frame hive and raise the mat hibits a feeder built on the same
princarefully, a stir will be seen some- ciple as the Shuck,
as is also Mr.
where on the top of the frames, it is a Heddon's.
hint that the queen is just below and
Mr. Forncrook,of Wisconsin, shows
if you wish to find her, examine the a lot of
one-piece, sections, both in the
two combs each side, and you will flat and put together.
Deep frames will
find her at once.
Mr. D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Out.,
not show this. When bees suddenly exhibits a lot of japanned cans
for
stop swarming, it is a hint that the marketing extracted honey,
varying
special flowers on which the swarming in capacity from
to
U 5 lbs. each a
began is on the decline, and the sur- package of Bokhara clover seed, a
plus capacity is to be narrowed, so as refrigerator model for regulating the
to avoid partially rilled sections.
temperature of winter repositories for
The matter of petitioning the State bees, sheets of perforated metal for
We can keep honey in open vessels Board of Agriculture, suggested by separating the brood nest from the
tion to many details.
surplus frames, and to regulate the
The President preferred to have his in a garret, or in a warm, dry room, Pres. Cook, was referred to committee.
Mr. Jones explained his method of entrances to hives; a lot of honey
bees stop breeding early in the fall, in good condition forever, while it
labels, and an improvement on the
and begin late in the spring, because sours in a damp cellar. By the efforts waxing sections with a revolving Langstroth style of
frame, and a
In reply to the question,
then no pollen would be used when of the bees to create the necessary wheel.
" which paid best, the getting of ex- model for illustrating a new style of
the bees could not fly. He had seen heat in winter, their exhalations, unahive for wintering out-doors.
colonies which had been wintered on ble to escape, condense into water, tracted honey, or honey in the comb?"
Prof. Cook exhibits an instrument
white sugar syrup; they showed no which hangs in large drops under their I use the extractor exclusively. I for measuring
the length of the
introducing
disposition to fly after a long confine- top covering until it runs down the also chloroform bees in
filled tongues of different races of bees.
ment, when others that had had pollen combs, the walls of the hive, and out queens. I place a small sponge
Mr. Haughey and Mr. Saulsbury
during the time, were eager to escape in front. The hive is worse than a with chloroform in a bellows bee each exhibit
chaff hives, and Mr.
damp cellar. Should we expect honey smoker, and blow it into the entrance
from the hive.
and Haughey an observatory hive.
Prof. Cook was sure that pollen was to keep or bees to prosper under such of a hive until the bees are still
M. D. Weeks, of Homer, cans of
the
necessary to breeding bees, and does conditions? There is an abundance quiet, then let the queen run in at
extracted honey.
not care to have his bees breed before of hives in the same condition every entrance.
Mr. Cutting, a feeder, L. C. Root's
The
chlorobee-keeper
Mr. Heddon remarked
April, and keeps pollen from them winter, as every observing
T
a frame of foul brood, and a
Any activity knows, and, what is w orse, we rind form is taken into the circulation, and smoker,
during the winter.
collection of bee periodicals and books.
did not think it should be used.
during winter is very injurious to them sometimes in our own apiaries.
T. F. Bingham, of Abronia, Mich.,
Dr. Southard sustained the opinion.
The next essential condition for evbees, and they should be kept as quiet
erything that breathes is pure air, and
Prof. Cook thought Mr. Heddon Bingham smokers of various sizes,
as possible. He winters in a cellar.
and
Bingham & Hetherington honey
bees are no exception to the rule. As wrong, and requested Dr. Kellogg to
the same
I use
Dr. Southard
knives. Dr. Whiting, a reversible
soon as we learn the art of providing explain
kind of hive and use cushions. The our hives with the proper upward venThe Doctor stated that its repeated frame supposed to combine the adair can circulate over them.
of the
Langstroth and
tilation, so as to have the moisture use on human beings was deleterious. vantages
should
The
Cyprians
Prof. Cook
removed and the air renewed gradu- The blood must be saturated with it, Quinby frames," and to avoid their
be packed early, before they are ally without causing a draft through hence it takes time to recover. The defects, the invention of Mr. Vanthrough gathering honey.
the colony, we will have advanced effect is to benumb the nerve centers. deusen, of Sprout Brook, N. Y.
Pres. Heddon said one of his neighMr. A. I. Root, of Medina, O., a
considerably. No difference how well Prof. Cook thanked Dr. Kellogg for
bors wintered his bees well by remov- the hives are covered with absorbing his last winter's service in helping to number of articles to be used in
ing the center combs and left the fall material, it will amount to nothing bring the adulteration matter before transporting bees by mail and express,
honey. This plan removed the pollen unless we provide ventilation above. the Legislature.
a honey scale, etc.
that the bees store in the center in the
A tightly tilled, thick, chaff cushion The question box contained the fol- W. B. Southard moved a vote of
fall.
is as bad as a tight wooden cover or an
B. Walker mentioned a colony from oil-cloth, because it will retain the lowing: " Can bees be made to swarm thanks to T. G. Newman, A. I. Root,
which he extracted all the early honey moisture in spite of the air passage when no honey is coining in ?" An- D. A. Jones, II. B. Harrington, Medintending to feed, but over-looked
by Mr. Jones Yes.
ina, Ohio, which was carried unaniabove it. But chaff put on loosely, or swer
" How can bees be prevented from mously.
them. They had lots of pollen, but
a straw mat (I prefer the latter), are
?"
thought
Heddon
disease,
while
Mr.
without
others
swarming
died
Sixty-three new members were engood absorbents and non-conductors,
that it was generally best that they rolled, and Tnomas G. Newman, Chiwith lots of honey had disease.
and answer the purpose admirably.
swarm,
but could be prevented cago, 111., A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio,
Pure sugar syrup
should
Pres. Heddon
Bees can create a great amount of
renders bees comfortable.
by keeping an abundance of empty D. A. Jones, Beeton, Out. Can., and
heat and withstand severe cold, but
Dr. Southwick's died from dysen- the longer the cold spell lasts, the cells for the queen's use.
J. H. Townley, Thompkins, Mich.,
" How can a drone-laying worker be were elected honorary members.
tery and starved also.
greater should be the ventilation by
to
said
aualized
Townley
said
they
sugar
disposed
of
Mr.
Prof. Cook
V"
Mr. Newman stated that large exthe air-space above the covering. As
and fed it in empty frames. They long as frost is visible in the ventila- remove the hive to a distant place and hibits at State fairs produced good restored the combs having pollen. The tors or upper stories provided for ven- put a hive having a good queen in its sults. In London at the exhibition
bees started breeding but soon stopped. tilation, so long is the ventilation in- place. Mr. Harrington gives the col- of the Royal Agricultural Society,
good queen. Mr. Andrus could American honey received the first
He felt sure they cannot breed with- sufficient.
different protection is ony a
out pollen. We take away all the pol- necessary under different surround- find and remove. Others could not premium. Every one wanted it. The
them.
len, but give it back in the spring.
streets and avenues were crowded to
and in different climates, as a detect
" Can we be compelled to remove see American honey, and it sold
He does not want them to breed in the ings
matter of course but until we learn
winter.
bees
from
a
city ?" Mr. Miner had rapidly at 60 cts. per lb. To see itwas
how to provide our bees with pure air
Mr. Townley said if you go to the properly, we shall always be in trouble looked into the subject, and learned to covet it. lie recommended the ofcellar and find the bees quiet, you can
that they could be removed if they fering of large premiums for exhibits
the best mode of wintering.
We make statistics asItoprovided
proved to be a nuisance.
be quiet too.
of honey, and this would command
air-passages, this fall, by were
" How can bees be handled when large exhibits.
slowly have only 12 colonies.
boring an inch hole in each side of the
water
following
Charles
nor
sweetened
by
F.
Muth,
smoke
The
neither
Pres. Cook suggested a committee
upper story near the cover.
Answer— Use to take into consideration the exhibiCincinnati, was read on
will subdue them ?"
Cincinnati, O.
Ciias. F. Muth.
or sprinkle them with water. tion of bees and honey at the Michipuff-ball
Wintering of Bees.
" Is shade necessary for bees V" gan State Fair in 1882.
Mr. Harrington said that in Ohio
Several conditions are essential un- near his home, there was a certain Mr. Heddon said yes; 1 use a board
Mr. Newman said bees were shown
der which bees can winter safely ; but wild flower that was sure death to laid on the hives.
in London in a round tent with an
I

:

A

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

—

:

A

;

—
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open top. In St. Joseph, Mo., they statue can be viewed from a great
were exhibited in one end of an upper part of the city of Lexington.
The next morning a short session
room which was separated from the
was held in the cab (our members bemain room by mosquito net.
The President appointed the follow- ing much reduced), and we. were driven
ing gentlemen a committee to secure to the stock farm of Dr. Hert to view
congregated there.
II. D. the fine stock
a good display at the Fair
Cutting, Clinton A. B. Weed.Detroit; Words fail me to describe the magnilicent
.animals
James
we there saw. and
Kalamazoo
15.
Ranney,
Dr. O.
Heddon, Dowagiac Byron Walker, we recall with pleasure the happy
Capac, and J. II. Robertson, Pe- moments we spent while rubbing the
velvety noses, and patting the sleek
warno.
A resolution was passed extending sides of these superb creatures.
The National Bee-Convention of
an invitation to Dr. Nugent and Mr.
Jones, Out. Can., also I. G. Newman 1881, is one of the happy events of our
and A. I. Root, to be present at our life, and we shall always feel grateful
to Mr. & Mrs. Williamson for their
next annual meeting.
hospitality, and to the people of Lexone-piece
patented
Forncrook
The
ington for their many courtesies exsection box caused a long discussion. tended to us while there.
The patented point was questioned,
Peoria, 111.
and Mr. Forncrook explained that it
was the fact that the- box was made
of a single piece of wood. He said
that all persons who had on hand sections that were an infringement of
his patent at this date, might use
:

;

;

;

them

;

but

all

infringements occuring

after this date, would render the infringer liable to prosecution.

The meeting was characterized by
a warm interest which extended toall
those present. About 75 new members were added to the Association.

OUR CEVI

reasons: 1. They show the contents
and are therefore most attractive. 2.
Glass is durable and more easily kept
clean. 3. They are easily opened to
prove the quality of the contents, and
last, but not least, are lasting (unless
broken), and therefore are worth the
cost price for other purposes. This
season I retailed quarts at 65 cts.. and
pints at 35 cts.; tumblers at 2-5 cts.
My extracted honey thus net me over
18 cts. per lb. I commenced with 10
colonies last spring, and have sold to
this date $171.49 net exclusive of jars.

the cracks between boards, especially
the small ones, that paint and putty
will not readily till, by simply pressing
a string of suitable thickness into the
cracks, and cover it with a coat or two
of good paint. This is much better
than putty, which readily cracks and
still lets in the water.
Putty is the
proper thing for knot holes and any

uneven places.

Keep your

hives, es-

the roofs, well painted.
Money spent in this way will pay a
hundred per cent. C. II. Dibbern.
Milan, 111., Dec. 19, 1881.
pecially

Hackman.

II. S.

Good Increase. — I must have the
Bee Journal as long as I keep bees.
Weekly More Acceptable than a I had no success with my bees last
Monthly.— Please mark my name as a winter. I put 24 colonies in the cellife subscriber to your most excellent lar, and by the 1st of May I had only
weak colony left. They had plenty
paper. I do not want to miss one
number. 1 would not have it go back of honey. Some of the hives had 50
its
at twice
I bought 6 Italian
to the monthly again
lbs. of honey.
present price, it would be more ac- queens and 6 lbs. of bees, and they
ceptable than a monthly. God bless built up to good colonies.
T
O T"*i<"p v \t.^
your efforts, Mr. Editor. You are elGreenleaf, Minn., Dec. 10, 1881.
evating our noble cause, and educatPeru,

III.,

Dec. 19,1881.

1

;

ing the fraternity to a higher standard. I say " amen," to your war upon
Plentiful Crop. I have 135 colonies
glucose and its advocates.
of bees in the cellar. I commenced
The
thermomeLosses Recovered.—
F.
C. Benedict.
with 80 some were weak. They gave
ter indicated 46° at noon to-day. Bees
Perry Centre, N. Y., Dec. 18, 1881.
me 4,000 lbs. extracted, and about $100
flew a little. The losses of last winter
worth of comb honey.
are well over-come by the good man-

—

;

Kalamazoo, agement of summer and fall. The
Double Walled Hives.— My bees are
bees are strong and in good condition. flying lively to-day. I am a beginner
Sec.
T. F. Bingham,
J. E. Breed.
in bee-culture, only having been in
Embarrass, Wis., Dec. 16, 1881.
the business about 3 years. My enthusiasm increases in proportion to
Bee-Culture in Georgia. I cannot the knowledge obtained of the science.
without
the
Bee
Journal.
be
My I have but 14 colonies of bees my aim
When I
34 colonies are all doing well so far. at the start was to go slow.
I have some tine Italians and aim feel that I am master of the situation,
to increase largely the coming year. I shall obtain more bees. Being a carI am determined to make my bees pay penter, I make my own bee-aparatus.
For the American Bee Journal.
me something before I am done with In my opinion, in-door wintering in
them. There is no other person in Southern Ohio is unnecessary with a
That Adjourned Meeting.
this section paying any attention to properly constructed hive. I use the
hive, double
bees. I cannot get any of them out standard Langstroth
MRS. L. nAKKISON.
of the old plan of log gums. They say, walled, half in dead-air space all
The adjourned meeting of theNorth "talk to me about one queen laying around, quilt over frames, cap a duAmerican Bee-Keepers' Society, did all the eggs for a colony; it is ail plicate of brood chamber, except, outer
not meet as anticipated in Mammot bosh." But they are beginning to case cleats are nailed to the bottom
Cave, but had a delightful session in notice that I am the only man in this of cap to form a projection, or rather
a cab. The States of New York, Ken- locality that is having any success. a covering of double walls below.
tucky, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin They will wake up sometime. I will The cap has a movable cover. I conand Georgia were represented. A re- send you a sample of some of my cot- structed my hive for the purpose of
cess was taken when the vehicle ton honey. I think it will equal the obtaining either comb or extracted
reached Ashland, the former home of white clover honey. I took 80 lbs. honey, as I may desire. I live within
3 miles of Athens, the county seat, and
Kentucky's great Statesman, Henry from one hive as line as I ever saw.
own 2 acres of land, having on it a
H. M. Williams, M. D.
Clay. A few souvenirs were gathBowdon, Ga., Dec. 14, 1881.
great variety of fruit, also a carpenter
ered, and the meeting convened until
shop with cow stable underneath it.
the stock farm of General Withers
was reached. This session was deMust Have the Weekly.— I like the But little plowing is done in this
lightful, as the weather was off the shape of the Bee Journal much neighborhood. Sheep growing is our
very best piece, the air soft and balmy, better than last year. It is better for specialty. White clover and basswood
and the pike smooth and level, with- handling and binding. I do not see are our best honey producers.
B. S. Miles.
out being dusty. We viewed from the how I can get along with any less than
Athens, O., Dec. 18, 1881.
windows of the cab a magnilicent the Weekly, and enclose $2 for it.
building with a grand cupola, and a
JonN H. Hodgkins.
large stained glass window in front.
Shirland, 111., Dec. 20, 1881.
A Suggestion.— A report from each
Some of our party remarked that it
State where bees are cultivated, simiwas a church, others that it was a
A Mild Winter.—The winter here up lar to the following, would be of much
dwelling house. On alighting, it was
bee-keepers
In the
to
this date has been extraordinarily interest
found to be a horse hotel, with all the to
lovely weather. There has month of November our bees were on
modern conveniences. It was an ar- mild, with few
pollen
The
last
days in the middle of the wing 23 days.
cade with an asphaltum drive-way, been very
that bees have not been fly- was brought in on the 18th. On the
the
day
and separate apartments for each octhey consume more 13th pollen of 3 colors was brought in
cupant on each side, and finished in ing. Of course
red, white and yellow. The lowest
and
the greatest danger that
honey,
light
wood
of
dark
and
walnut.
hard
dip of the mercury was 16 'above zero
These departments were supplied with I anticipate to the bee-keepers of Ken- F, and the highest temperature was
tucky, will be a backward spring with
fresh water, and the table d'hote was
exhausted and colonies weak- 74°. The ground was white with snow
supplied from the store-rooms above stores
The only safeguard will be a few hours on the 22d. It is too soon
ened.
through sliding doors and spouts
to speak for the whole of December,
and
constant feeding.
early
light was admitted through stained
but 20 days have passed, and our bees
Williamson.
W.
delicate
blue
and
gold,
as
glass of
behave been able to stir in the open air
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 17, 1881.
ing best suited to the vision of ahorse.
10 days. The lowest dip was 29°, and
I wish the architects of halls and
the highest temperature was 68°. The
Honey in Glass Jars for Home Market. loss of old bees by the first shock of
churches would visit this building,
and take a lesson on ventilation. The — Glass' jars for honey are not dead winter was unusually small.
Mrs. Harrison labors
General remarked that" his house was but asleep.
(i. W. Demabee.
not so well ventilated " but then under a mistake when she tells us that
Christiansburg, Ky., Dec. 20, 1881.
horses of unnamed value are of more honey put up in glass jars and tumbtoo dead to bury.
lers are killed
consideration than human beings.
We viewed with pleasure the many Honey put up in Mason fruit jars is Leaky Hives.—Now is a good time
fine horses led out for our inspection, more attractive and pleasing to the to overhaul your caps, especially if
and while doing so, the General said, eye than any other form, and of neces- the hives containing the bees are in
" my father lived to be 90 years old, sity must be clear and clean. Nice winter quarters. It is surprising what
and always ate at every meal a small clean sections are hard to beat, but havoc the sun and rains soon play with
Most bee-keepers know
quantity of honey." We again con- many of my customers prefer glassed the roofs.
vened in the cab, and were driven boxes rather than sections. Class what an annoyance it is to find your
sections
all stained and
white
quickly to the cemetery to view the protects the honey from dust and nice
strangers' hands. from getting bruised, wet, to say nothing about the discomlast, resting place of Henry Clay, and
How ofof John Morgan, the famous raider, etc. 1 always sell my honey in Mason fort and danger to the bees.
who knew so well how to ride. The fruit jars (this season some in jelly ten, perhaps, do we lay the cause of
monument erected by the State of glasses), with the best and most satis- loss to bad stores, bacteria, etc., when
Kentucky over the remains of Henry factory success. I use Mason glass the real cause is simply a leaky roof.
Clay, is a magnificent one, and his fruit jars for honey for the following I have found an excellent plan to stop

Adjourned to meet
December, 1882.

Dec. 28,

Lewis W, Sarles.

at

Foxboro, Ont, Dec.

Local Convention Directory.

—

;

;

14, 1881.

Time and Place

1832.

of MeetinQ.

Jan. 10— Cortland Union. at Cortland. N. Y.
C. M. Bean. Sec. McGrawvllIe. N. T.
10— Eastern N. Y., at Central Bridge. N. Y.
N. D. West. Sec.. Middleburgh, N. Y.
12, 13— Nebraska State, at Ashland, Neb.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln, Neb.
17, ls-N. W. 111. &S. W. Wis., at Freeport. 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Kock City, 111.
17, 18— N. B.Wisconsin, at Berlin, Wis.
T. R. Turner, Sec. pro tem.
24. 25— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
25— Northeastern, at LItica, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fiiyettevllle, N, Y.
April 1— Eastern Michigan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. B. Weed, Sec, Detroit, Mich,
25—Texas State, at McKinney, Texas.
1

20.

Win. It. Howard. Sec.
27— Western Michigan, at Grand Rapids.
M. S. Dodge. Sec, Coopersville. Mich.
Champlain Valley, at Bristol. Vt.

Wm.
May

T. Brookins, Sec.

25— Iowa Central,

at Winterset. Iowa.

Henry Wallace.

tW In order to have this table

Sec.

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— En.

l^" The Northwestern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet
in the City Hall at La Crosse, Wis.,
on Jan. 2, 1S82. Essays and discussions on important subjects concerning bees will be the order.
L, II. Pammel, Sec.

:

—

;

©The

Nebraska State Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its annual
meeting in Ashland, Neb., on the 12th
and 13th of January, 1882. A cordial
invitation is extended to all who are
ers'

interested in bee-culture. Members
returned to their homes by the
railroad companies at 1 cent per mile.
will be

T. L. VonDoun, Pres., Omaha.
G. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln.

US' The eastern New York BeeKeepers' Union Association, will hold
their ninth Convention, Tuesday, Jan.
in, alio a.m., at Central Bridge. Scho.
W.D. Wright, Pres.
Co., N. T.
N. D. West, Sec.
(gp-The annual meeting of the N.
W. Illinois and S. W. Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association, will be held in
Temperance Hall, Freeport, Stephenson Co., 111., on Jan. 17 and 18, 1882.

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.

(@" The Indiana State Bee-Keepers'
is called to meet in annual
session, Wednesday and Thursday,
.Ian. 21 and 25, 1882, in the rooms of
the State Board of Agriculture. By
order of Executive Committee.
Association
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E., 188, 254.
Zalser. John A., 161.
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55, 62, Zies. H., 230.
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[Zimmermann, G. W

81
41

Apiary of Sir Fiorinl
Basswood leaf and flower

Basswood or linden
Bee feeder
Bee moth
Bee moth larva?
Bee moth silk tunnel
Bee moth cocoons
Bees connecting glands
Bees glands and thorax
Bees' point and barbs
Bees' sting

Bees tongue
Blossom and leaf of basswood
Cleome integrifolia
Comb building in box hives

Comb foundation fastening
Combs built on trees
Dr. N. P. Allen
Dr. Whiting's plan for apiary
Editor of Bee Journal
Eggs and larva of bees
Egg tubes of a prolific queen

Eggs and brood
Finished queen cell
Frame-wiring machine

The Weekly Bee.loumal (T.G.Newman)$2
and Gleanings iiiBee-Culturei A.l.H,,.,i
Bee-Ke,.p..is' Magazine (A.J.Klng).
Bee Keepers'lnstructorfW.Thoms

The

Bee Journal

.,

346.

1

2
229
201
153
28
25
61
73
73
74
7-4

185
186
57
57
185
262
17

193
196
7

257
281
33
89
145
212

212
65

A, 1.. Hill,

i

EansaB Bee- Keeper

The 7 above-named

in cash

2 HI
2 33

no

:i

111

I
I

papers.

" 60
.,
2 Ml,
...... 6 dU..

Prof. Cook's UanualCboundinoloth)

3 25.

Beesand Honey,

2 JO..

(T. G. Ne*man)
Binder for Weekly, ism
Binder for Weekly lor l.-<.s2

!

•

'2

.10

5

51)

:i

mi

,

2 25

2 go.,

i

2 7o..

2 60

;

;

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Binders for 1882.— We have had a
lot of Emerson binders made especially for the

uliove-nniiieil papers....

Keepers'lliiiili-

I-.

for their labor in getting up the club.

252
345
41
385

l

OTi*6

(XI.

"O

>

Bee-Keepers'Exchiiiicei.l.lI.Ncllisl H 00.. 2 80

BUYERS' QUOTATIONS.
OFFICE OP AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
Monday, 10 a. in.. Dee. 26,J1881.

for 1882.

'

1

IJoticcs.

:

binder for 1882, we will
We do this to
$2.50.
both
for
send
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, encourage all to get the binder and
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. preserve the Bee Journal for reference, and to save us the expense of
<gr Articles for publication must be removing the name from our type
written on a separate piece of paper mailing machine, and then resetting
from items of business.
it in January or February.

boxes.

(g° Binders cannot be sent to Canada by mail— the International law
will not permit anything but samples
0" When changing a postoflice ad- of merchandise of less weight than 8
dress, mention the old as well as the ounces.
Canadians will please re-

Berlepsch— Price

new

25 cents each.

address.

member

this

when ordering

Binders.

The

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

name of

49w-t

A Sample Copy of
Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

much

trouble,
tgr It would save us
if all would be particular to- give their
post office address and name, when
have leiters
writing to this office.
(some inclosing money) that have no
name, post-office, County or State.
Also,if you live near one postoflice and
get your mail at another, be sure to
give the address we have on our list.

In larger

boxes 2c. less.

Extracted

Al„

quality, 18®22e.
NEWMAN. U72 W. Madison St.

II.

NEW

YORK.

and trade is lively.
HONEY— The supply is full,
White comb, in small
We quote as follows:small
Ex17c.
boxes,

lTityj
boxes, lH(,'22e dark, in
tracted, white, 10®UC.; dark. ,.-><.
BEESWAX. — Prime quality. 21%@23C.
Thorn & Co., ll and la Devoe avenue.
;

BOSTON.
age

are a desirable packour market, and a large quantity could be
2 je.. according to qnality.
;it _

.,,,1.1

in

BEESWAX— Pi ime quality.-"2",c.
r
CROCKER & BLAKE.

Chatham

r

Street.

BALTIMORE.
HONEY.-But

little

on the market, and prices

are not quoted.

_

Western,
BEESWAX— Southern, pure. 2i<wsAc.
Baltimore Mark'
;

lie—

pure.^K* 22c; grease wax,
Journal.

INDIANAPOLIS.

r@T Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

;

BBBSWAX-Prime

HONEY.— 1-pound combs

Photographs of prominent Apiarists
Langstroth,Dzierzon, and the Baron

of

i*i, ',22c

8@9c.

f^- Look at the wrapper label and
see that proper credit is given for
money sent us, within 2 weeks. If ifc
does not then appear, please send us
a Postal Card, and we shall with
pleasure make the correction, for an
error may occur during the rush at
this season, though we endeavor to be
careful to always give proper credit.

sections,

22@25c—

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— The supply and demand

are alike

HONEY.— New,

in 1 or 2
Indianapolis Stock Review.

lb.

nominal.

BEESWAX -Best

light

^Mn^r.c.-Pluhi'l'

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Comb

honey has been a little dull for
a week, but prices are unchanged. We sell best
white lb. sections at 22c; 2d best, 20c, and dark
2 lb. sections, I7fe2nc Extracted, 12c in
lyc
small packages; lc in half bbis.
l

;

I

A. C.

tgi° If

any numbers

lost,

look

at once and send us a Postal Card stating the missing numbers
and we will send them free, as long as

them over

we have any

left.

Kendel,

.

115 Ontario Street.

ST. LOUIS.

of this years'

Bee Journal have been

ii'ht-:

Merchants' Guide.

BEESWAX-22@2fiC

HONEY—

Plentiful and slow for all save choice
bright comb -this sold readily: comb at l*@2:»c;
strained and extracted 9(®ilc to l2!^c— top rates
for rtmiee bright in prime packages.

BEESWAX-Seliing lU-htly
R. C. Gheek & Co..

at iH<-<2(ic.
117 N. Main Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— The

southern boat this week brought

168 cases, principally comb. It is next o impossible to find buyers at current figures, except where
a case or two is retailed to some small dealer.
There would be no trouble in placing all offerings
to wholesale buyers, if concessions were made, but
this holders are endeavoring to avoid, at the same
time being anxious to realize.
quote white comb, 16&20C.; dark toeood,liH«)
14c Extracted, choice to extra white, 8M@I00.J
i

We

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Alsike clover blossom
Alsike clover— Roots
Alley's queen cage
Apiary of Mr. J. H. Robertson

Publuftere'PHci

Or they may deduct 10 per cent

Voder, John, 358.

Young, C. 1,.. 126.
Voung, W. R.. 78,

:

1

the Weekly Bee

117.
C. H.. lis.

Wyckoff,

Their own subscription
in the club

For a Club of »,— a copy of "Bees ami Honey."
"
3,— an Emerson Binder lor IHS2.
4, -Apiary Register for 5o Colonics,
or Cook's (Bee) Manual, paper.
"
"
»
"
cloth.
5,
"
"
«,— Weekly Bee Journal for year,
or Apiary Register for 200 Col'B.

E., 274.
389.

342,412.

Varner. H., 310.
3*2.
Vaught, G.
Videto, D.. 93. 142.
Vinson. W. M-, 15o.
Von Dorn. T. L.. 70.

113

365
217
212
260

perfume and purity.

C, 44.
Worthen. Dr. E.

43, W.irster.

Van Camp. A,

21111

may count

SS2.

nal anil any of the following periodicals, for ihh2.
at the pr iee- quoted oi tie- last column of figures,
The tirst column elves the regular price ol both,
All postage i- prepaid by the publishers.

be entitled to the following

premiums.

The Color and Lustre of Youth are
restored to faded or gray hair by the
use of Parker's Hair Balsam, a harmless dressing highly esteemed for its

Woodman.
Woolver,

Root-

We

1

Weekly American Bee Jour-

supply the

are lettered in sold on the back,
The following are the latest quotaand make a nice and convenient way
honey and beeswax received
to preserve the Journal as fast as tions for
hour
this
to
up
postpaid
received. They will be sent
Advertisements intended for the Bee by mail for 75 cents. To all who send
CHICAGO.
Journal must reach this office by during this month (December) for the IIONEY-The market is lively and prices Bteaily.
Saturday of the previous week.
We quote liuht comb honey, in simile comb

—

4o2.

Williams,

I.

Sweet clover
Tent for bee-exhibitions
Tongue of the honey bee
White clover
Winter bee house
Winter ground plan

Williams. Mr.. 34".
Williams, N. W., 15.101.
Williams. R. P., 125, 190,

22.",.

Van, G., 342.
Vananslen, H. S., l«s.
Van Antwerp, Dr. W.,

150.

J., 123.

Williams, A., 102.
Williams, A. T., 100,30:,.
Williams. C. F.. 365.
Williams, F. M., 0.
Williams. Dr. H. M., 7, 59,

138,

Tunnel!. A. J., 77.
Turner, T. K., 94. 200. 396.
Tustin, Prof. S. W., 250.

0,09.

It..

1411

L882, will

Journal and

F.. 110.
Wili-ox.. I. R-, II".

,

Thorn

1,3.

Wilcox,

348, 366.

.

W5.

Whitney. D. L., 13. 59,
Whitten, J. G.. on. 166.
Wheeler. Geo. T.. 13.
Wickwire, G., 85, 158.
Wilbur, A. A. E., 171.

Wilder. F. N., 13,302.
Prof., 101, 244.
238, Wiley.

14,

121

Poplar bloom
Keseda prandiflora
Rev. W. F. Clarke
Ripe queen cell
Small kegs for honey
Stingless bees
Summer and winter stand

fecial

C, 117, 132, 262,

Wliitirm.L.

2IK)

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Premiums.—Those who get up clubs
for the Weekly BBB JOURNAL for

They

Wblteaker, B K.. 83.
Whittiekl, W.J., 316.
Whitlord. l.eroy. 188.

Thompson, II. W. 166, 390
Thompson, S. E.' 23"
Thompson. Mrs. 11.. 116.
18, 150.
Thompson. W B
Thorn, Prof.

11..

.

White..!. W., 381.
White. Mr.. 38].

Thomas, Mr.. 381.
Thomas, E. A., 25, 43, 52, 69,
7.\ lo7. 109,

s

182,

158, 286,

Thomas. S. L., 79.
Thomas, W.. 330.
Thompson. A. B.,
Thompson. Geo.,

11

Whitcomh,

182,

78,

1.. 11..

White,

1HH.
:*>.

D., 0.2. 166, 269,

342. 412.

A.. 188, 390.
1... 162, :i4J.

<'..

402.

w eede,
M„ 1S8.
Weeks, a, 133.

:i*;t.

I.

Nesi
queen cage
Perfection honey box
Picturesque apiary of Mr. A.

w

Westpbal,

honey

l'eel

12.

A.. 55. 94,99.
ebeter, D.G., 117.
Weed. A. II.. 13, 55, 58. .0.
... 165, 254, 286,
01. 02.

West. N.

Taylor..!. M. ('.. 69.
Taylor, K. v.. 101.
Teetshorn. C. H., 125.

B„

1

.

Webster,

Taylor, J. 6., 238, 358.

.

2!>7

Wemple, 1,. C., 142. .its.
Wemyss. W. P.. 402.

Tanfcesley, R. M.. 7.
Tarr, E.. ij.
Taylor, E. P., 206.

«

Metal corners fur crate covers

.1

F., 230.
Tu.llock. .1. S.. 69, 212, 286,

Tbielmann, C,

19
177
aia

"l tin pails for

R.. 158.
.to. is,

172
75

Italian worker bee, magnified
Judge W. H. Andrews
Larva of bee

403.

Tabor, M.

Terrnss. M.

117,

1,

1

ill

!M1

1

W. A.. 101.
Bwenson.C. nv..:it:i.
S»i1t.

Tenant,

c.

.1

Sturgeon, G., 85.
Bturgtll, W.T.,390.
Bturtet iint, C. K 998.
Sturwokl. J. W., 18,85,

Tempect,
Temple. G.

1

Ward.
198
Ward, T. J., 182, 254,
Ward, W. S.. 1:11.
Warden. F.J., 14.
w ay, n -v, 102.

B.,27.

H..

.

a

tloney hoard
Honey carriage

l>r.. 174.

Walton, Col.

R.,286.

11.. -7. 59,

77. 286, 355.

Struble,

Wallace, J. G. A

846

Clauds and tube of the honey bee
(ilass honey jars
Hern Andreas Si-hinid

P.. 194.
o c-..s7.

Wilki-tlHu.'IN in.. 2:14.
Waldo, C. B., so, 40, 174,
381.
50,211, Walker. It.. 100. 4m, 411.
Walker, 1.. 11 205.
Walker. W. 11.. 190, 397.
Wallace, G. B.,51.
Wallace, llonrv. 882.

41U.

Stewart,

II.

Walt,

415

1gg- Of the many Guides and Seed
and Plant Catalogues sent out by our
Seed and Nurserymen, and that are
doing so much to inform the people
and beautify and enrich our country,
®" It will pay to devote a few hours none are so beautiful, none so instrucIts paper
in getting up a club for the Bee Jour- tive as Vick's Floral Guide.
nal. Bead the list of premiums on is the choicest, its illustrations handadvantage
of
take
and
another page,
some, and given by the thousand,
the fall gatherings to get up clubs.
while its Colored Plates are gems.
This work, although costing but ten
It is Worth Remembering- that nobody enjoys the nicest surroundings if cents, is handsome enough for a Gift
in bad health. There are miserable Book, or a place on the parlor table.

We

dark and candied, 7(*8c.

BEESWAX— 2:K*25e.

Stearns & Smith,

423

Front Street.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— Our honey trade is a little slow just
now. perhaps because "f the unfavorable weather;
but it has been first-class. My sales during two
weeks in the month of October amounted to
22 000 lbs. of extracted honey— more honey than
ever si»ld in two weeks before. About l."..noo lbs. ol
the above was sold by the barrel, and almost all the
balance in our square pound jars, and all these
latter, with the exception of about m gross, were
sold in our citv, partly in shipping orders and partly
I

in crates for the trade. Pound glass jars are Oj
far tfie handsomest retail packages. They do no1
York because adulterasell in Chicago nor in
tors have spoiled the retail tradeespecially for extracted honey. Thev used glass jars. But I douitt
very much whether I should have created a retail

New
Published by James Vick, Rochester,
n. y.
Ginger Tonic would do them more
market for extracted honey with the same success
adopted
had not adopted the square glass j:<r.
guild than all the doctors and medibotit because adulterators were using the round
lriand
lb. packages nothing is handier
25
cines they have ever tried. See adv.
For
tles.
BARNES'
than tin buckets, and I have a good trade forthem
49w4
etc
grocers,
bakers,
retail
from druggists,

people about to-day with one foot in
the grave, when a bottle of Parker's

1

I

PATENT

We

are sometimes asked who
Every
our authorized agents are
subscriber is such an agent; we have
no others, and greatly desire that each
one would at least send in one new
subscriber with his own renewal for
1882. The next few weeks are the
time to do this. We hope every subscriber will do his or her best to double
Igsf

Foot Power Machinery
CIRCULAR

'i

our

list

for 1882.

and

SCROLL SAWS,
Tland, Circular Rip S.iwa for
^i/ueral
s

heavy and

ht-'hi

rip-

Lathes. &c. These machines are especially adapted
piD{i,

to

Hive Making*

It will

pay

every bee-keeper to send for
our 48 page Illustrated Catalogue.

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES.

Rockford, Winnebago Co.,

111.

arrival, and
I P av BOllc. for extracted honey on
HiOiHc. for choice comb honey.
BF.KSWA.V— 1*<" ~c, on arrival. I have paid
C. F. Mum.
25C per lb. for choice lots.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
G.
than 50C
©•y* West Madison Street, Chicago, 1 ..

THOMAS

KEWMAN,

1

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

416

Dec. 28.

Given's FoundationPress.

Books

Bee -Keepers.

for

The latest Improvement in

[foundation, our thin
not surpassed. The
nnlv invention to make Foundation ill the wired
frame. All Presses warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for Catalogue and Samples.
2wly
l> 8.
Hoopeston, 111.

and

of this type will contain about eight
lines will occupy 1 inch of space.

line

words; fourteen
i

three weeks, each Insertion,
BOc. per line.
"
"

Four

18c.
15c.
12c.
lOc.

or more*'

Bight,

"
"
"

rhlrteen

Twenty-six
Fifty

two

"

'*

"

"

"
"

FULL COLONIES

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
fearlv Contracts payable quarterly. In advance,
Cases of real imposition will be
exposed.
-

reliable dealers.

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street.,

As

oi

Special Ndtices, 50 cents per line.

THOMAS

Chicago,

THOMAS

III.

074

i:i ;

\

;

»

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Apiaries.
i.i;i

<

in SEASON.

^"Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular on appliJ. II. ICO HI IE TSON,
suwtf
Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

cation.

California^ attevmi.

Carries honey from the hive to the Extractor, a set
of apiarian tools, metal-lined drawers for broken
combe and fragments of wax, revolving combhanger, which holds comb firmly while pruning or
cutting out queen cells, writing desk, and wash
ba-iti
will not break nor bruise combs ; adjusts
to tit all sizes of extracting and brood combs, and
is less laborious to handle than the ordinary handbaskets. Write your address on a postal card, and
address it to
M. DATI8,
30wiy Patentee and Proprietor, Spring Hill.Tenn.
;

JOHN

FOR SALE VERT CHEAP,
a four-inch Dunham Machine, just right to make
foundation for small frames. Everything necessary to go right to work.
51w4t
S. S. BUTLER, M. D., Los Gatos, Cal.

SALISBURY

Rev. A.

Camargo, Douglas County, 11).
Warranted Italian Queens, $1.00 Tested
;

F.tfllot-liil

:

All

Editorial items

409
409
409
409

This number ends Vol XVII
Christmas Present
The Apiary Register
Time Now to Mature Plans for next Season !<>:>
Errata
409
How to g t the Bee Journal Free forNext
409
Year

Ocone

409

Convention Note*

buy Dodge's

Michigan State Convention
4io
President's Address
4 in
An tees s Nuisance
Queen with Imperfect Wings hays

4 Hi

;

:

35c.

per

tySend forCircular.

lb.

WnrkerKggs

410
4ii

Corre«|ioiMleiice

41

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Stillingia, and
many of the best medicines known are combined in Parker's Ginger
Tonic, into a medicine
of such varied powers, as
to make it the greatest
Blood Purifier and the

51w3t

412

ciety

Selection* from Our Keller
Losses Kccovered

A YEAH and

expenses toagents,

outfit free.addressP

Augusta, Maine.

O vickery
30wly

BcstUealthAStrcngth
Restorer Ever Used.

Texas Agricultural Journal.

It cures

Rheumatism,

Sleeplessness,

Box

The only Agricultural Paper in the State.

:

Bee-Culture in Georgia

Must Have the Weekly

A

Mild Winter
in Glass Jars for Home Market
Weeklv More Acceptable than Monthly...
Double-Walled Hives

Honey

Suggestion
Leaky Hives
Good Increase
A.

Plentiful

$777

:

Adjourned Meeting of the National So-

Crop

412
412
412
412
412
412
412
412
412
412
412

lwly

;

I

Wintering Bees

Wax

rians, S frames, $10.00.
worked
cillOc. per lb. Pure Comb Foundation,
on Dunham Machine, 26 lbs. or over,

;

1

The Question Box

;

;

I

DODGE,

:

Italian

;

Summer and Winter Top and En-

trance Feeder and Upward Ventilator. It feeds
syrup, candy, sugar, comb, or extracted honey, or
any suitable bee food, in a temperature corresponding with the interior of the hive a perfect upward
ventilator, without loss of heat. Needs no testimonials
1
sample captures every bee-keeper.
The bottom of the feeder can be tin, wood, paper,
cloth, etc. I prefer cloth under all ordinary circumstances as on sample. Sample, by mail, 30c.
Per doz., via express. WS.OO,
V. E.
Fredonia, N. Y.
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer, and manufacturer and dealer in all kinds of Apiarian Stores.

&

diseaess

ofthe Stomach, Bowels,
Lungs, Liver & Kidneys,
&is entirely different from
The Best, Cleanest, and Bitters, Ginger Essences
Most Economical Hair Dress- and other Tonics, as it
ing. Never falls to restore the never intoxicates. Hiscox
youthful color to gray hair.
& Co., Chemists, N. Y.

Parker's
If you want reliable information of the Climate.
Hair Balsam,
Soil and Productions of the Growing STATE OF

TEXAS,

Agricultural Journal.

take the

It

circulates all over the State, and is rapidly growing in popular favor. It carries a well conducted
Bee Department, and has a large circulation with
Texas Bee- Keepeos. It is the be-t advertising medium in the State for reaching the Farming and
Bee-Keeping population. Subscription $1.25 a
vear. Monthly, edited and published by A. A.

PITTUCK.

Address,

_

50c.

and $1

Large Saving Buying Dollar Size.

sizes.

and fully "up with the times" on every
]t Is not only instructive,
bvit intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one tlnit.no
bee-keeper, however limited his means, can afford
todowithout. Cloth, &1.35 ; paper cover, *1,
Qnlnhy'sKew Bee-Keeping*, by L. C. Root—
The anthor treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that It cannot fail to interest all. ItsBtyle is plain
and forcible, makmgall its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— $1.50.
illustrated

BubjectOf bee-culture.

Novice's ABC of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
— This emi)races"everythin« pertaining to the care
the honey-bee." and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, IS 1.S5; paper, SI.
ot

King** Bee-Keeper*.* Text-Book, bv A.J.
is revised and brought down to

King.— This editioD
the present time.

This

-

is

the

a standard scientific work.

and our wax

nowhere

is

51w2tx

.

Bzlerzon Theory

;— presents the fundamenbee-culture, and furnishes the

tal principles of

to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

tacts

and arguments

G.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as lood. giving recipes for making
,

quality, sources,
;

Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, Wlnes.etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.

intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
It Is

everywhere. Published

DADANT

GHAS,

&

The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. 5c.

j

NEAT AND CLEAN.

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as lood. 200 pages. 50c-,

Moore** Universal Assistant, and Com*

The Original Patent

SON,

of.

Its

the Hoeky

Any one can

ming and New Mexico.

Wyo-

Terms Of subscription : Cash in advance, $2.00.
Subscription taken for any length oi time at twenty
cents per month. All letters on business should
be addressed to the

lt..x 1355,

1IKWKR,

<

HONEY KNIFE,
Bend

For Bee Journal of ltf8n
For Bee Journal of ihhi
For Bee Journal of 1882

'.174

West Madison

s

85c.
?5c.

Street,

Chicago,

III.

GOLD MEDAL Awarded

the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
be.st and cheapest.lndispensable to every man, entitled

COMB FOUNDATION,

"The

s,M,,lnnw Address IVaboriv
TUVSPTV
HHOriljr.Mcih-al institute 01 -lir.
*

4

HulHnch

St.,

Agriculture,Horticulture and Rural Affairs.

Edited

l>.v

W.

V.

(LACK E,

SALEBees
Colonies
THE KANSAS BEEKEEPER, FOR
improved
prime
AXTELL,
Warren

Jordan

street. Toronto, Ontario.
Canada, at $1.00 a year, by c. Biackett Robinson,
Liberal inducements to local scents.
44mtt

Published at

5

beginners

in

bee-Culture.

Jas.

Heddon

will write

practical article For every number for 1882; -jo
pages bandsomel; gotten on In
k form.
Every
number worth tho price of a year's subscription.
Sample copies and premium list free to any address. Agents wanted. Address.
:i

i

anil

SCOVKLL \ ANDERSON,

- s «'tf

Columbus, Kansas.

3i)wly

L. C.

Double-Boarded Langstroth Hives.

Iinqifrnf

&&

WNQ HAVINGS.

The
Horse
BY
KENDALL,
M. D.

B. J.

4nsm2t

each.
II.

ALLET, Wenham, Mass.

an index of diseases.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drags used for the
giving-

;

$mtpal

horse. with the ordinary dose, effects arid antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules (or telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
;

Bound

VOLUME FOR
paper

$1.00,

I88O,

;

A

few copies lor Bale at
postpaid to any address.
covers.

In

;i

1'riee, $2.50

^u

of Italian
In
condition.
Co.. III.

Roseville,

A TREATISE

Kvery bee-keeper should have oneol these hives
for a model to make others hv. It requires the
least work and lumber to put them up oi any hive
in us.-.
The hrn.nl chamber, botl
-board and
cases are not nailed together, as In other double
hives. Bach hive has
-et 01 -I prize caps sr|i:iratorsand case to hold all; also 10 brood frames
uilhe.'H-h hive. Host and cheapest hive in use.

W. if.
22wly

Boston.

150

Fortnightly Journal nf

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,
974

West Madison

Street,

Chicago,

III.

diseases in

1

engravings

has recipes,
horse Information.

Paper, 25c.

Hopp's Easy Calculator.— These are handy
tallica lor all kinds ot merchandise and Interest.
it is really a lightning calculator, well bound, with
slate and pocket. Cloth, tfl.
Morocco, 91. 50.
;

Chicken Cholera, by A. J.
Its

cause,

symptoms and

THOMAS
974

West Madison

Hill.

euro.

G.

—A

Price,

treatise

on

85c.

XEWMADT,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

;

TCNflW
AJJtlm

1'AHKKK, No.

Devoted enl Irely to the best interests of those whe
keen bees. The question department, conducted
i.y i»r. Win. k.
Howard. Is of especial Interest to

It has. 35

and treats all
plum and comprehensive manner. It
a table of doses, and much valuable

illustrating positions of sick hoses,

gUt,300pp.,contalns beautiful
steel engravings,! 25 presorip
tlons,piice only |i.25 sen! 6y
mall Illustrated sample. 60;

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

— No book could be

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

Si-iem-e of Lite, or Self-

Quill by hives, in

A

contains over 1,000,000 IndusTn^o Se-

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1.016 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, $S.50.

Preeervation;"bouud in Dnest
Kreneh muslin. embossed, full

high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feel to
thepouud. Circular and samples free

OI.O.

THE RURAL CANADIAN,

or

BINGHAM' &' HETHERINGTON,
AURONIA, MICH,

FLAT -BOTTOM

J.

for testimonials,

card

fiOc.

THOMAS ©. NEWMAN,

Address.

COLORADO FARMER,
52Wlt

AND
Bingham & Hetherington

use them. Directions in each Binder.

Mountains.

class in Colorado,

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

to the Agricultural and Pastoral Interests

I

Mechanic

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc.,
f vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, civil

BINDERjfiI p ERIODICA\.s\'

'/pAT.

AM) LIVE STOCK JOURNAL.
of the Eastern Slope
in- only Journal of

Mr. Muth's views on

dustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes,

COLORADO FARMER
Devoted

It gives

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
tood products, and demand a law to protect the

IS
111.

per dozen, fiOc.

;

This contains the Prize
Essays on thissubject. read before the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association. The Prize— $25 in gold
— was awarded to Prot Cook's Essay, which Is here
given in full. Price. lOc.

AND KEEP THEM

The Emerson Binder

Hamilton, Hancock Co.

tSamtf

English and German.

Wintering Bees. —

management of bees, Price, lOc.
Food Adulteration Wbatwe eat and should

and bright for

Samples free on request,

in

Price for either edition, 6c.

the

to be equalled for cleanli-

ness, purity and beauty. Extra thin
sections. All shapes and sizes.

$8.

Bee* and Iloney ; or, successful management of the Aiilary, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This embraces the following subjects Location
of the Apiary— Honey Plants — Queen Rearina—
Feeding — Swarming — Dividing —Transferring —
Italianizing — Introducing Queens— Extracting—
Quieting and Handling Bees— Marketing Honey,
etc. It is published in English and German.—
Price lor either edttioo, 40 cents, postpaid.

nlete

B,

\

Price.

Ble*«ed Been, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, SLOO.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting* Handland Marketing.— A lN-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadantt giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. This
contains many useful hints.— Price 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,"by Chas.

Dealers in bee-supplies will do well to send for
our wholesale prices of Foundation. We now
have the most extensive manufactory of foundation in the country. We send to all parts of the
United States. We make

Hi

Hive and Honey Bee.

ing

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

RETAIL.

tfl.OO; paper, 75c.

Cloth,

F.Muth: 32 pages.

FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND

CHICAGO, ILL,

Street,

Ch.

Agricultural Journal,

Hempstead, Texas.

by

Boe-Kccper'i Guide or. Oook'n Manual
of the Apiary. — Entirely re-wrltten. elegantly

LangMroth on

Queens, $2 Cyprian Queens, $2.00
TestedCvprian Queens, $4 1 frame
Nucleus, Italians, $4.00; frame Nucleus, ('yprians, $5
Colony of Italians, H frames, $8.00 Colony of Cyp-

BEE-KEEPERS

Contents of this Number.

West Madison

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

;

DAVIS' PATENT IIONKY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-HANGER,
ITALIAN' BEES,

of

From my

"

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
nf the contract. Will be charged the full rate fur
[hi- tunc tin- advei tiseiuent is inserted.

974 West

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

Bees and Gtueens

8c.

'

is

GIVEN,

KATES FOR AHVEKTISIXO.
A

common Foundation

Price £5 cent*.— Sent on
Address,

THOMAS
974

G.

West Madison

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

TIN PAILS FOR HONEY.
These Palls have a lull cover, and are excellent
for marketing Candied Money. The gallon mid
half gnl Imi pin Is nve a bail or handlo, the quarts
and pints have none.
Assorted samples of the four sizes, put Inside
one another us a nest, price SO cents. These palls
1

1

are very useful for many other purposes, after being emptied Of the honey by consumers. The following are the prices
:

Per Doz. Per 100
Gallon, holding in lbs. of honey
$1.80
Si 3.00
"
"
Half Gallon, " r
....
9.00
1.50....
"
"
"
Quart,
...
1.20....
7,00
-Z\i
- >

"

Pint,

IM

"

"

75....

4.00

COLORED LABELS.
I now have on hand two sizes of Colored Labels
for these tin pails (one size for pints and quarts
and another for half gallons end gallons), and ran
supply any quantity of either slse, by mall, postpaid, at
cent eaeli. When 100 or more of either
size is ordered. I will print your name and address
on them without extra charge. Prices for larger
quantities than joo given upon application.
I

ALFKEI) H. NEWMAN,
972

West Madison

Street, Chicago,

111.

